


There's no other book 
like this one. 

Why buy several books, when everything you need for in-depth Bible study can be 
found in one convenient volume? VINE'S puts a lifetime of biblical scholarship
and the original languages of both Testaments-right at your fingertips. 

Whether you're an avid layman or a serious scholar, VINE'S will enable you to see 
at a glance the myriad shades of meaning contained in one Greek or Hebrew word. 

"It is at once a Concordance, a Dictionary, and a Commentary." 

RENEW, RENEWING (Verb and Noun) 

A. Verbs. 

W Graham Scroggie 

I. ANAKAINOO (avaKatvow) . to make new (ana, back or again.Ji'.ainos, new, 
not recent but different), to renew, is used in the Passive Voice in 2 Cor. 4: 16, of the 
daily renewal of "the inward man" . . . i.e., of the renewal of spiritual power .. . . 

B. Noun. 
ANAKAINOSIS (avaKa!vwaL<;) . .. a renewal, is used in Rom. 12:2, "the 

renewing (of your mind)," i.e., the adjustment of the moral and spiritual vision and 
thinking to the mind of God . .. the Romans passage stresses the willing response on the 
part of the believer. 
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Serious students of the 
Bible agree ... 
There's no substitute for a knowledge of 
Greek and Hebrew for tapping the richness 
of the Scriptures. Now the valuable insights 
afforded by the original languages can be 
yours - in the time it takes to open a dictionary . . 
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• Extensive cross-referencing of Eng
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• Original meanings used to clarify 
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Publisher's Foreword 
to Vine's Expository Dictionary of 

Old and New Testament Worru 

We have found the response to the publication of the separate 

editions of An Expository Dictionary of Old Testament Words and 

An Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words to be over

whelmingly positive. Many who have read these have written us, 

expressing their appreciation for the depth and clarity of W E. 

Vine's scholarship and faith. 

An Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words was entirely 

created by the author and was based on his exhaustive knowledge 

of Greek. When his work on this volume was completed, he began 

a companion piece, An Expository Dictionary of Old Testament 

Words, which presented some of the important theological Hebrew 

terms in the same format hc used in his Greek exposition. 

The New Testament dictionary originally appeared in four vol

umes. In a later edition they were combined, but the 01d Testament 
was not yet ready for publication. 

In 1949, when W E. Vine died, An Expository Dictionary of Old 

Testament Words was still in manuscript form. Its worth did not go 

unrecognized, however, and F. F. Bruce accepted the responsibility 

of editing this last volume and prcparing it for publication. 

In 1978 the Old Testament dictionary became available in the 
United States in a separate edition. Although it is not as complete 

and exhaustive as the New Testament volume, it has been helpful to 

many scholars and students. 

Vine's Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words 

includes the entire texts of all five volumes. lt is with great pride 

that we make such a popular and inspirational volume available to 

pastors, scholars, students, and readers of the Word. 

THE PUBLISHER 
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PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD 
TO THE OLD TESTAMENT 

The first edition of W. E. Vine's An Expository Dictionary of 

New Testament Words was published in the United Kingdom in 
1940, and many thousands of hihlical scholars have studied the 

Scripturcs using this valuable tool. lt is a classic in the study of 
sacred literature, and was compilcd by William Edwy · Vine 
(1873-1949), an English educator, editor, and author. He was edu
cated at the University College of Wales and received the M.A in 
classics from London University. 

An Expository Dictionary ~f New Testament Words is probably 
bis best-known work, and bis status as a Greek scholar is unsur

passed, but W. E. Vine contributed many valuable writings in his 
lifetime. Some of bis other published Wörks are: A Greek Testa

ment Grammar; A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans,• The 

Roman Empire in Prophecy; The Divine Inspiration of the Bible; 

John: His Record of Christ; The Church and the Churches; lsaiah: 

Prophecies, Promises; Warnings. 

The editor of this previously unpublished manuscript, F. F. 
Bruce, is far better known to modern Bible scholars. Born in 191(:) 
in Scotland, he was educated at the University of Aberdeen, the 

University of Cambridge, and the University of Vienna. He now 
makes bis home in Buxtoh, Derbyshire, England, where he is the 
Rylands Professor of Biblical Criticism and Excgcsis at the Uni

versity of Manchester, England. His list of published works in-

XI 



PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD XII 

cludes The Books and the Parchments; New Testament History; 

Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Serails; The English Bible; The 

Epistles of John; The Defense of the Gospel in the New Testament. 
The general style of W. E. Vine's An Expository Dictionary of 

New Testament Words has been followed in the editing of this 
companion volume of Old Testament Words. Instead of A. v. (Au

thorized Version) referred to in the earlier volume, KJV (the King 
James Version, published 1611) is referreu Lu. R. v. (Reviseu Ver
sion, pu.blished 1881-1885) is also quoted here. The reader will 
recognize American spellings rather than the Anglicized words of 

the author's New Testament dictionary. 

Also included in this first-timc publication of Hebrew word 
meanings is an Appendix developed from When, H ow, and by 

Whom Was the Bible Written by Rev. James Todd, D.D.; a Chart of 

Historical Comparisons prepared by Dr. John A. Cawood of 
Philadelphia College of Bible, showing the time span of the Old 
and New Testaments, and a comprehensive bibliography by Dr. 

David Huttar of Nyack College (N.Y.) complete the volume. 

This material will help provide much-needed background for 
Bible scholars, and seminary and Bible college students whose 
knowledge of the Old Testament may be limited. lt is through the 

study of the Old Testament that we can appreciate the many truths 
found in the New. The beauty of Vine's language in describing the 

symbolism of the various Hebrew terms, as well as his scholarly 
knowledge of the Scriptures, make this -.his final legacy - a 
worthy contribution of one who devoted a lifetime. to the study 

of God's Word. 

THE PUBLISHER 



INTRODUCTION 

This expository dictionary carries Old Testament 
words not previously publishcd in the format clone so 
well by W. E. Vine in his original work. When Mr. Vine' s 
Expository Dictionary of New Testament Wvrds had 
been finally seen through the press, he turned his atten
tion to a similar projeet on Old Testament words. He 
made no claim to the kind of expert mastery of Hebrew 
that he had of Creek, but he had been for many years a 
careful student of the Hebrew Bihle. At thc time of his 
death in November, 1949, he left in manuscript the 
material contained here. The words which are treated in 
this edition are, for the most part, words of theological 
importance, but the list includes some technical terms 
and other words of general interest. Readers who have 
profited by Mr. Vine' s Creek word studies will be glad to 
have this selection of word studies in the Old Testament. 

F.F.BRUCE 

XIII 





OLD TESTAMENT 
WORD MEANINGS 

A 

ABIB 
This was the first month of the J ewish year ( corre

sponding to March.:....April); it was madc the first month to 
commemorat.e the deliverance from Egypt (Exodus 9::11; 
12:2; 13:4; 34: 18). The word 'ablb is a collcctive noun 
and signifies "ears of corn." In that month the Pa:ssover 
feast occurred and on the second day the sheaf of the 
firstfruits of the harvest was waved (Leviticus 23: 10-12). 
God promised His people latter rain (necessafy for the 
"ears of corn") in that month, the ßoors would be full of 
wheat, and the vats overßowing with wine and oil (Joel 
2:23, 24). After the Babylonian exile it was more com
monly called Nisan. 

ABOMINATION 
This word has several meanings in the Old Testament, 

and it is used to translate four HebreW words. lt is fre
quently used to express the idea of something loathed, 
especially religiously. To eat food with Hebrews was an 
abomination to the Egyptians (Genesis 43:32). Their ex: 

13 
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clusiveness extended this to all foreigners who had no 
regard for their scruples. That is the sense of the word in 
Exodus 8:26 (the cow was held sacred by all the Egyp
tians). The calling of a shepherd was "an abomination 
unto the Egyptians" (Genesis 46:34), that is, it was 
looked upon with intense hatred. In Leviticus 18:22 it 
signifies an object of divine abhorrence. In Ezekiel 
22: 11 it denotes a detf~stahle deed. In all these refer
ences the same Hcbrew word tftebhäh is used. "Abomi
nation" is used for an adual idol when the Hcbrcw word 
is not always the same in each instance, for example, 2 
Kings 23: 13. Idols are also referred tu iu Isaiah 44: 19 aml 
Deuteronumy 32:16 (plural). The word is used some
times as a technical term for stale sacrificial flesh which 
has not been eaten within the prescribed time (Leviticus 
7:18). Leviticus 19:7 and Ezekiel.4:14 have a bearing on 
this. In sorne passages it is used for the flesh of prohib
ited animals, as in Isaiah 66: 17 and Ezekiel 8:9, 10, or it 
rcfers to objects connected with idolatry and especially 
of heathen deities, for example; Hosea 9: 10. In Daniel 
12: 11 '~the abomination (Hebrew shiqqu~) that maketh 
desolate" is the idolatrous installation to be set up in the 
Jerusalem Temple by "the prince that shall come" 
(Daniel 9:26), whjch will bring the desolation of the 
end-time, when the covenant made by him is broken. 
See Daniel 8: 11~14; 9:27; and Matthew 24: 15. 

AD AMANT 
This is used of an especialJy hard stone such as the 

emery stone or a form of corundum which is the hardest 
substance known with the exception of diamonds. (The 
word "diamon<l" is a corruption of the word "adamant.") 
The word illustrates hardheartedness in resisting the 
truth of God (Zechariah 7:12; compare Jeremiah 17:1). 
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In Ezekiel 3:8, 9 it illustrates the divine firmness im
parted to Ezekiel in resisting the. Israelites who refused 
to listen to the voice of God. He says, "Behold, 1 have 
made thy face strong against their faces, and thy 
forehead strong against their foreheads. As an adamant 
harder than ßint have 1 made thy forehead." 

ADJURATION 
· The primitive meaning of the word "adjure" is·to put 

under an oath, as in Joshua 6:26. Ajudge or king, or high 
priest with official authority put a person on his solemn 
oath, involving the obligation of witnesses; Saul adjured 
the people not to eat till the evcning (1 Samuel 14:24). 
But the word is used in the sense of making a solemn 
charge without the accompaniment of an oath, as when 
Ahab adjured Micaiah to tell the truth (1 Kings 22:16; 
compare with Song of Solomon 2:7 R.V.; 3:5; 5:8, 9; 8:4). 
In Leviticus 5: 1, anyone who heard the voice of adjura
tion and was a witness of it, even though he had only 
known about it; had to bear his iniquity if he did not 
utter it. 

When the high priest adjured the Lord Jesus by the 
living God to tell the truth as to whether He was 'the 
Christ the Son of God, though He had refused to reply to 
false witnesses, He answered the adjuration by an affir~ 
mative, thus declaring His own Godhead (compare Mark 
5:7; Acts 19:13; 1 Thessalonians 5.:27). 

ADOPTION 
This means to take care of a son who was not one by 

birth. Abraham adopted Eliezer; Pharaoh' s daughter 
adopted Moses; Mordecai adopted Esther. See also the 
instances of Sarai in relation to the son to be borne by 
Hagar; and Leah and Rachel in relation. to the children to 
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be born of Zilpah and Bilhah. The act described in 
Genesis 30:3 represented the entire appropriation of the 
sons as equal in rights to those by the legitimate wife. 
Jacob adopted Joseph's two sons, Ephraim and Manas
seh, putting them on the same footing as his two elder 
sons Reuben and Simeon (Genesis 48:5). 

AFFINITY 
In the Old Testament this word is used, not in the 

sense of relationship by marriage but of an evil associa
tion on the part of God's people with the ungodly. In 1 
Kings 3: 1 it is recorded that Solomon rrtade affinity with 
Pharaoh. Jehoshaphat did so with Ahab (2 Chronicles 
18:1). lt was a grievous thing in Ezra's eyes that God's 
people were· joining in affinity with the peoples of the 
land that were practicing abomination (Ezra 9:14). 

ALMUG 
This wood ( 1 Kings 10: 11, 12) is thoughtto be a kind of 

sandalwood. The inferior spelling "algum" is found in 2 
Chronicles 2:8. lt was brought specially from Ophir and 
Lebanon. Primarily th.; almug tree came from Ophir, an 
Arabian town hy the Red Sca, and was brought to Tyre 
by Hiram's merchant fleet. Accordingly, trees would 
comc·withthe firs ahd cedars from Lebanon and all three 
would be described collectively as "out·of Lebanon" (2 
Chronicles 2:8). The wood was used for pillars and stairs 
in the temple and in the king' s house, and for harps and 
psalteries. 

ANAKIM· 
The Anakim (literally, "long-necked") are first men

tioned as such in Deuteronomy 1:28. They were a race of 
giants (2:10, 11 RV.), "Rephaim," a word used to de-
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scribe the early giant peoples of Palestine. In Numbers 
13:33 R.V. they are spoken of as "the Nephilim, the sons 
uf Anak, which come of the Nephilim." Anak is thus 
regarded as the ancestor. The word "Anak," however, 
may be the name of the race rather than of an individual. 
This is indicated by the use of the article with the words 
("the Anak") in the original in Numbers 13:22, 28; 
Joshua 15:13, 14; 21:11; Judges 1:20. The greatest man 
among thcm was Arba, who gave his name to thc city 
Kiriath-arba, Joshua 14:15, called Hebron, Genesis 23:2; 
35:27. Arba seems to have been the progenitor of the 
race; presumab]y he fo11nded the c.ity ~f:vf:n yfülTS before 
Lhe Egyptian Zoan (Nurnbers 13:22). 

The Anakim were a terror to the spies (Numbers 
13:28), but were chießy destroyed by Joshua, except a 
remnant who escaped to Philistine cities (Joshua 11:21, 
22). Caleb ultimately destroyed them (15:14). 

The Nephilim mentioned above are found in two pas
sages, in Genesis 6:4 R.V. which indicates the existence 
of giants born in a manner contrary to nature ( the word 
may be derived from the Hebrew verb näphal, to fall). 
These perished in the Flood with the rest of the race 
(except for Noah's family), Genesis 7:21-23. The other 
passage, Numbers 13:33 R.V., indicates a similar kind of 
being identical with the Anakim. These are to be distin
guished from those before the Flood. The records of the 
Canaanite nations suggest, however, that the existerice 
of these beings indicates similar conditions contrary to 
nature, and not merely a race of formidable persons of 
gigantic stature. 

ANKLET 
Ankle rings were worn by women on both feet, joined 

by short chains, which "made a tinkling" as they walked, 
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and caused them to take short, graceful steps. These 
were an accompaniment of the godless conduct ofcer
tain of "the daughters of Zion,'' against whom J ehovah 
spoke through Isaiah (Isaiah 3: 16). 

ANOINT, ANOINTED 
To put oil on the head or body was a general custom in 

the east (for example, Ruth 3:3). To cease anointing was 
a sign of mourning (2 Samuel 14:2; Daniel 10:3). lt was a 
token of respect to a guest, the omission of which was a 
failure in the matter of hospitality (sec Luke 7:46). 
Metaphork:::i lly, to hP anointe<l with oil expressed 
spiritual joy and refreshment (Psalms 23:5; 45:7; 92:10; 
Isaiah 61:3). 

The sacred use of oil was for anointing things or per
sons in consecrating them to God, as when Jacob 
anointed the pillar which he had used as a stone for 
resting bis head (Genesis 28: 18). Anointing was a sym
bol of the qualifications divinely imparted in the conse
cration of persons for the discharge of their office, 
whether prophets (1 Kings 19: 16; see Expository Dictio
nary of New Testament Words under the words 
"ANOINT, ANOINTING"); priests (Leviticus 4:3, 6.rst, 
priests in general, subsequently only the high priest), or 
kings (1 Samuel 10:1). The priest and the king (or civil 
ruler) are associated as "the two sons of oil" (KJV 
"anointed ones") in Zechariah 4:14. David was anointed 
three times in connection with his kingship, 6.rst, pros
pectively, 1 Samuel 16:13; then as king over Judah, 2 
Samuel 2:4; then over all Israel, 5:3. "The LORD's 
anointed" was the phrase used to designate the king 
chosen by God (1 Samuel 12:3; Lamentations 4:20). 
Christ is twice so designated, as the Messiah (Psalms 
2:2; Daniel 9:25, 26; R.V. "the anointed one"). Christ 
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combines all three o:ffices in His own Person. 
In Isaiah 10:27, the yoke of Assyrian tyranny was tobe 

destroyed "because of the anointing," that is, because of 
the consecration divinely appointed for God' s people Is
rael, by reason of their union with their king "The 
LORD's anointed." Their deliverance is due to identifica
tion with him. 

With all this sacred anointing the Holy Spirit and His 
ministry are inseparably associated, as is shown in pas
sages in the New Testament; compare Acts 10:38; 2 Co
rinthians 1:21; 1 John 2:20, 27. 

APPLE OF THF. F.YF. 
This phrase is used in a prayer, in Psalms 17:8; as a 

promise in Zechariah 2:8; as a fulfilled act in 
Dcutcronomy 32:10; in an exhortation, Proverbs 7:2. 
The "apple" is the most precious and most securely 
guarded part of the eye. lt feels most intensely the least 
injury; the loss of it is irreparable. The Hebrew word in 
this phrase is 'ishon, literally, "the little man," so called 
because of the image on the retina. 

ARM LETS 
This is the R.V. word for the KJV "tablets" in Exodus 

35:22 and Numbers 31:50. The armlet was a ßat open 
clasp worn on the upper part of the arm. lt is mentioned 
in the list of votive offerings for the Tabernacle (Exodus 
35) and as part of the offerings to the Lord from the spoil 
taken from the Midianites (Numbers 31:50). Compare 2 
Samuel LlO, "bracelet." 

ARMOURY 
There was an armoury, for storing arms, at the north

west corner of "the city of David," mentioned as "the 
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turning of the wall" in Nehemiah 3:19, literally, "the 
armoury of the corner." David built a tower for an ar
moury which held "a thousand bucklers [or shields]" 
(Song of Solomon 4:4). A comparison of 1 Kings 7:2 with 
Isaiah 22:8 suggests that Solomon' s "house of the forest 
of Lebanon" may have served as an armoury. The word 
is used metaphorically in the description of God' s judg~ 
ments upon Babylon in Jeremiah 50:25: "The LORD hath 
opened his armoury, and hath brought forth the weapons 
of his indignation." 

ARROGANT, ARROGANCE, ARROCANCY, 
ARROGANTLY 

Arrogance as ovcrbcaring conceit, or the boastful asser
tion of more than one has a right to, is a rendering used 
only four times in KJV, in Samuel 2:3; Proverbs 8: 13; 
Isaiah 1.3: 11; Jeremiah 48:29. R.V. uses it there as well as 
in 2 Kings 19:28 (KJV "tumult"); Isaiah 16:6 (KJV "haugh
tiness"); 37:29 (KJV "tumult"). The words "arrogant" and 
"arrogantly" are the R.V, renderings for the KJV "fools" 
and "foolishly" in Psalms 75:4, and for the KJV "hard 
things," in Psalms 94:4. 

ASHES 
"Sackcloth and ashes" are the tokens of humiliation 

and penitence, usually accompanie<l hy fasting (for 
example, Job 42:6; Esther 4:1; Isaiah 58:5; 61:3; Daniel 
9:3; Jonah 3:6; Matthew 11:21). Ashes, with dust or earth 
were also a sign of mourning (compare Job 2:8; 12). 
Ashes on the head were a token of physical humilia
tion and disgrace (2 Samuel 13:19). In some places they 
are a synonym of "worthlessness" and "insignifi
cance" (Genesis 18:27; in Job 13:12 R.V. "your memor
able sayings are p,roverbs of ashes," that is, "trashy 
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proverbs"; 30:19; Isaiah 44:20). 
The ashes of a red heifer, with those of cedarwood, 

hyssop, and scarlet, were used for the preparation of the 
water of separation (Numbers 19:9, 10). 

A special term (deshen) is used for the ashes of the 
animals burnt in sacrifice (Leviticus 1: 16; 4: 12; 6: 10, 11). 
The corresponding Hebrew verb signifies the clearing 
away of the ashes of the sacrifice (in Exodus 27:3 R.V. 

"Lake away" for KJV "receive"; in Numbers 4:13 "take 
away"). 

In Exodus !=l:R, lO the ashes of the furnace translates a 
different word (Hebrew pfah) fmmrl only hern :rnd prob 
ahly denoting "soot" (R.V. margin). 

In 1 Kings 20:38, 41 the KJV confuses the word 'epher 
(ashes) with 'apher, a bandage or "headband" (R.v.). 

ASSAY, ASSAYED 
The word so rendered signifies more than merely to 

attempt to do a thing; it means to set oneself to do. So in 
Deuteronomy 4:34, "Hath God assayed to go and take 
him a nation?"; in 1 Samuel 17 :39, "David girded his 
sword upon his apparel [R.V„ for KJV "armour"] and he 
assayed to go" (more than "attempted"); in Job 4:2, "If 
we assay to commune with thee." 

The (;reek verb in the New Testament means to try. 
See Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words 
under "TRY, TRIED." 

For ASSEMBLY see CONGREGATION 

ASS URAN CE 
In Isaiah 32: 17 R..V. has "quietness and confidence" 

for KJV "quietness and assurance." The original word 
signifies to hang upon something, and accordingly the 
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meaning is "trust." See Expository Dictionary of New 
Testament Words, pages 84, 85. 

ATONEMENT, DAY OF 
There are two special passages relating to this annual 

fast of the people of Israel, Leviticus 16 and 23:26-32. 
Additional particu lars are given in Exodus 30: 10 and 
Numbers 29:7-11 (compare Leviticus 25:9). Leviticus 
16:3-10 describes the general ceremonial; 11-34 gives 
the details; Numbers 29:7-11 describes the victims; 
Leviticus 23:26-32 delineates how tl1e people were to 
act. 

lt signifü~s the rlay ofexpiation (or propitiation), that 
is, the day on which the high priest offered (at his own 
cost) a bullock for a sin offering and a ram for a burnt 
offering; and he offered (at the public cost) for himself 
and his priestly family, two additional goats and another 
ram for a burnt offering. They were an offering for the 
people. Th'e one goat "for Jehovah" was sacrificed as a 
sin offering and its blood sprinkled on (that is, in the 
front of) the mercy seat (as with the bullocks). The other 
goat was "for Azazel," the scapegoat. On his head the 
high priest laid his hands, confessing over it the sins of 
the people. Then this goat was led by a chosen man into 
lhe wilderness (a land uninhabited) and thcrc let loose. 
These goats have been held to typify: the slain one, the 
atoning and vicarious sacrifice of Christ in bearing "our 
sins in his own body on the tree" (1 Peter 2:24). The 
freed one typifies the complete removal of our sin out of 
sight. The rendering in Leviticus 16: 10, 26 should be 
"the goat for complete sending away" (not "the goat for 
the scapegoat")-from the root 'äzal, to remove com
pletely. 

On that day, and that day only, the high priest entered 
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four tim es into the holy of hohes, spoken of as "once" in 
Hebrews 9:7. 

This day was appointed as a day of national humilia
tion, a day of affüction, a sabbath, a day of rest, but not 
like other sabbaths-days of joy-for on this day the sin 
of the nation was brought to remembrance. The day was 
the tenth of Tishri the seventh month (corresponding to 
Septernber-October), five days before the Feast of 
'l'abernacles. The command to the people to affiict their 
souls involved strict abstinence from food and drink, 
thus indicating thcir sclf-humiliation in thc sight of God. 

AWL 
The boring of a slave' s ear with an awl signified his 

volunteering perpetual service when he might be free at 
the year of release (Exodus 21:6; Denteronomy l.5:17). 
This is quite distinct from what is set forth in the He
brew of Psalms 40:6, which reads "ears hast thou digged 
for me" (the Septuagint version, quoted in Hebrews 
10:5, "a body hast thou prepared forme"). In the Exodus 
passage the idea is that of binding under a lasting obliga
tion to render service. "Ears hast thou digged" suggests 
the impartation of the physical faculty by means of 
which the capacity of fulfilling the will of another would 
be exercised, and "a body hast thou prepared forme" is 
just another way of expressing the same thought. The 
impartation of ears to hear implies the existence of a 
body by which the instruction received through the ears 
(plural, not the boring of an ear) is carried out. 

The body prepared by the Father for the Son was the 
instrument of His seif-surrender and His entire and de
voted submission to the Father' s will. The Son Himself, 
in partaking of flesh and blood, put Himself into the 
position for rendering perfect obedience to Hirn. 
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For BACA see WEEPING 

BAG 
A bag was a shepherd' s wallet, or a scrip for a journey 

:rnade of a kid' s skin with ::i strap fast~ned to each end so 
as to hang from the shoulder. lt was used for carrying 
food, and was an emblem of a pilgrim ur pastoral life. 
David put the pebbles in one when he went to meet 
Goliath (1 Samuel 17:40, Hebrew, keli). 

Another kind of bag was used for carrying a merchant' s 
weights. The matcrials used varied. The warning against 
false weights (Deuteronomy 25: 13; Proverbs 20:23, He
brew, kis) arose from the practice of putting pebbles and 
pieces of metal into such a bag so as to make an evil gain 
by cheating the purchaser. 

A bag was used as a purse for money (Proverbs 1: 14, 
"purse"). The way in which this word is used in Isaiah 
46:6 is suggestive of extravagant waste. See Expository 
Di<:tionary of New Testament Words, under the word 
"BAG." 

Another word signifying a satchel, is found in 2 Kings 
5:23, Hebrew, härit, plural 'haritim, of the bag into 
which Naaman's gift was put. The same word.is used in 
Isaiah 3:22 (R.v. "satchels," for KJV "crisping pins"); it 
was an orpamentally woven sort of pouch. 

Another word signifying something tied, either round 
about like a parcel or at the neck like a pouch is Hebrew 

24 
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~eror. Sometimes the tying material was fastened with a 
seal. Job likens his irrevocable past to a bag, or purse, 
with a seal on its string (Job 14:17). Natural prosperity, 
unblessed by God, is described in Haggai 1:6 as money 
in a bag with holes. The same ward is used of a purse 
that was found in the sacks of Joseph' s brothers (Genesis 
42:35). Compare Luke 12:33; 22:35; John 12:6. See also 
"girdle," Matthew 10:9; Mark 6:8 (margin); Acts 21: 11. 

BALANCE 
This (besides its literal use) is used metaphorically as 

au ernblem uf justiee (Job 31:6), ur as the test of upright
ness and truth (Psalms 62:9; Proverbs 11:1), literally, "a 
balance of deceit" (margin). 

BALDNESS, BALD HEAD 
Baldness was sometimes a mark of leprosy (Leviticus 

13:40-42); a humiliation to captives (Deuteronomy 
21: 11, 12; Isaiah .3:24); a mark of mourning (Isaiah 15:2; 
Jeremiah 16:6; 47:5; Ezekiel 7:18). Priests were forbid
den to "make baldness" on their heads (Leviticus 21:5). 
The Israelites were forbidden to make baldness be
twccn thcir cycs as mourners, because they were "an 
holy people unto the LORD thy God" (Denteronomy 
14: 1, 2). 

Egyptians, on the contrn.ry, shaved on joyous occa
sions, letting the hair grow in mourning. Joseph had to 
follow the customs of the Egyptians on this occasion (see 
Genesis 41:14). 

Artificial baldness marked the termination of the vow 
of a Nazirite and testified to purification (Nutnbers 6:9; 
Acts 18:18; 21:24). 

Among Israelites baldness was ra:r:A, hence it became 
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an object of derision. When the young men mocked 
Elisha, calling him a bald head and telling him to go up 
(2 Kings 2:23), they suggested that he was too old for this 
world, and should go up to heaven as his master had 
clone. This was a taunt, as baldness was a mark ofleprosy 
and humiliation. 

BALM 
The word is a shortened form of "balsam." The sub

stances which are mentioned with it in Genesis 37:25 
indicate that it was an aromatic or spiee. The balm of 
Gilead, there mentioned, was fameJ as among the best 
i.noducts of Canaan (comparc Genesis 43:11). lt was ex
ported to Egypt, and to Tyre (Ezekiel 27: 17). lt had 
medicinal properties. Jeremiah, speaking figuratively 
and lamenting the s'piritual condition of his people says, 
"Is there no balm in Gilead; is there no physician 
there?" The balm is a symbol of spiritual healing for the 
spiritual diseasc oflsrael (Jeremiah 8:22; see also 46: 11; 
51:8). The tree from which the product was taken by 
incisions was cultivated near Jericho, and grew to about 
fourteen feet high. The incisions yield three or four 
drops a day. The proJucl is named balasän in Arabic, 
hence probably Hebrew bös&m and our word balsam. 

BAND 
There are three meanings to this word as in the En

glish versions: 
1. Anything that binds, whether for restrictive pur~· 

poses or for strengthening. The following are the. He
brew words connected with this significance. 

(a) 'abhöth, something twined or twisted: Job 39: 10, 
"Canst thou bind the unicorn with his band?"; translated 
"ropes" in R.V. Judges 15:13, 14 (KJV "cords"); "cords" 
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in Psalms 2:3 (for the word "bands" in that verse, see f 
below); 118:27; 129:4; "wreathen work" in Exodus 
28:14, 22, 24, 25; 39:15, 17, 18; "bands" in Ezekiel 
3:25; 4:8; Hosea 11:4, "I drew them ... with bands 
of love." 

(b) 'esur, anything that will bind, whether a flaxen 
rope (Judges 15:14, of Samson's bands; Ecclesiastes 
7:26, of the shares of an evil woman), or a fetter of iron or 
brass (Daniel 4: 15, 23). 

(c) hebhel, a rope or cord, whether for fastening tents 
(Isaiah 33:20), or as the \'taeklings" 011 boanlship (Isaiah 
33:23), ospccially for mcasuring-.a mcasuring "linc" (2 
Samuel 8:2; Psalms 78:55 and so fo1th). In Psalms 119:61 
R.V. "the cords of the wicked [KJV bands] ensnare me" 
(see the KJV margin-"companies" is probably the mean
ing). In Zcchariah 11:7, 14 "Bands" is the name of one of 
the two staves, representing the brotherhood between 
Judah and Israel; the other, "Beauty," representing the 
covenant made with the people. In Esther 1:6; Job 
41:1; and Ezekiel 27:24 it is used of "cords" for bind
ing. 

(d) h;ar~ubbäh signifies fetters, as of the pangs in the 
death of the wicked (Psalms 73:4,"bands"; R.V. margin, 
"pangs"); in R.V. Isaiah 58:6, of the fast that pleases God, 
namely, "to loose the bonds [KJV "bands"] of wicked
ness." 

(e) moser is properly something for chastising; hence 
a bond for curbing, Job 39:5; Psalms 2:3; 107:14; Isaiah 
28:22; 52:2; Jeremiah 2:20; 5:5; 27:2; 30:8. 

(f) moshekheth is a rope to draw with; this word is 
found only in Job 38:31, "Canst thou ... loose the 
bands of Orion?"; that is, "Hast thou got strength 
enough" to free those unseen hindrances exertcd in na
ture in connection with the stars spoken of as Orion. 
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Only Christ will do this being Himself the Creator of 
these orbs. 

Note: The word motah denotes the pole or chief part 
of the yoke that binds oxen together. In the two passages 
where this word occurs, Leviticus 26: 13 and Ezekiel 
34:27 the R.V. rightly renders the word "bars" for KJV 

"bands." 
2. The word säphah, a band (literally, "lip"), is used 

to signify a ribbon. There was a hole in the midst of the 
rohe of the ephod with a band round about the hole to 
prevent its being rent, Exodus 39:23 (RoV. a "binding"). 
Auulltet wu1d, l~eshcbh, is used in conncction \Vith thc 
ephod in Exodus 28:8, 'i.7, 28; 29:FS; :19:5, 20, .21; 
Leviticus 8:7, where R.V. has "thc cunningly woven 
band" for the KJV "curious girdle." 

3. The word "band" is also used to signify a troop or 
company. The following Hehrew words are thus trans
lated. 

(a) 'agaph which means originally the wing of an 
army. R.V. renders it "bands" in Ezekiel 12: 14; 17:21, as 
in KJV but renders it "hordes" in Ezekiel 38:6, 9, 22; 
39:4. 

(b) gedht1dh is a noun from a verb meaning to pene
trate, and this signifies a band invading a country; it is 
used in 2 Samuel 4:2; 1 Kings 11:24 (R.V. "troop"); 2 
Kings 6:23; 13:20, 21; 24:2 and corresponding passages 
in Chronicles., 

(c) l?,ayil denotes strength; hence a strong army, a 
force, 1 Samuel 10:26 (R.V. the "host"); Ezra 8:22. 

(d) hö~e~, a word signifying to divide artd hence di
vided into companies. This is found only in Proverbs 
30:27, speuking of locusts which without a king go forth 
by "lJands." 
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(e) mah;aneh signifies a camp but in Genesis 32:7 and 
10 the KJV renders it "bands," the R.V. "companies." 

(f) rö' sh denotes a head: it is found in the sense of 
"band" only in 1 Chronicles 12:23 (R.V. "heads") and 
Job 1:17, "the Chaldeans made three bands." 

BANNER 
1. Hebrew nes may literally mcan cithcr "that which 

shines" or "that which is lifted up"; it is used of the 
banner given by God to them that fear Hirn (Psalms 
60:4); in Isaiah 13:2 (KJV "banner," R.V. "ensign" as in 
5:26; 11:10; 30:17; 49:22). Moses called the altar of 
thanksgiving, after the defeat of Amalek "Jehovah-nissi" 
(Jehovah, my banner), Exodus 17: 15; the altar was thus a 
covenant pledge that Jehovah would enable His people 
to defeat Amalek and all their foes. The banner was a 
rallying point to kindle hopc and efforts, a signal raised 
on a special occasion, and always on some elevated place 
or object. The word is use<l of the "standard" (KJV 

"pole") upon which Moses put the brazen serpent 
(Numbers 2:8, 9). 

2. The degel is a military standard; it signifies that 
which is meant to be Seen. lt is used of the Standards of 
the tribes oflsracl in the wilderness (Numbers 2:2). Aiso 
in Psalms 20:5, "In the name of our God will we set up 
Olir banners"; in Song of Solomon 6:4, 10 the Shulam
mite, with a beauty that overcomes the beholder, is 
compared to "an army with banners." 

BANQUET, BANQUETING 
1. Hebrew mishteh denotes a drinking and is used in 

Esther 5:4; 6:14; 7:2, 7, 8; Daniel 5:10. lt is derived from 
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the verb shäthäh, "to drink," Esther 7: 1: "So the king 
and Haman came to banquet" (literally, "to drink"). 

2. Hebrew yayin denotes wine; in Song of Solomon 
2:4, "He brought me to the banqueting hause" is liter
ally "the hause of wine." Note: In Job 41:6, for the KJV 

"Shall the companions make a banquet of him?" R.V. has 
"make traffic of him" (the Hebn~w kiiriih means to bar
gain): In Arnos 6:7, for "the banquet of them that 
stretched themselves" R.V. has "the revelry" (Hebrew 
mirzeah is used as yells of joy). 

DASE 
This word is used figuratively to signify low in the 

sodal sc.;ale, of lowly birth or station; thcn, humble or 
unassuming. In Isaiah 3:5, "the base agaiust the honour
able" means the low-born against the nobles. In Daniel 
4: 17 "the basest of men" does not mean the vilest, but 
one who is of a lowly position (R.V. "lowcst"). So David' s 
word to Michal, "I . . . will he base in mine own sight" 
(2 Sa.muel 6:22). In Malachi 2:9 it signifies ignoble; also 
in Ezekiel 17:14; 29:14, 1.5. In Job 30:8, "children of 
base men" is literally "sons [or men] of no name," that is, 
sons of one who has no name, .the ignoble. 

lt is also nsed of those who are morally low. Tims in 
Deuteronomy 13: 13, R. V. has "Certain base fellows are 
gone out" for KJV "Certain men, the children of Belial," 
literally, "men, sons of worthlessness." Compare l 
Samuel 1:16. 

Note: A base, signifying that on which something 
stands, or on which one steps, has no connection with 
the preceding word. See, f(H example, 1 Kings 7:34, 35; 
iu vvrsc 31 R.V. ''pedestal." In Ezckicl 43:13 u different 
word is rendered "bas~" ·in R.V., where the meaI1ing 
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is the elevated part ( of the altar; margin "back"; KJV 
"higher place"). 

BASKET 
This translates five different Hebrew words: 
1. sal, a bag of interwoven twigs. Pharaoh' s chief 

baker dreamt he carried three on his head ( GPnesis 
40:16-18). These were baskets of white bread (R.v.), not 
white baskets (KJV). Such baskets were used to carry the 
unleavened bread, oiled cakes and wafers for the offer
ing of the consccration of the priesls (Exu<lus 29:3-23; 
T ,pvitk11s 8:2-26); henc.fl in Leviticus 8:31 it is callcd 
"thc basket of consecrations·." They were usP<l for the 
Nazirite's offering (Numbers 6:15-19). Gideon carried 
his provision for the angel in such a basket (Judges 6: 19). 

2. salsill8th is so translated ·in Jeremiah 6:9, "as a 
grape~gatherer into the baskets" ( or "grape-gatherer' s 
baskets"). Some translators suggest "upon the shoots," 
the idea being the 'gleaning of an already stripped vine 
(see the first part of the verse concerning the remnant). 

3. ~ene' is a basket for ordinary household or agricul
tural use; the firstfruits were carried in it (Deuteronomy 
26:2-4). The blessing of the · basket and the store (or 
kneading trough), emblematic of national prosperity, 
was assured by God as a result of good deeds 
(Deuteronomy 28:5). The opposite condition would 
meet with God' s curse (Deuteronomy 28: 17) .. 

4. The düdh was a large tapering basket; it was used 
for carrying clay to the brick kilns, either carried on the 
back or borne, two at a time, on a pole or yoke between 
two men. Israel was delivered from these burdens in 
Egypt when God set them free: they are mentioned in 
Psalms 81:6 R.V. "his hands were freed from the basket" 
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(not "pots," as in KJV). In this kind of basket the heads of 
Ahab's sons were sent to Jehu in Jezreel (2 Kings 10:7). 
The word is translated "kettle" in 1 Samuel 2: 14 and 
"pot" in Job 41:20. 

5. The word kelübh is used in Arnos 8: 1, 2 for a basket 
of summer fruits. In Jeremiah 5:27 it signifies a bird 
cage, probably mHnP- of hasketwork. 

For BASON (BASIN) see BOWL 

BATH, BATHE 
Washing or bathing was enjoined · by the J ,Hw for 

purification from uncleanness of any kind, such as lep
rosy (Leviticus 22:6; see also 15:5; Numbers 19:7, 19; 2 
Samuel 11:2, 4; 2 Kings 5: 10). The high priest bathed 
himself on the Day of Atonement before each act of ex
piation (Leviticus 16:4, 24); also at his consecration (8:6). 

lnstances ofbathing in a river are recorded in the case 
of Pharaoh's daughter (Exodus 2:5 R.V.); compare 2 
Kings 5: 14, "dipped." In several passages the word 
räha~ means to wash (not bathe) and this is the rendering 
usually adopted. 

BE AST 
Three different words are so rendered: 
1. The Hebrew word behemäh is used to denote any 

quadruped. lt is set in contradistinction to man (Genesis 
6:7; Exodus 9:9, 10, 25); it is used of clean beasts 
(Genesis 7:2); of animals tobe eaten (Leviticus 11:2); as 
one of the four chief classes of vertebrates-beasts, 
fowls, creeping things; fishes (1 Kings4:33); of domestic 
animals (1 Kings 18:5; Nehemiah 2: 12); of wild animals 
(Deuteronomy 32:24). lt is inappropriately rendered 
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"cattle" in some passages (for example, Genesis 1:24-26; 
2:20; Psalms 50: 10). 

2. Hebrew be'fr signifies beasts used as cattle or ani:
mals for other domestic purposes (Genesis 45:17; 
Exodus 22:5; Numbers 20:4, 8, 11)~ rendered "cattle" in 
some places: so in Psalms 78:48. 

3. Hebrew "fiayyäh is used of animals in general (for 
example, Genesis 1:24; Leviticus 11:2); but of wild 
beasts, as distinct from Number 1, for example, Genesis 
7:14; in Psalms 68:30 R.V. "the wild beast ofthe reeds"; 
"evil beast" in Genesis 37:20, 33; "beasts of thc ficld" 
(Exod11s 28: 11 ); "raVfmous beast" (Isaiah .'35:9). This 
word is rendcrcd "living creatures" in Ezekiel 1:5; 
"living thing" in Genesis 1:28; "life" in Psalms 143:3; 
Isaiah 57:10 (R.V. "quickening"); "appetite" in Job 
38:39. 

Note: The word behemoth (which is found in Job 
40: 15; Psalms 73:22; Isaiah 30:6) is the plural of number 
1. This is the animal mentioned in Job 40: 15-24. lt is 
almost certainly the hippopotamus. The rendering in 
verse 23 should be "he is confident though Jordan were 
poured into his mouth." 

Symbolically, man in separation from God, and relying 
on his own thought and strength and resources, is as a 
beast. When Asaph envied the prosperity of the wicked, 
he confessed to God, "I was as a beast before thee" 
(Psalms 73:22); "man being in honour abideth not [that 
is, apart from God]: he is like the beasts that per
ish" (Psalms 49: 12). The natural tendency of the beast is 
"downward" (Ecclesiastes 3:21). As man was made in 
the image of God, he is only manly when he is godly 
(compare 2 Peter 2:12). The four great successive em
pires which would govern Israel during "the times of the 
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Gentiles" are described as "four great beasts" (Daniel 
7 :3), coming up from the sea, that is, coming up from the 
confused condition of the nations. 

BELIAL 
There are two views as to the primary meaning of this 

word. The ordinary one is that it signifies worthlessness 
(from beli-ya'al, "no profit") or wickedness, and that Lhe 
secondary meauing is destruction. Another view is that 
the primary meaning is the abode of the dead (either 
from beli-ya'al, no coming up, or from the root bala', 
swallow up), hcnce, hopeless ruin, ann thP. Sfä:ondary 
meaning, extreme wickedness. In the Old Testament, 
the word, in the sense of "worthlessness" or "wicked
ness," is mostly used with another noun, for example, 
"daughter of Belial" (1 Samuel 1: 16); "man" (1 Samuel 
25:25; 2 Samuel 16:7; 20:1; Proverbs 16:27); "heart" 
(Deuteronomy 15:9, margin); "witness" (Proverbs 
19:28); "person" (Proverbs 6: 12; R.V. "worthless per
son"); "children" or "sons" (Deuteronomy 13: 13 KJV; 

R.V. "base"; also in Judges 19:22; 20:13; 1Samuel2:12; 
10:27; 25: 17; 2 Samuel 23:6; 1Kings21: 10, 13; 2 Chroni
cles 13:7); "men" (l Samuel 30:22). The general mean
ing is thus "sinners of deepest dye." 

In the sense of "destruction" the word is found five 
times: 2 Samuel 22:5; Psalms 18:4 R.V. "[floods ofJ un
godliness" (some render it "perdition"), in parallelism 
with "death" and "Sheol"; Psalms 41:8, "an evil dis
ease"; Nahum 1:11 R.V. "[that counselled] wickedness" 
(some render it "hopeless ruin"); 1:15 R.V. "the wicked 
one" (or "the dcstroyer"). This meaning is borne out by 
the New Testament use of the word as a name of Satan (2 
Corinthians 6: 15). 
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BELOVED 
This translates the word dodh (probably connected 

with the name David), often used in Song of Solomon (as 
1:13); elsewhere only in Isaiah 5:1, "a song of my be
loved"; or yiidhidh, for example, Psalms 127:2, "he 
giveth his beloved sleep"; Isaiah 5:1 (twice) "my well
beloved" (compare Jedidiah, meaning "beloved of 
Jehovah," 2 Samuel 12:25). The related yedhidhuth, 
"dearly beloved," is found only in Jeremiah 12:7, "the 
dearly beloved of my soul." Hebrew mahamiidh occurs 
in Hosea 9: 16, "the beloved fruil uf Lheir womb." In 
Danifll 8:2:1; 10: ll, 19, ha.müdhoth, litemlly, "dcsirable 
things," is used by God uf Daniel; thus in 8:2:1, "thou art 
greatly beloved" signifies literally, "Thou art a precious 
treasure." 

BESTEAD 
This is found only in Isaiah 8:21; the word simply 

rneans placed. The words "hardly bestead" translate one 
Hebrew word, which the American R.V. translates "sore 
distressed": a good rendering is "hard pressed." 

BEWRAY 
This means to reveal, disclose (not connected with the 

word "betray"), Proverbs 29:24 (R.V. "uttereth [noth
ing]"). In Proverbs 27: 16, a different word is used which 
the R.V. renders "encountereth"; margin "bewrayeth it
self'; as in KJV, it means to light upon. In Isaiah 16:3 a 
different word is rendered "bewray not him that wan
dereth." lt means to uncover, reveal (not "betray," as in 
the American R.V.). Compare Matthew 26:73. 
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BITTER, BITTERNESS 
(a) This is used objectively, for example, cruel or bit

ing words, as in Psalms 64:3, "bitter." lt indicates the 
misery of servitude, Exodus 1:14; the e:ffects of impurity, 
Proverbs 5:4; the misery of forsaking God, Jeremiah 
2:19; of a life of sin, Jeremiah 4:18; the misfortunes of 
bereavement, Ruth 1:20; Arnos 8: 10. 

(b) lt has a more subjective sense in describing such 
emotions as sympathy in bereavement, Ruth 1: 13 (mar
gin), or the sorrow of childlessness, 1 Samuel 1: 10; or 
of misfortune, Ezekiel 27:31; or of <lisappointment, 
Geuesis 27:34; ur a gencrnl feeling of wrctchedness, Job 
3:20. Such emotions find utternne~ in a "bitter cry," for 
example, Genesis 27:34; Esthcr 4:1. 

In this subjective sense it has the meaning of fierce
ness of disposition, as in 2 Samuel 17:8, "chafed in their 
minds," margin, "bitter of soul" (" as a bear robbed of her 
whelps"); see also Habakkuk 1:6 "[the Chaldeans] that 
bitter and hasty nation," that is, ready to take offense and 
to act with impetuous fury. So Judges 18:25, "angry fel
lows" (margin, "bitter of soul"). 

(c) The word is used more figuratively of moral de
pravity, as of the moral poison exhaled hy the corrupt 
Canaanites, Deuteronomy 32:32. Isaiah describes those 
who would subvert the distinction between right and 
wrong, as putting "bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter" 
(5:20). 

(d) In Numbers 5: 18, 19, 23, 24, 27, "the water of bit
terness" (R.v.) is the water that causes the curse to be 
fulfilled. 

BLAST, BLASTED, BLASTING 
This is used of (1) the blowing of a wind instrument, 

Joshua 6:5; (2) the breath of Jehovah, Exodus 15:8; com-
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pare Isaiah 30:28; 33: 11 f'breath"); 37:7 (KJV "blast," 
R.V. "spirif'; so 2 Kings 19:7); (3) the tyranny of violent 
nations, lsaiah 25:4; (4) a blowing that blights or curses, 
2 Samuel 22:16; Psalms 18:15; Hebrew neshämäh; Job 
4:9, Hebrew rüah; "blasted" denotes "blighted," 
Genesis 41:6, 23, 27; 2 Kings 19:26; Isaiah 37:27; and 
"blasting" (that is, "blight"), Deuteronomy 28:22; 1 
Kings 8:37; 2 Chronicles 6:28; Arnos 4:9; Haggai 2: 17, 
Hebrew shädaph and derivatives. 

BOSSES 
The word gabbim, "bos1'J~s," use<l unly in. Job 15:26, 

propP.rly me<lns things rounded, as of the back of un ani
mal or thc folloe of a wheel. Bucklers and shields were 
made of layers of skin stretched over a frame, and a layer 
of meta! fixed over the whole. The word in Job 15 prob
ably refers to this meta! part. The rebel runs upon God 
"with a stiff [that is, haughty] neck [R. V.], with [not 
"upon" KJV] the thick hosses of his [the rebel's] 
bucklers." A mad resistance! For "the shields of the 
earth belong unto God" (Psalms 47:9). 

BOTTLE 
Bottles were of different kinds: the commonest kincl 

was a leathern bag made from the skin of an animal. The 
smaller ones kept the shape of the animal with the legs 
removed. The !arger ones were sewn up. Thöse for hold
ing water, milk, and so forth, usually had the hair left on, 
but for wine and oil, the tanning had to be thoroughly 
done; for this purpose acacia hark was used. During fer
mentation the skin became distended. The Gibeonites 
pretended that their bottles \Vere rcnt bccausc of their 
long journey (J oshua 9:4, 13; compare Matthew 9: 17). 
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Elihu compares his belly, from the effect of his spirit's 
filling him with words seeking utterance, to "wine 
which hath no vent; it is ready to hurst like new bottles" 
(Job 32: 19). 

Hung in smoke to dry, the bottles become shriveled; 
so in Psalms 119:83 the psalmist says, "I am become like 
a bottle in the smoke." 

Bottles of glass or potters' earthenware were easily 
broken. Through the rebellion of God' s people against 
Hirn, He warned them that "every bottle shall be filled 
with wine," that is, that the inhabitants ofJerusalem and 
their rulers, would be made drunken with His judg
ments, and they would he dashed one against another 
(like bottles). They mocked at this (Jeremiah 13: 12-14). 

Jeremiah was told to buy a potter's earthen bottle and 
break it in the sight of the men that went with him, and 
declare that God would break the people and the city "as 
one breaketh a potter' s vessel, that cannot be made 
whole again" (Jeremiah 19:1-11). 

Clouds pouring down water are figuratively "the bot
tles of heaven" (Job 38:37). David says, "put thou my 
tears into thy bottle" (Psalms 56:8), that is, as a pre
cious treasurc to reserve them for a future recom
pense of joy. 

BOWELS 
This word is used (1) literally, of physical organs, as in 

2 Chronicles 21:18, (2) figuratively, as the seat of deeply 
feit emotions: (a) indicating a thrill of affection or sym
pathy, Isaiah 16:11; 63:15; Song of Solomon 5:4 (KJV; 
R.V. "heart," margin, "bowels"); Jeremiah 31:20; com
pure Psalms 40:8; Hosea 11:8; (b) of distressing feelings, 
Job 30:27; Lamentations 1:20; 2:11. 
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BOWL 
The Hebrew word mizraq, denoting a large silver 

bowl, or basin, is mentioned several times in Numbers 7, 
where it was an offering of the princes of the congrega
tion at the dedication of the Tabernacle. The word gul
lah denotes a cruse or receptacle for oil; as in the 
lampstand of Zechariah's vision; see chapter 4:3. lt is 
also used metaphorically of the lamp of life (Ecclesiastes 
12:6). 

Hebrew sephel denotes a more primitive bowl which 
might be a hollow wootlen tlish to receive the milk of the 
flock und present it ut thc family meal (Judges 5:25). Tlie 
same word is used in Judges fi:~R. Other bowls were of 
earthenware. 

BRANCH 
This translates different Hebrew words. The following 

are the chief: 
1. zemorah, the branch of a grapevine, Numhers 

13:23; lsaiah 17: 10, "slips"; Ezekiel 15:2; figuratively of 
Israel, Nah um 2:2. In Ezekiel 8: 17, "they put the branch 
to their nose," describes primarily a ceremony con
nected with sun worship, but expresses the scorn of in
solent security. 

2. yöneqeth, literally a sucker, Job 14:7; it is used of 
the wicked, as a tree, Job 8:16; 15:30; oflsrael under the 
figures of a vine, Psalms 80:11; a cedar, Ezekiel 17:22; an 
olive, Hosea 14:6. 

3. kippah, especially a palm branch, Job 15:32; in 
lsaiah 9:14 and 19:15, "palm branch (R.v.) and rush" are 
parallel to "head" and "tail" (verse 15), that is, the rulers 
and the rabble. 

4. ne~er, a small fresh green twig, lsaiah 11:1; 60:21; 
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Daniel 11:7; in Isaiah 14:19, it is used of the king of 
Babylon, where "an abominable -branch" describes a 
useless shoot cut off and leftto rot (compare John 15: 16). 

5. ~emah, shoot or sprout, or spring, as in Ezekiel 
17:9; it is especially used of the Son of David, the Mes
siah, Jeremiah 23:5, "a righteous Branch"; 33: 15, "a 
Branch of righteousness" (R.V.); Zechariah 3:8, "my ser
vant the BRANCH"; 6: 12, "the man whose name is The 
BRANCH." In Isaiah 4:2 "the brauch of the LORD" is 
part of the fertility with which God will bless His land in 
the time of restoration. In lsaiah 61:11; Ezekiel 16:7; 
Hosea 8:7 ~emah is rentltm~u "bud." 

6. qäneh is frequently used of the branches of the 
golden lampstand in the Tabernacle (Exodus 25:36). 

BRASS 
·In English this is an alloy consisting of copper and 

zinc. The brass of Scripture may probably be copper; 
this would appear tobe referred to in Deuteronomy 8:9; 
Job 28:2 as the substance dug outof the earth. The word 
is used (a) of the actual metal, (b) symbolically. As to (a) 
the earliest record is in Genesis 4:22, where Tubal-cain 
is described as "an instructor of every artificer in brass 
and iron." In Exodus 38:2-8 the altar of burnt offering 
was overlaid with it, and the vessels of the altar, and the 
laver were made of it, as the emblem of strength and 
justice. In Numbers 21:9 the serpent made by Moses was 
of brass (that is, copper or bronze). In Deutetonomy 8:9 
God describes Canaan to Israel as a land "out of whose 
hills thou mayest dig brass." In 1 Samuel 17:5 (compare 
2 Samuel 8:8) Goliath's armor was ofbrass (bronze). For 
other Old Testament instances see 1 Kings 7: 14; 2 Kings 
25:13, 14; Jeremiah 52:17; 1Chronicles15:19; Job 28:2. 
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(See also Matthew 10:9; Revelation 9:20.) (b) Symboli
cally, brass speaks of (1) destructive heat and drought: 
"thy heaven that is over thy head shall be brass," 
Deuteronomy 28:23; (2) strength, resistance: "is my flesh 
ofbrass?" Job 6:12; "his [Behemoth's] bones are tubes of 
brass," 40:18 R.V.; compare 41:27; (3) power: "he hath 
broken the gates of brass," Psalms 107:16; compare 
Isaiah 45:2; Jeremiah 1:18; the third world empire, 
Daniel 2:32; (4) stubbomness: "thy neck is an iron 
sinew, and thy brow brass," Isaiah 48:4; compare 
Jeremiah 6:28; (5) poverty: "For brass I will bring gold," 
Isaiah 60:17; (6) plenty: "for wood brass" (60:17). The 
alloy brass, as we know it, may be denoted by Hebrew 
hashmal in Ezekiel 1:4 (KJV, R.V. "amber," R.V. margin, 
"electrum"). 

BREASTPLA TE ( of the high priest) 
There are two significations attributed to the Hebrew 

word hoshen (Exodus 28:4, and so forth): either (1) the 
pocket or pouch of the oracle; or, (2) an omament (from a 
root meaning tobe beautiful). The breastplate was made 
of the same materials as the ephod. lt was doubled form
ing a square, of a half cubit or span each way. lt had four 
rows of precious stones, three in each row' each en
graved with the name of a tribe of Israel. Into the 
breastplate were put the Urim and the Thummim 
("lights and perfections"). The two golden rings were 
placed at the bottom inwards, and two were fastened to 
the ephod at the two top comers. A lace or ribbon ofblue 
was passed through the two bottom rings. Two wreathen 
chains of gold were fastened through the upper rings to 
the ouches in which the onyx stones (on the right and left 
shoulders) were set and at their other ends to two rings at 
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the top of the breastplate. Tims the ephod, onyx stones, 
and breastplate were all linked together. 

Tims Israel was doubly represented before God, on 
the shoulders and on the heart, signifying strength and 
affection. All God' s children are thus secured and loved. 
But the differing stones symbolize the fact tl1at each be
liever reflects the glory of Christ according to the grace 
given hini and to the measure in which he responds to it. 
So it will be hereafter. 

As the breastplate, shoulder pieces and onyx stones 
were securely bound together, su believers are estab
lishcd, strcngthened and settled in Christ. (See lTRTM 
and THUMMIM.) 

BRIDE, BRIDF.f;ROOM 
In patriarchal times the bride was usually chosen by 

the parents or friends of the bridegroom and they would 
not neccssarily consult him. Abraham sent a servant to 
find a bride for Isaac (Genesis 24). Judah chose Tarnar 
for Er (38:6). Compare 21:21; 28:2; 2 Chronicles 24:3; 
25: 18. Where the bridegroom chose, the father some
times made the proposal (Genesis 34:4-8; Judges 14:2, 
10). Contrast Genesis 26:.14, 35; 27:46, where the son 
chose a bride apart from the parents. The bride was often 
paid for, the father receiving money or service in retum 
for his consent to part with her (Genesis 31:15; 34:12; 1 
Samuel 18:25, 27). The bride received no dowry. 

The main feature in the marriage ceremony was the 
fetching of the bride from her father' s house to that of the 
bridegroom or that of his father. 

At the appointed time the bridegroom set out with his 
companions (Judges 14:11) the sons ofthe bridechamber 
(Mark 2: 19) with lights and music to fetch the bride. She 
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also was accompanied by her companions, maidens, 
some of whom started with her from her father' s house 
(Psalms 45: 15), others joining the bridal party after
wards, all provided with lamps (Matthew 25: 1-13). They 
went to meet the bridegroom, who conducted the whole 
party to the wedding feast. The bridegroom thus fetched 
the bride from her home to his. 

A bridegroom was exempt from military service be
tween betrothal and marriage (Deuteronomy 20:7) and 
for a year after marriage (24:5; compare Luke 14:20). The 
ceremony itself was more of a legal. formality than a reli
gious rite. The hricle wore a veil, which quite covered 
her. "Attire" in Jcrcmiah 2:32 probably means the bridal 
sash (comparc Isaiah 3:20 R.V. margin; 49: 18). She rc
mained veiled throughout. Weddings commonly took 
place in the evening. Hence Jacob did not detect the 
substitution of Leah for Rachel (Genesis 29:20-25). On 
the wedding day both bride and bridegroom wore a gar
land (crown) (Song of Solomon 3: 11; compare Isaiah 
61:10). 

In spiritual symbolism in the Old Testament the bride 
is Israel and Jehovah is the bridegroom. See, for exam
ple, Psalms 45; Isaiah 54:5; 62:5; Jeremiah .3: 14; Hosea 
2:19. In the New Testament the Church is described as 
"the bride of Christ." 

BUCKLER 
Three forms of shield are mentioned: (1) the ~innäh, a 

large oblong shield, sometimes carried by a bearer (1 
Samuel 17:7), sometimes used as a screen behind which 
a battering ram might be used against those who wcre 
defending a wall (Ezekiel 26:8, where the rendering 
should be "shall set up shields"). This is "the shield of 
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faith" in Ephesians 6: 16; (2) the miigen, a small shield 
used by archers, for example, under Asa, in 2 Chronicles 
14:8; (3) the söheriih, mentioned only once in the Old 
Testament, in Psalms 91:4, "his truth is a shield and a 
buckler." Faith that is met by God' s faithfulness makes 
the believer' s defense perfect. 

For BURDEN see ORACLE 

BURNT OFFERING 
The Hebrew word 'öliih denotes thal which ascends, 

that is, in smoke to Cod, being wholly reduced to ashes. 
While parts of every offering were burnt, this was a 
"whole burnt offering" (hence also eallet.l kiilfl ). lt is first 
mentioncd in Genesis 8:20, and is thc one sacrifice in 
Genesis (15:9, 17; 22:2, 7, 8, 13). lt was the highest gift of 
God and betokened the complete, unreserved consecra
tion of the offerer, in his entire being, to God (Psalms 
40:6-9). In certain passages the sin offering came first 
(Exodus 29:36-38; Leviticus 8: 14, 18; 9:8, 12; 16:3, 5). 
Only when our sin is put away through the sacrifice of 
Christ can we present our bodies a living sacri:fice. The 
burnt offering of any Israelite was to be offered "at the 
door of the tent of meeting," that it might be accepted 
before the Lord, and slain after he had laid his hands on 
its head, indicating that it was his representative; it was 
tobe flayed and cut into pieces. Aaron' s sons, the priests, 
were to put fire on the altar, lay the wood in order upon 
the fire and on this the pieces, the head and the fat, 
wash-ing the inwards and the legs with water, and the 
whole was tobe burnt on the altar, "an offering made by 
fire, of a sweet savour unto the LORD" (Leviticus 1:9; see 
also the remainder of the chapter). A meal offering ac-
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companied it (Leviticus 9: 16, 17), representing the sin
lessness of Hirn who ever did God' s will. For "the law of 
the bumt offering" by the priests see 6:8-13. For the 
burnt offering by Aaron, to make atonement for himself 
and the people, see 9:7, 17. 

There was a daily burnt offering, a lamb of the first 
year, every rnoming and evening (Exodus 29:38-42).; a 
double one on the sabbath; an off~_ring at the new rnoon 
of the three great feasts, Passover, .Pentecostand Taber
nacles, on the great Day of Atonernent and the Feast of 
Trumpets; also private offerings at the consecration of a 
priest {Exodus 29: 15). 

Vast numbers were offered at Solornon's dedication of 
the Temple, but ordinarily they were divinely .restricted, 
to .pnwent the idea that man could buy God's favor.with 
costly gifts. J ephth,ah' s vow was unwarranted by God 
(Judges 11:30, 31). 

On occasions of great solemnity the burnt offering was 
offered without any other sacrifke, for example, after the 
Flood, Genesis 8:20; or at a special revelation of God, 
Genesis 22: 13; Judges 13: 16; or when entedng on a 
dangerous enterprise, Judges 6:23-26; or in a condition 
of extremity through a powerful enemy, 1 Samuel 26: 19. 
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CANDLE 
Everywhere iil the Bible "larnp" should be substituted 

for"candle."Acandle is marle öfwax and finds no rnen
tion in Scriptü.re. A larnp contains .oil, a substance fre
quently conveying a spiritual meaning. lt is used of the 
brevity ofthe prosperity of the wicked (Job 21:17, R.V. 

"larnp"). "The spirit of man is the lamp of the Lmm" 
(Proverbs 20:27 R.V.), suggesting the power of the con
science~ ft has reference to the all-seeing power of the 
Lord fo search out evildoers:·· "I' will search Jerusalem 
with eandles;" Zephaniah 1: 12 (KJV and R.V. but R.V. 

rnargin has Hebrew "lamps"). For the R.V. in other pas
sages see, for exarnple, Job 18:6; Psalms 18:28; Proverbs 
24:20. Sec LAMP. 

For CANDLESTICK see LAMPSTAND 

CANKERWORM 
Thc word yeleq denotes the licking locust (Joel 1:4). 

In Nahurn 3: 15, 16, the divine judgment on Nineveh 
forewarns the city that despite its efforts to rnultiply its 
nurnbers like the cankerworrn, the other side of this il
lustration will be fulfilled; and as the cankerworrn, after 
emerging from its caterpillar state, devours all vegeta
tion before it, so the sword would devour the inhabit
ants. "The cankerworm spoileth, and flyeth away," is, 
literally, "spreadeth itself," that is, commits its depreda
tions and thcn Hies away. 

46 
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CAPTAIN 
This word translates several different Hebrew words: 

(1) sar, used especially · of "the captain of the host»' 
(Joshua 5:14, 15): military captains, for example, Genesis 
26:26; it is also rendered "prince," for example, Exodus 
2: 14; "chief," Genesis 40:2; ''.keeper," Genesis 39:21; 
"ruler," Nehemiah 3:9; (2) nägidh signifies the foremost 
officer: it is used of the king, 1 Samuel 9: 16 (R.V. 

"prince"); it is also rendered ruler, governor, noble; (3) 
rö'sh, a head (the usualmeaning) render~d "captain" in 
Numbers 14:4; (4) näsi literally mcans "lifted up," for 
exampl~, N11mhP.Ts 2:~, KJV (R.V. "prince" which is the 
usual meaning); näsi and rö' sh occur together in Ezekiel 
38:1, "chief prince"; (5) qa~in means one who decides, 
Judges 11:6 (KJV "captain," R.V. "chief'), often rendered 
"prince"; (6) ~iphsär, rendered captain (R.V. "marshall") 
in the two places where it is found, Jeremiah 51:27; 
Nahum 3:17; (7) pefi:äh (a loan word from Persian), usu~ 
ally a governor of a territory; "captains" in 1 Kings 20:24; 
"captains," 2 Kings 18:24; often rendered "governor," 
for example, Haggai 1:1 and so forth (margin, "captain'"); 
(8) rab, commonly meaning much, many, great, is ren
dered "captain" in 2 Kings 25. 

CASTLE 
1. In the KJV of Genesis 25:16; Numbers 31:10; 1 

Chronicles 6:54, the word hä~er does not denote what is 
understood as a castle, but a circular group of tents, the 
encampment of a nomad tribe (R.V. "encampment"). 

2. Other words signifying a fortified tower or strong
hold are rendered ·~castle" in 1 Chronicles 11:5, 7 KJV 

(R.V. "stronghold"); in the R.V. of 1 ,Kings 16: 18 and 2 
Kings 15:25, "castle" (for KJV "palace"). In Proverbs 
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18:19 the word rendered "citadel'' signifies a fortress. 
The same word is used of palaces in Jeremiah 9:21; 
Hosea 8:14; Arnos 2:2 and so forth. Many of the kings of 
Judah strengthened their dominions by fortifying cities 
with castles to protect the surrounding districts, 1 
Chronicles 27:25; 2 Chronicles 17:12; 27:4. Such works 
were undertaken especially by David, Jehoshaphat, and 
Jotham. 

In Nehemiah' s time we read of a castle or citadel in 
Jerusalem apparently connected with the Temple 
(Nehemiah 2:8; 7:2, R.V. "castle," KJV "po.lace"). The 
Persian royal palace at Susa is called a castle, Hebrew, 
biriih (Nehemiah 1:1 R.V. margin). Compare Esther 1:2; 
and so forth (margin) and Daniel 8:2. 

CAUL 
This word has two meanings: (l) the fatty covering of 

the liver, which was tobe burnt on the altar as an offer
ing by fire to the Lord, Exodus 29: 13, 22; Leviticus 3:4 
and so forth. In Hosea 13:8 the rending of the caul of the 
heart by God signifies the utter destruction of evildoers, 
there said of His judgment upon Ephraim. 

(2) The cauls mentioned in Isaiah 3: 18 (R.V. margin 
"net works") were probably smallish head veils, worn 
over the brow and loosely fastened behind the neck 
under the hair. lt was not considered proper to go to the 
door withoutthem. They were fringed with embroidery 
and adorned with gold thread, small gilt discs. 

CENSER. 
Two Flebrew words are rendered "censer": (1) 

mah;tiih, · describing the vessel used for carrying the 
charcoal on which the incense was burnt. lt was of a size 
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sufficient to contain a quantity of live coals, so as to burn 
at least two handfuls of incense (Leviticus 16: 12). lt is 
also rendered "firepans" (Exodus 27 :3; 38:3; Numbers 
4:14 (R.V.); 2 Kings 25:15; Jeremiah 52:19 and so forth). 
The two renderings denote the same vessel. These cen
sers were made ofbronze (or brass). Those in Solomon's 
Temple were of gold (1 Kings 7:50; 2 Kings 25:15). The 
word is rendered "snuffdishes" in Exodus 25:38; 37:23; 
Numbers 4:9. These were probably not trays for the 
snuffers, but utensils of the same shape as the censers, in 
which tö receive and take away the burnt parts öf the 
wicks. 

(2) Hebrew miq~ereth is translated "censer" in the 
two places where the word is found, 2 Chronicles 26:19 
and Ezekiel 8: 11. In the former, Uzziah dared to take a 
censer for burning incense in the Temple and was smit
ten with leprosy. In the latter, the elders of Israel were 
guilty of committing abominable profanity in Jerusalem. 
In Numbers 16:46, Aaron was told to take the censer 
belonging to his ministry as high priest and .. make 
atonement to stay the plague. For the ministry of the 
high priest on the Day of Atonement see Leviticus 16: 12, 
13. 

CLOUD 
1. Clouds in connection with rain. See, for example, l 

Kings 18:44. In Proverbs 16: 15 the king' s favor is as a 
"cloud of the latter rain," referring to the light showers 
in March and April which refresh the ripening barley 
and wheat, bringing a good crop in May and June. On 
the contrary, in Isaiah 18:4 the Lord says tha:t when He 
lifts up the ensign to gather Israel, He will he still Him
self and be to the nations like a "cloud of dew in the heat 
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of harvest." That is by way ofjudgment, for in the au
tumn harvest of fruits a mere moisture in the sky is un
welcome, causing withering heat. So the dealings of the 
Lord will be like feverish symptoms among the nations. 
In Isaiah 25:5 the prophet says that God will bring down 
the noise of strangers as the heat by the shadow of a 
cloud. The reference here is probably to the prostrating 
wind from the desert covering the sky with hot sand 
clouds, and thus the fieree fue of Israel shall be brought 
low. 

2. Clouds as symbolic of what is fleeting. Job says 
that "as the cloud is consumed and vanisheth away" so is 
the brevity of human life (7:9). He eomplains lhat his 
wclfare is passed away as a cloud (30: 15). In Isaiah 
44:22, God declarcs that He has "blotte<l ont, as a thick 
clond," Isracl's transgressions, and, "as a cloud," its sins. 
As a morning cloud at sunrise melts away just afterwards, 
so God will deal with the sins of His people. In contrast 
to this, the supposed goodness of Ephraim and J udah is 
"as a morning cloud" that goes away early andin Hosea 
13:3, they themselves would be "as the morning cloud." 

3: Clouds as a covering. Job prays that a cloud may 
dwell upon the day of his hirth (3:5). The Lord tells Job 
that He made the cloud the garment of the sea, like the 
swaddling clothes of the newborn world. In contrast to 
this, the combination of power and righteousness in a 
king, when hisjustice is tempered with mercy, is like the 
blessing of a morning without clouds in springtime (2 
Samuel 23:4). 

4. Clouds as the emblem of God's presence. The bow 
in the cloud in Genesis 9: 14 was indicative of His mercy 
amidst judgment. Again, His donds hetokened His pro
tecting and guiding presence with Israel in their jour-
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neys (Exodus 13:21). So with the doud that covered the 
tent of the congregation, making it impossible for Moses 
to enter (Exodus 40:34-38). See also in connection with 
the Temple (1 Kings 8: 10). At Sinai the Lord said to 
Moses, "Lo, I come unto thee in a thick cloud" (Exodus 
19:9). By this, the mediator whom God had appointed 
would receive special credentials. His presence was de
signed also to make known His holiness to the people in 
contrast to their unholiness (verse 16). Clouds are 
spoken of as God's chariot (Psalms 104:3; Isaiah 19: l; 
Ezekicl 10:4) and as the dust of His feet (Nalmm 1:3). 

God has absolute oontrol over the clouds; He keeps 
them suspended (Job 26:8); He numbers them anrl hal
ances them and has a purpose in their spreadings and 
motions (Job 36:29; 37:16; 38:37; Psalms 78:23). Com
pare also Acts 1:9 and Revelation 1:7. 

CONGREGATION 
The chief word used in the Old Testament 'edhäh sig

nifies an appointed meeting between God and man. The 
people of Israel were regarded collectively as a holy 
community. Anyone who disregarded God's command
ments was to be cut off from the congregation of Israel 
(Exodus 12: 19). God cannot perrnit unholiness among 
His people. What is called the tabernacle of the congre
gation was, as in R.V„ the tent of meeting (Hebrew 'öhel 
m(/edh). The explanation of this is given in Exodus 33:7 
where Moses used to take the tent (not the Tabernacle, 
which had not been made) "and pitched it without the 
camp, afar off from the camp," and he called it "the 
Tahernacle [tent] of the meeting." Everyone who sought 
the Lord would go out to the tent of meeting which was 
outside the camp. When Moses went out there, all the 
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people rose up and stood every man at his tent door 
looking after Moses, until he was gone into the tent. 

In connection with the Tabernacle, God said that He 
would meet with Israel to speak with them. lt would be 
sanctified with the glory of His presence (Exodus 29:43). 

The word mö'edh is used to denote the assembly itself 
in connection with the celebration of a feast. Speaking 
generally, each Israelite was a member of a hause; the 
family was a collection of houses; the tribe was a collec
tion of families; the congregation a collection of tribes. 
Their assemblings were called convucalions (Leviticus 
23). Cumparc Psalms 71:·1 wherc n.v. hus "thine assem
bly," for KJV "thy congreg<1tinns." So also in Isaiah 14: 13; 
Lucifcr the adversary of God boasted that he would exalt 
his throne above the stars of God, and would sit 
upon "the mount of congregation" (harmo'edh ). Here 
Lucifer, the light-bringer or morning star, symbolizes 
the fallen monarch of Babylon. Pride was Lucifer' s sin 
and caused his downfall. So the king of Babylon defied 
God, boasting that he would rule over the north, that is, 
the utmost limits of the earth. But, like Lucifer, he would 
be brought down to the pit instead of finding his seat 
among the congregation. The sides of the pit stand in 
contrast to the sides of the north. 

David declares in Psalms 40:10 that he has not con
cealed God' s lovingkindness and truth from "the great 
congregation" (qähäl rab ), that is, the whole nation of 
Israel convened to worship God at one of the pilgrimage 
festivals. 

COVENANT 
The Hebrew word herith is frequently the object of 

the verb käräth, "to divide or cut in two"; compare the 
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dividing of the parts of the victim mentioned in Genesis 
15:9, 10, 17 where, however, the verb is bäthar. God 
entered into a covenant with Abram giving to him and 
his seed forever the whole land from Egypt to the Eu
phrates. From the arrangement ofthe dividing of the parts 
of the victims came the expression which literally de
noted "to cut a covenant'' (similar idioms are found in 
Creek and Latin). 

Tlte wur<l "covenant" in its sense of an agreem:ent on 
the part of each of two contracting parties cannot apply to 
a covenant between God and man. His covenant is es
sentially a matter of grucc on His part (compare Gala
tians 3). Accordingly in Psalms 89:28 Goo's covenant is 
explained by thc accompanying statement of His mercy. 
Similarly with God' s covenant not to destroy the earth 
again by water (Genesis 9:15). So wilh regard to His 
covenant with David and with the Levites, the priests, 
His ministers (Jeremiah 33:20-22). There He speaks of 
His covenant of the day and His covenant of the night. 

See Hebrew 9: 15-18 where the Gospel covenant is 
distinguished from the legal covenant. Compare also His 
covenant in connection with the Lord' s Supper 
(Matthew 26: 18). The word "everlasting" or "eternal" is 
used of God' s .covenant in various places, for example„ 
Leviticus 24:8; 2 Samuel 23:5. See also Deuteronomy 
33:9; Jeremiah 33:21; Malachi 2:4. 

In contrast to the covenants made by God are those 
between men, as between Abimelech and Isaac 
(Genesis 26:28), where an oath was taken by both par
ties. See also the covenant between Jacob and Laban 
(Genesis 31:44). In Exodus 24:7, the book of the cove
nant has reference to the Law as writtcn on the tables of 
stone. 
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DAYSMAN 
The word "day" has been used in various languages 

for a time of judgment; see Expository Dictionary of 
New Testament Words under "DAY." (Compare LCorin
thians 4:3 R.V. margin, "man's day," that is, man's judg
ment.) Hence the word "daysman;"-to denote one who 
will act as an arbitrator, to adjudicate hetween two par
ties. Such an umpire was accustomed to lay his hands on 
each party to betoken his ability to dccidc hctwccn them 
and to show his impartiality. Thus Job says, "neither is 
there any daysman [mokhiah] betwixt us, that might lay 
his hand upon us both" (Job 9:33). A daysman could 
have been found .an an equal footing with Job, but none 
on equality with Jehovah, the other party, with whom 
Job had a contention. 

DAYSPRING 
The dayspring denoted the time of sunrising, or dawn. 

In the New Testament the Creek word anatole means 
the rising (that is, of the sun, Luke 1:78) alluding to the 
coming of the Messiah. In Job 38: 12, it is identified with 
the morning. God asks Job if he commanded the day
spring "to know his place; That it might take hold of the 
ends of the earth." The tremendous power of the light is 
set forth in what is said in the latter part of verse 13, 
where the dayspring shakes the star Sirius from its placc. 
This word shahar for "<layspring" frequently signifies 
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"the morning," for example, Genesis 19:15; Nehemiah 
4:21; Job 41:18; Psalms 139:9; Isaiah 14:12; 58:8. See the 
margin of Genesis 32:24; in verse 26 "the day breaketh" 
is, literally, the "ascending of the morning"; in Joshua 
6: 15, "the dawning of the day" is, literally, "the rising of 
the moming"; in Job 3:9, margin, "the eyelids of the 
moming," as in 41:18. See Isaiah 8:20 R.V.; 47:11, mar
gin. In the title of Psalm 22, "Aijeleth ha-Shahar'' means 
"the bind of the moming." The same word is translated 
"day" also in Judges 19:25; 1 Samuel 9:26; "early" in 
Psalms 57:8; 108:2. 

DEGREE 
The word ma'aläh, "degree," means stcp. In the 

plnral it is rendered "degrees" in regard to the time 
markings on the dial of Ahaz, a kind of sun clock, 2 Kings 
20:9, 10, 11; Isaiah 38:8. From signifying a step or stairs, 
as in 1 Kings 10:19, 20; 2 Kings 9:13; Nehemiah 3:15; 
12:37; Ezekiel 40:6, 22 and so forth, the word came to 
denote a step in rank, 1 Chronicles 17: 17 (in Psalms 62:9, 
"men of high degree" is, literally, "sons of men" and 
"men of low degree" is, literally, "sons of Adam"). In 
Ezekiel 11:5, it is translated "the things that come into 
[your. mind]." In Ezra 7 :9 it is rendered "to go up"; in 
Arnos 9:6 "stories" (marginal, "ascensions"). 

The Songs of Degrees are fifteen in number, four by 
David, one by Solomon, the rest anonymous. The He
brew words mean "a song for the ascendings" (shir 
ha-ma 'aloth). Various meanings have been attached to 
this. The most probable is that what is indicated is the 
going up to Jerusalem to the thrce feasts (Exodus 34:24; 
1 Kings 12:27, 28). The oldest is Psalm 122, written by 
David to provide the northern Israelites with a pilgrim 
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song for their journeys to Zion, whither they had been 
warned to repair after the ark had been moved there 
from Shiloh. Most of the others relate to the time after 
the Babylonian Captivity. 

DEVOTED 
The word herem is used of an offering presented to the 

Lord, whether a field (Leviticus 27:21) or man or beast 
(verses 28, 29); Numbers 18:14; so Ezekiel 44:29; see 
also margin. Certain persons, things, and nations were 
doomed by God to destruction. Deuteronomy 13: 15 (.H. v. 
margiu), 17 R. v. (for KJV "eursetl"). To Cod alone be
longs thc prerogative of takinglife, as He alone bestows 
it. Thus Israel was to destroy the Canaanites and their 
belongings (with certain reservatio11s). In this respect 
the R.V. rightly renders the word "devoted" (for KJV "ac
cursed") in Joshua 6:17, 18 (verse 18 reads: "and ye, in 
any wise keep yourselves from the devoted thing, lest 
when ye have devoted it, ye take of the devoted thing; so 
should ye make the camp of Israel accursed [margin, 
devoted])"; see 7: 1, 11, 12, 13, 15; in 1 Samuel 15:21, 
"devoted things" (for KJV "things which should have 
been utterly destroyed"). See also R.V. 1 Kings 20:42; 1 
Chronicles 2:7; Isaiah 34:5 (margin), and 43:28 (margin); 
Ezekiel 44:29 (margin). In Zechariah 14:]] it is rendered 
"utter destruction." 

DIADEM 
The word mi~nepheth is almost always the high 

priest' s turban (KJV "mitre"); but in Ezekiel 21:26, 
where the KJV rightly has "diadem" the reference is to a 
crown, not the turban of a priest, but the crown of the 
wicked prince of Israel, "when iniquity shall have an 
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end" (verse 25). God will overturn that which is high 
"until he come whose right it is [to reign]" (verse 27). 
This is an echo, probably, of the promise in Genesis 
49:10. 

The word ~äniph, from the same root as the preceding, 
is used (a) in Zechariah 3:5 of the turban of the high 
priest, spoken of as a diadem (R.V. margin; the text in KJV 
and R.V. has ''.mitre," that is, turban); (b) Job declares in 
28: 14 that his justice was formerly "a rohe and a diadem" 
(not a priestly turban). In a coming day Israel, restored to 
the Lord, will bc "a crown of glory in Lhe lian<l of the 
LORD, and a royal cHac-lem in the hand of thy God" 
(lsaiah 62:3). Thus thc word has the two meanings (1) a 
priestly tnrban, (2) a royal diadem. 

The word ~ephiräh denoted a diadem, in Isaiah 28:5, 
where the Lord promises the godly remnant in Israel 
that in a coming day He Himself will be "for a crown of 
glory, and for a diadem of beauty" to them. 

For DIAL see DEGREE 

DIVINATION, DIVINER 
This is spoken of in Scripture of the false systems of 

ascertaining the divine will. The earliest instance in 
which the word so rendered is found in the case of 
Balaam to whom Balak made application, sending the 
elders of Midian with "the rewards of divination in their 
hand" (Numbers 22:7). Balaam was evidently weil 
known as a skillful practicer of this evil. Being brought 
into contact with Israel he sought to combine prophecy, 
under God's permissive will, with the art of soothsaying 
or divination. This attempt to find out the purposes of 
God proved his utter min. Whatever method he used 
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was turned to a foul attempt to destroy Israel by immo
rality (Numbers 22-25). He is called "the soothsayer" in 
Joshua 13:22 (margin, "diviner"). 

The practice of divination is associated in Deuter
onomy 18: 10, 11 with that of augury, of "an enchanter, or 
a witch, or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, 
or a wizard, or a necromancer," all of which have this in 
common, that under the influence of evil spirits they are 
decei ved into seeking to the spirits of the de ad or are 
actually allured into consnltation with the powers of 
darkness: "For all that do these things are an abomina
tion unto the LORD," and because of them the Lord dc
cree<l the expulsion and destruction of the Canaanitcs. 

Thc cvil is put on the same level as rebellion against 
God (1 Samuel 15:23) and Saul, pursuing this path of 
resi stance against God, ended his career by consulting 
with a woman who had a familiar spirit, requesting her 
that she should "divine" for him by this means (1 
Samuel 28:7, 8); see also 1 Chronicles 10: 13. This was 
the sin of which the nation became guilty as a whole, and 
for which, with other evils God sent them into captivity 
(2 Kings 17: 17). Compare Isaiah 3:2 R.V. "diviner,'' for 
KJV "prudent." For the lying character of this form of 
spiritism see Isaiah 44:25; Jeremiah 14: 14; 27:9; 29:8; 
Ezekiel 13:6, 9, 23; 21:23, 29; 22:28; Micah 3:6; 7: 11; 
Zechariah 10:2. 

An illustration of the methods adopted in connection 
with this cult is recorded in the case of the king of Baby
lon, in his consultation as to attacking Jerusalem. He 
stood at the parting of two ways "to use divination: he 
shook the arrows to and fro, he consulted the teraphim, 
he looked in the liver." This was overruled by God as a 
judgment upon His apostate people (Ezekiel 21:18-23 
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R.v.). The arrows marked with the names of places tobe 
taken were shaken together in a quiver to see which 
would come out first, or were thrown into the air to see 
which way they pointed, whether to Jerusalem or to 
Ammon. The inspection of entrails was designed to see 
what intimation of success or failure there might be, ac
cording to their healthy or unhealthy state; compare 
Hosea 4:12. 

For God' s condemnation of every form of this evil see 
Isaiah 8:19, 20. Satan's aim in spiritism is to substitute 
the power of evil spirits for the authority of the Word of 
Gorl. The human beings who act as "mediums" betwccn 
the consulters and the powers of darkness are said in 
Scripture to have a "familiar spirit." They put the con
sulters into communication, not with the dead, but with 
evil spirits. The "witch" of Endor was the controller of a 
spirit for this purpose. But God interposed and her clair
voyance was interrupted by the appearance of the real 
Samuel, which startled her, showing that this was not in 
accordance with the regular methods of her mediumistic 
activities (1 Samuel 28). 

DRAGON 
The word tan in Jeremiah 14:6, which has been ren

dered "jackals" (R.v.), probably denotes the large ser
pents, boas or pythons. The tannim or tannfnim are any 
great monsters, whether ofland or sea; the word is trans
lated "great sea-monsters" in Genesis 21 R.V.; so in KJV 

Lamentations 4:3 (R.V. jackals). In Deuteronomy 32:33, 
"the poison of dragons" evidently refers to venomous 
snakes. In the prophecy foretelling the divine overthrow 
of Israel' s foes in a coming day, the land of Idumea is to 
become "a habitation of dragons," expressive of com-
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plete desolation (Isaiah 34: 13; contrast the deliverance 
in 35:7 and 43:20). So with Hazor in Jeremiah 49:33. In 
Malachi 1:3, Edom has become a desolation already. In 
Psalms 74: 13 "thou breakest the heads of the dragons 
[margin, "whales"] in the waters" is a reference to 
Pharaoh and the princes of Egypt (just as crocodiles are 
the monsters of the Nile). Egypt is similarly referred to 
in Isaiah 51:9, 10 (Pharaoh was "wounded" not 
drowned); Babylon in Isaiah 13:22; Jeremiah 51:34, 37 
and Ezekiel 29:3. In Isaiah 27:1 "the dragon [R.V. 

leviathan] that is in the sea" is a descriptiuu uf the pagan 
puwe1 wl1ich thc Lord will slay in thc duy of thc deliver
ance of Israel. 

On account of the sins of J u<luh, Jerusalem was to be
comc "a den of dragons" (Jeremiah 9:11; 10:22); see the 
description of their sins in 14:6, 7. Compare Psalms 
44:19. 

The serpent is figuratively spoken of as "the dragon" 
in Psalms 91: 13. He who dwells "in the secret place of 
the Most High," enjoying communion with God (verse 
1) will overcome every foe, whether the roaring lion, or 
the bite of the adder, or the hissing breath of the dragon, 
cach suggestive of spiritual foes and temptations. 

Concerning the dragon well in Jerusalem, in Ne
hemiah 2: 13, Jewish tradition ascribes to Solomon the 
construction of an aqueduct or conduit from "the Pools 
of Solomon" to supply water for the Temple services; it 
is supposed to have been called Tannin (dragon) from its 
serpentine course, and the dragon well was an outflow 
from it in the valley of Hinnom. Others suggest that the 
serpent was regarded as a sort of guardian, giving heal
ing virtue to the water. The former is certainly the more 
likely explanation. 
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EBENE ZER 
This place name, which means "stone of help," is 

mentioned three Limes iu 1 Samuel. lt was the scene of 
the defeat of Israel by the Philistines, 4: 1 and 5: 1. In 
7: 12, when Israel defeated the Philistines, Samuel took a 
stone and set it between Mizpah (the watchtower) and 
Shen (the tooth or crag). This may have given the name 
to the locality mentioned in the earlier chaptcrs. 

EMBROIDER, EMBROIDERER (BROIDERED) 
(1) The verb shabaf and the corresponding noun tash

be~ are used of the high priest' s coat, Exodus 28:39 (first 
part), "embroider" (R.V. "weave"); in Exodus 28:4, KJV 
"a broidered coat" (R.V. "a coat of chequer work"); The 
coat of the high priest would either be sewn by band or 
woven in lines and squares to give the appearance of 
chequer work and lustre. Compare Exodus 26: 1, 31, and 
so forth. 

(2) The noun. riqmäh and the verb räqam denote 
needlework. The screen (KJV "hanging") fo1 the door 
of the Tabemacle was tobe made "of blue and purple 
and scarlet stuff, and fine twined linen, the work of the 
embroiderer" .(Exodus 26:36 R.V.; 27:16; 36:37; 38:18). 
In Exodus 28:39 (last part) and 39:29, it is used of the 
girdle, "the work of the embroiderer" (R.V. for KJV "of 
needlework"). In 35:35 and 38:23, Bezalel and 
Oholiab (R.v.), men skilled as engravers and embroider-
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ers, were appointed to such work for the Tabernacle. 
In Psalms 139: 15, the word is used metaphorically of 

the bodily frame of the psalmist, as being "curiously 
wrought" (literally, "em broidered"). 

In Judges 5:30, Deborah in her song makes the mother 
of Sisera imagine that he had gained a spoil of many 
things, among them "a spoil of divers colours of em
broidery" .(R.V. for KJV "needlework"). In 1 Chronicles 
29:2, it is used of stones of "divers culours"; in Ezekiel 
17:3, of feathers (margin, "embroidering"). In, Psalms 
45: 14 R.V. has "broidered work," for KJV "raiment of 
needlewurk." In Ezekiel 16: 10, 13; 27:7, 16, 24, both 
have "broidered wotk"; in 16: 18 and 26: 16 "broidered" 
garments. 

Whcrc the process was that of needlcwork, the cloth 
was streched out and fastened in a frame, and sewn work 
in colored thread was ad<led; or it might be introduced 
during the weaving. The work of those who were skilled 
in. the occupation is called "cUnning work" o:r "the work 
of the designer." · 

For ENCHANTMENT see DIVINATION 

EPHOD 
· .. (1) The ephod was a .priestly garment of white linen, 
and. attached to the body by a girdle. The ephod of the 
high priest was of a special character. lt was oblong in 
shape and made of richly variegated material, interwo
ven with gold thread, all the "work of the.designer" (see 
EMBROIDERY). lt was kept in place by two shoulder 
jJieces, that is, straps altached to it behind, and passing 
to the. front ovcr the shoulders; .an the top of each of 
these was an onyx stone, engraven with the names of six 
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of the tri bes. lt was held round the body by a band of the 
same material as the ephod, and woven in one piece 
with it by which it was girded round the waist. lt was 
worn over a blue garment called "the rohe of the 
ephod." On the front of it was fastened the jewelled 
breastplate (Exodus 28:6-8, 15, 27; 29:5; 39:2-5, 19 and 
so forth; Leviticus 8:7, 8). 

A simpler ephod was worn by Samuel as a servaqt in 
Eli' s ministry (1 Samuel 2: 18), by the eighty-five pricsts 
slain by Doeg (22: 18), and by David when he danced 
before thc ark (2 Samuel 6:14). 

(2) A different kind of ephod was espec:ia.lly connected 
with idolatry. Gideon made an ephod of the golcl rings 
taken from the Midianites and Ishmaclites (Judges 8:27). 
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FACE· 
'Fhis is the KJV rendering of the Hebrew words ( 1) 'aph 

(which has several meanings) which in some passages 
R.V. gives more exact renderings, such as "nose'~ 

(Genesis 24:47); "nostrils" (Ezekiel 38: 18); (2) •ayin, an 
eye (for example, "the face of the earth," literally, "the 
eye," Exodus 10:5, 15; Numbers 22:5; ü1 some passages 
the R.v. rightly renders by „eycs," forthe KJV "face,".for 
examplc, 1Kings20;38, 41; 2 Kings 9:30; J~rnmiah 4:30); 
(3) pänim, connected with pä.näh, to turn, primarily to 
turn the face, as in Isaiah 45:22, "Look [literally, "turn"] 
unto me." The noun pänim is used, however, in a great 
variety of applications, both literally and metaphorically. 
The face or countenance was frequently used to signify 
the "presence" of a person (the face being the noblest 
part), for example, Deuteronomy 25:9; 2 Samuel 24:4; it 
is constantly said of God, for example, Genesis 3:8; 
Exodus 33: 14, 15. Hence, from the implied permission 
or invitation to approach, it came to denote favor or ac
ceptance, spoken of as "the light of the countenance" 
(for example, Psalms 89: 15); on the contrary to withhold 
the face or turn it away indicated disapproval or rejection 
(for example, Psalms 13: l; 27:9; 88: 14; 143:7). 

The noun is often used in connection with paying re
gard to persons, for example, Deuteronomy 10: 17; 28:50; 
2 Kings 3: 14; in the following places a different verb is 
used, signifying to recognize the presence of a person 
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(that is, unjustly), Deuteronomy 1: 17; 16:19; Proverbs 
24:23; 28:21. 

The shewbread was literally called "the bread of the 
face," that is, presence bread, Exodus 25:30; 35: 13; 1 
Samuel 21:6; 1 Kings 7:48. lt was placed in two rows of 
six cakes each on the table of acacia wood in the Holy 
Place of the Tabemacle, with frankincense. The word 
rendered "shewbread'' thus betokened the representa
tion of the tribes of Israel before God continually. The 
cakes typify Christas God's provision for all His people. 
The fine flour typified the sinless hurnanity of Christ. 

When nserl with the personal ptonoun,. for example, 
"my face/' it was sometimes a circumlocution for the 
person himself, that is, me, thee 1 and 1;o forth. H encc thc 
R.V. has "them" for "their face" in Exodus 14: 19, and 
"thee" for "thy face" in Genesis 30:33; Deuteronomy 
9:3; 28:7; in Jeremiah 17:16 the KJV has "thee" and the 
R.V. "thy face." 

To spit in the face was the utmost possible sign of 
scom and hatred (Numbers 12: 14; Deüteronomy 25:9; 
Job 30:10; Isaiah 50:6; see also Matthew 26:67; 27:30). 

To have the face covered by another person was a sign 
of doom (Esther 7:8). Fora person to cover his own face 
was a token ofmodesty, self-abasement, humility or wor
ship, as with the veils of women (Genesis 24:65); so in 
the case of Elijah and his mantle (1 Kings 19: 13). The 
seraphim cover their faces with their wings (Isaiah 6:2). 

For FAMILIAR SPIRIT see DIVINATION 

FAT 
The fat "that was upon the inwards" of a sacrificial 

animal was set apart to God as being the richest part. All 
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the fat was the Lord's (Leviticus 3:14-16);.The fat ofthe 
kidneys was indicative of the excellence and vigor öf the 
animal. 

In the animal the fat was likewise the source of its 
nutriment, and in this ·respect, it was especially appro~ 
priate as an offering to Jehovah. In the peace offerings, 
"an. offering' made by fire," the fat tail was to be taken 
away entire "hard by the backbone" (Leviticus 3:9), that 
is, where the pad of fat begins. 

The expression "the fat" of anything accordingly .sig
nifies the choicest part, as· in such phrases as "the fat of 
the land" (Genesis 4f>:l8), "all the fat ofthe oil and all 
the fat of the vintage, and of the corn" (Numbers 18: 12, 
margin); "the fat of kidneys of wheat" (Deuteronomy 
32ll4.)/'the fat ofthemighty" (2 ~;amuel 1:22). Compare 
Psalms 78:31; Isaiah 10: 16. 

FILLET 
This is the translation of two words: (1) hut, which 

denotes·a thread. hl the KJV ofJeremiah 52:21, it is used 
of that which compassed the pillars ma<le by Solomon for 
the Temple (margin, "thread''; R.V. "line"; both KJV and 
R.V. translate it "line" in 1 Kings 7: 15; compare Joshua 
2: 18); (2) häshuq, always in the plural, "fillets," the con
necting rods which joined the pillars together in the 
Tabernacfä; those of the pillars ofthe court were over
laid with silver (typical of redemption), those of the pil
lars of the screen at the door with gold (Exodus 27: 10, 
11; 36:38; 38: 10-12, 17, 19);.entrahce is based upon the 
righteousness and glory of God. 

The corresponding verb h;ishshaq, to furnish with fil
lets, is translated "filleted" in Exodus 27:17; 38:17, 28 
(B.v. "made fillets for them"). 
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FIRMAMENT 
While this English word is derived from the Latin fir

mamentum which signifies firmness or strertgthening 
(like the Creek stereöma), the Hebrew word, raqfa', 
has no such meaning, but denoted the "expanse," that 
which is stretched out. Certainly the sky was not re
garded as a hard vault in which the he-avenly orbs were 
fixed. What is called the "firmament" in Genesis 1 from 
verses 6-20; Psalms 19:1; 150: l; Ezekiel 1:22-26; 
10: l; an<l Daniel 12:3, finds an explanatory descrip
tion fö Psalms 104:2, "who stretchest out the heavens 
likc a curtain," and similarly in Isaiah 40:22, wilh 
the addition, . "and spreadeth them out as a tent to 
<lwell in." 

The wholf~ expansc includes the atmosphere encfr
cling the earth, the locality ofthc clouds (Genflsis 1:6, 7, 
20), and the region in which are the sun, moon and stars 
(verse 14). Language connected with iL is often 
metaphorical and phenomenal; see, for example, 
Genesis 7:11, "windows of heaven" (compare Isaiah 
24: 18); Psalms 78:23, "the doors of heaven." The figura
tive language in Job 37:18, "Hast thou with him spread 
ont thfl sky, which is strong, and as a molten looking 
glass?" does not convey the idea of solidity, but that of 
clearness, transparency and brightness; compare Exodus 
24:10, "the body of heaven [that is, the very heaven 
its'elf] in [its] clearness." The transparent character of the 
firmament is indicated in, that part of Ezekiel' s vision 
recorded in 1:26. 

There is therefore nothing in the language of the orig
inal to suggest that the writers were influenced by the 
imaginative ideas of heathen nations. 
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FIRSTBORN 
Special privileges attached to primogeniture in pa

triarchal times, as in the case of Esau and Jacob (Genesis 
25:23-33), and Reuben (49:3; J Chronicles 5: 1). A spe
cial birthright and a larger portion of the inheritance 
were given to the firstborn; see also Exodus 22:29. But 
the right was not merely a matter of birth; it might be 
sold; a biased father might bestow it on a younger son, 
though such a thing was forbiddcn by God (Deuter
onomy 21: 15-17). 

In the nation oflsrael the eldest son in the family was 
regarded as sacred to God, because all the Israclite 
firstborn were exempted frum Ll1e divine judgment exe
cutcd upon the Egyptians whcn their firstborn were de
stroyed on the .night of the Passover. 

The Lribe of Levi was substituted for all thc firstborn in 
Israel to minister to the Lord (Numbers 3: 12, 45, 50). As 
there were 273 more firstborn in Israel than the males in 
Levi, the 27,1 were redeemed at five shekels each. But in 
order to mark the consecration of the whole nation to 
J ehovah, the redemption money was exacted for every 
firstborn (Numbers 18: 15). The firstlings of cattle were to 
bc offered to the Lord. An ass was either tobe redeemed 
with a lamb or slain (Exodus 13: 13), for the ass' s colt was 
unfit for sacrifice. 

(For the subject of Christ as the Firstborn, see Ex
pository Dictionary of New Testament Words under 
"FIRST-BEGOTTEN, FIRSTBORN.") 

FIRSTFRUITS 
Just as the whole nation of Israel was consecrated to 

God by the consecration of the firstborn, so the produce 
of the land was set apart to God by the consecration of 
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the firstfruits (see Exodus 22:29; Leviticus 23: 10 and 
Numbers 15:18'-21 and compare Romans 11:16). The 
firstfruits of the oil, wine, and wheat were to be offered 
for· the benefit of the priests as the Lord' s reprensenta
tives (Numbers 18:11-13). 

In connection with the three annual feasts, (1) at the 
Passover, "on the morrow after the sabbath," a sheaf of 
fresh corn (barley) of the firstfruits of the crop was to be 
waved "before the LORD" (Leviticus 23:10-14). (2) At 
Pentecost "two wave loaves of two tenth deals ... of 
fine flour" (that is, wheaten flour, the wheat coriüng later 
thanthe barley) were tobe "buken with lcav(!)n; they are 
the ,firstfruits uulo the LORD." With these were to be 
presented "seven lambs 1without blemish. of thc firsl 
yPar, find one young bulfock, ·and two rams,'." all as a 
burnt offcririg, "with their meal offering, and their drink 
offerings, even an offering made by .. fire, of a s\veet 
savour unto the LORD." Be·sides all this, "one kid of the 
goats for a sin offering, and two lambs of the first year for 
a sacrifice of peace offerings:" The whole of these offer
ings were to be waved "with the bread of the firstfruits 
for a · wave offering before the LORD, with the two 
lambs,"· :all being '.'holy to the LORD for thc priest" 
(Leviticus 23:16-20). (3) The Feast of Tabernac1es; on 
the fifteenth day of the seventh month was itself a defi
nite acknowledgment of the firstfruits of the harvest; for 
that feast was to be kept when the fruits of the land had 
been gathered in (verse 39). ' 

Beside these offerings al the feasts there were to be 
individual offerings, and it is significant that in Exodus 
22:29, the two are combined, namely; the immediate of
fering of the firstfruits f'the abundance" -R. v. margin 
"thy folness and thy tear"), "and of the liquors," and the 
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presentation of "the firstborn of thy sons." Also there 
was to be a heave offering of the first dough baked 
(Numbers 15:19, 21). 

The individual offered his firstfruits in a basket at the 
Tabernacle or Temple, acknowledging to the Lord that 
he had come to the promised country. After the priest 
had placed the basket before the altar, the offerer ac
knowledged that his father (Jacob) was a wandering 
Aramean who went down to Egypt (Deuteronomy 
26:1-11). 

The offerings were either raw produee (frikkär'im) or 
prepared pro<luee (twn1moth ). Fruit trccs ~vdrc to rbe 
looked upon as uncircumcised (that is, profane} för three 
years. The produce of the fourth year was devoted to 
God. Only in the fifth year did the fruit becomc the own
er' s (Levitieus 19:23:...25). See Ezekiel 20:40; 44:30; 
48: 14; Malachi 3:8. 

After periods of the neglect of thes.e duties there were 
two reformations, one under Hezekiah (2 Chronicles 
31:5, 11); the other under Nehemiah (Nehemiah 10:35, 
37; 12:44). 

The lesson of these injunctiöns for believers today is 
that they may prcscnt themselves and all that they have 
to the Lord. 

For FOUNTAIN see WELL 

FRANKINCENSE 
The Hebrew word is lebonäh from läban; tobe white, 

and denotes a glitter1ng vegetable resin, used for burn
ing at sacrifices (Exodus 30:7, 8, 34.,.-36). lt was imported 
from Arapia (Isaiah 60:6; Jeremiah 6:20), artd was ob
tained by incision in the bark of the tree. lt was mingled 
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with other perfumes, as in Song of Solomon 3:6, in the 
description of Solomon' s litter. 

Frankincense symbolizes prayer accepted with God 
(Psalms 141:2; see also Malachi 1:11 and Revelation 5:8 
R.V.; 8:3, 4). The time of the offering of incense, morning 
and evening, was the time of prayer (Luke 1: 10). 

For FRONTLETS see C(PHYLACTERIES" in 
Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words 

FULLER 
The I-Jebrew \\;Ord köbes is from käbas, to tread. Full

ing, or cleansing, clotl1 was carried out by stamping on 
the garments with the icct (or with bats) in tubs of water 
containing SOrrlC alkaline dissolved, such US soap, Of ni~ 
ter, a potash which mixed with oil was use<l as $Oap 

(Proverbs 25:20; Jeremiah 2:22; Malachi 3:2). The niter 
is not saltpeter but native carbonatc of soda. Chalk or 
some sort of earth was used to whiten garments. The 
trade was carried 01,itside Jerusalem to avoid offensive 
smells. The fuller' s field mentioned in Isaiah 7 :3 and 
36:2 contained a raised causeway in which was the con
duit of the upper pool, ap important part of Jerusalcm's 
water supply. There God encouraged Ahaz through 
Isaiah (Isaiah 7:3). Thither Rabshakeh adyanced to, a 
convenient place near the temple walls, to utter his 
boastful threat (10:28, 32, with 36:2). 

The white garment is symbolic of the righteousness of 
Christ and of His people. Hence the exhortation "Let thy 
garments be always white" (Ecclesiastes 9:8; compare 
.Revelation 3:4, 5, 18; 19:8). Compare also the transfig
uration garments of Christ/' exceeding white as si;iow; so 
as no fuller on, earth can whiten them" (Mark 9:3). 
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For GALL see Expository Dictionary of New 
Testament Words 

GALLERY 
In Song of Solomon 1: 17 the KJV and R.v. rightly have 

"rafters" (for the KJV margin "galleries"), the reference 
being to the crossbeams 6n the fretted wurk oflhe carved 
ceiling Hebrew riH~iri·1ti. In 7:5, for· Hebrcw raha~, the 
RN. accurately has "tresses" (for the kJV "gaUeries"r 
The wotdis found elsewhere only in Genesis 30:38 and 
Exodus 2: 16, where if has the mcaning· "watering 
troughs" or "gutters." · 

A different word (Hebrew 'attuq) is used in Ezekiel 
41:15 and 42:3, where the "galleries" are terrace huild
ings ot perhaps colonnades. Some suggest a word mean~ 
ing walls. An explartation (identifying the galleries with 
the pillars) of why the upper chambers are shorter, as
cribes this to the absence of suppbrtüig pillats, which 
allowed an extra · length to the lower · story chambers. 
Thus the space ihcluded within tl~e pillats would form 
an· open gaTlery; 

For GIANTS see ANAKIM 

· GlRDLE 
1. The''iibnerwas the priest's girdle, made of gohf, 

blue, purple, scarlet a:rid fine-twfned' lineri (Exodus 28:4, 
39, 40; 39:29). This girdle for the coat was to be "the 
work of the embroiderer," the skilled weaver. The high 
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priest' s girdle on the day of atonement was of white 
linen only (Leviticus' 16:4). 

2. The 'ezor was a girdle worn by men only (2 Kings 
1:8; Job 12:18). There was a common girdle, made of 
leather, and a finer girdle, made of linen (Jeremiah 13:1, 
2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11). This word is used metaphorically of 
righteousness and faithfulness (Isaiah 11:5, twice). The 
h;agor was a belt fastened by a clasp or tied in a knot, the 
ends hanging in front. Such a gi:rdle was costly. Jonathan 
made a present of his to David, 1Samuel18:4 (sec also 2 
Samuel 18: 11; 20:8; 1 Kings 2:5). 

To gird up the loins signified to be ready for action 
(see .Luke· 12:35; Ephesians 6:14; LPeter 1:13). 

Note: The h;esheb, described as thc "curious girdle" of 
the ephod, in the KJV of Exodus 28:8, 27, 28; 20:5; 30:5 
was simply, as in R.V. a "cu1111ingly woven hanrl," nt
tached to the ephod. 

GLORY 
The Hebrew word kabödh, denating glory, honor (the 

most frequent word), literally means "weight," hence 
Paul' s mention of the "eternal weight of glory" (2 Corin
thians 4: 17). The phrase "my glory" has reference to the 
tongue, in Psalms 16:9 (compare Acts 2:26); 30: 12 (mar
gin); 57:8; 108: 1. The tongue, as the interpreter of the 
soul, is the glory of man as superior t6 the brute; it is that 
by which he glorifies God, and therefore as associated 
with the soul, is man' s highest glory. 

The Hebrew word hadar signifies that which is 
beauteous, excellent, majestic. lt is rendered "glory" in 
Deuteronomy 33: 17 (KJV; "majesty" in R.V.); Psalms 
90: 16; Isaiah 2: 10, 19:21; 5: 14; Micah 2:9. The as
sociated word heder is rendered "glory" in Daniel 11:20. 
The word töhar signifying purity or brightness is ren-
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de red "glory" in the KJV of Psalms, 89:44 (n. V. "bright
ness"). The Aramaic word yeqar, however, is rendered 
"glory" in Daniel 2:37; 4:36; 5:18; 7:14. Hebrew ~ebhi 
denoting. that which is prominent, conspictious (like a 
roe, anöther rrieaning öf the word) is rendered "glory" in 
Isaiah 13: 19; 23:9; 24:16; 28:5; Ezekiel 20:6, 15; 25:9; 
26:20. Hebrew 'addereth, signifying something ample, 
is rendered "glory," in Zechariah 11:3. Hebrew hodh, 
"grandeur" (that is, an imposing formand appearance) is 
rendered "glory" in Job 39:20; 40:10; Psalms 45:3; 
148: 13; Jeremiah 22: 18; Habakkuk 3:3; Zechariah 6: 13. 
Hebrew tiph' ereth, an ornament, is rendered "glory" in 
several places, for· example; l Chronicles 22:5; 29:11; 
Psalms 78:61; 89: 17; Provei·bs 4:9; 16:31; 17:6; 19: 11; 
20:29; 28: 12; Isaiah 10: 12; 20:5; 46: 13; 60:7, and so forth. 

A man' s glory sometimcs signifies his material pros
perity (for example, Isaiah 61:6). So in regard to the glory 
of nations (Haggai 2:7) the glory of the king or a nation 
consists in thc warriors that indicate his or its might 
(Isaiah 8:7; 17:3; .21:16). Glory may stand for reputation, 
as in 2 Samuel 6:20; Job 29:20; Psalms 4:2. 

The glory ofJehovah signifies His Self-revealed Being 
and character (fur example, ~xodus 33: 17 ..... 23; lsaiah 6:3, 
margin). Sometimes the glory ofJehovah denotes a phys
ical phenomenon and indicates His presence (for exam
ple, Ezekiel 1:28; 11:23). 

God is the glory of His saints (Jeremiah 2: 11), and they 
are His glory (Isaiah 62:3; J eremiah 13: 11). 

For GO'EL see KINSMAN 

GROVE 
Two words are trarislated "grove" in KJV, and both are 

ancient mistranslations. (l)Asherahwas a Canaanite and 
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Phoenician goddess (Exodus 34:13 R.V. margin, the con
sort of the supreme god). The word 'asheräh also sig
nified the image of the goddess. Maachah, the mother of 
Asa, made "an abominable image for an Asherah" (1 
Kings 15: 13 R.V. [or rather ''for Asherah," the goddess, as 
in the margin]). Manasseh set an image in the Temple (2 
Kings 21:7). Prophets were associated with the worship 
(1 Kings 18:19 R.V. "prophets of füe Asherah"). Women 
wove hangingsfor the goddess (2 Kings 23:7). T11e plural 
"the Asheroth" (that is, "the. dmages") is mentioned in 
J udges 3:7, in connection w illi tht:twur.ship of the Baalim 
(the plmal ofBaal). Thc morc common plural isAsherim 
as in Exodus 34:13. The worshi11 wa~ alsoassociated with 
that of Astarte, the <leity of the planet Venus, the princi
pal goddess of the.Sidonians (1Kings11:5, "Ashtoreth"). 
All this kind of worship was prohibited hy God (Exodus 
34: 13). lt was accompanied by the most licentious ritc;,s. 
lt was carried on under the shade of trees and on high 
hills (Deuteronomy, 12:2; 1 Kings 14:23). Images of the 
goddess were made .of wood {l Kings 15: 13);, or an 
Asherah could be a tree planted or. fixed (Deuteronomy 
16:21). 

The worship ot sacred t:r;ees may have sprung from a 
corrupted distortion of what had been handed· down in 
connection with .the. tree of lifo aI1d the tree of knowl
edge (Genesis 3). Such corruption would lead naturally 
to the abominable practices associated with all such 
worship (see Romans 1:22-28). 

(2) The word 'eshel, translated "grove" in Genesis 
21:33, denotes a "tamarisk tree" (R.v.),Abraham planted 
it in Bee:rsheba as a testimony to his recognition of Cod' s 
dealings with him (see the same worcl in 1 Samuel 22:6 
an.d 31:13 R.Y.) .. 
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HABERGEON 
This denötes a coat of mail, covering the neck and 

ehest. The high priest's rohe ofthe ephod was to have "a 
hole forthe head inthe midst thereof' and "a binding of 
woven work round about the hole of it, as it were the 
hole of a coat of mail" (Exodus 28:31, 32; R.V. for KJV 

"habergeon"), the object being to prevent its being rent. 

HANGING, HANGINGS 
The word mäsäkh is U:sed to signify (1) the curtain 

closing the entrance to the Tabernacle from the court 
outside (Exodus 26:36, 37, R.V. "screen"; so 35: 15; 
39:.38; -10:5 and so forth); (2) the hanging which dosed 
the entrance to the court itself (Exodus 35:17; 38:18 and 
so forth, R.V. "screening"); (3) the veil screening off the 
Holy of Holies from the rest of the Tabernacle (Numbers 
3:31, R.V. "screen"); compare Exodus 35: 12; 39:34; 
40:21, R.V. 

The word qelä'im denotes the hangings of fine-twined 
linen for the walls of the court of the Tabernacle. These 
were suspended from pillars and shut öff the court from 
the outer world (Exodus 27:9, 11 and so forth). They are 
more fully described as "the hangings of the court" 
(Exodus'35:17; 38:9 and so forth). 

Where it is said in 2 Kings 23:7, that "women wove 
haugings for thc grove [Asherah]," the margin (KJV and 
R.v.) states that the Hehrew word signifies "houses," but 
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the R.V. margin translates it "tents" (that is, for the image 
ofthe goddess). 

For HELL see SHEOL 

HIGH PLACES 
"{hese were chosen, as local sanctuaries for the pur

poses of worship, especially that of an idolatrous charac
ter (fur exarnple, Leviticus 26:30; Numbers.21:28; 33:52; 
Isaiah 15:2; 16: 12). · The high places thus became pol
luted; sacrifices and incense were offered on them, with 
Lhc licculiuus 1ilcs assucialeu wilh them (2 Kings 12:3; 
·14:4; 15:35; 23:9). They were condemned by God
fearing kings, but there was a. ccrtain amounl of tulera
tion by others, whcn tlw placcs werc dcvotetl to thewor
ship of Jehovah (2 Chronides 33:17). 

By the time of J eroboam, the high places .of Dan and 
Bethel had 'been in constant use even by Israelites in 
these patts who professed to acknowledge · Go<l. lt he
came easy therefore for him to persuade the people to 
forgo the joumey to Jerusalem in order to fulfill the di
vine commands. He made in Bethel and Dan "houses of 
high places" ·(l Kings 12:31 n.v.) and made "priests from 
among all the people, which were not of the sons of 
Levi." 

Eventually the term bämoth, "high places," became 
commonly used in a general way, and came to signify a 
shrine in a city or in a valley (see 2 Kings 17:9;Jeremiah 
7:31; Ezekiel 16:31). In Ezekiel 16:16 Israel is re
proached for setting up tents hung with colored tapestry 
for their idolatry, after the manner of harlots (compare 2 
Kings 23:7, R.V. "for Asherah"). 

In Ezekiel 20:29 God asks the idolatrous house of Is-
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rael, "What meaneth the high place whereunto ye go [or 
come]?" Then follows the statement, "So the name 
thereof is called Bamah [that is, "high place"] unto this 
day." The significance lies in this, that the two parts of 
the name (B a-mah) form part of the question in the orig
inal, "What [mah] is the Bamah whereunto ye come 
[bä']?" Divine and withering scorn is thus poured upon 
these aposta:tes. They ought to have abandoned the place 
with its name. All that they did there was an abomina
tion and a provocation to God (verse 28), and would 
inevitably bring His judgments upon them (verses 
33-38). 

There is an apparent discrepancy in the records con
cerning the high places in.the reigu of Asa: 1 Kings 15: 14 
states that they were not taken away; 2 Chronicles 14:3 
states tlrnt Asa took thcm away (so verse 5), whereas 
15: 17 says they werc not taken away. lt seems probable 
that at first a definite measure was taken to do away with 
them, but that later on the general n sage on the part of 
the people, especially where a profession was made .of 
devoting the worship to the God of Israel, led to a reten
tion for such purposes; where they were renewed or re
tained .for ülolalry, a godly king like Asa put tliem away 
entirely. 

The practice was so deep rooted that the removal was 
made a taunt by Rabshakeh against Hezekiah, as if such 
an act was forsooth derogatory to Jehovah' s honor. He 
was aware that the removal had roused the enmity of 
many of the Jews (2 Kings 18:22). 

HORN 
The usual word for "horn" is qeren. The horn was 

used as a trumpet, which at first seems to have been a 
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hom perforated at the tip. In Joshua 6:5, itis mentioncd 
as the horn. of a ram. In verses 4, 5, 6, 8, 13 another word, 
yobel,is used, translated "ram' s horn," or the plural; this 
word is connected with yäbal, to ßow or stream forth, 
and the rendering might better be "jubilee trµmpets.'' 
These verses and Exodus 19: 13 are the only places 
where the word is used of a trumpet (see JUBILEE). 

The horn (qeren) was used a:s a ßask to contain oil (for 
example, 1 Samuel 16: 1), or some other material like 
antimony for beautifying the eyelashes or eyelids of 
women; hence the name given to one of Job' s daughters, 
Kcrcn-happuch, "horn of [heauty] stibiuni" (Job 42:14), 
in contrast to Job 16: 15. 

The horn, as the instrument of thc strength of an ani
mal, is;'nsed as thP. emblem of power. ft,[s said to be 
"exalted" when the significance is the show of power 
(Psalms 89:17, 24; 92:10; 112:9; 148:14); when itis said 
to be cut off or broken, it is symbolic of dcstruction 
(Jeremiah 48:25). lt is used in the same metaphorical 
way with the meaning of arrogance (Psalms 75:4, 5, "Lift 
not up the horn ... speak not with a stiff neck"). In 
Isaiah 5: 1 it is used of a fruitful hill, where there was a 
vineyard, "a vineyard in the horn of the son of oil" (see 
KJV margin). In Habakkuk 3:4 KJV, "he had horns coming 
out of his band" would be suggestive of power; so with 
R.V. "rays coming forth from his band" (KJV margin, 
"bright beams"), which might signify lightning ßashes; 
the corresponding verb, qäran, to horn, is used of Moses' 
face emitting rays (Exodus 34:29, 30, 35, the skin of his 
face "shone"); hence the symbolic horns, for example, 
on the head of Michelangelo's Moses. 

"The horns of the altar" (Exodus 27:2; 29: 12; 
Leviticus 4:7) were four prqjections, to which the sacrifi-
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cial victim was bound (Psalms 118:27) . .They wer€ 
smeared with blood in consecrating priests (Exodus 
29:12) and inthe sin offering (Leviticus 4:7), To grasp 
them was symbolic of laying hold ,of the .strength of 
Jehovah; so as to have a place of refoge (1 Kings 1:50, 
51). 

The horn is also used symbolically of world powers. 
The- four horns of Zechariah 1: 18 are four Gentile pow
ers which have oppressed and scattered the.,,Jewish 
people. Thc ten horns of Daniel 7: 7and the four horns· of 
Daniel 8:8 are successors of Alexander the Great, who is 
himself signified by the "notable horn" of the he-goato~l} 
Daniel 8:5. The ram with two horns in Daniel 8~3,repre
sents the dual Medo-Persian monarchy. The ·~little 

horn" of Daniel! 7:8. und 8;9' is Antiochus Epiphanes 
(175-164 B.C.), the historical prototype of the Antichrist, 
portra:yed as the beast.from the sea in Revelation 13: 1. 
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IMAGE, IMAGERY 
The word "image" in the Old Testament translates a 

number of Hebrew words with different meanings. They 
are as follows: 

(1) '~elem, a copy or counterpart, for example, Genesis 
1:26, 27; 5:3; 9:6; Numbers 33:52; 1 Samuel 6:5, 11; 2 
Kings 11: 18; Arnos 5:26. In Psalms 39:6 this word is 
tralislule<l "vain shew" (R.V. "shadow"-not a good ren
dering). 

(2) semel, a resemblance or likeness, Ezekiel 8:3, 5. 
This word is rendered "figure" in Deuteronomy 4: 16 
and "idol" in 2 Ghronicles 33:7, 15. 

(3) temunah, a similitude, Job 4: 16; elsewhere "like
ness," Exödus 20:4, or "similitude," Numbers 12:8; 
Deuteronomy 4:12, 15, 16. The R.V. has "form" every
where but "likeness" in Psalms 17:15. 

(4) maskith, a picture or represcntation, "image" in 
Leviticus 26:1 (R.V. "figured"). In Psalms 73:7, where 
the KJV has "they have more than heart could wish" (see 
margin) the R.V. has "the imaginations." Compare Prov
erbs 18:11; in Proverbs 25:11 "pictures," R.V. "baskets"; 
but see R.V. margin. lt is rendered "imagery" in Ezekiel 
8:12. 

(5) ma~~ebäh, a pillar and usually so rendered but 
"image" or "standing image" in KJV, Leviticus 26: 1, 
margin, "pillar"; so in Micah 5: 13, 

(6) fi,ammänim, actually Canaanite incense altars, 
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rendered "images" in Leviticus 26:30; 2 Chronicles 
14:5; 34:4 (but "idols" in 34:7); Isaiah 17:8; 27:9; 
Ezekiel 6:4, 6 (R.V. "sun-images"). 

(7) teräphim, household gods, a word always translit
erated in the R.V. andin the KJV in Judges 17:5; 18: 14, 
17, 18, 20; Hosea 3:4; "images" in Genesis 31: 19 and so 
forth, with the singular_"image" in' 1 Samuel 19: 13, 16. 

(8) 'a~abbfm, almost always translated "idols" but 
"images" .in 2 Samuel 5:21; ·in Jeremiah 50:2 KJV "im~ 
ages." The word is a contemptuous tcrm. 

(9) gilMlim, properly .idol blocks, a term of dispar
agemeiit, used many times :i:u E:t.ekiel a11d nine times 
clsowhere. lt is translated "idols" everywhP-rP. P.x~ept ·iTI 
Jermiah 50:2 KJV "images.'' Both wur<ls in that vcrse are 
terrns uf contempt. 

( 10) 'elil, "worthlessncss," a word often applie<l deri
sively to foreign gods. In Jeremiah 14:14, "a thing of 
nought"; in Zechariah 11:17, R.V. ''worthless"; in Job 
13:4, "of Iio value." 

(11) pesel, fr'orr:i. a verbmeaning to carve, always trans
lated "graven image" in both KJV.and R.V. but ·~carved 
image" in the KJV .of Judges 18:18; ·2 Clu'onicles 33:7. 
The plural, pe:lilini, always translated "graven imagcs" 
except Judges 3:19, 26 where both versions have "quar
ries" but "graven images" rightly in the margin. KJV has 
"carved images" in 2 Chronicles 33:22; 34:3, 4. 

(12) massekhäh, literally "a pouring out" is used of 
molten metal; a "molten calf' in Exodus 32:4, 8 and so 
forth; "molten image" in Deuteronomy 9: 12 and so forth. 
In Exodus 34: 17 and Leviticus 19:4 it is simply rendered 
"molten" with a separate word for "gods.'' In Isaiah 30: 1 
it is rendered "covering." From the same r;oot is the 
word nesekh, a drink offering and usually so rendered 
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but "malten image" in Isaiah 41:29; 48:5; Jeremiah 
10:14; 51:17. 

(For the New Testament use of the word see Exposi
tory Dictionary of New Testament Words under 
"IMAGE.") 
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JEALOUS, JEALOUSY 
In certain passages God says, "I am a jcalous God Cel 

qanna')" (Exodus 20:5; 34: 14; Deuteronomy 4:24; 5:9; 
Joshua 24:19; Nahum 1:2). While the word is used in 
our language in an evil sense, it has a somewhat different 
meaning, especially in thc Old Testament. lt is often 
used in connection with the marriagp, rnlation, and, in 
this respect, the relation between J ehovah and Israel. 
Just as jealousy in husband or wife is the forceful asser
lion of an exclusive right, so God asserts His claim, and 
vindicates it, on those who are His sole possession. As to 
His spiritual relation to Israel, see, for example, Isaiah 
54:5; 62:5; Hosea 2:19. Ile thus claims lhal He is lo Is
rael as hushand is to wife, and accordingly idolatry and 
wickedness in every form are spiritual adultery. His 
people in their evil ways are represented as provoking 
Hirn tojealousy (Deuteronomy 32:16, 21; 1Kings14:22; 
Psalms 78:58; Zephaniah 1:18; 3:8; see also Numbers 
25: 11 and compare 1 Corinthians 10:22); the expression 
is especially frequent in Ezekiel (see 16:38, 42; 23:25; 
36:5, 6; 38: 19; 39:25), but is used also in Hosea 2:2, 16; 
Joel 2: 18; Zephaniah 1: 18; Zechariah 1: 14; 8:2. 

The law of the jealousy offering is declared in Num
bers 5:11-31. The application to the priest constituted an 
appeal to God, to whom the appeal was made to decide 
the question of the guilt or innocence of the suspected 
person. 
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The word is used also to denöte a man' s passionate 
concem for the honour of God, as in · the cases of 
Phinehas (Numbers 25:11, 13; Bsalms 106:30); Elijah (1 
Kings 19:10), Jehu (2 Kings 10:16). Compare Psalms 
69:9; John 2:17; Romans 10:2; 2 Cminthians 11:2. 

' JUBILEE OR JUBILE 
The word jubilee in the Hebrew is yobel from yabal, 

to ßow, and is rendered "trumpet" in Exodus 19:13 (see 
HORN). At the erid of every forty-nine years, on the Day 
of Atonement;the trumpet ofjubilee was tobe sounded. 
Thc Lord comrriarided Israel that ':thou shalt numbei 
seven sahhaths nf yp,ars nnto thee, .J.1twen times seven 
years; uuu Lhe space of thc scvcn sabbaths .of years shall 
bc unto thee fort)r and nine years. Then shaltthou cnusc 
the trumpct of the juhile to so und on the tenth·day of the 
seventh month, in the day of atonement shall ye make 
the trumpet sound throughout all your land" (Leviticus 
25:8, 9). Every fiftieth year was to be hallowed, and lih
erty proclaimed to all inhabitants; it was a time for re
membering God' s mercy and provision and for exercis
ing compassion. 

As far as was possible, the year of jubilc(c) restored the 
people to the original standing which they had had fifty 
years previously. Property was to be recovered by its 
original owners, and each man returned to his own fam
ily and possessions. Debtors were to be released from 
their debts, slaves from their bonds, and no property 
could be sold. If a man, through poverty, were forced to 
sell part of his property, it was the duty ofhis kinsman to 
redeem it, or, if there were no kinsman, the original 
owner might buy it back (Leviticus 25:25-27). The one 
exception was in the case of houses built in walled 
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towns, thus making a distinction between houses, which 
were built by man, and the land, which was God's 
(25:29-31). The celebration of jubilee in the fiftieth year 
prevented a man from accumulating too much land, 
while it saved others frorn destitution; it was a constant 
reminder that the Lord had brought His people out of 
slavery to the Prömised Land, of which He was the su
preme Owner. 

The year of jubilee was the culmination of the s.abbati
cal ycars, which occurre.d every seventh year, .and which 
were tobe observed as "a sabbath of rest unto the land, a 
sabbath for the LORD" (Lcviticus 25:1). After working 
the land for six years, for one year it.had to lie fallow and, 
as in thc year of jubilee, there was to be nu pluuliug, 
pruning, or reaping. God would meet their need in thc 
seventh year by His provision in the sixth (25:20, 21). 
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KINSMAN 
This .is one of the meanings of the wor<l go'el (the 

others being redeemer and avenger). The kinsman had 
three rights, (1) to purchase back the forfeite<l inheri
tance for an Istaelite who, owing· to poverty, had sold his 
land, as Boaz did for Ruth (4:3'--5), or to hold land in 
possession for-a poor kinsman till the year ofjubilee (see 
JUBILEE), Leviticus 25:10-28; (2) to ransom his 
kinsnian frorn bonduge to a foreigner (Levitieus 25:47~ 
49); (3) to avenge the death of his slain kinsman, as a 
point ofhonor. Jobcombines all three in his assurance of 
faith as to his G<f el (Job 19:25-27, where ''upon the 
earth" should he "over my <lust"); this is sufficient to 
show that he was:hot suffering because of his guilt. Tn all 
three respects Christ is His people' s go'el: by incarna
tiori, saving them from etel"nal disinheritance (Hebrews 
2:14-18), by redemptiän·(l Peter 1:18f.; cömpare Isaiah 
49:26), and by avenging them in overcoming by His own 
death the one who had the power of death (Hebrews 
2:14f.}; 

Kil\JOP 
This is an English variant of the word knob. Two dis

tinct Hebrew words are rendered "knop": (1) kaphtar. 
This denotes a spherical ornament on the stem and the 
branches or arms of the golden lampstand iu the Taber
nacle. They were made "of one piece" with the 
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lampstand itself. For the description see Exodus 25:31-
36 R.V. The cups, the knops, and the flowers were made 
with the branches, three of which were on one side of 
the stand and three on the öther. "Their knops and their 
branches shall be of one piece with it: the whole of it one 
beaten work of pure gold" (verse 36). 

The same word is found in two other passages: in 
Arnos 9i l, 'where the KJV .renders it "lintel" .. (margin 
"knop"), R. V. ~'chapiters"; . the reference is, to. the 
spherical-shaped capitals of the pillars in the idolat:vous 
temple at Bethel, where one of the idol calves was set 
up. The word implies thatwhich crowns a w.urk al its lop 
(like lhe' capitals of the pillars in 1 Kings 7 :41). In 
Zephaniah 2:14, w_bere KJV has "upper lintels;" th~ rnar1 

gih and H.V. have "cbapilers," the reference beingto ~he 
tops ofthe columns in ruined Nineveh. 

(2) peqä'im a word com:iccted with paqqu'äh, a wild 
gourd (as in 2 Kings 4:39}, though some would suggest a 
connection with a ward denoting a ball of ya,rn. This 
describes the ornamenta~ion of the cedar lining of the 
Temple walls: "and. there was cedar on the house 
within, carved with knops. [margin, "gourds"],and open 
fJ.owers". (1Kings6:18 R.y.).The refere;n9c is probably to 
gourdlike oval. ornarpents, running il) straight rows, 
carved in the cedarwood wainscot\ The word is usedalso_ 
in chapter 7 :24, of the two rows of the same orname.nta
tion under the brim of the malten sea in the Temple 
court. These latter knops we.re not carved but were cast 
with the sea. 
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LAMP 
More than one Hebrew word is rendered "lamp" in 

the Old Testament. Hebrew lapptdh is used in Genesis 
15:17 for the burning lamp (R.v; ,"fiaming torch':') which 
appeared to Abram on thc day thal the Lord made a 
covenant with him. The same wonl is found in Judges 
7: 10 and 20 for the lamps {R.v. "torches") which C.iflcon 
placed "within the pitchers" for the men of Israel, when 
they preparcd to put to flight the Midianites. The "lamp 
that burneth" typi6e<l the salvation of Jerusalem in 
Isaiah 62:1. 

The Hebrew word ner is thought to be more properly a 
lamp with oil and wick, used, for example, in the de
scription of the golden lampstand of the Tabernacle (see 
Exodus 25:37); also of the lamps made by Solomon for 
the Temple (2 Chronicles 4:20). 

Lamps were the usual means of illumination. lt was 
probable that they were kept burning all night, as in the 
case of the virtuous woman whose "candle [R.v. "lamp"] 
goeth not out by night" (Proverbs 31:18). The "putting 
out of the light" signified the downfall of the family and 
the forsaking of their house (compare 2 Samuel 21: 17)'. 

' Lamps appear also to have been kept buming befor~ the 
teraphim. (See Job 18:6 R.V .. ; 21:17R.V.) See CANDLE. 
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LAMPSTAND 
The Hebrew menorah, rendered "candlestick" in 

Exodus 25, is properly "lampstand." The simple bowls 
with a small lip, used by the children of Israel, were 
gradually developed into lamps with bases. The earlier 
form was often no more than a shallow saucer, with the 
rim pinched on one side to form a channel for the wick. 
At the opposite side thP.rn c:o11l<l he a small handle. In the 
Tabernacle stood an elaborate golden lampstand (verses 
31-37). Aramaic nebrashta, rendered "candlestick" in 
Daniel 5:5, whenthe fingers of a man's hand appeared 
and wrote on the wall of King Belshazzar's palace, is 
used only once«in th'e Old Testament. 

For LEAVEN see Expository Dictionary of New 
Testament Words under "LEAVEN" 

LINE 
Diffcrcntwords have this meaning: (1) qaiv, a measl.lr

ing line, 1 Kings 7:23; Jeremiah 31:39; especially the 
builder's measuring line, Zechariah 1:16, where God 
says He will Stretch forth a line upon J erusalem--that is, 
when the time comes for Hirn to show mercy to it. The 
same metaphor, however, is used for marking off that 
which is marked for destruction, for example, 2 Kings 
21: 13, where the line of Samaria and the plummet of the 
house of Ahab was to be stretched over Jerusalem. So in 
Isaiah 28:17, "I will make judgement the line" (R.V.) and 
34: 11, "the line of confusion." The word is used to sig
nify a rule of life, that which goes by measurement. In 
lsaiah 28:10 the drunkards of Ephraim scoff at Isaiah's 
teaching as being "pi:;eccpt upon precept, line upon line': 
(as though he were teaching children their ABCs). 
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In Isaiah .44: 13, KJV has "rule" (for a carpenter' s in
strument), R.V. has "line." In 18:2, 7, a double expression 
is used·ofEthiopia, liter.ally "anation of line; line." This 
KJV translates "meted out," but the context rather con
firms R.V. "that meteth out."· A probable meaning is 
given by some by changing the word .foto one of very 
similar· ;}ettering, which · gives the sense of '~strong, 

strong." 
In Psalms 19:4, "their line is gone out through all the 

earth," the line may signifytheir directing influences (as 
in KJV ,margin), tacitly exercising that which, God has 
appointed for them and thus clRd:uing Hi~ glory. This 
would not he inconsistent with the way in which the 
word is nsF-d in passages · mentioned above. Perhaps, 
however, for qawwam, "their line" should be read 
qolam, "their sound" or "voice," and-this would seem to 
be bome out both by the parallel statement following, 
"their words to the end of the world/' and hy the fact that 
Paul applies the passage to the message of the Gospel in 
Romans 10:18, and. uses the word ,"sound" (quoting the 
Septuagint). The two meanings are not dissociated, for 
each conveys the thought of the effect of God'.s .declara
tion of His glory. (The · suggestion of the sound of a 
stretched string is Jarfetched.) 
-(2) hebel, a cord or rope (one of its usual meanings), is 

rendered "line"{usually plural "lines") in 2 Samuel 8:2; 
Psalms 16;6, wher.e the refe:rence is to the portion 
marked off by a measuring cord (compare 105: 11, "Jot," 
margin, "cord"); Arnos 7: 17, of the dividing of Israel's 
land retributively. 

(3) hu~, a.thread or cord,is translated "line"· in LKings 
7: 15, of the rneasurement of the pillars. 

(4) pathil, a lace, riband, or thrcad, is rendered "line" 
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in Ezekiel 40:3, of a line of flax, besides a measuring 
reed. · 

(5) tiqwäh, the usual meaning of which is hope or ex
pectation, is used of the line of scarlet thread bound in 
the window by Rahab (Joshua 2: 18, 21). 

(6) sered, a pencil, is translated "line" in KJV of Isaiah 
44:13 (R.V. "pencil," margin, "red ochre"), the only 
place where the word is used. 

LOTS 
The löt was used in Israel as a means of deciding ur

gent issues in cascs where they. were not left simply to 
the decision of a prophet, priest, elder, judge, or king. 
The adoption of lots presupposed that God controlled 
the matter and that the result was according to His will. 
This is clear from Proverbs 16:33. See also J oshua 18:6-
8. 

The circumstances in which decisions were so 
reached were vadous. Lots were used (1) in cases of 
wrongdoing, as in those of Achan (Joshua 7:14), the ear
liest instance; Jonathan (1 Samuel 14:42); Jonah (1:7), 
showing that the method was einployed by others than 
Israelites; (2) in the assignment of property, as in the 
allocation of territory to the tribes of Israel (Numbers 
26:55; 33:54; 34:13; 36:2; Joshua 13:6 and so forth; 
Psalms 125:3; see also Acts 13: 19). The sarne Word as 
used for casting lots (goral) denotes the territory itself 
(for example, Joshua 15: l; Isaiah 57:6). Hence the term 
is applied metaphorically to signify a destiny appropri
ated by God, whether favorable or otherwise (Psalms 
16:5; Isaiah 17:14; 34:17; Jeremiah 13:25; Daniel 12:13). 
Besides land, the division of booty or of the property of 
prisoners or those condemned to death was effected by 
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lot (Psalms 22:18; Joel 3:3; Obadiah 11; Nahum 3:10); (3) 
in appointing to office or certain duties, as in the case of 
King Saul (1Samuel10:20), andin functions in the Tem
ple worship (1Chronicles24:4, 5), or the service of song 
(1 Chronicles 25:8), or in providing wood for the altar 
(Nehemiah 10:34); (4) on the great Day of Atonement, 
when the lot was employed in choosing the he-goat 
for Jehovah and the one for Azazel (Leviticus 16: 
7-10). 

The actual method adopted in. Israel in casting lots is 
notmentioned. So:metimes_ they were placed in Jhe Jold 
of the outer garment (Proverbs 16:33); compare the high 
priest's consultation ofthe Urim and Thummi,,m;: The 
custom has been entirely replaced by the guidance of 
the. Spirit .of ,God and the Word of God; , , 
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MANNA 
N a:tural manna is the juice of the tarfa, a kind of 

tamarisk; and is chiefly found in Arabia. lt is. gathered 
frörrt the leaves or twigs. 

The supernatural manna described in Exodus was of 
an en:tirely different nature, and the evidences· of its 
supernatural character are as follows: (1) it was found, 
not under the tamarisk tree, but on the surface of the 
ground in the wilderness, after the morning dew had 
disappeared; (2) it was found, throughout the forty years 
of Israel's journeyings, not during certain months in the 
year, but all the year round; (3) it ceased on the sabbath 
day; (4) the amount gathered on one day was greater than 
the natural amount produced per annum; (5) it could be 
ground and baked like meal; (6) it was not a mere juicy 
condiment, but was nutritious as bread; (7) a portion was 
kept in perpetuity in the ark. In this connection it may be 
noted that a probable derivation of the word is from Is
rael' s question one to another, "[man hu'] What is this? 
For they knew not what it was" (Exodus 16:5 R.V.). 

Everything about it is evidential of divine interposi
tion and provision. For (a) there was no natural way of 
sustaining the nation in the wilderness; (b) God had di
vine purposes in maintaining His people in that manner, 
as it was through them that He would and will exerdse 
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His govemmental authority and provide salvation for 
men; (c) there were spiritual facts analogical to natural 
conditions. 

For the description of it see Numbers 11:7-9. For allu
sions to it see Exodus 16:14-36; Deuteronomy 8:3-16; 
Joshua 5:12; Psalms 78:24, 25; John 6:31-50; 1 Corinthi
ans 10:3. 

Certain spiritual lessons have been deduced from it: 
(1) lt was given freely: so with the Gospel and God's gift, 
apart fa:om works. (2) Each person was to gather accord
ing to his eating: so in regard to the J1eeds of Lelievers, 
thfffP. is to. be equality (2 Corinthians 8:11, 15), an avoid· 
ancc of mcrc luxury when olhers are in want. (3) lt fell 
from abovc: so Christ, the gift of God came from God llie 

Father, and is spiritually ministP.rncl ch1y hy day, (4) lt 
was, gathered early: so the believer should receive his 
spiritual food before the rush of daily circumstances be
gins. (5) lt was ground in the mill: so Christ was bruised to 
become our bread of life. (6) lt was sweet to the taste: so 
is God's Word to the believer. (7) lt was tobe gathered 
day by qay: so the believer needs fresh supplies of 
spiritual food daily, (8) To the camal "it was dry" food: 
so is the Gospel to the worldling. (9) .A part was pre
served in the golden pot in the Holy ofHolies (Hebrews 
9:4; compare Exodus 16:3.3): so Jesus, now in the pres
ence of God, provides hidden manna (Revelation 2: 17), 
unappreciated by the unbeliever. (10) lt continued 
throughout the wildemess joumey: so Christ continues 
with His people to the end of their course. (11) lt ceased 
when they reached the land: so faith will give place to 
sight when the Lord brings His people to His etemal 
rest. 
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MEAL OFFERING 
This is the revised rendering of Hebrew minh/ih for 

KJV "meat offering," except that in Jeremiah 14:12; 
17:26; 13:18; 41:5, R.V. translates it "oblation," with 
"meal offering" in the margin. The laws of the "meal 
offering" (an offering never made with the blood of sac
rifice) are given in Leviticus 2: 1-16 and 6: 14-23. The 
ingredients, flour and oil, were the usual vegetable foods 
of Israel; accordingly the Israelite offered in them his 
daily bread, but not as in the firstfruits of corn and bread 
(these latter were leavened and not burnt upon the altar, 
Leviticus 23: 10--20); the meal olfering was to con.tain no 
leaven and a portion was burnt on the altar for a sweet 
savour to Jehovah. The test was eaten by the priests in 
the holy place, as the mediators betwccn J chovah und 
the people. Thus thc mea1 offerings did not indicate 
merely the sanctification of earthly food, but set forth the 
spiritual food enjoyed by the Lord' s people. 

The Christian counterpart to the meal offerings has 
been recognized in the spiritual life provided in Christ, 
and nourished by the Holy Spirit (the oil) and the Word 
of God (the bread). This life must be free from the leaven 
of the old nature, the leaven of malice and wickcdness, 
and from the honey of natural pleasures engaged in for 
mere self-indulgence (Leviticus 2:11). There must be 
salt as the purifying power of God' s Word against moral 
corruption (verse 13) and fhe incense of prayer (verse 
15). 

MERCY, MERCIFÜL 
This word represents the following different Hebrew 

words: 
(1) hesedh, which is sometimes rendered "loving

kindness"; it includes the qualities of kindly affection 
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and loyalty, for example, Psalms 77:8; 103:4, where it is 
coupled with and parallel to Number 2 (below) and 
Psalms 25: 10; 26:3 (coupled with 'emeth, fidelity) in 
Deuteronomy 7:9 (coupled with berith, covenant). lt is 
used of man towards man, for example, Judges 1:24, 
and is rendered "kindness" in the case of David 
and Jonathan (1 Samuel 20:14), but especially of Je
hovah towards His people, for example, Genesis 
19:19; 43:14; Psalms 5:7 (and very frequently in the 
Psalms). 

(2) rahamim, literally, "bowels" and so, figuratively of 
compassion ortender affection. lt is used of God towards 
man, for example, Nehemiah 1: 11; Proverbs 14:21. 

(3) the verb hanan, to show favor, to do kindness; it is 
rendered "be meruiful" or "bc gracious," "show mercy," 
"have pity," for example, Psalms 4: 1; fi:2; 9: 1.1 and is 
used of God towards man or of man towards man, for 
example, Proverbs 14:21, 31. 

(4) hemlah signifies to have compassion, Genesis 
19: 16, "the Lord being merciful unto him." 

(5) kaphar (in the intensive form kipper) signifies to 
treat as forgiven, to forgive, as in Deuteronomy 21:8; 
32:43, "be merciful." 

MERCY SEAT 
The Hebrew word kappöreth is connected with the 

verb kipper, to cover up or wipe out and hence to atone 
for offenses, to forgive. lt was not a mere part of the ark. 
lt was placed "above upon the ark" (Exodus 25:17-22; 
26:34; 30:6; 31:7; 35:12; 37:6). lt is never called "the 
cover of the ark" but is treated as something distinct. 
The Holy of Holies is called in two passages "the place 
of the mercy seat" (Leviticus 16:2; 1 Chronicles 28:11), 
making clear that it was more than a mere subordinate 
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part of the ark. The kippurfm, that is, atonements, on the 
Day of Atonement are connected inseparably with the 
kapporeth, upon which the blood of the sin offering was 
sprinkled. Accordingly the mercy seat covered that 
which was inside the ark, namely the two tables of stone, 
thus signifying that God in His mercy provided a pro
pitiation for a breach of His covenant. By that means God 
con lcl speak to His people from above the mercy seat that 
was upon the ark of the testimony from between the two 
cherubim (Numbers 7:89); sec also Psalms 80:1. 

(For the New Testament word in Romans 3:25 and 
Hebrews 9:5, see Expository Dictionary vf New Te~ta
ment Words undfä "MERCY-SEAT"; "PROPITIA
TION.") The cherubim are indicative of the angclic 
ministers of Jehovah, guardiuns in lhe attitude of adora
tion. The throne of His earthly glory likewise repre
sented thc footstool of His heavenly throne. 

MITRE 
The so-called "mitre" was the headdress of the high 

priest; the R.V. margin rightly has "turban" in Exodus 
28:4, 37, 39; 29:6; 39:28, 31; Leviticus 8:9; 16:4; but in 
Ezekiel 21:26 R.V. has "mitre," for the KJV "diadcm." 
This headdress was of fine linen, made from a piece said 
to have been sixteen cubits lüng, rolled into the shape of 
a turban; hence the name, mi~nepheth (from ,:_J,naph, to 
wind). On the front was a plate of pure gold, on which 
were graven, like the engravings of a signet, the words 
signifying "Holy to J ehovah." This was put on a lace of 
blue (gold and blue indicating glory and beauty respec
tively, Exodus 28:2, 40). This was to be always on the 
high priest' s forehcad that the children of Israel might 
be "accepted bcfore the LORD." 
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The turban represented the priestly dignity, just as the 
crown or diadem was of the royal. Hence in Ezekiel 
21:26, "Remove the mitre [diadem]; and take off the 
crown" indicated the desolation of both priesthood and 
monarchy. 

Another word, ~aniph, from the same root is rendered 
"mitre" in KJV and R.V. of Zechariah 3:5 (R.V. margin 
"turban"). This the prophet saw on J oshua the high 
priest. In Job 29:14 (KJV "diadem," R.V. margin "tur
ban") it is used figuratively of a righteous man clothed in 
the garm~nts of nobility. In Isaiah 3:23 (KJV "hoods"; 
R.V. "turbans") it signifies nn articlc uf elaburate fen1ale 
attire. In lsaiah 62::1, it is a symbol of the honor which 
Jehovah will coufor upun His people. 
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NEHUSHTAN 
The wördi signifying a bronze object (from nehnshP.th, 

"bronze"), is found in 2 Kings 18:4 and the margin ofR.V. 
defines it as a piece of brass. lt was the contemptuous 
term given to the brazen serpent when Hezekiah hroke 
it in pieces because it had been tumed into an idol by 
the peöple. Israel had bumt incense to it, owing to its 
primary use in the typical miracle recorded in N umbers 
21:8, 9. 

NE TH IN IM 
This word is connected with the verb nathan, to give, 

and hence was the name for thc servants of the Temple, 
as its slaves who were "given," to do the lowest menial 
work in connection with it. lt is recorded in Ezra 8:20 
that David and the princes "had appointed" the 
Nethinim "for the service of the Levites." These were 
no doubt the descendants of the captives taken at the 
close of the war against the Midianites. To the Levites, 
320 captives (one out of every fifty) were given, and 32 to 
the priests (Numbers 31:40, 42, 47). Later, the Gibeon
ites were made by J oshua "hewers of wood and drawers 
of water for the congregation and for the altar of the 
Lord" (Joshua 9:27). In the first company that retumed to 
Jemsalem under Zerubbabel (538 B.C.), there were 392 
N ~Lhinim and children of Solomon' s servants (Ezra 
2:43-58). Eighty years later, whfm Ezra was on his way 
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to Jerusalem he observed that in the company there 
were few servants for the Temple. Accordingly he halted 
to arrange for such to come from Casiphia and 220 
Nethinim were sent to meet the need (Ezra 8: 17-20). A 
decree of Artaxerxes freed them from "tribute, custom or 
toll" (7:24 R.V.). A list of these Nethinim is given in 
Nehemiah 7:46-62. Those who dwelt in Jerusalem were 
undei; the superintendence of two overseers, Ziha and 
GishP,a (Nehemiah 11:21). 
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OATH 
The word 'äläh, an oath, has more especially the sense 

of a curse, as for example, in Numbers 5:21, 23, 27; 
Deuteronomy 29:19, 20, 21; 30:7; Job 31:30; Psalms 
10:7; Isaiah 24:6; Jeremiah 29:18; Daniel 9:11; 
Zechariah 5:3. In Leviticus 5: 1 the obligation to testify 
when adjured, was fulfilled by the Lord when adjured by 
Caiaphas (Matthew 26:63). 

In Jewish criminal procedure, the accused was permit
ted to clear himself or herself hy oath (for example, 1 
Kings 8:31). 

The word shebu"iih (connected with sheba', seven, the 
sacred numher) denotes an oath, and is entirely so ren
dered (except in Isaiah 65: 15 where it is translated "a 
curse"). When an important agreement was entered into, 
it was made binding by the parties to it subjecting them
selves to an oath with due solcmnity, as in the cases of 
Isaac and Abimelech (Genesis 26:26-33), Joseph and the 
Israelites (50:25), Rahab and the spies (J oshua 2: 17-20), 
Joshua and the Gibeonites (9:19, 20). An oath even to a 
heathen king was so binding that because Zedekiah vio
lated his oath to Nebuchadnezzar, God dethroned him 
and gave him up to die in captivity (2 Chronicles 36:13). 

For acts which accompanied the circumstances, see, 
for example, Genesis 14:22; 24:2; 47:29; Leviticus 24: 14; 
J eremiah 34: 18. 

The language used in the taking of or giving an oath 
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varies; the commonest expressions are "as the LORD 

liveth," "the LORD do so to me and more also." See also 
Genesis 31:53; 42: 15. To violate an oath incurred a pen
alty, such as a curse, as in Numbers 5; Jöshua 9 (hence 
the twofold meaning of 'äläh ), and in view of the far
reaching consequences involved in the matter ofan oath, 
the law imposed solemn restrictions in the case of mem
bers of a family other than the head (Numbers 80: 1-15). 

To appeal to a heathen god by oath was to acknowl
edge its deity, and therefore this was forbidden (Joshua 
23:7; Jeremiah 5:7; 12:16; Amos 8:14). Swearing in ap
pealing to God was to acknow le<lge Him (Deuteronomy 
6:13; Isaiah 19:18; 65:16). 

When God gave His promise on oath, those with 
whom He entered into relation had the assurance given 
them that His promise and His fidelity were unalterable. 
So with His word to Abraham, for. example (Genesis 
22:16-18; Psalms 105:9-11; compare Hebrews 6:13). In 
the case of Israel, such assurance placed them under an 
obligation to serve Hirn. For this reason His oath is ad
duced upon occasion; but not only so, with this were 
coupled the facts of His goodness in savil1g them, loving 
thcm, and giving them His Law. 

(For the New Testament teaching on oaths see Ex
pository Dictionary of New Testament Words under 
··oATH.") 

OFFENCE,OFFEND 
The English word'"offend" in KJV has two ineanings, 

(a) intransitively, to go astray, (b) transitively,' to lead one 
astray. Hence an offence (offertse) is either a trespass or 
the cause of a trespass, "a stumbling block." 

The Hebrew words for "offence" are (l) mikhshol, 
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used in 1 Samuel 25:31, "offence of heart" (KJV margin 
"stumbling"); in Psalms 119: 165, the noun is translated 
"nothing shall offend them"; R.V. "they have none occa-: 
sion of stumbling" (margin "They shall have no stum
bling block"); in Isaiah 8:14 "a rock of offence"; (2) 
hef-an error or sin, as in Ecclesiastes 10:4 "yielding 
allayeth great offences.'' 

The following are Hebrew words for offend: (1) 
'äsham, or "äshem, to be guilty, commit a t~espass, for 
example, Jeremiah 2:3; 50:7; Ezekiel 25:12; Hosea 4: 15; 
13: l; Habakkuk 1: 11. Thus Hosea 13: 1, "when he of
femleu in Baal he died" (n.v. murgin ''when he became 
guilty"); compare R.V. of Jeremiah 2:3 and Habakkuk 
1:11. ln 2 Chrc:micles 28:13, the noun 'ushmuh is ren
dered "offend," tts KJV "we have offendcd against the 
LORD"; R.V. "tliat which will bring upon us a trespass 
against the LORD.;, (2) hätä denotes to miss the way, 
hence, to sin against; as in Genesis 20:9, KJV "what have 
1 offended thee?" (R.v. "sinned against"); 40:1; 2 Kings 
18:14; Jeremiah 37: 18. (3) bägadh signifies to act 
treacherously as in Psalms 73:15; where KJV has "of
fend"; R.V. has "dealt treacherously with." (4) habhal 
signifies to destroy, to spoil as in Job 34:31, "I will not 
offend any more" (New English Bible "I will do no more 
mischief"). (5) päsha' signifies to rebel and so (in the 
passive) to take offence, as in Proverbs 18: 19, "a brother 
offended [R.V. "injured"] is harder to be won than a 
strong city." 

In the Septuagint the word skandalon translates the 
Hebrew word moqesh, which denotes a bait and hence a 
snare (for the New Testament use of these words, see 
Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words under 
"OFFENCE," "OFFEND"). 
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ORACLE 
The common Hebrew term dabar ("word") frequently 

refers to the divine word or utterance of God, as by Urim 
and Thummim, or through a prophet, given for men's 
guidance (see 2 Samuel 16:23). The word debfr, fre
quently used in 1 Kings 6, has the meaning of the locality 
where such utterances were given, "the most holy 
place" of Solomon's Temple (6:16). The correct meaning 
of the Hebrew is found in Psalms 28:2, "I Hft up my 
hands toward the innermost place of thy sanctuary" (R.v. 
margin). 

The word "burden" (Hebrew massa', a thing lifted up) 
is used, for example, in Nahum 1:1, signifying the bur
den of prophecy which was borne in upon the prophet 
when he received it from tho Lord. 

OUCHES 
This English word was applied in KJV to gold orna

ments, especially to a clasp or brooch set with jewels. 
The two jewels of onyx or beryl on the shoulders of the 
high priest were set in ouches (Hebrew mishbe~oth) of 
gold (Exodus 28: 11; 39:6 and so forth), a word derived 
from a root signifying to weave or wreathe. lt is best 
represented in modern English by "filigree" work. The 
gold was beaten out into thin sheets, which were cut into 
narrow strips (39:3); thus they were formed into filigree 
as a setting to the jewels, and all were attached by gold 
thread to the ephod. Compare the ouches in Exodus 
39:13 for the breastplate. 
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PAVILION 
This word (derived from Lutin papiliO, a butterfly, 

owing to the similarity in shape) is the translation of the 
word sokh in Psalms 27:5, and of sukkah in 2 Samuel 
22: 12 "pavilions"; it is rcndered "tent" once, in 2 
Samuel 11:11; see also 1 Kings 20:12, 16; Psalms 18:11; 
31:20. In Job 36:29, R.V. has "pavilion" ("the thunder
ings of his pavilion") for KJV "tabernacles"; so in lsaiah 
4:6 "there shall be a pavilion for a shadow in the day
time from the heat." The noun sukkah is rendered 
"pavilion" in Psalms 18: 11 and 31:20. lt is frequently 
translated "tabernacles," especially in the phrase "the 
feast of tabernacles" (Deuteronomy 16: 13, 16; 31: 10; 2 
Chronicles 8: 13; Ezra 3:4; Zechariah 14: 16, 18, 19). lt is 
also frequently rendered "booths," for example, 
Leviticus 23:42, 43; "a booth" (Jonah 4:5); in Isaiah 1:8, 
R.V. "booth" for KJV "cottage." 

The word qubbah is found only in Numbers 25:8 (R.V. 

"pavilion" for KJV "tent"); it denotes the inner compart
ment of a tent. The word shaphrur is found only in 
Jeremiah 43:10, where its meaning is given as "royal 
pavilion" (R.v. margin "glittering pavilion"). 

The royal pavilion was erected in the center of an army 
and it was surrounded by a constant guard of mighty men 
(compare Daniel 11:45 where 'appeden, a word of Per
sian origin is used). The belicvcr is protected and enter-
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tained by the sovereign power of almighty God (Psalms 
27:.5). 

The word "pavilion" thus has sometimes the meaning 
of a temporary movable tent, sometimes that of a more 
permanent building. 

PILLAR 
(1) maHeheth or mafifiebäh, from a root mcaning toset 

upright, signifies any kind of upright stone. lt is trans
lated "pillar" in Genesis 35: 14, 20; 2 Samuel 18: 18 (it is 
rendered "substance" iu lsaiah 6:13). (2) ne~ib (from the 
same root) is once ren<lered "pillar" (of salt), in Genesis 
19:26 (the word commonly means "a garrison" as in 1 
Samuel 13:3). (3) 'ammildh (from 'ämadh, "stand") is thc 
usual word for pillar, and is of very frequent use; it sig
nifies a column, and that is its meaning in J eremiah 
27:19. 

The first of the above words has almost always a reli
gious association and denotes the upright stone which 
accompanied the worship of the Israelites, and was the 
token of the divine presence. An offering of oil or of the 
blood of sacrifice was put upon it. The vision granted to 
Jacob at Bethel made that place a sacred spot, and there 
he set 11p a stone pillar and poured oil upon it (Genesis 
28: 18). Before the time of the captivity every sanctuary 
had its accompaniment of some such pillar or stone 
monument (Hosea 3:4, where the R.V. has "pillar" for 
KJV "image"). The following places are especially as
sociated with the erection of a stone or pillar: Gilead 
(Genesis 31:45), Shechem (Joshua 24:26), Mizpeh (1 
Samuel 7: 12); here the stone gave the name to the spot, 
"Eben-ezer"; Gibeon (2 Samuel 20:.8); En rogcl (1 Kings 
1:9). 
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A pillar was reared by Absalom for himself in the 
king' s dale, as he had no son to keep his name in re
membrance, and he called the pillar after his own name; 
hence it became known as Absalom' s place (2 Samuel 
18:18). The prophecy conceming the future deliverance 
of Egypt in Isaiah 19: 19-25, declares that there shall be 
an altar in the midst of the land "and a pillar at the 
border thereof to the LORD." Judges 9:6 states that the 
men of Shechem and all the house of Millo made 
Abimelech king "by the oak of the pillar [KJV margin; 
R.V. margin "terebinth"] that was in Shechem." This was 
a witness to the fact of his enthronement, in the place 
where he was acclaimed. 

To set up a pillar as a stone symbol was forbidden 
(Deuteronomy 16:22 R.V. for KJV "image"). Yet despite 
this, stone pillars became objects of worship (Isaiah 
57:6). 

PILLOW 
(1) The word kebfr is found only in 1 Samuel 19: 13, 

16. Michal put a pillow of goats' hair at the head of the 
teraphim she had laid in David' s bed. The root from 
which the word is derived means to intertwine or to net; 
hence the meanings given in the R.V. margin, "quilt" or 
"network," one of which should probably be adopted. lt 
was a quilt (Hebrew makhber) that Hazael used as a 
coverlet with which to smother Benhadad (2 Kings 8:15). 

(2) The word mera' ashah is translated "pillows" in 
KJV of Genesis 28: 11, 18. The correct rendering is in R.V. 

"under his head." So in 1Samuel26:7, 11-16 (KJV "at his 
bolster"; R.V. "at his head"; compare verse 12, "from 
Saul' s head"). The same word is used in 1 Kings 19:6. 

(3) In Ezekiel 13: 18, keseth is translated "pillows" in 
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KJV and R.V. The meaning probably is fillets or bands, 
used as amulets or charms, used for divination purposes. 

PLEIADES 
These are mentioned in three passages, Job 9:9; 38:31; 

Arnos 5:8. In each place the Hebrew word kfmäh is used, 
which means a heap, which is the meaning of the Arabic 
word kumat, and is suggestive of the cumulative power 
of their infiuence. They are a group of stars, seven large 
and some small, in the constellation the Bull. In ancient 
times, the rising and setting of the group indicated the 
season of navigation. Hence the word is dcrivr.d hy most 
from the Greek verb pleo, to sail; others derivr. it (with 
less probability) from pleos, full, owing to their appear
ance of being packed together. 

In Job 9:9 and Arnos 5:8 these constellations are 
shown to form part of that marvelous arrangement of 
Creation which bears testimony to the almightiness of 
the Makcr. In Job 38:31 they are pointed out as signs of 
the seasons, the regular recurrence of which is utterly 
beyond the control of man. Man cannot bind the bands 
which hold this group of orbs together. The very purpose 
of God is that man' s puny impotence should lead him to 
submit to Hirn: "Canst thou [with special emphasis on 
thou] bind the sweet infiuences of Pleiades?" 

PLUMBLINE, PLUMMET 
(1) 'eben, a stone, is rendered "plummet" in the R.V. 

oflsaiah 34: 11, margin "stones" (for KJV "stones"), indi
cating that a suspended stone was originally used as a 
plummet; the preceding clause "he shall stretch over it 
the line of confusion" (that is, measuring line) points to 
the R.v. rendering as to the use of a plumbline. In 
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Zechariah 4: 10, the word definitely means a plummet; 
the füll expression is, literally, "a stone of tin" (bedhfl) or 
possibly of reparation. The reference is to the rebuilding 
of the Temple, under Zerubbabel. 
· (2) 'anakh, a plumbline is used only in Arnos 7:7, 8 

where it is,used metaphorically of the measurement of 
judgment in the Lord's retributive dealings with Israel; 
the plumbline was represented as used, so to speak, in 
the construction of a wall as a witness (the Lord standing 
by the wall) to that which has not conformed to His will 
and word, und to the righteousness of the punishment to 
he executed upon the nation for its idolatry initiated by 
Jeroboam. 

(3) mishqöleth is used in 2 Kings 21:13 of the plum
met by which the house of Ahab has been tested, reveal
ing his iniquities, and thus testing and revealing the in
iquities of Manasseh and Judah, who followed the 
idolatrous ways of Israel in the north. A similar word, 
mishqeleth, is found in Isaiah 28: 17, whcrc the Lord 
says that He "will make judgment the line [that is, of 
measurement], and righteousness the plummet" (R.V.); 
that is, His righteousness will test and expose the lies 
under which the rulers of Jerusalem have hid them
selves, in contrast to the "precious comer stone of a sure 
foun<lation" (verse 16, applied to Christ in 1 Peter 2:6). 

PROGNOSTICATORS 
These (Hebrew modhi'im) are mentioned in Isaiah 

47:13 in the Lord' s denunciation of Babylon. They are 
associated with the astrologers and the stargazers. They 
are described in the margin a:s those "that give knowl
edge conceming the months." The meaning of the last 
phrase probably is "at new moons," suggesting the fore-
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casts which were customarily made at.those seasons as to 
what was likely to happen during the ensuing month. 
The lucky and unlucky days of each month were noted 
in the Assyrian and Babylonian calendars, and reports 
were sent in monthly by official astrologers and as
tronomers. 

The prophet Isaiah declare.s that none of them will 
avail to help Babylon in the approaching time of judg
ment. They themselves will be fuel for the ßame which 
will consume them as stubble. 

PROSELYTE 
A proselyte (Hebrew ger) was originally one whotook 

up his residence in a foreign land, putting himself under 
the protection of the people there; hence · especially .a 
foreigner residing in Palestine (Exodus 12:48; 20: 10; 
22:21; Leviticus 19:33). But later the word came to mean 
a foreign convert to the Jewish religion (for example, 
Matthew 23:15; Acts 2:10) and it ceased to signify 
merely residence in Palestine (see Acts 2:10 and 13:43). 

Fixed conditions were laid down for "strangers'' in 
Israel (for example, those who resided among Israelites, 
in the earlier'sense of the word). The stranger was bound 
by the law of the sabbath (Exodus 20: 10; 23: 12; 
Deuteronomy 5:14). He must be circumcised before he 
ate the Passover (Exodus 12:48). He had to keep the Day 
of Atonement (Leviticus 16:29), and the Feasts ofWeeks 
and of Tabernacles (Deuteronomy 16:11, 14). He was 
prohibited from eating blood (Leviticus 17: 10) and from 
all the abominations of the Canaanites (18:24-30; 20:2), 
as well as from blasphemy (24: 16). He could not hold 
land or intermarry with Aaron' s descendants (so, by im
plication, Leviticus 19:10; 21:14). 
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He was to be treated kindly, in view of the fact that 
Israelites themselves were formerly strangers in Egypt 
(Exodus 22:21; 23:9; Leviticus 19:33, 34; Deuteronomy 
10:18, 19). He was to share in the gleanings and tithes of 
the third year (Deuteronomy 14:29). He was to be 
treated withjustice (Leviticus 24:22; Deuteronomy 1: 16; 
24:17, 19-21). He was regarded as in a subject condition; 
he was to assemble with Israel to hear the law read at the 
end of every seven years (Deuteronomy 31:10-12). 

Intimes of judgment onthe nation for departure from 
God, the stranger became superior to the Israelite; he 
became "th~ hcad" (Deuteronomy 28:43, 44). Under 
David anrl Solomon the strangers were subjected to 
bond service (1Chronieles22:2; 2 Chronicles 2:17, 18). 
In Esther's time many became Jews because "the fear of 
the Jews fell upon them" (8:17). 

In the coming time of restoration foretold by the 
prophets, proselytes were to share in the blessings of 
Israel: "The strangers that join themselves to the LORD, 
to minister unto him, and to love the name of the LORD" 
shall be made joyful and their sacrifice will be accepted 
(see Isaiah 56:3-7). 

Around the beginning of. the Christian era some 
gtoups in Israel were engaged in an energetic campaign 
of proselytization among the Gentiles, with results 
which our Lord summed up in scathing terms (Matthew 
23:15). 

The expression "proselytes of the gate" was a rabbini
cal designation of resident aliens (as distinct from con
verts), derived from the reference in Exodus 20: 10; and 
so forth, to "the stranger that is within thy gates." 
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QUEEN OF HEAVEN 
The queen of heaven was Astarte, the goddess of the 

planet Venus, called Ishtar by the Assyrians and Babylo
nians and Ashtoreth by the Phoenicians and other 
Canaanites. She was regarded as the sister or consorl of 
Baal, the storm god. Together they were looked upon as 
symbolizing the generative powers of nature, and their 
worship is denounced in the Old Testament as abomi
nable in the sight of J ehovah. Cakes were offered to the 
queen ofheaven, drink offerings were poured out to her, 
and incense was burned in her honor (Jeremiah 7:18; 
44:17-25). This idolatry became practiced in Judah and 
Israel, and in spite of the remonstrances and warnings of 
Jeremiah, his hearers strongly refused to listen to him 
and abandon their worship. They attributed their lack of 
plenty to the discontinuance of honor they paid to the 
goddess. Accordingly divine retribution upon them 
made Babylon, which had been a principal instrument 
of their idolatrous iniquity, the instrument of their 
punishment. 
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For RANSOM see REDEEM 

For REDEEMER see KINSMAN 

REDEEM, REDEMPTION 
Two words in the Old Testament have the meaning to 

redeem. Hebrew padah is used of the payments re
quired for the redemption ofthe firstborn (Exodus 13: 13, 
15; Leviticus 27:26, 27; Numbers 3:46-49; 18: 15-17), or 
for the release of persons from slavery (Exodus 21:8; 
Leviticus 25:47-49). lt is also used figuratively with the 
meaning of delivering, whether in the cases of individu
als (Psalms 34:22) or of the deliverance granted to Israel 
as a nation (Deuteronomy 9:26; 2 Samuel 7:23; 1 
Chronicles 17:21; Isaiah 29:22). 

lt is especially associated with the deliverance from 
Egypt (Deuteronomy 7:8; 13:5; 24:18; Micah 6:4). In one 
instance it is used of redemption from sin: "redeem Is
rael from all his iniquities" (Psalms 130:8). 

The other verbis ga' al (with its active participle gö'el, 
for which see KINSMAN). lt is used sometimes in the 
legal sense, of the recovery of property which had 
passed into other hands (Leviticus 25:26; Ruth 4:4, 7), or 
of the act of commuting a vow, the valuation of the offer
ing being made by the priest (Leviticus 27: 13, 15, 19, 20) 
or of the redemption of apart of a tithe (27:31). 

Like padah, this word ga' al is used of God' s deliver-
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ances granted to Israel (Psalms 77: 15; Isaiah 48:20; 52:3, 
9) and especially of the coming deliverance of the nation 
from Gentile domination (Isaiah 35:9; 62:12; 63:4). lt has 
been happily suggested that the use of these two words 
(rather than others which might have been chosen) is 
indicative of a relation between Jehovah and Israel, by 
way of His personal possession of them as His property. 
In this respect padah would lay stress on the purchase 
µrice, and ga' al would point to the kinsman side of the 
redemption. Moreover these two facts are brought out in 
the New Testament cloctrine of redemption. Thus the 
Old Testament teaching, in various ways, fornshadows 
the acts of God's grace in His Son Jesus Christ in His 
becoming by His Incarnation our Kinsman and in the 
twofold aspect of His redemptive sacrifice, as a price 
paid and liberation accomplished on behalf of sinners, 
and as the deliverance wrought and yet to be consurn
mated for believers. 

Both words are used of deliverance from adverse eir
cumstances: padah of deliverance from adversity itself (2 
Samuel 4:9; 1 Kings 1:29; Psalms 25:22); ga'al of de
liverance from oppression and violence (for example, 
Psalms 72:14); both words, of deliverance from captivity, 
padah in Zechariah 10:8-10; ga'al in Psalms 107:2, 3; 
both, of deliverance from death; padah in Job 5:20 and 
Psalms 49:15, ga'al in Psalms 103:4 and Hosea 13:14. 

REFINE, REFINER 
Two verbs are used with this meaning: 
(1) zäqaq is used in a literal sense, of the refining of 

gold, Job 28:1, where R.V. has "a place for gold which 
they refine"; also in 1 Chronicles 28: 18; of silver in 1 
Chronicles 29:4; of settled wine, in Isaiah 25:6. 
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(2) ~araph is used in both the literal sense and in the 
metaphorical: literal in Psalms 66: 10, "tried" (of silver); 
so in Zechariah 13:9; J eremiah 6:29, "in vain do they go 
on refining [oflead]" (R.V.); metaphorical in Psalms 26:2, 
"try"; Isaiah 1:25, "purge"; 48: 10, "I have refined thee"; 
Daniel 11:35, "to refine ... them" (R.V.); in Malachi 
3:2, 3, the word is rendered "refiner," where the Lord' s 
purifying work is likened to a refiner' s fire, when He sits 
"as a refiner and purifier of silver: and he shall purify the 
sons of Levi." 

Gold was refined by being put into earthen crncibles 
with learl, salt, a little tin and barley bran, the crucibles 
being sealed with clay and then exposed to the heat of a 
fumace for five days and nights. 

Silver was refined by being mixed with lead and put 
into a crucible made of hone earth, and placed in a fur
nace. The oxide of lead which formed was blown off by 
bellows, the effect being that the thin coating of lead 
became iridescent and disappeared, leaving the bright 
surface of silver. That process is referred to in Jeremiah 
6:29. The crucible is called "the fining pot" (ma~reph) 
Proverbs 17 :3. 

Affiiction has a refining effect on the godly (1 Peter 1:7) 
but hardens the godless (Jeremiah 5:3). The Lord refines 
His elect till He sees His own image reflected in them 
(Job 23:10; Psalms 66:10; Isaiah 48:10; Hebrews 12:10). 

Note: In Jeremiah 6:27 the true rendering is, "I have 
set thee for an assayer" (R.V., that is, refiner, separating 
the dross from the genuine metal). 

ROD 
Various meanings are attached to this word. lt is 
(1) an emblem of authority and power, as in the cases 
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ofthe rod of Moses (Exodus 4:2, and so forth),. that of 
Aaron (Exodus 7: 10, 12 and so forth), those of the heads 
of the tribes (Numbers 17:2-10); the Hebrew word is 
maHeh. In Genesis 49:10 and Judges 5:14, tbe word 
shebet is translated ''.staff" in the R.V„ and matteh is the 
word for th:e sceptre, as an· emblem of rule, in Ezekiel 
19:11, 12, 14. 

(2) an instrument of chastisement, 2 Samuel 7:14 
("rod of men"); Job 9:34; 21:9; 37:13 (KJV margin, "a 
rod," for text "correction"); so in Micah 6:9, "hear ye the 
rod LmaHehJ, and who hatb appointed it." That is to say, 
"listen to what God has to say in His disciplinary deal
ings." To do so is to receive restoring mercy. To hear tbe 
rod is to realize and acknowledge the nccd of the chas
tisement. He who does so will be a "man of wisdom," 
learning "to walk humbly with his God" (verse 8). 

(3) an instrument of divine retributive judgment in 
tbe future upon the nations, Psalms 2:9;Jsaiah 11:4 (He
hrew shebet ). Compare Habakkuk 3: 14, "staves" (He
brew matteh ). 

(4) an emblem of travel or.means öf support, a staff. 
Jacob, when setting out for .Padan-aram left everything 
bebind except his staff (Genesis 32:10, Hebrew maqqel). 
Tbe Israelites kept tbe Passover in Egypt each with bis 
staff in hand (Exodus 12:11). Balaam's staff (Numbers 
22:27), wilh whieh he smote the ass, was ordinarily used 
to support himself. David's staff (1 Samuel 17:40) was 
wbat he ordinarily used in jeumeying, see also 2 Samuel 
3:29 (pelekh). As a support in old age, see Zecbariah 8:4 
(mish 'eneth ). 

(5) a sbepherd's instrument ofthe defense of bis flock 
against animals and men, or for numbering the sheep as 
they passed under the rod (Leviticus 27:32; Ezekiel 
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20:37 with Jeremiah 33:13). The rod was a club, about 
two and a half feet long, with a bulging head. lt was 
either suspended by a thong from the shepherd' s 
waistband, or inserted in a sheath or pocket in the outer 
cloak. Compare Micah 7:14 (margin "rule": the idea is 
that of tending the flock). The Hebrew word is shebe~. 

(6) a shepherd' s instrument for guiding, caring for and 
dealing with his sheep. This (Hebrew mish'eneth) was a 
straight pole about six feet long; it was used for beating 
leaves from branches out of the reach of sheep, or for 
support while climbing, or for leaning 11pon and inspir
ing his :Rock with confidcnce. The primary rrieaninp; of 
mi.sh'eneth is something upon which to lean. In this 
connection the word is used in Isaiah 36:6, of the unre
liability of Egypt as the "staff" of a bruised reed for Is
rael to lean upon. 

(7) an emblem or representation of the supernatural 
power of the angel of the Lord (Judges 6:21, "staff'') or 
that gi ven by God to a prophet as in thc case of E lisha' s 
staff (2 Kings 4:29), Hebrew mish'eneth. 

(8) figurative of an oppressor (Isaiah 9:4, "rod"; 10:5, 
15, 24; 14:5, "staff") (Hebrew matteh and shebet). 

(9) a flail for beating out fitches and a rod for a similar 
purpose (Hebrew mat(eh and shebet). 

(10} an instrnment for digging a well (Hebrew mish
'eneth, Numbers 21:18, "staves"). 

· (11) the strength of a nation, for example, Moab, 
Jeremiah 48:17, ~'staff" (matteh) and rod (maqqel). 

(12) a twig or shoot, used in Isaiah 11: 1 with reference 
to Christ's Incarnation and development (R.V. "shoot" or 
KJV "rod"); the figure is that of a cut-down stump (the 
nation of Israel) which would put forth a single flourish
ing shoot (Hebrew hö~er; the only other place where this 
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word is used is in Proverbs 14:3) (KJV "a rod of pride"; 
R.V. margin "shoot"). 

(13) an instrument of divination by rhabdomancy, 
practiced by apostate Israel (Hosea 4:12, "staff," Hebrew 
maqqel). 

(14) the sceptre of Messiah's coming sovereignty 
(Hebrew maHeh, Psalms 110:2, "the rod of thy 
strength"); compare Micah 7:14. 
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SACKCLOTH 
This was a coarse material (Hebrew saq) woven from 

either goats' hair or camels' hair, and was dark in color as 
indicated in Isaiah 50:3 in the figurative expression re
garding thc clouds of heaven; compare Revelation 6: 12. 

To put on sackcloth was a sign of sorrow and mourning 
(Genesis 37:34; 2 Samuel 3:31; 21:10; 1 Kings 21:27; 2 
Kings 6:30; 19:1, 2; 1 Chronicles 21:16; Nehemiah 9:1; 
Esther 4:1-4; Job 16:15; Psalms 35:13; 69:11; Lamenta
tions 2: 10) of repentance (Jonah 3:5, 6, 8) or of humilia
tion and subjection, as an appeal for pity to superiors (1 
Kings 20:31, 32). lt was the accompaniment of fasting in 
self-judgment and in intercession (Isaiah 58:5; Daniel 
9:3). 

In the following passages, warnings were given to 
wear it in repentance (Isaiah 22:12; Jeremiah 4:8; 6:26; 
49:3). In the following passages future judgments are 
foretold and conditions involving the wearing of sack
cloth (Isaiah 3:24; 15:3; Ezekiel 7:18; 27:31; Joel 1:8, 13; 
Arnos 8:10). 

To put it off or have it removed was indicative of joy in 
relief from sorrow (Psalms 30:11). In Isaiah 20:2, the 
Lord commanded Isaiah to put off the outer garment of 
sackcloth, to indicate that Egypt would be stripped of its 
possessions, and to give a silent exhortation as to the 
need of repentance. 
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SATYR 
The Hebrew word sa'ir (plural se'irim) primarily 

meant a he-goat. In lower Egypt the goat was worshiped 
with abominable rites. The word is rendered "satyr" in 
two passages, Isaiah 13:21 and 34:14 (R.V. margin "he
goat"). In both places the Septuagint translates it 
daimonia, demons, and this gives the true indication of 
the evil spirits which inspired the particular worship 
carrie<l on by the idolaters: "the things which the Gen
tiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons and not to God" 
(1 Corinthians 10:20). The word is translatP.n "devils" 
(that is, demons) in KJV Leviticus 17:7 "they shall no 
more offer their sacrifices unto devils, after whom they 
have gone a whoring" (R.V. "he-goats"; margin "satyrs"), 
that is, to the evil spirits. The same rendering is given in 
the margin of 2 Chronicles 11:15. Here the Septuagint 
translates it mataia, vain things. 

SCAPEGOAT 
On the Day of Atonement the high priest presented two 

goats before the Lord at the door of the Tabemacle 
(Leviticus 16), and cast lots upon them: one was "for 
J ehovah," the other "for Azazel." For the sacrifice of the 
former, see verses 15-19. The high priest laid his hands 
on the goat "for Azazel," confessing the sins of the 
people. Then a man, chosen for the purpose, led it into 
the wildemess and let it loosc (indicating the complete 
removal of the sin of the people of God, so that no wit
ness can rise in judgment against them). In Leviticus 
16: 10, 26, the rendering should be "the goat for the com
plete sending away"; the root 'azal means "to remove 
completely." 

Some have thought that Azazel signifies the devil, as 
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the source of sin, and thus the removed one in the wil
demess, the abode of evil spirits. But this goat, like the 
other, was presented before J ehovah as being conse
crated to Hirn (verse 7). The two together have been 
interpreted as typifying two aspects of the one sacrifice 
of Christ, the goat for Azazel typifying the effect of His 
sacrifice, in that Christ, who was sacrificed "for our of
fences," ~as "raised for [on account of1 our justification" 
(Homans 4:25), that is, because our justification ha<l been 
completed by His offering. Life as the result of His death 
is therefore indicated in Azazel. 

SCEPTRE 
A sceptre is the rod or staff of a ruler, especially of a 

sovereign, but also of other chief potentates. Thus Isaiah 
14:5 speaks of "the sceptre of the rulers." The earliest 
mention of a sceptre in Scripture is in Genesis 49:10, 
which prophesies that J udah is to be the permanent 
sphere in which Messiah' s sovereign power will be 
exercised; "unto him shall the obedience of the peoples 
be" (R.v.); see Isaiah 11: 10 R.V. There were two forms of 
a sceptre, one a short ornamental one, the other a long 
staff omamented at its upper end. Both are apparently in 
view here, the former (shebet) being the sceptre, the 
latter mehoqeq the "ruler' s staff" (R.v). Balaam 
prophesied that "a sceptre [shebet] shall rise out of Is
rael." Here again both sceptre and star are symbolical of 
the coming sovereign rule of Christ. In Psalms 45:6 Mes
siah' s sceptre (shebet) is used to indicate the righteous 
character of His rule: "A sceptre of equity is the sceptre 
of thy kingdom" (Hebrew 1:8). The staff (matteh) and the 
sceptre (shebet) of the oppn~ssive rulers of Babylon and 
associated powers at the time of restoration are to be 
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broken by divine action (Isaiah 14:5, 6). 
In Ezekiel 19:11 the prophet laments the fact that 

whereas Israel as a vine once had "strong rods for the 
sceptres of them that bare [bear] rule," destruction had 
come upon her, her strong rods were broken off and 
withered, and there was now "no strong rod to be a 
sceptre to rule." The strong rods were the princes of the 
house of David. The vine shot forth her branches like 
sceplres. Iu Arnos 1:5 the Lord, foretelling the punish
ment ofDamascus, says He will cut off"him that holdeth 
the sceptre" (here and Ezekiel 10 the Septuagint trans
lates the word shebet by its other meaning "tribe," 
Creek phule). In Zechariah 10: 11 the sceptre of Egypt is 
doomed; that is, there would be none to rule there. 

In Esther 4: 11; 5:2; 8:4, a slightly different form (of 
Aramaic origin) is used for the sceptre of Ahasuerus 
(sharbit). 

In Numbers 21:18 R.V. corrects KJV "by direction of 
the lawgiver" to "with the sceptre." So in Psalms 60:7 
and 108:8, "Judah is my sceptre" (margin "lawgiver," as 
in KJV). In Psalms 125:3, R.V. rightly has "the sceptre of 
wickedness" for KJV "the rod of the wicked." 

SELAH 
This word is used seventy-one times in the Psalms and 

three times in Habakkuk. lt is probably connected with 
sälal, to lift up, said of the instruments, to increase the 
sound, while the voice is silent (or perhaps a call to the 
voice to sound), or (less probably), with shäläh, to rest, 
indicating either the pause of the voice in singing so that 
only . instruments were heard, or a break in the psalm 
where there is a call to rest and reflect on the preceding 
words. In Psalms 9:16 it follows the word higgaion, 
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which means meditations, as in its use in Psalms 19: 14. 
The word is never used at the beginning of a psalm, nor 
has it any grammatical connection with the context. lts 
usual position is either at the end of a strophe or at the 
end of a psalm. Four times it is found in the middle of a 
verse: Psalms 55:19; 57:3; Habakkuk 3:3, 9. 

lt often connects what precedes with what follows 
(sometimes by way of contrast), so as to stress both, as if 
saying, "This being so, give heed to what is now to be 
said." Its connecting significance may be seen in linking 
one psalm with another, as in Psalms 3 and 4. 

SERAPHIM 
These are an order of heavenly beings, mentioned in 

Isaiah 6:2, 3. The word has been taken to mean bright or 
shining, but the verh säraph means to burn, and the root 
has the transitive sense of consuming with fire (as when 
it is used adjectively of the "fiery" serpents of Numbers 
21:6), and not glowing with heat. The sixth verse con
firms this, where one of the seraphim takes "a live [that 
is, hot] coal'' from the altar, and touches the prophet' s 
mouth with it, saying, "Lo, this hath touched thy lips; 
and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin purged." 
The altar was the altar of bumt offering in the Temple 
court, the fire on which consumed "the burnt offering 
and the fat," when the glory of the Lord appeared to all 
the people (Leviticus 9:23). lt was the glory of the Lord 
that caused Isaiah to acknowledge his own sinfulness, in 
contrast to the utterances of the seraphim, crying one to 
the other, "Holy, ho~y, holy, is the LORD of hosts." 

Each seraph has face, hands, and feet, indicating that 
they are not merely mystical beings, but are possessed of 
powers which are used to do God's will. Each has three 
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pairs of wings, one pair being used to veil their faces, as 
being unworthy to look on God; another pair is used to 
cover their feet, as being in an attitude of waiting upon 
God to carry out His behests; the third is used for the 
rapid activity of fulfilling that for which they are sent. 
Thus they differ from the cherubim in Ezekiel 10, and 
the living creatures in Revelation 4:8. · 

SHEOL 
Three distinct words are rendered "hell" in KJV. The 

R.V. is more exact. The Hebrew ward She' ol, for exam
ple, in Deuteronomy 32:22 (R.V. "thc lowcst pit"), is 
probablyderived from a root "to make hollow," and was 
seen as the common receptacle of the dead, below the 
earth. Sheol signifies depth in Job 11:8 (R.v.) and in
satiability in Isaiah 5:14. "If 1 make my bed in hell [R.V. 
SheolJ, behold, thou art there" (Psalms 139:8) shows it as 
a place to which the power of God extends. lt is ren
dered "the grave" in Song of Solomon 8:6, signifying 
cruelty. 

For the two words Hades and Gehenna (translated 
"hell" in the New Testament) seeExpository Dictionary 
of New Testament Words under "HADES," "HELL." 

For SHEWBREAD see Expository Dictionary of New 
Testament Words under "SHEWBREAD" 

SHOE 
The wearing of shoes or sandals was a symbol of jour

neying by foot (Exodus 12: 11); compare the action of the 
Gibeonites in Joshua 9:5, 13, in pretending that they had 
been on a lang joumey. 

In the Oriental life of peasants and others, dust-
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covered or mud-stained shoes were left at the door of the 
house, when about to enter. 

When approaching the presence of God, the recogni
tion of being on holy ground was necessary and was to 
be indicated by the removal of the shoes, as in the com
mand to Moses (Exodus 3:5), to Joshua (Joshua 5: 15); 
compare Isaiah 20:2~ 

The shoe of witness is mentioned in two passages. In 
Deuteronomy 25:9, 10, the husband's brother permils 
the widow to take offhis sandal, and she reproaches him 
by word and act forrefusing to undertake a privilege and 
duty. The: posscssion of one shoe by the widow was like 
a.bill of divor~e, setting her free to marry another, while 
the retention of the other shoe by the man was his cover
ing proof that all claims had been formally settled. 

Ruth 4:7, 8 shows that it was the custom when prop
erty was sold or any right given up, to take off the sandal 
and hand it to the purchaser or to the person to whom the 
right was transferred. lt was thus a witness as to the legal 
completion of the negotiations. 

A different significance attaches to the statement in 
Psalms 60:8 and 108:9, "over Edom will 1 cast out my 
shoe." Possibly the allusions to Edom andMoab are con
temptuous, Edom being regarded as a place into which 
dirty shoes may be cast. Some suggest that Edom is re
garded as a slave to whom his master tosses his sandals. 
Another possible significance is that the casting of the 
shoe on a land is a legal symbol, indicating a claim to 
ownership, and hence of taking possession. 

In Deuteronomy 33:25, R.V. rightly has "bars" for the 
KJV "shoe." 

For SIMILITUDE see IMAGE 
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SIN OFFERING 
The sin offerings for sins committed through igno

rance were as follows: for a ruler, a he-goat (Leviticus 
4:25); for an ordinary person, a she-goat, a ewe-lamb, a 
turtle dove or young pigeon, or a cereal (4:29, 32; 5:7, 
11); for priests (4:3), for Levites at their installation 
(Numbers 8:8), and for the whole congregation 
(Leviticus 4: 14), a bullock and for the last mentioned a 
he-goat (Numbers 19:2-4). On the Day of Atonement a 
bullock was offered for the high priest and he-goats for 
the congregation (Leviticus 16:3 and so forth). The de
tails of the offerings are given in chapters 4 and 5. 

The similar offerings in the new commonwealth of 
Ezekiel 43-45 are not by way of atonement for sins of 
ignorance but for the consecration of holy places. 

To be distinguished from the sin offering is the tres
pass or guilt offering. This was for unwitting trespass 
against God' s ordinances in regard either to holy things 
(Leviticus .5: 1.5) or to the rights of property (chapter 6), 
reparation was required for the trespass with the addi
tion of a fine one-fifth of the value of the thing to be 
restored, which went to the priest (5: 16). Where the in
jury was a private wrong, restitution had tobe made to 
the injured party; if there were no kinsmen, it went to 
the priest; the victim was usually a ram (Numbers 5:7, 8). 
In one respect the sin offering differed from the guilt 
offering in that the former was required where the harm 
clone could not be undone or measured. 

In Isaiah 53: 10, "when thou shalt make his soul an 
offering for sin," the Hebrew ward is 'asham, a guilt 
offering. 

The guilt offering covered five distinct forms of tres
pass (Leviticus 5:6; 6:2; 14:12; 19:21; Numbers 6:12) all 
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of which represented a wrong for which a special ransom 
was given. That a trespass offering was ordered in the 
case of a healed leper, and in that of a Nazirite whose 
vow had been interrupted by contamination with the 
dead, was no exception. The former' s infection worked 
against the congregation, the latter' s against the Lord. 

The Hebrew word for sin offering is the same as that 
for sin (hatfä'th); the word for trespass offering is the 
same as that for trespass ('äshärn ). The former relates to 
personal condition, the evil nature, the latter to the ef
fects, evil action. 

For SPIKENARD see Expository Dictionary of New 
Testament Words under "SPIKENARD" 

For STRANGER see PROSELYTE 
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TACHES 
These were golden clasps, fifty in number, attached at 

equal distances along one set of curtains in the Taberna
cle, fitting into the same number of1oops along the edge 
of the second set, coupling Llie two sets together. The 
command to Moses was, "Thou shalt makc fifty tachcs of 
gold, and couple the curtains together with the taches: 
and it shall be one Tabemacle" (Exodus 26:6). 

In addition to these, there were fifty taches (clasps) of 
bronze, under which was the veil, which divided the 
holy place from the Holy of Holies. 

TERAPHIM 
These are supposed to have originally been household 

gods (compare Genesis 31:19; 1Samuel19:13, 16). The 
most frequent mention of them in the Old Testament 
shows that they were associated with the practices of 
magic and soothsaying. The Syriac teraph means to en
quire of an oracle. The Arabic tarafa means to enjoy the 
things of life. In the following places the word has been 
left untranslated: in the R.V. of Genesis 31:19, 34; 1 
Samuel 15:23; 19:13, 16; 2 Kings 23:24; Ezekiel 21:21; 
Zechariah 10:2 (for KJV "images" or "idols"). Both ver
sions have it untranslated in Judges 17:5; 18: 14, 17, 18, 
20; Hosea 3:4, in all of which it is associated with an 
idolatrous cphod. While they were used in idolatrous 
worship, they were also used for purposes of divination 
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and are mentioned together with those who consult 
familiar spirits and wizards, in 2 Kings 23:24 (so in 
Ezekiel 21:21 and Zechariah 10:2), and to obtain good 
luck for a house. The Israelites in their apostasy from 
God combined both these purposes with the worship of 
Jehovah. 

TIRSHATHA 
This was the official title of the governor of a province 

under the Persian rule. The word is derived from a Per
sian root signifying "his severity," as if conveying pow
ers of the strictest administration. Such was the authority 
given to the governor of Judea. lt was applied to Zerub
babel (Ezra 2:63; compare Nehemiah 7:65, 70; Haggai 
1:1; 2:2) and to Nehemiah (Nehemiah 8:9; 10:1; 12:26). 
The appointment was made by the king, and usually the 
Tirshatha acted as a commissioner or plenipotentiary, 
investe<l with the powers of a viceroy, sent on a special 
mission on the accomplishment of which his appoint
ment terminated. 
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URIM and THUMMIM 
The meanings of these words are "lights" and "perfec

tions.". When mentioned together their distinctness is 
indicated by the use of the article before each. They 
were in the breastplate of the high priest when he wcnt 
in before the Lord "into the holy place" that hF. might 
"bear the judgment of the children of Israel upon his 
heart before the Lord continually" (Exodus 28:30). The 
judgment was all that lies in the counsels and decisions 
of God concerning His people. In Deuteronomy 33:8 the 
order is "thy Thummim and thy Urim," suggesting that 
in the blessings promised to Levi, the -divine lights are 
the effects of the manifestation of the divine perfeetiuns. 
lt was the responsibility of the successors of Aaron still 
to guide the people by making inquiry from God and 
receiving the answer through the Urim. The leadership 
of J oshua became established in this way. He was to be 
set before Eleazar, the priest, who would inquire for him 
by the judgment of the Urim before the Lord (Numbers 
27:21). Here the Urim is mentioned without the Thum
mim. Joshua's authority over the people was thus de
pendent upon the lights which God could alone supply. 
A good example of the use of Urim and Thummim is 
provided in the complete text of 1 Samuel 14:41 accord
ing to the Septuagint (something has fallen out of the 
Hebrew text in the course of transmission). 

The last priest recorded as using the ephod and its 
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Urim and Thummim was Abiathar (1 Samuel 23:6-9). At 
the close of King Saul's career, God refused to answer 
his inquiry, "whether by dreams, or by Urim or by 
prophets" (28:6). Reference is made in Ezra 2:63 and 
Nehemiah 7:65, to an indefinite time when possibly a 
priest should again stand up "with Urim and with 
Thummim," but there is no documented instance after 
the time of David. Later revelations of the mind of God 
came through thc prophets. The judgment of God now 
centers in His Sun, to whom at His right hand He has 
committed all authority, and the wil1 of God is given to 
believers in the completed and all sufficient Scriptures 
of truth, ministcrcd by the Holy Spirit. 
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WEEPING 
Weeping (Hebrew bakhah) is frequently mentioned in 

Scripture as a natural expression of grief and mourning; 
compare the place name Bochim in Judges 2:5. lt is also 
connected with fasting, as in 2 Samuel 1: 11, 12; 12:21; 
Psalms 69:10, and with the rending of garments, for 
example, 2 Kings 22:19. Weeping accompanied national 
repentance of sin by the people, see Ezra 10: 1. 

The valley of Baca, in the neighborhood of Jerusalem, 
represented a place of spiritual drought and dejection, 
the only water bcing that of "tears." Hence travelcrs 
"passing through the valley of Weeping they make it a 
place of springs" (Psalms 84:6 R.V.). lt therefore sym
bolized a place of ever-flowing comfort, a "highway to 
Zion" (verse 5 R.V.). Perseverance and trust not only 
overcome difficulties but turn them into blessings. 

WELL 
A well (Hebrew be'er) is dug, whereas a fountain (He

brew 'ayin, ma'yan) is a natural spring. But in KJV the 
word "fountain" is often used to describe a weil. Many 
wells were important as landmarks, and as valuable pos
sessions, see Deuteronomy 6:11. They were often a 
cause for rejoicing, as in Numbers 21: 17, 18, when "Is
rael sang this song, Spring up, 0 weil; sing ye unto it: 
The princes digged the well, the nobles of the people 
digged it." 
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The earliest mention of wells in the Old Testament is 
in Genesis 16, in connection with Hagar when she fled 
into the wildemess. The well which Abraham dug at 
Beer-sheba (21:30) had been a place of strife; it marked 
the place of covenant between himself and Abimelech. 
Another was at Haran (see chapter 29), and was the 
meeting place of Jacob and Rachel. The twelve wells at 
Elim (Exodus 15:27), also referred to as "fountains" in 
Numbers 33:9, gave the children of Israel a place of 
much-needed refreshment, after experiencing the bitter 
waters of Marah. The well at the gate of Bethlehem, for 
whose waters David thirsted in 1 Chronicles 11: 17, may 
have been a pit or cistem (Hebrew bor). 

For WITCHCRAFT see DIVINATION 
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YOKE 
In Scripture the word "yoke" is chiefly used in con

nection with the plough. The pair ofbeasts in ploughing 
is called a yoke, for example, in 1Samuel11:7 (f?emedh, a 
pair); of asses (Judges 19:3); 1 Kings 19:19; Job 1:3; a 
couple of horsemen (Tsafah 21:7). In Isaiah 5:10, ~emedh 
is translated "acres," that is, the amount ofland a yoke of 
cattle could plough in a day (literally "yokes"). 

Metaphorically, the yoke was the emblem of subjec
tion and servitude (Genesis 27:40; Leviticus 26:13; 1 
Kings 12:4; Lamentations 3:27; Nahum 1:13). In the case 
of exceptionally severe subjection the yoke was de
scribed as consisting of iron (Deuteronomy 28:48; 
Jeremiah 28:14). 

To impress the Jewish people with the necessity of 
submitting quietly to Nebuchadnezzar, Jeremiah put a 
yoke on his own neck, which he wore in public. 
Hananiah, a popular prophet who cried, "Peace, peace," 
when there was no peace, tore the yoke off J eremiah' s 
neck to back up his own prediction that within two years 
God would break off from the nation the eastem 
monarch' s yoke. To this Jeremiah was appointed to re
ply, "Thus saith the LORD: Thou hast broken the yokes 
of wood, but thou shalt make for them yokes of iron. For 
thus saith the LORD ofhosts, the God oflsrael: 1 have put 
a yoke of iron upon the neck of all these nations, that 
they may serve Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon" 
(Jeremiah 28:10-14). 
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Historical Comparisons 

Formation Deliverance Wanderings Conquerirg Declension Saul David Division Captivity Exile 

Genesis Exodus Numbers Joshua Judges 1 Samuel 2 Samuel 1 Kings 2 Kings Daniel 

2000 B.C. 1500 1000 722 606 

Abraham Moses Saul l)avid Solomon Assyria 

Genesis Exodus Numbers Joshua Judges 1 Samuel 2 Samuel 1 Kings 2 Kings Daniel 

Job Leviticus Deuteronomy Ruth Psalms Song of Note 1 Ezekiel 
Solomon 
Proverbs 

Ecclesiastes 

"-- 1 - 2 Chronicles 

Note 1. lsaiah, Jeremiah, lamentations, Hosea, Joel, Arnos, Obadiah, 
Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah. 

Note 2. Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, 
Colossians, 1-2 Thessalonians, Philemon, Hebrews, James. 

Note 3. 1-2 Timothy, Titus, 1-2 Peter, 1-3 John, Jude, Revelation. 

Temple City Silent Christ Church Coiilpletion 

Ezra Nehemiah years Gospels Acts 1 Timothy 
through 

Revelation 

536 400 6 B.C. A.D. 32 A.D. 66 A.D. 100 

Babylon End of Death of Death of 
Old Testament Paul .lohn 

Temple Birth of Death of 
Christ Christ 

Ezra Nehemiah Silen! Gospels Acts Completion 

Esther Malachi years Matthew Note 2 Note 3 
Haggai Mark 

Zechariah Luke 
John 

(From Let's Know the Bible by John W. Cawood) 



HOW, WHEN AND BY WHOM WAS 
THE BIBLE WRITTEN 

James Todd, D.D. 

When Was the Bible Written? 

And the Lord said unto Moses, Write thou these 
words. 

Exodus 34:27 

Sir Walter Scott on his death bed said to Lockhart, his 
friend, "Bring me the book." In reply, Lockhart asked, 
"What book?" But though Scott was a genius who knew 
most books, he answered, "Lockhart, there is only one 
book-the Bible." 

lt is this book of which 1 propose g1vmg a brief 
account-this book, whose diisciples, with a few excep
tions, form the empire of geni11s, the realm of intellect, 
and the fabric of morals and religion-the book 
acknowledged by the greatest minds to be the best book 
in the best age of the world's history. 

When, how, and by whom, did mankind receive this 
Bible? 
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THE BIBLE AS HISTORY 

The Bible consists of a collection of sixty-six books, 
thirty-nine in the Old, and twenty-seven in the New Tes
tament. The large preponderance of recognized writers 
on this question tell us the Old Testament books were 
given to the world during a period of fifteen hundred 
years before Christ. H11t it is almost beyond question that 
the Book of Job was written at a much earlier date. At the 
dawn of Israelite history, Abraham was called to go forth 
from his Chaldean home to the Promised Land of his 
age, and with the going forth uf Lliis patriarch began the 
wriliug of this ßible. 

The historical portions of thc book form, in large part, 
a history of the Israelites in their relations to God, and to 
the nations with whom they came into contact. lt was 
not, however, a final and complcte history of those rela
tions, but one in process of development, which pointed 
to a future and · fuller unfolding of them. lt is such a 
history of man in the family, of man in the nation, of man 
in the wider sphere of the world; a history with its uni
versal application for all time to man, in all his relation
ships of human life. Hence the development of this his
tory must be coextensive with human experience, and 
the progress of its truth may be as great as the march of 
thought withoul occasioning any surprise in thc minds of 
the most devout believers. 

Abraham was the principal founder of these relations 
of which the Old Testament is in such large part a his
tory. Indeed, so strongly is this thought emphasized in 
the Bible that he is called "the Father of God' s Faithful." 
Therefore the reasonableness of Abraham' s writing his 
own family history in an intelligible (though it may he 
an abbreviated) form can hardly be rationally gainsaid. 
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The authorship of the first five books of the Bible is, we 
believe, accurately ascribed to Moses, but there is no 
reasonable doubt that Moses used in his writings all the 
necessary material which history had placed at his dis
posal. 

Indeed, such material available for both Moses and 
Abraham must have been very considerable. For, 
whether the deluge was universal or local in its extent, 
whether the Babel of tongues was natural or super
natural, whether the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah 
was miraculous or not, that these things occurred some
how is a matter of history apart from the Bihle narra
tive. The excoriated landscape still visible around that 
valley of Sodom, the universal testimony given by expert 
geologists, and the imperishable stone and other writ
ings of nations contemporaneous with these people 
prove these narratives historical by whomever they 
were written. By these facts, the historic character of 
even the pre-Mosaic portions of the Bible is verified, 
their literary sources revealed, and the time when they 
were written. 

lt is sometimes objected that the peoples of those days 
were too primitive to know the art of writing, but long 
before the days of Abraham, those eastern people from 
whence he came had attained a very creditable state of 
civilization. 

lt is unreasonable to suppose that in such a condition 
of society Abraham was ignorant of this art. He was the 
appointed patriarch of a believing race, and the principal 
incidents in his life, which was so noble and was de
signed to be the uplifting force of his generation, natu
rally would be compiled and recorded by competent 
hands to teach the unborn hosts. That this was clone is 
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suggested in the command to Moses "to write this for a 
memorial in a book" (Exodus 17: 14). This "memorial" 
book was doubtless the historic record of God' s dealings 
with Israel since the call of Abraham, and we read that 
Moses commanded that those records be continued. 

As the material accumulated, it would become neces
sary to condense the writings, and narrate only the most 
ünportant events. Also those incidents relating more 
especially to the religious life of the people would natu
rally find a place in such a book. For in this Bible, as the 
history of man dcvelops, religion is shown tobe the soul 
of history, the central powP.r in the affairs of the nation, 
the deepest foundation of human life. Doubtless the 
necessary abridgement of the narratives accounts to 
some extent for the Mosaic legislation being recorded 
piecemeal, and mingled with the history of the wilder
ness period. 

A careful reading of the five books of Moses reveals 
that they were largely written as the history was made, 
and not as history is usually written-long after the fact. 
Much of the ceremonial legislation for those people was 
passed to suit their immediate needs. As a proof of this, 
one eminent naturalist has observed that the list of clean 
and unclean beasts contained in the fourteenth chapter 
of Deuteronomy mentions nine different animals which 
are not referred to in the parallel passage in Leviticus. 
Six of these are animals still to be found in the wilder
ness, and in the eastern plateau, and could never have 
been inhabitants of the hilly, wooded, and cultivated 
Western Palestine, nor of Egypt. They are birds exclu
sively of the desert open plain, or of bare rocky heights, 
and were added to the list mentioned in Deuteronomy 
after they had been met with in the wilderness, and 
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many years journeyings there had made the Israelites 
familiar with them. 

Sir William Dawson pointed out that the Book of 
Exodus is an Egyptian book, which contains numerous 
words and phrases descriptive of Egyptian manners, and 
colored with Israelite ideas of desert life. For example, 
the plagues narrated in the Book of Exodus are nearly all 
natives of the climate and soil of Egypt. lt is plain that 
the golden calf set up at the foot of Mount Sinai by the 
rebellious Israelites is Egyptian, and was made in imita
tion of the F.gyptian deity-Apis. If we observe the ref
erences of the writer to the Pharuohs, to thc Nile who.'l~ 
waters were turned into blood, if we think upon thr.sr. 
revelations of Egyptian tyranny and civilization, we be
lieve common sense-without either scholarship, or re
ligious faith-compels us to decide that in this book we 
have an account of a forced exodus of people from lower 
Egypt when that country was in a high state of civiliza
tion and prospcrity. Indeed, so real is the narrative timt 
one of the strongest opponents to the inspiration of the 
Bible admits that it contains nothing which does not cor
respond with the court of Pharaoh. Thomas Huxley him
self said, "The Book of the Exodus is the best guidebook 
to Egypt." Now, if we can find the time when the exodus 
from Egypt took place, we can tell when the -Rrst five 
books of our Bible were given to us. This may be clone 
approximately, though the exact time cannot be .stated 
with absolute certainty. 

WHEN WAS THE EXODUS? 

There is the strongest possible evidence that the 
Hyksos-the Shepherd kings of Egypt--reigned in thc 
time of Abraham. Manetho, an ancient, yet a reliable 
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Egyptian historian, informs us that these kings reigned 
for a little over two centuries, and were succeeded by 
the eighteenth succession or dynasty of native Egyptian 
kings. Soon after this, Joseph, the Hebrew, came to 
Egypt, and Jacob, his father, and his family, settled there 
in the time of Thothmes III, one of the greatest kings of 
that succession. A revolution soon afterwards occurred 
which resulted in introducing a new dynasty of which 
Rameses I and Rameses II were the earliest kings. These 
were the kings or Pharaohs who "knew not Joseph." 
They werc thc Napoleons of Egypt and powerful op
prnssors of the su bjed races. Maneptah succeeded 
Rameses II, and according to a papyrus account, there 
occurred at that time a great exodus from Egypt which 
was followed by national anarchy. Therefore, it is almost 
certain that the Pharaoh named Siptah Maneptah, 
otherwise spoken of as Amenophis (or Merenptah), was 
the ruler when the lsraelites left Egypt, in the thirteenth 
century H.C. lt is also as certain that the Exodus took 
place sometime during the four short reigns which suc
ceeded that of Rameses II, and that the five books of 
Moses were written about 1300 years before Christ. 

Indeed, if we are to have a historical basis for the 
Scriptures, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to 
find another period of time-other than the wilderness 
years of these Israelites-when the Mosaic and Levitical 
legislation could have been appropriately enacted for, 
and imposed upon, these people, with either reason or 
effective purpose. 

And just as these writings were begun, so were they 
continued to be given, and also preserved, as the history 
of the people produced them, and thcir circumstances 
required additional revelation. 
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THE WRITINGS AFTER MOSES 

The writings of Moses were deposited in the ark or in 
some other safe place, and most sacredly guarded. 
Joshua wrote when it became necessary, and added the 
important facts of the growing history. His book was 
added to · the five previously written, and thus was 
formed the Hexateuch. The first six books of the Bible 
contain the law, the religious ceremonies to be ob
served, and the noteworthy history of the nation: and for 
centuries afterwards these formed the inspired book for 
thcsc Israclites in their new and cuuquered land. 

The Books of the Judges, Ruth, and Samuel, are also 
almost entirely historical, and covcr a pp,riod of time 
generally estimated at about four hundred years after the 
entrance to Canaan. The altered conditions of the people 
are clearly set forth in the recorded history contained in 
these books. The government of the kingdom by judges, 
the increased liberties enjoyed by both rulers and 
people, their contamination by the idolatrous worship of 
their heathen neighbors, and their ultimate desire for a 
monarch to rule over them, are all fully described. That 
they were afterwards preserved to the nation is evident 
from the references made, by the successive writers of 
the Scriptures, to Moses and Aaron, to the command
ments, and the · ordiriances which had been left for the 
people, as also from the development of the religious life 
and history of the Israelites therein revealed. 

GREATEST PERIOD OF JUDAIC HISTORY 

As we read the Books of the Kings, we find higher 
ideals concerning both self-government and God had 
been reached. This record to posterity is also an 
epitomized history covering another period of450 years 
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from the last days of King David to the beginning of the 
exile of the Israelites into Babylon. A single paragraph in 
the closing verses of this book records an incident which 
throws much light on the time when it was written. In 2 
Kings 25:27, we read, " ... Evil-merodach king of 
Babylon in the year that he began to reign did lift up the 
head of Jehoiachin king of Judah out of prison." 
". . . and he did eat bread continually before him all 
the days of his life" (verse 29). Now there is abundanee 
of history to show that this reign began 561 years before 
Christ. Therefore, if we suppose the reign reached the 
limit of an ornirnuy gc:ncrntion, the latter part at least of 
the book must have been written between 561 and .5:18 
B.C. And this period of time of which the Book or Books 
of Kings contain the history, is most interesting in value 
to all lovers of the Bible, and should be so also to all who 
appreeiate literature. During thosc centuries, some of 
the greater prophets spoke their matchless utterances, 
the Psalms, inimilable as poetic gems, wcrc written and 
sung, the magnificent Temple of Solomon was built, and 
its gorgeous services, typical and predictive of the com
ing Messiah and our glorious Christianity, were inaugu
rated. These 500 years-from the eleventh century B.C. 

to the Captivity-form the richest period in Jewish liter
ature, the most spiritnal era of the Jewish church, and as 
a consequence the grandest epoch of the nation' s check
ered history. 

The Proverbs and Ecclesiastes were also written dur
ing this period. The Books of Daniel, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, 
and Esther were written during the Captivity. Ezra, 
Nehemiah, and probably Chronicles were written after 
the return from Babylon to Judea, or between the fifth 
and fourth centuries B.C., though the Chronicles contain 
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the genealogy of the Hebrew race, as also the brief his
tory of that nation. 

After the return of the Israelites from captivity, there is 
an unbroken connection between the Bible and contem
porary literature. There was ready access to the Old Tes
tament Scriptures in the service of the second Temple. 
Nehemiah and Ezra, who represented and conserved in 
their age all that was Lest in Jewish life, were contem
poraries of Herodotus. Therefore, the writings of thc var
ious authors of the Old Testament Scriptures are placed 
within the reach of all, and as matters of history, are at 
least as reliable as that seldom disputed Egyptian histo
r1an. King J osiah discovered the Scripture writings be
fore the Captivity; Ez,ia aflerwanls read the law, and 
with Nehemiah, and the great men of the Jewish 
synagogue formcd a canon of Old Testament Scriplures 
about 420 years before Christ. These were afterwards 
read daily in the synagogue and Ternple service. 

BIBLE BOOKS NOT CHHONOLOGICAL 

However, the books of the Old Testament were not 
written in the order .,of time which their arrangement in 
the Bible seems to indicate. lt seems beyond question 
that the books of the later prophets were written before 
the Books of Kings. Isaiah had doubtless written about 
three centuries before the jewish canon of Scripture was 
formed. Joel, Hosea, and Arnos were liis eontemporaries. 
Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah had been dead for 
over 150 years. But probably without any regard to the 
order in which they were written, Nehemiah and others 
collected and arranged them, and placed them in the 
library of the Temple in which form they have been 
transmitted to postcrity. 
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However, the Book of Job requires a special word in 
passing. lt contains scarcely one word which justifies its 
having been placed where it is among the other books of 
the Bible. There is nothing Jewish in it. In every particu
lar, in style, form, and matter it differs essentially from 
all the other books of the Bible. lt has no religious types 
to set forth, no history to narrate, only that of a lone man' s 
blood-red struggles with the woes of life, as he battles to 
reconcile them philosophically with the hidden benevo
lence of his God. 

The strongest evidence places Job between Abraham 
and Moses, or about seventeen hundred years before 
Christ. Job's comforters, Eliphaz, Bildad, and Elihu
were without doubt descendants of Abraham, who oc
cupied the territory towards the Persian Gulf. Indeed, it 
is of the highest probability that they lived in the days 
immediately following Abraham, and long before Moses, 
though the book is placed long after the Pentateuch. 

For four centmies before Christ nothing was added to 
the Hebrew Bible. Through this stormy period which 
began upon the division of the Empire of Alexander the 
Great, when Palestine became a province of Syria, down 
to our Saviour' s coming, these books were most provi
dentially preserved. Though many attempts were made 
to destroy every sacred roll of the Jewish people, the 
Septuagint version of the Old Testament Scriptures was 
given, a translation which secured certainty to their exis
tence until the birth of our Lord. 

WHEN WAS THE NEW TESTAMENT WRITTEN? 

The New Testament Scriptures are commonly be
lieved to have been written in the order in which we 
have them in the Bible. But that is a popular misunder-
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standing of the facts. Several epistles were written be
fore any of the Gospels, and the Gospel by John is the 
latest production of the sacred books. 

The earliest of the New Testament writings is the first 
letter by Paul to the Thessalonians, which was written 
about the year 51 of the Christian era, and his second 
epistle to the same church followed soon after. In the 
spring of the ycar A.D. 52, he wrote his First and Second 
lellers tu the Corinthians, and in 58 he wrote his Epistle 
to the Galatians. The following year he wrote his cele
brated letter to tlrn Romans. During his imprisonmcnt he 
wrote to the Colossians, the Ephesians, thF. Philippians, 
and to Philemon. After his release from his first impris
onment, he seems to have gone westward as far as Spain, 
and then east as far as Asia Minor, preaching the Gospel; 
during this time he wrote his first letters to Timothy and 
Titus. Soon afterwards hc was rearrested, and again 
thrown into a Roman dungeon, where, in the spring of 
A.D. 68, a short time bcfore his death, he wrote the Sec
ond Epistle to Timothy. 

The Gospel by Mark must have been written before 
the year 70, and those of Matthew and Luke before the 
year 80. The Acts of the Apostles were written before the 
Gospel by Luke, and the Epistles of John-also the 
Revelation:--were written before John's Gospel. Proba
bly all the books of the Bible were concluded by A.D. 80. 

HOW WAS THE BIBLE WRITTEN? 

And how were the Scriptures written? The answer to 
this question is just as important as the other already so 
briefly considered. lt must be apparent to all that the 
human writers must be acknowledged as factors in the 
production of the Bible. Various were the ways in which 
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they were used by the divine Spirit in preparing His 
revelation. Oral tradition, compilation from historic rec
ords were used as well as revelation. The use of such 
means does not in any sense impair the inspiration of 
Scripture. "All scripture is given by inspiration ... " (2 
Timothy 3: 16), i.e., given as true-though it may be from 
uninspired sources. "Given by inspiration" surely can
not mean that God is the source and author of all con
tained in the Bible. Such an interpretation of inspiration 
would seem to make God responsible for the lies Satan 
told Job, and for a grcat muny other ungodly sayings 
containecl in tl11-: hnnk. 

lt is as injurious as it is needless to confound inspira
tion and revelation. Inspiration may only suggest, recall, 
and guide in securing and imparting knowledge already 
possessed. But it must mean that the writer was super
naturally assisted in making the record accurate. Revela
tion, however, is the divine Spirit uncovering the un
known to the writer so that it is seen. Tlie Lradilions of 
men, the records of history, and revelations from God
all given by inspiration-were the ways in which the 
world received our Bible. 

The compilers of these records, or scribes-as they 
were called-kept and multiplied them with the greatest 
care and toil. Writing upon stones, skins, or parchmP-nt, 
and by the pen are the two forms of chirography known 
to have been in use, for some centuries before the ear
liest books of the Bible were written. The Ten Com
mandments were written on stone, and, with the other 
sacred writings, were copied upon fine skins of leather 
sewed together in strips, or upon a substance resembling 
modern µaper manufactured frorn the reeds which grcw 
on the banks of the river Nile. These strips of vellum or 
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papyrus were about four inches in width, and only a few 
inches in length; they were joined together laterally, and 
made as long as the writing might require. Thus the roll 
of which we read so much was formed. The text upon the 
roll was usually written in columns corresponding tothe 
original pieces of the vellum. Each piece was read in its 
order, and rolled, when read, upon a stick held in the left 
hand, while the new columns would appear in the right. 
This is the form of the sacred books as possessed by the 
Jews and early Christians, from which were read the 
Law and the prophets, the Gospels, and all the New 
Testament writings. 

TIIE LANGUAGES OF THE BIBLE 

The original characters in which the Old Testament 
was written were the old Hebrew excepting the Books of 
Daniel, Ezekiel, Esthcr, and Ezra which were partly 
written in Chaldaic and Aramaic. The writing was a con
tinuous formation of letters without vowels, ur periods, 
to indicate either the sounds of the words, or the sense of 
the passage. While the Hebrew was a living language, 
this occasioned little inconvenience, but in view of these 
linguistic peculiarities, it is a wonder the verbal errors of 
copyists (which assuredly exist in the present manus
cripts) are so few and unimportant. And, under divine 
guidance, much is due to the efforts of Ezra, Nehemiah, 
and Massorah for the vocalization, pronunciation, divi
sion, and purity of the text, and the development of the 
language as we now possess it in the Old Testament 
Scriptures. 

The New Testament text was given in similar forms, 
but by the time it was written the facilities for writing 
and copying had greatly improved upon those in the 
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days of the Old Testament writers. The New Testament 
was written originally in Creek without punctuation, or 
arrangement of the chapters or verses, and the earliest 
manuscripts reveal two kinds of writing called uncial 
and cursive. The uncial is of a large round letter resem
bling modern capitals, while the cursive is smaller and 
resembles our present day writing called round hand. So 
numerous were the copyists that before the close of the 
first century there was at least one copy of the Gospels, 
and of the epistles, with letters from other early Chris
tian fathers, posscsscd by all the Christian churches. 
From these original sources, and by thP.sP. ways, andin 
those times, did mankind receive this priceless heritage 
from heaven. By the diligent hands of the transcriber, 
through the untiring devotion of those faithful servants 
of God, and the unerring guidance of the Omniscient 
Spirit we, at the cost of untold treasures and blood, have 
thus received this unspeakable gift of the eternal God. 



By Whom Was the Bible Written? 

For the prophecy came not ... by the will of man: 
but holy men ofGod spake as they were moved by tlw 
Holy Ghost. 

2 Peter 1:21 

Someone once said, "A good man could not h::ive writ
ten the Bible if he wonl<l, and a bad man would not have 
written it if he could." We believe the logical answer to 
the above question is contained in this epigrammatic 
statement. For good men to have written it, and accre
ditcd their writings to others than those who wrote, actu
ally would have bcen to practice deception which, in 
such a momentous matter, good men would find impos
sible to do. For, though we allow that a low moral tone, 
and confused conceptions of a lofty motive governed 
those writers, they were at least su:fficiently human to 
understand that one of the certainties of life is the dis
covery of hypocrisy. The sixty-six books of the Bible 
were written by about thirty different writers whose 
identity may be known by the ordinary rules which gov
ern the discovery of authors with whom the age is not 
personally acquainted. 

1 have a young friend who, as an engineer, sails 'the 
sotithern seas. When he writes to me, 1 know from where 
and from whom the letter comes by the government 
stamp upon it, by the style of his writing, and the con
tents of his letters. And these writers of Scripture have 
been identified and made known to reasonable religious 
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people with a satisfactory measure of exactness by simi
lar marks. These marks or evidence have often been 
ridiculed as inadequate to show the authorship of the 
Bible. But 1 have no desire to introduce here any that 
would not be accepted as valid in the highest courts of 
the land. 

Jurists tell us that "documents found in a place in 
which, and under the care of persons with whom, such 
papers might naturally and reasonably be expected to be 
found, or in the possession of persons having an interest 
in them, are precisely the custody which gives authen
ticity to documents found within it." 

This statement is founded on the undying principles 
of equity and justice, and is the basic principle of law 
practice throughout the civilized world. This evidence is 
as admissible in proving the authorship as the truthful
ness of the Scriptures. lt will be possible for us to look 
into only a few of the most important books of the Bible 
and endeavor to discover who wrote them by adducing 
legitimate evidence on their behalf. Those less disputed 
ones which may not be considered, we shall take for 
granted according to the rule by which the greater 
proves the less. 

BOOK OF JOB 

The authors were all human, and each in writing re
tained his individuality, though all their writings were 
given under inspiration of God. Let us begin with the 
oldest book, the Book of Job. That Job wrote this book 
seems apparent from the fact that only such a man could 
write it. Keeping in mind the universally acknowledged 
fact that each inspired writer exercised folly his faculties 
in declaring his message, the reader should be easily 
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convinced that only a Job who lived in the age of Job, 
who knew what Job knew, and suffered as he suffered, 
could have written that matchless poem of human ex
perience and Divine Providence. 

There are many good reasons why neither Moses nor 
Solomon could have written it. They lived in another 
place and period of the world' s history than the author. 
The writer of it lived in the times of the eastern pa
triarchs, and in the days of llie su-fälled giants, and of the 
philosophic discussions of the sons of the east. The 
mode of life and thought revealed in tlrn hook is distinc
tively Arahian, just as the style of speech and thought in 
the Canterbury Tales is ChancP-rian. In Job there are 
mentioned the worship of the sun, moon, and stars; hut 
there is no word about the worship of idols . .H.iches are 
set forth or estimated in value by cattle. The kind of coin 
prevalcnt in that age is distinctly named. No sacrifices 
such as are named in the Pentateuch are spoken about. 
No reference whatever is made to the Mosaic law, and 
none to the Exodus. lt contains not a solitary allusion to a 
Jew, or a Hebrew; to the Holy Land, to Jerusalem, to the 
Tabernacle, or to the Temple-all of which would indi
cate that the book was written previous to the age of 
Moses. 

lt is also of the highest probability that some of those 
named in the book lived in the days immediately follow
ing Abraham. ln Genesis 36:4-10, mention is made of 
Eliphaz as a son of Esau, and it is well known that Esau 
and his descendants lived in Mount Seir in the east. 
Another comforter is named Bildad, the Shuhite, which 
appellation doubtless connects him with Shuah, one of 
the sons of Abraham by Keturah, and all these sons oc
cupied the country towards the Persian Gulf. Elihu, the 
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Buzite, was also another comforter, and was probably a 
descendant of Nahor, who was the founder of the Buz
ites, and a relative of Abraham. The land owned by Buz 
is spoken of as "the land of U z," which was the land 
where Job dwelt. In Smith's Bible Dictionary we are 
informed that Job had previously borne the name of 
Jobab, but like the names of Abraham, Jacob, and 
J oshua, it was changed, and that he was identical with 
Jobab, the prince of Edom. Therefore Lhe µreponder
ance of evidence shows that the book belongs to the 
times of Eliphaz, Bildad, an<l F.lihn, who were descen
<lants of Abraham, and contemporaries of Job; and that 
Job was its author. 

MOSES, AUTHOR OF THE PENTATEUCH 

The next to be considered is the authorship of the first 
five books of the Bible called the Pentateuch. Generally 
speaking, the authorship of these books is ascribe<l lo 
Moses, excepting, of coursc, the account of his own 
death; and a few minor matters attributed to Joshua. The 
popular reason given is "they were called the books of 
Moses"; but that is not by any means the principal or 
only one. 

There was no one either before or after the exile of 
Israel so well ;qualified as Moses to write them. lt has 
never been disputed that '"he was learned in all the 
learning of the Egyptians,'"and some of these books give 
evidence of such learning, which is now known to have 
been considerable. As the deliverer of the Israelite 
people, he was acquainted with their needs, their rights, 
and their history. He li ved in a great crisis of the history 
ofhis own people; he had been the prime mover in many 
of their noble deeds, and he, as their leader, would at 
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least be acquainted with whatever historic documents 
existed. Tims he was exceptionally well qualified by his 
position to describe accurately the Arab life of his own 
ancestors, the exact condition of Egyptian civilization, 
the deliverance of Israel from bondage, the subsequent 
trials and teachings in their wilderness life„ He was their 
hero; he had led them to freedom, and was pointing 
them to Canaan to win their promised rights by the 
sword. He had to justify their mission as a people fulfill
ing a high destiny, and through whom he proclaimed to 
the proud nations, "all the families of the earth should be 
blessed." 

Never did man hear a louder call; scldom has a man 
had such qualifications to write the history of the origin 
and development of a nation. lt is strange to read denials 
of the Mosaic authorship of these books made for the 
alleged purpose of removing the miraculous from the 
Bible, and in consequence making it more acceptable to 
unbelievers. For, it is beyond question, that by placing 
the authorship of the first five books of the Bible after the 
Exile, the miraculous element in their production is 
greatly increased. For instance, if Moses made a record 
of many of these events recorded in the Pentateuch as 
they occurred, and the accuracy of the record was as
sured by divine superintendence, there is less of the 
miraculous required for him to make the record than 
there would be to reveal the facts to another writer one 
thousand years after the events, the time when the objec
tors to the Mosaic authorship claim they were written. 

History shows that the Israelites one thousand years 
after Moses were entirely separated from Egypt. Their 
associations were then Babylonian, Syrian, and Persian. 
lt would, therefore, be a:s reasonable to expect Tolstoi, 
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the Russian, to write without documents or tradition or 
divine revelation an accurate history of Tammany Hall, 
or of the American Constitution, as it would be for a 
writer in that age to write these books. lt is readily 
granted they contain some Babylonian and Assyrian 
elements, the causes of which shall be stated in future 
chapters. But on the whole-as already mentioned-the 
books of Moses are Egyptian books colored with the 
desert life of the Israelites, revealing the needs and 
claims; and the relation of these people to one another, 
and to God; and their great dcstiny among the nations of 
the earth, and on ly a Moses could have written them. 
Indeed, the theories of our hypercritical friends sccm 
infinitely more bottomless than those of the most or
thodox. 

The internal evidence of the books when further 
examined supports even more strongly the Mosaic au
thorship. Exodus 17: 14 says, "The Lord said unto Moses, 
Write this for a memorial in a book, and rehearse it in the 
ears of Joshua .... " In the same book, in chapter 
34:27, 28, we read, "And the Lord said unto Moses, 
Write thou these words: for after the tenor of these words 
I have made a covenant with thee and with Israel." In 
Numbers 33:2 he said, "And Moses wrote their goings 
out, according to their journeyings by the commandment 
of the LORD." In Deuteronomy 31:9, 22 we read, "Moses 
wrote this law . . . . Moses, therefore, wrote this song 
the same day . . .. " (See also verse 24.) And in addi
tion to this evidence we have nearly every writer in the 
Bible testifyirtg that Moses wrote these books, and the 
words of the spotless Jesus verify them all. Surely 
the testimony of Christ ought to be sufficient proof of 
their Mosaic authorship to any but a thoroughgoing 
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rationalist, for His spotless character is the seal of His 
truth. 

AUTHORSHIP OF OTHER 
OLD TESTAMENT BOOKS 

We come now to the consideration of the authors of the 
Books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, and Samuel. That Joshua 
wrote the book bearing his name has seldom been seri
uusly disputed. lt has generally been classified with the 
five books ascribedto Moses as a part of the early history 
of the Israelites in Canaan, and its authorship stands or 
falls with them. For, if the Pentateuch was not v.rritten 
til1 after the exile, it is impossible to believe that Llie 
Book of Joshua with its subsequent history could have 
been written before it. However, it may be premature to 
enter upon an elaborate defense of Joshua until Moses 
has been disposed of. And judging from the recent utter
ances of one of the opponents to the Mosaic authorship, 
Joshua is likcly to prove as formidable a support to that 
authorship as he was to the Mosaic wars. 

The Book of J udges takes up the history of the Israelite 
people from the death of Joshua to the death of Samuel 
and was written by the latter. The contents of the first 
part of the · book are almost indisputable proof of this. 
That it contains the statemcnt "In those days there was 
no king in Israel ... " (Judges 17:6) is no proofthat the 
writer lived at a later date than Samuel. lt may only serve 
to show the fact that no king had as yet been given to 
Israel. 
· The Book of Ruth which has been fitly termed a 

"beautiful epic poem of domestic life," was formerly an 
appendix of the Book ofJudges, and was composed by 
the same author. This is borne witness to by Josephus, 
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Origen, and Jerome; and the weight of evidence today is 
overwhelmingly in favor of Samuel. The Book or Books 
of Samuel are called so, more because the writer treats of 
him and his times, than because he wrote them. Their 
authorship is generally believed to be uncertain, and 
there is abundant evidence in the book itself to show 
that it was not written until after the kingdom was di
vided in Rehoboam' s time. The most ancient tradition of 
its authorship is that the first twenty-four chapters were 
written by Samuel, ·and, at a later date, perhaps some 
prophet-Nathan ur Gad-edited the remaining portion. 
Muny modern scholars adopt this viP-w, and the Scrip
tures themselves which, as evidence, ought to be of still 
greater value, support it in 1 Chronicles 29:29 by saying, 
"Now the acts of David the king, first and last, behold, 
they are written in the book of Samuel the seer, and in 
the book of Nathan the prophet, andin the book of Gad 
the seer." But of this book as with some others in the 
Bible, we can only agree with these words: "He that has 
a piece of gold of right weight, and stamped with the 
king's image, cares not to know who minted it." 

The Kings, Lamentations, and Jeremiah were written 
by that prophet. The Books of Kings, which like those of 
Samuel were originally one, and for a time were united 
with the Books of the Chronicles, are records of the kings 
of Judah and Israel compiled and completed by the 
prophet down to the Captivity, or to the last of the 
Jewish royal rulers. The Lamentations and Jeremiah 
contain brief accounts of the sufferings of the nation, the 
warnings of God to it in its decay, and His earnest invita
tions to repentance. Josephus and the writers of the 
Talmud support the Jeremianic authorship of the 
Lamentations, and the modern critical school favor it. 
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The objections urged against it are, the absence in 
some portions of the precarious evidence of J eremiah' s 
words and style, and his so-called unnatural pastime of 
busying himself with the poetic art in such calamitous 
days. But the criticisms are not well foundecl, for the 
book shows his own style to be very marked in most 
chapters. If he had a chance to reply to the charge of 
"unnatural indifference," he might say with Abraham 
Lincoln when charged with levity during the Civil War 
that "but for such a source of relief, grief would have 
killed me." Concerning the Book of Jeremiah we only 
quote the beautiful and ar:r:urnt~ words of Wurdsworth 
that "his prophecies are his autobiography," which fad 
is an indisputable proof of his authorship. 

Most of the Proverbs were written and/or collected by 
Solomon as was also the Book of Ecclesiastes, or "the 
Preacher." This was written after his weary soul had 
struggled through selfishness, sensuality, and perplexity 
into a calm, pure peace. He probably also wrote the Song 
of Solomon. This last as shown in the Book of Kings (1 
Kings 4:32; Song of Solomon 1: 1) is closely related to the 
Proverbs, which are universally conceded to the wise 
king, and links inseparably the authorship of both. 

The Book of Psalms which -::ontains the sweetest of the 
Hebrew nation' s poetry, the spiritual songs of the Jewish 
Church, and a reflection of the religious and irreligious 
experience of the writers, has several authors. Of these 
psalms, after the most searching criticism, the consensus 
of opinion shows seventy-nine written by David, one by 
Moses, one by Solomon, twelve by Asaph, one by He
man, and one by Ethan. The remaining fifty-one are 
anonymous; eleven of them were written for the sons of 
Korah; fifteen are called pilgrim songs; eleven, hal-
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lelujah psalms beginning with the words "praise the 
Lord," and Psalm 136 in which the mercy of the Lord is 
sung twenty-six times. 

The authors of the minor, or lesser books of the 
prophets we must pass by with the statement that ex
cepting Daniel, they are almost universally believed to 
have been the writers of the several books whose names 
they bear. Their messages and style are variously 
adapted to the nature of their various missions, are folly 
in harmony with their personality, with the times in 
which they lived, and of which they wrote. 

DISPUTE OVER ISAIAH AND DANIEL 

lt is, however, very different with the Books of Isaiah 
and Daniel, as the authorship of these has been most 
fiercely disputed. The story of J onah has been laughed at 
by scoffing unbelievers, but Christian(?) rationalists 
have discredited the authorship of Isaiah and Daniel 
largely because they disbelieve their prophecies. For 
example, these objectors admit Isaiah wrote twenty-six 
chapters of the book bearing his name, but when they 
come to the prophecy concerning Cyrus and his king
dom, rather than believe in the prophecy, they say, "He 
is not the author of the remaining chapters." "A second 
Isaiah," say they, "some unknown writer in the time of 
Cyrus wrote these." 

If this were true, it is not passing strange that a writer 
equal to Isaiah, their prophet, almost the peer of David 
in sacred song, a leader of the Jewish people with the 
clearest Messianic message on his lips, should have 
been "unknown" to Israel? Think of a Churchill being 
forgotten one hundred and fifty years hence by thc 
British; of the name of Lincoln never being found in an 
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archive of the United States, and then believe this 
counselor of Jewish kings, unsurpassed of Jewish 
statesmen-this messenger of the Messianic kingdom 
upon which "Israel' s hope" rested and who wrote this 
latter part of the Book of Isaiah-was "unknown"! The 
entire book was attributed to Isaiah the son ofAmoz, by 
the great Synagogue composed of such illustrious men as 
Ezra, Nehemiah, Zechariah, and Haggai. For centuries 
after the Captivity, the book was used every Sabbath day 
as "the Book of Isaiah,'' and thirteen out of its sixteen 
prophetic readings were selected from the part of the 
book objected to by those critics. The author of the first 
part of it wrote in the reign of Hezekiah, and the author 
of the second part also speaks of the wife of Hezekiah as 
a type of the church of God restored. 

John the Baptist was the strongest link in the chain 
which bound the Jewish church to Lhe New Testament 
age prior to Lhe birth of Christ. In telling us through 
whom he received bis commission as herald of the 
matchless Monarch Christ, he quotes from chapter 40 of 
Isaiah, "I am the voice of one orying in the wilderness, 
Make straight the way of the Lord, as said [Isaiah the 
prophetr (John 1:23). Our Lord when on earth received 
into His holy hands that same roll from which John the 
Baptist unwittingly testHied to the sillgle Isaiah author
ship;' and He also read the words as those of Isaiah. As 
the writers of the most recent life ofLincoln have shown 
that by his style, manner, and matter those letters are 
Lincoln's, and not Seward' s or Blaine' s, so Professor 
Franz Delitzsch, one of the foremost of Hebrew scholars 
and students of eastern literature, shows that the senten
tious style and sharp movement of thought, everywhere 
discernible in the beginning of Isaiah' s book, are but the 
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prelude to the majestic harmonies in the latter half of it. 
So that if he wrote the first part-which has not been 
disputed-it is evident he wrote the whole. 

Our Lord and some of His apostles have repeatedly 
borne witness to Daniel as the author of the book which 
bears his name, and all Jewish tradition ascribes it to that 
heroic prophet. The strongest objection to this view is 
founded upon the fact that the book is written in both the 
Hebrew and Chaldaic languages. From this, the objec
tors conclude that there were at least two authors of it. 
However, if it be remembered that Daniel was a Hehrew 
who knew hoth langnagcs; tlmt it would be natural for 
him to relatc the early history of himself and his compan
ions in Hebrew, and write the visions pertaining to the 
Babylonian empire in the prevailing language of that 
nation, the objection fades like a star before the sunlight. 
Moreover, the dual character of the language used, 
proves it must have been written by a Jew in the 
Babylonian Captivity. The exact acquaintance of the his
toric relations, the court manners, and national customs 
of Daniel' s time revealed in the book testify that the 
author was also a person in high position and distinction 
in Babylon. lt has been also objected that there are his
toric inaccuracies in the book-though, so far, the state
ment is supported by more assumption than fact-which 
could not have been made by a resident author. But a 
cuneiform. tablet discovered in N ineveh shows Belshaz
zar to have been both a prince' and a man of action 
throughout the nation, and that Daniel was at least so far 
correct in his history. 

With the remark that Ezra and Nehemiah wrote the 
histories ascribed to them after the retuni of the Israel-
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ites from the Captivity in Babylon, we shall briefly 
notice the writers of the New Testament Scriptures. 

NEW TESTAMENT AUTHORS 

Only the authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
and the second one ascribed to Peter and the Gospel by 
John, have been earnestly disputed. lt is uncertain who 
wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews, but the weight of evi
<leuee supports the general belief that Peter wrote the 
second epistle ascribed to him. The accepted authorship 
of John's Gospel has heen fiercely assailed; but we must 
either accept of John as its author, or tl1Ut thc Gospel is 
an intentional fraud. The author repeatedly declares 
himself to have been an eye-witness uf the life of Christ 
(John 1:14; 19:35; 1 John 1: 1). lt was generally received 
as J olrn' s Gospel fifty years after his death. Marcion, Val
entinus, Basilides an<l uther critical writers of the first 
and second centuries acknowledge its genuineness. 
Such evidence cannot bc cxplained, if John was not its 
author. 

Of course, the trustworthiness or authenticity of others 
has been questioned, but not their authorship. Paul 
wrote thirteen of tlie twenty-seven New Testament 
books. Luke wrote The Acts of the Apostles and the 
Gospel bearing his name, and the others were either 
written or dictated by those to whom they are ascribed. 
lt has often been asserted there were no Christian writ
ings in the first century, and that it was one of dark su
perstition of which there is nothing certain or reliable. 
But the histories of the first four centuries of the Chris
tian era reveal the opposite. Indeed, the pagan and pa
tristic literature, the writings of both apologists and un-
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believers of that time illustrate most fully the amazing 
audacity and groundless assumptions of modern infidel
ity on this important question. 

These New Testament authors were our Lord's biog
raphers and first writers to His infant church. They were 
as well known to the churches as W. E. Vine is in the 
Christian world today, and a copy of their writings was in 
nearly every Christian congregation. The indisputable 
evidence of this is in the following historic and well 
known facts. Polycarp was a pupil of Saint John; and 
J ustin Martyr, a disciple of Polycarp, was born ten years 
before John diP.Cl. C:lP.111P.nl and Barnabas of the begin
ning uf Lhe second century mention in their lettcrs thc 
Epistles of Paul. Tertullian, also of the second century, 
occupies in his works thirty folio pages by quotations 
from the autograph writings of these apostles and 
evangelists. 

In the third century Origen, Victorinus, and Dionysius 
wrote expositions of these writings, and quoted long 
extracts from the apostles. In the fourth century there 
existed eleven distinct catalogs of these books with the 
names of the writers appended. In several church coun
cils of which the last was held at Carthage in 397, there 
was set forth a list containing all the New Testament 
books with their authors. These are only a few of many 
writings which show the first four Christian centuries 
teemed with testimony most credible to the writers of 
the New Testament. 

ANTI-CHRISTIAN WRITERS 

Moreover, as another has remarked, "These hooks 
conld not have been wrillen in the same language in 
which we have them if they had not been written beforn 
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the end of the first century," and therefore by our au
thors. When Jerusalem was destroyed in A.D. 70, the 
Jews were rooted out of the land almost stock and 
branch. Foreigners came to it from all directions, and the 
former language of the people became a dead language. 
lt became a conglomerate, and in the first quarter of the 
second century there were few, if any, who could either 
speak or write the language of the apostles. lndeed any 
attempt to do so would have failed as entirely as that of 
J osh Billings to reform the English language by phonetic 
spelling. Infidel writers of the first four centuries also 
wrote favoring our authors. The F.mpF.rnr Julian, known 
as "the apostate," wrote in 361 a work against Chris
tianity; but he nowhere expressed a douht as to either 
the books of Christians or their authors. lt is almost cer
tain that had occasion admitted of it, he would have chal
lenged the genuineness of the books. 

Porphyry, universally conceded to have been the most 
formidable opponent to Christianity, wrote in 270, and 
spoke of Matthew as "their evangelist." In 176, Celsus, 
esteemed by modern infidels as a wonderful philos
opher, wrote a book against Christianity entitled A 
True Discourse, of which Origen has preserved frag
ments. But so unlike was he to his modern infidel breth
ern that he admitted the existence of the Christian or 
New Testament writings, and their genuineness. 

Is it unfair to ask, "Was it because he knew more than 
his present-day successors in unbelief, or was he only 
more honest than they?" Whatever the reason, it must be 
apparent to every unprejudiced mind that earnest seek
ers after truth, who ignore such testimony accessible to 
the average scholar, are inexcusably guilty of trifling 
with indisputable evidence which would be convincing 
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in any civil court. Such testimony has been provided in 
abundance alike by the friends and foes of the lowly 
Nazarene-our Lord in glory-and it proves that these 
". . . holy men of God," to whom their writings were 
assigned, "spake as they were moved by the Holy 
Ghost" (2 Peter 1:21). 

(These excerpts from How, When and by Whom Was the Bible 
Written by James Todd are used by permission of the pub
lisher, Fleming H: Revell Company.) 
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FOREWORD 

/\ NYONE who makes a serious aQd substantial coutribution to the 
fl understanding of the New Testament, renders a public service, 
för if religion is the foundation .of morality, by the knowledge of God 
is the welfare of the people. As a book the New Testament stands alone 
and supreme, simple in its profoundness, and profound in its simplicity. 
lt is the record, in twenty-seven \Vritings, of thc origin, nature and 
progress of Christianity, and in the quality of its influcnce it has donc 
more for the world than all other books together. 

We are more than fortunate to have this Book in a Version madc 
immortal by William Tyndale, and we are gratefnl to havc it also in 
the Revised Versions of. 16n, and 1881-;i:885. Hut. the fact remains 
tliut they.who arc cntirely dcpcndcnt upon a Vcrsi.on must miss very much 
of the glory and richness of thesc Writings, Provided there isspiritJai 
appreciation, he who can read the New Testament in the language in 
which it was written stands to get thc most out .. of it. But, of course, 
all cannot do this ; although the accomplishment is by no means the 
preserve of the linguistic scholar. Yet the average reader is ne>t wholly 
cut offfrom the treasures which lie in the Greek of the New Testament, 
for these have been put within our reach by means of Grammars and 
Lexicons, the special purpose of which has been to aid the English ·reader. 
So far as my acquaintance with these works goes, 1 do not hesitate to 
say that this Expository Dictiönary more {;Ompletcly fulfils this design 
than any other such effo.rt, in thatitis at once a· Concordance, a Dictionary, 
and a Commentary, produced in the light of the best available scho!arship. 

Without encumbering his work with philological technicalities and 
extra-biblical references, Mr. Vine puts at the disposal of. the English 
reader the labours · of a lifetime hestowed devoutly, upon tbe New 
Testament. 

To several of the features of this Dictionary l would like to call 
attention. 

Fircst, it shows how rich is the language of the New Testament in 
words which present shades of the rneaning .of:some common idea. 

A good illustration of this is found .on pages 203-207, under Come, 
and its related thoughts (e.g., Appear, pp. 64-67). Here, iricluding 
the compounds, upwards of fifty words are employed to express onc> 
general thought, and the employrnent uf any one of these, in any given 
passage, has precise historical or spiritual significance. lf this root idea 
is followed out, for example, in its bearing on Christ's Second Advent, 
it is profoundly important to apprehend the significance respectively 
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of erchumai, hekö, phainö, epiphainö,parousia, apoktilupsis, and epiphaneiu. 
Sccond, this Dictionary indicates the doctrinal bearing which the 

use of chosen words has. A case in point will be found on page 6o, 
under Another. The use of allos andheteros in the New Testament should 
be carefully examined, for another numerically must not be confounded 
with another generically. Mr. Vine points this out in John 14 : 16. When 
Christ said, "I will make request of the Father, and He shall give you 
another Helper (allon Parakleton)," He made a tremendous claim both 
for Himself and for the Spirit, for allos here implies the personality of the 
Spirit, and the equality of both Jesus and thfl Spirit with thc Father. 
See also Mr. Vine's reference to the use of these words in Galatians 1 : 6 
and 7. For an illustration of how one word can have a varicty of meauingi. 
see pages 270-271, under Day. Unless such expressions as "man's 
day ", "day of the Lord", and '' day of Christ", are distinguished, one 
..:annot understand the dispensational teaching of the New Testament. 
Jn thi~ mnnflr.tion, the · R.V. must be followed in :J Thess. 2 : 2. 

Third, this Dictionary shows how very many New Testament words 
are compounds, and how important are prepositional prefixes. 

I think it was Bishop Westcott who said that New Testament doctrine 
is largely based on its prepositions ; in any case the importance of them 
can scarcely be exaggerated. These added to a word either·emphasise 
or extend its meaning, and many such words have become Anglicized. 
For illustration take the three words anabolism, katabolism, and meta
bolism. These words are used in relation · to biology and physiology. 
The root word in each is ballö, to cast, or .throw, and each has a prepo
sitional prefix; in the first, ana, up; in the second, kata, down; and 
in the third, meta, with. Metabolism tells of the chemical changes in 
living cells, by which the energy is provided for the vital processes and 
activities, and new material is assimilated to repair the waste ; by a 
proper metabolism or throwing-together of the substances of the body, 
health is promoted. This building up of the mrtritive substances into 
the more complex liying protoplasm is anabolism, or throwing-up ; and 
the want of this rcsults in katabolism, or throwing-down of protoplasm. 
Now, two of the three words occur in the New Testament. For 
metaballö see p. 180; and for kataballö, p. 172, in both cases all the 
references are given (see Preface, p. 8, par. 4). 

For the possible i:ange of prefixes to one word; see pages 203, 204; 
Come, with eis, and ek, and epi,, and dia, and kata, and para, and pros, 
and sun ; and two of the eleven compounds are double, No. 4 with 
epi and ana; and No. 8 with para and .eis. These illustratipns are 
sufficient to show the scope and simplicity of this work and consequently 
its immense usefulness to the English reader. 

Fourth, this Dictionary is compiled in the light of the new knowledge 
which has come to us by the discovery of the papyri. During the last 
fifty years this light has been brought to bear upon the New Testament 
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with precious and priceless results. In olden days in Egypt it was a 
custom not to burn waste paper, but to dump it outside the town, 
and the sands of the desert sweot over it, and buried it,_ and for centuries 
a vast mass of such rubbish has lain therc. However, in 1896-1897 
Dr. Grenfell and Dr. Hunt began digging at Oxyrhynchus and discovered 
a number of papyri, among which was a crumpled leaf, written on both 
sides in uncial characters, which proYe<l to be a collection of Sayings 
attributed to Jesus, Logia which Dr. ]. Hope Moulton believed to be 
genuine. These and very many other papyri were classified and edited 
and one day when Dr. Deissmann was casually looking at a volume of 
these in the University Library at Heidelberg, he was impressed by the 
likeness of thc language to tliat with which he was familiar in his study 
of thc Grcek New Testament. By further study the great discovery 
was made that New Testament Grcek is not the Attic of the Classics, 
nor is it " a language of the Holy Ghost " as one scholar called it, but 
it is thc ordinary vernacular Greek of that period, the language of every
day life, as it was spoken and written by the ordinary men and women 
of the day, tradesmen, soldiers, schoolboys, lovers, clerks, and so on, 
that is, the koi11e, or " Common " Greek of the great Grreco-Roman world. 

In illustration of this, look at Col. 2: 14, which has several words 
which arc found in the papyri ; and take one of these, Cheirographon, 
handwriting. This means a memorandum of <lebt, 'a writing by hand' 
used in public and private contracts, and it is a technical word in the 
Greek papyri. A !arge number of ancient notes of hand have been 
publishcd and of these Dr. Deissmann says, "a stereotyped formula 
in thesc documents is _ the promise to pay back the borrowed money, 
' 1 will repay'; and they all are in the debtor's own hand, or, if he could 
not write, in the handwriting of another acting for him, with the express 
remark, ' 1 have written for him ' ". In such a note-of-hand, belonging 
to the first century, and with reference to a hundrcd silver drachmae, 
one named Papus wrote on behalf pf two people who could not write, 
" which we will also repay, with any othcr that we may owe, l Papus 
wrote for him who is not able to write." · 

Now, this expression occurs in the New Testament twice, in the 
parable of "The Lord and his Servants ", '' have patience with me, and 1 
will pay thee all'', and in Paul's note to Philemon concerning Onesimus, 
" if he hath wronged thee, or oweth thee ought, put that on mine account. 
I Paul have writtl'n it with mine own ha'ld, 1 will repay it." 

In the famous Florentine papyrus of A.D. 85, the governor of Egypt 
gives this order in the course of a trial,-" Let the hand-writing be crossed 
out," which corresponds to the "blotting out the harid-writing" of Col. 
2: 14. Many such illustrations might be given, from which we see that 
the papyri have a distinct expository value. 

In Lexicons previous to this discovery are to be found lists of what 
are called hapax·legomena, words which occur once only, and many of 
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which, it was supposed, were created by the Holy Spirit for the convcyance 
of Christian truth, but now all or nearly all such words have been found 
in the papyri. The Holy Spirit did not create a special language for 
Christianity, but used the colloquial tongue of the time; He employed 
the cosmopolitan Greek. This fact has radically affected our approach 
to the New Testament, and although, in view of the magnitude of this 
Dictionary, it has been impossible to do more than make a reference here 
and there to this learning (e.g., pp. 7, 8, 59), yet the whole is produccd 
in the light of it, and so represents present day scholarship. 

I might havc made reference also to etymological, cross-reference and 
other values in this work, but perhaps enough has been said to indicate 
its scope and usefulness. Mr. Vine has done a great service to the non
academic reader of the New Testament, and those also who are most 
familiar with the original tongue may leam much from these pages. 

\V. GRAHAM SCROGGU.:, D.D. 
(Edin.} 

FOREWORD 

TO NEW ONE-VOLUME EDITION 

N EARLY twelve years have gone by since the first edition of this 
Expository Dictionary was completed. During these years the work 

has had ample opportunity to prove its worth as a handbook for serious 
students of the English Bible. And the high hopes with which the enter
prise was launched have been justified not only by the warm welcome 
each volume of the first edition received as it appeared but also by the 
increasing sense of indebtedness which Bible students all over the world 
have felt as they have come to know its valuc by daily use. Mr. Vine 
himself has passed from our midst in the meantime, but his Biblical 
ministry survives in a wide range of published works, at the head of 
which stands his Expository Dictionary. lt is a welcome token of its 
continued usefulness that the publishers have now decided to reissue it in 
a one-volume edition. 

There is no work just like this. The English reader with little or no 
Greek has, of course, the standard concordances, notably Wigram's 
Englishman's Greek Concordance; the student of Greek has his Grimm
Thayer, Moulton-Milligan, and Bauer. These works provide the lexical 
skeleton; Mr. Vine's work clothes that skeleton with the flesh and sinews 
of living exposition, and makes available for the ordinary reader the 
expert knowledge contained in the more- advanced works. In fact, this 
Expository Dictionary comes as near as possible to doing for the non-
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specialist what is being done for the specialist by Kittel's encyclopaedic 
Theological Dictionary to the New Testament, a German work in several 
volumes, not yet completed. 

A work of this kind, of course, cannot be expected to record every 
occurrence of each word in the New Testament. But all important and 
significant occurrences are mentioned, and many of the entries in fact 
are exhaustive, especially those dealing with words which do not occur 
very often. By the helpful system of cross-references the reader can see 
at a glance not only which Greek words are represented by one English 
word, but also which other English words, if any, are used to translate 
cach Grcck word. lt is a further advantage thal l>ulh A.V. and R.V. 
renderings are listed. 

Mr. Vine's Greek scholarship was w1de, accurate and up-to-date, and 
withal unobtrusive. Casual readers will hardly realise the wealth of ripe 
learning, the years of hard work, of which they may reap the fruit in 
this work. To his thorough mastery of the classical idiom the author 
added a close acquaintance with the Hellenistic vernacular, and used his 
knowledge of both to iHustrate the meaning of New Testament words. 
And bearing in mind the New Testament writers' familiarity with thi: 
Septuagint and its influence on their language, he has enhanced the value 
uf his work by giving select references to Septuagint usages. 

There are few human pursuits more fascinating than the study of 
words. As vehicles for conveying the thoughts, feelings and desires of 
men, they have an abirling interest; how supremely interesting, then, 
should be the study of those " healthful words " in which the revelation 
of God Himself has been conveyed ! 

Yet words, divorced from their meanings, are but empty sounds; 
instead of being a vehicle of thought, they become a substitute for it. 
"Words ", said Thomas Hobbes," are wise men's counters; they do but 
reckon by them: but they are the money of fools." We must know what 
values to attach to them if we are to•profit by them. 

Words are not static things. They change their meanings with the 
passage of time. Many words used in the A.V. no longer possess in current 
English the meanings they had in 16n. We do not now use "prevent" 
in the sense of " precede ", or " carriage " in the sense of " baggage ". 
These changes of meaning may be inferred from the context, but there 
are other changes which might not be so readily noticed. An important 
example is the word " atonement ", one of the great technical terms of 
theology. When this word retained its etymological sense of " at-one
ment ", it was an appropriate rendering for Gk. katallage, and is so used 
in the A.V. of Rom. 5 :n. But "atonement " has long since ceased tobe 
an English equivalent of " reconciliation ", and its continued use leads to 
confusion of thought on a theme of the utmost importance. A study of 
the articles on PROPITIATE, RANSOM and RECONCILE in this work 
will greatly clarify the reader's understanding of the Biblical presentation 
of what is commonly called " the doctrine of the atonement ". 

Not only in recent English, but in ancient Greek as well, wc find words 
changing their meanings. Biblical exegetes of an earlier day were at a 
disadvantage in having to read New Testament words in the light of their 
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classical usage of four or five centuries earlier. But they recogniscd 
certain marked differences between classical and New Testament Greck, 
and knowing no other Greek quite like that of the New Testament, they 
concluded that it must be a specially devised " language of the Holy 
Ghost ". During the last seventy or eighty years, however, many docu
ments have been found in the Near East written in this same Greek, -from 
which we have learned the very salutary lesson that the "language of 
the Holy Ghost " is nothing other than the language of the common 
people. (One example of a change in the meaning of a Greek word be
tween classical and New Testament times is pointed out in a note at the 
end of the entry on PUNISHMENT.) 

There can be no true Biblical theology unless it is based on sound 
Biblical exegesis, and there can be no sound Biblical exegesis unless a 
firm textual and grammatical foundation has been laid for it. Such a 
foundation is laid in this Expository Dictionary, but it provides much more 
thau a Iuunualion. The work is full of careful cxcgcsis, und the student 
or teacher who makes it his constant companion in the study of Scripturc 
will find that he pn attord to dispense with a large number ot lesser aids. 
In facl, .it is so vahrn hlP a h;inrlhook to the study of thc New Testament 
that many of us who have learned to use it regularly wonder how we 
ever got on without it. lt has established a well~deserved reputation for 
itself and really needs no special commendation such as this, but it is a 
pleasure to commend it afresh, and to wish it a long term of service in its 
new format. 

September, 1952 

VIII 

F. F. BRUCE, 
Head of the Department of Biblical 
History and Literature in tlie 
University of Sheffield. 



PREFACE 
T O ascertain the exact meaning of the words .and phraseology of the 

. originals of the Holy Scriptures is of great importance, particularly 
those which have a varicty of mcanings in English. The research \vork 
of the past fifty years, with the discovery of a large number of inscriptions 
and documcnts, and espe"cially ot the non-literary writings in the tombs 
and dust heaps of Egypt, has yielded much light upon the use and meanirg 
of the language of the odginals. The importance of the Egyptian papyri 
writings etc. lies in the fact that they were written during the period 
in which the \\Titers of the New Testament lived. Proof has thus been 
provided that thc langua.ge of the New .Testament was not a dcbased 
form of literary Grcek corrupted by 'Hebrew idioms, hut that in the 
main it was the Yernacular, the speech of the everyday life .of the 
people in the countries which came under Greek. infiuence . through 
the conquests of Alexan'der the Great. As the result of those conquests, 
the ancient Greek dialects became merged into one compion speech, the 
Koine or 'common' Greek. In one form this language became the literary 
Koine, or Hcllcnistic, of .such writers as Josephus. In its sp9ken form 
it was the cveryciay spPPrh of millions cH. pAople .throughout the Gr~co
Roman world,. and h1 the providence of Göd , it \vas . under these 
conditions and in this world-lariguage · ll1at ·the New Testament was 
\vritten. .. . ... · . · · . , . . 

Thefruitof these researches. bas been provided in. such volmnes as 
the "Vocabular)i of. the Greek Testament," by J. H. l\loulton and 
G. Milligan, the " Gr\lmmar of the NewTcstament Greek " py thc formcr 
and. the book cntitled "New Testament Documents" by the latt~r. 
"Bible Studies" by G. A. Deissmann, "Light.from the Ancient East" 
by A. Deissmann, and similarly weH-known works by W. M. Ramsa~·. 
Rcfcrences will be found tq, some of these: in. the following pages . 

. The present volumes arc prod,uced especia}Jy for the. help of those 
who. do notstudy Greek, th.ough it is hcn'>cd that those who are familiar 
with the ·original will find them useful. .. . · . 

The work is of an expository character, comments being given on 
various passages rderred to}1ndcr the different headings. The doctrincsc;>f 
Scripture are dealt with at some length, and notes are providcd on matters 
historical, tcchnical and etymological. . . . . . · 

I11 cases where an English word translatcs a variety of Greek Wotds 
the)atter are given in English form. . Where tht>re are no such Variations, 
each word is d.ealt with according to its occurrences and usage in the 
New Testament, reference being made to the differences between the 
Authorised and Revised Versions. · 

The method of the Dictionary provides an exbaustive presentation of 
synonymous words. Where a word in th~ original h.as a variety of 
English renderings, a !ist is given of these at the dose of the note on each 
word. The list provides in this. way a comprehensive study of the use 
of any given wqrd in the original. fö cases where a 1isf has already been 
given, only the _first .of ~hese Jtleanings is usua:Ily 111ent~oned. There is 
thus a twofold presentabon, firstly, of the different Greek words for one 
English word, secondly, of the different English meanings attaching to a 
single Greek word. 
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· The subject-matter is also analysed under the various parts of speech. 
To take an example, DILJGENCE, DILIGENT, DILIGENTLY, are 
associated in one heading, and the forms in the original are divided 
respectively under the sections, Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs. 
The parts of speech are not given in the same order in every case. The 
order is largely dependent upon the greater prominence which a word 
receives in the original. Other considerations have made a variety in this 
respect advisable. 

In many cases the student is referred to the occurrences in the 
Septuagint Version, especially where that Version presents a comparatively 
small number of occurrences or contains only one instance of the use. 
Reference to the Apocryphal books of the Old Testament is omitted. 

The sign ~ at the close of the treattnent of a word indicates that all its 
occurrences in the original are mentioned, The Dictionary thus partakes 
to a considerable extent of the nature of a Concordance. 

In many instantes all the uccurrences and usages of a word arc analysed 
in a list, showing the different meanings as indicated hy the context in 
each passage of the New Jestam(!nt. . . · . 

Considerable use has beeri made of the two Commcntarics, written 
jointly by Mr. C. F. Hogg of London and the present writer, upon the 
Epistle to the Galatians and the two Epistles to the Thessalonians. I 
have also made use of Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, Abbott-Smith's 
Manual Greek Lexicon of the New Testament, the larger works by Cremer 
and by Thayer's Grimm, and of A. T. Robertson's Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament in the Light of His.torical Research; also of such worlcs 
as Trench's New Testament Synonyms. . 

A criticism may be raised in regard to a work like this that it would 
provid~ students who know Jittle or nothing of the original with an 
opportimity of airing some knowledge of. Greek. Even supposing that 
such a criticism were valid, the general advantage of the method adopted 
should outweigh the danger of such proclivities. 

1 wish to express my great indebtedness to, and appreciation of, the 
kind assistanc;e of the Rev. H. E. Guillebaud, M.A., of Cambridge, and 
T. W. Rhodes, Esqre., M.A., recently of Madrid, who have made copious 
and useful suggestions and emenda,tions, and have co-operated in going 
through the proofs. · · . · ··· . .. 

lt is With ~ sense. of deep gratitude that I express my indebtedness 
to my fdend Mr. F. F .. Bruce, for his wholeh~arted assistance in going 
through the typescript and making corrections and valuable suggestions 
previous to its being printed, ai;id in proof-reading subsequently,_ '!hose 
efficiency, as a. cla~ical Scholar, and whose knowledge of the ongtnals, 
have enhanced the value of the work. · · · 

1 . trust that notwithstanding imperfections and lit,nitations of treat~ 
ment the work 1pay- afford assistance to Bible students in en~bl}ng them ~o 
incrca~e in their. kno~lecige of God and I{is Word andin helpmg to eqmp 
them in ~he\~ use', ·and' rpinistry of the ßoly S~r!~tures. 

w. E. VINE. 

Bath, 
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A 

ABASE 
TAPEINOO (Ta1Tuvow) signifies to make low, bring low, (a) of bringing 

to the ground, making level, reducing to a plain, as in Luke 3 : 5 ; 
(b) metaphorically in the Active Voice, to bring to a humble condition, 
to abase, 2 Cor. II : 7, and in the Passive, to be abased, Phil. 4: 12; 

in Matt. 23: 12; Luke i4: II ; 18 : 14, the A.V. has "shall be abased," 
the R.V. "shall be humbled." lt is translated "humble yourselves" 
in the Middle Voice sense in Jas. 4: lO; l Pet. 5 : 6; "humblt:," in 
Matt. 18: 4; 2 Cor. 12: 21 and Phil. 2: 8. See HuMBLE, Low.~ 
Cp., tapeinos, lowly, tape.inösis, humiliation, and tapeinophrosune, humility. 

ABBA 
ABBA ('Aßßfi.) is an Aramaic word, found in Mark 14: 36; Rom. 8: 15 

and Gal. 4: 6. In the Gemara (a Rabbinical commentary on the Mishna, 
the traditional teaching of the jews) it is stated that slaves were forbidden 
to address the head of the family by this title. lt approximates to a 
personal name, in contrast to "Father," with which it is always joined in 
the N .T. This is probably due to the fact that," Abba" having practically 
become a prorer name, Greek-speaking Jews added the Greek word 
Pater, father, from the language they used. " Abba " is the word framed 
by the lips o{ infants, and betokens unreasoning trust ; " father " expresses 
an intelligent apprehension of the relationship. The two together express 
ihe love and intelligent confidence of the child. 

ABIJOR 
l. APOSTUGEO (a1ToO"TV')'lw) denotes to shudder (apo, from, here used 

intensively, stugeö, to hate) ; hence, to abhor, Rom. 12 : 9. ~ 
2. BDELUSSO (ßliE>uJaaw), to render foul (from bdeö, to stink), to cause 

to be abhorred (in the Sept. in Ex. 5 : 21 ; Lev. II : 43 ; 20 : 25 etc.), is 
used in the Middle Voice, signifying to turn oneself away from (as if 
from a stench) ; hence, to detest, Rom. 2 : 22. In Rev. 21 : 8 it denotes 
„ to be abominable." See ABOMINABLE.1f 

In the following pages t indicates that the word referred to (preposition, con
junction, or particle) is not dealt with in this volume. 

~ indicates that all the N .'f. occurrences of the Greek word under consideratioa 
are mentioned under the heading or sub-heading. 
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ABIDE, ABODE 
A. Verbs. 

ABl 

l. MENC (µ.lvw), used (a) of place, e.g., Matt. ro : II, metaphorically 
l John 2 : 19, is said of God, l John 4 : 15; Christ, John 6 : 56; 
15 : 4, etc.; the Holy Spirit, John l : 32, 33; I4: 17; believers, John 
6: 56; 15: 4; l John 4: 15, etc.; the Word of God, l John 2: 14; 
the truth, 2 John 2, etc.; (b) of time; it is said of believers, John 21 : 22, 
23; Phil. l : 25 ; l John 2 : 17; Christ, John 12 : 34; Heb. 7: 24; the 
Word of God, r Pet. r : 23 ; sin, John 9 : 41 ; cities, Matt. II : 23 ; 
Heb. 13 : 14 ; bonds and affiictions, Acts 20 : 23 ; (c) of qualitics ; 
faith, hupe, luve, l Cor. 13 : 13 ; Christ's lovc, John 15 : IO ; affiictions, 
Acts 20: 23; brotherly love, Heb. 13: l; the love of God, l John 3: 17; 

, the truth, 2 John 2. ' 

The R.V. usually translntcs it by " abidc," but " continue '' in 
l Tim. 2 : l.'i ; in the following, the R.V. substitutes to abide for the 
A.V., to continue, John 2 : 12; 8: 31 ; 15 : 9; 2 'firn. 3: 14; Heb. 7: 24; 
13: 14; l John 2 : 24. Cp. the noun mone, below. See CoNTINtrn, 
DWELL, ENDURE, REMAIN, STAND, TARRY. 

2. EPIMENÖ (bnµhw), to abide in, continue in, tarry, is astrengthened 
form of menö (epi, intensive), sometimes indicating perseverance in 
continuing, whether in evil, Rom. 6 : l ; II : 23, or good, Rom. II : 22 ; 
l Tim. 4: 16. See CoNTINUE, TARRY. 

3. KATAMENÖ (Karnµlvw), kata, down (intensive), and No. l, is u.sed 
in Acts l : 13. The word may signify constant residence, but more probably 
indicates frequent resort. In l Cor. 16: 6, it denotes to wait.~ 

4. PARAMENÖ ('rrapaµlvw), toremain beside (para, beside), tocontinue 
near, came to signify simply to continue, e.g., negatively, of the Levitical 
priests, Heb. 7: 23. In Phil. l : 25, the Apostle uses both the simple 
verb menö and the compound paramenö (some mss. have sumparamenö), · 
to express his confidence that he will "abide," and "continue to abide," 
with the saints. In l Cor. 16: 6 some mss. have this word. In Jas. l: 25, 
of stcdfast continunnce in the law of liberty. See CONTTNUE.~ 

5. HUPOMENÖ (inroµlvw), lit., to abide under (hupo, undcr), signifies 
to remain iil a place instead of leaving it, to stay behind, e.g., Luke 2 : 43 ; 
Acts 17 : I4 ; or to persevere, Matt. ro : 22 ; 24 : 13 ; Mark 13 : 13 ; in 
each of which latter it is used with the phrase " unto the end ; " or to 
endure bravely and trustfully, e.g., Heb. 12 : 2, 3, 7, suggesting endurance 
under what would be burdensome. See also Jas. l: lZ; 5: II; l Pet. 
2 : 20. Cp., makrothumeö, to be longsuffering. See ENDURE, SUFFER, 
TAKE, Notes (12), TARRY. 

6. PROSMENÖ (rrpouµlvw), to abide still longer, continue with (pros, 
with) is used (a) of place, Matt. 15 : 32 ; Mark 8 : 2 ; Acts 18 : 18 ; 
l Tim. l : 3 ; {b) metaphorically, of cleaving unto a pcrson, Acts II : 23, 
indicating persistent loyalty; of continuing in a thing, Acts 13: 43; 
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l Tim. 5: 5. See CLEAVE, CONTINUE, TARRY., In the Sept., Judg. 
3: 25., 

7. DIATRIBO (Sta-rplßw), lit., to wear through by rubbing, to wear 
away (dia, through, tribö, to rub), when used of time, to spend or pass 
time, to stay, is found twice in John's Gospel, 3 : 22 and II : 54, R.V., 
" tarried," instead of "continued; " elsewhere only in the Acts, eight 
times, 12 : 19 ; 14 : 3, 28 ; 15 : 35 ; 16 : 12 ; 20 : 6 ; 25 : 6, 14. See 
(ONTINUE, TARRY., 

8. ANASTREPHO (&.varrrpl<f>w), used once in the sense of abiding, 
Matt. 17: 22, frequently denotes to behave oneself, to live a certain 
manner of life ; here the most reliable mss. have sustrephomai, to travel 
about. See BEHAVE, CoNVERSATION, LIVE, ÜVERTHROW, PASS, RETURN. 

9. AULIZOMAI (av>.t~oµat), to lodge, originally to lodge in the aule, or 
courtyard, is said of shepherds and fiocks; hence, to pass the night in the 
open air, as did the Lord, Luke 21 : 37; to lodge in a house, as of His 
vis1t to Bethany, Matt. 21: 17.~ 

10. AGRAULEÖ (aypavMw), to lodge in a fold in a ficl<l (at;ros, a 
field, aule, a fold), is used in Luke 2 : 8.~i See LoDGE. 

II. HISTi'!MI (fo'T'Y}µt), to stand, to make to stand, is rendered " abode " 
in John 8: 44, A.V.; "continue," in Acts 26: 22. In these places the 
R.V. corrects to "stood" and "stand." This word is suggestive of 
fidelity and stability. It is rendered " lay ... to the chargc " in Acts 
7 : 60. See APPOINT, CHARGE, EsTABLISH, HOLDEN, PRESENT, SET, 
STANCH. STAND. 

12. POIEÖ (1Totlw), to do, make, is used of spending a time or tarrymg, 
in a place, Acts 15 : 33; 20: 3; in 2 Cor. II: 25 it is rendered " I have 
been (a night and a day) ; " a preferable translation is ' I have spent,' 
as in Jas. 4: 13, "spend a year" (R.V.). So in Matt. 20: 12. Cp., the 
English idiom " did one hour; " in Rev. 13 : 5 " continue" is perhaps the 
best rendering. See Do. 

B. Noun. 
MON~ (µovi)), an abode (akin to No. l), is found in John 14: 2, 

"mansions" (R.V. marg., "abiding places "}, and 14: 23, "abode.'', 

ABILITY, ABLE 
A. Nouns. 

r. DUNAMIS (Svvaµts) is (a) power, ability, physical or moral, as 
residing in a person or thing; (b) power in action, as, e.g„ when put forthin 
performing miracles. It occurs n8 times in the N.T. It is sometimes 
used of the miracle or sign itself, the effcct being put for the cause, e.g„ 
Mark 6 : 5, frequently in the Gospels and Acts. In l Cor. 14 : II it is 
rendered " meaning" ; "force" would be more accurate. Cp., the 
corresponding verbs, B. l, 2, 3 and the adjective C. l, below. See 
ABUNDANCE, DEED, MIGHT, POWER, STRENGTH, VIOLENCE, VIRTUE, 
WORK. 
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2. ISCHUS (laxvs-), connected with ischö and. echö, to have, to hold 
(from the root ech-, signif;ing holding), denotes ability, force, strength; 
"ability" in l Pet. 4: II; A.V. (R.V., "strength "). In Eph. l : 19 and 
6 : IO, it is said ·of the strength of God bestowed upon believers, the 
phrase " the power of His might " indicating strength afforded by power. 
In 2 Thess. r : 9; " the glory of His might " signifies the visible expression 
of the inhercnt Personal power of the Lord Jesus. lt is said of angels in 
2 Pet. 2 : II (cp„ Rev. 18 : 2, A.V., "mightily "). lt is ascribed to God 
in Rev. 5 : 12 and 7 : 12. In Mark 12 : 30, 33, and Luke 10 : 27 it describes 
the full extent of the power wherewith·we are to love God. See MIGHT, 
POWER, STRENG TH.~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. DUNAMAI (3vvaµ.ai), tobe able, to have power, whether by virtue 

of one's own ability and resources, e.g., Rom. 15 : 14 ; or through a state of 
mind, or through favourable ·circumstances, e.g., r Thess. 2: 6; or by 
permission uf law 01 cu!>lom, e.g., Ad!I 24 : 8, II ; or simply to bc ubk, 
powerful, Matt. 3: 9; 2 Tim. 3: 15, etc. See CAN, MAY, PossIBLE, 
POWER. 

2. DUNAMOÖ (3vvaµ6w), to make strong, confirm, occurs in Col. l : II 

(some authorities have the rst aorist or momentary tense, in Heb. II : 34 
also). Cp. endunamoö, to enable, strengthen.~ 

3. DUNATEO (3waTlw) significs to be mighty, to show oneself 
powerful, Rom. 4 : 14; 2 Gor. 9 : 8; 13: 3. See A, No. r.~ 

4. ISCHUO (laxvw), akin to A, No. 2, tobe strong, to prevail, indicates 
a more forceful strength or ability than dunamai, e.g„ Jas. 5: 16, where it 
is rendered "availeth much" (i.e., "prevails greatly ") .. · See AVAIL; 
C.AN, Do, MAY, PREVAIL, STRENGTH, WoRK. 

Note : Still stronger forms are exischuö, to be thoroughly strong, 
Eph. 3: 18, "may be strong" (not simply "rriay be able," A.V.).~; 
katischuö, Matt. 16: 18, and Luke 23 : 23, in the former, of the powerless
ness of the gates of Hades to prevail against the Church ; in the latter, of 
the power of a fierce mob to prevail over a weak ruler (see Notes on 
Galatians, by Rogg and Vine, p. 251) ; also Luke 21: 36. The prefixed 
prepositions are intensive in each case. ~ 

5. ECHÖ (E'xw), to have, is translated "your ability" in 2 Cor. 8: II, 

and " ye may be able " in 2 Pet. l : 15, and is equivalent to the phrase 
'to have the means of.' See CAN, HAVE. 

6. EUPOREO (€V'Tl'oplw}, lit., to journey well (eu, well, poreö, to 
journey), hence, to prosper, is translated "according to (his) ability," in 
Acts II : 29. ~ 

Note: Hikanoö, corresponding to the adjective hikanos (see below) 
signifies to make competent, qualify, make sufficient; in 2 Cor. 3 : 6, 
A.V., " hath made (us) able ; " R.V., "hath made us sufficient ; '' in 
Col. l: 12, "hath made (us) meet." See ENOUGH, SUFFICIENT.~ 
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C. Adjectives. 
r. DUNATOS (8vvaTos), corresponding to A, No. l, signifies powerful. 

See, e.g„ Rom. 4 : 21 ; 9 : 22 ; II : 23 ; 12 : 18 ; 15 : l ; l Cor. l : 26 ; 
2 Cor. 9 : 8. See MIGHTY, PossrnLE, POWER, STRONG. 

2. HIKANOS (l1<avos), translated " ablc," is to be distinguished 
from dunatos. While dunatos means possessing power, hikanos, primarily, 
reaching to, has accordingly the meaning "sufficient." When said of 
things it signifies enough, e.g„ Luke 22 : 38 ; when said of .persons, it 
means "competent," "worthy," e.g„ 2 Cor. 2 : 6, 16; 3 : 5 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 2. 

See f.ONTFNT, ENOtTCH, Goon, GREAT, LARGE, Lm•G, l\'IANY, MEET, 
MucH, SECURITY, SuFFICIENT, \VoRTHY. 

Note: Jschuros denotes strong, m1ghty; in an Active sense, mighty, 
in having inherent and moral power, e.g„ Matt. 12 : 29; l Cor. 4: 10 ; 

Heb. 6: 18. 

AllOAHD 
EPIBATNÖ (emßa.ww), to go upon (epi, upon, baino, to go), is once 

translated "we went aboard," Acts 21 : 2, the single verb being short 
for going aboard ship. In ver. 6 it is rendered " we went on board ; " 
in 27 : 2 "embarking ; " in Matt. 21 : 5, "riding upon." See CoME, 
No. 16. 

ABO LI SH 
KATARGEÖ (KaTapylw), lit„ to reduce to inactivity (kata, down, 

argos, inactive), is translated " abolish" in Eph. 2: 15 and 2 Tim. l : 10, 

in the R.V. only in l Cor. 15 : 24, 26. lt is rendered "is abolished" in 
the A.V. of 2 Cor. 3 : 13 ; the R.V. corrects to "was passing away" 
(marg., "was being done away "). In this and similar words not loss of 
being is implied, but loss of well being. 

The barren tree was cumbering the ground, making it useless for the 
purpose of its existence, Luke 13: 7; the unbelief of the Jews could not 
" make of none effect " the faithfulness of God, Rom. 3 : J ; the preaching 
of the Gospel could not make of none effect the moral enactments of the 
Law, 3: 31; the Law could not make the promise of none effect, 4: 14; 
Gal. 3 : 17 ; the effect of the identification of the believer with Christ in 
His death is to render inactive his body in regard to sin, Rom. 6 : 6; 
the death of a woman's first husband discharges her from the law of the 
husband, that is, it makes void her status as his wife in the eyes of the 
law, 7 : 2; in that sense the believer has been discharged from the Law, 
7 : 6 ; God has choscn things that are not " to bring to nought things that 
are," i.e., to rcndcr them useless for practical purposes, 1 Cor. r : 28; the 
princes of this world are brought to nought, i.e., their wisdom becomes 
ineffective, 2 : 6 ; the use for which thc human stomach exists ceases with 
man's death, 6 : 13 ; knowledge, prophesyings, and that which was in 
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part were to be "done away," I Cor. 13 : 8, IO, i.e., they were to be 
rendered of no effect after their temporary us.e was fulfilled ; when the 
Apostle became a man he did away with the ways of a child, verse II ; 

God is going to abolish all rule and authority and power, i.e., He is going 
to render them inactive, I Cor. 15 : 24; the last encmy that shall be 
abolished, or reduced to inactivity, is death, ver. 26; the glory shining 
in the face of Moses, "was passing away," 2 Cor. 3 : 7, the transitoriness 
of its character being of a special significance ; so in verses II, 13 ; the 
veil upon the heart of Israel is "done away" in Christ, ver. 14 ; those 
who seek justification l>y tl1e Law a1e "5evered" from Christ, they are 
rendered inactive in relation to Hirn, Gal. 5 ; 4 ; the essential effect of the 
preaching of the Cross would become inoperative by the preaching of 
circumcision, 5 : II ; by the death of Christ the barrier between Jew 
and Gentile is rendered inoperative as such, Eph. 2 : 15 ; the Man of Sin 
is to be reduced to inactivity by the manifestation of the Lord's Parousia 
wilh Hi::. veoplc, 2 Thess. 2 : 8; Christ ha:i rcndcred dt:>a.th in:i.i:tivR fnr thf\ 
believer, 2 Tim. r : ro, dcath bccoming the means of a more glorious life, 
with Christ ; the Devil is to 1bc reduced to inactivity through the dcath 
of Christ, Heb. 2 : 14. See CEASE, CuMBER, DESTROY, Do, Sole (7), ÜF 

NoNE EFFECT, NouGHT, PuT, No. 19, Vom.-i 

ABOMINABLE, ABOMINATION 
A. Adjectives. 

I. ATIIEMITOS (dfU1.u-ros) occurs in Acts IO: 28, "unlawful," and 
l Pet. 4 : 3, " abominable '' (a, negative, themitos, an adjective from 
themis, "law "), hence, unlawful. See UNLAWFUL.~ 

2. BDELUKTOS (ßoEAVKT6s), Tit. I: 16, is said of deceivers who 
profess to know God, but deny Hirn by their works. ir 

B. Verb. 
BDELUSSO (ßoEAtfoaw) : See ABHOR, No. 2. 

C. Noun. 
BDELUGMA (ßöl)..vyµ.a}, akin to A, No. 2 and B, denotes an object of 

disgust, an abomination. This is said of the image to be set up by 
Antichrist, Matt. 24 : 15 ; Mark 13 : 14 ; of that which is highly esteemed 
amongst men, in contrast to its real character in the sight of God, 
Luke 16: 15. The constant association with idolatry suggests that what 
is highly esteemed among men constitutes an idol in the human heart. 
In Rev. 21 : 27, entrance is forbidden into the Holy City on the part of 
the unclean, or one who "maketh an abomination and a lie." lt is also 
used of the contents of the golden cup in the hand of the evil woman 
described in Rev. 17: 'f, an<l of the name ascribetl to her in the following 
verse.~ 

For ABOUND see ABUNDANCE 
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ABOUT 
A. Adverbs, etc. 

Besides prepositions, the following signify " about " :-
.r. KUKLOTHEN (1eu1e,\680), round about, or all round (from kuklos, 

a circle; Eng„ cycle}, is found in the Apocalypse only, 4: 3, 4, 8.~ 
2. KUKLO (icV1e,\ce}, the dative case of kuklos (see above), means 

round about, lit„ in a circle. lt is used in the same way as No. I, 

Mark 3 : 34 ; 6 : 6, 36 ; Luke 9 : 12 ; Rom. 15 : 19; Rev. 4 : 6 ; 5 : II; 

7 : II.~ 
3. POU (7Tov), an indefinite particle, signifying " somewherc," some

where about, nearly, has a limiting force, with numerals, e.g., Rom. 4 : 19. 
In referring tu a passage in the O.T., it is translated "somewhere," in the 
R.V. of Heb. 2: 6 and 4: 4 (A.V., " in a certain place ") ; by not men
tioning the actual passage referred to, the writer acknowledged the 
familiar acquaintance of his reac.lers with the O.T. See PLACE. 

4. HÖS (ws) usually means "as." Useci with nnmerals it signifüii..; 
"about," e.g. Mark S : 13; 8: 9; John I : 40; 6: 19; II : 18; Acts 
1 : 15 ; Rcv. 8 : I. 

5. HÖSEI (wuel), "as if," before numerals, denotes about, nearly, 
something like, with perhaps an indication of greater indefiniteness than 
No. 4 ; e.g., Matt. 14 : 21 ; Luke 3 : 23 ; 9 : 14, 28 ; Acts 2 : 41 ; with 
a measure of space, Luke 22 : 41, "about a stone's cast." See LIKE. 

B. Verb. 
MELLO (µ.lAAc.o) signifies (a) of intention, tobe about to do something, 

e.g., Acts 3 : 3 ; 18 : 14 ; 20 : 3 ; Heb. 8 : S ; (b) of certainty, compulsion 
or necessity, to be cerfain to act, e.g„ John 6 : 7r. See ALMOST, BEGIN, 
(OME, lNTEND, MEAN, MIND, POINT OF (<!-t), READY, SHALL, SHOULD, 
TARRY. 

Note: Zeteö, to seek, is translated "were about" in the A.V. of 
,\.cts 27: 30; R.V., correctly, "were seeking to." 

ABOVE 
The .following adverbs have this ineaninK (prepusitions are omitted 

here) :-
1. ANÖ (ävw) denotes above, in a higher place, Acts 2 : 19 (the opposite 

to katö, below). With the article it means that which is above, Gal. 4: 26; 
Phil. 3 : 14, "the high calling" (R.V. marg., "upward ") ; with the 
plural article, the things above, John 8: 23, lit„ ' from the things above;' 
Col. 3: I, 2. With heös, as far as, it is translated "up to the brim," in 
John 2 : 7. lt has the meaning "upwards" in John II : 41 and Heb. 
12 : 15. See BRIM, HIGH, UP." 

2. ANÖTERON (avwTepov), the comparative degrcc of No. 1, is thc 
n·,uter of the adjective anöteros. lt is used (a) of motion to a higher place, 
'higher," Luke 14: 10; (b) of location in a higher place, i.e., in the 

preceding part of a passage, "above." Heb. rn: 8. See HIGHER.~ 
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3. EPANO (€mfvw}, epi, over, anö, above, is used frequently as a. 
preposition with a noun ; adverbially, of number, e.g., Mark 14 : 5, 
R.V.; l Cor. 15: 6. 

Note: In Acts 4: 22, A.V., the adjective pleion, more, is translated 
" above," the R.V. corrects to " more than (forty years)." 

4. ANÖTHEN (ävw8t:v), from above, is used of place, (a) with the 
meaning" from the top," Matt. 27: 51; Mark 15 : 38, of the temple veil; 
in John 19: 23, of the garment of Christ, lit., 'from the upper parts' 
(plural); (b) of things which come from heaven, or from God in Heaven, 
John 3: 31 ; 19: Il ; Jas. l : 17 ; 3: 15, 17. lt is also used in thc sense 
of "again." See AGAIN. 

For ABROAD, see the verbs with which it is used, DISPERSE, 
NOISE, SCATTER, SHED, SPREAD. 

ABSENCE, ABSENT 
A. Noun. 

'1\POUSIA (d7Tovala), lit., a being away Irorn, is uscd in Phil. 2 : 12, 

of the Apostle's absence from Philippi, in contrast to his parousia, his 
presence with the saints there (parousia does not signify merely a coming, 
it includes or suggests the presence which follows the anival)., 

B. Verbs. 
r. APEI.MI (a7Tt:tµt), to be absent (apo, from, eimi, tobe), is found in 

I Cor. 5 : 3 ; 2 Cor. 10 : I, II ; 13 : 2, IO ; Phil. l : 27 ; Col. 2 : 5. 
See Go., 

2. EKDEMEO (lKS'Y]µlw), lit., to be away from people (ek, from, or 
out of, demos, people), hence came to mean either (a) to go abroad, depart; 
the Apostle Paul uses it to speak of departing from the body as the earthly 
abode of the spirit, 2 Cor. 5 : 8 ; or (b) to be away; in the same passage, 
of being here in the body and absent from the Lord (ver. 6), or being 
absent from the body and present with the Lord (ver. 8). Its other 
occurrence is in ver. 9., 

C. Preposition. 
ATER (ä-rt:p) means without, Luke 22 : 35, " without purse ; "in ver. 6, 

" in the absence (of the multitude)," marg., " without tumult." See 
WITHOUT., 

ABSTAH{, ABSTINENCE 
APECHO (<blxw), to hold oneself from (apo, from, echomai, the 

Middle Voice of echö, to have, i.e„ to keep oneself from). in the N.T„ 
invariably refers to evil practices, moral and ceremonial, Acts 15 : 20, 29 ; 

I Thess. 4 : 3 ; S : 22 ; l Tim. 4 : 3 ; I Pet. 2 : II ; so in the Sept. in 
Job l : l ; 2 : 3. See ENOUGH, R.EcEIVE., 

Note: The noun "abstinence" in Acts 27: 21, A.V„ translates asitia, 
"without food ", R.V. (a, negative, sitos, food). Cp. asitos, fasting, 
ver. 33., 
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ABUNDANCE, ABUNDANT, ABUNDANTLY, ABOUND 
A. Nouns. 

ABU 

r. HADROTES (aSp&.,..,,s-), which, in 2 Cor. 8: 20, in reference to the 
gifts from the church at Corinth for poor saints in Judcea, the R.V. renders 
"bounty" (A.V., "abundance "), is derived from hadros, thick, fat, 
full-grown, rich (in the Sept. it is used chiefiy of rich and great men, 
e.g., ]er. 5 : 5). In regard, therefore, to the offering in 2 Cor. 8: 20 the 
thought is that of bountiful giving, a fat offering, not mere abundance., 

2. PERISSEIA (7r€ptCTcn:la), an exceeding measure, something above 
the ordinary, is used four times; Rom. 5 : 17, of abundancc of grace; 
2 Cor. 8: 2, of abündance of joy; 2 Cor. 10: 15, of the extension of the 
Apostle's sphere of service through the practical fellowship of the saints at 
Corinth ; in Jas. l : 21 it is rendered, metaphorically, " overflowing," 
A.V. "superfiuity ", with reference to wickedness. Some would render 
it "residuum," or whal remains. See No. 3., 

.1· PERISSEUMA (1i(ptC1ouµ.a) denotes ahnnnam:e in a. i;Jightly more 
concrete form, 2 Cor. 8: 13, 14, where it stands for the gifts in kind 
supplied by the saints. In Mall. i~ : 34 and Luke 6 : 45 it is used of the 
abundance of the heart ; in Mark 8 : 8, of the broken pieces left after 
feeding the multitude "that remained over" (A.V. "that was left "). 
See REMAIN., In the Sept., Eccl. 2: 15.if 

4. HUPERBOL:R (U7r€pßoA.~). lit,, a th1:_owing beyond (huper, over, 
ballö, to throw), denotes excellence, exceeding greatness, of the power 
of God in His servants, 2 Cor. 4 : 7 ; of the revelations given to Paul, 12 : 7; 
with the preposition kata, the phrase signifies " exceeding," Rom. 7 : 13 ; 

" still more excellent," l Cor. 12 : 31 ; " exceedingly," 2 Cor. l : 8 ; 
"beyond measure," Gal. l : 13; and, in a more extended phrase, "more 
and more exceedingly," 2 Cor. 4 : 17. See EXCELLENCY, EXCELLENT, 
MEASURE., 

B. Verbs. 
r. PERISSEUO (7r€ptCTCT€Vw), akin to A, Nos. 2 and 3, is used in

transitively (a) of exceeding a certain number, or measure, to be over, to 
remain, of the fragments aftcr fccding the multltude (cp. perisseuma), 
Luke 9: 17; John 6: 12, 13; to exist in abundance; as of wealth, Luke 
12 : 15 ; 21 : 4; of food, 15 : 17. In this sense it is used also of consolation, 
2 Cor. l : 5 ; of the effect of a gift sent to meet the need of sajnts, 2 Cor. 
9: 12 ; of rejoicing, Phil. l : 26; of what comes or falls to the lot of a 
person in large measure, as of the grace of God and the gift by the grace 
of Christ, Rom. 5 : 15 ; of the sufferings of Christ, 2 Cor. l : 5. In 
Mark 12 : 44 and Luke 21 : 4, the R.V; has "superfiuity." 

(b) to redound to, or to turn out abundantly for something, as of the 
liberal effects of poverty, 2 Cor. 8 : 2 ; in Rom. 3 : 7, argumentativcly, 
of the effects of the truth of God, as to whether God' s truthfulness becomes 
more conspicuous and His glory is increased through man's untruthful
ness ; of numerical increase, Acts 16 : 5. 
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(c) to be abundantly furnished, to abound in a thing, as of material 
benefits, Luke 12 : r5 ; Phil. 4 : 18 of spiritual gifts, r Cor. 14 : 12, or to 
be pre-eminent, to excel, to be morally better off, as regards partaking of 
certain meats, l Cor. 8 : 8, " are we the better " ; to abound in hope, 
Rom. 15 . 13 ; the work of the Lord, l Cor. 15 : 58 ; faith and grace, 
2 Cor. 8 : 7 ; thanksgiving, Col. 2 : 7 ; walking so as to please God, Phil. 
l : 9 ; l Thess. 4 : l, 10 ; of righteousness, Matt. 5 : 20 ; of the Gospel, 
as the ministration of righteousness, 2 Cor. 3: 9, "exceed." 

lt is used transitively, in the sense of to make to abound, e.g., to 
provide a pers9n richly so that he has abundance, as of spiritual truth, 
Matt. 13 : 12 ; the right use of what God has entrusted to us, 25 : 29 ; 
the power of God in conferring grace, 2 Cor. 9: 8; Eph. l: 8; to make 
abundant or to cause to excel, as of the effect of grace in regard to thanks
giving. 2 Cor. 4: 15; His power to make us to abound in love, l Thess. 
3 : 12. See BETTER, ENOUGH, ExcEED, EXCEL, INCREASE, REDOUND, 
REMAIN.~ 

2. HUPERPERISSEUÖ (uTrepTrepwaevw), a strengthened form of 
No. l, signifies to abound exceedingly, Rom. 5 : 20, of the operation of 
grace ; 2 Cor. 7 : 4, in the Middle Voice, of the Apostle's joy in the saints. 
See ]OYFUL.~ 

3 PLEONAZÖ (m\cova~w), from pleion, or pleon, "more" (greater in 
quantity). akin to pleö, to fill, signifies, (a) intransitively, to superabound, 
of a trespass or sin, Rom. 5 : 20; of grace, Rom. 6 : l ; 2 Cor. 4: 15; 
of spiritual fruit, Phil. 4 : 17 ; of love, 2 Thess. l : 3 ; of various fruits, 
2 Pet. l : 8 ; of the gathering of the manna, 2 Cor. 8 : 15, "had 
over " ; (b) transitively, to make to increase, l Thess. 3 : 12. Sre 
JNCREASE, ÜVER. ~ 

4. HUPERPLEONAZO (uTrepm\eova~w), a strengthened form of No. 3, 
signifying to abound exceedingly, is used in l Tim. l : 14, of the grace of 
God.~ 

5. PLETHUNO (Tr>.718vvw), a lengthened form of plethö, to fill, akin to 
No. 3, and to plethos, a multitude, signifies to increase, to multiply, and, in 
the Passive Voice, to be multiplied, e.g., of iniquity, Matt. 24: 12, R.V. 
See MuLTIPLY. 

Note: Huperballö, akin to A, No. 4, to exceed, excel, is translated 
"passeth" in Eph. 3 : 19. See also 2 Cor. 3 : ro (R.V., "surpasseth;" 
A.V., "excelleth ") ; 9: 14, "exceeding; " Eph. l : 19; 2 : 7. See 
ExcEED, ExcEL.~ 

C. Adjectives. 
r. PERISSOS (7rep,aa6s). akin to B, No. r, " abundant," is translated 

"advantage" in Rom. 3 : l, "superfluous" in 2 Cor. 9: r. See 
ADVANTAGE, MORE, B, No. 2, SUPERFLUOUS. 

2. PERISSOTEROS (7rep,aa6-repos), the comparative degree of No. I, 

is translated as follows : in Matt. II : 9, and Luke 7 : 26, R.V., " much 
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more" (A.V., "more ") ; in Mark r2 : 40, "greater; " in Luke r2 : 4, 
48, " more ; " in r Cor. r2 : 23, 24, " more abundant ; " in 2 Cor. 2 : 7, 
" overmuch; " in 2 Cor. ro: 8, R.V„ "abundantly," A.V., "more." See 
GREATER, MORE, ÜVERMUCH. 

D. Adverbs. 
r. PERISSÖS (77EpL<7<7ws), corresponding to Adjective No. r above, 

is found in Matt. 27 : 23, R.V„ "exceedingly," A.V„ "the more ; " Mark 
ro : 26, R.V„ "exceedingly," A.V„ "out of measure;" r5 : r4 ; Acts. 
26 : II, "exceedingly." See ExcEEDINGLY, B, No. 4, MEASURE, B, 
No. 13, MORE.iT 

2. PERISSOTEROS (17Ept<7CTOTtpws), the adverbial form of No. 2, 

above, means 'more abundantly;' in Heb. 2: r, lit„ 'we ought to give heed 
more abundantly.' lt is most frequent in 2 Cor. In II : 23, sec the R.V. 
See EARNEST, EXCEEDU GLY, RATHER. 

3. HUPERPERISSÖS (lmEp1TEpiaaws), a strengthened form of No. l, 

signifiei;; " AXceeding abunda.ntly," Mark 7 : J7· if 
4. HUPEREKPERTSSOU (threpeK1Tliipi<7<7ov), a still further strcngth~ned 

form, is translated " exceeding abundantly" in Eph. 3 : 20 , ., ex
ceedingly" in r Thess. 3 : ro ; 5 : r3. See EXCEEDINGLY. ir 

Note: Huperballontös, akin to A, No. 4, denotes "above mea>:nrc," 
2 Cor. II: 23.i-f 

5. PLOUSIOS (77Aov<7lws), connected with ptoutos, riches, is rendered 
" abundantly," Tit. 3 : 6 and 2 Pet. r : II; "richly," Col. 3 : r6 and r Tim. 
6 : r7. lt is used of (a) the gift of the Holy Spirit; (b) entrance into the 
coming Kingdom; (c) the indwelling of the Word of Christ; (d) material 
benefits. See RICHL Y. iT 

Notes: (r) Dunamis, power, is translated "abundance" in the 
A.V. of Rev. r8 : 3 (R.V. and A.V. marg„ "power"). 

(2) Polus, much, many, is rendered "abundant" in r Pet. r : 3, A.V. 
(marg„ "much "), R.V„ "great." 

(3) For the verbs plouteö and ploutizo, see R1cH and ENRICH. 
(4) For ploutos, wealth, riches, and plousios, rich, see RICH. 

ABUSE, ABUSERS 
A. Verb. 

KATACHRAOMAI (Ka-raxpaoµai), lit„ to use overmuch (kata, down, 
intensive, chraomai, to use), is found in r Cor. 7: 31, with reference to the 
believei:"s use of the world (marg„ " use to the full "), and I Cor. 9 : 18, 
A.V„ " abuse ," R.V„ " use to the full." See UsE.,; 

B. Noun. 
For the noun arsenokoites, see r Cor. 6 : 9, and l Tim. I : ro. ~ 

For ABYSS see BOTTOM .. 
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ACCEPT, ACCEPTED, ACCEPTABLE 
A. Verbs. 

ACC 

l. DECHOMAI (ölxoµai) signifies to accept, by a deliberate and 
ready reception of what is offered (cp. No. 4), e.g., l Thess. 2 : 13, R.V., 
" accepted ; " 2 Cor. 8 : 17 ; II : 4, See RECEIVE, TAKE. 

z. APODECHOMAI (a7Toölxoµai), consisting of apo, from, intensive, 
and No. l, expresses dechomai more strongly, signifying to receive heartily, 
to welcome, Luke 8 : 40 (R.V., "welcomed," A.V., "gladly received ") ; 
Acts 2 : 41 ; 18 : 27 ; 24 : 3 ; 28 : 30. See RECEIVE, WELCOME. 

3. PROSDECHOMAI (11poaö€xoµai), pros, to, and No. l, to accept 
favourably, or receive lu uue::.elf, is used of things futurc, in thc sense 
of expecting; with the meaning of accepting, it is used ncgatively in Heb. 
II : 35, " not accepting their deliverance ; " of receiving, e.g., Luke 15 : 2 ; 

Rom. 16: 2; Phil. 2: 29. See ALLOW, LooK (for), RECEIVE, TAKE, 
WA.IT. 

4. LAMBANÖ (A.aµßd.vw), almost synonymous with dechomai, is 
distinct frum il, i.u ll1at it sometimes mcans to rcccivc ns mcrcly a. self
prompte<l action, without necessarily signifyi11g a favourable recepti•m, 
Gal. 2 : 6. See ATtAIN, CALL, CATCH, HAVE, HOLD, ÜBTAIN, RECEIVE, 
TAKE. 

Note: Thc vcrb charitoö, to make acceptable, is translated "made 
accepted," in Eph. l : 6, A.V.; R.V., "freely bestowed." 

B. Adjectives. 
The following adjectives are translated "acceptable," or in some 

cases "accepted." The R.V. more frequently adopts the former 
rendering. 

r. DEKTOS (Ö€1m~s'), akin to No. l, denotes a person or thing who has 
been regarded favourably, Luke 4: 19, 24; Acts IO: 35; 2 Cor. 6: 2 

(in this verse No. 3 is used in the second place); Phil. 4: 18.,[ 
2. APODEKTOS (d7ToÖ€KTo>), a strengthened form of No. l (apo, from, 

used intensively),-significs acceptable, in the sense of what is pleasing and 
welcome, l Tim. 2: 3; 5: 4., 

3. EUPROSDEKTOS (€1'mpop-Ö€KT0>), a still stronger form of No. l, 

signifies a very favourable acceptance (eu, well, pros, towards, No. l), 
Rom. 15 : 16, 31 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 2 ; 8 : 12 ; l Pet. 2 : 5. if 

4. EUARESTOS (€Üdp€aTo>), eu, well, arestos, pleasing, is rendered 
"acceptable," in the A.V. of Rom. 12 : l, z; 14 : r8; in z Cor. 5 : 9, 
"accepted" ; Eph. 5 : IO. The R.V. usually has " well-pleasing; " so 
A.V. and R.V. in Phil. 4 : r8; Col. 3 : zo; in Tit. z : '), "please well," 
A.V. ; Heb. 13 : 2r. See PLEASING.ir 

· C. Adverb. 
EUARESTOS (€uap€aTws), corresponding to B, No. 4, is used in Heb. 

12 : 28, "so as to please." See PLEASE.if 
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D. Nouns. 
r. APODOCHE (&.7ToSoX17), akin to B, No. 2, signifies worthy to be 

received with approbation, acceptation, I Tim. I : IS ; 4 : 9. The phrase 
in I : 15 is found in a writing in the Ist century expressing appreciation 
of a gift from a princess. ~ 

2. CHARIS (xapis-), grace, indicating favour on the part of the giver, 
thanks on the part of the receiver, is rendered " acceptable " in I Pet. 
2: 19, 20. See margin. · See BENEFIT, FAVOUR, GRACE, LIBERALITY, 
PLEASURE, THANK. 

ACCESS 
PROSAGÖGE (1TpouaywY71), lit„ a leading or bringing into the presence 

of (pros, to, agö, to lead), denotes access, with which is associated the 
thought of freedom to enter through the assistance or favour of another. 
lt is used three times, (a) Rom. S : 2, of the access which we have by 
faith, through our Lord Jesus Christ, into grace; (b) Eph. 2 : r8, of our 
access in one Spirit through Christ, unto the Father ; (c) Eph. 3 : 12, of 
the same access, there said to be "in Christ," and which we have "in 
confidence through our faith in Hirn." This access involves the acceptance 
which we have in Christ with God, and the privilege of His favour towards 
us. Some advocate the meaning "introduction.''~I 

ACCOMPANY 
A. Verbs. 

I. SUNEPOMAI (uvvl1Toµ.ai), lit., to follow with (sun, with, hepomai, 
to follow), hence came to mean simply to accompany, Acts 20: 4.~ 

2. SUNERCHOMAI (uuvlpxoµ.a,), chiefly used of assembling together, 
signifies to accompany, in Luke 23 : 55; John II : 33 ; Acts 9 : 39; 
IO : 45 ; II : I2 ; 15 : 38 ; 2I : r6. In Acts I : 21 it is said of men who 
had "companied with" the Apostles all the time the Lord Jesus was 
with them. See AssEMBLE, CoME, COMPANY, Go, RESORT. 

3. ECHO (lxw), to have, is rendered "accompany," in Heb. 6 : 9, 
"things that accompany salvation." The margin gives perhaps the 
better sense, " things that are near to salvation." 

4. PROPEMPO (1Tpo1Tlµ.1Tw), translated "accompanied," in Acts 
20: 38, A.V., lit. means "tosend forward;" hence, of assisting a person 
on a journey either (a) in the sense of fitting him out with the requisites 
for it, or (b) actually accompanying him for part of the way. The former 
seems tobe indicated in Rom. 15: 24 and I Cor. I6: 6, and ver. II, where 
the R.V. has "set him forward." So in 2 Cor. I : r6 and Tit. 3 : 13, and 
of John's exhortation to Gaius concerning travelling evangelists, "whom 
thou wilt do well toset forward on their journey worthily of God," 3 John 6, 
R.V. While personal accompaniment is not excluded, practical assistance 
seems to be generally in view, as indicated by Paul's word to Titus to 
set forward Zenas and Apollos on their journey and to see " that nothing 
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be wanting unto them." In regard to the parting of Paul from the elders 
of Ephesus at Miletus, personal accompaniment is especially in view, 
perhaps not without the suggestion of assistance, Acts 20 : 38, R.V., 
" brought him on his way; " accompaniment is also indicated in 21 : 5 ; 
"they all with wives and children brought us on our way, till we were 
out of the city." In Acts 15 : 3, both ideas perhaps are suggested. 
See BRING, CONDUCT.if 

ACCOi\lPLISH, ACCO;\IPLISH?IIENT 
A. Verbs. 

l. ESARTfZÜ \€fapTt,w), tu fit out, (from ek, out, and a verb derived 
from artos, a joint), hence means to furnish completely, 2 Tim. 3: 17, or 
to accomplish, Acts 21 : 5, there said of a number of days, as if to render 
the days complete by what was appointed for them. See FURNISH.'i[ 
In the Sept., Ex. 28: 7.'i[ 

2. PLEROÖ (1Tl.11puw), to fulfil, tu cuuiJJlete, ca.rry out to the full 
(as wcll as to fill), is translated " perfect" in Rev. 3 : 2, A.V. ; R.V., 
" I have found no works of tliine fulfilled before My God;" "accomplish " 
in Luke 9 : 31. See Cü:ll:PLETE, El'm, ExPIRE, FILL, FULFIL, FuLL, 
Pirn<\cH. 

Note: Its strengthened form, ekpleroö, to fulfil, lit„ fill out, is used 
in Acts 13 : 33, of the fulfilment of a Divine promise of the resurrcction 
of Christ. 

3. TELEÖ (TEMw), to finish, to bring to an end (telos, an end), fre
qucntly signifies, not merely to terminate a thing, but to carry out a 
thing to the full. It is used especially in the Apocalypse, where it occnrs 
eight timcs, and is rcndcred "finish" in 10: 7; II : 7, and in the R.V. 
of 15 : l, which rightly translates it " (in thcm) is finished (the wrath of 
God)." So in ver. 8; in 17 : 17, R.V„ "accomplish," and "finish" in 
20: 3, 5, 7; in Luke 2 : 39, R.V., "accomplish," for A.V„ "performed." 
Sc'C E~n. EXPIRE, FILL, FI!-iISI,, FüLFIL, Go, No. 5, PAY, PERFORM. 

+ EPITELEÖ (€7rmMw), epi, up, intensive, and No. 3, is a 
,;trengthened form of that verb, in the sense of " accomplishing." 
The fullcr mcaning is to accomplish perfectly; in Rom. 15 : 28, R.V., 
" accomplish ; " " perfecting " in 2 Cor. 7 : ;r; "complete " in 8 : 6 and 
II ; " completion " in the latter part of this IIth verse, which is better 
than " performance ; " " perfected " in Gal. 3 : 3 ·; " perfect " in Phil. 
l : 6. In Heb. 8 : 5 the margin rightly has " complete " instead of 
"make," with regard to the Tabernacle. In Heb. 9 : 6 it is translateu 
" accomplish " and in l Pct. 5 : 9. See CoMPLETE, Do, FINISH, MAKE, 
PERFECT, PERFORM.if 

5. TELEIOO (nl.ELow), though distinct grammatically from teleö, 
has much the same meaning. The main distinction is that teleö more 
frequently signifies to fulfil, teleioö, more frequently, to make perfect, 
one of thc chief features of tlw Epistle to the Hebrews, where it occurs 
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nine times. lt is rendered "accomplish" in the R.V. of John 4 : 34; 
5 : 36 ; 17 : 4, and Acts 20 : 24. See CONSECRATE, FINISH, FuLFIL, 
PERFECT. 

6. PLETHÖ·(111\~0w), to fulfil, is translated "accomplished" in the 
A.V. of Luke l : 23; 2 : 6, 21, 22 (R.V„ "fulfilled "). See FILL, 

No. 5, FURNISH, Note. 
B. Noun. 

EKPLERÖSIS (licm\~pwais), see A, No. 2, Note, means an entire 
fulfilment (ek, out, plerosis, a filling), Acts 21 : 26, of the fulfilment of 
<l;i Y" of purification. if 

ACCORD 
A. Adverb. 

HO~IOTHUMADON (&µ.o0vµ.a86v), of one accord (from homos, same, 
tltumos, 111ÜH.l), occurs eleven times, ten in the Acts, r : 14 ; 2 : 46 ; 
4 : 24 ; 5 : 12 ; 7 : 57 ; 8 : 6 ; 12 : 20 ; 15 : 25 ; 18 : T?, ; II) : 29, and 
the other in Rom. 15 : 6, where, for A.V„ " with one mind," the R.V. 
has " with one accord," as throughout the Acts. See MIND. if 

Note: In Acts 2: l, the ailverb homou, "together,'' is so rendered in 
the R.V., for A.V., "of one accord." 

B. Adjectives. 
"Of one's own accord." 

I. AUTHAIRETOS (mh-6µaTos}, from autos, self, and haireomai, 
to choose, self-chosen, voluntary, of one's own accord, occurs in 2 Cor. 8 : 3, 
and 17, of thc churches of Macedonia as to their gifts for the poor saints in 
Judcea, and of Titus in his willingness to go and exhort the. church in 
Corinth concerning the matter. In 8 : 3 the R.V. translates it " (gave) 
of their own accord," consistently with the rendering in ver. 17. See 
\VILLING.if 

2. AUTOMATOS (avToµ<hos), from autos, self, and a root ma-, 
signifying desire, denotes of oneself, moved by one's own impulse. lt 
o~curs in Mark 4: 28, of the power of the earth to produce plants and 
fruits of itself; Acts 12 : IO, of the door whic;h opcned of its own accord. 
See SELF.if In the Sept., Lev. 25: 5, "spontaneous produce;" ver. II, 

"produce that comes of itself;" Josh. 6: 5; 2 Kings 19: 29," (that which 
groweth) of itself; " Job 24 : 24, of an ear of corn " (falling off) of itself 
(from the stalk)."if 

3. SUMPSUCHOS (cnJµ.ifavxos), lit., fellow-souled or minded (sitn, with, 
psuche, the soul), occurs in Phil. 2 : 2, "of one accord."'J 

ACCORDING AS 
I. KATIIOTI (Ka06-rL), from kata, according to, and hoti, that, lit., 

because that, Luke r : 7 ; 19 : q ; Ads 2 : 24, is translated " ar.r.ording 
as" in Acts 2 : 45, RV. (A.V., "as ") am] in 4 : 35 ; "inasmuch as" 
r7:3r.~ 
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2. KATHÖS (1Ca8ws), from kata, according to, and hös, as, signifies 
"according as" or" even as," e.g„ I Cor. I: 31; 2 Cor, 9: 7. 

3. HOS (ws) is sometimes rendered" according as," e.g„ Rev. 22 : 12 ; 

in 2 Pet. l : 3, the R.V. has "seeing that," for the A.V. "according as." 
4. KATHO (Ka86): see INASMUCH AS. 

ACCORDING TO: See Note t p. 9. 

ACCOUNT (-ED) (Verbs and Noun) 
A. Verbs. 

I. DOKEO (So1Clw), primarily, to be of opinion, think, suppose, also 
signifies to seem, be accounted, reputed, translated "accounted" in 
Mark IO: 42 ; Luke 22 : 24. lt is not used ironically here, nor in 
Gal. 2 : 2, 6, 9, " those who were of repute." See REPUTE, SEEM, SuPPOSE, 
THINK. 

:.:. ELLOGEO (or-AO) (.l,\,\oy.lw), to put to a per5on's :'lrr.onnt, Philm. 18, 
is used of sin in Rom. 5 : 13, "reckon" (A.V„ "impute "). See lMPUTE, 
No. 2.~ 

3. Ht'!:GEOMAI (~yloµai) primarily signifies to lead ·~ then, to consider; 
it is translated" accounting" in Heb. II : 26, R.V. (A.V„" esteeming ") ; 
2 Pet. 3 : 15, "account." See CHIEF, CouNT, EsrEEM, GoVERNOR, 
jUDGE, RULE, SUPPOSE, THINK. 

4. LOGIZOMAI (.\oyl,oµai) primarily signifies to reckon, whether by 
calculation or imputation, e.g„ Gal. 3 : 6 (R.V„ "reckoned ") ; then, to 
deliberate, and so to suppose, account, Rom. 8 : 36; 14 : 14 (A.V., 
"esteemeth ") ; l Cor. 4: l; Heb. II : 19; John II : 50 (A.V„ "con
sider ") ; Acts 19 : 27 (" made of no account" ; A.V„ " despised ") ; 
l Pet. 5 : 12 (A.V., "suppose "). lt is used of love in l Cor. 13: 5, as 
not taking account of evil, R.V. (A.V„ "thinketh "). In 2 Cor. 3: 5 
the Apostle uses it in repudiation of the idea that he and fellow-servants 
of God are so self-sufficient as to "account anything" (R.V.) as from 
themselves (A. V„ " think "), i.e„ as to attribute anything to themselves. 
Cp. 12 : 6. In 2 Tim. 4 : 16 it is used of laying to a person's " account " 
(R.V.) as a charge against him (A.V„ "charge "}. 

Note: In Phil. 4: 8 it signifies to think upou a matter by way of 
taking account of its character (R.V. margin}. See CoNCLUDE, COUNT, 
CHARGE, EsTEEM, lMPUTE, NuMBER, REASON, REcKON, THINK, SuPPOSE. 

5. KATAXIOÖ (1CaTagi6w} denotes to account worthy (kata, intensive, 
axios, worthy), to judge worthy, Luke ·20: 35; some mss. have it in 
21 : 36 (so the A.V.} ; the most authentic mss. have the verb katischuö, 
to prevail; Acts 5 : 41, "were counted worthy; " so 2 Thess. l : 5. fl 

6. EXOUTHENEO (lgovfhr11lw}, to makc of no account, frequcntly 
signifies to despise. In I Cor. ·6: 4, it is used, not in a contemptuous 
sense, but of Gentile judges, before whom the saints are not to go to law 
with one another, such magistrates having no place, and therefore being 
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" of no account" (R.V.), in the church. The Apostle is not speaking of 
any believers as " least esteemed " (A.V.). In 2 Cor. lo : 10, for A.V., 
" contemptible," the R.V. suitably has " of no account." See DESPISE. 

B. Noun. 
LOGOS ("oyoS'), a word or saying, also means an account which one 

gIVes by word o.f mouth (cp. No. 4), Matt. 12 : 36 ; Matt. 18 : 23, R.V., 
" reckoning; " 16 : 2 ; Acts 19 : 40 ; 20 : 24 (A.V., "count ") ; · Rom. 
14 : 12 ; Phil. 4 : 17 ; Heb. 13 : 17 ; l Pet. 4 : 5. See CAUSE, CoM
MUNICATION, Do, DocTRINE, FAME,lNTENT, MATTER, MOUTH, PREACHING, 
QUESTION, REASON, RECKONING, RUMOUR, SAYING, SHEW, SPEECH, 
TALK, THING, TIDINGS, .. TREATISE, UTTERANCE, WORD, WORK. 

ACCURATELY 
AKRIBOS (aKpißwS') is correctly translated in the R.V. of Luke l : 3, 

"having tracetl the course of all things accurately" (A.V., "having bad 
perfect understanding "). , Tt i~ 115Pd in Matt. :2 : 8, of Ht>rod'~ command 
to the wise men as to s~arching for the young Child (R.V„ "carefully," 
A.V., " diligently ") ; in Acts 18 : 25, j)f Apollos' teaching of " the 
things concerning Jesus " (R.V., " carefully," A.V., " diligently ") ; 
in Eph. 5 : 15, of the way in which believers are to walk (R.V., " care
fully;" A.V., "circumspectly ") ; in l Thess. 5 : 2, of the knowledge 
gained by the saints through the Apostle's teaching concerning the 
Day of the Lord (R.V. and A.V., "perfectly "). The word expresses that 
accuracy which is the outcome of carefulness. lt is connected with 
akros, pointed. 

This word and its other gramtnatical forms, akribeia, akribes, akribes
teron and akriboö, are used especially by Luke, who employs them eight 
times out of the thirteen in the N.T.; Matthew uses them three times, 
Paul twice. See CAREFUL, DILIGENT, ExACTLY, PERFECT.'ft 

For ACCURSED see CURSE, A, No. 3 

ACCUSATION, ACCUSE 
A. Nouns. 

l. AITIA (alTla) probably has the primary meaning of a cause, 
especially an· occasion of something evil, hence a charge, an accusation. 
lt is used in a forensic sense, of (a) an accusation, Acts 25 : 18 (R.V., 
"charge "), 27; (b) a crime, Matt. 27: 37; Mark 15 : 26 ; John 18 : 38; 
19 : 4, 6 ; Acts 13 : 28 ; 23 : 28 ; 28 : 18. See CASE, CAUSE, CHARGE, 
CRIME, FAULT. 

2. AITIOMA (al·nwµ.a), an accusation, expressing No. l more con
cretely, is found in Acts 25 : 7, R.V., "charges," for A.V., "complaints." 
See CoMPLAINT. 'ft 

3. ENKLf:MA (€yK>.7Jµ.a) is an accusation made in public, but not 
necessarily before a tribunal. That is the case in Acts 23 : 29, "laid to 
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his charge." In 25 : 16 it signifies a matter of complaint; hence the 
R.V. has" the matter laid against him" (A.V., "crime "). See CHARGE, 
CRIME.~ 

4. KATEGORIA (Ka'T'T}yopla), an accusation, is found in John 
18 : 29 ; l Tim. 5 : 19 and Tit. l : 6, lit., ' not under accusation.' 
This and the verb kategoreö, to accuse, and the noun kategoros, an accuser 
(see below), all have chiefly to do with judicial procedure, as distinct from 
diaballö, to slander. lt is derived from agora, a place of public speaking, 
prefixed by kata, against ; hence it signifies a speaking against a 
person before a public tribunal. lt is the opposite to apologia, a defence. ~ 

Noie: Krisis, which has been translated "accusation," in the A.V. 
of 2 Pet. 2 : II and Jude 9 (R.V., "judgement "), does not come undcr 
this category. lt signifies a judgment, a decision given concerning 
anything. 

B. Verbs. 
I. DIABALLO (8iaßa:Uw), used in Luke 16: 1, in the Passive Voice, 

lil. signifies to hurl across (dia, through, baltö, to throw), and hence 
suggcsls a verbal assault. lt stresses the act rather than the author, as 
in the case of aitia and kategoria. Diabolos is connccted. ~ 

2. ENKALEÖ (eyKaAEw), - see A, No. 3, to bring a charge against, 
or to come forward as an accuser against, lit. denotes to call in (en, in, 
kaleö, to call), i.e., to call (something) in or against (someone) ; hence, to 
call to accounl, to accuse, Acts 19 : 38, R.V. (A.V., " implcad ") ; in ver. 
40, "accused" (A.V., "call in question "). lt is used in four other places 
in thc Acts, 23 : 28, 29 ; 26 : 2, 7, and elsewhere in Rom. 8 : 33, " shall 
lay to the charge;" See CALL, lMPLEAD.~ 

3. EPEREAZÖ (e1T7JpEa~w), besides its more ordinary meaning, to 
insult, treat abusively, despitefully, Luke 6 : 28, has the forensic 
significance to accuse falsely, and is used with this meaning in l Pet. 3 : 16, 
R.V., " revile." See DESPITEFULLY, REVILE.~ 

4. KATEGOREÖ (KaTTJ'}'OpEw), to speak against, accuse (cp. A, No. 4), 
is used (a) in a general way, to accuse, e.g., Luke 6 : 7, R.V., " ho\v to 
accuse ; " Rom. 2 : 15 ; Rev. 12 : 10 ; {b) before a judge, e.g., Matt. 
12 : 10 ; Mark 15 : 4 (R.V„ " witness against ") ; Ar.ts 22 : 30 ; 25 : 16. 
In Acts 24: 19, R.V. renders it "makc accusation," for the A.V .. 
"objcct." See ÜBJECT, WITNESS . 

.5· SUKOPHANTEÖ (avKo</>aVTEw), Eng., sycophant, mcans (a) to 
accuse wrongfully, Luke 3 : 14 (A.V. and R.V., margin) ; R.V .. "exact 
wrongfully; " (b) to exact money wrongfully, to take anything by false 
accusation, Luke 19: 8, and the R.V. text of 3 : 14. lt is more frequently 
found in the Sept.; see Gen. 43: 18, to inform against; Lev. 19: II, 

" neither shall each falsely accuse his neighbour; " Job. 35 : 9, "they 
that arc oppressed by false accusation;" Psalm ng : 122, "let not the 
pruud accuse me falsely;" Prov. 14: 31 and 22 : 16, "he that oppresses 
the necdy by false accusation." 
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The word is derived from sukon, a fig, and phainö, to show. At Athens 
a man whose business it was to give information against anyone who 
might be detected exporting figs out of the province, is said to have been 
called a sukophantes (see Note (2) below). Probably, however, the word 
was used to denote one who brings figs to light by shaking the tree, and 
then in a metaphorical sense one who makes rich men yield up their 
fruit by false accusation. Hence in general parlance it was used to 
designate a malignant informer, one who accused from love of gain. 
See ExACT., 

Note: Proaitiaomai denotes to bring a previous chargc against, 
Rom. 3 : 9, R.V. See CHARGE., 

ACCUSER 
r. DIABOLOS (8i&.ßo>.os), an accuser (cp. Accuse, B, No. r), is used 

34 times as a title of Satan, "the Devil" (the English word is derived 
from the Greek) ; . oncc of Judas, John 6: 70, who, in his opposition to 
God, acted the part of the Devil. Apart from John 6 : 70, men am never 
spoken of as devils. lt is always to be distinguished from daz'.mön, a 
demon. lt is found three times, l Tim. 3 : II ; 2 Tim. 3 : 3 ; Tit. 2 : 3, 
of false accusers, slanderers. 

2. KATEGOROS (KaT~yopos), an accuscr (sec p. 26), is used in John 
8 : lO ; Acts 23 : 30, 35 ; 24 : 8 ; 25 : 16, 18. In Rev. 12 : IO, it is used 
of Satan., In lhe Sept., Prov. 18: 17., 

Notes: (1) Sukophantia, a false accusation or oppression, is used in 
Eccl. 5: 7; 7: 8; Psa. n9: 134 and Arnos 2: 8 (not in the N.T.). See 
No. 5, above. 

(2) Sukophantes, a false accuser, or oppressor, occurs in Psa. 72 : 4; 
Prov. 28: 16 (not in thc N.T.). 

ACKNO\VLEDGE (-M:ENT) 
A. Verb. 

EPIGINÖSKÖ (emyivc!iaKo>) signifies (a) to know thoroughly (epi, 
intensive, ginöskö, to know) ; (b) to recognize a thing to be what it rcaily 
is, to acknowledge, l Cor. 14: 37 (R.V„ "take knowledge of ") ; 16 : 18; 
2 Cor. l: 13, 14. See KNOW, KNOWLEDGE, PERCEIVE. 

Note: In l John 2 : 23, "acknowledgeth" translates the verb homo
logeö, to confess, R.V„ " confesseth." 

B. Noun. 
EPIGNÖSIS (e1Tlyvwais), akin to A, full, or thorough knowledge, 

discernment, recognition, is translated "acknowledging" in the A.\'. 
of 2 Tim. 2 : 25 ; Tit. r : l and Philm. 6 (in all thrce, R.V., "knowledgc," 
properly, " thorough knowledge "). In Col. 2 : 2, A.V., " acknowled;;e
ment," R.V., " that they may know " (i.e., ' unto the full knowledge '). 
See KNOWLEDGE. 
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ACQUAINTANCE 
r. GNOSTOS (yvwaTCk), from ginösM, to know, signifies known, or 

knowable; hence, one's acquaintance; it fa used in this sense, in the 
plural, in Luke 2: 44 and 23: 49. See KNOWN, NOTABLE. 

2. IDIOS ('3,o>), one's own1 is translated "acquaintance" in th,e 
A.V. of Acts 24: 23, "friends" (R.V.). See COMPANY. 

For ACROSS (Acts 27: 5, R.V.), see Note t p. 9. 

ACT 
I. EPAUTOPHORQ (emi1.YT0</Jcf>p'f') primarily signifies caught in the 

act of theft (cpi, upon, intensive, autos, self, phör, a thief) ; then, caught 
in the act of any other crime, John 8 : 4. In some texts the preposition 
epi is detached from the remainder of the adjective, and appears as 
ep' autophörö. ~ 

2. DIKAIOMA (füKalwiia.) signifies an act of righteousness, a concrete 
expression of righteousness, as in the R.V. of Rom. 5 : 18, in reference 
to the Death of Christ; the A.V. wrongly renders it "the righteousness 
of One." Thc contrast is between the one trespass by Adam and the 
one actof Christ in His atoning Death. In Rev. 15 : 4 and 19: 8, the word 
is used in the plural to signify, as in the R.V., "righteous acts," respec
tively, of God, and of the saints. See jUDGMENT, JustIF:tCATION, ÜRDI-
NANCE, RIGHTEOUSNESS. . 

3. PRASSO (1Tpcfoaw), to do, to practise, is translated "act" in the 
R.V. of Acts 17: 7 (A.V., "do "). See COMMIT, Do, EXACT, KEEP, 
REQUIRE, UsE. 

ACTIVE 
ENERGES (evf:p;n)>), lit., 'in work' (cp. Eng„ energetic), is used 

(a) of the Word of God, Heb. 4: 12 (R.V., " active," A.V., "powerful ") ; 
(b) of a door for the Gospel, l Cor. 16 : 9, "effectual ; " (c) of faith, Philm. 
6, "effectual." See EFFECTUAL, PowERFUL. Cp. the synonymous words 
ditnatos and ischuros (see ABLE). ~ 

ACTUALLY 
HOLOS (öA.w>), from holos, all, whole, is translated " actually" in 

1 Cor. 5 : l, R.V. (" it is actually :.cported ") ; the A.V. "commonly" 
does not convey the meaning. In 6 : 7 it is translated " altogether " 
(A.V. "utterly "); in 15 : 29, "at all," as in Matt. S : 34. See ALL, 
ALTOGETHER ~ 

ADD 
l. EPITITHEMI (emTleTJµ'), lit., to put upon (epi, upon, tithemi, 

to put), has a secondary and somewhat infrequent meaning, to add to, 
and is found in this sense in Mark 3: 16, 17, lit., 'He added the name 
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Peter to Simon,' 'He added to them the name Boanerges,' and Rev. 
22 : 18, where the word is set in contrast to " take away from " (ver. 19). 
See LADE, LAY, PUT, SET. 

2. PROSTITH.~MI (TrpOC7'l8rjµ,), to put to (pros, to, tithemi, to put), 
to add, or to place beside (the primary meaning), in Luke 17 : 5 is trans
lated" increase," in the request" increase our faith ; " in Luke 20 : II, 12, 

"he sent yet" (A.V. "again he sent "), lit., 'he added and sent,' as in 
19 : II, "He added and spake." In Acts 12 : 3, R.V., " proceeded," 
A.V., "proceeded further" (of repeating or continuing the action 
mentioned by the following verb) : in Ach; r3 : 36," w;i<; laid unto " ; in 
Heb. 12: r9, "more ... be spoken," (lit., 'that no word should be 
added '). In Gal. 3 : 19, " What then is lhe law ? It was added hecause 
of transgressions," there is no contradiction of what is said in verse 15, 
where the word is epidiatassö (see No. 4), for there the latter word conveys 
the idea of supplementing an agreement already made; here in ver. r9 
the meaning is not that something had been added to the promisr. with ;i 
view to complete it, which the Apostle denies, but that something bad 
been given in addition to the promisc, us in Rom . .5: 20, "The law came 
in beside." See GIVE, INCREASE, LAY, PROCEED, SPEAK. 

3. PROSANATITH.~MI (11poua11aTW71µ,), lit., to lay upon in addition, 
came to be used in the sense of putting oneself before another, for the 
purpose of consulting bim ; hence simply to consult, to take one into 
counsel, to confer. With this meaning it is used only in Gal. l : 16. Tn 
Gal. 2: 2, a shorter form, anatithemi, is used, which means to lay before 
(A.V„ "communicated unto "). This less intensive word may have been 
purposely used there by the Apostle to suggest that he described to his 
fellow-apostles the character of bis teaching, not to obtain their approval 
or their advice concerning it, but simply that they might have the facts 
of tbe case before them on which they were shortly to adjudicate. 

It was also used to signify to communicate, to impart. With this mean
ing it is used only in Gal. 2 : 6, in the Middle Voice, the suggestion being 
to add from one's store of things. In regard to his visit to Jerusalem 
the Apostle says " those who were of repute impartcd nothing to me " 
(A.V., "in conference added "), that is to say, they neither modified his 
teaching nor added to his authority. See CoNFER.fi 

4. EPIDIATASSÖ (~mfüanfuuw), lit., to arrange in addition (epi, 
upon, dia, through, tassö, to arrange), is used in Gal. 3: 15 (" addeth," 
or rather, 'ordains something in addition '). If no one does such a 
thing in the matter of a human covenant, how much more is a covenant 
made by God inviolable ! The Judaizers by their addition violated this 
principle, and, by proclaiming the Divine authority for wbat they did, they 
virtually charged God with a breach of promise. He gave the Law, 
indeed, but neither in _place of the promise nor to supplement it. ~ 

5. PAREISPHERO (TTapt.ia</Jlpw), to bring in besides (para, besides, 
eis, in, ph{',rö, to bring), means "to add," 2 Pet. l : 5, "adding on your 
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part" (R.V.) ; the words "on your part" represent the intensive force 
of the verb; the ~.V.," giving" does not provide an adequate meaning.if 

6. EPICHOREGEO (€mxop71y€w) is translated "add" in the A.V. 
of 2 Pet. l : 5. Its meaning is to supply, to minister (epi, to, choregeö, 
to minister) ; R.V., "supply." See MINISTER. 

7. DIDÖMI (8l8wµ.i), to give, is translated "add," in Rev. 8: 3, 
R.V., for A.V., "offer" (marg., "add "). See GrvE. 

Note: In Phil. 1: :17, R.V., egeirö, to raise, is translated "add" in 
the A.V. (R.V„ "raisc up "). See BRING, A, No. 6. 

For ADDICTED (A.V. of l Cor. 16 : 15) see SET, No. lo. 

AD JURE 
I. HORKIZÖ (6picl~w), to cause to swear, to lay under the obligation 

of an oath (horkos, Mark 5 : 7; Ac:ts 19: 13), is connected with the Heb. 
word for a thigh, cp. Gen. 24: 2, 9; 47: 29. Some mss. have this word 
in l Thess. 5 : 27. 'l'he most authentic have Nu. 3 (below). See CttAKtzK if 

:l. EXORKTZÖ (t[op«lCw), an intensive form of No. 1, signifies lo 
appeal by an oath, to adjure, Matt. 26 : 63. if In the Sept., Gen. 24 : 3 ; 
Judg. 17 : 2 ; l Kings 22 : 16. if 

3. ENORKIZÖ (lvopicl~w), to put undcr (or bind by) an oath, is 
translated "adjure" in the R.V. of l Thess. 5: 27 (A.V., "charge ").if 
In the Sept., Neh. 13 : 25. if 

Note: The synonymous verb omnumi signifies to make an oath, to 
declare or promise with an oath. See, e.g., Mark 6 : 23, in contrast to 
5 : 7 (horkizö). See ÜATH and SWEAR. 

For the A.V. ADMINISTER and ADMINISTRATION see MINISTER 
and MINISTRA TION, SERVE and SERVICE. 

For thc A.V. ADMIRATION and ADMIRE see WONDER and 
MARV.i::L. 

ADMONITION, ADMONISH 
A. Noun. 

NOUTHESIA (vov8Eula), lit., a putting in mind (nous, mind, tithemi, 
to put), is used in l Cor. 10: II, of the purpose of the Scriptures; in 
Eph. 6 : 4, of that which is ministered by the Lord : and in Tit. 3 : 10, of 
that which is to be administered for the correction of one who creates 
trouble in the church. Nouthesia is "the training by word," whether of 
encouragement, or, if necessary, by reproof or remonstrance. In con
trast to this, the synonymons word paideia stresses training by act, though 
both words are used in each respect.if 

B. Verbs. 
I. NOUTHETEÖ (vov8m!w},cp. the noun above,means to put in mind, 

admonish, Acts 20: 31 (A.V., "warn"); Rom. 15: 14; 1 Cor. 4: 14 
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(A.V., "warn") ; Col. l : 28 (A.V., " waming ") ; Col. 3 : 16 ; l Thes.."1 
5 : 12, 14 (A.V., "warn") ; 2 Thess. 3: 15. 

lt is used, (a) of instruction, (b) of waming. It is thus distinguishei 
from paideuö, to correct by discipline, to train by act, Heb. 12 : 6 ; 
cp. Eph. 6 : 4. 

" The difference between ' admonish ' and ' teach ' seems to be that, 
whereas the former has mainly in view the things that are wrong and call 
for waming, the latter has to do chiefly with the impartation of positive 
truth, cp. Col. 3 : 16 ; they were to le.t the word of Christ dwell richly in 
them, so that they might be able (1) to teach and admonish one another, 
and (2) to abound in the praises of God. 

" Admonition differs from remonstrance, in that the former is warning 
based on instruction ; the latter may be little more than cxpostulation. 
For example, thougk Eli remonstrated with his sons, I Sam. 2 : 24, he 
fa.iled to admonish them, 3 : 13, LXX. Pastors and teachers in the 
churches are thus themselves admonished, i.e., instructed and warned, by 
the Scriptures, l Cor. 10 : II, so to minister the Word of God to the saints, 
that, naming the Name of the Lord, they shall depart from unrighteous
ness, 2 Tim. 2: 19."* See WARN.~ 

2. PARAINEO (110.pa.ivlw), to admonish by way of exhorting or 
advising, is found in Acts 27: 9 ("Paul admonished them ") and ver. 22 

(" and now I exhort _you "). See ExHORT. ~ 
3. CHRltMATIZO {xpr/µ.a.TtCw), primarily, to transact business, then, 

to give advice to enquirers (especially of official pronouncements of 
magistrates), or a response to those consulting an oracle, came to signify 
the giving of a Divine admonition or instruction or warning, in a general 
way; "admonished" in Heb. 8: 5, A.V. (R.V., "warned "). Elsewhere 
it is translated by the verb to warn. 

The word is derived from chrema, an affair, business. Names were 
given to men from the nature of their business (see the same word in Acts 
l l : 26 ; Rom. 7 : 3) ; hence the idea of dealing with a person and receiving 
instruction. In the case of oracular responses, the word is derived from 
chresmos, an oraclc. See CALL, REVEAL, SPEAK, WARN. 

ADO 
THORUBEO (Bopvßlw), to make an uproar, to throw into confusion, 

or to wail tumultuously, is rendered "make ... ado," in Mark 5 : 39 ; 
elsewhere in Matt. 9 : 23 ; Acts 17 : 5 ; 20 : 10. See NoISE, TROUBLE, 
UPROAR.~ 

Note: For the corresponding noun, thorubos, see TUMULT, UPROAR. 

ADOPTION 
HUIOTHESIA (vZo8eula.), from huios, a son, and thesis, a placing, 

* From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 179, 180. 
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akin to tithemi, to place, signiiies the place and condition of a son given to 
one to whom it does not naturally belong. The word is used by the 
Apostle Paul only. 

In Rom. 8 : I5, believers are said to have received " the Spirit of 
adoption," that is, the Holy Spirit who, given as the Firstfruits of all 
that is to be theirs, produces in them the realisation of sonship and the 
attitude belonging to sons. In Gal. 4 : 5 they are said to receive " the 
adoption of sons," i.e., sonship bestowed in distinction from a relationship 
consequent merely upon birth ; here two contrasts are presented, (I) 
between the sonship of the believer and thc unoriginated Sonship of Christ, 
(2) between the freedom enjoyed by the believer and bondage, whether of 
Gentile natural condition, or of Israel under the Law. In Eph. I : 5 
they are said to have been foreordained unto " adoption as sons " through 
Jesus Christ, R.V. : the A.V., "adoption of children" is a mistranslation 
and misleading. God does not adopt believers as children ; they are 
begottcn as such by His Holy Spirit through faith. Adoption is ;i tP.rm 
involving the dignity of the relationship of believers as sons ; it is not a 
putting into the family by spiritual birth, but a putting into the position 
of sons. In Rom. 8 : 23 the adoption of the believer is set forth as still 
future, as it there includes the redemption of the body, when the living 
will be changed and those who have fallen asleep will be raised. In Rom. 
9 : 4 adoption is spoken of as belonging to Israel, in accordance with the 
statement in Ex. 4 : I2, " Israel is My Son." Cp. Hos. II : I. Israel was 
brought into a special relation with God, a collective relationship, not 
enjoyed by other nations, Deut. I4: I; Jer. 31 : 9, etc., 

ADORN, ADORNING 
A. Verb. 

KOSMEO (Koaµ.tw), primarily to arrange, to put in order (Eng., cos
metic), is used of furnishing a room, Matt. I2 : 44; Luke II : 25, and of 
trimming lamps, Matt. 25: 7. Hence, to adorn, to ornament, as of 
garnishing tombs, Matt. 23 : 29 ; buildings, Luke 2I : 5 ; Rev. 21 : I9 ; 
one's person, 1 Tim. 2: 9; 1 Pet. 3: 5; Rev. 21: 2; metaphorically, 
of adorning a doctrine, Tit. 2: 10. See GARNISH, lRIM.~ 

B. Noun. 
KOSMOS (Koaµ.o~). a harmonious arrangement or order, then, adom

ment, decoration, hence came to denote the world, or the universe, as 
that which is Divinely arranged. The meaning " adorning " is found in 
I Pet. 3 : 3. Elsewhere it signifies the world. Cp. kosmios, decent, 
modest, I Tim. 2 : 9 ; 3 : 2. See WoRLD. 

ADULTERER (-ESS), ADULTEROUS, ADULTERY 
A. Nouns. 

r. MOICHOS (µ.o,xo~) denotes one who has unlawful intercourse 
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with the spouse of another, Luke 18 : II ; l Cor. 6 : 9; Heb. 13 : 4. As 
to Jas. 4: 4, see below., 

2. MOICHALIS (µ.oix<JAls), an adulteress, is used (a) in the natural 
sense, 2 Pet. 2 : 14; Rom. 7 : 3 ; (b) in the spiritual sense, Jas. 4 : 4 ; 
here the R.V. rightly omits the word "adulterers." lt was added by a 
copyist. As in Israel the breach of their relationship with God through 
their idolatry, was described as adultery or harlotry (e.g., Ezek. 16 : 15, 
etc. ; 23: 43), so believers who cultivate friendship with the world, thus 
breaking their spiritual union with Christ, are spiritual adulteresses, 
having been spiritl!ally united to Hirn :u:; wife to hm;bund, Rom; 7 : 4. 
lt is used adjectivally to describe the Jewish people in transferring their 
affections from God, Matt. 12 : 39 ; 16 : 4 ; Mark 8 : 38. In 2 Pet. 2 : 14. 
the lit. translation .is" full of an adulteress" (R.V. marg.)., 

3. MOICHEIA (µ.oixela), adultery, is found in Matt. 15 : 19 ; Mark 
7: 21; John 8: 3 (A.V. only)., 

B. Verbs. 
l. MOICHAO (µ.oixaw}, used in the Middle Voice in the N.T, is said 

of men in Matt. 5 : 32 ; 19 : 9 ; Mark 10 : rr ; of women in Mark ro : 12., 
2. MOICHEUO (µ.oixevw) is used in Matt. " · 27, 28, 32 (in ver. 32 

some texts have No. l) ; 19 : 18 ; Mark 10 : 19 ; Luke 16 : 18 ; 18 : 20 ; 
John 8: 4; Rom. 2: 22; 13: 9; Jas. 2: II; in Rev. 2: 22, metaphori
cally, of those who are by a Jezebel's solicitations drawn away to 
idolatry., 

ADVANCE 
PROKOPTO (1TpoK61M'w}, lit„ to strike forward, cut forward a way, 

i.e„ to make progress, is translated "advanced " in Luke 2 : 52, R.V„ of 
the Lord Jesus (A.V„ "increased "); in Gal. l: 14" advanced," of Paul's 
former progress in the Jews' religion (A.V„ " profited ") ; in Rom. 13 : 12, 
" is far spent," of the advanced state of the " night " of the world's 
spiritual darkness ; in 2 Tim; 2 : 16, " will proceed further," of profane 
babblings; in 3 : 9 "shall proceed no further," of the limit Divinely to 
be put to the doings of evil men ; in ver. lJ, of the progress of evil men 
and impostors, "shall wax," lit„ 'shall advance to the worse.' See 
INCREASE, PROCEED, PROFIT, SPENT, WAX., 

Note: The corresponding noun prokope is found in Phil. l : 12 and 25, 

" progress " (A.V„ " furtherance ") ; l Tim. 4 : 15, " progress" (A.V„ 
"profiting," an inadequate meaning).-if 

ADVANTAGE 
A. Nouns. 

r. PERISSOS (1Tepiaa6s), primarily, what is abovc and ovar, super
added, hence came to denote what is superior and advantageous, 
Rom. 3: r, in a comparison between Jew and Gentile; only here with 
this meaning. See ABUNDANT, C, No. r. 
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2. OPHELOS (Ö</>€Ao<.>), akin to ophello, to increase, comes from a 
root signifying to increase; hence, advantage, profit; it is rendered as a 
verb in .its three occurrences, l Cor. 15 : 32 (A.V., " advantageth; " 
R.V., "doth it profit ") ; Jas. 2 : 14, 16, lit., 'What (is) the profit ? ' 
See PROFIT.1\ In the Sept., Job 15: 3.1f 

3. ÖPHELEIA (w<f>l>..na), an alternative form to No. 2, akin to C, 
No. l, is found in Rom. 3 : l, " profit," and Jude 16, "advantage." 
(i.e., they shew respect of persons for the sake of what they may gain from 
them). Se~ PROFIT.~ 

Note: Ophelimos, profitable, is used only in the Pastoral Epistles, 
l Tim. 4 : 8 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 16 ; Tit. 3 : 8. See PROFIT.~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. ÖPHELEÖ (w</>€Mw) signities to be useful, do good, profit, Rom. 

2 : 25; with a negative, to be of no use, to effect nothing, Matt. 27: 24; 
John 6 : 63, " profiteth; " 12 : 19, "prevail; " in Luke 9: 25, A.V., 
" (who.t fo a m•m) arlvantaged ? " R.V., " profited." See RFTTF.RF.n (to 
be), PREVAIL, PROFIT. 

2. PLEONEKTEO (7TA€011€1C7'tw), lit., to seek to get more (plemt, 
more, echo, to have) ; he11ce to get an advantage of, to take advantage of. 
In 2 Cor. 7 : 2 the A.V. has "defrauded," the R.V., "took advantage of;" 
in l Thess. 4: 6, A.V., "defraud," R.V., "wrong." In the other three 
places the R.V. consistently translates it by the verb to take advantage of, 
2 Cor. 2 : II, of Satan's effort to gain an advantage over the church, through 
their neglect to restore the backslider; in 2 Cor. 12 : 17, 18, A.V., "make 
a gain of." See DEFRAUD, GAIN, WRONG.1\ 

Note: Cp. pleonektes, a covetous person, pleonexia, covetousness. 

ADVENTURE 
DIDÖMI (3l3wµ.i}, to give, is once used of giving oneself to go into a 

place, to adventure into, Acts 19 : 31, of Paul's thought of going into the 
midst of the rnob in the theatre at Ephesus. See BESTOW, CoMMIT, 
DELIVER, GIVE. 

ADVERSARY 
A. Noun. 

ANTIDIKOS (aJ17'l3tKo<.>), firstly, an opponent in a lawsuit, Matt. 5 : 25 
(twice) ; Luke 12: 58; 18 : 3, is also used to denote an adversary or an 
enemy, without reference to legal affairs, a:fid this is perhaps its rneaning 
in 1 Pet. 5 : 8, where it is used of the Devil. Sorne would regard the word 
as there used in a legal sense, since the Devil accuses men before God.1f 

B. Verb. 
ANTIKEIMAI (amK€lp.ai} is, lit., to lie opposite to, to be set over 

against. In addition to its legal sense it signifies to withstand ; the 
present participle of the verb with the article, which is equivalent to a 
noun, signifies an adversary, e.g., Luke 13 : 17; 21 : 15; 1 Cor. 16: 9; 
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Phil. l : 28 ; l Tim. 5 : 14. This construction is used of the Man of Sin, 
in 2 Thess. 2 : 4, and is translated " He that opposeth," where, adopting 
the nouh form, we might render by' the opponent and self-exalter against 
. . .' In Gal. 5 : 17 it is use of the antagonism between the Holy Spirit 
and the ftesh in the believer ; in l Tim. l : IO, of anything, in addition to 
persons, that is opposed to the doctrine of Christ. In these two places 
the word is rendered " contrary to.", In the Sept. it is used of Satan, 
Zech. 3: l, and of men,Job 13: 24; Isa. 66: 6. Sec CoNTRARY, ÜPPOSE.1[ 

C. Adjective. 
IIUPENANTIOS (Ö7TevavTlo>·), coulrary, op!JüseLl, b a slreugthened 

form of enantios (en, in, and antios, set against). The intensive forcc 
is due to the preposition hupo. lt is translated " contrary to, " in Col. 
2 : 14, of ordinances; in Heb. IO : 27, "adversaries." In each place a 
more violent form of opposition is suggested than in the case of enantios. 
See CoNTRARY. ~ 

For ADVERSIT\', in Heb. 13: 3, whcrc thc vcrb kakoucheomai is 
translated in the A.V., "suffer adversity," see SuFFER, (b), No. 6. 

ADVICE; ADVISE 
l. GNOME (yvwµri), connected with ginöskö, to know, perceive, firstly 

means the faculty of knowledge, reason ; then, that which is thought Ör 
known, one's mind. Under this heading there are various meariings : 
(1) a view, judgment, opinion, l Cor. l : IO; Philm. I4; Rev. 17: 13, 17; 
(2) an opinion as to what ought to be done, either (a) by oneself, and so 
a resolve, or purpose, Acts 20 : 3; or (b) by others, and so, judgment. 
advice, l Cor. 7 : 25, 40; 2 Cor. 8 : IO. See AGREE, ]UDGMENT, Mrnn, 
PURPOSE, WILL.~ 

2. BOULE (ßov/..~), from a root meaning a will, hence a counsel, a 
piece of advice, is to be distinguished from gnöme ; boule is the result of 
determination, gnöme is the result of knowledge. Boule is everywhere 
rendered by "counsel" in the R.V. except in Acts 27: 12, "advised," 
lit., 'gave counsel.' In Acts 13 : 36 the A.V. wrongly has "by the will of 
God fell on sleep; " the R.V:, "after he had served the counsel of God, 
fell on sleep." The word is used of the counsel of God, in Luke 7: 30; 
Acts 2 : 23 ; 4 : 28 ; 13 : 36 ; 20 : 27 ; Eph. l : II ; Heb. 6 : 17 ; in 
other passages, of the counsel of men, Luke 23 : 51; Acts 27: 12, 42; 
l Cor. 4 : 5. See CoUNSEL, WILL.1[ 

For ADVOCATE see COMFORTER. 

AFAR 
l. MAKRAN (µaicpcf.v), from makros, far, Matt. 8: 30 (A.V., "a good 

way;" R.V.," afar "), a long way off, is used with eis, unto, in Acts 2 : 39, 
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" afar off." With the article, in Eph. 2 : 13, 17, it signifies " the (ones) 
far off." See FAR and WAY. · 

2. MAKROTHEN (µ.aKp68u•), also from makros, signifies afar off, 
from far, Matt. 26: 58; 27: 55, etc. lt is used with apo, from, in 
Mark 5 : 6 ; 14 : 54 ; 15 : 40, etc. ; outside the Synoptists, three times, 
Rev. 18 : xo, 15, 17. 

3. PORROTHEN (7r6ppw8€v), afar off, from porrö; at a distance, a 
great way off, is found in Luke 17 : 12 and Heb. II : 13. ~ 

Note: In 2 Pet. l : 9, muöpazö, to be shortsighted, is translated 
"c.annot .sec afar off" (A.V.) ; R.V., "EJeeing only what is near." 

AFFAIR (-S) 
PRAGMATIA, or PRAGMATEIA (7rpayµ.a·rla), from pragma, a. deed, 

denotes a business, occupation, the proseculion of any affair ; in the 
plural, pursuits, affairs (of life), 2 Tim. 2: 4.~ 

Not.e.s: (1) Ta. kata, lit., thi: (things), with. nr rr~per.ting a (ptmmn), is 
translated "affairs" in Eph. 6: 21 and Col. 4: 7, R.V. 

(2) Ta peri, lit., the (things) concerning (a person), is translaleu 
" affairs " in the A.V. of Eph. 6 : 22 and Phil. I : 27 (R.V., " state," in 
each place). 

AFFECT 
KAK( 0 (KaK6w), from kakos, evil, to treat badly, to hurt, also means 

to make evil affected, to embitter, Acts I4 : 2. See EvIL, HARM, 
HURT. . 

!v-ote: Zeloo, aKin to zeö, to boil (Eng., zeal), means (a) to be jealous, 
Acts 7: 9; 17: 5; to envy, l Cor. 13 : 4; to covet; Jas. 4: 2; in a good 
sense (" jealous over "), in 2 Cor. II : 2 ; (b) to desire earnestly, I Cor. 
12 : 31 ; 14 : 1, 39 ; to take a warm interest in, to seek zealously, 
Gai. 4: 17, 18, A.V., "zealously affect," "to be zealously affected." 
The R.V. conects this to "zealously seek," etc. See CovET, DESIRE, 
ENVY, JEALOUS, ZEALOUS.~ 

AFFECTION (-S), AFFECTED 
A. Nouns. 

I. PATHOS (7r48os), from paschO, to suffer, primarily denotes whatever 
one suffers or experiences in any way; hence, an affection of the mind, 
a passionate desire. Used by the Greeks of either good or bad desires, 
it is always used in the N.T. of the latter, Rom. I: 26 (A.V., "affections," 
R.V., "passions ") ; Col. 3 : 5 (A.V., "inordinate affection," R.V., 
"passion ") ; I Thes.s. 4: 5 (A.V„ "lust," R.V., "passion "). See 
LusT.if 

2. SPLANCHNA (0'7TA4YXJ"a), lit., the bowels, which were regarde<l by 
the Greeks as the seat of the more violent passions, by the Hebrews as 
the seat of the tendtr affections ; hence the word denotes " tender 
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mercies" and is rendered" affections" in 2 Cor. 6: 12 (A.V., "bowels "); 
"inward affection," 2 Cor. 7: 15. See BoWELS, CoMPASSION, HEA:iT, 
MERCY. Cp. epithumia, desire. 

3. PATHtMA (1Ta871µ.a), akin to No. I, translated "affections" in 
Gal. 5 : 24, A.V„ is corrected to " passions" in the R.V. See AFFLICTION, 
B, No. 3. 

B. Adjectives. 
r. ASTORGOS (äUTopyoS') signifies without natural affection (a, 

negative, and storge, Iove of kindred, especially of parents for children 
and children for parents; a fanciful etymology associates with this the 
" stork "), Rom. I : 31 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 3. ~ 

2. PHILOSTORGOS (cp,>..&UTopyoS'), tenderly loving (from philos, 
friendly, storge, see No. 1), is used in Rom. 12: 10, R.V., "tenderly 
affectioned " (A.V„ " kindly affectioned "). ~ 

Notes: (r) Phroneö, to think, to set the mind on, implying moral 
interest and refiexion, is translat.P.cl " set y011r affection on " in Col. 3: 2, 

A.V. (R.V., "set your mind on "). See CAREFUL, MIND, REGARD, 
SAVOUR, TlllNK, UNDERSTAND. 

(2) For homeiromai (or himeiromai), to be affectionately desirous of, 
I Thess. 2 : 8, see DESIRE. ~ 

AFFIRM 
I. DIABEBAIOOMAI (8iaßeßa,&oµ.ai), dia, intensive, and bebaioö, 

to confirm, make sure, denotes to assert strongly, "affirm confidently," 
I Tim. r: 7; Tit. 3: 8 (A.V., "affirm constantly ").~ 

2. DIISCHURIZOMAI (oLLoxvpl~oµ.aL), as in No. r, and isckurizomai, 
to corroborate (ischuros " strong ; " see ABILITY, A, No. 2 and C, No. 2, 

Note), primarily signifies to lean upon, then, to affirm stoutly, assert 
vehemently, Luke 22 : 59 ; Acts r2 : 15. ~ 

3. PHASKÖ (cpaaKw), a frequentative form of the verb pkemi (No. 4), 
denotes to allege, to affirm by way of alleging or professing, Acts 24 : 9 
(R.V.," affirming," A.V„" saying ") ; 25 : 19; Rom. I : 22," professing." 
Some mss. have it in Rev. 2 : 2, instead of the verb legö, to say. See 
PROFESS, SAY.~ 

4. PH~MI ( cp71µ.l), to sa y (primarily by wa y of enlightening, explaining), 
is rendered "affirm" in Rom. 3: 8. See SAY. 

AFFLICT (-ED), AFFLICTION 
A. Verbs. 

1. KAKOO (KaK&w) is translated "affiict," in Acts 12 : 1, R.V. 
(A.V., "vex "). See AFFECT. 

2. KAKOUCHEÖ (KaK01,1xlw), from kakos, evil, and echö, to have, 
signifies, in the Passive Voice, to suffer ill, to be maltreated, tormented, 
Heb. II : 37 (A.V„ " tormented," R.V„ " affiicted ") ; 13 : 3, A.V., 
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"suffer adversity," R.V., "evil entreated." See ENTREAT, ToRMENT.~ 
In the Sept., l Kings, 2: 26; II: 39.~ 

Note: Sunkakoucheö (sun, with, and No. l), tobe evil entreated with, 
is used in Heb. II : 25. ~ 

3. KAKOPATHEÖ (KaK011a8iw), from kakos, evil, pathos, suffering, 
signifies to suffer hardship. So the R. V. in 2 Tim. 2 : 9 ; and 4 : 5 ; 
in Jas. 5 : 13, "suffer" (A.V., "affiicted "). See ENDURE, SUFFER.~ 

Note: For sunkakopatheö, 2 Tim. l : 8, see HARDSHIP. 
4. THLIBÖ (8>.lßw), to suffer affiiction, to be troubled, has reference 

to sufferings due to the pressure of circumstances, or the antagonism of 
persons, l Thess. 3 : 4 ; 2 Thess. l : 6, 7 ; " straitened," in Matt. 7 : 14 
(R.V.) ; "throng," Mark 3 : 9; "affiicted," 2 Cor. l : 6; 7: 5 (R.V.) ; 
l Tim. 5 : ro ; Heb. II : 37 ; " pressed," 2 Cor. 4 : 8. Both the verb 
an<l the noun (see B, No. 4), when used of the present experience of 
believers, refer almost invariably to that which comes upon them from 
without. See NARROW, PRE'ss, STRAITENED, THRONG, TRIBULATION, 
TROUBLE.~ 

5. TALAIPÖREÖ (Ta.Aamwpiw), tobe affiicte<l, is used in Jas. 4: 9, 
in the Middle Voice (' affiict yourselves '). lt is derived from tlaö, 
to bear, undergo, and pöros, a hard substance, a callus, which meta
phorically came to signify that which is miserable.~ 

Note: Talaipöria (akin to No. 5) denotes misery, hardship, Rom. 3: 16; 
Jas. 5 : r. ~ The corresponding aöjective is talaipöros, " wretched," 
Rom. 7: 24; Rev. 3: 17.~ 

B. Nouns. 
r. KAKOPATHEIA (KaK011a8€ia), from kakos, evil, and paschö, to 

suffer, is rendered "suffering" in Jas. 5 : ro, R.V. (A.V„ "suffering 
affiiction ").~ In Sept., Mal. l: 13.~ 

2. KAKÖSIS (KaKwai!>), affiiction, ill treatment, is used in Acts 7 : 34. ~ 
3. PATHEMA (116.87]µ.a), from pathos, suffering, signifies affiiction. 

The word is frequent in Paul's Epistles and is found three times in Hebrews, 
four in l Peter ; it is used (a) of affiictions, Rom. 8 : 18 etc. ; of Christ's 
sufferings, l Pet. l : II ; 5 : l ; Heb. z : 9 ; of those as shared by believers, 
2 Cor. l : 5 ; Phil. 3 : ro ; l Pet. 4 : 13 ; 5 : l ; (b) of an evil emotion, 
passion, Rom, 7 : 5 ; Gal. 5 : 24. The connection between the two 
meanings is that the emotions, whether good or evil, were. regarded as 
consequent upon external infiuences exerted on the mind (cp. the two 
meanings of the English" passion "). lt is more concrete than No. l, and 
expresses in ~rns (b) the uncontrolled nature of evil desires, in contrast 
to epithumia, the general and comprehensive term, lit„ what you set 
your heart upon (Trench, Syn. § ixxxvii). Its concrete character is 
seen in Heb. 2 : 9. See AFFECTION, MOTION, PASSION, SUFFERING. 

Note: The corresponding verbal form pathetos, used in Acts 26: 23 
of the sufferings of Christ, signifies destined to suffer.~ 

4. THLIPSIS (8>.f.1pis) primarily means a pressing, pressure (see A. 
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No. 4), anything which burdens the spirit. In two passages in Paul's 
Epistles it is used of future retribution, in the way of affiiction, Rom. 2 : 9 ; 
2 Thess. l : 6. In Matt. 24 : 9, the A.V. renders it as a verb, " to be 
affiicted," (R.V., " unto tribulation.") lt is coupled with stenochöria, 
anguish, in Rom. 2 : 9 ; 8 : 35 ; with ananke, distress, l Thess. 3 : 7 ; 
with diögmos, persecution, Matt. 13 : 21 ; Mark 4 : 17 ; 2 Thess. l : 4. 
lt is used of the calamities of war, Matt. 24 : 21, 29 ; Mark 13 : 19, 24 ; 
of want, 2 Cor. 8 : 13, lit., ' distress for you ; ' Phil. 4 : 14 (cp. l : 16) ; 
Jas. l : 27 ; of the distress of woman in child-birth, John 16 : 21 ; 
of persecution, Acts II : 19 ; 14 : 22 ; 20 : 23 ; T Thess. 3 : 3, 7 ; Heb. 10 : 
33 ; Rev. 2 : 10 ; 7 : 14 ; of the affiictions of Christ, from which (His 
vicarious sufferings aparl) his followers must not shrink, whether sufferings 
of body or mind, Col. l : 24; of sufferings in general, l Cur. 7 : 28 ; I Thess. 
l : 6 etc. See ANGUISH, BURDENED, DISTRESS, PERSECUTlü.s', TRIBULA
TION, TROUBLE. 

AFFRIGHTED 
A. Adjective. 

EMPHOBOS (lµ.cpoßos), lit., in fear (en, in, phobos, fear), means 
"affrighted," Luke 24 : 5, R.V. (A.V., "afraid ") ; 24: 37; Acts 10: 4, 
R.V. (A.V., "afraid ") ; Rev. II : 13. The R.V. omits it in Acts 22: 9. 
See TREMBLE. 

B. Verbs. 
l. PTURO ('ll"Tvpw), to frighten, scare, is used in the Passive Voice 

in Phil. l : 28, " be affrighted," R.V., " be terrified," A.V. See 
TERRIFY.~ 

2. EKTHAMBEO (l1C8aµ.ßlw), to throw into terror, is used in the 
Passive sense, to be amazed, " affrighted," Mark 16 : 5, 6, A.V. (R.V„ 
" amazed ") ; Mark 9 : 15, "were greatly amazed; " 14 : 33, " to be 
greatly amazed" (R.V.), "to be sore amazed" (A.V.). See AMAZE, 
B, No. 4.,-r 

For AFOOT see FOOT, B, No. 2 

AFORE, AFOREHAND 
The Greek words with these meanings consist of prefixes to verbs, 

signifying to come, prepare, promise, write afore, etc. See under these 
wotds. 

AFOREPROMISED 
PROEPANGELLOMAI (7rpoerrayyl>.Aoµ.a,), to promise before (pro, 

before, epangellomai, to promise), is translated by the one word "afore
promised," in the R.V. of 2 Cor. 9: 5; in Rom. I : 2, "promised afore."fi 
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AFORETIME 
l. POTE (TTOTl) signifies once, at some time, John 9: 13 (cp. proteron, 

in ver. 8) ; Eph. 2 : 2, II ; Col. 3 : 7 ; Tit. 3 : 3 ; Philm. II ; l Pet. 3 : 5, 
20: In all these the R.V. translates it "aforetime." The A.V. varies it 
with "in time past," "some time," "sometimes," "in the old time." 

2. PROTERON (TTpOTepov), the comparative of pro, before, aforetime, 
as being definitely antecedent to something else, is more emphatic than 
pote in this respect. See, e.g., John 6: 62; 7: 50; 9: 8; 2 Cor. l : lJ; 
Gal. 4 : 13 ; l Tim. l : 13 ; Heb. 4 : 6 ; 7 : 27 ; lO : 32 ; l Pet. l : 14. 
See BEFORE, FIRST, FORMER.~ 

For AFRAlD see AFFRIGHTED, A, FEAR, A, No. 2, B, Nu. 3, D, SORE 

For AFRESH see 11nder CROSS, CRUCIFY, B 

AFTER, AFTERW ARD (-S) 
The following are adverbs only. For prepositions and conjunctions 

see Note t p. 9. 
l. EKEITHEN {EKEWEv), thence, is once used to signify" afterwards," 

in the sense of " then," from that time, Acts 13 : 21. See THENCE. 
2 HEXES (ie.YM denotes "after" with the significance of a succession 

of events, an event followinc next in order after another, Luke 7: II; 

9 : 37 ; Acts 21 : l ; 25 : 17 ; 27 : 18. ~. 
3. KATHEXES (KaBeeijs), a strengthened form of No. 2, denotes 

"afterward," or "in order" (kata, according to, and No. :z), Luke l : 3; 
8 : l ; Acts 3 : 24 ; II : 4 ; 18 : 23. ~ 

4. METEPEITA (µ.e-rlTTe,Ta), afterwards, without necessarily indicating 
an order of events, as in Nos. l and 2, is found in Heb. 12: 17.~ 

5. HUSTERON (vcrrepov), afterwards, with the suggestion of at length, 
is found in Matt. 4: 2 ; 21 : 29, 32, 37 (A.V„ "last of all") ; 22 : 27 ; 
25 : II ; 26 : 60 (A.V„ " at the last") ; Mark 16 : 14 ; Luke 4 : 2 ; 20 : 32 
(A.V„ "last"); John 13: 36; Heb. 12: II. See LAST.~ 

Note: Eita and epeita, then, afterwards, or thereupon, arc translated 
" afterward " or " afterwards" in the A.V. of Mark 4 : 17 (eita) and 
Ga!. l : 21; l Cor. 15 : 23, 46 (epeita) ; always "then" in the R.V. 
See THEN. 

AGAIN 
l. DIS (8ls), the ordinary numeral adverb signifying twice, is rendered 

" again " in Phil. 4 : 16, " ye sent once and again unto my need," and in 
l Thess. 2 : 18, where Paul states that he would have come to the 
Thessalonians" once and again," that is, twice at least he had attempted 
to do so. See Tw1cE. · 

2. PALIN (TT&Aw), the regular word for "again," is used chiefl.y in 
two senses, (a) with reference to repeated action ; (b) rhetorically, in 
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the sense of " moreover " or " further," indicating a statement to be 
added in the course of an argument, e.g., Matt. 5 : 33 ; or with the meaning 
'on the other band,' 'in turn,' 'Luke 6: 43 ; l Cor. 12 : 21 ; 2 Cor. 10: 7; 
l John 2 : 8. In the first chapter of Hebrews, ver. 5, palin simply intro
duces an additional quotation; in ver. 6 this is not so. There the R.V. 
rightly puts the word "again" in, connection with " He bringeth in the 
firstbom into the world," "When He again bringeth etc." That is to 
say, palin is here set in contrast to the time when God first brought His 
Son into the world. This statement, then, refers to the future Second 
Advent of Christ. Tue word is used far more frequently in the Gospel of 
John than in any other book in the New Testament. 

Note: Other words are rendered "again" in the A.V., which the 
R.V. corrects, namely, deuteros and anöthen. Deuteros signifies "a second 
time," John 9: 24; Acts II : 9. Anöthen signifies from above, or anew. 
See the R.V. of John 3 : 3, 7, aml the A.V. and R.V. of ver. 3r. Nicodemus 
was not puzzled about birth from Hcavcn; what perplexen him was that 
a person must be born a second time. This the context makes clear. 
This is really the mea11i11g in Gal. 4 ; 9, where it is associated with palin, 
"over again." The idea is "anew," for, though the bondage would be 
the same in essence and effect, it would be new in not being in bondage to 
idols but to the Law. See also Matt. 27 : 51 ; Mark15 : 38 ; John 19 : 23, 
"from the top.'' Anöthen may mean "from the first," in Luke l: : 3 and 
Acts 26 : 5. For the meaning " from above," see Jas. l : 17; 3 : 15, 17., 

AGAINST : see Note, t p. 9. 

AGE 
A. Nouns. 

:r. AIÖN (alwv.}; an age, era (to be connected with aei, ever, rather 
than with aö, to breathe), signifies a period of indefinite duration, or time 
viewed in relation to what takes place in the period. 

The force attaching to the word is not so much that of the actual 
length of a period, but that of a period rnarked by spiritual or moral 
characteristics. This is illustrated in the useof the adjective [see Note (1) 
below] in the phrase "life eternal," in John 17: 3, in respect of the 
increasing knowledge of God. 

The phrases containing this word should not be rendered litetally, but 
consistently with its sense of indefinite duration. Thus eis ton aiöna 
does not mean " unto the age" but " for ever" (see, e.g., Heb. 5 : 6). 
The Greeks contrasted that which came to an end with that which was 
expressed by this phrase, which shows that they conceived of it as 
expressing interminable duration. 

The word occurs most frequently in the Gospel of John, the Hebrews 
and Revelation. It is sometimes Wl"ongly rendered "world." See 
COURSE, ETERNAL,. WORLD. It is a characteristic word of John's Gospel. 
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Notes: (1) Aiönios, the adjective corresponding, denoting etemal, 
is set in contrast with proskairos, lit., 'for a season,' 2 Cor. 4: 18. lt 
is used of that which in nature is endless, as, e.g., of God, Rom. 16 : 26, 
His power, l Tim. 6 : 16, His glory, l Pet. 5 : 10, the Holy Spirit, Heb. 
9 : 14, redemption, Heb. 9 : 12, salvation, 5 : 9, life in Christ, John 3 : 16, 
the resurrection body, 2 Cor. 5 : l, the future rule of Christ, 2 Pet. l : II, 

which is declared to be without end, Luke l : 33, of sin that never has 
forgiveness, Mark 3: 29, the judgment of God, Heb. 6: 2, and of fire, one 
of its instruments, Matt. 18: 8; 25: 41; Jude 7. See ETERNAL, EvER
LASTING. 

(2) In Rev. 15: 3, the R.V. has "King of the ages," according to the 
texts which have aiönön; the A.V. has "of saints" (hagi~n, in inferior 
mss.). There is good ms. evidence for ethnön, "nations," (A.V., marg.), 
probably a quotation from Jer. 10: 7. 

2. GENEA (yEvEa), connected with ginomai, to become, primarily 
signififls a begetting, or birtb ; then th;it whir.h has becn bc~otten, a 
family ; or successive members of a genealogy, Matt. l : 17, or of a race of 
people, possessed of similar characteristics, pursuits, etc„ (uf a bad 
character) Matt. 17 : 17 ; Mark 9 : 19 ; Luke 9 : 41 ; 16 : 8 ; Acts 2 : 40 ; 
or of the whole multitude of men living at the same time, Matt. 24 : 34 ; 
Mark 13 : 30 ; Luke l : 48 ; 21 : 32 ; Phil. 2 : 15, and especially of those 
of the Jewish race living at the same period, Matt. II : 16, etc. Trans
ferred from people to the time in which they lived, thc word came to 
mean an age, i.e„ a period ordinarily occupied by each successive 
generation, say, of thirty or forty years, Acts 14 : 16 ; r5 : 21 ; Eph. 3 : 5 ; 
Col. l : 26 ; see also, e.g„ Gen. 15 : 16. In Eph. 3 : 21 c·:nea is combined 
with aiön in a remarkable phra:se in a doxology : " Unto Him be the glory 
in the church and in Christ Jesus, unto all generations for ever and ever 
(wrongly in A.V. 'all ages, world without end')." The word genea is to 
be distinguished from aiön, as not denoting a period of unlimited duration. 
See GENERATION, NATION, TIME. 

3. HELIKIA (~.\iKla), primarily an age, as a certain length of life, 
came to mean (a) a particular time of life, as when a person is said to be 
"of age," John 9 : 21, 23, or beyond a certain stage of life, Heb. II : II; 

(b) elsewhere only of stature, e.g„ Matt. 6 : 27 ; Luke 2 : 52 ; 12 : 25 ; 
19 : 3 ; Eph. 4 : 13. Some regard Matt. 6 : 27 and Luke 12 : 25 as coming 
under (a). lt is to be distinguished from aiön and genea; since it has to 
do simply with matters relating to an individual, either his time of life 
or his height. See STATURE.~ 

4. HEMERA Mµ.lpa), a day, is rendered "age" in Luke 2: 36, "of 
a great age " (lit., ' advanced in many days '). In Luke 3 : 23 there is no 
word in the original corresponding to age. The phrase is simply " about 
thirty years." See DAY, JuDGMENT, TIME, YEAR. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. HUPERAKMOS (uwlpaKp.os) in I Cor. 7: 36 is rendered "past the 
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fiower of her age; "more lit.,' beyond the bloom or fiower (acme) of life.'~ 
2. TELEIOS (T€A1:Los), complete, perfect, from telos, an end, is trans

lated "of full age" in Heb. s : 14, A.V. (R.V., "fullgrown man"). 
Note: In Mark 5 : 42, R.V., "old," A.V., "of the age of," is, lit„ 'of 

twelve years.' For "of great age," . .Luke 2 : 36, see STRICKEN. For " of 
mine own age," Gal. l : 14, R.V., see EQUAL, B, No. 2. 

AGED 
A. Nouns. 

I. PRESBUTf:S (7rp1:oßi$rris), an elderly man, is a longer form of 
presbus, the comparative degree of which is presbuteros, a senior, elder, 
both of which, as also the verb presbeuö, tobe eitler, to be an ambassador, 
are derived from proeisbainö, to be far advanced. The noun is found 
in Luke l : 18, " an old man ; " Tit. 2 : 2, " aged men," and Philm. 9, 
whe1e lhe R.V. marg„ "Paul an ambassador," is to bc acccptcd, thc 
original almost certainly being presbeutes (not presbutes), an ambassador. 
So he describes himself in Eph. 6 : 20. As Lightfoot points out, he is 
hardly likely to have madc his agc a ground of appeal to Philcmon, who, 
if he was the father of Archippus, cannot have been much younger than 
Paul himself. See ÜLD. 

2. PRESBUTIS (7Tpi;ußvTtS"), the feminine of No. l, an aged woman, 
is found in Tit. 2 : 3.~ 

B. Verb. 
GERASKO (rr1pcf.11Kw), from geras, old age, signifies io grow .old, 

John 21 : 18 C' when thou shalt bc old ") and Heb. 8: 13 (R.V;, "that 
which ... waxeth aged," A.V., "old "). See ÜLD.~ 

For AGO see LONG, A, No. 5, andin combination with other words. 

AGONY 
AGONIA (dywvla), Eng., agony, was used among the Greeks as an 

alternative to agön, a place of assembly; then for the contests or games 
which took place there, and then to denote intense emotion. lt was 
more frequently used eventually in this last respect, to denote SL vere 
emotional strain and anguish. So in Luke 22 : 44, of the Lord's agony 
in Gethsemane. ~ 

AGREE, P.GREEMENT 
A. Verbs. 

I. SUMPHONEO (11vµrpwv€w), lit., to sound together (sun, together, 
phöne, a sound), i.e., to be in accord, primarily of musical instruments, 
is used in the N.T. of the agreement (a) of persons conceming a matter, 
Matt. 18: 19; 20: 2, 13; Acts 5 : 9,; (b) of the writei:s of Scripture, 
Acts 15 : 15 ; (c) of things that are said to be coqgruous in their 1nature, 
Luke 5 :36.~ 
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Note: Cp. sumphönesis, concord, 2 Cor. 6: I5,,, an.d sumphönia, 
music, Luke 15: 25.~ 

2. SUNTITHEMI (aVVTl811µ.i), lit., to put together (sun, with, titkemi, 
to put), in the Middle Voice, means to make an agreement, or to assent to; 
translated "covenanted" in Luke 22 : 5, "agreed" in John 9: 22, and 
Acts 23 : 20 ·: " assented " in Ads 24 : 9. ~[ 

Note: For the syHvH/ffi sunkatatithimi, a strengthened form of No. 2, 

see CoNSENT, No. 4. 

3 F.lJNOEO (t:vvot1w), lit„ to be well-minded, wcll-disposed (eu, well, 
nous, the mind),·is found in Matt. 5: 25, "agree with,"~ 

4. PEITHO (7Tt:l8w), to persuacle, is reucle1eu "agreed" in Acts ~ : 40, 
where the meaning is "they yield"d to him." See AssuRE, .BELIEVE, 
(ONFIDENT, fRIEND, ÜDEY, PERSUADE, TRUST, YIELD. 

B. Nouns. 
l. GNÖME (yvwµ.11), mind, will, is used with poüö, to make, in the 

sense of to agree, Rev. 17 : 17 (twicc), lit., ' to do His mind, and to make 
one mind;' R.V., "to come tu one mind," A.V., "to agree." Sec 
A.DVICE, ]UDGMENT, MIND, PURPOSE, WILL. 

2. SUNKATATHESIS (avvKaTa8t:ais), akin to A; No. 3, occurs in 
2 Cor. 6 : 16.-J 

C. Adjectives. 
r. ASUMPHÖNOS (d.arJµ.cpwvo>), inharmonious (a, negative, 

sumphönos, harmonious), is used in Acts 28: 25.," they a.greed not.",[ 
2. ISOS (ruos), equal, is used with the verb to be, signifying to a.gree, 

Mark 14 : 56, 59, lit„ ' their thought was not equal one with the other.' 
See EQUAL, L1KE, MucH. 

Note: Sumphönos, harmonious, agreeing, is used only with the 
preposition ek in the phrase ek sumphönou, by consent, lit„ out of agree
ment, l Cor. 7 : 5. In Mark 14 : 70 some texts have the vcrb homoiazö, 
"agreeth," A.V. 

For AGROUND see RUN, No. rr 

AH! 
l. OUA (ova), an interjection of derision and insult, is translated 

Ha! in Mark 15: 29, R.V.~ 
2. EA (E'a), an interjection of surprise, fear and anger, was the 

ejaculation of the man with the spirit of an unclean demon, Luke 4: 34, 

R.V.; the A.V. renders it "Let us alone" (see R.V. marg.).~ 

.AIM 
PHILOTIMEOMAI (cpi~oT1µ.lol"P-i), lit„ tobe fond of honour (phileö, to 

love, time, honour), ancl su, aduated by this motive, to strive to bring 
something to pass ; hence, to be ambitious, to make it one's aim, Rom. 
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15 : 20, of Paul's aim in Gospel pioneering, R.V. (A.V., " strive ") ; 
2 Cor. 5 : 9, of the aim of believers " to be well-pleasing" unto the Lord, 
R.V. (A.V., "labour ") ; in I Thess. 4: 11, of the aim of believers to be 
quiet, do their own business and work with their own hands; both Versions 
translate it "study." Some would render it, 'strive restlessly;' per
haps 'strive earnestly' is nearer the mark, but 'make it one's aim' is 
a good translation in all three places. See LABOUR, STRIVE, STunv.,-

AIR 
I. A~R (a~p), (Eng., air), signifies the atmosphere, certainly in five of 

the seven occurrences, Acts 22 : 23 ; I Cor. 9 : 26 ; 14 : g ; Rev. g : 2 ; 
16 : 17, and almost certainly in 1.he other two, Eph. 2 : 2 and 
1 Thess. 4: 17.~ 

2. OURANOS (ovpav6S') denotes the heaven. The R.V. always renders 
it "heavcn." Thc A.V. translates it "air" in Malt. 8 : 20. In the 
phrase " the fowls (or birds) of the heaven " the A.V. always has " air ; " 
" sky " in Matt. 16 : 2, 3 ; Luke 12 : 56 ; in all other instances " heaven." 
The word fo probably dcrivcd from a root meaning to cover ur encompass. 
See HEAVEN, SKY. 

For ALABASTER see CRUSE 

For ALAS ! see WOE 

ALBEIT 
HINA (iva), a conjunction, meaning "that," and so rendered in 

Philm. 19, R.V., for A.V., " albeit." 

ALIEN 
ALLOTRIOS (c:i».6rpioS'), primarily, belonging to another (the opposite 

to idios, one's own), hence came to mean foreign, strange, not of one's 
own family, alicn, an enemy ; " aliens " in Heb. 11 : 34, elsewhere 
"strangc," etc. See MAN's, Note (1), STRANGE, STRANGER. 

ALIENATE 
APALLOTRIOÖ (chra.V.OTpi6w) consists of apo, from, and the above; 

it sigp.ifies to be rendered an alien, to be alienated. In Eph. 2 : 12 the 
R.V. corrects to the verbal form "alienated," for the noun "aliens;" 
elsewhere in Eph. 4: 18 and Col. 1 : 21 ; the condition of the unbeliever 
is presented in a threefold state of alienation, (a) from the commonwealth 
of Israel, (b) from the life of God, (c) from God Himself. ~ The word is 
used of Israelites in the Sept. of Ezek. 14: 5 (" estranged ") and of the 
wickerl in general, Psa. 58 : 3. 
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ALIKE 
Note: In Rom. 14: 5, this word is in italics. This addition is not 

needed in the translation. 

For ALIVE see LIFE, C, LIVE, No. 6 

ALL 
A. Adjectives. 

l. PAS (7Tlis) radically means " all." Used without the article it 
means" every," every kind or variety. So the R.V. marg. in Eph. 2: 21, 

"every building/' and the text in 3 : 15, "every family," and the R.V. 
marg. of Acts 2 : 36," every house; " or it may signify the highest degree, 
the maximum of what is referred to, as, " with all boldness " Acts 4 : 29. 
Before proper names of countries, cities and nations, and before collective 
terms, like " Israel," it signifies either "all" or "the whole," e.g„ Matt. 
2 : 3 ; Acts 2 : 36. Used with the article, it means the whole of one 
objcct .. In the plural it sienifü:s the totality of the persons or things 
referred to. Used without a noun it virtually becomes a pronoun, 
meaning " everyone " or " anyone." In the plural with a noun it means 
" all." The ncutcr singular denotes " everything" or " anything what
soever." One form of the neuter plural (panta) signifies wholly, togcther, 
in all ways, in all things, Acts 20: 35; l Cor. 9: 25. The neuter plural 
without the article signifies all things severally, e.g„ John l : 3; l Cor. 
2 : ro; preceded by the article it denotes all things, as constituting a 
whole, e.g„ Rom. II : 36; l Cor. 8 : 6 ; Eph. 3 : 9. See EVERY, 
Note (1), WHOLE. 

2. HAPAS (ci7Tas), a strengthened form of pas, signities quite all, the 
whole, and, in the plural, all, all things. Preceded by an article and 
followed by a noun it means the whole of. In l Tim. l : 16 the significance 
is ' the whole of His longsuffering,' or ' the fulness of His longsuffering.' 
See EvERY, WHOLE. 

3. HOLOS (ö,\o>), the whole, all, is most frequently used with the 
article followed by a noun, e.g„ Matt. 4 : 23. lt is used with the article 
alone, in John 7 : 23, "every whit ; " Acts II : 26; 21 : 31 ; 28 : 30; 

Tit. l : II ; Luke 5 : 5, in the best texts. See ALTOGETHER. 
Note: The adjective holokleros, lit„ whole-lot, entire, stresses the 

separate parts which constitute the whole, no part being incomplete. 
See ENTIRE. 

B. Adverbs. 
r. HOLOS (ö,\ws) signifies " at all," Matt. 5 : 34 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 29 ; 

"actually," l Cor. 5 : l, R.V. (A.V„ wrongly, "commonly ") ; "alto
gdher," l Cor. 6 : 7 (A.V„ " utterly "). ~ 

Notes: (1) Holoteles, from A, No. 3, and telos, complete, signifies wholly, 
through and through, I Thess. 5 : 23, lit„ 'whole complete ' ; there, 
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not an increasing degree of sanctification is intended, but the sanctification 
of the believer in every part of his being. 4l'f 

(2) The synonym katholou, a strengthened form of holou signifies 
" at all," Acts 4 : 18. if 

2. PANTOS (7Tdvrws-). when used without a negative, signifies wholly, 
entirely, by all means, Acts 18 : 21 (A.V.) ; l Cor. 9 : 22 ; altogether, 
l Cor. 9 : 10 ; no doubt, doubtless, Luke 4 : 23, R.V. (A.V., " surely ") ; 
Acts 28 : 4. In 21 : 22 it is translated " certainly," R.V., for A.V., 
"needs " (lit., ' by all means '). With a negative it signifies in no wise, 
Rom. 3: 9: r Cor. 5: ro; 16: 12 (" at all"). See AT.TOr.F.THER, 
DOUBT (No), MEANS, SURELY, W1sE.41l 

C. Pronoun. 
HOSA (öaa), the neutcr plural of hosos, as much as, chiefty used in the 

plural, is sometimes rendered "all that," e.g., Acts 4: 23; 14: 27. lt 
really means" whatsoever things." See Luke 9 : IO, R.V„" what things." 

ALLEGE 
PARATITHEMI (7rapaTl87]µ,i), to place beside or to set beforc (para, 

bcside, tithimi, to put), while often used in its literal sense of material 
things, as well as in its more common significance, to commit, entrust, twice 
means to set hefpre one in teaching, as in putting forth a parable, Matt. 
13 : 24, 31, R.V. Once it is used of setting subjects before onc's hearers 
by way of argument and proof, of Paul, in "opening and alleging " 
facts concerning Christ, Acts 17: 3. See CoMMEND, CoMMIT, PUT, SET. 

Note: Legö is rendcred "put forth" in the A.V. of Luke 14 : 7 ; 
but legö signifies to speak; hence the R.V., " spake." The A.V. seems to 
be an imitation of paratithemi in Matt. 13 : 24, 3r. See SAY. 

ALLEGORY 
ALL~GOREÖ (aAA7Jyoplfw), translated in Gal. 4: 24 "contain an 

allegory" (A.V„ "are an allegory "), formed from allos, other, and 
agoreuö, to speak in a place of assembly (agora, the market-place), came 
to signify to speak, not according to the primary sense of the word, but so 
that the facts stated are applied to illustrate principles. The allegorical 
meaning does not do away with the literal meaning of the narrative. 
There may be more than one allegorical meaning though, of course, only 
one literal meaning. Scripture histories represent or embody spiritual 
principles, and these are ascertained, not by the play of the imagination, 
but by the rightful application of the doctrines of Scripture. ~ 

For ALLELUJA (which has bccn robb<'d of its initial aspirate) see 
HALLELUJAH. 

For ALLOTTED see CHARGE, A (b), No. 4 
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ALLOW 
1. DOKIMAZO (So1<Lµ.i!tw), to prove with a view to approving, is 

twice translated by the verb to allow in the A.V.; the R.V. corrects to 
"approveth" in Rom. 14: 22, and "have been approved," 1 Thess. 2 : 4, 
of being qualified to be entrusted with the Gospel ; in Rom. 1 : 28, with 
the negative, the R.V. has " refused," for A.V., " did not like." See 
APPROVE. 

2. GINÖSKÖ (yivwaKw), to know, is rendered "allow" in Rom. 7 : 15 
(A.V.) ; the R.V. has "that which I do I know not; " i.e., 'I do not 
reeognizc, as a thing for which I am responsible.' See AWARE, CAN, 
FEEL, KNOW, PERCEIVE, RESOLVE, SPEAK, SURE, UNDERSTAND. 

3. SUNEUDOKEO (avvt:vSoKiw), to consent or fully approve (sun, 
with, eu, well, dokeö, to think), is translated "allow" in Luke II : 48; 
"was consenting" in Acts 8: 1 ; 22 : 20. See CoNSENT. 

4. PROSDECHOMAI (1Tpoa3lxoµ.ai), mistranslated "allow" in Acts 
24 : 15, A.V., means to wail for, in contrast to rejection, there said of 
entertaining a hope; hence the R.V., "look for." See AccEPT, A, No. 3. 

For ALLURE sec BEGUILE, No. 4, ENTICE 

ALMIGHTY 
PANTOKRATÖR (1TavroKpd:rwp), almighty, or ruler of all (Pas, all, 

krateö, to hold, or to have strength), is used of God only, and is found, 
in the Epistles, only in 2 Cor. 6 : 18, where the title is suggestive in con
nection with the context ; elsewhere only in the Apocalypse, nine times. 
In one place, 19 : 6, the A.V. has " omnipotent," R.V., " (the Lord our 
God,) the Almighty."~ The word is introduced in the Sept. as a transla
tion of " Lord (or God) of hosts," e.g., Jer. S : 14 and Arnos 4 : 13. 

ALM OST 
A. Adverb. 

SCHEDON (axt:S&v) is used either (a) of locality, Acts 19 : 26, or 
(b) of degree, Acts 13: 44; Heb. 9: 22., 

B. Verb. 
MELLÖ (µ.lllw), to be about to do anything, or to delay, is used in 

connection with a following verb in the sense of" almost," in Acts 21 : 27, 

lit., ' And when the seven days were about to be completed.' In 
Acts 26: 28 the A.V., "Almost 'thou persuadest me to be a Christian" 
obscures the sense; the R.V. rightly has "with but little persuasion; " 
lit„ ' in a little.' See ABOUT, B. 

ALMS, ALMSDEEDS 
ELE:~MOSUN~ (lA€7Jp.oavvri), connected with eleernön, merciful, 

signifies (a) mercy, pity, particularly in giving alms, Matt. 6 : I (see 
below}, 2, 3, 4 ; Acts 10 : 2 ; 24 : 17 ; (b) the benefaction itself, the 
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alms (the effect for the cause), Luke II : 41; 12 : 33; Acts 3: 2, 3, 10; 
9: 36, "alms-deeds"; 10: 2, 4, 3r.~ 

Note: In Matt. 6: l, the R.V., translating dikaiosune, according to 
the most authentic texts, has "righteousness," for A.V., "alrns." 

ALOES 
ALO:E: (ci,\617), an aromatic tree, the soft, bitter wood of which was 

used by Orientals for the purposes of fumigation and embalming, John 
19: 39 (see also Num. 24: 6; Psa. 45: 8; Prov. 7: 17).~ In the Sept., 
S. of Sol. 4 : 14.~ 

ALONE (LET ALONE) 
A. Adjective. 

MONOS (µ61105') denotes single, alone, solitary, Matt. 4 : 4 etc. See 
ÜNLY, SELF. 

B. Adverbs. 
l. MONON (µ611011), the neuter of A., meaning only, exclusively, 

e.g., Rom. 4: 23 ; Acts 19: 26, is translated "alone" in the A.V. of 
John 17: 20; R.V., "only." See ÜNLY. 

2. KATA MONAS (Kara µ611aS') signifies apart, in private, alone, 
Mark 4 : 10 ; Luke 9 : 18. Some texts have the phrase as one word. ~ 

C~ Verb. 
APHI:E:MI (ri.t/Jl17µi) signifies to send away, set free ; also to let alone, 

Matt. 15: 14; Mark 14: 6; Luke 13: 8; John II: .j.8; 12: 7 (R.V., 
"suffer her") ; in Acts 5 : 38 some texts have easate from eao, to permit. 
See CRY, FoRGIVE, FoRSAKE, LAY, Note (2), LEAVE, LET, ÜMIT, Pur, 
No. 16, Note, REMIT, SEND, SuFFER, YIELD. 

Notes: (1) The phrase kath' heauten means "by (or in) itself," Jas. 
2: 17, R.V., for A.V., "being alone" (see A.V., margin). 

(2) The phrase kat' idian, Mark 4 : 34, signifies in private, " privately," 
R.V. (A.V., "when they were alone "). 

(3) For " let us alone " see AH ! 

For ALONG see the R.V. of Acts 17: 23 and 27: 13. 

For ALOUD see CRY, B, No. 2 

ALREADY 
:E:D:E: (7]&7]) is always used of time in the N.T. and means now, at (or by) 

this time, sometimes in the sense of "already," i.e. without mentioning 
or insisting upon anything further, e.g., l Tim. 5 : 15. In l Cor. 4 : 8 
and l John 2: 8 the R.V. corrects the A.V. "now," and, in 2 Tim. 4: 6, 
the A.V. "now ready tobe," by the rendering "already." 

See also John 9: 27 (A.V., "already," R.V., "even now ") and 
I Cor. 6: 7 (A.V., "now," R.V., "already "). 
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Notes: (r) Phthano, to anticipate, be beforehand with, signifies to 
attain already, in Phil. 3: r6. See ATTAIN, COME, PRECEDE. 

(2) Proamartano, to sin before, or heretofore, is translated "have 
sinned already" in 2 Cor. 12: 21, A.V.; both Versions have "heretofore" 
in 13: 2. 

ALSO 
r. KAI (Kal) has three chief meanings, "and," "also," "even." 

When kai means " also " it precedes the word which it stresses. In 
English the örder should be reversed. In John 9: 40, e.g., the R.V. 
rightly has " are we also blind ? " instead of " are we blind also ? " In 
Acts 2 : 26 the R.V. has "moreover My flesh also," instead of "moreover 
also ... " See EvEN. 

2. ETI (frL). "yet" or "further," is uscd (a) of time, (b) of degree, 
and in this sense is once translated " also," Luke 14 : 26, " his own life 
also." Here the rneaning probably is 'and, further, eveu hi;; U\.\-11 life' 
(thP. forr.e of the kai being "even "). No other particles mean "also." 
See EVEN, FuRTHER, LoNGER, MORE, MoREOVER, STILL, THENCEFORTH, 
YET. 

Note: The particle te means "both" or "and." 

ALTAR 
r. THUSIASTERION (8vuLau-r~pLov), probably the neuter of the 

adjective thusiasterios, is derived from thusiazo, to sacrifice. Accordingly 
it denotes an altar for the sacrifice of victims, though it was also used for 
the altar of incense, e.g., Luke r : II. In the N.T. this word is reserved 
for the altar of the true God, Matt. 5 : 23, 24; 23 : 18-20, 35 ; Luke II: 51; 
r Cor. 9 : 13 ; ro : r8, in contrast to bOmos, No. 2, below. In the Sept. 
thusiasterion is mostly, but not entirely, used for the Divinely appointed 
altar; it is used for idol altars, e.g., in Judg. 2 : 2; 6 : 25; 2 Kings 16 : ro. 

2. BÖMOS (ßwµ.6s), properly, an elevated place, always denotes either 
a pagan altar or an altar reared without Divine appointment. In the 
N.T. the only place where this is found is Acts 17: 23, as this is the only 
mention of such. Three times in the Sept., but only in the Apocrypha, 
bomos is used for the Divine altar. In Josh. 22 the Sept. translators have 
carefully observed the distinction, using bOmos for the altar which the two 
and a half tribes erected, verses ro, II, 16, 19, 23, 26, 34, no Divine 
injunction being given for this; in vcrses 19, 28, 29, where the altar 
ordained of God is mentioned, thusiasterion is used. ~ 

For ALTERED see OTHER No. 2 

ALTHOUGH: see Note t, p. 9 
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ALTOGETHER 
A. Adjective. 

ALW 

HOLOS (ö,\os), whole, is rendered "altogether '' in John 9: 34. lt 
is sometimes subjoined to an adjective or a verb, as in this case, to show 
that the idea conveyed by the adjective or verb belongs to the whole 
person or thing referred to. So here, lit., ' thou wast altogether (i.e., 
completely) bom in sins.' Cp. Matt. 13: 33, R.V.; Luke II: 36; 
13 : 21 ; John 13 : IO, R.V. (rendered "every whit "). See ALL, and 
EVERY WHIT. 

B. Adverbs. 
I. PANTOS ('1TaVTCiJs), from pas, "all," is translated in various ways. 

The rendering "altogether" is found only in l Cor. 5 : lo (where the 
R.V. margin gives the alternative meaning, " not at all meaning the 
fomicators of this world ") and 9 : IO (marg., " doubtless "). The other 
renderings are, in Luke 4: 23, "doubtless" (A.V., "surely ") ; in Acts 
18 : 21, "by all mcans," (A.V., only) ; so in l Cor. 9 : 22, both R.V. and 
A.V. ; in Acts 21: 22,." certainly" (A.V., "needs," which does not give 
an accurate meaning) ; in Acts 28 : 4, " no doubt ; " in Rom. 3 : 9, "in 
no wise" (lit., 'not at all'), so in l Cor. 16: 12. In Acts 26: 29 the 
A.V. has given a misleading rendering in the phrase "both almost and 
altogether ; " there is no Greek word here which means " altogether ; " 
the R.V. corrects to "whether with little or with much." See ALL.~ 

2. HOLÖS dcnotes altogether or actually, or assuredly. See 
AcTUALLY, and ALL, B, No. I. 

ALWAY, ALWAYS 
l. AEI (dt:l) has two meanings: (a) perpetually, incessantly, Acts 

7 : 51 ; 2 Cor. 4 : II ; 6 : IO ; Tit. l : 12 ; Heb. 3 : IO ; (b) invariably, at 
any and every time, of successive occurrences, when some thing is to be 
repeated, according to the circumstances, l Pet. 3 : 15 ; 2 Pet. l : 12. 
See EvER.~ 

2. HEKASTOTE (€KacrroTt:), from hekastos, each, is used in 2 Pet. 
I : 15, R.V., "at every time" (A.V., "always "). See TIME.~ 

3. DIAPANTOS (Sia'/TaVT6s) is, lit., 'through all,' i.e., 'through all 
time,' (dia, through, pas, all). In the best texts the words are separated. 
The phrase, which is used of the time throughout which a thing is done, is 
sometimes rendered "continually," sometimes "always;" "always" 
or " alway " in Mk. 5 : 5 ; Acts IO : 2 ; 24 : 16 ; Rom. II : IO ; " con
tinually " in Luke 24 : 53 ; Heb. 9 : 6 ; t3 : 15, the idea being that of a 
continuous practice carried on without being abandoned. See CoN
TINUALLY .~ 

4 and 5. PANTR ('"c!vrl'/) and PANTOTE ('1TaV7'0Tt:} are derived from 
pas, all. The former is found in Acts 24 : 3. ~ The latter is thc usual 
word for " always.'' See EvER, EvERMORE. 

Note: Two phrases, rendered "always" or "alway" in the A.V., 
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are en panti kairö (lit., 'in every season '), Luke 2I : 36, R.V., "at every 
season," Eph. 6 : 18, R.V., " at all seasons," and pasas tas hemeras, {lit., 
'all the days '), Matt. 28: 20, A.V. and R.V., "alway." 

AMAZE, AMAZEMENT 
A. Nouns. 

I. EKST ASIS {EKCJTaais) is, lit., ' a standing out (ek, out of, stasis, 
a standing).' Eng. "ecstasy" is a translitcration. lt is translated 
" amazcment "in Acts 3 : 10. lt was said of any displacement, and hence, 
especially, with rcfcrence to the mind, of that altf:'ration of thP nnrm;il 
cofidition by which the person is thrown into a state of surprise or fear, 
or both; or again, in which a person is so transported out of his natural 
state that he falls into a trance, Acts 10 : Io; II : 5 ; 22 : 17. As to the 
other meaning, the R.V. has "amazement" in Mark 5: 42 and Luke 
5 : 26, but " astonishment " in Mark I6 : 8. See Tl<ANCE. ~ 

2. THAMBOS (8&~1ßo•), ;im;izPment, wonder, is probably connected 
with a root signifying to render immovable; it is frequcntly associated 
with terror as well as astonishment, as wHh lhe ve1u (Nu. 3, uelow) in 
Acts 9 : 6. lt occurs in Luke 4 : 36 ; 5 : 9 ; Acts 3 : IO. See W ONDER. ~ 

Note: Ptoesis signifies "terror," not" amazement," 1 Pet. 3: 6, R.V.~ 
B. Verbs. 

I. EXISTEMI (€gla-r711u), akin to A, No. l, lit. means to stand out 
from. Like the noun, this is used with two distind mcanings: (a) in the 
sense of amazement, the word should be invariably rendered "arnazed," 
as in the KV., e.g., in the case of Simon Magus (for A.V.," bewitched "), 
Acts 8: 9 and II. lt is used, in the Passive Voice, of Simon himself in 
the 13th ver., R.V.," he was amazed," for A.V., "wondered." "Amaze" 
is preferable to" astonish" throughout; (b) in Mark 3 : 21 and 2 Cor. 5: 13 
it is used with its other meaning of being beside oneself. See BESIDE 
ÜNESELF (tobe), BEWITCH, WoNDER. 

2. EKPLESSO (lK1TA1}aaw), from ek, out of, plessö, to strike, lit., 
to strike out, signifies to be exceedingly struck in mind, to be astonished 
(ek, intensive). The English "astonish" shoultl be used for this verb, 
and" amaze "for existemi, as in the R.V. ; see Matt. 19 : 25 ; Luke 2 : 48; 
9: 43. 

3. THAMBEO (8apßlw), akin to A, Nö. 2, is used in Mark I : 27; 
IO: 24, 32 {and Acts 9: 6, A.V.)'. The R.V. has" amazed "in each place; 
A.V., "astonished," in Mark IO: 24.~ 

4. EKTHAMBEO (lK8aµßlw), an intensive form of No. 3, is found in 
Mark's Gospel only; in 9: 15, "were greatly amazed; " in 14: 33, A.V., 
"were sore amazed;" in 16: 5, R.V., "were amazed," A.V., "were 
affrightcd;" in ver. 6, R.V., "bc not amazed," A.V., "be not affrighted." 
See AFFRIGHTED. ~ 

C. Adjective. 
EKTHAMBOS .(lK8aµßos), a strengthened form of A, No. 2, is found in 
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Acts 3: II. The intensive force of the word is brought out by the 
renderi.ng "greatly wondering." See WoNDER., 

AMBASSADOR, AMBASSAGE 
A. Verb. 

PRESBEUO (7rp€uß€vw) denotes (a) to be elder or eldest, prior in 
birth or age; (b) tobe an ambassador, 2 Cor. 5 : 20, and Eph. 6 : 20; for 
Philm. 9 see under AGED. There is a suggestion that to be an ambassador 
for Christ involves the experience suggested by the word "elder." Elder 
men were chosen as ambassadors. 

B. Noun. 
PRESBEIA (7rpwß€la), primarily, age, eldership, rank, hence, an 

r.ombassy or ambassage, is used in Luke 14: 32; in 19 : 14, R.V„ 
" ambassage," for A.V„ " message."~ 

AMEN 
AMEN (äµ.~v) is transliterated from Hebrew into both Greek and 

English. "Its meanings may be seen in such passages as Deut. 7 : 9, 
'the faithful (the Amen) God,' Isa. 49: 7, 'Jehovah that is faithful,' 
65 : r6,' the God of truth,' marg„' the God of Amen.' And if God is faith
ful His testimonies and precepts are 'sure (amen),' Psa. 19 : 7; III : 7, 
as are also His warnings, Hos. 5 : 9, and promises, Isa. 33 : r6 ; 55 : 3. 
' Amen ' is used of men also, e.g„ Prov. 25 : 13. 

" There are cases where the people used it to express their assent to a 
law and their willingness tu submit to the penalty attached to the breach 
of it, Deut. 27: 15, cp. Neh. 5 : 13. lt is also used to express acquiescence 
in another's prayer, l Kings l : 36, where it is defmed as ' (let) God say 
so too,' or in another's thanksgiving, l Chron. r6 : 36, whether by an 
individual, Jer. II : 5, or by the congregation, Psa. ro6: 48. 

" Thus ' Amen ' said by God = ' it is and shall be so,' and by men, 
'so let it be.' 

"Once in the N.T. 'Amen' is a title of Christ, Rev. 3 : 14, because 
through Hirn the purposes of God are established, 2 Cor. r : 20. 

" The early Christian churches followed the example of Israel in 
associating themselves audibly with the prayers and thanksgivings offered 
on their behalf, l Cor. 14 : 16, where the article ' the ' points to a common 
practice. Moreover this custom conforms to the pattern of things in the 
Heavens, sec Rev. 5 : 14, etc. 

" 'fhe individual also said ' Amen ' to express his ' let it be so ' in 
response to the Divine ' thus it shall be,' Rev. 22 : 20. Frequently the 
speaker adds 'Amen' to his own prayers and doxologies, as is the case 
at Eph. 3: 21, e.g. 

" The Lord Jesus often used 'Amen,' translated 'verily,' to introduce 
new revelations of the mind of God. In Jc.hn's Gospel it is always 
repeated, ' Amen, Amen,' but not elsewhere. Luke does not use it at all, 
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but where Matthew, 16 : 28, and Mark, 9 : l, have ' Amen,' Luke has 
' of a truth ; ' thus by varying the translation of what the Lord said, 
Luke throws light on His meaning."* See VERILY. 

AMEND 
ECHO KOMPSOTERON, lit., to have more fmely, i.e., to be better, 

is used in John 4: 52, " to amend." The .atter word in the phrase is the 
comparative of kompsos, elegant, nice, fine. Cp. Eng., "he's doing 
nicely."'I] 

AMETHYST 
AMETHUSTOS (dµ.i8vuTos), primarily meaning "not drunken" 

(a, negative, and methu, wine), became used as a noun, being regarded as 
possessing a remedial virtue against drunkenness. Pliny, however, says 
that the reason for its name lay in the fact that in colour it nearly 
approached that of wine, but did not actually do so, Rcv. 21: 20.'1] 

For AMIDST see MIDST 

AMISS 
A. Adjective. 

ATOPOS (0:To1Tos), lit„ out of place (a, negative, topos, a place), hence 
denotes unbecoming, nol befüting. lt is used four timcs in the N.T., 
and is rendered "amiss" three times in the R.V. ; in the malefactor's 
testimony of Christ, Luke 23 : 41 ; in Festus's words conceming Paul, 
Acts 25 : 5, "if there is anything amiss in the man" (A.V„ "wickedness ") ; 
in Acts 28: 6, of the expected effect of the viper's attack upon Paul 
(A.V„ "harm ") ; in 2 Thess. 3 : 2, of men capable of outrageous conduct, 
" unreasonable." See HARM, UNREASONABLE. 

B. Adverb. 
KAKÖS (KaKws), akin to kakos, evil, is translated "amiss" in Jas. 

4: 3; elsewhere in various ways. See EvrL, GRIEVOUS, MISERABLE, 
SORE. 

AMONG: See Note t. p. 9 

For ANATHEMA see under CURSE 

AN CHOR 
ANKCRA (ayKvpa), Eng„ anchor, was so called because of its curved 

form (anlws, a curve), Acts 27 : 29, 30, 40 ; H{;b. 6 : 19. In Acts 27: 13 
the vcrb airö, to lift, signifies to lift anchor (the noun being understood), 
R.V„ " they wcighcd anchor " (A.V„ " loosing thence "). '11 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg_ and Vinc, pp. 26, 27. 
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ANEW 
ANÖTHEN (ävwOEV), lit„ 'from above,' in the phrase rendcred 

"anew" in the R.V. (A.V., "again ") of John 3 : 3, 7. See AGAIN. 
Note: In Phil. 3 : 21 "fashion anew" translates the verb metaschema

tizö, which signifies to change the form of. 

ANGEL 
ANGELOS (äyye.>.oS'), a messenger (from angellö, to deliver a message), 

sent whether by God or by man or by Satan, "is also used of a guardian 
or representative in Rev. l : 20, cp. Matt. 18 : ro ; Acts 12 : 15 (where it 
is better understood as = 'ghost '), but most frequently of an order of 
created beings, superior to man, Heb. 2 : 7 ; Psa. 8 : 5, belunging to 
Heaven, Matt. 24 : 36 ; Mark 12 : 25, and to God, Luke 12 : 8, ancl 
eng<"ged in His service, Psa. 103 : 20. Angels are spirits, Heb. l : 14, 
i.e., they have not material bodies us mcn have; they are either liurnan 
in form, or can assnme the hnman form when necessary, cp. Luke z4: 4, 
with ver. 23, Acts ro : 3 with ver. 30. 

" Tlicy are called ' holy ' in Mark 8 : 38, an<l ' elect,' l Tim. 5 : 21, 
in contrast with some of their original number, Matt. 25 : 41, who' sinned,' 
2 Pet. 2 : 4, 'left their proper habitation,' Jude 6, oiketerion, a word which 
occurs again, in the N.T., only in 2 Cor. 5 : 2. An:scls are always spoken of 
in the masculine gender, the feminine form of the word does not occur."* 

Note: lsangelos, "equal to the ange!s," occurs in Luke 20 : 36.•: 

ANGER, ANGRY (to be) 
A. Noun. 

ORGt (clpyr]), originally any natural impulse, or desire, or disposition, 
came to signify anger, as the strongest of all passions. It is used of the 
wrath of man, Eph. 4: 31; Col. 3: 8; l Tim. 2: 8; Jas. l: 19, 20; 

the displeasure of human governments, Rom. 13 : 4, 5 ; the sufferings 
of the Jews at the hands of the Gentiles, Luke 21 : 23 ; the terrors of the 
Law, Rom. 4: 15; the anger of the Lord Jesus, Mark 3 : 5; God's anger 
with Israel in the wilderness, in a quotation from the O.T., Heb. 3 : II ; 
4 : 3 ; God's present anger with the Jews nationally, Rom. 9 : 22 ; l Thess. 
2 : r6 ; His present anger with those who disobey the Lord Jesus in His 
Gospel, John 3 : 36 ; God's purposes in judgment, Matt. 3 : 7 ; Luke 3 : 7 ; 
Rom. l : 18 ; 2 : 5, 8 ; 3 : 5 ; 5 : 9 ; 12 : 19 ; Eph. 2 : 3 ; 5 : 6 ; Col. 3 : 6 ; 
l Thess. l: IO; 5: 9. See INDIGNATION, VENGEANCE, WRATH.if 

Notes: (1) Thumos, wrath (not translated "anger "), is to be dis
tinguished from orge, in this respect, that !humos indicates a more agitated 
condition of the feelings, an outburst of wrath from inward indignation, 
while orge suggests a more settled-0r abiding condition of mind, frequently 
with a view to taking revenge. Orge is less sudden in its rise than thumos, 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 2~9. 
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but more lasting in its nature. Thumos expresses more the inward feeling, 
orge the more active emotion. Thumos may issue in revenge, though it 
does not necessarily include it. lt is characteristic that it quickly blazes 
up and quickly subsides, though that is not necessarily implied in each 
case. 

(2) Parorgismos, a strengthened form of orge, and used in Eph. 4: 26, 
R.V. margin, " provocation," points especially to that which provokes the 
wrath, and suggests a less continued state than No. (1). "The first keen
ness of the sense of fTOvocation must not be cherished, though righteous 
rcscntment may remain" (Westcott). The preceding verb, orgizö, in this 
verse implies a just occasion for the feeling. This is confirmed by the fact 
that it is a quotation from Psa. 4: 4 (Sepl.), where the Ilebrew word 
signifies to quiver with strong emotion. 

Thumos is found eighteen times in the N.T., ten of which are in the 
Apocalypse, in seven of which the reference is to the wrath of God ; so in 
Rom. 2 : 8, R.V„" wra.th (tliumos} nnd indignation " (orKe} ; the ordP.r 
in the A.V. is inaccurate. Everywhere else the word thumos is used in a 
bad sense. In Gal. 5 : :.m, il follows the word jcalousics, which when 
smouldering in the heart break out in wrath. Thumos and orge are coupled 
in two places in the Apocalypse, 16: 19, "the fierceness (thumos) of His 
wrath " (orge) ; and 19 : 15, " the fierceness of the wrath of Almighty 
God." See WROTH (be}. 

(J) Aganaktesis originally signified physical pain or irritation 
(probably from agan, very much, and achomai, to grieve), hence, 
annoyance, vexation, and is used in 2 Cor. 7 : II, " indignation.", 

B. Verbs. 
l. ORGIZÖ (dpyt,w), to provoke, to arouse to anger, is used in the 

Middle Voice in the eight places where it is found, and signifies to be 
angry, wroth. lt is said of individuals, in Matt. 5 : 22 ; 18 : 34; 22 : 7; 
Luke 14: 21; 15: 28, and Eph. 4: 26 (where a possible meaning is "be 
ye angry with yourselves " ) ; of nations, Rev. II : 18 ; of Satan as the 
Dragon, 12: 17. See WRATH.~ 

2. PARORGIZÖ (1Tapopyl,w) is to arouse to wrath, provoke (para, 
used intensively, and No. l) ; Rom. 10: 19, "will I anger;" Eph. 6: 4, 
"provoke to wrath." See PROVOKE.~ 

3. CHOLAO (xoMw), connected with chole, gall, bile, which became 
used metaphorically to signify bitter anger, means to be enraged, John 
7: 23, "wroth," R.V„ in the Lord's remonstrance with the Jews on 
account of their indignation at His having made a man whole on the 
Sabbath Day.~ 

Notes: (1) Thumomacheö (from thumos, wrath, machomai, to fight) 
originally denoted to fight with great animosity, and hP.nce came to mean 
tobe very angry, tobe exasperated, Acts 12: 20, of the anger of Herod, 
" was highly displeased."~ 

(2) Thumoö, the corresponding verb, sigW,ties to provoke to anger, 
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but in the Passive Voice to be wroth, as in Matt. 2: 16, of the wrath of 
Herod, " was exceeding wroth."~ 

(3) Aganakteö, see A, Note (3), is rendered in various ways in 
the seven places where it is used ; " moved with indignation," Matt. 
20 : 24 and 21 : 15, R.V. (A.V., " sore displeased ") ; " had indig
nation," Matt. 26: 8; Mark 14: 4. In Mark IO: 14 the R.V. has "was 
moved with indignation" (A.V., "was much displeased "), said of the 
Lord Jesus. The same renderings are given in ver. 4r. In Luke 13 : 14 
(A.V., "with indignation "), the R.V. rightly puts "being moved with 
indignation," These words more particularly point to the cause of the 
vexation. See DISPLEASE, INDIGNATION.~ 

(4) In Col. 3 : 21 erethizö signifies to provoke. The R.V. correctly 
omits "to anger." 

C. Adjective. 
ORGILOS (dpyl.\.os-), angry, prone to anger, irascible (see B, Nos. l, 2), 

is rendered "soon angry" in Tit. r : 7. ~ 

ANGUISH 
A. Nouns. 

l. THLIPSIS (8.\.i.i/us-) ; see AFFLICTION (No. 4). 
2. STENOCHORIA (cr-r€voxwpla), lit., narrowness of place (stenos, 

narrow, chöra, a place). metaphorically came to mean the distress arising 
from that condition, anguish. lt is used in the plurn 1, of various forms 
of distress, 2 Cor. 6: 4 and 12 : 10, and of anguish or distress in general, 
Rom. 2 : g; 8: 35, R.V., "anguish" for A.V., "distress." The opposite 
state, of being in a large place, and so metaphorically in a state of joy, is 
represented by the word platusmos in certain Psalms as, e.g., Psa. n8 : 5 ; 
see also 2 Sam. 22 : 20. See DISTRESS. ~ 

3. SUNOCHE (crvvoxi)), lit., a holding together, or compressing (sun, 
together, echö, to hold), was used of the narrowing of a way. lt is found 
only in its metaphorical sense, of straits, distress, anguish, Luke 21 : 25, 
"distress of nations," and 2 Cor. 2 : 4; 0 anguish of heart." See 
DISTRESS.~ 

Note: Ananke is associated with thlipsis, and signifies a condition of 
necessity arising from some form of .compulsion. lt is therefore used 
not only of necessity but of distress, Luke 21 .: 23 ; l Thess. 3 : 7, and in 
the plural in .2 Cor. 6 : 4 ; 12 : ro. 

B. Verbs. 
1. STENOCHOREO (crr€voxwplw), akin to A, No; 2, lit., to crowd into 

a narrow space, or, in the Passive Voice to be pressed for room, hence, 
metaphorically, to be straitened, 2 Cor. 4: 8 and 6 : 12 (twice), is found 
in its literal sense in two places in the Sept., in Josh. 17 : 15 and Isa. 49: lg, 
and intwo places in its metaphorical sense, in Judg. 16: 16, where Delilah 
is said to have pressed Samson sore with her words continually, and to 
have "straitened him," and inTsa. 28: 20. See D~sTRESS, STRAlTENED . .-
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2. SUNECHÖ (avvlxw), akin to A, No. 3, lit., to hold together, is used 
physically of being held, or thronged, Luke 8 : 45; 19 : 43 ; 22 : 63 ; of 
being taken with a malady, Matt. 4: 24; Luke 4: 38; Acts 28: 8; 
with fear, Luke 8: 37; of being straitened or pressed in spirit, with desire, 
Luke 12 : 50 ; Acts 18 : 5 ; Phil. l : 23 ; with the love of Christ, 2 Cor. 
5 : 14. In one place it is used of the stopping of their ears by those who 
killed Stephen. See CONSTRAIN, HoLD, KEEP, PRESS, S1cK (lie), STOP, 
STRAIT (be in a), STRAITENED, TAKE, THRONG. 

3. ODUNAÖ (dovvaw), in the Middle and Passive Voices, signifies to 
suffer pain, be in anguish, be greatly distressed (akin to odune, pain, 
distress); it is rendered "sorrowing" in Luke 2 : 48; in 16: 24, 25, R.V„ 
" in anguish," for A.V„ " tormented ; " in Acts 20 : 38, " sorrowing." 
See SoRROW, TORMENT. ~ 

For ANIMALS (2 Pet. 2: 12, R.V.), see NATURAL. 

ANISE 
ANETHON (än1Bov), dill, anise, was used for food and for pickling, 

Matt. 23: 23.~ 

ANKLE-BONES 
SPHÜRON (acf>vp&v) or SPHUDRON (acf>vop&v) denotes the ankle, or 

ankle-bone (from sphura, a hammer, owing to a resemblance in the shape), 
Acts 3: 7.~ 

ANNOUNCE 
ANANGELLÖ (ava'Y'Yl.U.w), to declare, announce (ana, up, angellö, to 

report), is used especially of heavenly messages, and is translated 
"announced" in the R.V. of l Pet. l : 12, for A.V„ "reported," andin 
l John l : 5, R.V„ "announce," for A.V„ "declare." See DECLARE, 
REHEARSE, REPORT, SHOW, SPEAK, TELL. 

'ANOINT, ANOINTING 
A. Verbs. 

r. ALEIPHÖ (a>..dcf>w) is a general term used for an anointing of any 
kind, whether of physical refreshment after washing; e.g„ in the Sept; 
of Ruth 3: 3; 2 Sam. 12 .: 20; Dan. ro: 3; Micah 6: 15; in the N.T;, 
Matt. 6: 17; Luke 7: 38, 46; John II: 2; 12: 3; or of the sick, Mark 
6: 13; Jas. 5 : 14; or a dead body, Mark 16: r. The material used was 
either oil, or ointment, as in Luke 7 : 38, 46.~ In the Sept. it is also used 
of anointing a pillar, Gen. 31 : 13, or captives, 2 Chron. 28 : 15, or of 
daubing a wall with mortar, Ezek 13 : ro, II, 12, 14, 15 ; and, in the 
sacred sense, of anointing priests, in Ex. 40: 15 (twice), and Numb. 3 : 3. 
· 2. CHRIÖ (xptw) is more limited in its use than No. l ; it is confined 

to sacred and symbolical anointings; of Christ as the Anointed of God, 
Luke 4 : 18 ; Acts 4 : 27 ; ro : 38, and Heb. I : 9, where it is used meta-
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phorically in connection with " the oil of gladness." The title Christ 
signifies " The Anointed One." The word (Christos) is rendered " (His) 
Anointed " in Acts 4 : 26, R.V. Once it is said of believers, 2 Cor. I : 21. 
Chriö is very frequent in the SPpt .. and is used of kings, l Sam. ro : l, 

and priests, Ex. 28 : 41, and prophets, I Kings 19 : 16. Among the 
Greeks it was used in other senses than the ceremonial, but in the Scriptures 
it is not found in connection with secular matters., 

Note : The distinction referred to by Trench (Syn. § xxxviii), that 
aleiphö is the mundane and profane, chriö, the sacred and religious word, 
is not borne out by evidence. In a papyrus document chri.<;is is nsP.cl of 
"a lotion for a sick horse" (Moulton- and Milligan, Vocab. of Greek 
Test). 

3. ENCHRIO (lyxplw), primarily, to ruh in, hence, to besmear, to 
anoint, is used metaphorically in the command to the church in Laodicea 
to anoint their eyes with eyesalve, Rev. 3 : 18., In the Sept., Jer. 4: 30, 
it is used of the anointing of the eyes with a view to .beautifying them. 

4. EPICHRIÖ (lmXPlw), primarily, to rub on (epi, upon), is used of the 
blind mu.n whosc cycs Christ anointed, and indicates the manner in which 
the anointing was done, John 9 : 6, II., 

5. MURIZÖ (µ.vpl,w) is used of anointing the body for burial, in 
Mark 14: 8., 

B. Noun. 
CHRISMA (xpluµ.a), the corresponding noun to No. 2, above, signifies 

an unguent, or ananointing. lt was prepared from oil and aromatic herbs. 
lt is uscd only metaphorically in the N.T.; by metonymy, of the Holy 
Spirit, I John 2 : 20, 27, twice. Tl].e R.V. translates it " anointing" in 
all three plates, instead of the A.V. "unction" and "anointing." 

That believers have "an anointing from the Holy One ·~ indicates that 
this anointing renders them holy, separating them to God; The passage 
teaches that the gift of the Holy Spirit is the all~efficient ineans of enabling 
believers to possess a knowledge of the truth. In the Sept„ it is used of 
the oil for' anointing the high priest, e;g„ Ex. 29 :'7,'lit., • Thou· shalt 
take of the oil of the anointing.'. In Ex. 30 : 25, etc„ it is spoken of as " a 
holy anointing oil." In Dan. 9 : 26 chrisma stands for the anointed one, 
"Christ," the noun standing by metonymy for the Person Himself, as 
for the Holy Spirit in '•1 John 2. See UNCTION;, . 

Notes: (1) Aleimma, akin to A, No. 1 (not in the N.T.), occurs three 
times in the Sept„ Ex. 30 : 31, ofthe anointing of the priests ; Isa. 61 : 3, 
metaphorically, of the oil of joy ; Dari. 10 : 3, of physical refreshment 

(2) Muron, a word akin to A, No .. 5, denotes ointment. The 
distinction between this and elaion, oil, is observable 1n Christ's reptoofof 
the Pharisee who, while desiring Hirn to eat with him, failed in the 
ordinary marks of courtesy ; " My ht!ad with oil (elaion) thou didst not 
anoint, but she hath anointed My feet wifü ointment " (muron), luke 
7: 46. 
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ANON 
Note: This is the A.V. rendering of euthus, in Matt. 13: 20 and MMk 

I : 30, R.V., "straightway." 

ANOTHER 
ALLOS (llios) and HETEROS (lT€pos) have a difference in meaning, 

which despite a tendency tobe lost, is tobe observed in numerous passages. 
Allos expresses a numerical difference and denotes another of the same 
sort ; heteros expresses a qualitative difference and denotes another of a 
different sort. Christ promis~n to send " another Comforter " (allos, 
another like Himself, not heteros), John 14: 16. Paul says " I see a 
different (A.V., 'another ') law," heterus, a law different from that of 
the spirit of life (not allos, a law of the same sort), Rom. 7 : 23. After 
Joseph's death „ another king, arose," heteros, one of quite a different 
character, Acts 7: 18. Paul speaks of "a different gospel (heteros), which 
is not another" (atlos, another like the one he preached), Gal. 1 : 6, 7. 
See heteros (not allos) in Matt. II : 3, and Acts 27: 1 ; in Luke 23 : 32 
heteroi is ust!tl uf Lhe two malefactors crucificd with Christ. The two 
words are only apparently interchanged in 1 Cor. 1 : 16 and 6: 1 ; 12 : 8-
10; 14: 17 and 19, e.g., the difference being present, though not so readily 
discernible. 

They are not interchangeable in 1 Cor. 15 : 39-41 ; here heteros is 
used to distinguish the heavenly glory from the earthly, for these differ 
in genus, and allos to distinguish the flesh of men, birds, and fishes, which 
in each case is flesh differing not in genus but in species. , Allos is used 
again to distinguish between the glories of the heavenly bodies, for these 
also differ not in kind but in degree only. For allos, see MoRE, ÜTHER, 
etc. For heteros, see ÜTHER, STRANGE. 

Note:, The distinction comes out in the compounds of heteros, viz., 
heteroglössos, "strange tongues;" 1 Cor. 14: 21 ; , ; heterodidaskaleö, 
"to teach a different doctrine,", 1 Tim. l : 3; 6 : 3 ; , ; heterozugö, "to 
be unequally yoked " (i.e., ,with those of a different character), 2 Cor. 6 : 14., 

ANS WER 
A. Nouns. 

l. APOKRISIS (a'ITOKptats), lit., a separa:tion or distinction, is the 
regular word for" answer," Lµke 2: 47; 20: 26; John 1 : 22 and 19: 9., 

2. APOKRIMA (0.m)Kptµa), akin to No. 1, denotes a judicial 
"sentence," 2,Cor. l,: 9, A.V„ and R.V., margin, or an" answer" (R.V., 
text), an answer of God to the Apostle's appeal, giving him strong con
fidence, In an ancient inscription it is used of an ofticial decision. In 
a papyrus.document it is used ofa reply to a deputation. See SENTENCE., 

3. CHREMATISMOS (xp1Jp.Ci:nC1p.os), a Divine response, an oracle, is 
used in Rom. II : 4, of the am.wer given by God to Elijah's complaint 
against Israel. 'il See the verb under CALL. 
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4. APOLOGIA (d1ToAoyla), a verbal defence, a speech in defence, is 
sometimes translated " answer," in the A.V., Acts 25 : 16 ; r Cor. 9 : 3 ; 
2 Tim. 4: 16, all which the R.V. corrects to "defence." See Acts 
22 : r ; Phil. r : 7, 16; 2 Cor. 7: II, "clearing." Once it signifies an 
"answer," r Pet. 3: 15. Cp. B, No. 4. See CLEARING, DEFENCE.if 

Note : Eperötema, r Pet. 3 : 21, is not, as in the A.V., an " answer." 
lt was used by the Greeks in a legal sense, as a demand or appeal. 
Baptism is therefore the ground of an appeal by a good conscience against 
wrong doing.if 

B. Verbs. 
r. APOKRINOMAI (d1To«plvoµai), akin to A, No. l, above, signifies 

either to give an answer to a question (its more frequent use) or to begin 
to speak, but always where something has preceded, either statement or 
act to which the remarks refer, e.g., Matt. II : 25 ; Luke r4: 3 ; John 
2: 18. The R.V. translates by "answered," e.g., Matt. 28: 5; Mark 
12 : 35 ; Luke 3 : 16, where some have suggested ' began to say ' or 
' uttered solemnly,' whereas the speaker is replyi:u~ to the unuttered 
thought or feeling of those addressed by him. 

2. ANTAPOKRINOMAI (dna1To«plvoµaL), anti, against, and No. l, 

a strengthened form, to answer by contradiction, to reply against, 1s 
found in Luke I4 : 6 and Rom. 9 : 20. if 

3. HUPOLAMBANÖ (u1To,\aµß6.11w) signifies (a) to take or bear up 
from beneath, Acts r : 9 ; (b) to receive, 3 John 8 ; (c) to suppose, Luke 
7: 43; Acts 2 : 15 ; (d) to catch up (in speech), to answer, Luke ro : 30; 
in sense (d) it indicates that a person follows what another has sai<l, 
either by controverting or supplementing it. See RECEIVE, SuPPOSE.if 

4. APOLOGEOMAI (d7ro,\oycfoµa1), cp. A, No. 4, lit„ to talk oneself 
off from (apo, from,legö, to speak), to answer by way of making a defence 
for oneself (besides its meaning to excuse, Rom. 2 : 15; 2 Cor. 12 : 19), 

is translated "answer" in Luke 12 : II ; 21 : 14; in Acts rg: 33, A.V. 
and R.V. both have "made defence;" in Acts 24: ro; 25 : 8 ; 26: l, 2, 

the R.V. has the verb to make a defence, for the A.V., to answer, andin 
26: 24 for the A.V., "spake for himself." See DEFENCE, ExcusE, 
SPEAK.if 

5. ANTILEGÖ {dvnMyw}, to speak against, is rendered "answering 
again " in the A.V . .of Tit. 2 : 9 {R.V., " gainsaying "). See CONTRADICT, 
DENY, GAINSAY, SPEAK. 

6. SUSTOICHEÖ (avaToixlw), lit., to be in the same line or row with 
(sun, with, stoichos, a row), is translated "answereth to" in Gal. 4: 25.~ 

Note: Cp. stoicheö, to walk (in line), 5 : 25 ; 6 : 16. For hupakouö. 
rendered to answer in Acts 12: 13, R.V., see HEARJ..EN, No. r, Note. 

ANTICHRIST 
ANTICHRISTOS (aVTlxpiO"Tos-) can mean either against Christ or 

instead of Christ, or perhaps, combining the two, " one who, assuming 
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the guise of Christ, opposes Christ " (Westcott). The word is found only 
in John's Epistles, (a) of the many antichrists who are forerunners 
of the Antichrist himself, l John 2 : 18, 22 ; 2 John 7 ; (b) of the evil 
power which already operates anticipatively of the Antichrist, l John 
4 :J.~ 

What the Apostle says of him so closely resembles what he says of the 
first beast in Rev. 13, and what the Apostle Paul says of the Man of Sin 
in 2 Thess. 2, that the same person s.eems tobe in view in all these passages, 
rather than the second beast in Rev. 13, the false prophet ; for the latter 
supports the former in all his Antichristian assumptions. 

Note: The term pseudochristos, a false Christ, is to be distinguished 
from the above; it is found in Matt. 24: 24 and Mark 13 : 22. The false 
Christ does not deny the existence of Christ, he trades upon the expectation 
of His appearance, affirming that he is the Christ. The Antichrist denies 
the existence of the truc God (Trench, Syn. §, xxx).1[ 

For ANXIETY and ANXIOUS see CARE, A, No. l, B, No. l 

ANY: see Note t. p. 9 

ANYTHING 
Note: See the R.V. of Mark 15 : 5 ; John 16: 23 ; l Tim. 6 : 7; 

in Luke 24: 41, the R.V. suitably has" anything to eat," for, A.V., "any 
meat." 

APART 
l. CHÖRIS (xwpl<>) is used both as an adverb and as a preposition. 

As an adverb it signifies separately, by itself, John 20 : 7, of the napkin 
which had been around the Lord's head in the tomb; as a preposition 
(its more frequent use), apart from, without, separate from. lt is rendered 
" apart from " in the R.V. of John 15 : 5 ; Rom. 3 : 21, 28 ; 4 : 6 ; 
2 Cor. 12 : 3 ; Heb. 9 : 22, 28 ; II : 40 ; Jas. 2 : 18, 20, 26. See BESIDE, 
WITHOUT. 

Note: The opposite of chöris is sun, with. A synonymous preposition, 
aneu, denotes without, Matt. ro : 29 ; I .Pet. 3 : l and 4 : 9• ~ 

2. KAT' IDIAN (KaT' lolav), lit., according to one's own, i.e., privately, 
alone, is translated " apart " in Matt. 14 : 13, 23 ; 17 : l, 19 ; 20 : 17 ; 
Mark 6 : 31, 32 (A.V., " privately ") ; 9 : 2. 

3. KATA MONAS (KaTa p.6va<;): see ALONE. 

APIECE 
ANA (dvcf), used with numerals or measures of quantity with a dis

tributive force, is translated "apiece" in Luke 9 : 3, "two coats apiece," 
A.V. ; in John 2 : 6, " two or three firkins apiece." In M:i.tt. 20 : 9, ro, 
"every man a penny," is a free rendering for "a penny apiece; " in 
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Luke 9: 14, the R.V. adds "each" to translate the ana; in 10 : l, ana duo 
is "two by two." See Rev. 4: 8, "each." See EACH, EVERY. 

APOSTLE, APOSTLESHIP 
l. APOSTOLOS {d7Toam\os) is, lit„ one sent forth (apo, from, stellö, 

tosend). "The word is used of the Lord Jesus to describe His relation 
to God, Heb. 3 : l ; see John 17 : 3. The twelve disciples chosen by the 
Lord for special training were so called, Luke 6 : 13 ; 9 : 10. Paul, 
though he had seen the Lord Jesus, l Cor. 9: l; 15: 8, had not 'com
panied with' the Twelve 'all the time' of His earthly ministry, and 
hence was not eligible for a place among them, according to Peter's 
description of the m~cessary qualifications, Acts l : 22. Paul was com
missioned directly, by the Lord Himself, after His Ascension, to carry 
the Gospel to the Gentiles. 

" The word has also a wider reference. In Acts 14 : 4, 14, it is used 
of Barnabas as well as of Paul; in Rom. 16: 7 of Anilronicus and Junias. 
In 2 Cor. 8: 23 (R.V., margin) two unnamed brethren are called' apostles 
of the churchcs ; ' in Phil. 2 : 25 (R.V., margin) Ep:iphroditus is referred 
to as ' your apostle.' lt is used in I Thess. 2 : 6 of Paul, Silas and 
Timothy, to define their relation to Christ."* 

2. APOSTOLE (d7ToCTToA~), a sending, a mission, signifies an apostle
ship, Acis I : 25 ; Rom. I : 5 ; r Cor. 9 : 2 ; Gal. 2 : 8. •,; 

Note: Pseudapostoloi, "false apostl~," occurs in 2 Cor. rr : r3.~ 

APPAREL, APPARELLED 
l. ESTHES (t?aO~s) and ESTHESIS (:la871aLS), connected with hennumi, 

to clothe mean clothing, raiment, usually suggesting the ornate, the 
goodly. The former is found in Luke 23 : II, R.V., "apparel" (A.V., 
"rohe") ; 24: 4 (A.V., "garments ") ; Acts ro: 30 (A.V., "clothing ") ; 
12 : 2r; Jas. 2 : 2 (R.V., "clothing," twice; A.V., "apparel" and 
"raiment ") ; 2: 3 {" clothing "). Esthesis is used in Acts l : ro, 
"apparel." See CLOTHING.~ 

2. HIMATION (lµ&:nov), a diminutive of heima, a robe, was used 
especially of an outer cloak or mantle, and in general of raiment, 
"apparel" in I Pet. 3: 3. The word is not in the original in·the next 
verse, but is supplied in English to complete the sentence. See CLOTHING, 
No. 2, GARMENT, RAIMENT, RoBE. 

3. HIMATISMOS (lµanaµos), a collective word, is translated 
" apparelled "in Luke 7 : 25, and preceded by en, " in," lit., ' in apparel.' 
See CLOTHING, No. 4, RAIMENT, VESTURE. 

4. KATASTOLE (KamaToA~). connected with katastellö, tosend or let 
down, to lower (kata, down, stellö, to send), was primarily a garment let 
down; hence, dress, attire, in general (cp. stole, a loose outer garmcnt 
worn by kings and persons of rank,-Eng., stole) ; l Tim. 2 : 9," apparel." 
See CLOTHING.~ 

• Ftom Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 59, 60. 
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APPARITION 
PHANTASMA (c/>6.vraaµ.a), a phantasm or phantom (from phainö, 

to appear), is translated "apparition" in the R.V. of Matt. 14: 26 and 
Mark 6: 49 (A.V., "spirit ").~ In the Sept., Job 20: 8; Is. 28: 7.~ 

APPEAL 
EPIKALEÖ (JmKaMw), to call upon, has the meaning appeal in the 

Middle Voice, which carries with it the suggestion of a special interest 
on the vart of the doer of an action in that in which he is engaged. Stephen 
died "calling upon the Lord," Acts 7: 59. In the more strictly legal 
sense the word is used only of Paul's appeal to Cresar, Acts 25 : II, 12, 21, 
25; 26 : 32 ; 28: 19. See CALL (upon), SURNAME. See also eperotema, 
under ANSWER. 

APPEAR, APPEARING 
A. Verbs. 

l. PHAINO (cf>alvw) signifies, in the Active Voice, to shine; in the 
Passive, to be brnught forth into light, to become evident, to appear. 
In Rom. 7: 13, concerning sin, the R.V. has" might be shewn tobe," for 
A.V., "appear." 

lt is used of the appearance of Christ to the disciples, Mark 16 : 9; 
of His future appearing in glory as the Son of Man, spoken of as a sign to 
the world, Matt. 24 : 30 ; there the gen:tive is subjective, thc sign being 
the appearing of Christ Himself; of Christ as the light, John l : 5 ; of 
John the Baptist, 5 : 35 ; of the appearing of an angel of the Lord, either 
visibly, Matt. l : 20, or in a dream, 2 : 13 ; of a star, 2 : 7 ; of men who 
make an outward show, Matt. 6: 5 ; 6: 18 (see the R.V.) ; 23: 27, 28; 
2 Cor. 13: 7; of tares, Matt. 13: 26; of a vapour, Jas. 4: 14; of things 
physical in general, Heb. II : 3 ; used impersonally in Matt. 9 : 33, 
" it was never so seen ; " also of what appears to the mind, and so in the 
sense of to think, Mark 14: 64, or to seem, Luke 24: II (R.V., 
"appeared "). See SEE, SEEM, SHINE, TRINK. 

2. EPIPHAINO (bncf>alvw), a strengthened form of No. l but differing 
in meaning, epi signifying upon, is used in the Active Voice with the 
meaning to give light, Luke l; 79; in the Passive Voice, to appear, 
become visible. lt is said of heavenly bodies, e.g., the stars, Acts 27 : 20 
(R.V., "shone ") ; metaphorically, of things spiritual, the grace of God, 
Tit. 2: II; the kindness and the love of God, 3: 4. See LIGHT.~ 
Cp. epiphaneia, B, No. 2. 

3. ANAPHAINÖ (d.vmpalvw), ana, forth, or up, perhaps originally a 
nautical term, to come up into view, hence, in general, to appear suddenly, 
is used in the Passive Voice, in Luke 19: II, of the Kingdom of God; 
Active Voice, in Acts 21: 3, to come in sight of, R.V.; "having 
sighted" would be a suitable rendering (A.V., "having discovered ")., 

4. PHANEROO (cf>avEp6w), akin to No. l, signifies, in the Active 
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Voice, to manifest; in the Passive Voice, to be manifested; so, regularly, 
in the R.V., instead of to appear. See 2 Cor. 7 : r2; Col. 3 : 4; Heb. 
g: 26; r Pet 5: 4; r John 2: 28; 3: 2; Rev. 3: 18. Tobe manife$ted, 
in the Scriptural sense of the word, is more than to appear. A person 
may appear in a false guise or without a disclosure of what he truly is; 
tobe manifested is tobe revealed in one's true character; this is especially 
the meaning of phaneroö, see, e.g., John 3 : 2r ; l Cor. 4: 5 ; 2 Cor. 5 : IO, 

II ; Eph. 5 : 13. 
5 EMPHANIZO (€µcf>avl~w), from en, in, intensive, and phainö, to 

shine, is used, eithe:r of physical manifestation, Matt. 27 : 53 ; Heb. 9 : 24 , 
cp. John 14: 22, or, metaphorically, of the manifestation of Christ by the 
Holy Spirit in the spiritual experience of believers who abide in His 
love, John 14: 21. lt has another, secondary meaning, to make known, 
signify, inform. This is confined to the Acts, where it is used five 
times, 23 : 15, 22 ; 24 : r ; 25 : 2, 15. There is perhaps a combina
tion of the two meanings in Heb. II; 14, i.e., to dcclare hy ornl tAstimony 
and to manifest by the witness of the life. See lNFORM, lVfA~IFEST, 
Srmw, SIGNIFY.~ 

6. OPTOMAI (Ö7TToµai), to see (from öps, the eye; cp. Eng. optical, 
etc.), in the Passive sense, to be seen, to appear, is used (a) objectively, 
with reference to the person or thing seen, e.g„ r Cor. 15: 5, 6, 7, 8, R.V. 
"appeared," for A.V., "was seen; " (b) subjectively, with reference to 
an inward impression or a spiritual experience, John 3 : 36, or a mental 
occupation, Acts 18 : 15, " look to it ; " cp. Matt. 27 : 4, 24, " see (thou) 
to it," "see (ye) to it," throwing responsibility on others. optomai 
is to be found in dictionaries under the word horaö, to see; it supplies 
some forms that are lacking in that verb. 

These last three words, emphanizö,phaneroö and optomai are used with 
reference to the appearances of Christ in the closing· verses of Heb. 9 ; 
emphanizö in ver. 24, of His presence before the face of God for us ; 
phaneroö in ver. 26, of His past manifestation for " the sacrifice of Him
self ; " optomai in ver. 28, of His future appearance for His saints. 

7. OPTANÖ (o7TTavw), in the Middle Voice signifies to allow oneself 
to be seen. lt is rendered "appearing" in Acts I : 3, R.V,, for A.V., 
"being seen," of the Lord's appearances after His resurrection; the 
Middle Voice expresses the Personal interest the Lord took in this. ~ 

Note: In Acts 22 : 30 sunerchomai (in its aorist form), to come 
together, is translated "appear," A.V. ; R.V., " come together." 

B. Nouns. 
r. APOKALUPSIS (a7ToKa'Avi/ns), lit., an uncovering, unveiling (apö, 

from, kaluptö, to hide, cover), denotes a revelation, or appearing (Eng„ 
apocalypse). lt is translated "the appearing" in r Pet. r: 7, A.V. 
(R.V., "revelation "). See COMING, MANIFESTATION, REVELATION. 

2. EPIPHANEIA (Jmcf>avHa), Eng., epiphany, lit., ' a shining forth 
was used of the appearance of a god to men, and of an enemy to an arm\· 
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in the field, etc. In the N.T. it occurs of (a) the advent of the Saviour 
when the Word became flesh, 2 Tim. l: 10; (b) the coming of the Lord 
Jesus into the air to the meeting with His saints, l Tim. 6: 14; 2 Tim. 
4: 1, 8; (c) the shining forth of the glory of the Lord Jesus "as the 
lightning cometh forth from the east, and is seen evcn unto the west," 
Matt. 24: 27, immediately consequent on the unveiling, apokalupsis, 
of His Parousia in the air with His saints, 2 Thess. 2 : 8 ; Tit. 2 : 13. ,* 

Notes: (1) Phanerösis, akin to A, No. 4, a manifestation, is used in 
l Cor. 12 : 7 and 2 Cor. 4 : 2., 

(~) Fu1 phaneros, wrongly tro.nslo.ted " may appear," in 1 Tim. 4 : 15, 
A.V. (R.V., "may be manifest," not mere appearance), see MANIF-EST. 

(3) Emphanes, akin to A, No. 5, manifest, is used in Acts 10: 40 and 
Rom. 10: 20. See MANIFEST, ÜPENLY.41! 

(4) For adelos, "which appear not," Luke TI : 44, sec UNCERTAlN. 

APPE.t\RANCE 
A. Nouns. 

I. EIDOS (d3os), properly Llial which strikes thc cyc, that which fo 
exposed to view, signifies the external appearance, form, or shape, and 
in this sense is used of the Holy Spirit in taking bodily form, as a dove, 
Luke 3: 22 ; of Christ, g : 29, " the fashion of His countenance." Christ 
used it, negatively, of God the Father, when He said "Ye have neither 
heard His voice at any time, nor seen His form," John 5 : 37. Thus it is 
used with reference to each Person of the Trinity. Probably the same 
meaning attaches to the worcl in the Apostle's statement, "We walk by 
faith, not by sight (eidos)," 2 Cor. S: 7, where eidos can scarcely mean the 
act of .beholding, but the visible appearance of things which are set in 
contrast to that which directs faith. The believer is guided, then, not 
only by what he beholds but by what he knows to be true though it is 
invisible. 

lt has a somewhat different significance in l Thess. 5 : 22, in the 
exhortation "Abstain from every form of evil," i.e., every sort or kind 
of evil (not " appearance," A.V.). This meaning was common in the 
papyri, the Greek writings of the closing centuries, B.C„ and the New 
Testament era. See FASHION, SHAPE, SIGHT., Cp. No. 4. 

2. PROSÖPON (7Tp6uw7Tov), pros, towards, öps, an eye, lit. the part 
round the eye, the face, in a secondary sense the look, the countenance, as 
being the index of the inward thoughts and feelings (cp. l Pet. 3 : 12, there 
used of the face of the Lord), came to signify the presentation of the whole 
person (translated "person," e.g., in Matt. 22 : 16). Cp. the expression 
in O.T. passages, as Gen. 19: 21 (A.V. marg., " thy face "), where it is 
said by God of Lot, and 33: 10, where it is said by Jacob of Esau; 
see also Deut. l-0: 17 (" persons "), Lev. 19: 15 (" person "). lt also 
signifies the presence of a person, Acts 3 : 13; 1 Thess. 2 : 17; ur the 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 263. 
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presence of a company, Acts 5 : 4i. In this sense it is sometimes rendered 
" appearance," 2 Cor. 5 : 12. In 2 Cor. ro: 7, A.V., "appearance," the 
R.V. corrects to "face." See CouNTENANCE, FACE, FASHION, PERSON, 
PRESENCE. 

3. OPSIS (öif;is), from öps, the eye„ connected with horaö, to see 
(cp. No. 2), primarily denotes seeing, sight; hence1 the face, the coun
tenance, John II : 44 (" face ") ; Rev. l : 16 (" countenance "') ; the 
outward "appearance," the look, John 7 : 24, only here, of the outward 
aspect of a person. See CouNTENANCE, FACE. 

4. EIDEA (€l8la), an aspect, appearance, is used in Matt. 28 : 3, 
R.V., "appearance;" .A.V., "countenance."~ 

B. Verb. 
PHANTAZO (tfoav-r&.~w), to make visible, is used in its participial form 

(Middle Voice), with the neuter article, as equivalent to a noun, and is 
translated "appearance," R.V., for A.V., "sight," Heb. 12: 21.~ 

APPEASE 
KATASTELLÖ (KaTaUTl.Uw), to quiet (lit., tosend down, kata,down, 

stellö, to send), in the Passive Voice, to be quiet, or tobe quieted, is used 
in Acts 19: 35 and 36, in the former verse in the Active Voice, A.V., 
"appeased; " R.V.," quieted; "in the latter, the Passive," tobe quiet" 
(lit., 'tu be quieted '). See QUIET.~ 

APPOINT, APPOINTED 
l. HISTEMI (lO'T'TJµ.i), to make to stand, means to appoint, in Acts 

17 : 31, of the day in which God will judge the world by Christ. In 
Acts l: 23, with reference to Joseph and Barnabas, the R.V. has "put 
forward ; " for these were not both appointed in the accepted sense of the 
term, but simply singled out, in order that it might be made known which 
of them the Lord had chosen. See ABIDE, No. ro. 

2. KATHISTEMI (KafJlUT'TJJ.I.'), a strengthened form of No. l, usually 
signifies to appoint a pcrson to a position. In this sense the verbis often 
translated to make or toset, in appointing a person to a place of authority, 
e.g., a servant over a household, Matt. 24 : 45, 47 ; 25 : 21, 23 ; Luke 
12 : 42, 44; a judge, Luke 12 : 14; Acts 7: 27, 35 ; a governor, Acts 
7: ro; man by God over the work of His hands, Heb. 2 : 7. lt is rendered 
"appoint," with reference to the so-called seven deacons in Acts 6: 3. 
The R.V. translates it by " appoint " in Tit. l : 5, instead of "ordain," 
of the elders whom Titus was to appoint in every city in Crete. Not a 
formal ecclesiastical ordination is in view, but the appointment, for the 
recognition of the churches, of those who had already been raised up and 
qualified by the Holy Spirit, and had given evidence of this in their life 
and service (see No. II). lt is used of the priests of old, Heb. 5 : r ; 
7: 28; 8: 3 (R.V., "appointed "). See CoNDUCT, MAKE, ÜRDAIN, SET. 
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3. TITHEMI (Tt871µi), to put, is used of appointment to any form of 
service. Christ used it of His followers, John I5 : I6 (R.V., "appointed" 
for A.V., " ordained "). "I set you" would be more in keeping with the 
metaphor of grafting. The verb is used by Paul of his service in the 
ministry of the Gospel, I Tim. I : I2 (R.V.," appointing" for" putting ") ; 
2: 7 (R.V., "appointed" for "ordained ") ; and 2 Tim. I.: II (R.V., 
'' appointing " for " putting ") ; of the overseers, or bishops, in the local 
church at Ephesus, as those appointed by the Holy Ghost, to tend the 
church of God, Acts 20 : 28 (" hath made ") ; of the Son of God, as 
appointed Heir of all things, Heb. r : 2. lt is also used of appointm~nt 
to punishment, as of the unfaithful servant, Matt. 24 : 5I ; Luke I2 : 46 ; 
of unbelieving Israel, I Pet. 2 : 8. Cp. 2 Pet. 2 : 6. See Bow, CoMMIT, 
CONCEIVE, LAY, MAKE, ÜRDAIN, PURPOSE, PUT, SET, SINK. 

Note: Akin tu tithemi is the latter part of the noun prothesmia, Gal. 
4: 2, of a term or period appointed.ir 

4. DIATITHEMT (fürLTl8w1.i), a strengthened form of No. 3 (dia, 
through, intensive), is used in the Middle Voice only. The Lord used it 
of His disciples with reference lu lhe Kingdom which is to bc thcirs 
hereafter, and of Himself in the sarne respect, as that which has been 
appointed for Hirn by His Father, Luke 22 : 29. · For its use in connection 
with a covenant, see MAKE and TESTATOR. 

5. TASSÖ (Trfaaw), to place in order, arrange, signifies to appoint, 
e.g., of the place where Christ had appointed a meeting with His disciples 
after His resurrection, Matt. 28 : I6 ; of positions of military and civil 
authority over others, whether appointed by men, Luke 7: 8, or by God, 
Rom. I3 : I, "ordained." lt is said of those who, having believed the 
Gospel, " were ordained to eternal life," Acts I3 : 48. The house of 
Stephanas at Corinth had "set themselves" to the ministry of the 
saints (A.V., "addicted "), I Cor. I6: I5. Other instances of the arranging 
of special details occur in Acts I5 : 2 ; 22 : ro ; 28 : 23. See DETERMINE, 
ÜRDAIN, SET.ir 

6. DIATASSÖ (8t<mfaaw), a strengthened form of No. 5 (dia, through, 
intensive), frequently denotes to arrange, appoint, prescribe, e.g., of 
what was appointed for tax collectors to collect, Luke 3 : 13 ; of the taber
nacle, as appointed by GodforMoses to make, Acts 7: 44; of the arrange
ments appointed by Paul with regard to himself and his travelling com
panions, Acts 20 : I3 ; of what the Apostle " ordained " in all the 
churches in regard to marital conditions, I Cor. 7 : I7 ; of what the Lord 
" ordained " in regard to the support ofthose who proclaimed the Gospel, 
I Cor. 9: I4; of the Law as Divinely "ordained," or administered, 
through angels, by Moses, Gal. 3 : Ig. 

In Tit. I : 5, A.V., "had appointed thee," the sense is rather that of 
commanding, R.V., "gave thee charge." See COMMAND, No. I, ÜRDAIN, 
ÜRDER. 

7. SUNTASSÖ (alWl"aauw), sun, with, and No. 5, lit., to arrange 
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together with, hence to appoint, prescribe, is used twice, in Matt. 26: 19 of 
what the Lord appointed for His disciples, andin 27: 10, in :i. quotation 
concerning the price of the potter's field. ~ 

8. PROTASSÖ (TTpo-raaaw}, pro, before, and No. 5, to appoint before, 
is used in Acts 17: 26 (R.V., "appointed "), of the seasons arranged by 
God for nations, and the bounds of their habitation.~ 

9. KEIMAI (KE"tµai}, to lie, is used in l Thess. 3 : 3 of the appointment 
of affiiction for faithful believers. lt is rendered " set " in Luke 2 : 34 
and Phil. l : 16, R.V„ where the sense is the same. The verb is a perfect 
tense, used for the perfect Passive of tithemi, to plac:e, ' I havP. hP.P.n 
placed,' i.e„ 'I lie.' See LAY, LIE, MADE (be), SET. 

10. APOKEIMAI (d.1101uXµm), upu, fruw, aml Nu. 9, siguifies tobe !aid, 
reservcd, Luke 19 : 20 ; Col. l : 5 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 8 ; "appointed," in 
Heb. 9: 27, where it is said of death and the judgment following (R.V„ 
marg., "laid up "). See LAY.~ 

II. CHEIROTONEÖ (xcipo-ro~·tw}, primarily used of voting in th.c 
Athenian legislative assembly and meaning to stretch forth the hands 
(chcfr, thc hand, teinö, to strctch), is not to be taken in its literal sense; 
it could not be so taken in its compound procheirotpneö, to choose before, 
since it is said of God, Acts 10 : 4I. Cheirotoneö is said of the appointment 
of elders by apostulic missionaries in the various churches which they 
revisited, Acts 14: 23, R.V„ "had appointed," i.e., by the recognition of 
those who had been manifesting themselves as gifted of God to discharge 
the functions of elders (see No. z). lt is also said of those who were 
appointed (not by voting, but with general approbation) by the churches 
in Greece to accompany the Apostle in conveying their gifts to the 
poor saints in Judrea, 2 Cor. 8: 19. See CHOOSE, ÜRDAIN.~ 

12. PROCHEIRIZÖ (TTpox1:tpl{w}, from procheiros, at hand, signifies 
(a) to deliver up, appoint, Acts 3 : 20 (R.V„ "appointed ") ; (b) in the 
Middle Voice, to take into one's hand, to determine, appoint beforehand, 
translated" appointed" in Acts 22 : 14, R.V. (for A.V„ "hath chosen "), 
and "to appoint" in 26: 16 (for A.V„ "to make ''):~ 

lJ. HORIZÖ (öpl{w} (Eng„ horizon), lit„ to mark by a limit, hcnce, to 
determine, ordain, is used of Christ as ordained of God to be a Judge of 
the living and the dead, Acts 17 : 31 ; of His being ' marked out ' as the 
Son of God, Rom. l: 4; of Divinely appointed seasons, Acts 17: 26, 
"having determined." See DEFINE. 

14. ANADEIKNUMI (avaS€lKvvµi}, lit„ to show up, to show clearly, 
also signifies to appoint to a position or a service ; it is used in this sense 
of the 70 disciples, Luke 10: l; for the meaning" show," see Acts l: 24.~ 

15. POIEO (TToi€w}, to do, to make, is rendered "appointed" in 
Heb. 3 : 2, of Christ. For Mark 3 : 14, R.V„ see ÜRDAIN, Note (2). 

Note: Epithanatios, "appointed to death," doomed to it by con
demnation, l Cor. 4: 9, A.V„ is corrected to " doomed to death" in the 
R.V. (epi, for, thanatos, death). 
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For APPORTIONED (R.V. in 2 Cor. ro: 13) see DISTRIBUTE 

APPREHEND 
r. KATALAMBANÖ (KaTaAaµßavw) properly signifies to lay hold of; 

then, to lay hold of so as to possess as one's own, to appropriate. Hence 
it has the same twofold meaning as the Eng. "apprehend; " (a), to seize 
upon, take possession of, (1) with a beneficial effect, as of laying hold of 
the righteousness which is of faith, Rom. 9 : 30 (not there a matter of 
attainment, as in the Eng. Versions, but of appropriation) ; of the 
obtaining of a prize, l Cor. 9 : 24 (R.V„ " attaiu ") ; uf the Apuslle's 
rlesire to apprehend, or lay hold of, that for which he was apprehended by 
Christ, Phil. 3 : 12, 13 ; (2) with a detrimental cffect, e.g., of demon power, 
Mark 9: 18; of human action in seizing upon a person, John 8: 3, 4; 
metaphorically, with thc added idea of overtaking, of spiritual darkness 
in coming upon people, John 12: 35; of the day of the Lord, in suddenly 
coming upon unbelievers as a lliief, l Thess. 3 : 4; (b), to lay hold of with 
thc mind, to underi;;tand, perceive, e.g., metaphorically, of rlarkness with 
regard to light, John l : 5, though possibly here the sense is that of (a) 
as in 12 : 35 ; of mental perception, Acts 4 : 13 ; 10 : 34 ; 25 : 25 ; Eph. 
3 : 18. See ATTAIN, No. 2, CoME, Note (8), FIND, ÜBTAIN, ÜVERTAKE, 
PERCEIVE, TAKE.~ 

Note: Cp. epilambanö, to take hold of, always in thc Middle Voice 
in the N.T. See HOLD. 

2. PIAZÖ (ma~w), to lay hold of, with the suggestion of firm pressure 
or force, is used in the Gospels only in John, six times of efforts to seize 
Christ. and is always rendered" take" in the R.V„ 7: 30, 32, 44; 8 : 20; 
ro: 39; II : 57. The A.V. has "laid hands on " in 8: 20. In Acts 
12 : 4 and 2 Cor. II : 32 (A.V.), it is translated respectively" apprehended" 
and "apprehend" (R.V., "bad taken," and " take "). In Rev. 19 : 20 
it is used of the seizure of the Beast and the False Prophet. In John 21 : 3, 
10 it is used of catching fish. Elsewhere in Acts 3 : 7. See CATCH, LAY 
HANDS ON, TAKE.~ In the Sept., S. of So!. 2 : 15.~ 

APPROACH 
A. Verb. 

ENGIZÖ (€yyt~w), to draw near, to approach, from engus, near, is 
used (a) of place and position, literally and physically, Matt. 21 : l ; 
Mark II : l ; Luke 12 : 33 ; 15 : 25 ; figuratively, of drawing near to 
God, Matt. 15 : 8; Heb. 7 : 19 ; Jas. 4 : 8 ; {b) of time, with reference to 
things that are imminent, as the Kingdom of Heaven, Matt. 3 : 2 ; 4 : 17 ; 
lo'; 7; the Kingdom of God, Mark l: r5; Luke IO: 9, II; the time of 
fruit, Matt. 21 : 34; the desolation of Jerusalem, Luke 21 : 8 ; redemption, 
21 : 28 ; the fulfilment of a promise, Acts 7 : 17 ; the Day of Christ in 
contrast to the present night of the world's spiritual darkness, Rom. 
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13 : 12 ; Heb. IO: 25; the coming of the Lord, Jas. S : 8; the end of all 
things, I Pet. 4: 7. lt is also said of one who was drawing near to death, 
Phil. 2: 30. See COME, Note (16), DRAW, B, No. I, HAND (at), NIGH. 

B. Adjective. 
APROSITOS (a1'1'p6ai-ros-), unapproachable, inaccessible (a, negative, 

and an adjective formed from proseimi, to go to), is used, in I Tim. 6: 16, 
of the light in which God dwells (A.V., "which no man can approach 
unto;" R.V., "unapproachable ").~ 

APPROVE, APPROVED 
A. Verbs. 

I. DOKIMAZO (8oKiµ.a~w), primarily, of metals (e.g., the Sept. of 
Prov. 8: IO; 17: 3), signifies to prove, e.g., I John 4: I, more frequently 
to prove with a view to approval, e.g„ Rom. I : 28, A.V., "they did not 
like to retain God in their knowledge; " R.V., "they refused; " marg., 
"did not approve," the true meaning. Their refusal was not the outcome 
of ignorance ; they had the power to make a deliberate choice ; they 
wilfully disapprovcd of having God in their knowledge. 

In the next chapter, the Apostle speaks of the Jew as " approving 
things that are excellent," 2 : 18. The Jew knew God's will, and mentally 
approved of the things in which God had instructed him out of the Law. 

In Rom. 14: 22, he is said to be happy who "judgeth not himself in 
that which he approveth ; " that is to say, in that which he approves of 
after having put the matter to the test. The A.V. "alloweth" has not 
now this meaning. 

As to the gifts from the„church at Corinth for poor saints in Judrea, 
those who were "approved" by the church to travel with the offering 
would be men whose trustworthiness and stability had been proved, 
I Cor. 16: 3 (the R.V. margin seems right, "whomsoever ye shall approve, 
them will I send with letters ") ; cp. z Cor. 8 : 22. 

In Phil. I : IO the Apostle prays that the saints may "approve the 
things that are excellent " or ' things that differ,' i.e„ approve after dis
tingnishing and discerning. 

In I Thess. 2 : 4, the Apostle and his fellow-missionaries were 
"approved of God to be entruste<l with the Gospel" (not " allowed," 
A.V.). Not permission to preach, but Divine approval after Divine 
testing is intended. See ALLow, D1scERN, EXAMINE, LIKE, PROVE, 
REFUSE, TllY. 

Note: Cp. dokime, proof, experience; see also B. 
2. SUNISTEMI (awla'T"}µ.t), lit„ to set together (sun, with, histemi, 

to stand), hence signifies to set one person or thing with another by way 
of presenting and commending. This meaning is confined to Romans 
and 2 Corinthians. The saints at Corinth had ' approved themselves in 
everything tobe pure,' in the matter referred to, 2 Cor. 7 : II. The word 
often denotes to commend, so as to meet with approval, Rom. 3 : S ; 
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5: 8; 16: l; 2 Cor. 4: 2; 6: 4 (R.V.) ; 10: 18; 12: II, etc. See 
CoMMEND, CoMPACTED, CoNs1sT t.No. 2), STAND. 

3. APODEIKNUMI (aTroÖElKvvµ,i), lit., to point out, to exhibit (apo, 
forth, deiknumi, to show), is used once in the sense of proving by demon
stration, and so bringing about an approval. The Lord Jesus was " a 
Man approved of God by mighty works and wonders and signs," Acts 2: 22. 

See PROVE, SET, No. 17, SHEW. 
B. Adjective. 

DOKIMOS (o6Kiµ,os), akin to dechomai, to receive, always signifies 
"appmv~n ; "so the R.V. everywhere, c.g. 1 in Jas. l : 12 for A.V., "when 
he is tried." The word is used of coins and metals in the Sept. ; in 
Gen. 23 : r6, " ftiur hundred didrachms of silver approved with mer
chants; " in Zech. II : 13, in regard to the 30 pieces of silver, " Cast 
them into a furnace and I will see if it is good (approved) metal." 

APRON 
SIMIKlNTHION (aiµ.iKlvfhov), a thing girded round half the lJotly 

(Latin, semfrinctium.), wa.;; n n;i.rrow apron, or linen covering, worn by 
workmen and servants, Acts 19 : 12. if 

For APT sec TEACH, B 

ARCHANGEL 
ARCHANGELOS (dpxdyyEAos} "is not found in the O.T., andin the 

N.T. only in l Thess. 4: 16 and Jude 9, where it is used of Michael, who in 
Daniel is called 'one of the chief princes,' and 'the great prince' 
(Sept., 'the great angel '), IO: 13, 21; 12 : I. Cp. also Rev. 12: 7 .... 
Whether there are other beings of this exalted rank in the heavenly hosts, 
Scripture does not say, though the description 'one of the chief princes' 
suggests that this may be the case; cp. also Rom. 8 : 38 ; Eph. l : 21 ; 

Col. l : 16, where the word translated ' principalities ' is · arche, the 
prefix in archangel."* In l Thess. 4: 16 the meaning seems to be that 
the voice of the Lord Jesus will be of the character of an archangelic 
shout.if 

For ARIGHT (R.V. of 2 Tim. 2 : 15) see HANDLE, No. 5 

ARISE, AROSE, AROUSE, RAISE, RISE, ROUSE 
1. ANISTEMI (avlaT7JJLi), to stand up or to make to stand up, 

according as its use is intransitive or transitive (ana, up, histemi, to stand), 
is used (a) of a physical change of position, e.g., of rising from sleep, 
Mark l : 35 ; from a meeting in a synagogue, Luke 4 : 29 ; of the illegal 
rising of the high priest in the tribunal in Matt. 26 : 62 ; of an invalid 
rising from his couch, Luke 5 : 25 ; the rising up of a disciple from his 

• From Notes on Thessaionians by Hogg and Vine, p. 142. 
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vocation to follow Christ, Luke 5 : 28; cp. John II : 31 ; rising up from 
prayer, Luke 22: 45; of a whole company, Acts 26: 30; l Cor. ro: 7; 
(b) metaphorically, of rising up antagonistically against persons, e.g., of 
officials against people, Acts 5 : 17 ; of a seditious leader, 5 : 36 ; of the 
rising up of Satan, Mark 3 : 26 ; of false teachers, Acts 20 : 30; (c) of 
rising to a position of pre-eminence or power; e.g., of Christ as a Prophet, 
Acts 3 : 22; 7 : 37; as God's servant in the midst of the nation of Israel, 
Acts 3 : 26 ; as the Son of God in the midst of the nation, 13 : 33 (not 
here of Resurrection, but with reference to the Incarnation : the A.V. 
" again" has nothing corresponding to it in the original, it was added 
as a misinterpretation : the mention of His Resurrection is in the next 
verse, in which it is stressed by way of contrast and by the addition, "from 
the dead ") ; as a Priest, Heb. 7 : II, 15 ; as King over the nations, 
Rom. 15 : 12 ; (d) of a spiritual awakening from lethargy, Eph. 5 : 14; 
(e) of resurrection from the dead: (1) of the Resurrection of Christ, 
Matt. 17 : g ; 20 : 19 ; Mark 8 : 31 ; 9 : 9, IO, 31 ; ro : 34 ; Luke 18 : 33 ; 
24: 7, 46; John 20: g; Acts 2 : 24, 32; ro: 41 ; 13 : 34; 17: 3, 31 ; 
1 Thcss. 4: 14; (2) of believers, John 6: 39, 40, 44, 54; II: 24 i l Thess. 
4: 16; of unbelievers, Matt. 12: 4r. See LIFT, RAISE (up), STAND. 

2. EXANISTEMI (ltavlaT71µ,i), a strengthened form of No. l (ex, 
i.e., ek, intensive), signifies to raise up, Mark 12 : 19; Luke 20: 28; 
intransitively, to rise up, Acts 15: 5.~ 

3. EGEIRO (lyE{pw) is frequently used in the N.T. in the sense of 
raising (Active Voice), or rising (Middle and Passive Voices) : (a) from 
sitting, lying, sickness, e.g., Matt. 2 : I4; 9: 5, 7, 19; Jas. 5 : 15 ; 
Rev. II : r; (b) of causing to appear, or, in the Passive, appearing, or 
raising up so as to occupy a place in the midst of people, Matt. 3 : 9 ; 
rr : II ; Mark 13 : 22 ; Acts 13 : 22. lt is thus said of Christ in Acts 
13 : 23; cp. No. l, (c-) ; (c) of rousing, stirring up, or rising against, 
Matt. 24: 7; Mark 13: 8; (d) of raising buildings, John 2: 19, 20; 
(e) of raising or rising from the dead; (1) of Christ, Matt. 16: 21 ; and 
frequently elsewhere (butnot in Phil., 2 Thess., lTim., Tit., Jas., 2 Pet., 
Epp. of John and Jude); (2) of Christ's taising thc dcad, Matt. II : 5 ; 
Mark 5 : 41 ; Luke 7 : 14; John 12 : l, 9, 17; (3) of the act of the 
disciples, Matt. ro : 8 ; (4) of the resurrection of believers, Matt. 27 : 52 ; 
John 5 : 21 ; l Cor. 15 : 15, 16, 29, 32, 35, 42, 43, 44, 52; 2 Cor. l : 9; 
4: 14; of unbelievers, Matt. 12 : 42 (cp. ver. 41, No. l). 

Egeirö stands in contrast to anistemi (when used with reference to 
resurrection) in this rcspect, that egeirö is frequently used both in the 
transitive sense of raising up and the intransitive of rising, whereas 
anistcmi is comparatively infrequent in the transitive use. See. AwAKE. 

4. DIEGEIRO (oiEydpw), a strengthened form of No. 3 (dia, through, 
intensive), signifies to rousc, to awaken from sleep. The Active Voice 
is not used intransitively. In Matt. r : 24, R.V., ·" Jnseph arose from 
his sleep," the Passive Participle is, lit., ' being ar.oused.' In Mark 
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4: 39 {A.V., "he arose," R.V., "he awoke "), the lit. rendering is 'he 
being awakened.' In John 6 : 18 the imperfect tense of the Passive Voice 
is used, and the rendering should be, ' the sea was being aroused.' 
See AWAKE, No. 2. 

5. GINOMAI (ylvoµai}, to become, to take place, is sometimes suitably 
translated "arise; " e.g., Matt. 8: 24; Mark 4: 37, "there arose a great 
tempest." So of the arising of persecution, Matt. 13 : 21 ; Mark 4: 17 ; 
this might be translated 'taketh place;' of a tumult, Matt. 27: 24, R.V., 
" arising,'" for A.V., " made ; " of a flood, Luke 6 : 48 ; a famine, 
15: 14; a questioning, John 3: 25 ; a murmuring, Acts 6 : l ; a tribula
tion, II: 19 (R.V.) ; a stir in the city, 19: 23; a dissension, 23 : 7 ; a 
great clamour, ver. 9. See BECOME. 

6. ANABAINÖ (d.vaßalvw}, to go up, to ascend, is once rendered 
"arise" in 'the R.V., Luke 24: 38, of reasonings in the heart; in Rev. 
13: l, R.V., "coming up," for A.V„ "rise up," with reference to the 
beast; in 17: 8, A.V„ "ascend," for .R.V„ "to come up; " in 19 : 3, 
R.V„ "goeth up," for A.V„ "rose up." See CLIMB UP, CoME, ENTER, 
Go, GRow, R1sE·, SPRING. 

7. SUNEPHISTEMI (avvecf>la'T'1]µi}, to rise up together (sun, together, 
epi, up, histemi, to stand), is used in Acts 16 : 22, of the rising up of a 
multitude against Paul and Silas. ~ 

8. EISERCHOMAI (elalpxoµai}, lit., to go in (eis, in, erchomai, to go), 
to entcr, is once rendered "arose," metaphorically, with reference to a 
reasoning among the disciples which of them should be the greatest, 
Luke 9 : 46. See CoME, ENTER, Go. 

9. ANATELLÖ (dva·r€Mw}, to arise, is used especially of tbings in 
the natural creation, e.g.1 the rising of the sun, moon and stars; meta
phorically, of light; in Matt. 4 : 16, " did spring up ; " of the sun, Matt. 
5: 45; 13: 6 (R.V.) ; Mark 4: 6; James l: II; in Mark 16: 2 the 
R.V. has "when the sun was risen," keeping to the verb form, for the 
A.V., "at the rising of; " of a cloud, Luke 12 : 54; of the day-star, 
2 Pet. l : 19; in Heb. 7: 14 metaphorically, of the Incarnation of Christ: 
"Our Lord hath sprung out of Judah," more lit., 'Our Lord bath arisen 
out öf Judah;' as of the rising of thelight of the sun. See RrsE, SPRING, 
UP., 

Notes: (1) A corresponding noun, rmatole, signifies the east, i.e., 
the place of the sunrising. 

(2) In Acts 27: 14, the verb ballö, to beat (intransitive), is translated 
"arose" in the A.V. ; R.V., "beat." 

ARK 
KIBÖTOS (Kißw-r6s), a wooden box, a ehest, is used of(a) Noah's vessel, 

Matt. 24 : 38 ; Luke 17 : 27 ; Heb. II : 7 ; l Pet. 3 : 20 ; (b) the ark of 
the CovenanUn the Tabernacle, Heb. 9: 4; (c) the ark seen in vision in 
the Heavenly Temple, Rey. II : t9., 
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ARM (physical) 
l. ANKALt (ayKcl..\17), used in the plural, in Luke 2 : 28, originally 

denoted the curve, or theinner angle, of the arm. The word is derived 
from a term signifying tobend, to curve ; the Eng. " angle "is connected.1f 

Note: Enankalizomai (en, in, and a verb akin to No, l), to take 
into the arms, to embrace, is used in Mark 9 : 36 and 10 : 16, of the 
tenderness of Christ towards little children. ~ 

2. BRACHIÖN (ßpaxlwv), the shorter part of the arm, from the 
shoulder to the elbow, is used metaphorically to denote strength, power, 
and always in the N.T. of the power of God, Luke l : 51; John 12 : 38; 
Acts 13 : 17; frequently so in the O.T., especially in Deuteronomy, 
the P5alm5 and foaiah; sec,. c.g., Deut. 4: 34; 5: 13; P::.a. 44; j; 
71 : 18, where " strength " is, lit., ' arm ; ' 77 : 15 ; Isa. 26 : II, where 
"hand" is, lit., 'arm;' 30: 30; 40: 101 II, etc.~ 

ARMS (weapons), A RMOUR, TO ARM 
A. Nouns. 

i. HOPLON (8m\011), originally any tool or implement for prcparing 
a thing, became used in the plural for weapons of warfare. Once in the 
N.T. it is used of actual weapons, John 18: 3; elsewhere, metaphorically, 
of (a) the members of thc body as instruments of unrighteousness and 
as instruments of righteousness, Rom. 6: 13; (b) the armour of light, 
Rom. 13 : 12 ; the armour of righteousness, 2 Cor. 6 : 7 ; the weapons 
of the Christian's warfare, 2 Cor. IO : 4. ~ 

2. PANOPLIA (7ra.vo7TAla), Eng., panoply, lit„ all armour, full armour, 
(pas, all, hoplon, a weapon), is used (a) of literal armour, Luke II : 22 ; 

(b) of the spiritual helps supplied by God for overcoming the temptations 
of the Devil, Eph. 6 : II, 13. Among the Greeks the panoplia was the 
complete equipment used by heavily armed infantry. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. HOPLIZÖ (om\l,w), to arm oneself, is used in l Pet. 4 :1, in an 

exhortation to arm ourselves with the same mind as that of Christ in 
regard to His sufferings. ~ 

2. KATHOPLIZÖ (1Ca807TAL,w) is an intensive form, to furnish fully 
with arms, kata, down, intensive, hoplon, a weapon, Luke II : 21, lit„ 
' a strong man fully armed.'~ In the Sept„ Jer. 46 : 9.~ 

ARMY 
· r. STRATEUMA (arpcfrwµa) denotes (a) an army of any size, !arge 

or small, Matt. 22 : 7; Rev. 9 : 16; 19 : 14, 19 (twice); (b) q. company. of 
soldiers, such as Heto<l's bodyguard, Luke 23: II (R.V., "soldiers "), 
or the soldiers of a garrison, Acts 23 : ro, 27 (R.V., "the soldiers," for 
A.V., "an army "). See SOLDIER, WAR~ 

2. 'STRATOPEDON (arpa.r67T~Sov), from stratos, a military host, 
pedon, a plain, strictly denotes an army encamped, a camp ; in Luke 
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21 : 20, of the soldiers which were to be encamped aboµt Jerusalem in 
fulfilment of the Lord's prophecy concerning the destruction of the city ; 
the phrase might be translated 'by camps' (or encampments).~ 

3. PAREMBOL:E: (7TapEµßo:\~), lit., a casting in among, an insertion 
(para, among, ballo, to throw), in the Macedonian dialect, was a military 
term. In the N.T. it denotes the distribution of troops in army formation, 
" armies," Heb. II : 34 ; a camp, as of the Israelites, Ex. 19 : 17 ; 29 : 14 ; 
32: 17; hence, in Heb. 13: II, 13, of Jerusalem, since the city was to the 
Jews what the camp in the wilderness had been to the Israelites; in Rev. 
20 : 9. the armies or camp of the saints, at the close of the Millennium. 

lt also denoted a castle or barracks, Acts 21 : 34, 37 ; 22: 24; 23 : ro, 
16, 32.~ 

AROUND: see Note t. p. 9. 

For ARRAY, see CLOTHE, No. 6, PUT 

ARRIVE 
l. KATANTAÖ {KaTav„dw), to come to, arrive at, is used (a) literally, 

of locality, Acts 16: l, "came to; " so 18: 19, 24; 20: 15 (" came ") ; 
21 : 7 ; 25 : 13 ; 27: 12 (A.V., "attain to," R.V., "reach ") ; 28: 13 ; 
(b) metaphorically, of attainment, Acts 26: 7, "attain; "so Eph. 4: 13; 
Phil. 3 : II. In I Cor. ro : II (" upon whom the ends of the ages are 
comc," R.V.), the metaphor is apparently that of an inheritance as coming 
down or descending to an heir, the "ends" (tele) being the spirilual 
revenues (cp. Matt. 17 : 25, revenues derivcd from taxes, and Rom. 13 : 7, 
where the singular, telos, " custom," is used) ; the inheritance metaphor 
is again seen in l Cor. 14: 36, of the coming (or descending) of the Word of 
God to the Corinthians. See ATTAIN. 

2. KATAPLEÖ {KaTa7TMw) denotes to sail down (kata, down, pleo, to 
sail), i.e., from the high sea to the shore, Luke 8: 26.~ 

3. PARAGINOMAI (7Tapaylvoµai), lit., to become near, hence, fo come 
on the scene, Matt. 3 : I, of John the Baptist, is translated, "arrive" in 
the R.V. of I Cor. r6: 3, for A.V., "come." See CoME, Go, PRESENT. 

4. PARABALLÖ (7Tapaßillw),para, alongside, ballo, to throw, signifies, 
nautically, " touched at ; " so the R. V. of Acts 20 : 15 (A.V., " arrived ") ; 
or, perhaps, tostrike across, from one place to another. In Mark 4: 30, 
some mss. have this verb (A.V., "compare ") ; the most authentic have 
tithemi, to set forth (with the word "parable "). See CoMPARE. 

5. PHTHANO (</>8&.vw), to anticipate, reach to, is translated "did 
arri.ve at," Rom. 9: 31, R.V., of Israel's failure to attain to the Law 
(A.V., "hath attained to "). See ATTAIN, CoME,CPRECEDE. 

ART, ARTS 
I. TECHN:E: („'xV'T/h an art, handicraft, trade, is used in Acts 17 : 29, 

of the plastic art; in Acts 1-8: 3, of a trade or.craft (A.V., "occupation," 
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R.V., " trade ") ; in Rev. 18 : 22, " craft " (cp. technites, a craftsman, 
Eng., technical). See CRAFT, OccuPATION, TRADE.~ 

2. PERIERGOS (1Tt::pli::pyos), lit„ a work about (peri, about, ergon, 
a work), hence, ' busy about trifles,' is used, in the plural, of things 
superfluous, " curious (or magical) arts," Acts 19 : 19 ; in l Tim. 5 : 13, 
"busybodies." See BusYBODY.~ 

AS (and connected phrases): see Note f, p. 9. 

For ASCEND see ARISE, No. 6 

ASHAMED (to be), SHAME 
A. Verbs. 

l. AISCHUNÖ (aloxovw), from aischos, shame, always used in the 
Passive Voice, signifies (a) to have a feeling of fear or shame which prcvcnts 
a person from doing a thing, e.g., Luke 16; 3; (b) the feeling of shame 
arisiug frurn sumething that has been done, e.g., 2 Cor. 10: 8; Phil. l : 20; 

l John :;: : 28, of thc possihility of h~ing ;1<;;hamerl bcfort! the Lord Jesus 
at His Judgment Seat in His Parousia with His saints; in l Pet. 4 : 16, 
of being ashamed of suffering as a Christian.~ 

2. EPAISCHUNOMAI (e1TaLax6voµaL), a strengthened form of No. l 

(epi, upon, intensive), is used only in the sense (b) in the preceding 
paragraph. lt is said of being ashamed of persons, Mark 8 : 38 ; Luke 
9: 26; the Gospel, Rom. l: 16; former evil doing, Rom. 6: 21; "the 
testimony of our Lord," z Tim. l : 8 ; suffering for the Gospel, ver. 12 ; 
rendering assistance and comfort to one who is suffering for the Gospel's 
sake, ver. 16. lt is used in Heb., of Christ in calling those who are 
sanctified His brethren, 2 : II, and of God in His not being ashamed to 
be called the God of believers, II : 16.~ In the Sept., in Job 34: 19 ;. 
Ps. II9 : 6 ; ls. l : 29. ~ 

3. KATAISCHUNÖ (KaTaLaxovw), another strengthened form (kata, 
down, intensive), is used (a) in the Active Voice, to put to shame, e.g., 
Rom. 5: 5; l Cor. l : 27 (A.V., "confound "); II : 4, 5 (" dishonoureth "), 
and ver. 22; (b) in the Passive Voice, Rom. 9: 33; 10: II; 2 Cor. 7: 14; 
l Pet. 2 : 6 ; 3 : 16. See CoNFOUND, DrsHONOUR, SHAME. 

4. ENTREPÖ (ell'Tpl1Tw), to put to shame, in the Passive Voice, to 
be ashamed, lit. means to turn in (en, in, trepö, to turn), that is, to turn 
one upon himself and so produce a feeling of shame, a wholesome shame 
which involves a change of conduct, l Cor. 4 : 14 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 14 ; 
Titus 2: 8, the only places where it has this meaning. See also REGARD, 
REVERENCE. 

B. Nouns. 
r. AISCHUN~ (alax6V1/). shame, akin to A, No. r, signifies (a) sub

jectively, the confusion of one who is ashamed of anything, a sense of 
shame, Luke 14: 9; those things which shame conceals, 2 Cor, 4: 2; 
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(b) objectively, ignominy, that which is visited on a person by the wicked, 
Heb. 12 : 2 ; that which should arise from guilt, Phil. 3 : 19 ; (c) concretely, 
a thing tobe ashamed of, Rev. 3: 18; Juue 13, where the word is in the 
plural, lit., 'basenesses,' 'disgraces.' See DISHONESTY.~[ 

2. ENTROPE (lvrpo'IT~), akin to A, No. 4, lit„ a turning in upon one
self, producing a recoil from what is unseemly or vile, is used in l Cor. 
6: 5 ; 15 : 34. lt is associated with aischune in the Psalms, in the Sept„ 
e.g„ 35 : 26, where it follows aischune, " Jet them be clothed with shame 
(aischune) and confusion (entrope) ; " 44: 15, "all the day my shame is 
before me and the confnsion of my face has covered me ; " 69 : 19, "Thou 
knowest my reproach and my shame and my confusion ; " so in 71 : 13. 
In ro9 : 29 the words are in lhe uµµu~ile order. ~ 

Note: Äidös, used in l Tim. z : 9, denotes modesty, shamefastness 
(the right spelling for thc A.V„ "shamefacedness "). In compatison with 
aischune, aidüs is " lhe nobler word, and implics the nobler motivc : 
in it ig involvcd an innate moral repugnance to the doing of the dishonour
able act, which moral repugnance scarcely or not at all exists in aischune" 
(Trem.:h, Syn. § xix). See SHAMEFASTNESS.~ 

C. Adjectives. 
I. AISCHROS (alaypos), base (akin to No. l), is used in l Cor. II : 6; 

14 : 35 ; Eph. 5 : 12. See FrLTHY, B, No. r. .-Cp. aischrates, füthiness. 
Eph. 5: 4.~[ 

2. ANEPAISCHUNTOS (dvmafoxwTos), an intensive a<ljective (a, 
negative, n euphonic, epi, upon, intensive, aischune, shame), not ashamed, 
having no cause for shame, is uscd in 2 Tim. 2: 15.if 

ASHES 
A. Noun. 

SPODOS (a'IToOos), ashes, is found three times, twice in association 
with sackcloth, Matt. II : 21 and Luke IO: 13, as tokens of grief (cp. Esth. 
4: l, 3 ; Isa. 58 : 5; 61 : 3; Jer. 6 : 26; Jonah 3 : 6) ; of the ashes 
resulting from animal sacrifices, Heb. 9 : 13; in the O.T., metaphorically, 
of one who describes himself as dust and ashes, Gen. 18 : 27, etc. if 

B. Verb. 
TEPHROÖ (rnf>p6w), to turn to ashes, is found in 2 Pet. 2: 6, with 

reference to the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. ~[ 
Notes: (1) Tephra, frequently used of the ashes of a funeral pile, is 

not found in the N. T. 
(2) The Hebrew verb, rendered "accept" in Psa. 20: 3, " accept thy 

burnt sacrifice," signifies to turn to ashes (i.e„ bysending fire from heaven). 
See also Ex. 27 : 3, and Num. 4: 13, "shall take away the ashes." 

For ASHORE (Acts 27: 29), see CAST, A, No. 3 

For ASIDE see LAY, No. 8, TAKE, No. 3, TURN, Nos. 3, 17, Note (r) 
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ASK 
A. Verbs. 

I. AITEÖ (al-dw), to ask, is to be distinguished from No. 2. Aiteö 
more frequently suggests the attitude of a suppliant, the petition of one 
who is lesser in position than he to whom the petition is made ; e.g., in 
the case of men in asking something from God, Matt. 7 : 7 ; a child from 
a parent, Matt. 7 : 9, IO; a ,;ubjcct from a king, Acts I2 : 20 ; priests and 
people from Pilate, Luke 23: 23 (R.V„ "asking" for A.V„ "requiring "); 
a beggar from a passer by, Acts 3 : 2. With reference to petitioning 
God, this verb is found in Paul's Epistles in Eph. 3 : 20 and Col. 1 : 9; 
in James four times, r: 5, 6; 4: z, 3; in r John, five times, 3: 22; 
5 : 14, 15 (twice), r6. See BEG, CALL FOR, CRAVE, DESIRE, REQUIRE. 

2. ERÖTAÖ (JpwTaw} more frequently suggests that the petitioner 
is on a footing of equality or familiarity with the person whom hc rcquests. 
lt is used of a king in making rcqucst from another king, Luke r4: 32 ; 
of the Pharisee who " desired " Christ that He would eat with him, an 
indication of the inferior conception he had of Christ, Luke 7 : 36 ; 
cp. II : 37; John 9: I5 ; I8 : Ig. 

In this respect it is significant that the Lord Jesus never used aiteö 
in the matter of making request to the Father. " The consciousness of 
His equal dignity, of His potent and prevailing ültercession, speaks out 
in this, that as often as He asks, or declares that He will ask anything 
of the Father, it is always erötaö, an asking, that is, upon equal terms, 
John r4: r6; r6: 26; r7 : 9, r5, 20, never aiteö, that He uses. Martha, 
on the contrary, plainly reveals her poor unworthy conception of His 
person, that ... she ascribes that aiteö to Hirn which He never ascribes 
to Himself, John II : 22 " (Trench, Syn. §. xl). 

In passages where both words are used, the distinction should be 
noticed, even if it cannot be adequately represented in English. In 
John r6: 23, "in that day ye shall ask Me nothin~," the verb is erötaö, 
whereas in the latter part of the verse, in the sentence, " If ye shall ask 
anything of the Father," the verb is aiteö. The distinction is brought out 
in the R.V. margin, which renders the former clause "Ye shall ask Me 
no question," and this meaning is confirmed by the fact that the disciples 
had been desirous of asking Hirn a question (erötaö, ver. r9). If the 
Holy Spirit had been given, the time for asking qt;.3stions from the Lord 
would have ceased. In John I4: 14, where, not a question, but a request 
is made by the disciples, aiteö is used. 

Both verbs are found in I John 5 : r6: in the sentence 1' he shall ask, 
and God will give him life for them that sin not unto death," the verbis 
aiteö, but with regard to the sin unto death, in the sentence "not con
cerning this do I say that he. shall make request," the verb is erötaö. 

Later, the tendency was for erotaö to approximate to aüeö. See 
BESEECH, DESIRE, lNTREAT, PRAY, REQUEST. 

Note:· In Matt. r9 : lJ, the R.V., following the most authentic mss., 
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has " Why askest (erotaö) thou Me concerning that which is good ? " 
3. EPERÖTAO (€7repw7'aw), a strengthened form of No. 2 (epi, in 

addition), is frequently used in the Synoptic Gospels, but only twice in 
the Gospel of John, 18 : 7, 2!. In Rom. ro: 20 it is rendered" asked of" 
(A.V„ "asked after "). The more intensive character of the asking may 
be observed in Luke 2:46; 3:14; 6:9; 17:20; 20:21, 27, 40; 
22 : 64; 23 : 3, 6, 9. In Matt. 16 : l, lt virtually significs to demand (its 
meaning in later Greek). See DEMA~D. DESIRE, QuESTION. 

Note: For the corresponding noun eperötema, see ANSWER. 
4. PUNTHANOMAI (7rvv86.voµai), to ask by way of enquiry, not by 

way of making a request for something, is found in the Gospels and the 
Acts, five times in the former, seven in the latter; in Matt. 2 : 4, A.V„ 
"demanded," R.V„ "enquired," so Acts 21 : 33. See DEMAND, 
lNQUIRE, UNDERSTAND. 

5. EXETAZO (€ge7'6.~w), to search uul (ek, out, intensive, etazö, to 
examine), is translated "ask," in John 21: 12, A.V. (R.V„ "inquire "); 
in Matt. 2 : 8, A.V., "search; " R.V„ "search out," expressing the 
intensive force of the verb, so Matt. 10: II (A.V„ "inquire "). See 
lNQUIRE, SEARCH.if 

6. LEGO (Ae'yw). to say, occasionally signifies to ask, as of an enquiry, 
the reason being that legö is used for every variety of speaking, e.g„ Acts 
25·: 20, "I asked whether he would come to Jerusalem." See Ern, 
BoAST, CALL, DESCRIBE, GIVE, NAME, PuT, Note (2), SAY, SPEAK, TELL, 
UTTER. 

7. ANAKRINO (dvaKplvw), to judge, sometimes has the mcaning to 
ask a question; e.g., l Cor. JO: 25, 27. See D1scERN, ExAMINE, JuDGE, 
SEARCH. 

Notes: (1) For apaiteö, Luke 6: 30, see REQUIRE, No. 3. (2) In Luke 
22 : 31, R.V„ exaiteomai is rendered "hath asked to have. "~ 

B. Noun. 
AITEMA (ah1wa), akin to No. l, lit„ that which has been asked for, 

is used in Luke 23 : 24, R.V., " what they asked for " (A.V„ " required ") ; 
Phil. 4 : 6, " requests ; " l John 5 : 15, " petitions." See PETITION .. 
REQUEST, REQUIRE.if 

ASLEEP, SLEEP 
A. Verbs. 

l. KATHEUDÖ (Kct8evSw); to go to sleep, is chiefly used of natural 
sleep, and is found most frequently in the Gospels, especially Matthew 
and Luke. With reference to death it is found in the Lord's remark 
concerning Jairus' daughter, Matt. 9: 24; Mark 5 : 39; Luke 8: 52. 
In the Epistles of Paul it is used as follows : (a) of natural sleep, e.g., 
I Thess. 5 : 7; (b) of carnal indifference to spiritual things on the part of 
believers, Eph. 5 : 14; I Thess. 5: 6, 10 (as in Mark 13 : 36), a condition 
of insensibility to Divine things involving conformity to the world 
(cp. hupnos below). 
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2. KOIMAOMAI {KOL/.u5.oµ.ai) is used of natural sleep, Matt. 28 : 13 ; 
Luke 22 : 45; John II : 12 ; Acts 12 : 6; of the death of the body, but 
only of such as are Christ's; yet never of Christ Himself, though He is 
"the firstfruits of them that have fallen asleep," l Cor. 15 : 20; of saints 
who departed before Christ came, Matt. 27 : 52 ; Acts 13 : 36; of Lazarus, 
while Christ was yet upon the earth, John II : II ; of believers since the 
Ascension, l Thess. 4 : 13, 14, 15, and Acts 7 : 60 ; l Cor. 7 : 39 ; II : 30 ; 
15: 6, 18, 51; 2 Pet. 3: 4.~ 

Note: "This metaphorical use of the word sleep is appropriate, because 
of the similarity iq appearance between a sleeping body and a dead body; 
restfulness and peace normally characterise both. The object of the 
metaphor is to suggest that, as the sleeper does not cease to exist while his 
body sleeps, so the dead person continues to exist despite bis absence from 
the region in which U10se who remain can communicate with him, and that, 
as sleep is known tobe temporary, so the death of the body will be found 
In bA ... 

" That the body alone is in view in this metaphor is evident, (a) from 
the derivation of the word koimaomai, from keimai, to lie down (cp. 
anastasis, resurrection, from ana, 'up,' and histemi, to cause to stand) ; 
cp. Is. I4: 8, where for' laid down,' the Sept. has' fallen asleep ; ' (b) from 
the fact that in the N.T. the word resurrection is used of the body alone; 
(c) from Dan. 12 : 2, where the physically dead are described as ' them 
that sleep (Sept. katheudö, as at I Thess. 5 : 6) in the dust of the earth,' 
language inapplicable to the spiritual part of man; moreover, when 
the body returns whence it came, Gen. 3 : 19, the spirit returns to God 
who gave it, Eccles. 12 : 7. 

" When the physical frame of the Christian (the earthly house of our 
tabernacle, 2 Cor. 5 : l) is dissolved and returns to the dust, the spiritual 
part of his highly complex being, the seat of personality, departs tobe with 
Christ, Phil. l : 23. And since that state in which the believer, absent from 
the body, is at home with the Lord, 2 Cor. 5 : 6-9, is described as 'very 
far better' than the present state of joy in communion with God and of 
happy activity in His service, everywhere refiectecl in Paul's writings, 
it is evident the word ' sleep,' where applied to the departed Christians, is 
not intended to convey the idea that the spirit is unconscious. . . . 

" The early Christians adopted the word koimeterion (which was used 
by the Greeks of a rest-house for strangers) for the place of interment 
of the bodies of their departed ; thence the English word ' cemetery,' 
'the sleeping place,' is derived."* 

3. EXUPNIZO (€gv7r11l~w), to awake (ek, out, hupnos, sleep), to awake 
out of sleep, is used in John II: II.~ In the Sept„ Judg. r6: 14, 20; 
I Kings 3: I5; Job. I4: I2.~ 

4. APHUPNOÖ (dcpv7r116w), to fall asleep (apo, away), is used of natural 

• From Notes 011 Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 172. 
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sleep, Luke 8: 23, of the Lord's falling asleep in the boat on the lake of 
Galilee.~ 

B. Adjective. 
EXUPNOS (;gu7Tvo>), Acts 16: 27, signifies "out of sleep."~ 

C. Noun. 
HUPNOS (t'mvo>) is never used of death. In five places in the N.T. 

it is used of physical sleep; in lfom. 13 : II, metaphorically, of a slumber
ing state of soul, i.e., of spiritual conformity to the world, out of which 
believers are warned to awake. 

ASP 
ASl'lS (aa7Tls-), a small and very venomous serpent, the l>ite uf whid1 

is fatal, unless the part affected is at once cut away, in Rom. 3 : 13 is said, 
metaphorically, of the conversation of the ungodly.~ 

ASS 
I. ONOS (ovo>) is the usual wor<l. Onarion, the diminutive of onos, 

a young ass, M ass's colt, is use<l in Juh11 12: r4, togcther with onos.~I 
2. HUPOZUGION (1~7To~vyLov), lit„ under a yoke (hupo, under, zugos, 

a yoke), is used as an alternative description of the same animal, in 
Matt. 21 : 5, where both words are found together, " Behold, thy king 
cometh unto thee, meek and riding upon an ass (onos), and upon a colt the 
foal of an ass (hupozugion)." lt was upon the colt that the Lord sat, 
John 12 : 14. In 2 Pet. 2 : 16, it is used of Balaam's ass. ~ 

ASSASSIN 
SIKARIOS (aLKapws) is a Latin word (sicarius, from sica, a daggcr) 

denoting one who carries a dagger or short sword under his clothing, an 
assassin, Acts 21 : 38, R.V. Here it is used as a proper name (see the 
R.V.) of the Sicarii, Assassins, the fanatical Jewish faction which arose 
in Judrea after Felix had rid the country of the robbers referred to by 
Josephus (Ant., XX). They mingled with the crowds at Festivals and 
stabbed their political opponents unobserved (A.V., "murderers "). ~ 

ASSAULT 
A. Verb. 

EPHIST~MI (ecplaTTJµ,L), lit., to stand over (epi, over, histemi, to 
stand), signifies to assault ; said in Acts 17: 5, of those who attacked the 
house of Jason. For its usual meanings see CoME (in, to, upon), HAND 
(at), INSTANT, PRESENT, STAND. 

B. Noun. 
HORME (opµ,~). rendered "assault" in Acts 14: 5, A.V. ; R.V„ 

"onset," corresponds to hormaö, to rush. See IMPULSE, ÜNSET.~ 

For ASSA Y see TRY, No. 2 
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ASSEMBLE 
r. SUNAGÖ (avvdyw), to assemble (sun, together, agö, to bring), 

is used of the gathering together of people or things; in Luke 12 : 17, 18, 
"bestow," with reference to the act of gathering one's goods; so in 
Luke 15 : 13, suggesting that the Prodigal, having gathered all his goods 
together, sold them off; in John 6 : 12, of gathering up fragments; in 
John 18 : 2, " resorted," with reference to the assembling of Christ with 
His disciples in the garden of Gethsemane, there in the Passive Voice 
(unsuitable, however, in an English translation). In Acts II : 26, the 
R.V. has "were gathered together (with the church)," for A.V., 
" asscmbled themselves " (possibly ' they were hospitably entertained 
by '). The verb is not found in the most authentic mss. in Rev. 13 : rn. 
See BESTOW, GATHER, LEAD, TAKE, No. 29. 

Note: Episunagö, to gather together, is found only in the Synoptic 
Gospels ; twice of the gathering together of people, Mark l : 33 ; Luke 
12 : r ; twice of the desire of the Lord to gather together the inhabitants 
of Jerusalem, Matt. 23 : 37 ; Luke 13 : 34; twice of His future act in 
gathering together His elect through the instrumentality of the angels, 
Matt. 24: 31; Mark 13: 27. See GATHER.~ 

2. SUNALIZÖ (avvru\[~w), to gather together, to assemble, with the 
suggestion of a crowded meeting (sun, with, halizö, to crowd, or mass: 
the corresponding adjective is hales, thronged), is used in Acts l: 4. The 
meaning to cat with, suggested by same, as if the ward were derived from 
hals, "salt," is not to be accepted.~ 

3. SUNERCHOMAI (avv'pxoµ,at), ta come together (sun, tagether, 
erchomai, to come), is once rendered "assemble," Mark 14: 53, A.V. 
It is frequently used of " coming together," especially of the gathering of 
a lacal church, l Car. II : 17, 18, 20, 33, 34; 14: 23, 26; it is rendered 
"resorted" in Acts 16: 13, A.V., where the R.V. adheres to the lit. 
rendering, " came together." See AccOMPANY. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 15: 25, ginomai, to become, is translated "having 
come to (one accord)," correcting the A.V„ "being assembled with 
(one accord)." 

(2) Stmagöge, akin to A, No. l, is, lit., a place where people assemble. 
In Acts 13 : 43 the R.V. suitably has " synagogue," for the A.V. "con
gregation," the building standing by metonymy for the people therein 
(cp. Matt. ro: lJ, etc.). In Jas. 2 : z (A.V„ " assembly ") the ward is 
" synagogue" (R.V.). See SYNAGOGUE. 

(3) Episunagöge, akin to No. l, Note, an assembling together, is used 
in z Thess. z: l, of the Rapture of the saints inta the air to meet the 
Lord, "aur gathering together; " in Heb. IO: 25, of the gatherings af 
believers on earth during the present period. See GATHERING. 

ASSEMBLY 
r. EKKLESIA (bcK>.:riala.), from ek, out of, and klesis, a calling (kaleö, 
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to call), was used among the Greeks of a body of citizens gathered to discuss 
the affairs of State, Acts 19 : 39. Irl the Sept. it is used to designate the 
gathering of Israel, summoned for any definite purpose, or a gathering 
regarded as representative of the whole nation. In Acts 7 : 38 it is used 
of Israel; in 19: 32, 41, of a riotous mob. lt has two applications to 
companies of Christians, (a) to the whole company of the redeemed 
throughout the present era, the company of which Christ said, " I will 
build My Church," Matt. 16: 18, and which is further described as "the 
Church which is His Body," Eph. l : 22; 5 : 23, (b) in the singular number 
(e.g., Matt. 18: 17, R.V. marg., "congregation "), to a company con
sisting of professed believers, e.g., Acts 20: 28; l Cor. l : 2 ; Gal. l : 13 ; 
l Thess. I : l ; 2 Thess. l : I ; I Tim. 3 : 5, and in the plural, with refer
cnce to churches in a district. 

There is a apparent exception in the R.V. of Acts 9: 31, where, whilc 
the A.V. has "churches," the singular seems to point to a district; but 
the reference is dearly to the church as it was in Jerusalem, from which it 
had just been scattered, 8: I. Again, in Rom. 16 : 23, thal Gaius was 
the hast of "the whole church," simply suggests that the assembly in 
Corinth had been accustomed to meet in his honse, where also Paul was 
entertained. See CHURCH. 

2. PANEGURIS (7rav~yvpis'), from pan, all, and agora, any kind of 
assembly, denoted, among the Greeks, an assembly of the people in 
contrast to the Council of National Leaders, or a gathcring of the people 
in honour of a god, or for some public festival, such as the Olympic games: 
The ward is used in Heb. 12: 23, coupled with the ward Church, as 
applied to all believers who form the Body of Christ. 9if 

3. PLETHOS (7rAfjßos-), a multitude, the whole number, is translated 
"assembly" in Acts 23 : 7, R.V. See BUNDLE, CoMPANY, MULTITUDE. 

Note: For sunagöge, see AssEMBLE, Note (2). 

For ASSENT see AGREE, No. 2 

For ASSTST see HELP, B, Note 

ASSURANCE, ASSURE, ASSUREDL Y 
A. Nouns. 

l. PISTIS (7rlcrris-), faith, has the secondary meaning of an assurance 
or guarantee, e.g., Acts 17 : 31 ; by raising Christ from the dead, God has 
given "assurance" that the world will be judged by Hirn (the A.V. 
margin," offered faith" does not express the meaning). Cp. l Tim. 5 : 12, 
where "faith" means "pledge." See BELIEF, FAITH, FrnELITY. 

2. PLEROPHORIA (7rA7Jpo<f>opla), a fulness, abundance, also means 
full assurance, entire confidence ; lit., a ' full-carrying ' (pleros, full, 
pherö, to carry). Some explain it as full fruitfulness (cp. R.V., "fulness " 
in Heb. 6 : II). In l Thess. l : 5 it describes the willingness and lreedom 
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of spirit enjoyed by those who brought the Gospel to Thessalonica; 
in Col. 2 : 2, the freedorn of mind and confidence resulting frorn an under
standing in Christ; in Heb. 6: II (A.V., "full assurance," R.V., 
"fulness "), the engrossing effect of the expectation of the fulfilrnent of 
God's prornises; in Heb. IO: 22, the character of the faith by which we are 
to draw near to God. See FULNESS. ~ 

3. HUPOSTASIS (1hr6araai>), lit., a standing under, support (hupo, 
under, histemi, to stand), hence, an "assurance," is so rendered in Heb. 
II : r, R.V., for A.V., "substance." lt here rnay signify a title-deed, 
as giving a guarantee, or reality. See CONFIDENCE, PERSON, SUBSTANCE. 

Note: In Acts r6: IO, for the A.V. (of sumbibazomai), "assuredly 
gathering," see CONCLUDE. 

B. Verbs. 
r. PISTOÖ (mar6w), to trust or give assurance to (cp. A, No. r), has 

a secondary meaning, in the Passive Voice, tobe assured of, 2 Tim. 3: r4.~ 
2. PLEROPHOREÖ ('11A·11µuq,uµlw), akin lu A, Nu. ~. to hring in full 

rneasure, to fulfil, also signifies to be fully assured, Rom. 4: 2r, R.V., of 
Abraham's faith. In 14 : 5 it is said of the apprehension of the will of 
God. So in Col. 4 : r2 in the best mss. In these three places it is used 
subjectively, with reference to an effect upon the rnind. For its other 
and objective use, referring to things external, see FULFIL; see also 
BELIEVE, KNow, PERSUADE, PROOF.~ In the Sept., Eccl. 8 : rr.~ 

3. PEITHÖ (7rft8w), to pr.rsuade, is rendered "assure" in r John 
3 : r9 (marg., "persuade "), where the rneaning is that of confidence 
toward God consequent upon loving in deed and in truth. See BELIEVE, 
CONFIDENCE, FRIEND, ÜBEY, PERSUADE, TRUST, YIELD. 

C. Adverb. 
ASPHALÖS (dacf>aAw>) rneans (a) safely, Mark 14 : 44 ; Acts r6 : 23 ; 

(b) assuredly, Acts 2: 36; the knowledge there enjoined involves freedorn 
frorn fear of contradiction, with an intimation of the impossibility of 
escape frorn the effects. See SAFELY. 

For ASTONISH and ASTONISHMENT see AMAZE and AMAZEMENT 

For ASTRA Y see ERR 

For ASUNDER see BREAK, BURST, CUT, PART, PUT, REND 
and SAW 

AT: see Note t. p. 9 

For ATHIRST see THIRST 

ATONEMENT 
KATALLAGt (Kara.Uay7/), translated " atonement " m the A.V. 
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of Rom. 5 : II, signifies, not "atonement," but "reconciliation," as in 
the R.V. See also Rom. II : 15 ; z Cor. 5 : 18, 19.~ So with the 
corresponding verb katallassö, see under RECONCILE. " Atonement" 
(the explanation of this English word as being at-one-ment is entirely 
fanciful) is frequently found in the O.T. See, for instance, Leviticus, 
chapters 16 and 17. The corresponding N.T. words are hilasmos, 
propitiation, l Jno. 2: 2; 4: 10, and hilasterion, Rom. 3: 25; Heb. 9: 5, 
"mercy-seat," the covering of the ark of the Covenant. These describe 
the means (in and through the Person and work of the Lord Jesus Christ, 
in His death on thc Cross by the shedding of His blood in His vicarious 
sacrifice for sin) by which God shows mercy to sinners. See PROPITIATION. 

ATTAIN 
I. KATANTAO (KaTavnfw), a strengthened form of an-taö, to come 

opposite to, signifies to reach, to arrive at. lt is usetl in its local sig
nificunce severn 1 times in the Arts, e.g„ -27 : 12, R.V., " could reach." 

In its metaphorical sense of attaining to something it is used in three 
places : Acts 26: 7, of the fulfilment of the promise uf Gud made to the 
anccstors of Israel, to which promise the twelve tribes " hope to attain " 
(R.V.) ; in Eph. 4: 13, of attaining to the unity of the faith and of the 
knowledge of the Son of God; in Phil. 3 : II, of the paramount aims of the 
Apostle's life, " if by any means," he says, " I might attain unto the 
resurrcction from the dead," not the physical resurrection, which is assured 
to all believers hereafter, but to the present life of identification with 
Christ in His Resurrection. For the metaphorical sense in r Cor. 10 : II 

and 14: 36, see ARRIVE, A, No. I. See also CoME, No. 28. 
2. KATALAMBANÖ (KaTaAaµ.ßavw), to seize, to apprehend, whether 

physically or mentally, is rendered " attain" in the sense of making 
something one's own, appropriating a thing, Rom. 9 : 30, said of the 
Gentiles, who through the Gospel have attained to, or laid hold of, the 
righteousness which is of faith, in contrast to the present condition of 
Israel; in l Cor. 9: 24, of securing a prize, R.V., " attain," for A.V., 
" obtain." See APPREHEND. 

3. PHTHANÖ (<PBavw), to anticipate, also means to reach, attain 
to a thing; negatively of Israel (see ARRIVE, No. 5). The only other 
passage where it has this significance is Phil. 3 : 16, " we have attained." 
See COME, PREVENT. 

4. TUNCHANO (Tuyxavw), to reach, meet with, signifies to attain to, 
in Luke 20: 35, R.V. (for A.V„" obtain "). See CHANCE, ENJOY, ÜBTAIN. 

Notes: (1) Parakoloutheö, rendered "attained" in l Tim. 4: 6, A.V. 
(R.V„ " hast followed "), does not signify attainment, but following fully. 
1f is an intensive form of akoloutheö, to follow. So in 2 Tim. 3: 10, 

R.V„ "didst follow" (A.V., " fully known ") ; 'follow fully' would be 
suitable. In Mark 16 : 17 it is translated " follow ; " in Luke l : 3, 
·• having traced" (R.V.). See Fouow, KNow, Notes (1), ÜNDERSTAND.iJ 
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(2) Lambanö, incorrectly translated "attained" m the A.V. of 
Phil. 3: 12, means "obtained" (R.V.). 

ATTEND, ATTENDANCE, ATTENDANT 
A. Verbs. 

I. PROSECHO (TTpoalxw). to take heed, give heed, is said of the 
priests who "gave attendance at the altar," Heb. 7 : r3. lt suggests 
devotion of thought and effort to a thing. In r Tim. 4 : r3 (in the 
exhortation regarding the public reading of the Scriptures), the R.V. 
translates it "give heed," for the A.V., "give attendance." In Acts 
16 : 14, "to give heed" (for A.V., "attended "). See BE\VARE, G1vE. 
No. r7, RECARD. 

2. PROSKARTEREÖ (TTpoaKap-rEplw), to be stedfast, a strengthened 
form of kartereö (pros, towar<ls, intensive, karteros, strong), denotes to 
continue stedfastly in a thing and give unremitting carc to it, e.g., Rom. 
13 : 6, of rulers in the discharge of their fnnctions. See CoNTINUE, WAIT. 
ln the Sept., Numb. 13: 21.'fi 

B. Adjective. 
EUPAREDROS (dl1TapEÖpo>), lit., sitting well beside (eu, weil, 

para, beside, hedra, a seat), i.e., sitting constantly by, and so applying 
oneself diligently to, anything, is uscd in r Cor. 7 : 35, with prus, upon, 
" that ye may attend upon." Some mss. have euprosedron. fi 

C. Noun. 
HUPERETES (inr17pl77J>), lit., an under-rowcr; hrnce, a servant, is 

rendered" attendant "in Luke 4: 20 and Acts r3: 5, R.V. Sec MINISTER, 
ÜFFICER, SERVANT. 

For ATTENTIVE, in the A.V. of Luke r9: 48, see HANG, No. 2 

For AUDIENCE see HEARING, A, No. r, B, No. r 

AUGHT 
AUGHT: See t page 9 (footnote). lt is wrongly spelt " ought" in 

the A.V. in some places, e.g., in John 4: 33, "ought to eat " (there is no 
word in the original there for " aught "). 

AU STERE 
AUSTEROS (ava-r17p6>), akin to auö, to dry up (Eng., austere), 

primarily denotes stringent to the taste, Iike new wine not matured by 
age, unripe fruit, etc. ; hence, harsh, severe, Luke 19 : 21, 22. fi 

Note: Synonymous with austerus, but to be distinguished from it, is 
skleros (from skellö, to be dry). lt was applied to that which lacks 
moisture, and so is rough and disagreeable to the touch, anrl hence came to 
denote harsh, stern, hard. lt is used by Matthew to describe the un
profi.table serva.nt's rC'mark concerning his 111aster, in the parable corres
ponding to that in Luke 19 (see ausferos, above). Austeros is derived from 
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a word having to do with the taste, skleros, with the touch. Austeros is 
not necessarily a term of reproach, whereas skleros is always so, and 
indicates a harsh, even inhuman, character. Austeros is "rather the 
exaggeration of a virtue pushed too far, than an absolute vice" (Trench, 
Syn. § xiv). Skleros is used of the character of a man, Matt. 25: 24; 
of a saying, John 6: 60; of the difficulty and pain of kicking against the 
ox-goads, Acts 9: 5; 26: 14; of rough winds, Jas. 3: 4 and of harsh 
speeches, Jude 15. See FIERCE, HARD.~ Cp. sklerotes, hardness, 
skterunö, to harden, sklerokardia, hardness of heart, and sklerotrachelos, 
stiff-necked. 

AUTHOR 
I. AITIOS (arnos-), an adjective (cp. aitia, a cause), denotes that which 

causes something. This and No. 2 are both translated " author" in 
Hebrews. Aitios, in Heb. 5: 9, describes Christ as the "Aulhur of 
eti>rn:il F;~.lvation uul1_1 all thl"m thrit. nbey Hirn," signifying that Christ. 
exalted and glorified as our High Priest, on the ground of His finished work 
on earth, has become the Personal me<.lialiug rnuse (R.V., margin) of 
eternal salvation. lt is difficult to find an adequate English equivalent 
to express the meaning here. Christ is not the merely formal cause of 
our salvation. He is the concrete and active cause of it. He has not 
merely caused or effected it, He is, as His Name, "Jesus," implies, our 
salvation itself, Luke z : 30 ; 3 : 6. 

2. ARCHEGOS (dpxryy6s-), translated " Prince" in Acts 3 : 15 (marg., 
"Author ") and 5 : 31, but "Author " in Heb. 2 : 10, R.V., "Captain," 
R.V. marg., and A.V., and" Author "in 12 : 2, primarily signifies one who 
takes a lead in, or provides the first occasion of, anything. In the Sept. 
it is used of the chief of a tribe or family, Num. 13 : 2 (R.V., prince) ; 
of the " heads " of the children of Israel, ver. 3 ; a captain of the whole 
people, 14: 4; in Micah 1 : 13, of Lachish as the leader of the sin of the 
daughter of Sion: there, as in Heb. 2 : 10, the word suggests a combination 
of the meaning of leader with that of the source from whence a thing 
proceeds. That Christ is the Prince of life signifies, as Chrysostom says, 
that " the life He had was not from another; the Prince or Author of life 
must be He who has life from Himself." But the word doe's not ncccssarily 
combinc the idea of the source or originating cause with that of leader. 
In Heb. 12 : 2 where Christ is called the " Author and Perfecfrr of faith," 
He is represented as the One who takes precedence in faith and is thus the 
perfect Exemplar of it. The pronoun " our " does not correspond to 
anything in the original, and may well be omitted. Christ in the days 
of His flesh trod undeviatingly the path of faith, and as the Perfecter has 
brought it to a pcrfcct end in His own Person. Thus He is the leader of 
all others who tread that path. See PRINCE. ~ 

Note: In 1 Cor. 14: 33, the A.V„" the author," represents no word in 
the original ; R.V. " a God of." 
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AUTHORITY 
A. Nouns. 

AUT 

I. EXOUSIA (Jgovala) denotes authority (from the impersonal verb 
exesti, "it is lawful "). From the meaning of leave or permission, or 
liberty of doing as one pleases, it passed to that of the ahility or strength 
with which one is endued, then to that of the power of anthority, tbc right 
to exercise power, e.g., Matt. 9 : 6 ; 21 : 23 ; 2 Cor. IO : 8 ; or the power of 
rule or government, the power · of one whose will and commands must 
be obeyed by others, e.g., Matt. 28 : 18 ; John 17 : 2; Jude 25 ; Rev. 
12 : lO ; 17 : 13 ; more specifically of apostolic authority, 2 Cor. IO : 8 ; 
13 : lO ; the power of judicial decision, John 19 : IO; of managing 
domestic affairs, Mark 13: 34. By metonymy, or name-change (the 
substitution of a suggestive word for the name of the thing meant), it 
stands for that which is subject to authority or rule, Luke 4: 6 (R.V. 
" authority," for the A.V. " power") ; or, as with the English 
"authority," one who possesses authority, a rulcr, magistrate, Rom. 
13 : l-J; Luke 12 : II ; Tit. 3 : l ; or a spiritual potentate, e.g., Eph. 
3 : IO; 6 : 12 ; Col. l : 16; 2 : IO, 15 ; l Pet. 3 : 22: The R.V. usually 
translates it "authority." 

In l Cor. II : roit is used ofthe veil with which a woman is required to 
cover herself in an assembly or church, as a sign ofthe Lord's authority 
over the Church. See JuRISDICTION, LrnERTY, POWER, RrGJ!T, 
STRENGTH. , 

2. EPITAGE (Jmrny~). an injunction (ffom epi, upon, tassö, to order), 
is oncc rendered" authority," Tit. 2 : 15 (R.V„ marg.," commandment "). 
See CoMMANDMENT. 

Note: The corresponding verb is epitassö, to command. See 
COMMAND. 

· 3. HUPEROCH:E (v7Tepox~). primarily, a projection, eminence, as a 
mountain peak, . hence, metaphorically, pre-eminence, superiority, 
excellency, is once rendered "authority," l Tim. 2: 2, A.V. (marg,, 
"eminent place "), R.V., "high place," of the position of magistrates; 
in l Cor. 2 : l, "excellency" (of speech). Cp. huperechö, to surpass. 
See EXCELLENCY.'i 

4. DtJNASTES (ovvdaT7JS'), akin to dunamis, ,power, Eng.,. dynasty, 
signifies a potentate, a high officer; in Acts 8: 27, of a highofficer, it is 
rendered "of grcat authority;" in Luke l: 52, R.V., '' princes," (A.V., 
" the mighty ") ; in I Tim. 6: 15 it is •. said of God (" Potentate"). See 
MIGHTY, POTENTATE. ~f 

B. Verbs; 
I. EXOUSIAZÖ (Jgovaui~w), akin to A, No. l, signities to. exercise 

power, Luke 22 : 25; l Cor. 6: 12: 7 : 4 (twice). Se0 PowER.•; 
2; KATEXOUSIAZO (1m-regovai6.~w), kata, down, intensive, and No. 1, 

to exercisc authoi::ity upon, is used in Matt. 20 : 25, and :Mark ro : 42.,; 
3. AUTHENTEÖ (av8evr€w), from autos, seif, and a lost noun hentes; 
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probabJy signifying working (Eng., authentic), to exercise authority on 
one's own account, to domineer over, is used in l Tim. 2 : 12, A.V., "to 
usurp authority," R.V., "to have dominion." In the earlier usage of 
the word it signified one who with his own hand killed either others or 
himself. ·Later it came to denote one who acts on his own authority ; 
hence, to exrrcise authority, dominion. See DOMINION, Note.~! 

AUTUMN 
PHTHINOPÜRINOS (rp8woTTwpiv6s), an adjective signifying autumnal 

(from phthinopöron, late autumn, from phthinö, to waste away, or wane, 
and opöra, autumn), is used in Jude 12, where unfruitful and worthless 
men are figuratively described as trees such as they are at the close of 
autumn, .fruitless and leafless (A.V., "trees whose fruit withereth !').~ 

AVAIL 
ISCHUÖ (laxvw) signifies (a) to be strong in body, to be robust, in 

souml lieallh, Matt. 9: 12; Mark z : 17; (b) to have power, as of the 
Gospel, Acts 19: 20; to prevail against, 5aicl of spiritual enemies, Rev. 
12 : 8 ; of an evil spirit against exorcists, Acts 19 : 16 ; (c) to be of force, 
to be. effective, capable of producing results, Matt. 5 : 13 (" it is good 
for nothing ; " lit., ' it availeth nothing ') ; Gal. 5 : 6 ; in Heb. 9 : 17 it 
apparently has the meaning tobe valid (R.V., '' for doth it ever avail ... ? ", 
for A.V., "it is of no strength "). lt is translatcd" avail "with reference 
to prayer, in Jas. 5: 16; cp. the slrengthened form exischuö in Eph .. 3: 18. 
See ABLE, CAN, Goon, MAY, PREVAIL, ST-RENGTH, WHOLE, WoRK. 

A VENGE, A VENGER 
A. Verb. 

EKDIKEO (JKfüKlw), ek, from, dike, justice, i.e., that which proceeds 
from justice, means (a) to vihdicate a person's right, (6) to avenge a thing. 
With the meaning (a), it_ is used in the parable of the unjust judge, Luke 
18 : 3, 5, of the vindica1:fon of the rights of the widow ; with the meaning 
(b) it is used in Rev. 6: 10 and 19: 2, of the act of God in avenging the blood 
of the saints ; in i Cor. 10 : fi, of the Apostle's readiness to use his apostolic 
authority in punishing disobedience on the part of his readers ; here the 
KV. substitutes " avenge" for the A.V.,." revenge ; " in Rom. 12 : 19 
of avengihg oneself, against which the believer is warned. ~ 

Note: In Rev. 18: 20, the A.V. mistranslates krinö and krima "hath 
avenged you; " R.V., f' hath judged your judgement." 

B. Nouns. 
I. EKDIKOS (€KOLKos), primaiily, without law, then, one who exacts a 

penalty from a person, an avenger, a punisher, is used in Rom. 13: 4 of a 
civil authority in tbe discharge of his function of executing wrath on 
the evildoer (A.V., wrongly, "revenger "); in I Thess. 4: 6,.of God as 
the Avenger of the one who wrongs his brother, here particularly in the 
matter of adultery. ~[ ' 
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2. EKDIKE:SIS (eK8lK7Ju's-), vengeance,is used with the verb poieö, to 
make, i.e., to avenge, in Luke 18: 7, 8 ; Acts 7: 24; twice it is used in 
statements that" vengeance "belongs to God, Rom. 12 : 19 ; Heb. 10 : 30. 
In 2 Thess. l : 8 it is said of the act of Divine justice which will be meted 
out to those who know not God and obey not the Gospel, when the Lord 
comes in flaming fire at His Second Advent. In the Divine exercise of 
judgment there is no element of vindictiveness, nothing by way of taking 
revenge. In Luke 21 : 22, it is used of the days of vengeance upon the 
Jewish people; in l Pet. 2 : 14, of civil governors as those who are sent of 
God "for vengeance on evildoers" (A.V. "punishment ") ; in 2 Cor. 
7: II, of the self-avenging of believers, in their godly sorrow for wrong 
doing, R.V:; "avcnging," for A.V., "rcvcngc." See PUNISHMENT, 
VENGEANCE.'i! 

AVOID 
r. F.KKLINO (eKKMJJw), to turn away from, to turn aside, lit., tobend 

out of (ek, out, klinö, to bend), is used in Rom. 3: 12, of the sinful con
dition of mankind, A.V., "gone out of the way," R.V., "turned aside; " 
in Rom. 16: 17, of turning away from those who cause offences and 
occasions of stumbling (A.V., "avoid ") ; in l Pet. 3: II of tuming away 
from evil (A.V„ "eschew "). See EscHEW, WAY.'i! 

2. EKTREPÖ (EK7pe7Tw), lit„ to turn or twist out, is used in the 
Passive Voice in Heb. 12: 13, "that which is lame be not turned out of 
the way" (or rather, 'put out of joint ') ; in the sense of the Middle 
Voice (though Passive in form) of turning aside, or turning away from, 
2 Tim. 4 : 4 (A.V., " shall be turned unto fahles," R.V., " shall turn 
aside ") ~ in r Tim. l : 6, of those who, having swerved from · the faith, 
have turned aside unto vain talking; in 5: 15, df those who have turned 
aside after Satan; in 6: 20, R.V., of "turning away from (A.V., 
" avoiding ") profane babblings and oppositions of the knowledge which is 
falsely so called." See TURN. In the Sept., Arnos 5: 8.~ 

3. PARAITEOMAI (1TapaiTeoµ,a,), lit., to ask aside (para, aside, aiteö, 
to ask); signifies (a) to beg of (or from) another, Mark 15 : 6, in the most 
authentic mss. ·; (b) to deprecate, (1) to entreat (that) not, Heb. 12 : 19 ; 
(2) to refuse, decline, avoid, l Tim. 4 : 7 ; 5 : II ; 2 Tim. 2 : 23 ; Tit. 3 : IO 

(see No. 4 for ver. 9) ; Heb. 12 : 25 ; (c) to beg off; as.k to be excused, 
Luke 14 : 18, 19 (some would put Heb. 12 : 25 here). See ExcusE, 
INTREAT, REFUSE, REJECT. ~ 

4. PERIISTEMI (1TEpda"T7]/L'), in the Active Voice, means to stand 
around (peri, around, histemi, to stand), John II : 42; Acts 25 : 7 ;. in 
the Middle Voicc, to turn oneself about, for the purpose of avoiding 
somcthing, to avoid, shun, said of profane babblings, 2 Tim. z: 16; of 
foolish questions, genealogies, strife, etc., Tit. 3 : 9 (A.V., " avoid "). 
See SHUN1 STAND. 'i! 

5. STELLO (U7eMw), to place, sometimes signifies, in the Middle 
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Voice, to take care against a thing, to avoid, i Cor. 8 : 20; in 2 Thess. 
3: 6, of withdrawing from a person. See WITHDRAW.~ 

For A W AIT (A.V. of Acts 9 : 24 ; 20 : 3, 19 ; 23 : 30) see PLOT 

AWAKE 
r. EGEIRÖ (JyElpw) is used, (a) in the Active Voice, of arousing a 

person from sleep; in Matt. 8: 25 of the act of the disciples in awaking 
the Lord; in Acts 12 : 7. of the awaking of Peter R.V., " awake him " ; 
(b) in the Passive Voice, with a Middle significance, of the virgins, in 
aruusing themselves from their sh.imbcr, Matt. 25 : 7 ; in Rom. 13 : u, 
and Eph. 5 : q, metaphorically, of awaking from a state of moral sloth. 
Sec AmsE, LIFT, RAISE, REAR, R1sE, STAND, TAKE. 

2. DIEGEIRO (Bi~y~lpw) is uscd of awaking from natural sleep, 
Matt. r : 24 : Mark 4 : ~8 ; of the ad of the rlisr.iples in aw;i king the 
Lord, Luke 8: 24 (cp. egeirö, in Matt. 8 : 25) ; metaphorically, of arousing 
the mind, 2 Pet. r : r3 ; J : I. ·See ARXSE, RAISE, STIR UP. 

3. EKNEPHÖ (lKvfi<fow), primarily, to return to one's sense frorn 
drunkenness, to become sober, is so used in the Sept„ e.g., Gen. 9 : 24; 

melaphorically, in Joel l : 5 ; Hab. 2 : 7; lit., in 2 : 19, of the words of 
an idolater to an image; in the N.T. in l Cor. 15: 34, "Awake up 
righteously,and sin not" (R.V.), suggesting a return to soberness of mind 
from the stupor consequent upon the influence of evil dor:trine. ~ 

4. EXUPNIZO (Jgv1Tvl~w), from ek, out of,,and hupnos, sleep, to rouse 
a person out of sleep, is used.metaphorically, in John II : rr.~ 

5. DIAGREGOREÖ (S.ayp71yop(w), dia, intensive,gregoreö, to watch, 
is use<l in Luke 9: 32, R.V., "were fully awake." A.V. "were awake."~ 

For AWARE see KNOW, A, No. r, end of rst par. 

AWAY 
Note: This word is to be taken in connection with various verbs. 

The verb airö, to seize, to lift up, take away, is translated " away with," 
in Luke 23 : r8 ; John 19 : 15; Ads 21 : 36 ; 22 : 22, implying a forcible 
removal for the purpose of putting to death. See BEAR, No. 9. 

AWE 
DEOS (S(os), awe, is so rendered in Heb. 12: 28, R.V. ; the previous 

word " reverence " reprcsents the inferior reading aidJs (see SHAME
fASTNEss). 

AXE 
AXINE (dtlV7J), an axe, akin to agnumi, to break, is found in Matt. 

3: 10, and Luke 3: 9.~ 
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B 

BABBLER, BABBLINGS 
I. SPERMOLOGOS (a7rEpµ.o:\6yos}, a babbler, is used in Acts 17: 18. 

Primarily an adjective, it came to be used as a noun signifying a crow, 
or some other bird, picking up seeds (sperma, a seed, lego, to collect). 
Then it seems to have been used of a man accustomed to hang about the 
streets and markets, picking up scraps which fall from loads; ltence a 
parasite, who lives at the expense of others, a hanger ori. 

Metaphorically it became used of a man who picks up scraps of 
infom1ation and retails them secondhand, a plagiarist, or of those who 
make a show, in unscientific style, of knowledge obtained from mis
understanding lectures. Prof. Ramsay points out that there does not 
seem to be any instancc of the classical use of the word as a babbler or a 
mere talker. He finds in the word a piece of Athenian slang, applied to 
one who was outside any literary circle, an ignorant plagiarist. Other 
suggestions have beer. made, but without satisfactory evidence.~ 

2. KENOPHÖNIA (KEvo<Pwvla), babbling (from kenos, empty, and 
phone, a sound), signifies empty discussion, discussion on useless subjects, 
l Tim. 6: 20 and 2 Tim. 2: 16.~ 

BABE 
I. BREPHOS (ßp€<Pos) denotes (a) an unborn child, as in Luke l : 41, 

44; (u) a newborn child, or an infant still older, Luke 2 : 12, 16 ; 18 : 15 ; 

Acts 7: 19; 2 Tim. 3 : 15 ; 1 Pet. 2: 2. See CHILD, INFANT.~ 
2. NEPIOS (vi]mos), lit„ 'without the power of speech,' denotes a little 

child, the literal meaning having been lost in the general use of the word. 
lt is used (·1) of infants, Matt. 21: 16; (b) metaphorically, of the un
sophisticated in mind and trustful in disposition, Matt. II : 25 and 
Luke ro : 21, where it stands in contrast to the wise ; of those who are 
possessed merely of natural knowledge, Rom. 2 : 20; of those who are 
carnal, and have not grown, as they should have done, in spiritual 
understanding and power, the spiritually immature, l Cor. 3 : l, those \Vho 
are so to speak partakers of milk, and " without cxperience of the word 
of righteousness," Heb. 5 : lJ ; of the Jews, who, while the Law was in 
force, were in a state corresponding to that of childhood, or minority, 
just as the word "infant" is used of a minor, in Engiish law, Gal. 4.: 3, 
"children; " of believers in an immature condition, impressionable an<l 
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liable to be imposed upon instead of being in a state of spiritual maturity, 
Eph. 4: 14, " chi!dren." Immaturity is always associated with this 
word. See CHILD, No. 7~ 

Note: The corresponding verb, nepinö, is found in l Cor. 14: 20, 
where believers are exhorted tobe as" babes" (R.V.) in malice, unable to 
think or speak maliciously. ~ 

BACK (Noun) 
NOTOS (vwros), the back, is derived from a root nö-, signifying to 

bend, curve. lt is used in Rom. II : IO. ~ 

BACK (Adverb), BACKSIDE, BACKWARD 
I. OPISO (öm'.aw), connected with hepomai, to follow, is used 

adverbially, of place, with the meaning "back," "backward," in the 
phrase eis t,1 op·isö, lit„ unto the things bchind, in Mark 13 : 16; Luke g: 62; 
17: 31; John 6: 66; 18: 6: 20: 14- Cp. Phil. 3: 13," thc things which 
arc behind." St'c BEHIXD. 

2. OPISTHEN (om.afhv), of place, behind, after, is rendered "back
side" in Rev. 5: l, A.V. (R.V., "back"). See BEHIND. 

BACKBITER, 13ACKBITING 
KATALALOS (icardAaA.os), a backbiter, and KATALALIA (KaraA.aA.{aj, 

backbiting, are formed from kata, against, and laleö, to speak. Katalalos 
is used in Rom. l: 30.if Katalalia is translated "evil speaking" in 
l Pet. 2 : l, " backbiting " in 2 Cor. 12 : 20. if 

Note: The corresponding verb k:1tal,1leö the R.V. translates "speak 
against," in its five occurrences, Jas. 4: II (three times); l Pet. 2: 12, 

and 3: 16; A.V., "speak evil," in all the passages except l Pet. 2: 12.if 

For BADE see BID 

BAD 
I. KAKOS (1<a1<6s) indicates the lack in a person or thing of those 

qualities which should be possessed; it means bad in character (a) morally, 
by way of thinking, feeling or acting, e.g., Mark 7 : 21, " thoughts ; " 
l Cor. 15 : 33, " company ; " Col. 3 : 5, " desire ; " l Tim. 6 : IO, " all 
kinds of evil; " l Pet. 3 : 9, "evil for evil; " (b) in the sense of what is 
injurious or baneful, e.g., the tongue as " a restless evil," Jas. 3 : 8 ; 
"evil beasts," Tit. l : 12 ; "harm," Acts 16: 28; once it is translat~d 
" bad," 2 Cor. 5 : IO. lt is the opposite of agathos, good. See EvrL, 
HARM, ILL, NOISOME, WICKED. 

2. PONEROS {7Toll'l)pos), connected with ponos, labour, expresses 
especially the active form of evil, and is practically the same in meaning 
as lb). under No. I. lt is uscd, P.g., of thoughts, l\1att. 15: 19 (cp. kakos, 
in Mark 7 : 21) ; of speech, Matt. 5 : II (cp. kakos, in l Pet. 3: 10) ; of 
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acts, 2 Tim. 4: 18. Where kakos and poneros are put together, kakos 
is always put first and signifies bad in character, base, poneros, bad in 
effect, malignant : see I Cor. 5 : 8, and Rev. 16 : 2. Kakos has a wider 
meaning, poneros a stronger meaning. Poneros alone is used of Satan 
and might well be translated 'the malignant one,' e.g., Matt. 5: 37 and 
five times in I John (2 : 13, 14; 3 : 12 ; 5 : 18, 19, R.V.) ; of demons, 
e.g., Luke 7 : 2r. Once it is translated " bad," Matt. 22 : 10. See 
EVIL, GRIEVOUS, HARM, LEWD, l\iALICIOUS, WICKED. 

3. SAPROS (aa?Tp6s), corrupt, rotten (akin to sepö, to rot), primarily, 
of vegetable and-animal substances, expresses what is of poor quality, 
unfit for use, putrid. lt is said of a tree and its fruit, Matt. 7: 17, 18; 
12 : 33 ; Luke 6 : 43 ; uf cerlain fish, Matl. 13 : 48 (here lranslaletl 
" bad ") ; of defiling speech, Eph. 4 : 29. See CoRRUPT. if 

BAG 
I. GLÖSSOKOMON (y,\waa6Koµov), from glössa, a tongue, and komeö, 

to tend, was, firstly, a case in which to keep the mouthpiece of wind 
instruments; secondly, a small box :tor any purpose, but especially a 
casket or purse, to keep money in. It is used of the bag which Judas 
carried, John 12 : 6; 13: 29; in the Sept. of 2 Chron. 24: 8, 10, used of 
the box appointed by King Juash for ufferings fur the repair of the 
Temple.~ 

2. BALLANTIQN (ßa,\,\&.wnov), from ballö, to cast, a money-box or 
purse, is found in Luke's Gospel, four times, rn: 4; 12 : 33 (A.V.," bag ''); 
22 : 35, 36. See PURSE. if 

Note: Zöne, a girdle or belt, also served as a purse for money, Matt. 
10 : 9 ; Mark 6 : 8. See GIRDLE. 

BAGGAGE 
EPISKEUAZÖ (lmaKwd~w), to furnish with things necessary; 

in the Middle Voice, to furnish for oneself; it was used of equipping 
baggage animals for a journey; in Acts 21 : 15, R.V., it is translatcd 
"we took up our baggage" (A.V., '' we took up our carriages "). The 
form is the rst aorist participle, and lit. means 'having made ready 
(the things that were necessary for the journey).'if 

Note: Some mss. have the verb aposkeuazö, which has the same 
meaning. 

BALANCE 
ZUGOS (~vy6s), a yoke, also has the meaning of a pair of scales, 

Rev. 6: 5. So the Sept. of Lev. 19: 36; Isa. 40, 12. See YoKE.'-

BAND 
r. SPEIRA (uTrEi:pa), primarily anything round, and so whatever 

might be wrapped round a thing, a twisted rope, came to mean a body 
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of men at arms, and was the equivalent of the Roman manipulus. lt 
was also used for a larger body of men, a cohort, about 600 infantry, 
commanded by a tribune. lt is confmed to its military sense. See, 
e.g„ Matt. 27 : 27, and corresponding passages. 

2. DESMOS (Swµ.6s), a band, fetter, anything for tying (from deö, 
to bind, fasten with chains etc.), is sometimes translated "band," some
times "bond; " "bands," in Luke 8: 29; Acts 16: 26; 22: 30, A.V. 
only. In the case of the deaf man who had an impediment in his speech, 
whom the Lord took aside, Mark 7: 35, the A.V. says "the string of his 
tongue was loosed;" the R.V., more literally, "the bond of his tongue."/ 
See BOND, CHAIN, STRING. 

3. SUNDESMOS (cnMiwµ.os), an intensive form of No. 2, denoting that 
which binds firmly together, is used metaphorically of the joints and 
bands of the mystk Borly of Christ, Col. 2 : 19; otherwise in the following 
phrases, "the bond of iniquity," Acts 8: 23; "the bond of peace," Eph. 
4 : 3 ; " t 11~ hnnt"l c1f p~rfr:r.tness," Col. :~ : 14. See BOND. 'II 

4. ZEUKTERIA (~wK~71pta.), a bond (connected with zugos, a yoke), 
is found once, of the rudder band oI a sllip, Ads 21; 40.'I! 

BAND ED 
POIEÖ SUSTROPHEN (11odw (J'vaTpa</J~v), Acts 23 : 12, of the Jews 

who "banded together " with the intention of killing Paul, consists of the 
verb poieö, to make, and the noun sustrophe, primarily a twisting up 
together, a binding together; then, a secret combination, a conspiracy. 
Accordingly it might be translated ' made a conspiracy.' The noun is 
used elsewhere in 19 : 40. See Co:-<cOURSE. ~ 

BANK, BANKERS 
l. TRAPEZA (Tpam:~a), primarily a table, denotes (a) an eating-table, 

e.g., Matt. 15 : 27 ; (b) food etc. placed on a table, Acts 6 : 2 ; 16 : 34 ; 
(c) a feast, a banquet, l Cor. ro : 21 ; (d) the table or stand of a money
changer, where he exthanged money for a fee, or dealt with loans and 
deposits, Matt. 21 : 12 ; Mark II : 15 ; Luke 19 : 23 ; John 2 : 15. See 
MEAT, TABLE. 

2. TRAPEZITES (Tpa11E~l'TT/s), a money-changer, broker, banker; 
translated "bankers" in Matt. 25: 27, R.V. (A.V., "exchangers ").~ 

Note: For charax, Luke 19: 43, see TRENCH. 

For BANQUETING see CAROUSINGS 

BAPTISM, BAPTIST, BAPTIZE 
A. Nouns. 

r. BAPTISMA (ß&nTLaµa), baptism, consisting of the processes of 
immersion, submersion and emergence (from baptö, to dip), is used 
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(a) of John's baptism, (b) of Christian baptism, sec B. below ; (c) of the 
overwhelming affiictions and judgments to which the Lord voluntarily 
submitted on the Cross, e.g., Luke 12 : 50 ; (d) of the sufferings His 
followers would experience, not of a vicarious character, but in feHowship 
with the sufferings of their Master. Some mss. have the word in Matt. 
20 : 22, 23 ; it is used in Mark IO : 38, 39, with this meaning„ 

2. BAPTISMOS (ßamwµ6>), as distinct from baptisma (the ordinance), 
is used of the ceremonial washing of articles, Mark 7 : 4, 8, in some texts; 
Heb. 9: IO; once in a gencral sense, Hd). 6: 2.~ See WASHING. 

3. BAPTIST.ES .(ßa7TTiarr}>), a baptist, is used only of John the 
Baptist, and only in the Synoptists, 14 tirnes. 

B. Verb. 
BAPTIZO (ßa7TTl~w), to baptize, prirnarily a frequentative form of 

baptö, to dip, was used arnong the Greeks to signify the dyeing of a garment, 
ur the <lrawing uf water by <lipping a vessel into another, etc. Plutarchus 
uscs it of thc drawing of winc by dipping the cup into the bowl (Alexis, 67) 
and Plato, metaphorically, of being overwhelmed with questions 
(Euthydemus, 277 D). 

lt is used in the N.T. in Luke II: 38 of wachirg oneself (as in 2 Kings 
5 : 14, " dipped himself," Sept.) ; see also Isa. 21 : 4, lit„ ' lawlessness 
overwhelrns me.' In the early chapters of the four Gospels and in Acts 
I : 5 ; II : 16 ; 19: 4, it is used of the rite performed by John the Baptist 
who called upon the people to repent that they might receive remission 
of sins. Those who obeyed carne" confessing their sins," thus acknowledg
ing their unfitness tobe in the Messiah's coming Kingdorn. Distinct frorn 
this is the baptism enjoined by Christ, Matt. 28: 19, a baptism to be 
undergone by believers, thus witnessi11g to their identification with Hirn 
in death, burial and resurrection, e.g., Acts 19 : S ; Rom. 6: 3, 4; l Cor. 
l : 13-17 ; 12 : 13 ; Gal. 3 : 27 ; Col. 2 : 12. The phrase in Matt. 28 : 19, 
"baptizing them into the Name" (R.V.; cp. Acts 8: 16, R.V.), would 
indicate that the baptized person was closely bound to, or becarne the 
property of, the one into whose Name he was baptized. 

In Acts 22: 16 it is used in the Middle Voice, in the cornmand given to 
Saul of Tarsus, " arise and be baptized," the si~nificance of the Middle 
Voice form bcing ' get thyself baptized.' The experience of those who 
were in the ark at the time of the Flood was a figure or type of the facts 
of spiritual death, burial and resurrection, Christian baptism being an 
antitupon, " a corresponding type," a " like figure," l Pet. 3 : 2r. Like
wise the nation of Israel was figuratively baptized when rnade to pass 
through the Red Sea under the cloud, l Cor. rn: 2. The verb is used 
metaphorically also in two distinct senses : firstly, of baptism by the 
Holy Spirit, which took place on the day of Pentecost; secondly, of the 
calarnity which would come upon the nation of the Jews, a baptism of the 
fire of Divine judgment for rejection of the will and word of God, Matt. 
3 : II ; Luke 3 : 16. 
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BARBARIAN, BARBAROUS 
BARBAROS (ß&.pßapos) properly meant one whose speech is rude, or 

harsh ; the word is onomatopceic, indicating in the sound the uncouth 
character represented by the repeated syllable " bar-bar." Hence it 
signified one who speaks a strange or foreign language. Seel Cor. 14: n. 
lt then came to denote any foreigner ignorant of the Greek language and 
culture. After the Persian war it acquired the sense of rudeness and 
brutality. In Acts 28 : 2, 4, it is used unreproachfully of the inhabitants 
of Malta, who were of Phcenician origin. So in Rom. l : 14, where it 
stands in distinction from Greeks, and in implied contrast to both Greeks 
and Jews. Cp. the contrasts in Col. 3 : II, where all such distinctions are 
shown to~ be null and void in Christ. " Berber " stood similarly in the 
language of the Egyptians for all non-Egyptian peoples. ~ 

BARE (Adjective) 
GUMNOS (yvµ.v6„), naked, is once translated "bare," l Cor. 15: 37, 

where, used of grain, the meaning is made clearer by translating the 
phrase by "a bare grain," R.V. See NAKED. 

For BARE (Verb) see BEAR 

BARLEY 
A. Noun. 

KRITHE (icptll~). barley, is used in the plural in Rev. 6: 6.~ 
B. Adjective. 

KRITHINOS (icplllwos) signifies made of barley, John 6: 9, 13.~ 

BARN 
APOTHEKE: (&iroll~/O'/). lit., a place where anything is stored (Eng., 

apothecary), hence denoted a garner, granary, barn, Matt. 3: 12; 6: 26; 
13 : 30 ; Luke 3 : 17 ; 12 : 18, 24. See also under GARNER. ~ 

Note: For tameion, a storehouse, store-chamber, more especially an 
inner chamber or secret room, Matt. 6 : 6 ; 24 : 26 : Luke 12 : 3, 24, see 
CHAMBER.~ 

BARREN 
1. STEIROS (ur1:i:pos), from a root ster.,- meaning hard, firm (hence 

Eng., sterile), signifies barren, not bearing children, and is used with 
the natural significance three times in the Gospel of Luke, l : 7, 36; 
23 : 29 ; and with a spiritual significance in Gal. 4 : 27, in a quotation 
from Is. 54 : I. The circumstances of Sarah and Hagar, which · Isaiah 
no doubt had in mind, are applied by the Apostle to the contrast between 
the works of the Law and the promise by grace. ~ 

2. ARGOS (dpy6s), denoting idle, barren, yielding no return, because 
of inactivity, is found in the best mss. in Jas. 2: 20 (R.V., "barren") ; 
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it is rendered " barren " in 2 Pet. l : 8, A.V., (R.V., " idle "). In 
Matt. 12 : 36, the " idle word " means the word that is thoughtless or 
profitless. See lDLE, SLOW; cp. katargeö, under ABOLISH. 

BASE, BASER 
r. AGENES (dy"vi)s), of low birth (a, negative, genos, family, race), 

hence denoted that which is of no reputation, of no account, l Cor. l : 28, 
"the base things of the world," i.e., those which are of no account or fame 
in the world's esteem. That the neuter plural of the adjective bears 
reference to persons is clear from verse 26. ~ 

2. TAPEINOS (rn'Ti-€wos), primarily that which is low, :md does not 
rise far from the ground, as in the Sept. of Ezek. 17 : 24, hence, meta
phorically, signifies lowly, of no degree. So the R.V. in 2 Cor. IO: l. 

Cp. Luke l : 52 and Jas. l : 9, " of low degree." Cp. tapeinophrosune, 
lowliness of mind, a.nd tapeinoö, to humble. See CAST, Note (7), HuMRT.F., 

Low, LowLY. 
3. AGORAIOS (ayppai:os), tramlated in the A.V. of Acts 17: 5 "of 

the baser sort," R.V.," of the rabble," signifies, lit., relating to the market 
placc; hence, frequenting markets, and so sauntering about idly. lt 
is also used of affairs usually transacted in lhe market-place, and hence 
of judicial assemblies, Acts 19: 38, R.V., "courts" (A.V., "law ") ; 
the margin in bolh R.V. and A.V. has "court days are kept." See 
COURT.~ 

BASKET, BASKETFUL 
I. KOPBINOS (Ko</nvos) was a wicker basket, originally containing 

a certain measure of capacity, Matt. 14: 20; 16: 9; Mark 6: 43 (R.V., 
" basketfuls ") ; 8 : 19 ; Luke 9 : 17; 13 : 8 in some mss. ; John 6 : 13. ~ 

2. SPURIS (a1Tvpls), or sphuris, signifies something round, twisted or 
folded together (connected with speira, anything rolled into a circle; 
Eng., sphere) ; hence a reed basket, plaited, a capacious kind of hamper, 
sometimes large enough to hold a man, Matt. 15 : 37 ; 16 : IO ; Mark 8 : 8, 
20 (R.V., "basketfuls "); Acts 9: 25.~ 

3. SARGANE (aapyaV'fJ) denotes (a) a braidcd rope or band, (b) a 
large basket made of ropes, or a wicker basket made of entwined twigs, 
2 Cor. II: 33. That the basket in which Paul was let down from a 
window in Damascus is spoken of by Luke as a spuris, and by Paul himself 
as a sargane, is quite consistent, the two terms being used for the same 
article.~ 

BASON 
NIPTER (vm-n)p), the vessel into which the Lord poured water to. 

wash the disciples' feet, was a large ewer, John 13 : 5. The word is 
connected with the verb niptö, to wash.~ 
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BASTARD 
NOTHOS (v68os) denotes an illegitimate child, one bom out of lawful 

wedlock, Heb. 12 : 8., 

BATHED 
LOUO (Aovw) signifies to bathe or to wash. In John 13 : 10 the 

R.V. "bathed" is necessary to distinguish the act from the washing of 
feet. See W ASH. 

BATTLE 
POLEMOS ('1ToA~µos), a war, is incorrectly rendered "battle" in the 

A.V. of l Cor. 14: 8; Rev. 9: 7, 9; 16: 14; 20: 8; R.V., invariably, "war." 

BAY 
KOLPOS (KoA'ITos), translated "bay" in the R.V. of Acts 27 : 39, 

is wider than a "~reek" (A.V.). Eng., gulf, is connected, See BosoM. 

For BE sce BEING 

BEA CH 
AIGIALOS (alyiaA6s), translated "shore" in the A.V. in each place 

where it is used, Matt. 13 : 2, 48; John 21 : 4; Acts 21 : 5; 27: 39, 
40, is always in the R.V. translated " beach." lt is derived from a root 
signifying to press, drive ; aigis denotes a wind-storm., 

BEAM 
DOKOS (SoKos), a beam, is perhaps etymologically connected with the 

root dek-, seen in the word dechomai, to receive, beams being received at 
their ends into walls or pieces of timber. The Lord used it metaphorically, 
in contrast to a mote, of a great fault, or vice, Matt. 7 : 3, 4, 5 ; 
Luke 6 : 41, 42., 

BEAR (in the sense of carrying, supporting) 
For the verb to bear in the sense of begetting, see BEGET. 

l. BASTAZÖ (ßa11T&.{w) signifies to support as a burden. lt is used 
with the meaning (a) to take up, as in picking up anything, stones, John 
10 : 31 ; (b) to carry something, Matt. 3 : II ; Mark 14 : 13 ; Luke 
7 : 14; 22 : 10; Acts 3 : 2; 21 : 35 ; Rev. 17 : 7; to carry on one's person, 
Luke 10: 4; Gal. 6 : 17; in one's body, Luke II : 27; to bear a name in 
testimony, Acts 9 : 15; metaphorically, of a root bearing branches, 
Rom. II : 18 ; (c) to bear a burden, whether physically, as of the Cross, 
John 19: 17, or metaphorically in respect of sufferings endured in the 
cause of Christ, Luke 14: 27; Rev. 2 : 3; it is said of physical endurance, 
Matt. 20 : 12 ; of sufferings borne on behalf of others, Matt. 8 : 17 ; 
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Rom. 15 : l ; Gal. 6: 2; of spiritual truths not able to be borne, John 
16 : 12 ; of the refusal to endure evil men, Rev. 2 : 2 ; of religious 
regulations imposed on others, Acts 15 : IO; of the burden of the sentence 
of God to be executed in due time, Gal. 5 : 10 ; of the effect at the 
Judgment Seat of Christ, to be bome by the believer for failure in the 
matter of discharging the obligations of discipleship, Gal. 6 : 5 ; (d) to 
bear by way of carrying off, John 12: 6; 20: 15. See CARRY, TAKE., 

2. PHERO (cf>l.pw), to bring or bear, is translated in the R.V. by the 
latter verb in Luke 23 : 26; John 2: 8 (twice) ; 12 : 24; 15 : 2 (twice) ; 
Heb. 13: 13. See BRING, No. l and words there. 

3. ANAPHERO (clvacf>l.pw), No. 2, with ana, up, is used of leading 
persons up to a higher place, and, in this respect, of the Lord's Ascension, 
Luke 24: 51. lt is used twice of the Lord's propitiatory sacrifice, in His 
bearing sins on the Cross, Heb. 9: 28 and I Pet. 2: 24; the A.V. margin, 
"to the tree," is to be rejected. The A.V. text, "on," and the R.V. 
" upon" express thc phrasc rightly. Sec BRING, CARRY, LEAD, Ü.FFEH. 

4. EKPHERÖ (€Kcf>l.pw), No. 2, with ek, out, is used, literally, of 
ca11yiug !:>u111ell1iug furlh, ur oul, e.g., a gauueul, Luke is ; 22 ; sick folk, 
Acts 5 : 15 ; a corpse, Acts 5 : 6, 9, IO ; of the impossibility of carrying 
anything out from this world at death, l Tim. 6: 7. The most authentic 
mss. ha ve this word in Mark 8 : 23, of the blind man, whom the Lord 
brought out of the village (R.V.). lt is also used of the earth, in bringing 
forth produce, Heb. 6: 8. See BRING, CARRY., 

5. PERIPHERO (m;picf>l.pw), No. 2, with peri, about, signifies to carry 
about, or bear aboul, and is used literally, of carrying the sick, Mark 6: 55, 
or of physical sufferings endured in feHowship with Christ, 2 Cor. 4: 10; 

metaphorically, of being carried about by different evil doctrines, 
Eph. 4 : 14 ; Heb. 13 : 9 ; Jude 12. See CARRY. 

6. HUPOPHERO (!nrocf>l.pw), lit„ to bear up under, is best rendered 
by "endure," as l Cor. 10: 13, R.V., of enduring temptations; of 
enduring persecutions, 2 Tim. 3 : II ; grief, l Pet. 2 : 19. See ENDURE., 

·7. PHOREÖ (cf>opl.w), a frequentative form of pherö, is to be distin
guished from it as denoting, not a simple act of bearing, but a continuous 
or habitual condition, e.g., of the civil authority in bearing the sword as 
symbolic of cxccution, Rom. 13 : 4 ; of a natural state of bodily existence 
in this life, spoken of as "the image of the earthy," and the spiritual 
body of the believer hereafter," the image of the heavenly," l Cor. 15: 49, 
the word " image " denoting the actual form and not a mere similitude. 
See WEAR. 

8. TROPOPHOREÖ (Tpo7Tocf>opl.w), from tropos, a manner, and 
phoreö, to endure, is found in Acts 13: 18, where some ancient authorities 
have the verb trophophoreö, "He bare them as a nursing father," (from 
trophos, a feeder, a nurse, and phoreö to carry)., 

9. AIRO (arpw) signifies (a) to raise up, to lift, to take upon oneself 
and carry what has been raised, physically (its most frequent use), or as 
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applied to the mind, to suspend, to keep in suspense, as in John 10: 24, 

lit.,' How long doth thou suspend our souls?;' (b) to take away what 
is attached to anything, to remove, as of Christ, in taking (or bearing, 
marg.) away the sin of the world, John 1: 29; Christ "was manifested 
to take away sins," 1 John 3: 5, where, not the nature of the Atonement 
is in view, but its effect in the believer's life. See CARRY, DouBT, No. 6, 
LIFT, LoosE, PuT, No. 17, REMOVE, SusPENSE, TAKE. 

10. POIEÖ ('lToufw), to do, sometimes means to produce, bear, 
Luke 8: 8; 13 : 9; Jas. 3 : 12 (A.V.," bear," R.V.," yield "); Rev. 22: 2. 

See CoMMIT, Do. 
II. STEGÖ (aTE'yw), primarily to protect, or preserve by covering, 

hence means to keep off something which threatens, to bear up against, 
to hold out against, and so to endure, bear, forbear, 1 Cor. 9: 12. The 
idea of supporting what is placed upon a thing is prominent in 1 Thcss. 
3 : 1, 5 (" forbear "), and I Cor. 13 : 7. See FORBEAR aml SuFFER.~ 

ri. ANF.CTTOMAT (rivi!xo1L1u) :significs lo hold up against a thing and 
so to bear with (ana, up, and echomai, the Middle Voice of echö, to have, 
tö hold), e.g., Matt. r7 : 7; I Cor. 4: 12, 2 Cur. II : r, 4, 19, 20; Heb. 
13 : 22, etc. See ENDURE, FoRBEAR, SUFFER. 

13. METRIOPATHEÖ (p.€rpio?Ta8E'w), to treat with mildness, or 
moderation, to bear gently with (metrios, moderate, and paschö, to suffer), 
is used in Heb. 5 : 2 (R.V. and A.V. marg.). The idea is that of not being 
unduly disturbed by the faults and ignorance of others ; or rather perhaps 
of feeling in some measure, in contrast to the full feeling with expressed 
in the verb sumpatheö in 4: 15, with reference to Christ as the High 
Priest. See CoMPASSION, No. 5.~ 

14. MAKROTHUMEO (p.aKpo8vp.E'w), to be long-tempered (makros, 
long, thumos, temper), is translated "is longsuffering over" in Luke 18 : 7, 
R.V. (A.V., "bear long with "). See PATIENT, SUFFER. 

Notes: (1) For "be.ftr (or give) witness," see WITNESS. 
(2) For "bear up into," in Acts 27: 15, see FACE. 
(3) In l Cor. 10: 13 the adjective anthröpinos, human (from anthröpos, 

man) is translaled "is common to man," A.V. (R.V., "man can bcar "). 
(4) For karpophoreÖ, to bear fruit, e.g., Mark 4: 20, (karpos, fruit, 

and No. 7), A.V., "bring forth," see FRUIT. 
(5) In Acts 20 : 9, R.V., katapherö is rendered " borne down." See 

GIVE. No. 12. 

BEAR (animal) 
ARK(T)OS (äpKos-), a bear, occurs in Rev. 13: 2.~ 

BEAST 
1. ZÖON ('wov) primarily denotes a living being (zöe, life). The Eng., 

"animal," is the equivalent, stressing the fact of life as the characleristic 
feature. In Heb. 13: II the A.V. and the R.V. translate it "beasts" 
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(" animals " would be quite suitable). In 2 Pet. 2 : I2 and Jude ro, 
the A.V. has " beasts," the R.V. " creatures." In the Apocalypse, where 
the word is found some 20 times, and always of those beings which stand 
before the Throne of God, who give glory and honour and thanks to Hirn, 
4 : 6, and act in perfect harmony with His counsels, 5 : r4 ; 6 : I-'J, e.g„ 
the word "beasts" is most unsuitable; the R.V., "living creatures," 
should always be used ; it gives to zöon its appropriate significance. 
See CREATURE. 

2. THERION (871plov), tobe distinguished from zöon, almost invariably 
denotes a wild beast. In Acts 28 : 4, " venomous beast " is used of the 
viper which fastened on Paul's hand. Zöon stresses the vital element, 
therion the bestial. The idea of a beast of prey is not always present. 
Once, in Heb. 12 : 20, it is used of the animals in the camp of Israel, such, 
e.g., as wcrc appointcd for sacrifice: But in the Sept. therion is never 
used of sacriücial animals ; lhe wo1d klenus (see below) is reserved for 
these. 

Therion, in the sense of wild beast, is used in the Apocalypse for the two 
Antichristian potentates who are destined to control the affairs of the 
nations with Satanic power in the closing period of the present era, II : 7 ; 
13 : l-18; I4: 9, II; 15 : 2; 16: 2, IO, 13; 17: 3-17; I9: 19, 20; 
20: 4, IO. 

3. KTENOS (KT~vos-) primarily denotes property (the connected verb 
ktaomai means to possess) ; then, property in fiocks and herds. In 
Scripture it signifies, (a) a beast of burden, Luke IO: 34; Acts 23 : 24, 
(b) beasts of any sort, apart from those signiüed by therion (see above), 
I Cor. 15 : 39 ; Rev. 18 : 13, (c) animals for _ slaughter ; this meaning is 
not found in the N.T., but is very frequent in the Sept.~ 

4. TETRAPOUS (TeTpa:rrovs-), a four-footed beast (tetra, four, and 
paus, a foot) is found in Acts IO: 12; II: 6; Rom. I: 23.if 

5. SPHAGION (u<f>ayiov), from sphazö, to slay, denotes a victim, 
slaughtered for sacrifice, a slain beast, Acts 7 : 42, in a quotation from 
Arnos 5: 25.~ 

BEAT 
I. DERÖ (alpw), from a root der-, skin (derma, a skin, cp. Eng„ 

dermatology). primarily to fiay, then to beat, thrash or smite, is used of 
the treat"ment of the servants of the owner of the vineyard by the husband
men, in the parable in Matt. 21 : 35 ; Mark 12 : 3, 5 ; Luke 20 : IO, II ; 

of the treatment of Christ, Luke 22 : 63, R.V.;" beat," for A.V.," smote;" 
John r8: 23; of the followers of Christ, in the synagogucs, Mark 13: 9; 
Acts 22: 19; of the punishment of unfaithful servants, Luke 12: 47, 48; 
of the beating of apostles by the High Priest and the Council of th"' 
Sanhedrin, Acts 5 : 40; by magistrates, 16: 37. The significance of 
fiogging does not always attach to the word; it is used of the infliction 
of a single blow, John 18: 23; 2 Cor. II : 20, and of beating the air, 
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I Cor. 9 : 26. The usual meaning is that of thrashing or cudgelling, and 
when used of a blow it indicates one of great violence. See SMITE.~ 

2. TUPTO (TV1TTw), from a root tup-, meaning a blow, (tupos, a figure 
or print: Eng., type) denotes to smite, strike, or beat, usually not with the 
idea of giving a thrashing as with derö. lt frequently signifies a blow of 
violence, and, when used in a continuous tense, indicates a series of blows. 
In Matt. 27 : 30 the imperfect tense signifies that the soldiers kept on 
striking Christ on the head. So Mark 15 : 19. The most authentic mss. 
omit it in Luke 22: 64. In that verse the word paiö, to smite, is used of 
the treatment given to Christ (derö in the preceding verse). The imperf~ct 
tense of the verb is again used in Acts 18 : 17, of the beating given to 
Sosthenes. Cp. Acts 21 : 32, which has the present participle. lt is used 
in the metaphorical sense of wounding, in I Cor. 8 : 12. See SMITE, 
STRIKE, WouND. 

3. RHABDIZO (/>aß3l~w), to l>eat will1 a rod, or stick, to cudgcl, is 
the verbal form of rhabdus, a rod, or staff, Acts r6: 22 ; 2 Cor. II; 25.~ 

4. BALLO (ß&.>.Aw), to throw or cast, is once rendered " beat," Acts 
27: 14 R.V., of the tempestuous wind that beat down upon the ship. 
So the A.V. margin. See CAST. 

5. EPIBALLÖ (~7TtßaMw), No. 4, with epi, upon, to cast upon, or 
lay hands upon, signifies to beat into, in Mark 4: 37, of the action of the 
waves. See CAST, No. 7, FALL, No. II, LAY, PuT, No. 8, STRETCH, THINK, 
No. 15. 

6. PROSKOPTÖ (1TpoaK01TTw), to stumble, to strike against (pros, 
to or against, koptö, to strike), is once used of a storm beating upon a 
house, Matt. 7: 27. See DASH, STUMBLE, and cp. proskomma and 
proskope, a stumbling-block, offence. 

7. PROSPIPTO (1Tpoa1Tl1TTw), to fall upon (pros, to, piptö, to fall), is 
translated " beat " in Matt. 7 : 25 ; elsewhere, to fall down at or before. 
See FALL. 

8. PROSREGNUMI (1Tpoap~yvvµi), to break upon, is translated" beat 
vehemently upon," or against (pros, upon, rhegnumi, to break), in Luke 
6: 4.f.., "19· of the violent action of a flood (R.V., "brake ").~ 

Note: In Luke 10 : 30, the phrase lit. rendered ' inflicting blows,' is 
trn.n::;Iated "wounded" (A.V.), R.V., correctly, "beat." 

BEAUTIFUL 
r. HÖRAIOS (wpaios) describes that which is seasonable, produced 

at the right time, a::. of the prime of life, or the time when anything is at its 
loveliest and hest (from höra. a season, a period fixed by natural laws and 
revolutions, and so the best season of the year). lt is used of the outward 
appearance of whhcd sepukhres in contrast to the corruption within, 
Matt. 23 : 27 ; of the Jerusalem gate called " Beautiful,'' Acts 3 : 2, 10 ; 

of the feet of those that bring glad tidings, Rom. IO: 15.,[ 
In the Sept. it is very frequent, and especially in Genesis and the 
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Song of Solomon. In Genesis it is said of all the trees in the garden of 
Eden, 2 : 9, especially of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, 3 : 6 ; 
of the countenances of Rebekah, 26: 7, Rache!, 29: 17 and Joseph, 39: 6. 
lt is used five times in the Song of Solomon, l : 16 ; 2 : 14 ; 4 : 3 and 
6: 3, 5. 

2. ASTEIOS (daTEios), connected with astu, a city, was used primarily 
of that which befitted the town, town-bred (corresponding Eng. words 
are "polite," "polished," connected with polis, a town; cp. "urbane," 
from Lat., urbs, a city). Among Greek \\Titers it is set in contrast to 
agroikos, rustic, and aischros, base, and was used, e.g., of clothing. lt is 
found in the N.T. only of Moses, Acts 7: 20, " (exceeding) fair," lit., 'fair 
(to God),' and Heb. II : 23, "goodly" (A.V., "proper"). See FAIR, 
GooDLY, Note, PROPER., 

Notes: (1) In the Sept. it is far less frequent than höraios. lt is said 
of Moses in Ex. 2 : 2; ncgativcly, of Balaam's proccdurc in thc sight of 
God, Num. 22 : 32; of Eglon in Judg. 3: 17. . 

(2) Asteios belongs to the realm of art, höraios, to that of nature. 
Ast<Jios ir; wied uf timt which Ü; beautiful beca.use it is elegant ; hiiratos 
describes that which is beautiful bccausc it is, in its scason, of natural 
excellence. 

(3) Kalos, good, describes that which is beautiful as being well pro
portioned in all its parts, or intrinsically excellent. See BETTER, FAIR, 
Goon, etc. 

For BECAME see BECOME 

BECAUSE: see Note t p. 9 

BECKON 
I. NEUO (vEvw), lit., to give a nod, to signify by a nod, is used in 

John 13: 24, of Peter's beckoning to]ohn to ask the Lord of whom He 
had been speaking; in Acts 24: lO, of the intimation given by Felix to 
Paul to speak. ~ 

2. DIANEUÖ (Sia11Ev<.t1), to express one's meaning by a sign (No. l, 

with dia, through, used intensively), is said of the act of Zacharias, Luke 
l : 22 (R.V., "continued making signs,". foi: A.V., "beckoned "). In 
Sept.,· Psa. 35 : 19, "wink."~; 

3. KATANEUÖ (KaTavEvw), No. l, with kata, down, intensive, is 
used of the fishermen-partners ,in Luke 5 : 7, " beckoned.", 

4. KATASEIÖ (KaTaadw), lit., to shake down (kata,, down, seiö, to 
shake), of shaking the band, or waving, expresses a little more vigorously 
thc act of beckoning, Acts 12 : 17 ; 13 : 16;. 19: 33; 21 : 40. Neuö 
and its compounds have primary reference to a moveme11t of the head; 
kataseio, to that of the hand., 
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BECOME (to be fitting) 
A. Verb. 

BED 

PREPÖ (11pl:rrw) means to be conspicuous among a number, to be 
eminent, distinguished by a thing, hence, to be becoming, seemly, fit. 
The adornment of good works "becometh women professing godliness," 
l Tim. 2 : 10. Those who minister the truth are to speak " the things 
which befit the sound doctrine," Tit. 2 : I. Christ, as a High Priest 
" became us," Heb, 7 : 26. In the impersonal sense, it signifies it is 
fitting, it becometh, Matt. 3 : 15 ; l Cor. II : 13 ; Eph. 5 : 3 ; Heb. 2 : 10. 
See BEFIT, CoMELY. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
HIEROPREPES (i€po11pem/s}, from hierus, sac1eu, wilh Lhe aujedival 

form of prepö, denotes suited to a sacred character, that which is befitting 
in persons, actions or things consccrated to God, Tit. z: 3, R.V„ 
"reverent," A.V„ "as becometh holiness," (marg., "holy women "). 
Trench (Syn. §xcii) distinguishes this word from kosmios, modest, and 
semnos, grave, honourable. ~ 

Nutes: (r) The AV. Lra1~slates the adverb axiös, "as becometh," in 
Rom. 16: 2 ; Phil. l : 27 (R.V. corrects to" worthily " and "worthy "). 

(2) Ginomai, to become, is mentioned under various other headings. 
(3) For "become of no effect," Gal. 5 : 4, A.V., R.V., "severed 

from," see ABOLISH. 

BED 
l. KLINE (K>..lJl'T/). akin to klivö, to lean (Eng„ recline, incline etc.), 

a bed, e.g„ Mark 7 : 30, alw denotes a couch for reclining at meals, 
Mark 4: 21, or a couch for carrying the sick, Matt. 9: 2, 6. The meta
phorical phrase 'to cast into a bed,' Rev. 2: 22, signifies to affiict with 
disease (or possibly, to lay on a bier). In Mark 7: 4 the A.V. curiously 
translates the word "tables " (marg„ "beds "), R.V„ marg. only, 
" couches." See CoucH. 

2• KLINARION (KALvapLov), a diminutive of No. l, a small bed, is 
used in Acts 5 : 15. Some mss .. have klinön. See also No. 4. See 
COUCH.~ 

3. KOITE (Kol't7J), pri:marily a place for lying down (connected with 
keimai, to lie), denotes a bed, Luke II: 7; the marriage bed, Heb. 13: 4; 
in Rom. 13: 13, it is used of sexual intercourse. · By metonymy, the 
cause standing for the effect, it denotes conception, Rom. 9 : lO;~ 

4. KRABBATOS (Kpaßßa-ros), a Macedonian word (Lat. grabatus), is 
a somewhat mean bed; pallet, or mattress for the poor, Mark 2 : 4, 9, II, 

12; 6: 55; John 5 : 8-II ; Acts 5: 15;. 9: 33. See also No. 2. See 
COUCH.~ 

Note : The verb strönnuö or strönnumi, to spread, signifies, in Acts 
9 : 34, to make a bed; clsewhcre it htrs its usual mc:mi11g. See 
FURNISH, SPREAD. 
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BEFALL 
I. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.ai), to become, is rendered" befell "in Mark 5 : 16; 

" hath befallen " in Rom. II : 25, R.V., for A.V., " is happened to ; " 
so the R.V. in 2 Cor. l : 8; 2 Tim. 3: II. 

2. SUMBAINÖ (uvµ.ßalvw), lit., to walk, or go together (sun, with, 
bainö, to go), is used of things which happen at the same time; hence, 
to come to pass, " befall," Acts 20 : 19. In 21 : 35, it is translated " so 
it was." See HAPPEN. 

3. SUNANTAO (avvavraw), to meet with (sun, with, antaö, to meet), 
is used much in the same way as sumbainö, of events which come to pass; 
" befall," Acts 20 : 22. See MEET. 

Note: The phrase in Matt. 8: 33, "what was befallen to them that 
were possessed with demons," is, lit., 'the things of the demonized.' 

BEFIT, BEFITTING 
I. PREPO (11pJ11w) is translated "befit" in Tit. 2 : l, R.V. (A.V., 

"become "). See BECOME. 
2. ANEKÖ (ain]Kw), primarily, tohavearrivedat,reached to,pertained 

to, came to denote what is duc to a pcrson, one's duty, what is befi.tting. 
lt is used ethically in the N.T.; Eph. 5: 4, R.V., "are (not) befitting," 
for A.V., "are (not) convenient" ; Col. 3: 18, conceming the duty of 
wives towards husbands, R.V., "as is fitting," for A.V., " as it is fit." 
In Philm. 8, thc participlc is used with the article, signifying" that which 
is befitting," R.V. (A.V.," that which is convenient "). See CoNVENIENT. 
For synonymous words see BECOME.1f 

BEFORE, BEFORETIME 
A. Adverbs. 

I. PRÖTON (11pwrov), the neuter of the adjective prötos (the super
lative degree of pro, before), signifies first, or at the first, (a) in order of 
time, e.g., Luke 10: 5; John 18: 13; l Cor. 15: 46; l Thess. 4: 16; 
l Tim. 3 : 10 ; (b) in enumerating various particulars, c.g., Rom. 3 : 2 ; 

l Cor. II : 18; 12: 28; Heb. 7: 2 ; Jas. 3: 17. lt is translated" before" 
in John 15 : 18. See CHIEFLY, FIRST. 

2. PROTERON (11p6ri:pov), the neuter of proteros, the comparative 
degree of pro, is always used of time, and signifies aforetime, "before," 
e.g., John 6: 62; 9: 8; 2 Cor. l: 15; Heb. 7: 27; in Gal. 4: 13, "the 
first time" (R.V.), lit., 'the former time,' i.e., the former of two previous 
visits ; in Heb. 10 : 32 it is placed between the article and the noun, " the 
former days;" so in l Pet. l : 14, "the former lusts," i.e., the lusts 
formerly indulged. See FIRST, FORMER. 

3. PRIN (11plv), before, formerly (etymologically akin to pro, before), 
has the force of a conjunction, e.g., Matt. l : 18 ; 26 : 34, 75 ; John 14 : 29; 
Acts 7: 2. 
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4. EMPROSTHEN (lµ.TTpoa8Ev) is used of place or position only; 
adverbially, signifying in front, Luke 19 : 28 ; Phil. 3 : 13 ; Rev. 4 : 6 ; 
as a preposition, e.g., Matt. 5 : 24 ; John 10 : 4; with the meaning 
' in the sight of a person,' e.g„ Matt. 5 : 16 ; 6 : l ; 17 : 2 ; Luke 19 : 27 ; 
John 12: 37; l Thess. 2 : 19, R.V„ "before; " A.V„ " in the presence 
of; " Rev. 19: 10, R.V„ "before," especially in phrases signifying in the 
sight of God, as God wills, Matt. II : 26 ; 18 : 14 (lit., ' a thing willed 
before your Father,' R.V„ marg.) ; Luke IO: 21 ; in the sense of priority 
of rank or position or dignity, John l : 15, 30 (in some texts, ver. 27) ; in 
an antagonistic .sense, " against," Matt. 23 : 13 (R.V„ marg„ " before "). 

5. ENANTION ('vavrlov), from en, in, and anti, over against, the 
neuter of the adjective enantios, and virtually an adverb, is also used as a 
preposition signifying in the presence of, in the sight of, Luke 20: 26; 
Acts 7 : 10 : 8 : 32 ; in the judgment of, Luke 24 : 19. ~ 

6. ENANTI (lvavri), an adverb, used as a preposition, has meanings 
like those of No. 5, " before," Luke l : 8; in the judgment of, Acts 
8: 21. Some texts have the word in Acts 7: 10.~ 

7. APENANTI (aTTlvavri}, apo, from, with No. 6, denotes (a) opposite, 
Matt. 27 : 61 ; (b) in the sight of, before, Matt. 27 : 24 ; Acts 3 : 16; 
Rom. 3 : 18 ; (c) against, Acts 17 : 7. See CoNTRARY, PRESENCE. ~ 

8. KATENANTI (KarE'vavri), kata, down, with No. 6, lit„ down over 
against, is used (a) of locality, e.g„ Mark II : 2 ; 13 : 3 ; Ltike 19 : 30 ; 
(b) as ' in the sight of,' Rom. 4 : 17 ; in most mss. in 2 Cor. 2 : 17 ; 12 : 19. 

9. ENOPION (livwmov), from en, in, and öps, the eye, is the neuter of 
the adjective enöpios, and is used prepositionally, (a) of place, that which 
is before or opposite a person, towards which he tums his eyes, e.g. 
Luke l : 19 ; Acts 4 : 10 ; 6 : 6 ; Rev. l : 4; 4 : 10 ; 7 : 15 ; (b) in 
metaphorical phrases after verbs of motion, Luke l : 17 ; 12 : 9 ; Acts 
9 : 15, etc. ; signifying in the mind or soul of persons, Luke 12 : 6 ; 
Acts 10 : 31 ; Rev. 16 : 19 ; (c) in one's sight or hearing, Luke 24: 43 ; 
John 20: 30; l Tim. 6: 12; metaphorically, Rom. 14: 22; especially 
in Gal. l : 20 ; l Tim. 5 : 21 ; 6 : 13 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 14 ; 4 : l ; before, as 
having a person present to the mind, Acts 2: 25; Jas. 4: 10; in the 
judgment of a person, Luke 16 : 15 ; 24 : II, R.V„ " in their sight," for 
A.V„ " to ; " Acts 4 : 19; Rom. 3 : 20 ; 12 : 17 ; 2 Cor. 8 : 21 ; l Tim. 
2 : 3 ; in the approvip.g sight of God, Luke l : 75 ; Acts 7 : 46 ; IO : 33 ; 
2 Cor. 4 : 2 ; 7 : 12. See PRESENCE, S1GHT OF (in the). 

10. KATENÖPION (KaTEvwmov), kata, against, with No. 9, signifies 
right over against, opposite; (a) of place, Jude 24; (b) before God as 
Judge, Eph. l : 4; Col. l ~ 22. See No. 8 (b). ~ 

B. Verb. 
PROUPARCHO (TTpoVTTapxw), to exist before, or be beforehand, is 

found in Luke 23: 12, and Acts 8: 9, "beforetime."~ In the Sept„ 
Job 42: 18.,-
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BEG, BEGGAR, BEGGARLY 
A. Verb. 

BEG 

l. EPAITEÖ (brai·dw), a strengthened form of aiteö, is used in Luke 
r6: 3.~ 

2. PROSAITEÖ (TrpoaaiTiw), lit., to ask besides (pros, towards. used 
intensively, and aiteö), to ask earnestly, to importune, continue asking, 
is said of the blind beggar in John 9: 8. In Mark 10: 46 and Luke 18: 35 
certain mss. have this verb; the most authentic have prosaites, a beggar, 
a word used in John 9: 8, as well as the verb (see the R.V.).ir 

Note: "Begged" in Matt. >z.7: 58 and Luke 23: 52, R.V„ "asked 
for," translates the verb aiteö; see AsK. 

B. Adjcctivc. 
PTOCHOS (mwx6s), an adjective describing one who crouches and 

cowers, is used as a noun, a beggar (from ptössö, to cower down or hide 
oneself for fear), Luke 14: 13, 21 (" poor ") ; 16: 20, 22; as an adjective, 
" beggarly " in Gai. 4 : 9, i.e„ poverty-stricken, powerless to enrich, 
metaphorically descriptive of the religion of the J ews. 

While prosa#es il,; descriptive of a beggar, and stresses his begging, 
ptöchos stresses his poverty-stricken condition. See PooR. 

For BEGAN see BEGIN 

BEGET, BEAR (of begetting), BORN 
A. Verbs. 

I. GENNAO (yEwaw), to heget, in the Passive Voice, to be born, is 
chiefly used o_f men begetting children, Matt. I : 2-16; more rarely of 
warnen begetting children, Luke l : 13, 57, " brought forth " (for 
"delivered," in this ver., see No. 4); 23 : 29; John 16 : 21, "is delivered 
of," and of the child, " is born " (for " is in travail " see No. 4). In Gal. 
4: 24, it is used allegorically, to contrast Jews under bondage to the Law, 
and spiritual Israel, A.V„ "gendereth," R.V., "bearing children," to 
contrast the natural birth of Ishmael and the supernatural birth of Isaac. 
In Matt. l : 20 it is used of conception, " that which is conceived in her.'' 
lt is used of the act of God in the Birth of Christ, Acts 13 : 33 ; Heb. I : 5 ; 
5: 5, quoted from Psalm 2: 7, none of which indicate that Christ became 
the Son of God at His Birth. 

lt is used metaphorically (a) in the writings of the Apostle John, of 
the gracious act of God in conferring upon those who believe the nature 
and disposition of" children," impaiting to them spiritual life, John 3 : 3, 
5, 7; l John 2: 29; 3: 9; 4: 7; 5: l, 4, 18; (b) of one who by means 
of preaching the Gospel becomes the human instrumcnt in the impartation 
of spiritual life, l Cor. 4 : 15 ; Philm. 10; (c) in 2 Pet. 2 : 12, with reference 
to the evil men whom the Apostle is describing, the R.V. rightly has 
"bom mere animals" (A.V., "natural btute beasts ") ; (d) in the sense 
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of gendering strife, 2 Tim. 2 : 23. See A, No. 3, BRING, CoNCEIVE, DELIVER, 
GENDER, SPRING. 

2. ANAGENNAO (avayEvvaw), ana, again, or from above, with No. I, 

is found in l Pet. l : 3, 23.ir 
Note: In John 3: 3, 5, 7, the adverb anöthen, anew, or from above, 

accompanies the simple verb gennaö. See ABOVE. 
3. APOKUEO (a1ToKvlw), to give birth to, to bring forth (from kueö, 

to be pregnant), is used metaphorically of spiritual birth by means of the 
Word of God, Jas. I : 18, and of death as the offspring of sin (ver. 15; 
so in the best texts). See BRING, A, No. 30.~ 

4. TIKTÖ (-rlK-rw), to bring forth, Luke l : 57; John 16 : 21 ; Heb. 
II : II ; Rev. 12 : 2, 4, or, tobe born, said of the Child, Matt. 2 : 2; Luke 
2 : II, is used metaphorically in Jas. l : 15, of lust as bringing forth 
sin. See apokueö; above, used in the same verse. See BRING, DELIVER, 
TRAVAlL (be in). 

B. Nouns. 
I. GENOS (ylvos-), a generation, kind, stock, is used in the dative case, 

with the article, to signify "by race," in Ac:ts 18: 2 and 24, R.V., for the 
A.V., "born." See CouNTRYMEN, D1VERSITY, GENERATION, KIND, 
KINDRED, NATION, ÜFFSPRING, STOCK. 

2. EKTRÖMA (lK-rpwµ.a) denotes an abortion, an untimely birth; from 
ektitröskö, to miscarry. In I Cor. 15 : 8 the Apostle likens himself to 
"one born out of due time; " i.e., in point of time, inferior to the rest of 
the Apostles, as an immature birth comesshort of amature one.ir 

C. Adjectives. 
I. GENN~TOS (yEvvrrros-), born (related to gennaö, verb No. 1), is 

used in Matt. II : II and Luke 7 : 28 in the phrase '"born of women," 
a periphrasis for "men," and suggestive of frailty. ir 

2. ARTIGENNF:TOS (ap-rtylvV'T/-ros-), newborn (arti, newly, recently, 
and No. 1), is used in I Pet. 2: 2.ir 

Notes: (1) For prötotokos see FIRSTBORN. 
(2) For monogenes, see ÜNLY BEGOTTEN. 

For BEGGAR see BEG 

BEGIN, BEGINNING, BEGINNER 
A. Verbs. 

I. ARCHOMAI (apxoµ.at) denotes to begin. In Luke 3 : 23 the present 
participle is used in a condensed expression, lit., ' And Jesus Himself was 
beginning about thirty years.' Some verb is to be supplied in English. 
The R.V. has "when He began to teach, was about thirty years of age.'' 
The meaning seems to be that He was about thirty years when He 
began His public career (cp. Acts I : I). The A.V. has " began to be 
about thirty years of age." In Acts II : 4 the R.V. suitably has" began, 
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and expounded," instead of "from the beginning." See B, No. r, below, 
and REIGN, RuLE. 

2. ENARCHOMAI (Jvapxoµai), lit., to begin in (en, in, with No. r), is 
used in Gal. 3 : 3 (" having begun in the Spirit"), to refer to the time of 
conversion ; similarly in Phil. I : 6, " He which began a good work in 
you." The en may be taken in its literal sense in these places.~ 

3. PROENARCHOMAI (7Tpoevapxoµai), lit., to begin in before (pro, 
with No. 2), is used in 2 Cor. 8 : 6, "he had made a beginning before; " 
andin ver. ro, "were the fi.rst to make a beginning" (R.V.).~ 

4. MELLÖ (µl:Uw), tobe about to, is rendered "begin" in the A.V. 
of Rev. ro: 7; R.V. suitably, "when he is about to sound." See CoME, 
INTEND, MEAN, MIND, READY, SnALL, SuouLn, TARRY, WILL, WouLD. 

Note: For" began to wax" in r Tim. 5: II, sec WANTON, B, No. 2. 

B. Noun. 
ARCHE (dpx~) means a beginning. The root arch- primarily 

indicated what was of worth. Hence the verb archö meant ' to be first,' 
and archön denoted a ruler. So also arose the idea of a beginning, the 
origin, the active cause, whether a person or thing, e.g., Col. r : r8. 

In Heb. 2 : 3 the phrase " having at the first been spoken " is, lit., 
'having received a beginning to be spoken.' In 2 Thess. 2 : r3 (" God 
chose you from thc bcginning "), there is a well supported alternative 
reading, " chose you as fi.rst-fruits " (i.e., aparchen, instead of ap' arches). 
In Heb. 6: I, where the word is rendered "fi.rst principles," the original 
has 'let us leave the word of the beginning of Christ,' i.e., the doctrine of 
the elementary principles relating to Christ. 

In John 8 : 25, Christ's reply to the question " Who art Thou ? ," 
"Even that which I have spoken unto you from the beginning,'' does not 
mean that He had told them before ; He declares that He is consistently 
the unchanging expression of His own teaching and testimony from the 
fi.rst, the immutable embodiment of His doctrine. See CORNER, FIRST, 
MAGISTRATE, POWER, PRINCIPALITY, RULE. 

Note: In the following passages the A.V. faulty translations, "since 
the world began" etc. are rightly rendered in the R.V. by " before times 
eternal " and similar phrases, Rom. 16 : 25 ; Eph. 3 : 9 ; 2 Tim. l : 9 ; 
Tit. l : 2. The alteration has not been made, however, in Luke r : 70; 
John 9 : 32 ; Acts 3 : 2r ; 15 : r8. 

C. Adverb. 
PROTON (7Tpw-rov), the neuter of prötos (the superlative degree of 

proteros), fi.rst, at the fi.rst, is rendered" at the beginning "in John 2: 10, 

A.V., R.V., "setteth on fi.rst." See BEFORE. 

For BEGOTTEN see BEGET 

BEGUILE 
1. APATAÖ (a7Ta-raw), to deceive; is rendered" beguiled" in the R.V. 

of r Tim. 2 : r4. See No. 2. 
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2. EXAPATAÖ (l~aTTaTaw), a strengthened form of No. l, is rendered 
"beguile," 2 Cor. II : 3; the more adequate rendering would be 'as the 
serpent thoroughly beguiled Eve.' So in l Tim. 2 : 14, in the best mss., 
this stronger form is used of Satan's deception of Eve, lit., 'thoroughly 
beguiled; ' the simpler verb, No. l, is used of Adam. In each of these 
passages the strengthened form is used. So of the influence of sin, Rom. 
7: II (R.V., "beguile ") ; of self-deception, l Cor. 3 : 18 (R.V., 
"deceive ") ; of evil men, who cause divisions, Rom. 16 : 18 (R.V., 
" beguile ") ; of deceitful teachers, 2 Thess. 2 : 3 (R.V., " beguile "). 
See DECEIVE.~ In the Sept., Ex. 8: 29.~ 

3. PARALOGIZOMAI (7rapal.oyl,oµai), lit. and primarily, to reckon 
wrong, hence means to reason falsely (para, frum, amiss, lugiwma·i, to 
reason) or to deceive by false reasoning; translated" delude "in Col. 2 : 4, 
R.V. (A.V.," beguile ") and Jas. 1: 22 (A.V.," deceive "). See DECEIVE, 
DELUDE.~ 

4. DELEAZÖ (o(A(a,w) originally meant to catch by a bait (from 
delear, a bait) ; hence to beguile, entice by blandishments : in Jas. 1 : 14, 
"entice; " in 2 Pel. z : 14, A.V„ " beguile ; " in ver. 18, A.V., "allure;" 
R.V., " entice" in both. See ENTICE.i\ 

Note : In Col. 2 : 18, the verb katabrabeuö, to give judgment against, 
condemn, is translated "beguile ... of your reward," A.V. ; R.V., 
"rob ... of your prize." The verb was used of an umpire's decision 
against a racer; hence the translations (or paraphrases) in the Eng. 
Versions. See RoB. 

BEHALF 
r. MEROS (µlpoi;), a part, is translated "behalf" in the A.V. of 

2 Cor. 9 : 3 (R.V„ "respect ") and l Pet. 4: 16; here the most authentic 
texts have onoma, a name; hence R.V„ "in this name." See CoAST, 
(RAFT, PART, PIECE, PORTION, RESPECT, SORT. 

2. HUPER (vTTlp), on behalf of, is to be distinguished from anti, 
instead of. See Note t ~ p. 9. 

BEHA VE, BEHA VIOUR 
A. Verbs. 

I. ANASTREPHÖ (d.vaaTpl,Pw), to turn back, return (ana, back, 
strephö, to turn), hence, to move about in a place, to sojourn, and, in the 
Middle and Passive Voices, to conduct oneself, indicating one's manner 
of life and character, is accordingly rendered "behave " in 1 Tim. 3 : 15, 

lit., 'how it is necessary lo behave,' not referring merely to Timothy 
himself, but to all the members uf lhe local church (see the whole Epistle) ; 
in Eph. 2: 3, A.V., "we had our conversation," R.V., "we lived;" in 
2 Cor. r ; 12" behaved ourselves," for A.V. " have had our conversation." 
See ABIDE, etc. 
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2. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become, is rendered "behave " in r Thess. 
2: ro; lit., 'we became among you' (cp. r: 5). 

3. ATAKTEO (<haKTlw), lit;, tobe disorderly (a, negative, and taxis, 
order), to lead a disorderly life, is rendered " behave disorderly" in 
2 Thess. 3: 7.~[ Cp. ataktos, disorderly, unruly, and ataktös, disorderly. 

4. ASCHEMONEÖ (aax71µovlw), to be unseemly (a, negative, and 
schema, a form), is used in r Cor. 7: 36, "behave (himself) unseemly," i.e., 
so as to run the risk of bringing the virgin daughter into <langer or disgrace, 
and in 13 : 5, "doth (not) behave itsclf unseemly.", 

. B. Nouns. 
I. ANASTROPHE (d.vaaTpn<f>~), lit„ a turning back (cp. No. I, above), 

is translated "manner of life," " living," etc. in the R.V„ for A.V., 
" conversation," Gai. I : IJ; Eph. 4: 22 ; r Tim. 4: 12; Heb. 13: 7; 
Jas. 3: IJ; r Pet. I : 15, 18 ; 2: 12 (" behaviour ") ; 3 : r, 2, 16 (ditto) ; 
2 Pet. 2: 7; 3: rr. See CoNVERSATION, LIFE., 

2. KATASTEMA (Ka"TaaTTJµa), akin to kathistemi (see APPOINT, No. 2), 
denotes a condition, or constitution of anything, or deportment, Tit. 2 : 3, 
"demeanour," R.V., for A.V., "behaviour." See DEMEANOUR., 

C. Adjective. 
KOSMIOS (K6aµios), orderly, modest, is translated " orderly " in 

I Tim. 3: 2, R.V., for A.V.," of good behaviour." Both have "modest" 
in r Tim. 2: 9. Cp. kosmeö, to adorn, kosmos, adornment., 

BEHEAD 
I. APOKEPHALIZÖ (avoKtE<f>a>..l{w), apo, from, oft, kephale, a head, 

is found in Matt. 14: ro; Mark6: 16, 27; Luke 9: 9., 
2. PELEKIZÖ (?TlAlKl{w) denotes, to cut with an axe (from petekus, 

an axe), Rev. 20: +, 
BEHIND, COME BEHIND 

A. Adverbs. 
r. OPISTHEN (öma9ev), behind, is used only of place, e.g., Matt. 

9: 20 .; Mark .S : 27; Luke 8 : 44; Rev. 4: 6; as a preposition, Matt. 
15 : 23 (" after "), and Luke 2J : 26; in Rcv. S : r, R.V., " on the back; " 
A.V., "backsidc." See BACK., 

2. OPISÖ (o?Tlaw}, after (see BACK, adverb). 
B. Verbs. 

r. HUSTEREÖ (vaTeplw), to come late, be behind, is translated 
"come hehinrl," in r \.or. r: 7; "tobe behind," 2 Cor. II: 5and12: II. 

See CoME, No. 39, DESTITUTE, ,fAIL, LACK, NEED, B, Note, WANT, 
WU];{81':. 

2. liUPUMENO (imoµ.&11w), to abide, endure, is once rendcrcd "tarry 
behind," Luke 2 : 43. 'SP.P. ABIDE. 

Note: In r Thess. 3: r, the R.V. "!eft behind" adequately expresses 
the verb kataleipö. 
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C. Noun. 
HUSTEREMA (i11:r-r€p7Jµ,a), akin to B.1, denotes that which is lacking, 

l Cor. 16: 17 ; Phil. 2 : 30; Col. l : 24 (A.V., "that which is behind of 
the affiictions of Christ"), R.V., "that which is lacking; " l Thess. 
J: ro. For the other meaning, "want," see LACK, PENURY, WANT. 

BEHOLD, BEHELD 
l. HORAO (opaw), with its aorist form eidon, to see (in a few places 

the A.V. uses the verb to behold), is said (a) of bodily vision, e.g., Mark 
6: 38; John ~ : 18, 46; (b) of mental perception, e.g., Rom. 15 : 21 ; 
Col. 2 : 18 ; (c) of taking heed, e.g., Matt. 8 : 4 ; l Thess. 5 : 15 ; (d) of 
experience, as of death, Luke 2 : 26 ; Heb. II : 5 ; life, John 3 : 36 ; 
corruption, Acts 2 : 27 ; (e) of caring for, Matt. 27 : 4; Acts 18: 15 (here 
the form opsomai is used). See APPEAR, HEED, Loorz, PERCEIVE, SEE, 
SHEW. 

2. BLEPO (ßM7Tw) is also used of (a) bodily and (b) mental vision, 
(a) to perceive, e.g., Matt. 13: 13; (b) to take heed, e.g., Mark 13: 23, 33; 
it indicates greater vividness than horaö, expressing a more intent, earnest 
contemplation; in Luke 6 : 41, of beholding the mote in a brother's eye ; 
Luke 24 : 12, of beholding the linen clothes in the empty tomb ; Acts l : 9, 
of the gaze of the disciples when the Lord ascended. The greater earnest
ness is sometimes brought out by the rendering" regardest," Matt. :t:t : i6. 
See BEWARE, HEED, Lrn, LooK, PERCEIVE, REGARD, SEE, SIGHT. 

3. EMBLEPO (€µ,ßM7Tw), from en, in (intensive), and No. 2, (not tobe 
rendered literally), expresses earnest looking, e.g., in the Lord's command 
to behold the birds of the heaven, with the object of learning lessons of 
faith from them, Matt. 6 : 26. See also 19 : 26 ; Mark 8 : 25 ; ro : 21, 27 ; 
14: 67; Luke 20 : 17 ; 22 : 61 ; John l : 36; of the Lord's looking 
upon Peter, John l : 42; Acts l : II; 22: II. See GAZE, LOOK, SEE.~ 

4. IDE and IDOU (t8€ and l8ot5) are Imperative Moods, Active and 
Middle Voices, respectively, of eidon, to see, calling attention to what may 
be seen or heard or mentally apprehended in any way. These are regularly 
rendered" behold." See especially the Gospels, Acts and the Apocalypse. 
See Lo, SEE. 

5. EPIDE (gm8€), a strengthened form of No. 4 (with epi, upon, 
prefi.xed), is used in Acts 4: 29 of the entreaty made to the Lord to behold 
the threatenings of persecutors.~ 

6. THEOREO (8€wp€w), from theöros, a spectator, is used of one who 
looks at a thing with interest and for a purpose, usually indicating the 
careful observation of details; this marks the distinction from No. 2; 
see, e.g., Mark 15 : 47; Luke 10: 18; 23: 35; John 20: 6 (R.V., 
"beholdeth," for A.V., "seeth; ") ; so inverses 12 and 14; "consider," 
in Heb. 7 : 4. lt is used of experienr.e, in the sense of partaking of, in 
John 8: 51; 17: 24. See CoNSIDER, LOOK, PERCEIVE, SEE. Cp. theöria, 
sight, Luke 23 : 48, only. 
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7. ANATHEÖREÖ (avafJEwplw), ana, up (intensive), and No. 6, to 
view with interest, consider contemplatively, is translated " beheld," in 
Acts 17 : 23, R.V„ "observed; " " considering" in Heb. 13 : 7. See 
CoNSIDER. if 

8. THEAOMAI (fJEd.oµ.ai), to behold, view attentively, contemplate, 
bad, in earlier Greek usage, the sense of a wondering regard. This idea was 
gradually lost. lt signifi.es a more earnest contemplation than the ordinary 
verbs for to see, "a careful and deliberate vision which interprets ... 
its object," and is more frequently rendered "behold" in the R.V. than 
the A.V. Both tram;late it by " behold " in Luke 23 : 55 {of the 
sepulchre) ; "we beheld," in John l : 14, of the glory of the Son of God; 
" beheld," R.V., in John I : 32; Acts l : II ; I John I : t (more than 
merely seeing) ; 4 : 12, 14. See LOOK, SEE. 

9. EPOPTEUO (l7To7TTEvw), from epi, upon, and a form of horaö, to 
see, is used of witnessing as a spectator, or overseer, l Pet. 2: 12; 3: 2.,-r 

Note.: The corresponding noun epoptes, an eye-witness, found in 2 Pet. 
l: 16, was used by the .Greeks of those who had attained to the highest 
grade of certain mysteries, and the word is perhaps purposely used here of 
those who were at the transfi.guration of Christ. See EvE-WITNESS. ~ 

ro. ATENIZÖ (aTEvl~w) from atenes, strained, intent, denotes to gaze 
upon, "beholding earnestly," or "stedfastly" in Acts 14 : 9; 23 : 1. 
See FASTEN, LOOK, SET, B, Note (5). 

II. KATANOEÖ (KaTavolw), a strengthened form of noeö, to perceive, 
(kata, intensive), denotes the action of the mind in apprehending certain 
facts about a thing; hence, to consider; " behold," Acts 7 : 31, 32; 
Jas. 1: 23, 24. See CoNSIDER, DrscovER, PERCEIVE. 

12. KATOPTRIZÖ (1<aT07TTpl~w), from katoptron, a mirror (kata, 
down, öps, an eye or sight), in the Active Voice, signifi.es to make to 
reflect, to mirror; in the Middle Voice, to reflect as a mirror; so the R.V. 
in 2 Cor. 3: 18, for A.V., "beholding as in a glass." The whole context 
in the 3rd chapter and the fi.rst part of the 4th bears out the R.V.if 

Note: For epeidon (from ephoraö), Acts 4 : 29, see LooK, No. 9. For 
prooraö, Acts 2 : 25, R.V„ "behold," see FORESEE. 

BEHOVE 
1. OPHEILÖ (o</JEl'Aw), to owe, is once rendered "behove," Heb. 2: 17; 

it indicates a necessity, owing to the nature of the matter under con
sideration; in this instance, the fulfi.lment ot the justice and love of God, 
voluntarily exhibited in what Christ accomplished, that He might be a 
merciful and faithful High Priest. See BOUND, DEBT, DuE, DuTY, 
GUILTY, INDEBTED, MUST, NEED, ÜUGHT, ÜWE. 

2. DEI {8Et)," it is necessary," is rendered" behoved," in Luke 24: 46; 
R.V., (that the Christ) " should " (suffer). Dei expresses a logical 
necessity, oplieilö, a moral obligation; cp. ehre, Jas. 3: 10, " ought," 
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which expresses a need resulting from the fitness of things (Trench, § cvii). 
See MEET, MusT, NEED, OuGHT. 

BEING 
When not part of another verb (usually the participle); or part of 

a phrase, this word translates one of the following :-
(a) the present participle of eimi, tobe, the verb of ordinary existence; 
(b) the participle of ginomai, to become, signifying origin or result; 

(c) the present participle of huparchö, to exist, which always involves a 
pre-existent statc, prior to thc fo.ct referred to, and a continuance of the 
state aHer the fact. Thus in Phil. 2 : 6, thc phrase" who being (huparchön) 
in the form of God," implies His pre-existent Deity, previous to His Birth, 
and His continued Deity afterwards. 

In Acts 17 : 28 the phrase " we have our being " represents the present 
tense of the verb to be, " we are." 

BELIAL 
BELIAL (ß€Ala>-., or ß€>-.lap) is a word frequently used in the Old 

Testament, with various meanings, especially in' the books of Samuel, 
where it is found nine times. See also Deut. 13: 13; Judg. 19: 22; 
20: 13; l Kings 2i:: IO, 13; 2 Chron. 13: 7. lts original meaning was 
either worthlessness or hopeless ruin (see the R.V., margin). lt also bad 
the meanings of extreme wickedness and destruction, the latter indicating 
the destiny of the former. In the period between the O.T. and the N.T. 
it came to be a proper name for ·Satan. There may be an indication of 
this m Nahum l: 15, where the word translated "the wicked one" is 
Belial. 

The oldestform of the word is Beliar, possibly from a phrase signüying 
"Lord of the forest," or perhaps simply a cörrl.lption of theform Belial, 
due to harsh Syriac pronunciation. In the N.T„ in 2 Cor. 6: 15, it is set 
in contrast · to. Christ, and represents a personification of the system of 
impure worship connected especially with the cult of Aphrodite.~ 

BELIEF, BELIEVE, BELIEVERS 
A. Verbs. 

l. PISTEUO (m&r€tfoi), to balieve, also tobe persuaded of, and hence, 
to place confidence in, to trust, signifies, in this sense of the word, reliance 
upon, not mere credence. lt is mostfrequent in the writings of the Apostle 
John, especially the Gospel. He does not use the noun (see below). For 
the Lord's first use of the verb, see l : 50. Of the writers of the Gospels, 
Matthew uses the verb ten times, Mark ten, Luke nine, John ninety-nine. 
In Acts s ; 14 the present participle ofthe verb is translated " believers." 
See CoMMIT, lNTRUST, TRU:ST. 

2. PEITHÖ (1T€t8w), to persuade~ in the Middle and Passive Voices 
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signifi.es to suffer oneself tobe persuaded, e.g., Luke 16: 31 ; Heb. 13 : rS ; 
it is sometimes translated " believe" in the R.V., but not in Acts 17 : 4, 
R.V., "were persuaded," and 27 : II, "gave (more) heed; " in Acts 
28: 24, "believed." See AGREE, AssURE, ÜBEY, PERSUADE, TRUST, 
YIELD. 

Note: For apisteö, the negative of No. l, and apeitheö, the negative 
of No. 2, see DISBELIEVE, DISOBEDIENT. 

B. Noun. 
PISTIS {-rrfons), faith, is translated "belief" in Rom. ro: 17; 

2 Thess. 2 : 13. Its chief signifi.cance is a conviction respecting God and 
His Word and the believer's relationship to Hirn. See ASSURANCE, 
FAITH, FIDELITY. 

Note: In l Cor. 9: 5 the word translated "believer" (R.V.), is 
adelphe, a sister, so 7 : 15 ; Rom. 16 : l; Jas. 2 : 15, used, in the spiritual 
sense, of one connected by the tie of the Christian faith. 

C. Adjective. 
PISTOS (mCM'os), (a) in the Active sense means believing, trusting ; 

(b) in the Passive sense, trusty, faithful, trustworthy. lt is translated 
" believer" in 2 Cor. 6: 15 ; " them that believe" in l Tim. 4: 12, R.V. 
(A.V., " believers ") ; in l Tim. 5 : 16, " if any woman that believeth," 
lit„ 'if any believing woman.' So in 6 : 2, "believing masters.'' In 
l Pet. l : 21 the R.V., following the most authentic mss., gives the noun 
form, " are believers in God" (A.V., "do believe in God "). In John 
20: 27 it is translated "believing." lt is best understood with signifi.cance 
(a), above, e.g., in Gal. 3 : 9; Acts 16: l; 2 Cor. 6: 15 ; Tit. l : 6; it has 
significance (b), e.g., in l Thess. 5: 24; 2 Thess. 3 : 3 (see Notes on Thess. 
p. 2II, and Gal. p. 126, by Hogg and Vine). See FAITHFUL, SURE. 

Notes: (1) The corresponding negative verb is apisteö, 2 Tim. 2 : 13, 
A.V., "believe not" R.V., "are faithless," in contrast to the statement 
" He abideth faithful." 

(2) The negative noun apistia, "unbelief," is used twice in Matthew 
(13: 58; 17: 20), three times in Mark (6: 6; 9: 24; 16: 14), four times 
in Romans (3: 3; 4: 20; II : 20, 23); elsewhere in l Tim. l: 13 and 
Heb. 3: 12, 19.~ 

(3) The adjective apistos is translated " unbelievers " in l Cor. 6 : 6, 
and 2 Cor. 6 : 14; in ver. 15, R.V., "unbeliever" (A.V., " infi.del ") ; so 
in l Tim. 5 : 8; "unbelieving "in l Cor. 7: 12, 13, 14, 15 ; 14 : 22, 23, 24; 
2 Cor. 4: 4; Tit. l : 15; Rev. 21 : 8; " that believe not "in l Cor. ro: 27. 
In the Gospels it is translated " faithless " in Matt. 17 : 17 ; Mark 9 : 19 ; 
Luke 9 : 41; John 20 : 27, but in Luke 12 : 46, R.V., "unfaithful," A.V., 
" unbelievers.'' Once it is translated " incredible," Acts 26 : 8. See 
FAITHLESS, INCREDIBLE, UNBELIEVER.~ 

(4) Plerophoreö, in Luke 1 : l (A.V., "are most surely believed," lit., 
have bad full course), the R.V. renders "havc hccn fulfilled." See 
FULFIL, KNOW, PERSUADE, PROOF. 
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BELLY 
r. KOILIA (Koi/..ta), from koilos, hollow (Lat., coelum, heaven, is 

connected), denotes the cntire physical cavity, but most frequently was 
used to denote thc womb. In John 7: 38 it stands metaphorically for 
the innermost part of man, the soul, the hcart. See WoMB. 

2. GASTER (yaar{ip), (cp. Eng„ gastritis), is used much as No. r, 
but in Tit. r : 12, by synecdoche (a figurc of speech in whi.ch the part is 
put for the whole, or vice versa), it is used to denote "gluttons," R.V., 
for A.V., " bellies." See Gu;noN, Wol\rn. 

BELONG 
Note: This word represents (a) a phrase consisting of eimi, to be, 

with or without a preposition and a noun, and usually best rendered, as 
in the R.V., by the verb to be, Mark 9 : 4r, lit., 'ye are of Christ; ' 
Luke 23 : 7 and Heb. 5 : r4; cp. Rom. r2 : rg, "belongeth unto Me," 
R.V. ; (b) a phrase consisting of the neuter plural of the definite article, 
either with the preposition pros, unto, as in Luke rg: 42, where the phrase 
" the things which lwlone 11nto peace " (R.V.) is, lit., ' the (things) unto 
peace,' or with the genitive case of the n:oun, as in r Cor. 7 : 32, A.V., 
"the things that belong to the Lord," R.V., suitably, " the things of the 
Lord ; " (c) a distinct verb, e.g., metechö, to partake of, share in, Heb. 
7 : 13 R.V„ "belongeth to (another tribe)," A.V„ "pertaineth to." 

BELOVED 
A. Adjective. 

AGAPETOS (dya":T71ros), from agapaö, tü love, is used of Christas loved 
by God, e.g., Matt. 3 : r7 ; of believers (ditto), e.g., Rom. I : 7; of 
believers, one of another, r Cor. 4: 14; often, as a form of address, e.g., 
l Cor. ro: r4. Whcrever thc A.V. has "dearly beloved,'' the R.V. has 
"beloved;" so, "wdl belGved" in 3 John r; in I John 2: 7, A.V., 
" brethren" (adel/)ho;;), the R.V. has "beloved,'' accor<ling to the mss. 
which liaw agapetos. See DEAR. 

B. Verb. 
AGAPAÖ (aya1TC1.w), in it,; perfcct paniciple Passive form, is translated 

" beloved" in Rom. 9 : 25 ; Eph. r : 6; Col. 3 : 12 ; I Thess. r : 4; 
2 Thess. 2: r3. In Jude r the best texts han· this verb (R.V.); the A.V., 
"sanctified" follows those which have hagiazö. See LovE. 

Note: In Luke 9: 35, the R.V., translating from the most authentic 
mss., has "11y chosen" (eklegö), for A.V„ "beloved" (agapetos); so in 
Philm. 2, " sister" (adelphe). 

BENEATH 
KATÖ (K<frw) signifies (a) down, downwards, Matt. 4 : 6 ; Luke 4 : 9 ; 

John 8 : 6, 8; Acts 20: 9; (b) below, beneath, of place, Mark 14: 66; 
the realms that lie below in contrast to heaven, John 8 : 23; the earth, 
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as contrasted with the heavens, Acts 2 : 19; with heös, unto, Matt. 27 : 51 ; 
Mark 15 : 38. The comparative degree, katöterö, under, is used in Matt. 
2 : 16. See BoTTOM, UNDER. iI 

BENEFIT, BENEFACTOR 
I. EUERGESIA (i:ikpymla}, lit., 'good work (eu, well, ergon, work),' 

is found in Acts 4: 9, "good deed," and I Tim. 6 : 2, " benefit."il 
2. EUERGETES (1:1kpylrr1S'), a benefactor, expresses the agent, Luke 

22: 2s.ii 

Note: Cp. euergeteu, to <lo good. 
3. CHARIS (xdpis), grace, is once rendered "benefit," 2 Cor. r : 15 ; 

it stresses the character of the benefit, as the effect of the gracious dis 
position of the benefactor. See ACCEPTABLE, FAVOUR, GRACE, 
LIBERALITY, PLEASURE, THANK. 

4. AGATHON (dya86v}, the neuter of agathos, used as a noun in Philm. 
14, is translated "benefit," A.V. ; R.V., "goodness." See Goon. 

RENEVOT .ENCF. 
EUNOIA (i:vvoia}, good will (eu, well, nous, the mind), is rendered 

"benevolence " in I Cor. 7 : 3, A.V. The R.V., following the texts 
which have opheilen (" due "), has "her due," a more comprehensive 
expression; in Eph. 6 : 7, "good will."i! 

BEREA VED, BEREFT 
l. APORPHANIZOMAI (a?Topcpavl,oµai), lit., to be rendered an 

orphan (apo, from, with the thought of separation, and orphanos, an 
orphan), is used metaphorically in I Thess. 2 : 17 (A.V., "taken from ; " 
R.V., " bereaved "), in the sense of being bereft of the company of the 
saints through being compelled to leave them (cp. the similes in 7 and n). 
The word has a wider meaning than that of being an orphan. iI 

Note: The corresponding adjective, orphanos, is translated" desolate" 
in John 14: 18 (A.V., "wmfortless "); "fatherless" in Jas. I: 27; 
see DESOLATE, FATHERLESs.ii 

2. APOSTEREÖ, to roh, defraud, deprive, is used in I Tim. 6: 5, 
in the Passive Voice, of being deprived or "bereft" (of the truth), with 
reference to false teachers (A.V., " destitute "). See DEFRAUD, 
DESTITUTE, FRAUD. 

BERYL 
B:RRULLOS (ß~pvlJ..oS'), beryl, is a precious stone of a sea-green colour, 

Rev. 21 : 20 (cp. Ex. 28 : 20).i! 

BESEECH 
1. PARAKALEO (1TapaKaMw), the most frequent word w1th this 

meaning, lit. denotes to call to one's side, hence, to call to one's aid. lt 
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is used for every kind of calling to a person which is meant to produce a 
particular effect, hence, with various meanings, such as comfort, exhort, 
desire, call for, in addition to its significance to beseech, which has a 
stronger force than aiteö (see AsK). See, e.g., the R.V. "besought" in 
Mark 5 : 18 ; Acts 8 : 31 ; 19 : 31 ; l Cor. 16 : 12. See CALL, No. 6, 
Note (2), CoMFOin, DEsmE, Exnmn, lNTREAT, PRAY. 

2. ERÖTAO (€pw-rciw), often translated by the verb to beseech, in the 
Gospels, is elsewhere rendered " beseech " in l !hess. 4 : l ; 5 : 12 ; 
2 Thess. 2: l; 2 John 5. See under AsK, No. 2. 

3. DEOMAI (8e'oµm), to desire, to long for, usually representing the 
word "need," is sometimes translated "beseech," e.g„ Luke 5 : 12 ; 
Acts 21 : 39; 2 Cor. 10: 2; Gal. 4: 12. lt is used of prayer to God, in 
Matt. 9 : 38 ; Luke 10 : 2 ; 21 : 36 ; 22 : 32 ; Acts 4 : 31 ; 8 : 22, 24 ; 
10: 2; Rom. l: 10; l Thess. 3: 10. See PRAY, REQUEST. 

Note: Proskuneö is wrongly rendered " besought " in the A.V. marg. 
of Matt. 18 : 26. The word signifies "to worship." 

BESET 
EUPERISTATOS (dnrepla-ra-ros), used in Heb. 12: l, and translated 

"which doth so easily beset," lit. signifies 'standing well (i.e„ easily) 
around' (eu, well, peri, around, statos, standing, i.e„ easily encompassing). 
lt describes sin as having advantage in favour of its prevailing.-,r 

BESIDE, BESIDES 
r. CHÖRIS (xwpls), separately, apart from, bcsides, is translated 

"beside " in Matt. I4 : 21 ; 15 : 38 ; 2 Cor. II : 28. See APART, SEPAR
ATE, WITHOUT. 

2. LOIPON (,\om6v) is rendered "besides " in l Cor. l : 16. See 
FINALLY. 

Notes: (1) Pareiserchomai, in Rom. 5: 20, signifies to come in beside, 
i.e„ of the Law, as coming in addition to sin committed previously apart 
from law, the prefix par- (i.e., para) denoting "beside " (the A.V., 
"cntercd "is inadequate) ; in Gal. 2: 4 (" came in privily "). See CoME.~ 

(2) In Philm. 19, prosopheilö signifies to owe in addition (pros, besides, 
and opheilö, to owe) : "thou owest (to me even thine own self) besides."-,r 

(3) In 2 Pet. l : 5, the phrase, wrongly-translated in the A.V„ " beside 
this," means "for this vt>ry cause" (R.V.). 

BESIDE ONESELF (to be) 
r. EXISTf:MI (€gla77]µt), primarily and lit. means to put out of 

position, displace; hence, (a) to amaze, Luke 24: 22 (for A.V„" make ... 
astonished ") ; Acts 8 : 9, II (A.V„ " bewitched ") ; or to be amazed, 
astounded, Matt. 12 : 23 ; Mark 6 : 51 ; (b) to be out of one's mind, to be 
beside oneself, Mark 3 : ·21 ; 2 Cor. 5 : 13, in the latter of which it is 
contrasted with söphroneö, to be of a sound mind, soher. See AMAZE. 

2. MAINOMAI (µ,alvoriat), to be mad, to rave, is said of one who so 
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speaks that he appears to be out of his mind, Acts 26 : 24, translated 
" thou art beside thyself," A.V. ; R.V„ " thou art mad." In ver. 25 ; 
John 10: 20; Acts 12 : 15; 1 Cor. 14: 23, both Versions use the verb 
to be mad. See MAD.1f 

1Vote: For paraphroneü, 2 Cor. II : 23, R.V., sec FooL, B, No. 2. 

BEST 
I. PROTOS (1Tpw-roS') is one of two words translated " best " in the 

A.V„ but the only one so rendered in the R.V. In Luke 15 : 22" the best 
(rohe) " is, lit„ 'the first (rohe),' i.e„ chief, principal, first in rank or 
quality. See BEFORE, BEGINNING, CHIEF, FIRST, FORMER. 

2. MEIZÖN (µd{wv), greater, is translatcd "best" in I Cor. 12 : 31, 

" the best gifts," greater, not in quality, but in importance and value. 
It is thc comparativc degrcc of megas, grcat ; the superlative, megistos, 
is used only in 2 Pet. 1: 4. See ELDER, GREATER and MORE. 

BESTOW 
I. DTDÖMI (8{8,„fl.,), to give, is rendered "bcstow" in 1 John 3 : I, 

the implied idea being that of giving freely. The A.V. has it in 2 Cor. 8 :. l ; 

the R.V. adhercs to the Iit. rendering, " the grace of God which hath been 
given in the churches of Macedonia." See ADVENTURE and especially 
G1vE. 

2. SUNAGO (uvv&yw), to bring together (sun, together, agö, to bring), 
is used in the sense of bestowing, or stowing, by the rich man who laid up 
his goods for himself, Luke 12: 17, 18. See AssEMBLE, COME, GATHER, 
LEAD, RESORT, TAKE. 

3. KOPIAÖ (Komdw), (a) to grow tired with toil, Matt. II : 28 ; John 
4: 6; Rev. 2 : 3, also means (b) to bestow Iabour, work with toil, 
Rom. 16 : 6; Gai. 4: II ; in John 4: 38, A.V., "bestowed (no) labour," 
R.V„ "have (not) laboured," and, in the same verse, A.V. and R.V„ 
"laboured." See LABOUR, TOIL, WEARY. 

4. PSÖMIZO (ifwµl{w), primarily to feed by putting Iittle bits into the 
mouths of infants or animals, came to denote simply to give out food, 
to feed, and is rendered by the phrase " bestow ... to feed" in l Cor. 
13 : 3 ; "feed," Rom. 12 : 20; there the person to be fcd is mentioned: 
in 1 Cor. 13 : 3 the material to be given is specified, and the rendering 
" bestow . . . to f~ed " is necessary. See FEED., 

5. PERITITHEMI (1T€ptrl8riµi), to put around or on (peri, around, 
tithemi, to put), is translated in 1 Cor. 12 : 23 (metaphorically) " bestow " 
(marg„ " put on "). Sec Pur, SET, No. 5. 

6. CHARIZOMAI (xapl~oµai), to show favour, grant, bestow, is 
rendered " bestowed " in Luke 7 : 21, R.V„ for A.V„ "gave." Here and 
in Gal. 3 : 18, the verb might be translated "graciously conferred." SeP 
DELIVER, FORGIVE, GIVE, GRANT. 

Note: For "freely bcstowcd" sec /\cCEPT, A. Nute. 
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BETRA Y, BETRA YER 
A. Verb. 

BET 

PARADIDÖMI (7Tapa8l8wµi), to betray (para, up, didömi, to give), 
lit„ to give over, is used either (a) in the sense of delivering a person or 
thing tobe kept by another, to commend, e.g., Acts 28: 16; (b) to deliver 
to prison or judgment, e.g., Matt. 4: 12 ; l Tim. l : 20; (c) to deliver over 
treacherously by way of betrayal, Matt. 17 : 22 (R.V., " delivered ") ; 
26: 16; John 6: 64 etc. ; (d) to hand on, deliver, e.g., l Cor. II : 23: 
(e) to allow of something being done, said of the ripening of fruit, Mark 
4: 29, R.V., "is rip1;:" (rn;irr,," ;illowdh "). See BRlNG, p. 153. Note (4), 
CAST, CoMMIT, DELIVER, GIVE, HAZARD, PUT (in prison), RECOMMEND. 

B. Nowi. 
PRODOTES (7TpoMrrys), a betrayer (akin to A), is translated "be

trayers " in Acts 7 : 52 ; " traitor," " traitors;" in Luke 6 : 16 and 2 Tim. 
3 : 4. See TRAITOR. ~ 

BETROTH 
MNf:STEUO (µv-1JarnJw), in the Active Voice, signifies to woo a woman 

and ask for her in marriage; in the N.T., only in the Passive Voice, to 
be promised in marriage, tobe betrothed, Matt. l: 18; Luke l: 27; 2: 5, 
R.V„ "betrothed," (A.V., "espoused "). See EsPOUSED.~ 

BETTER 
l. KREISSÖN (Kp€laawv), from kratos, strong (which denotes power 

in activity and effect), serves as the comparative degree of agathos, good 
(good or fair, intrinsically). Kreissön is especially characteristic of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, where it is used 12 times ; it indicates what is 
(a) advantageous or useful, l Cor. 7 : 9, 38 ; II : 17 ; Heb. II : 40 ; 
12 : 24 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 21 ; Phil. l : 23, where it is coupled with mallon, more, 
and pollö, much, by far, "very far better" (R.V.) ; (b) excellent, Heb. 
l : 4; 6: 9; 7 : 7, 19, 22 ; 8 : 6; 9; 23; I0: 34; II : 16, 35·~ 

2. KALON ... MALLON (KaAov ••• µa>.Aov), the neuter of kalos, 
with mallon, more, is used in Mark 9 : 42, " it were better (lit., much 
better) for him if a great millstone were hanged about his neck." In 
verses 43, 45, 47, kalos is used alone (R.V„ "good," for A.V., "better "). 

Note: In Luke 5 : 39 the most authentic texts have chrestos, good, 
instead of the comparative, chrestoteros, better. 

BETTER (be) 
I. DIAPHERÖ (8iacpl.pw), used (a) transitively, means to carry through 

or about (dia, through, pherö, to carry), Mark II : 16 (" carry ... 
through ") ; Acts 13 : 49 ; 27 : 27 (" driven to and fro ") ; (b) intran
sitively, (1) to differ, Rom. z : 18 ; Gal. 2 : 6 ; Phil. l : 10; (2) to excel, 
be better, e.g., Matt. 6 : 26 ; 10 : 31 (" of more value ") ; 12 : 12 ; Luke 
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12: 7, 24; 1 Cor. 15: 41; Gal. 4: 1; some would put Rom. 2: 18 and 
Phil. 1: 10 here (see marg.). See CARRY, DIFFER, DRIVE, ExcELLENT, 
MATTER (make), PuBLISH.~ 

2. PERISSEUÖ (7r€pwaf:Üw}, to be over or above (a number), to be 
more than enough, to be pre-eminent, superior, Matt. 5 : 20, is translated 
" are we the better," in 1 Cor. 8 : 8 (cp. 15 : 58 ; Rom. 15 : 13 ; 2 Cor. 
3 : 9; 8 : 7; Phil. 1 : 9; Col. 2 : 7; 1 Thess. 4: 1, 10). See ABOUND. 

3. LUSITELEO (.\vamMw} signifies to indemnify, pay expenses, pay 
taxes (from luo, to loose, telos, toll, custom) ; hence, to be useful, advan
tageous, tobe better, Luke 17 : 2.~ 

4. HUPERECHO (V1T€plxw} lit. means to hold or have above (huper, 
above, echo, to hold) ; hence, metaphorically, to be superior to, to be 
better than, Phil. 2 : 3; 1 Pet. 2 : 13, "supreme," in reference to kings; 
in Rom. 13 : 1, "higher;" Phil. 3 : 8, "excellency," more strictly 'the 
surpassing thing, (namely, the knowledge of Christ) ' ; in 4: 7" p<tsseth." 
See ExcELLENCY, HIGHER, PASS, SUPREME.~ 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 3: 9 the R.V. rightly translates proechO (which 
there is used in the Passive Voice, not the Middle) " are we in worse case 
than ... ? , " i.e., 'are we surpassed? ' ' are we at a disadvantage? ' 
The question is, are the Jews, so far from being better off than the Gentiles, 
in such a position that their very privileges bring them into a greater 
disadvantage or condemnation than the Gentiles? The A.V. "are we 
better " does not convey the meaning. 

(2) Sumphero, in Matt. 18 : 6, A.V., is translated "it were better for 
him," R.V., "profitable." See Matt. 5 : 29, 30 etc. See BRING, Ex
PEDIENT, Goon, D, Note (2), PROFITABLE. 

BETTERED (tobe) 
ÖPHELEO (w<{>f:Mw) in the Active Voice signifies to help, to succour, 

to be of service; in the Passive to receive help, to derive profit or 
advantage; in Mark 5: 26, "was (nothing) bettered," of the woman who 
had an issue of blood. See under ADVANTAGE, C, No. 1, and cp. A, 
Nos. 2, 3 and B. 

BETWEEN 
In addition to the prepositions en and pros (see Note t p. 9), the 

following ha ve this meaning : 
I. ANA MESON {dvd µ.laov}, lit., up to the middle of, i.e., among, or 

in the midst of, hence, between, is used in 1 Cor. 6: 5, of those in the 
church able to decide between brother and brother, instead of their 
going to law with one another in the world's courts. 

2. METAXU (JUragü), in the midst, or between (from meta, and xun, 
i.e„ sun, with), is used as a preposition, (a) of mutual relation, Matt. 
18: 15; Acts 15 : 9; Rom. 2 : 15, R.V., '' one with another," lit., 
'between one another,' for A.V., "the meanwhile; " (b) of place, Matt. 
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23 : 35 ; Luke II : 5I ; I6 : 26 ; Acts I2 : 6 ; (c) of time, " meanwhile," 
John 4: 31. In Acts I3: 42, the A.V. marg. has" in the week between," 
the literal rendering. See WHILE.~ 

Note: The phrase ek meta (ek, out of, meta) with) is translated 
"between ... and" in the A.V. of John 3: 25 (R.V., "on the part 
of ... with "). 

BEWAIL 
I. KLAIÖ (KAa.lw), to wail, whether with tears or any external 

expression of grief, is regularly translated "weep" in the R.V. ; onr.P. in 
the A.V. it is rendered " bewail," Rev. I8 : 9. See WEEP. 

Note: The associated noun is klauthmos, weeping. Cp. dakrulJ, to 
weep, John II : 35.~ 

2. KOPTÖ (K01T'Tw), primarily, to beat, smite ; then, to cut off, Matt. 
2I : 8; Mark II : 8, is used in the Middle Voice, of beating oneself, 
benting the breast, as a token of grief; hence, to hP.wail, M:itt. TT: r7 
(R.V., " mourn," for A.V., "lament ") ; 24 : 30," mourn; " Rev. I : 7 
(R.V., "mourn; " A.V., " wail ") ; in Luke 8: 52; 23 : 27, " bewail; " 
in Rev. I8 : 9, "wail" (for A.V., "lament "). See CuT, MouRN.'J Cp. 
kopetos, lamentation, Acts 8 : 2.~ 

3. PENTHEÖ (mw8lw) denotes to lament, mourn, especially for the 
dead ; in 2 Cor. I2 : 2I, R.V., " mourn " (A.V., " bewail "). See also 
Rev. 18: II, I5, I9. Cp. penthos, mourning. See MouRN. 

Notes: (I) Threneö, to sing a dirge, to lament, is rendered "wail" 
in Matt. II : I7, R.V.; "mourned" in Luke 7: 32; to lament in Luke 
23: 27 and John I6: 20.~ Threnos, lamentation, occurs in Matt. 2 : I8.~ 

(2) Odurmos from oduromai, to wail (a verb not found in the N.T.), 
denotes "mourning," Matt. 2: I8 and 2 Cor. 7: 7.~ 

(3) Cp. lupeomai, to grieve, and see Trench, Syn. § lxv. 

BEWARE 
I. BLEPÖ (ßMTTw), to see, is applied to mental vision, and is sometinies 

used by way of warning to take heed against an object, Mark 8 : I5 ; 
12: 38; Acts I3: 40; Phil. 3: 2 (three times); in Col. 2: 8, R.V., "take 
heed," marg., " see whether." See BEHOLD. 

2. PROSECHÖ (7rpoulxw), lit., to hold to (pros, to, echö, to have, to 
hold), hence, to turn one's mind or attentiori to a thing by being on one's 
guard against it, is translated " beware " in Matt. 7 : I5; 10 : I7 ; I6 : 6, 
II, I2 ; Luke I2 : I ; 20 : 46. See ATTEND, HEED, REGARD. 

3. PHULASSÖ (</JvM.uuw), to guard, watch, keep, is used, in the Middle 
Voice, of being on one's guard against (the Middle V. stressing personal 
interest in the action), Luke I2: I5," beware of," R.V.," keep yourselves 
from," as in Acts 2I : 25 ; in 2 Tim. 4 : I5, " be thou ware ; " in 2 Pet. 
3: 17, "beware." See GuARD, KEEP, ÜBSERVE, SAVE. 
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BEWITCH 
l. BASKAINO (ßa.aKa.lvw}, primarily, to slander, to prate about 

anyone; then to bring evil on a person by feigned praise, or mislead by 
an evil eye, and so to charm, bewitch (Eng., fascinate is connected), is 
used figuratively in Gai. 3: l, of leading into evil doctrine.if 

2. EXISTEMI (lgtuT7)µ.i} is rendered "bewitch" in Acts 8: 9, II, 

A.V., concerning Simon the sorcerer; it does not mean to bewitdh, as 
in the case of the preceding verb, but to confuse, amaze (R.V.). See 
AMAZE, B. No. r. 

BEWRAY 
Note: The word "bewrayeth ", Matt. 26: 73, is a translation of 

poieö, to make, with delos, manifest, evident ; lit., ' maketh thee manifest ' 

BEYOND 
In addition to the preposition huper, over, rendered " beyond" in 

2 Cor. 8: 3, the following adverbs have this meaning: 
l. EPEKEINA (brl1mva.), epi, upon, and ekeina, those, the word 

" parts " being understood, is used in Acts 7 : 43. ~ 
z. PERAN (7rlpa.v), on the öther side, across, is used with the definite 

article, signifying the regions beyond, the opposite shore, Matt. 8 : 18 
etc. With verbs of going it denotes direction towards and beyond a 
place, e.g., John ro: 40. lt frequently indicates " beyond," of locality, 
without a verb of direction, Matt. 16: 5 ; Mark ro: l, R.V. ; John r : 28 ; 

3 : 26. See F ARTHER, SmE. 
Note: In 2 Cor. ro : 14, the verb kuperekteinö, to stretch overmuch, 

is so rendered in thc R.V„ for A.V., " ; .. bcyond our measurC'."~ In 
2 Cor. ro : r6 the adverb huperekeina, beyond, is nsed as a preposition. 

BID, BIDDEN, BADE, BID AGAIN 
l. KALEO (Ka.Mw}, to call, often means to bid, in the sense of invite, 

e.g., Matt. 22 : 3, 4, 8, 9; Luke 14: 7, 8, 9, ro, 13, R.V. ; Rev. 19: 9, 
R.V. See CALL, NAME, SuRNAME. 

2. KELEUÖ (KE..\Evw}, to command, is translated "bid" in Matt. 
14 : 28, only. See CoMMAND, No. 5. Compare the synonym entellü, to 
command. 

3. EIPON {El71'ov}, used as the aorist tense of legö, to speak, to say, 
sometimes has the meaning of commanding, or bidding, and is translated 
"bid," or "bade," e.g., in Matt. 16 : 12; 23 : 3; Luke ro : 40; 9 : 54, 
A.V., "command," R.V., "bid; "Acts II : 12 ; "bidding," Acts 22 : 24, 

R.V. See SAY, SPEAK. 
4. ANTIKALEÖ (dvnKa.Mw), to bid again, invite in turn, is found in 

Luke 14 : r:z. ~ 
Notes : (1) Le,gö, to say, is translated " bid " and " biddeth " in 
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the A.V. of 2 John ro, II ; R.V., " give (him no greeting)," "giveth 
(him greeting "). See GREETING. 

(2) In Matt. l : 24, prostassö, to command, is translated" had bidden," 
A.V.; R.V., "commanded." See CoMMAND. 

BID F AREWELL 
I. APOTASSO (cbroTaaaw) is used in the Middle Voice to signify to 

b1d adieu to a person. lt primarily means to set apart, separate (apo, 
from, tassö, to set, arrange) ; then, to take leave of, to bid farewell to, 
Mark 6: 46 (R.V.) ; Luke 9 : 61 ; to give parting instructions to, Acts 
18 : Tg, 21 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 13 ; to forsake, renounce, Luke 14 : 33. See 
FORSAKE, RENOUNCE, SEND, Note (2) at end.~ 

2. APASPAZOMAI (a1Taa1Ta~oµ.m), to bid farewell (apo, from, 
aspazomai, to greet), is used in Acts 21 : 6, A.V.," had taken our leave of;" 
R.V., " bade ... farewell."~ 

BIER 
SOROS (aopos) originally denoted a receptacle for containing the 

bones of the dead, a cinerary um ; then a coffin, Gen. 50 : 26; Job. 21: 32; 
then, the funeral couch or bier on which the Jews bore their dead to burial, 
Luke 7: 14.~ 

BILL 
I. BIBLION (ßißAlov), primarily a small book, a scroll, or any sheet 

on which something has been written ; hence, in connection with 
apostasion, divorce, signifies a bill of divorcement, Matt. 19: 7 (A.V., 
" writing ") ; Mark ro : 4. See BooK, ScROLL, WRITING. 

2. GRAMMA (ypaµ.µ.a), from graphö, to write (Eng., graph, graphic 
etc.), in Luke 16 : 6, A.V., is translated" bill." lt lit. signifies that which 
is drawn, a picture; hence, a written document; hence, a bill, or bond, 
or note of hand, showing the amount of indebtedness. In the passage 
referred to the word is in the plural, indicating perhaps, but not necessarily, 
various bills. The bonds mentioned in Rabbinical writin~s. were formal, 
signed by witnesses and the Sanhedrin of three, or informal, when only 
the debtor signed. The latter were usually written on wax, and easily 
altered. See LEARNING, LETTER, SCRIPTURE, WRITING. 

For BILLOWS, Luke 21 : 25, R.V., see WAVE 

BIND, BINDING (see also BOUND) 
r. DEO (o'w), to bind, is used (a) literally, of any sort of binding, 

e.g., Acts 22: 5; 24: 27, (b) figuratively, of the Word of God, as not being 
bound, 2 Tim. 2 : 9, i.e., its ministry, course and efficacy were not hindered 
by the bonds and imprisonment suffered by the Apostle. A woman who 
was bent together, had been "bound" by Satan through the work of a 
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demon, Luke 13: 16. Paul speaks of himself, in Acts 20: 22, as being 
" bound in the spirit," i.e. compelled by his convictions, under the 
constraining power of the Spirit of God, to go to Jerusalem. A wife is 
said to be " bound " to her husband, Rom. 7 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 7 : 39 ; and the 
husbaud to the wife, 1 Cor. 7 : 27. The Lord's words to the Apostle 
Peter in Matt. 16 : 19, as to binding, and to all the disciples in 18 : 18, 
signify, in the former case, that the Apostle, by his ministry of the Word of 
Life, would keep unbelievers outside the kingdom of God, andadmit those 
who believed. So with regard to 18 : 18, including the exercise of discip
linary measures in the sphere of the local church; the application of the 
Rabbinical sense of forbidding is questionabk. See BOND, KN!T, Note, 
TIE. 

2. PERIDEÖ (1TEpiSt1w), peri, around, with No. l, to bind around, is 
used in John II: 44 of the napkin around the face of Lazarus.~ Cp. 
Job 12 : 18, Sept. 

3. HUPODEÖ (v1To8Ew), hupö, under, with No. l, to bind underneath, 
is uset.l uf binding of sandals, Acts 12 : 8 ; rendered " shod " in Mark 6 : 9 
and Eph. 6: l;i. See SHOD.~ 

4. KATADEÖ (KaTaSt1w), kata, down, with No. l, to bind or tie down, 
or bind up, is used in Luke IO : 34 of the act of the good S.amaritan. ~[ 

5. SUNDEÖ (uvvSt1w), sun, together, and No. l, to bind together, 
implying association, is used in Heb. 13 : 3 of those bound together in 
confinement. ~ 

6. DESMEUÖ or DESMEÖ (8EuµEow) signifies to put in fetters or any 
kind of bond, Luke 8 : 29 ; Acts 22 : 4, or to bind a burden upon a person, 
Matt. 23 : 4. The verb is connected with No. l. ,1 

Notes: (1) Cp. desmos, a band, bond, fetter, e.g., Luke 13 : 16, and 
desmios, "bound," Acts 25: 14, A.V. (R.V., "a prisoner "); in Heb. 
13: 3, "them that are in bonds." See BOND, CHAIN, PRISONER, STRING. 

(2) Sundesmos (see No. 5, above), that which binds together, is 
translated " bands," in Col. 2 : 19. See BONDS. 

7. PROTEINÖ (1TpoTdvw), lit., to stretch forth (pro, forth, teinö, to 
stretch), is used in Acts 22: 25, A,.V., "they bound;" R.V., "they had 
tied (him) up," in reference to the preparations made for scourging, pro
bably, to stretch the body forward, to make it tense for severer punish
ment. See Trn.~ 

BIRD (Fowl) 
I. ORNEON (opvEov) is probably connected with a word signifying 

to perceive, to hear; Rev. 18: 2 ; 19 : 17, 21. See FowL. Cp. ornis, 
a hen.~ 

2. PETEINON (1TETEw6v) signifies that which is able to fly, wingcd. 
lt is connected with ptenon signifying " feathered, winged," which is 
used in l Cor. 15 : 39. Cp. petomai and petaomai, to fly. In the Gospels 
the R.V. always translates it "birds," e.g„ '.\fatt. 6: 26; but "fowls •· 
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in Acts 10: 12; II: 6. The A.V. unsuitably has" fowls," in the Gospels, 
except Matt. 8 : 20 ; 13 : 32 ; Luke 9 : 58. 

BIRTH 
1. GENN:f!SIS (ylW7)ais), a birth, begetting, producing (related to 

gennaö, to heget), is used in Matt. l: 18 and Luke 1 : 14. Some mss. 
have genesis, lineage, birth (from ginomai, to become).~ 

2. GENETE: (yt:vt"r?J), a being born, or the hour of birth (related to 
genea; race, generation), is connected with ginomai, to become, tobe born, 
and is used in John 9 : l. ~ 

Notes (1) For genesis and gennema see FRUIT, GENERATION, NATURE. 
(2) Iu Gal. 4: 19, Minö, to have birth pangs, is rcndcrcd " truvuil in 

birth," A.V. ; R.V., " am in travail." See Rev. 12: 2. 

BIRTHDAY 
GENESIA (yt:vluia), a neuter plural (akin to genesis, lineage, from 

ginomai), primarily denoted the festivities of a birthday, a birthday feast, 
though among the Greeks it was also used of a festival in commemoration 
of a deceased friend. lt is found in Matt. 14 : 6 and Mark 6 : 21. Some 
have regarded it as the day of the king's accession, but this meaning is 
not confirmed in Greek writings.~ 

BIRTHRIGHT 
PRÖTOTOKIA (7Tpw'TO'r6Kia), a birthright (from prötos, first, tiktö, 

to heget), is found in Heb. 12: 16, with rcfcrence to Esau (cp. prötotokos, 
firstborn). The birthright involved pre-eminence and authority, Gen. 
27 : 29 ; 49 : 3. Another right was that of the double portion, Deut. 
21 : 17 ; l Chron. 5 : l, 2. Connected with the birthright was the pro
genitorship of the Messiah. Esau transferred his birthright to Jacob for 
a paltry mess of pottage, profanely despising this last spiritual privilege, 
Gen. 25 and 27. In the history of the nation God occasionally set aside 
the birthright, to show that the objects of His choice depended not on the 
will of the flesh, but on His own authority. Thus Isaac was preferred 
to lshmael, Jacob to Esau, Joseph to Reuben, David to his elder brethren, 
Solomon to Adonijah. See FIRSTBORN.~ 

.l::HSHOP (Overseer) 
l. EPISKOPOS (€7TluKo7Tos), lit., an overseer (epi, over, skopeö, to 

look or watch), whence Eng. "bishop," which has precisely the same 
meaning, is found in Acts 20 : 28 ; Phil. l : l ; l Tim. 3 : 2 ; Tit. 1 : 7 ; 
1 Pet. 2: 25. See ÜVERSEER.~ 

Note: Presbuteros, an elder, is another term for the same person as 
bishop or overseer. See Acts 20 : 17 with verse 28. The term " elder " 
indicates the mature spiritual experience and understanding of those so 
describcd; thc tcrrh "bishop," or "overseer," indicates the character of 
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the work undertaken. According to the Divine will and appointment, 
as in the N.T., there were tobe bishops in ~very local church, Acts r4: 23; 
20: r7; Phil. l : l ; Tit. l: 5; Jas. 5 : 14· Where the singular is used, 
the passage is describing what a bishop should be, l Tim. 3 : 2 ; Tit. l : 7. 
Christ Himself is spoken of as "the ... Bishop of our souls," r Pet. 
2 : 25. See ELDER. 

2. EPISKOPE: (bn..,.icom)), besides its meaning, vü;itation, e.g., r Pet. 
2 : 12 (cp. the Sept. of Ex. 3: r6; Is. IO: 3 ; Jer. IO: rs). is rendered 
"office," in Acts l : 20, R.V. (A.V., " bishoprick ") ; in r Tim. 3 : r," the 
office of a bishop,". lit., ' (if any one seeketh) overseership,' there is no 
word representing office. 

Note: The corresponding verbis episkopeö, which, in reference to the 
work of an overseer, is found in r Pet. 5 : 2, R.V., "exercising the over
sight," for A.V. "taking the oversight." See ÜVERSIGHT. 

For BIT see BRIDLE 

BITE 
DAKNO (oaicvw), to bite, in Gal. 5 : r5, "if ye bite and devour one 

another," is used metaphorically of wounding the soul, or rending with 
reproaches. 'i[ · 

BITTER, BITTERL Y, BITTERNESS 
A. Adjective. 

PIKROS (micp6>), from a röot pik-, meaning to cut, to prick, hence, 
lit., pointed, sharp, keen, pungent to the sense of taste, smell, etc., is 
found in Jas. 3 : II, r4. In ver. II it has its natural sense, with reference 
to water; in ver. 14 it is used metaphorically of jealousy, R.V.'i[ 

B. Verb. 
PIKRAINÖ (micpalvw), related to A, signifies, in the Ac:tive Voice, 

to be bitter, Col. 3 : 19, or to embitter, irritate, or to make bitter, Rev. 
10: 9; the Passive Voice, to be made bitter, is used in Rev. 8: II; 
IO: 10.'i[ 

C. Noun. 
PIKRIA (Tr,iicpla) denotes bitterness. lt is 1,lSed in Acts 8 : 23, meta

phorically, of a condition of extreme wickedness, " gall of bitterness " or 
"bitter gall;" in Rom. 3 : 14. of evil speaking; in Eph. 4: 3r, of bitter 
hatred; .in Heb. r2 : r5, in thtl same sense, metaphorically, of a root of 
bitterness, producing bitter · fruit. 'i[ 

D. Adverb. 
PIKROS (micpcüs), bitterly, is used of the poignant grief of Peter's 

weeping for his denial of Christ, Matt. 26: 75; Luke 22: 62.'i[ 
Note: In the Sept., pikris (not in the N.T.), a bitter herb, is used in 

Ex. 12 :8; Num. 9: II.'i[ 
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BLACK, BLACKNESS 
A. Adjective. 

BLA 

MELAS (µ.E.\as), black, Matt. 5: 36; Rev. 6: 5, 12, is derived from a 
root mal-, meaning to be dirty; hence Latin, malus, bad. See lNK. 

B. Nouns. 
l. GNOPHOS (yvocpos), Heb. 12: 18, blackness, gloom, seems to have 

been associated with the idea of a tempest. lt is related to skotos, dark
ness, in that passage, andin the Sept. of Ex. 10 : 22 ; Deut. 4 : II ; Zeph. 
1: 15., 

2. ZOPHOS ('ocpos), akin to No. l, especially the gloom of the regions 
of the lost, is used four times; 2 Pct. 2: 4, " darkness" (R.V.) ; 2 : ,17, 
R.V., "blackness," for A.V., "mist; " Jude 6, " darkness; " ver. 13, 
" blackness," suggesting a kind of emanation. See DARKNESS, MIST., 

For BLADE see GRASS 

BLAME, BLAMELESS 
A. Verb. 

MOMAOMAI (µ.wµ.aoµ,ai), to find fault with, to blame, or calumniate, 
is used in 2 Cor. 6: 3, of the ministry of the Gospel; in 8: 20, of the 
ministration of financial help., 

Notes: (1) Cp. the synonymous verb, memphomai, to find fault, Mark 
7: 2; Rom. 9: 19; Heb. 8: 8. See FAULT., . 

(2) In Gal. 2 : II, kataginösko is rightly rendered "stood condemned," 
R.V., for A.V., "was tobe blamed." See CONDEMN. 

B. Adjectives. 
1. AMOMOS (aµ.wµ.os) : See BLEMISH, B. 
2. AMOMETOS (clµ.wµ.7JTos), translated in Phil. 2 : 15 " without 

blemish" (A.V., "without rebuke "), is rendered "blameless" in 2 Pet. 
3: 14 (A.V. and R.V.)., . 

3. AMEMPTOS (aµ.Ep.7T-ros), related to memphomai (A., Note), is trans
lated " unblameable " in 1 Thess. 3 : 13 ; " blameless," in Luke 1 : 6 ; 
Phil. 2: 15; 3: 6; "faultless" in Heb. 8: 7. See FAULTLESS, UN
BLAMEABLE., 

" lf amömos is the unblemished,' amemptos is the ' unblamed.' . . . 
Christ was amomos in that there was in Hirn no spot or blemish, and He 
could say, 'Which of you convinceth (convicteth) Me of sin?' but in 
strictness of speech He was not amemptos (unblamed), nor is this epithet 
ever given to Hirn in the N.T., seeing that He endured the contradiction 
of sinners against Himself, who slandered His footsteps and laid to His 
charge 'things that He knew not' (i.e., of which He was guiltless).'' 
Trench, Syn. §103. 

4. ANAITIOS (civalnos), guiltless (a, negative, n, euphonic, and 
aitia, a charge), is translated, "blameless" in the A.V. of Matt. 12: 5, 
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"guiltless" in 12: 7. Tue R.V. has "guiltless" in both places.1[ In 
the Sept., in Deut. 19: 10, 13, and 21 : 8, 9.1[ See GUILTLESS. 

5. ANEPIL~PTOS (avnrl.\17'1T'Tos), lit., that cannot be laid hold of, 
hence, not open to censure, irreproachable (from a, negative, n, euphonic, 
and epilambanii, to lay hold of), is used in l Tim. 3: 2; 5 : 7; 6: 14 
(in all three places the R.V. has "without reproach; " in the first two, 
A.V., "blameless," in the last," unrebukeable;" an alternative rendering 
woµld be • irreprehensible '). See REPROACH, UNREBUKEABLE. 'if 

6. ANENKL~TOS (avlyKA17Tos) signifies that which cannot be called 
to account (from a, negative, n, euphonic, and enkaleii, to call in), 
i.e., with nothing laid to one's charge (as the result of public investigation) ; 
in 1 Cor. I : 8, R.V., "unreproveable," A.V„" blameless; " in Col. l: 22, 

A.V. and R.V„ "unreproveable;" in I Tim. 3: 10 and Tit. 1: 6, 7, 
A.V. and R.V., "blameless." lt implies not merely acquittal, but the 
absence of even a charge or accusation against a person. This is to be the 
case with elders. 'if 

C. Adverb. 
AMEMPTOS (dµlµ;rr-rws), in I Thcss. 2: 10, "unblameably; " in 

5: 23, "without blame," A.V., "blameless," is said of believers at the 
Judgment-Seat of Christ in His Parousia (His presence after His coming), 
as the outcome of present witness and stedfastness. See B, No. 3, above.~ 

BLASPHEME, BLASPHEMY, BLASPHEMER, BLASPHEMOUS 
A. Noun. 

BLASPHEMIA (ß.\aacp71µta.), either from blax, sluggish, stupid, or, 
probably, from blaptö, to injure, and pheme, speech, Eng. "blasphemy," 
is so translated thirteen tirnes in the R.V., but " railing " in Matt. 15 . 19 ; 
Mark 7: 22; Eph. 4: 31; Col. 3: 8; I Tim. 6: 4; Jude 9. The word 
" blaspherny " is practically confined to speech defamatory of the Divine 
Majesty. See Note, below. See EVIL SPEAKING, RAILING. 

B. Verb. 
BLASPHEMEÖ (ß.\aacf>17µlw), to blaspheme, rail at or revile, is used 

(a) in a general way, of any contumelious speech, reviling, calumniating, 
railing at etc., as of those who railed at Christ, e.g„ Matt. 27 ; 39 ; Mark 
15 : 29; Luke 22 : 65 (R.V.," reviling ") ; 23 : 39; (b) of those who speak 
contemptuously of God or of sacred things, e.g., Matt. 9 : 3 ; Mark 3 : 28 ; 
Rom. 2 : 24 ; l Tim. l : 20 ; 6 : l ; Rev. 13 : 6 ; 16 : 9, II, 21 ; " hath 
spoken blasphemy," Matt. 26: 65 ; " rail at," 2 Pet. 2: 10; Jude 8, ro; 
"railing," 2 Pet. 2: 12; "slanderously reported," Rom. 3 : 8 ; "be 
evil spoken of," Rom. 14 : r6 ; r Cor. ro : 30 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 2 ; " speak evil 
of," Tit. 3: 2; r Pet. 4: 4; "being defamed," I Cor. 4: 13. The verb 
(in the presP.nt participial form) is tramlated " blasphemers " in Acts 
19: .37; in Mark 2: 7, "blasphemeth," R.V„ for A.V„ "speaketh 
blasphemies.'' 

There is no noun in the original representing the English " blasphemer." 
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This is expressed either by the. verb, or by the adjective blasphemos. 
See DEFAME, RAIL, REPORT, REVILE. 

C. Adjective. 
BLASPHEMOS (f>ufoq,71µ,os), abusive, speaking evil, is translated 

" blasphemous," in Acts 6: II, 13; "a blasphemer," l Tim. l : 13; 
"railers," 2 Tim. 3: 2, R.V. ; "railing," 2 Pet. 2 : II. See RAIL., 

Note: As to Christ's teaching concerning blasphemy against the 
Holy Spirit, e.g .• Matt. 12 : 32, that anyone, with the evidence of the 
Lord~s power before His eyes, should declare it to be Satanic; exhibited 
a condition of heart beyond Divine illumination and therefore hopeless. 
Divine forgiveness .would be inconsistent with the moral nature of God. 
As to the Son of Man, in his state of humiliation, there might be mis
understanding, but not so with the Holy Spirit's power demonstrated. 

BLAZE ABROAD 
DIAPHEMIZÖ (Staq,71µ,ltw), to spread abroad (dia, throughout, 

phemizö, to speak), is so translated in the R.V. in Matt. 9: 31 ; 28: 15 
(A.V., "cununonl}• reported "); Mark l: 45 (A.V., "blaze abroad ")., 

BLEMISH 
A. Noun. 

MÖMOS (µ,wµ,os), akin to mömaomai (see BLAME, A), signifies (a) a 
blemish (Sept. only) ; (b) a shame, a moral disgrace, metaphorical of 
the licentious, 2 Pet. 2 : 13. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
AMÖMOS (äµ,wµ,os). without blemish; is always so rendered in the 

R.V., Eph. l : 4; 5 : 27 ; Phil. 2 : 15 ; Col. l : 22 ; Heb. 9 : 14; l Pet. 
l : 19; Jude 24; Rev. 14: 5. This meaning is to be preferred to the 
various A.V. renderings, "without blame," Eph. l : 4, "unblameable," 
Col. l : 22, "faultless," Jude 24, "without fault," Rev. 14: 5. The 
most authentic mss. have amömos," without blemish," in Phil. 2 : 15, for 
amömetos, "without rebuke.", In the Sept., in reference to sacrifices, 
especially in Lev .. and Num .• the Psalms and Ezek., of blamelessness in 
character and conduct. See BLAME, FAULT. 

BLESS. BLESSED, BLESSEDNESS, BLESSING 
A. Verbs. 

r. EULOGEÖ (€v,\oylw), lit., to speak well of (eu, well, logos, a word), 
signifies, (a) to praise. to ce!ebrate with praises, of that which is addressed 
to God, acknowledging His goodness, with desire for His glory, Luke 
l : 64; 2 : 28 ; 24 : 51, 53 ; Jas. 3 : 9 ; (b) to invoke blessings upon a 
pcrson, e.g., Luke 6 : 28 ; Rom. 12 : 14. The present participle Passive, 
blessed, praised, is especially used of Christ in Matt. 21 : 9 ; 23 : 39, and 
the parallel passages; also in John 12 : 13; (c) to consecrate a thing with 
solemn prayers, to ask God's blessing on a thing, e.g., Luke 9: 16; l Cor. 
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10: 16; (d) to cause to prosper, to make happy, to bestow blessings on, 
said of God, e.g., in Acts 3 : 26 ; Gal. 3 : 9 ; Eph. l : 3. Cp. the synonym 
aineö, to praise. See FRAISE. 

2. ENEULOGEOMAI (€vf:v,\oyloµ.m), to bless, is used in the Passive 
Voice, Acts 3: 25, and Gal. 3: 8. The prefix en apparently indicates the 
person on whom the blessing is conferred. if 

3. MAKARIZO (µ.aKapl,w), from a root mak-, meaning large, lengthy, 
found also in makros, long, mekos, length, hence denotes to pronounce 
happy, blessed, Luke l : 48 and Jas. 5 : II. See HAPPY.if 

B. Adjectives. 
I. EULOG:E:TOS (f:vAo'Y7/T6s-), akin to A, l, means blessed, praised; 

it is applied only to God, Mark 14 : 61 ; Luke l : 68 ; Rom. l : 25 ; 9 : 5 ; 
2 Cor. l : 3 ; II : 31 ; Eph. l : 3 ; l Pet. l : 3. if In the Sept. it is also 
applied to man, e.g., in Gen. 24: 31; 26: 29; Deut. 7: 14; Judg. 17: 2; 
Ruth 2 : 20 ; l Sam. 15 : 13. 

2. :MAKARIOS (µ.aKap,os-), akin to A, No. 3, is used in the beatitudes 
in Matt. 5 and Luke 6, is especially frequent in the Gospel of Luke, and is 
found seven times in Revelation, l : 3 ; 14 : 13 ; ·16 : 15 ; 19 : 9 ; 20 : 6 ; 
22: 7, 14. lt is said of God twice, l Tim. l : u; 6: 15. In the beatitudes 
the Lord indicates not only the characters that are blessed, but the nature 
of that which is the highest good. 

C. Nouns. 
I. EULOGIA (f:u,\oyla), akin to A, l, lit., good speaking, praise, is used 

of (a) God and Christ, Rev. 5 : 12, 13; 7 : 12; (b) the invocation of 
blessings, benediction, Heb. 12: 17; Jas. 3: 10; (c) the giving of thanks, 
l Cor. 10: 16; (d) a blessing, a benefit bestowed, Rom. 15 : 29; Gal. 
3 : 14 ; Eph. l : 3 ; Heb. 6 : 7 ; of a monetary gift sent to needy believers, 
2 Cor. 9 : 5, 6 ; (e) in a bad sense, of fair speech, Rom. 16 : 18, R.V., 
where it is joined with chrestologia, smooth speech, the latter relating 
to the substance, eulogia to the expression. See BouNTY. if 

2. MAKARISMOS (µ.a1<ap'17µ.6s-), akin to A, 3, blessedness, indicates an 
ascription of blessing rather than a state ; hence in Rom. 4 : 6, where the 
A.V. renders it as a noun, " (describeth) the blessedness ; " the R.V. 
rightly puts " (pronounceth) blessing." So ver. 9. In Gal. 4 : 15 the 
A.V. has "blessedness," R.V., "gratulation." The Galatian believers 
had counted themselves happy when they heard and received the Gospel. 
Rad they lost that opinion? See GRATULATION.if 

Note: In Acts 13: 34, hosia, lit., 'holy things,' is translated 
"mercies" (A.V.), "blessings" (R.V.). 

For BLEW see BLOW 

BLIND, BLINDNESS 
A. Verbs. 

l. TUPHLOO (TVtjiAow), to blind (from a root tuph-, to burn, smoke; 
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cp. tuphos, smoke), is used metaphorically, of the dulling of the intellect, 
John 12: 40; 2 Cor. 4: 4; 1 John 2: lI.il 

2. POROO (7rwp6w) signifies to harden (from pöros, a thick skin, a 
hardening) ; rendered "blinded," A.V„ in Rom. II : 7 and 2 Cor. 3 : 14 
(R.V., "hardened ") ; cp. 4: 4. See HARDEN. 

B. Adjective. 
TUPHLOS (Tvef,A.6s), blind, is used both physically and metaphorically, 

chiefly in the Gospels; elsewhere four times; physically, Acts 13 : II ; 

metaphorically, Rom. 2: 19; 2 Pet. l: 9; Rev. 3: 17. The word is 
frequently used as a noun, signifying a blind man. 

C. Noun. 
POROSIS (7TC!ipw<ns), akin to A. No. 2, primarily means a covering with 

a callus, a " hardening," Rom. II : 25 and Eph. 4 : 18, R.V„ for A.V., 
"blindness; " Mark 3: 5, R.V„ for A.V ., "hardness." lt is metaphorical 
of a dulled spiritual perception. See HARDNESS. ~ 

Note: In John 9: 8, the most authentic mss. have prosaites, a beggar, 
R.V., instead of tuphlos, blind. 

BLINDFOLD 
PERIKALUPTÖ (m;piKaAV7TTw) signifies to blindfold (peri, around, 

kaluptö, to lüde), Luke 22 : 64. See COVER, ÜVERLAY. 

BLOOD 
A. Nouns. 

I. HAIMA (aTµa), (hence Eng„ prefix hcem-), besides its natural 
meaning, stands, (a) in cotljunction with sar:x, flesh, " ftesh and Llood," 
Matt. 16 : 17 ; l Cor. 15 : 50 ; Gal. l : 16 ; thc original has the opposite 
order, blood and flesh, in Eph. 6 : 12 and Heb. 2 : 14 ; this phrase signifies, 
by synecdoche, man, human beings. lt stresses the limitations of 
humanity; the two are essential elements in man's physical being; " the 
life of the flesh is in the blood," Lev. 17 : II; (b) for human generation, 
John 1 : 13 ; (c) for blood shed by violence, e.g„ Matt. 23: 35 ; Rev. 
17 : 6; (d) for the blood of sacrificial victims, e.g„ Heb. 9 : 7 ; of the blood 
of Christ, which betokens His death by the shedding of His blood in 
expiatory sacrifice; to drink His blood is to appropriate the saving 
effects of His expiatory death, John 6 : 53. As "the life of the flesh 
is in the blood," Lev. 17: II, and was forfeited by sin, life eternal can 
be imparted only by the expiation made, in the giving up of the life by 
the sinless Saviour. 

2. HAIMATEKCHUSIA {alµ,aT€Kxvala) denotes shedding of blood, 
Heb. 9: 22 (haima, blood, ekchunö, to pour out, shed).if 

B. Verb. 
HAIMORRHOEO (alµ,oppolw), from haima, blood, rheö, to flow 

(Eng., hremorrhage), signifies to suffer from a flow of blood, Matt. 9: 20., 
Notes: (1) In Mark 5 : 25 and Luke 8 : 43, different constructions are 
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used, the translations respectively being" having a flowing of blood" and 
"being in (i.e., with} a flowing of blood." 

(2) In Acts 17 : 26 (R.V.," of one;" A.V.," of one blood "), the rnost 
authentic rnss. do not contain the noun haima, blood. So with the phrase 
" through His blood," in Col. l : 14. 

(3) For "bloody flux" in Acts 28: 8, A.V., see DYSENTERY (R.V.). 

BLOT OUT 
EXALEIPHO (~ga'A€l4'w}, frorn ek, out, used intensively, and aleiphö, 

to wipe, signifies to wash, or to smear cornpletely. Hence, rnetaphorically, 
in the sense of rernoval, to wipe away, wipe off, obliterate ; Acts 3 : 19, of 
sins; Col. 2: 14, of writing; Rev. 3: 5, of a narne in a book; Rev. 7: 17; 
21 : 4, of tears. ~ 

BLOW (Noun) 
RHAPISMA (pa:rrwµa), (a) a blow with a rod or staff, (b) a blow with 

the hand, a slap or cuff, is found in three places; of the rnaltreatrnent of 
Christ by the officials or attcndants of thc high priest, Mark 14 : 65, 
R.V., "received (according to the rnost authentic rnss.) Hirn with blows 
of their hands," (A.V., "did strike Hirn with the palrns of their hands ") ; 
that they received, or took, Hirn would indicate their rough handling of 
Hirn; John 18: 22 and 19: 3; in all three places the R.V. marg. gives 
the meaning (a), as to the use of a rod.~ 

So with the corresponding verb rhapizö, in Matt. 26: 67. The soldiers 
subsequently beat Hirn with a reed, 27 : 30, where tupto, to beat, is used; 
rhapizö occurs elsewhere in Matt. 5 : 39. See SMITE.~ 

BLOW (Verb) 
I. PNEÖ (1TV€w} signifies (a) to blow, e.g., Matt. 7: 25; John 3: 8; 

in Acts 27 : 40 the present participle is used as a noun, lit., ' to the 
blowing' (i.e., to the wind) ; (b) to breathe. See BREATHE. 

2. HUPOPNEÖ (v11011v€w}, hupo, under (indicating repression), and 
No. l, denotes to blow softly, Acts 27: 13.~ 

Note : In Acts 28 : 13, epiginomai, to corne on, is used of the springing 
up of a wind, A.V., "blew; " R.V., "sprang up." 

BOARD 
SANIS (uavfr) denotes a plank, or board, Acts 27: 44.~ 

BOAST, BOASTER, BOASTFUL 
A. Verbs. 

l. KAUCHAOMAI (Kaux&.oµai), and its related words katakauchaomai, 
to glory or boast and the nouns kauchesis and kauchema, translated 
"boast," and "boasting," in the A.V., are always translated "glory," 
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and "glorying " in the R.V., e.g., 2 Cor. 10 : 15 ; II : 10, 17 ; Eph. 2 : 9. 
See GLORY. 

2. MEGALAUCHEO (µ.(ya.Aa.vxlw), from megala, great things, and 
aucheö, to lift up the neck, hence, to boast, is found in some texts of Jas. 
3: 5. The most authentic mss. have the two words separated. lt 
indicates any kind of haughty speech which stirs up strife or provokes 
others., 

Note: In Acts 5 : 36, the verb legö, to say, is rendered " boasting" 
in the A.V. ; " giving out " (R.V.). 

B. Nouns. 
l. ALAZÖN (d>.a.,<Üv), a boaster, Rom. l : 30 and 2 Tim. 3: 2, A.V., 

"boasters," R.V., "boastful," primarily signifies a wanderer about the 
country (from ale, wandering), a vagabond; hence, an impostor.~ 

2. ALAZONEIA (d>.a.,ov(la.), the practice of an alazön, denotes 
quackery; hence, arrogant display, or boastings, Jas. 4: 16, R.V., 
"vauntings; " in l John 2: 16, R.V., "vainglory; " A.V., "pride." 
See PRIDE, VAUNT.~I 

Note: In 2 Cor. 9: 4, hupostasis, a support, substance, means "con
fidence " (R.V.) ; A.V., " confident boasting." 

BOAT 
I. PLOIARION (?T>.oiapiov), a skiff or small boat, is a diminutive of 

ploion (No. 2), Mark 3: 9; 4: 36; John 6: 22 (but No. 2 in the 2nd part 
of the verse), 23 (here some texts have No. 2), 24; 21 : 8.~ 

2. PLOION (7TAoi:ov), A.V., "ship," is preferably translated "boat " 
(R.V.) in the Gospels, where it is of frequent use ; it is found r8 times in 
Acts, where, as in Jas. 3 : 4; Rev. 8: 9; 18: 19, it signifies a ship. See 
SHIP. 

3. SKAPHE (u1<aefni) is, lit., anything dug or scooped out (from 
skaptö, to dig), as a trough, a tub, and hence a light boat, or skiff, a boat 
belonging to a !arger vessel, Acts 27: 16, 30, 32.~ 

BODY, BODILY 
A. Nouns. 

l. SÖMA (uwµa.) is the body as a whole, the instrument of life, whether 
of man living, e.g., Matt. 6 : 22, or dead, Matt. 27 : 52 ; or in resurrection, 
l Cor. 15 : 44; or of beasts, Heb. 13: II ; of grain, l Cor. 15 : 37, 38; 
of the heavenly hosts, l Cor. 15 : 40. In Rev. 18: 13 it is translated 
" slaves." In its figurative uses the essential idea is preserved. 

Sometimes the word stands, by synecdoche, for the complete man, 
Matt. 5 : 29 ; 6 : 22 ; Rom. 12 : 1 ; Jas. 3 : 6 ; Rev. 18 : 13. Sometimes 
the person is identified with his or her body, Acts 9 : 37 ; 13 : 36, and this is 
so even of the Lord Jesus, John 19: 40 with 42. The body is not the man, 
for he himself can exist apart from his body, 2 Cor. 12: 2, 3. The body 
is an essential part of the man and therefore the redeemed are not perfected 
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till the resurrection, Heb. II : 40 ; no man in his final state will be without 
his body, John 5: 28, 29; Rev. 20: I3. 

The word is also used for physical nature, as distinct from pneuma, 
the spiritual nature, e.g., I Cor. 5 : 3, and from psuche, the soul, e.g., 
I Thess. 5 : 23. " Söma, body, and pneuma, spirit, may be separated; 
pneuma and psuche, soul, can only be distinguished" (Cremer). 

lt is also used metaphorically, of the mystic Body of Christ, with 
reference to the whole Church, e.g., Eph. I : 23 ; Col. I : I8, 22, 24; 
also of a local church, r Cor. I2: 27. 

2. CHRÖS (xpws) signifies the surface of a body, especially of the 
human body, Acts I9: I2, with reference to the handkerchiefs carried 
from Paul's horly to the sick.1[ 

3. PTÖMA (1TTwµ.a) denotes, lit., a fall (akin to piptö, to fall) ; hence, 
that which is fallen, a corpse, Matt. I4 : I2 ; 24 : 28, " carcase ; " Mark 
6 : 29 ; I5 : 45, " corpse'; " Rev. II : 8, 9, " dead bodies " (Gk., 
" carcase," but plural in the 2nd part of ver. 9). See CARCASE, CoRPSE. 11 

.H. Adjectives. 
r. SUSSÖMOS (o-Vuuwµ.os-), sun, with, and A, No. I., means united in 

the same body, Eph. 3 : 6, of the Church.1[ 
2. SÖMATIKOS (owµ.awc6s), bodily, is used in Luke 3 :. 22, of the 

Holy Spirit in taking a bodily shape ; in I Tim. 4 : 8 of bodily exercise. 11 
C. Adverb. 

SÖMATIKÖS (uwµ.anKws), bodily, corporeally, is used in Col. 2: 9·11 

BOISTEROUS 
Note: The A.V. "boisterous" in Matt. I4: 30 is a rendering of the 

word ischuros, "strong" (see margin) ; it is not in the most authentic 
mss. 

BOLD, BOLDNESS, BOLDL Y 
A. Verbs. 

I. THARREÖ (8appl.w), a later form of tharseö (see CHEER, 
CoMFORT), is connected with therö, to bc warm (warmth of tempcra
ment being associated with confidence) ; hence, to be confident, bold, 
courageous; R.V., invariably, to be of good courage; 2 Cor. 5 : 6, 8 
(A.V., tobe confident) ; 7: I6 (A.V., to have confidence) ; IO: I, 2 (A.V., 
to be hold) ; Heb. r3 : 6, A.V., "boldly; " R.V., "with good courage" 
(lit., ' being courageous '). See COURAGE. 

2. PARRHESIAZOMAI (7rapp71uu1.~oµ.ai), to speak boldly, or freely, 
primarily had reference to speech (see B, below), but acquired the meaning 
of being bold, or waxing bold, I Thess. 2: 2; in Acts I3: 46, R.V.," spake 
out boldly " (the aorist participle here signifies ' waxing bold ') ; Acts 
9 : 27, 29, "preached boldly" (see also r8 : 26; 19 : 8) ; in 26 : 26, 
" speak freel y .'' See FREEL Y. 

3. TOLMAÖ (ToAµ.aw) signifies to dare to do, or to bear, something 
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terrible or difficult ; hence, to be bold, to bear oneself boldly, deal 
boldlv ; it is translated " be bold " in 2 Cor. lO : 2, as contrasted with 
tha"~ö inverse l, and the first line of verse 2, "shew courage" (see No. l, 

above) ; in 10: 12, R.V., "are not bold to," for A.V., " dare not make 
ourselves of." Tharreö denotes.confidence in one's own powers, and has 
reference to character ; tolmaö denotes boldness in undertaking and has 
reference to manifestation (Thayer). See COURAGE, DARE. 

4. APOTOLMAÖ (a?ToTo.\µcfw), apo (intensive), with No. 3, means to 
be very bold, to speak out boldly, and is used in Rom. IO: 20.~ 

B. Noun. 
PARRH:i!SIA (1Tapp71ata), from pas, all, rhesis, speech (see A, No. 2), 

denotes (a), primarily, frccdom of speech, unreservednesa of utterance, 
Acts 4 : 29, 31 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 12 ; 7 : 4 ; Philm. 8 ; or to speak without 
ambiguity, plainly, John 10: 24; or without figures of speech, John 
16: 25 ; (b) the absence of fear in speaking boldly; hence, confidence, 
cheerful courage, boldness, without any connection necessarily with 
speech; the R.V. has " boldness" in the following; Acts 4 : 13 ; Eph. 
3: I2; l Tim. 3: 13; Heb. 3 : 6; 4 : 16; TO: r9, 35; T John 2 : 28 ; 

3 : 21 ; 4 : 17; 5 : 14; (c) the deportment by which one becomes con
spicuous, John 7 : 4; II : 54, acts openly, or secures publicity, Col. 2 : 15. 
See CoNFIDENCE, ÜPENLY, PLAINNESS. 

C. Adverb. 
TOLMEROTEROS (ToAµ.71poTlpws), the comparative degree of tolmerös, 

means the more boldly, Rom. 15 : 15; in some texts, tolmeroteron. Cp. A, 
No. 3.if Cp. tolrnetes, prcsumptuous; R.V„ "daring," 2 Pet. 2: ro.if 

BOND 
I. DESMOS (8€ap.6s), from deö, to bind (see BAND), is usually found 

in the plural, either masculine or neuter ; (a) it stands thus for the actual 
bonds which bind a prisoner, as in Luke 8 : 29 ; Acts 16 : 26 ; 20 : 23 (the 
only three places where the neuter plural is used) ; 22 : 30; (b) the mas
culine plural stands frequently in a figurative sense for a condition of 
imprisonment, Phil. l: 7, 13, i.e„ 'so that my captivity became manifest 
as appointed for the cause of Christ ' ; verses 14, 16 ; Col. 4 : 18 ; 2 Tim. 
2 ; 9 ; Philm. 10, 13 ; Heb. 10 : 34. 

In Mark 7 : 35 "the bond (A.V„ string) " stands metaphorically for 
the infirmity which caused an impediment in his speech. So in Luke 
13: 16, of the infirmity of the woman who was bowed together. See 
BAND, CHAIN, STRING. 

2. DESMIOS (81.aµ.tos), a binding, denotes "a prisoner," e.g., Acts 
25 : 14, R.V„ for the A.V., "in bonds; " Heb. 13: 3, "them that are in 
bonds." Paul speaks of himself as a prisoner of Christ, Eph. 3: l ; 

2 Tim. l : 8 ; Philm. l, 9 ; " in the Lord," Eph. 4 : I. See PRISONER. 
3. SUNDESMOS (avvSmµos), that which binds together (sun, with, 

and No. l), is said of "the bond of iniquity," Acts 8: 23; "the bond of 
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peace," Eph. 4 : 3 ; " the bond of perfectness," Col. 3 : 14 (figurative of 
the ligaments of the body) ; elsewhere, Col. 2 : 19, "bands," figuratively 
of the bands which unite the Church, the Body of Christ. See BAND.~ 

4. HALUSIS (~vais) denotes a chain; so the R.V. in Eph. 6: 20, 
for A.V„ "bonds." See CHAIN. 

5. GRAMMA (ypaµ.µ.a), in Luke 16: 6, R.V„ means a bill or note of 
hand. See BILL, No. 2. 

6. CHEIROGRAPHOS (xeip6yparpos), a handwriting, is rendered 
" bond" in Col. z : 14, R.V. 

BONDAGE 
A. Noun. 

DOULEIA (Sov.\eta), akin to deö, to bind, primarily the condition of 
being a slave, came to denote any kind of bondage, as, e.g., of the condition 
of creation, Rom. 8 : 21 ; of that fallen condition of man himself which 
makes him dread God, ver. 15, and fear death, Heb. 2 : 15 ; of the con
dition imposed by the Mosaic Law, Gal. 4 : 24. See SERVE. 

B. Verbs. 
I. DOULEUÖ (SovAevw), to serve as a slave, to be a slave, to be in 

bondage, is frequently used without any association of slavery, e.g., 
Acts 20 : 19 ; Rom. 6 : 6 ; 7 : 6 ; 12 : II ; Gal. 5 : 13. See SERVE. 

2. DOULOÖ (oovA6w), different from No. l, in being transitive instead 
of intransitive, signifi.es to make a slave of, to bring into bondage, Acts 
7: 6 ; l Cor. 9: 19, R.V~ ; in the Passive Voice, to be ,brought under 
bondage, 2 Pet. 2 : i9; to be held in bondage, Gal. 4: 3 (lit., 'were 
reduced to bondage '); Tit. 2: 3; of being enslaved to wine; Rom. 6: 18, 
of service to righteousness (lit., 'werc madc bondservants '). As with 
the purchased slave there were no limitations either in the kind or the 
time of service, so the life of the believer is to be lived in continuous 
ohedience to God. See ENSLAVED, GrvE, SERVANT. 

3. DOULAGÖGEÖ (Sov.\aywylw), to bring into bondage (from A, 
above, and agö, to bring), is used in l Cor. 9: 27, concerning the body, 
R.V., "bondage," for A.V., "subjection."~ 

4. KATADOULOÖ (KaTaSov.\6w), to bring .into bondage, occurs in 
z Cor. II : 20; Gal. z : 4.~ 

BONDMAN, BONDMAID 
DOULOS (Sov.\os), frpm deö, to bind, a slave, originally the lowest 

term in the scale of ser\iitude, came also to mean one who gives himself 
up to the will of another, e.g., l Cor. 7: 23; Rom. 6: 17, 20, and became 
the most common and general word for -~· servant," as in Matt. 8: 9, 
without any idea of bondage. In calling himself, however, a' bondslave of 
Jesus Christ,' e.g., Rom. l : l, the Apostle Paul intimates (r) that he had 
been formerly a bondslave ofSatan, and (2) tlmt, having beeu bought by 
Christ, he was now a willing slave, bouncl. to hisnew Master. See SERVANT. 
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The feminine, doule, signifies a handmaid, Luke r : 38, 48 ; Acts 2 : r8. ~ 
PAIDISKE (?TatolaK'I]), a young girl, maiden, also denoted a young 

female slave, bondwoman, or handmaid. For the A.V., "bondmaid" 
or "bondwoman," in Gal. 4: 22, 23, 30, 3r, the R.V. has "handm;;i.id." 
See DAMSEL, HANDMAID, MAID. · 

For BONDSERV ANT see SERV ANT 

BONE 
OSTEON (daTtov), probably from a word signifying strength, or 

firmness, sometimes denotes hard substances other than bones, e.g., the 
stone or kernel of fruit. In the N.T. it always denotes bones, Ma .~. 23: 
27; Luke 24: 39; John 19: 36; Heb. II: 22.~ 

Note: As to Eph. 5 : 30, R.V., "We are members of His body" (in 
contrast to the A.V.), "the words that follow in the. common text are an 
unintelligent gloss, in which unsuccessful endeavour is made to give greater 
distinctness to the Apostle's slale111ent " (We5tcott). 

BOOK 
r. BIBLOS (ßlß>..os), Eng. " Bible," was the inner part, or rather the 

cellular substance, of the stem of the papyrus (Eng. " paper "). lt came to 
denote the paper made from this hark in Egypt, and then a written book, 
roll, or volume. lt is used in referring to books of Scripture, the 
book; or scroll, of Matthew's Gospel, Matt; l : r ; the Pentateuch, as the 
book of Moses, Mark I2 : 26 ; Isaiah, as " the book of the words of Isaiah," 
Luke 3: 4: the Psalms, Luke 20: 42 and Acts l : 20; "the prophets," 
Acts 7: 42; to " the Book of Life," Phil. 4: 3; Rev. 3: 5 ; 20: 15. 
Once only it is used of secular writings, Acts r9: 19.~ 

2. BIBLION (ßißMov), a diminutive of No. l, had in Hellenistic Greek 
almost lost its diminutive force and was ousting biblos in ordinary use ; 
it denotes a scroll or a small book. lt is used in Luke 4 : 17, 20, of the 
_book of Isaiah; in John 20: 30, of the Gospel of John; in Gal. 3: 10 

and Heb. 10 : 7, of the whole of the O.T. ; in Heb. 9 : 19, of the book of 
Exodus; in Rev. i: II; 22: 7, 9, lo, 18 (twice), r9, of the Apocalypse; 
in John 2r: 25 and 2 Tim. 4: r3, of books in general; in Rev. r3: 8; 
r7: 8; 20: r2; . 2r : 27, of the Book of Life (see Note, below); in Rev. 
20 : r2, of other books to be opened in the Day of Judgment, containing, 
it would seeTll, the record of human deeds. ln Rev. 5: r-9 the Book 
represents the revelation of God's purposes and counsels con<;:erning the 
world. So with the "little book" in Rev. 10: 8. In 6 : r4 it is used of 
a scroll, the rolling up of which illustrates the removal of the heaven. 

In Matt. r9 : 7 and Mark 10 : 4 the word is used of a bill of divorce
ment. See BILL.~ • 

Note: In Rev. 22 : r9, the most alithentic mss;. have xulon, tree 
(of life), instead of "biblion." 
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3. BIBLARIDION (ßiß>.aplSiov), another diminutive of No. l, is 
always rendered" little book," in Rev. ro: 2, 9, ro. Some texts have it 
also in verse 8, instead of biblion (but see beginning of No. 2).if 

BOON 
DÖREMA (Swp"l)µa), translated "boon" in Jas. l : 17, R.V., is 

thus distinguished, as the thing given, from the preceding word in 
the verse, dosis, the act of giving (A.V., " gift " in each case) ; elsewhere 
in Rom. 5 : 16. lt is to be distinguished also from döron, the usual word 
for a gift. See GIFT., 

BORD ER 
l. KRASPEDON (Kpaam;Sov) was primarily the extremity or pr.o

minent part of a thing, an edge; hence the fringe of a garment, or a little 
fringP., hanging down from the edge of the mantle or cloak. The Jews 
had these attached to their mantles to remind them of the Law, according 
to Num. 15 : 38, 39 ; Deut. 22 : 12 ; Zech. 8 : 23. i1. Jhis is the rneaning in 
Matt. 23 : 5. In Matt. 9 : 20 ; 14 : 36 ; Mark 6 : 56 ; Luke 8 : 44, it is 
used of the border of Christ's garment (A.V. "hem," in the first two 
places). See HEM., 

2. HORION (6piov), the border of a country or district (cp. Eng., 
horizon), is always use<.l in the plural. The A.V. has "coasts," but 
"borders" in Matt. 4: 13; the R.V. always "borders," Matt. 2 : 16; 
4 : 13 ; 8 : 34 ; 15 : 22, 39 ; 19 : l ; Mark 5 : 17 ; 7 : 31 (twice) ; ro : l ; 

Acts 13: 50. In some of these it signifies territory. SeP. CoAsT., 
3. METHORION (µE86piov), meta, with, and No. 2, similar in meaning, 

is found, in some mss„ in Mark 7: 24., Cp. horothesia, under BouND. 

For BORN see BEGET 

For BORNE see BEAR 

BORROW 
DANEIZO (Sav€l{w), in the Active Voice, signifies to lend money, 

as in Luke 6: 34, 35; in the Middle Voice, to have money lent to one
self, to borrow, Matt. 5: 42., Cp. dan(e)ion, a <lebt, Matt. 18: 27,if 
and dan(e)istes, a creditor, Luke 7: 4r.if See LEND. 

BOSOM 
KOLPOS (K6A7Tos-) signifies (a) the front of the body between the arms; 

hence, to recline in the bosom was said of one who so reclined at table 
that his head covered, as it were, thc bosom of the one next to him, 
John 13 : 23. Hence, figuratively, it is used of a place of blessedness with 
another, as with Abraham in Paradise, Luke 16: 22, 23 (plural in ver. 
23), from the custom of reclining at table in the bosom, a place of honour ; 
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of the Lord's etemal and essential relation with the Father, in all its 
blessedness and affection as intirnated in the phrase, " The Only-begotten 
Son, which is in the bosornof the Father" (John l : 18) ; (b) of the bosom 
of a garrnent, the hollow forrned by the upper forepart of a loose garrnent, 
bound by a girdle and used for carrying or keeping things ; thus 
figuratively of repaying one liberally, Luke 6: 38; cp. Isa. 65: 6; Jer. 
39 : 18 ; (c) of an inlet of the sea, because of its shape, like a bosom, 
Acts 27 : 39. See BA Y, CREEK., 

BOTH: see Note t. p. 9. 

For BOTTLE see SKIN 

BOTTOM, BOTTOMLESS 
A. Adverb. 

KATÖ (1<chw); for this see BENEATH. 
B. Adjective. 

ABUSSOS (G.ßvaaos), bottomless (from a, intensive, and bussos, a 
depth; akin to bathus, deep; Eng„ bath), is used as a noun denoting 
the abyss (A.V.," bottornless pit "). lt describes an irnmeasurable depth, 
the underworld, the lower regions, the abyss of Sheol. In Rom. IO: 7, 
quoted frorn ni~ut. 30 : 13, the abyss (the abode of the lost dead) is sub
stituted for the sea (the change in the quotation is due to the facts of the 
Death and Resurrection of Christ), the A.V. has "deep" hcrc and in 
Luke 8 : 31 ; the reference is to the lower regions as the abode of dernons, 
out of which they can be let loose, Rev. II : 7; 17 : 8; it is found seven 
times in the Apocalypse, 9 : l, 2, II ; II : 7 ; 17 : 8 ; 20 : l, 3 ; in 9 : l, 2 

the R.V. has "the pit of the abyss." See DEEP., 

For BOUGHT see BUY 

BOUND (Noun) 
HOROTHESIA (&po0€ala), the fixing of a boundary, rather than the 

boundary itself (from horos, a boundary, and tithemi, to place), is used 
in Acts 17 : 26, " bounds.'', 

BOUND (to be) 
(a) of obligation : 

OPHEILO (ocp€0.w), to owe, whether of a debt or any obligation, is 
translated "we are bound," in 2 Thess. l : 3 and 2 : 13 (the Apostle 
expressing his obligation to give thanks for bis readers). See BEHOVE. 

Note: Dei, it is necessary (for which see MusT), expresses, not the 
obligation (as does opheilö) but the certainty or inevitableness of what 
is bound to happen, e.g., John 3: 15, "must be lüted up" (i.e., inevitably), 
and Acts 4: 12, "wherein we must be saved" (i.e., there is a certainty of 
salvation). 
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(b) of binding : 
PERIKEIMAI (1T€plK€iµai), lit., to lie around (peri, around, keimai, 

to lie), to be cornpassed, is used of binding fetters around a person, Acts 
28: 20; in Mark 9: 42, and Luke 17: 2, to bang about a person's neck; 
in Heb. 5 : 2, to cornpass about, rnetaphorically of infumities; in 12 : 1, 
of those who have witness borne to their faith. See CoMPAss, HANG., 

Note: For " bound " in Acts 22 : 5 ; 24 : 27, see BIND, No. l ; for 
Acts 22 : 25, A.V., sec BIND, No. 7; for Luke 8: 29, sec BIND, No. 6. 

BOUNTY, BOUNTIFULLY 
1. EULOGIA (lfll,\oyla), a blessing, has the meaning of bounty in 

2 Cor. 9: 5, of the offering sent by the church at Corinth to their needy 
brethren in Judrea. 

Note: In the next verse the adverb "bountifully " is a translation 
of the phrase ep' eulogiais, lit., 'with blessings' (R.V. marg.), that is, 
that blessings may accrue. See HLESSING. 

2. HAPLOTES (cim~oT'I'/~). from ha.plnus, simple, single, is translated 
"bountifulness" in 2 Cor. 9: II, A.V. ; R.V., "liberality" (marg., 
" singleness ") ; cp. 8 : 2 ; 9 : 13 ; from sincerity of rnind springs 
"liberality." The thought of sincerity is present in Rom. 12 : 8; 
2 Cor. II : 3 ; Evh. 6 : s ; Co!. 3 : 22. See LIBERAL, SIMPLICITY, 
SINGLENESS. if 

3. CHARIS (xcfp,s'), grace, is rendered, "bounty" in I Cor. 16: 3, 
R.V., (A.V., "liberality "), by metonymy for a material gift. Sec 
BENEFIT, No. 3. 

4. HADROTE:S (d8poT77s-), lit., fatness (from hadros, thick, well-grown), 
is used of a monetary gift, in 2 Cor. 8 : 20, A.V., "abundance," R.V .• 
" bounty."' 

BOW, BOWED (Verb) 
1. KAMPTO (Kaµ1T'Tw), to bend, is used especially of bending the 

knees in religious veneration, Rom. II: 4; 14: II; Eph. 3: 14; Phil. 
2: l0.9if 

2. SUNKAMPTO (uvy1<aµ1TTw} signifies to bend completely together, 
to bend down by compulsory force, Rom. II : 10., 

3. SUNKUPTO (uvy1<V1T"Tw), to bow together (sun, together with, 
kuptö, to bow), is said, in Luke 13: II, of the woman crippled with a 
physical infirmity., 

4. KLINO (KA{vw}, to incline, to bow down, is used of the women 
who in their fright bowed their faces to the earth at the Lord's empty 
tomb, Luke 24 : 5 ; of the act of the Lord on the Cross immediately before 
giving up His Spirit. What is indicated in the statement " He bowed 
His head," is not the helpless dropping of the head after death, but the 
deliberate putting of His head into a position of rest, John 19: 30.. The 
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verbis deeply significant here. The Lord reversed the natural order. The 
same verb is used in His statement in Matt. 8 : .20 and Luke 9 : 58, " the 
Son of Man hath not where to lay His head." lt is used, too, of. the decline 
of day, Luke 9 : 12 ; 24 : 29 ; of turning enemies to ßight, Heb. II : 34. 
See LAY, SPENT, No. 7, TURN, WEAR.ir 

5. TITHEMI (-rt871µi), to put, or place, is said of the soldiers who 
mockingly bowed their knees to Christ, Mark 15 : 19. See APPOINT. 

Note: For gonupeteö, to bow the knee, Matt. 27: 29, see KNEEL. 

BOW (Noun) 
TOXON (-ro,ov), a bow, is used in Rev. 6: 2. Cp. Hab. 3 : 8, 9. The 

instrument is frequently mentioned in the Sept., especially in the J?salms.~ 

BOWELS 
SPLANCHNON (aJTAdyxvov), always in the plural, properly denotes 

the physical organs of the intestines, and is once used in this respect, 
Acts l: 18 (for the use by Greeks and Hebrews, see AFFECTION, No. 2). 
The R.V. su!Jslilules ll1e following for the word" bowcls : " "affcctions," 
2 Cor. 6: 12; "affection," 2 Cor. 7 : 15 ; " tender mercies," Phil. l : 8; 
2 : l ; "a heart (of compassion),"· Col. 3: 12; "heart," Philm. 12, 20; 
"hearts," Philm. 7; "compassion," l John 3 : 17. The word is rendered 
" tender " in the A. V. and R.V. of Luke l : 78, in connection with the 
word "mP.rcy." See AFFECTION, No. 2, COMPASSION, A, No. 2 and B, 
No. 2.if 

BOWL 
PHIALE (<f>idA.71), Eng„ phial, denotes a bowl ; so the R.V., for A.V., 

"vial," in Rev. 5 : 8 ; 15 : 7; 16 : l, 2, 3, 4, 8, IO, 12, 17 ; 17: l ; 21 : 9; 
the word is suggestive of rapidity in the emptying of the contents. While 
the seals (eh. 6) give a general view of the events of the last "week" or 
"hebdomad," in the vision given to Daniel, Dan. 9: 23-27, the 
" trumpets " refer to the judgments which, in a more or less extended 
period, are destined to fall especially, though not only, upon apostate 
Christendom and apostate Jews. The emptying of the bowls betokens 
the final series of judgments in which this exercise of the wrath of God 
is "finished" (Rev. 15 : l, R.V.). These are introduced by the 7th 
trumpet. See Rev. II : 15 and the successive order in ver. 18, " the 
nations were wroth, and Thy wrath came . . . ; " see also 6 : 17 ; 14 : 19, 
20; 19; ll-21.~ 

BOX 
ALABASTRON (a>..dßaa-rpov), an alabaster vessel, is translated, in 

the A.V. of Matt. 26: 7; Mark 14: 3; Luke 7: 37," box," R.V.," cruse." 
The breaking refers to the seal, not to the box or cruse. See CRUSE. ~i 
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BOY 
PAIS (7Tais) denotes a boy (in contrast to paidion, a diminutive of pais, 

and '.to teknon, a child). With reference to Christ, instead of the A.V. 
"child,'' the R.V. suitably translates otherwise as follows: Luke 2 : 43, 
"the boy Jesus; " Acts 4: 27, 30, "Thy Holy Servant, Jesus." So in 
the case of others, Matt. 17: 18 and Luke 9: 42 (" boy "). See CHILD, 
MAID, MANSERVANT, SERVANT, SoN, YouNG MAN. 

BRAIDED (A.V., BROIDED) 
PLEGMA (m\lyµa) signifies what is woven (fromplekO, to weave, plait), 

whether a net or basket (Josephus uses it of the ark of bulrushcs in which 
the infant Moses was Iaid), or of a web, plait, braid, lt is used in I Tim. 
2 : 9, of "braided hair," which the Vulgate signifies as ringlets, curls.~ 

Notes: (1) Cp. emploke, I Pet. 3: 3, "plaiting," i.e., intertwining the 
hair in ornament. ~ 

(2) "Broided" is to be distinguished from "broidered," whir.h means 
to adorn with needlework (not to plait). 

For BRAMBLE BUSH see BUSH 

For BRAKE see BREAK 

BRANCH 
I. KLADOS (KA.dSos), from klaö, to break (cp. klasma, a broken piece), 

properly a young tender shoot, broken off for grafting, is used for any kind 
of branch, Matt. 13 : 32 ; 21 : 8 ; 24 : 32 ; Mark 4 : 32 ; 13 : 28 ; Luke 
13: 19; the descendants of Israel, Rom. II : 16-19, 21.~ 

2. KLEMA (KAfjµ.a), akin to klaö, to break, denotes atender, flexible 
branch, especially the shoot of a vine, a vine.sprout, John 15: 2, 4, 5, 6.if 

3. STOIBAS or STIBAS (aTo,ßds), from steibö, to tread on, primarily 
denoted a layer of leaves, reeds, twigs or straw, serving for a bed; then 
a branch full of leaves, soft foliage, which might be used in making a bed, 
or for treading upon, Mark II : 8.if 

4. BAION (ßatov), of Egyptian origin, frequent in the papyri writings, 
denotes a branch of the palm tree, John 12: 13., 

Note : Matthew, Mark and John each use a different word for ' branch ' 
in narrating Christ's entry into Jerusalem. 

BRAND ED 
KAUST~RIAZO (KavC1TTJp'dCw), tö burn in with a branding iron 

(cp. Eng., caustic), is found, in the best mss., in I Tim. 4: 2, R.V. 
" branded." Others have kauteriazö (from kauterion, a branding-iron, 
Eng., cauterize), to mark by branding, an act not quite so severe as that 
indicated by the former. The reference is to apostates whose consciences 
are branded with the effects of their sin. See SEARED., 
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Note: In the R.V. of Gal. 6: 17, "branded" does not represent a 
word in the original; it serves to bring out the force of the Apostle's meta
phor of bearing in his body the stigmata, the marks, of the Lord Jesus. 
The reference is not to the branding of slaves, soldiers and criminals, but 
rather to the religious devotee, who branded himself with the mark of 
the god whom he specially worshipped. So Paul describes the physical 
marks due to the lictor's rods at Philippi and to the stones. at Lystra, 
marks which, while not self-inflicted, betokened his devotion to Christ 
and his rejoicing therein. 

BRASS, BRAZEN 
I. CHALKOS (xaAic6s), primarily, copper, became used for metals in 

general, later was applied to bronze, a mixture of copper and tin, then, 
by metonymy, to any article made of these metals, e.g„ money, Matt. 
IO : 9 ; Mark 6 : 8 ; 12 : 41, or a sounding instrument, l Cor. 13 : I, 
figurative of a person destitute of love. See Rev. 18: 12. See MoNEY.~ 

2. CHALKEOS (xa.\Kw>), made of brass or bronze, is used of idols, 
Rev. 9: 20.~ 

3. CHALKION (xa.\Klov) is used in Mark 7: 4 of brazen vessels.~ 
4. CHALKOLIBANON (xaAKo.\lßavov) is used of white or shining 

coppAr or hronze, and describes the feet of the Lord, in Rev. I : 15 and 
2; 18.~ 

5. CHALKEUS {xa.AKt:V>) denotes a coppersmith, 2 Tim. 4: 14.~ 

BRAWLER 
l. PAROINOS (7rapowos), an adjective, lit., tarrying at wine (para, 

at, oinos, wine)," given to wine," l Tim. 3 : 3 and Tit. l : 7, A.V., probably 
has the secondary sense, of the effects of wine-bibbing, viz„ abusive 
brawling. Hence R.V„ "brawler." See WINE.~ 

2. AMACHOS (O.µaxo>), an adjective, lit„ not fighting (a, negative, 
mache, a fight), came to denote, metaphorically, not contentious, l Tim. 
3: 3, and Tit. 3 : 2, R.V., for A.V„ "not a brawler," "not brawlers." 
See CoNTENTIOUS. ~ 

BREAD (Loaf) 
r. ARTOS (apTo>), bread (perhaps derived from arö, to fit together, 

or from a root ar-, the earth), signifies (a) a small loaf or cake, composed 
of flour and water, and baked, in shape either oblong or round, and about 
as thick as the thumb ; these were not cut, but broken and were con
secrated to the Lord every Sabbath and called the shewbread (loaves of 
presentation), Matt. 12 : 4; when the shewbread was reinstituted by 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10: 32) a poll-tax of i shekel was laid on the Jews, 
Matt. 17: 24; (b) the loaf at the Lord's Supper, e.g„ Matt. 26: 26 ("Jesus 
took a loaf," R.V„ marg.); the breaking of bread became the name for this 
institution, Acts 2 : 42 ; 20 : 7 ; l Cor. 10 : 16 ; II : 23 ; (c) bread of 
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any kind, Matt. 16 : II ; (d) metaphorically, of Christas the Bread of God, 
and of Life, John 6: 33, 35 ; (e) food in general, the necessities for the 
sustenance of life, Matt. 6 : II ; 2 Cor. 9 : 10, etc. 

2. AZUMOS (O'.tvµ.os) denotes unleavened bread, i.e., without any 
process of fermentation; hence, metaphorically, of a holy, spiritual 
.condition, l Cor 5 : 7, and of sincerity and truth (ver. 8). With the 
article it signifies the feast of unleavened bread, Matt. 26 : 17; Mark 
14 : l, 12 ; Luke 22 : l, 7 ; Acts 12 : 3 ; 20 : 6. ~ 

For RREADTH sP.P. RROAD 

BREAK, BREAKER, BREAKING, BRAKE 
A. Verbs. 

l. KLAO or KLAZO (K.:\aw), to break, to break off pieces, is used of 
breaking bread, (a) of the Lord's act in providi.ng for people, Matt. 14: 19; 

15: 36; Mark 8 : 6, 19: (b) of the breaking of bread in the Lorrl's SnppP.r, 
Matt. 26 : 26 ; Mark 14 : 22 ; Luke 22 : 19 ; Acts 20 : 7 ; l Cor. 10 : 16 ; 

II : 24; (c) of an ordinary meal, Acts 2: 46; 20: II; 27 : J.S; (d) of the 
Lord's ad in giving evidence of His resurrection, Luke 24 : 30. ~ 

2. EKKLAO (t?KKAaw), ek, off, and No. l, to break off, is used meta
phorically of branches, Rom. II: 17, 19, 20.~ 

3. KATAKLAO (KaTaKAaw), kata, down, and No. l, is used in Mark 
6 ; 41 and Luke 9 : 16, of Christ's breaking loaves for thc multitudes. ii 

4. LUÖ (.:\vw), to loosen, especially by way of deliverance, sometimes 
has the meaning of breaking, destrudively, e.g., of breaking command
ments, not only infringingthem, but loosing the force of them, rendering 
them not binding, Matt. 5: 19; John 5: 18; of breaking the Law of 
Moses, John 7: 23; Scripture, John IO: 35; of the breaking up of a 
ship, Acts 27 : 41 ; of the breaking down of the middle wall of partition, 
Eph. 2: 14; of the marriage tie, l Cor. 7: 27. See DESTROY, D1ssoLVE, 
LoosE, MELT, PuT, Note (5), UNLOOSE. 

5. SUNTRIBO (avvTplßw), lit., to rub together, and so to shatter, 
shiver, break in pieces by crushing, is said of the bruising of a reed, 
Matt. 12 : 20 (No, 9 is used in the next clause) ; the breaking of fetters in 
pieces, Mark 5 : 4 ; the breaking of an alabaster cruse, Mark 14 : 3 ; an 
earthenware vessel, Rev. 2 : 27 ; of the physical bruising of a person 
possessed by a demon, Luke 9: 39; concerning Christ, "a hone of Hirn 
shall not be broken," John 19: 36; metaphorically of the crushed 
condition of a "broken-hearted" person, Luke 4: 18 (A.V. only) ; of 
the eventual crushing of Satan, Rom. r6 : 20. See BRUISE. ~ This verb 
is frequent in the Sept. in the Passive Voice, e.g., Ps. 51 : 17 ; Is. 57 : 15, 
of a contrite heart, perhaps a figure of stones made srnooth by being 
rubbed together in streams. Cp. suntrimma, destn1ction. 

6. RHEGNUMI (p~yvvµ.i), to tear, rend, as of garments etc„ is trans
lated "break" in the A.V. of Matt. 9: 17, of wine-skins (R.V.," burst ") ; 
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as in Mark 2 : 22 and Luke S ·: 37 ; " break forth " in Gal. 4 : 27. See 
BURST, REND, TEAR. 

7. DIARRHEGNUMI (8tapMyvvµ.i), dia, through (intensive), and No. 
6, to hurst asunder, to rend, cleave, is said of the rending of garments, 
Matt. 26 : 65 ; Mark 14 : 63 ; Acts 14 : 14 ; of the breaking of a net, 
Luke 5: 6; of fetters, 8: 29. See REND.~ 

8. PROSRHEGNUMI (11poap~yvvµ.i) : see BEAT, No. 8. 
9. KATAGNUMI (KaTayvv!-'t), kata, down (intensive), and No. 6, 

is used of 'he breaking of a bruised reed, Matt. 12 : 20, and of the breaking 
of the legs uI lhuse who were crucified, John 19: 31, 32, 33.'if 

10, SUNTHLAÖ (avv8.\aw), sun, together (intensive), and thlaö, to 
break or crush, to break in pieces, to shatter, is used in Matt. 21 : 44 and 
Luke 20: 18 of the physical effect of falling on a stone.~ 

TT. SlJNTHRUPTO (11w8pvmw), sun, and thruptö, to crush, to break 
small, weaken, is used metaphorically of breaking one's heart, Acts 21 : 13.~ 

12. SCHIZÖ (axl,w), to split, to rend open, is said of the veil of the 
temple, Matt. 27 : 51 ; the rending of rocks, Matt. 27 : 51 ; the rending 
of the heavens, Mark l: IO; a garment,' Luke 5: 36; John 19: 24; a 
net, John 21 : II ; in the Passive Voice, metaphorically, of being divided 
into factions, Acts 14: 4; .23 : 7. See DIVIDE, Note, ÜPEN, REND, 
RENT. 

Note: Cp. schisma (Eng„ schism), said of the rent in a garment, 
Matt. 9: 16. See D1v1s10N, RENT, ScmsM. 

13. DIORUSSÖ (81opvaaw), lit., to dig through (dia, through, orussö, 
to dig), is used of the act of thieves in breaking into a house, Matt. 6: 19, 
20 ; 24 : 43 ; Luke 12 : 39. ~ 

14. EXORUSSÖ (€gopvaaw), lit., to dig out (cp. No. 13), is used of the 
breaking up of part of a roof, Mark 2 : 4, and, in a vivid expression, of 
plucking out the eyes, Gal. 4 : 15. See PLUCK. ~ 

Note: For aristaö, to break one's fast, see DINE. 
B. Nouns. 

l. KLASIS (K.\aatS"), a breaking (akin to A, No. l), is used in Luke 
24 : 35 and Acts 2 : 42, of the breaking of bread. ~ 

2. KLASMA (1<M.aµ.a), a broken piece, fragment, is always used of 
remnants of food, Matt. 14 : 20 ; 15 : 37 and corresponding passages. 
See PIECE. 

3. PARABASIS (11apa{JaatS"), a transgression (para, across, bainö, to 
go), is translated "breaking" in Rom. 2 : 23, A.V. ; R.V., " trans
gression ; " A.V: and R.V. ditto in 4 : 15 ; S : 14 ; Gal. 3 : 19 ; l Tim. 2 : 
14; Heb. 2: 2; 9: 15. See TRANSGRESSION. 

4. PARABATES (11apaß&.TTJ~). a transgressor (cp. No. 3), is translated 
"brcaker," Rom. 2: 25, A.V. ; R.V., " transgressor." In ver. 27 the 
A.V. turns it into a verb, "dost transgress." See Gal. 2: 18; Jas. 2 : 9, 
II.~ 
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BREAST 
1. STETHOS (u-rij8os), connected with histemi, to stand, i.e., that which 

stands out, is used of mourners in smiting the breast, Luke 18 : 13 ; 
23: 48; of John in reclining on the breast of Christ, John 13: 25 ; 21 : 20; 
of the breasts of the angels in Rev. 15 : 6.~ 

2. MASTOS (µ.auT6s), used in the plural, "paps," 1.uke II : 27; 
23 : 29 ; Rev. 1 : 13, A.V., is preferably rendered " breasts," in the 
R.V.~ 

BREASTPLATE 
THÖRAX (Ocüpae), primarily, the breast, denotes a breastplate or 

corselet, consisting of two parts and protecting the body on both sides, 
from the neck to the middle. lt is used metaphorically of righteousness, 
Eph. 6: 14; of faith and love, l Thess. 5: 8, with perhaps a suggestion 
of the two parts, front and back, which formed the coat of mail (an 
alternative term for the word in the N.T. sense) ; elsewhere in Rev. 
9:9, 17.~ 

BREATH, BREATHE 
A. Nouns. 

1. PNO~ (1TVo~). akin to pneö, to blow, lit., a blowing, signifies (a) 
breath, the breath of life, Acts 17 : 25 ; (b) wind, Acts 2: 2. See WIND.~ 

2. PNEUMA (m•cilµa), spirit, also denotes breath, Rev. II : II and 
13: 15, R.V. In 2 Thess. 2 : 8, the A.V. has" spirit" for R.V., "breath." 
See GHOST, LIFE, SPIRIT, WIND. 

B. Verbs. 
I. EMPNEO (€µ.7Tvlw), lit., to breathe in, or on, is used in Acts 9: 1, 

indicating that threatening and slaughter were, so to speak, the elements 
from which Saul drew and expelled his breath.~ 

2. EMPHUSAO (€µ.<f>vu&.w), to breathe upon, is used of the symbolic 
act of the Lord Jesus in breathing upon His Apostles the communication 
of the Holy Spirit, John 20: 22;~ 

BRIDE, BRIDE-CHAMBER, BRIDEGROOM 

BRIDE, BRIDECHAMBER, BRIDEGROOM 
NUMPH:E: (wµ.</>71), Eng. nymph, a bride, or young wife, John 3 : 29 ; 

Rev. r8 : 23 ; 21 : 2, 9 ; 22 : 17, is probably connected with the Latin 
nubö, to veil; the bride was often adorned with embroidery and jewels 
(see Rev. 21: 2), and was led veiled from her home to the bridegroom. 
Hence the secondary meaning of daughter-in-law, Matt. 10: 35 ; ·Luke 
12: 53. See DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.~ For the relationship between Christ 
and a local church, under this figure, see 2 Cor. II : 2 ; regarding the 
whole Church, Eph. 5 : 23-32; Rev. 22 : 17. 

NUMPHIOS (vvµ4los}, a bridcgroom, occurs fourteen times in the 
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Gospels, and in Rev. r8: 23. "The friend of the bridegroom," John 
3 : 29, is distinct from "the sons of the bride-chamber" who were 
numerous. When John the Baptist speaks of "the friend of the Bride
groom," he uses language according to the customs of the Jews. 

NUMPHÖN (vvµcpc!Jv) signifies (a) the room or dining hall in 
which the marriage ceremonies werc hdd, Matt. 22 : ro ; some mss. 
ha\·e gamos, a wedding, hcre; (b) the chamber containing the bridal bed, 
" the sons of the bride-chamber " being the friends of the bridegroom, who 
had the charge of providing what was necessary for the nuptials, Matt. 
9 : r5 ; Mark 2 : r9 ; Luke S : 34. ~ 

BRIDLE 
A. Noun. 

CHALINOS (xa.A,v6>), a bridle, is used in Jas. 3 : 3 (A.V„ "bits "), 
and Rev. r4: 20. "The primitive bridle was simply a loop on the 
h;ilt~r-mr<l passed round the lower jaw of the horse. Hence in Ps. 32: 9 
the meaning is bridle and halter" (Hastings, Bib. Die.)., 

B. Verb. 
CHALINAGÖGEÖ (xa.>.,vaywyew), from chalinos and agö, to lead, 

signifies to lead by a bridle, to bridle, to hold in check, restrain ; it is 
used metaphorically of the tongue and of the body in Jas. r : 26 and 
3: 2., 

BRIEFLY 
DI' OLIGÖN (&' dAfywv) lit. means ' by few.' In r Pet. 5 : r2 it 

signifies by means of few words, "briefly." The R.V. of Rom. r3 : 9 
omits " briefiy," the meaning being "it is summed up.", 

For BRIER see THISTLE 

BRIGHT, BRIGHTNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

r. PHÖTEINOS (cpwmv6s), bright (from phös, light), is said of a cloud, 
Matt. r7 : S ; metaphorically of the body, Matt. 6: 22, "full of light; " 
Luke II : 34, 36. See LIGHT., 

2. LAMPROS (>.aµTTp6s), shining, brilliant, bright, is used of the 
clothing of an angel, Acts ro : 30 and Rev. rs : 6; symbolically, of 
the clothing of the saints in glory, Rev. rg : 8, R.V„ in the best texts 
(A.V„ "white ") ; of Christas the Morning Star, 22: r6; of the water of 
life, 22: r, A.V„ "clear." See CLEAR, GAY, GooDLY, GoRGEOUS, WHITE. 

Note: Cp. lamprös, sumptuously, Luk~ r6: 19.~ 
B. Nouns. 

r. LAMPROTf::S (A.aµTTp6rqs), brightness, akin to A, No. 2, above, 
is found in Acts 26 : 13. ~ 

~. APAUGASMA (&.7ra&yauµa), a shining forth (apo,from, auge, bright-
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ness), of a light coming from a luminous body, is said of Christ in Heb. 
l : 3, A.V., " brightness," R.V„ " effulgence," i.e., shining forth (a more 
probable meaning than reflected brightness).'1[ 

Note.' Epiphaneia (iTTupav€ta), lit„ shining forth or upon, is rendered 
"brightness" in the A.V. of 2 Thess. 2 : 8 ; R.V„ "manifestation." 
See APPEARING. 

BRIM 
ANÖ (avw), above, on high, in a higher place, in John 2 : 7 is used to 

denote the brim of a waterpot, lit„ up to above, i.e„ up to the higher 
parts, i.e„ the brim. See ABOVE, HIGH, UP. 

BRIMSTONE 
r. THEION (lMov) originally denoted fire from heaven. lt is con

nected with sulphur. Places touched by lightning w<:;re called theia, 
and, as lightning leaves a sulphurous smell, and sulphur was used in pagan 
purifications, it received the name of theion, Luke 17 : 29; Rev. 9: r7, 18; 
r4: IO; r9: 20; 20: IO; 21 : 8.„ 

2. THEIOD:f:S (8€tw&r,>), akin to No. r, signifies brimstone-like, or 
consisting of brimstone, Rev. 9: r7., 

BRING, BRINGING, BROUGHT 
A. Verbs. 

r. PHERÖ (<{>epw), to bear, or carry, is used also of bearing or bringing 
forth fruit, Mark 4: 8; John r5 : 5, etc. To bring is the most frequent 
meaning. See BEAR, CARRY, DRIVE, ENDURE, Go, LEAD, MoVE, REACH, 
RUSHING, UPHOLD. 

Compounds of No. r, translated by the verb to bring, are as follows: 
2. ANAPHERO (ava<{>epw) denotes to bring up, Matt. 17 : r. See 

BEAR, No. 3. 
3. APOPHERO (aTTo<{>epw), to carry forth, is rendered" bring," in the 

A.V. of I Cor. r6 : 3 ; Acts 19 : r2 (R.V„ " carried away ") ; some mss. 
have epipherö here. See CARRY; 

4. EISPHERO (€la<{>epw), denotes to bring t..;, Acts r7: 20 ; to bring 
into, Luke 5: 18, 19; I Tim. 6: 7; Heb. 13 : II. See LEAD, No. II. 

5. EKPHERO (iK<{>ipw), to bring forth. See BEAR, No. 4. 
6. EPIPHERÖ (im<{>epw), signifies (a) to bring upon, or to bring 

against, Jude 9; (b) to impose, inflict, visit upon, Rom. 3 : 5. Some mss. 
have it in Acts 25: 18 (for No. r); some in Phil. r: 16 (R.V„ ver. 17, 
"raise up," translating egeirö)., 

7. PROPHERÖ (7rpo<{>lpw) denotes to bring forth, Luke 6: 45, twice.if 
8. PROSPHERO (7rpoa<{>lpw) means. (a) to bring (in addition), Matt. 

25: 20; to bring unto, Matt. 5: 23 (R.V„" art offering ") ; Mark ro: 13; 
(b) to offer, Matt. 5 : 24. See DEAL WITH, Do, ÜFFER, PHESENT, PuT. 
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9. SUMPHERO (uvp.<f>lpw), to bring together, has this meaning in 
Acts 19: 19. See BETTER (be), EXPEDIENT, GooD, PROFIT. 

ro. AGO (äyw), to lead, to lead along, to bring, has the meaning to 
bring (besides its occurrences in the Gospels and Acts) in r Thess. 4: 14, 
2 Tim. 4: II, and Heb. 2: ro. See CARRY, Go, KEEP, LEAD. 

Compounds of this verb are : 
II. ANAGO (ävayw), to lead or bring up to, Luke 2: 22; Acts 9: 39 

etc. ; to bring forth, Acts 12 : 4 ; to bring again, Heb. 13 : 20 ; to bring up 
again, Rom. ro: 7. See DEPART, LAUNCH, LEAD, LoosE, ÜFFER, TAKE 
UP, SAIL. 

12. APAGÖ (amlyw), to lead away, bring forth, bring unto, Acts 
23 : 17. See CARRY, DEATII, LEAD, TAKE. 

13. EISAGO (Eluayw), to bring in, into, Luke 2: 27 etc. See LEAD. 
14. EXAGÖ (igayw), to lead out, bring forth, Acts 5: 19; 7: 36, 40 

etc. See FETCH, LEAD. 
15. EPAGÖ (i11ayw), to bring upon, Acts 5 : 28; 2 Pet. 2 : r, 5., 
16. KATAGO (KaTayw), to bring down, Acts 9: 30; 22: 30; 23: 15, 

20; Rom. ro: 6; to bring forth, Acts 23: 28; of boats, to bring to land, 
Luke 5 : rr. See LAND, Tauen. 

17. PAREISAGO (mipnuayw), to bring in privily (lit„ to bring in 
beside), to introduce secretly, 2 Pet. 2: l.fj 

18. PROAG.0 (11poayw), to bring or lead forth, e.g„ Acts 12: 6; 16: 
30 ; 25 : 26. See Go, No. 10. 

19. PROSAGÖ (11poaayw), to bring to, or unto, Acts r6: 20; l Pet. 
3: 18. For Acts 27: 27 see DRAW, (B), No. 3.fl 

Other verbs are : 
20. KOMIZO (1<op.l,w), usually, to receive, to bring in, Luke 7 : 37. 

See RECEIVE. 
21. PARECHO (11aplxw), usually, to offer, furnish, supply (lit., to have 

near), to bring, in the sense of supplying, Acts r6: 16; 19: 24. See 
Do, G1vE, KEEP, MINISTER, ÜFFER, SHEW, TROUBLE. 

22. APOSTREPHÖ (&.1100-Tpl<f>w), to turn, or put, back, is translated 
"brought back" in Matt. 27: 3. See PERVERT, PUT, TURN. 

23. KATABIBAZO (1<aTaß,ßa,w), in the Active Voice, to cause to go 
down, is used in the Passive in the sense of being brought down, Luke 
ro: 15 (A.V„ "thrust down") ; "go down" in Matt. II: 23 (marg., 
"be brought down")., 

24. SUMBIBAZO (uvp.ß,ßa,w), rendered "brought" in Acts 19: 33. 
25. PROPEMPO (11po11lp.11w), to send forth, to bring on one's way, 

Acts 15 : 3 ; 20 : 38, R.V. ; 21 : 5 ; Rom. 15 : 24 ; l Cor. r6 : 6, II ; 
2 Cor. l: 16; Tit. 3: 13; 3 John 6. See AccoMPANY, CoNDUCT., 

26. BLASTANO (ß;\aO"Tavw), to bud, spring up, translated "brought 
forth" (i.e„ caused to produce), in Jas. 5: 18. See BuD, SPRING. 

27. POIEO (1Todw), to make, to do, used of the bringing forth of fruit, 
Matt. 3: 8, 10; 7: 17, 18. See Do. 
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28. EKBALLÖ (JKßaAAw), to cast out, used of bringing forth good and 
evil things from the heart, Matt. 12 : 35. See CAST, No. 5. 

29. TIKTÖ (-rlKrw), to heget, "bring forth," Matt. l : 21, 23, 25; 
Jas. l : 15 (first part of verse, according to the best mss.) ; Rev. I:Z: 5 
(R.V., "was delivered of "). See BEGET, BORN, DELIVER. 

30. APOKUEÖ (d7ToKt5t:w), to bear young, "bringeth forth" in Jas. 
l : 15 (end of verse) and" brought forth," ver. 18 (A.V„ "begat "). See 
BEGET.il 

31. GENNAO (yt:vvaw), to heget, translated "brought forth" in 
Luke r : 57. See BEGET, A, No. r. 

32. EUPHOREÖ (evcf>oplw), to bear well, be productive, "brought 
forth plentifully ",Luke i2: 16.il Cp. 1-:arpophoreö, Mark 4: 20, R.V. 
" bear ; " so, Col. r : 6. 

33. TREPHO (-rpecf>w), to rear, bring up, Luke 4: 16. See FEED, 
NOURISH. 

34. ANATREPHÖ (dva-rpecf>w), to nourish, Acts 7: 20, 21~ "brought 
up," Acts 22 : 3.if 

35. EKTREPHÖ (JK-rpecf>w), to nourish, Eph. 5 : 29; " bring up," 
6: 4, A.V.; R.V., "nurture." See NuRTURE.if 

36. APANGELLO (a?Tayyl).).w), to announce, is translated "bring 
word" in Matt. 2: 8, R.V. (the A.V. unnecessarily adds "again ") ; 
28 : 8. See DECLARE, REPORT, SHEW, TELL. 

B. Noun. 
EPEISAGÖGE (J?Teiuaywyi1), lit., 'a bringing in besides,' is trans

lated " a bringing in thereupon " in Heb. 7 : r9;i! 
Notes: (1) In Mark 4: 21, erchomai, to come, is translated "is brought,"' 

lit., ' (does a lamp) come.' 
(2) In Mark 13 : 9, thc vcrb translatcd" be brought," A.V., is histemi, 

to stand (R.V.) ; in Acts 27 : 24, paristemi, to stand before (A.V., "be 
brought before "). 

(3) In Acts 5 : 36, ginomai, to become, is rendered" came (to nought),'' 
R.V., for A.V., " were brought." So in l Cor. 15 : 54, " come to pass," 
for " shall be brought to pass." 

(4) In Mark 4: 29, paradidömi is rendered "is ripe," R.V. and A.V. 
marg., for A.V., " brought forth.'' 

(S) In Matt. l: II,.12, .17, metoikesia signifies a removal, or carrying 
away (not " they were brought," ver. 12, A.V.). 

(6) In Acts lJ: l, suntrophos denotes a foster-brother, R.V. (A.V„ 
marg.),il 

(7) In r Cor. 4: 17, for "bring you into remembrance·" (R.V., 
" put . . .. "). see REMEMBRANCE. 

(8) In Luke I : 19, for R.V„ "bring you good tidings," aml Acts 
13: 32, and Rom. 10: 15 (end), see PREACH. 

(9) In l Cor. l : 19, atheteö, to reject (R.V.), is rendcred "bring to 
nothing" (A.V.). See DESPISE, Note (1). 
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(ro) For katargeö, "bring to nought," R.V„ "destroy," l Cor. 6 : 13 
etc., see ABOLISH, DESTROY. 

(II) For eipon in Matt. 2 : 13, A.V., " bring ... word," see TELL. 
(12) See also DESOLATION, No. r, PERFECTION, B. 
(13) For " bring into bondage" see BONDAGE, B. 
(14) In Matt. 16 : 8 some rnss. havc lambanö (A.V., "ye have 

brought "). 
BROAD, BREADTH 

A. Adjective. 
EURUCHÖROS (f:Üpvxwpos), from eurus, broad, and chlira, a place, 

signifies, lit., (with) a broad place, i.e., broad, spacious, Matt. 7: 13.~ 
B. Verb. --

PLATUNO (1T.\arv11w), connected with plak, a flat, b1oad surface, 
signifies to make broad; said of phylacteries, Matt. 23: 5; used figuratively 
in 2 Cor. 6: II, 13, "tobe enlarged," in the ethical sense, of the heart., 

C. Noun. 
PLATOS (m\dros) denotes breadth, Eph. 3: 18; Rev. 20: 9; 21: 16 

(twice). ~ 

For BROIDED see BRAIDED 

For BROKENHEARTED, see BREAK, A, No. 5. 

HROILED 
OPTOS (dm6>), broiled (from optaö, lo cook, roast), is said of food 

prepare<l by fire, Luke 24 : 42. ~ 

For BROKEN see BREAK 

BROOD 
NOSSTA (11oaaid), primarily, a nest, denotes a brood, Lukl' IJ: 34. 

Some texts lrave nossior. in thc plural, as Matt. 23 : 37, "chickrn."~ 

BROOK 
CHEIMARRHOS (x(tµ.appo>), lit., winter-flowing (frum clieima, 

winter, and rheö, to ftow), a stream which runs. only in winter or when 
swollen with rains, a brook, John 18: 1.~ 

l\ lWTHEH„ BRETHI<.EN. BIWTHEl\.HOOD, BROTHERL Y 
ADELPHOS (d.otc.\cf>6>) denotes a brother, or near kinsman; in the 

pl1tml, a community based cm identity of origin or !ifc I t is usrd of :--
(!) male children of the same parents, Matt. l : 2 ; 14: 3; (2} male 

descendants of the same parents, Acts 7 : 23, 26 ; Heb. 7 : S ; (3) male 
children of the same mother, Matt. 13 : 55 ; l Cor. 9: S ; Gal. r._: 19; 
(4) people of the same nationality, Acts: 3: 17, 22 ; Rom. 9: 3. With 
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"men" (aner, male), prefixed, it is used in addresses only, Acts 2 : 29, 37, 
etc.; (5) any man, a neighbour, Luke 10: 29; Matt. 5: 22; 7: 3; 
(6) persons united by a common interest, Matt. 5 : 47; (7) persons united 
by a common calling, Rev. 22 : 9 ; (8) mankind, Matt. 25 : 40 ; Heb. 2 : 17; 
(9) the disciples, and so, by implication, all believers, Matt. 28 : 10 ; 
John 20 : 17 ; (ro) believers, apart from sex, Matt. 23 : 8 ; Acts 1 : 15 ; 
Rom. 1 : 13; 1 Thess. 1 : 4; Rev. 19: 10 (the word " sisters" is used of 
believers, only in 1 Tim. 5 : 2) ; (II) believers, with aner, male, prefixed, 
and with "or sister" added, 1 Cor. 7: 14 (R.V.), 15 ; Jas. 2 : 15, male as 
distinct from female, Acts 1 : 16; 15 : 7, 13, but not 6: 3.• 

Notes: (1) Associated words are adelphotes, primarily, a brotherly 
relation, and so, the community possessed of this relation, a brotherhood, 
1 Pet. 2 : 17 (see 5 : 9, marg.)~ ; philadelphos, (phileo, to love, and 
adelphos), fond of one's brethren, 1 Pet. 3: 8; "loving as brethren," 
R.V.-J; Philadelphia, "brotherly love," Rom. 12: ro; 1 Thess, 4: 9; 
Heb. 13 : 1; "love of the brethren," 1 Pet. 1 : 22 and 2 Pet. r: 7, R.V. 'il; 
pseudadelphu!;, "false 1Jrell11e11," ~ Cor. 11 : ~6; Gal. 2 . 4.'i( 

(2) In Luke 6: 16 and Acts :r : 131 the R.V. has "son,'' fot A.V., 
" brother." 

(3) In Acts 13 : 1, for suntrophos, see BRING, B, Note (6). 

For BROUGHT see BRING 

BROW 
OPHRUS (&cppvs:), an eyebrow, stands for the brow. of a hill, Luke 

4: 29, from the resemblance to an eyebrow, i.e., a ridge with an 
overhanging bank. ~ 

BRUISE 
1. SUNTRIBÖ (uvv-rplßw) : see BREAK, A, No. 5. 
2, THRAUÖ (8pavw), to smite through, shatter, is used in Luke 

4: 18, "them that are bruised," i.e., broken by calamity.~ 

BR UTE 
ALOGOS (aAoyos:), translated "brute" in the A.V .. of 2 Pet. 2 : 12 

and Jude IO, signifies "without reason," R.V„ though, as J. Hastings 
points out, " brute beasts " is not at all unsuitable, as " brute " is from 
Latin brutus, which means dull, irrational ; in Acts 25 : 27 it is rendered 
" unreasonable. "411 

BUD 
BLASTANÖ (ßAa<mJ.vw), to bud, is said of Aarori's rod, Heb. 9: 14; 

"spring ,up," Matt. 13: 26, and Mark 4: 27; elsewhere, in Jas. 5: 18. 
See RRrNr,, No. 26, SPRING, No. 6. 'iJ · 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. J2. 
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BUFFET 
r. KOLAPHIZO (KoAacPl~w) signifies to strike with clenched hands, 

to buffet with the fist (kolaphos, a fist), Matt. 26: 67; Mark 14: 65; 
I Cor. 4: II ; 2 Cor. 12: 7; I Pet. 2: 20.~ 

2. HUPÖPIAZO (v1Twma~w}, lit„ to strike under the eye (from 
hupöpion, the part of the face below the eye; hupo, under, öps, an eye), 
hence, to beat the face black and blue (to give a black eye), is used 
metaphorically, and translated." buffet " in I Cor. 9 : 27 (A.V„ " keep 
under "). of Paul's suppressive treatment of his body, in order to keep 
himself spiritually fit (R.V. marg„ "bruise ") ; so R.V. marg. in Luke 
18 : 5, of the persistent widow, text, " wear out " (A.V„ " weary "). 
See KEEP, WEAR, WEARY.~ 

BUILD, BUILDER, BUILDING 
A. Verbs. 

I. OIKODOMEO (olKoSoµlw), lit„ to build a hause (oikos, a hause, 
domeö, to build), hence, to build anything, e.g., Mall. 'l : 24; Luke 4: 29; 
6: 48, R.V„ "well builded ·~ (last clause of verse) ; John 2 : 20; is 
frequently used figuratively, e.g„ Acts 20 : 32 (some mss. have No. 3 
here) ; Gal. 2: 18; especially of edifying, Acts 9: 31 ; Rom. 15 : 20; 
l Cor. IO: 23; 14: 4; l Thess. 5 : II (R.V.). In l Cor. 8 : IO it is 
translate<l " emboldened " (marg„ " buildcd up "). The participle with 
the article (equivalent to a noun) is rendered "builder," Matt. 21 : 42; 
Acts 4: II; l Pet. 2: 7. See EDIFY, EMBOLDEN. 

2. ANOIKODOMEO (dvoiKoSoµlw) signifies to build again (ana, again), 
Acts 15: 16.~ 

3. EPOIKODOMEÖ (E1TOtKo8oµlw) signifies to build upon (epi, upon), 
l Cor. 3 : lO, 12, 14 : Eph. 2 : 20; Jude 20 ; or up, Acts 20 : 32 ; 
Col. 2: 7.~ 

4. SUNOIKODOMEO (avvoiKoSoµlw), to build together (sun, with), 
is used in Eph. 2: 22, metaphorically, of the Church, as a spiritual 
dwelling-place ·for God. ~ 

5. KATASKEUAZO (Ka'TaaKeva~w}, to prepare, establish, furnish, 
is rendered " builded " and " bui1t " in Heb. 3 : 3, 4. See MAKE, 
ÜRDAIN, PREPARE. 

B. Nouns. 
l. OIKODOMt (olKoSoµ~}. a building, or edification (see A,, No. l}. 

is mied (a) literally, e.g„ Matt. 24 : l; Mark 13 : l, 2 ; (b) figuratively, 
e.g„ Rom. 14 : 19 (lit„ ' the things of buifding up ') ; 15 : 2 ; of a local 
church as a spiritual building, l Cor. 3: 9, or the whole Church, the Body 
of Christ, Eph. 2 : 2r. It expresses the strengthening effect of teaching, 
l Cor. 14: 3, 5, 12, 26; 2 Cor. IO : 8; 12 : 19 ; 13: lo; or other ministry, 
Eph. 4: 12, 16, 29 (the idea conveyed is progress resulting from patient 
effort). lt is also used of the believ~r·s resurr~ctiou body, 2 Cor. 3: l. 
See EntFICATION, EDIF:Y.~ 
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2. ENDÖMESIS (Miwµ17ais), a thing built, structure (en, in, dömaö, 
to build), is used of the wall of the heavenly city, Rev. 2I : I8 (some 
suggest that the word means a fabric ; others, a roofing or coping ; these 
interpretations are questionable ; the probable signifrcance is a building). ~ 

3. KfISIS (KTlais), a creation, is so translated in the R.V. of 
Heb. 9 : II (A.V. " building,"). See CREATION, B, No. I, CREATURE, 
ÜRDINANCE. 

4. TECHNITES (T€xvCT71>), an artificer, one who does a thing by 
rules of art, is rendered "builder" in Heb. II : 10, marg., "architect," 
which gives the necessary contrast between this and the next noun in the 
verse. See CRAFTSMAN, No. 2. 

For BULL see OX 

BUNDLE 
I. DESM:.i!: (8luµ17), from deö, to bind (similarly, Eng. " bundle" is 

akin to " bind"), is used in Matt. 13: 30.~ 
2. PLETHOS (1TA-ij8os), a great number (akin to pleö, to fill), is the 

word for the bundle of sticks which Paul put on the fire, Acts 28 : 3. See 
COMPANY, MULTITUDE. 

BURDEN, BURDENED, BURDENSOME 
A. Nouns. 

1. BAROS (ßapos) denotes a weight, anything pressing on one 
physically, Matt. 20: 12, or that makes a demand on one's resources, 
whether material, I Thess. 2 : 6 (tobe burdensome), or spiritual, Gal. 6: 2; 

Rev. 2 : 24, or religious, Acts 15 : 28. In one place it metaphorically 
describes the future state of believers as "an eternal weight of glory," 
2 Cor. 4: i7. See WEIGHT.~ 

2. PHORTION (<f>opTlov), lit., something carried (from pherö, to bear), 
is always used metaphorically (except in Acts 27: 10, of the lading of a 
ship) ; of that which, though "light," is involved in discipleship of 
Christ, Matt. II : 30 ; of tasks imposed by the Scribes, Pharisees and 
lawyers, Matt. 23 : 4 ; Luke II : 46 ; of that which will be the result, at 
the Judgment-Seat of Christ, of each believer's work, Gal. 6: 5.~ 

Note: The difference between phortion and baros is, that phortion is 
simply somcthing to be borne, without reference to its wcight, but baros 
always suggests what is heavy or burdensome. Thus Christ speaks of 
His burden (phortion) as "light; " here baros would be inappropriate; 
but the burden of a transgressor is baros, "heavy." Contras.t baros in 
Gal. 6 : 2, with phortion in ver. 5. 

3. GOMOS (y6µos), from a root gem-, signifying full, or heavy, seen 
in gemö, to be full, gemizö, to fill, Lat. gemo, to groan, denotes the 
lading of freight of a ship, Acts 21 : 3, or merchandise conveyed in a 
ship, and so merchandise in general, Rev. 18 : II, 12. See MERCHANDISE. ~ 
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B. Verbs. 
l. BAREO (ßaplw), akin to A, No. !, is used of the effect of drowsiness, 

"were heavy," Matt. 26: 43 ; Mark 14: 40; Luke 9: 32 ; of the effects 
of gluttony, Luke 21 : 34 (" overcharged ") ; of the believer's present 
physical state in the body, 2 Cor. 5 : 4; of persecution, 2 Cor. I : 8; of a 
charge upon material resources, l Tim. 5: 16 (R.V.). See CHARGE, 
HEAVY, PRESS.~ 

2. EPIBAREO (emßaplw), epi, upon (intensive), to burden heavily, 
is said of material resources, l Thess. 2 : 9 (R.V.) ; 2 Thess. 3 : 8, R.V., 
"burden," A.V.," be chargeable to; "of the effect of spiritual admonition 
and discipline, 2 Cor. 2 : 5, R.V., "press heavily," A.V., "overcharge." 
See CHARGEADLE, PRESS.~ 

3. KATABAREO (KaTaßaplw), to weigh down (kata, down), overload, 
is used of material charges, in 2 Cor. 12 : 16.~ 

4. KATANARKAO (KaTavu.picU.w), tobe a burden, tobe burdensomc, 
primarily signifies to be numbed or torpid, to grow stiff (narke is the 
torpedo or cramp fish, which benumbs anyone who touches it) ; hence 
to be idle to the detriment of another person (like a useless limh), ?. l.or. 
II : 9 ; 12 : 13, 14. See CHARGEABLE. ~ 

Note: For thlipsis, distress, affiiction, " burdened" (A.V. of 2 Cor. 
8: 13), see AFFLICTION, B. No. 4. 

C. Adjective. 
AHARES (clßap{Js), without weight (a, negative, and baros, see 

A, No. 1), is used in 2 Cor. II : 9, lit. ' I kept myself burdensumeless.'~ 

BURIAL, BURY, BURYING 
A. Nouns. 

1. ENTAPHIASMOS (eVTa<fnaaµos), lit., an entombing (frorn en, in, 
taphos, a tomb)," burying," occurs in Mark I4 : 8; John 12 : 7. Cp. B.r. ~ 

2. TAPH:R (m,P~). a burial (cp. No. l, and Eng., epitaph), is found in 
Matt. 27 : 7, with eis, unto, lit. ' with a view to a burial (place) for 
strangers.'~ 

B. Verbs. 
1. ENTAPHIAZO (evm,Pu:f,w), see A, No. I, to prepare a body for 

burial, is used of any provision for this pnrpose, Matt. 26: 12 ; John 
19: 40.~ 

2. THAPTÖ (8d.7TTW) occurs in Matt. 8: 21, 22, and parallels in Luke; 
Matt. 14 : 12; Luke 16 : 22 ; Acts 2 : 29 ; 5 : 6, 9, ro ; of Christ's burial, 
I Cor. 15: 4.~ 

3. SUNTHAPTO (avv8aTTTw), akin to A. 2, to bury with, or together 
(sun), is used in the metaphorical sense only, of the believer's identifica
tion with Christ in His burial, as set forth in baptism, Rom. 6 : 4 ; Col. 
2: 12., 
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BURN, BURNING 
A. Verbs. 

BUR 

I. KAIO (icalw), to set fire to, to light; in the Passive Voice, to be 
lighted, to burn, Matt. 5: 15; John 15: 6; Heb. 12: 18; Rev. 4: 5; 
8 : 8, 10 ; 19 : 20 ; 21 : 8 ; l Cor. 13 : 3, is used metaphorically of the 
heart, Luke 24: 32; of spiritual light, Luke 12: 35; John 5: 35. See 
LIGHT., 

2. KATAKAIO (icaTaicalw), from kata, down (intensive), and No. 1, 

signifies to burn up, burn utterly, as of chaff, Matt. 3 : 12 ; Luke 3 : 17; 
tares, Matt. 13 : 30, 40 ; the earth and its works, 2 Pet. 3 : 10 ; trees and 
grass, Rev. 8: 7. This form should be noted in Acts 19: I9; l Cor. 
3: 15; Heb. 13: II; Rev. 17: 16. In each place the full rendering 
'burn utterly' might be used, as in Rev. 18: 8., 

3. EKKAIO (Eicicalw), from ek, out (intensive), and No. 1, lit„ to 
bum out, in the Passive Voice, to be kindled, burn up, is used of the 
lustful passions of men, Rom. l: 27., 

4. PUROOMAI (Trvp6oµai), from pur, fi.re, to glow with heat, is said 
of thc fcct of thc Lord, in the vision in Rev. l : 15; it is tmnslatcd 
" fiery" in Eph. 6: 16 (of the darts of the evil one) ; used melaphorically 
of the emotions. in l Cor. 7: 9; 2 Cor. II : 29; elsewhere literally, of the 
heavens, 2 Pet. 3: 12 ; of gold, Rev. 3: 18 (R.V„ "refined "). See 
FIERY, FIRE, TRY.i/ 

5. EMPIPREMI (EµTrlTrfYTlft1), or EMPRETHO, to burn up, occurs in 
Matt. 2 : 7. i! 

B. Nouns. 
I. KAUSIS (icaiiais-), akin to A, No. I (Eng„ caustic), is found in 

Heb. 6 : 8, lit„ ' whose end is unto burning.', Cp. BRANDED. 
2. KAUSON (icavawv) is rendered " burning heat" in Jas. 1 : II, 

A.V. (R.V„ "scorching "). See HEAT. 
3. PURÖSIS (Trvpwuis-), akin to A. No. 4, is used literally in Rev. 

18: 9, 18; :netaphorically in l Pet. 4: 12, "fiery trial." See TRIAL., 

BURNISHED 
CHALKOLIBANON (xa>.icoA.lßavov): see BRASS. 

BURNT (offering) 
HOLOKAUTOMA (oA.oicavTwµa) denotes a whole burnt offering (holos, 

whole, kautos, for kaustos, a verbal adjective from kaio, to burn), i.e„ a 
victim, the whole of which is burned, as in Ex. 30 : 20.; Lev. 5 : 12 ; 
23 : 8, 25, 27. lt is used in Mark 12.: 33, by the scribe who questioned 
the Lord as to th(' first commandment in the Law, andin Heb. 10: 6, 8, 
R.V„ "whole burnt offerings." See ÜFFERING.~ 

BURST (asunder) 
r. RH~GNUMI (Pi]yvvµi); see BREAK, A. No. 6. 
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2. LAKEÖ or LASKÖ (.\&aKw), primarily, to crack, or crash, denotes 
to burst asunder with a crack, crack open (always of making a noise), is 
used in Acts l : 18. ~ 

For BURY see BURIAL 

BUSH 
BATOS (ß&ros) denotes a bramble bush, as in Luke 6: 44. In Mark 

12 : 26 and Luke 20 : 37 the phrase " in the place concerning the Bush " 
signifies in that part of the book of Exodus concerning it. See also 
Acts 7 : 30, 35·~ 

BUSHEL 
MODIOS (µ.6Sios) was a dry measure containing about a peck, Matt. 

5: 15; Mark 4: 21; Luke II: 33.~ 

BUSINESS 
A. Nouns. 

l. CHREIA (xp€la.), translated "business " in Acts 6: 3, of the 
distribution of funds, signifies a necessity, a need, and is used in this 
place concerning duty or business. See LACK, NECESSITY, NEED, USE; 
WANT. 

2. ERGASIA (lpya.ala.) denotes a business, Acts 19 : 24, 25, R.V„ 
A.V., " gain" and " craft " (from ergon, work). See DILIGENCE. 

B. Adjective. 
IDIOS (tSios) expresses what is one's own (hence, Eng. "idiot," in 

a changed sense, lit., a person with his own opinions) ; the neuter plural 
with the article (ta idia) signifies one's own things. In l Thess. 4: II, 

the noun is not expressed in the original but is supplied in the English 
Versions by "business," "your own business." For the same phrase, 
otherwise expressed, see John l : II, '' His own (things) ; " 16: 32 and 
19: 27, "his own (harne);" Acts 21: 6, "harne." In Luke 2·: 49, the 
phrase "in My Father's hause" (R.V.), "about My Father's business" 
(A.V.),is, lit., ' in the (things, the neuter plural of the article) of my Father.' 
SeeAcQUAINTANCE, CoMPANY, No. 8, DuE, HoME, ÜWN, PRIVATE, PROPER, 
SEVERAL. 

Notes: (1) In the A.V. of Rom. 16: 2 pragma is translated" business," 
R.V., " matter." See MATTER, THING, \VORK. 

(2) In Rom. 12 : II spoude, translated " business '.' (A.V.), signifies 
" diligence " (R.V.). See DILIGENCE. 

BUSYBODY 
A. Verb. 

PERIERGAZOMAI (11€pt€py&,op.a.i), lit., to be working round about, 
instead of at one's own business (peri, around, ergon, work), signifies to 
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take more pains than enough about a thing, to waste one's laboUF, tobe 
meddling with, or bustling about, other people's matters. This is found 
in 2 Thess. 3 : II, where, following the verb ergazomai, to work, it forms a 
paronomasia. This may be. produced in a free rendering: 'some who 
are not busied in their own business, but are overbusied in that of 
others.·~ 

B. Adjective. 
PERIERGOS (1Tl:pit:pyo>), akin to A, denoting taken up with trifles, is 

used of magic arts in Acts 19 : 19 ; " busybodies " in l Tim. 5 : lJ, 
i.e., meddling in other persons' affairs. See Cu RIO US.~ 

C. Noun. 
ALLOTRIOEPISKOPOS (d,\,\0Tpwt·11ioK07To~·), from allot'f'ius, belonging 

to another person, and episkopos, an overseer, translated " busybody" 
in the A.V. of l Pet. 4: 15, "meddler," R.V., was a legal term for a charge 
brought against Christians as bcing hostile to civilized sociely, lheir 
purpose being to make Gentiles conform to Christian standards. Same 
explain it as a pryer mto others' affairs. See MEDDLER. ~ 

BUY, BOUGHT 
r. AGORAZÖ (dyopa~w), primarily, to frequent the market-place, 

the agora. hence to do business there. to buy or sell, is used fü., e.g., in 
Matt. 14: r5. Figuratively Christ is spoken of as having bought His 
redeemed, ma.king them His property at the pricc of His blood (i.e., His 
dcath through the shedding of His l>lood in expiation for their sins), 
r Cor. 6: 20 ; 7: 23; 2 Pet. 2 : r ; see also Rev. 5 : 9 ; r4: 3, 4 (not as 
A.V., " redeemed "). Agora.zö does not mcan to rcdcem. See REDE.EM. 

2. ONEOMAI (wvloµai), to buy, in contradistinction to selling, is used 
in Acts 7 : r6, of the purchase by Abraham of a burying place. ~ 

Note: In Jas. 4 : 13 (A.V.) the verb emporeuomai (Eng., emporium) 
is rendcrcd " buy and sell." Its mcaning is lo lratle, traffic, R.V. lt 
primarily denotes to travel, to go on a journey, then, to do so for traffic 
purposes ; hence to trade ; in 2 Pet. 2 : 3, " make merchandisc of." 
See MERCHANDISE. ~ 

BY. See Note t. p. 9. 
Note: The phrase " by and by" in thc A.V. 1s m several places 

misleading. The tluee wor<ls exautes, Mark 6 : 25, euthus, Matt. 13 : 2r, 
and eutheös. Luke 17 : 7; 21 : 9, mean "straightway," "immediately." 
See under these words. 
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c 
CAGE 

PHULAK:E (tf>v.\aio)), from phulasso, to guard, denotes (a) a watching, 
keeping watch, Luke 2 :'8; (b) persons keeping watch, a guard, Acts 
12 : 10 ; (c) a period during which watch is kept, e.g;, Matt. 24 : 43 ; 
(d) a prison, a hold. In Rev. 18: 2, A.V., Babylon is described figura
tively, first as a "hold" and then as a "cage" of every unclean and 
hateful bird (R.V., "hold" in both clauses; marg., "prison "). The 
word is almost invariably translated "prison." See. HOLD, l:MPRISON
MENT, PRISON, WARD, WATClt. 

CALF 
MOSCHOS (µ.&axos-) primarily denotes anything young, whether 

plants or the offspring of men or animals, the idea being that which is 
tender and delkate ; hence a calf, young bull, heifer, Luke 15 : 23, 27, 30 ; 
Heb. 9: 12, 19; Rev. 4: 7.~ 

MOSCHOPOIEO (µ.oaxorroitw) signifies to make a calf (moschos, and 
poieo, to make), Acts 7: 41.~ 

CALL, CALLED, CALLING 
A. Verbs. 

r. KALEO (KaMw), derived from the root kal-, whence Eng. "call" 
and "clamour" (see B. and C., below), is used (a) with a personal object, 
to call anyone, invite, summon, e.g., Matt. 20 : 8 ; 25 : 14; it is used 
particularly of the Divine call to partake of the blessings of redemption, 
e.g., Rom. 8 : 30 ; l Cor. l : 9 ; l Thess. 2 : 12 ; Heb. 9 : 15 ; cp. B. and 
C., below; (b) of nomenclature-or vocation, to call by a name, to name; 
in the Passive Voice, to be called by a name, to bear a name. Thus it 
suggests either vocation or destination ; the context determines which, 
e.g., Rom. 9 : 25, 26 ; " surname," in Acts 15 : 37, A.V., is incorrect 
(R.V., "was called "). See Brn, NAME. 

2. EISKALEO (1:laKaMw), lit., to call in, hence, to invite (eis, in, 
and No. l), is found in Acts 10: 23.~ 

3. EPIKALEO (JmKaMw), epi, upon, and No. I., denotes (a) to 
surname; (b) to be called by a person's name; hence it is used of being 
declared to be dedicated to a person, as to the Lord, Acts 15 : i7 (from 
Arnos 9: 12); Jas. 2: 7; (c) to call a persoii by a name by charging him 
with an offence, as the Pharisees charged Christ with doing His works 
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by the help of Beelzebub, Matt. IO: 25 (the most authentic reading has 
epikaleö, for kaleö) ; (d) to call upon, invoke; in the Middle Voice, to call 
upon for oneself (i.e., on one's behalf), Acts 7 : 59, or to call upon a 
person as a witness, 2 Cor. 1 : 23, or to appeal to an authority, Acts 
25 : II, etc. ; (e) to call upon by way of adoration, making use of the 
Name of the Lord, Acts 2 : 21 ; Rom. 10 : 12, 13, 14 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 22. See 
APPEAL, SuRNAME. 

4. METAKALEÖ (µ.Era.KaMw), meta, implying change, and No. 1, 

to call from one place to another, to summon (cp. the Sept. of Hos. II : 1). 

is used in the Middle Voice only, to caB for oneself, to send for, call 
hither, Acts 7: 14; 10: 32; 20: 17; 24: 25.~ 

5. PROSKALEÖ (7rpouKaMw), pros, to, an<l No. l, signifies (u) to call 
to oneself, to bid to come; it is used only in. the Middle Voice, e.g., 
Matt. 10: l ; Acts 5 : 40; Jas. 5 : 14; (b) God's call to Gentiles through 
the Gospel, Acts 2 : 39; (c) the Divine call in eutrusliug meu wilh lhe 
preaching of the Gospel, Acts 13 : 2; 16: 10.~ 

6. SUNKALEÖ (O'tJY1'aMw) signifies lo call together, Mark I~ : 16; 
Luke 9: l; 15: 6, q; 23: 13; Acts 5: 21; rn: 24; 28: 17.~ 

Notes: (1) Enkaleö, Acts 19: 40, A.V., "called in question," signifies 
to accuse, as always in the R.V. See AccusE, lMPLEAD. 

(2) Parakaleö, to beseech, intreat, is rendered "have called for" m 
Acts 28: 20, A.V. ; R.V„ "did intreat" (marg„ "call for "). lt is used 
only here with this mcaning. See BESEECH. 

7. AITEO (al-rlw), to ask, is translated " called for" in Acts 16 : 29 
(" he called for lights "). See AsK, A. No. I. 

Note: For the R.V. of Matt. 19: 17 (A.V., "callest "), see AsK (A, 
No. 2, Note). 

8. PHONEÖ (</>wviw), to sound (Eng„ 'phone), is used of the crowing 
of a cock, e.g„ Matt. 26: 34; John 13: 38; of calling out with a clear 
or loud voice, to cry out, e.g„ Mark l : 26 (some mss. have krazö here) ; 
Acts 16: 28; of calling to come to oneself, e.g., Matt. 20: 32; Luke 
19 : 15 ; of calling forth, as of Christ's call to Lazarus to come forth from 
the tomb, John 12 : 1.7; of inviting, e.g., Luke 14: 12 ; of calling by 
na,me, with the implication of the pleasure taken in the possession of 
those called, e.g„ John 10: 3; 13: 13. See CROW, CRY. 

9. LEGÖ (Myw), to speak, is used of all kinds of oral communication, 
e.g., to call, to call by name, to surname, Matt. 1: 16; 26: 36; John 
4 : 5 ; II : 54 ; 15 : 15 ; Rev. 2 : 2, R.V., " call themselves," etc. See 
AsK. 

10. EPILEGÖ (emMyw), epi, upon, and No. 9, signifies to call in 
addition, i.e., by another name besides that already intimated, John 
5 : 2; for its other meaning in Acts 15 : 40, see CHoosE.fi 

II. CHREMATIZO (xp1Jftarl~w) occasionally means to be called or 
named, Acts II : 26 (of the name " Christians ") and Rom. 7 : 3, the only 
places where it has this meanlng. Its primary significance, to have 
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business dealings with, led to this. They " were (publicly) called " 
Christians, because this was their chief business. See Ao.MONISH, REVEAL, 
SPEAK, WARN. 

I2. EIPON (i;l1Tov), to say, speak, means to call by a certain appella
tion, John IO : 35. See Brn, No. 3. 

I3. KRINÖ (1Cplvw), to judge, is translated to call in question, in 
Acts 23: 6; 24: 2I. 

Notes: (I) For onoma, a name, translated "called," A.V., in Luke 
24 : 1'3, Acts IO : I, onomazö, to name, translated " called," A.V., I Cor. 
5 : II, and eponomazö, to sumame, translated " art called," Rom. 2 : I7, 
see NAME and SuRNAME. 

(2) Legö, to say, is rendered "calleth" in I Cor. I2: 3, A.V., which 
the R.V. corrects to "saith; " what is meant is not calling Christ 
"Anathema," but making use of the phrase "Anathema Jesus," i.e., 
' Jesus is accurscd.' 

(:'l) Prosagoreuö, Beb. 5 : 101 means "tobe named." See NAME.~ 
(4) Metapempö, rendered "call for," in Acts IO: 5, A.V., and II : IJ, 

signifi.es to fetch, R.V. See FETCH, SEND, No. 9. 
(.J) S'unuthrv·izö, lo assemble, is translated " he called together," in 

the A.V. of Acts I9: 25; R.V., "he gathered together." 
(6) Lambanö, to take or receive, is found with the noun hupomnesis, 

remembrance, in 2 Tim. I: 5; R.V., "having been reminded" (lit., 
'havingreceived remembrance '), for A.V.," when I call to re~embrance." 

(7) In Acts 10: IS and II: 9, koinoö, to makc common (R.V.) is 
translated "call common" in the A.V. 

(8) For prosphöneö, to call unto, see SPEAK, No. I2. 
B. Noun. 

KLESIS (1CAfjcns-), a calling (akin to A, No. I), is always used in the 
N.T. of that calling the origin, nature and destiny of which are heavenly 
(the idea of invitation being implied) ; it is used especially of God's invita
tion to man to accept "the benefits of salvation, Rom. II : 29 ; I Cor. I : 26 ; 
7 : 20 (said there of the condition in which the calling fi.nds one) ; Eph. 
I : I8, " His calling ; " Phil. 3 : 14, the " high calling ; " 2 Thess. I : II 

and 2 Pet. I : IO, " your calling ; " 2 Tim. I : 9, a " holy calling ; " Heb. 
3: r, a "heavenly calling;" Eph. 4: I, "the calling wherewith ye were 
called;" 4: 4, "in one hope of your ca11ing." See VocATION., 

C. Adjective. 
KLETOS (1CA17ros-), called, invited, is used, (a) of the call of the Gospel, 

Matt. 20 : I6 ; 22 : I4, not there an effectual call, as in the Epistles, 
Rom. I: I, 6, 7; 8: 28; I Cor. I: 2, 24; Jude I; Rev. I7: I4; in 
Rom. I : 7 and I Cor. I : 2 the meaning is 'saints by calling; ' (b) of an 
appointment to apostleship, Rom. I: I; I Cor. I: I., 

CALM 
GALEN.R (ya.\~vri) primarily signifi.es calmness, cheerfulness (from a 
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root gah, from which gelaö, to smile, is also derived; hence the calm of 
the sea, the smiling ocean being a favourite metaphor of the poets), 
Matt. 8: 26; Mark 4: 39; Luke 8: 24.~ 

CALVARY 
KRANION (Kpavlov), kara, a head (Eng., cranium), a diminutive of 

kranon, denotes a skull (Latin talvaria), Matt. 27 : 33 ; Mark 15 : 22 ; 
Luke 23: 33; John 19: 17. The corresponding Aramaic word is Golgotha 
(Heb. gulgöleth; see Judg. 9: 53; 2 Kings 9: 35).~ 

For CAME see COME 

CAMEL 
KAM~LOS (Kd.µ.71Ao>), from a Hebrew word signifying a bearer, 

carrier, is used in proverbs to indicate (a) something almost or altogether 
impossible, Matt. 19: 24, and parallel passages, (b) the acts of a person 
who is careful not to sin in trivial dctuils, but pay:; l"io heed to more 
important matters, Matt. 23 : 24. 

For CAMP see ARMY 

CAN (CANST, COULD, CANNOT) 
l. DUNAMAI (SVvaµ.ai) ; see ABILITY, B, No. I. 

2. ISCHUO (laxJw) is translated " I can do " in Phil. 4 : 13 ; see 
ABLE, B, No. 4. 

3. ECHO (lxw), to have, is translated "could" in Mark I4: 8, lit., 
'she hath done what she had; ' in Luke 14: 14, for the A.V„ "cannot," 
the R.V. has "they have not wherewith;" in Acts 4: 14, "could say 
nothing against " is, lit„ ' had nothing to say against ; • in Heb. 6 : 13, 
"he could swear" is, lit., ' He had (by none greater) to swear.' See ABLR, 
HAvE. 

4. GINOSKO (yw<ÜaKw), to know, is so rendered in the R.V. of 
Matt. 16: 3, "ye know how to," for A.V., "ye can" (dunamai is used in 
the next sentence). This verb represents knowledge as the effect of 
experience. In Acts 21 : 37, for "canst thou speak Greek? " the R.V. 
has "<lost .. .'' See ALLOW, KNOW. 

5. OIDA (oloa), to know by perception, is the word in Pilate's remark 
"make it as sure as ye can" (marg. "sure, as ye know "), Matt. 27 : 65. 
The phrases" cannot tell," "canst not tell," etc., are in the R.V. rendered 
"know not" etc„ Matt. 21: 27; Mark II: 33; Luke 20: 7; John 3: 8; 
8: 14; 16: 18; 2 Cor. 12: 2, 3. See KNOW. 

6. ESTI (la-rt), meaning "it is," is translated "we cannot," in Heb. 
9 : 5, lit„ ' it is not possible (now to speak) ; • so in l Cor. II : 20 ; see 
margin. 

7. ENDECHOMAI (lvolxoµ.a.i), to accept, admit, allow of, is used 
impersonally m Luke 13: 33, "it can (not) be," i.e., it is not admissible.~ 
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For CANDLE and CANDLESTICK see LAMP and LAMPSTAND 

For CANKER see GANGRENE and RUST 

CAPTAIN 
r. CHILIARCHOS (xiAla.pxos), denoting a commander of rooo soldiers 

(from chilios, a thousand, and archO, to rule), was the Greekword for the 
Persian vizier, and for the Roman military tribune, the commander of a 
Roman cohort, e.g., John r8: 12; Acts 21: 31-33, 37. One such 
commander was constantly in charge of the Roman garrison in Jerusalem. 
The word became used also for any military commander, e.g., a captain 
or chief captain, Mark 6 : 21 ; Rev. 6 : 15 ; 19 : 18. 

2. STRATEGOS (<1'Tpa.-nry6s), originally the commander of an army 
(from stratos, an army, and agö, to lead), came to denote a civil commander, 
a governor (Latin, duumvir), the highest magistrate, or any civil officer 
in chief command, Acts 16 : 20, 22, 35, 36, 38 ; also the chief captain of 
the Temple, himself a Levite, having command of the LevitP.s who kept 
guard in and around the Temple, Luke 22 : 4, 52 ; Acts 4 : l ; 5 : 24, 26. 
Cp. Jer. 20: r.if 

3. ARCHEGOS (apX17y6io) : see AurHoR (No. 2). 
Note: In Acts 28: 16 some mss. have the word stratopedarches (lit., 

camp-commander), which some take to denote a prretorian prefect, or 
commandcr of thc pra!torian cohorts, the Emperor's buuyguard, "the 
captain of the prretorian guard." There were two prretorian prefccts, 
to whose custody prisoners sent bound to the Emperor were consigned. 
But the word probably means the commander of a detachcd corps 
connected with the commissariat and the general custody of prisoners. 

CAPTIVE, CAPTIVITY 
A. Nouns. 

l. AICHMALÖTOS (a.lxµ&Aw-ros), lit., one taken by the spear (from 
aichme, a spear, and halötos, a verbal adjective, from halönai, to be 
captured). hence denotes a captive, Luke 4: 18.if 

2. AICHMALÖSIA (a.lxµa.Awula), captivity, the abstract noun in 
contrast to No. l, the concrete, is found in Rev. 13 : 10 and Eph. 4 : 8, 
where '' He led captivity captive " (marg., " a multitude of captives ") 
seems to be an allusion to the triumphal procession by which a victory 
was celebrated, the captives taken forming part of the procession. See 
Judg. 5 : 12. The quotation is from Psa. 68 : 18, and probably is a 
forceful expression for Christ's victory, through His Death, over the 
hostile powers of darkness. An alternative suggestion is that at His 
Ascension Christ transferred the redeemed Old Testament saints from 
Sheol to His own presence in glory.l\f 

B. Verbs. 
r. AICHMALÖTEUÖ (a.lxµa.Aw·mJw) signifies (a) to he a prisoner of 
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war, (b) to rnake a prisoner of war. The latter rneaning is the only one 
used in the N.T., Eph. 4: 8.~ 

2. AICHMALOTIZO (alxµ.a).wTl{w), practically synonyrnous with 
No. I, denotes either to lead away captive, Luke 2I : 24, or to subjugate, 
to bring under control, said of the effect of the Law in one's members 
in bringing the person! into captivity under the law of sin, Rom. 7 : 23 ; 
or of subjugating the thoughts to the obedience of Christ, 2 Cor. IO: 5 ; 
or of those who took captive" silly women laden with sins," 2 Tim. 3: 6.1!' 

3. ZOGREO ({wyplw) lit. signifies to take men alive (from zöos, alive, 
and agreuö, to hunt or catch), Luke 5 : IO (marg. " take alive "), there of 
the effects of the work of the Gospel ; in 2 Tim. 2 : 26 it is said of the power 
of Satan to lead men astray. The verse should n~arl ' :mrl that they may 
recover themselves out of the snare of the Devil (having been taken 
captive by him), unto the will of God.' This is the probable meaning 
rather than to take alive or for life. See CATCH., 

CARCASE 
I. KOLON (Kwi\ov) primarily denotes a member of a body, especially 

the extemal and prominent members, particularly the feet, and so, a 
dead hoc'ly (see, e.g., the Sept., in Lev. 26 : 30 ; Num. I4 : 29, 32 ; Is. 
66: 24, etc.). The word is used in Heb. 3: 17, from Num. 14: 29, 32.41! 

2. PTOMA (7TTwµ.a) : see BODY, No. 3. 

CARE (noun and verb), CAREFUL, CAREFULLY, CAREFULNESS 
A. Nouns. 

I. MERIMNA (µ.lpiµ.va), probably connected with merizö, to draw in 
different directions, distract, hence signifies that which causes this, a 
care, especially an anxious care, Matt. I3 : 22 ; Mark 4 : I9 ; Luke 8 : I4 ; 
2I : 34 ; 2 Cor. II : 28 (R.V„ " anxiety for ") ; I Pet. 5 : 7 (R.V„ 
" anxiety "). ~ee ANXIETY. ~ 

Note: Tue negative adjective amerimnos (a, negative) signifies free 
from care, Matt. 28 : 14, R.V„ "we will ... rid you of care," A.V„ "we 
will ... secure you" (" secure" lit. means 'free from care ') ; I Cor. 
7 : 32, A.V„ "without carefulness."~ 

2. SPOUDR (U?Tov8"'7), primarily haste, zeal, diligence, hence means 
earncst care, carefulness, 2 Cor. 7 : II, 12 ; 8 : 16 (R.V., " earnest care," 
in each place). Merimna conveys the thought of anxiety, spoude, of 
watchful interest and eamestness. See BUSINESS, DILIGENCE (A, No. 2), 
EARNESTNESS, FORWARDNESS, HASTE. 

B. Verbs. 
I. MERIMNAO (µ.E:piµ.v6.w), akin to A, No. I, signifies to be anxious 

about, to have a distracting care, e.g„ Matt. 6: 25, 28, R.V„" be anxious," 
for A.V., "takc thought; " IO: 19; Luke IO: 4I (R.V„ " anxious," for 
A.V., "careful ") ; 12: II (R.V., "anxious ") ; to be careful for, I Cor. 
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7 : 32, 33, 34; to have a care for, l Cor. 12 : 25 ; to care for, Phil. 2 : 20; 
" be anxious," Phil. 4 : 6, R.V. See THOUGHT (to take). 

2. MELEl (p.€AH), the third per.;on sing. of melö, used impersonally, 
signifies that something is an object of care, especially the care of fore
thought and interest, rather than anxiety, Matt. 22 : 16 ; Mark 4 : 38 ; 
12 : 14; Luke ro : 40; John ro: 13; 12: 6; Acts 18 : 17; l Cor. 9 : 9 
(R.V., "Is it for the oxenthat God careth?" The A.V. seriously misses 
the point. God does care for oxen, but there was a Divinely designed 
significance in the O.T. passage, relating Jo the service of preachers of the 
Gospel) ; 7: 21; l Pet. 5: 7.~ 

3. EPIMELEOMAI (~mµ.€Mop.ai) signifies to take care of, involving 
forethought and provision (epi indicating the direction of. the mind 
toward the object cared for), Luke ro: 34, 35, of the Good Samaritan's 
care for the wounded man, andin l Tim. 3 : 5, of a bishop's (or overseer's) 
care of a church-a significant association of ideas.~ 

4. PHRONTIZÜ (cppovTl~w), to think, consider, be thoughtful (from 
p!ircn, thc mind), is trunslntcd " bc co.rcful " in Tit. J : 8. ~ 

5· PHRONEO (cppovlw). translated "be careful," i.n Phil. 4: IO, A.V. 
lR.V., " (ye did) take thought "), has a much wider range ot meanmg 
than No. 5, and denotes tobe minded, in whatever way. See AFFECTION, 
B, Note (1), MIND, REGARD, SAVOUR, THINK, UNDERSTAND. 

Note: Episkopeö, to oversee, is rendered "Jooking carefully," in 
Heb. 12 : 15, R.V. See ÜVERSIGHT.~ 

C. Adverbs. 
r. AKRIBOS (a.Kpißws), carefully; see AccURATELY. 
Note: For akribesteron, more carefully, see ExACTLY. 
2. SPOUDAIOTERÜS, the comparative adverb corresponding to A, 

No. 2, signifies " the more .diligently," Phil. 2 : 28, R.V. (A.V„ " care
fully ").~ The adverb spoudaiös denotes "diligently," 2 Tim. l : 17 
(some mss. have. the comparative here) ; Tit. 3: 13 ; or '·' earnestly," 
Luke 7 : 4 (A.V., "instantly "). See also spou.daios and its comparative, 
in_2 Cor. 8 : 17, 22, R.V., "earnest," "more earnest."~ 

CARNAL, CARNALLY 
r. SARKIKOS (aapKtK<k), from sarx, flesh, signifies (a) having the 

nature of flesh. i.e., sensual, omtrolled by animal appetites, governed by 
human nature, instead of by the Spirit of God, l Cor. 3 : 3 (for ver. l, see 
below ; .some mss. have it in ver. 4) ; having its seat in the animal nature, 
or excited by it, l Pet. 2 : p:, "fleshly;" or as the equivalentof "human," 
with the added idea of weakness„figuratively of the weapons of spiritual 
warfare, "of the flesh" (A.V., "carnal "), 2 Cor. 10.: 4; or with the idea 
of unspirituality; of human wisdom," fleshly," 2 Cor„ I: 1.2;, (b) per
taining to the flesb (i.c., the bodyL Rom. 15: 27; I Cor. 9: II.~ 

2. SARKINOS (aapKwos), (a) consistil.lg of fieslt, 2. Cor. 3 : 3, ''. table.s 
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that are hearts of flesh" (A.V., "fleshy tables of the heart ") ; (b) per
taining to the natural, transient life of the body, Heb. 7 : 16, "a carnal 
commandment ; " (c) given up to the flesh, i.e., with almost the same 
significance as sarkikos, above, Rom. 7 : 14, " I am carnal, sold under 
sin; " 1 Cor. 3: 1 (some texts have sarkikos, in both these places, andin 
those in (a) and (b), but textual evidence is against it). lt is difficult to 
discriminate between sarkikos and sarkinos in some passages. In regard 
to 1 Pet. 2 : II, Trench (Syn §§ lxxi, lxxii) says that sarkikos describes 
the lusts which have their source in man1s corrupt and fallen nature, and 
the man is sarkikos who allows to the flesh a place which does not belong 
to it of right ; in l Cor. 3 : l sarkinos is an accusation far less grave 
than sarkikos would have been. The Corinthian saints were making no. 
progress, but they were not anti-spiritual in respect of the particular 
point with which the Apostle was there dealing. In vv. 3, 4, they are 
charged with being sarkt'kos. See FLESHLY, FLESHY., 

CAROUSINGS 
POTOS (7TÖ1'os), lit„ a drinking, signifies not simply a banquet but a 

drinking bout, a carousal, l Pet. 4: 3 (R.V., "carousings," A.V., "ban
quetings ").~ Synonymous is kraipale, "surfeiting," Luke 21 : 34., 

CARPENTER 
TEKTON (-rlKTwv) denotes any craftsman, but especially a worker in 

wood, a carpenter, Matt. 13: 55; Mark 6: 3., 

For CARRIAGE see BAGGAGE 

CARRY 
l. SUNKOMIZO (uvyKoµ.l~w), to carry together, to help in carrying 

(sun; with, komizö; to carry), is used in Acts 8: 2, R.V.; "buried," for 
A.V., "carried to his burial." The verb has also the meaning of re-
covering · or getting back a body., · 

2. EKKOMIZÖ (~KKoµ.l~w), to carry out, is found in Luke 7: 12., 

3. PHERÖ (<f>lpw), to bear, to bring, is translated " carry" only 
in John 21: 18. See Note below. 

· 4. DIAPHERÖ (om.<f>lpw) has the meaning "to carry through" in 
Mark II: 16. See BETTER, · DIFFER, DRIVE,· ExcELLEN'r, MATTER, 
PUBLISH, V ALUE. 

5. METATITHEl\H (µ.t:Ta.Tl877µ.i), to pface among, put in another place 
(meta, itnplying change, and tithemi, to put), has this latter meaning in 
Acts 7: 16, "carried over." See CHANGE, REMOVE,TRANSLATE, TURN. 

6. APAGÖ (dmfyw), to lead away (apo, from, agö, to lead), is rendered 
"carried" in I Cor. 12: 2, A.V. (R.V., "\vere led "). See BRING. 

7. SUNAPAGO (uvvmrayw); to carry away with (sun; with, and No. 
6), is used in a bad, sense, in Gal. 2 : t3 and 2 Pet. 3: 17, "being carried 
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away with " (R.V.) ; in a good sense in Rom. 12 : 16 ; the R.V. marg. 
" be carried away with " is preferable to the text " condescend " (R.V., 
and A.V.), and to the A.V. marg., "be contented (with mean things)." 
A suitable rendering would be ' be led along with.', 

Notes: (1) For pherö, to carry, or bring, apopherö, to carry away, 
peripherö, to carry about, ekpherö, to carry forth, anapherö, to carry up, 
airö, to lift and carry away, to take away, bastazö, to support, carry 
about, agö, to lead or carry, apagö, to carry away, see BEAR and BRING. 

(2) For elaunö, rendered "carry" in 2 Pet. 2 : 17, see DRIVE. 

CARRYING A WAY 
A. Noun. 

METOlKESIA (µ1iTOtK1iala), a change of abode, or a carrying away by 
force (meta, implying change, oikia, a dwelling), is used only of the 
c.arryine away to Ri!hylon, Miltt. I: II, 12, 17., 

B. Verb. 
METOIKIZO (µliToiKlCw), akin to A, is used of the removal of Abraham 

into Canaan, Acts 7 : 4, and of the carrying into Babylon, 7 : 43., 

CASE 
1. AITIA (alTla.} : see under AccusATION, A, No. I. 

2. ECHO (lxw). to have, is idiomatically used in the sense of being 
in a case or condition, as wilh lhe iufüm mau al the pool of Bethesda, 
John 5 : 6, lit., 'that he had already much time (in that case).' 

Note: In Acts 25 : 14 the phrase in the original is ' the things 
concerning Paul,' A.V., "cause" (as if translating aitia) ; R.V., "Festus 
laid Paul's case before the king.'' 

3. PROECHO (1Tpolxw), lit., to have before, in the Middle Voice, Rom. 
3 : 9, is rightly translated " are we in worse case ? " (R.V.), as is borne 
out by the context. See BETTER (be), Note (1)., 

4. The preposition en, followed by the dative of the pronoun, lit., 
'in me,' is translated in the R.V.," in my case," in l Cor. 9: 15 ; "unto 
me," in l Cor. 14: II (marg. "in my case"). Similarly, in the plural, 
in I John 4: 16, R.V. "in us" (marg.," in our case ") ; A.V„ incorrectly, 
"to us.'' 

Note: In Matt. S : 20 the strong double negative ou me is translated 
" in no case " (A.V.) : R.V., "in no wise." 

CAST 
A. Verbs. 

1. BALLO (ßillw), to throw, hurl, in contrast to striking, is frequent 
in the four Gospels and Revelation ; elsewhere it is used only in Acts. 
In Matt. 5: 30 some mss. have this verb (A.V., " should be cast ") ; the 
most authentic have aperchomai, to go away, R.V., "go.'' See ARISE, 
BEAT, DUNG, LAY, PouR, PuT, SEND, STRIKE, THROW, THRUST. 
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2. RHIPTO (Pl7T7·w) denotes to throw with a sudden motion, to jerk, 
cast forth; "cast down," Matt. 15: 30 and 27 : 5; "thrown down," 
Luke 4 : 35 ; "thrown," 17 : 2 (A.V., "cast ") ; [rhipteö in Acts 22 : 23 
(A.V„ "cast oft "), of the casting oft of clothes (in the next sentence 
ballö, No. l, is used of casting dust into the air)]; in 27 : 19 "cast out," 
of the tackling of a ship; in ver. 29 "let go" (A.V., "cast "), of anchors; 
in Matt. 9: 36, "scattered," said of sheep. See THROW, ScATTER.ir 

3. EKPIPTÖ (iK1Tl1TTw), Iit„ to fall out, is translated "be cast ashore," 
in Acts 27 : 29, R.V., A.V„ "have fallen upon ". See EFFECT, FAIL, 
FALL, NouGHT. 

A number of compound verbs consisting of ballö or rhiptö, with pre
positions prefixed, denote to cast, with a corresponding English preposition. 
Compounds of ballö are : 

4. APOBALLO (cboßaMw), to throw off from, to lay aside, to cast 
away, Mark 10:50; Heb. 10:35.ir 

Note: Apobole, " casting away " (akin to No. 4), is used of Israel 
in Rom. II : 15 ; elsewhere, Acts 27 : 22, "loss" (of life).ir 

5. EKBALLO (ii<ßillw), to cMt out of, from, forth, fo very frequent 
in the Gospels and Acts; elsewhere, in Gal. 4: 30; 3 John ro; in Jas. 
2 : 25, " sent out ; " in Rev. II : 2, " leave out " (marg., " cast without "). 
See BRING, No. 28, DRIVE, EXPEL, LEAVE, PLUCK, PuLL, PUT, SEND, 
TAKE, THRUST. 

6. EMBALLO (iµ.ßaMw), to cast into, is used in Luke 12: 5.ir 
7. EPIBALLO (€mßaMw}, to cast on, or upon, is used in this sense in 

Mark II : 7 and r Cor. 7: 35. See BEAT (No. 5), FALL, No. II, LAY, 
PUT, No. 8, STRETCH. 

8. KATABALLO (KaTaßaMw) signifies to cast down, 2 Cor. 4: 9, 
A.V„ "cast down," R.V„ "smitten down; " Heb. 6: l, "Iaying" 
See LAY.~ Some mss. have this verb in Rev. 12 : ro (for ballö). 

9. AMPHIBALLÖ (dµ.<fnßaMw}, to cast around, occurs Markl : 16.~ 
ro. PERIBALLÖ (1T€p,ßaMw), t.o cast about, or around, is used in 

23 of its 24 occurrences, of putting on garments, clothing, etc. ; it 
is translated " cast about " in Mark 14 : 51 ; Acts 12 : 8 ; in Luke 19 : 43, 
used of casting up a bank or palisade against a city (see R.V. and marg.), 
A.V., " shall cast a trench about thee." See CLOTHE, No. 6, PuT. · 

Compounds of rhiptö are : 
II. APORIPTÖ (a1Topl1TTw}, to cast oft, Acts 27 : 43, of shipwrecked 

people in throwing themselves into the water.if 
12. EPIRIPTÖ (€mpl1TTw), to cast upon, (a) lit., of casting garments on 

a colt, Luke 19 : 35 ; (b) figuratively, of casting care upon God, I Pet. 
5: 7., 

Other verbs are: 
13. APÖTHEO (a?Tw8(w}, to thrust away (apo, away, öthelJ, to thrust), 

in the N.T. used in the Middle Voice, signifying to tluust from oneself, 
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to cast off, by way of rejection, Acts 7: 27, 39; 13 : 46; Rom. II : 1 .• 2; 
1 Tim. 1 : 19. See PuT and THRUST., 

14. KATHAIREÖ (Ka8aiplw), kata, down, haire0, to take, to cast down, 
demolish, in 2 Cor. IO: 5, of strongholds and imaginations. See DESTROY, 
PuLL, PuT, TAKE. 

Note: The corresponding noun kathairesis, a casting down, is so 
rendered in 2 Cor. IO: 4 (A.V., "pulling down") and 13 : 10 (A.V., 
" destruction "). 

15. DIALOGIZOMAI (8ia.Aoyl,oµ.ai}, to reason (dia, through, logizomai, 
to reason), is translated" cast in (her) mind," Luke r : 29. See DISPUTE, 
MusING, REASON, TRINK. 

16. APOTITH:E:MI (a7ToTtlJ71µ.i), to put off, lay aside, denotes, in thc 
Middle Voice, to put off from oneself, cast off, used figuratively of works 
of darkness, Rom. 13 : 12, "let us cast off," (aorist tense, denoting a 
definite act). See LAY, No. 8, PuT, No. 5. 

17. EKTITHEMI (JKTL871µ.i), to expose, cast out (ek, out, tithemi, 
tn pnt), i'> s;iirl nf a nP.w-horn child in Ar.ts 7: 21. In ver. 19 " cast out" 
translates the phrase poieö, to make, with ekthetos, exposed, a verbal form 
of ektithbni. See EXPOUND. 

18. PERIAIREO (7T~piaiplw), to take away, is used in Acts 27: 40, 
as a nautical term, R.V„ "casting oft," A.V., "taken up." See TAKE. 

Notes: (1) For zemioö, "cast away," Luke 9: 25, see FoRFEIT. 
(:.!) Fur katakrfJmnizü, Luke 4: '.l9 (A.V„ "casl down headlong "), sec 
THROW., (3) For oneidizö, Matt. 27: 44 (A.V., "cast in one's teeth "), 
see REPROACH. (4) For paradidömi, Matt. 4: 12 (A.V., " cast into 
prison "), sec DELIVER. (S) For atheteö, 1 Tim. 5 : 12 (A.V., "cast off "), 
see REJECT. (6) For ekteinö, Acts 27: 30 (A.V., "cast out"), see LAY 
No. 13. (7) Fortapeinos, 2 Cor. 7: 6 (A.V„ "cast down"), see LowLY 

B. Noun. 
BOLE (ßoA~) denotes a throw (akin to ballö, to throw), and is used in 

Luke 22 : 21 in the phrase "a stone's cast," of the distance from which 
the Lord was parted from the disciples in the garden of Gethsemane., 

Note: In Jas. I : 17, aposkiasma (from aposkiazö, to cast a shadow), 
is rendered "shadow that is cast," R.V.~ 

C. Adjective. 
ADOKIMOS (a86Kiµ.os-) signifies not standing the test, rejected, (a, neg

ative, and dokimos, tested, approved) ; it is said of things, e.g., the land, 
Heb. 6 : 8, " rejected," and of persons, Rom. 1 : 28, " reprobate ; " 
I Cor. 9: 27, A.V.," castaway," R.V. "rejected" (i.e„ dü;approved, and so 
rejected from present testimony, with loss of future reward) ; 2 Cor. 
I3: 5, 6, 7, "reprobate" (sing. in R.V. in each verse), i.e., that will not 
stand the test; 2 Tim. 3 : 8, "reprobate (conceming the faith)," Tit. 
1: 16, "reprobate." See REJECT, REPROBATE., 

For CASTLE see ARMY (No. 3) 
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CATCH 
l. HARPAZO (apmi,w), to snatch or catch away, is said of the act of 

the Spirit of the Lord in regard to Philip in Acts 8 : 39; of Paul in being 
caught up to Paradise, 2 Cor. 12 : 2, 4 ; of the Rapture of the saints at the 
return of the Lord, l Thess. 4 : 17 ; of the rapture of the man child in the 
vision of Rev. 12 : 5. This verb conveys the idea of force suddenly 
exercised, as in Matt. II : 12, "take (it) by force; " 12 : 29, " spoil" 
(some mss. have diarpazö here) ; in 13 : 19, R.V., "snatcheth ; " for 
forceful seizure, see also John 6 : 15 ; IO : 12, 28, 29 ; Acts 23 : IO ; 

in Jude 23, R.V., "snatching ". See PLUCK, PULL, SNATCH, TAKE 
(by force)., 

2. LAMBANO (AafLßavw), to receive, is once used of catching by 
fraud, circumventing, 2 Cor. 12 : 16. In Matt. 21 : 39 and Mark 12 : 3, 
R.V. "took," for A.V. " caught." See AccEPT, No. 4. ' 

3. AGREUO (dypEt1w), to take by hunting (from agra, a hunt, a catch), 
is used metaphorically, of the Pharisees and Herodians in seeking to 
catch Christ in His talk, Mark 12 : 13., 

4. THE:REUO (Brip„1lw), to hunt or catch wild beasts (therion, a wild 
beast), is u::.e<l by Luke of thc samc cvcnt n.3 in No. 3, Luke II : 54., 

5. ZOGREO ('wyplw), to take alive: see CAPTIVE, B, No. 3. 
6. PIAZÖ (ma,w), to capture: see APPREHEND, No. 2. 

7. SUNARPAZÖ (avvap1Ta,w), sun, used intensively, and No. l, to 
snatch, to seize, to keep a firm grip of, is used only by Luke, aml trans
lat~rl "r.a.ught" in the A.V. of Luke 8: 29, of dcmon-possession; in 
Acts 6: 12, of the act of the elders and scribes in seizing Stephen, R.V., 
more suitably, "seizeu. 11 So in Acts 19: 29. In 27 : 15, it is uscd of thc 
effects of wind upon a ship. See SEIZE., 

8. SULLAMBANÖ (avMaµ.ßc1.vw), sun, and No. 2, to seize, is used, 
similarly to No. 7, in Acts 26: 21, of the act of the Jews in seizing Paul 
in the temple. See CoNCEIVE, HELP, SEIZE, TAKE. 

9. EPitAMBANÖ (€m>-.aµ.ßavw), to lay hold (epi, intensive, and No. 
2), is translated "caught" in Acts 16: 19, A.V. ; R.V., "laid hold." 
See HOLD, TAKE. 

CATTLE 
l. THREMMA (8plfLµ.a.), whatever is fed or nourished (from trephö, 

to nourish, nurture, feed), is found in John 4: 12., 
2. KTENOS (Krijvos), cattle as property: see BEAST, No. 3. 
Note: The verb poimainö, to act as a shepherd (poimen), to keep 

sheep, is translated "keeping sheep" in Luke 17: 7, R.V., for A.V., 
" feeding cattle." 

CAUSE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. AITIA (alTla.), a cause: see AccUSATION, A, No. r. 
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z. AITION (ah,ov), a fault (synonymous with No. l, but more limited 
in scope), is translated "cause (of death) " in Luke 23 : 22 ; "cause" 
in Acts 19: 40 (of a riot); "fault" in Luke 23: 4, 14. See FAULT.~ 

3. LOGOS (.\oyo>), a word spoken for any purpose, denotes, in one 
place, a cause .or reason assigned, Matt. 5 : 32. 

The following phrases are rendered by an English phrase containing 
the word " cause " (see WHEREFORE) : 

" F or this cause " 
l. ANTI TOUTOU (aVTt TovTov), lit., instead of this, i.e., for this 

cause, signüying the principle or motive, Eph. 5 : 3r. 
2. DIA TOUTO (8,a ToiYro), lit., on account of this, for this cause, 

signifying the ground or reason, e.g., R.V. in Mark 12: 24; John l : 31 ; 
5 : 16, 18 ; 6 : 65 ; 7 : 22 ; 8 : 47 ; 12 : 18, 27, 39 ; Rom. l : 26 ; 4 : 16 ; 
13 : 6 ; l Cor. 4 : 17 ; II : IO, 30 ; Eph. l : 15 ; Col. l : 9 ; l Thess. 
2 : 13 ; 3 : 5, 7 ; 2 Thess. 2 : II ; l Tim. l : 16 ; Heb. 9 : 15 ; l John 3 : l. 

3. HENEKEN TOUTOU (€vEKEv TOVTov), lit., for the sake of this, 
U1t:1du1t:, as a reason for, Matt. 19 : 5 ; Mark 10 : 7 ; heneka toutön, ' for 
the sake of these things.' Acts 26 : 21 ; ancl hf-neken to1~. for the cause of 
the (one) etc., 2 Cor. 7 : 12 (twice). 

4. CHARIN TOUTOU, or TOUTOU CHARIN (ToVTov x&pw), for this 
cause, not simply as a reason, as in the preceding phrase, but in favour of, 
Eph. 3: l, 14; Tit. l: 5. 

" F or this very cause " 
AUTO TOUTO (ai}To ToiYro), lit., (as to) this very thing, 2 Pet. l : 5. 
Notes: (1) This phrase often represents one containing aitia (see 

above). 
(2) In John 18: 37, eis touto, unto this, denotes" unto this end1" R.V. 

(A.V., " for this cause "). 
(3) For the phrase "for which cause" (dio), Rom. 15 : 22 ; 2 Cor. 

4: 16, see WHEREFORE, Note (2) (R.V.). 
(4) In Phil. 2: 18, to auto, is rendered "for the same cause," A.V.; 

R.V., "in the same manner." 
" without a cause " , · 

DÖREAN (8wpE&v}, lit., as a gift, gratis, (connected with döron, a gift), 
is rendered " without a cause," John 15 : 25; "for nought," 2 Cor. II : 7 ; 
Ga:l. 2 : 21 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 8 ; " freely,"· Matt. 10 : 8 ; Rom. 3 : 24; Rev. 
21 : 6; 22 : 17.~ 

Notes: (1) Eike, " in vain," "without a cause," Matt. 5 : 22 (A.V.), 
is absent from the most authentic mss. 

(2) For "cause," in Acts 25 : 14, A.V., see .GASE. 
(3) In .2 Cor. 5: 13 (R.V., "unto you "), the A.V. has "for your 

cause." 
· . . B. Verbs. 

1. POIEÖ (1To,/w), to do, is translated by the verb to cause in John 
II.: 37; Acts 15 : 3 ; Rom. I6': 17 ; Col. 4: 16; Rev. 13': 15, 16. See Do. 
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2. DIDÖMI (8lowµi), to give, is translated "cause" in l Cor. 9: 12, 
R.V., for A.V„ " (lest we) should." 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 5 : 32 the R.V. translates poieö " maketh (her an 
adulteress):" in Rev. 13: 12, R.V., "maketh," for A.V., "causeth." 

(2) In 2 Cor. 9 : II, katergazomai, to work, is translated " causeth " 
in the A.V. ; R.V„ "worketh." 

(3) In z Cor. 2 : 14, thriambeuö is rendered "causeth us to triumph," 
A.V.; R.V., "leadeth us in triumph," the metaphor being taken from 
the circumstances of the procession of a Roman "triumph." 

CAVE 
r. OPE (dm]), perhaps from öps, sight, denotes a hole, an opening, 

such as a fissure in a rock, Heb. II : 38. In Jas. 3 : II, the R.V. has 
"opening," of the orifice of a fountain (A.V., "place "). See PLAGE.~ 

2. SPELAION (a1T~Aaiov), a grotto, cavern, den (Lat., spelunca), 
"cave," John u . JB, i!> !>aid of the grave of Lazarus; in thc R.V. in 
Heb. II : 38 and Rev. 6: 15 (A.V„ " dens ") ; in the Lord's rebuke 
conr.erning the defilement of the Temple, Matt. 21 : 13 ; Mark II : 17 ; 
Luke 19: 46, " den " is used.~ 

CEASE 
A. Verbs. 

r. PAUO (7raÜw), to stop, lo make an end, is used chiefly in the Middle 
Voicc in the N.T., signifying to come to an end, to take one's rest, a 
willing cessaliuH (in contrast to the Passive Voicc which dcnotes a forced 
cessation), Luke 5 : 4, of a discourse ; 8: 24, ofa storm; II : l, of Christ's 
prayer; Acts 5 : 42, of teaching and preaching; 6 : 13, of speaking 
against ; 13 : ro, of evil doing; 20: l, of an uproar; 20 : 31, of admoni
tion ; 21 : 32, of a scourging ; l Cor. 13 : 8, of tongues ; Eph. l : 16, of 
giving thanks ; Col. l : 9, of prayer ; Heb. lO : 2, of sacrifices ; l Pet. 4 : I, 

of ceasing from sin. lt is used in the Active Voice in l Pet. 3: ro, 'let 
him cause his longue to cease from evil." See LEAVE, REFRAIN.~ 

2. DIALEIPÖ (8ia.\€l7Tw), lit., to leave between, i.e:, to leave an 
interval, whether of space or time (dia, between, leipö, to leave) ; hence, 
to intermit, desist, cease,. in Luke 7 : 45 is used of the kissing of the 
Lord's feet.if 

3. HESUCHAZÖ (~avxa,w), tobe quiet, still, at rest, is said of Paul's 
friends in Cresarea, in ceasing to persuade him not to·go to Jerusalem, 
Acts 21 : 14; it is used of silence (save in Luke 23 : 56 and l Thess. 4: II) 

in Luke 14: 4 and Acts II: 18. See PEACE (hold one's), QUIET, REST.~ 
4. KOPAZÖ (Kona,w), to cease through being spent with toil, to cease 

raging (from kopos, labour, toil, kopiaö, to labour), is said of the wind only, 
Matt. 14: 32; Mark 4: 39; 6: 51.~ 

5. APHIEMI (&.q,t,,,,.,,,), to let go,. is translated "let us cease to" in 
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Heb. 6: 1, R.V. (rnarg„ "leave ") for A.V., "leaving." See FoRGIVE, 
LEAVE. 

6. KATAPAUÖ (KaTa1Tavw}, to rest (kata, down, intensive, and No. 1). 
is so translated in Heb; 4: 10, for the A.V. "hath ceased." See REST, 
RESTRAIN. 

Notes: (1) Katargeö, to render inactive, to bring to naught, to do 
away, is so render:ed in Gai. 5: 11, R.V., for the A.V. "ceased." See 
ABO LI SH. 

(2) Akatapaustos, incessant, not to be set at rest (frorn a, negative, 
kata, down, pauö/eo cease), is used in 2 Pet. 2 : 14, of those who "cannot 
cease " from sin, i.e„ who cannot be restrained frorn sinniug. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
ADIALEIPTOS (doia.\t"mTos-), unceasing (from a, negative, dia, 

through, let'.pö, to leave), is used of incessant heart pain, Rom. 9 : 2, A.V„ 
"continuul," R.V„ "unccasing,'' 11-nd in 2 Tim. 1 : 3, of remembrance 
in prayer; the rneaning in each place is not that of unbroken continuity, 
but without the omission of any occasion. Cp. A, No. 2. See CoNTINUAL. ~ 

C. Adverb. 
ADIALEl11TO~ {U.füu.Atl'ITTws-), unceasingly, without ceasiug, is used 

with the sarne signifi.cance as the adjective, not of what is not interrupted, 
but of that which is constantly recurring ; in Rom. 1 : 9 and 1 Thess. 
5 : 17, of prayer; in 1 Thess. 1 : 3, of the rernembrance of the work, 
labour and patience of saints; in 1 Thess. 2: 13, ot thanksg1vmg.i1 

Note: Ektene$, lit., stretched out, signifies earnest, fervent; Ar.ts 12 : 5, 
R.V., for A.V., "without ceasing." See 1 Pet. 4: 8, " fervent."~ 

For CELESTIAL see HEAVEN, HEAVENLY, B, No. 2 

CELL 
OIKEMA (0ZK11µ.a), lit„ a habitation (akin to oikeö, to dwell), is 

euphernistically put for a prison, in Acts 12 : 7, R.V., " cell." See 
PRISON.~ 

CELLAR 
KRUPTE (Kpv'IT'T?]),-Eng„ crypt-a covered way or vault (akin to 

kruptos, hidden, secret), is uscd in Luke 11 : 33, of lighting a larnp and 
putting it "in a cellar,'' R.V. See PLACE, Note (8).~ 

CENSER 
r. THUMIATERION (Bvµ.iaT1]pwv), a vessel for burning incense 

(2 Chron. 26 : 19; Ezek. 8: 11), is found in Heb. 9: 4.~ 
2. LIBANÖTOS (>.ißavwTos) denotes frankincense, the gurn of the 

libanos, the frankincense tree; in a secondary sense, a vessel in which 
to burn incense, Rev. 8: 3, 5.~ 

Note: No. 1 derives its signifi.cance from the act of burning (thumiaö) ; 
No. 2 frorn that which was burned in the vessel. 
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CENTURION 
I. HEKATONTARCHOS (iKa-roV'Tapxos), a centurion, denotes a 

military officer commanding from 50 to rno men, according to the size 
of the legion of which it was a part (hekaton, a hundred, archö, to rule), 
e.g., Matt. 8 : 5, 8. 

2. HEKATONTARCHES (€Ka-rov-rapx11s) has the sarrc: meaning as 
No. l, e.g., Acts IO: l, 22. The Sept. has this word frequently, to denote 
captains of hundreds. 

3. KENTURIÖN (K€v-rvplwv) is a Greek transliteration of the Latin 
centurio, signiiying practically the same as No. l, Mark 15 : 39, 44, 45. 
There were ten centurions to a cohort when the numbers were complete. 
There were several at Jerusalem umler lhe diid captain mentioned in 
Acts 21 : 3I., 

CERTAIN, CERTAINTY, CERTAINLY, CERTIFY 
A. Noun~ 

ASPHALEIA (dmpcV.€ta), primarily, not liable to fall, stedfast, firm, 
hence denoting safety, Acts 5 : 23, and r Thess. 5 : 3, has the further 
meaning, "certainty," Luke l : 4. See SAFETY., 

B. Adjective. 
ASPHALES (daef>a.A~s), safe, is translated "certainty," Acts 21: 34; 

22 : 30 ; " certain," Acts 25 : 26 ; " safe," Phil. 3 : J; "snre," Heb. 6 : 19. 
See SAFE, SURE., 

Notes: (1) Velos, evident, visible, is translated "certain " in 1 Tim. 
6 : 7, A.V. The rnost authentic mss. omit it. 

(2) The rendering "certain," is frequently changed in the R.V., or 
omittetl, e.g., Luke 5 : 1:& ; 8 : 22 ; Acts 23 : 17 ; Heb. 2 : 6 ; 4 : 4. 

(3) The indefinite pronoun tis signifies anyone, some one, a certain 
one; thc ncuter, ti, a certain thing, e.g„ Matt. 20: 20; Mark 14 : SI. 

(4) In the A.V. of Gal. l : II, gnörizö is rendered "certify," R.V., 
"to make known." 

(5) For" a certain island," Acts 27: 16, see the R.V„ "small island." 
(6) In l Cor. 4: II, the verb astateö, to be unsettled, to lead a 

homeless life, is rendered "we ... have no certain dwelling place." 
The unsettlement conveyed by the word has suggested the meaning " we 
are vagabonds " or " we lead a vagabond life," a probable significance., 

C. Adverbs. 
I. ONTOS (ö'v-rws), really, actually, verily (from eimi, to be), is 

translated " certainly" in Luke 23: 47. See CLEAN, INDEED, TRUTH, 
VERILY. 

z. P ANTOS (7T<1v-rws-) : see ALTOGETHER, B. 

CHAFF 
ACHURON (axvpov), chaff, the stalk of the grain from which thc 
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kernels have been beaten out, or the straw broken up by a threshing 
machine, is found in Matt. 3: 12 and Luke 3: 17-~ 

CHAIN 
HALUSIS (aAvais-) denotes a chain or bond for binding the body, or 

any part of it (the hands or feet). Some derive the word from a, negative, 
and luö, to loose, i.e., not tobe loosed; others from a root connected with 
a word signifying to restrain. I t is used in Mark 5 : 3, 4 ; Luke 8 : 29 ; 
Acts r2: 6, 7; 2r: 33; 28: 20; Eph. 6: 20; 2 Tim. l: r6; Rev. 20: l. 

See BOND.~ 
Notes: (1) Some ancient authorities have seira, a cord, rope, band, 

chain, in 2 Pet. 2: 4, instead of seiros, a cavern, R.V., "pits." 
(2) In Jude 6 the R.V. renders desmos by "bonds" (for the A.V. 

"chains "). See BOND.~ 

CHALCEDONY 
CHALKEDÖN (xaAfoi8wv), the name of a gern, including several 

varictics, one of which· resembles a comelian, is " supposed to denote a 
green silicate of copper found in the mines near Chalcedon" (Swete, on 
the Apocazypse), Rev. 21: rg.~ 

CHAMBER (Store-chamber) 
l. TAMEION (TaµEiov) denotes, firstly, a store-chamber, then, any 

private room, secret chamher, Matt. 6 : 6; R.V., "inner chamber" 
(A.V., " closet ") ; 24: 26, "inner (A.V„ secret) chumbcrn;" Luke 12: 3, 
R.V., ditto, for A.V., " closets; " it is used in Luke 12 : 24 (" store
chamber ") of birds. ~ 

2. HUPERQON (v?TEp<fjov), the neuter of huperpos, "above," denotes 
an upper room, upper chamber (huper, above), Acts l: 13; 9: 37, 39; 
20: 8. See RooM.~ 

CHAMBERING 
KOITE (KolT'T/). primarily a place in which to lie down, hence, a bed, 

especially the marriage bed, denotes, in Rom. 13 : 13, illicit intercourse. 
See BED, CoNCEIVE. 

CHAMBERLAIN 
HO EPI TOU KOITÖNOS, lit., the (one) over the bedchamber (epi, 

over, koitön, a bedchamber), denotes a chamberlain, an officer who bad 
various duties in the houses of kings and nobles. The importance of the 
position is indicated by the fact that the people of Tyre and Sidon sought 
the favour of Herod Agrippa through the mediation of Blastus, Acts 12 : 20. 

Note: In Rom. 16: 23, oikonomos, a person who manages the domestic 
affairs of a family, in general, a manager, a steward, is translated 
"chamberlain" in the A.V., which the R.V. corrects to "treasurer." 
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CHANCE 
I. SUNKURIA (avyKvp{a}, lit., a meeting together with, a coincidence 

of circumstances, a happening, is translated "chance " in Luke IO: 31. 
But concurrence of events is what the word signifies, rather than chance.~ 

Note: Some texts have tucha here (from tunchanö, to happen). 
2. EI TUCHOI (d wxoi}. lit., ' if it may happen ! (ei, if, tunchano, 

to happen), signifies "it may chance," l Cor. 15: 37.~ 

CHANGE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

METATHESIS (µE:-rafJE:ai>}, a transposition, or a transference from 
one place to. another (from meta, implying change, and tithemi, to put), 
has the meaning of change in Heb. 7 : 12, in connection with the necei;isity 
of a change of the Law (or, as margin, law), ifthe priesthood is changed 
(see B, No. 3). lt is rendered "translation" in II : 5, "removing" in 
l::Z: 27. See 'RF.MOVTNG, TRANSLATION.~ 

.B. Verbs. 
r. ALLASSO (d.Uaaaw), tu make other than it is (from allos, anothcr), 

to transform, change, is used (a) of the effect of the Gospel upon lhe 
precepts of thr. T .aw, Acts 6 : 14 ; (b) of the effect, on the body of a believer, 
of Christ's Return, l Cor. 15 : 51, 52 ; (c) of the final renewal of the 
material creation, Heb. 1: 12 ; (d) of a change in the Apostle's mode of 
speaking (or dealing), Gal. 4: 20. In Rom. l : 23 it has its other meaning, 
to exchange. ~l 

2. METALLA~SO (µE:-ra.Maaaw), from meta, implying change, and 
No. l, to change one thing for another, or into auuther, Rom. l : 25, 26, 
is translated "exchange" in ver. 25. See EXCHANGE.~ 

3. METATITHF.:MI (µE:-ra-r{fhiµi), to place differently, to change, 
(akin to A, above), is said of priesthood, Heb. 7: 12. See CARRY, No. 5. 

4. METABALLO (µE:-raß&».w), meta, as in No. 2, and ballö, to throw, 
signifies to turn quickly, or, in the Middle Voice, to change one's mind, 
and is found in Acts 28 : 6. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Phil. 3: 21, for the A.V. rendering of metaschematizo, 
"change," the R.V. has "fashion anew; "in 2 Cor. 3: 18 metamorphoö 
is rendered " change," in the A.V. (R.V., " transform "). 

(2) For metanoia, a change of mind, see REPENTANCE. 

CHANGER (Money~changer) 
I. KOLLUBISTES (1C0Mvßia~>), from kollubos (lit., clipped), a small 

coin or rate of change (koloboö signifies to cut off, to dip, shorten, Matt. 
24: 22), denotes a money-changer, lit., money-clipper, Matt. 21 : 12 ; 

Mark II: 15; John 2: 15.~ . 
2. KERMATIST~S (KE:pµa.-r~>), from kermatizo (not found in the 

N.T.). to cut into small pieces, to make small change (kerma signifies a 
small coin, John 2 : 15; akin to keiro, to cut short). In the court of the 
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Gentiles, in the Temple precincts, were the seats of those who sold 
selected and approved animals for sacrifice, and other things. The 
magnitude of this traffic had introduced the bankers' or brokers' business, 
John 2: 14.~ 

CHARGE (Nouns, Adjective and Verbs), CHARGEABLE 
A. Nouns. 

(a) With the meaning of an accusation. 
I. AITIA (alTla), a cause, accusation, is rendered " charges" in 

Acts 25: 27 (A.V., "crimes "); cp. ver. 18. See AccusATION, CAUSE. 
2. AITIÖMA (alnwµa), in some texts aitiama, denotes a charge, 

Acts 25 : 7. See Ac:c:TTSATTON, A, No. 2. 

3. ENKLEMA (lyKA7Jµa) : see AccusATION, A, No. 3. 
(b) With the meaning of something committed or bestowed. 

4. KLf:ROS (KAfjpos), a lot, allotment, heritage (whence Eng. 
"clergy "), is translated in l Pet. 5 : 3, R.V., "the charge allotted to 
you ;" here the wordis in the plural, lit., 'ch::-ire-e<;,' See b.rHERITANCE, 
LOT, PART. 

5. OPSÖNION (&t/Jwvtov), from opson, rneat, and "neomai, to buy, 
primarily signified whatever is brought to be eaten with bread, provisions, 
supplies for an army, soldier's pay, "charges," l Cor. 9 : 7, of the service 
of a soldier. lt is rendered "wages" in Luke 3 : 14; Rom. 6: 23 ; 

2 Cor. II: 8. See WAGES.if 
6. PARANGELIA (1Tapayyt:Ala), a proclamation, a command or 

commandment, is strictly used of commands received from a superior 
and transmitted to others. lt is rcndcrcd " charge " in Acts. 16 : 24 ; 
l Thess. 4: 2, R.V. (where the word is in the plural) ; l Tim. l : 5 (R.V.) 
and ver. 18. ln Acts 5 : 28 the lit. meaning is ' Did we not charge you 
with a charge? ' See also CoMMANDMENT, STRAITLY. Cp. C, No. 8, 
below. if 

B. Adjective; 
ADA.t'ANOS (&.Sa?Tavos), lit., 'without expense' (a, negative, and 

dapane, expense, cost), is used in l Cor. 9: 18, " without charge" (of 
service in the Gospel).if 

C. Verbs. 
r. DIAMARTUROMAI (SiaµapTvpoµai), a strengthened form of 

marturomai (dia, through, intensive), is used in the :Middle Voice; 
primarily it signifies to testify through and through, bear a solemn 
witness ; hence, to charge earnestly, l Tim. 5 : 21 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 14 ; 4 : r. 
See TESTIFY, WITNESS. 

2. DIASTELLOMAI (SiauTtAAoµa~). lit., to draw asunder (dia, asunder, 
stellö, to draw), signifies to admonish, order, charge, Matt. 16: 20; Mark 
S: 43; 7: 36 (twice); 8: 15; 9 :'9. In Acts 15: 24 it is translated 
"gave commandment;" in Heb. 12: 20, A.V., "commanded," R.V., 
"enjoined." See CoMMAND, Note (2).4iJ 
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3. DIATASSO (füaTCfaaw) : see APPOINT, No. 6. 
4. EMBRIMAOMAI (€µ.ßpiµ.&.aµm), from en, in, intensive, and brime, 

sfrength, primarily signifies to snort with anger, as of horses. Used of 
men it signifies to fret, tobe painfully moved; then, to express indignation 
against ; hence, to rebuke sternly, to charge strictly, Matt. 9: 30; Mark 
l : 43 ; it is rendered " murmured against " in Mark 14 : 5 ; " groaned " 
in John II: 33; "groaning" in ver. 38. See GROAN, MURMUR.~ 

5. ENKALEO (€yKru\€w) : see AccusE, B, No. 2. 

6. ENTELLOMAI (€vr€A.-\oµm), to order, command, enjoin (from en, 
in, used intensively, and teleö, to fulfil), is translated by the verb to give 
charge, Matt. 4 : 6 ; 17 : 9 (A.V.) ; Luke 4 : ro. See COMMAND, ENJOIN. 

7. EPITIMAO (lrrmµaw} signifies (a) to put honour upon (epi, upon, 
time, honour) ; (b) to adjudge, to find fault with, rebuke; hence to charge, 
or rather, to charge strictly (epi, intensive), e.g., Matt. 12 : 16; Mark 
3 : 12, " churgcd much; " Mark 8 : 30; in IO: t1R, R .V., "r~hnked." 
See REBUKE. 

8. PARANGELLÖ ('1Tapayyl!A.-\w), Jit., to announce beside (para, 
beside, angellö, to announce). to hand on an announcement fröm one to 
auulher, usually denotcs to commund, to charge, Luke 5 : 14 ; 8 : 56 ; 
l Cor. 7 : ro (A.V„ "command "), "give ch;i.rge," R.V. ; II : 17, "in 
giving you this charge," R.V.; l Tim. l: 3; 6: 13, R.V„ and 6: 17. 
lt is rendered by the verb to charge in the R.V. of Acts l : 4; 4: 18; 
5 : 28 ; 15 : 5 ; l Thess. 4 : II. See Acls S : 28 under A, No. 6. Sec 
\.(1MMAND, DECLARE. 

9. PROAITIAOMAT (7rpaamaoµ,ai}, to accuse beforehand, to have 
already brought a charge (pro, before, aitia, an accusation), is used in 
Rom. 3 : 9, " we before laiu iu ll1e cliarge."if · 

ro. TEREÖ (7"1Jp€w}, to keep, to guard, is translated " to be kept in 
charge," in Acts 24: 23 ; 25 : 4, R.V. (A.V., "kept "). See HoLD, KEEP, 
ÜBSERVE, PRESERVE, WATCH. 

Notes: (1) Martureö, to testify, translated "charged" in l Thess. 
2: II, A.V., is found there in the most authentic mss. and translated 
" testifying " in the R.V. (2) Enorkizö, to adjure (en, in, used inteii
sively, horkos, an uath), is translated " I adjure," in l Thess. 5 : 27, R.V„ 
for A.V„ " I charge." Some mss. have horkizö here. (3) The following 
are translated by the verb to charge .or to be chargeable in the A.V., but 
differently in the R.V„ and will be found under the word BuRDEN : 
bareö, B, No. l ; epibareö, B, No. 2 ; katanarkaö, B, No. 5. (4) Epitassö, 
to command, is so translated in Mark9 .: 25, R.V„ for the A.V„ "charge." 
(5) Dapanaö, tobe at the expense of anything (cp.B, above), is translated 
" be at charges," in Acts 21 : 24. See CoNSUME,SPEND. (6) In 2 Tim. 
4: 16, logizomai is rendered "laid to (their) charge," A.V. ; R.V„ " ... 
account.'.' (7) In Acts 8: 27, the R.V. translates the verb eimi, tobe, 
with epi, over, " was over," A. V., " had the charge of." (8) In Acts 7 : 
60 histemi, to cause to stand, is rendenxl " lay ... to the charge." 
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CHARGER 
PINAX (7rlva~), primarily a board or plank, came to denote various 

articles of wood; hence, a wooden trencher, charger, Matt. 14 : 8, II ; 

Mark 6: 25, 28; Luke II : 39. See PLATTER.if 

CHARIOT 
r. HARMA (c!pµ.a), akin to arariskö, to join, denotes a war chariot 

with two wheels, Acts 8: 28, 29, 38; Rev. 9: 9.if 
2. RHEDE (pl/577), a waggon with four wheels, was chiefiy used for 

travelling purposes, Rev. 18: 13.if 

For CHARITY see LOVE 

CHASTE 
HAGNOS (ayv6-;-) signifies (a) pnrn from every fault, immacubte, 

2 Cor. 7: II (A.V., "clear "); Phil. 4: 8; l Tim. 5: 22; Jas. 3: 17; 
l John 3 : 3 (in all w ltid1 thc R. V. rentlering is " pure "), and l Pet. 3 : 2, 
"chaste; " (b) pure from carnality, modest, 2 Cor. II : 2, R.V., "pure; " 
Tit. 2; 5, "chaste." See <:":LEAR, Hor.v, PtrnF..ir 

Note: Cp. hagios, holy, as being free from admixture of evil; hosios., 
holy, as being free from defilement; eilikrines, pure, as being tested, 
lit., judged by the sunlight; katharos, pure, as being cleansed. 

CHASTEN, CHASTENING, CHASTISE, CHASTISFMENT 
A. Verb. 

PAlDEUO (7ratÖ€vw) primarily denotes to train children, suggesting 
the broad idea of education (pais, a child), Acts 7: 22; 22: 3; see also 
Tit. 2: 12, "instructing" (R.V.), here of a training gracious and firm; 
grace, which brings salvation, employs means to give us full possession 
of it ; hence, to chastise, this being part of the training, whether (a) by 
correcting with words, reproving, and admonishing, l Tim. l : 20 (R.V., 
" be taught ") ; 2 Tim. 2 : 25, or (b) by chastening by the infliction of 
evils and calamities, r Cor. II : 32 ; 2 Cor. 6: 9; Heb. 12 : 6, 7, IO; 

Rev. 3 : 19. The verb also has the meaning to chastise with blows, to 
scourge, said ofthe command of a judge, Luke 23: 16, 22. See CoRREC
TION, B, lNSTRUCT, LEARN, TEACII, and cp. CHILD (Nos. 4 to 6).if 

B. Noun. 
PAIDEIA (7rai8€la) denotes the training of a child, including 

instruction; hence, discipline, correction, "chastening," Eph. 6 : 4, 
R.V. (A.V„ "nurture "), suggestin~; the Christian discipline that regulates 
character; so in Heb. 12 : 5, 7, 8 (i:1 ver. 8, A.V„ "chastisement," the 
R.V. corrects to "chastening ") ; in 2 Tim. 3 : r6, "instruction." See 
lNSTRUCTION, NURTURE.if 
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CHEEK 
SIAGÖN (a,aywv) primarily denotes the jaw, the jaw-bone; hence 

"cheek," Matt. 5: 39; Luke 6: 29.if 

CHEER, CHEERFUL, CHEERFULLY, CHEERFULNESS 
A. Verbs. 

I. EUTHUMEÖ (di8vµi.w) signifies, in the Active Voice, to put in 
good spirits, to make cheerful (eu, well, thumos, mind or passion) ; or, 
intransitively, to be cheerful, Acts 27: 22, 25; Jas. 5: 13 (R.V., 
"cheerful," for A.V., "merry "). See MERRY.if 

2. THARSEO (8apa(w), tobe of good courage, of good cheer (tharsos, 
courage, confidence), is used only in the Imperative Mood, in the N.T.; 
" be of good cheer," Matt. 9 : 2, 22 ; 14: 27 ; Mark 6: 50; IO : 49; 
Luke 8: 48; John 16: .33; Acts 23: II. See BoLD, A, No. l, CoMFORT, 
COURAGE.~ 

B. Adjectives. 
L EUTHUMOS (d!Ovµ.o•;) means of good cheer (see A, No. 1), Acts 

27: 36.if 
2. HILAROS (lA.ap6s), Iiu111 hileös, propitious, significs that rcadiness 

of mind, that joyousness, which is prompt to do anything ; hence, cheerful 
(Eng., hilarious), 2 Cor. 9 : 7, " God loveth a cheerful (hilarious) giver. "~l 

Note : In the Sept. the verb hilarunö translates a Hebrew word meaning 
"to cause to shine," in Ps. 104: 15.if 

C. Adverb. 
EUTHUMÖS (cv8vµ.ws), cheerfully (see A, No. r), is found in the 

most authentic mss., in Acts 24: 10, instead of thc comparative degree, 
euthumoteron. ,[ 

D. Noun. 
HILAROTES (lA.ap6n7s), cheerfulness (akin to B, No. 2), is used in 

Rom. 12 : 8, in connection with shewing mercy. if 

CHERISH 
THALPÖ (8cf).1Tw) primarily means to heat, to soften by heat; then, 

to keep warm, as of birds covering their young with their feathers, Deut. 
22 : 6, Sept. ; metaphorically, to cherish with tender love, to foster with 
tender care, in Eph. 5 : 29 of Christ and the Church ; in I Thess. 2 : 7 
of the care of the saints at Thessalonica by the Apostlc and his associates, 
as of a nurse for her children. if 

CHERUBIM 
CHEROUBIM (xEpovß{µ.) are regarded by some as the ideal 

representatives of redeemed .animate creation. In the Tabernacle and 
Temple they were represented by the two golden figures of two-winged 
living-creatures. They were all of one piece with the golden lid of the 
Ark of the Covenant in thc Holy of Holies, signifying that the prospect 
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of redeenied and glorified creatures was bound up with the sacrifice of 
Christ. 

This in itself would indicate that they represent redeemed human 
beings in union with Christ, a union seen, figuratively, proceeding out of 
the Mercy Seat. Their faces were towards this Mercy Seat, suggesting 
a consciousness of the means whereby union with Christ has been 
produced. 

The first reference to the cherubim is in Gen. 3 : 24, which should 
read ' . . . at the East of the Garden of Eden He caused to dwell in a 
tabemacle the cherubim, and the flaming sword which tumed itself to 
keep the way of the Tree of Life.' This was not simply to kccp fallen 
human beings out ; the presence of the cherubim suggests that redeemed 
men, restored to God on God's conditions, would have access to the Tree 
of Life. (See Rev. 22 : 14). 

Certain other refrrences in the 0.T. give clear indication that angelic 
beings are upon occasion in view, e;g., Psalm 18: IO; Ezek. 28: 4. 
So with the Vision of the Chernhim in F.zek. ro: 1-20; II: 22. · ln the 
N.T. the word is found in Heb. 9: 5, where the reference is to the Ark 
in the Täbermicle, and the thought i!J GuggeGted of thosc who minfatcr 
to the manifestation of the glory of God. 

We may perhaps conclude, therefore, that, inasmuch as in the past 
and in the present angelic beings have functioned and do function 
adrninistratively in the service .uf God, an<l that redeemed man in the 
future is to act administratively in fellowship with Hirn, the Cherubim 
in Scripture represent one or other of these two groups of c:reated heings 
according to what is set forth in the various passages relating to them. ~ 

For CHICKEN see BROOD 

CHIEF, CHIEFEST, CHIEFLY 
A. Adjective. 

PROTOS (7rpwTo~) denotes the first, whether in time or place. 
lt is translated "chief" in Mark 6: 21, R.V., of men of Galilee; in 
Acts 13 : 50, of men in a city; in 28: 7, of the chief man in thc island 
of Melita; in 17: 4, of chief women in a city; in 28: 17, of Jews; in 
1 Tim. 1 : 15, 16, of a sinner. In the following, where the A.V. has 
"chief," or "chiefest," the R.V. renderings are different : Matt. 20: 27 

and Mark IO : 44," first ; "Luke 19 : 47 and Acts 25 : 2," principal rnen ; " 
Acts 16 : 12, said of Philippi, "the first (city) of the district," R.V„ for 
incorrect A.V., " the chief city of that part of Macedonia." Amphipolis 
was the chief city of that part. Prötos here must mean the first in the 
direction in which the Apostle came. See BEGINNING, BEFORE, REST, 

FIRST, FORMER. 

B. Nouns. 
1. KEPHALAION (KE</>a.A.aiov), akin to the adjedive kephalaios, 
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belonging to the head, and kephale, the head, denotes the chief point 
or principal thing in a subject, Heb. 8 : r, " the chief point is this " (A.V., 
"the sum ") ; elsewhere in Acts 22 : 28 (of principal, as to money), 
" (a great) sum." See SuM.~ 

Certain compound nouns involving the significance of chief, are as 
follows: 

2. ARCHIEREUS (apxiEpeV>), a chief priest, high priest (arche, first, 
hiereus, a priest), is frequent in the Gospels, Acts and Hebrews, but there 
only in the N.T. lt is used of Christ, e.g„ in Heb. 2: r7; 3: l; of chief 
priests, including ex-high-priests and members of . their families, e.g., 
Matt. 2 : 4 ; Mark 8 : 31. 

3. ARCHIPOIMfN (apxmolµ.71v), a chief shepherd (arche, chief, 
poimen, a shepherd), is said of Christ only, r Pet. 5 : 4. Modem Greeks 
use it of tribal chiefs. ~ 

4. ARCHITELÖN~S (dpxm:..\wv71>) denotes a chief tax-collector, or 
publican, Luke r9: 2.~ 

5. AKROGONIAIOS (d.Kpoywi•1aio>) denotes fl t.hif!f corncr-stone 
(from akros, highest, extreme, gönia, a corner, angle), Eph. 2 : 20 and 
l Pet. 2: 6.~ In the Sept., Is. 28: r6.~ 

6. PRÖTOKATHEDRIA (1Tpw-roKafM>pla), a sitting in,the first or 
::l-iief seat (prötos, first, kathedra, a seat), is found in Matt. 23 : 6 ; Mark 
12: 39; Luke II: 43; 20 :46.i! 

7. PRÖTOKLISIA (1Tpw-roKAiala), the first rediuing place, the chief 
plac:e fit tahle (from prötos, and klisia, a company reclining at a meal; 
cp. klinö, to incline), is found in Matt. 23 ; 6; Mark 12 : 39 (as with 
No. 6) ; Luke r4: 7, 8; 20: 46.~ 

8. CHILIARCHOS (xiMapx.o>) denotes a chief captain: see CAPTAIN, 
No. 1. 

9. ASIARCH~S ('Aaiapx~>), an Asiarch, was one of certain officers 
elected by various cities in the province of Asia, whose function consisted 
in celebrating, partly at their own expense, the public games and 
festivals; in Ac:ts r9: 31, R.V., the word is translated" chief officers of 
Asia " (A.V„ " chief of Asia "). 

lt seems probable, acconling to Prof. Ramsay, that thcy were " the 
high pricsts of the templcs of the Imperial worship in various cities of 
Asia; " further, that "the Council of the Asiarchs sat at stated periods 
in the great cities alterilately . . . and were probably assembled at 
Ephesus for such a purpose wben they sent advice to St. Paul to consult 
his safety." A festival would have brought great crowds to the city.i! 

10. ARCHÖN (a'.pxwv), a ruler, is r'endered "chief" in the A.V. of 
Luke r4: r (R.V., "ruler "); "chief rulers," in John r2: 42, R.V., 
"rulers (of thr. people)," i.e., of members of the Sanhcdrin; "chief," 
in Luke II : rs (R.V., "prince "), in reference to Beelzebub, the prince 
of demons. See MAG1SIRATE, PRINCE, RULER. 

rr. ARCHISUNAGÖGOS (dpx1avvaywyo>), a rnler of a synagogue, 
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translated "chief ruler of the synagogue," in Acts 18: 8, 17, A.V., was 
the administrative officer supervising the worship. 

C. Verb. 
HEGEOMAI (~ylo,u.ai). to lead the way, to preside, rule, be the chief, 

is used of the ambition to be chief among the disciples of Christ, Luke 
22 : 26 ; of Paul as the chief speaker in Gospel testimony at Lystra, 
Acts 14: 12; of Judas and Silas, as chief (or rather, 'leading ') men 
among the brethren at Jerusalem, Acts 15: 22. See AccOUNT, COUNT, 
EsTEEM, GovERNOR, JunGE, SuPPOSE, TRINK. 

D. Adverbs. 
l. HUPERLIAN (v1TepAlav), chiefest (huper, over, lian, exceedingly, 

pre-eminently, very much), is used in 2 Cor. u : S; 12 : II, of Paul's 
place among the Apostles. ~ 

2. MALISTA (,u.dAt<1'Ta}, the superlative of mala, very, very much, is 
rendered "chiefly" in 2 Pet. 2: 10 andin the A.V. of Phil. 4: ii (R.V., 
" esr:ecially "). See EsPECIALLY, MosT. 

Note: fo Rom. 3 : 2, R.V., the a<lverb pröton is translated " hrst ot 
all" (A.V., "chiefly "). 

CHILD, CHILDREN, CHILD-BEARING, CHILDISH, CHILDLESS 
1. TEKNON (TlKvov), a child (akin to tikto, to heget, bear), is used in 

both the natural and the figurative senses. In contrast to huios, son 
(sec bclow), it givcs promincnce to the fact of birth, whereas hu-ios stresses 
the dignity and character of the relationship. Figuratively, teknon is 
used of children of (a) God, John l : 12; (b) light, Eph. 5 : 8 ; (c) obedience, 
I Pet. I : 14; (d) a promise, Rom. 9: 8; Gal. 4 : 28; (e) the Devil, I John 
3 : 10; (f) wrath, Eph. 2 : 3 ; (g) cursing, 2 Pet. 2 : 14 ; (h) spiritual rela
tionship, 2 Tim. 2: i; Philm. 10. See DAUGHTER, SoN. 

2. TEKNION (TeKvlov), a little child, a diminutive of No. I, is used 
only figurativcly in the N.T., and always in the plural. lt is found 
frequently in I John, see 2 : r, r2, 28 ; 3 : 7, r8 ; 4 : 4 ; 5 : 2r ; elsewhere, 
once in John's Gospel, r3 : 33, once in Paul's Epistles, Gal. 4: r9. lt is 
a term of affection by a teacher to his disciples under circumstances 
requiring a tender appeal, e.g., of Christ to the Twelve just before His 
death ; the Apostle Jahn used it in warning believers against spiritual 
dangers; Paul, because of the deadly errors of Judaism assailing the 
Galatian churches. Cp. bis use ofteknon in Gal. 4: 28.~ 

3. HUIOS (vlö>), a son, is always so translated in the R.V., except 
in the phrase " children of Israel," e.g., Matt. 27 : 9 ; and with reference 
to a foal, Matt. 2r : 5. The A.V. does not discriminate between teknon 
and huios. In the Ist Ep. of John, the Apostle reserves the word for the 
San of God. See teknia, "little children" (above), and tekna," children," 
in John I : 12 ; II : 52. See paidion (below). For the other use of 
Jmios, indicating the quality of that with which it is connected, see SoN. 

4. PAIS (1Tats) signifies (a) a child in relation to descent, (b) a boy or 
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girl in relation to age, (c) a servant, attendant, maid, in relation to 
condition. As an instance of (a) see Matt. 21 : 15, " children," and Acts 
20: 12 (R.V., "lad"). In regard to (b) the R.V. has "boy" in Matt. 
17: 18 and Luke 9: 42. In Luke 2: 43 it is used of the Lord Jesus. In 
regard to (c), see Matt. 8: 6, 8, lJ, etc. As to (a) note Matt. 2 : 16, R.V„ 
"male children." See MAID, MANSERVANT, SERVANT, SoN, YouNG MAN. 

5. PAIDION (?Tai8lov), a diminutive of pais, signifies a little or young 
child ; it is used of an infant just born, John 16 : 21 ; of a male child 
recently born, e.g., Matt. 2: 8; Heb. II: 23; of a more advanced child, 
Mark 9 : 24 ; of a son, John 4 : 49 ; of a girl, Mark 5 : 39, 40, 41 ; in the 
plural, of children, e.g., Matt. 14 : 2I. lt i!? used metaphorically of 
believers who are deficient in spiritual understanrling, r Cor .. 14 : 20, and 
in affectionate and familiar address by the Lord to His disciples, almost 
like the Eng., "lads," John 21 : 5; by the Apostle John to the y0ungest 
believers in the family of God, l John 2 : 13, 18 ; there it is to be 
distinguished from teknia, which term he uses in addressing all his readers 
(vv. 1, 12, 28 : see tr.knia, ahove). See DAMSEL. 

Note: The adverb paidiothen, " from (or of) a child," is found in 
Mark 9: 21.il 

6. PAIDARION (1Tai8dpioi•), another diminutive of pais, is med of 
boys and girls, in Matt. II-: 16 (the best texts have paidiois here), aml a 
lad, John 6: 9; the tendency in colloquial Greek was to lose the 
diminutive character uf t.he wuHl., 

7. NEPIOS (v7)'1TtoS'), lit., not-speaking (from ne, a negative, and epos, 
a word is rendered "childish" in I Cor. 13 : II : see BABE. 

8. MONOGENltS (µoi•oyu·~S'), lit„ only-begotten, is translated "only 
chil<l" in Luke 9: 38. See ÜNLY, ÜNLY·BEGOTTEN. 

9. TEKNOGONIA (TEKvoyovla),teknon and a rootgen-, whencegennaü, 
to heget, denotes bearing children, implying the duties of motherhood, 
1 Tim. 2: 15., 

B. Verbs. 
l. NF:PIAZO (V?Jma,w), to be a habe, is used in l Cor. 14: 20, " (in 

malice) be ye babes" (akin to No 7, above)., 
2. TEKNOTROPHEÖ (TtKvoTpocf>lw), to rear young, teknon, and 

trephö; to rear, signifies to bring up children, l Tim. 5 : lO., 

3. TEKNOGONEÖ (TEKvoyovlw), to bear children (teknon, and 
gennaö, to heget), see No. 9 above, is found in l Tim. 5: 14., 

C. Adjectives. 
l. ENKUOS ·(ey1CvoS") denotes " great with child " (en, in, and kuö, 

to conceive), Luke 2: 5., 
2. PHILOTEKNOS (cf>iA.lmKvoS'), from phileö, to love, and teknon, 

signifies loving one's children, Tit. 2: 4., 
3. ATEKNOS (aTEKVoS'), from a, negative, and teknon, signifies" child

less," Luke 20: 28, 29, 30.il 
Notes: (1) For brephos, a new born babe, always rendered "habe" 
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or " babes" in the R.V. (A.V., "young children ", Acts 7: rg; "child," 
2 Tim. 3: r5), see under BABE. 

(2) Huiothesia, "adoption of children," in the A.V. of Eph. r : 5, is 
corrected to "adoption as sons" in the R.V. See on ADOPTION. 

CHOKE 
I. PNIGO (7TVlyw) is used, in the Passive Voice, of perishing by 

<lrowning, Mark 5 : I3; in the Active, to seize a person's throat, to throttle, 
Matt. r8: 28. See THROAT.~ 

2. APOPNIGÖ (a7To7Tvlyw), a strengthened form of No. l (apo, from, 
intensive; cp. Eng„ to choke off), is used metaphorically, of thorns 
crowding out seed sown and preventing its growth, Matt. 13 : 7 ; Luke 
8: 7. lt is Luke's word for suffocation by drowning, Luke 8 : 33 (cp. 
Mark 5: 13, above).~ 

3. SUMPNIGO (avµ.7Tvlyw) gives the suggestion of choking together 
(sun, with), i.e., by crowding, Matt. 13: 22; Mark 4: 7, 19; Luke 8: 14. 
lt is used in Luke 8 : 42, of the crowd that thronged t11e Lon.l, almost, 
so to speak, to suffocation.~ 

CHOICE, CHOOSE, CHOSEN 
A. Verbs. 

l. EKLEGO (l1CMyw), to pick out, select, means, in the Middle Voice, 
to choose for oneself, not necessarily implying thc rcjcction of what is 
not chosen, but choosing with the subsidiary ideas of kindness or favour 
or love, Mark 13: 20; Luke 6: 13; 9: 35 (R.V.); 10: 42; 14: 7; 
John 6: 70; 13: 18 ; 15 : r6, 19; Acts l : 2, 24; 6: 5 ; 13 : 17; 15 : 22, 
25 ; in 15 : 7 it is rendered" made choice; " r Cor. l : 27, 28 ; Eph. l : 4; 
Jas. 2: 5.~ 

2. EPILEGÖ (lm.Myw), in the Middle Voice, signifies to choose, 
either in addition or in succession to another. lt has this meaning in 
Acts 15 : 40, of Paul's choice of Silas. For its other meaning, to call or 
name, John 5: 2, see CALL.~ 

3. HAIREO (a.lplw), to take, is used in the Middle Voice only, in the 
sense of taking for oneself, choosing, 2 Thess. 2 : 13, of a choice made by 
Gocr' (as in Deut. 7 : 6, 7; 26 : 18, Sept.) ; in Phil. l : 22 and Heb. II : 25, 
of human choice. lts special significance is to select rather by the act of 
taking, than by shewing preference or favour.1[ 

4. HAIRETIZO (alpETl{w), akin to the verbal adjective hairetos, 
that which may be taken (see No. 3), signifies to take, with the implication 
that what is taken is eligible or suitable ; hence, to choose, by reason of 
this suitability, Matt. 12 : 18, of God's delight in Christas His " chosen."1[ 
lt is frequent in the Sept„ e.g., Gen. 30 : 20 ; Num. 14 : 8 ; Psa. 25 : 12 ; 
II9 : 30, 173 ; 132 : 13, 14 ; Hos. 4 : 18 ; Hag. 2 : 23 (" he hath chosen the 
Canaanite~i:; "); ZP-r.h. 1 : 17; 2: 12; Mal. 3 : 17. 

5. CHEIROTONEO (XE'poTovlw): see APPOINT, No. II. 
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6. PROCHEIROTONEO (7rpox€ipo-rovlw) signifies to choose before, 
Acts lO : 41, where it is used of a choice made before by God. ~ 

Notes: (1) For procheirizö see APPOINT, No. 12. 
(2) Stratologeö, in 2 Tim. 2: 4 (A.V., "chosen to be a soldier "), 

signifies to enrol as a soldier (R.V.). See SoLDIER. 
B. Adjective. 

EKLEKTOS (lK.\€KToS'), akin to A, No. l, signifies chosen out, select, 
e.g., Matt. 22 : 14 ; Luke 23 : 35 ; Rom 16 : 13 (perhaps in the sense of 
eminent) ; Rev. 17 : 14. In l Pet. 2 : 4, 9, the R.V. translates it " elect." 
See ELECT. 

C. Noun. 
EKLOG:F; (lK.\oyi)), akin to A, No. I and B, a picking out, choosing 

(Eng., eclogue}, is translated " chosen " in Acts 9 : 15, lit„ ' he is a vessel 
of choice unto Me.' In the six other places where this word is fouild 
it is translated "election." See ELECTION. 

CHRIST 
CHRISTOS (xptaToS'), anointed, translates, in the Sept., thP. worci 

Messiah, a term applicd to thc pricsts who were anointed with the holy 
oil, particularly the High Priest, e.g., Lev. 4 : 3, 5, 16. The prophets 
are called hoi christoi Theou, "the anointed of God," l'sa. 105 : 15. A 
king of Israel was described upon occasion as christos tou Kuriou, " the 
anointed of the Lord," l Sam. 2: lO, 35; 2 Sam. l: 14; Ps. 2: 2; 
18 : 50 ; Hab. 3 : 13 ; the term is used even of Cyrus, Is. 45 : r. 

The title ho Christos, "the Christ," is not used of Christ in the Sept. 
Version of the Inspired Books of the O.T. In the N.T. the word is 
frequently used vvith the article, of the Lord Jesus, as an appellative 
rather than a title, e.g., Matt. 2 : 4 ; Acts 2 : 31 ; without the article, 
Luke 2: II ; 23 : 2; John l : 41. Three times the title was expressly 
accepted by the Lord Himself, Matt. 16: 17; Mark 14: 61, 62; John 
4: 26. 

lt is added as an appellative to the proper name " Jesus," e.g., John 
17 : 3, the only time when the Lord so spoke of Himself ; Acts 9 : 34 ; 
l Cor. 3: II; l John 5: 6. lt is distinctly a proper namc in many 
passages, whether with the article, e.g., Matt. l: 17; II: 2; Rom. 7: 4; 
9: 5; 15: 19; l Cor. l: 6, or without the article, Mark 9: 41; Rom. 
6 : 4 ; 8 : 9, 17 ; l Cor. l : 12 ; Gal. 2 : 16. The single title Christos is 
sometimes used without the article to signify the One who by His Holy 
Spirit and power indwells believers and moulds their character in con
formity to His likeness, Rom. 8: lO; Gal. 2: 20; 4: 19; Eph. 3: 17. 
As to the use or absence of the article, the title with the article specifies 
the Lord Jesus as "the Christ;" the title without the article stresses 
His character and His relationship with believers. Again, speaking 
generally, when the title is the subject of a sentence it has the article; 
when it forms part of the predicate the article is absent. See also JEsus. 
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F ALSE CHRISTS 
PSEUDOCHRISTOS (,Pev86xptaToc;) denotes one who falsely lays 

claim to the Name and office of the Messiah, Matt. 24 : 24 ; Mark 13 : 22., 
See Note linder ANTICHRIST. 

CHRISTIAN 
CHRISTIANOS (xpta-rtav6c;), Christian, a word formed after the 

Roman style, signifying an adherent of Jesus, was first applied to such by 
the Gentiles and is found in Acts II : 26 ; 26 : 28 ; l Pet. 4 : 16. 

Though the word rendered "were called" in Acts II: 26 (see under 
CALL) might be used of a name adopted · by oneself or given by others, 
the Christians do not seem to have adopted it for themselves in the 
times of the Apostles. In l Pet. 4 : 16, the Apostle is speaking from 
the point of view of the persecutor; cp. "as a thief," "as a murderer." 
Nor is it likely that the appellation was given by Jews. As applied by 
Gentiles there was no doubt an implication of scorn, as in Agrippa's 
statement in Acts 26 : 28. Tacitus, writing near the end of the first 
century, says, " The vulgar call them Christians. The author or origin 
of thi~ denornination, Christus, had, in the reign of Tiberius, been executed 
by the Procurator, Pontius Pilate" (Annals xv. 44). From the second 
century ouward the term ~as accepted by believers as a title of honour., 

CHRYSOLITE 
CHRUSOLITHOS (xpva6>.t8oc;), lit., a gold stone (chrusos, gold, 

lithos, a stone), is the name of a precious stone of a gold colour, now called 
a topaz, Rev. 21: 20 (i;;ee a.lim Rx. 28: 20 and Ezek. 28; 13)., 

CHRYSOPRAS US 
CHRUSOPRASOS (xpva67Tpaaos),, .from chrusos, gold, and prasos, 

a leek), is a precious stone like a leek in colour, a translucent, golden 
green. Pliny reckons it among the beryls. The word occurs in Rev. 
21: 20., 

For CHURCH see ASSEMBLY and CONGREGATION 

CINNAMON 
KINNAMOMON (Ktvy&.µwµov), is derived from an Arabic word 

signifying to emit a smell; the substance was an ingredient in the holy 
oil for anointing, Ex. 30: 23. See also,Prov. 7: 17 and S. of S. 4: 14. 
In the N.T. it is found in Rev. 18: 13. The cinnamon of the present day 
is the inner bark·of an aroniatic tree called canella zeylanica., 

CIRCUIT 
PERIERCHOMAI (7repilpxoµm), to go about (peri, about, erchomai, 

to go), is said of navigating a ship under difficulty owing to contrary 
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winds, Acts 28: 13, R.V., " we made a circuit," for A.V., "we fetched a 
compass." See CoMPAss, STROLLING, WANDER. 

CIRCUMCISION, UNCIRCUMCISION, CIRCUMCISE 
A. Nouns. 

l. PERITOME (77€ptToµ.~). lit., a cutting round, circumcision (the 
verb is peritemnö), was a rite enjoined by God upon Abraham and his 
male descendants and dependents, as a sign of the covenant made with 
him, Gen. 17; Acts 7: 8; Rom. 4: II. Hence Israelites termed Gentiles 
"the uncircumcised," Judg. 15: 18; 2 Sam. l: 20. So in the N.T., but 
without the suggestion of contempt; e.g., Rom. 2: 26; Eph. 2: rr. 

The rite had a moral significance, Ex. 6: 12, 30, where it is 
metaphorically applied to thelips; so to the ear, Jer. 6 : 10, and the heart, 
Deut. 30: 6; Jer. 4: 4. Cp. Jer. 9 : 25, 26. lt refers to the state of cir
cumcision, in Rom. 2 : 25-28; 3: l ; 4: IO; l Cor. 7 : 19; Gal. 5 : 6; 
6 : 15 ; Col. 3 : II. 

"Tn the ec.onomy of grace no account i$ taken of any ordinance 
performed on the flesh ; the old racial distinction is ignored in the 
preaching of the Gospel, aml failh is lhe sole condition upon which the 
favour of God in salvation is to be obtained, Rom. 10 : 11~13; l Cor. 
7: 19. See also Rom. 4: 9-12."* 

Upon the preaching of the Gospel to, aml the conversion of, Gentiles, 
a sect. uf Jewi:,li Lelievers arose who argued that the Gospel, without thc 
fulfilment ofcircumcision, would make void the Law and make salvation 
impossible, Acts 15 : I. Hence this party was known as "the circum
cision," Acts IO: 45; II : 2 ; Gal. 2 : 12 ; Col. 4: u ; Tit. l : IO (the 
term bei11g used by metonymy, the abstract being put for the concrete, 
as with the application of the word to Jews generally, Rom. 3: 30; 
4 · 9, 12 ; 15 : 8 ; Gal. 2 : 7-9 ; Eph.· 2 : II). lt is used metaphorically 
and spiritually of believers with reference to the act, Col. 2 : II and Rom. 
2 : 29 ; to the condition, Phil. 3 : 3. 

The Apostle Paul's defence of the truth, and his contention against this 
propaganda, form the main subject of the Galatian Epistle. Cp. katatome, 
"concision," Phil. 3 : 2. Sec CoNCISION. 

2. AKROBUSTIA (aKpoßvaTia), uncircumcision, is used (a) of the 
physical state, in contrast to the act of circumcision, Acts II : 3 (lit., 
'having uncircumcision !) ; Rom. 2: 25, 26; 4: 10, II (" though they 
be in uncircumcision," R.V.), 12; I Cor. 7 : 18, 19; Gal. 5 : 6; 6: 15 ; 
Col. 3 : II ; (b) by metonymy, for Gentiles, e.g., Rom .. 2 : 26, 27 ; 3 : 30 ; 
4 : 9 ; . Gal. 2 : 7 ; Eph. 2 : II ; (d) in a metaphorical or transferred sense, 
of the moral condition in which the corrupt desires of the fiesh still operate, 
Col. 2 : 13.~[ 

Note: In Rom. 4: II, the phrase "though they be in uncircum-

• From Notes Qll G<1latians by Hogg and Vine, p. V). 
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cision" translates the Greek phrase di' akrobustias, lit„ 'through un
circumcision ; ' here dia has the local sense of proceeding from and passing 
out. 

B. Adjective. 
APERITMETOS (a7T€pl-rµ.71-ros), uncircumcised (a, negative, peri, 

around, temno, to cut), is used in Acts 7: 51, metaphorically, of "heart 
and ears."1[ 

C. Verbs. 
r. PERITEMNÖ (7Tiipi-rlµ.vw), to circumcise, is used (a) lit., e.g„ Luke 

r : 59; 2: 21 ; of _receiving circumcision, Gal. 5 : 2, 3 ; 6 : 13, R.V. ; 
(b) metaphorically, of spiritual circumcision, Col. 2 : rr. 

2. EPISPAOMAL('1mumfoµ.ai), lit., to draw over, to.become uncircum
cised, as if to efface Judaism, appears in r Cor. 7 : r8.1[ 

For CIRCUMSPECTLY see ACCURATELY 

CITIZEN, CITIZENSHIP 
r. POLITES (7roMTIJ'), a member of a city or state, or the inhabitant 

of a country or district, Luke 15 : 15, is used elsewhere in Luke 19 : 14; 
Acts 21 : 39, and, in the most authentic mss., in Heb., 8 : II (where some 
texts have plesion, a neighbour). Apart from Heb. 8: II, the word o,ccurs 
only in the writings of Luke (himsel,f aGreek).il 

2. SUMPOLITES (uvµ.7ToAlTTJs), sun, with, and No. r, denotes a: fellow
citizen, i.e., possessing the same citizenship, Eph. 2 : 19, used metaphori
ca:lly in a spiritual sense. il 

3. POLITEIA (1ToAmla) signifies (a) the relation .in which a citizen 
stands to the state, the condition of a citizen, citizenship, Acts 22 : 28, 
"with a great sum obtained I this citizenship" (A.V., " freedom "). 
While Paul's citizenship of Tarsus was not of advantage outside that 
city, yet his Roman citizenship availed throughout the Roman Empire 
and, besides private rights, included (r) exemption from all degrading 
punishments; (2) a right of appeal to the Emperor after a sentence; 
(3) a right to be sent to Rome for trial before the Emperor if charged with 
a capital offence. Paul's father might have obtained citizenship (r) by 
manumission; (2) as a reward of merit; (3) by purchase; the contrast 
implied in Acts 22 : 28 is perhaps against the last mentioned; (b) a cjv:il 
polity, the condition of a state, a commonwealth, said of Israel, Eph. 
2: 12. See COMMONWEALTH.~ 

4. POLITEUMA (1ToAlnvµ.a) signifies the condition, or lüe, of a citizen, 
citizenship; it is said of the heavenly status of believers, Phil. 3 : 20, 
"our citizenship (A.V., "conversation ") is in Heaven." The R.V. 
marg. gives the alternative meaning, "commonwealth," i.e., community. 
See COMMONWEALTH, FREEDOM. il 

Note: Politeuo, Phil. r : 27, signifies tobe a polites (see No. r), and is 
used in the Middle Voice, signifying, meta.phorically, conduct characteristic 
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of heavenly citizenship, R.V., " let your manner of life (A.V., "conversa
tion ") be worthy (marg., 'behave as citizens worthily ') of the Gospel of 
Christ." In Acts 23 : l it is translated " I have lived." See CoNvERSA
TION, LIVE.~ 

CITY 
POLIS (776.\,s), primarily a town enclosed with a wall (perhaps from a 

root ple-, signifying fulness, whence also the Latin püo, to fill, Eng., 
polite, polish, politic etc.), is used also of the heavenly Jerusalem, the 
abode and COllJ.munity of the redeemed, Heb .. II : 10, 16 ; 12 : 22 ; 13 : 14. 
In the Apocalypse it signifies the visible capital of the Heavenly Kingdom, 
as destined to descend to earth in a coming age, e.g., Rev. 3: 12; 21: 2, 
14, 19. By metonymy the word stands for the inhabitants, as in the 
English use, e.g., Matt. 8 : 34 ; 12 : 25 ; 21 : 10 ; Mark l : 33 ; Acts 
13: 44. 

Note: In Acts 16 : 13, the most authentic mss. have pule, gate, R.V., 
"without the gate." 

CLAMOUR 
KRAUGE (Kpavyi)), an onomatopreic word, imitating the raven's 

cry, akin to krazö and kraugazö, to cry, denotes an outcry, "clamour," 
Acts 23: 9, R.V. ; Eph. 4: 31, where it signifies the tumult of controversy. 
See CRY. 

CLAN GING 
ALALAZO (cL\a.\d,w), au uuumaluvreic wurd, from lhe battle-cry, 

alala, is used of raisingthe shout of battle, Josh. 6: 20; hence, to make a 
loud cry or shout, e.g., Psa. 47: l; to wail, Jer. 29: 2; in the N.T., 
in Mark 5 : 38, of wailing mourners; in l Cor. 13: 1, of the "clanging" 
of cymbals (A.V., "tinkling ").~ 

CLAY 
P:RLOS (11"7j.\6s), clay, especially such as was used by a mason or potter, 

is used of moist clay, in John 9: 6, II, 14, 15, in connection with 
Christ's healing the blind man; in Rom. 9: 21, of potter's clay, as to the 
potter's right over it as an illustration of the prerogatives of God in His 
dealings with rhen. ~ 

CLEAN, CLEANNESS, CLEANSE, CLEANSING 
A. Adjective. 

KATHAROS (Ka8ap6s), free from impure admixture, without blemish, 
spotless, is used (a) physically, e.g., Matt. 23 : 26; 27 : 59; John 13 : IO 

(where the Lord, speaking figuratively, teaches that one who has 
been entirely cleansed, needs not radical renewal, but only to be 
cleansed from every sin into which he may fall) ; 15 : 3 ; Heb. lO : 22 ; 
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Rev. 15 : 6; 19: 8; 14; 21 : 18, 21 ; (b) in a Levitical sense, Rom. 14: 20 ; 
Tit. I : 15, " pure ; " (c) ethically, with the significance free from corrupt 
desire, from guilt, Matt. 5: 8; John 13: IQ, II; Acts 20: 26; 1 Tim. 
r : 5 ; 3: 9; 2 Tim. 1 : 3 ; 2: 22 ; Tit. 1 : 15; Jas. 1 : 27; blameless, 
innocent (a rare meaning for this word), Acts 18 : 6; (d) in a combined 
Levitical and ethical sense ceremonially, Luke II : 41, "all things are 
clean unto you." See CLEAR, C, Note (2), PURE.~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. KATHARIZÖ (Ka8apl{w), akin to A, signifies (1) to make clean, to 

cleanse (a) from physical stains and dirt, as in the case of utensils, Matt. 
23 : 25 (figuratively in verse 26); from disease, as of leprosy, Matt. 8 : 2; 
(b) in a mural sense, frum the tlefilemeut uf sin, Acts 15 : 9 ; 2 Cor. 7 : r ; 
Heb. 9 : 14; Jas. 4: 8, "cleanse" from the guilt of sin, Eph. 5 : 26; 
1 John 1 : 7; (2) to pronounce clean in a Levitical sense; Mark 7 : 19, 
R.V. ; Acts IO: I5; II: 9; tu l:0118ecrnte l.Jy deausiugs, Heb. 9: 22, 
23; 10: 2. See PuRGE, PuRIFY. 

2. DIAKATHARIZÖ (füaKaOapl,w), to cleanse thoroughly, is used in 
Matt. 3 : 12, R.V.~ 

Note: For kathairo, John 15 : z, R.V., sec PuRGE, No. I. For dia
kathairö, Luke 3 : 17, R.V., see PURGE, No. 3, 

C. Nouns. 
r. KATHARISMOS (Ka8apwµ.6s), akin to A, denotes cleansing, (a) 

both the action and its results, in the Levitical sense, Mark 1 : 44 ; Luke 
2 : 22, "purification;" S : 14, "cleansing; " John 2 : 6; J : 25, 
" purifying ; " (b) in the moral sense, from sins, Heb. I : 3 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 9, 
R.V., "cleansing.'' See PURGE, .l:'URIFICA'fION, PuRIFYING.i/ 

2. KATHAROTES (Ka8ap6T7}s). akin to R, deanness, pmity, is used 
in the Levitiral sense in Heb. 9 : 13, R.V., "cleanness." See PURIFY.,-f 

Note: In 2 Pet. 2 : 18, some inferior mss. have ontös, '' certainly" 
(A.V„ " clean"), for oligös, " scarcely" (R.V., " just"). 

CLEAR, CLEARING, CLEARL Y 
A. Verb. 

KRUSTALLIZO (KpvuTaAAl{w), to shine like crystal, to be of 
crystalline brightness, or transparency, is found in Rev. 21 : II, "clear 
as crystal.'' The verb may, however, have a transitive force, signifying 
to crystallize or cause to become like crystal. In that case it would speak 
of Christ (since He is the " Lightgiver," see the preceding part of the 
verse), as the One who causes the saints to shine in His own likeness.il 

B. Adjective. 
LAMPROS (>.aµTTpos) is said of crystal, Rev. 22: I, A.V., "clear," 

R.V., "bright." See BRIGHT, GAY, GoouLv, GoRGEous, WHITE. 

Note: The corresponding adverb lamprös signifies "sumptuously.'' 
C. Adverb. , 

TELAUGOS (T17>.avyws), from ttle, afar, and auge, radiance, signiftes 
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conspicuously, or clearly, Mark 8: 25, of the sight imparted by Christ 
to one who had been blind.~ Some mss~ have delaugös, clearly (delos, 
clear). 

Notes: (I) In 2 Cor. 7: II, A.V., hagnos is rendered "clear." See 
PURE. (2) In Rev. 2I : 18, katharo$, ("pure," R.V.) is rendered" clear," 
in the A.V. See CLEAN. (3) Apologia (Eng., apology), a defence against 
an accusation, signifies, in 2 Cor. 7 : II, a clearing of oneself. (4) For 
diablepö, to see clearly, Matt. 7 : 5 ; Luke 6 : 42, and kathoraö, ditto, 
Rom. r: 20, see SEE. 

CLEAVE, CLAVE 
I. KOLLAÖ {KoAAaw), to join fast together, to glue, cement, is 

primarily said of metals and other materials (from kolla, glue). In the 
N.T. it is used only in the Passive Voice, with reflexive force, in the 
sense of cleaving unto, as of cleavingto one's wife, Matt. 19: 5 ; some 
mss. have thP intPnsivP. V P.rh No. 2, here; l Cor. 6 : 16, 17, "joined." In 
the corresponding passage in Mark 10 : 7, the most authentic mss. omit 
the sentence. In Luke 10: 11 it is usetl uf t.he deaviug oI dusl to lhe feel; 
in Acts 5 : 13 ; 8: 29; 9: 2b; 10: 28; 17 : 34, in the sense of becoming 
associated with <i person so as to company with him, or be on bis side, 
said, in the last passage, of those in Athens who believed : in Rom. 12 : 9, 
ethically, of cleaving to that which is good. For its use in Rev. 18 : 5 
see REACH (R.V„marg. "clave together "). See COMPANY, joIN.~ 

2. PROSKOLLAÖ (7TpoaKoAAdw), in the Passive Voice, used reflexively, 
to cleave unto, is found in Eph. 5 : 31 (A.V. "joined to "). 

3. PROSMENO (?Tpoaµhw), lit., to abide with (pros. toward or with, 
and menö, to abide), is used of cleaving unto the Lord, Acts II : 23. See 
ABIDE. 

CLEMENCY 
EPIEIKEIA (lm€lK€ta), mildness, gentleness, kindness (what Matthew 

Arnold has called " sweet reasonableness "), is translated " clerpency " 
in Acts 24: 4; elsewhere, in 2 Cor. 10: l, of the gentleness of Christ. 
See GENTLENESS.~ Cp. epieikes (see FoRBEARANCE). 

For CLERK, see under TOWNCLERK 

. CLIMB UP 
ANABAINÖ (clvaßalvw), to ascend, is used of climbing up, in Luke 

19 : 4 and John 10 : l. See ARISE. · 

CLOKE (Pretence) 
I. EPIKALUMMA (l11iK&.>.vµ.µa) is a covering, a means of hiding (epi, 

upon, kaluptö, to cover) ; hence, a pretext, a cloke, for wickedness, 
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1 Pet. 2 : 16. "i[ In the Sept. it is used in Ex. 26 : 14 ; 39 : 21," coverings ; " 
2 Sam. 17: 19; Job 19: 29," deceit." "il 

2. PROPHASIS (1Tp0cpa<m), either from pro, before, and phainö, to 
cause to appear, shine, or, more probably, from pro, and phemi, to say, is 
rendered " cloke " (of covetousness) in 1 Thess. 2 : 5; " excuse " in 
John 15 : 22 (A.V. "cloke ") ; "pretence" in Matt. 23: 14; Mark 12 : 
40; Luke 20: 47 (A.V. "shew "); Phil. 1 : 18; " colour" in Acts 27 : 
30. lt signifies the assuming of something so as to disguise one's real 
motives. See PRETENCE, SHEW. ~ 

CLOKE (Garment) 
For the various words for garments, see CLOTHING. 

CLOSE (Verb) 
1. KAMMUÖ (Kaµµ:üw), derived by syncope (i.e., shortening and 

assimilation of t to m) from katamuö, i.e., kata, down, and muö, from a 
root mu-, pronounced by closing the lips, denotes to close down ; hence, 
to shut the eyes, Matt. 13: 15 and Acts 28: 27, in each place of the 
obstinacy of Jews in their opposition to the Gospel."i[ 

2. PTUSSÖ (1Truaaw), to fold, double up, is used of a scroll of parch
ment, Luke 4: 20."i[ Cp. anaptussö, to open up, ver. 17."i[ 

Notes: (1) For "close-sealed," Rev. 5 : I, see SEAL. 
(2) In Luke 9 : 36, sigaö,_ tobe silent, is translated" they kept it close," 

A.V. (R.V., " they hel<l t.heir peace "). 

CLOSE (Adverb) 
ASSON (<la-a-ov), the comparative degree of anchi, near, is found in Acts 

27: 13, of sailing close by a place."if 

For the word CLOSET see CHAMBER 

CLOTH 
RHAKOS (pd.Kos) denotes a ragged garment, or a piece of cloth torn off, 

a rag ; hence, a piece of undressed cloth, Matt. 9 : 16 ; Mark 2 : 21. 
Note: For other words, othonion, sindon, sce LINEN, Nos. 1 an<l 3."i[ 

CLOTHE 
1. AMPHIENNUMI (aµcf>dvvvµ,), to put clothes round (amphi, around, 

hennumi, to clothe), to invest, signifies, in the Middle Voice, to put clothing 
on oneself, e.g., Matt. 6: 30; 11: 8; Luke 7: 25; 12: 28."if -

2. ENDUO (evovw), Eng., endue), signifies to enter into; get into, as 
into clothes, to put on, e.g., Mark 1 : 6; Luke 8: 27 (in the best mss.) ; 
24: 49 (A.V., "endued "); 2 Cor. 5: 3; Rev. 1: 13; 19: 14. See 
ARHAY, ENDUE, PUT ON. 
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3. ENDIDUSKÖ (ivSLS6aKw) has the same meaning as No. 2; the 
termination, -sko suggests the beginning or progress of the action. 
The verb is used in the Middle Voice in Luke 16: 19 (of a rich man). 
Some mss. have it in 8: 27, for No. 2 (of a demoniac). In Mark 15: 17 
the best texts have this verb (some have No. 2). See WEAR.~ 

4. EPENDUÖ (l1nvSvw), a strengthened form of No. 2, used in the 
Middle Voice, to cause tobe put on over, tobe clothed upon, is found in 
2 Cor. 5: 2, 4, of the future spiritual body of the redeemed.~ 

5. HIMATIZÖ (lµ.aTl,w) means to put on raiment (see himation, 
below), Mark 5: 15; Luke 8: 35.~ 

6. PERIBALLÖ, to cast around or about, to put on, array, or, in the 
Middle and Passive Voices, to clothe oneself, e.g., Matt. 25 : 36, 38, 
43, is most frequent in the Apocalypse, where it is found some 12 times 
(sce peribolaion, below). See CAST, No~ IO, PUT, No. 9). 

Note: The verb enkomboomai, to gird oneself with athing, in l Pet. 
5 : 5, is rendered in the A.V., " bc clothed with." 

CLOTlllNG, CLOTHS, CLOTHE.S, CLOKE, COAT 
r. PHRT.ONES, or phailones (,Pa~.\6v?Js), probably by :metathesis from 

phainoles (Latin paenula), a mantle, denotes a travelling cloak for protec
tion against stormy weather, 2 Tim. 4: 13. Some, however, regard it 
as a Cretan word for cliiton, a tunic. Itccrtainly was not an ecclesiastical 
vestment. The Syriac renders it a case for writings (some regard it as a 
book-cover), an explanation noted by Chrysostom, but improbable. 
lt may have been " a light ma.ntle like a r.a.shmere dust-cloak, in which 
the books and parchmcnts were wrapped '' (Mackie in Hastings' Die. 
of the Bible).~I 

2. HIMATION (lµ.cf.TLov), an outer garment, a mantle, thrown over the 
chiton. In the plural, clothes (the cloak aud the tunic), e.g., Matt. 17 : 
2 ; 26 : 65 ; 27 : 31, 35. See APPAREL, No. 2. 

3. CHITÖN (XLTwv) denotes the inner vest or under garment, andis tobe 
distinguished, as such, from the himation. The distinction is made, for 
instance, in the Lord's command.in Matt. 5: 40: "If any man would go 
to law with thee, and take away thy coat (chiton), let him have thy 
cloke (himation) also." The order is reversed· in Luke 6: 29, and the 
difference lies in this, that in Matt. 5 :40 the Lord is referring to a legal 
process, so the claimant is supposed to claim the inner garment, the less 
costly, The defendant is tobe willing to lethim have the more valuable 
one too. ln the passage in Luke an act of .violence is in view, and there is 
no mention of going to law. So the outer garment i~ the.first one which 
would be scizcd. 

When the soldiers had crucifiedJesus they took His garments (himation, 
in the plural),. His outer garments, and the coat, the chiton, the inner 
garmcnt, which was without seirn, woven from the. top thtoughout, 
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John I9: 23. The outer gannents were easily divisible among the four 
soldiers, but they could not divide the chitön without splitting it, so they 
cast lots for it. 

Dorcas was accustomed to make coats (chitön) and garments (himation), 
Acts 9 : 39, that is, the close fitting under garments and the long, flowing 
outer rohes. 

A person was said tobe" naked" (gumnos), whether he was without 
clothing, or had thrown off his outer garment, e.g., his ependutes, (No. 6, 
below), and was clad in a light undergarment, as was the case with Peter, 
in John 2I : 7. The High Priest, in rending his clothes after the reply 
the Lord gave him in answer to his challenge, rent his under garments 
(chitön}, the more forcibly to express his assumed horror and indignation, 
Mark I4: 63. In Jude 23, "the garment spotted by the flesh" is the 
chitön, the metaphor of the under garment being appropriate ; for it would 
be that which was brought into touch with the pollution of the flesh. 

4. HIMATISMOS (lµ.aTiuµ.6s); in form a collective word, denoting 
vestute, ga.rments, is used generally of costly or stately raiment, the 
apparel of kings, of officials, etc. See Luke 7 ; 25, where " gorgeom;ly 
npparelled " is, lit., ' in gorgeom:; vcsturc.' Sec nbo Acfa 20 : 33 and 
I Tim. 2 : 9, "costly raiment." This is the word used of the Lord's white 
and dazzling raiment on the Mount of Transfiguration, Luke 9 : 29. lt 
is also used of His chitön, His under-garment (see note above), for which 
the sol<liers cast lots, John 19 : 23, 24, "vesture; " in Matt. 27 : 35 it is 
also translated "vesturc." Sec APPAREL, RAIMENT, VESTU~., 

5. ENDUMA (€vSvµ.a), akin to enduö (see CLoTHE, No. 2), denotes 
anything put on, a garment of any kind. lt was used of thc clothing of 
ancient prophets, in token of their contempt of earthly splendour, I Kings 
rg: I3; 2 Kings I: 8, RV.; Zech. I3: + In the N.T. it is similarly 
used of John the Baptist's raiment, Matt. 3 : 4; of raiment in general, 
Matt. 6: 25, 28; Luke 12: 23; metaphorically, of sheep's clothing, Matt. 
7: I5; of a wedding garment, 22: II, I2; of the raiment of the angel 
at the tomb of the Lord after His resurrection, 28 : 3. See GARMENT, 
RAIMENT., 

6. EPENDUT~S (.?7r€vStYn]s) denotes an upper garment (epi, upon, 
enduö, to clothe). The word is found in John 2I: 7, where it apparently 
denotes a kind of linen frock, which fishennen wore when at their work. 
See No. 3., 

7. ESTHES (.?uO~s), "clothing," Acts IO: 30; see APPAREL, No. I. 

8. STOLE (uToA~), (Eng., stole), denotes any stately rohe, a long 
garment reaching to the feet or with a train behind. lt is used of the 
long clothing in which the scribes walked, making themselves conspicuous 
in the eyes of men, Mark I2 : 38 ; . Luke 20 : 46 ; of the rohe wom by the 
young man in the Lord's tomb, Mark I6: 5; of the best or, rather, the 
chiet rohe, which was brought out for the retumed prodigal, Luke I5 : 22 ; 
five times in the Apocalypse, as to glorified saints, 6 : II ; 7 : 9, I3, I4 ; 
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22: 14.iT In the Sept. it is used of the holy garments of the priests, e.g., 
Ex. 28 : 2 ; 29 : 21 ; 31 : 10. 

Notes: (1) Peribolaion, from periballö, to throw around, lit„ that 
which is thrown around, was a wrap or mantle. lt is used in l Cor. II : 15, 
of the hair of a woman which is given to her as a veil ; in Heb. l : 12, of 
the earth and the heavens, which the Lord will roll up "as a mantle," 
R.V„ for A.V„ "vesture." The other word in that verse rendered 
"garment," R.V., is himation.iT 

(2) Endusis, is "a putting on (of apparel)," l Pet. 3: 3. Cp. No. 5.iT 
(3) Esthesis. See APPAREL, No. r. 
(4) The chlamus was a short cloak or robe, wom over the chitön (No. 3), 

by emperors, kings, magistrates, military officers, etc. lt is used of the 
scarlet rohe with which Christ was arrayed in mockery by the soldiers 
in Pilate's Judgment Hall, Matt. 27 : 28, 3r. 

What was known as purple was a somewhat indefinite colour. There 
is nothing contradictory about its being described by Mark and John as 
"purplr.," though Matthcw spca.ki:; of it as "scarlot." Tho soldicrs put 
it on the Lord in mockery of His Kingship.iT 

(5) The poderes was another sort of outer garment, reaching to the 
feet (from pous, the foot, and arö, to fasten). lt was one of thc garmcnts 
of the high priests, a rohe (Hebrew, chetonetlt), mentioned after the ephod 
in Ex. 28 : 4, etc. lt is used in Ezek. g : 2, where instead of " linen " 
the Sept. reads " a long robe; " and in Zech. 3 : 4, " clothe ye him with 
a long robP.; " in the N.T. in Rev. l : 13, of the long garment in which 
the Lord is seen in vision amongst the seven golden lampstands. There, 
poderes is descüLed as "a garment down tu the Iet!l," imlicalive uf His 
High .Priestly character and acts. iT 

(6) For katastol-e, see APPAREL, No. 4. 

CLOUD 
I. NEPHOS (vlefios) denotes a cloudy, shapeless mass covering the 

heavens. Hence, metaphorically, of a rlense multitude, a throng, Heb. 
12:1.iT 

2. NEPHELE (vE</itA-r1) 1 a definitely shaped cloud, or masses of clouds 
possessing definite form, is used, besides the physical element, (a) of the 
cloud on the mount of transfiguration, Matt. 17 : 5 ; (b) of the cloud 
which covered Israel in the Red Sea, l Cor. lO: l, 2; (c), of clouds seen 
in the Apocalyptic visions, Rev. l : 7 ; ro : l ; II : 12 ; 14 : 14, 15, 16 ; 
(d), metaphorically in 2 Pet. 2 : 17, of the evil workers there mentioned; 
but R.V., "and mists" (homichle), according to the most authentic mss. 

In l Thess. 4 : 17, the clouds referred to in connection with the 
Rapture of the saints are probably the natural ones, as alsoin the case 
of those in connection with Christ's Second Advent to the earth. See 
Matt. 24 : 30 ; 26 : 64, and parallel passages. So at the Ascension, 
Acts I: 9. 
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CLOVEN 
DIAMERIZÖ (8iaµEpl{w), to partasunder (dia, asunder, meros, apart), 

is translated" cloven "in the A.V. ofActs 2: 3, R.V.," parting asunder." 
See DrvmE, PART. 

CLUSTER 
BOTRUS (ß6-rpv>), a duster, or bunch, bunch of grapes, is found 

in Rev. r4: r8.~ 
Note: Cp. staphule, a bunch of grapes, the ripe duster, stressing the 

grapes themselves, Matt. 7: r6; Luke 6: 44; Rev. I4: r8.~ 

CO ALS 
r. ANTHRAX (avfJpag), a burning coal (cp. Eng., anthracite), is used 

in the plural in Rom. r2 : 20, metaphorically in a proverbial expression, 
" thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head " (from Prov. 25: 22), 
signifying retribution by kindness, i.e., that, by conferring a favour on 
your enemy, you re~ll the wrong he has done to you, so that he repents, 
with pain of heart. ~ 

2. ANTHRAKIA (avfJpaKla), akin to No. r, is a heap of burning coals, 
or a charcoal fire, John r8: r8; 2r : 9.~ 

COAST, COASTTNG 
A. Noun. 

HORION (öpiov), a bound, boundary, limit, frontier (akin to horizö, to 
bound, limit), is rendered" coasts" ten times in the A.V„ but "borders" 
in Matt. 4: IJ, and is always trunslatcd " bordcrs '·' in th~ R.V. See 
BORD ER. 

B. Adjective. 
PARALIOS (1Tapcf.Aw>), by the sea (Para, by, hals, salt), hence denotes 

a sea coast, Luke 6 : .r7. ir In the Sept., Gen. 49 : r3 ; Deut. r : 7 ; 33 : r9; 
Josh. 9: r; II: 3 (twicr); Job 6: 3; Is. 9: r. 

C. Verb. 
PARALEG0(1Tapa.AE'yw) is used, in the Middle Voice, as a nautical 

term, to sail pad, Acts 27: 8, "coasting along; " ver. r3, " sailed by."~ 
Notes: (r) Methorion (meta, with, and A), in Mark 7 : 24, is trans

lated "borders." (2) The phrase "upon the sea coast," Matt. 4: r3, 
A.V., translates parathalassios (para, by, thalassa, the sea), R.V. "by 
the sea."~ (3) Meros, apart, is translated "coasts" in Matt. r5: 2I; 
r6: r3, A.V. (R.V„ "parts,"); "country," R.V., in Acts r9: r, A.V. 
" coasts ; " this refers to the high land in the iriterior of Asia Minor. See 
BEHALF, CRAFT, PART, PARTICULAR, PIECE, PORTION, RESPECT, SOME
WHAT, SoRT. (4) Chöra, a country, rcndcrcd "coasbi" in Ad.s 26 : 20, 

A.V., is corrected in the R.V. to "country." See CouNTRY, FIELD, 
GRoUND, LAND, H.EGION. (S) In Acb 27 : 2 the phrase in the R.V„ "on 
the coast of," translates the preposition kata, along, and thc complete 
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clause, "unto the places on the coast of Asia," R.V., is curiously 
condensed in the A.V. to "by the coasts ofAsia." 

For COAT (ependeutes) see CLOKE, CLOTHING 

COCK, COCK-CROWING 
I. ALEKTÖR (aMKTwp), a cock, perhaps connected with a Hebrew 

phrase for the on-coming of the light, is found in the passages concerning 
Peter's denial of the Lord; Matt. 26 : 34, 74, 75 ; Mark 14 : 30, 68, 72 ; 
Luke 22: 34, 60, 61; John 13: 38; 18: 27.'i[ 

2. ALEKTOROPHONIA (d.A<i.KTopoef>wvla.) denotes cock-crowing 
(alektör, and phöne, a sound), Mark 13: 35. There were two cock
crowings, one after midnight, the other before dawn. In these watches 
the Jews followed the Roman method of dividing the night. The first 
cock-crowing was at the third watch of the night. That is the one 
mentioned in Mark 13 : 35. Mark mentions both ; see 14 : 30. The 
latter, the second, is that referred to in the other Gospels. and is 
mentioncd cspccially as "thc cock crowing."41! 

COLD 
A. Noun. 

PSUCHOS (ifnJxos), coldness, cold, appears m John 18: 18; Acts 
28: 2; 2 Cor. II : 27.iJ 

B. Adjective. 
PSUCHROS (ifvxp6s), cool, fresh, cold, chilly (fuller in expression 

than psuchos), is used in the natural sense in Matt. 10: 42," cold water; " 
rnetaphorically in Rev. 3 : 15, 16.'i[ 

C. Verb. 
PSUCHO (ifvxw), to breathe, blow, cool by blowing, Passive Voice, 

grow cool, is used metaphorically in Matt. 24: 12, in the sense of waning 
zeal or love. ~[ 

COLLECTION 
LOGIA (A.oyla.), akin to lego, to collect, is used in l Cor. 16: 1, 2 ; in 

the latter verse, A.V. "gatherings," R.V., "collections," as in ver. r. 
See GATHERING.'i[ 

COLONY 
KOLÖNIA (KoA.wvla.) transliterates the Latin colonia. Roman colonies 

belonged to three periods and classes, (a) those of the earlier republic 
before 100 B.c., which were simply centres of Roman influence in 
conquered territory; (b) agrarian colonies, planted as places for the 
overflowing population of Rome ; (c) military colonies during the time 
of the Civil wars and the Empire, for the settlement of disbanded soldiers. 
This third dass was established by the irn,perator, who appointed a legate 
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to exercise his authority. To this class Philippi belonged as mentioned 
in Acts 16: 12, R.V., "a Roman colony." They were watch-towers of 
the Roman State and formed on the model of Rome itself. The full 
organization of Philippi as such was the work of Augustus, who, after the 
battle of Actium, 31 B.c., gave his soldiers lands in Italy and transferred 
most of the inhabitants there to other quarters including Philippi. These 
communities possessed the right of Roman freedom, ;md of holding the 
soil under Roman law, as w~ll as exemption from poll-tax and tribute. 
Most Roman colonies were established on the coast., 

For the word COLOUR (Acts 27: 30) see CLOKE 

COLT 
PÖLOS {mvAos), a foal, whether colt or filly, had the general 

significancc of a young crcaturc ; in Matt. 21 : 2, and parallel pas5ages, 
an ass's colt. 

COME, CAME (see also COMING) 
r. ERCHOMAI (;pxoµai), the most frequent verb, denoting either to 

come, or to go, signifies the act, in contrast with hekO (see No. 22, below), 
which stresses the arrival, as, e.g., ' I am come and am here,' John 8: 42 
and Heb. ro: 9. See BRING, B, Note (1), FALL, Go, GRow, LIGHT, PAss, 
RESORT. 

Cnmpnunds nf this with prepnsitinns are as fnllnws (2 t.o TI) : 
:3. EISERCHOMAI (~lalpxoµa.L), to come into, or to go into (eis, into), 

e.g., Luke 17 : 7. See ENTER. 

3. EXERCHOMAI (J~lpxoµ~L), to come out, or go out or forth 
(ek, out), e.g., Matt. 2 : 6. See DEPART, EscAPE, GET, (b), No. 3, Go, 
Note (1), PROCEED, SPREAD. 

4. EPANERCHOMAI (€7ravlpxoµai), to come back again, return (epi, 
on, ana, again), Luke ro: 35; 19: 15-~ 

5. DIERCHOMAI (Silpxoµat), to come or go through (dia, through), 
e.g., Acts 9: 38. See DEPART, Go, PASS, PIERCE, TRAVEL, WALK. 

6. EPERCHOMAI (€1Tlpxoµai), to come or go upon (epi, upon), e.g., 
Luke l : 35 ; in Luke 21 : 26, used of coming events, suggesting their 
certainty; in Eph. 2 : 7, said of the on-coming of the ages; in Acts 14: 19, 
of Jews coming to (lit., upon) a place. 

7, KATERCHOMAI (KaTlpxoµai), to come down (kata, down), e.g., 
Luke 9 : 37. See DEPART, DESCEND, Go, Note (1), LAND. 

8. PAREISERCHOMAI (7rapELalpxoµai), lit., to come in (eis) beside 
or from the side (para) so as to be present with, is used (a) in the literal 
sense, of the coming in of the Law in addition to sin, Rom. 5 : 20; (b) in 
Gal. 2: 4, of false brethren, suggesting their coming in by stealth. See 
ENTER., 

9. PARERCHOMAI (1Taplpxoµat), (para, by or away), signifies (a) to 
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come or go forth, or arrive, e.g., Luke 12 : 37 ; 17 : 7 (last part) ; Acts 
24: 7 ; (b) to pass by, e.g., Luke 18 : 37; (c) to neglect, e.g., Luke II : 42. 
See Go, PAss, TRANSGRESs. 

IO. PROSERCHOMAI (7rpoalpxoµai) denotes to come or go near to 
(pros, near to). e.g., Matt. 4 : 3 ; Heb. lO : l, A.V., " comers," R.V„ 
"them that draw nigh." See CoNSENT, DRAW, Go, Note (1). 

II .. SUNERCHOMAI (avvlpxoµai), to come together (sun with), e.g„ 
John 18: 20, is often translated by the verb to assemble; see the R.V. 
of l Cor. II: 20; I4: 23. See AccoMPANY, AssEMBLE, COMPANY, Go 
WITH, RESORT. 

Note: Aperchomai, to come away or from, is differently translated 
in the R.V. ; see, e.g., Mark 3: 13 where it signifies that they went from 
the company or place where they were to Hirn ; it usually denotes to go 
away. 

12. GINOMAI (ylvoµai) to become, signifies a change of condition, 
state or place, e.g„ Mark 4 : 35. In Acts 27 : 33, the verb is used with 
mdlö, to bc o.bout to, to signify thc commg on of day. 

13. PARAGINOMAI (7rapaylvoµai), para, near or by, denotes to 
arrive, to be present, e.g., Matt. 2 : I. See Go, PRESENT. 

14. SUMPARAGINOMAI (avµ7Tapaylvoµai), (sun, with, para, near), 
to come together, is used in Luke 23 : 48; 2 Tim. 4 : 16, lit„ ' stood at 
my side with me.' See STANn ir 

Note: For "come by" in Acts 27: 16, A.V„ the R.V. suilably has 
" sr.r.11 re." 

Compounds of the verb bainö, to go, are as follows (15 to 21) : 
15. ANABAINO (d.vaßalvw), to come upon, to arrive in a place (ana, 

up or upon), is translated "come into" in Acts 25 : I. See ARISE, 
AscEND, ENTER, Go, CLIMB, GRow, RisE, SPRING. 

16. EPIBAINO (lmßalvw), to come to or into, or go upon, is rendered, 
in Acts 20: 18, R.V„ "set foot in." See ENTER, Go, TAKE, Note (16). 

17. EKBAINO (lKßalvw), to come or go out, appears in the best mss. 
in Heb. TI : 15 ; A.V„ "came out," R.V„ "went out."~ 

18. DIABAINÖ (Siaßalvw), to pass through, is translated "come 
over " in Acts 16 : 9 ; " pass " in Luke 16 : 26 ; " pass through " in 
Heb. II: 29. See PASS.~ 

19. KATABAINÖ (Kamßalvw} signifies to come down, e.g., Matt. 8: l. 
See DESCEND, FALL, GET, Go, STEP (down). 

20. SUNANABAINÖ (avvavaßa.lvw), to come up with (sun, with, 
ana, up), is used in Mark 15 : 41 ; Acts 13 : 31.~ 

21. EMBAINÖ (lµßalvw), to go into, is rendered, in Mark 5: 18, A.V„ 
"was come into," R.V., "was entering." See ENTER, GET, Go, STEP. 

Note: Apobainö, to go away, is rendered, in the A.V. of John 21 : 9, 
"were come to ; " R.V., "got out upon." 

22. HEKÖ (t}Kw) means (a) to come, tobe present (sec above, on No. i); 
(b) to come upon, of time and events, Matt. 24: 14; John 2: 4; 2 Pet. 
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3 : IO ; Rev. 18 : 8 ; (c) metaphorically, to come upon one, of calamitous 
times, and evils, Matt. 23 : 36 ; Luke 19 : 43. · 

23. APHIKNEOMAI (d.cpiKvioµai), to arrive at a place, is used in 
Rom. 16: 19, "come abroad" (of the obedience of the saints).if 

24. CHÖREÖ (xwpew), lit., to make room (chöra, a place) for another, 
and so to have place, receive, is rendered " come " (followed by " to 
repentance ") in 2 Pet. 3 : 9 ; the meaning strictly is ' have room (i.e., 
spa<:;e of time) for repentance.' See CoNTAIN, Go, PLACE, RooM, 
RECEIVE. 

25. EIMI (Elµl), to be, is, in the Infinitive Mood, rendered "come," 
in John l : 46 andin the future Indicative "will come," in 2 Tim. 4: 3. 

26. ENISTEMI (MuTTJJL'), lit., to stand in, or set in (en, in, histemi, 
to stand), hence to be present or to be imminent, is tendered " shall 
come '' in 2 Tim. 3 : l ; it here expresses permanence, 'shall settle in 
(upon you).' See AT HAND, PRESENT. 

27. EPHISTEMI (€</>luTTJJL') signifies to stand by or over (epi, upon), 
Luke 2 : 9, R. V. ; Acts 12 : 7 ; " before," Acts II : II ; to come upon, 
Luke 20: l (here with the idea of suddenness) ; Acts 4: .l ; 6: 12 ; 
23 : 27 ; I Thess. 5 : 3 ; " coming up," of the arrival of Anna at the 
Temple, Luke 2: 38; '' came up to (Hirn)," of Martha, Luke ro: 40; 
" is come," 2 Tim. 4 : 6 (probably with the same idea as in Luke 20 : l). 
The R.V. is significant in all these places. See AssAui.t, AT HAND, 
PRESENT, STAND. 

28. KATANTAÖ (KaTaVTdw) denotes (a) to come to, or over against, 
a place, arrive, Acts 16 : l ; 18 : 19, 24 ; 20 : lS (in 21 : 7 and 25 : 13, 
R.V., "arrived;" in 27: 12 ," reach," for A.V„ "attain to ) ; 28: 13; 
(b) of things or events, to arrive at a certain time, or come upon certain 
persons in the period of their lifetime, l Cor. ro : II ; or to come to · 
persons so that they partake of, as of the Gospel, l Cor. 14 : 36. For 
the remaining instances, Acts 26 : 7 ; Eph. 4 : 13 ; Phil. 3 : n, see 
ATTAIN.if 

29. MELLÖ (µeAAw), to be about (to do something), often implying 
the necessity and therefore the certainty of what is to take place, is 
frequently rendered " to come," e.g .. , Matt. 3 : 7 ; It : I4 ; Eph. l : 21 ; 
l Tim. 4: 8; 6: 19; Heb. 2: 5. See ALMOST, BEGIN, MEAN, MIND, 
SHALL, TARRY,. WILL. 

30. PARISTEMI (TTaplCTT'Y/µi), to stand by or near, to be at hand 
(para, near), is translated " is come," of the arrival of harvest, Mark 4 : 29. 
See BRING, CoMMEND, GIVE, PRESENT, PROVE, PROVIDE, SHEW, STAND, 
Y1ELD. 

3r. PHERO (<f>epw), to bear, carry, is rendered "came," inthe sense 
ofbeing borne from a place, in 2 Pet. l: 17, 18, 2r. See BEAR, CARRY. 

32. PHTHANÖ (cp8dvw) denotes to anticipate, to come sooner than 
expected, I Thess. 2: 16, "is come upon," of Divine wrath; cp. Rom. 
9 : 31, " did not arrive at ; " or to come in a different manner from what 
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was expected, Matt. 12 : 28, " come upon ; " Luke II : 20, of the Kingdom 
of God; so of coming to a place, 2 Cor. ro: 14. See ATTAIN, PRECEDE, 
PREVENT.fi 

Two of the compounds of the verb poreuomai, to go, proceed, are trans
lated " come," with a preposition or adverb : 

33. EKPOREUO (€K7TopEvw), in the Middle Voice, to come forth (ek, out 
of), Mark 7: 15, 20; John 5: 29. See DEPART, Go, IssuE, PROCEED. 

34. PROSPOREUOMAI (7rpoa7TopEvoµa<), in Mark ro: 35, is translated 
"come near unto."fi 

Notes: (1) No. 33 is rendered "proceed" in the R.V. of Mark 
7: 15, 20, 23 (A.V., "come "). (2) For epiporeuomai, in Luke 8: 4, 
see RESORT.fi 

35. PROSENGIZO (7rpoaEyy{~w) denotes to come near (pros, to, 
engizö, to be near, to approach), Mark 2: 4, used of those who tried 
to bring a palsied man to Christ. fi 

36. SUMPLEROÖ (avµ7TAT)p6w),to fill completely (sun, with, intensive), 
is used, in the Passive Voice, of time to be ±ulfilled or completed, Luke 
9 : 51, " the days were well-nfgh comP. ; " Acts 2 : l, " the day ... was 
now come" (A.V. " was fully come "). In Luke 8 : 23, it is used in the 
Active Voice, of the filling of a boat in a storm. See FILL. fi 

37. SUNTUNCHANO (avvTvyxavw), to meet with (sun, with, and 
tunchanö, to reach), is rendered " to r.omA at " in Luke 8 : 19, (of the 
efforts of Christ's mother and brethren to get at Hirn through a crowd).fi 

38. KUKLOO (KvKA6w), to compass (Eng., cycle), is translated" came 
round about," in John ro : 24. Sec CoMPASS, RouND, STAND. 

39. HUSTEREO (i}(:ntEp,w), to be behind, is translatcd "to have 
come short," in Heb. 4 : r. See BEHIND, B, No. r. 

Notes: (1) Deuro, hither, here, is used (sometimes with verbs of motion) 
in the singular number, in calling a person to come, Matt. 19: 21 ; Mark 
ro: 21 ; Luke 18 : 22 ; John II : 43 ; Acts 7 : 3, 34; Rev. 17: l ; 21: 9. 
For its other meaning, "hitherto," Rom. l: 13, see HITHERTO.fi lt 
has a plural, deute, frequent in the Gospels; elsewhere in Rev. 19: 17. In 
the following the R. V. has a different rmdering :-(2) In Mark I4 : 8, 
prolambanö, to anticipate, tobe beforehand, A.V., " hath come aforehand 
to anoint My body," R.V., "hath anointed My body aforehand." (3) 
In Acts 7 : 45, diadechomai, to succeed one, to take the place of, A.V., 
" who came after," R.V.," in their turn."fi (4) In Luke 8: 55, epistrephö, 
to return to, A.V.," came again," R.V.," returned." (5) In Acts 24: 27, 
lambanö, with diadochos, a successor, A.V., "came into the room of," 
R.V., "was succeeded by." (6) In Mark 9: 23, for episuntrechö, to come 
running together, see uuder RuN.fi (7) In Acts 5: 38, kataluö, to dcstroy, 
A.V., "will come to nought," R.V., "will be overthrown." (8) In 
John 12: 35, katalambanö, to seize, A.V.," comc upon," K V.," overtake." 
(9) In 2 Cor. II : 28, epistasis (in sorne rnss. episustasis), lit., a standing 
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together upon, hence, a pressing upon, as of cares, A.V„ "cometh upon," 
R.V„ "presseth upon." (10) In Acts 19: 27, erchomai, with eis apelegmon, 
R.V„" come into disrepute," A.V.," be set at nought." (rr) For pareimi, 
John 7 : 6, see PRESENT, No. I. (12) Sunagö, to gather together, is always 
so rcndered in R.V„ e.g„ Matt. 27 : 62 ; Mark 7 : l ; Luke 22 : 66; Acts 
13 : 44; 15 : 6 ; 20 : 7. See GATHER, No. I. (13) Fot come to nought 
sec NouGHT. (14) For eisporeuomai see ENTER, No. 4. (15) For "was 
come again," Acts 22: 17, A.V„ see RETURN, No. 4. (16) For engizö, to 
come near, see APPROACH, NIGH. 

For COME BEHIND, see BEHIND 

COMELINESS, COMEL Y 
A. Noun. 

EUSCHRMOSUNf ("üax11µoaJVTJ), elegance of figure, gracefulness, 
romeliness (eu, welJ, .w:hP.ma, a form), is found in this sense in l Cor. 12 : 23, 

B. Adjective. 
EUSCHEMÖN (dax~µwv), akin to A, elegant in figure, weil formfrl, 

graceful, is used in l Cor. 12 : 24, of parts of the body (see above) ; in 
l Cor. 7: J5, R.V„" (thut which is) scemly," A.V„ "comely," "honour
able," Mark 15: 43; Acts 13: 50; 17: 12. See HoNOURAI3LE.if 

Nnte.: In r Cor. n : 13, prcpö, to be becoming, is rendered in thc 
A.V„ "is it comely?" R.V„ "is it secmly?" Sec BEcOME, SEEMLY. 

COMFORT, COMFORTER, COMFORTLESS 
A. Nouns. 

I. PA.RAKLE.SlS (1TapaKA11ais), means a calling to one's side (para, 
beside, kaleö, to call) ; hence, either an exhortation, or consolation, 
comfort, e.g„ Luke 2 : 25 (here "looking for the consolation of Israel" 
is equivalent to waiting for the coming of the Messiah) ; 6 : 24; Acts 
9 : 31 ; Rom. 15 : 4, 5 ; l Cor. 14 : 3, " exhortation; " 2 Cor. l : 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7 ; 7: 4, 7, 13; 2 Thess. 2 : 16; Philm. 7. In 2 Thess. 2: 16 it 
combincs encouragcmcnt with alleviation of grief. The R.V. changes 
" consolation " into " comfort," except in Luke 2 : 25 ; 6 : 24 ; Acts 
15 : 31 ; inHeb. 6: 18," encouragement; "in Acts ~; : 36," exhortation." 
R.V. (A.V„ "consolation "). See CONSOLATION, ENCOURAGEMENT, Ex
HORTATION, lNTREATY. 

2. PARAMUTHIA (1Tapaµv8la), primarily a speaking closely to anyone 
(para, near, muthos, speech), hence denotes consolation, comfort, with a 
greater degree of tenderness than No. l, l Cor. 14: 3.-,r 

3. PARAMUTHION (TTapaµvBwv) has the same meaning as No. 2, 

the di:fference being that paramuthia stresses the process or progress of the 
act, paramuthion the instrument as used by the agent, Phil. 2: l.1f 

4. PAREGORIA (1Tap11yopla), primarily an addressing, address, hence 
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denotes a soothing, solace, Col. 4: rr.fl A verbal form of the word 
signifies medicines which allay irritation (Eng., paregoric). 

5. PARAKLETOS (Trapcf.KATJ-ros), lit., called to one's side, i.e., to one's 
aid, is primarily a verbal adjective, and suggests the capability or 
adaptability for giving aid. lt was used in a court of justice to denote 
a legal assistant, counsel for the defence, an advocate ; then, generally, 
one who pleads another's cause, an intercessor, advocate, as in rJohn 2 : r, 
of the Lord Jesus. In the widest sense, it signifies a succourer, comforter. 
Christ was this to His disciples; by the implication of His word " another 
(allos, another of the same sort, not heteros, different) Comforter," when 
speaking of the Holy Spirit, John r4: r6. In r4: 26 ; 15 : 26; r6: 7 
He calls Hirn " the Comforter. fl "" Comforter " or " Consoler " corres
ponds to the name " M enahem," given by the Hebrews to the Messiah. 

B. Verbs. 
r. PARAKALEO (TrapaKaMw) has the same variety of meanings as 

Noun, No. r, above, e.g., Matt. 2 : r8; r Thess. 3 : 2, 7 ; 4 : r8. In 2 Cor. 
13: n, it signifies to he r.omforted (so the R.V.). See B.t:Sl'<cCH. 

2. SUMPARAKALEÖ (avµTrapaKaMw), sun, with, .and No. r, signifies 
to comfort together, Rom. r: r:.:.fl 

3. PARAMUTHEOMAI (77apaµvfUoµai), akin to Noun No. 2, to 
soothe, console, encourage, is translated, in John II : 31, "comforteu; " 
in ver. 19, R.V., "console." In 1 Thess, 2: II aml .) : 14, R.V., 
"encourage," as lhe seu$e lhere is that of stimulating to the earncst 
discharge of duties. See CONSOLE, ENcouRAGE. fl 

4. EUPSUCHEÖ (EvifJVxtw) signifies to be of good comfort (eu, well, 
psuch6, thc soul), Phil. 2: r9.fl 

Nute:;: (r) For the verb tha„seö, "bc of good comfort," .sec CnEER, 
No. 2. 

(2) Orphanos is rendered "comfortless" in John r4: r8, A.V. ; R.V., 
"desolate." See DESOLATE, FATHERLESS. 

COMING (Noun) 
r. EISODOS {dao3os), an entrance (eis, in, hodos, a way), an entering 

in, is oncc translated ~· coming," Acts r3 : 24, of the coming of Christ 
into the nation of Israel. For its meaning "entrance " see I Thess. 
I: 9; 2: r; Heb. ro: 19; 2 Pet. r: rr. See ENTER, ENTRANCE.fl 

2. ELEUSIS (g;\fvais), a coming (from erchomai, to come), is found 
in Acts 7 : 52. fl 

3. PAROUSIA (7TC1.povala), lit., a presence,para, with, andousia, being 
{from eimi, tobe), denotes both an arrival and a consequent presence with. 
For instance, in a papyrus letter a lady speaks of the necessity of her 
parousia in a place in order to attend to matters relating to her property 
there. Paul speaks of his' parousia in Philippi, Phil. z : 12 (in contrast 
to his apousia, his absence; see ABSENCE). Other words denote the 
arrival (see eisodos and eleusis, above). Parousia is used to describe the 
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presence of Christ with His disciples on the Mount of Transfiguration, 
2 Pet. l : 16. When used of the return of Christ, at the Rapture of the 
Church, it signifies, not merely His momentary comiug for His saints, 
but His presence with them from that moment until His revelation and 
manifestation to the world. In some passages the word gives prominence 
to the beginning of that period, the course of the period being implied, 
l Cor. 15: 23; l Thess. 4: 15; 5: 23; 2 Thess. 2: l; Jas. 5: 7, 8; 
2 Pet. 3 : 4. In some, the course is prominent, Matt. 24 : 3, 37 ; l Thess. 
3 : 13 ; l John 2 : 28 ; in others the conclusion of the period, Matt. 24 : 27; 
2 Thess. 2 : 8. 

The word is also used of the Lawless One, the Man of Sin, his access 
to power and his doings in the world during his parousia, 2 Thess. 2 : 9. 
In addition to Phil. 2: 12 (above), it is used in the same way of the 
Apostle, or his companions, in l Cor. 16 : 17 ; 2 Cor. 7 : 6, 7 ; lO : lO ; 

Phil. l : 26 ; of the Day of God, 2 Pet. 3 : 12. See PRESENCE. 
Note: The word apokalupsis, rendered "coming" in l Cor. l : 7, 

A.V., dcnotcs a" rcvclation" (R.V.). Fora fuller treatment uf Parousi", 
see Notes on Thessalonians, by Hogg and Vine, pp. 87, 88. 

COMMAND (Verbs) 
l. DIATASSÖ (SiaTauuw) signifies to set in order, appoint, command, 

Matt. II : l ; Luke 8 : 55 ; 17 : 9, lO; Acts 18 : 2 ; 23 : 31 ; " gave 
order," l Cor. 16: l, R.V. So in Acts 24: 23, where it is in the Middle 
Voice. See APPOINT, No. 6. 

2. EPO (l?Tw) <lenotes to speak (connected with eipon, to say) ; hence, 
among various renderings, to bid, command, Matt. 4: 3; M ;k S: 43; 
8 : 7 ; Luke 4 : 3 ; r9 : r5. See Bm. 

Note: In 2 Cor. 4: 6, the R.V. rightly has " said," followed by the 
quotation "Light shall shine out of darkness." 

3. ENTELLO (lvdA.\w) signifies to enjoin upon, to charge with; 
it is used in the Middle Voice in the sense of commanding, Matt. 19: 7; 
28 : 20; Mark ro : 3 ; 13 : 34; John 8 : 5 ; 15 : 14, 17 ; Acts 13 : 47 ; 
Heb. 9: 20; II : 22, "gave commandment." See CHARGE, ENJOIN. 

4. EPITASSO (€TTtTauuw) signifies to appoint over, put in charge 
(epi, over, tassö, to appoint) ; then, to put upon one as a duty, to enjoin, 
Mark l : 27; 6: 27, 39; 9: 25; Luke 4: 36; 8: 25, 31 ; 14: 22; 
Acts 23: 2; Philm. 8. See CHARGE, ENJOIN.if 

5. KELEUÖ (KEAEuw), to urge, incite, order, suggests a stronger 
injunction than No. 6, Matt. 14 : 9, 19 ; 15 : 35 ; 18 : 25 ; 27 : 58, 64; 
Luke 18 : 40 ; Acts 4 : 15 (frequently in Acts, not subsequently in the 
N.T.). See Brn. 

6. PARANGELLO (1TapayylA.\w), to announce beside (para, beside, 
angelli5, to announce), to pass on an announcement, hence denotes to 
give the word, order, give a charge, command, e,g., Mark 6 : 8 ; Luke 
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8 : 29 ; 9 : 21 ; Acts 5 : 28 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 4, 6, lO, 12. See CHARGE, B, 
No. 8. 

7. PROSTASSO (7Tpocrraaaw) denotes to arrange or set in order 
towards (pros, towards, tasso, to arrange) ; hence to prescribe, give 
command, Matt. l: 24; 8: 4; Markl: 44; Luke 5: 14; Acts ro: 33, 48. 
For Matt. 21: 6 see Note (3) below. See Brn., 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 9 : 4, rheö, to speak, is translated "said" in the 
R.V. (A.V„ "commanded "). (2) in Reh. 12 : 20 diastellomai, to ch:i.rgf', 
enjoin (so in the R.V.), is rendered "commanded" in the A.V. (3) in 
Matt. 21 : 6, the R.V .. translating suntasso, as in the best mss„ has 
"appointed," A.V., " commanded." 

COMMANDMENT 
r. DIATAGMA (füarnyµa) signifies that which is imposed by decree 

or law, Heb. II : 23. lt stresses lhe cu1u.:1ele d1a1acle1 uJ ll1e culllmand
ment more than epitage (No. 4). Cp. CoMMAND, No. r. For the verb 
in ver. 22 see Nu. 3 umler COMMAND., 

2. ENTOLE (bno,\~). akin to No. 3, above, denotes, in general, an 
injunction, charge. precept, commandment. lt is the mo5t frequent 
t~rm. ;:inn is nsed of moral and religious precepts, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 19 ; it 
is frequent in the Gospels, especially that of John, and in his Epistles. 
See also, e.g„ Acls i'; ; i.') , Rum. ·7 : 8-I3 ; I3 : 9 ; I Cor. 7 : 19 ; Eph. 
2 : 15 ; Col. 4 : ro. See PRECEPT. 

3. ENTALMA (lvrnAµa), akin to No. 2, marks more cspccially thc 
thing commanded, a commission ; in Matt. 15 : 9 ; Mark 7 : 7 ; Col. 
2: 22, R.V., "precepts," A.V., "commandments." See PRECEPT., 

4. EPITAGE (€mrny~). akin to No. 4, above, stresses the authorita
tiveness of the command; it is used in Rom. 16 : 26; l Cor. 7 : 6, 25 ; 
2 Cor. 8: 8; I Tim. I : l; · Tit. I: 3; 2: 15. See AuTHORITY., 

Notes: (1) For parangelia (cp. parangello, above), a proclamation, see 
CHARGE. (2) In Rev. 22 : 14 the R.V., "wash their rohes " (for A.V., 
" do His commandments ") follows the most authentic mss. 

COMMEND, COMMENDATION 
A. Verbs. 

r. EPAINEO (€7Taw€w), to praise, is an intensive form of aineo, Luke 
16: 8. lt is elsewhere translated by the verb to praise, in the R.V„ 
Rom. 15: II; l Cor. II: 2, 17, 22. See LAUD, PRAISE., 

2. PARADIDÖMI (7Tapaolowµi), lit„ to give or deliver over (para, 
over, didomi, to give), is said of commending, or committing, servants of 
God to Hirn (A.V„ "recommend "), Acts 14: 26; 15: 40. Sec BETRAY, 
BRING, B, Note (4), CAST, CoMMIT, DELIVER, GrvE, HAZARD, Pt;T (in 
prison)' RECOMMEND. 

3. PARATITHEMI (7TapaTt8ru"')· lit., to put near (para, near), in the 
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Middle Voice, denotes to place with someone, entrust, commit. In the 
sense of commending, it is said (a) of the Lord Jesus in commending His 
spirit into the Father's hamls, Luke 23 : 46; (b) of commending disciples 
to God, Acts r4 : 23 ; (c) of commending elders to God, Acts 20 : 32. 
See ALLEGE, CoMMIT, Pur, No. 3, SET, No. 4. Cp. No. 2. 

4. PARISTEMI (TTapiaTYJµi}, lit„ to place near, set before, (para, near, 
histemi, to set), is used of self-commendation, r Cor. 8: 8. See AssIST, 
BRING, CoME, GIVE, PRESENT, PROVE, PRovrnE, SHEw, STAND, YIELD. 

5. SUNISTEMI (avvia'Triµi}, or SUNISTANÖ (avviaTavw), lit., to place 
together, denotes to introduce one person to another, represent as worthy, 
e.g., Rom. 3 : 5 ; 5 : 8.; r6 : r ; 2 Cor. 4 : 2 ; 6 : 4 ; ro : r8 ; r2 : II. 

In 2 Cor. 3 : r ; 5 : I2 and ro: r2, the verb sunistanö is used. See 
APPIWVE, CONSIST, MAKE, STAND. 

B. Adjective. 
SUSTATIKOS (avG'TanKos-), akin to A, No. 5, lit., placing together, 

hence, commendatory, is used of Ietters of commendation, 2 Cor. 3 : r, 
lit., ' CUU!llll:!llUal<.>ry ktters.'if 

COMMIT, COMMISSION 
A. Verbs. 

(I) In the sense of doing or practising. 
r. ERGAZOMAI (Jpya~oµai), to work, is translated by the verh to 

commit (of committing sin), in Jas. 2: 9. This is a stronger expression 
than poieö, to do, or prassö, to practise (Nos. 2 and 3). Sec Do, LABOUR, 
MINISTER, TRADE, WoRK. 

2. POTF.Ö (TT01lco), to do, cause etc., somctimes signifies to commit, 
of any act, as of murder, Mark r5 : '7 ; ~i11, Juh11 8 : 34; 2 Cor. 1I : ? ; 
Jas. 5 : r5. See Do. 

Note: In r John 3: 4, 8, 9, the A.V. wrcngly has "commit" \an 
impossible meaning in ver. 8) ; the R.V. rightly has "doeth," i.e., of a 
continuous habit, equivalent to prassö, to practise. The committal of 
an act is not in view in that passage. 

3. PRASSÖ (7rpaaaw}, to do, work, practise, is said of continuous 
action, or action not yct complcted, Acts 25 : II, 25 ; it is rendered 
"practise" in the R.V., for the incorrect A.V. "commit," in Rom. 
r : 32 ; 2 : 2. See Do, ExACT, KEEP, REQUIRE, UsE. 

(II) In the sense of delivcring or entrusting something to a person. 
r. PARADIDÖMI (7rapa8i8wµi), to give over, is often rendered by 

the verb to commit, e.g„ to prison, Acts 8 : 3 ; to the grace of God, Acts 
r4 : 26 ; to God, r Pet. 2 : 23 ; by God to pits of darkness, 2 Pet. 2 : 4. 
See CoMMEND, No. 2. 

2. PISTEUÖ (maTEOw} signifies to entrust, commit to, Luke r6 : II ; 
r Tim. r : 11." committed to (my) trust." Sec BELIEVE. 

3. TITHEMI (Tlflruu.), to put, place, signifies, in the Middle Voice, 
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to put for oneself, assign, place in, 2 Cor. 5 : 19, "having committed 
(unto us)." 

4. PARATITH:RMI (TTapaTl871µi), see COMMEND, No. J, signifies to 
entrust, commit to one's charge, e.g., in Luke 12 : 48 ; l Tim. l : 18 ; 
2 Tim. z : 2; l Pet. 4: 19 (A.V., "commit the keeping "). 

Notes: (1) Didomi, to give, is rendered "committed" in the A.V. 
of John 5 : 22 (R.V„ "given "). (2) For porneuo (to commit fornication) 
see FoRNICATION. (3) In Rom. 2: 22, hierosuleo, to rob temples, is so 
rendered in the R.V., for A.V., "commit sacrilege." (4) In Acts 27: 40, 
eaö, to let, leave, is rendered in the R.V., "left (the anchors) in", 
for A.V., "committed themselves to." 

B. Nouns. 
r. PARATHftKE (TTapa8~;c71), a putting with, a deposit (para, with, 

tithemi, to put), and its longer form, parakatatheke, are found, the former 
in z Tim. l : 12," that which He hath committed unto me," R.V., marg., 
lit., 'my deposit '(perhaps, 'my deposit with Hirn'), the latter in l Tim. 
6 : 20, where " guard that which is committed unto thee" is, lit., ' guard 
the <lepusil,' and · 2 Tim. l : 14, " that good thing whid1 was com
mitted unto thee," i.e., the goo<l <lepusil; R.V., marg., "the good 
deposit,"~ 

2. EPITROP:R (€mTpo~) denotes a turning over (to another), a 
referring of a thing to another (epi, over, trepo, to turn), and so a 
committal of full powers, a commission, Acts 26 : 12. ~ 

COMMODIOUS (not) 
ANEUTHETOS (d11E6BET0>), not commodious, lit„ 'not-well-placed' 

(from a, not, n, euphonic, eu, well, thetos, from tithemi, to put, placc), is 
found in Acts 27: 12, where it is said of the haven'"at the place called 
Fair Havens.~ 

COMMON, COMMONL Y 
A. Adjective. 

KOINOS (l(otv&s-) denotes (a) common, belonging to scvcral (Lat., 
communis), said of things had in common, Acts 2: 44; 4: 32; of faith, 
Tit. l : 4; of salvation, Jude 3; it stands in contrast to idios, one's own; 
(b) ordinary, belongirtg to the generality, as distinct from what is peculiar 
to the few ; hence the application to religious practices of Gentiles in 
contrast with those of J ews ;- or of the ordinary people in contrast with 
those of the Pharisees ; hence the meaning unhallowed, profane, Leviti
cally unclean (Lat., profanus), said of hands, Mark 7: 2 (A.V., "defiled,") 
R.V. marg., "comrnon; "of animals, ceremonially unclean, Acts lo: 14; 

II : 8 ; of a man, ro : 28 ; of meats, Rom. 14 : 14, " unclean ; " of the 
blood of the covenant, as viewed by an apostate, Heb. IO: 29, "unholy" 
(R.V., marg., "common ") ; of everything unfit for the holy city, Rev. 
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2r: 27, R.V., "unclean" (marg., "common "). Some mss. have the 
verb here. See DEFILED, UNCLEAN, UNHOLY;1f 

B. Verb. 
KOINOO (Koiv6w), to make, or count, comrnon, has this meaning in 

Acts 10: I5; II: 9. See DEFILE, PoLLUTE, UNCLEAN. 
Notes: (I) Polus, used of number, signifies many, numerous; used 

of space, it signifies wide~ far reaching ; hence, with the article it is said 
of a multitude as being numerous; it is translated "comrnon" (people) 
in Mark I2 : 37 (see the R.V., marg.). lt does not, however, mean the 
ordinary folk, but the many. folk. See ABUNDANT, GREAT, LONG, 
MANY, Muclt, PLENTY. · 

(2) Ochlos denotes a crowd, a great multitude ; with the article it is 
translated " the common people," in John I2 : 9, I2 (R.V., marg.). See 
COMPANY, CROWD, MULT1TUDE, NUMBER, PEOPLE, PRESS. 

(3) Tunchanö, to happen, is used as an adjective in Acts 28 : 2, of the 
kindness shown by the people of Melita to the shipwrecked company ; 
A.V., " (uu) fülle, " R.V., " (no) common; " the idea suggested by the 
verb is that which might happen anywhere or at alltimes ; hence, little, 
ordinary, or casual. See CHANCE, ENJOY, ÜBTAIN. 

(4) In Matt. 27: 27, what the A.V~ describes as " the common hall," 
is the pnetorium, R.V., "palace," the official residence. of the Govemor 
of a Province (marg., " prretorium "). 

(5) In Acts 5 : r8, demosios (A.V., " common," with reference to the 
prison) signifies "public," belonging to thc pcoplc, demos, (RV., 
" public "). 

(6) In t Cor. 5: I, holös, altogether (A.V., "commonly ") means 
"actually" (R.V.). 

(7) In Matt. 28 : r5, diaphemizö, to spread abroad (as in the R. V.). 
is rendered in the A.V., "is commonly reported." See SPREAD, Note (5). 

COMMONWEALTH 
I. POLITEIA (1ToAi·ula) : see CITIZENSHlP, No. 3. 
::l. POLITEUMA (7roAlrrnµ.a) : sec CITIZENSHIP, No. 4. 

For COMMOTION see CONFUSION, TUMULT 

·coMMUNE 
r. DIALALEO (ÖLa.\.aMw) signifies to speak with anyone (dia, by 

turns, laleö, to speak), Luke 6: II; in I: 65, to talk over, to noise 
ahroad. The idea that laleö and its compounds bear no refercnce to the 
word spoken or the sentiment, is unfounded. See NorsE.~ 

2. HO.MILEO (oµ.iMw), from homos, together, signifies to be in 
rnmpany, to associate with any one; hence, to have intercourse with, 
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Luke 24: 14 (R.V., "communed; " A.V~. " talked "), 15 ; Acts 24: 26; 
in 20: II, "talked with." See TALK.if 

3. SULLALEÖ (av>.Aa.Mw), to talk together, is translated "com
muned" in Luke 22 : 4, of the conspiracy of Judas with the chief priests. 
See CONFER, SPEAK, TALK. 

Note: Laleö and its compounds, and the noun lalia, speech, have a 
more dignified meaning in the Hellenistic Greek than to chatter, its 
frequent meaning in earlier times. 

COMMUNICATE, COMMUNICATION 
A. Verbs. 

r. KOINÖNEO (Kowwvlw) is used in two senses, (a) to have a share 
in, Rom. 15: 27; l Tim. 5: 22; Heb. 2: 14; l Pet. 4: 13; 2 John II; 

(b) to give a share to, go shares with, Rom. 12: 13, R.V., "communi
cating," for A.V., " distributing ; " Gal. 6: 6, " communicate; " Phil. 
4: l'i, A.V., "did communicate," R.V., "had fellowship with." See 
DISTH.LHU!t., FELLOWSHIP, I'ARTAKE.i[ 

2. SUNKOINONEO (avy1cotvwvlw), to share together with (sun and 
No. l), is translated "communicated with" in Phil. 4: 14; "have 
fellowship with," Eph. 5 : II ; " be ... partakers of," Rev. 18 : 4 
(R.V., "have fellowship "). The thought is that of sharing with others 
wl1al une has, in ordcr to mcct their needs. See FELLOWSHTP, R, No. 2, 

PARTAKE, B, No. 2.~r 
Note: Anatithemi, toset forth, ic; rnncl~rP.Cl" laid before" in Gal. 2; 2, 

R.V., for A.V., "communicated unto ; " in Acts 25 : 14, R.V., "laid 
before," for A.V., " declared."if 

B. Nouns. 
1. KOINÖNIA (Kowwvla.), akin to A (which see), is translated in 

Heb. 13 : 16 "to communicate," lit., 'be not forgetful of good deed and 
of fellowship; ' '' fellowship" (A.V., "communication ") in Philm. 6, 
R.V. See CoMMUNION. 

2. LOGOS (A&yos-), a word, that which is spoken (legö, to speak), is 
used in the plural with reference to a conversation; "communication," 
Luke 24: 17. Elsewliere with this significance the R.V. renders it 
" speech," Matt. 5 : 37 ; Eph. 4 : 29. See AccoUNT. 

Note: In Col. 3: 8, where the A.V. translates aischrologia by "fllthy 
communication," the R.V. renders it "shameful speaking " (aischros, 
base, legö, to speak). 

C. Adjective. 
KOINÖNIKOS (KotvwvtKos-), akin to A, No. land B, No. 1, means 

apt. or ready, to communicate, l Tim. 6: 18.if 
Note: Humiliu, a company, association, or intercourse with (see 

COMMUNE, No. 2), is translated" company" in l Cor. 15 : :B. R.V. (A.V., 
" communications ") ; the word is in the plural, "evil cumpanies," i.e., 
associations. Set! CoMPANY, No. 6. 'll 
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COMMUNION 
A. Noun. 

KOINÖNIA (1Coivwvla), a having in common (koinos), partnership, 
fellowship (see COMMUNICATE), denotes (a) the share which one has in 
anything, · a participation, fellowship recognized and enjoyed ; thus it 
is used of the common experiences and interests of Christian men, Acts 
2 : 42 ; Gal. 2 : 9 ; of participation in. the knowledge of the Son of God, 
l Cor. l : 9 ; of sharing in the realization of the effects of the Blood (i.e., 
the Death) of Christ and the Body of Christ, as set forth by the emblems 
in the Lord's Supper, l Cor. IO : 16 ; of participation in what is derived 
from the Holy Spirit, z Cor. 13 : 14 (R.V., "communion ") ; Phil. 2 : l ; 

of participation in the sufferings of Christ, Phil. 3 : IO ; of sharing in the 
resurrection lüe possessed in Christ, and so of fellowship with the Father 
and the Son, l John l : 3, 6, 7 ; negatively, of the impossibility of com
munion between light and darkness, 2 Cor. 6: 14; (b) fellowship manifested 
in acts, the practical effects of fellowship with God, wrought by the Holy 
Spiril in the lives of believers as the outcome of faith, Philm. 6, and finding 
expression in joint ministration to the needy, Rom. 15 : 26 ; z Cor. 8 : 4 ; 
9 : 13 ; Heb. 13 : 16, and in the furtherance of the Gospel by gifts, Phil. 
l: 5. See COMMUNICATION, CONTRIBUTION, DISTRIBUTION, FELLOWSHIP.fl 

B. Adjective. 
KOINÖNOS (Koivwv6>), having in common, is rendered "have com

munion with (the altar), "-the altar standing by metonymy for that 
whichisassociated withit-in l Cor. 10: 18, R.V. (for A.V„" arepartakers 
of "), and in ver. 20, for A.V„ " have fellowship with (demons)." See 
CoMPANION. · 

COMPACTED 
I. SUNIST"t:MI (avvlcrrT)µt), and transitively wnistaö, tostand together 

(sun, with, histemi, to stand), is rendered" compacted," in 2 Pet. 3: 5, of 
the earth .as formerly arranged by God in relation to the waters. See 
APPROVE, COMMEND, CONSIST, MAKF STAND .. 

z. SUMBIBAZÖ (avµßißa~w), to unite, to knit, is translated " com· 
pacted" in the A.V. of Eph. 4: 16 (R.V„ "knit together "), concerning 
the Church as the Body of Christ. See CoNcLUDE, GATHER, lNSTRUCT, 
KNIT, PROVE. 

COMPANION 
I. SUNEKDF:MOS (avv,KOT)µo>), a fellow-traveller (sun, with, ek, 

from, demos, people; i.e., away from one's people), is used in Acts 19: 29, 
of Paul's companions in travel ; in 2 Cor. 8 : 19, " travel with ; " a closer 
rendering would be ' (as) our fellow-traveller.' See TRAVEL. fl 

2. KOINONOS (Kotvwv6>) is rendered "companions" in the A.V. of 
Heb. 10: 33 (R.V. "partakers "). So sunkoinönos in Rev. l : 9, A.V., 
"companion;" R.V, "partaker with you." See B, above, PARTAKER, 
PARTNER. Cp. CoMMUNICATE. 
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3. SUNERGOS (uvvEpy6s), a fellow-worker (sun, with, ergon, work), 
· is translated in Phil. 2 : 25 "companion in labour," A.V. (R.V., "fellow
worker "). See HELPER, LABOURER, WüRKER. 

COMPANY (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns and Phrases. 

I. OCHLOS (ox,\o>). a throng of people, an irregular crowd, most 
usually a disorganised throng; in Acts 6: 7, however, it is said of a 
company of the priests who believed ; the word here indicates that they 
had not combined to bring this about. The R.V. usually translates this 
word "company" or "multitude." Cp. B, Note 3. See CoMMON, 
CROWD, MuLTITUDE, and Trench, Syn. §xcviii. 

2. SUNODIA (uvvoSta), lit., a way or journey together (sun, with, 
hodos, a way), denotes, by metonymy, a company of travellers; in Luke 
2 . 44, uf U1e company from which Chri3t wus misscd by Joseph and 
Mary. (Eng., synodJ.il 

3. SUMPOSION (ml/LITMlov), lit. denote6 a drinking tögcthcr (mn, 
with, pinö, to drink), a drinking-party; hence, by meton,ymy, any table 
party or any company arranged as a party. ln Mark 6: 39 the noun is 
repeated, in the plural, by way. of an adverbial and distributive phrase, 
sumposia sumposia., lit., 'companies-companies' (i.e., by companies).if 

4. KLISIA (KAiula), akin to klinö, to recline, primarily means a place 
for lying down in, and hence a reclining company, for the same purpose 
as No. 3. lt is founcl in the plural in Luke g : I4, corresponding to 
Mark's word rnmposia (No. 3, above), signifying mmpanies reclining 
at a meal.if 

5. PLf:THOS ('1TA1j8os), lit., a fulness, hence denotes a rnultftmle, a 
large or full company, Luke 23: I ; "a multitude," ver. 27 (A.V., " a 
great company "). See BUNDLE, MULTITUDE. 

6. HOMILIA (oµiAta), an association of people, those who are of the 
same company (homos, same), is used in I Cor. IS : 33, A.V., " (evil) 
communications ; " R.V„ " (evil) company."if 

7. HOMILOS (ö'µi,\o>), akin to No. 6, a throng or crowd, is found, in 
some mss., in Rev. I8: lJ, "all the company in ships," A.V. Ilomilos 
denotes the concrete ; homilia is chiefty an abstract noun. if 

8. IDIOS (ZSto>) one's own, is used in the plural with the article in 
Acts 4 : 23, to signify " their own (company)." .See BUSINESS, B. 

Notes: (1) The preposition ex (i.e., ek), of, with the first personal 
pronoun in the genitive plural (hemön, us); signifies " of our company," 
lit., ' of us/ in Luke 24 : 22 ; so ex autön, in Acts 15 : 22, " men out of 
their cömpany," lit., 'men out of them.' (z) The phrase in Acts 13: 13, 
hoi peri Paulon, lit., ' the (oncs) about Paul,' signifies " Paul and his 
company." (3) Murias, a noun connected with the adjective murios 
(numberless, infinite), signifies a myriad (whence the English wotd), and 
is used hyperbolically, of vast numbers, e.g„ Heb. 12 : 22, A.V., an 
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innumerable company; R.V., "innumerable hosts." (Contrast murioi, 
lo,ooo, Matt. 18 : 24). (4) In Acts 21 : 8, the phrase translated " that 
were of Paul(s company " is absent from the best texts. 

B. Verbs. 
l. SUNANAMIGNUMI {avvavaµ.lyvvµ.i), lit., to mix up with (sun, 

with, ana, up, mignumi, to mix, mingle), signifies to have, or keep, 
company with, l Cor. 5 : 9, II ; 2 Thess. 3 : 14. ~ 

2. SUNERCHOMAI {avvlpxoµ.ai), to come, or go, with, is rendered 
"have companied" in Acts l: 2r. See CoME, No. II. 

Notes: (1) Aphorizö, to separate, is translated "separate (you) from 
(their) company," in Luke 6 : 22, the latter part being added in italics 
to supply the meaning of excommunication. See D1vrnE. 

(2) Kollaö, to join, is rendered " keep company," in Acts IO : 28, A.V. ; 
R.V., "join himself." See CLEAVE, JoIN. 

(3) Ochlopoieö, lit., to make a crowd (ochlos, a crowd, poieö, to 
make), is translated "gathered a company," in Acts 17: 5, A.V.; the R.V. 
corrects this to "gathering a crowd." See CRown.~ 

COMPARE, COMPARISON 
r. SUNKRINO (avyKpivc.u) denotes (a) to join fitly, to combine, l Cor. 

2 : 13, either in the sense of combining spiritual things with spiritual, 
adapting the discourse to the subject, under the guidance of the Holy 
Spirit, or communicating spiritual things by spiritual things or words, 
or in the sense of interpreting spiritual things to spiritual men, R.V. and 
A.V., " comparing " (cp. the Sept. use, of interpreting dreams, etc. 
Gen. 40: 8, 16, 22 ; 41 : 12, 15; Dan. 5 : 12) ; (b) to place together; 
hence, judge or discriminate by comparison, compare, with or among, 
2 Cor. lo: 12 (thrice).~ 

2. PARABALLO (7rapaßillc.u), to place side by side, to set forth, 
and the noun parabole (Eng., parable), occur in Mark 4: 30, R.V., "In 
what parable shall we set it forth? ", A.V., "with what comparison 
shall we compare it? " See ARRIVE. 

Note: The preposition pros, towards, is sometimes used of mental 
direction, in the way of estimation, or comparison, as in the phrase 
" (worthy) to be compared," or ' (worthy) in comparison with,' Rom. 
8: 18. 

COMPASS 
l. KUKLEUO (KvKAEvc.u) denotes to encircle, surround, and is found 

in the best texts in John IO : 24, "came round about," and Rev. 20 : 9, 
of a camp surrounded by foes; some mss. have No. 2 in each place. ~ 

2. KUKLOO (KvKA6c.u), (cp. Eng., cycle), signifies to move in a circle, 
to compass about, as of a city encompassed by armies, Luke 21 : 20 ; 

Heb. II: 30; in Acts 14: 20, "stood round about." See CoME, No. 38, 
STAND.~ 
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3. PERIKUKLOÖ (7Ttp,KvKA6w), peri, about, with No. 2, is used in 
Luke 19: 43, "shall compass ... round."ir 

4. PERIAGO (7TEpiayw), to lead about, l Cor. 9: 5, or, intransitively, 
to go about, to go up and down, is so used in Matt. 4 : 23 ; 9 : 35 ; 
Mark 6 : 6 ; Acts 13 : II ; to compass regions, Matt. 23 : 15. See Go, 
LEAD.~ 

5. PERIKEIMAI (7TEpl1mµ.ai), to be encompassed: see BOUND (b), 
HANG. 

6. PERIERCHOMAI (m;pdpxoµ.ai), lit., to go, or come, about (peri, 
about, e.rchnm'ai, to r.omP.), is translated in Acts 28 : 13, A.V .. " fetched 
a compass." See CrncUIT. 

COMPASSION, COMPASSIONATE 

A. Verbs. 
I. OIKTEIRÖ (olKTElpw), to have pity, a feeling of distress through 

the ills of others, is useLl of Gou's cumpassion, Rom. 9: 15.iJ 
2. SPLANCHNIZOMAI (a?T,\ayxvl,oµ.ai), to be moved as to one's 

inwards (splanchna), to be moved with r.nmp;i.<;sion, to yP.arn with rnrn
passion, is frequently recorded of Christ towards the multitude and 
towards individual sufferers, Matt. 9 : 36 ; 14 : 14 ; 15 : 32 ; 18 : 2/ ; 
20 : 34; Mark r : 41 ; 6: 34; 8: 2; q : 22 (of the appeal of a father 
Ior a demon-possessed son) ; Luke 7 : 13 ; 10 : 33 ; of the father in the 
parable of the prodigal son, 15 : 20. (Moulton and Milligan consider the 
verb to have been coined in the Jewish Dispersion).ir 

3. SUMP.'\.THEO (m111.7Tn.fUw), to suffer with another (sun, with, 
paschö, to suffer), to bc affcctcd similarly (Eng., sympathy), to have 
compassion upon, Heb. 10 : 34, of compassionaliug lhuse in prison, is 
translated " be touched "'~th" in Heb. 4: 15, of Christ as the High 
Priest. See ToucH.ir 

4. ELEEÖ (€,\E'w), to have mercy (eleos, mercy), to show kindness, 
by beneficence, or assistance, is translated " have cornpassion " in Matt. 
18 : 33 (A.V.) ; Mark 5 : 19 and Jude 22. See MERCY. 

5. METRIOPATHEÖ (,uTpio?Ta(Nw) is rendered "have compassion," 
in Heb. 5: 2, A.V. See BEAR, No. 13.ir 

B. Nouns. 
I. OIKTIRMOS (olKnpµ,6s), akin to A, No. I, is used with splanchna 

(see below), the viscera, the inward parts, as the seat of emotion, the 
" heart," Phil. 2 : l ; Co!. 3 : 12, " a heart of compassion" (A.V.," bowels 
of mercies "). In Heb. 10 : 28 it is used with chöris, " without," {lit., 
'without compassions '). lt is translated " mercies" in Rom. 12 : l 
and 2 Cor. l: 3. See MERCY.~ 

2. SPLANCHNON (am\ayxvov), always used in the plural, is suitably 
rendered " compassion " in the R.V. of Col. 3 : 12 and l John 3 : 17 ; 
"compassions" in Phil. 2 : I. Cp. A, No. 2. See BoWELS. 
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C. Adjective. 
SUMPATHES (avµ.7Ta8~s) denotes suffering with, "compassionate," 

1 Pet. 3: 8, R.V. (A.V., "having compassion "). See A, No. 3.4J 

COMPEL 
I. ANANKAZÖ (civayKa,w) denotes to put constraint upon (from 

ananke, necessity), to constrain, whether by threat, entreaty, force or 
persuasion ; Christ " constrained " the disciples to get into a boat, 
Matt. 14 : 22 ; Mark 6 : 45 ; the servants of the man who made a great 
supper were to constrain people to come in, Luke 14: 23 (R.V„ "con
strain ") ; Saul of Tarsus " strove " to make saints blaspheme, Acts 
26 : II, R.V. (A.V., " compelled ") ; Titus, though a Greek, was not 
" compelled" to be circumcised, Gal. 2 : 3, as Galatian converts were, 
6 : 12, R.V. ; Peter was" compelling "Gentiles to live as Jews, Gal. 2 : 14; 
Paul wo.c; " constmincd " to nppcal to Ca::sar, Acts 28 : 19, and wa!:> 
" compelled " by the church at Corinth to become foolish in speaking of 
himself, 2 Cor. rn: II. See CoNSTRAIN.4J 

2. A~GAREUO (ciyyap1:vw), to despatch as an angarns (a Persian 
courier kept at regular stages with power of impressing men into servicc;, 
and hence, in general, to impress into service, is used of compelling a 
person to go a mile, Matt. 5 : 41 ; of the impressing of Simon to bear 
Christ's Cross, Matt. 27: 32; Mark 15: 2r.4J 

COMPLAINER, COMPLATNT 
T. MF.MPSTMOTROS (1•t:1.ufd1-<o<pos) denotes one who complains, lit„ 

complaining of one's lot (memphomai, to blame, moira, a fate, lot) ; hence, 
discontented, querulous, repining; it is rendered " complainers" in 
Jude l6.4J 

2. MOMPHE (µ.oµ.</>~) denotes blame (akin to memphomai, see No. l), 
an occasion of complaint, Col. 3 : 13 (A.V., " quarre!"). See QuARREL.4J 

3. AITIÖMA (alTLwµ.a), a charge, is translated "complaints" in 
Acts 25: 7, A.V. See CHARGE.4J 

COMPLETE, COMPLETION, COMPLETELY 
A. Verbs. 

r. EPITELEÖ {Jm71:Mw), to complete: see AccOMPLISH, No. 4. 
2. EXARTIZÖ (JgapTL,w), to fit out (ek, out, intensive, artos, a joint; 

or from artios, perfect, lit., exactly right), is said of the equipment of 
the man of God, 2 Tim. 3 : 17, "furnished completely" (A.V„" tbroughly 
furnished ") ; elsewhere in Acts 21 : 5, "accomplished." Cp. B. See 
FURNISH.4J 

3. SUNTELEO (avvrn\iw), to end together, bring quite to an end 
(sun, together, intensive, telos, an end), is said (a) of the completion of a 
period of days, Luke 4 : 2 ; Acts 21 : 27 ; (b) of cornpleting sornething ; 
some rnss. have it in Matt. 7: 28, of the Lord, in ending His discourse 
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(the best mss. have teleö to finish) ; of God, in finishing a work, Rom. 
9 : 28, in making a new covenant, Heb. 8 : 8, marg„ "accomplish;" 
of the fulfilment of things foretold, Mark 13 : 4 ; of the Devil's tempta
tion of the Lord, Luke 4: 13. See END, F1NlSH, FULFIL, MAKE., 

4. PLEROÖ (w;\71p6w), to fi.U (in the Passive Voice, tobe made full), 
is translated "complete" in the A.V. of Col. 2 : 10 (R.V„ "made full; " 
cp. V. 9). See ACCOMPLISH. 

5. PLEROPHOREÖ (1TA7Jpo<fooplw), to be fully assured, is translated 
" complete " in Col. 4 : 12. See AssuRED, B, No. 2. 

B. Adjective. 
ARTIOS (i!pn~). fitted, complete (from artos, a limb, joint), is used 

in 2 Tim. 3: 17, R.V„ "complete," A.V„ "perfect," See PERFECT.~ 
C. Noun. 

APARTISMOS (d.1Tapnaµ6s-) is rendered "complete" in Luke 14: 28, 
R.V.~ 

For COMPREHEND see APPREHEND, John l: 5, A.V., and SUM UP 

CONCEAL 
PARAKALUPTÖ (1TapattaAtm'7'w), to conceal thoroughly (para, beside, 

intensive, kaluptö, to hide), is found in Luke 9: 45, of concealing from the 
disciples the fact of the dclivcring up of Christ.. 

CONCEITS 
1. EN HEAUTOIS (Jv :avrots). lit„ 'in yourselves,' is used with 

phronimos, "wisc," in Rom. II : 25, " (wise) in your own conceits (i,e., 
opinions)." 

2. PAR' HEAUTOIS (1Tap' (avrois-). (Para, with, in the estimation of), 
in Rom. 12 : i6 has the same rendering as No. l. 

CONCEIVE 
l. GENNAO (yt-vvdw), to conceive, heget: sec BEGET, A, No. l. 

2. SULLAMBANO (avMaµßd.vw), lit„ to take together (sun, with, 
lambanö, to take or receive), is used (a) of a woman, to conceive, Luke 
I : 24, 31, 36; in the Passive Voice. Luke 2 : 21 ; (b) metaphorically, 
of the impulse of lust in the human heart, enticing to sin, Jas. l : 15. 
For its other meanings see CATCH, No. 8. 

3. TITHE:MI. (Tl871µi), to put, set, is used in Acts 5 : 4, of the sin of 
Ananias, in conceiving a lie in his heart. 

Notes : (r) The phrase echö, to have, with koite, a lying down, a bed, 
especially the marriage bed, denotes to conceive, Rom. 9: 10., 

(2) Thc phrase eis katabolen, lit„ for a casting down, or in, is used of 
eonception in Heb. II : II., 
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CONCERN (-ETH) 
I. The neuter plural of the article (' the thihgs '), with the genitive 

case of a noun, is used in 2 Cor. II : 30 of Paul's infirmity, " the things 
that concern my infirmity," lit., 'the (things) of my infirmity.' 

2. The neuter singular of the article, with the preposition peri, con
cerning, is used by the Lord in Luke 22 : 37, " that which concerneth," 
lit., 'the (thing) concerning (Me).'. The same construction is found in 
Luke 24 : 27 ; Acts r9 : 8 ; 28 : 3r. 

CONCERNING: see Note f, p. 9. 

CONCISION 
KATATOMR (KaTaToµ-1]), lit., a cutting off (kata, down, temnö, to cut), 

a mutilation, is a term found in Phil. 3 : 2, there used by the Apostle, 
by a paranomasia, contemptuously, for the Jewish circumcision with its 
Judaistic influence, in contrast to the true spiritual circumcision., 

CONCLUDE 
SUMßIDAZÖ (avµßißa~w), lit., to make to come together, is translated 

"concluding" in Acts r6: ro, R.V., for the A.V., "assuredly gathering." 
See CoMPACTED, !NSTRUGT, KNIT, PROVE. 

Notes: (r) For krinö, to judge, give judgxnent, rendered" concluded" 
in thc A.V. of Acts 21 : 25, R.V;, "giving judgment," see JunGMENT. 

(2) For logizomai, to reckon, translated "condude" in Rom. 3: 28, 
A.V., R.V., "reckon," see RECKON. 

(3) For sim.kleiö, to Rhnt np with, translated " concluded " in Rom. 
II : 32 ; Gal. 3 : 22, A.V., R.V., "shut up," see INCLOSE, SHUT. 

CONCORD 
SUMPHONRSIS (avµcf>wll'f/ais), lit., a sounding together (sun, with, 

phöne, a sound; Eng., symphony), is found in 2 Cor. 6: 15, in the 
rhetorical question " what concord hath Christ with Belial ? " See 
AGREE, A, No. r.1f 

CONCOURSE 
SUNTROPHR (avVTpo,P-1]), a turning together (sun, with, trepö, to 

turn), signifies (a) that which is rolled together; hence (b) a dense mass 
of people, concourse, Acts r9 : 40. i! See BANDED. · 

For CONCUPISCENCE (A.V. of Rom. 7: 8; Col. 3: 5; r Thess. 4: 5), 
see COVET, DESIRE, LUST. 

CONDEMN, CONDEMNATION 
A. Verbs. 

r. KATAGINÖSKÖ (KaTa.yivwaKw), to know something against (kata, 
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against, ginöskö, to know by experience), hence, to think ill of, to condemn, 
is said, in Gal. 2 : II,- of Peter's conduct (R.V., "stood condemned "), 
he being self-condemned as the result of an exercised and enlightened 
conscience, and condemned in the sight of others; so of self-condemnation 
due to an exercise of heart, l John 3: 20, 21. See BLAME.iJ 

2. KATADIKAZÖ (KaTafüKd~w) signifies to exercise right or law 
against anyone; hence, to pronounce judgment, to condemn (kata,down, 
or against, dike, justice), Matt. 12: 7, 37; Luke 6: 37; Jas. 5: 6.iJ 

3. KRINÖ (KplYw), to distinguish, choose, give an opinion upon, 
judge, sometimes denotes to condemn, e.g., Acts 13: 27; Rom. 2: 27; 
Jas. 5 : 9 (in the best mss.). Cp. No .. l, below. See CALL (No. 13), CoN
C.I.UDE, DECREE, J)ETE~MTNE, EsTEEM, JunGE, LAw (go to), ÜRDAIN, 
SuE, THINK. 

4. KATAKRINÖ (1'aTaKplYw), a strengthened form of No. 3, signifies 
to give judgment against, pass sentence upon; hence, to condemn, 
implying (a) the fact of a crime, e.g., Rom. 2 : l ; 14 : 23 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 6 ; 
some mss. have it in Jas. 5: 9; (b) the impulalion of a crime, as in the 
condernnation of Christ by the Jews .. Matt. 20: 18; Mark 14: 64. lt 
is used metaphorically of condemning by a good example, Matt. 12: 41, 
42 ; Luke II : 31, 32 ; Heb. II : 7. 

In Rom. 8: 3, God's condernnation of sin is set forth in that Christ, 
His own Son, sent by Him to partake of human nature (sin apart) and to 
becorne an offering for sin, died undcr the judgment due to our sin. 

B. Nouns. 
l. KRIMA (Kpiµ.a) denotes (a) the sentence pronounced, a verdict, a 

condernnation, thc dccision resulting from an investigation, e.g., Mark 
12 : 40 ; Luke 23 : 40 ; l Tim. 3 : 6 ; Jude 4 ; (b) the process of judgment 
leading to a decision, l Pet. 4: 17 (" judgment "), where krisis (see No. 3, 
below) might be expected. In Luke 24 : 20, " to be condemned " trans
lates the phrase eis krima, " unto condemnation " (i.e., unto the pro
nouncement of the sentence of condemnation). For the rendering "judg
ment," see, e.g., Rolli. II : 33; r Cor. II : 34; Gal. 5 : ro; Jas. 3: I. 

In these (a) the process leading to a decision an<l (b) the pronouncement 
of the decision, the verdict, are to be distinguished. In l Cor. 6: 7 the 
word means a matter for judgrnent, a lawsuit. See JunGMENT. 

2. KATAKRIMA (KaTaKpiµ.a), cp. No. 4, above, is the sentence pro
nounced, the condemnation with a suggestion of the punishment following; 
it is found in Rom. 5: 16, 18; 8: I.~ 

3. KRISIS (Kplcns) (a) denotes the process of investigation, the act of 
distinguishing and separating (as distinct from krima, see No. l above); 
hence a judging, a passing of jn<lgrnent upon a person or thing ; it has a 
variety of meanings, such as judicial authority, John 5 : 22, 27; justice, 
Acts 8: 33 ; Jas. 2 : 13 ; a tribunal, Matt. 5 : 21, 22 ; a trial, John 5 : 24; 
2 Pet. 2 : 4 ; a judgmP.nt, 2 Pet. z : II ; Jude 9 ; by metonymy, the 
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standard of judgment, just dealing, Matt. 12 : 18, 20 ; 23 : 23 ; Luke 
II : 42 ; Divine judgment executed, 2 Thess. l : 5; Rev. 16: 7; (b) 
sometimes it has the meaning" condemnation," and is virtually equivalent 
to krima (a); see Matt. 23: 33; John 3: 19; Jas. 5: 12, hupo krisin, 
"under judgment." See AccusATION, A (Note), DAMNATION, JuDGMENT. 

Note : In John 9 : 39," For judgment (krima) came I into this world," 
the meaning would appear to be, 'for being judged' (as a touchstone 
for proving men's thoughts and characters), in contrast to 5 : 22, 'hath 
given all judging (krisis) to the Son ; ' in Luke 24 : 20, " delivered Hirn 
up to be condemned to death," the latter phrase is, lit., 'to a verdict 
(krima) of death ' (which they themselves could not carry out ) ; in Mark 
12 : 40, "these shall receive greater condemnation " (krima), the phrase 
signifies a heavier verdict (against themselves). 

4. KATAKRISIS (KaTaKpiuis), a strengthened form of No. 3, denotes 
a judgment against, condemnation, with the suggestion of the process 
leading to it, as of " the ministration of condemnation," 2 Cor. 3 : q ; 
in 7 : 3, " to condemn," more lit., 'with a vicw to condemnation.'~ 

C. Adjectives. 
I. AUTOKATAKRITOS (avro11:araKpiros), !.elf-condemned (wuto, self, 

katakrino, to condemn), i.e„ on account of doing himself what he condemns 
m others, is used in Tit. 3 : II.~ 

2. AKATAGNOSTOS (aKaTayvw1J"Tos), akin to A, No. l, with negative 
prefix, a, " nul lu Le condemned," is said of sound speech, in Tit. 2: 8.~ 

CONDESCEND 
SUNAPAGO (uvva7Tayw) : see CARRY, No. 7. 

CONDITIONS 
Note: This transla.tes the phrase ta pros in Luke 14 : 32, lit„ ' the 

(things) towards,' i.e., the things relating to, or conditions of, (peace). 

CONDUCT 
A. Noun. 

AG0Gf: (dywy7)), from agi5, to lead, properly denotes a teaching; 
then, figuratively, a training, discipline, and so, the life led, a way or 
course of life, conduct, 2 Tim. 3 : IO, R.V., " conduct ; " A.V„ " manner 
of life." See LIFE. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. KATHISTEMI (Ka8lun11LL), lit., to stand down or set down (kata, 

down, histemi, to stand), has, among its various meanings, the significance 
of bringing to a certain place, conducting, Acts 17 : 15 (so the Sept. in 
Josh. 6 : 23 ; l Sam. 5 : 3; 2 Chron. 28: 15). See APPOINT. 

2. PROPEMPO (7rpo7T€µ7Tw) signifies to set forward, conduct : see 
AccoMPANY, No. 4. 
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CONFER, CONFERENCE 
I. PROSANATITHf:MI (7rpoaavarl871µ.i), lit.1 to put before (pros, 

towards, ana, up, and tithemi, to put), i.e., to lay a matter before others 
so as to obtain counsel or instruction, is used of Paul's refraining from 
consulting human beings, Gal. l : 16 (translated "imparted" in 2: 6; 
A.V., "added ... in conference "). Cp. the shorter form anatithemi, 
in 2: 2, "laid before," the less intensive word being used there simply 
to signify the imparting of information, rather than conferring with others 
to seek advice. See Ann, IMPART.~ 

2. SULLALEO (avX\aMw), to speak together with (sun, with, laleö, 
to speak), is translated " conferred " in Acts 25 : 12 ; elsewhere of talking 
with Matt. 17 : 3 ; Mark 9 : 4; Luke 4 : 36; 9 : 30; " communcd" in 
Luke 22 : 4. See COMMUNE, SPEAK, TALK.~ 

3. SUMBALLO (avµ.ßa»..w), lit., to throw together (sun, with, ballö, 
to throw), is uscd of convcrsation, tO dfocourse or consult together, confer, 
Acts 4 : 15. See ENCOUNTER, HELP, MEET WITH, PoNDER. 

Note: For the A.V., "conference" in Gal. 2 : 6, sec No. l, abovc. 

CONFESS, CüNFESSlON 
A. Verbs. 

l. HOMOLOGEO (&p.oAoylw), Iit„ to speak the same thing (homos, 
same, legö, to speak), to assent, accord, agree with, denotes, either (a) to 
confess, declare, admit, John l : 20; e.g„ Acts 24: 14; Heb. II : 13; 

(b) to confess by way of admitting oneself guilty of what. one is accused 
of, the result of inward conviction, l John l : 9; (c) to declare openly by 
way of speaking out fredy, such cunfession being the effect of dccp 
conviction of facts, Matt. 7 : 23 ; ro : 32 (twice) and Luke 12 : 8 (see 
next par.) ;John 9: 22; 12 : 42; Acts 23: 8; Rom. ro: 9, IO (" confess~ 
ion is made ") ; l Tim. 6: 12 (R.V.) ; Tit. l : 16; · r John 2: 23; 4: 2,15; 

2 John 7 (in John's Epp. it is the necessary antithesis to Gnostic 
doceticism) ; Rev. 3 : 5, in the best mss. (some have No~ 2 here) ; (d) to 
confess by way of celebrating with praise, Heb. 13 : 15 ; (e) to promise, 
Matt. 14: 7. 

In Matt. IO : 32 ancl Luke 12 : 8 the construction of lhis verb with 
en, in, followed by the dative case of the personal pronoun, has a special 
significance, namely, to confess in a person's name, the nature of the 
confession being determined by the context, the suggestion being to 
make. a public confession. Thus the statement, " every one ... who 
shall confess Me (lit„ in Me, i.e., in My case) before men; him (lit., in him, 
i.e., in his case) will I also confess before My Father ... ," conveys the 
thought of confessing allegiance to Christ as one's Master and Lord, and, 
on the other hand, of acknowledgment, on His part, of the faithful one 
as being His worshipper and servant, His loyal follower ; this is appropriate 
to the original idea in homologeö of being identified in thought or language. 
Sec PRO:FESS, PROMISE, THANK.~ · · 
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2. EXOMOLOGEO (~'oµ.o:\oyew), ek, out, intensive, and No. l, and 
accordingly stronger than No. l, to confess forth, i.e., freely, openly, is 
used (a) of a public acknowledgment or confession of sins, Matt. 3 : 6; 
Mark l : 5 ; Acts 19 : 18 ; Jas. 5 : 16 ; (b) to profess or acknowledge 
openly, Matt. II : 25 (translated " thank," but indicating the fuller idea) ; 
Phil. 2 : II (some mss. have it in Rev. 3: 5 : see No. l) ; (c) to confess 
by way of celebrating, giving praise, Rom. 14 : II ; 15 : g. In Luke IO : 21, 
it is translated " I thank," the true meaning being' I gladly acknowledge.' 
In Luke 22: 6 it signifies to consent (R.V.), for A.V., "prornised.'' See 
CONSENT, PROMISE, THANK., 

B. Noun. 
HOMOLOGIA (oµ.o:\oyla), akin to A, No. l, denotes confession, by 

acknowledgment of the truth, 2 Cor. 9 : 13 ; l Tim. 6 : 12, 13 ; Heb. 3 : l ; 

4: 14; 10: 23 (A.V., incorrectly, "profession," except in l Tim. 6: 13)., 
Note: For the adverb homologoumenös, confessedly, see CoNTROVERSY. 

CONFIDENCE (Nuuu, ur Verb with "have "), CONFIDENT (-LY) 

A. Nnum1. 
l. PEPOITHE:SIS (11rnol87Jais), akin to peithö, B, No. l below, denotes 

persnasion, assurance, confidence, 2 Cor. l : 15 ; 3: 4, A.V., "trust; " 
8 : 22; 10: 2 ; Eph. 3: 12; Phil. 3: 4. See TRUST., 

2. HUPOSTASTS (1~11011Tn.m . .-), lit., a standing under (h11po, under, 
stasis, a standing), that which stands, or is set, under, a foundation, 
!Jcgirming ; hence, the quality of confidence which leads one to stand 
under, endure, or undertake anything, 2 Cor. g : 4 ; II : 17 ; Heb. 3 : 14. 
Twicc in Heb. it signifies snhstilnr.P., T : 3 (A.V., " Person") and II : 1. 

See SuBsTANCE. ~ 
3. PARRHESIA (11app7Jala), often rendered "confidence" in the 

A.V., is in all such instances rendered " boldness" in the R.V., Acfs 
28 : 31 ; Heb. 3 : 6 ; l John 2 : 28 ; 3 : 21 ; 5 : 14. See BOLDNESS, 
ÜPENLY, PLAINNESS. 

B. Verbs. 
I. PEITHÖ (11d8w), to persuade, or, intransitively, to have confidence, 

to .be confident (cp. A, No. l), has this meaning in the following, Rom. 
2 : 19 ; 2 Cor. 2 i 3 ; Gal. 5 : 10 ; Phil. l : 6, 14 (R.V„ " being confident," 
for A.V., "waxing confident "), 25; 3 : 3, 4; 2 Thess. 3 : 4; Philm. 21. 
See AGREE, AssuRE, BELIEVE, ÜBEY, PERSUADE, TRUST, YIELD. 

2. THARREO (Bappew), tobe of good courage, is so translated in the 
R.V. of 2 Cor. 5 : 6; 7 : 16 (A.V., to have confidence, or be confident). 
See COURAGE. 

Note: The adverb" confidently "is combined with the verb" affirm" 
to represent the verbs dii'schurizomai, Luke 22 : 59 and Acts 12 : 15, R.V. 
(A.V., "constanlly affirmed "),,, and dfa.beba-iootmii, l Tim. l; 7, A.V., 
"affirm," and Tit. 3: 8, A.V., "affirm constantly." See AFFIRM.~ 
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CONFIRM, CONFIRMATION 
A. Verbs. 

CON 

r. BEBAIOÖ (ßEßaiow), to make firm, establish, make secure (the 
connected adjective bebaios signifies stable, fast, firm), is used of con
firming a word, Mark r6 : 20 ; promises, Rom. 15 : 8 ; the testimony of 
Christ, r Cor. r : 6; the saints by the Lord Jesus Christ, r Cor. l : 8; the 
saints by God, 2 Cor. l : 21 (" stablisheth ") ; in faith, Col. 2 : 7 ; the 
salvation spoken through the Lord and confirmed by the Apostles, Heb. 
2: 3; the heart by grace, Heb. 13: 9 (" stablished ")., 

2. EPISTERIZO (€1rtaT1)pl,w), to make to lean upon, strengthen (epi, 
upon, sterix, a prop, support), is used of confirming souls, Acts 14: 22; 

brethren, 15 : 32 ; churches, 15 : 41 ; disciples, 18 : 23, in some mss. 
(" stablishing," R.V., " strengthening," A.V.) ; the most authentic mss. 
have sterizö in 18: 23. See STRENGTHEN.~ 

3. KUROO (Kvpow), to make valid, ratify, impart authority or 
influence (from kuros, might, kurios, mighty, a head, as supreme in 
authority), is used ot spmtual love, z Cor. 2 : 8 ; a human covenant, 
Gai. 3 : r5.,. Tn the Sept., see Gen. 23 : 20, e.g. 

4. PROKUROO ("'t"'~vpow), pro, before, and No. 3, to confirm or 
ratify before, is said of the Divine confirmation of a promise given 
originally to Abraham, Gen. 12, and confirmed by the vision of the 
furnace and torch, Gen. 15, by the birth of Isaac, Gen. 21, and Ly lhe oath 
of God, Gen. 22, all before the giving of the Law, Gal. 3: 17., 

5. MESITEUÖ (µwmvw), to act as a mediator, to interpose, is 
rendered "confirmed," in the A.V. of Heb. 6: 17 (marg., and R.V., 
,. interposed "). See INTERPOSED.~ 

B. Noun. 
BEBAIOSIS (ßEßalwats}, akin to A, No. l, is used in two senses (a) of 

firmness, establishment, said of the confirmation of the Gospel, Phil. l : 7 ; 
(b) of authoritative validity imparted, said of the settlement of a dispute 
by an oath to produce confidence, Heb. 6: 16. The word is found 
frequently in the Papyri of the settlement of a business transaction.if 

CONFLICT (Noun) 
l. AGON (&.ywv), from agö, to lead, signifies (a) a place of assembly, 

especially the place where the Greeks assembled for the Olympic and 
Pythian games; (b) a contest of athletes, metaphorically, l Tim. 6: 12 ; 

2 Tim. 4 : 7, "fight; " Heb. 12 : l, "race; " hence, (c) the inward conflict 
of the soul; inward conflict is often the result, or the accompaniment, 
of outward conflict, Phil. l : 30; l Thess. 2 : 2, implying a contest 
against spiritual foes, as weil as human adversaries ; so Col. 2 : l, 

" conflict," A.V. ; R.V., " (how greatly) I strive," lit., 'how great a 
conflict I have.' See CoNTENTION, FIGHT, RAcE.,. Cp. agönizomai 
(Eng., agonize), l Cor. 9: 25 etc. 

2. ATHLESTS (il'.8,\?Jrn>) denotes a combat, contest of athletes: hence, 
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a struggle, fight, Heb. ro: 32, with reference to affiiction. See FIGHT.if 
Cp. athleö, to strive, 2 Tim. 2: 5 (twice).if 

CONFORMED, CONFORMABLE 
A. Verb. 

SUMMORPHIZÖ (avµµop<f,t~w), to make of like form with another 
person or thing, to render like (sun, with, morphe, a form), is found in 
Phil. 3: ro (in the Passive Participle of the verb)," becoming conformed" 
(or 'gro>\ing into conformity ') to the death of Christ, indicating the 
practical apprehension of the death of the carnal self, and fulfilling his 
share of the sufferings ,following upon the sufferings of Christ. Some 
texts have the alternative verb summorphoö, which has practically the 
same meaning. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. SUMMORPHOS (avµµop<f>o>). akin to A, signifies having the same 

form as another, conformed to; (a) of the conformity of children of God 
"to the image of His Son," Rom. 8: 29; (b), of their future physical 
conformity to His body of glory, Phil. 3: 2I. See FASHION.if 

2. SUSCIIEMATIZÖ (avGx1711-arl~w), lo fashion or shape one lhiug 
like another, is translated "conformed" in Rom. 12: 2, A.V.; R.V., 
" fashioned ; " " fashioning " in l Pet. l : 14. This verl> has more especial 
referencc to that which is transitory, changeable, unstable; summorphizö, 
to that which is essential in chamctcr und thus complctc or durable, not 
merely a form or outline. Suschematizö could not be used of inward 
transiormation. See .FASHION (schema) and FORM (morphe). if 

CONFOUND, CONFUSE, CONFUSION 
A. Nouns. 

I. AKATASTASIA (dKa'TaaTaala), instability, (a, negative, kata, down, 
stasis, a. standing), denotes a state of disorder, disturbance, confusion, 
tumult, l Cor. 14: 33; Jas. 3 : 16, revolution or anarchy; translated 
"tumults" in Luke 21 : 9 (A.V„ "commotions ") ; 2 Cor. 6 : 5 ; 12 : 20. 

See TUMULT.~[ 
2. SUNCHUSIS (avyxvais), a pouring or mixing together (sun, with, 

cheö, to pour) ; hence a disturbance, confusion, a tumultuous disorder, 
as ofriotous persons, is found in Acts 19: 29.if 

B. Verbs. 
I. SUNCHEÖ (avyxlw), or SUNCHUNNÖ or SUNCHUNÖ (the verb 

form of A. 2), lit., to pour together, commingle, hence (said of persons), 
means to trouble or confuse, to stir up, Acts 19 : 32 (said of the mind) ; 
to be in confusion, 21: 31, R.V. (A.V., "was in an uproar "); 21: 27, 

"stirred up;" Acts 2: 6; 9: 22, "confounded." See STIR, UPROAR.if 
2. KATAISCHUNO (Kamiaxvvw), to put to shame, is translated 

'coufoun<l. "in r Cor. r : 27, and T I'et. 2: 6, A.V. (R.V.," vut lo slrn.me "). 
;ee ASHAMED, DISHONOUR, SHAME. 
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CONFUTE 
DIAKATELENCHOMAI (SiaKan:Myxoµ.a,), to confute powerfully, is 

an intensive form of elenchö, to convict (dia, through, kata, down, both 
intensive), Acts 18: 28, implying that he met the opposing arguments 
in turn (dia), and brought them down to the ground (kata). lt carries 
also the thought that he brought home moral blame to them. 

CONGREGATION 
l. EKKL~SIA (iKKATJala) is translated" congregation "in Heb. 2 : 12, 

R.V., instead of the. usual rendering " church." See AsSEMBLY. 
2. SUNAGOGE (avvaywy~) is translated "congregation" in Acts 

I3: 43, A.V. (R.V., "~ynagogue "). See SYNAGOGUE. 

CONQUER, CONQUEROR 
r. NIKAO (v,Kaw), to overcome (its usual meaning), is translated 

"conquering" and "to conquer" in Rev. 6: 2. See ÜVERCOME, 
PREVAIL, VICTORY. 

2. HUPERNIKAÖ (1hr„pvLKrt.w), to he more than conqueror (huper, 
over, and No. l), to gain a surpassing victory, is found in Rom. 8: 37, 
lit., 'we are hyper-conquerors,' i.e., we are pn~-eminently victorious.1[ 

CONSCIENCE 
SUNEIDESIS (avv€l8TJa's-), lit., a knowing with (sun, with, oida, to 

know), i.e., a co-knowledge (with oneself), the witness borne to one's 
conduct by conscience, that faculty by which we apprehend the will of God, 
as that wliich is designed to govern our livcs; hcncc (a) the sense of 
guiltiness before God; Heb. 10: 2; (b) that process of thought which 
distinguishes what it considers rnorally good or bad, commending the 
good, condemning the bad, and so prompting to do the former, and 
avoid the latter ; Rom. 2 : 15 (bearing witness with God's Law) ; 9 : l ; 

2 Cor. l : 12; acting in a certain way because conscience requires it, 
Rom. 13 : 5; so as not to cause scruples of conscience in another, l Cor. 
10: 28, 29; not calling a thing in question unnecessarily, as if conscience 
demanded it, l Cor. 10: 25, 27; 'commending oneself to every man's 
conscience,' 2 Cor. 4: 2; cp. 5 : II. There may be a conscience not 
strong enough to distinguish clearly between the lawful and the unlawful, 
l Cor. 8 : 7, 10, 12 (some regard consciousness as the meaning here). The 
phrase "conscience toward God," in l Pet. 2: 19, signifies a conscience 
(or perhaps here, a consciousness) so controlled by the apprehension of 
God's presence, that the person realizes that griefs are to be borne in 
accordance with Ilis will. Heb. 9 : 9 teachcs that sacrifices undcr thc 
Law could not so perfect a person that he could regard himself as free 
from guilt. 

For various descriptions of r.onscience see Acts 23 : l ; 24: 16 ; 
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1 Cor. 8 : 7 ; 1 Tim. 1 : 5, 19 ; 3 : 9 ; 4 : 2 ; 2 Tim. 1 : 3 ; Tit. 1 : 15 ; 

· l:Ieb. 9 : 14 ; 10 : 22 ; 13 : 18 ; l Pet. 3 : 16, 21., 

CONSECRATE 
Note: In Heb. 7 : 28 the verb teleioö is translated" perfected "in the 

R.V., for A.V., '' consecrated;" so in 9: 18 and 10: 20, enkainizö, R.V., 
" dedicated." See DEDICATE, PERFECT. 

CONSENT 
A„ Verbs: 

I. EXOMOLOGEO (Eeo1-40>..oylw), to agree openly, to acknowledge 
outwardly, or fully (ex, for. ek, out, intensive), is translated " consented" 
in the R.V. of Luke 22 : 6 (A.V„ " promised ''). See CoNFESS, THANK. 

2. EPINEUO (bnv1:vw), lit. signifies to nod to (epi, upon or to, neuö, 
to nod) ; hence, to nod assent, to express approval, consent, Acts 18 : 20. 

3. PROSERCl:IOMAI (7rpoulpxoµ.a,), to come to, signifies to consent, 
implying a coming to agreement with, in l Tim. 6 : 3. See CoME, No. 10. 

4. SUNKATATITHEMI (uvyKaTaTlfJ71µ.,), lit„ to put or lay down 
together with (sun, with, kata, down, tithemi, to put), was used of 
depositing one's votein an um; hence, to vote for, agree with, consent to. 
lt is said negatively of Joseph of Arimathrea, who had not " consented " 
to the counsel and deed of the Jews, Luke 23: 51 (Middle Voice).~ 

5. SUMPHEMI (uvµ.</>~µ.t), lit., to speak with (sun, with, phemi, to 
speak), hence, to express agreement with, is used of consenting to the 
Law, agreeing that it is good, Rom. 7: 16.~ .. 

6. SUNEUDOKEO (uvvwllo1dw), Iit„ to think well with (sun, with, 
eu, well, dokeö, to think), to take pleasure with others in anything, to 
approve of, to assent, is used in Luke II ; 48, of consenting to the evil 
deeds of predecessors (A.V., "allow ") ; in Rom. 1 : 32, of consenting in 
doing evil; in Acts 8: l ; 22 : 20, of consenting to the death of another. 
All these are cases of consenting to evil things. In l Cor. 7 : 12, 13, it is 
used of an unbelieving wife's consent to dwell with her converted husband, 
and of an unbelieving husband's consent to dwell with a believing wife 
(A.V„ "be pleased; " R.V;,. "be content "). See ALLOW, CoNTENT, 
PLEASE.~ 

B. Phrases. 
L APO MIAS, lit., ' from one,' is found in Luke 14 : 18, some word 

like " consent " being implied; e.g., " with one consent.", 
2. EK SUMPl:IÖNOU, lit., 'from (or by) agreement' (sun, with, 

phöne, a sound), i.e„ by consent, is found in l Cor. 7: 5. Cp. AGREE., 

CONSIDER 
I. EIDON (El'Oov), used as the aorist tense of horaö, to see, is translated 

'·' to consider " in Acts 15 : 6, of the gathering of the Apostles and elders 
regarding the question of circumcision in relation to the Gospel. 
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2. SPNEIDON (avvEZoov), sun, with, and No. l, used as the aorist 
tense of sunoraö, to see with one view, to be aware, conscious, as the 
result of mental perception, is translated " considered " in Acts 12 : 12, 

of Peter's consideration of the circumstances of his deliverance from 
See KNow, PRIVY. 

3. KATAMANTHANÖ (KaTaµ.av8avw), lit., to learn thoroughly (kata, 
down, intensive, manthanö, to learn), hence, to note accurately, consider 
well, is used in the Lord's exhortation to consider the lilies. Matt. 6: 28.~ 

4. NO.EÖ (volw), to perceive with the mind (nous), think about, 
ponder, is translated "consider," only in Paul's exhortation to Timothy 
in 2 Tim. 2: 7. See PERCEIVE, THJNK, UNDERSTAND. 

5. KATANOEO (Ka7'avotw), tu perceive dearly (kata, intensive, anu 
No. 4), to understand fully, consider closely, is used of not considering 
thoroughly the beam in one's own eye, Matt. 7 : 3 and Luke 6 : 41 (A.V., 
"perceivest ") ; of carefully considering the ravens, Luke 12 : 24; the 
lilies, ver. 27 ; of Peter's full consideration of his vision, Acts II : 6 ; of 
Abraham's carcful considcmtion of his mvn body, nnd Snrnh's womb, ns 
dead, and yet accepting hy faith God's promise, Rom. 4: 19 (R.V.) ; 
of considering fully the Apostle and High Priest of our confession, Heb. 
3 : l ; of thoughtfully considering one another to provoke unto love and 
good works, Heb. 10: 24. lt is translated by the verbs behold, Acts 
7 : JI, J2; Jas. l; 23, 24; perceive, Luke 20 : 23 i discover, Acts 27 : 39. 
See BEHOLD, D1scovER, PERCEIVE.~ 

6. LOGIZOMAI (A.oyl,oµ.ai) signifies to take account of, 2 Cor. 10: 7 
(R.V„ "considcr," A.V., "think "), thc only placc whcrc thc R.V. 
translates it "consider." See AccouNT. 

7. THEÖREÖ (flt:(••fll(••) : s~~ RFHOJ.n, N0. 6, 
8. ANATHEÖREÖ (d.va8Ewp€w), to consider carefully: see BEHOLD, 

No. 7. 
9. ANALOGIZOMAI (dvaA.oyl,oµ.m), to consider, occurs in Heb. 12:3.~ 
Notes: (1) Skopeö, to look, is translated "looking to" in Gal. 6 : l, 

R.V. ·(A.V., "considering "). See HEED, LooK, MARK. (2) Suniemi, to 
understand, is translated "considered" in Mark 6 : 52 (A.V.), R.V., 
"understood." (3) In John II : 50 (A.V., dialogizomai) the best texts 
have No. 6. 

CONSIST 
I. EIMI (Elµ.l), tobe, is rendered" consist " (lit.,' is ') in Luke 12: 15. 
2. SUNISTEMI (avvlaT1JJ.LL), sun, with, histemi, to stand, denotes, 

in its intransitive sense, to stand with or fall together, to be constituted, 
tobe compact i it is said of the universe as upheld by the Lord, Col. I : 17, 
lit., 'by Hirn aU things stand together,' i.e., " consist" (the Latin 
consisto, to stand togcthcr, is the exact equivalent of sunistemi). See 
APPROVE, CoMMEND, MAKE, STAND. 
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CONSOLATION, CONSOLE 
A. Nouns. 

CON 

1. PARAKL!~SIS (1TapaKA71aLs) is translated "consolation," in both 
A.V. and R.V., in Luke 2 : 25 ; 6: 24; Acts 15 : 31 ; in 1 Cor. 14: 3, 
A.V., "exhortation," R.V., "comfort; " in the following the A.V. has 
" consolation," the R.V., "comfort," Rom. 15 : 5 ; 2 Cor. 1 : 6, 7; 7 : 7; 
Phil. 2: 1; 2 Thess. 2: 16; Philm. 7; in Acts 4: 36, R.V., "exhorta:
tion; " in Heb. 6: 18, R.V„ "encouragement." See CoMFORT. 

2. PARAMUTHIA (1Tapaµv8la), a comfort, consolation: see COMFORT, 
A, No. 2. 

3. PARAMUTHION (1Tapaµ'Ü8Lov), an encouragement, "consolation;· 
Phil. 2 : 1, R.V., in the phrase "consolation of love." See COMFORT, 
A, No. 3. 

B. Verb. 
PARAMUTHEOMAI (1Tapaµv8loµai), to speak soothingly to, is 

translated" console," John II: 19, R.V.; in ver. 31 "were comforting;" 
in i Thess. '..l: 11an<l5:14, A.V„ "comforted" and "cornfort," KV., 
" encouraged " and " encourage." 

CONSORT (with) 
PROSKLEROÖ (rrpoaK1\71p6w), lit„ to aggign by lot (pros, lo, klerus, 

a lot), to allot, is found in Acts 17 : 4, "consorted with," imparting to 
the Passive Voice (the form of the verb there) a Middle Voice significance, 
i.e., 'they joined themselves to,' or 'threw in their lot with.' The Passive 
Voice significance can be retained by translating (in the stricter sense of 
the word), " they were allotted" (i.e„ by God) to Paul and Silas, as 
followers or disciples. if 

CONSPIRACY 
SUNÖMOSIA (awwµoala) denotes, lit„ a swearing together (sun, with, 

omnumi, to swear), a being leagued by oath, and so a conspiracy, Acts 
23: 13.if 

For CONST ANTL Y see AFFIRM 

CONSTRAIN, CONSTRAINT 
· A. Verbs. 

1. ANANKAZO (d11ay1<a~w) : see CoMPEL, No. r. 
2. PARABIAZOMAI (1TapaßLa~oµai) primarily denotes to employ 

force contrary to nature and_ right, to compel by usi11g force (para, . 
alongside, intensive, biazö, to force), and 1s used oniy of constraining by 
intreaty, as the two going to Emmaus did to Christ, Luke 24: 29; as 
Lydia did to Paul and his companions, Acts 16 : r 5. ~I 

3. SUNECHÖ (awlxw), to hold together, confine, secure, to hold fast 
(ecM, to have or hold), to constrain, is said (a) of the effect of the word 
of the Lord upon Paul, Acts 18: 5 (A.V„ " was pressed in spirit," R.V„ 
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" was constrained by the word ") ; of the effect of the love of Christ, 
2 Cor. 5 : 14; (b) of being taken with a disease, Matt. 4 : 24 ; Luke 4 : 38 ; 
Acts 28 : 8 ; with fear, Luke 8 : 37; (c) of thronging or holding in a 
person, Luke 8 : 45 ; being straitened, Luke 12 : 50 ; being in .. a strait 
betwixt two, Phil. T: 23 ; keeping a city in on every side, Luke 19: 43; 
keeping a tight hold on a person, as the men who seized the Lord Jesus 
did, after bringing Hirn into the High Priest's house; Luke 22 : 63 ; (d) of 
stopping the ears in refusal to listen, Acts 7 : 57. Luke uses the word 
nine times out of its twelve occurrences in the N.T. See HOLD, KEEP, 
No. (1), PRESS, SICK (lie), STOP, STRAIT (be in a), TAKEN (be), THRONG.~! 

Note: The verb echO, to have, with ananke, a necessity, is translated 
"I was constrained," in Jude :3, R.V. (A.V., "it was needful "). 

B. Adverb. · 
ANANKASTOS (äva.yKa.<M"ws), akin to A, No. l, by force, unwillingly, 

by constraint, is used in l Pet. 5: 2. ~ 

CONSULT, CONSULTATION 
A. Verbs. 

I. BÖULEUO (ßovAEvw), u~ed in the Middle Voice, means (a) to 
consult, Luke 14: 31; (b) to resolve, John 12.: 10, A.V., "consulted;" 
R.V„ "took counsel." See CouNSEL. 

2. SUMBOULEUO (avµßovA€Jw), to take counsel together, is translated 
"consulted together," in Matt. 26: 4, A.V. (R.V„ "took counsel.") See 
CouNsEL. · 

B. Noun. 
SUMBOULION (avµ.ßoJAwv), a wonl of thc Gra!CO-Roman pcriod 

(akin to A, No. 2), counsel, advice, is translated "consultation" in 
Mark 15 : l (with poieo, to make), to hold a consultation; elsewhere 
"counsel" in the R.V., except in Acts 25: 12, where, by metonymy, it 
means a "council." See CouNcIL. 

CONSUME 
1. ANALISKO (&.vaAlaKw), to .use up, spend up, especially in a bad 

sense, to destroy, is said of the destruction of persons, (a) literally, Luke 
9 : 54 and the R.V. marg. of 2 Thess. 2 : 8 (text, " shall slay ") ; (b) 
metaphorically, Gal.5 : 15," (that) ye be not consumed (orte of another ):', 

2. KATANALISKO (KaTa.va.AlaKw), to consume utterly, wholly (kata, 
intensive), is said, in Heb. 12: 29, of God as "a consuming fire.'', 

3. APHANIZO (&.cf>a.vl,w), lit„ to cause to disappear, put out ofsiglit, 
came to mean to do away with (a, negative, phainö, to cause to appear), 
said of the destructive work of moth and rust, Matt. 6: 19, 20 (R.V., 
„ COI)sume," A.V„ " corrupt "). See CORRUPT, DISFIGURE, PERISH, 
VANISH. 

Note: Dapanaö, to expend, be at an expense, is translated" consume" 
in the A.V. of James 4: 3 (R.V„ "spend"). See SPEND, 
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CONTAIN 
r. CHÖREO (xwp,w) signifies (a), lit., to give space, make room 

(chöra, a place) ; hence, transitively, to have space or room for a thing, 
to contain, said of the waterpots as containing a certain quantity, John 
2: 6; of a space !arge enough to hold a number of people, Mark 2: 2; 
of the world as not possible of conta.ining certain books, John 21 : 25 ; 
(b) to go, Matt. 15 : 17 ; to have place, John 8 : 37 ; to come, 2 Pet. 3 : 9 ; 
(c) metaphorically, of receiving with the mind, Matt. 19 : II, 12 ; or 
into the heart, 2 Cor. 7 : 2. See CoME (No. 24), Go, PLACE, RECEIVE, 
RooM.~ 

2. PERIECHÖ (TrEpilxw), lit., to have round (peri, around, echö, to 
have), means to encompass, enclose, contain, as a writing contains rletails, 
1 Pet. 2 : 6. Some mss. have it in Acts 23 : 25, lit., 'having this form' 
(the most authentic have echö, to have). For the secondary meaning, 
amaz.ecl (A.V., "astonishetl "), Luke 5 : 9 (lit., arnazement encompassed, 
i.e., seized, him)., 

N otes : ( 1) The verb allegorelJ in Gal. 4 : 24, R V;, is translated " contain 
an ;J.llegory" (A..V„ "are an allegory "), i.e., they apply the facts of the 
narrative to illustrate principles. (2) In Eph. 2: 15 "the law of com
mandments. contained in ordinances" is, lit., the law of commanrlments 
in ordinances. (3) In Rom. 2 : 14, the R.V., translating literally, has 
"thc things of the Law;" the A.V. inserts the words "contained in." 
(4) In 1 Cor. 7 : 9, for the A.V., " if they cannot contain," see CoNTINENCY. 

For CONTEMPTIBLE, see ACCOUNT, No. 6 

CONTEND (-ING) 
I. ATHLEÖ (&.O~lw), to engage in a contest (cp. Eng., athlete), to 

contend in public games, is used in 2 Tim. 2 : 5, R.V., " contend in the 
games," for the A.V., "strive for the masteries." See STRIVE., 

Note: In 1 Cor. 9: 25, the verb agönizomai, to strive, is used in the 
same connection, R.V., "striveth in the games." Cp. No. 3. 

2. DIAKRINO (SiaKplvw), lit., to separate throughout or wholly 
(dia, asunder, krinö, to judge, from a root kri, meaning separation), then, 
to distinguish, decide, signifies, in the Middle Voice, to separate oneself 
from, or to contend with, as did the circumcisionists with Peter, Acts 
II : 2; as did Michael with Satan, Jude 9. See R.V. marg. of ver. 22, 

where the thought may be that of differing in opinion. See DrFFER, 
DrscERN, DouBT, JuDGE, PARTIAL, STAGGER, WAVER. 

3. EPAGONIZOMAI (braywvl,oµ.ai) signifies to contend about a 
thing, as a combatant (epi, upon or about, intensive, agön, a contest), to 
contend earnestly, Jude 3. The word " earnestly " is added to convey 
the intensive force of the preposition. ~ 
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CONTENT (tobe), CONTENTMENT 
A. Verb. 

CON 

r. ARKEÖ (apKew) primarily signifies tobe sufficient, tobe possessed 
of sufficient strength, to be strong, to be enough for a thing; hence, to 
defend, ward off ; in the Middle Voice, to be satisfied, contented with, 
Luke 3 : 14, with wages ; l Tim. 6 : 8, with food and raiment ; Heb. 13 : 5, 
with " such things as ye have; " negatively of Diotrephes, in 3 John 10, 

"not content therewith." See ENOUGH, SUFFICE, SUFFICIENT. 
2. SUNEUDOKEÖ (uwrn8oKew), in l Cor. 7: 12, 13, R.V., signifies 

to be content: see CONSENT, No. 6. 
B. Adjectives. 

r. AUTARKE:S (avTapKTts), as found in the papyri writings, means 
sufficient in oneself (autos, self, arkeö, see A), self-sufficient, adequate, 
needing no assistance; hence, content, Phil. 4: II. ir 

2. HIKANOS (lKav6s), sufficient, used withpoieö, to do, in Mark 15: 15, 
is translated "to content (the mnltitn<le)," i.e., to do suffir.ient to satisfy 
them. See ABLE. 

C. Noun. 
AUTARKEIA (mhapKEta), contentment, satisfaction with what one 

has, is found in I Tim. 6 : 6. For its other meaning " s11ffic:ienr.y," in 
2 Cor. 9: 8, see SUFFICIENCY.if 

CONTENTION, CONTENTIOUS 
A. NOlms. 

l. ERIS (lpis), strife, quarrel, especially rivalry, contenuon, wrangling, 
as in the church in Corinth, I Cor. l : 11, is trauslalec..l " c.;unlenliuns " in 
Tit. 3 : 9, A. V. Sec DEBATE, STRIFE, V ARIANCE. 

2. PAROXUSMOS (7Tapogvaµ.6s), Eng., paroxysm, lit., a sharpening, 
hence a sharpening of the feeling, or action (para, beside, intensive, oxus, 
sharp), denotes an incitement, a sharp contention, Acts 15: 39, the effect 
of irritation ; elsewhere in Heb, 10 : 24, " provoke," unto love. See 
PROVOKE.if 

3. PHILONEIKIA (<fn>..ovnKla), lit., love of strife (phileö, to lovc, 
neikos, strife), signifies eagerness to contend; hence, a contention, said 
of the disciples, Luke 22: 24. Cp. B, 2.if 

B. Adjectives. 
r. AMACHOS (aµaxos), lit„ not fighting (a, negative, mache, a fight, 

combat, quarrel), primarily signifying inv:incible, came to mean not 
contentious, l Tim. 3 : 3, R.V. ; Tit. 3 : 2 (A.V„ "not a brawler," "no 
brawlers "). if 

'..!. PHILONEIKOS (cpi>..6rnKu>), akin to A, No. 3, is uscd in r Cor. 
II: 16.if In the Sept„ Ezek. 3: 7, "stubborn."~ · 

Notes: (1) Eritheia, "contention," A.V., in Phil. l : r7, is lrauslaleu 
"faclion," in the R.V. The phrase ltoi ex eritheias, Rom. 2 : 8, lit„ 'those 
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of strife,' is rendered " contentious," in the A.V. ; R.V., " factious." 
See F ACTIOUS, STRIFE. 

(2) For agön, a contest, "contention,'~ l Thess. 2 : 2, A.V. ; 
"conflict," R.V., see CoNFLICT. 

CONTINENCY 
ENKRATEUOMAI (~yKpaTEvoµ.a,), en, in, kratos, power, strength, 

lit., to have power over oneself, is rendered " (if) they have (not) 
continency" (i.e., are lacking in self-control), in l Cor. 7 : 9, R.V. ; A.V., 
"can (not) contain;" in 9: 25, "is temperate." See TEMPERATE.~ 

CONTINUAL, CONTINUALLY (see also CONTINUE) 
A. Adverbial Phrases. 

I. EIS TELOS (Els T€Aos), lit., 'unto (the) end,' signifies "continual," 
in Luke,18: 5, of the importunate widow's applications to the unrighteous 
judge; see also Matt. IO: 22; 24: 13 ; Mark 13 : 13; John 13: l ; 

I Thess. 2 : 16. Cp. heo.s telous, lit., ' until the end,' l Cor. l : 8 ; 2 Cor. 
l : l.1 ; ~ mechri telous, ditto, Heb. 3 : 6, 14 ; ~ ar.hri telou.s, Heb. 
6: II ; Rev. 2: 26.~ 

2: DIA PANTOS (oia 1TaVT6s) is used of a period throughout or during 
w.hich anything is done; it is said of the disciples' continuance in the 
Temple after the Ascension of Christ, Lnke 24: 53; of the regular entrance 
of lhe prie::;ls i11lu lhe first tabernacle, Heb. 9: 6, R.V. (A.V. "always ") ; 
of the constant sacrifice of praise enjoined upon believers, Heb. 13 : 15. 
See also Matt. 18 : 10 ; Mark 5 : S ; Acts rn : 2 ; 21 : 16 ; Rom. II : 10 ; 

2 Thess. J: 16, "at all timcs." Sec ALWAYS, No. J, and Nole umler 
No. 3 below).~I 

3. EIS Tü DI:t1':NEKES (ds Td Si7JV€K€s), lit., unto the carried-through 
(dia, through, enenka, to carry), i.e., unto (the) unbroken continuance, is 
used.of the continuous Priesthood of Christ, Heb. 7 : 3, and of the continual 
offering of sacrifices under the Law, Heb. 10 : I. It is translated " for 
ever," in Heb. 10: 12, of the everlasting session of Christ at the right 
hand of God ; and in lO : 14, of the everlasting effects of His sacrifice 
upon "them that are sanctificd," See EvER.~ 

Note: No. 2 in.dicates that a certain thing is done frequently through
out a period; No. 3 stresses the unbroken continuity of what is mentioned. 

B. Adjective. 
ADIALEIPTOS (d8,cf;l.€mTos), continual, unceasing: see CEASE, B. 

CONTINUE, CONTINUANCE 
I. GINOMAI (ytvoµ.ai) signifies (a) to begin to be (suggesting origin) ; 

(b) to become (suggesting entrance on a new state) ; (c) to come to pass 
(suggesting effect) ; hence with the meaning (c) it is translated 
" continued " in Acts 19 : 10. See ARISE. 

2. DIATELEO (l>LaTEAEw), to bring through to an end (dia, through, 
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telos, an end), to finish fully or, when used of time, continue right through, 
is said of continuing fasting up to the time mentioned, Acts 27 : 33., 

3. MENO (µ.lvw) : see ABIDE. 
Compounds of menö with this meaning, are as follows: 

4. DIAMENO (8,a.µ.lvw), to continue throughout, i.e., without inter
ruption (No. 3 with dia, through), is said of the dumbness of Zacharias, 
Luke l : 22, A.V., "remained; " of the continuance of the disciples with 
Christ, Luke 22 : 28 ; of the permanency of the truth of the Gospel with 
churches, Gai. 2 : 5 ; of the unchanged course of things, 2 Pet. 3: 4; 
of the eternal permanency of Christ, Heb. 1: II. See REMAIN.~ 

5. EMMENO (Ep.p.lvw), to remain in (en, in), is used of abiding in a 
house, Acts 28: 30 (in the best mss.) ; of continuing in the faith, Acts 
14: 22; in the Law, Gai. 3: 10; in God's Covenant, Heb. 8: 9.~ 

6. EPIMENO (bnµ.lvw), lit., to remain on, i.e., in addition to (epi, 
upon, and No. 3), to continue long, still to abide, is used of continuing to 
ask, John 8: 7; to knock, Acts 12: 16; in the grace of God, 13: 43; 
in sin, Rom. 6: l ; in God's goodness, II : 22 ; in unbelief, II : 23 (A.V., 
" abide ") ; iu lhe flesh, Phil. l : 24 ; in thc fo.ith, Col. I : 23 ; in doctrine, 
I Tim. 4: 16; elsewhere of abicling iu a vlace. See AßIDE, TARRY. 

7. PARAMENO (1Ta.pa.p.lvw), to remain by or near (para, beside, and 
No. 3), hence, to continue or persevere in anything, is used of the inability 
of Levitical priests to continue, Heb. 7 : 23 ; of persevering in the law of 
liberty, Jas. l : 25 ; it is translated " abide " in Phil. 1 : 25 (2nd clause, 
in the best mss.), R.V. [see Note (r)], andin l Cor. 16: 6. See ABIDE.~ 

8. PROSMENO (1Tpouµ.lvw), to remain with (pros, with, and No. 3), 
to continue with a person, is said of the people with Christ, Matt. 15 : 32 ; 
Mark 8: 2 (A.V., "been with ") ; of continuing in supplications and 
prayers, l Tim. 5 : 5. See ABIDE, CLEAVE (unto), TARRY. 

9. PROSKARTEREO (1TpouKa.pT€plw), lit„ to be strong towards 
(pros, towards, used intensively, and kartereö, tobe strong), to endure in, 
or persevere in, to be continually stedfast with a person or thing, is used 
of continuing in prayer with others, Acts 1 : 14 ; Rom. 12 : 12 ; Col. 4 : 2 ; 
in the Apostles' teaching, Acts 2 : 42 ; in the Temple, 2 : 46 (" continuing 
stedfastly," R.V.), the adverb representing the intensive preposition ; 
in prayer and the ministry, 6: 4 (R.V., "will continue stedfastly ") ; of 
Simon Magus with Philip, 8: 13. In Mark 3: 9 and Acts 10: 7, it 
signifies to wait on ; in Rom. 13 : 6, to attend continually upon. See 
ATTEND, INSTANT, WAIT.~ 

10. DIANUKTEREUO (StavvKT€p€vw), to pass the night through 
(dia, through, nux, a night), to continue all night, is found in Luke 6: 12, 
of the Lord in spending all night in prayer. ,-i 

Notes: (1) The following are translated by the verb to continue, in 
the A.V„ in the places mentioned: diatribO, to tarry, (according to 
inferior mss.) John II : 54; Acts 15 : 35 (R.V., "tarried ") ; histemi, to 
stand, Acts 26: 22 (R.V„ " stand") : kaihizö, to sit down, Acts 18: II 
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(R.V., "dwelt ") : parateino, to extend, stretch, Acts 20 : 7 (R.V., 
" prolonged ") ; paramenö, to abide together with, Phil. I : 25, R.V., 
"abide with; " the A.V., "continue," translating sumparameno (in some 
mss.), marks the difference from the preceding meno. See ABIDE, No. 4. 

(2) In Rom. 2: 7, for A.V., "patient continuance," the R.V. has 
" patience " (lit., ' according to patience '). 

(3) In Rev. 13 : 5 poieo, to do, is rendered "to continue." 

CONTRADICT, CONTRADICTION 
A. Verb. 

ANTILEGO (ä.vn.Myw), lit., to speak against (anti, against, lego, to 
speak), is translated " contradict " in Acts 13 : 45, See ANSWER, 
GAINSAY, SPEAK (against). 

B. Noun. 
ANTILOGIA (ä.vri.\oyla), akin to A, is translated " contradictiön " 

in the A.V. of Heb. 7: 7; 12 : 3, " dispute," and "gainsayin~." See 
DISPUTE, GAINSAY, STRIFE. 

CONTR ARIWISE. 
T'OUNANTION (7'ot}1111V'rlov), Ior to enantioH, the eon.trary, on the 

conlrary or conlrariwise, is used in 2 Cor. 2: 7; Gal. 2: 7: l Pet. 3: g.~ 

CONTRARY 
A. Verb. 

ANTIKEIMAI (d.v„{icnµa.t). lu be cuntrary (anti, against, keima-i, to 
lie), Gal. 5: 17; l Tim. l: 10. See ADVERSARY. 

B. Prepositions. 
I. PARA (7rapa), beside, has the meaning "contrary to " in Acts 

18 : 13 ; Rom. II : 24 ; 16 : 17 ; " other than " in Gal. l : 8. 
2. APENANTI (a7Tlvam), lit., from over against, opposite to (apo, 

from, enantios, against), is translated "contrary to" in Acts 17: 7; 
"before "in Matt. 27 : 24; Rom. 3 : 18; "over against;" in Matt. 27 : 6r; 
" in the presence of," in Acts 3 : 16. il 

Note: The most authentic mss. have katenanti, "over against," in 
Matt. 21: 2. 

C. Adjectives. 
I. ENANTIOS (lvavrlo;), over against (en, in, antios, against), is used 

primarily of place, Mark 15 : 39 ; of an opposing wind, Matt. 14 : 24 ; 
Mark 6: 48; Acts 27: 4; metaphorically, opposed as an adversary, 
antagonistic, Acts 26: 9; l Thess. 2 : 15; Tit. 2 : 8; Acts 28: 17, 
" against."~ 

2. HUPENANTIOS (v7Tonvrlo;), hupo, under, and No. l, opposite to, 
is used of that which is contrary to persons, Col. 2 : 14, and as a noun, 
"adversaries," Heb. 10: 27. See ADVERSARY.~ 
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CONTRIBUTION 
KOINÖNIA (Kowwvla) is twice rendered" contribution," Rom. 15 : 26, 

and 2 Cor. 9: 13, R.V., (A.V„ "distribution "). See CoMMUNION. 

CONTROVERSY (without) 
HOMOLOGOUMENÖS (6µ.o>..oyovphws), confessedly, by common 

consent, akin to homologeö, to confess (homos, same, legö, to speak), is 
rendered in l Tim. 3 : 16 " without controversy ; " some translate it 
"confessedly." See CoNFESS, A, No. l, and B.~ 

CONVENIENT, CONVENIENTLY 
A. Adjective. 

EUKAIROS (EvKatpos), lit., well-timed (eu, well, kairos, a time, season), 
hence signifies timely, opportune, convenient; it is said of a certain day, 
Mark 6: 21; clscwhcrc, Heb. 4: r6, "in time oi need." See NEED.~ 
Cp. eukairia, opportunity, Matt. 26: 16; Luke 22 : 6 ;~ eukaireö, to have 
opportunity, Mark 6: 31 ; Acts 17 : 21 (" they spent their time," marg. 
"had leisure for nothing else ") ; l Cor. 16: 12. See ÜPPORTUNITY, 
NEED, C, Note.~ 

B. Adverb. 
EUKAIRÖS (dKalpws), conveniently, Mark I4: II, is used elsewhere 

in 2 Tim. 4: 2, "in season."~ See SEASON, C. 
C. Verbs. 

I. ANEKÖ (dv~Kw) is rendered "befitting" in Eph. S : 4, for A.V., 
"convenient ; " so in Philm. 8. See BEFIT. 

2. KATHEKÖ (Ka8~Kw), tobe fitting, is so translated in Rom. l : 28, 
R.V. ; A.V., "(not) convenient;" in Acts 22 : 22, "il is (not) fit." See 
FIT.~ 

CONVERSATION 
This ward is not used in the R. V., as it does not now express the meaning 

of the words so translated in the A. V. These are as jollows : 
A. Nouns. 

I. ANASTROPHE (dvaaTpo</>~): see BEHAVIOUR, B. No. I. 

2. TROPOS (Tp611os), a turning, a manner, is translated simply "be 
ye," R.V. in Heb. 13 : 5, instead of " let your conversation be." See 
MANNER, MEANS, WAY. 

3. POLITEUMA (110>..l'Trnµ.a): see CITIZENSHIP, No. 4 
B. Verbs. 

I. ANASTREPHO (dvaa-rpl<f>w) : see BEHAVE, A, No. l. 

2. POLITEUÖ (110At'T€vw): see CITIZENSHIP, No. 4, Note. 

CONVERT, CONVERSION 
A. Verbs. 

I. STREPHO (a-rpl<f>w), to turn, is translated "be converted" in 
Matt. 18: 3, A.V. See TURN. 
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2. EPISTREPHO (imcrrpe<f>w), to turn about, turn towards (epi, 

towards and No. l), is used transitively, and so rertdered " convert" 
(of causing a person to turn) in Jas. 5 : 19, 20. Elsewhere, where the A.V. 
translates this verb, either in the Middle Voice and intransitive use, or 
the Passive, the R.V. adheres to the Middle Voice significance, and 
translates by "turn again," Matt. 13 : 15; Mark 4: 12; Luke 22 : 32; 
Acts 3: 19; 28: 27. See COME (again), Note (4), Go (again), RETURN, 
TURN. 

B. Noun. 
EPISTROPH.E (lmaTpo<f>~), akin to A, No. 2, a turning about, or round, 

conversion, is found in Acts 15 : 3. The word implies a tuming from and 
a turning to; corresponding to these are repentance and faith; cp. 
" turned to God from idols" (1 Thess. l : 9). Divine grace is the efficient 
cause, human agency the responding effect. if 

CONVEY 
EKNEUO (iKvdw), primarily, to benu to one side, to turn aside; 

then to take oneself away, withdraw, is found in John .'5 : q, of Christ's 
r.nnvr.ying Himsr.lf away from one place to annthr.r. Snmr. hci vP. rP~cirdf'd 
the verb as having the same meaning as ekneö, to escape, as from peril, 
slip away secretly; but the Loru U.iu not leave the place where He had 
healed the paralytic in order to escape <langer, but to avoid the applause 
of the throng. if 

CONVICT (including the A.V., "convince ") 
I. ELENCHÖ (lMyxw) signifies (a) to convict, confute, refutc, usually 

with the suggesliou of putting 1.he couvicteu person to shame ; see Matt. 
18: l;), where more than telling the offender his fault is in view; it is 
used of convicting of sin, John 8 : 46; 16 : 8 ; gainsayers in regard to 
the faith, Tit. l: 9; transgressors of the Law, Jas. 2: 9; some texts 
have the verb in John 8 : 9; (b) to reprove, l Cor. 14 : 24, R.V. (for A.V., 
"convince "), for the unbeliever is there viewed as being reproved for, 
or convicted of, his sinful state ; so in Luke 3 : 19 ; it is used of reproving 
works, John 3 : 20 ; Eph. 5 : II, 13 ; l Tim. 5 : 20 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 2 ; Tit. 
l : 13 ; 2 : 15 ; all these speak of reproof by word of mouth. In Heb. 
12: 5 and Rev. 3 : 19, the word is used of reproving by action. See FAULT, 
REBUKE, REPROVE. ir 

2. EXELENCHO (ig€Myxw), an intensive form of No. r, to convict 
thoroughly, is used of the Lord's future conviction of the ungodly, Jude 
15.if . 

Note: For diakatelenchö, to confute powerfully in <lisputation, Acts 
18: 28 (A.V., "convinced "). sce CONFUTE.~ 

COOL 
KATAPSUCHO (icaTai/!Vxw), Luke 16: 24, denotes to cool off, make 

cool (kata, down, prnchö, to cool).if In the Sept., Gen. 18: 4.if 
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For COPPERSMITH see under BRASS 

COPY 
HUPODEIGMA (v116~etyf'a.), from hupö, under, deiknumi, to show, 

properly denotes what is shown below or privately ; it is translated 
"example," Heb. 8 : 5, A.V. (R.V., "copy "). lt signifies (a) a sign 
suggestive of anything, the delineation or representation of a thing, and 
so, a figure, copy; in Heb. 9 : 23 the R.V. has "copies," for the A.V., 
"patterns; " (b) an example for imitation, John 13 : 15 ; Jas. 5 : rn; 
for warning, Heb. 4: II; 2 Pet. 2: 6 (A.V. "ensample "). See EXAMPLE, 
PATTERN.~ 

Note: Cp. hiipogrammos (hupo, under, graphö, to write), an under
writing, a writing copy, an example, is used in l Pet. 2 : 2r. 

CO RB AN 
KORBAN (KopßB.v) signifies (a) an offering, and was a Hebrew term for 

any sacrifice, whether by the shedding of blood or otherwise ; (b) 
a gift offered to God, Mark 7: lI.if Jews were much addicted to rash 
vows ; a saying of the Rabbis was, " lt is hard for the parents, but the 
law is clear, vows must be kept." The Sept. translates the word by 
döron, a gift. See korbanas, under TREASURY, Matt. 27: 6.~ 

CORD 
SCHOINION (axotvlov), a cord or tope, a iliminutive oI schuinus, a 

rush, bulrush, meant a cord made of rushes; it denotes (a) a small cord, 
John 2 : T5 (plural), (b) a rope, Acts 27: 32. See ROPE.~ 

CORN, CORNFIELD 
I. SITOS (afros), wheat, corn; in the plural, grain, is translated 

"corn" in Mark 4: 28; " wheat," Matt. 3 : 12 ; 13 : 25, 29, 30; Luke 
3 : 17 ; 12 : 18 (some mss. have genemata, " fruits," here) ; 16 : 7 ; 22 : 
31 ; John 12 : 24; Acts 27 : 38 ; l Cor. 15 : 37 ; Rev. 6 : 6 ; 18 : 13. 
See WHEAT.~ 

2. SITION (alnov), com, grain, a diminutive of No. l, is found in Acts 
7: 12.~ 

3. SPORIMOS (a116ptf'OS'), lit„ sown, or fit for sowing (speirö to sow, 
scatter seed), denotes, in the plural, sown fields, fields of grain, corn
fields, Matt. 12 : l, R.V. ; Mark 2 : 23 ; Luke 6: l (cp. spora, l Pet. l : 
23,~ and sporos, seed).~ 

4. STACHUS (aTCfxvs) means an ear of grain, Matt. 12: l; Mark 
2: 23; 4: 28; Luke 6: l. Cp. the name Stachys in Rom. 16: 9.~ 

Notes: (1) Aloaö, to thresh, from alön, a threshing-floor, is translated 
"treadeth out (the) corn," in t Cor. 9: 9, to and t Tim. 5 : 18. Cp. 
TH RE SH, TREAD. ~ 
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(2) Kokkos, a grain (its regular meaning), is translated " corn " in the 
A.V. of John 12: 24 (R.V., "grain "). See GRAIN. 

CORNER, CORNERSTONE 
l. GONIA (ywvla), an angle (Eng., coign), signifies (a) an external 

angle, as of the corner of a street, Matt. 6 : 5 ; or of a building, 21 : 42 ; 

Mark 12 : IO ; Luke 20 : 17 ; Acts 4 : II ; l Pet. 2 : 7, the corner stone or 
head-stone of the corner (see belOw) ; or the four extreme limits of the 
earth, Rev. 7 : l ; 20: 8; (b) an internal comer, a secret place, Acts 
26: 26. See QUARTER.~ 

2. ARCHE (dpx~). a beginning (its usual meaning), first in time, order, 
o r place, is used to denote the extremities or corners of a sheet, Acts IO : 

II ; II : 5. See BEGINNING. 
Note: For the adjective akrogöniaios (from akros, extreme, highest, 

and No. l), a chi~f corner stone, see CHIEF. They were laid so as to give 
strength to the two walls with which they were connected. So Christ 
unites Jew and Gentile, Eph. 2 : 20 ; again, as one may carelessly stumble 
over the comer stöne, when tuming the corner, so Christ proved ::i 

stumbling stone to Jews, l Pet. 2: 6. 

CORPSE 
PTOMA (m·wfLu): ~ee IlODY, No. 3. 

CORRECT, CORRECTION .. CORRECTOR, CORRECTING 
A. Nouns. 

r. DIORTHOMA (8i6pOwfLa) signifies a reform, amendment, correc
tion, lit., a making straight (dia, through, orthoö, to make straight). 
In Acts 24: 2, lit., 'reformations come about (or take place, lit., 
'become '),' the R.V. has "evils are corrected," A.V., "worthy deeds 
arc donc ; " there is no word for " worthy " or for " deeds " in the original. 
Some texts have katorthöma, which has the same meaning.~ See 
diorthösis, "reformation," Heb. 9: ro.~ 

2. EPANORTHÖSIS (i7Tav6p8wuis), lit., a restoration to an upright or 
right state (epi, to, ana, up, or again, and orthoö, see No. 1), hence," correc
tion," is used of the Scripture in 2 Tim. 3 : 16, referring to improvement of 
life and character. ~ 

3. PAIDEUTES (?Taioetrrr}s-) has two meanings, corresponding to the 
two meanings of the verb paideuö (see below) from which it is derived, 
(a) a teacher, preceptor, corrector, Rom. 2: 20 (A.V., "instructor "), (b) 
a chastiser, Heb. 12 : 9, rendered" to chasten" (A.V., "which corrected;" 
lit.,' chastiser~ '). See INSTRUCTOR.~ 

B. Verb. 
PAIDEUÖ (7Taioevw), to train up a child (pais), is rendered "correct

ing " in 2 Tim. 2 : 25, R.V., A.V., "instructing." See (HASTEN. 
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CORRUPT, verb and adjective. 
CORRUPTION, CORRUPTIBLE, INCORRUPTION, 

INCORR UPTIBLE 
A. Verbs. 

COR 

r. KAPELEUÖ (Ka1T7JAEVw) primarily signifies to be a retailer, to 
peddle, to hucksterize (from kapelos, an inn-keeper, a petty retailer, 
especially of wine, a huckster, pedlar, in contrast fo emporos, a merchant); 
hence, to get base gain by dealing in anything, and so, more generally, 
to do anything for sordid personal adyantage. lt is found in 2 Cor. 
2 : 17, with relerence to the ministry of the Gospel. The significance 
can be best ascertained by comparison and contrast with the verb doloö 
(8o.\6w) in 4: 2 (likewise there only in the N.T.), to handle deceitfully. 
The meanings are not identical. While both involve the deceitful dealing 
of adulterating the word of truth, kapeteuö has the broader significance 
of doing so in order to make dishonest gain. Those to whom the Apostle 
rPfrr.'\ in 2 : I7 are such as make merchandise of souls through covetousness 
(cp. Tit. l : .II ; 2 Pet. 2: 3, J4, 15 ; Jude II, 16; Ezek. 13 : 19) ; 
accordingly " hucksterizing " would bc the most n.pproprin.te rendering 
in this passage, while " handling <.leceiLfully " is the right meaning in 
1 : 7. See Trench. Syn. ~ lxii. ~ In Is. l : 22, the Sept. has "thy 
wine-merchants " (kapeloi, hucksterizers). ~ 

2. PHTHEIRÖ (</>BElpw) signifies to destroy by means of corrupting, 
and so bringing into a worse state; (a) with this significance it is used of 
the effect of evil company upon the manners of believers, and so of the 
effect of association with those who deny the truth and hold false doctrine, 
l Cor. 15 : 33 (this was a saying of the pagan poet Mcnander, which 
became a well known proverb) ; in 2 Cor. 7: 2, of the effects of dishonour
able dealing by bringing people to want (a charge made against the 
Apostle); in II : 3, of the effects upon the minds (or thoughts) of believers 
by corrupting them " from the simplicity and the purity that is toward 
Christ; "in Eph. 4: 22, intransitively, of the old nature in waxing corrupt, 
" morally decaying, on the way to final ruin" (Moule), "after the lusts 
of deceit; " in Rev. 19: 2, metaphorically, of the Babylonish harlot, 
in corrupting the inhabitants of the earth by her false religion. 

(b) With the significance of destroying, it is used of marring a local 
church by leading it away from that condition of holiness of life and 
purity of doctrine in which it should abide, l Cor. 3: 17 (A.V., "defile "), 
and of God's retributive destruction of the offender who is guilty of this 
sin (id.) ; of the effects of the work of false and abominable teachers upon 
themselves, 2 Pet. 2 : 12 (some texts have kataphtheirö; A.V., " shall 
utterly perish "), and Jude ro (A.V., "corrupt themselves." R.V., marg., 
"are corrupted "). See DEFILE AND DESTROY.~ 

3. DIAPHTHEIRÖ (Sta<f>BElpw), dia, through, intensive, and No. 2, 

to corrupt utterly, through and through, is said of mcn "corrupted in 
mind," whose wranglings result from the doctrines of false teachers, 
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r Tim. 6 : 5 (the A.V. wrongly renders it as an adjective, " corrupt "). 
lt is translated " destroyeth" instead of "corrupteth," in the R.V. of 
Luke 12 : 33, of the work of a moth; in Rev. 8 : 9, of the effect of Divine 
judgments hereafter upon navigation ; in II : 18, of the Divine retribu
tion of destruction upon those who have destroyed the earth; in 2 Cor. 
4 : 16 it is translated " is decaying," said of the human body. See 
DESTROY, PERISH. ~ 

4. KATAPHTHEIRÖ (KaTacp8Elpw), kata, down, intensive, and No. z, 
is said of men who are reprobate concerning the faith, " corrupted in 
mind" (A.V., "corrupt "), 2 Tim. 3: 8. For 2 Pet. 2: 12, KV., "shall 
be dcstroyed," see No. 2. ~i 

5. SEPÖ (a1)·nw) significs to makc corrupt, to dcstroy; in thc Passive 
Voice with Middle sense, to become corrupt or rotten, to perish, said 
of riches, Jas. 5: 2, of the gold and silver of the luxurious rich who have 
ground down their labourers. The verb is derived from a root signifying 
to rot off, drop to pieces. ~ 

6 . .APIIANIZÖ (arpavl~w) : 5fül CoNSUME, No. J. 
B. Nouns. 

r. PHTHORA (cfo8opd), connected withphtheiro, No. 2, above, signifies 
a bringing or being brought into an inferior or worse condition, a destruc
tion or corruption. lt is used (a) physically, (1), of the condition of 
creation, as under bondage, Rom. 8 : 21 ; (2) of the effect of the with
drawal ot htc, and so of thc condihon of the human body m burial, 
r Cor. 15 : 42 ; (3) by metonymy, of anything which is liable to corrnption, 
l Cor. 15 : 50 ; (4) of the physical effects of merely gratifying the natural 
de5ire5 and ministering to om~'s owu ueetls or lusls, Gal. 6 : 8, to the 
flcsh in contrast to the Spirit, "corruption" being antithetic to 
"eternal life;" (S) of that which is naturally short-lived and transient, 
Col. 2 : 22, "perish; " (b) of the death and decay of beasts, 2 Pet. 2 : 12, 
R.V., " destroyed" (first part of verse; lit., 'unto ... destruction ') ; 
(c) ethically, with a moral significance, (1) of the effect of lusts, 2 Pet. 
l : 4 ; (2) of the effect upon themselves of the work of false an<l immoral 
teachers, 2 Pet. 2 : 12, R.V., "destroying; " A.V., "corruption," and 
verse 19. See DESTROY, PERISH. ~ 

Note: There is nothing in any of these words suggesting or involving 
annihilation. 

2. DIAPHTHORA (öiacfo8opd), an intensified form of No. 1, utter or 
thorough corruption, referring in the N.T. to physical decomposition 
and decay, is used six times, five of which refer, negatively, to the body 
of God's " Holy One," after His death, which body, by reason of His 
absolute holiness, could not see corruption, Acts 2 : 27, 31 ; 13 : 34, 
35, 37 ; once it is used of a human body, that of David, which, by contrast, 
saw corruption, Acts 13: 36.~ 

3. APHTHARSIA (acfo8apala), incorruption, a, negative, with A, 
No. 2, is used (a) of the resurrection body, l Cor. 15 : 42, 50, 53, 54; 
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(b) of a condition associated with glory and honour and life, including 
perhaps a moral significance, Rom. 2 : 7 ; 2 Tim. l : IO ; this is wrongly 
translated" immortality "in thc A.V. ; (c) of love to Christ, that which is 
sincere and undiminishing, Eph. 6 : 24 (translated " uncorruptness "). 
See lMMORTALITY, SINCERITY.~ 

Note: For Tit. 2: 7 (where some texts.havc aphtharsia), see No. 4. 
4. APHTHORIA (dcp8opla), similar to No. 3, uncorruptness, free from 

(moral) taint, is said of doctrine, Tit. 2 : 7 (some texts have adiaphthoria, 
the negative form of No. 2, above).~ 

C. Adjectives. 
I. PHTHARTOS (cp8afYT6>), corruptible, akin to A, No. 2, is used (a) 

of man as being mortal, liable to decay (in contrast to God), Rom. l : 23; 
(b) of man's body as death-doomed, l Cor. 15 : 53, 54 ; (c) of a crown of 
reward at the Greek games, l Cor. 9: 25 ; (d) of silver and gold, as 
specimens of corruptible things, l Pet. l : 18 ; (e) of natural seed, r Pet. 
I: 23.~ 

2. APHTHARTOS (ä.<f>8apTo>), not liable to corruption or decay, 
incorruptible (a, negative, and A, No. 2), is used of (a) God, Rom. r : 23; 
I Tim I : 17 (A.V., "iuuuollal ") ; (b) the raiscd dcad, l Cor. 15 : 52 ; 
(c) rewards given to the saints hereafter, metaphorically described as a 
"crown," l Cor. 9 : 25 ; (d) the eternal inheritance of the saints, l Pet. 
l : 4; (e) the Word of God, as incorruptible seed, l Pet. l : 23; (f) a meek 
and quiet spirit, metaphorically spoken of as incorruptible apparel, 
l Pet. 3 : 4. See IMMORTAL. ~ 

3. SAPROS (aa11p6>), corrupt, akin to sepo, A, No. 5; see BAD, No. 3. 
Note: (1) Trench, Syn. § lxviii, contrasts this with amarantos, and 

amarantinos, unwithering, not fading away, l Pet. l: 4; 5: 4. These 
are, however, distinct terms (see FADE) and are not strictly synonymous, 
though used in the same description of the heavenly inheritance. 

COST, COSTLINESS, COSTL Y 
A. Nouns. 

r. DAPANE (öam1"77). expense, cost (from daptö, to tear; from a 
root dap- meaning to divide), is found in Luke 14: 28, in the Lord's 
illustration of counting the cost of becoming His disciple. Cp. dapanao, 
to spend, and its compounds, under CHARGE, SPEND.~ 

2. TIMIOT:E:S {nµ.i67"TJs), costliness (from timios, valued at great price, 
precious; see No. 3, below), is connected with time, honour, price, and 
used in Rev. 18 : 19, in reference' to Babylon.~ 

B. Adjectives. 
l. TIMIOS (Tlp.ios), akin to A, No. 2, is translated "costly " in 

I Cor. 3 : 12, of costly stones, in a metaphorical sense (A.V., "precious "). 
Cp. Rev. 17: 4; 18: 12, r6; 21 : 19. See DEAR, HoNOURABLE, PRECIOUs, 
REPUTATION. 

2. _POLUTELES (110.\vre,\~s), primarily, the very end or limit (from 
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polus, much, telos, revenue), with reference to price, of highest cost, very 
expensive, is said of spikenard, Mark 14 : 3 ; raiment, r Tim. 2 : 9; 
metaphorically, of a meek and quiet spirit, r Pet. 3 : 4, " of great price ; " 
cp. No. r and A, No. 2, above. See PRECIOUS, PRICE.~ 

3. POLUTIMOS (11°0..\vnµ.os-), lit., of great value (see A, No. 2 and B, 
No. r), is used of a pearl, Matt. r3 : 46; of spikenard, John 12 : 3 (R.V., 
"very precious," A.V. "very costly "). See PRICE.~ The comparative 
polutimo(v.l.iö)teros, "much more precious," is used in r Pet. r : 7.41J 

COUCH 
r. KLINIDION (K..\ivll>iov), a small bed, a diminutive form of kline, 

a bed (from klinö, to incline, recline), is used in Luke 5 : r9, 24 of the bed 
(kline, in ver. r8) on which the palsied man was brought. See BED.~ 

2. KRABBATOS (Kp&.ßßaros) : see BED, No. 4. 

COULD 
r. ECHO (lxco), to hav~. is rP.nrl~rnrl "c.onlrl" in Mark 14: 8, " she 

hath done what she could," lit.,' she hath done what she had.' See HAVE. 
2. ISCHUO (laxvw), to ha.ve strength, is translated in Mark i4: 37 

" couldest thou not." See ABLE. 
Notes: (1) Emblepö in Acts 22 : II, lit., 'I was not seeing,' is trans

lated " I could not see.'' See BEHOLD. 
(2) See (AN, when not used as part of anulher verl.J. 

COUNCIL, COUNCILLOR 
l. SUMBOULION (avµßov>..iov), a uniting in counscl (sun, togcthcr, 

boule, counsel, advice), denotes (a) counsel which is given, Laken and 
acted upon, e.g., Matt. 12 : 14, R V., "took counse!," for A.V., "held 
a council ; " 22 : 15 ; hence (b) a council, an assembly of counsellors 
or persons in consultation, Acts 25 : 12, of the council \Vith which 
Festus conferred concerning Paul. The governors and procurators of 
provinces had a board of advisers or assessors, with whom they took 
counsel, before pronouncing judgment. See CoNSULTATION. 

2. SUNEDRION (avvülpw11), properly, a settling together (sun, 
together, hedra, a seat), hence, (a) any assembly or session of persons 
deliberating or adjusting, as in the Sept. of Psa. 26 : 4 (lit., ' with a council 
of vanity '); Prov. 22: IO; Jer. I5: 17, etc.; in the N.T., e.g., ·Matt. 
IO: 17 ; Mark r3 : 9; John II : 47, in particular, it denoted (b) the 
Sanhedrin, the Great Council at Jerusalem, consisting of 7r members, 
namely, prominent members of the families of the high priest, elders and 
scribes. The Jews trace the origin of this to Num. II : r6. The more 
important causes ~;ime 11p before this trihun;:il. lhe Roman rnlers of 
Judrea permitted the Sanhedrin to try srn;h cases, and even to pronounce 
sentence of death, with the condition that such a sentence should be valid 
only if conftrmed by the Roman Procurator. In John II: 47, it is used 
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of · a meeting of the Sanhedrin ; in Acts 4 : 15, of the place of meeting. 
3. BOULEUTES (ßovAwn)s): Joseph of Arimathaea is described as 

"a councillor of honourable estate," Mark 15 : 43, R.V. ; cp. Luke 23: 50 
(not as A.V., "counsellor ").~ 

----
COUNSEL. For COUNSELLOR see above. 

A. Nouns. 
I. BOULE (ßovA~) : S('e under .ADVICE. 
2. SUMBOULOS (avµßovAos), a councillor with, occurs in Rom. 

II : 34.i[ B. Verbs. 
r. BOULEUÖ (ßovAEvw), to take counsel, to resolve, is used in the 

Mid<llc Voicc in the N.T., "took counscl" in Acts 5: 33, A.V. (R.V. 
translates boulomai) ; both in 27 : 39; in Luke 14 : 31, R.V. "take 
"counscl" (A.V., "consulteth "); in John II: 53, A.V. and R.V. (so 
tlte best mss.); 12: lO, R.V, "tonk rnnmel," fnr A.V„ "consnlteci;" 
in 2 Cor. l : 17 (twicc), "purpose." See CoNSULT, MINDED, PURPOSE.i[ 

2. SUMBOULF.UÖ (1rn11ßnvl.fll111), in thP. ActivP. VokP., to advise, to 
cmmsd, John 18 : 14, "gave counsel ; " in Rev. 3 : 18, " I counsel ; " in 
the Middle Voice, to take counsel, consult, Matt. :.!6 : 4, R.V., "1.ook 
rounscl together," for A.V., "consulted; " Acts 9 : 23, "took counsel" 
(R.V. adds "together "); in some mss. John II: 53. See CONSULT.~ 

COUNT 
r. ECHÖ (E'xw), to have, to hold; then, to hold in the mind, to regard, 

to cou11l, 11a:, tl1is significance in Matt. 14 : 3, " they counted Hirn as a 
prophet ; " Philm. r 7, " If then thou rnuutest me a partuer ; " Mark 
II ; 32, A.V., (R.V., " hold") ; Acts 20 : 24, A.V. See ABLE. 

2. ~IEGEOMAI (~yloµ.at), primarily, to lead the way; hence, to lead 
before the mind, account, is found with this meaning in Phil. 2 : 3, R.V. 
(A.V., " esteem ") ; 2 : 6, R.V. (A.V., " thought ") ; 2 : 25 (A.V., 
" supposed ") ; Phil. 3 : 7, 8 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 15 ; l Tim. l : 12 ; 6 : l ; 

Heb. ro: 29; Jas. l: 2; Heb. II: II (A.V., "judged "); 2 Pet. 2: 13; 
3 : 9. See AccoUNT. 

3. LOGIZOMAI (Aoyl,oµ.at), to reckon, is rendered" count" in 2 Cor. 
10: 2, R.V. (A.V., "think "); "counted" in the A.V. of Rom. 2: 26; 
4 : 3, 5 ; 9 : 8 (R.V„ " reckoned "). 

4. PSEPHIZÖ (i/n1</>l~w), akin to psephos, a stone, used in voting, 
occurs in Luke/14: 28; Rcv. 13: 18.~ 

5. SUMPSEPHIZÖ (avµ.iflri<f>i'w ), to count up, occurs in Acts 19 : 19. i! 
Note: In Jas. 5 : II, makarizö, to pronounce blcssc<l, is rendered 

"count ... happy," A.V. (R.V.," call ... "). For kataxioö see AccoUNT, 
No. 5. For " descent is counted " sce GENEALOGY. 

CO UNTEN AN CE 
r. OPSIS (öi/;ts): ouly Rev. l : 16 has "countcnancc." See APPEAR 

ANCE. 
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2. PROSÖPON (7rp6aw1Tov) is translated " countenance " in Luke 

9: 29; Acts 2: 28, andin the A.V. of 2 Cor. 3: 7 (R.V., "face "). See 
APPEARANCE. 

3. EIDEA (dola), akin to eidon, to see: see APPEARANCE. 
Notes: (1) In Acts 13 : 24 prosöpon is translated " before 11 (Iit., 

' before the presence of His coming '). 
(2) Skuthröpos, "of a sad countenance" (skuthros, gloomy, sad, 

öps, an eye), is used in Matt. 6: 16 and Luke 24: 17, "sad." 
(3) Stugnazö, tobe or become hateful, gloomy, in aspect, is translated 

"his countenance fell," Mark 10: 22, R.V. (A,V., "he was sad 11
). lt 

is used of the heaven or sky in Matt. 16 : 3, " lowring." Sec LüWRING. ~ 

COUNTRY 
A. Nouns. 

I. AGROS (dyp6s) denotes a field, especially a cultivated field; 
hence, the country in contrast to the town (Eng., agrarian, agriculture), 
e.g., Mark 5 : 14 ; 6 : 36 ; 15 : 21 ; r6 : 12 ; Luke 8 : 34 ; 9 : 12 (plural, 
lit., ' fields ') ; 23 : 26 ; a piece of ground, e.g., Mark ro : 29 ; Acts 
4: 37. See FARM. 

2. PATRIS (7ra-rpls) primarily signifies one's fatherland, native 
country, of one's own town, Matt. 13 : 54, 57 ; Mark 6 : l, 4 ; Luke 4 : 
23, 24; John 4: 44; Heb. II: 14.~ 

3. CHOH.A (xwpa) properly denotes the space lying between two 
limits or places; accordingly it has a variety of meanings : " country," 
Matt. 2 : 12; 8 ; 28; Mark l : 5, R.V. (A.V„ "land") ; 5 : l, lO; Luke 
2 : 8; 8 : 26; 15 : 13, 14, R.V. (A.V., "land"), 15 ; 19 : 12 ; u : 21 ; 

Acts 10: 39, R.V. (A.V„ "land") ; 12 : 20; 26 : 20, R.V. (A.V., 
" coasts 11

) ; 27 : 27 ; in Mark 6 : 55 (in the best mss.) and Acts 18 : 
23, R.V., "region." See CoAST, FIELD, GROUND, LAND, REGION. 

4. PERICHÖROS (m:plxwpos), peri, around, and No. 3, signifies 
" country round about," Luke 8 : 37 ; " country about," Luke 3 : 3, 
A.V. (R.V., "region round about ") ; in Matt. 14: 35 and Luke 4 : 37, 
A.V., "country round about" (R.V„ "region round about ") ; Matt. 
3:5; Mark 1:28; Luke 4:14; 7:17; Acts 14:6. See REGION.~ 

5. MEROS (µ.Epos), apart, isrendered "country" in Acts 19: r, R.\'. 
Note: Some inferior mss. have No. 4 in Mark 6 : 55, for No. 3. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. ANÖTERIKOS (civw-rEpiK6s), upper, is used in the plural in Acts 

19: r, to denote upper regions, with A.V., "coast," R.V.," country," i.e., 
the high central plateau, in contrast to the roundabout way by the river 
through the valley. See CoAST. ~ 

2. OREINOS {opEiv6s), hilly (from orus, a hill, mountain), is translated 
"hill country 11 in Luke l: 39, 65.~ 

C. Verb. 
APODEMEÖ (a1To07Jµlw) signifies to go or travel into a far country, 
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lit., 'to he away from one's people' (apo, from, demos, a people), Matt. 
::n : 33; 25 : 14; in ver. 15 the verh is translated in the R.V., "went on 
his journey " (A.V., " took his journey ") ; Mark 12 : r ; Luke 20: 9, 
"went into another country," R.V. In Luke 15: 13 both Versions trans
late hy "took his journey" (" into a far country" heing separately 
expressed); see JouRNEY. ~ 

Cp. apodemos, lit., away from one's own people, gone ahroad, Mark 
13:34., 

Notes: (r) Ge, earth, land, is translated "country" in the A.V. of 
Matt. 9: 31 and Acts 7 : 3; R.V., "land." See LAND. 

(2) Genos, a race, is mistranslated "country" in the A.V. of Acts 
4: 36 (R.V., "by race "). See helow. 

COUNTRYMEN 
r. GhNOS (yi"11os) properly denotes an offspring; then, a family, 

ihPn, a race, nation ; otherwise, a kind or species; it is translated 
"countryrnen," in 2 Cor. II : 26, in Paul's reference to his fellow
nationals; so in Gal. I: 14, R.V., for A.V., "nation." See BEGET. 

2. SUMPHULETES (avµ.cpvMrYJs), lit., a fellow-trihesman (sun, 
·with, phulf., a tribe, race, nation, people), hence, one who is of the same 
people, a fellow-countryrnan, is found in r Thess. 2: 14.~ 

COUPLED 
Note: The word "coupled" is inserted in italics in r Pet. 3 : 2, the 

more adequately to express the original, which is, lit„ 'your chaste 
behaviour in fear.' 

COURAGE 
A. Noun. 

THARSOS (86.paos), akin to tharseö, to be of good cheer, is found 
in Acts 28: r5.~ 

B. Verb. 
THARREO (8appi"w) is translated hy some form of the verb to he of 

good courage,, in the R.V. in five of the six places where it is used: 2 Cor. 
5 : 6, "heing of good courage" (A.V„ "we are ... confident ") ; 
5 : 8, "we are of good courage " (A.V., "we are confident ") ; 7 : 16, 
" 1 am of good courage " (A.V., " 1 have confidence ") ; ro : r, " 1 am of 
good courage " (A.V., " 1 am bold ") ; IO : 2, "show courage" (A.V„ 
" be hold ") ; Heb. r3 : 6, " with good cotirage," lit., ' being of good 
Courage' (A.V., "boldly "). See BoLD, CONFIDENCE.~ 

Note: Tharreö is a later form of tharseö. Cp. tolmaö, to he hold. 

COURSE 
A. Nouns. 

r. AlON (alw11), an age (see AGE), is sometimes wrongly spuken of as 
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a " dispensation," which does not mean a period of time, but a mode of 
dealing. lt is translated "course " in Eph. 2 : 2, "the course of this 
world," i.e., the cycle or present round of things. See AGE, ETERNAL, 
EVER, WoRLD. 

2. DROMOS (Sp&µ.os'), properly, a running, a race (from edramon, to 
run), hence, metaphorically, denotes a career, course of occupation, or 
of life, viewed in a special aspect, Acts r3: 25; 20: 24; 2 Tim. 4: 7.if 

3. EPHEMERIA (e<f>riµ."-pla), primarily, daily service, as, e.g„ in the 
Sept. of 2 Chron. r3 : II (from epi, upon, or by, hemera, a day, Eng„ 
ephemeral), hence denoted a dass, or course, into which the priests were 
divided for the daily service in the Temple, each dass serving for seven 
days (see r Chron. 9: 25). In the N.T. it is used in Luke r: 5, 8.if 

Note: Cp. ephemeros, "daily (food)," Jas. 2: r5.if 
4. TROCHOS (Tpox6s), a wheel, is translated "wheel" in Jas. 3: 6, 

R.V., with metaphorical reference to the round of human activity (A.V„ 
"course "), as a glowing axle would set on fire the whole wooden wheel.if 

B. Verb. 
CHÖREO (xwplw), to make room for, to go forward, is rendered" hath 

not free course," in John 8: 37, R.V. (A.V„ "hath no place "). See 
CoME, No. 24. 

Notes: (1) Connected with dromos, A, No. 2, is euthudromeö, to make 
(or run) a straight course (euthus, straight), Acts r6 : II anrl 2r : r. if 
(2) In 2 Thess. 3: I, trechö, to ruu (R.V.),is translated" have free course" 
(A.V.).if (3) In I Cor. r4: 27, ana meros," by turn," "in turn" (R.V.), 
is rendered "by course " (A.V.). (4) For ploos, a sailing or voyage, 
"course," Acts 2I: 7, A.V. (R.V„ "voyage "), see VoYAGE. 

COURT 
I. AGORAIOS (dyopafos) is an adjective, signiiying pertaining to the 

agora, any place of public meeting,.,JUld especially where trials were held, 
Acts 19: 38; the R.V. translates the sentence "the courts ar:e open; " 
a more literal rendering is 'court days are kept.' In Acts 17 : 5 it is 
translated in the R.V., "rabble;" A.V., "baser sort," lit., frequenters 
of the markets. See BASER. if 

2. AULE (av,\~), prirnarily, an uncovered space around a house, 
enclosed by a wall, where the stables were, hence was used to describe 
(a) the courtyard of a house; in the O.T. it is used of the courts of the 
Tabernacle and Temple; in this sense it is found in the N.T. in Rev. n: 2; 
(b) the courts in the dwellings of well-to-do folk, which usually had two, 
one exterior, between the door and the street (called the proaulion, or 
porch, Mark 14: 68.if), the other, interior, surrounded by the buildings 
nf the dwellinr,s, as in Matt. 26: 69 (in contrast to the roorn where the 
judges were sitting); Mark 14: 66; Luke 22 : 55 ; A.V„ "hall; " R.V. 
'' court " givcs thc proper significance, Matt. 2G : 3, 58 ; Mark I4 . 54 , 
J5 : 16 (R.V„ " Prretorium ") ; Luke II : 21 ; John 18 : r5. It is here 
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tobe distinguished from the Prretorium, translated" palace." See HALL, 
PALACE. For the other meaning" sheepfold," John IO: I, 16, see FoLD.'if 

3. BASILEION (ßaa0,€iov), an adjective meaning "royal," signifies, 
in the neuter plural, a royal palace, translated " kings' courts " in Luke 
7: 25; in the singular, 1 Pet. 2: 9, "royal." See RoYAL.'if 

COURTEOUS, COURTEOUSL Y 
A. Adjective. 

TAPEINOPHRÖN (-raTmv6cppwv), lowly-minded, is used in I Pet. 3; 8, 
"be courteous," A.V. (R.V., "humble-minded ").~ 

B. Adverbs. 
i. PHILOPHRONOS (cpJ..ocpp6vw>}, lit„ friendly, or, more fully, 'with 

friendly thoughtfulness' (philos, friend, phren, the mind), is found in 
Acts 28 : 7, of the hospitality showed by Pubüus to Paul and bis fellow
shipwrecked tra vellers. 'i! 

Note: Some mss. have the corresponding adjective philophrön, 
" courteous," in T Pet. 3 : 8; the most authentic mss. have tapeinophrön, 
"humble-minded." 

2. l'HILANTHRÖPÖS (cp1>..o.118pc,m<<•s;) i'I tr11n.'llat.ed " r.ourtr.01111ly " 
in Acts 27 : 3, A.V. ; R.V., "kindly" (Eng., philanthropically). See 
KINDLY.'if 

COUSIN 
I. ANEPSIOS (dv€ifi,6>), in Col. 4: IO denotes a cousin rather than a 

nephew (A.V., "sistcr's son "). " Cousin" is its mcaning in various 
periods of Greek writers.'if In this sense it is used in thc Sept., in Numb. 
36: 1I.'if In later writings it denotes a nephew; hence the A.V. rendering. 
As Lightfoot says, there is no reason to suppose that the Apostle would 
have used it in any other than its proper sense. We are to understand, 
thercfore, that Mark was thc cousin of Barnabas. See SrsTER. 

2. SUNGENIS (avyy€v{>) in Luke I : 36 (so in the most authentic mss.) 
and sungenes in ver. 58 (plural), A.V., " cousin" and "cousins," 
respedively signify "kinswoman" and "kinsfolk," (R.V.) ; so the R.V. 
and A.V. in 2: 44 and 21 : 16. The word lit. signifies 'born with,' 
i.e., of the same stock, or descent; hence kinsman, kindred. See KIN, 
KINSFOLK, KINSWOMAN. 

COVENANT (Noun and Verl;>) 
A. Noun. 

DIATHEKE (ö,a8~K7)) primarily signifies a disposition of property 
by will or otherwise. In its use in the Sept., it is the rendering of a 
Hebr:ew word meaning a covenant or agreement (from a verb signifying 
to cut or divide, in allusion to a sacrificial custom in connection with 
covenant-making, e.g., Gen. 15 : IO, "divided " Jer. 34: 18, 19). In 
contratlistinction to thP. Englbh word" covenant" (lit .. a coming togcthcr), 
which signifies a mutual undertaking between two parties or more, each 
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binding himself to fulfil obligations, it does not in itself contain the 
idea of joint obligation, it mostly signifies an obligation undertaken by 
a single person. For instance, in Gai. 3 : 17 it is used as an alternative 
to a " promise " (vv. 16, 17 and 18). God enjoined upon Abraham the 
rite of drcumcision, but His promise to Abraham, here called a covenant, 
was not conditional upon the observance of circumcision, though a penalty 
attached to its non-observance. 

"The N.T. uses of the word may be analysed as follows: (a) a promise 
or undertaking, human or divine, Gai. 3 : 15 ; (b) a promise or undertaking 
on the part of God, Luke 1 : 72 ; Acts 3 : 25 ; Rom. 9 : 4 ; II : 27 ; 
Gai. 3 : 17 ; Eph. 2 : 12; Heb. 7 : 22 ; 8 : 6, 8, lO ; IO : 16 ; (c) an 
agreement, a mutual undertaking, between God and Israel, see Deut. 
29 and 30 (described as a ' commandment,' Heb. 7 : 18, cp. ver. 22) ; 
Heb. 8: 9; 9: 20; (d) by metonymy, the token of the covenant, or 
promise, made to Abraham, Acts 7 : 8 ; (e) by metonymy, the record 
of the covenant, 2 Cor. 3: 14; Heb. 9: 4; cp. Rev. II: 19; (/) the 
basis, established by the death of Christ, on which the salvation of men is 
secured, Matt. 26: 28; Mark 14: 24; Luke 22: 20; r Cor. II: 25; 
2 Cor. 3 : 6 ; Hr.h. rn : ?.9 ; rz : 24 ; 13 : 20. 

"This covenant is called the ' new,' Heb. 9 : 15, the 'second.' 8 : 7, 
the ' uetler,' 7 : 22. In Heb. 9 : 16, 17, the translation is much disputed. 
There does not seem to be any sufficient reason for departing in these 
verses from the word used everywhere eise. The English word 
'Testament' is taken from the titles prefixed to the Latin Versions."*~ 
See TESTAMENT. 

B. Verb. 
SUNTITHEMI (av11Tl871µ,i), lit„ to put together, is used only in the 

Middle Voice in lhe N.T„ ancl, means to determine, agree, John 9: 22 and 
Acts 23 : 20; to assent, Acts 24: 9; to covenant, Luke 22 : 5. See 
AGREE, AssENT.~ 

Note: In Matt. 26: 15 the A.V. translates histemi, to place (in the 
balances), i.e„ to weigh, "they covenanted with; " R.V„ "they weigh,ed 
unto." 

COVENANT-BREAKERS 
ASUNTHETOS (dao118ETos), from suntithemi (see above), with the 

negative prefix a, hence signifies "not covenant-keeping,'' i.e„ refusing 
to abide by covenants made, covenant-breaking, faithless, Rom. I: 31.~ 
In the Sept. it is found in Jer. 3: 8-II.~ Cp. the corresponding verb, 
asuntithemi, in the Sept. of Ps. 73 : 15, to deal treacherously (R.V.), and 
the noun asunthesia, transgression, or covenant-breaking, e.g„ Ezra 
9 : 2, 4 ; IO : 6. 

Note: Trench, Syn. § lii, notes the distinction between asunthetos 
and aspondos, "implacable," the latter, in 2 Tim. 3: 3 only, being derived 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 144. 
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from sponde, a sacrificial libation, which accompanied treaty-making; 
hence, with the negative prefix a, "without a trcaty or covenant," thus 
denoting a person who cannot be persuaded to enter into a covenant. 
He points out that asunthetos presurnes a state of peace interrupted by 
the unrighteous, aspondos a state of war, which the implacable refuse to 
terminate equitably. The words are clearly not synonymous. 

COVER, COVERING 
A. Verbs. 

1. KALUPTÖ (KaAV1T'Tw) signifies to cover, Matt. 8 : 24 ; 10 : 26 ; 
Luke 8: 16; 23 : 30; Jas. 5 : 20 (R.V.) ; 1 Pet. 4: 8 ; to veil, in 2 Cor. 
4: 3 (R.V.; A.V., "hid "). See HIDE.~ 

Note: Cp. the corresponding noun kalumma, a veil, 2 Cor. 3: 13, 14, 
15, 16. See VEIL.1f 

2. EPIKALUPTÖ (€micl1Av7TTW), to cover up or over (epi, over), is 
used in Rom. 4: 7, lit., 'whose sins are covered over.'1f Cp. epikalumma, 
a cloke, r Pet. 2: 16., 

3. PERIKALUPTÖ (1TEp,KaAV1TTw), to cover around (peri, around), 
t:.g., lhe Iace, and so, to blindfold, is translatcd " covcr " in Ma.rk 14 : 65, 
"blindfold" in Luke 22 : 64. In Heb. 9: 4, it signifies to overlay. See 
BLINDFOLD, ÜVERLAY., 

4. SUNKALUPTÖ (uvyKaAV1T'Tw), lit„ to cover together; the sun-, 
however, is intensive, and the verb signifi.es to cover wholly, to cover 
np, Luke 12: 2.1f 

5. KATAKALUPTÖ (KaTaKaAt~1TTcu), to cover up (kata, intensive), in 
the Middle Voice, to covcr oncsclf, is used in 1 Cor. II : 6, 7 (R.V., 
" veiled "). ~I 

Note: In 1 Cor. II : 4, "having his head covered" is, lit., 'having 
(something) down the head.' 

B. Nouns. 
1. PERIBOLAION {1T€p,ß6A.a,ov) lit. denotes something thrown around 

(peri, around, ballö, to throw) ; hence, a veil, covering, 1 Cor. II : 15 

(marg.), or a mantle around the body, a vesture, Heb. 1: 12. See 
CLoTHING, Note (r), VESTURE.1f 

2. SKEPASMA (uKlna.uµ.a), a covering (skepazö, to cover), strictly, 
a roofing, then, any kind of shelter or covering, is used in the plural in 
1 Tim. 6: 8 (A.V„ "raiment; " R.V., "covering ").~ 

COVET, COVETOUS, COVETOUSNESS 
A. VR"bs. 

1. EPITHUMEO (€m8vµ.lw), to fix the desire upon (epi, upon, used 
intensively, thumos, passion), whether things good or bad; hence, to long 
for, lust after, covet, is used with the meaning to covet evilly in Acts 
20 : 33, of coveting money and apparel ; so in Rom. 7 : 7 ; 13 : 9. See 
DESIRE, FAIN, LUST. 
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2. ZELOO (~71..\6w) is rendered "covet earnestly," in I Cor. 12: 31, 

A.V. ; R.V., " desire earnestly," as in 14: 39 (A.V„ " covet "). See 
AFFECT, DESIRE, ENVY, ]EALOUS, ZEALOUS. 

3. OREGO (op,yw), to stretch after, is rendered "covet after " in 
l Tim. 6: 10, A.V.; R.V., "reaching after." See DESIRE, REACH. 

B. Nouns. 
I. EPITHUMETES (bn8uµ77T~s), a luster after (akin to A, No. l). 

is translated in l Cor. IO: 6, in verbal form, " should not lust after. ·· 
See LUST.~ 

2. EPITHUMIA (lrn8uµta.) denotes "coveting," Rom. 7: 7, 8, R.V.; 
A. V., " lust " and "concupiscencc; " the commandment here referred to 
convicted him of sinfulness in his desires for unlawful objects besides 
that of gain. See DESIRE, LusT. 

3. PLEONEXIA (7r..\wvEgLa.), covetousness, lit„ a desire to have more 
(pleon, mure, echü, Lu have), always in a uau seuse, is useu in a general 
way in Mark 7 : 22 (plural, lit., 'covetings,' i.e., various ways in which 
co~etousness shows itself) ; Rom. l : 29; Eph. 5 : 3 ; l Thes~. 2 : 5. 
Elsewhere it is used, (a) of material possessions, Luke 12 : 15 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 3 ; 
2 Cor. 9: 5 (R.V., "extortion "), lit., 'as (a matter of) extortion,' i.e., 
a gift which betrays the giver's unwillingness to bestow what is due ; 
(b) of sensuality, Eph. 4 : 19, " greediness ; " Col. 3 : 5 (where it is called 
idolatry); 2 Pct. 2 : 14 (A.V.," covetous practiccs "). Sec EXTORTION.~ 

Note: Cp. the corresponding verb pleonekteö, to gain, take advantage 
of, wrong. See ADVANTAGE, DEFRAUD, GAIN, B, Note (2), WRONG 

C. Adjectives. 
I. PLEONEKTE:S (7TAEov€tc'T1)>), lit„ (eager) to havc more (see B, 

:No. 3), i.e., to have what belongs to others,; hence, greedy of gain, 
covetous, l Cor. 5 : IO, II ; 6 : IO ; Eph. 5 : 5 (" covetous man "). ~ 

2. PHILARGUROS (cf>r.M.pyupos), lit., money-loving, is rendered 
" covetous " in the A. V. of Luke 16 : 14 and 2 Tim. 3 : 2 ; R. V., " lovers 
of money," thy wider and due signifi.cance., 

3. APHILARGUROS (d.cf>r.M.pyvpos), No. 2, with negative prefi.x, is 
translated "without covetousness" in Heb. 13 : 5, A.V. ; R.V., " free 
from tiie love of money." In l Tim. 3 : 3, the A.V. has " not covetous,'' 
the R.V., " no lover of money." 

Note: Trench, Syn. § 24, points out the main distinction between 
pleonexia and philarguria as being that between covetousness and avarice, 
the former having a much wider and deeper sense, being "the genus of 
which philarguria is the species." The covetous man is often cruel as 
well as grasping, while the avaricious man is simply miserly and stinting. 

CRAFT, CRAFTSMAN 
T. TECHNt (Te)(V1/), craft, Rev. 18: 22: see ART. 
2. TECHNITES (TEXVi'T1)s), akin to No. r, an artificer, artisan, 

craftsman, is translated" craftsman "in Acts 19 : 24, 38 and Rev. 18 : 22. 
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lt is found elsewhere in Heb. II : 10, "builder; " but this is practically 
the same as "maker" (demiourgos, the next noun in the verse; see 
No. 5, Note). Trench, Syn. § cv, suggests that technites brings out the 
artistic side of creation, viewing God as " moulding and fashioning . . . 
the materials which He called into existence." This agrees with the usage 
of the word in the Sept. See BuILDER. ~ 

3. ERGASIA (~pyaala) : see DILIGENCE. 
4. HOMOTECHNOS (oµ,6uxvo>), one of the same trade (from homos, 

same, and techne, see No. I), is used in Acts I8: 3 (R.V., "trade ").~ 
Cp. archit1ktön, "master-builder," I Cor. 3: IO.~ 

5. MEROS (µ,lpo>), a part, portion, is translated "craft" in Acts 
I9: 27, A.V. ; "trade," R.V. (cp. ergasia in ver. 25). See BEHALF, 
COAST, PART, PIECE, PORTION, RESPECT, SORT. 

Note: Demiourgos, a maker, properly signifies one who works for the 
peop!e, or whose work stands forth to the public gaze (demos, people, 
ergon, work), but this idea has been lost in the use of the word, which 
came to signify a maker, Heb. II : IO. This has reference to the structure, 
No. 2 to the design. Cp. ktistes, a creator.~ 

CRAFTINESS, CRAFTY 
A. Noun. 

PANOURGIA (1Tavovpyla), Iit„ 'all-working,' i.e„ doing everything 
(pan, all, ergon, work), hence, unscrupulous conduct, craftiness, is always 
uscd in u bad t>cnt>e in the N.T„ Luke ::io: ::!J; I Cor. J; I9; ::i Cor. 4: 2; 
II: 3; Eph. 4: !4, A.V„ "cunning craftiness." See SuBTILTY.if In 
the Sept. it is used in a good sense, Prov. I : 4; 8: 5 ; indifferently in 
Numb. 24: 22 and Josh. 9: 4.~ 

B. Adjective. 
PANOURGOS (1Tavoiipyo>), cunning, crafty, is found in 2 Cor. I2: I6, 

where the Apostle is really quoting an accusation made against him by 
his detractors.~ In the Sept. it is used in a good sense in Prov. I3: I; 
28: 2.~ 

C. Noun. 
DOLOS (86,\o>), primarily, a bait, hence, fraud, guile, deceit, is rendered 

"craft" in the A.V. of Mark I4: I {R.V. "subtilty "). See DECEIT, 
GUILE, SUBTILTY. 

CRAVE 
Note: The word" crave," found in the A.V. of Mark IS : 43, translates 

the verb aiteö, to ask (R.V„" asked for "). See AsK. 

CREATE, CREATION, CREATOR, CREATURE 
A. Verb. 

KTIZO (KTl,w), used among the Greeks to mean the founding of a 
place, a city or colony, signifies, in Scripture, to create, always of the 
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act of God, whether (a) in the natural creation, Mark 13 : 19 ; Rom. l : 25 
(where the title " The Creator " translates the article with the aorist 
participle of the verb) ; l Cor. II : 9 ; Eph. 3 : 9 ; Col. l : 16 ; l Tim. 
4: 3 ; Rev. 4: II ; IO: 6, or (b) in the spiritual creation, Eph. 2 : IO, 15; 
4 : 24 ; Col. 3 : 10. See MAKE. ~ 

B. Nouns. 
I. KTISIS (KTlat>), primarily the act of creating, or the creative act 

in process, has this meaning in Rom. l : 20 and Gai. 6: 15. Like the 
English word " creation," it also signifies the product of the creative act, 
the creature, as in Mark 16: 15, R.V.; Rom. l: 25; 8: 19; Col. l: 15 
etc. ; in Heb. 9: II, A.V., "building." In Mark 16 : 15 and Col. l : 23 
its significance has special reference to mankind in general. As to its use 
in Gai. 6 : 15 and 2 Cor. 5 : lJ, in the former, apparently, "the reference 
is to the creative act of God, whereby a man is introduced into the 
blcssing of salvation, in contrast to circumcision done by human hands, 
which the Judaizers claimed was necessary to that end. In 2 Cor. 5 : 17 
the reference is to what the believer is in Christ ; in consequence of the 
creative act he has become a new creature."* 

Iüis-is is once used of liuman actions, l Pet. 2 : 13, " ordinance " 
(marg., " creation "). See BUILDING, ÜRDINANCE. 

2. KTISMA (KTlaµa) has the concrete sense, the created thing, the 
creature, the product of the creative act, l Tim. 4: 4; Jas. l: 18; 
Rev. 5: 13; 8: 9·~ 

3. KTISTES (KTlaTrJ-;), among the Greeks, the founder of a city etc., 
denotes in Scripture the Creator, I Pet. 4 : 19 (cp. Rom. I : 20, under 
B, No. 1, abovt!).~ 

Note: lt is a significant confirmation of Rom. l : 20, 21, that in all 
non-Christian Greek literature these words are never used by Greeks 
to convey the idea of a Creator or of a creative act by any of their gods. 
The words are confined by them to the acts of human beings. 

4. ZÖON (~wov), a living creature: see BEAST. 

For CREDITOR see LEND, LENDER 

For CREEK see BA Y 

CREEP, CREEPING, CREPT 
A. Verbs. 

I. ENDUNO (M>vvw), properly, to envelop in (en, in, dunö, to enter), 
to put on, as of a garment, has the secondary and intransitive significance 
of creeping into, insinuating oneself into, and is found with this meaning 
in 2 Tim. 3 : 6. Cp. enduö, to clothe. ~ 

2. PAREISDUNÖ (1rap€wovvw), to enter in by the side (para, beside, 

• From Notes ou Galaliaus uy Hugg aml Viue, l'· 339. 
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eis, in), to insinuate oneself into, by stealth, to creep m stealthily, is 
used in Jude + fi 

B. Noun. 
HERPETON (ep?Ter6v) signifies a creeping thing (herpö, to creep; 

Eng., "serpent" is from the same root), Jas. 3 : 7 (R.V., "creeping 
things," for A.V., "serpents," which form only one of this genus) ; it is 
set in contrast to quadrupeds and birds, Acts ro : 12 ; II : 6 ; Rom. l : 23. 
See SERPENT. fi 

For CRIME see CHARGE 

For CRIPPLE see HALT 

CROOKED 
SKOLIOS (aKoAi6s), curved, crooked, was especially used (a) of a way, 

Luke 3 : 5, with spiritual import (see Prov. 28 : 18, Sept.) ; it is set in 
contrast to orthos and euthus, straight ; (b) metaphoncally, ot what is 
morally r.ronhrl, picrvP.rsP., frow;mi, of pP.ople helonging to a partir.ular 
generation, Acts 2 : 40 (A.V., "untoward ") ; Phil. 2 : 15 ; of tyrannical 
or unjust masters, l Pet. 2 : 18, " froward; " in this sense it is set in 
contrast to agathos, good.~ 

CROSS, CRUCIFY 
A. Noun. 

STAUROS (aTavp6s) denotes, primarily, an upright pale or stake. 
On sud1 malefadurs were nailcd for cxccution. ßoth thc noun and thc 
verb stauroö, to fasten to a stake or pale, are originally to be distinguished 
from the ecclesiastical form of a two beamed cross. The shape of the 
latter had its origin in ancient Chaldea, and was used as the symbol of 
the god Tammuz (being in the shape of the mystic Tau, the initial of his 
name) in that country and in adjacent lands, including Egypt. By the 
middle of the 3rd cent. A.D. the churches had either departed fron'l, or had 
travestied, certain doctrines of the Christian faith. In order to increase 
the prestige of the apostatt! ecdesiastical syslem pagans were received 
into the churches apart from regeneration by faith, and were permitted 
largely to retain their pagan signs and symbols. Hence the Tau or T, 
in its most frequent form, with the cross-piece lowered, was adopted to 
stand for the cross of Christ. 

As for the Chi, or X, which Constantine declared .he had seen in a 
vision leading him to champion the Christian faith, that letter was the 
initial of the word " Christ " and had nothing to do with " the Cross " 
(for xulon, a timber beam, a tree, as used for the stauros, see under TREE). 

The method of execution was borrowed by the Greeks and Romans 
from the Phoenicians. The stauros denotes (a) the cross, or stake itself, 
e.g., Matt. 27 : J2 ; (b) the crucifixion suffered, e.g., l Cor. l : 17, 18, 
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where "the word of the cross," R.V„ stands for the Gospel; Gal. 5 : II, 
where crucifixion is metaphorically used of the renunciation of the world, 
that characterizes the true Christian life; 6 : I2, r4; Eph. 2: r6; 
Phil. 3: r8. 

The judicial custom by which the condemned person carried bis stake 
to the place of execution, was applied by the Lord to those sufferings by 
which His faithful followers were to express their fellowship with Hirn, 
e.g., Matt. ro : 38. 

B. Verbs. 
I. STAUROÖ (qTavp6w) signifies (a) the act of crucifixion, e.g., Matt. 

20: r9; (b) metaphorically, the putting off of the fiesh with its passions 
and lusts, a condition fulfilled in the case of those who are " of Christ 
Jesus," Gal. 5 : 24, R.V. ; so of the relationship between the believer 
and the world, 6 : 14. 

2. SUSTAUROÖ (uvuTavp6w), to crucify with (su-, for, sun, with), is 
used (a) of actual crucifixion in company with another, Matt. 27 : 44; 
Mark r5 : 32 ; John r9: 32 ; (b) metaphorically, of spiritual identification 
with Christ in ~Iis death, Rom. 6: 6, and Gal. 2 : 20.~ 

3. ANASTAUROO (dvauTavp6w) (ana, again) is used in Heb. 6 : 6 of 
Hebrew apostates, who as merely nominal Christians, in turning back to 
Judaism, were thereby virtually guilty of crucifying Christ again. ~ 

4. PROSPEGNUMI (77pou77~yvv1.u), to fix or fasten to anything (pros, 
to, pegnumi, to fix), is used of the crucifixion of Christ, Acts 2 : 23.~ 

CROSS (Verb) 
DIAPERAO (8tam;paw), to pass over, to cross over (dia, through, 

peraö, to pass: akin to this are peran, across, peras, a boundary, Latin, 
porta, a gate, Eng., portal, port, etc.), is translated by the verp to cross 
in the R.V., but differently in the A.V. ; in Matt. 9: I ; Mark 5 : 21 ; 
6: 53 (A.V., "passed ") ; Matt. I4: 34 (A.V., "were gone ") ; Luke 
r6 : 26 (A.V„ " neithcr can they pass ") ; Acts 2I : 2 (A.V., " sailing "). 
See Go, PASS, SAIL.~ In the Sept., Deut. 30: 13; Is. 23: 2.~ 

For the verb CROW (CREW) see CALL, A, No. 8 

CROWD 
A. Noun. 

OCHLOS (5x.\os-), a confused throng, is usually translated" multitude." 
The R.V. translates it "crowd" (A.V„ "press" in- some) in Matt. 

9: 23, 25; Mark 2 : 4; 3: 9; 5: 27, 30; Luke 8: 19; 19 : 3; Acts 
2I : 34, 35; 24: I2, r8. Sec COMPANY, MULTITUDE, NUMBER, PEOPLE. 

B. Verb. 
OCHLOPOIEÖ (dx.\o7TotE'w), to make a crowd (A, with poieö, to make), 

is translated" gathered a crowd "in Acts r7: 5, R.V. (A.V.," company "). 
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CROWN (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

CRU 

r. STEPHANOS (u-rl~avos), primarily, that which surrounds, as a 
wall or crowd (from stephö, to encircle), denotes (a) the victor's crown, 
the syrnbol of triumph in the games or some such contest; hence, by 
metonyrny, a reward or prize; (b) a token of public honour for distin
guished service, military prowess etc., or of nuptial joy, or festal gladness, 
especially at the parousia of kings. lt was woven as a garland of oak, 
ivy, parsley, myrtle or olive, or in imitation of these in gold. In some 
passages the rnference to the games is clear, l Cor. 9: 25; 2 Tim. 4: 8 
(" crown of righteousness ") ; it may be so in l Pet. 5 : 4, where the fadeless 
character of " the crown of glory " is set in contrast to the garlands of 
earth. In other passages it stands as an emblem of life, joy, reward 
and glory, Phil. 4: l ; l Thess. 2 : 19 ; Jas. l : 12 (" crown of life ") ; Rev. 
2: rn (ditto) ; 3: II ; 4: 4, 10: of triumph, 6: 2 ; 9: 7; 12: l; 14: 14. 

lt is used of the crown of thorns which the so1diers plaited and put on 
Christ's head, Matt. 27 : 29; Mark 15 : 17; John 19: 2, 5. At first 
sight this might be taken as an alternative for diadema, a kingly crown 
(see below), but considering the blasphemous character of that masquerade, 
and the materials used, obviously diadema would be quite unfitting and 
the only alternative was stephanos (see Trench § xxxii).iJ 

2. DIADEMA (Siao71µ.a} is never used as stephanos is ; it is always the 
syrnbol of kingly or imperial dignity, and is translated" diadem" instead 
of" crown" in the R.V„ of the claims of the Dragon, Rev. 12 : 3; 13 : l ; 

19: 12. See DIADEM.iJ 

B. Verb. 
STEPHANOÖ (<n€~av6w), to crown, confonns in meaning to stephanos; 

it is used of the reward of victory in the games, in 2 Tim. 2 : 5 ; of the 
glory and honour bestowed by God upon man in regard to his position 
in creation, Heb. 2 : 7 ; of the glory and honour bestowed upon the Lord 
Jesus in His exaltation, ver. 9.iJ 

For CRUCIFY see CROSS 

CRUMB 
PSICHION (r/iixlov}, a small morse!, a diminutive of psix, a bit, or 

crumb ; of bread or meat, it is used in Matt. 15 : 27 and Mark 7 : 28 ; 
some mss. have it in Luke 16 : 2r. iJ 

CRUSE 
ALABASTRON (d>.aßau-rpov) was a vessel for holding ointment or 

perfume ; it derived its name from the alabaster stone, of which it was 
usually made. " Cruse," R.V„ is a more suitable rendering than" box; " 
Matt. :'.6: 7; Mark 14: 3; Luke 7: 37.iJ 
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CRUSH 
APOTHLIBO (a1TofJAlßw), a strengthened form of thlibö, to throng 

(apo, intensive), is used in Luke 8: 45, R.V„ " crush," for A.V., "press," 
of the multitude who were pressing around Christ (cp. the preceding word 
sunechö, to press).~ In the Sept., Numb. 22: 25.~ 

CRY (Noun and Verb), CRYING 
A. Nouns. 

r. KRAUGE (Kpavy~), an onomatopreic word, is used in Matt. 25: 6; 
Luke l : 42 (some mss. have phöne) ; Acts 23 : 9, R.V., " clamour; " 
Eph. 4 : 31, " clamour; " Heb. 5 : 7 ; Rev. 21 : 4, " crying." Some mss. 
havc it in Rcv. 14: 18 (thc most authentic have phöne). See CLAMOUR.~ 

2. BOt (ßo~), especially a cry for help, an onomatopreic word (cp. 
Eng., boo), connected with boaö (see B, No. l), is found in Jas. 5: 4.~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. BOAÖ (ßo&.w), akin to A, No. 2, signifies (a) to raise a cry, whether 

of joy, Gal. 4: 27, or Yexation, Acts 8: 7; (b) to spcak with a strong 
voice, Matt. 3 : 3 ; Mark I : 3 ; 15 : 34 ; Luke 3 : 4 ; 9 : 38 (somP. mss. 
have anaboaö here: see No. 2) ; John 1 : 23; Acts 17: 6; 25 : 24 (some 
mss. have epiboaö, No. 3, here); (c) to cry uut fur heljJ, Luke i8: 7, 38.~ 
For Acts 21: 34, see No. 8. 

2. ANABOAÖ (ai•aßo&.w), ana, up, intensive, and No. l, to lift up thc 
voice, cry out, is said ot Christ at the moment of His Death, a testimony 
to His supernatural power in giving np His lifP., Matt. 27: 46; in some 
mss. in Mark 15: 8, of the shouting of a multitude; in some mss. in 
Luke 9 : 38, of the crying out of a man in a company (see No. r). ~ 

3. EPIBOAO (€mßoaw), epi, upon, intensive, and No. 1 1 to rry out, 
exclaim vehemently, is used in some mss. in Acts 25: 24 (see No. l.~) 

4. KRAZÖ (Kpa,w), akin to A, No. I, to cry out, an onomatopreic word, 
used especially of the cry of the raven; then, of any inarticulate cries, 
from fear, pain etc. ; of the cry of a Canaanitish woman, Matt. 15 : 22 

(so the best mss., instead of kraugazö) ; of the shouts of the children in 
the Temple, Matt. 21 : 15 ; of the people who shouted for Christ to be 
crucified, 27 : 23 ; Mark 15 : 13, 14; of the cry of Christ on the Cross at 
the close of His sufferings, Matt. 27 : 50 ; Mark 15 : 39 (see No. 2, above). 

In John's Gospel it is used three times, out of the six, of Christ's 
utterances, 7 : 28, 37; 12 : 44. In the Acts it is not used of cries of 
distress, but chiefly of the shouts of opponents ; in the Apocalypse, 
chiefly of the utterances of heavenly beings concerning earthly matters ; 
in Rom. 8: 15 and Gal. 4: 6, of the appeal of believers to God the Father; 
in Rom. 9: 27, of a prophecy concerning Israel; in Jas. 5: 4, metaphori
cally, of hire kept back by fraud. 

Note : A recent translator renders this verb in Matt. 27 : 50 " uttered 
a scream," an utterly deplorable mistranslation, and a misrepresentation 
of thc nature of thc Lord's cry. 
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5. ANAKRAZO (d.vaKpa,w), ana, up, intensive, and No. 4, signifies 
to cry out loudly, Markl: 23; 6: 49; Luke 4: 33; 8: 28; 23: 18.~ 

6. KRAUGAZO (Kpavya,w), a stronger form of No. 4, to make a 
clamour or outcry (A, No. l), is used in Matt. 12 : 19, in a prophecy from 
Isaiah of Christ ; in Luke 4 : 41 (in the best mss., instead of krazö) ; 
John II : 43 ; 12 : 13 (in the best mss.) ; 18 : 40 ; 19 : 6, 12, 15 ; Acts 
22: 23.~ 

7. PHÖNEO (rpwvew), to utter a loud sound or cry, whether of 
animals, e.g., Matt. 26: 34; or persons, Luke 8: 8; 16: 24; this is the 
word which Luke uses to describe the cry of the Lord at the close of His 
sufferings on the Cross, Luke 23 : 46 (see under anaboao and krazo, above) ; 
also, e.g., Acts 16: 28; Rev. 14: 18. See CALL, A, No. 8, CRow. 

8. EPIPHÖNEÖ (€mrpwvew), No. 7, with epi, upon, or against, 
signifies to shout, either against, Luke 23 : 21 ; Acts 21 : 34 (in the best 
rnss„ No. r) ; 22 : 24, or in acclamation, Acts 12 : 22. See SHOUT.~ 

Note: For aphiemi, Mark 15 : 37, see UTTER. 
Comparing the variou!S verL!S, kaleö, deuoles to call out for any purposc, 

boao, to cry out as an expression of feeling, krazo, to cry out loudly. 
Kaleö suggests intelligence, boaö, S!!nsibilities, krazö, instincts. 

CRYSTAL 
A. Noun. 

KRUSTALLOS (KpJa-.,.a.>v\os), from kruos, ice, and hence properly 
anything congealed and transparent, denotes crystal, a kind of pn~cio111> 
stone, Rev. 4: 6; 22 : l. Rock-crystal is pure quartz; it crystallizes 
in hexagonal prisms, each with a pyramidical apex. ~ 

B. Verb. 
KRUSTALLIZO (Kpva-Ta.>v\l,w), to be of crystalline brightness and 

transparency, to shine like crystal, is found in Rev. 21 : II, where it is 
said of Christ as the " Light-giver " (phoster) of the Heavenly City (not 
phos, light, R.V. and A.V.). Possibly there the verb has a transitive 
force, to transform into crystal splendour, as of the effect of Christ upon 
His saints.~ 

CUBIT 
PECHUS (1T-ryxvs) denotes the fore-arm, i.e., the part between the 

hand and the elbow-joint; hence, a measure of length, not from the 
wrist to the elbow, but from the tip of the middle finger to the elbow joint, 
i.e., about a foot and a half, or a little less than two feet, Matt. 6: 27; 
Luke 12: 25; John 21: 8; Rev. 21: 17.~ 

CUMBER 
l. KATARGEO (Ka7'apylw), lit., to reduce to idleness or inactivity 

(kata, down, and argos, idle), is once rendered "cumber," Luke 13: 7. 
See ABOLISH. 
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2. PERISPAÖ (7TEpunr&.w), lit„ to draw around (peri), draw away, 
distract, is used in the Passive Voice in the sense of being over-occupied 
about a thing, to be cum bered, Luke ro : 40. ~ 

CUMMIN 
KUMINON {Kvµwov) is an umbelliferous plant with aromatic seeds, 

used as a condiment, Matt. 23 : 23. 

For the A.V. CUNNING see CRAFTINESS. For CUNNINGLY see 
DE VI SED 

CUP 
POTERION (7Tori}piov), a diminutive of poter, denotes, primarily, a 

drinking vessel ; hence, a cup (a) literal, as, e.g., in Matt. ro : 42. The 
cup of blessing, l Cor. ro: 16, is so named from the third (the fourth 
according to Edersheim) cup in the Jewish Passover Feast, over whieh 
th:rnks anil prnisP wPrn &iven to God. This eonneetion is not to bc 
rejeeted on the ground that the chureh at Corinth was unfamiliar with 
Jewish customs. That the eontrary was the case, see 5 : 7 ; (b) figurative, 
of one's lot or experienee, joyous or sorrowful (frequent in the Psalms; 
cp. Ps. rr6: r8, "r.llp of salvation "); in the N.T. it is used most 
frequently of the sufferings of Christ, Matt. 20: 22, 23; 26 : 39; Mark 
10: 38, 39; 14: 36; Luke 22 : 42; John 18 : II ; also of the evil deeds 
of Babylon, Rev. 17: 4; 18: 6; of Divine punishments to be inflicted, 
Rev. 14: lO; 16: 19. Cp. Ps. II: 6; 75: 8; Is. 51: 17; Jer. 25: 15; 
Ezek. 23 : 32-34 ; Zeeh. 12 : 2. 

CURE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

IASIS (ZaaiS'), a healing, a eure (akin to iaomai, to heal, and iatros, 
a physieian), is used in the plural in Luke 13: 32; in Aets 4: 22, 
"healing; " in 4: 30 with the preposition eis, unto, lit„ 'unto healing,' 
translated "heal." See HEALING. ~ 

B. Verb. 
THERAPEUÖ (BEpa71'dw), Eng„ therapeutics, etc., denotes (a) 

primarily, to serve (ep. therapeü and therapön), Aets 17 : 25 (A.V., 
" worshipped ") ; then, (b) to heal, restore to health, to eure ; it is usually 
translated" to heal," but "eure "in Matt. 17 : 16, 18; Luke 7 : 21; 9 : l ; 

John 5 : ro, Acts 28 : 9, R.V. See HEAL, WoRSHIP. 

CU RIO US 
Note: For the adjective periergos, busy about trifles, see BusYBODY: 

it is used of magic arts in Acts 19: 19 (lit., 'things that are around work,' 
and thus superfiuous),i.e., the arts of those who pry into fotbidden things, 
with the aid of evil spirits. See also l Tim. 5 : 13, where the meaning is 
" inquisitive," prying into other people's affairs. ~ 
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CURSE, CURSING (Noun and Verb), CURSED, ACCURSED 
A. Nouns. 

r. ARA (dpa), in its most usual meaning, a malediction, cursing 
(its other meaning is "a prayer "), is used in Rom. 3 : 14 (often in the 
Sept.).fi 

2. KATARA (KaTapa), kata, down, intensive, and No. I, denotes an 
execration, imprecation, curse, uttered out of malevolence, Jas. 3 : ro; 
2 Pet. 2 : 14 ; or pronounced by God in His righteous judgment, as 
upon a land doomed to barrenness, Heb. 6 : 8 ; upon those who seek for 
justification by obedience, in part or completely, to the Law, Gal. 3 : ro, 
13 ; in this r3th verse it is used concretely of Christ, as having" become a 
curse" for us, i.e., by voluntarily undcrgoing on thc Cross thc appointed 
penalty of the curse. He thus was identified, on our behalf, with the 
doom of sin. Here, not the verb in the Sept. of Deut. 21 : 23 is used 
(see B, No. 3), but the concrete noun.fi 

3. ANATHEMA (dv&6q.1.a), transliterated from the Greek, is frequently 
used in the Sept., where it translates the Heb. cherem, a thing devoted 
to God, whether (a) for His service, as thP. sa.r.rifir.P.s, LP.v. 27 : 28 (r.p. 
u:nuthemu, a vulive uffeiing, gifl), ur (b) for its destruction, as an idol, 
Deut. 7: 26, or a city, Josh. 6 : 17. Later it acquired the more general 
meaning of the disfavour of Jehovah, e.g„ Zech. 14: II. This is the 
meaning in the N.T. lt is used of (a) the sentence pronounced, Acts 
23: 14 (lit., 'cursed themselves with a curse; ' see anathematizö below) ; 
(b) of the object on which the curse is laid, " accursed ; " in the following, 
the R.V. keeps to the word "anathema," Rom. 9: 3; l Cor. 12: 3; 
16: 22; Gal. 1 : 8, 9, all of which tht:: A.V. render~ by "accursec.l '' 
except I Cor. 16: 22, where it has "Anathema." In Gal. l : 8, 9, the 
Apostle declares in the strongest manner that the Gospel he preached 
was the one and only way of salvation, and that to preach another was 
to nullify the Death of Christ. il 

4. KATATHEMA (KaTa6Eµa), or, as in some mss., the longer form 
katanathema, is stronger than No. 3 (kata, intensive), and denotes, by 
metonymy, an accursed thing (the object cursed being put for the curse 
pronounced), Rev. 22 : 3.i\ 

B~ Verbs. 
l. ANATHEMATIZÖ (dva6EµaTl{w), akin to No . .J, signifi.es to declare 

anathema, i.e., devoted to destruction, accursed, to curse, Mark 14: 71, 
or to bind by a curse, Acts 23: 12, 14, 2r.fi 

2. KATANATHEMATIZÖ (KaTava6EµaTl,w), a strengthened form 
of No. l, denotes to utter curses against, Matt. 26 : 74 ; cp. Mark's word 
concerning the same occasion (No. r).fi 

3. KATARAOMAI (KaTapa6µai), akin to A, No. 2, primarily signifies 
to pray against, to wish evil against a person or thing; hence to curse, 
Matt. 25 : 41 ; Mark II : 21 ; Luke 6 : 28 ; Rom. 12 : 14 ; Jas. 3 : 9. 
Somc mss. havc it in Matt. 5: 44.if 
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4. KAKOLOGEO (KaKoAoylw), to speak evil (kakos, evil, legö, to 
speak), is translated by the verb to curse in Matt. 15 : 4, and Mark 7 : 10, 

to speak evil of father and mother, not necessarily to curse, is what 
the Lord intended (R.V.). A.V. and R.V. have the verb to speak evil 
in Mark 9 : 39 and Acts 19 : 9. See Ev1L. 

C. Adjectives. 
I. EPIKATARATOS (emKa-rapaTos), cursed, accursed (epi, upon, and 

A, No. 2), is used in Gal. 3: 10, 13.~ 
2. EPARATOS (errapa-ros), accursed, is found, in the best mss., in 

John 7 : 49, R.V„ " accursed," instead of No. I. 

For CUSHION see PILLOW 

CUSTOM (Usage), ACCUSTOM (Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. ETHOS {WoS") denotes (a) a custom, usage, prescribed by law, 
Acts 6 : 14 ; 15 : l ; 25 : 16 ; a rite or cercmony, Luke 2 : 42 ; (b) a 
custom, habit, manner, Luke 22 : 39; John 19: 40; Heb. IO: 25 (A.V., 
"manncr "), Sec MANNEU, WoNr. 

2. SUNETHEIA (avll1}lh:ia), sun, with, ethos (see No. l), denotes (a) 
an iule1course, inlimacy, a meaning nol found in lhe N.T. ; (b) a custom, 
customary usage, John 18: 39; l Cor. II : 16; or force of habit, l Cor. 
8: 7, R.V., "heing used to" (some mss. here have simeidesis, consciencc; 
whence A.V., "with conscience of ")., 

B. Verbs. 
1. ETHTZÖ (Jfll~m), ;.ikin to A, No. T, signifü~s to <1r.r..nstom, or in the 

Passive Voice, tobe accustomed. In the participial form it is equivalent 
Lu a noun, "custom," Luke 2: 27.~ 

2. ETHO (Ww), to be accustomed, as in the case of No. 1, 

is used in the Passive participle as a noun, signifying a custom, Luke 
4 : 16; Acts 17 : 2 (A.V., "manner; " R.V., "custom ") ; in Matt. 
17: 15 and Mark IO: l, "was wont." See MANNER, WoNT.~ 

CUSTOM (Toll) 
r. TELOS (-rlAoS'), an end, termination, whether of time or purpose, 

denotes, in its secondary significance, what is paid for public ends, a toll, 
tax, cus~m, Matt. 17 : 25 (R.V., "toll ") ; Rom. 13: 7 (R.V. and A.V., 
"custom "). In Palestine the Herods of Galilee and Perrea received 
the custom; in Judrea it was paid to the Procurator for the Roman 
Government. See END, FINALLY, UTTERMOST. 

2. TELONION (n·Miviov) denotes a custom-house, for the collection 
of the taxes, Matt. 9: 9; Mark 2 : 14; Luke 5 : 27 (R.V., "place of toll"). 

CUT 
l. KOPTÖ (Korr-rw) denotes to cut by a blow, e.g., branches, Matt. 

21: 8; Mark II: 8. See BEWAIL, LAMENT, MOURN, WAIL. 
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2. APOKOPTO (aTToK6TTTw), to cut off, or cut away (apo, from, and 
No. 1), is used (a) literally, of members of the body, Mark 9 : 43, 45; 
John 18: 10, 26; of ropes, Acts 27 : 32; {b) metaphorically, in the Middle 
Voice, of cutting off oneself, to excommunicate, Gal. 5 : 12, of the 
Judaizing teachers, with a reference, no doubt, to circumcision.~ 

3. EKKOPTO (€KK6TTTw), lit„ to cut or strike out (ek,out or off, and 
No. 1), to cut down, is used (a) literally, Matt. S : 30 (in 3 : IO and 7 : 19 
and Luke 3: 9, "hewn down"); 18: 8; Luke 13: 7, 9; {b) metaphori
cally, of cutting off fromspiritual blessing, Rom. II: 22, 24; of depriving 
persons of an occasion for something, 2 Cor. II: 12. See HEW.~ 

Note: In l Pet. 3: 7 the best mss. have enkoptö, to hinder; some have 
ekkoptö. 

4. KATAKOPTO (KaTaK6TTTw), lit„ to cut down, cut in pieces (kata, 
down, intensive), Mark 5: 5, of the demoniac.~ 

5. DIAPRIO (8ta.ttplw) siguifies Lu saw asunder (dia, asunder, priö, 
to saw), to divide by a saw (as in l Chron. 20: 3, Sept.), hence, metaphori
cally, Lu ue sawn Lhrough mentally, to be reut with vexalion, to bc cut 
to the heart, is used in Acts 5 : 33 ; 7: ,54.~ 

6. DICHOTOMEO (Stx0To1dw), lit„ to cut into . two parts (dicha, 
apart, temnö, to cut, tome, a cutting), Matt. 24 : 51, to cut asunder, is used 
in Luke 12 : 46. Some take the reference to be to the mode of punish
ment by which criminals and captives were cut in two ; others, oQ account 
of the fact that in these passages the delinquent is still surviving after 
the treatment, take the verb to denote to cut up by scourging, to sconrge 
severely, the word being used figuratively. 

As to Matt. 24 : 51, it has been remarked that the cutting asunder 
was an appropriate punishment for one who had lived a double life. In 
both passages the latter part of the sentence applies to retribution beyond 
this life. ~ In the Sept. the verb is used in Ex. 29 : 17 of the dividing of 
the ram as a whole burnt offering at the consecration of the priests. ~ 
The corresponding noun is found in Gen. 15: II, 17; Ex. 29: 17; Lev. 
l : 8 ; Ezek. 24 : 4. ~ 

7. SUNTEMNÖ (uvvTlµ.vw), lit„ to cut together (sun, with, temnö, 
to cut; the simple verb temnö is not found in the N.T.), signiftes to 
contract by cutting, to cut short ; thus, to bring to an end or accompföh 
speedily; it is said of a prophecy or decree, Rom. 9: 28 (twice), from the 
Sept. of ls. IO : 23. See SHORT. ~ 

8. APHAIREO (acpatplw), to take away, remove, is translated "cut 
off" in Mark 14: 47, A.V., and Luke 22: 50, and "smote off" in Matt. 
26: 51; R.V., "struck off" in each place. See SMITE, TAKE. 

CYMBAL 
KUMBALON (Kvµ.ßa>.ov), a cymbal, was so called from its shape 

(akin to kumbos, a hollow basin, kumbe, a cup), and was made of bronze, 
two being struck together, l Cor. 13 : l. ~ 
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DAIL Y (Adjective) 
l. EPIOUSIOS (lmovatoS') is found in Matt. 6 : II and Luke II : 3. 

Some would derive the word from epi, upon, and eimi, to be, as if to 
signify " (bread) present," i.e., sufficient bread, but this formation is 
questionable. The same objection applies to the conjecture, that it is 
derived from epi, and ousia, and signifies " (bread) for sustenahce." The 
more probable derivation is from epi, and eimi, to go, (bread) for.going on, 
i.c., for thc morrow o.nd o.ftcr, or (breo.d) coming (for u~). See the R.V. 
marg. This suits the added semeron, "to-day," i.e„ the prayer is to 
be for bread that suffices for this day and next, so that the mind may 
conform to Christ's warning against anxiety for the morrow. Con
firmation of this derivation is also to 9e found in the wunl epivusq, iu lhe 
phrase "thc ncxt day," Acts 7: 26; 16: II.~ 

2. EPHEMEROS (l<f>~µ.EpoS') signifies "for the day" (epi, upon, 
or for, hßmera, a day, Eng., ephemcral), Jas. 2: 15.~ 

3. KATHEMERINOS (Ka81Jp.Epw6S') means, lit., according to (kata) 
the day (hemera), day by day, daily, Acts 6: 1.il 

Notes: The following phrases contain the word hemera, day, and are 
translated "daily "' or otherwise: (a) kath' hemeran, lit., according to, or 
for, (the) day, or throughout the day, " day by day," e.g., Luke II : 3 ; 
Acts 3 : 2 ; 16 : 5 ; l Cor. 15 : 31 ; Heb. 7 : 27 ; (b) hemera kai hemera, 
lit., day and day, " day by day," 2 Cor. 4 : 16 ; (c) hemeran ex hemeras, 
lit., day from day, " from day to day," 2 Pet. 2 : 8 ; (d) semeron, " this 
day," or "to-day," used outside the Synoptists and the Acts, in 2 Cor. 
3 : 14, 15, eight times in Hebrews, and in ] as. 4 : 13 ; (e) tes semeron 
hemeras, " (unto) this very day," Rom. II : 8 (R.V.) ; (f) tas hemeras, 
Luke 21 : 37, R.V., "every day," for A.V., "in the daytime; " (g) pasan 
hemeran, Acts 5 : 42, R.V., "every day; " preceded by kata in Acts 
17: 17, R.V., "every day;" (h) kath' hekasten hemeran, lit., 'according 
to each day,' Heb. 3 : 13, " day by day/' R.V. 

DAINTY 
LIPAROS (,\map6S') properly signifies oily, or anointed with oil (from 

lipos, grease, connected with aleiphö, to anoint) ; it is said of things which 
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pertain to delicate and sumptuous living; hence," dainty," Rev. 18: 14., 
In the Sept., Judg. 3 : 29 ; Neh. 9 : 35 ; Is. 30 : 23., 

For DAMAGE see LOSS 

For DAMNABLE, DAMNATION and DAMNED, see CONDEM
NATION, DESTRUCTION, JUDGE, JUDGMENT 

DAMSEL 
r. KORASION (Kopamov), a diminutive of kore, a girl, denotes a little 

girl (properly a colloquial word, often used disparagingly, but not so in 
later writers); in the N.T. it is used only in familiar conversation, Matt. 
9: 24, 25 (A.V., "maid "); 14: II; Mark 5: 41, 42; 6: 22, .28., 

2. PAIDION (?Talfüov), a diminutive of pais, denotes a young child 
(male or female) in the A.V. of Mark 5 : 39, 40, 41 (ist line) ; the R.V. 
corrects " damsel " to " child," so as to distinguish between the narrative 
of facts, and the homely address to the little girl herself, in which, and 
in the following scntcncc, korasfon is med. (See No. 1). See CHILD. 

3. PAIDISKE {?TatSluKTJ) denotes a young girl, or a female slave; 
"damscl," :A.V„ in John 18: 17; Acts 12: 13; 16: 16; R.V. "maid" 
in each case. See BoNDMAID, BONDWOMAN, MAID, MAIDEN. 

DAN CE 
ORCHEÖ (opxlw), cp. Eng„ orchestra, probably originally signified 

to lift up, as of the feet. ; hence, to leap with regularity of motion, lt 
is always uscd in the Middle Voice, Matt. II : 17; 14: 6; Mark 6 : 22 ; 

Luke 7: 32. The performance by the daughlcr uf Herudias is the only 
clear instance of artistic dancing, a form introduced from Greek customs. ~ 

DANCING 
CHOROS (xop6s), Eng„ chorus, primarily denoted an enclosure for 

dancing; hence, a company of dancers and singers. The supposition 
t.hat the word is connected with orcheo by metath~sis (i.e., change of place, 
of the letters eh and o) seems tobe without foundation. The word is used 
in Luke 15 : 25. ft 

DANGER, DANGEROUS 
A. Verb. 

KINDUNEUO (KwOvv€vw) properly signifies to run a risk, face da:nger, 
but is used in the N.T. in the sense of being in <langer, jeopardy, Acts 
19: 27, 40. lt is translated "were in jeopardy" in Luke 8 : 23, and 
"stand we in jeopardy," I Cor. 15 : 30. ~ 

Note: Kindunos, akin to A, peril, <langer, is always rendered" peril," 
Rom. 8: 35 and 2 Cor. II: 26 (eight times)., 
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B. Adjectives. 
r. ENOCHOS (lvoxoS'), lit„ held in, contained in (en, in, echö, to have, 

hold), hence, bound under obligation to, liable to, subject to, is used in 
the sense of being in danger of the penal effect of a misdeed, i.e., in a 
forensic sense, signifying the connection of a person with (a) his crime, 
"guilty of an eternal sin," Mark 3: 29, R.V. ; (b) the trial or tribunal, as a 
result of which sentence is passed, Matt. 5 : 21, 22, " the judgment," 
" the council ; " enochos here has the obsolete sense of control (J. 
Hastings) ; (c) the penalty itself, 5 : 22, "the hell of fire," and, with the 
translation "worthy" (A.V., "guilty "), of the punishment determined 
to be inflicted on Christ, Matt. 26: 66 and Mark 14: 64, " death; " 
(d) the person or thing against whom or which the offence is committed, 
l Cor. II : 27, "guilty," the crime being against "the body and blood of 
the Lord; " Jas. 2 : IO, „ guilty" of an offence against all the Law, 
because of a breach of one commandment. 

Apart from the forensic sense, this adjective is used of the thing by 
whid1 uue is uuuud, "suuject Lu „ (uumlage), in Heb. 2 : 15. See GUILTY, 
SUBJECT, WORTHY.~ 

2. EPISPHALES {brwef>a.A~S'), lit., prone to fall (epi, upon, i.e., near 
upon, sphallö, to fall), hence, insecure, dangerous, is used in Acts 27: 9.4Vr 

DARE, DARING, DURST 
A. Verb. 

TOLMAÖ (-ro>.µ&.w) significs to dare,· (a) in the sense of not drcading 
or shunning through Lear, Matt. 2:.:: 46; Mark 12: 34; Mark 15 ;,43, 
" boldly," lit., ' having dared, went in ; ' Luke 20 : 40 ; John 21 : 12 ; 
Acts 5 : 13; 7: 32; Rom. 15 : 18; 2 Cor. rn: 2, R.V., "shP.w r.onrage," 
(A.V.," be hold"); ro :;12, R.V.," are (not) hold;" II: 21; Phil. l: 14, 
"are hold; " Jude 9; (b) in the sense of bearing, enduring, bringing one
self to do a thin:g, Rom. 5: 7; l Cor. 6: l.~ Cp. apotolmaö, tobe very 
bold, Rom. ro : 20. ~ See BoLD. 

B. Adjective. 
· TOLMETES {-ro>.µ71~S'), akin to A, daring, is used in 2 Pet. 2: ro, 

R.V., "daring" (A.V., "presumptuous "), shameless and irreverent 
daring.~ 

DARK, DARKEN, DARKLY, DARKNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

l. SKOTEINOS {o-Ko-rewos), full of darkness, or covered with darkness, 
is translated " dark " in Luke II : 36 ; · " full of darkness," in Matt. 6 : 23 
and Luke II : 34, where the physical condition is figurative of the moral. 
Thc group of skot-words is dcrivcd from a root ska-, mcaning to covcr. 
The same root is to be found in skene, a tent.~ 

Note: Contrast phöteinos, full of light, e.g., Matt. 6: 22. 

2. AUCHMEROS (avxµ71pck), from auchmos, drought produced by 
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excessive heat, hence signifies dry, murky, dark, 2 Pet. I : 19 (R.V. marg., 
"squalid "). No. I signifies darkness produced by covering; No. 2, 

darkness produced by being squalid or murky.~ 
B. Nouns. 

L SKOTIA (aKo'rla) is used (a) of physical darkness, " dark," John 
6 : I'J, lit., ' daf;kness had come on,' and 20 : I, lit., ' darkness still being; ' 
(b) of, secrecy, in general, whethcr what is done therein is good or evil, 
Matt. IO : 27 ; Luke 12 : 3 ; (c) of spiritual or moral darkness, emblematic 
of sin" as a condition of moral or spiritual depravity, Matt. 4: 1fr; John 
1:5; 8:12; 12:35,46; 1John1:5; 2:8,9,,Ii.~ 

2. SKOTOS (aK6Tos), an older form than· No. I, grammatically 
masculine, is found in some mss .. in·Heb. 12: 18.~ 

3. SKOTOS (aK6Tos), a neuter·.noun, frequent in the Sept., is used 
in the N.T.·as the equivalent of No. l ;. (a) of physical darkness, Matt. 
27 : 45 ; 2 Cor. 4: 6; (b) of intellectual darkness, Rom. ?, : 19 (cp. C, 
No. 1) ; · (c) of hlinrlrn~ss, Ac.ts 13 : II ; (d) by metonymy, Qf the 
place of punishment, e.g,, Matt. 8 : 12 ; 2 PeL 2 : 17 ; Jude 13 ;. (e) 
metaphorically, of moral an<l spirilual <la1k11ess/ e.g., Matt. 6: 23; 
Luke I; 79;. n: 35; John 3: 19; Acts 26.n8; 2 Cor. 6: l4; Eph. 
6 : 12 ; CoL l : 13 ; r Thess. 5 :4, S; I Pet.'2 ; 9; r:John l : 6; (/) by 
metonymy, of those who are in moral or spiritual darkness, Eph. 5: 8; 
(g) of evil works, Rom. 13 : 12 ; Eph. 5 : II ; (h) of the evil powers that 
dominate the world, Luke 22 : 53; (i) of secrecy [as in No. 1, (b)]. While 
sko.tos is used more tha.n twice as many times as skotia in the N.T., the 
Apostle John uses skotos only once, I John. I : 6, but skotia 15 times out 
of the 18. 

"With the exception of the significance of secrecy [No. I, (b) and No .. 3 
(i)], darkness is always used in a bad sense.·· Moreover the different forms 
of.darkness are so closely.allied, being either cau~e and effect, or else con
current effects ofthe sa:ip.e cause, that they cannot always be distinguished ; 
I John I : 5 ; 2 : 8, e.g„ are passages in which botk spiritual and moral 
darkness are intended."* 

4• ZOPHOS ('6cfoos) denotes the gloom of the nether world; hence, 
thick darkness, darkness that may be felt; it is rendered "darkness" 
in Heb. 12 : 18; 2 Pet. 2 : 4 and Jude 6; in 2 Pet. 2 : 17, R.V., " black
ness," A.V., "mists; " in Jude 13, R.V. and A.V., " blackness." See 
BLACKNEss, B, Nos. 1 and 2, M1sT.'if 

C. Vetbs. 
I. SKOTIZÖ (aKoTl,w), to deprive of light, to make dark, is used 

in the N.T. in the Passive Voice only, (a) of the heavenly bodies, .Matt. 
24: 29; Mark 13: 24; Rev .. 8: 12; (b) metaphorically, of the mind, 
Rom~ I : 21 ; II : 10; (some mss. have it in Luke 23 : 45).~ 

2. SKOTOO (aKoT6w), to darken, is used (a) of the ·heavenly bodies, 
Rev. 9 : 2 ; 16 : 10 ; (b) metaphorically, of the mind, Eph. 4: 18., 

• From: Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine; pp. 157, 158. 
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Note: The phrase en ainigmati, lit., 'in an enigma,' is rendered 
"darkly" in l Cor. 13: 12. Ainigma is akin to the verb ainissomai, to 
hint obscurely. The allusion is to Numb. 12 : 8 (Sept.), "not in (dia, 
by means of) dark speeches" (lit., enigmas); God's communications to 
Moses were not such as in the case of dreams, etc. After the same analogy, 
what we see and know now is seen " darkly " compared with the direct 
vision in the presence of God hcreafter. The riddles of seeming obscurity 
in life will all be made clear. 

DART 
BELOS (ßl>.os), akin to ballö, to throw, denotes a missile, an arrow, 

javelin, dart, elc., Eph. 6: 16 (see FIERY).~ Cp. bole, a stone's throw or 
cast, Luke 22 : 41,~; bolizö, to sound (to fathom the ·depth of water), 
Acts 27 : 28. ~ 

Note: The uuuu bolis, a dart, is found in some texts in Heb. 12: 20 

(see A.V.).~ 

DASH 
l. PROSKOPTÖ (7rporr1C07T-rw) denotes to beat upon or against, to 

strike against, dash against (pros, to or against, koptö, to strike, beat) ; 
hence, of the foot, to stumble, "dash" (A.V. and R.V.), Matt. 4: 6; 
Luke 4: II. Sec BEAT, STUMBLE. 

2. RHEGNUMI (p1]yvvµ.i), to tear, rend, break, is used of the action of 
a demon upon a human victim, Mark 9: 18," dasheth ... uuwn," R.V.; 
(A.V., marg. ; A.V., text, "teareth ") ; Luke 9: 42, R.V., "dashed 
... down" (A.V., "threw ... down"). See BREAK, No. 6. 

3. EDAPHIZO (JSaef>l{w), to beat level with the earth, e.g., as a 
threshing floor (q„. edaphos, the ground), Luke 19: 44; R.V., "shall 
dash (thee) to the ground ;" (A.V., "shall lay (thee) even with the 
ground "). See GROUND.~ 

DAUGHTER, DAUGHTER-IN-LAW 
l. THUGATER (8vya'T'l'}p), a daughter, (etymologically, Eng„ daughter 

is connected), is used of (a) the natural relationship (frequent in the 
Gospels) ; (b) spiritual relationship to God, 2 Cor. 6: 18, in the sense of the 
practical realization of acceptante with, and the approval of, God (cp. 
lsa. 43: 6), the only place in the N.T. where it applies to spiritual 
relationship; (c) the inhabitants of a city or region, Matt. 21 : 5; John 
12 : 15 {" of Zion") ; cp. Is. 37 : 22 ; Zeph. 3 : 14 (Sept.) ; (d) the 
women who followed Christ to Calvary, Luke 23: 28; (e) women of 
Aaron's posterity, Luke l: 5; (/} a female descendant of Abraham, 
Luke 13: 16. 

2. THUGATRION (8vy&rpiov), a diminutive of No. I, denotes a little 
daughter, Mark 5: 23; 7: 25.~ 

3. PARTHENOS (7rap8lvos-), a maiden, virgin, e.g., Matt. l: 23, 
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signifies a virgin-daughter in l Cor. 7 : 36, 37, 38 (R.V.) ; in Rev. 14 : 4, 
it is used of chaste persons. See VIRGIN. 

4. NUMPHE (vvµ.q>'ry), Eng., nymph, denotes a bride, John 3: 29; 
also a daughter-in-law, Matt. ro : 35 ; Luke 12 : 53. See BRIDE. 

Note: In l Pet. 3: 6, teknon, a child, is translated "daughters" 
(A.V.), "children " {R.V.). 

DAWN 
A. Verbs. 

l. AUGAZÖ (atiyd~w), to shine, is used metaphorically of the light of 
dawn, in 2 Cor. 4: 4 (some texts have kataugazö). Cp. auge, brightness or 
break of day, Acts 20 : II. The word formerly meant to see clearly, and 
it is possible that this meaning was continued in general usage. f1 

2. DIAUGAZÖ (Oiavya,w) signifies to shine through (dia, through, 
auge, brightness) ; it describes the breaking of daylight upon the darkness 
of night, metaphorically in 2 Pet. l : 19, of the shining of spiritual light into 
the heart. A probable reference is to the Day to be ushered in at the 
Sccond Coming of Christ : ' until the Day gleam through the present 
darkness, and the Light-bringer dawn in your hearts.'fl 

Note: Cp. diauges, translucent, transparent, Rev. 21 : 21 (some texts 
have diaphanes, "transparent ").fl 

3. EPIPHÖSKO (~m,Pwr:11ccv), to grow light (1'.fii, npnn, phns, lieht), 
in the sense of shining upon, is used in Matt. ·28 : l; in Luke 23 : 54, 
" drew on" (of the Sabbath-day) ; R.V., marg., " began to dawn." 
See DRAW.fl 

B. Noun. 
ORTHROS (op9pos), daybrcak, dcnotes ~· at early dawn," Luke 

24: l (R.V.), "early in the morning" (A.V.), and John 8: 2 (A.V. and 
R.V.); in Acts 5 : 21, R.V., "about daybreak,". for A.V., "early in the 
morniflg."fl 

Note: Cp. orthrios, "early," in some texts in Luke 24: 22 ;fi 
orthrinos, a later form of orthros, in some mss. in Rev. 22 : 16 ;fi orthrizö, 
to do anything early in the morning, in Luke 21 : 38. fJ 

DAY 
A. Nouns. 

I. HEMERA (~µ.lpa), a day, is used of (a) the period of naturalJight, 
Gen. 1 : 5 ; Prov. 4 : 18 ; Mark 4 : 35 ; (b) the same, but figuratively, for 
a period of opportunity for service, John 9 : 4; Rom. 13 : 13; (c) one 
period of alternate light ap.d darkness, Gen. 1 : 5 ; Mark 1 : 13 ; (d) a 
period of undefined length marked by certain characteristics, such as 
"the day of small things," Zech. 4: ro; of perplexity and distress, 
Isa. 17 : II ; Obad. 12-14; of prosperity and of adversity, Ecc. 7 : 14 ; 
of trial or testing„ Psa. 95 : 8; of salvation, Isa. 49 : 8; 2 Cor. 6 : 2; cp. 
Luke 19: 42; of evil, Eph. 6: 13; of wrath and revelation of the judg-
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ments of God, Rom. 2 : 5 ; (e) an appointed time, Ecc. 8 : 6 ; Eph. 4 : 30 ; 
(/) a notable defeat in battle, etc. Isa. 9 : 4 ; Psa. 137 : 7 ; Ezek. 30 : 9; 
Hos. l : II; (g) by metonymy = 'when,' 'at the time when;' (1), of 
the past, Gen. 2 : 4; Numb. 3 : 13; Deut. 4: 10, (2), of the future, Gen. 
2 : 17 ; Ruth 4 : 5 ; Matt. 24 : 50 ; Luke l : 20 ; (h) a judgment or doom, 
Job. 18: 20.* (i) of a time of life, Luke l: 17, 18 (" years "). 

As the day throws light upon things that have been in darkness, the 
word is often associated with the passing of judgment upon circum.stances. 
In l Cor. 4: 3, "man's day," A.V., "man's judgement," R.V., denotes 
mere human judgment upon matters (" man's " translates the adjective 
anthröpinos, human), a judgmefit exercised in the present period of 
human rebellion against " God ; " probably therefore " the Lord's Day," 
Rev. l : 10, or 'the Day of the Lord' (where an adjective, kuriakos, is 
similarly used), is the Day of His manifested judgment on the world. 

The phrases" the day of Christ," Phil. l : IO ; 2 : 16; "the day of Jesus 
Christ," l : 6; "the day of the Lord Jesus," l Cor.:; : :; ; 2 Cor. l : 14 ; 
" the day of our Lord Jesus Christ," l Cor. l : 8, denote the time of the 
Parousia of Christ with His saints,subscqucnt to thc Rapturc, l Thess. 4 : 16, 

17. In 2 Pet. l : 19 this is spoken of simply as" the day," (see DAY-STAR). 
From these the phrase " the day of the Lord " is to be distinguished ; 

in the O.T. it had reference to a time of the victorious interposition by 
God for the overthrow of the foes of Israel, e.g., Is. 2 : 12; Arnos 5 : 18; 

if Israel transgressed in the pride of their hearts, the Day of the Lord would 
be a time of darkness and judgment. For their foes, however, there 
would come' a great and terrible day of the Lord,' Joel 2 : 31 ; Mal. 4: 5. 
That period, slill fulure, will see lhe complele overlhrow of Gentile 
power and the establishment of Messiah~s Kingdom, Isa. 13 : 9-II ; 
34: 8; Dan. 2: 34, 44; Obad. 15; cp. Isa. 61: 2; John 8: 56. 

In the N.T. "the day of the Lord" is mentioned in l Thess. 5: 2 and 
z Thess. 2 : 2, R.V„ where the Apostle's warning is that the church at 
Thessalonica should not be deceived by thinking that " the Day of the 
Lord is now present." This period will not begin till the circumstances 
rnentioned in verses 3 and 4 take place. 

For the eventual development of the Divine purposes in relation to 
the human race see 2 Pet. 3 : 12, " the Day of God." 

2. AUGE (aVyi]), brightness, bright, shining, a.:; of the sun ; hence, 
the beginning of daylight, is translated "break of day" in Acts 20: II.~ 

B. Adverb. 
ENNUCHA (ivvvxa), the neuter plural of ennuchos, used adverbially, 

lit., in night (en, in, nux, night, with lian, " very "), signifies very early, 
yet in the night, "a great while before day," Mark l: 35.~[ 

Notes: (1) For phrases, see DAILY. (2) In Mark 6: 35, the clause 
" the day was far spent " is, lit„ ' a much hour (i.e., a late hour) having 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. t 30, 151. 
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become,' or, perhaps, 'many an hour having become,' i.e. many hours 
having passed. In the end of the ver., R.V.," day," for A.V.," time." (3) 
In Mark 2 : 26, A.V., "in the days of," there is no word for" days "in the 
original; R.V. (from best mss.), "when; " in Acts II : 28, "in the days 
of ". (4) In John 21 : 4, the adjective pröios, at early morn, is translated 
"day" (R.V., for A.V., "the morning ") ; see Matt. 27: r.~ (S) In 
2 Thess. 2 : 3, " that day shall not come " (A.V.) translates nothing in the 
original; it is inserted to supply the sense (see the R.V.) ; cp. Luke 7 : II 
(R.V., "soon afterwards ") ; l Cor. 4: 13 (R.V., "even until now "). 

(6) For "day following" see MORROW. 

For DAYBREAK (R.V., in Acts S: 21), see DAWN, B 

DAYSPRING 
ANATOL~ (civaToA?]), lit., a rising up (cp. anatellö, to cause to rise), is 

used of the rising of the sun and stars ; it chiefly means the east, as in 
Matt. 2 : l, etc. ; rendcrcd "dayspring" in Luke l : 78. Its other 
meaning, "a shoot," is found in the Sept. in Jer. 23 : S ; Zech. 6: 12. 

See also the margin of Luke 1 : 78, 1' brauch." See EAsr. 

DAY-STAR 
PHÖSPHOROS (<f>wu<f>6por;), Eng., phosphorus, lit., light-bearing (phös, 

light, phero, to bear), is used of the morning star, as the light
bringer, :l Pet. I : 19, where it indicates the ari~ine of the light of Christ 
as the Personal fulfilment, in the hearts of believers, of the prophetic 
Scriptures concerning His Coming to receive them to Himself., 

DAZZLING 
l. ASTRAPTÖ (ciuTpa1TTw), to flash forth, lighten, is said of lightning, 

Luke 17: 24, and of the apparel of the two men by the Lord's sepulchre, 
24: 4, A.V., "shining." See LIGHTEN, SHINE.~ 

2. EXASTRAPTÖ (lgauTpamw), a strengthened form of No. l (ek, 
out of), signifies to flash like lightning, gleam, be radiant, in Luke 
9: 29 of the Lord's raiment at His transfiguration, R.V., "dazzling; " 
A.V., "glistering.", In the Sept., Ezek. l : 4, 7; Nahum 3 : 3., 

ÜEACON 
DIAKONOS (3,aKovor;), whence Eng. deacon, primarily denotes a 

servant, whether as doing servile work, or as an atteridant rendering free 
setvice, without particular reference to its character. The word is 
probably connected with the verb diökö, to hasten after, pursue (perhaps 
originally said of a runner). ••lt occurs in the N.T. of domestic servants, 
John 2: 5, 9; the civil ruler, Rom. 13: 4; Christ, Rom. 15: 8; Gal. 
2 : 17 ; the followers of Christ in relation to their Lord, John 12 : 26 ; Eph. 
6: 21 ; Col. I : 7; 4: 7; the followers of Christ in rclation to one another, 
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Matt. 20 : 26 ; 23 : II ; Mark 9 : 35 ; 10 : 43 ; the servants of Christ in 
the work of preaching and teaching, l Cor. 3 : 5 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 6 ; 6 : 4 ; 
II : 23 ; Eph. 3 : 7 ; Col. l : 23, 25 ; l Thess. 3 : 2 ; l Tim. 4 : 6 ; those 
who serve in the churches, Rom. 16 : l (used of a woman here only in 
N.T.) ; Phil. l : l ; l Tim. 3 : 8, 12 ; false apostles, servants of Satan, 
2 Cor. II : 15. Once diakonos is used where, apparently, angels are 
intended, Matt. 22 : 13; in ver. 3, where men are intended, doulos is 
used."* 

Diakonos is, generally speaking, to be distinguished from doulos, a 
bondservant, slave; aiakonos views a servant in relationship to his work; 
doulos views him in relationship to his master. See, e.g., Matt. 22 : 2-14; 
those who bring in the guests (vv. 3, 4, 6, 8, rn) are douloi; those who 
carry out the king's sentence (v. 13) are diakonoi. ~ 

Note: As to synonymous terms, leitourgos denotes one who performs 
public duties; misthios and misthötos, a hired servant; oiketes, a household 
i;ervant ; hupere.tes, a subordinatP offida 1 w;-iitine on his snperior (oriein;-i lly 
an under-rower in a war-galley) ; therapön, one whose service is that of 
freedom and dignity. See MINISTER, SERVANT. 

The so-called Seven Deacons in Acts 6 are not there mentioned by that 
name, though the kind of service in which they were engagerl was of the 
character of that committed to such. 

DEAD 

A. Noun and Adjective. 
NEKROS (v€Kp6s} is used of (a) the death of the body, cp. Jas. 2 : 26, 

its most frequent sense : (b) the actual spiritual condition of unsaved 
men, Matt. 8 : 22 ; John 5 : 25 ; Eph. 2 : l, 5 ; 5 : 14; Phil. 3 : II ; 

Col. 2 : 13 ; cp. Luke 15 : 24 : (c) the ideal spiritual condition of believers 
in regard to sin, Rom. 6 : II : (d) a church in declension, inasmuch as in 
that state it is inactive and barren, Rev. 3 : l : (e) sin, which apart 
from law cannot produce a sense of guilt, Rom. 7 : 8 : (j) the body of the 
believer in contrast to his spirit, Rom. 8: IO: (g) the works of the Law, 
inasmuch as, however good in themselves, Rom. 7: 13, they cannot 
produce life, Heb. 6 : 1 ; 9 : 14 : (h) the faith that does not produce works, 
Jas. 2: 17, 26; cp. ver. 20.t 

B. Verbs. 
l. NEKROÖ (v€Kp6w}, to put to death, is used in the Active Voice 

in the sense of destroying the strength of, depriving of power, with 
reference to the evil desires which work in the body, Col. 3 : 5. In the 
Passive Voice it is used of Abraham's body as being "as good as dead," 
Rom. 4 : 19 with Heb. II : 12. ~ 

2. THANATOÖ (OavaT6w), to put to dcath: sec DEATII, C. No. I. 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine. p. 91. 
t From Notes on Thessalonians by Hoggand Vine, p. 143. 
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DEADLY 
l. THANATEPHOROS (8ava-rYJ</Jopo>), lit., death-bearing, deadly 

(thanatos, death, pherö, to bear), is used in Jas. 3: 8.~ In the Sept., 
Numb. 18: 22; Job 33: 23.fi 

2. THANASIMOS (8avamµ.o>), from thanatos (see No. l), belonging to 
death, or partaking of the nature of death, is used in Mark 16 : 18. fi 

HALF DEAD 
HEMITHANES Mµ.i8avr}>), from hemi, half, and thneskö, to die, is 

used in Luke ro : 30. fi 

DEADNESS 
NEKR0SIS (v€Kpwai>), a putting to death (cp. DEAD, A and ß), is 

rendered " dying " in 2 Cor. 4 : ro ; " deadness " in Rom. 4 : 19, i.e„ 
the state of being virtually dead. if 

DEAF 
KOPHOS (Kw<fios), o.kin to koptö, to beat, a.nd kopiaö, to be tired 

(from a root kop-, to cut), signifies blunted, dull, as of a weapon; hence, 
blunted in tongue, dumb, Matt. 9 : 32 etc. ; in hearing, deaf, Matt. II : 5 ; 
Mark 7 : 32, 37 ; 9 : 25 ; Luke 7 : 22. See DuMB. 

For a GREAT DEAL see GREAT 

DEAL 
MERIZÖ (µ!rpl,cv) signifies to divide into parts (meros, a portion, 

part) ; hence, to distribute, divide out, deal out to, translated " hath 
dealt " in Rom. 12 : 3. See DIFFERENCE, DrsTRIBUTE, DIVIDE. 

DEAL WITH, HA VE DEALINGS WITH 
l. POIEÖ (7Tot€w), to do, used to describe almost any act, whether 

cornplete or repeated, like the Eng. " do," is translated to deal with, in 
Luke 2: 48. In Luke l : 25, A.V„ "hath dealt with (rne)," the R.V„ 
adhering to the ordinary rneaning, translates by "hath done unto (me) ". 

2. PROSPHERÖ (1Tpoa</J€pw), tc. bring or bear to (pros, to, pherö, to 
bear), signifies, in the Middle Voice, to bear oneself towards any one, to 
deal with anyone in a certain manner, Heb. 12: 7," God dealeth with you." 
See BRING, ÜFFER, PRESENT. 

3. SUNCHRAOMAI (avyxpaoµ.ai), lit„ to use with (sun, with, chraomai, 
to use), to have in joint use, and hence to have dealings with, is said, in 
John 4: 9, of Jews and Sarnaritans.fi 

Notes: (1) In Acts 25; 241 entimchanö, to fall in with, meet and talk 
with, and hence to make suit to a person by way of pleading with him, 
is translated" have dealt with" in the A.V. ; correctly in the R.V„" have 
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made suit to," of the Jews in appealing to Festus against Paul. See 
INTERCESSION. 

(2) Katasophizomai, to circumvent by fraud, conquer by subtle devices 
(kata, down, intensive, and sophizö, to devise cleverly or cunningly; 
cp. Eng., sophist, sophistry), is translated" dealt subtilly," in Acts 7 : 19, 

of Pharaoh's dealings with the Israelites.~ This is the word in the 
Sept. of Ex. l: 10. See SuBTILLY.'j 

(3) In l Thess. 2: II the italicised phrase "we dealt with" (R.V.), 
has no corresponding word in the original, but is inserted in order to 
bring out the participial forms of the verbs "exhorting," "encouraging," 
" testifying," as showing the constant practice of the apostles at Thessa
lonica. The incompleteness of the sentence in the original illustrates the 
informal homeliness of the Epistle. 

(4) In 2 Cor. 13 : 10, the verb chraomai, to use, is rendered, in the 
R.V„ " deal (sharply)," A.V„ " use (sharpness)." 

DEAR 
l. TIMIOS (-rlµ.ios), from time, honour, price, signifies (u), piimarily, 

accounted as of great price, precious, costly, l Cor. 3 : 12 ; Rev. 17: "4; 
18 : 12, 16; 21 : 19, and in the superlative degree, 18 : 12; 21 : II ; the 
comparative degree is found in l Pet. l : 7 (polittimoteros, in the most 
authcntic mss„ "much morc precious ") ; (b) in the metaphorical sense, 
hel<l in honour, esteemed, very dear, Acts 5: 34, "had in·honour," R.V. 
(A.V., "had in reputation "); so in Heb. 13: 4, R.V., "let marriage be 
had in honour; " A.V„ "is honourable; " Acts 20: 24, " dear," nega
tively of Paul's estimate of his life; Jas. 5 : 7, "precious" (of fruit) ; 
l Pet. l : 19, " precious " (of the blood of Christ) ; 2 Pet. l : 4 (of God's 
promises). See CosTLY, HoNOURABLE, REPUTATION, PRECIOUS.~ Cp. 
timiötes, prcciousncss, Rev. 18 : 19. ~ 

2. ENTIMOS (~v-riµ.os), held in honour (time, see above), precious, 
dear, is found in Luke 7 : 2, of the centurion's servant; 14: 8, " more 
honourable;" Phil. 2: 29, "honour" (A.V., "reputation "), of devoted 
servants of Christ; in l Pet. 2 : 4, 6," precious," of stones, metaphorically. 
See HONOURABLE, REPUTATION, PRECIOUS.~ 

3. AGAPETOS (dya1T71-r6>), from agape, love, signifies beloved; it is 
rendercd" vcry dcar" in l Thcss. 2: 8 (A.V., " dear "), of the affection of 
Paul and his fellow-workers for the saints at Thessalonica ; in Eph. 5 : l 
and Col. l: 7, A.V„ "dear;" R.V„" beloved." See BELOVED. 

Note: In Col. I: 13, agape is translated "dear" in the A.V.; the 
R.V., adhering to the noun, has "the Son of His love." 

For DEARLY see BELOVED 

For DEARTH see FAMINE 
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DEATH, DEATH-STROKE 
(See also DIE) 

A. Nouns. 
l. THANATOS (Oava'ToS'), death, is used in Scripture of: 

DEA 

(a) the separation of the soul (the spiritual part of man) from the 
body (the material part), the latter ceasing tO function and turning to 
dust, e.g., John II: 13; Heb. 2: 15; 5: 7; 7: 23. In Heb. 9: 15, the 
A.V., " by means of death" is inadequate; the R.V., " a death having 
taken place" is in keeping with the subject. In Rev. 13 : 3, 12, the R.V., 
"death-stroke" (A.V., "deadly wound. ") is, lit., the stroke of death: 

(b) the separation of man from God; Adam died on the day he dis
obeyed God, Gen. 2: 17, and hence all mankind are born in the same 
spiritual condition, Rom. 5 : 12, 14, 17, 21, from which, however, those 
who believe in Christare delivered, John 5 : 24; l John 3: 14. Death is 
the opposite of life ; it never denotes non-existence. As spiritual life is 
"conscious existence in communion with God," so spiritual death is 
"conscious existence in separation from God." 

" Death, in wilichcvcr of the above-mentioncd scnses it is used, is 
always, in Scripture, viewed as the penal consequence of sin, and since 
sinners alone are subject to death, Rom. 5 : 12, it was as the Bearer of sin 
that the Lord Jesus submitted thereto on the Cross, l Pet. 2 : 24. And 
while thc physicul death of the Lord Jesus was of the essence of His 
sacrifice, it was not the whole. The darkness symbolised, and His cry 
expressed, the fact that He was left alone in the Universe, He was • for
saken; ' cp. Matt. 27: 45, 46."'.i' 

2. ANAIRESIS (dvalpwi>), another wor<l for death, lit. signifies a 
taking up or oft (anq, up, airö, to take), as of the taking of a life, or putting 
to death; it is.found in Acts 8 : l, of the murder of Stephen. Some mss. 
have it in 22: 20. See anaireö, under KILL.~ In the Sept., Numb. 
II: 15; Judg. 15: 17, "the lifting of the jawbone."~ 

3. TELEUTE (TeAevr~), an end, limit (cp. telos, see END), hence, the 
end of life, death, is used of the death of Herod, Matt. 2 : 15.~ 

B. Adjective. 
EPITHANATIOS (lmOavaTLo>), doomed to death (epi,. upon, thanatos, 

A, No. l), is said of the apostles, in l Cor. 4 :9.~ 
C. Verbs. 

I. THANATOÖ (Oavar6w), to put to death (akin to A, No. l), in Matt. 
10 : 21 ; Mark 13 : 12 ; Luke 21 : 16, is translated " shall ... cause 
(them) to be put to death," lit., ' shall put (them) to death' (R.V. 
marg.). lt is used of the Death of Christ in Matt. 26: 59; 27: l ; 
Mark 14: 55 and l Pet. 3: 18. In Rom. 7: 4 (Passive Voice) it is trans
lated "ye ... were made dead," R.V. (for A.V., "are become "), with 
reference to the change from bondage to the Law to union with Christ ; 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 134. 
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in 8: 13, "mortify" (marg., "make to die"), of the act of the believer 
in regard to the deeds of the body; in 8: 36, '' are killed; " so in 2 Cor. 
6 : 9. See KILL, MoRTIFY. ~ 

2. ANAIREÖ'(ävatp,w), lit., to take or lift up or away (see A, No. 2), 
hence, to put to death, is usually translated to kill or slay; in two places 
" put to death," Luke 23 : 32 ; Acts 26 : ro. lt is used 17 times, with this 
meaning, in Acts. See KILL, SLAY, TAKE. 

3. APAGÖ (dmfyw), lit., to lead away (apo, away, agö, to lead), is used 
especially in a judicial sense, to put to death, e.g., Acts 12 : 19. See 
BRING, CARRY, LEAD, TAKE. 

4. APOKTEINÖ (ä110Knlvw), to kill, is so translated in the R.V., 
for the A.V., "put to death," in Mark 14: r ; Luke 18: 33 ; in John 
II : 53; 12: 10 and 18 : 31, R.V., "put to death." See KILL, SLAY. 

Note: The phrase eschatös echö, lit., to have extremely, i.e., to be in 
cxtremity, in extremis, at the last (gasp), to be at the point of death, is 
used in Mark 5 : 23. ~ 

For the A.V., DEBATE (Rom. I : 29 and 2 Cor. u i 20), see STRIFE. 

DEBT 
l. OPHEILE (dcfm>.~). that which is owed {see Note, below), is 

translated "<lebt" in Matt. 18 : 32; in the plural, "dues," Rom. 13 : 7; 
" (her) due," l Cor. 7: 3, of conjugal duty: some texts here have 
opheilomenen (eunoian) "ctne (henevolence)," A.V. ; the context confirms 
the R.V. See DuE.~ 

2. OPHEILEMA (ocf>d>.riµa), a luuger Iurm of No. I, expressing a <lebt 
more concretely, is used (a) literally, of that which is legally due, 
Rom. 4: 4; (b) metaphorically, of sin as a <lebt, because it demands 
expiation, and thus payment by way of punishment, Matt. 6: 12.~ 

3. DANEION (Sdvt:iov), a loan {akin to danos, a gift). is translated 
"<lebt" in Matt. 18 : 27 {R.V., marg., "loan "), of the ten thousand 
talents debtor.~ Cp. daneizö, to !end, and daneistes, a money-lender, a 
creditor. 

Note: In Matt. 18: 30, opheilö, to owe, is translated "debt" in the 
A.V. (R.V., "that which was due."). See DuE. 

DEBTOR 
l. OPHEILETES (o</m>.ETTJs), one who owes anything to another, 

primarily in regard to money ; in Matt. 18 : 24, " who owed " {lit., 
'one was brought, a debtor to him of ten thousand talents '). The slave 
could own property, and so become a debtor to his master, who might 
seize him for payment. 

lt is used metaphorically, 
(a) of a person who is under an obligation, Rom. l : 14, of Paul, in 

the matter of preaching the Gospel; in Rum. 8: l~, of believers, to 
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mortify the deeds of the body; in Rom. 15: 27, of Gentile believers, to 
assist affiicted Jewish believers; in Gal. 5 : 3, of those who would be 
justified by circumcision, to do the whole Law: (b) of those who have not 
yet made amends to those whom they have injured, Matt. 6: 12, "our 
debtors ; " of some whose disaster was liable to be regarded as a due 
punishment, Luke 13 : 4 (R.V., "offenders; " A.V., " sinners; " marg„ 
" debtors "). i! 

2. CHREÖPHEILETES (xp€w</>nMTYJs), lit„ a debt-ower (chreös, a 
loan, a debt, and No. l), is found in Luke 7 : 41, of the two debtors 
mentioned in the T.or<l's parable addressed to Simon the Pharisee, andin 
16 : 5, of the debtors in the parable of the unrighteous steward. This 
parable indicates a system of creuil in the matter of agriculture. ~ In. 
the Sept., Job 31 : 37, "having taken nothing from the debtor; " Prov. 
29: 13, "when the creditor and the debtor meet together."~ The word 
is more expressive than No. I. 

Note: In Matt. 23: 16 opheilö, to owe (see DEBT), is translated "he 
is a debtor." The R.V. marg., kecping the verbal form, has "bound 
by his oath" (A.V., marg., " bouncl "). In the l8th verse the A.V., 
" he is guilty," means that he is under obligation to make amends for his 
miscleeds. 

DECAY 
L PALAIOÖ (1TaAaiow), to make old (palaios), is translatcd in Heb. 

8 : 13, firstly, "hath made ... old," secondly (Passive Voice), R.V. 
"is becoming old" (A.V., "decayeth ") ; "wax old," Luke 12 : 33 and 
Heb. 1 : II. See ÜLD. ~ 

2. DIAPHTHEIRÖ (füa</>(Mpw), to clestroy utterly, as used in 
2 Cor. 4: 16 (here in the Passive Voice, lit., 'is being destroyeu '), is 
rcndered "is decaying" (R.V., for A.V., "perish "). See CoRRUPT, 
DESTROY. 

DECEASE 
A. Noun. 

EXODOS (€go8os), Eng., exodus, lit. signifies a way out (ex, out, 
hodos, a way) ; hence, a departure, especially from life, a decease; in 
Luke 9: 31, of the Lord's Death, "which He was about to accomplish; "
in 2 Pet. l : 15, of Peter's death (marg., " departure " in each case) ; 
"departure" in Heb. II: 22, R.V. See DEPARTURE.i! 

B. Verb. 
TELEUTAÖ (T€AEVTctc.o), lit„ to end, is used intransitively and 

translated " deceased" in Matt. 22 : 25. See DEATH, A, No. 3, DIE. 

DECEIT, DECEITFUL, DECEITFULLY, DECEITFULNESS, 
DECEIVE, DECEIVABLENESS 

A. Nouns. 
l. APATE (a1TaT71}. deceit or deceitfulness (akin to apataö, to cheat, 
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deceive, beguile), that which gives a false impression, whether by 
appearance, statement or influence, is said of riches, Matt. 13 : 22 ; 
Mark 4 : 19 ; of sin, Heb. 3 : 13. The phrase in Eph. 4 : 22, " deeeitful 
lusts," A.V., "lusts of deceit," R.V., signifies lusts excited by dcceit, 
of which deceit is the source of strength, not lusts deceitful in themselves. 
In 2 Thess. 2: IO, "all deceit of unrighteousness," R.V., signifies all 
manner of unscrupulous words and deeds designed to deceive (see Rev. 
13 : 13-15). In Col. 2 : 8, " vain deceit " suggests that deceit is void of 
anything profitable.~ 

Note: In 2 Pet. 2: 13, the most authentic texts have " revelling in 
their love-feasts," R.V. (agapais), for A.V., "deceivings" (apatais). 

2. DOLOS (M,\os), primarily a bait, snare ; hence, craft, dcceit, guile, 
is translated " deceit" in Mark 7 : 22 ; Rom. l : 29. See CRAFT, GurLE, 
SuBTILTY. 

Notes .~ (1) Plane, rendered "deceit " in l Thess. 2: 3, A.V., signifies 
wandering (cp. Eng.," planet"). hencC'," crror" (R.V.), i.e., a wandrrine; 
from the right path; in Eph. 4: 14," wiles of error," A.V., " to deceive." 
See DELUDE, ERROR. 

(2) For dolioö, to use deceit, see C, No. 4. 
B. Adjeetive. 

DOLIOS (/lO,\,os}, deceitful, is used in 2 Cor. II : 13, of false apostles 
as "deceitful workers;" cp. A, No. 2 and Note (2).~ 

C. Verbs. 
I. APATAÖ (amaTaw), to beguile, deceive (see A, No. l), is uscd· 

(a) of those who deceive" with empty words," belittling the true character 
of the sins mentioned, Eph. 5 : 6; (b) of the fact that Adam was " not 
beguiled," l Tim. 2 : 14, R.V. (cp. what is said of Eve; see No. 2 below).; 
(c) of the self-deceit of him who thinks himself religious, but bridles not 
his tongue, Jas. l: 26.~ 

2. EXAPATAÖ (€~a1Taraw}, ek (ex), intensive, and No. l, signifies to 
beguile thoroughly, to deceive wholly, l Tim. 2 : 14, R.V. See BEGUILE. 

3. PHRENAPATAO (<f,p<va1Taraw}, lit., to deceive in one's mind 
(phren, the mind, and No. l), "to deceive by fancies " (Lightfoot), is 
used in Gal. 6 : 3, with reference to self-conceit, which is self-deceit, a 
sin agai11st commo11 se11se. Cp. Jas. I: :zG (auuve).~ 

Note: Cp. phrenapates, No. 2, under DECEIVER. 
4. DOLIOÖ (oo,\,6w}, to lure~ as by a bait (see A, No. 2), is translated 

"have used deceit" in Rom. 3: 13.~ 
5. DOLOO (oo,\6w}, a short form of No. 4, primarily signifies to 

ensnare; hence, to corrupt, especially by mingling the truths of the 
Word of God with false doctrines or notions, and so handling it deceitfully, 
2 Cor. 4: 2.~I Cp. kape!mö, to corrupt hy way of hucksterizing, 2: 17.1[ 
For the difference h'~tween the words see CoRRlTPT, A., No. r. 

6. PLANAO (1T,\1waw}, akin to plane, A, Note (r) (Eng., planet), 
in the Passive form sometimes means to go astray, wander, Ma.tt. r8 : r2 ; 
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l Pet. 2 : 25 ; Heb. II : 38 ; frequently Active, to deceive, by leading into 
error, to seduce, e.g., Matt. 24: 4, 5, II, 24; John 7 : 12," leadeth astray," 
R.V. (cp. l John 3: 7). In Rev. 12 : 9 the present participle is used with 
the definite article, as a title of the Devil, " the Deceiver," lit., ' the 
deceiving one.' Often it has the sense of deceiving oneself, e.g., l Cor. 
6: 9; 15: 33; Gal. 6: 7; Jas. l : 16, "be not deceived," R.V., "do 
not err," A.V. See ERR, LEAD (astray), SEDUCE, WANDER, WAY (be 
out of· the). 

7. PARALOGIZOMAI (7Ta.pa),.oyt{oµa'); see BEGUILE, No. 3. 

DECEIVER 
l. PLANOS (m\avoS') is, properly, an adjective, signifying wandering, 

or leading astray, seducing, l Tim. 4 : l, " seducing (spirits) ; " used as 
a noun, it denotes an impostor of the vagabond type, and so any kind of 
deceiver or corrupter, Matt. 27: 63; 2 Cor. 6: 8; 2 John 7 (twice), in 
the last of which the accompanying definite article necessitates the 
translation "the deceiver," R.V. See SEDUCE.~ 

2. PHRENAPATES (cf>pEva'ITaTTJS'), akin to C, No. 3, under DECEIVE, 
lit., a mind-deceiver, is used in Tit. l : lO. ~ 

Not8: For "the deceiver," in Rev. 12 : 9, SP.P. DF.C:F.TVF., C, No. 6. 

DECENTLY 
EUSCHf:MONÖS (EvaxTJf'OVwS') denotes gracefully, becomingly, in a 

seemly manner (eu, weil, schema, a form, fi.gurc) ; "honcstly," in Rom. 
13 : 13 (marg., " decently "), in contrast to the shantefulness of Gentile 
social lüe ; in l Thess. 4 : 12, the contrast is to idleness and its con
comitant evils and the resulting bad testimony to nnbelievers; in I Cor. 
14: 40, "decently," where the contrast is to disorder in oral testimony 
in the churches. See HoNESTLY.~ 

Note: Cp. euschemosune, comeliness, l Cor. 12: 23.~, and euschemön, 
comely, honourable. See CoMELY. 

DECIDE, DECISION 
A. Verb. 

DIAKRINÖ (S,aKplvw) primarily signifies to make a distinction, 
hence, to decide, especially judicially, to decide a dispute, to give judgment, 
l Cor. 6: 5, A.V., "judge; " R.V., "decide," where church members 
are warned against procuring decisions by litigation in the world's law 
courts. See CoNTEND. 

B. Nouns. 
r. DIAGNÖSIS (S,dyvwa,S'), transliterated in English, primarily 

denotes a discrimination (dia,. apart, ginöskö, to know), hence, a judicial 
decision, which is its meaning in Acts 25 : 21, R.V., "for the decision of 
the Emperor" (A.V., "hearing ").~ 

Note: Cp. diaginöskö, to distinguish, Acts 23 : 15, to judge (A.V., 
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"enquire "), or " determine/' 24 : 22, R.V. (A.V., "'know the utter-
most of ")., .. . 

2. ·DIAKRISIS (&cbcptu,S'), a, distinguishing, and so a decision. (see A), 
signüies " discerning" in I Cor. I2 : rn ; Heb. 5: z4, lit., ', unto· a .dis
ceming of good and evil' (tran.slated "to ·discern ") ; in Röm: I4 :: I, 
"not to (doubtful) disputations ~· is more literally rendered in the inargin 
"not for decisions (of doubts)." SeeDISCERN. Cp. JuDGE. ~,In the Sept., 
Job. 37; I6., 

.· . DECK (V(lrb). . . . .. 
CHRUSOO (xpvuow), lit.~ to gild with gold (chrusos, gold), is used in 

Rev. I7: 4,; I8: 16., · ·. · 

DECLARE, DECLARATION 
A. Verbs~ 

r. ANANGELLO (ävayylMw) signifies t6 announce, report, bring 
back tidings (ana„back, a'ngello, to announce), Possibly the ana -carries 
the signiftcance of. upward, i.e., heaven:ly, as characteristic of the nature 
of the tidings. · In the following, either the A.V. ol' the R.V. tran:slates 
the word by the verb to dec!are; m John 4: 25, 1<.. V., ·~·declare," A. V., 
"teil ; " in 16: 13, z4, z5, R.V.,'" declare," A.V., ·" shew; " in Ads 
15 : 4, R.V:, "rehearsed," A.V., "declared; " in I9 : I8, R.V., 
"declaring," A.V., '' shewed" (a reference, perhaps, .to the destruction 
of their idols, in consequence of their new fa~th) ; in 20 ; 20, R. V., 
"dcclaring," A.V., "havc shewcd; " in I John I : 5, R.V., " o:nnounce," 
A.V., "declare." See REHEARSE, REPORT, SHRW, SPEAK, TEI.J,. 

2. APANGELLO (d1TayylMw) signifies to announce or report from a 
person or plar.e (apo, fmm) ; hence, to declare, publish; it is rendered 
"declare "in Luke 8: 47; Heb. 2 : 12; l John l : 3. lt is very frequent 
in the Gospels and Acts ; ,dsewhere, other. than the last two places 
mentioned, only in l Thess. 1: 9 and I John I: 2. See BRING,/\, No. 36. 

3. DIANGELLÖ (S,ayy€Mw), lit., to ar,rnounce through, hence, to 
declare fully, or far and wide (dia, through), is translated "declaring „ 
in Acts 21 : 26, R.V. (A.V., "to signify ") ; in Luke 9: 60, R.V.~ '' pub
lish abroad" (for A.V. "preach ''), giving the verb its fuller significance; 
so in Rom. 9: 17, for A.V., "declared." See PJ,{EACH, S1<;N1~·Y.if 

4. KATANGELLO (Ka'TayylMw),Ht., to report down (kata, intensive~ 
is ordinarily translated to preach; "declare" in: Acts 17 : 23, A.V: 
(R.V., "set forth "); in l Cor. 2: l, R.V., "proclaiming," for A.V., 
"declaring." lt i;; nowhere translated ,b,y "declare" in the R.V. See 
PREACH, SHEW, SPEAK, TEACH. . . 

5. PA~ANGELLÖ (;apayylMw): see CHARGE, B, No. 8. 
6. DI.EGEOl\'IAI (füqy.foµ.w), to conduct a narration through to the 

end (dia, through, intensive, hegeomai, to l~ad), he~ce.denotes to recount, 
to relate in full, Mark 5 : 16 ; Luke 8 : 39 ; 9 : IO ; Acts .8 : 33 ; 9 : 27 ; 
I2 : I7; in Mark 9: 9 and Heb. II : 32, "tell." See SltEW, TELL. if 
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7, EKDIEGEOMAI (eKfü71yloµ.ai), properly, to narrate in full, came 
to denote, to tell, declare; it is used in Acts 13 : 41 ; 15 : 3:~ 

8. EXEGEOMAI (eg71yloµ.ai), lit., to lead out, signifies to make 
known, rehearse, declare, Luke 24 : 35 (A.V.," told;" R.V., rehearsed "); 
Acts lo : 8 ; 15 : 12, I4 ; 21 : 19. In John l : 18, in the sentence ·~ He 
hath declared Hirn," the other meaning of the verbis inview, to unfold 
in teaching, to declare by making known. See TELL.~ 

9. HORIZÜ (bpnw}, to mark oft by boundaries, signifies to determine, 
usually of time ; in Rom. I : 4, Christ is said to have been marked out as 
the Son of God, by the fact of His resurrection ; "declared" (R.V., 
marg., " determined "). See DEFINE. · 

10. DELOÖ (371.\ow), to make plain, is rendered to declare in I Cor. 
l : II, A.V. ; 3 : 13 ; Col. l r 8. See SICNIFY. 

II. PHRAZÖ (tfopa~w), to declare, occurs in Matt. 15 : 15 and (in 
.some texts) in 13 : 36 (as A.V.). 

Note: For gnörizö; to make.known, rendered,to declare in John 17: 26; 
l Cor.15: I and Col. 4: 7, see KN.ow, A, No. 8. For emphanizö, to declare 
plainly, .Heb. II : 14, A.V.i see MANIFEST, B, No. 2. For phaneroö, · see 
MANIFEST, B,.No. I. Foranatithemi, Acts 25 : 14, A.V., see CoMMUNICATE. 
F <>r " declarc glad tidings " see TmrnGs. 

B. Noun. 
ENDEIXIS (i'11Su~1s), ;i showing-, pninting out (en, in, deiknitmi, to 

show), is said of the showing forth ofGod's rightedusness, in Rom. 3: 25, 
26, A.V., "to declare;" R.V'., "to shew," atid" (for) the !;!iewiug." lu 
2 Cor. 8: 24, "proof; " Phil. I : 28, " an evident token." See SHEW, 
TüKEN.~ 

Notes: (1) In Luke l: l, diigesis is a "narrative" (R.V.), not a 
"declaration" (A.V.). 

(2) Ln 2 Cor. 8 : 19, " declaration" does not reprcsent any word in 
the original. 

DECREA~E (Verb) 
ELATTOÖ (eAanow) signifies to make less ör inferior, in quality, 

position or dignity; "marlest .•.. lower" and "hast made ... 
lowcr," in Heb. !2: 7, 9. In John J: 30, it is used in the Middle Voice, 
in John the Baptist's" I must decrease,'' indicating the special interest he 
had in his own decrease, i.e., in authonty and populadty. See LoWER. ~ 

DECREE (Noun 'and Verb) 
DOGMA (Myµ.a), transliterated in English, primarily denoted an 

opinion or judgment (from dokeö, to be of opinion), hence, an opinion 
cxprcsscd with authority,. a doctrine, ordinance, decree; ,, decree," 
Luke 2 : l ; Acts r6 : 4 ; 17 : 7 ; in the sense of ordinances, Eph. 2 : 15 ; 
Col. 2 : r4. See 0RDINANCE. ~ 

Note: Krinö, to determine, is translated "hath decreed" in I Cor. 
7: 37, A.V.; R.V., "hath determined." · 
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DEDICATE, DEDICATION 
A. Verb. 

DEE 

ENKAINIZÖ (eyKaivlCw) primarily means to make new, to renew 
(en, in, kainos, new), as in the Sept. of 2 Chron. 15 : 8; then, to initiate 
or dedicate, Heb. 9 : 18, with reference to the first Covenant, as not 
dedicated without blood; in 10: 20, of Christ's dedication of the new and 
living way (A.V., "consecrated; " R.V., "dedicated "). See CoN
SECRATE. ~ In the Sept. it has this meaning in Deut. 20 : 5 ; 2 Chron. 
7 : 5 ; Isa. 16 : II ; 41 : l ; 45 : 16, " keep a feast (to Me)." 

B. Nowi. 
ENKAINIA (eyKalvia}, akin to A, frequent in the Sept., in the sense of 

dedication, became used particularly for the annual eight days' feast 
beginning on the 25th of Chisleu (mid. of Dec.), instituted by Judas 
Maccabreus, 164, B.c., to commemorate the cleansing of the Temple from 
the pollutions of Antiochus Epiphanes ; hence it was called the Feast of 
Lhe Dedicalion, John IO : 22. This Fea11t could be celebrated anywhere. 
The lighting of lamps was a prominent feature ; · hence the description 
"FP.ast of Lights." Westr.ott snggests that John 9: 5 refers to this.~ 

DEED, DEEDS 
l. ERGON (lpyov) denotes a work (Eng., "work" is etymologically 

akin), deed, act. When used in the sense of a deed or act, the idea of 
working is stressed, e.g., Rom; 15 : 18; it frequently occurs in an ethical 
sense of human actions, good or bad, e.g., Matt. 23: 3; 26: ro; John 
3: 20, 21; Rom. 2: 7, 15; l Thess. l: 3; 2 Thess. l: II, etc.; sometimes 
in a less concrete sense, e.g., Tit. I : 16 ; Jas. I : 25 (R.V., " that worketh," 
lit., 'of work '). See LABOUR, WoRK. 

2. PRAXIS (7rpii~ts) denotes a doing, transaction, a deed the actiön of 
which is looked upon as incomplete and in progress (cp. prassö; to 
practise) ; in Matt. 16 : 27, R.V„ " deeds," for A.V„ "works; " in 
Luke 23: 51, "deed"; in ver. 41, the verb is used [see Note (2) below); 
Acts 19 : 18 ; Rom. 8 : 13 ; Col. 3 : 9. In Rom. 12 : 4 it denotes an action, 
business, or function, translated "office." See OFFICE, WoRK. ~ 

·Note: Contrast pragma, that whic!1 has been done, an accomplished 
act, e.g., Jas. 3: 16, R.V„ "deed," A.V„ "work," 

3. POIESIS (TToi~a.is), a doing (akin to poieö., to do), is translated 
"deed" in Jas. l: 25, A.V. (R.V„ "doing ").~ 

Note: Cp. poiema, a work done, Rom. l: 20; Eph. 2: ro.~ 
4. EUERGESIA {EVEpyEala): see BENEFIT, No; I. 

· Notes: (1) Katergazomai, to work out, bring about something, to 
perpetrate a deed, is used with the neuter demonstrative pronoun touto, 
this, in I Cor. 5 : 3, "hath (so) done this deed," A.V.; R.V„ "hath (so) 
wrought this thing." 

(2) Prassö (see No. 2), is used in Luke 23: 41, with the neuter plural 
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of the relative pronoun, "of our deeds; "· lit., ' (the things) which we 
practised.' .. 

(3) In 2 Cor. 12 : 12 the phrase "mighty deeds " (R.V., '' mighty 
works ") translates dunameis, "powers" (marg.). See WoRJ{. 

(4) In Acts 24,: 2, diorthöma, a straightening, with ginomai, to become, 
is translated in the A.V., " very worthy deeds are. done," R.V., " evils are 
corrected;" more lit., 'reformstake place.'~ For the variant reading 
katorthöma ~e <;:oRRECTION, No. I. 

DEEM 
HUPONOEO (v1Tovolw), to suppose; conjecture; ..surmise, is translated 

!' deemedll .in Acts 27: 27, A.V. (RN., "sun:nised").; i:n '13: 25, 
" think ye " (A.V:) ; R.V., " suppose ye ; " ·in 25 : 18, " supposed." 
See SuPPOSE, T:HINK. ~ 

DEEP (:riou'u' and Adjcctive) •. DEEPNESS, D~EPLY, DEPTII . .. . . . . . : A. No\Uls. , . , . . . . . . .. 

I. BATHÖS (ß&.8os) is used · (a) naturally, in Matt. lj: 5, '"deep
ness ; " Mark 4 : 5, A. V., " depth;" R.V., " deepness ; " Luke 5 : 4, of 
deep water; Rom. 8 : 39 "(contrasted With hupsöma, height) ; (b) meta
phoril(:allyi in Rom. II : :t~. of Guu's wisdom and knowledge ; in 1 Cor. 
2: 10, of God's counsels; in Eph. 3 : 18, of thc dimensions of the sphere 
of the activities of God's counscls, and of the love of Christ which occupies 
that sphere; in 2 Cor. 8: 2, of deep poverty; some mss. have it in 
Rev. 2: 24., 

2, BUTHOS (ßv86i), a dftpth, is used in the. N.T. only in the natural 
sense, of the sea, 2 Cor. II : 25.~ 

Notes : (1) Cp. buthizö, to sink (intransitive},·. Middle Voice, Luke 
5: 7; (transitive) to drown, 1 Tim. 6: 9.~ 

(2) Abussos, Eng., abyss, is translated "thc deep" in Luke 8: 31 
and Rom. 10: 7, A.V. See ABYss, BoTTOM. · 

B. Adjective and Adverb. 
BATHUS (ßa8us), akin to A, No. 1, deep, is said in John 4: II, of a 

well; in Acts 20: 9, of sleep; in Rev. 2 : 24 the plural is used, ol the 
deep things, the evil designs and workings, of Satan. 

Notes: (r) In Luke 24: 1, some mss. have batheos, the genitive case, 
with orthros, dawn; the most authentic niss. have batheös, deeply, i.e., 
very early. 

(2) In Mark 8: 12, "He sighed deeply" represents anastenazö, to 
fetch a deep-drawn sigh (ana, up, stenazö, to sigh or groan). See SIGH. 'lf 

C. Verb. 
BATHUNO (ßa8uvw), to deepen, make deep, is use<l in Luke 6: 48 

(A.V., "digged deep "). The original has two separate verbs,' skaptö, 
to dig, and bathunö; the R.V. therefore has "digged and wenhlet!p."~ 
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DEFAME 
DUSPH~MEO (8vu4nJµlw), lit., to speak injuriously (from dus-, an 

inseparable prefix signifying opposition, injury etc., and phemi, to speak), 
is translated "defamed," l Cor. 4: 13. Some mss. have blasphemeö. 
See BLASPHEME. ~ 

DEFECT 
H~TT~MA (ij'T'T'T}µa.), primarily a lessening, a decrease, diminution, 

denotes a loss. lt is used of the loss sustained by the Jewish nation in 
that they had rejected God's testimonies and His Son and the Gospel, 
Rom. II : 12, the reference being not only to national diminution but to 
spiritual loss; R.V., '' loss," for A.V., "diminishing." Here the con
trasting word is pleröma, fulness. In l Cor. 6: 7 the reference is to the 
spiritual loss sustained by the church at Corinth because of their discord 
and their litigious ways in appealing to the world's judges. Here the 
R.V. has "defect" (marg. "loss "), for A.V., "fault." The preceding 
adverb " altogether " shows the comprehensiveness of the defect ; the 
loss affected the whole church, and was "an utter detriment." 

In the Sept. of faa. Jl : 8 the word signifies the 1055 of a dcfcut, with 
reference to the overthrow of the Assyrians ; lit. ' his young men shall 
be for loss' (i.e., "tributary "). See DIMINISHING, .FAULT, Loss.1[ 

Note: Cp. hettao, to make inferior, used in the Passive Voice, to be 
overcome (of spiritual ueieal, 2 Pel. 2 : 20), anu the aujective hettlJn or 
hessön, Iess, worse. 

DEFENCE 
A. Noun. 

APOLOGIA (äwo.\oyla.), a speech made in defence. Sec ANSWER. 
B. Verb. 

APOLOGEOMAI (a7To.\oyloµa.t): see ANSWER, B, No. 4. 

DEFEND 
AMUNO (äµvvw), to ward off, is used in the Middle Voice in Acts 7: 24, 

of the assistance given by Moses to his fellow-Israelite against an Egyptian 
(translated "defended "). The Middle Voice indicates the special 
personal interest Moses had in the act. ~ 

DEFER 
ANABALLO (äva.ßillw), lit., to throw up (ana, up, ballö, to throw), 

hencc to postpone, is used in the Middle V oice in Acts 24 : 22, in the forcnsic 
sense of deferring the hearing of a case. ~ 

Note: Cp. anabole, a putting off, delay, Acts 25: 17.~ 

DEFILE, DEFILEMENT 
A. Verbs. 

l. KOINOO (icowow) denotes (a) to make common ; hence, in a 
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ceremonial sense, to render unholy, unclean, to defile, Matt. 15 : II, 18, 20; 
Mark 7: 15, 18, 20, 23; Acts 21 : 28 (R.V.," defiled; "A.V.," polluted "); 
Heb. 9: 13 (R.V., " them that have been defiled," A.V., " the unclean ") ; 
(b) to count unclean, Acts 10: 15; II: 9. In Rev. 21 : 27, some mss. 
have this verb, "defileth; " the most authentic have the adjective, 
koinos, " unclean." See CALL, Co MM ON. "rr 

2. MIAINÖ (µtalvw), primarily, to stain, to tinge or dye with another 
colour, as in the staining of a glass, hence, to pollute, contaminate, soil, 
defile, is used (a) of ceremonial defilement, John 18 : 28; so in the Sept., 
in Lev. 22 : 5, 8 ; Num. 19 : 13, 20 etc. ; (b) of moral defilement, Tit. 
l : 15 (twice) ; Heb. 12 : 15; of moral and physical defilement, Jude 8. 
See B, Nos. l and 2.~ 

3. MOLUNÖ (p.o.:\vvw) properly denotes to besmear, as with mud or 
filth, to befoul. lt is used in the figurative sense, of a conscience defi.led 
by sin, l Cor. 8: 7; of believers who have kept themselves (their 
"gannents ") from defilcmcnt, Rcv. 3: 4, und of those who have not 
soiled themselves by adultery or fornication, Rev. 14: 4.~ 

Note: The difference between miainö and molunö is that the latter is 
not used in a ritual or ceremonial sense, as miainö is (Trench, Syn. xxxi). 

4. SPILOÖ (am.:\6w), to make a stain or spot, and so to dcfilc, is uscd 
in Jas. 3: 6 of the defiling effects of an evil use of the tongue; in Jude 23, 
"spotted," with reference to moral defilement. See SPOT.~ 

Note: (1) Cp. spüos, a spot, a moral blemish, Eph. 5 : 27; 2 Pet. 
2: 13 ;~ aspilos, without spot, spotless, l Tim. 6: 14; Jas. l : 27; l Pet. 
l : 19; 2 Pet. 3: I4; ~ spilas, Jude 12, "hidden rocks," R.,V. (A.V. 
"spots," a late meaning, equivalent to spilos).~ 

5. PHTHEIRÖ (cfo8€lpw): see CüRRUPT, A, No. 2. 

B. Nouns. 
l. MIASMA (p.laap.a), whence the Eng. word, denotes defilement 

(akin to A, No. 2), and is found in 2 Pet. 2 : 20, A.V., "pollutions," R.V„ 
"defilements," the vices of the ungodly which contaminate a person in 
his intercourse with the world. ~ 

2. MIASMOS (p.iaap.6s), also akin to A, No. 2, primarily denotes the 
act of defiling, the process, in contrast to the defüing thing (No. 1). lt 
is found in 2 Pet. 2: 10 (A.V„ "uncleanness," R.V., "defilement.")~ 

3. MOLUSMOS (p.o.:\vap.6s), akin to A, No. 3, denotes defilement, in 
the sense of an action by which anything is. defiled, 2 Cor. 7 : I. ~ Cp. the 
synonymous word spilos, A, No. 4, Note. 

C. Adjective. 
KOINOS (Kotv6s), akin to A, No. l, common, and, from the idea of 

coming into contact with everything, "defiled," is used in the ceremonial 
sense in Mark 7: 2; in ver. 5, R.V., "defiled," for A.V., "unwashen" 
(the verb is used in 7: 15). See CoMMON, UNCLEAN. 
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DEFINE 
HORIZÖ (Jpl,w), Eng., horizon, primarily means to mark out the 

boundaries of a place (as in the Sept. of Numb. 34: 6; Josh. 13 : 27) ; 
hence to determine, appoint. In Heb. 4: 7, where the reference is to the 
time of God's invitation to enter into His rest, in contrast to Israel's 
failure to do so, the word may mean either the appointing of the day 
(i.e., the period), or the defining of the day, i.e., marking its limits. So 
the R.V. (A.V., "limiteth "). See DECLARE, DETERMINE, LIMIT, ÜRDAIN. 

DF.FRAUD 
I. APOSTEREO (a1ToCT-r€plw) signifies to rob, despoil, defraud, Mark 

10 : 19 ; I Cor. 6 : 8 ; 7 : s (of that which is due to the condition of natural 
relationship of husband and wife) ; in the Middle Voice, to allow one
self to be defrauded, l Cor. 6: 7; in the Passive Voice, " bereft," l Tim. 
6: 5, R.V., with reference to the truth, with the suggestion of being 
retributively robbed of the truth, through the corrupt condition of the 
miml. Sume mss. have lliis verlJ iu Jas. :; ; 4 fur aphustereü, to keep back 
by fraud. See BEREFT, DESTITUTE, FRAUD.1[ In the Sept., Ex. 21: 
IO; in some mss., Deut. 24: 14.1[ 

2. PLEONEKTEÖ (1TA€ov€K-rlw), translated "defraud" in l Thess. 
4: 6, A.V. (R.V. "wrong "), the reference being to the latter part of 
the Tenth Commandment. See ADVANTAGE, C, No. 2. 

DEGREE 
BATHMOS (ßa8µ.6i;) denotes a step, primarily of a threshokl or stair, 

and is akin to bain.ö, to go; figuratively, a standing, a stage in a career, 
position, degree, I Tim. 3 : 13, of faithful deacons.1[ 

Note: Tapeinos, Iow, humble, whether in condition or mind, is 
translated " of low degree " in Luke l : 52 and Jas. l : 9. ~ 

DELAY 
A. Verbs. 

1. OKNEO (01<vlw), akin to oknos, a shrinking, to be loath or slow to 
do a thing, to hesitate, delay, is used in Acts 9 : 38. ~ In the Sept. in 
Numb. 22: 16, "do not delay"; Judg. 18: 9.1[ 

2. CHRONIZÖ (xpovl,w), from chronos, time, lit. means to while away 
time, i.e., by way of lingering, tarrying, delaying ; " clelayeth," Matt. 
24: 48; Luke 12: 45; " tarried," Matt. 25 : 5; "tarried so long," 
Luke l: 21; "will (not) tarry," Heb. 10: 37. See TARRY.~ 

B. Noun. 
ANABOL~ (d.vaßo,\~) lit. signifies that which is thrown up (ana, up, 

ballö, to throw); hence a delay, Acts 25: 17. See DEFER.~ 
Note: In Rev. 10: 6, chronos is tran,slated "delay" in R.V. marg., 

and is to be taken as the true meaning. 
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DELICACIES 
Note: For strenos, rendered "delicacies" in Rev. 18: 3, A.V., 

denoting "wantonness" (R.V.), i.e., arrogant luxury, see WANTO~., 
Cp. the verb streniaö, below, under DELICATELY. 

DELICATELY (live) 
A. Verbs. 

TRUPHAÖ (TpvrfiO.w), from thruptö, to enervate, signiftes to lead a 
volnptuous life, to give oneself up to pleasure, Jas. 5 : 5, R.V., "ye have 
lived delicately;" A.V., "ye have lived in pleasure."~ 

Notes: (1) Cp. spatalaö, from spatale, wantonness, to live riotously, 
used with A in Jas. 5 : 5, "ye have .lived in pleasure" (R.V., "have 
taken your ... "); cp. I Tim. 5: 6, of carnal women in the church, A.V., 
"liveth in pleasure," R.V., "giveth herself to pleasure." See PLEASURE.,-i 

(2) Cp. also streniaö, to run riot, translated " lived deliciouslv," in 
Rev. 18; 7, 9, A.V. (R.V., "waxed wanton" and "lived wanto~ly "). 
Cp. DELICACIES (above). See WANTON.„ Cp. the intensive form kata
striniaö, to wax utterly wanton, l Tim. 5 : Il., 

(3) Sp11talaö "might properly bc laid to the charge of the prodigal, 
scattering his substance in riotous living, Luke 15 : 13 ; . . . truphaö to 
the charge of the rich man, faring sumpti.iously every day, Luke 16: 19; 
stTeniaö to Jeshurun, when, waxing fat, he kicked, Deut. 32 : 15 " (Trench, 
Syn. § liv). 

B. Noun. 
TRUPHE (Tpvr/i~). akin to A, is used with en, in the phrase en 

truphe, luxuriously, "delicately," Luke 7: 25, and denotes effeminacy, 
softness; "to revel" in 2 Pet. 2: 13 (A.V., "riot "), lit., • counting 
revelling in the day time a pleasure.' See REVEL, RIOT.~ 

Note: Entmphaö, to revel luxuriously, is used in 2 Pet. 2: 13, R.V., 
"revelling" (A.V., "sporting themselves ").1f 

For DELICIOUSLY, Rev. 18: 7, 9, A.Vt, see Note (1) above. 

DELIGHT IN 
SUNEDOMAI (avinj8oµc:u), lit., to rejoice with (anyone), to delight in 

(a thing) with (others), signifies to delight with oneself in'wardly in a 
thing, in Rom. 7 : 22. 1f 

Note : Cp. hedone, desire, pleasure. 

DELIVER, DELIVERANCE, DELIVERER 
A. Verbs. 

I. DIDO:MI (SlSwµ,), to give, is translated "delivered" in Luke 
7 : 15 ; R.V., " gave ; " so 19 : 13. See GIVE. 

2. ANADIDOMI (dvaSlSwµ,), ana, up, and No. I, to deliver over, 
give up, is used of delivering the let ter mentioned in Acts 23 : 33. 1 
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, Note: For the different verb in Acts r5 : 30, see No. 4. 
3. APODIDÖMI (cbrootowµ.i), apo, from, and No. r, lit., to give away, 

hence, to give back or up, is used in Pilate's command for the Lord's body 
to be given up, Matt. 27 : 58 ; in the sense of giving back, of the Lord's 
act in giving a healed boy back to his father, Luke 9: 42. See G1vE, 
PAY, PAYMENT, PERFORM, RECOMPENSE, RENDER, REPAY, REQUITE, 
RESTORE, REWARD, SELL, YIELD. 

4. EPIDIDÖMI (Jmolowµ.i), lit., to give upon or in addition, as from 
oneself to another, hence, to deliver over, is used of the delivering of the 
roll of Isaiah to Chr~st in the synagogue, Luke 4 : r7 ; of the delivering of 
the epistle from the elders at Jerusalem to the church at Antioch, Acts 
rs: 30. See DRIVE (let), GlVE, Ül'l'.lrn. 

5. PARADIDÖMI (77apaotowµ.i), to deliver over, in Rom. 6: 17, R.V. 
"that form of teaching whereunto ye were delivered," the figure being 
that of a mould which gives its shape to what is cast in it (not as the A.V.). 
In Rom. 8 : 32 it is used of God in delivering His Son to expiatory Death ; 
su 4 : 25 ; see Ma1k 9 : 31 ; of Christ in delivering Himself up, Gal. :2 : :20; 

J:!:ph. 5: 2, 25. See RETRAY, A. Tn Mark T : T4, R.V., it is nserl of rleliwr
ing John the Baptist to prison. See PuT, No. 12. 

6. APALLASSÖ (cba.Ucfaaw), lit., to change from (apo, from, allass~. 
to change), to free from, release, is translated "might deliver" in Heb. 
2 : r5 ; in Luke 12 : 58, it is used in a legal sense of being quit of a person, 
i.e., the opponent being appeased and withdrawing his suit. For its 
other meaning, to depart, in Acts r9: l'l, see DEPART., 

7. ELEUTHEROO (Ji\t:vO(pow), to sct frcc, is translated" deliver" in 
Rom. 8: 2r. ln six other places it is translated" make free," John 8.: 32, 
36; Rom. 6: r8, ~2; 8: 2; Gai. 5: l, R.V., "set free." See FREE.~ 

8. EXAIREO (J[mplw), lit„ to take out, denotes, in the Middle Voice, 
to take out for oneself, hence, to dcliver, to rescue, the person who does 
so having a special interest in the result of his act. Thus it is used, in 
Gai. r : 4, of the act of God in delivering believers " out of this present 
evil world," ihe Middle Voice indicating His pleasure in the issue of their 
deliverance. lt signifies to deliver by rescuing from <langer, in Acts 
12: II ; 23: 27; 26: 17; from bondage, Acts 7 : ro, 34. For its other 
meaning, to pluck out of, Matt. 5 : 29 ; 18 : 9, see PLUCK. ~ 

9. KATARGEÖ (Ka-rapylw): see ABOLISH. 
ro. RHUOMAI (pvoµ.m), to rescue from, to preserve from, and so, to 

deliver, the word by which it is regularly translated, is largely synonymous 
with sözö, to save, though the idea of rescue from is predominant in 
rhuomai (see Matt. 27: 43), that of preservation from, in sözö. In Rom. 
II : 26 the present participle is used with the article, as a noun, " the 
Deliverer." This is the construction. in l Thess. l : ro, where Christ is 
similarly spoken of. Here the A,V. wrongly has "which delivered" 
(the tense is not past) ; R.V„ " which deljvereth; " the translation might 
well Le (as in Rom. II : 26),' our Deliverer,' that is, from the retributive 
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calamities with which God will visit men at the end of the present age. 
From that wrath believers are to be delivered. The verb is used with 
apo, away from, in Matt. 6 : 13 ; Luke II : 4 (in some mss.) ; so also in 
II: 4; Rom. 15: 31; 2 Thess. 3: 2; 2 Tim. 4: 18; and with ek, from, 
out of, in Luke l : 74; Rom. 7 : 24; 2 Cor. l : IO; Col. l : 13, frolll 
bondage; in 2 Pet. 2: 9, from temptation; in 2 Tim. 3: II, from per
secution; but ek is used of ills impending, in 2 Cor. l : lO; in 2 Tim. 
4: 17, ek indicates that the <langer was more imminent than in ver. 18, 
where apo is used. Accordingly the meaning ' out of the midst of ' 
cannot bc pr_essed in l Thess. I : rn. ~ 

II. CHARIZOMAI (xapl~oµ.ai), to gratify, to do what is pleasing to 
anyone, is translated "deliver" in the A.V. of Acts 25: II, 16; R.V., 
"give up" (marg., "grant by favour," i.e., to give over to the Jews so 
as to gratify their wishes). See FoRGIVE, GIVE, GRANT. 

Note: For gennaö and tiktö, to bear, to be delivered (said of women 
at childbirth), see BEGET. 

B. Nouns. 
r. A POT .lJTRÖSIS (a?Toi\vTpwais) denotes redemption (apo, from, 

lutron, a price of releaset In Heb. II : 35 it is translated" deliverance ; " 
usually the release is effected by the payment of a ransom, or the required 
price, thc lutron (ransom). See REDEMPTION. 

2. APHESIS (Ö.cpHM) denotes a release, from bondage, imprisonment 
etc. (the corresponding verb is aphiemi, to send away, let go) ; in Luke 
4: i8 it is usetl uf liberation from captivity (A.V., "dclivcrancc," R.V., 
"rclease "). See FoRGIVENESS, REMISSION. 

3. LUTRÖTES (>.vTpwTijs), a redeemer, one who releases (see No. l), 
is translated "deliverer" in Acts 7: 35 (R.V. marg., "redeemer ").~ 

Note: See also DELIVER, A, No. rn. 
C. Verbal Adjective. 

EKDOTOS {€KSoTos), lit., given up (ek, out of, didömi, to give), 
delivered up (to enemies, or to the power or will of someone), is used of 
Christ in Acts 2 : 23. ~ 

DELUDE, DELUSION 
A. Verb. 

PARALOGIZOMAI (77apa>.oyl~oµ.ai) : ·see BEGUILE. 
B. Noun. 

PLANE (77,\cf111J), lit., a wandering, whereby those who are led astray 
roam hither and thither, is always used in the N.T., of mental straying, 
wrong opinion, error in morals or religion. In 2 Thess. 2 : II, A. V., it 
is translated "delusion," R.V., "error." See DECEIT, ERROR. 

DEMAND 
Note: For DEMAND (Matt. 2: 4 and Acts 21: 33), see lNQUIRE; 

for its use in Luke 3: 14 and 17: 20, see under AsK. 
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DEMEANOUR 
KATASTf:MA (KaT&.a'T7]µ,a): see BEHAVIOUR, B, No. 2. 

DEM ON, DEMONIAC 
A. Nouns. 

DEM 

I. DAIMÖN (oalµ,wv), a demon, signified, among pagan Greeks, an 
inferior deity, whether good or bad. In the N.T. it denotes an evil spirit. 
lt is used in Matt. 8: 31, mistranslated "devils." 

Some would derive the word from a root da-, meaning to distribute. 
More probably it is from a similar root da-, meaning to know, and 
hence means a knowing one. ~ 

2. DAIMONION (oaiµ,6vtov), not a diminutive of daimön, No. t• but 
the neuter of the adjective daimonios, pertaining to a demon, is also 
mistranslated "devil," "devils." In Acts 17: 18, it denotes a:n inferior 
pagan deity. Demons are tbe spiritual agents acting in all idolatry. The 
idol itself is nothing, but every idol has a demon associated with it who 
induces idolatry, with its worslÜ!J aml sacrifices, I Cor. ru : 20, :u ; 
Rev. 9 : 20 ; cp. Deut. 32 : 17 ; Isa. 13 : 21 ; 34 : 14 ; 65 : 3, II. They 
disseminate errors among men, and seek to seduce believers, l Tim. 4 : I. 
As seducing spirits they deceive men into the supposition that through 
mediums (those who have "familiar spirits," Lev. 20: 6, 27, e.g.) they 
can converse with deceased human beings. Hence the destructive 
deception of Spiritism, forbidden in Scripture, Lev. 19: 31 ; Deut. 18 : II ; 

Isa. 8: 19. Demons tremble before God, Jas. 2 : 19; they recognized 
Christ as Lord and as their future Judge, Matt. 8: 29; Luke 4: 41. 
Christ cast them out of human beings by His own power. His disciples 
did so in His Name, and by exercising faith, e.g., Matt. 17 : 20. 

Acting under Satan (cp. Rev. 16: 13, 14), demons are permitted to 
affiict with bodily disease, Luke 13 : 16. Being unclean they tempt 
human beings with unclean thoughts, Matt. lO : l ; Mark 5 : 2 ; 7 : 25 ; 
Luke 8 : 27-29; Rev. 16 : 13; 18: 2, e.g. They differ in degrees of 
wickedncss, Matt. 12: 45. They will instigate the rulers of the nations 
at the end of this age to make war against God and His Christ, Rev. 16: 14. 
See DEVIL. 

B. Verb. 
DAIMONIZOMAI (oatµ,ovl~oµ,at) signifies to be possessed of a demon, 

to act under the control of a demon. Those who were thus affiicted 
expressed the mind and consciousness of the demon or demons indwelling 
them, e.g., Luke 8 : 28. The verb is found chiefiy in Matt. and Mark ; 
Matt. 4 : 24; 8 : 16, 28, 33 ; 9 : 32 ; 12 : 22 ; 15 : 22 ; Mark l : 32 ; 
5: 15, 16, 18; elsewhere in Luke 8: 36 and John ro: 21, "him that hath 
a devil (demon)."~ 

C. Adjective. 
DAIMONIODES (oaiµ,ovt..C.0071s) signifies proceeding from, or resembling, 
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a demon, "demoniacal; " see marg. of Jas. 3 : 15, R.V. (text, 
" devilish "). ~ 

DEMONSTRATION 
APODEIXIS (cim58e,g,s), lit., a pointing out (apo, forth, deiknumi, 

to show), a showing or demonstrating by argument, is found in l Cor. 2: 4, 
where the Apostle speaks of a proof, a showing forth or display, by the 
operation of the Spirit of God in him, as affecting the hearts and lives of 
his hearers, in contrast to the attempted methods of proof by rhetorical 
arts and philosophic arguments. ~ 

DEN 
SP.ELAION (um],\mov): see CAVE. 

DENY 
I. ARNEOMAI (clpi•top.m) i;ignifies (a) to say ... not, tn r.nntrn<lkt, 

e.g., Mark 14: 70; John l : 20; 18: 25, 27; l John 2: 22; (b) to deny 
by way of disownlng a person, as, e.g., the Lord Jesus as Master, e.g., 
Matt. 10: 33 ; Luke 12: 9; John 13 : 38 (in the best mss.) ; 2 Tim. 2 : 12; 
or, on the other hand, of Christ Himself, denying that a person i" His 
follower, Matt. ro: 33; 2 Tim. 2: 12; or to deny the Father and the Son, 
by apostatizing and by disseminating pernicious teachings, to deny 
Jesus Christas Master and Lord by immorality under a cloak of religion, 
2 Pet. 2: l ; Jude 4; (c) to deny oneself, either in a good sense, by 
disrcgarding one's own interests, Luke 9 : 23, or in a bad sense, to 
prove false to oneself, to act quite unlike oneself, 2 Tim. 2 : 13 ; (d) to 
abrogate, forsake, or renounce a thing, whether evil, Tit. 2 : 12, or goo<l, 
l Tim. 5 : 8; 2 Tim. 3 : 5 ; Rev. 2 : 13 ; 3 : 8 ; (e) not to accept, to 
reject soi:nething offered, Acts 3: 14; 7 : 35, "refused; " Heb. II : 24, 
" refused." See REFUSE. 

2. APARNEOMAI (aTTapveop.at), a strengthened form of No. l, with 
apo, from, prefixed (Lat., abnego), means (a) to deny utterly, to abjure, 
to affirm that one has no connection with a person, as in Peter's denial of 
Christ, Matt. 26 : 34, 35, 75 ; Mark 14 : 30, 31, 72 ; Luke 22 : 34, 61 
(some mss. have it in John l-.3: 38). This stronger form is used in the 
Lord's statements foretelling Peter's denial, and in Peter's assurance of 
fidelity; the simple verb (No. l) is used in all the records of his actual 
denial. The strengthened form is the verb used in the Lord's warning 
as to being " denied " in the presence of the angels, Luke 12 : 9 ; in 
the preceding clause, "he that denieth Me," the simple verb arneomai is 
used ; the rendering therefore should be ' he that denieth Me in the 
presence of men, shall be utterly denied in the presence of the angels 
of God;' (b) to dcny onesclf as a follower of Christ, Matt. 16: 24; 
Mark 8: 34; Luke 9: 23.~ 

3. ANTILEGO 'avr"'-lyw) means to speak against, contradict. 
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In Luke 20: 27, the R. V., " they which say that there is no resurrection," 
follows the texts which have the simple verb legö; for the A.V„ which 
translates the verb antilegö, "which deny that there is any resurrection." 
See ANSWER, CONTRADICT, GAINSAY, SPEAK, No. 6. 

DEPART 
(a) Compounds of agö. 

r. ANAGO (ävayw), lit., to lead up (ana, up, agö, to lead), is used, 
in the Middle Voice, as a nautical term, signifying to set sail, put to sea; 
"to depart," Acts 27: 12, A.V. (R.V;, "put to sea ") ; 28: 10 (R.V„ 
"sailed ") ; ver. II (R.V., "set sail "). Cp. epanagö, in Luke 5 : 3, to 
put out. See BRING, No. II. 

2. PARAGO (rrapayw}, used intransitively, means to pass by (para, 
by, beside), and is so translated everywhere in the Gospels, except in the 
A.V. of Matt. 9: 27, "departed; " R.V., "passed by." Outside the 
Gospels it is used in its other meaning, to pass away, l Cor. 7 : 31 ; 
l John 2: 8 (R.V.), 17. See PASS. 

3. HUPAGÖ (vrrayw}, to go, translated "depart" in Jas. 2: 16, A.V., 
primarily und lit. mcant to lead umler (hupo, under) ; in its later use, it 
implied a going, without noise or notice, or by stealth. In this passage 
the idea is perhaps that of a polite dismissal, ' Go your ways.' See GET, 
Go. 

(b) Compounds of erchomai. 
4. APERCHOMAI (J.rrlpxoµa,), lit., to come or go away (apo), hence, 

to set off, depart, e.g., Matt. 8 : 18, is frequent in the Gospels and Acts; 
.Rcv. 18: 14, R.V., "aie gone." See COME, No. II (Note), Go, PAss. 

5. DIERCHOMAI ('8dpxoµai}. to come or go through, to pass throttgh 
to a place, is translated" departed "in Acts 13 : 14, A.V. ; R.V.," passing 
through; " elsewhere it is usually translated "pass through" or "go 
through.'' See CoME, No. 5. 

6. EXERCHOMAI (Jglpxoµai) denotes to come out, or go out of, to 
go forth. lt is frequently translated by the verb to depart, e.g., Matt. 
9: 31; in Luke 4: 42, for the A.V., " He departed and went (No. 8)," 
the R.V. has " He came out and went; " in 9: 6 the A.V. and R.V. 
agree. See (oME, No. 3. 

7. KATERCHOMAI (KaTlpxoµai), to come down (its usual meaning), 
is translated " departed " in Acts 13 : 4, A.V. (R.V., " went down "). 
See CoME, No. 7. 

(c) Poreuö and a compound. 
8. POREUÖ (TTopEvw}, akin'to poros, a passage, in the Middle Voice 

signifies to go on one's way, to depart from one place to another. In some 
places, where the A.V. has the verb to depart, the R.V. translates by to 
go one's way, e.g., Matt. 2 : 9, " went their way; " II : 7 ; 24 : l, " was 
going on His way.'' In the following the R.V. has the verb to go, for the 
A.V. depart, Luke 4: 42 (latter part of verse) ; 13: 31; John 16: 7; 
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2 Tim. 4: 10. In Luke 21 : 8, "go (after)," is said of disciples orpartisans. 
In some places both A.V. and R.V. translate by the verb to depart, e.g., 
Matt. 19 : 15 ; 25 : 41 ; Acts 5 : 41 ; Acts 22 : 21. This verb is to be 
distinguished from others signifying to go. lt is best rendered, as often 
as possible, to go on one's way. See Go, JouRNEY, WALK. 

9. EKPOREUÖ (€K7Top€Üw), ek, from, in the Middle and Passive, to 
proceed from or forth, more expressive of a definite course than simply 
to go forth, is translated " go forth," in Mark 6 : II ; "\vent out " in 
Matt. 20: 29, R.V. (A.V., "departed ") ; both have "depart" in Acts 
25 : 4. lt is frequently translated l?y the verb to proceed, and is often 
best so rendcrcd, e.g., in Rev. 9: 17, 18, R.V., for A.V., "issued." See 
COME, No. 33. 

(d) Compounds of chöreö. 
10, ANACHÖREÖ (dvaxwp,w), to go back, recede, retire (ana, back 

or up, chöreö, to make room for, betake oneself, chöros, a place), is 
translaled "departed" in Matt. 2 : 12, lJ, 14; 4; rn (R.V„ "with
drew ") ; so in 14 : 13 and 15 : 21, but" departed" in 27 : 5 ; " withdrew" 
in John fi: T5. In Matt. 2 : 22 the R.V. has "withdrew," which is 
preferable to the A.V., "tumed aside." The most suitable translation 
wherever possible, is by Lhe verb to withdraw. Sec PLACE, B, No. l, Go, 
No. 15, TuRN, Note (1), WITHDRAW. 

II. APOCHÖREÖ (dTroxwpcw), to depart from (apo), is so translated 
in Matt. 7: 23; Luke 9: 39; Acts 13 : 13 (both A.V. and R.V.). Some 
mss. have it in Luke 20 : 20. ~I 

12. F.KC.HÖREÖ (€1<xwpl(ll) signifies to depart out (ek), to leave a 
place, Luke 21 : 2r., 

(e) Chörizö and compounds. 
13. CHÖRIZÖ (xwpt~w), to put apart, separate, means, in the Middle 

Voice, to separate oneself, to depart from, Acts l : 4; 18 : l, 2; in 
marital affairs, l Cor. 7 : 10, II, 15 ; " departed" (R.V. corrects to "was 
parted "), Phlm. 15. The verb is also used in Matt. 19 : 6 ; Mark 10 : 9 ; 
Rom. 8: 35, 39; Heb. 7: 26. See PUT, No. 14, SEPARATE., 

14. APOCHÖRIZÖ (d7Toxwpl~w) signifies to separate off (apo) ; in 
the Middle Voice, to dcpart from, Acts 15: 39, A.V.," departed asunder;" 
R.V., "parted asunder;" Rev. 6: 14. R.V., "was removed." See 
PART, REMOVE., 

15. DIACHÖRIZO (8iaxwpl~w), lit„ to separate throughout (dia), 
i.e„ completely, in the Middle Voice, to separate oneself definitely from, 
is used in Luke 9: 33, R.V., "were parting from.'', 

(f) V arious other verbs. 
16. ANALUO (dvaMw), lit„ to unloose, uncfo (ana, up, or a.ga.in), 

signifies to dcpart, in the sense of departing from life, Phil. T : 23, a 
metaphor drawn from loosing moorings preparatory to setting sail, or, 
according to some, from breaking up an encampment, or from the 
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unyoking of baggage animals. See DEPARTING, No. r. In Luke r2 : 36, 
it has its other meaning, to return. See RETURN." 

r7. APOLUÖ (a1ToAvw), to loose from (apo), in the Middle Voice, 
signifies to depart, Luke 2 : 29 ; Acts 23 : 22, R.V., " let go ; " 28 : 25. 
See D1sM1ss. 

18. EXEIMI (;gEtµL), to go out (ex, out, eimi, to go), is rendered" went 
out " in Acts 13 : 42 ; in 27 : 43, " got," of mariners getting to shore ; 
in 17 : 15, "departed; " in 20 : 7, "to depart." See GET, Go.~ 

19. METAIRÖ (µtETalpw), to make a distinction, to remove, to lift 
away (in its transitive sense), is used intransitively in the N.T., signifying 
to depart, and is said of Christ, in Matt. 13 : 53; 19: l. lt could be well 
translated " removed."" 

20. APHISTEMI (arptaTTJµL), in the Active Voice, used transitively, 
signifies to cause to depart, to cause to revolt, Acts 5 : 37; used 
intransitively, to stand off, or aloof, or to depart from anyone, Luke 
4 : 13 ; 13 : 27 ; Acts 5 : 38 (" refrain from ") ; 12 : IO ; 15 : 38 ; 19 : 9 ; 
22 : 29 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 8 ; metaphorically, to fall away, 2 Tim. 2 : 19 ; in 
the Middle Voice, to withdraw or absent oneself from, Luke 2 : 37; to 
apostahze, Luke 8: 13; l Tim. 4: l; Heb. 3: 12, K V.," falling away." 
See DRAW (away), FALL, No. 14, REFRAI:'{, WTTHDRAW." 

21. APALLASSÖ (a1TaAAcfaaw), lit., to change from (apo, from, allassö, 
to change), is used once of departing, said of the removal of diseases, Acts 
19 : 12. In Heb. 2 : 15 it signifies to deliver, release. In Luke 12 : 58, 
it is used in a legal sense, to be quit of. See DELIVER. ~ 

22. METABAINO (p.tETaßalvw) is rendered to depart in Matt. 8: 34; 
II : l ; 12 : 9 ; 15 : 29 ; John 7 : 3 ; 13 : I ; Acts 18 : 7. 

DEPARTING, DEPARTURE 
l. ANALUSIS (av4'\vaL>), an unloosing (as of things woven), a dis

solving into separate parts (Eng., analysis), is once used of departure from 
life, 2 Tim. 4 : 6, where the metaphor is either nautical, from loosing 
from moorings (thus used in Greek poetry), or military, from breaking up 
an encampment; cp. kataluö in 2 Cor. 5: l (cp. DEPART, N". 16).~ 

2. APHIXIS (ärpLgL>), most frequently an arrival (akin to aphilmeotu., 
see COME), also signifies a departure (apo, from, hikneomai. to come: 
etymologically, to come far enough, reach; cp. hikanos, sufficien·.:), the 
departure being regarded in relation to the end in view. Thus Paul 
speaks of his " departing," Acts 20 : 29. il 

3. EXODOS (;goi5o>) : see DECEASE. 

DEPOSE 
KATHAIREÖ (KaBmplw) lit. signifies to take dow11 (kata, down, 

haireö, to take), the technical term for removing a borly after crucifixion, 
e.g., Mark 15 : 36; hence, to pull down, demolish; in Acts 19: 27, accord
ing to the most authentic mss., the translation is (as the R.V.) " that she 
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(Diana) should even be deposed from her magnificence" (possibly, in the 
partitive sense of the genitive, 'destroyed from, or diminished in, some
what of her magnificence '). See CAST, DESTROY, PULL, PuT, TAKE 
(down). 

For DEPOSIT see COMMIT, B, No .. I 

DEPTH 
l. BATHOS (ß&.Oos): see DEEP. 
2. PELAGOS (?TJ.\ayos), the sea, Acts 27: 5, denotes also" the depth" 

(of the sea), Matt. 18: 6. The word is most probably connected with a 
form of ptessö, to strike, and p!ege, a blow, suggestive of the tossing of the 
waves. Some would connect it with plax, a level board, but this is 
improbable, and less applicable to the general usage of the word, which 
commonly denotes the sea in its restless character. See SEA. ~ 

For DEPUTY see PROCONSUL 

DERIDE 
Note: For ekmukterizö, lit., to turn up the nose at, to deride out and 

out, Luke 16 : 14 ; 23 : 35, see ScoFF. ~ 

DESCEND 
l. KATABAINÖ (KaTaßalvw), to go down (kata, down, bainö, to go), 

used for various kinds of motion on the ground (e.g., going, walking, 
stepping), is usually translated to descend. The R.V. uses the verb 
to come down, for A.V., dei.cend, in Mark 15: 32; Acts 24: I; Rev. 
21 : lo. See CoME, No. I9. 

2. KATERCHOMAI (KaTJpxoµ.ai), to come or go down, is translated 
"descendeth," in Jas. 3: 15, A.V.; R.V., "cometh down." See CoME, 
No. 7. 

DESCENT 
KATABASIS (KaTd.ßacns) denotes a going down, akin to No. l under 

Dl::'.'.'<'END, a way down, Luke 19: 37.~ 
N:t~: For "descent" (A.V. in Heb. 7: 3, 6), see GENEALOGY (the 

R.V. rend<;i ;ng). 

DESCRIBE 
I. GRAPHÖ (yp<i.f;w), to write, is rendered "describeth" in Rom. 

10: 5, A.V., " For J.fnses d<.:s~ribeth the righteousness which is of the 
Law ... ; " fois the R.V. corrccts to "For Moses writeth tha.t the man 
that doeth the rightrnusness which is of the Law . . . " See WRITE. 

2. LEGÖ (Myw), to say, is rendered "describeth" in Rom. 4: b, 
A.V., "David describeth the blesseci.11ess ... ; " this the R.V. corrects to, 
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"David pronounceth blessing upon •.. " This might be regarded as the 
meaning;' if David is considered as the human agent acting for God as the 
real pronouncer of blessing. Otherwise the vetb legö is to be taken in 
its ordinary sense of telling or relating; especially as the blessedness 
(makarismos) is not an act, but a· state of felicity resulting, from God's 
act of justification: 

DESERT (Noun and Adjective) 
A. Noun. · 

EREMIA {JfY'lµ.la), primarily a solitude, an uninhabited place, in 
contrast to a town or village, is translated "deserts" in Heb. II: 38; 
"the wilderness "in Matt. 15 : 33, A.V., "a de~ert place," R.V. ; so in 
Mark 8 : 4 ; " wilderness '" in 2 Cor. II : 26. lt does not always denote 
a barren region, void of vegetation ; it is often used of a place unculti
vated, but fit for pasturage. See WrLDERNESS., 

B. Adjective. 
ER~MOS (lpi]µ.os), used as a noun, has the same meaning as eremia; 

in Luke 5: 16 and 8: 29, R.V., '" deserts," f{)r A.V., "wilderness; " in 
Matt. 24: 26 and John 6: 31, R.V., "wilderness," for A.V., ".desert." 
As an aojective, it denotes (a), with reference to persons, "deserted," 
desolate, deprived of the friends and kindred, e.g„ of a woman deserted 
by a husband, Gal. 4.: 27 ; (b) so of a city; as Jerusalem, Matt. 23 : 38 ; 
or uninhabited places, " desert," e.g.;· Matt. 14 : 13, · 15 ; Acts 8 : 26 ; 
in Mark 1.: 35, R.V„ "desert," .for A.V., "solitary." See DESOLATE, 
WrLDERNESS. 

DESIRE (Noun and Verb), DESIROUS 
A· Nouns. 

r. EPITHUMIA (JmOvµ.la), a desire, craving, longing, mostly of evil 
desires, frequently trans:lated "lust," is used in the following, of good 
desires: of the Lord's wish concerning the last Passover, Luke 22: 15; 
of Paul's desire tobe with Christ, Phil. 1 : 23 ; of his desire to see the saints 
at Thessalonica again, 1 Thess. 2: 17. 

With regard to evil desires, in Col. 3: 5 the R.V. has "desire," for the 
A.V., "concupiscence;" in 1 Thess 4: .5. R.V., "lust," for A.V., "con
cupiscence;" there the preceding word pathos is translated "passion," 
R.V., for A.V., " lust " (see AFFECTION) ; also in Col. 3 : 5 pa.thos and 
epithumia are associated, R.V., "passion," for A.V., "inordinate affec
tion." Epithumiais combined with pathema, in Gal. 5: 24; for the A.V., 
"ci.ffections and lusts," the ,R.V. has "passions, and the lusts thereof." 
Epithumia is the more comprehensive ter.m, including all manner of lus~ 
and desires; pathema denotes suffering; in the passage in G:al. (l.c.) 
the sufferings are those produced by yielding to the flesh ; . pathos points 
more to the evil state from which lusts spring. Cp. orexis, lust, Rom. 
1: 27. See CoNCUPISCENCE, LusT, and Trench, Syn. lxxxvii. 
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2; EUDOKIA (fvlloKla.), lit., good pleasure (eu, well, dokeö, to seem), 
implies a gracious purpose, a good object being in view, with the idea 
of a resolve, shewing the willingness with which the resolve is made. lt 
is often translated "good pleasure," e.g., Eph. 1 : 5, 9 ; Phil. 2: 13; in 
Phil. 1 : 15, !' good will; " in Rom. 10: 1, '' desire;" (marg., "good 
pleasure "); in 2 Thess. 1: II, R.V., "desire," A.V. and R.V .. marg., 
" good pleasure." 

It is used of God in Matt. II : 26 (" well pleasing," R.V., for A.V., 
"seemed good "); Luke 2: 14. R.V.," men in whom He is well pleased," 
lit., ' rnen of good pleasure ' (the construction is objective) ; 10 : 21 ; 
Eph. 1 : s. 9; Phil. 2 ; 13. See PLEASURE, SEEM, WILL.~ 

3. EPIPOTHESIS (lm7r6871at>), an earnest desire, a longing for 
(epi, upon, intensive, potheö, to desire), is found in 2 Cor. 7: 7, II, A.V., 
"earnest desire," and "vehement desire; " R.V., "longing" in both 
places. See LONGING.~ 

4. EPIPOTHIA (lm7ro8la.), withthe same meaning as No. 3, is used in 
Rom. 15< 23, R.V,, "longing," A.V., "great desire."~ Cp. epipothetos, 
Phil. 4: 1, "longed for "~, and epipotheö, to long for [see B, Note (4)]. 
See LoNGING. ·· 

5. THELEMA (Bl>·711in.) rlemites a will, that which is willed (akin to 
B, No, 6). lt is rendered" desires," in Eph. 2 : 3. See PLEASUR~, WILL. 

Note: Tn 1 Pet. 4 : 3, R.V., 'boulema is rendered" desire." See WILL. 
B. Verbs. 

1. AXIOO (ati6w), to dccm worthy, is translated "desire" in Acts 
28 : 22, where a suitable rendering would be 'We think it meet (or good) 
to hear of thee; ' so in 15 : 38. ·see THINK. 

2. EPITHUMEO (lm8vµ.~w), to desire earnestly (as with A, No. 1), 
stresses the inward impulse rather than the object desired. lt is trans
lated to desire in Ltike 16 : 21 ; 17 : 22 ; 22 : 15 ; 1 Tim. 3 : 1 ; Heb. 
6: II; 1 Pet. 1: 12; Rev. 9: 6. See CovET~ · 

3. ERÖTAÖ (lpwraw), in Luke 7: 36 is trartslated "desired; " in 
14: 32, R.V., "asketh," for A.V., "desireth; " so in John 12 :· 21 ; 
Acts 16: 39; 18: 20; 23: 20; in ver. 18 "asked;" for A.V., "prayed;" 
See AsK. 

4. HOMEIROMAI, or HIMEIROMAI (6µ.dpoµa.i), to have a strong 
affection for, a yearning after, is found in 1 Thess. 2 : 8, "being 
affectionately desirous of you." lt is probably derived from a root 
indicating remembrance. ~ 

5. OREGO (op.iyw), to reach or stretch out, is used only in the Middle 
Voice, signifying the mental effort of stret<:hing oneself out for a thing, 
of longing after it, with stress upon the object desired (cp. No. 2) ; it 
is translated " desire" in Heb. II : 16; in 1 Tim. 3: 1, R.V., "seeketh," 
for A.V., "desiieth;" in 1 Tim. 6: 10, R.V„ "n~ached after," for 
A.V., "coveted after." In Heb. II : 16, a suitable rendering would be 
'reach after.' See CovET, SEEK.~ Cp. orexis, lust, Rom. 1: i7.~ 
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6. THEL0(8t1Aw), to will, to wish, implying volition and purpose, 
frequently a determination, is most usually rendered to will. lt is trans
lated to desire in the R.V. of the following: Matt. 9 : 13; 12 : 7 ; Mark 
6 : 19 ; Luke 10 : 29 ; 14 : 28 ; 23 : 20 ; Acts 24 : 27 ; 25 : 9 ; Gal. 
4: 17; l Tim. S: II; Heb. 12: 17; 13: 18. See DISPOSED, FORWARD, 
INTEND, LIST, LOVE, MEAN, PLEASED, RATHER, VOLUNTARY, WILL. 

7. BOULOMAI (ßovAoµai), to wish, to will deliberately, expresses 
more strongly than thelö (No. 6) the deliberate exercise of the will; it is 
translated to desire in the R.V. of the following: Acts 22 : 30; 23 : 38 ; 
27 : 43; 28 : 18; l Tim. 2 : 8; S : 14; 6 : 9 and Jude 5. See 
DISPOSED, INTEND, LIST, MINDED, WILLING, WISH, WouLD. 

8. ZELOO (~77A6w}, to have a zeal for, tobe zealous towards, whether 
in a good or evil sense, the former in l Cor. 14 : l, concerning spiritual 
gifts R.V„ "desire earnestly," A.V„ "desire; " in an evil sense, in Jas. 
4 : 2, R.V., "covet," for A.V„ "desire to have." 

9. AITEO (al·dw), to ask, is rendered to desire in A.V„ e.g., in 
Matt. 20: 20; Luke 23 : 25 [R.V., always ' Lu ask (fur) ']. 

10. SPEUDO (a1T€vSw) is translated " earnestly desiring " in 2 Pet. 
3 : 12, R.V. See HASTE. 

Note: The following are translate<l hy the verh to desire in the A.V. 
(1) Eperötaö, No. 3, with epi, intensive, to ask; interrogate, inquire 

of, consult, or to demand of a person; in Matt. 16 : l, R.V„ "asked." 
See AsK. (2) Zeteö, to seek; in Matt. 12 : 46, 47, R.V., "seeking;" in 
Lttke9: 91 R.V., "sought," See ENDEAVOUR, Go, Note (2), (a}, INQUIRE, 
REQUIRE, SEEK. (3) Epizeteö, to seek earnestly (No. 2, with epi, inten
sive), in Acts 13 : 7, R.y., " sought; " in Phil. 4 : 17, R.V., "seek for" 
(twice). See INQUIRE, SEEK. (4) Epipo_theö, to long after, to lust ; in 
2 Cor. 5 : 2, R.V„ "longing; " in l Thess. 3 : 6 and 2 Tim. l : 4, R.V., 
"longing;" in l Pet. 2 : 2, R.V„ "long for." See A, Nos. 3, 4. See 
LoNG, LUST. (S) Exaiteomai, intensive of No. 9, occurs in Luke 22: 3i.iJ 
(6) For parakaleö, see BESEECH, EXHORT, INTREAT. (7) For "desirous 
of vain glory," see VAINGLORY. 

DESOLATE (Verb and Adjective), DESOLATION 

A. Verbs. 
l. EREMOÖ (€p71µ6w) signifies to make desolate, lay waste. From 

the primary sense of making quiet comes that of making lonely. lt is 
used only in the Passive Voice in the N.T. ; in Rev. 17: 16, "shall make 
desolate " is, lit., ' shall make her desolated; ' in 18 : 17, 19, " is made 
desolate; " in Matt. 12: 25 and Luke II : 17, "is brought to desolation." 
See NoUGHT (come to). ~ Cp. DESERT. 

2. MONOÖ (µov6w}, to leave alone (akin to monos, alone), is used in 
I Tim. 5 : 5, in the Passive Voice, but translated "desolate," lit„ 'was 
made desolate' or 'left desolate.'1 
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B. Adjectives. . . 
1. ERRMOS (lp11µ.o>) is translated "desolate" in the Lord's words 

against Jerusalem, Matt. 23: 38; some mss. have it in Luke 13: 35; 
in reference to the habitation of Judas, Acts 1 : 20, and to Sarah, from 
whom, being barren, her husband had turned, GaL 4: 27. See DESERT. 

2. ORPHANOS (opcf>av6>) (Eng., orphan; Lat., orbus), signifies bereft 
of parents or of a father. In Jas. 1 : 27 it is translated " fatherless." 
lt was also used in the general sense of being friendless or desolate. In 
John 14 : 18 the Lord uses it of the relationship between Himself and 
His disciples, He having been their Guide, Teacher and Protector; R.V., 
"desolate," A.V., " comfortless." Some mss. have the word in Mark 
12: 40. See FATHERLESS. if 

C. Noun. 
EREMÖSIS (Jp~µ.wai>), akin to A, No. 1, denotes desolation, (a) in the 

sense of making desolate, e.g., in the phrase '·' the abomination of desola
tion," Matt. 24 : I'\·: Mark 1~ : 14; the genitive is objective, 'the 
abomination that makes desolate; ' (b) with stress upon the effect of the 
process, Luke 21: 20, with rcfcrcncc to thc desolation of Jerusalem., 

DESPAIR 
1. EXAPOREÖ .(Jga1Top€w) is used in the N.T. in the Passive Voice, 

with Middle sense, to be utterly without a way (ek, out of, intensive, 
a, negative, poros, a way through; cp. poreuö, to go through; Eng., 
'ferry' is connected), to be quite at a loss, withoul resource, in despair. 
lt is used in 2 Cor. 1 : 8, with reference to life; in 4: 8, in the sente.nce 
"perplexed, yet not unto (A.V. 'in ') despair," the word "perplexed" 
translates the verb aporeö, and the phrase "unto despair" translates 
the intensive form exaporeö, a play on the words., In the Sept., 
Ps. 88 : 15, where the translation is " having been lifted up, I was brought 
low and into despair."if 

2. APELPIZÖ (a7TEA7rt,w), lit., to hope away (apo, away from, elpizö, 
to hope), i.e., to give up in despair, to despair, is used in Luke 6: 35, 
R.V., "nothing despairing," i.e., without anxiety as to the result, or not 
despairing of the recompense from God ; this is probably the true 
meaning ; A.V., " hoping for nothing again." The marg., " of no man," 
is to be rejected., 

DESPISE, DESPISER 
A. Verbs. 

1. EXOUTHENEÖ (Jgov8ev€w), to make of no account (ex, out, 
oudeis, nobody, alternatively written, outheis), to regard as nothing, to 
despise utterly, to treat with contempt. This is usually translated to 
set at nought, Luke 18: 9, R.V., A.V., "despised." So in Rom. 14: 3. 
Both have "set at nought" in Luke 23: II; Acts 4: II; Rom .. 14: IO. 
Doth have "despise" in 1 Cor. 16: II; Gai. 4: 14, nnd 1 Thess. 5: 20; 
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in 2 Cor. lO: lO, R.V., "of no account," for A.V., "contemptible;" 
in l Cor. l : 28, A.V. and R.V., "despised." For the important rendering 
in l Cor. 6: 4, R.V., see AccouNT.if 

Note: In Mark 9: 12 some mss. have this verb; the most authentic 
have the alternative spelling exoudeneö, "set at nought." 

2. KATAPHRONEO (Ka'Tacppovlw), Iit., to think down upon or against 
anyone (kata, down, phren, the mind), hence signifies to think slightly of, 
to despise, Matt.· 6 : 24 ; 18 : ro ; Luke 16 : 13 ; Rom. 2 : 4 ; l Cor. 
II : 22 ; l Tim. 4 : 12 ; 6 : 2 ; Heb. 12 : 2 ; 2 Pet. 2 : ro. if 

3. PERIPHRONEO (TTEpicppovlw) lit. denotes to think round a thing, 
to turn over in the mind; hence, to have thoughts beyond, to despise, 
Tit. 2: 15.if 

Notes: The following verbs, translated to despise etc. in the A.V., 
are given suitable meanings in the R.V. : 

(1) Atheteö, lit., to displace, toset aside, R.V., to reject, Luke ro: 16; 
l Thess. 4: 8; in l Tim. 5 : 12, "rejected," for A.V., "cast off; " in 
Heb. ro: 28, "hath set at nought; " so Jude 8. See D1sANNUL, REJECT, 
Vom, No. 2. (2) Atimazö, to dishonour (a, negative, time, honour) ; 
in Jas. 2 : 6, R.V„ "have dishonoured." See DISHONOUR, ENTREA'F, 
SHAME, c. No. I, SHAMEFULLY. (3) Oligöreö, to care little for, regard 
lightly (oligos, little) ; in Heb. 12 : 51 R.V., "regard lightly." See 
REGARD.if (4) The phrase logizomai eis ouden signifies to reckon as 
nothing; in the Passive Voicc, to bc countcd as nothing; in Acts 19: 27, 
R.V., " be made of no account." 

B. Adjective. 
ATIMOS (ci'.nµ.oS'), without honour, see Note (2), above, is translated 

as a verb in t Cor. 4: ro, A,V., "are despised; " R.V.," have dishonour," 
lit., ' (wc are) without honour ; ' " without honour " in Matt. 13 : 57 ; 
Mark 6: 4. The comparative degree atimoteros, "less honourable," is 
used in l Cor. 12 : 23. if 

Note: Aphilagathos, not loving the good (a, negative, phileö, to love, 
agathos, good), is used in 2 Tim. 3 : 3, A.V., "despisers of those that are 
good," R.V., "no lovers of good."See LovER.if 

C. Noun. 
KAT APHRONET:i!S (Ka'Tmppov117·fiS'), lit., one w Iw thinks dowu agaiust, 

hence, a despiser (see A, No. 2), is found in Acts 13: 4r.if In the Sept., 
Hab. l : 5 ; 2 : 5 and Zeph. 3 : 4. if 

DESPITE, DESPITEFUL, DESPITEFULL Y (use) 
l. ENUBRIZÖ (€vvßpl{w), to treat in_sultingly, with contumely 

(en, intensive, hubrizö, to insult; some connect it with huper, above, 
over, Lat. super, which suggests the insulting disdain of one who con
siders himself superior), is translated "hath done despite" in Heb. 
10: 29.ir 

Notes: (1) Hubrizö, to insult, act with insolence, is translated "to 
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use despitefully" in Acts 14: 5, A.V. ; R.V., "to entreat ... shame
fully.'" See (ENTREAT) SHAMEFULLY, (ENTREAT) SPITEFULLY, REPROACH, 
B, No. 2. 

(2) The noun hubristes, a violent man, is translated "despiteful" in 
Rom. l : 30, A.V. ; R.V., "insolent;" in l Tim. l : 13, "injurious.'''if 

2. EPEREAZO (br71pea~w), for which see AccusE, B, No. 3, is found 
in some mss~ in Matt. 5: 44, and translated "despitefully use," A.V. 
(the R.V. follows the mss. which omit the sentence). In the corres
ponding passage in Luke 6: 28, the A.V. and R.V. have "despitefully 
use; " in l Pet. 3 : 16, A.V., "falsely accuse,'' R.V., '' revile." See 
AccusE, REVILE. 'if 

DESTITUTE (be, etc.) 
I. APOSTEREÖ (d.rroaTepiw): see DEFRAUD. 
2. HUSTEREÖ (v.anplw), primarily, to be behind, to be last, hence, 

to lack, fail of, come short of, is translated "being destitute " in Heb. 
II: 37. See BEHIND, B, No. r. 

3. LEIPÖ (,\drrw) signifies to leave, forsake; in the Passive Voice, tö 
be left, forsaken, destitute; in Jas. 2 : 15, A.V., "destitute," R.V., 
" be in lack.'' See LAc:K, WANT. 

DESTRQY, DESTROYER, DESTRUCTION, DESTRUCTIVE 
A. Verbs. 

r. APOLLUMI (a?T6Mvµi), a strengthened form of ollumi, signifies 
to destroy utterly; in Middle Voice, to perish. The idea is not extinction 
but ruin, loss, not of being, but of well-being. This is clear from its use, as, 
e.g„ of the ma.rring of wine skins, Luke 5 : 37 ; of lost sheep, i.e., lost to 
the shepherd, metaphorical of spiritual destitution, Luke 15 : 4, 6, etc. ; 
the lost son, 15 : 24 ; of the perishing of food, John 6 : 27 ; of gold, l Pet. 
l : 7. So of persons, Matt. 2 : 13, " destroy ; " 8 : 25, " perish ; " 22 : 7 ; 
27 : 20; of the loss of well-being in the case of the unsaved hereafter, 
Matt. ro: 28; Luke 13: 3, 5; John 3: 16 (ver. 15 in some mss.) ; ro: 28; 
17 : 12 ; Rom. 2 : 12 ; l Cor. 15 : 18 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 15, " are perishing ; " 
4 : 3 ; 2 Thess. 2 : ro; Jas. 4 : 12 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 9. Cp. B, II, No. l. See 
DIE, LOSE, MARRED, PERISH. 

2. KATARGEÖ (Ka-rapylw): see ABOLISH. 
3. KATHAIREÖ (Ka8aiplw), to cast down, pull down by force, etc., 

is translated to destroy in Acts 13: 19. In Acts 19: 27, A.V., "should 
be destroyed," the R.V. suitably has "should be deposed." See CAST, 
No. 13, PULL, PuT, TAKE. 

4. LUÖ (,\ow), to loose, dissolve, sever, break, demolish, is trans
lated "destroy," in I John 3 : 8, of the works of the Devil. See BREAK, 
A, No. 4. 

5. KATALUO (Ka-ra..\vw), kata, down, intensive, and No. 4, to destroy 
utterly, to overthrow completely, is rendered "destroy," iu Matt. 5; i7, 
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twice, of the Law ; Matt. 24 : 2 ; 26 : 61 ; 27 : 40 ; Mark 13 : 2 ; 
14: 58 ; 15: 29 ; Luke 21 : 6, of the Temple; in Acts 6: 14, of Jerusalem ; 
in Gal. 2 : 18, öf the Law as a means of justifi.cation; in Rom. 14 : 20 
(A.V., "destroy," R.V., "overthrow "), of the marring of a person's 
spiritual well-being (in ver. 15 apollumi, No. l, is used in the same sense) ; 
in Acts 5 : 38 and 39 (R.V., "overthrow ") of the failure of purposes; 
in 2 Cor: · 5 : l, of the death of the body (" dissolved "). See DISSOLVE, 
NouGHT (come to), ÜVERTHROW, THROW. 

For its other meaning, to lodge, see Luke 9: 12 and 19: 7. See GuEsT, 
LüDGE.~ 

6. OLOTHREUÖ (ÖAoBpEÜw), to destroy, especially in the sense of 
slaying, is found in Heb. II : 28, where the R.V. trauslales tbe present 
participle with the article by the noun "destroyer."~ See B, below. 
The verb occurs frequently in the Sept., e.g., Ex. 12 : 23; Josh. 3 : lO; 

7:25; Jer. 2:30; 5:6; 22:7. 

7. EXOLOTHREUÖ (~goAoBpEÜw), ek, out of (int~nsive), ·and No. 6, 
to dcstroy uttcrly, to slay wholly, is found in Acts 3 : 23, R.V., " ulterly 
destroyed," referring to the. destruction of one who would refuse to 
hearken to the voice of God through Christ.~ This verb is far more abun
dantly used in the Sept. than No. 6; it occurs 35 times in Deut. ; 34 in 
J osh. ; 68 in the Psalms. 

8. PHTHEIRÖ (ef>BElpw): see CüRRUPT, A, No. 2. 

9. DIAPHTHEIRO (SiacPfhlpw).; see CoRRUPT, A, No. 3. 
Note: Portheo, to ruin by laying waste, to make havock of, is translated· 

"destroyed" in Acts 9 : 21, of the attacks upon the church in Jerusalem 
by Saul of Tarsus ; " wasted," in Gal. 1 : 13, with reference to the same ; 
" destroyed " in Gal. l : 23, where " the faith " is put by metonymy 
(one thing being put for another associated with it}, for those who held the 
faith. In each of these places the R.V. consistently traHslates by "made 
havock of." See HAVOCK, WASTE.~ 

B. Nouns. 
(I) (Personal: DESTROYER) 

OLOTHREUTES (dAoBpwr~s), akin to A, No. 6, a destroyer, is found 
in I Cor. IO: IO.~ 

Note: For thc construction in Heb. II : 28, "the destroyer," see 
A, No. 6. Cp. apolluön, in Rev. 9 : II, the present participle of apollumi, 
A, No. l, used as a proper noun. ~ 

(II) (Abstract: DESTRUCTION) 
r. APÖLEIA (a1TwAELa}, akin to A, No. l, and likewise iridicating loss 

of well-being; not of being, is used (a) of things, signifying thcir waste, 
or ruin ; of ointment, Matt. 26 : 8 ; Mark 14 : 4 ; of money, Acts 8 : 20 
(" perish ") ; (b) of persons, signifying their spiritual and eternal perdition, 
Matt. 7 : 13; John 17: 12 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 3, where "son of perdition " 
signifi.es the proper destiny of the person mentioned ; metaphorically of 
men persistent in evil, Rom. 9: 22, where" fi.tted" is in the Middle Voice, 
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indicating that the vessels of wrath fitted themselves for destruction ; 
of. the adversaries of the Lord's people, Phil. l : 28 (" perdition ") ; 
of professing Christians, really enemies of the Cross of Christ, Phil. 3 : 19 
(R.V., "perdition ") ; of those who are subjects of foolish and hurtful 
lusts, l Tim. 6: 9 (for the preceding word "destruction " see No. 3, 
below) ; of professing Hebrew adherents who shrink back into unbelief, 
Heb. 10 : 39 ; of false teachers, 2 Pet. 2 : l, 3; of ungodly men, 3 : 7 ; 
of those who wrest the Scriptures, 3 : 16 ; of the Beast, the final head of 
the revived Roman Empire, Rev. 17 : 8, II ; (c) of impers::mal subjects, 
as heresies, 2 Pet. ?. : r, where "destructive heresies" (R.V.: A.V., 
" damnable ") is, lit., ' heresies of destruction ' (marg., " sects of per
dition ") ; in ver. 2 the most authentic mss. have aselgeiais, "lascivious," 
instead of apöleiais. See PERDITION, PERNICIOUS, WASTE.'fi 

2. KATHAIRESIS (Kaßalpc:<ns), akin to A, No. 3, a taking down, a 
pulling down, is used three times in ~ Cur.," casliug down" in the R.V. 
in each place; in 10: 4 (A.V., "pulling down") ; in IO: 8'and 13: IO 

(A.V., "destruction "). See PuLL.'fi 
3. OLETIIROS (~1\c:9pos), ruin, destruction, akin to A, No. 6, always 

translated "destruction," is used in l Cor. 5 : 5, of the effect upon the 
physical condition .of an erring believer for the purpose of his spiritual 
profit ; in l Thess. 5 : 3 and 2 Thess. l : 9, of the effect of the Divine 
judgments upon men at the ushering in of the Day of the Lord and the 
revelation of the Lord Jesus; in l Tim. 6: 9, of the consequences of the 
indulgcncc of the fiesh, referring to physical ruin and possibly that of the 
whole being, the following word apöleia (see No. l) stressing the final, 
eternal and irrevocable character of the ruin. ~ 

4. PHTHORA (</>ßopa), akin to A, No. 8, denotes the destruction that 
comes with corruption. In 2 Pet. 2 : 12 it is used twice ; for the A.V., 
" made to be taken and destroyed . . . shall utterly perish (phtheirö) 
in their own corruption," the R.V. has "to be taken and destroyed (lit., 
unto capture and destruction, phthora) ... shall in their destroying 
(phthora) surely be destroyed," taking the noun in the last clause in the 
sense of their act of destroying others; · See CORRUPT, CORRUPTION. 

5. SUNTRIMMA (avVTpiµµa), a breaking in pieces, shattering (the 
corresponding veru is suntribö; see under BREAK, BRUISE), hence, ruin, 
destruction, is cornpounded of sun, together, and trimma, a rubbing or 
wearing away. The latter, and tribö, to beat, are derived from a root, 
signifying to rub, wear away-; hence Eng., tribulation and trouble. lt 
is used, metaphorically, of destruction, in Rom. 3 : 16 (from Isa. 59: 7), 
which, in a i:assage setting forth the sinful state of mankind in general, 
suggests the wearing process of the effects of cruelty. 'fi The word is 
frequent in the Sept., especially in Isaiah and Jeremiah. 

DET.KRMlNE, DETERMINATE 
I. KRINO (Kplvw), primarily, to separate, hence, to be of opinion, 
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approve, esteem, Rom. I4 : 5, also to determine, resolve, decree, is used in 
this sense in Acts 3 : IJ ; 20 : r6 ; 25 : 25 ; 27 : I ; I Cor. 2 : 2 ; 2 Cor. 
2: I; Tit. 3: I2. See CoNDEMN, ]UDGE, JuDGMENT, LAW, B, No. 2. 

2. HORIZO (oplCw) denotes to bound, to set a boundary (Eng., 
horizon) ; hence, to mark out definitely, determine; it is translated 
to determine in Luke 22 : 22, ot the fore-ordained pathway of Christ ; 
Acts II : 29, of a determination tosend relief; r7: 26, where it is used of 
fixing the bounds of seasons. In Acts 2: 23 the verb is translated 
"determinate," with reference to counsel. Here the verbal form might 
have been adhered tb by the translation 'deterrnined; ' that is to say, 
in the sense of ' settled.' 

In Rom. I : 4 it is translated "declared," where the meaning is that 
Christ was marked out as the Son of God by His resurrection and that of 
others (see under DECLARE). In Acts IO : 42 and r7 : 3r it has its other 
meaning of ordain, that is, to appoint by determined counsel. In Heb. 
4: 7, it is translated "limiteth," but preferably in the R.V„ " defineth," 
with reference to a certain period; here again it approaches its primary 
meaning of marking out the bounds of. ·See DECLARE, No. 9, LIMIT, 
ÜRDAIN.~ 

3. PROORIZÖ (1TpooplCw), pro, beforehand, and No. 2, denotes to 
mark out beforehand, to determine before, foreordain ; in Acts 4 : 28, 
A.V., "determined before," R.V., " foreordained; " so the R.V. in 
I Cor. 2 : 7, A. V., "ordained; " in Rom. 8 : 29, 30 and Eph. I : 5, II, 

A.V., "pn~clf'stin;itf'," RV„ "foreordain." See ÜRDAIN, Note (r), PRE

DESTINATE.~ 

4. EPILUO (lm>.Vw), lit„ to Ioosen upon, denotes to solve, expound, 
Mark 4: 34; to settle, as of a controversy, Acts r9 : 39, A.V., " it shall be 
detennined," R.V., „ it shall be settled." See EXPOUND, SETTLE.~ 

5. DIAGINÖSKÖ (füaywwaKw), besides its meaning to ascertain 
exactly, Acts 23 : r5, was an Athenian law term signifying to determine, 
so used in 24: 22, R.V„ "determine; " A.V„ "know the uttermost of."~ 

6. TASSÖ (TCfaaw) : see APPOINT, No. 5. · 
Note : Boulomai, tobe minded, to purpose, is translated " detennined " 

in Acts r5 : 37; R.V., "was minded." See MINDED, No. 2. 

DEVICE 
r. ENTHUMESIS ('v8vµ.71ais), a cogitation, an inward reasoning 

(generally, evil surmising or supposition), is formed from en, in, and 
thumos, strong feeling, passion (cp. thumoö, in the Middle Voice, to be 
wroth, furious) ; Eng., fume is akin; the root, thu, signifies to rush, 
rage. The word is translated "device" in Acts r7 : 29, of man's pro
duction of images; elsewhere, "thoughts," Matt. 9: 4; I2: 25; Heb. 
4: r2, where the accompanying word ennoia denotes inward intentions. 
See THOUGHT., 
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z. NOEMA (v61)µ.a} denotes thought, that which is thought out (cp. 
noeö, to understand) ; hence, a purpose, device; translated " devices " 
in 2 Cor. 2 : II ; " minds " in 2 Cor. 3 : 14 ; 4 : 4 ; II : 3 ; in 2 Cor. ro : 5, 
"thought;" in Phil. 4: 7, A.V., "minds," R.V., "thoughts." See 
MIND, THOUGHT.if 

DEVIL, DEVILISH 
DIABOLOS (Sidßo>.os}, an accuser, a slanderer (from diaballö, to 

accuse, to malign), is one of the names of Satan. From it the English 
word "Devil "' is derived, and should be applied only to Satan, as a 
proper name. Daimön, a demon, is frequently, but wrongly, translated 
" devil; "it should always be translated" demon," as in the R.V. margin. 
There is one Devil, there are many demons. Being the malignant enemy 
of God and man, he accuses man to God, Job l: 6-II ; 2: l-5; Rev. 
12 : 9, ro, and God to man, Gen. 3. He affiicts men with physical 
sufferings, Acts ro: 38. Being himself sinful, l John 3 : 8, he instigated 
man to sin, Gen. 3, and tempts man to do evil, Eph. 4 : 27 ; 6 : II, 
cncouraging him thereto by deception, Eph. 2 : 2. Death having been 
brought into the world by sin, the Devil had the power of death, but 
Christ through His own Death, has triumphed over him, and will bring 
him to nought, Heb. 2 : 14; his power over death is intimated in his 
struggle with Michael over the body of Moses, Jude 9. Judas, who gave 
himsclf over to the Devil, was so identified with him, that the J .ord 
described him as such, John 6: 70 (see 13: 2). As the Devil raised 
himself in pride against God and fell under condemnation, so believers 
are warned against similar sin, r Tim. 3 : 6 ; for them he lays snares, 
ver. 7, seeking to devour them as a roaring lion, l Pet. 5 : 8; those who 
fall into his snare may be recovered therefrom unto the will of God, 
2 Tim. 2 : 26, "having been taken captive by him (i.e., by the Devil) ; " 
"by the Lord's servant" is ;m alternative, which some regard as 
confirmed by the use of zögreö (to catch alive) in Luke 5 : ro; but the 
general use is that of taking captive in the usual way. If believers resist 
he will fiee from them, Jas. 4: 7. His fury and malignity will be especially 
exercised at the end of the present age, Rev. 12 : 12. His doom is the 
lake of fire, Matt. 25 : 41 ; Rev. 20 : ro. The noun is applied to slanderers, 
false accusers, l Tim. 3 : II ; 2 Tim. 3 : 3 ; Tit. 2 : 3. 

Note: For "devilish," Jas. 3: 17, see DEMON, C. 

DEVISED (cunningly) 
SOPHIZÖ (ao</>{~w}, from sophos, wise (connected etymologically with 

sophes, tasty), in the Active Voice signifies to make wise, 2 Tim. 3: 15 
(so in the Sept. of Ps. 19: 7, e.g., "making babes wise;" in II9: 98, 
"Thou hast made me wiser than mine enemies "). In the Middle Voice 
it means (a} to become wise; it is not used thus in the N.T., but is so 
found in lhe Sept., e.g., in Eccles. 2 : 15, 19 ; 7 : 17 ; (b) to play the 
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sophist, to devise cleverly; it is used with this meaning in the Passive 
Voice in 2 Pet. l : 16, " cunningly devised fahles." See WisE. if 

Note: Cp. katasophizomai, to deal subtilly. See DEAL WITH, Note (2). 

DEVOTION 
Note: For this word, in Acts 17: 23, A.V., which translates sebasma, 

"devotions," marg., "gods that ye worship," R.V., "objects of your 
worship," in 2 Thess. 2 : 4, "that is worshipped," see WoRSHIP. if 
Cp. Acts 14: 15, where, in translating mataia, the A.V. has "vanities," 
the abstract for the concrete (R.V., "vain things "). 

DEVOUR 
r. ESTHIÖ (€a8lw) is a strengthened form of an old verb edö, from 

the root ed-, whence Lat., edo, Eng., eat. The form ephn;:;on, '.1sed as 
the 2nd Aorist Terise of this verb, is from the root phag-, to eat up. 
lt is translated "devour" in Heb. ro : 27; elsewhere, hy thf' vetb to 
eat. See EAT. 

2. KATESTHIÖ and· KATAPHAGO (KaTw8lw and Ka.Ta</Jayw), kata, 
down, intensive, and No. l, signifies (a) to consume by eating, to devour, 
said of birds, Matt. 13 : 4 ; Mark 4 : 4 ; Luke 8 : 5 ; of the Dragon, 
Rev. 12 : 4; of a prophet, eating up a book, suggestive of spiritually 
cating and digesting its contents, Rev. Io : g (cp. Ezek. 2 : 8 ; 3 : l-3 ; 
Jer. 15 : 16) ; (b) mctaphorically, to squander, to waste, Luke 15 : 30; 
to consume one's physical powcrs by cmotion, John 2 : I?; to uevour 
by forcible appropriation, as of widows' property, Matt. 23 : 14 (A.V. 
only) ; Mark 12 : 40 ; to demand maintenance, as false apostles did to 
the church at Corinth, 2 Cor. II : 20 ; to P.xploit or prey on one another, 
Gal. 5 : 15, where " bite ... devour ... consume" forma climax, the 
first two describing a process, the last the act of swallowing down ; tö 
destroy by fire, Rev. II : 5 ; 20 : 9. See EAT. if 

3. KATAPINO (Ka.TaTTlvw), from kata, down, intensive, pinö, to drink, 
in l Pet. 5 : 8 is translated "devour," of Satan's activities against 
believers. The meaning to swallow is found in Matt. 23 : 24 ; l Cor. 
15 : 54; 2 Cor. 2: 7; 5 : 4; Heb. II : 29, R.V. (for A.V., "drowned ") ; 
Rev. 12: 16. See SwALLOW.if 

DEVOUT 
r. EULAB.f:S (d1>..aMs), lit„ taking hold well (eu, well, lambanö, to 

take hold), primarily, cautious, signifies in the N.T., careful as to the 
realization of the presence and claims of God, reverencing God, pious, 
devout ; in Luke 2 : 25 it is said of Simeon ; in Acts 2 : 5, of certain 
Jews ; iu 8 : 2, uf thosc who bore Stephen's body tu uurial; of Ananias, 
22 : 12 (see No. 2). "In that mingled fcar and love which, combincd, 
constitute the piety of man toward God, the Old Testament placed its 
emphasis on the fear, the New places it on the love (though there was 
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love in the fear of God's saints then, as there must be fear in their love 
now)," Trench, Syn., § xlviii.~ 

Note: Cp. the noun eulabeia, reverence, and the verb eulabeomai, to 
reverence. 

2. EUSEBES (eva"Ms), from eu, well, sebomai, to reverence, the 
root seb- signifying sacred awe, describes reverence exhibited especially 
in actions, reverence or awe well directed. Among the Greeks it was 
used, e.g., of practical piety towards parents. In the N.T. it is used of 
a pious attitude towards God, Acts ro : 2, 7 ; (in some mss. in 22 : 12) ; 
"godly," in 2 Pet. 2: 9. See GonLY.~ In the Sept„ Prov. r2: 12; 

Is. 24 : r6 ; 26 : 7 ; 32 : 8 ; Mic. 7 : 2. ~ 
Notes: (r) Whlle eulabes especially suggests the piety which charac

terizes the inner being, the soul, in its attitude towards God, eusebes 
c:n~c~~; ns rather. to the energy which, directed by holy awe of God, fi.nds 
expression in devoted activity. ~ 

(::i) Cp. theosebeia, and the.ose.bf.s, which, by their very formation 
(theos, God, and sebomai), express reverence towards God. See Trench 
(§ xlviii). 

3. SEBOMAI (alßoµ,ai), to feel awe, whether before God or man, 
to worship, is translated " devout," in Acts 13 : 43, R.V. (A.V., 
"religious ") ; 13: 50; 17: 4, 17. See WoRSHIP. 

DIADEM 
DIAD:i!MA {oufo17µ,a) is derived from diadeö, to bind round. It was 

the kingly ornament for the head, and especially the blue band marked 
with white, used to bind on the turban or tiara of Persian kings. lt was 
adopted by Alexander the Great and his successors. Among the Greeks 
and Romans it was the distinctive badge of royalty. Diocletian was the 
first Roman Emperor to wear it constantly. The word is found in 
Rev. 12 : 3 ; 13 : r ; rg : r2, in which passages it symbolises the rule 
respectively of the Dragon, the Beast, and Christ.~ In the Sept., Esth. 
I: II; 2: 17; in some mss. in 6: 8 and 8: rs; also in Is. 62: 3., For 
the distinction between this and stephanos, see CROWN. 

DIE, DEAD (to be, become), DYING 
r. THNESKÖ (Bvi)aKw), to di~ (in the perf. tense, to be dead), in the 

N.T. is always used of physical death, except in r Tim. 5: 6, where it is 
metaphorically used of the loss of spiritual life. The noun thanatos, and 
the verb thanatoö (below) are connected. The root of this group of words 
probably had the significance of the breathing out of the last breath. 
Cp. words under DEATH. 

2. APOTHNESKO (a?To6vi)aKw}. lit., to die off or out, is used (a) of 
the separation of thc soul from thc body, i.e., the natural death of human 
beings, e.g., Matt. 9 : 24 ; Rom. 7 : 2 ; by reason of descent from Adam, 
r Cor. 15 : 22 ; or of violent death, whether of men or animals ; with 
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regard to the latter it is once translated "perished," Matt. 8: 32 ; of 
vegetation, Jude 12 ; of seeds; John 12: 24; l Cor. 15 : 36; it is used of 
death as a punishment in Israel under the Law, in Heb.· ·10 : 28 ; (b) of 
the separation of man from God ; all who are descended from Adam not 
only die physically, owing to sin, see (a) above, but are naturally in the 
state of separation from. God, 2 Cor. 5 : 14. From this believers are 
freed both no·vv and eternally, John 6: 50; II : 26, through the Death of 
Christ, Rom. 5 : 8, e.g. ; unbelievers, who die physically as such, remain 
in cternal separation from God, John 8: 24. Believers have spiritually 
died to the Law as a means of life, Gal. 2 : 19; Col. 2 : 20; to sin, 
Rom. 6 : 2, and in general to all spiritual association with the world 
and with that whic.:h perlaiued to their unregenerate state, Col. 3 : 3, 
because of their identification with the Death of Christ, Rom. 6 : 8. (see 
No. 3, below). As life never means mere existence, so death, the opposite 
of life, never. means non-existence. See PERISH. 

3. SUNAPOTHNESKO (avv<mo8vi]aKw), to die with, to die together, 
is used of association in physical death, Mark 14: 31 ; in 2 Cor. 7 : 3, 
the Apostle declares that his love to the saints makes separation impossible, 
whether in life or in death. lt is used once of association spiritually with 
Christ in His death, 2 Tim. 2: II. See No. 2 (b).~ 

4. TELEUTAO (rn\wTCfw), to end (from telos, an end), hence, to end 
one's life, is used (a) of the death of the body, Matt. 2 : 19 ; 9 : 18 ; 15 : 4, 
where "die the death" means "surely die," R.V„ marg„ lit„ 'lct him 
end by death;' Mark 7: 10; Matt. 22: 25, "deceased;" Luke 7: 2; 
John II: 39, some mss. have verb No. l here; Acts 2: 29; 7: 15; 
Heb. II : 22 (R.V.," his end was nigh ") ; (b) of the gnawings of conscience 
in self reproach, under the symbol of a worm, Mark 9: 48 (vv. 44 and 
46, A.V.). See DECEA$E.~ 

5. KOIMAO (Koiµaw), in the Middle and Passive Voices, its only use 
in the N.T„ signifies to fall asleep. lt is connected etymologically with 
keimai, to lie down, the root ki- signifying to iie. Hence it is used 
metaphorically of death, Matt. 27 : 52, etc. lt is translated " be dead" 
in l Cor. 7 : 39. See AsLEER. 

6. APOGINOMAI (a:rroytvoµai), lit., to be away from (apo, from, 
ginomai, to l:ie, l:iecome; upo here siguifies separalion), is used in l Pet. 
2: 24 of the bclievcr's attitudc towards sin as the result of Christ's having 
borne our sins in His body on the Tree; R.V„ "having died unto sins," 
the aorist or momentary tense, expressing an event in the past.~ 

Note: Apollumi, to destroy, is found in the Middle Voice in some mss. 
in John 18: 14, and translated "die." The most authentic mss. have 
apothneskö (No. 2, above). 

DIFFER, DIFFERING, DIFFERENT, DIFFERENCE 
A. Verbs. 

r. DIAPHERO (füacplpw), lit„ to bear through, carry different ways, 
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hence, to be different from, is said of the stars, l Cor; 15 : 41 ; of a child 
under age in comparison with a servant, Gal. 4: l; in Phil. l : ro, marg., 
"things that differ," for "things that are excellent." See BETTER (be) 

2. MERIZÖ (µepU,w) denotes to divide (from meros, apart: the root 
mer_;. indicates distribntion, or measuring out, and is seen in meris, a 
district). In l Cor. 7: 34 the perfect tense of the Passive Voice is trans
lated "there is a difference." Some take the verb with what precedes, 
with rcference to thc married brother, and translate" he has been divided." 
See DEAL, DrsTRIBUTE, D1vrnE, G1vE, PART. 

3. DIAKRINO (8iaKplvw), lit„ to separate throughout, to make a 
distinction, Acts 15 : 9, R.V„ is translated to make to differ, in l Cor. 
4: 7. ln Jude 22, where the Middle Voice is ttsed, the A.V. has" makiug 
a difference; " the R.V., adopting the alternative reading, the accusative 
case, has "who are in doubt," a meaning found in Matt. 21 : 21 ; Mark · 
II : 23; Acts ro: 20; Rom. 14: 23; Jas. l: 6; 2: 4. See CoNTEND. 

B. Nouns. 
r. DIAIRESIS (füalpE:ais) lit. siguiftes to take asunder, from dia, 

apart, and haireö, to take (Eng„ direresis, i.e„ distinguishing two successive 
vowels as separate sounds) ; it is rendered in the A.V„ "diversities " 
in I Cor. 12 : '1 anrl 6; "differences" in ver. 5; R.V., "diversities," 
in each place. il 

2. DIASTOLE (StaaToAT}) signifies a setting asunder (dia, asunder, 
stellü, lu set; place, arrange), hence, a distinction; in Rom. 3: 22 und 
10: 12, A.V„ "diffcrcncc;" R.V., "distinction; "in l Cor. 14: 7 it is 
used of the distinction in musical sounds. if 

C. Adjectives. 
r. DIAPHOROS (8uf.cpopos), akin to A, No. I, signifies varying m 

kiud, different, diverse. lt is used of spiritual gifts, Rom. 12 : 6; of 
ceremonial washings, Heb. 9: ro ("divers"). See DIVERS, and for 
its other meaning, in Heb. l: 4; 8: 6, see ExcELLENT.if 

2. HETEROS (frr:pos), R.V., "different," for A.V., "another," in 
Rom. 7 : 23 ; z Cor. II : 4 ; Gal. l : 6 ; cp. l Tim. l : 3 ; 6 : 3. See 
ANOTHER. 

DIFFICULTY 
MOLIS (µ6,\is) signifies with difficulty, hardly (from molos, toil). 

In Luke 9: 39, it is rendered "hardly," of the difficulty in the departure 
of a demon. In Acts 27 : 7, 8, 16, where the A.V. has three different 
renderings, "scarce," "hardly," and "much work," respectively, the 
R.V. has "with difficulty" in each place. For its other meanings, 
scarce, scarcely, see Acts 14: 18; Rom. 5 : 7 ; l Pet. 4: 18. See HARDLY, 
Nu. 3.iJ 

DIG, DIG DOWN 
l. ORUSSO (opvuuw), to dig, dig up soil, dig a pit, iS said of a place 
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for a winepress, Matt. 21 : 33 ; Mark 12 : l ; of digging a pit for hiding 
something, Matt. 25 : l8.1f 

Note.s: (1) Diorussö, lit., to dig through (dia, through), is translated 
to break through "(or up) in Matt. 6 : 19, 20 ; 24 : 43 ; Luke 12 : 39. See 
BREAK.~ 

(2) Exorussö, lit., to dig out, is translated to break up in Mark 2 : 4; 
to pluck out (the eyes) in Gal. 4 : 15. See BREAK, PLUCK. ~ 

2. SKAPTO (aKa1TTw), primarily, to dig, by way of hollowing out, 
hence, denotes to dig. The root skap is seen in skapane, a spade, skapetos, 
a ditch, skaphe, a boat, andin Eng., scoop, skiff, and ship (i.e., something 
hollowed out). The verb is found in Luke 6 : 48 ; r3 : 8 ; 16 : 3. ~ 

3. KATASKAPTO (KaTaaKa1TTw), to dig down (kata, down, and No. 2), 
is found in Rom. II : 3, of altars, andin some mss. in Acts r5 : r6," ruins," 
lit., ' the things dug down.' Here the best texts have katastrephö, to 
overthrow, overturn.~ 

DIGNITY, DlGNlTIES 
DOXA (S6ea) primarily denotr.s an opinion, P.o;timation, repute; in 

the N.T., always good opinion, praise, honour, glory, o.n appcarancc 
commanding respect, magnificence, excellence, manifestation of glory; 
hence, of angelic powers, in respect of their state as commanding recogni
tion, "dignities," 2 Pet. 2: ru; Jude 8. See GLORY, HONOUR, PRAISE, 
WoRsHIP. 

DILIGENCE, DILIGENT, DILIGENTL Y 
A. Nouns. 

l. ERGASIA (Jpyaala), (a) lit., a working (akin to ergon, work), is 
indicative of a process, in contrast to the concrete, ergon, e.g., Eph. 4: 19, 
lit., 'unto a working' (R.V. marg„ 'to make a trade of ') ; contrast 
ergon in ver. 12; (b) "business," Acts 19: 25, R.V. (for A.V., "craft "); 
or gain got by work, Acts 16 : r6, r9 ; 19 : 24 ; (c) endeavour, pains, 
"diligence," Luke r2: 58. See CRAFT, GAIN, WüRK.fi 

2. SPOUDE (a1TovS~). earnestness, zeal; or sometimes the .tiaste 
accompanying this, Mark 6 : 25 ; Luke l : 39, is translated " diligence " 
in Rom. 12: 8; in ver. II, A.V., "business" (R.V., "diligence "); in 
z Cor. 8: 7, A.V., "diligence," R.V., "earnestness; " both have 
"diligence" in Heb. 6: rr; 2 Pet. r : 5 ; Jude 3; in 2 Cor. 7 : II, r2, 

R.V., "earnest care," A.V., "carefulness," and "care." See CARE.fi 
B. Verbs. 

l. SPOUDAZÖ (a1TovSa{w) has meanings corresponding to A, No. 2; 

it signifies to hasten to do a thing, to exert oneself, endeavour, give 
diligence; in Gal. 2 : ro, of remembering the poor, A.V., " was forward," 
R.V„ "was zealous;" in Eph. 4: 3, of'keeping the unity of the Spirit, 
A.V. "endeavouring," R.V.; "giving diligence;" in r Thess. 2: r7, of 
going to see friends, "endeavoured; " in 2 Tim. 4: 9; 4: 21, " do thy 
diligence ; " in the following the K V. uses the verb to give diligence : 
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2 Tim. 2: 15, A.V., "study; " Tit. 3: 12, A.v~. "be diligent; " Heb. 
4 : II, of keeping continuous Sabbath rest, A.V., " let us labour ; " in 
2 Pet. 1 : IO, of making our calling and election sure ; in 2 Pet. 1 : 15, of 
enabling believers to call Scripture truth to remembrance, A.V„ "en• 
deavour ; " in 2 Pet. 3 : 14, of being found in peace without fault and 
blameless, when the Lord comes, A.V., "be diligent." See ENDEAVOUR, 
FORWARD, LABOUR, STUDY, ZEALOUS., 

2. MELETAO (µE.\mfw), signifies to care for, attend carefully (from 
melete, care) ; in l Tim. 4: 15, A.V„ "meditate," R.V„ "be diligent in;" 
in Acts 4 : 25, " imagine " (marg„ " meditate ") ; in Mark 13 : II, the 
most authentic mss. have promerimnaö. See IMAGINE, MEDITATE., 

C. Adjectives. 
I. SPOUDAIOS (cmov8ai:os-), akin to A, No. 2 and B, No. 1, primarily 

signifies in haste ; hence, diligent, earnest, zealous, 2 Cor. 8 : 22, A.V., 
"diligent," R.V., '.' earnest." See EARNEST, FoRWARD.ii In the Sept., 
:C?r'k. 41 : 25, "stout (planks)."~ 

2. SPOUDAIOTEROS (a1Tov8ai6TEpos-), the comparative degree of 
No. 1, 2 Cor. 8 : 22, A.V., "more diligent," R.V„ "more earnest;" in 
ver. 17, A.V„ "more forward," R.V„ " very earnest." See EARNEST; 
cp. FORWARD.~ 

D. Adverbs. 
I. EPIMELOS (emµE.\ok), from epi, intensive, and an adverbial form 

of the impersonal verb melei, it is a care (cp. B, No. 2), signifies carefully, 
diligently, Luke 15 : 8., 

i. PUGME (1T'vyµii). the dative case of pugme, a fist, lit. means 'with 
the fist' (one hand being rubbed with the clenched fist of the other), a 
metaphurical expression for thoroughly, in contrast to what is superficial; 
Mark 7: 3, R.V. and A.V. marg„ "diligently" (A;V., text, "oft"). 
lt also signified boxing (not in the N.T.) ; cp. puktes and pugmachos, a 
boxer (Lat., pugnus and pugno; Eng., pugilist)., In the Sept„ Ex. 
21 : 18 ; Is. 58 : 4. if 

3. SPOUDAIÖS (a1Tov8alws-), speedily, earnestly, diligently (cp. the 
corresponding noun, verb and adjective above), is translated " earnestly " 
in the R.V. of Luke 7: 4 (A.V„ "instantly ") ; "diligently "in Tit. 3 : 13. 
See lNSTANTL Y. 

4. SPOUDAIOTEROS (a1Tov8aioTlpws-), the comparative degree of 
No. 3, "more diligently," is used in Phil. 2 : 28, R.V„ "the more 
diligently" (A.V„ "the more carefully ")_. See CAREFULLY., 

Notes: (r) Some mss. have the neuter of the comparative adjective 
spoudaioteron in 2 Tim. 1 : 17. The most authentic texts have the 
adverb, No. 4. 

(2) Akribös (aKpißws-) means accurately, exactly. The A.V. translates 
it " diligently " in Matt. 2 : 8 and Acts i8 : 25 ; " peifectly " in 1 Thess. 
5: z (cp. Luke l: 3). See AcCURATELY, CAREFUL, CIRCUMSPECTLY, 
PERFECTLY. 
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DIMINISHING 
HETTEMA {TjrM]µa): see DEFECT. 

DINE, DINNER 
A. Verb. 

DIS 

ARISTAO (dpiUTaw), primarily, to breakfast (see B), was later used 
also with the meaning tO dine, e.g., Luke II : 37; in John 21 : 12, 15, 
R.V„ "break your fast," and "had broken their fast," for A.V„ "dine; " 
obviously there it was the first meal in the day.~ In the Sept., Gen. 
43: 25; l Sam. 14: 24; l Chron. 13: 7.ir 

B. Noun. 
ARISTON (api<1'To11), primarily, the first .food, taken early in the 

moming before work; the meal in the Pharisee's house, in Luke II : 37, 
was a breakfast or early meal (see R.V„ marg.); the dinner was called 
deip1io1i. Later the breakfast was called akratisma (not in N,T.), and 
dinner, ariston, as in Matt. 22 : 4 ; Luke II : 38 ; 14 ; 12. ~ 

DIP, DIPPED, DIPPETH 
l. BAPTO (ßa1nw), to immerse, dip (derived from a root signifying 

deep), also signified to dye, which is suggested in Rev. 19 : 13, of the 
Lord's garment " dipped (i.e„ dyed) in blood " (R. V., " sprinkled " trans
lates the verb rhantizö : see SPRINKLED. lt is elsewhere translated 'ro 
rlip, Luke 16 : 24; John 13 : 26. Cp. thc Ionger form bapt-izö (primarily 
a frequentativP. form). See BAPTIZE. ~ · 

2. EMBAPTO (lµßa1T'Tw), en, in, and No. l, to dip into, is used of the 
act of Judas in diwing his hand with that of Christ in the dish, Matt. 
26: 23; Mark 14: 20.~ 

DIRECT 
KATEUTHUNO (Ka-r€v8v11w}, to make straight (kata, down, intensive, 

euthus, straight, euthunö, to straighten), is translated "guide" in Luke 
l : 79, of the Lord's guidance of the feet of His people ; " direct," in 
l Thess. 3: II, of His directing the way of His servants; in 2 Thess. 
3 : 5, of His directing the hearts of His saints into the love of God. 
See GUIDE.ir 

DISALLOW 
APODOKIMAZO (d11080Kiµa,w), to reject as the result of disapproval 

(apo, away from, dokimazö, to approve), is always translated to reject, 
except in the A.V. of l Pet. 2: 4 and 7. See REJECT. 

DISANNUL, DISANNULLING 
A. Verbs. 

I. ATHETEO (a8€-rtfw) signiiies to put as of no value (a, negative, 
thewn, what is placed, from tithemi, to put, place) ; hence, (a) to act 
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towards anything as though it were annulled ; e.g., to deprive a law of 
its force by opinions or acts contrary to it, Gal. 3 : I5, A.V„" disannulleth," 
R.V., "maketh void;" (b) to thwart the efficacy of anything, to nullify, 
to frustrate it, Luke 7 : 30, " rejected ; " I Cor. I : Ig, " will 1 reject ; " 
to make void, Gal. 2: 2I; to set at nought, Jude 8, R.V. (A.V., 
" despised ") ; the parallel passage, in 2 Pet. 2: 10, has kataphroneö. 
In Mark 6 : 26, the thought is that of breaking faith with. See DESPISE, 
A, Note (I). 

2. AKUROÖ (aKvp6w), to deprive of authority (a, negative, kuros, 
force, authority; cp. kurios, a lord, kuroö, to strengthen), hence, to make of 
none effect, Malt. I5: 6; Mark 7: I3, with reference to the commandment 
or word of God, R.V„ to make void, is translated" disannul" in G:al. 3 : I7, 
of the inability of the Law to deprive of force God's covenant with 
Abraham. This verb stresses the effect of the act, while No. I stresses 
the attitude of the rejector. See Vom.~ 

B. Noun. 
ATHETESIS (d8hricn<;), akin to A, No. I, a setting aside, abolition, 

is translated" disannulling" in Heb. 7: I8, with reference to a command
ment; in 9: 26" to put away," with reference to sin, lit„ 'for a putting 
away.' See PUTTING, Note.~ -----

DISBELIEVE 
APIST.EO (dmaT.!w), to he unhelieving (a, negative, pistis, faith; 

cp. apisto.~. unbt:lieviug), is translated " believed not," etc. in the A.V. 
(except in I Pet. 2 : 7, " be disobedient ") ; " disbelieve " (or " dis-
1.Jelieveu '') in the R.V„ in Mark Iu : II, I6; Luke :24: II, 4I ; Acts 
28 : 24 ; " disbelieve " is the best rendering, implying that the unbeliever 
has had a full opportunity of believing and has rejected it; some mss. 
have apeitheö, to be disobedient,in I Pet. z: 7; Rom. 3 : 3, R.V., "were 
without faith; " 2 Tim. 2: I3, R.V.," are faithless.'' Cp. DrsoBEDIENT, 
C. See BELIEVE.~ 

DISCERN, DISCERNER, DISCERNMENT 
A. Verbs. 

I. ANAKRINÖ (d.vaKplvw), to distinguish, or separate out so as to 
investigate (krinö) by looking throughout (ana, intensive) objects or 
particulars, hence signifies to examine, scrutinize, question, to hold a 
preliminary judicial examination preceding the trial proper (this first 
examination, implying more tci follow, is often present in the non-legal 
uses of the word), e.g., Luke 23 : I4; figuratively, in I Cor. 4: 3; it is 
said of searching the Scriptures in Acts I7 : II ; of disceming or deter
mining the excellence or defects of a person or thing, e.g., I Cor. 2 : 14, 
A.V„ " discemed;" K V „ " judged; " in I Cor. IO: 27, " asking (no) 
question" (i.e„ not raising the question as to whelher thc mcat is the 
residue from an idolatrous sacrifice). Except in Luke 23 : I4, this word 
is found only in Acts and I Cor. See EXAMINE, JuDGE. 
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2. DIAKRINÖ (füaKplvw} signifies to separate, discriminate; then, 
to learn by discriminating, to determine, decide. lt is translated " dis
cem" in Matt. r6: 3, of discriminating between the varying conditions of 
the sky (see dokimazö, No. 3, below, in Luke 12: 56), andin r Cor. rr : 29, 

with reference to partaking of the bread and the CQP of the Lord's Supper 
unworthily; by not discerning or discriminating what they represent; 
in ver. 31, the R.V. has "discerned," for the A.V., "would judge," of 
trying oneself, discerning one's condition, and so judging any evil 
before the Lord ; in 14 : 29, regarding oral testim~ny in a gathering of 
believers, it is used of discerning what is of the Holy Spirit, R.V., 
"discem" (A.V., "judge "). See CONTEND, DECllDE, DIFFER, etc. 

3. DOKIMAZÖ (8oKiµa,w) signiftes to test, prl!Jve, scrutinize, so as 
to decide. lt is translated" discern" in the A.V. of Luke 12: 56; R.V,., 
" interpret " (marg., " prove "). See APPROVE. 

B. Noun. 
DIAKRISIS (81aKptutS'), cp. A, No. 2, a distinguishing, a cle4r 

discrimination, discerning, judging, is translated "discernings" in 
l Cor. 12: ro, of discerning spirits, judging by evidence whether th~y 
are evil or of God. In Heb. 5: 14 the phrase consisting of pros, wi'.th 
this noun, lit., 'towards a discerning,' is translated "to discern," 
said of those who are capable of discriminating betw~en good and evil. 
In Rom. 14 : l the word has its other sense of decision or judgment and 
the phrase " doubtful disputations " is, lit., ' judgmen1ts of rcasonings ' 
(marg„ "not for decisions of doubts," i.e., not to act ~s a judge of the 
weak brother's scruples). See DECISION, B, No. 2. iJ 

Note: For" discernment," Phil. l : 19, see JuDGME~T, Note (4). 
C. Adjective. 

KRITIKOS (KpmK6S') signifies that which relates to judging (kr~ö, 
to judge), fit for, or skilled in, judging (Eng., critical), found in H~b. 
4: 12, of the Word of God as " quick to discern the thoughts and intelllts 
of the heart," (lit., 'critical of etc.'), i.e., discriminating and passing 
judgrnent on the thoughts and feelings.~ 

DISCHARGED 
KATARGEÖ (Ka-rapytw) mcans to rcduce to inactivity. "Discharged" 

is the R.V. translation of the word in Rom. 7: 2 and 6 (A.V., "is loosed," 
and "are delivered "). In ver. 2 the meaning is that the death of a 
woman's first husband makes void her status as a wife in the eyes of the 
Law; she is therefore discharged from the prohibition against re
marrying ; the prohibition is rendered ineffective in her case. So, in 
ver. 6, with the believer in relation to the Law, he has been made dead 
to the Law as a means of justification and life. lt is not the Law that has 
died (A.V.), but the believer (see the R.V.), who has been discharged, 
through being put to death, as to the old nature, in identification with 
the Death of Christ, that he might have life in Christ. See ABOLISH. 
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DISCIPLE 
A. Nouns. 

DIS 

l. MATH~T~S (µa817n)s), lit., a Iearner (from manthanlJ, to learn, 
from a root math-, indicating thought accompanied by endeavour), in 
contrast to didaskalos, a teacher ; hence it denotes one who follows 
one's teaching, as the disciples of John, Matt. 9: 14; of the Pharisees, 
Matt. 22 : 16; of Moses, John 9: 28; it is used of the disciples of Jesus 
(a) in a wide sense, of Jews who became His adherents, John 6: 66; 
Luke 6: 17, some being secretly so, John 19: 38; (b) especially of the 
twelve Apostles, Matt. 10 : l ; Luke 22 : II, e.g. ; (c) of all who manifest 
that they are His disciples by abiding in His Word, John 8; 31; cp. 
13 : 35 ; 15 : 8 ; (d) in the Acts, of those who believed upon Hirn and 
confessed Hirn, 6: l, 2, 7; 14: 20, 22, 28; 15: 10; 19: l etc. 

A disciple was not only a pupil, but an adherent ; hence they are 
spoken of as imitators of their tfacher; cp. John 8 : 31 ; 15: 8. 

2. MATHETRIA (µa8~Tpia), a female disciple, is said of Tabitha, 
Acts. 9 : 36. ~ 

3. SUMMATHETES (uvµµa817n)s) means a fellow-disciple (sun, with, 
and No. 1), John II : 16.il 

Note: In Acts T : 15, the R.V. translates the mss. which have adelphön, 
"brethren; " in 20: 7, R.V., "we," for A.V., "disciples." 

B. Verb. 
MATHETEUO (µa817rnfw) is uscd in thc Active Voice, intransitively, 

in some mss„ in Matt. 27: 57, in the sense of being the disciple of a 
person; here, however, the best mss. have the Passive Voice, lit„ 'had 
been made a disciple,' as in Matt. 13 : 52, R.V., "who hath been made a 
disciple." lt is used in this transitive sense in the Active Voice in 28: 19 
and Acts 14: 21.~ 

DISCIPLINE 
SOPHRONISMOS (uwcf>povtaµos), from söphrön, Iit„ saving the mind, 

from saos, contracted to sös, safe (cp. sözö, to save), phren, the mind, 
primarily, an admonishing or calling to soundness of mind, or to self
control, is used in 2 Tim. l : 7, A.V.," a sound mind; "R.V„" discipline." 
Cp. söphroneö (to be of sound mind), söphronizö (to admonish), söphronös 
(soberly), and söphrön, of sound mind. See Mrnn., Cp. CHASTISEMENT. 

DISCOURAGE (-D) 
ATHUMEO (a8vµlw), to be disheartened, dispirited, discouraged 

(a, negative, thumos, spirit, courage, from the root thu, found in thuö, 
to rush, denoting feeling, passion; hence Eng„ fume), is found in 
Col. 3 : 21.~ 

DISCOURSE 
DIALEGOMAI (Sta.\lyoµat) primarily denotes to ponder, resolve 

in one's mind (dia, through, legö, to say); then, to converse, dispute, 
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discuss, discourse with; most frequently, to reason or dispute with. 
In Heb. r2 : 5 the R.V., "reasoneth with" is to be preferred to 
the A.V., "speaketh unto." The A.V. translates it "preached," in 
Acts 20: 7 and 9; this the R.V. corrects to" discoursed," lit.,' dialogued,' 
i.e., not by way of a sermon, but by a discourse of a more conversational 
character. See DISPUTE, PREACH, REASON, SPEAK: In the Sept., 
Ex. 6: 27; Judg. 8: r; Is. 63: r. • 

DISCO VER 
Two verbs are translated by the verb to discover, in the A.V. The 

R.V. translates differently in each case. 
I. ANAPHAINÖ (dvacf>alvw): see APPEAR, A, No. 3. 
2. KATANOEO (1earnvo€w), to perceive distinctly, discern clearly, 

descry, is translated "discovered" in Acts 27: 39, A.V.,. of finding a 
bay with a creek (R.V., "perceived "). See BEHOLD. 

DISCREET,. DISCREETLY 
A. Adjective. 

SÖPHRÖN (acfJcf>pwv), of sound mind, self-controlled (for the 
derivation, see D1sc1PLINE}, is translated "sober-minded," in its four 
occurrences in the R.V., r Tim. 3: 2 (A.V., "sober ") ; Tit. r : 8 (A.V., 
ditto) ; 2: 2 (A.V., "temperate ") ; 2: 5 (A.V., "discreet "). See 
SOBER, TEMrERATE., 

B. Adverb. 
NOUNECHÖS (vovvExw>), lit„ mind-possessing (nous, mind, under

standing, echo, to have), hence denotes discreetly, sensibly, prndently. 
Mark I2 : 34. ~ 

DISEASE, DISEASED (BE) 
A. Nouns. 

r. ASTHENEIA (da8€vna), lit., lacking strength (a, negative, sthenos, 
strength), weakness, infirmity, is translated "diseases" in Matt. 8 : r7, 
R.V., for A.V., "sicknesses," and in Acts 28: 9. lts usual rendering is 
"infirmity "or" infirmities; "" sickness," in John II: 4. Cp. B, No. I. 

See INFIRMITY, SrcKNESS, WEAKNESS. 
2. MALAKIA (µa.Aa1ela) primarily denotes softness (cp. malakos, soft, 

Matt. II : 8 etc.) ; hence, debility, disease. lt is found in Matthew only, 
4 : 23 ; 9 : 35 ; ro : r. ~ lt is frequent in the Sept., e.g., Gen. 42 : 4 ; 
44 : 29 ; Deut. 7 : r5 ; 28 : 6r ; Is. 38 : 9 ; 53 : 3. 

3. NOSOS (v6ao>), akin to Lat. nocere, to injure (Eng., nosology), is 
the regular word for disease, sickness, Matt. 4: 23 ; 8 : r7 ; 9: 35 ; 
ro: r, R.V„ "di3casc," A.V„ "sickne.'5.'5; " in Matt. 4 : 24, Mark i : 34; 
Luke ·1 : 40; 6: 17; 9: r; Acts r9: rz, A.V. and R.V. rcnder it 
"diseases." In Luke 7 : 2r, A.V. has" infirmities." The most authentic 
mss. omit the word in Mark 3 : r5. See SrcKNESS. ~ 
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4. NOS:E:MA (v61i17)µa), an alternative form of No. 3, is found in some 
mss. in John 5: 4.~ Cp. noseö, to dote about, have a diseased craving 
.fui; .l Tim. 6 : 4. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. ASTHENEÖ (d.a8€vew), akin to A, No. l, to lack strength, to be 

weak, sick, is translated "were diseased" in John 6 : 2, A.V. (R.V., 
" were sick "). See IMPOTENT, SICK, WEAK. 

2. ECHÖ KAKÖS (€xw KaKws-), lit., to have badly, i.e„ to be ill or in 
an evil case, is used in Matt. 14: 35 (A.V„ "were diseased," R.V„ "were 
sick ") ; so in Mark l : 32 ; Luke 7 : 2. See S1cK. ~ 

DISFIGURE 
APHANIZÖ (O.cf>avl,w) primarily means to cause to disappear, hence 

(a) to make unsightly, to disfigure, as of the face, Matt. 6 : 16 ; (b) to 
cause to vanish away, consume, Matt. 6: 19, 20; (c) in the Passive Voice, 
to perish, Acts 13: 41, or to vanish away, Jas. 4: 14. See CoNSUME.~ 

DISH 
TRUBLION (Tpvß>.iov) denotes a bowl, somewhat deep, Matt. 26 : 23 ; 

Mark 14: 20; among the Greeks it was a measure in medical prescrip
~ions.~ 

DISHONESTY 
AISCHUNE (aiaxJV1/). shame, su Lhe R.V. in 2 Cor. 4: 2 (for A.V„ 

"dishonesty "), is elsewhere rendered" shame," Luke 14: 9; Phil. 3: 19; 
Heb. 12: 2; Jude 13; Rev. 3: 18. See SHAME.~ 

DISHONOUR 
A. Noun. 

ATIMIA (d.nµla), from a, negative, time, honour, denotes dishonour, 
ignominy, disgrace, in Rom. l: 26, "vile passions" (R.V.), lit., 'passions 
of dishonour; ' in .Rom. 9: 21, " dishonour," of vessels designed for 
meaner household purposes (in contrast to time, honour, as in 2 Tim. 
2: 20) ; in l Cor. II : 14, said of long hair, if worn by men, R.V„ "dis
honour," for A.V„ "shame," in contrast to doxa, glory, ver. r5; so in 
l Cor. 15 : 43, of the "sowing" of the natural body, and in 2 Cor. 6: 8, 
of the Apostle Paul's ministry. In 2 Cor. II : 21 he uses it in self
disparagement, A.V., "reproach," R.V„ "disparagernent." See D1s
PARAGEMENT, REPROACH, SHAME, VILE.~ 

B. Adjective. 
ATIMOS (anµos-), akin to A: see DESPISE, B. 

C. Ve.rbs. 
l. ATIMAZÖ (dnµa,w) akin to A, signifies to dishonour, treat shame

fully, insult, whether in word, John 8: 49, or deed, Mark 12: 4; Luke 
20: II, R.V„ "handled (him) sharnefully," (A.V. "entreated ... 
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shamefully ") ; Rom. l : 24; ::t: 23, "dishonourest; " Jas. 2 : 6, R.V., 
"ye bave dishonoured (the poor)," (A.V., "despised ") ; in the Passive 
Voice, to suffer dishonour, Acts 5 : 41 (A.V., "suffer shame "}. See 
DESPISE, A, Note (2).~ 

Note: Atimaö is found in some mss. in Mark 12: 4. 
2. KATAISCHUNO (KaTaioxvvw} : see AsHAMED, No. 3. 

DISMISS (-ED) .. 
. APOLUO (a1ToMw), lit„ to loose from (apo, from, luö, to loose), is 

translated " di~miss " in Acts 15 : 30, 33, R.V. (A.V„ " let go ") and 
19 : 41. See DEPART, D1voRCE, FoRGIVE, Go, LIBERTY, LoosE, PuT, 
No. 16, RELEASE, SEND. 

DISOBEDIENCE, DISOBEDIENT 
A. Nouns. 

r. APEITHEIA (a1TEl8€ia). lit., the condition of being unpersnac'lahlft 
(a, negative, peithö, to persuade), denotes obstinacy, obstinate rejection 
of thc will of God ; hence, " disobedience ; " Eph. 2 : 2 ; 5 : 6 ; Col. 3 : 6, 
and in the R.V. of Rom. II: 30, 32 and Heb. 4: 6, II (for A.V., 
"unbelief "}, speaking of Israel, past and present. See UNBELIEF.'fl 

2. PARAKOE (1TapaKo~). primarily, hearing amiss (para, aside, 
akouö, to hear), hence signifies a refusal to hear; hence, an act of 
disobedience, Rom. 5 : 19 ; 2 Cor. 10 : 6 ; Heb. 2 : 2. lt is broadly to 
be distinguished from No. l, as an act from a condition, though parakoe 
itself is the effect, in transgression, of the condition of failing or refusing 
to hear. Carelessness in attitude is the precursor of actual disobedience. 
In the O.T. disobedience is frequently described as a refusing to hear, 
e.g., Jer. II : 10; 35: 17; cp. Acts 7: 57. See Trench, Syn. § lxvi.if 

B. Adjective; · 
APEITHES (d77nB~s), akin to A, No. l, signifies unwilling to be 

persuaded, spurning belief, disobedient, Luke l : 17 ; Acts 26 : 19 ; 
Rom. l : 30 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 2 ; Tit. l : 16 ; 3 : 3. if 

Note: In l Tim. l : 9 anupotaktos, insubordinate, unsubjected (a, 
negative, n, euphonic, hupo, under, tassö, to order), is transl~ted 
"disobedient" in the A.V. ; the R.V. has "unruly," as in Tit. l : 6, 10; 

in Heb. 2: 8, "not subject" (R.V.), "not put under" (A.V.). See 
PUT, UNRULY.,f 

C. Verb. 
APEITHEÖ (a1Tn8,w), akin to A. No. l, and B, to. refuse to be 

persuaded, to refuse belief, tobe disobedient, is translated" disobedient," 
or by the verb to be disobedient, in the R.V. o( Acts 14 : 2. (A.V., 
"unbelieving "), and 19: 9 (A.V., " believed not") ; it is absent from 
the most authentic mss.in Acts 17: 5; in John 3: 3(1 "obeyeth not," 
R.V. (A.V., "believeth not ") ; in Rom. 2 : 8 '·' obey not; " in 10: 21, 

"disobcdicnt;" in II : 30, 31, "were 'disobedieut" (A.V., "have not 
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believed ") ; so in IS : 3I ; Heb. 3 : I8 ; II : 3I ; in I Pet. 2 : 8, 
"disobedient; " so in 3: 20; in 3: I and 4: I7, "obey not." In 2: 7 
the best rnss. have apisteö, to disbelieve. See ÜBEY, B, No. 4, UN

BELIEVING. ~ 

DISORDERLY 
A. Adjective. 

ATAKTOS (<i'.TaKTo>) signifies not keeping order (a, negative, tassö, 
to put ·in order, arrange) ; it was especially a rnilitary terrn, denoting 
not keeping rank, insubordinate ; it is used in I Thess. 5 : I4, describing 
certain church membcrs who manifested an insubordinate spirit, whether 
by excitability or officiousness or idleness. See UNRULY.~ 

B. Adverb. 
ATAKTÖS (dTaKTw>) signifies disorderly, with slackness (like soldiers 

not keeping rank), 2 Thess. 3: 6; in ver. II it is said of those in the 
church who refused to work, and becamr. hmyhorlies (cp. I Tim. 5: r3).~ 

· C. Verb. 
ATAKTEÖ (aTaKTew) signifies to be out of rank, out of oue'!:ö vlace, 

undiSciplined, to behave disorderly: in the military sense, to break rank; 
negatively in 2 Thess. 3: 7, of the example set by the Apostle and his 
fellow-missionaries, in working for their bread while they were at 
Thessalonica so as not to burden the saints. See BEHAVE.~ 

DISPARAGEMENT 
For this R.V. translation of atimia in 2 Cor. II: 2I, see DISHONOUR, A. 

DISPENSATION 
OIKONOMIA (olKovoµ.la) primarily signifies the management of a 

household or of household affairs (oikos, a house, nomos, a law) ; then the 
management or administration of the property of others, and · so a 
stewardship, Luke I6 : 2, 3, 4 ; elsewhere only in the Epistles of Paul, 
who applies it (a) to the tesponsibility entrusted to him of preaching the 
Gospel, I Cor. 9: I7 (R.V„ "stewardship," A.V., "dispensation ") ; 
(b) to the stewardship committed to him "to fulfil the Word of God," 
the fulfilment being the unfolding of the completion of the Divinely 
arranged and imparted cycle of truths which are consummated in the 
truth relating to the Church as the Body of Christ, Col. I : 25 (R.V. and 
A.V., " dispensation ") ; so in Eph. 3 : 2, ·Of the grace of God given him 
as a stewardship (" dispensation ") in regard to the same " mystery " ; 
(c) in Eph. I : IO and 3 : 9, it is used of the arrangement or administration 
by God, by which in " the fulness of the times " (or seasons) God will 
sum up all things in the heavens and on earth in Christ. In Eph. 3: 9 
some mss. havc koinönia, "fellowship," for oikonomia, "dispensation." 
In I Tim. I : 4 oikonomia may mean either a stewardship in the sense of 
(a) above, or a dispensation in the sense of (c). The reading oikodomia, 
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"edifying/' in some mss., is not to be accepted. See STEWARDSHIP.fl 
Note: A dispensation is not a period or epoch (a common, but 

erroneous, use of the word), but a mode of dealing, an arrangtment or 
administration of affairs. Cp. oikonomos, a steward, and oikonomeö, 
to be a steward. 

DISPERSE, DISPERSION 
A. Verbs. 

l. DIALUO (Oia>..vw), to dissolve, is used in Acts 5 : 36 of the breaking 
up and dispersion· of a company of men, R.V.,· "dispersed," A.V., 
"scattered." See ScATTER.~ 

2. SKORPIZO (uKup7Tl,w), to scatter (probably from a roul, i;kurp-, 
signifying to cut asunder, akin to skorpios, a scorpion). is used in Matt. 
12 : 30; Luke II : 23; John ro: 12 ; 16: 32; in the R.V. of 2 Cor. 
9: 9, "scattered abroad" (A.V„ "he hath dispersed abroad ''), of one 
who liberally dispenses benefits. See ScATTER. ~ 

3. DIASKORPIZÖ (StauKop7Tl,w), dia, through, and No. 2, signifies 
to scatter abroad, in Matt. 26: 31 ; Mark 14: 27, metaphorically of 
sheep; in Luke 1 : 51, of the proud; in John II : 52, of the scattering of 
the children of God ; in Acts 5 : 37, of the followers of Judas of Galilee 
(A.V„ "were dispersed ") ; cp. No. l, re ver. 36; of scattering grain by 
winnowing, Matt. 25 : 24, 26 ; in Luke 15 : 13 and 16 : l, it signifies to 
waste. See ScATTER, STRAWED, WASTE.fl 

4. DIASPEIRO (Oiaumdpw), to scatter abroad (dia, through, sp,eiro, 
to sow), is used in Acts 8: l, 4; II: 19.~ 

B. Noun. 
DIASPORA (Stau1Top&), akin to A, No. 4, a scattering, a dispersio1'. 

was used of the Jews who from time to time had been scattered among 
the Gentiles, John 7: 35 ; later with reference to Jews, so scattered, 
who had professed, or actually embraced, the Christian faith, " the 
Dispersion," Jas. l : l, R.V. ; especially of believers who were converts 
from Judaism and scattered throughout certain districts, "sojourners 
of the Dispersion," l Pet. l: l, R.V.~ In the Sept„ of Israelites, 
scattered and exiled, e.g., Deut. 28 : 25 ; 30 : 4 ; Neh. l : 9. 

DISPLEASED 
l. AGANAKTEO (dyavaKrlw), from agan, much, and achomai, to 

grieve, primarily meant to feel a violent irritation, physically; it was 
used, too, of the fermenting of wine; hence, metaphorically, to show 
signs of grief, to be displeased, to be grieved, vexed ; lt is translated 
"sore displeased" in Matt. 21 : 15, A.V. ; "much displeased," in Mark 
ro: 14. 41; the R.V. always renders it to be moved with, or to have, 
indignation, as the A.V. elsewhere, Matt. 20: 24; 26: 8; Mark 14: 4; 
Luke 13: 14· See INDIGNATION.~ 

2. PROSOCHTHIZÖ (1TpoGox8t,w), to be wroth or displeased with 
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(pros, toward, or with, ochtheö, tobe sorely vexed), is used in Heb. 3 : ro, 
17 (A.V., "grieved; " R.V., "displeased "). "Grievcd" does not 
adequately express the righteous anger of God intirnatcd in the passage. 
See GRIEVE.,i 

3. THUMOMACHEÖ (8vµ.oµ.axew), lit., to fight with great animosity 
(thumos, passim:, machomai, to fight), hence, to be very angry, to be 
highly displeased, is said of Herod's displeasure with the Tyrians and 
Sidonians, Acts 12: 20.~; 

DISPOSED (to be) 
I. BOULOMAI (ßov>.oµ.a,), to wish, to purpose, to will deliberately, 

indicating a prcdisposition uctini:; through the deliberate will, is tran;.;
lated "was disposed" m Acts r8: 27, A.V. (R.V., " was minded "). 
lt expresses more strongly than thelö (No. 2) the deliberate exercise of the 
will. See DESIRE, B, No. 7. 

2. THELÖ (Oe>.w) means to will; it signifies more especially thc 
natural impulse or volition, and indicates a less formal or deliberate 
purpose than No. I. lt is translated "arc disposed" iri r Cor. IO: 27. 
Sec DESIRE, B, No. 6. 

DISPOSITION 
DIATAGE (Siamyij), an ordinance, e.g„ Rom. 13: 2 (cp. diatassö, 

to appoint, ordain), is rendl"red "disposition" in Ar.ts 7: 53; R.V„ 
" as it (the iaw) was ordained by angels" (marg., "as the ordinance of 
angels; " lit., 'unto ordinances of angels '). Angels are mentioned in 
connection with the giving of the Law of Moses in Deut. 33 : 2. In 
Gal. 3 : 19 and Heb. 2 : 2 the purpose of the referencc to them is to show 
the supcriority of thc Gospel to the Luw. In Acts 7 : SJ Stephen mentions 
the angels to stress the majesty of the Law. See ÜRDAIN, 0RDINANCE.~I 

DISPUTATION 
r. ZETESIS ('~'T7/aL>) denotes, firstly, a seeking (zeteö, to seek), 

then, a debate, dispute, questioning, Acts I5 : 2-. 7 (some texts have 
suzetesis, reasoning, in both verses), R.V., "questioning," for A.V., 
"disputation" and" disputing; " for John 3 : 25 ; Acts 25 : 20; I Tim. 
I : 4; 6: 4; 2 Tim. 2: 23; Tit. 3: 9, see QUESTION, QUESTIONING.iJ 

2. DIALOGISMOS (Sia>.oyiaµ.6•) is translated " disputations " m 
Rom. I4: r. See below. 

DISPUTE, DISPUTER, DISPUTING 
A. Nouns. 

1. DIALOGISMOS (füa>.oyLaµ.6s) denotcs, primarily, an inward 
reasoning, an opinion (dia, through, suggesting separation, log1.srnos, a 
reasoning), e.g„ -Luke 2 : 35 ; S : 22 ; 6: 8; then, a deliberating, ques
tioning, Luke 24 : 38 ; (more strongly) a disputing, Phil. 2 : r4 ; I Tim. 
2 : 8 (A.V„" uuubtings ") ; in Rom. I4 : I, "disputations ;" marg.," (not 
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for decisions) of doubts" (lit., 'not unto discussions of doubts,' which is 
perhaps a suitable rendering). Cp. dialogizomai, to reason. See 
lJOUBTING, IMAGINATION, REASONING, THOUGHT. 

2. LOGOMACHIA (>.oyoµaxla) denotes a dispute about words (logos, 
a word, mache, a fight), or about trivial things, l Tim. 6: 4, R.V„ "dis
putes," A.V„ "strifes." See STRIFE.~ 

3. DIAPARATRIBE (oia1TapaTpiß~) denotes a constant or incessant 
wrangling (dia, through, para, beside, tribö, to wear out, suggesting the 
attrition or wearing effect of contention), l Tim. 6: 5, R.V.," wranglings," 
A.V., "perverse disputings." Some mss. have the word paradiatribe, 
in the opposite order -0f the prefixed prepositions. See WRANGLING. ~ 

4. ANTILOGIA (dVTiAoyla) denotes a gainsaying, contradiction (anti, 
against, legö, to speak), Heb. 6: 16 (A.V., "strife," R.V., "dispute,'') ; 
7: 7, a gainsaying (R.V., "dispute; " A.V., "contradiction ") ; 12 : 3 
(R.V., "gainsaying;" A.V., "contradiction "); Jude II (" gainsaying "). 
See CoNTRADICTION, B.~ 

5. SUZE1ETES (aV,7J77JT~S"), from sun, with, zeteö, to seek, denotes 
a uispuler, i Cor. i : ~o. where the reference is especially to a learned 
disputant, a sophist. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. DIALEGOMAI (oiaMyoµai), akin to A, No. l, primarily signifies 

to think different things with oneself, to ponder ; then, with other 
pcrsons, to convcrsc, argue, dispute; it is translated to dispute in Mark 
9: 34 (for ver. 33 see No. 2), the R.V. and A.V. "had disputed" is 
somewhat unsuitable here, for the delinquency was not that they had 
wrangled, but that they had reasoned upon the subject at all ; in Acts 
17: 17, A.V. (R.V., "reasoned," as in the A.V. of 18: 4, 19) ; in 19: 8, 9 
(R.V., "reasoning ") ; in 24: 12, "disputing; " in Jude 9, "disputed." 
See DrscouRsE. 

2. DIALOGIZOMAI (oia>.oy{,oµai), akin to A, No. l, to bring together 
different reasons, to reckon them up, to reason, discuss, in Mark 9: 33 
is translated "ye disputed among yourselves," A.V.; R.V., "were 
reasoning." See CAST, No. 15, REASON. 

3. SUZETEO (av,71T€w), akin to A, No. 5, lit.,. to seek or examine 
together, signifies to discuss, but is translated to dispute in Acts 6 : 9, 
and 9 : 29 ; elsewhere only in Mark and Luke. See lNQUIRE, QUESTION, 
REASON. 

DISREPUTE 
APELEGMOS (dm;Ai;yµ6s-), from apo, from, and elenchö, to refU,te, 

denotes censure, repudiation (of something shown tobe worthless), hence, 
contempt, "disrepute," Acts 19: 27, R.V., " (come into) disrepute,'' 
for A.V., " (to be) set at nought." lt is akin to apelenchö, to convict, 
refute (not in the N.T.), elenchö, fo convict, elenxis, rebuke, and elegmos, 
reproof. See NOUGHT.~ 
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For DISSEMBLE see DISSIMULATION 

DISSENSION 
STASIS (aTaais}, akin to histemi, to stand, denotes (a) a standing, 

stability, Heb. 9 : 8, " (while as the first tabernacle) is yet standing ; " 
(b) an insurrection, uproar, Mark 15 : 7 ; Luke 23 : 19, 25 ; Acts 19 : 40 ; 
24: 5 ; (c) a dissension, Acts 15 : 2; 23 : 7, ro. See INSURRECTION, 
SEDITION, STANDING, UPROAR.~ 

DISSIMULATION, DISSEMBLE 
A. Noun. 

HUPOKRISIS (v1T6Kpiais}, primarily, a reply, came to mean the acting 
of a stage-player, because such answered one another in dialogue; hence 
the meaning dissembling or pretence. lt is translated "dissimulation" 
in Gai. 2 : 13 (see B). See HYPOCRISY. 

B. Verb. 
SUNUPOKRINOMAI (awu1rö1<plvoµttt), 11un, wilh, hupukrinumui, akiu 

to A, to join in acting the hypocrite, in pretending to act from one motive, 
whereas another motive really inspires the act. So in Gal. 2 : 13, Peter 
with other believing J ews, in separating from believing Gentiles at Antioch, 
pretended that the motive was loyalty to the Law of Moses, whereas really 
it was fear of the J udaizers. ~ 

C. Adjective. 
ANUPOKRITOS (d.vv1T6KptToS'), from a, negative, n, euphonic, and an 

adjectival form corresponding to A, signifies unfeigned; it is said of love, 
2 Cor. 6: 6; I Pet. l : 22; Rom. 12 : 9, A.V„ "without dissimulation," 
R.V., " without hypocrisy; " of faith, l Tim. l : 5 ; 2 Tim. l : 5, " un
feigned; " of the wisdom that is from above, Jas. 3 : 17, "without 
hypocrisy." See H YPOCRISY. ~ 

DISSOLVE 
r. LUO (>.vw), to loose, is used of the future demolition of the elements 

or heavenly bodies, 2 Pet. 3 : ro, II, 12 ; in ver. 10, A.V., " shall melt," 
R.V., "shall be dissolved; " inverses II, 12, A.V. and R.V„ "dissolved." 
See BREAK. 

2. KATALUO (KaTaAVw) : see DESTROY, A, No. 5. 

For DISTINCTION (diastole) see DIFFERENCE 

DISTRACTION (withuut) 
APERISPASTOS (a1Ttpta1TaaTwr}, from a, negative, perispaö, to draw 

around, draw away, distract (for which see CuMBER), is found in l Cor. 
7: 35., 
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DISTRESS, DISTRESSED 
A. Nouns. 

DIS 

I. ANANKE (dvayK77) denotes (a) a necessity, imposed whether by 
external circumstances, e.g., Luke 23: 17, or inward pressure, e.g., 
r Cor. 9: 16; (b) straits, distress, Luke 21 : 23 (in ver. 25, " distress" 
translates No. 3) ; r Cor. 7: 26; I Thess. 3 : 7; the last two refer to the 
lack of material things. See NECESSARY, NECESSITY, NEEDS. 

2. STENOCHÖRIA (aTuoxwpla) : see ANGUISH. 
3. SUNOCHE (avvox~): see ANGUISH. 
4. THLIPSIS (8).lrpis) : see AFFLICTION, B, No. 5. 

· B. Verbs. · 
I. BASANIZÖ (ßaaavl,w), properly signifies to test by rubbing on 

the touchstone (basanos, a touchstone), then, to question by applying 
torture; hence to vex, torment; in the Passive Voice, to be harassed, 
distressed ; it is said of men struggling in a boat against wind and waves, 
Mritt. T4: 24, R.V., "c'listn~ss~c'I" (A.V., "to55ed "); Mark 6: 48, R.V., 
"distressed" (A.V., "toiling "). See PAIN, TOIL, TORMENT, VEx. 

2. SKULLO (aKuMw) primarily signifies to skin, to flay ; then to rend, 
mangle ; hence, to vex, trouble, annoy ; it is found in the most authentic 
mss. in Matt. 9 : 36, R.V., " distressed " (of the multitudes who applied 
to the Lord for healing) ; A.V., "fainted," translating the alternative 
reading, ekluö, lit., to loosen out. lt is also used in Mark 5 : 35 ; Luke 
7 : 6 ; 8 : 49. See TROUBLE.~ 

3. STENOCHÖREO {aTEvoxwp,w) : see ANGUISH. 
4. KATAPONEÖ {KaTa7Tov.fw), primarily, to tire down with toil, 

exhaust with labour (kata, down, ponos, labour), hence signifies to affiict, 
oppress; in the Passive Voice, to be oppressed, much distressed; it is 
translated " oppre~sed " in Acts 7 : 24, and " sore distressed " in 2 Pet. 
2: 7, R.V„ (A.V., "vexed "). See ÜPPRESS, VEx. if 

DISTRIBUTE, DISTRIBUTION 
A. Verbs. 

I. DIADIDÖMI (Siastllwµi), lit., to give through, (dia, through, 
didömi, to give), as from one to another, to deal out; is said of distributing 
to the poor, Luke r8 : 22 ; Acts 4 : 35, " distribution was. made," or to a 
company of people, John 6: II. lt is translated "divideth" in Luke 
II : 22. In Rev. 17: 13 the most authentic mss. have the verb didön:i, 
to give, instead of the longer form. if 

2. MERIZO (,t"pl,w) is translated" hath distributed" in r Cor. 7: 17, 
and in the A.V. of 2 Cor. ro: 13, where, however, this rendering is un
suitable, as it is not a case of distributing among a number, but appor
tioning a measure to the Apostle and his co-workers; hence the R.V., 
" apportioned." See DIFFER, A, No. ~· 

Note: Koinöneö, to share in common with, is translated" distributing" 
in Rom. 12: 13, A.V. The verb does not mean to distribute; hence 
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R.V., " communicating." Similarly koinönia, fellowship, communion, 
is translated" distributlon "in 2 Cor. 9: I3, A.V. ; R.V., "contribution." 

B. Adjective. 
EUMETADOTOS (€Üµm:l3oTos), ready to impart (eu, well, meta, 

with, didömi, to give: see A, No. I), is used in I Tim. 6: I8, "ready to 
distribute. "~ 

DISTRICT 
MERIS (µ€pls) denotes apart (akin to merizö, DISTRIBUTE, A., No. 2), 

Luke 10 : 42 ; Acts 8 : 2I ; 2 Cor. 6 : 15 ; CoL I : I2 (lit., ' unto the 
part,' or share, of the inheritance). In Acts I6 : I2 the R.V. translates it 
"district," with reference to Macedonia. See PART.~ 

DITCH 
BOTHUNOS (ß&Owos), any kind of deep hole or pit (probably con

nected with bathos, deep), is translated" ditch "in the A.V. of Matt. IS : I4 
and Luke 6: 39, R.V., "pit " in each place, as in both Versions of Matt. 
I2: II. See PIT.~ 

DIVERS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. DIAPHOROS ('8ui<faopos) is rendered " divers " m Heb. 9 : Io. 
See DIFFER, C. 

z. POTKTLOS (17n11d.\ns), rlenotes parti-coloured, variegated '(Poikillö 
means to make gay: the root of the first syllablc is pik-, found in 
Eng., picturc), hcnce " divers," Matt. 4: 24; Mark I : 34; Luke 4: 40; 
2 Tim. 3: 6; Tit. 3: 3; Heb. 2: 4 (R.V.," manüold ") ; I3: 9; Jas. I: 2 
(R.V., "manifold ") ; in I Pet. I : 6 and 4 : IO, "manüold," both A.V. 
and R.V. See MANIFOLD.~ 

Notes: (I) Cp. polupoikilos, Eph. 3 : 10, "manifold" (lit., 'much 
varied '). 

(2) The pronoun tinl!s, "some" (the plural of tis, someone), is trans
lated" divers" in the A.V. of Mark 8: 3 and Acts I9: 9; R.V., "some." 

(3) In I Cor. I2 : 28, genos, in the plural, is rendered " divers kinds." 
See DIVERSITIEs. · 

B. Adverb. 
POLUTROPÖS (noAvTp&nws) means in many ways (polus, much, 

tropos, a maniler, way; Eng., trope), "in divers manncrs," Heb. I : I.~ 
Note: The phrasc kata topous, Iit„ throughout places (kata, down, 

or throughout, in a distributive sense, topos, a place), is translated "in 
divers places," in Matt. 24: 7; Mark I3 : 8 and Luke 2I : II. 

DIVERSITY, DIVERSITIES 
DIAIRESIS (SialpEcrts) : See DIFFER, B, No. I. . 
Note: Genos, a kind, class, sort (Eng„ genus), is translated "divcr

sities '' in the A.V. of 1 Cor. I2: 28 (marg., "kinds "); R.V., "divers 
kinds." 
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DIVIDE, DIVIDER, DIVIDING 
A. Verbs. 

DIV 

r. APHORIZO (def>opl,w}, lit., to mark off by boundaries or limits 
(apo, from, horizö, to determine, mark out}, denotes to separate; "divi
deth," Matt. 25 : 32, A.V. ; R.V., "separateth," as in the preceding part 
of the verse. See SEPARATE, SEVER. 

2. DIAIREÖ (Siaiplw), lit., to take asunder (see DIFFER, B, No. 1), 
to divide into parts, to distribute; is found in Luke 15 : 12 and 1 Cor. 
12: II.~ 

3. DIADIDÖMI (SiaSlSwµi} : see D1sTRIBUTE, A, No. I. 

4. DIAKRINÖ (füaKplvw}, to separate, discriminate, hence, to be ;lt 
variance with oneself, to be divided in one'.s mind, is rendered " divided " 
in Jas. 2 : 4, R.V. ; A.V., "partial." See DISCERN. 

5. GINOMAl (ylvoµai), to become, is translated "was divided" in 
Rev. 16: 19 (of "the great city "), lit., '. became into three parts.' 

6. MERIZÖ (µf:pt,w}, akin to mero~, H part, to part, divide into, in 
the Middle Voice means to divide anything with another, to share with. 
The usual meaning is to divide, Matt. 12 : 25, 26 ; Mark 3 : 24, 25, 26 ; 
6: 41 ; Luke 12: 13 (Middle Voice) ; Rom. 12 : 3, "hath dealt ; " 
r Cor. r : 13; Heh. 7: 2, R.V. (A.V., "gave a part "). Elsewhere with 
other meanings, 1 Cor. 7: 17, 34; 2 Cor. 10: 13. See DRAI., DTFFER, 
A, No. 2, DISTRIBUTE, A, No. 2, G1vE.-U 

7. DIAMERIZÖ (Siuµtpl,w), dia, through, aml No. 6, to divide 
through, i.e., complctcly, to divide up, is translated to divide in Luke 
II: 17, 18; 12: 52, 53; 22: 17; "parted" in Matt. 27: 35; Mark 
15: 24; Luke 23: 34; John.19: 24; Acts 2: 45; in Acts 2 :3, A.V., 
"cloven," R.V.; "parting asunder," See CLOVEN.~ 

8. ORTHOTOMEO (dpBoToµlw), Jit., to cut straight (orthos, straight, 
temnö, to cut), is found in 2 Tim. 2.: 15, A.V., " rightly dividing,'' R.V., 
"handling aright" (the word of truth) ; the meaning passed from the 
idea of cutting or dividing, to the more general sense of rightly dealing 
with a thing. What is intended here is not dividing Scripture from 
Scripture, but teaching Scripture accurately. ~ In the Sept., of directing 
one's paths, Prov. 3 : 6 and I! : 5 (" righteousness traces out blameless 
paths "). -U 

Note: In Acts 13 : 19, the A.V., "He divided their land ... by 
lot,'' represents the verb kataklerodoteö, from kata, suggesting distribution, 
kteros, a lot, didömi, to give. Thc most authentic mss. have kataklero
nomeö, to distribute; as an inheritance, from kleronomia, an inheritance; 
hence R.V., " He gave them their land for an inheritance.",; For schizö, 
Acts 14: 4; 23 : 7, see BREAK, No. 12. · 

B. Nouns. 
T. MERTSTES (µfipt(]T~c;), a dlvider, is fonnci in Luke 12 : 14.,-r 
2. MERISMOS (µ€pu:rµ6>), akin to No. l, primarily denotes a division, 

partition (meros, a pa1t) ; hem:c, (a.) a distribution, Heb. 2 : 4, " gitts " 
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(marg. of R.V., lt distributions ") ; (b) a dividing or separation, Heb. 
4: 12, lt dividing" (A.V., lt dividing asunder "). Some take this in the 
Active sense, lt as far as the cleaving asunder or separation of soul and 
spirit ; " others in the Passive sense, lt as far as the division (i.e., the 
dividing line) between soul and spirit," i.e., where one differs from the 
other. The former seems more in keeping with the meaning of the word. 
See GIFT.if 

DIVINA!ION 
PUTHÖN (m58wv), Eng., python, in Greek mythology was the name 

of the Pythian serpent or dragon, dwelling in Pytho, at the foot of mount 
Parnassus, guarding the oracle of Delphi, and slain by Apollo. Thence 
the name was transferred to Apollo himself. Later the word was applied 
to diviners or soothsayers, regarded as inspired by Apollo. Since demons 
are the agents inspiring idolatry, l Cor. IO: 20, the young woman in 
Acts 16 : 16 was pöGsem;ed by a demon instigating the cult of Apollo, and 
thus had lt a spirit of divination. "~ 

DIVINE 
A. Adjective. 

THEIOS (8Efos), divine (from theos, God), is used of the power of God, 
2 Pet. l : J, and of His nature, ver. 4, in each place, as that whir.h proceerls 
from Himself. In Acts 17 : 29 it is used as a noun with the definite article, 
to denote" the Godhead," the Deity (i.e., the one true God). This word, 
instead of theos, was purposely used by the Apostle in speaking to Greeks 
on Mars Hill, as in accordance with Greek usage. Cp. DIVINITY.-J 
In the Sept., Ex. 31: 3; 35: 31; Job 27: 3; 33: 4; Prov. 2: 17.~ 

B. Noun. 
LATREIA (>..a'TpEla), akin to latreuö, to serve, primarily, any service 

for hire, denotes in Scripture the service of God according to the require
ments of the Levitical Law, Rom. 9: 4; Heb. 9: l, 6, lt Divine service." 
I t is used in the more general sense of service to God, in John 16 : 2 ; 

Rom. 12 : l. See SERVICE.~ 

DIVINITY 
THEIOTES (8rn57"'T}s), divinity, the R.V. rendering in Rom. l: 20 

(A.V., lt Godhead "), is derived from theios ·(see DIVINE, A), and is to 
be distinguished from theotes,jn Col. 2 : 9, "Gödhead." In Rom. l : 20 

the Apostle lt is declaring how much of God may be known from the 
revelation of Himself which He has made in nature, from those vestiges 
of Himself which men may everywhere trace in the world around them. 
Yet it is not the personal God whom any man may learn to know by 
these :tirli:; ; He c:an ue known only by the revelation of Hitnself in His 
Son; ... But in the second passage (Col. 2 : 9), Paul is declaring that 
in the Son there dwells all the fulness of absolute Godhead; they were 
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no mere rays of Divine glory which gilded Hirn, lighting up His Person 
for a season and with a splendour not His own ; but He was, and is, 
absolute and perfect God ; and the Apostle uses theotes to express this 
essential and personal Godhead of the Son " (Trench, Syn. § ii). Theotes 
indicates the Divine essence of Godhood, the Personality of God; theiotes, 
the attributes of God, His Divine nature and properties. See GoDHEAD. ~ 

DIVISION 
r. DIAMERISMOS (8taµ.1:piaµ.6s), primarily, a parting, distribution, 

denotes a discussion, dissension, division or discord, breaking up as of 
family ties (dia, asunder, meros, apart), it is found in Luke r2: 5r, where 
it is contrasted with eirene, peace. Cp. DIVIDE, A, No. 7. 

2. DICHOSTASIA (Sixoa-raala), lit., a standing apart (diche, asunder, 
apart, stasis, a standing; the root di- indicating division, is found in 
many words in various languages), is used in Rom; 16: r7, where believers 
are enjoined to mark those who cause division and to turn away from 
them ; and in Gal. 5 : 20, R.V. (A.V., "seditions "), where divisions are 
spoken of as "works of the flesh." Some mss. have this noun in l Cor. 
3: 3.~ 

3. SCHISMA (axlaµ.a), Eng„ schism, denotes a cleft, a rent, Matt. 
q: r6; Mark 2 : 21 ; then, metaphorically, a division, dissension, John 
7 : 43 ; 9 : 16 ; ro : r9 ; r Cor-. l : ro ; II : 18 ; in I Cor. 12 : 25 it is 
translatcd "schism" (marg., "division "). Thc root is skid-, sc!)n in 
the correspondihg verb schizö, to cleave (Lat. scindo). See SCHISM. 
Cp. hairesis, a sect. ~ 

DIVORCE, DIVORCEMENT 
A. Verb. 

APOLUO (cboMw), to let loose from, let go free (apo, from, luö, to 
loose), is translated "is divorced" in the A.V. of Matt. 5: 32 (R.V., 
" is put away ") ; it is further used of divorce in Matt. l : 19 ; r9 : 3, 7-9 ; 
Mark ro : 2, 4, II ; Luke 16 : 18. The Lord also used it of the case of 
a wife putting away her husband, Mark ro : 12, a usage among Greeks 
and Romans, not among Jews. See DrsMrss. 

B. Noun. 
APOSTASION (d7Toa-raaiov), primarily, a defection, lit., a standing off 

(apo, from, stasis, a standing; cp. aphistemi, to cause to withdraw), 
denotes, in the N.T., a writing or bill of divorcement, Matt. 5 : 31 ; 19: 7; 
Mark IO: 4.~ In Sept., Deut. 24: 3; Isa. 50: l; ]er. 3: 8.~ 

DO, DONE 
In English the verb to do serves the purpose of a large number of verbs, 

and has a large variety of meanings. lt therefore translates a con
siderable number of Greek verbs. These, with their specific meanings, 
art! as follows : 
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l. POIEÖ (7rot€w) signifies (a) to make, (b) to do, i.e., to adopt a way 
of expressing by act the thoughts and feelings. lt stands for a number 
of such acts, chiefly to make, produce, create, cause, e.g., Matt. 17 : 4. 
See ABIDE, APPOINT, BEAR, BRING, CAUSE, COMMIT, CONTINUE, DEAL, 
ExECUTE, ExERCISE, FuLFIL, GAIN, GrvE, HOLD, KEEP, MAKE, MEAN, 
ÜBSERVE, ÜRDAIN, PERFORM, PROVIDE, PURPOSE, PUT, SHEW, SHOOT 
FORTH, SPEND, TAKE, TARRY, WoRK, YIELD. 

2. PRASSÖ (7rpcfoaw) signifies to practise, though this is not always 
to be pressed. The Apostle John, in his Epistles, uses the continuous 
tcnscs of poieö, to indicate a practice, the habit of doing something, e.g., · 
l John 3: 4 (the A.V., "committeth" and "commit " in l John 3 : 8 
and 9, e.g„ is wrong; "doeth," R.V„ in the sense of practising, is the 
meaning). He uses prassö twice in the Gospel, 3: 20 and 5: 29. The 
Apostle Paul uses prassö in the sense of practising, and the R.V. so renders 
the word in Rom. r: 32 ; 2 : 2, instead of A.V„ " commit," though, 
strangely enough, the R.V. translates it "committed," instead of 
" practised," in 2 Cor. 12 : 21. 

G~nr.rally speaking, in Paul's Epistles poieö denotes an action complcte 
in itself, while prassö denotes a habit. The difference is seen in Rom. 
I : 32, R.V. Again, poieö stresses the accomplishment, e.g„ " perform," 
in Rom. 4: 21 ; prassö stresses the process leading to the accomplishment, 
e.g., " doer," in 2: 25. In Rom. 2: 3 he who does, poieö, the things 
mentionecl, is warnetl against judging those who practise them, p1·assö. 

The distinction in John 3 : 20, 21 is noticcablc: " Evcry qne that 
doeth (prassö, practiseth) ill ... he that doeth (poieö) the truth." 
While we cannot draw the regular distinction, that prassö speaks of doing 
evil things, and poieö of doing good things, yet very often "where the 
words assume an ethical tinge, there is a tendency to use the verbs with 
this distinction" (Trench, Syn., § xcvi). See CoMMIT, ExAcT, KEEP, 
REQUIRE, UsE. 

3. GINOMAI (ylvoµ,ai), to become, is sometimes translated "do" or 
"done," e.g., Luke 4: 23, "done (at Capernaum)," followed by poieö in 
the next clause. In Matt. 21 : 42 and Mark 12 : II, this verbis translated, 
in the A.V„ " (the Lord's) doing; " R.V„ " this was from the Lord." 
See BECOME. 

4. ERGAZOMAI (ipya~oµ,ai) denotes to work (ergon, work). In 
Gal. 6: 10 the R.V. renders it "let us work," for A.V„ "Jet us do;" 
in 3 John 5, "thou doest." See COMMIT, i.ABOUR, '.\1INISTER, TRADE, 
WüRK. 

5. KATERGAZOMAI {KaT€pyc5.~oµ,ai), kata (intensi\"e), is a more em
phatic verb than No. 4. In Rom. 2: 9 the R.V. has" vvorketh "for A.V„ 
"doeth." In Rom. 7: 15, 17, both translate it "I do " (R.V. marg„ 
"work "); so in ver. 20, "I that do." In T Cor. 5: 3 the R.V. has 
·· wrought," for A.V„ " done." In Eph. 6: 13 both render it " having 
done (all) ; " more suitably, · having wrought (all) ; ' the A. V. marg. 
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"having overcome" does not give the correct meaning. See CAUSE, B, 
Note (2), PERFORM, WoRK, WROUGHT. 

6. ISCHUO (laxvw) signifies to be strong, to prevail. lt is translated 
" I can do," in Phil. 4 : 13. See ABLE, etc. 

7. PARECHO ('rraplxw) lit. means to hold near (para, beside, and 
echö, to have), i.e., to present, offer, supply. lt is translated" do for" in 
Luke 7: 4. See BRING, No. 21. 

N otes: (1) In Phil. 2 : IJ energeö, to work, is translated "to do," A.V. ; 
R.V„ "to work." (2) In Luke 13: 32 apoteleö, to complete, perform, is 
translated "I ... do," A.V.; R.V., "I perform" (some mss. have 
cpiteleö here). (3) In Acts 15 : 36, echö, to have, to hold, sometimes used 
to express the condition in which a person is, how he is faring, is translated 
" (how) they do," A.V. ; R.V., "how they fare." lt is· often used of a 
physical condition, e.g., Matt. 4 : 24 (see SicK). (4) In Acts 25 : 9 
katatithemi, to deposit, or lay up, for future use, to lay up favour for one
self with a person, is translated "to do (the Jews a pleasure)," A.V.; 
R.V., " to gain (favour with the< Jews)." (5) In John 16 : 2 prospherö, 
to bring near, offer, present, is translatetl "tloeth (service)," A.V.; 
K V., " offereth (service)." (6) In Heb. 4: 13 the phrase hemm ho logos, 
rnnrlere<l "(with whom) we have to <lo," is, lit., ' (with whom is) the 
account to us.' (7) In l Cor. 13 : ro, katargeö, to render inactive, abolish, 
so is translated "shall be done away;" 2 Cor, 3: 7, A.V., "was to be 
clone away," R.V., "was passing away;" ver. rr. See ABOLISH, DE
STROY. (8) For "done aforetime," Rom. 3: 25, R.V., see PAsT. For 
"rlirl," 2 Tim. 4 : 14, A.V., see SHEW, No. 3. For "dö good " see Goon. 

For DOING sce DEED, No. 3, DO, No. 3 

DOCTOR 
I. DIDASKALOS (Sis.iaKa.-\os-), a teacher (from didaskö, to teach), 

cp. didaskalia, teaching, doctrine, instruction, is translated " doctors," 
with reference to the teachers of the Jewish religion, Luke 2 : 46. Cp. 
paideutes, a teacher. See MASTER, TEACHER. 

2. NOMODIDASKALOS (vo1.tofüoaaKa.-\os), a teacher of the Law 
(nomos, a law, and No. r), with reference to the teachers of the Mosaic 
Law, is used in the same sense as No. r, Luke 5 : 17; Acts 5 : 34; also 
of those who went about among Christians, professing to be instructors 
of the Law, l Tim. l: 7. See TEACHER.~ See under LAw. 

DOCTRINE 
r. DIDACHE: (Stoax~). akin to No. r, under DocTOR, denotes teaching, 

either (a) that which is taught, e.g„ Matt. 7: 28, A.V., "doctrine," R.V., 
" teaching ; " Tit. l : 9, R.V.; Rev. 2 : 14, 15, 24, or (b) the act of 
teaching, instruction, e.g., Mark 4: 2, A.V., " doctrine," R.V., 
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" teaching; " the R.V. has "the doctrine " in Rom. 16: 17. See Note 
(1) below. 

2. DIDASKALIA (SiSaaKa-'ta) denotes, as No. l (from which, however, 
it is to be distinguished), (a) that which is taught, doctrine, Matt. 15 : 9; 
Mark 7 : 7 ; Eph. 4 : 14 ; Col. 2 : 22 ; l Tim. l : 10 ; 4 : l, 6 ; 6 : l, 3 ; 
2 Tim. 4: 3; Tit. l : 9 (" doctrine," in last part of verse: see also No. l) ; 

2 : l, lO; (b) teaching, instruction, Rom. 12: 7, " teaching; " 15 : 4, 
" learning ; " l Tim. 4 : 13, A.V„ " doctrine," R.V„ " teaching ; " 
ver. 16, A.V„ "the doctrine," R.V„ (correctly) "thy teaching;" 5 : 17, 
A.V„ "doctrine," R.V. "teaching;" 2 Tim. 3: 10, 16 (ditto); Tit. 2: 7, 
"thy doctrine." Cp. No. l, under DocTOR. See LEARNING.,-r 

Notes: (1) Whereas didache is used only twice in the Pastoral Epistles, 
2 Tim. 4 : 2, and Tit. l : 9, didaskalia occurs fifteen times. Both are 
used in the active and passive senses (i.e„ the act of teaching and what is 
taught), the passive is predominant in didache, the active in didaskalia ,· 
the former stresses the authority, the latter the act (Cremer). Apart 
from the Apostle Paul, other writers ma.ke use of didacM only, save in 
Matt. 13 : 9 and Mark 7 : 7 (didaskalia). 

(2) In Heb. 6: 1, logos, a word, is translated "doctrine," A.V. ; the 
R.V. margin gives the lit. rendering, " the word (of the beginning of 
Christ)," and, in the text, "the (first) principles (of Christ)." 

DOER 
I'OIETES ('rronrri)s), akin to poicö, sec Do, No. l, significs a docr, 

Rom. 2 : 13; Jas. l : 22, 23, 25; 4: II. Its meaning "poet" is found 
in Acts 17 : 28., 

Notes: (1) For prassö, rendered" doer" in Rom. 2 : 25, see Do, No. 2. 
(2) In 2 Tim. 2 : 9, kakourgos is rendered "evil doer" (R.V„ "male

factor "). 

DOG 
I. KUON (Kvwv) is used in two senses, (a) natural, Matt. 7 : 6 ; Luke 

16 : 21 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 22, (b) metaphorical, Phil. 3 : 2 ; Rev. 22 : 15, of those 
whose moral impurity will exclude them from the New Jerusalem. The 
Jews used the term of Gentiles, under the idea of ceremonial impurity. 
Among the Greeks it was an epithet of impudcncc. Lat„ canis, and 
Eng„ hound are etymologically akin to it., 

2. KUNARION (Kvvapwv), a diminutive of No. l, a little <log, a puppy, 
is used in Matt. 15: 26, 27; Mark 7: 27, 28., 

DOMINION (have ... over) 
A. Nouns. 

I. KRATOS (1quf.Tn>). foTCf\ strength, might, more especially mani
fested power, is derived from a root kra-, to perfect, to complete: 
" creator " is probably connected. lt also signifies dominion, and is so 
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ren.dered frequently in doxologies, l Pet. 4: II ; 5 : II ; Jude 25 ; Rev. 
l : 6; 5 : 13 (R.V.) ; in l Tim. 6: 16, and Heb. 2 : 14 it is translated 
"power." See MIGHT, POWER, STRENGTH. 

Note: Synonymous words are bia, force, often oppressive, dunamis, 
power, especially inherent power; energeia, power especially in exercise, 
operative power; exousia, primarily liberty of a.ction, then authority 
either delegated or arbitrary ; ischus, strength, especially physical, power 
as an endowment. 

2. KURIOT:RS (icvpto'TT)s) denotes lordship (kurios, a lord), power, 
dominion, whether angelic or human, Eph. l : 21 ; Co!. l : 16; 2 Pet. 
2: IO (R.V., for A.V., "government "); Jude 8. In Eph. and Col. 
it indicates a grade in the angelic orders, in which it stands second. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. KURIEUO (icvpm$w), to be lord over, rule over, have dominion 

over (akin to A, No. 2), is used ot (a) l)ivine authority oyer men, Rom. 
14 : 9, " might be Lord ; " (b) human authority over men, Luke 22 : 25, 

"lordship," l Tim. 6: 15, "lords" (R.V., marg., "them that rule as 
lords ") ; (c) the permanent immunity of Christ from the dominion of 
death, Rom. 6 : 9 ; (d) the deliverance of the believer from the dominion 
of sin, Rom. 6 : 14 ; (e) the dominion of law ovcr men, Rom. 7 : I ; (f) 
the dominion of a person over the faith of other believers, 2 Cor. l : 24 

(R.V., "lordship "). See LORD.~ 
2. KATAKL;RIEUO (Ka.TaKvpm5w), kata, down (intensive), and No. l, 

to exercise, or gain, dominion over, to lord it over, is used of (a) the 
lordshjp of Gentile rulers, Matt. 20: 25, A.V., "exercise dominion," 
R:V,, " lord it; " M.ark IO: 42, A.V., "exercise lordship;" R.V., "lord 
it; " (b) the power of demons over men, Acts 19: 16, A.V., "overcame," 
R.V., " mastered; " (c) of the evil of elders in lording it over the saints 
under their spiritual care, l Pet. 5 : 3. See LoRDSHIP, ÜVERCOME. 

Note: For authenteö, to have dominion, l Tim, 2 : 12, R.V., see 
AuTHORITY, No. 3. 

DOOMED 
For R.V. in l Cor. 4 : 9, see APPOINT (Note at end), DEATH, B. 

DOOR 
THURA (8vpa), a door, sate (Eng., door is connected), is used (a) 

literally, e.g., Matt. 6: 6; 27: 60; (b) metaphorically, of Christ, John 
10 : 7, 9 ; of faith, by acceptance of the Gospel, Acts 14 : 27 ; of openings 
for preaching and teaching the Word of God, l Cor. 16: 9; 2 Co.r. 2 : 12 ; 

Col. 4 : 3 ; Rev. 3 : 8 ; of entrance into the Kingdom of God, Matt. 25 : IO ; 

Luke 13 : 24, 25 ; of Christ's entrance into a repentant believer's heart, 
Rev. 3: 20; of the nearness of Christ's Second Advent, Matt. 24: 33; 
Mark 13: 29 ; cp. Jas. 5 : 9; of access to behold visions relative to the 
purposes of God, Rev. 4 : l. 
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Note: For the phrase " that kept the door," thuröros, John 18 : 16, 17 
(" porter" in Mark 13: 34; John ro: 3), see PoRTER.~ 

DOTE 
NOSEO (voa€w) signifies to be ill, to be ailing, whether in body or 

mind; hence, to be taken with such a morbid interest in a thing as ,is 
tantamount to a disease, to <lote, l Tim. 6 : 4 (marg., "sick "'). The 
primary meaning of <lote is to be foolish (cp. Jer. 50 : 36), the evident 
meaning of noseö, in this respect, is to be unsound. ~ 

DOUBLE 
A. Adjective. 

DIPLOUS (Sm..\oils-) denotes twofold, double, l Tim. 5 : 17 ; Rev. 
18: 6 (twice)., The comparative degree diploteron (neuter) is used 
adverbially in Matt. 23 : 15, " twofold more. „, 

B. Verb. 
DIPLOÖ (füi..\6w) signifies to double, to repay or render twofold, 

Rev. 18: 6., 
DOUBLE-MINDED 

DIPSUCHOS (Sb/JVxos-) lit. means two-souled (dis, twice, psuche, a 
soul), hence, double-minded, Jas. l : 8 ; 4 : 8., 

DOUBLE-TONGUED 
DILOGOS (Sl..\oyos-) primarily means saying the same thing twice, 

or given to repetition (dis, twic'e, logos, a word, or speech); hence, saying 
a thing to one person and giving a different view of it to another, double
tongued, l Tim. 3 : 8. if 

DOUBT (be in, make to), DOUBTFUL, DOUBTING 
A. Verbs. 

I. APOREÖ (a1Top€w), always used in the Middle Voice, lit. means to 
be without a way (a, negative, poros, a way, transit), to be without 
resources, embarrassed, in doubt, perplexity, at a loss, as was Herod 
regarding John the Baptist, Mark 6: 20 (R.V., following the most 
authentic mss., " was much perplexed ") ; as the disciples were, regarding 
the Lord's betrayal, John !3 : 22, " doubting; " and regarding the 
absence of His body from the tomb, Luke 24 : 4, " were perplexed ; " 
as was Festus, about the nature of the accusations brought against 
Paul, Acts 25 : 20, A.V. " doubted," R.V., " being perplexed; " as 
Paul was, in his experiences of triaJ, 2 Cor. 4: 8, "perplexed," and, as 
to the attitude of the believers of the churches in Galatia towards Judaistic 
error!:i, Gal. ·1 : 20, A.V., "1 stand in doubt," R.V., "I am perplexed." 
Perplexity 'is the main idea. See PERPLEX., Cp. the noun aporia, 
" distress," Luke 21 : 25. ~ 
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2. DIAPOREÖ (Sia1Topiw), dia, asunder (intensive), and No. l, signi

fies to be thoroughly perplexed, with a perplexity amounting to despair, 
Acts 2: 12; 5 : 24 and ro : 17, A.V., " were in doubt," " doubted," 
R.V., "were (was) perplexed." See also Luke 9: 7 (some mss. have it in 
Luke 24: 4, where the most authentic have No. l). See PERPLEx.-J 

3. DIAKRINÖ (ÖtaKplvw) : see CoNTEND and DIFFER, A, .No. 2; 
in Acts II : 12, A.V., "nothing doubting," R.V., " making no distinc
tion; " in Jude 22, R.V„ " who are in doubt " (A.V., " making a 
difference," R.V„ marg., "while they dispute "); in Jas. l: 6, A.\'„ 
"wavereth," R.V., "doubteth." This verb suggests, not so much 
weakness of faith, as lade of it (contrast, Nos. 4 and 5). 

4. DlS'lAZO (.'ltard,.:V), to stand in two ways (dis, double, stasis, a 
standing), implying uncertainty which way to take, is used in Matt. 
14 : 31 and 28 : 17 ; said of believers whose faith is small. Cp. No. 5.~ 

5. METEÖRIZÖ (µ.erewpl,w), from meteöros (Eng., meteor), signifying 
in mid air, raised on high, was primarily used of putting a ship out to sea, 
or of raising fortifications, or of the rising of the wind. In the Sept., 
it is used, e.g., in Micah 4: l, of the exaltation of the Lord's house ; in 
Ezek. ro : 16, of the lifting up of the wings of the cherubim ; in Obad. 4, 
of the mounting up of the eagle; in the N.T. metaphorically, of bcing 
anxious, through a distracted state of mind, of waveriri.g between hope 
and fear, Luke 12 : 29, "neither be ye of doubtful mind " (A. V„ marg„ 
" live not in ca1eiul suspeuse "), addressed to thöse who have little faith. 
Cp. No. 4. The interpretation" do nut exall yuurselves "is not in keeping 
with the context. i1 

6. PSUCHEN AIRÖ (tfivx~" aZpw), lit., to raise the breath, or to litt 
the soul, signifies to hold in suspense, R.V. of John ro: 24 (A.V., "make 
us to doubt "),suggestive of" an objective suspense due to lack of light " 
(Warfield), through a failure of their expettations, rather than, subjectively, 
through unbelief. The meaning may thus be, 'How long dost Thou raise 
our expectations without satisfying them ? ' 

B. Noun. 
DIALOGISMOS (füaA.oyiaµ.6s) expresses reasoning or questioning 

hesitation, l Tim. 2 : 8. See DISPUTE, A, No. r. 
Note: For A.V„ "doubtful" in Rom. 14: l see DECISION, B, No. 2. 

DOUBT (No), DOUBTLESS 
PANTÖS (1Ta11Tws): see ALTOGETHER, B. 
Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. 12 : l the best texts have no word representi11g 

"doubtless." (2) In Luke II : 20, the particle ara, A.V., "no doubt," 
means " then" (R.V.). (3) In l Cor. 9: ro the conjunction gar, A.V„ 
"no doubt," here means "assuredly/' or "yea" (R.V.). (4) In Phil. 
3: 8, the opening phrase means" yea, verily," as R.V. (5) In l Cor. q: ::::, 
the R.V„ "at least," gives the right sense (not "doubtless," .-' 
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DOVE, TURTLE-DOVE 
l. PERISTERA (1TEptaTEpa) denotes a dove or pigeon,. Matt. 3 : 16 ; 

ro : 16 (indicating its proverbial harmlessness) ; 21 : 12 ; Mark l : ro ; 
II: 15; Luke 2: 24 (" pigeons "); 3: 22; John l: 32; 2: 14, 16.~ 

2. TRUGÖN (rpvywv) denotes a turtle-dove (from truzi5, to murmur, 
to coo), Luke 2: 24.~ 

DOWN: see Note t. p. 9 

DRAG 
l. SURÖ (avpw), lu draw, drag, haul, is used of a net, John 21 : 8; 

of violenlly dragging persons along, Acts 8: 3, "haling;" 14: 19, R.V., 
" dragged," A.V., "drew; " 17: 6 (ditto) ; Rev. 12 : 4, A.V., "drew," 
R.V., "draweth." See DRAW, HALE.~ 

Note: Cp. the strengthened form katasurö, to hale, used in Luke 
I2: 58.~ 

2. HELKUO (or HELKÖ) (El1Kvw or ,r,\Kw), to draw, differs fromsurö, 
as drawmg does from violent dragging. It is used of drawing a net, 
John 21 : 6, II (cp. No. l, in ver. 8); Trench remarks, "At vv. 6 and II 

helkö (or helkui5) is used; for there a drawing of the net to a certain point 
is intended ; by the disciples to themselw~s in the ship, hy Peter to himself 
upon the shore. Rut at ver. 8 helkö gives place to suri5 : for nothing is 
there intended but the dragging of the net, which had been fastened to 
the ship, after it through the water" (Syn., § xxi). 

This less violent significance, usually present in helkö, but always 
absent frorn surö, is seen in the metaphorical use of helki5, to signify 
drawing by inward power, by Divine impulse, John 6: 44; 12 : 32. 
So in the Sept., e.g., S. of S., l : 4, and Jer. 31 : 3, "with lovingkindness 
have I drawn thee." lt is used of a more vigorous action, in John 18 : 10, 

of drawing a sword ; in Acts 16 : 19 ; 21 : 30, of forcibly drawing men 
to or from a place; so in Jas. 2: 6, A.V., "draw," R.V., "drag." 
See DRAW.~ 

DRAGON 
DRAKON (8paKwv) denoted a mythical monster, a dragon ; also a 

!arge serpent, so r.alled because of its keen power of sight (from a root 
derk-, signifying to see). Twelve times in the. Apocalypse it is used of 
the Devil, 12 :3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 16, 17; 13: 2, 4, II; 16: 13; 20: 2.~ 

For DRANK see DRINK 

DRAUGHT 
1. AGRA (aypa.), a hunting, catching (from agö, to lead), is used only 

in connection with fishing. In Luke 5 : 4 it signifies the act of catching 
tish; in ver. 9 it stands for the catch itself. ~ 
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2. APHEDRON (acfoi:opwv), a latrine, a sink, drain, is found in Matt. 
15: 17 and Mark 7: 19.~ 

For DRAVE and DROVE see DRIVE 

DRAW {Away, Back, Nigh, On, Out, Up) 
{A) In the sense of dragging, pulling, or attracting: 

l. ANABIBAZO (avaßißa,w), a causal form of anabainö, to go up, 
denotes, lit., to make go up, cause to ascend (ana, up, bibazö, to cause to 
mount), hence, to dfaw a boat up on land, Matt. 13: 48.~ 

2. HELKO (€..\icw) is translated to draw in the A.V., of Acts 21 : 30 

and Jas. 2 : 6; see DRAG, No. 2. 

3. SURÖ (a6pw) : see DRAG, No. r. 
4. SPAO (amiw), to draw or pull, is used, in the Middle Voice, of 

drawing a sword from its sheath, Mark 14 : 47 ; Acts 16 : 27. ~ 
5, ANASPAO (avaamfw), ana, 11p, and No. 4, to draw up, is used of 

drawing up an animal out of a pit, Luke 14: 5 (R.V., "draw up; " A.V., 
" pull uul "), and uf t11edrawing up of the sheet into heaven, in the vision 
in Acts II : ro. ~ 

6. APOSPAÖ (0.11oa11aw), apo, irom, and No. 4, to draw away, lit., 
to wrench away from, is used of a sword, Matt. 26: 51; of dra.wing aw;iy 
disciples into error, Acts 20: 30; of Christ's withdrawal from the disciples, 
in Gcthscmanc, Luke 22 : 41, A.V.," was wilhdrawu," R.V.," was parted " 
{or 'was reft away from them ') ; of parting from a company, J!cts 21 : r 
(A.V., "were gotten," R.V., "were parted "). See GET, PART.~ 

7. ANTLEÖ (all'TMw) signified, primarily, to draw out a ship's bilge
water, to bale or pump out (from antlos, bilge-water), hence, to draw 
water in any way (ana, up, and a root, tel-, to lift, bear), John 2 : 8, 9; 
4:7, 15.~ 

Note: In John 4: II, "to draw with" translates the corresponding 
noun antlema, a bucket for drawing water by a rope. fi 

8. EXELKO (€g€>1Kw), ek, out of, and No. 2, to draw away, or lure 
forth, is used metaphorically in Jas. l : 14, of being drawn away by lust. 
As in hunting or fishing the game is lured from its haunt, so man's lust 
allures him from the safety of his self-restraint.~ 

g. ANATASSOMAI (avaTaaaoµa,), to arrange in order, is used in 
Luke l : l; R.V., "to draw up" {some interpret the word to mean to 
bring together from memory assisted by the Holy Spirit).~ 

{B) In the sense of approaching or withdrawing : 
I. ENGIZO (€yyl,w), to come near, draw nigh {akin to engus, near), 

is translated by the verb draw near or nigh, in the R.V., Luke 12: 33, 
A.V., "approacheth; " Heb. 10: 25, A.V., "approaching; " Luke 
18 : 35; 19: 29, 37; Acts 22 : 6, A.V., "was come nigh; " Luke 7: 12, 
"came nigh;" Acts 9 : 3, "came near" See APPROACH. 

2. PROSERCHOMAI (11poaf.pxoµa.') is translated "draw near" in 
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Heb. 4: 16; 7: 25, R.V., and ro: 22, A.V. and R.V.; in Acts 7: 31, 
'drew near." See CoME, Go. 

3. PROSAGO (1Tpoaa:yw), used transitively, to bring to; intransitively, 
to draw near, is so rendered in Acts 27 : 27. See BRING. 

4. HUPOSTELLO (v1Toa'TEAAw), to draw back, withdraw, perhaps a 
metaphor from lowering a sail and so slackening the course, and 
hence of being remiss in holding the truth; in the Active Voice, 
rendered "drew back" in Gal. 2: 12, R.V. (A.V., "withdrew ") ; in the 
Middle, in Reh. rn: 38, "shrink back" R.V. (A.V., "draw back") ; the 
prefix hupo, underneath, is here suggestive of stealth. In verse 39 the 
corresponding noun, hupostole, is translate<l " of them that shrink back," 
R.V.; A.V.," draw back" (lit.,' of shrinking back'). In Acts 20: 20, 27, 
"shrank," R.V. See KEEP, Note (6), SHRINK, SHUN, WITHDRAW.'ij 

5. APHISTRMI (dcf>la'TTJJ.L'): see DEPART, A, No. 20. 
6. GINOMAI (ylvoJ.Lai), to become, begin to be, is translated" drawing 

uigh," in John 6 : 19. See BECOME. 
7. EPIPHÖSKO (€mcf>waKw), to dawn (lit„ to make to shine upon), 

is said of the approach of the Sabbath, Luke 23 : 54 (marg„ " began to 
dawn "); cp. Matt. 28: r.~ See DAWN, A, No. 3. 

Notes: (r) In Mark 6: 53, prosormizö, to bring a ship (or boat) to 
anchor, cust anchor, land at a place (pros, to, hormizo, to moor, bring to 
anchorage), is translated "moored to the shore," in the R.V., for A.V„ 
"drew."~i 

(2) In Acts 19: 33, where the most authentic mss. have sumbibazlJ, 
the R.V. translates it "brought" (marg„ "instructed "), A.V„ "draw 
out." Somc mss. have probibazö, to bring or drag forward. See BRING, 
No. 24. 

DREAM (noun and verb), DREAMER 
A. Nouns. 

I. ONAR (6vap) is a vision in sleep, in distinction from a waking 
vision, Matt. r: 20; 2: 12, 13, 19, 22; 27: 19.~ 

2. ENUPNION (€vt57Tvtov), is, lit„ what appears in sleep (en, in, hupnos, 
sleep), an ordinary dream, Acts 2: 17. For synonymous nouns see 
VISION.~ 

B. Verb. 
ENUPNIAZO (€vv1Tvta,w), akin to A, No. 2, is used in Acts 2: 17, 

in the Passive Voice, in a phrase (according to the most authentic mss.) 
which means 'shall bt given up to dream by dreams,' translated " shall 
dream dreams; " metaphorically in Jude 8, of being given over to sensuous 
"dreamings," R.V., A.V„ "dreamers," and so defiling the fl.esh.~ 

DRESSED 
Note: This is the A.V. translation of the Passive of geörgeö, Heb. 6: 7, 

to till the ground, to practise as a farmer; R.V„ "is tilled." See TILL., 
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DRESSER 
Not~: For ampelourgos, "dresser," Luke 13 :7, A.V. (R.V„ "vine

dresser "), see VI:\EDRESSER. 

for DRIED see DRY, B 

DRIFT 
PARARHEO (7rapap€w), lit„ to fiow past, glide by (para, by, rheö, to 

fiow). is used in Heb. 2 : I, where the significance is to find oneself 
fiowing or passing by, without giving due heed to a thing, here " the 
things that were heard," or pcrhap:; the salvation of which they spoke ; 
hence the R.V„ "lest haply we dnft away from them," for A.V„ "!et 
them slip." The A.V. marg. "run out as leaking vessels," does not give 
the meaning.~ In the Sept„ Prov. 3: 21; Isa. 44: 4.~ 

DRINK (-ETH, -ER, -ING), DRANK 
A. Nouns. 

I. POMA \Tr6µa), akin to B, No. r, denotes the thing drunk (from a 
root po-, found in the Eng„ potion ; it is connected with the root 
pi-; see B, No. 3), I Cor. ro: 4; Heb. 9: ro.~ 

2. POSIS (Tr6<n>), akin to B, No. I, suggests the act of drinking, John 
6: 55 (where it is practically equivalent to No. I); Rom. 14: 17, 
"drinking," R.V.; Col. 2: 16.~ 

3. SIKERA (a{1<tpa) is a strong, intoxicating drink, rnade from any 
sweet ingredients, whether grain, vegetables, or the juice of fruits, or a 
decoction of honey ; " strong drink," Luke I : 15. f, In the Sept„ 
Lev. ro: 9; ~um. 6: 3; 28: 7; Deut 14: 26; 29: 6; Isa 5 : II, 22; 

24 : 9 ; 28 : 7 ; 29 : 9. 
B. Verbs. 

r. PINO (Trlvw), to drink, is used chiefiy in the Gospels and in r Cor., 
whether literally (most frequently), or figuratively, (a) of drinking of the 
Blood of Christ, in the sense of receiving eternal life, through His Death, 
John 6 : 53, 54, 56 ; (b) of receiving spiritually that which refreshes, 
strengthens and nourishes the soul, John 7: 37; (c) of deriving spiritual 
life from Christ, John 4 : 14, as Israel did typically, r Cor. ro : 4 ; (d) of 
sharing in the sufferings of Christ humanly inflicted, :\Iatt. 20 : 22, 23 ; 
Mark 10 : 38, 39 ; (e) of participating in the auominations impartcd by the 
corrupt religious and commercial systems emanating from Babylon, 
Rev. 18 : 3; (/) of receiving Divine judgment, through partaking 
unworthily of the Lord's Supper, r Cor. II : 29; (g) of cxperiencing the 
wrath of God, Rev. 14: ro ; 16 : 6 ; (h) oi the earth's receiving the 
benefits of rain, Heb. 6 : 7. 

2. METHUO {Ju:Bucv), from melhu, winc, tobe drunk, is used in Jolu1 
2: ro in L"ie Passive Voice, and is translatcd in the P.V„ "have drunk 
freely;" A.V„ "have weil drunk." See ÜRUNK. 
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3. POTIZO (7ToTi,w), to give to drink, to make to drink, is used (a) in 
the material sense, in Matt. lO: 42; 25: 35, 37, 42 (here of ministering 
to those who belong to Christ and thus doing so virtually to Hirn) ; 
27 : 48 ; Mark 9 : 41 ; 15 : 36 ; Luke 13 : 15 (" to watering ") ; Rom. 
12: 20; l Cor. 3: 7, 8; (b) figuratively, with reference to teaching of 
an elementary character, l Cor. 3 : 2, " 1 fed (you with milk) ; " of 
spiritual watering by teaching the word of God, 3 : 6 ; of being provided 
and satisfied by the power and blessing of the Spirit of God, l Cor. 12 : 13 ; 
of the effect upon the nations of partaking of the abominable mixture, 
provided by Babylon, of paganism with details of the Christian faith, 
Rev. 14 : 8. See FEED, WATER. 'rf 

4. SUMPINÖ (avµ:rrlvw), to drink together (sun, with, and B, No. 1), 
is found in Acts IO : 4r. 'rf 

5. HUDROPOTEO (u8po7ToTew), to drink water (hudör, water, poteö, 
to drink), is found in l Tim. 5 : 23, R.V., "be (no longer) a drinker of 
water."'rf 

DRIVE, DRIVF.N, DRAVE, DROVE 
r. EKBALLÖ (lKßa>.>.w) denotes, lit., to cast forth, with the suggestion 

of force (ek, out, ballö, to cast) ; hence to drive out or forth. lt is trans
lated "driveth ''. in Mark l : rz, R.V., "<lriveth forth." In John 2 ; 15 
for the A.V., "<lrove," the R.V. has "cast," the more usual translation. 
See CAST, No. 5. 

2. EKDIOKO (lK8iwKw), to chase away, drive out (ek, out, diökö, 
to pursue), is uscd in l Thess. 2: 15, R.V., "drave out," A.V., "have 
persecuted." Some mss. have this verb for diökö, in Luke II: 49.'rf 

3. ELAUNÖ (c'>.aifrw) signifies to drive, impel, urge on. lt is use<l of 
rowing, Mark 6: 48 and John 6: 19; of the act of a demon upon a man, 
Luke 8: 29; of the power of winds upon ships,Jas. 3: 4; and of storms 
upon mists, 2 Pet. 2 : 17, A.V., " carried," R.V., "driven." See also 
CARRY, Note (2), Row. 

4. APELAUNO (a7TEAavvw), apo, from,and No. 3, to drive from, is u~ed 
in Acts 18 : 16. 'rf 

5. EXÖTHEÖ (lgw8ew), to thrust out (ek, out, ötheö, to push, thrust), 
is translated " thrust " in Acts 7 : 45, R. V. (A.V., " drave ") ; in 27 : 39, 
of driving a storm-tosse<l ship ashore (R.V., "drive," A.V., "thrust "). 
Cp. No. 6. See THRUST.'rf 

6. PHERÖ (4'epw), to bcar, is translated" driven "in Acts 27 : 15, 17, 
of being borne in a storm-tossed ship. See BEAR, etc. 

7. DIAPHERO (8iatf>epw), lit„ to bear through (d-ia, through, and 
No. 6), in Acts 27: 27 signifies tobe borne hither and thither (R.V., "were 
driven to and fro ; " A.V., " up aml dow11 "). See IlETTER (be), No. l. 

8. ANEMIZÖ (d.ve;ut~w), to drive by the wind (ancmos, wind), is used 
in Jas. l : 6.~ 

1Vote: For "Jet ... drive," Acts 27 : 15, see GrvE, No. 3. 
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DROP (Noun) 
THROMBOS (ßp6µßo;;), a large, thick drop of clotted blood (etymo

logically akin to trephö, to curdle), is used in Luke 22 : 44, in the plural, 
iri the narrative of the Lord's agony in Gethsemane. ~ 

DROPSY 
HVDROPIKOS (v8pwmK6;;), dropsical, suffering from dropsy (hudrops. 

dropsy), i~ found in Luke 14: 2, the only instance recorded of the healing 
of this rlisease hy the Lord.~ 

DRüWN 
I. BUTHIZO (ßvßi~w), to plunge into the deep, to sink (buthos, bottom, 

the deep, the sea), akin to bathos, depth, and abussos, bottomless, and Eng., 
bath, is used in Luke 5 : 7 of the sinking of a boat ; metaphorically in 
1 Tim. 6 : 9, of the effect of foolish and hurtful lusts, which " drown men 
in destruction and perdition." See SINK.~ 

2. KATAPINÖ (KaTa7Tivw}, lit., to drink down (pinö, to drink, prefixed 
by kata, down), signifies to swallow up (R.V., in Heb. II: 29, for A.V., 
"were drowned "). lt is elsewhere translated by the verb to swallow, 
or swallow up, cxcept in l Pet. 5: 8, "devour." See DEVOUR, No. 3, 
SWALLOW. 

J. KATAPONTIZÖ (Ka1'aTTovTi~w), to throw into the sea (kata, down, 
pontos, the open sea), in the Passive Voice, to be sunk in, to be drowned, 
is translated " were drowned," in Matt. 18 : 6, A.V. (R.V., "should be 
sunk ") ; elsewhere in 14: 30," (beginriing) to sink." Sc>e SINK.~ 

DRUNK. (-EN, be), DRUNKARD, DRUNKENNESS 
A. Verbs. 

r. METHUÖ (µEßow} signifies to be drunk with wine (from methu. 
mulled wine; hence Eng„ mead, honey-wine; originally it denoted simply 
a pleasant drink). For John 2: 10 see under DRINK. The verb is used 
of being intoxicated in Matt. 24: 49; Acts 2: 15; l Cor. II : 21 ; l Thess. 
5 : 7b; metaphorically, of the effect upon men of partaking of the abomina
tions of the Babylonish system, Rev. 17 : 2; of being in a state of mental 
intoxication, through the shedding of men's blood profusely, ver. 6. i! 

2. METHUSKÖ (µ.E8octKw) signifies to make drunk, or to grow drunk 
(an inceptive verb, marking the process of tlte state expressed in No. r), 
to become intoxicated, Luke 12 : 45 ; Eph. S : 18 ; I Thess. S : 7 a. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
METHUSOS (µi8vuo;;), drunken (cp. No. 2), is used as noun, in the 

singular, in l Cor. 5 : II, and in the plural, in 6 : IO, " drunkard," 
" drunkards."~ 

C. Noun. 
METHE (µ.l.871), strong drink (akin tn meth1t. wine, see under A. r, 
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above), denotes drunkenness, habitual intoxication, Luke 2r: 34; Rom. 
r3 : r3 ; Gal. 5 : 2r. ~ 

DRY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. X:E:ROS (g77p6s) is used (a) naturally, of dry land, Heb. II : 29 ; 
or of land in general, Matt. 23 : r5, " land; " or of physical infirmity, 
"withered," Matt. I2: ro; Mark 3 : 3; Luke 6: 6, 8 ; John 5 : 3 ; 
(b) figuratively, in Luke 23: 3r, with reference to the spiritual barrenness 
of the Jews, in contrast to the character of the Lord. Cp. Ps. I : 3 ; 
Isa. 56: 3; Ezek. 17: 24; 20: 47. See LAND, WITHERED.if 

2. ANUDROS (avvSpos), waterless (a, negative, n, euphonic, hudör, 
water), is rendered" dry" in Matt. 12: 43, A.V., and Luke II : 24 (R.V., 
" waterless ") ; " without water " in 2 Pet. 2 : r7 and Jude 12. See 
WATER.if 

B. Verb. 
X:E:RAINÖ (g77palvw), akin to A. l, to dry, dry up, make dry, wither, 

is translated " dried" (of physical infirmity), in Mark 5 : 29; of a tree, in 
the A.V. of Mark II : 20 (R.V., "withered away ") ; of water, in Rev. 
r6: 12, lt is translated "ripe" (R.V., "over-ripe ") in Rev. 14: 15, 

of a harvcst (used figuratively of the gathered nations against Jerusalem 
at the end of this age) ; "pineth away," in Mark 9: 18. See ÜVER-RIPE, 
PINE AWAY, l{JPE, WITHER. 

DUE 
A. Adjective. 

IDIOS (ZSios), one's own, is applied to kairos, a season, in Gal. 6 : 9, 
" in due season," i.e., in the season Divinely appointed for the reaping. 
So in l Tim. 2: 6, "the testimony to be borne in its own (A.V., 'due ') 
times (seasons) ; " 6 : 15, " in its own (idios) times (seasons) ; " similarly 
in Tit. l : 3. See BUSINESS, B. 

Note: For axios, "the due reward," see REWARD, Note (1). 
B. Verbs. 

r. OPHEILÖ (a<f>d>.w) signifies to owe, to be indebted, especially 
financially, Matt. 18: 30, R.V., " that which was due; " 18: 34, "all 
that was due." See BEHOVE, BouND (tobe). 

2. DEI {SEZ), an imper~onal verb signifying "it is necessary," is 
translated "was due" in Rom. I : 27, R.V. (A.V., "was meet "). See 
BEHOVE. 

C. Noun. 
OPHEIL:E: (oef>Ec.A?}), akin to B, No. l, is rendered" dues" in Rom. r3: 7. 

In l Cor. 7: 3, R.V„ it is translated "her due" (the A.V. "due bene
volence" follows another reading)„ 

Notes: (1) In the phrases "in due season" in Matt. 24: 45 ; Luke 
IZ: 42 ; Rom. 5 : 6 (lit., 'according to time'), and " in due time," 
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1 Pet. · 5 : 6, there is no word representing " due " in the original, and the 
phrases are, lit., " in season/'. " in time." 

(2) For the phrase "born out of due time," in 1 Cor. 15 : 8, sec 
BEGET, B, No. 2. 

DULL 
A. Adjective. 

NOTHROS (vw8p6s), slow, sluggish, indolent, dull (the etymology 
is uncertain), is translated "dull" in Heb. 5 : II (in connection with 
akoe, hearing; lit„ ' in hP.arings ') ; " sluggish," in 6 : 12. See SLOTH
FUL, SLUGGISH.~ In the Sept., Prov. 22: 29.~ Cp. nöthrokardios, 
" slow of heart " (kardia, the heart), Prov. l2 : 8. ~ 

Note: In Luke 24: 25 "slow (of heart) " translates the synonymous 
word bradus. Of these Trench says (Syn. § civ), "Bradus differs from the 
wonls with which it is here brought into comparison, in that no moral 
fault or blame is necessarily involved in it ; so far indeed is it from this, 
that of the three occasions on which it is used in the N.T. two are in 
honour ; for to be ' slow ' to evil things, to rash speaking, or to anger 
(Jas. I : 19, twice), is a grace, and not the contrary .... There is a deeper, 
more inborn sluggishness implied in nöthros, and this bound up as it were 
in the very life, more than in either of the other words of this group." 
Trench compares and contrasts argos, idle, but this word is not strictly 
synonymous with the other two. ~ 

B. Adverb. 
BAREOS (ßaplws), heavily, with difficulty (barus, heavy), is used with 

akouö, to hear, in Matt. 13: 15, and Acts 28: 27 (from Isa. 6: :w), lit., 
to hear heavily; to be duli of hearing.~ In the Sept., Gen. 31 : 35 (lit., 
' bear it not heavily ') ; Isa. 6 : ro. ~ 

DUMB 
A. Adjectives. 

r. ALALOS (äAa.\os), lit., speechless (a, negative; and laleö, to speak), 
is found in Mark 7: 37; .9: 17, 25.~ In the Sept., Ps. 38: 13.~. 

2. APHONOS (a<f>wvos), lit., voiceless, or soundless (a, negative, and 
phöne, a sound), has reference to voice, Ads 8 : 32; 1 Cor. 12 : 2; 2 Pet. 
2 : 16, while alalos has reference fo words. In 1 Cor. 14 : ro it is used 
metaphorically of the significance of voices or sounds, 0 without signifi-
cation. "~ In the Sept. Isa. 53 : 7.~ · . 

3. KÖPHOS (Kw</>6s) denotes blunted or dulled; see DEAF; 

B. Verb. 
SIÖPAO (aiwmfw), from siöpe, silence, tobe silent, is used of Zacharias' 

dumhness, LnkP T : ?.O. See PEACE .(hold one's). 

DUNG 
r. SKUBALON (aKvßu).uv) denotes refuse, whether (a) excrement, that 
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which is cast out from the body, or (b) the leavings of a feast, that which 
is thrown away from the table. Some have derived it from kusibalon 
(with metathesis of k and s), "thrown to dogs;" others connect it with 
a root meaning "shred." Judaizers counted Gentile Christians as dogs, 
while they themselves were seated at God's banquet. The Apostle, 
reversing the image, counts the Judaistic ordinances as refuse upon which 
their advocates feed, Phil. 3 : 8. ~ 

2. KOPRION (K61Tptov), manure, Luke 13 : 8, used in the plural with 
ballö, to throw, is translated by the verb to dung. Some mss. have the 
accusative case of the noun kopria, a dunghill. See below.~ 

DUNGHILL 
KOPRIA (Ko1Tpla), a dunghill, is found in Luke 14: 35.~ 

For DURE see under WHJLF, Note l 

DURING: see Note t, p. 9. 

For DURST see DARE 

DUST 
A. Houns. 

1. CHOUS, or CHOOS (xovS" ur xoos), frorn cheö, lo vour, prima.rily, 
earth dug out, an earth heap, then, loose earth or dust, is used in :Mark 6 : l l 

and Rev. 18: 19.~ 
2. KONIORTOS (KovtopT6S'), raised or flying dust (konia, dust, ornumi, 

to stir up), is found in Matt. 10: 14; Luke 9: S; 10: lI ; Acts 13: 51 ; 
22: 23.~ 

B. Verb. 
LIKMAÖ (AiKµaw), vrimarily, to winnow (from likmos, a winnowing

fan), hence, to scatter as chaff or dust, is used in Matt. 21 : 44 and Luke 
20: 18, R.V., "scatter as dust," A.V., "grind to powder." There are 
indications in the papyri writings that the word came to denote to ruin, to 
destroy.~ 

DUTY 
OPHEILÖ (otf>f.lAw), to owe, to be indebted, is translaterl "it wa::; 

our duty," in Luke 17 : IO, lit., ' we owe (ought) to do ; ' so in Rom. 
15: 27, A.V., "their duty is;" R.V., "they owe it.". See BEHOVE, 

BouNo. 

DWELL, DWELLERS, DWELLING (place) 
A. Verbs. 

1. OIKEÖ (olKlw), to dwell (from oikos, a house), to inhabit as one's 
abode, is derived from the Sanskrit, vir;, a dwelling place (the Eng. 
termination -wick is connected). It is used (a) of God as dwelling in 
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light, l Tim. 6 : 16 ; (b) of the indwelling of the Spirit of God in the 
believer, Rom. 8 : 9, II, or in a church, l Cor. 3 : 16 ; (c) of the indwelling 
of sin, Rom. 7 : 20 ; (d) of the absence of any good thing in the flesh 
of the believer, 'Rom. 7: 18; (e) of the dwelling together of those 
who are married, l Cor. 7: 12, 13.1]" 

2. KATOIKEÖ (Ka-rot1clw), kata, down, and No. l, the most frequent 
verb with this meaning, properly signifies to settle down in a dwelling, 
to dwell fixedly in a place. Besides its literal sense, it is used of (a) the 
indwelling of the totality of the attributes and powers of the Godhead in 
Christ, Col. I : 19 ; 2 : 9 ; {b) the indwelling of Christ in thc hcarts of 
believers (' may make a home in your hcarts '), Eph. 3 : 17; (c) the 
dwelling of Satan in a locality, Rev. 2: 13; (d) the future indwelling of 
righteousness in the new heavens and earth, 2 Pet. 3: 13. It is translated 
"dwellers" in Acts l : 19; 2 : 9; "inhabitants" in Rev. 17 : 2, A.V. 
(R.V., "they that dwell "), "inhabiters" in Rev. 8: 13 and 12 : 12, 
A.V. (R.V., "them that dwell "). 

Cp. the nouns katoikesis (below), katoikia, habitation, Acts 17: 261]"; 
katoiketerion, a habitation, Eph. 2 : 22 ; Rev. 18 : 2.1f Contrast parnikäi. 
to sojourn, the latter being temporary, the former permanent. See 
HABITATION, !NHABITANT. 

3. KATOIKIZÖ (Ka-roiKl,w), to cause to dwell, is said of the ar.t of 
God concerning the Holy Spirit in Jas. 4: 5, R.V. (some mss. have No. 2).~ 

4. ENOIKEÖ (tvoiKtw), lit., to dwell in. (en, iu, aud Nu. l), is used, 
with a spiritual significancc only, of (a) the indwelling of God in believer:., 
2 Cor. 6: 16; (b) the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, Rom. 8 : II ; 2 Tim. 
l : 14 ; (c) the indwelling of the word of Christ, Col. 3 : .1.6 ; (d) the 
indwelling of faith, 2 Tim. l : 5; (e) the indwelling of sin in the believer, 
Rom. 7: l7.1f 

5. PERIOIKEÖ (1T€ptotKlw), peri, around, and No. l, to dwell around, 
be a neighbour, is used in Luke l : 65. ~ Cp. perioikos, a neighbour, 
Luke r: 58.~ 

6. SUNOIKEÖ (avvotKlw), sun, with, and No. l, to dwell with, is used 
in l Pet. 3 : 7. ~ 

7. ENKATOIKEÖ (€yKa-rotKlw), en, in, and No. 2, to dwell among, 
is used in 2 Pet. 2 : 8.~ 

8. MENÖ (/l-lvw), to abide, remain, is translated to dwell, in the A.V. 
of John l : 38, 39; 6: 56; 14: lO, 17; Acts 28: 16. The R.V. adheres 
throughout to the verb to abide. See ABIDE. 

9. SKENOÖ (aK1Jv6w), to pitch a tent (skene), to tabernacle, is trans
lated "dwelt," in John l : 14, A.V., R.V. marg., "tabernacled;" in 
Rev. 7 : 15, A.V., "shall dwell," R.V., "shall spread (His) tabernacle; " 
in Rev. 12: 12; 13: 6; 21: 3, "dwell." See TABERNACLE. 

IO. KATASKF:NOO (Ka-raO"K7Jv6w), to pitch one's tent (kata, down, 
skene, a tent), is translated "lodge" in Matt. 13 : 32 ; Mark 4: 32; 
Luke 13: 19; in Acts 2: 26, R.V., "dwell," A.V., "rest."fi 
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II. EMBATEUO (~µ.ßa-revw), primarily, to step in, or on (from embainö, 
to enter), hence (a) to frequent, dwell in, is used metaphorically in Col. 
2: 18, R.V., "dwelling in" (marg., "taking his stand upon "); (b) with 
reference to the same passage, altematively, to invade, to enter on; 
perhaps used in this passage as a technical term of the mystery religions, 
denoting the entrance of the initiated into the new life (A.V., "intruding 
into "). A suggested alternativereading in.volves the rendering" treading 
on air," i.e., indulging in vain speculations, but evidences in the papyri 
writings make the emendation unnecessary. ~ 

12. KATHEMAI (Kd.871µ.m), to sit down, is translated "dwell," in 
Luke 21 : 35. See SET, Sn. 

13. KATHIZO (Ka8l,w), to sit down, denotes to dwell, in Acts 18: II 

(R.V.," dwelt," for A.V., "continued "). 
14. ASTATEO (ama-rlw), to wander about (a, negative, histemi, to 

stand), to have no fixed dwelling-place, is used_in l Cor. 4: II.~ Cp. 
akatastatos, unstable, Jas. l : 8 ; 3 : 8.~; akatastasia, revolution, con
fusion, e.g., l Cor. 14 : 33. 

B. Nouns. 
I. PAROIKIA (7rapaiKla) denotes a sojourning, Acts 13 : 17, lit., 

'in the sojourning,' translated "when they sojourned," R.V. (A.V., 
"dwel.t as strangers ") ; in l Pet. r : 17, " sojouming.'', 

2. KATOIKESIS (1m.-rnlK7Jm~). akin to A, No. 2, a dwelling, a habita
tion, is used in Mark 5 : 3.~ 

Note: Cp. oikia, and oikos, a house, oikema, a l'risuu, kalü·iMa, a 
habitation (see A, No. 2). 

3. MIST.HOMA (µ.la8wµ.a), primarily, a price, a hire (akin to misthos, 
wages, hire, and misthoö, to let out for hire), is used in Acts 28: 30 to 
denote a hired dwelling. ~ 

For DYING see DEADNESS 

DYSENTERY 
DUSENTERION (Svaevr€pwv), whence Eng„ dysentery, is so trans

lated in Acts 28: 8, R.V., for A.V. "bloody fiux" (enteron denotes ar. 
intestine). ~! 
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EACH, EACH MAN, EACH ONE 
r. HEKASTOS (e1Caaros), each or every, is used of any number 

separately, either (a) as an adjective qualifying a noun, e.g., Luke 6 : 44 ; 
John 19: 23 ; Heb. 3: 13, where "day by day," is, lit., ' accordiug to 
each day; ' or, more emphatically with heis, one, in Matt. 26: 22 ; 

Luke 4: 40; 16: 5 ; Acts 2 : 3, 6; 20 : 31 ; I Cor. 12 : 18; Eph. 4: 7, 16, 
R.V., "each (several)," for A.V., "every;" Col. 4: 6; I Thess. 2: II; 

2 Thess. I : 3 ; (b) as a distributive pronoun, e.g., Acts 4 : 35 ; Rom. 2 : 6 ; 
Gal. 6: 4; in Phil. 2 : 4, it is used in the plural; some mss. have it thus 
in Rev. 6 : II. The repetition in Heb. 8 : II is noticeable, " every man " 
(i.e., e\eryune). Prefixed by the preposition ana, ap1ece (a colloquialisrn), 
it is used, with stress on the individuality, in Rev. 21 : 21, of the gates 
of the heavenly city, "each one of the several," R.V. ; in Eph. 5: 33, 
precedcd by kath' hena, 'by one,' it signifies "each (one) bis own." 

2. The phrase hen kath' hen, lit., ' one by one,' is used in Rev. 4 : 8, 
" cach one of them." 

EACH OTHER 
ALLl:tLON (dM~Awv), a reciprocal pronoun, preceded by the prepo

sition meta, with, signifies "with each other," Luke 23 : 12, R.V., for 
A.V., "together." Simila:rly in 24: 14 pros allelous, where pros suggests 
greater intimacy. See ÜNE ANOTHER. 

EAGLE 
AETOS (d1ör6s), an eagle (also a vulture), is perhaps connected with 

aemi, to blow, as of the wind, on account of its windlike flight. In 
Matt. 24 : 28 and Luke 17 : 37 the vultures are probably intended. The 
meaning seems tobe that, as these birds of prey gather where the carcase 
is, so the judgments of God will descend upon the corrupt state of 
humanity. The figure of the eagle is used in Ezek. 17 to represent the 
great powers of Egypt and Babylon, as being employed to punish corrupt 
and faithless Israel. Cp. Job 39: 30; Prov. 30: lJ. The eagle is 
mentioned elsewhere in the N.T. in Rev. 4: 7; 8: 13 (R.V.); 12: 14. 
There are eight species in Palestine. fl 

In the following pagcs f indicates that the word referred to (preposition, con
jutiction, or partic:l<e) is not <.lealt with in this volume. 

~: indicates that all the N.T. occurrences of the Greek word nnder consideration 
:1re mentioned under the heading or sub-heading. 
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EAR (of the body) 
I. OUS (oüs), Latin auris, is used (a) of the physical organ, e.g., 

Luke 4: 21 ; Acts 7 : 57; in Acts II : 22, in the plural with akouö, to 
hear, lit.,' was heard into the ears of someone,' i.e., came to the knowledge 
of; similarly, in the singular, Matt. rn: 27, in familiar private conversa
tion; in Jas. 5 : 4 the phrase is used with eiserchomai, to enter into; 
in Luke l : 44, with ginomai, to become, to come ; in Luke 12 : 3, with 
lalein, to speak and pros, to; (b) metaphorically, of the faculty of per
ceiving with the mind, understanding and knowing, Matt. 13 : 16 ; 
frequently with akouö, to hcar, c.g., Matt. II : 15; 13 : 9, 43 ; Rev. 2 and 
3, al lhe close of each of the messages to the churches ; in Matt. 13 : 15 
and Acts 28: 27, with bareös, heavily, of being slow to understand and 
obey ; with a negative in Mark 8 : 18 ; Rom. II : 8 ; in Luke 9 : 44 the 
lit. meaning is 'put those words into your ears,' i.e., take them into your 
mind and keep them there; in Acts 7: 51 it is used with aperitmetos, 
uncircumcised. As seeing is metaphorically associated with conviction, 
so hearing is with obedience (hupakoe, lit., hearing under; the Eng., 
" obedience „ is etymologically ' hearing over against,' i.e„ with response 
in the hearer). 

2. OTION (wTlo11), a diminutive of No. l, but without the diminutive 
force, it being a common tendency in everyday speer.h to apply a iliminu
tive form to most parts of the body, is used in Matt. 26 : 51 ; Mark 14 : 47 
(in some mss.) ; Luke 22 : 51 ; John 18 : ro (in some mss.) and ver. 26, 
all with reference to the ear of Malchus. if 

Note: Thc most authentic mss. have the alternative diminutive 
ötarion, in Mark 14: 47 and John 18 : rn.if 

3. AKOE (dKo~), hearing, akin to akouö, to hear, denotes (a) the sense 
of hearing, e.g„ l Cor. 12 : 17 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 8 ; (b) that which is heard, a 
report, e.g., Matt. 4 : 24 ; (c) the physical organ, Mark 7 : 35, standing 
for the sense of hearing; so in Luke 7: l, R.V., for A.V., "audience; „ 
Acts 17 : 20 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4 (in ver. 3, lit., ' being tickled as to the ears ') ; 
(d) a message or teaching, John 12 : 38; Rom. IO : 16, 17; Gal. 3 : 2, 5; 
l Thess. 2 : 13 ; Heb. 4 : 2, R.V„ " (the word) of hearing," for A.V„ 
" (the word) preached." See FAME, HEARING, PREACH, REPOHT, 
Rt:MOL'R. 

Note: In Matt. 28: 14, the verb akouö is used with the preposition 
epi, upon or before (or hupo, by, in some mss.), lit., 'if this come to a 
hearing before the governor.' 

EAR (of corn) 
STACHUS (anfxvs) is found in Matt. 12: l ; Mark 2 : 23; 4: 28 

(" ear," twice) ; Luke 6: I. The first part of the word is derived from 
the root sta- found in parts of the verb histemi, to cause to stand. lt 
is used as a proper name in Rom. i6 : 9. if 
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EARLY 
A. Noun. 

EAR 

ORTHROS (op8pos) denotes daybreak, dawn (cp. Lat. orior, to rise). 
Used with the adverb batheös, deeply, in Luke 24 : l, it means " at 
early dawn " (R.V.). In John 8 : 2 it is used in the genitive case, orthrou, 
at dawn, i.e., "early in the morning." In Acts 5 : 21, it is used with 
the article and preceded by the preposition hupo, under, or about, lit., 
'about the dawn,' "about daybreak," R.V. (for A.V., "early in the 
morning.").1f 

B. Adjectives. 
l. ORTHRINOS (op8ptv6s) early, akin to A., is a later form of orthrios. 

lt is found, in the most authentic mss., in Luke 24: 22, of the women 
at the sepulchre,_lit., 'early ones' (some texts have the form orthrios, 
at daybreak).1f · 

2. PROIMOS (rrpwi"µos) or proimos, a longcr and later form of proios, 
pertaining to the morning, is formed from prö, before (cp. prötos, first), 
and used in Jas. 5: 7, of the early rain.1[ 

C. Adverb. 
PROI (1Tpwt), early in the day, at morn, is derived from prö, before 

(see B, No. 2, above). In Mark 16: 2, A.V., it is translated "early in 
the morning;" in Mark 16: 9 and John 18 : 28; 20: l, "early; " in 
Matt. 16 : 3 ; 20 : l ; 21 : 18 ; Mark l : 35 ; II : 20 ; 13 : 35 ; 15 : l, 
" in the morning ; " in Acts 28 : 23." (from) morning." See MORNING.1f 

Note: In Matt. 20: l, hama, at once, is rendered "early." 

EARNEST (Noun) 
ARRABON (appaßwv), originally, earnest-money deposited by the 

purchaser and forfeited if the purchase was not completed, was probably 
a Phrenician word, introduced into Greece. In general usage it came to 
denote a pledge or earnest of any scrt; in the N.T. it is used only of 
that which is assured by God to believers ; it is said of the Holy Spirit 
as the Divine pledge of all their future blessedness, 2 Cor. l : 22; S: S; 
in Eph. l: 14, particularly of their eternal inheritance.1f In the Sept., 
Gen. 38: 17, 18, 20.,-i In modern Greek arraböna is an engagement ring. 

EARNEST, EARNESTNESS, EARNESTL Y 
A. Noun. 

SPOUDE (u1TovS~). akin to speudö, to hasten, denotes haste, Mark 
6: 25; Luke l : 39; hence, "eamestness," 2 Cor. 8: 7, R.V„ for A.V„ 
" diligence," and ver. 8, for A.V„ " forwardness ; " in 7 : 12, " earnest 
care," for A.V„ " care; " in 8 : 16, " earnest care." See BusINESS, 
CARE, CAREFULNESS, DILIGENCE, FORWARDNESS, HASTE. 

B. Adjective. 
SPOUDAIOS (u?TovSaZos}, akin to A, denotes active, diligent, earnest, 
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2 Cor. 8: 22, R.V., "earnest," for A.V., "diligent; " in the latter part 
of the verse the comparative degree, spoudaioteros, is used, R.V., "more 
earnest," for A.V., "more diligent;" in ver. r7, R.V., in the superlative 
sense, "very earnest," for A.V., "more forward." See DILIGENT, 
FORWARD.if 

C. Adverbs. 
I. EKTENÖS (JKTt:vw>), earnestly (ek, out, teinö, to stretch; Eng., 

tension, etc.), is used in Acts I2: 5," earnestly," R.V., for A.V.," without 
ceasing" (some mss. have the adjective ektenes, earnest) ; in r Pet. I : 22, 

" fervently." The idea suggested is that of not relaxing in effort, or 
acting in a right spirit. See FERVENTLY.if 

2. EKTENESTERON (JKTEv.faTt:pov), the comparative degree of 
No. I, used as an adverb in this neuter form, denotes more earnestly, 
fervently, Luke 22 : 44. if 

3. SPOUDAIÖS (mrov8alw>), akin to B, signifies with haste, or with 
zeal, earnestly, Luke 7 : 4, R.V., "earnestly," for A.V„ "instantly; " 
in 2 Tim. I : r7, R.V., and Tit. 3 : r3, "diligently; "if in Phil. 2 : 28, 

thc comparativc spoitdaioterös, R.V„ "the more diligently," A.V„ "the 
more carefully." See CAREFULLY, DILIGENTLY, INSTANTLY.if 

D. Adverbial Phrase. 
EN EKTENEIA (Jv JKTEvt:lq.), lit„ 'in earnestness,' cp. C, No. 1, is 

translated "earnestly" in Acts 26: 7, R.V„ for A.V„ "instantly." See 
INSTANTLY.if 

Notes: (r) For the phrase "earnest expectation," Rom. 8: rg and 
Phil. 1 : 20, see ExPECTATION. (2) In I Cor. I2: 3I ; I4: I, 39, zeloö, 
to be zealous about, is translated " desire earnestly." See DESIRE. 
(3) In 2 Pet. 3: I2, speudö is translated "earnestly desiring," for A.V„ 
" hasting unto." See HASTEN. (4) In Jude 3, epagönizö, to contend 
earnestly, is so translated.if (5) In Jas. 5: IJ the dative case of the 
noun proseuche is translated " earnestly" (A.V.), in connection with 
the corresponding verb, lit.,' he prayed with prayer' (R.V„" fervently "), 
implying persevering continuance in prayer with fervour. Cp„ e.g„ 
Ps. 40 : I, lit„ ' in waiting I waited.' See FERVENT. (6) Atenizo, akin 
to C, No. I, to fix the eyes upon, gaze upon, is translated "earnestly 
looked" in Luke 22 : 56, A.V. (R.V., " looking stedfastly ") ; in Acts 
3: I2, A.V„ "look ye earnestly," R.V., " fasten ye your eyes on; " 
in Acts 23 : I, A.V., "earnestly beholding," R.V„ "looking stedfastly 
on." (7) In Heb. 2 : I, prosechö, to give heed, is used with the adverb 
perissoterös, more abundantly, to signify" to give the more earnest heed; " 
lit„ 'to give heed mor0 exceedingi.v.' For the verb see AnEND. GrvE. 
No. r6, l-IEED, REGARD. 

EARTH 
I. G:E (yfj) denotes (a) earth as arable land, e.g., Matt. r3 : 5, 8, 23; 

in I Cor. IS : 47 it is said of the earthly material of which " the first man " 
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was made, suggestive of frailty; (b) the earth as a whole, the world, in 
contrast, whether to the heavens, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 18, 35, or to Heaven, 
the abode of God, e.g., Matt. 6 : r9, where the context suggests the earth 
as a place characterized by mutability and weakness ; in Col. 3 : 2 the 
same contrast is presented by the word "above; " in John 3 : 3r (R.V., 
" of the earth," for A.V., " earthly ") it describes one whose origin and 
nature are earthly and whose speech is characterized thereby, in contrast 
with Christ as the One from Heaven ; in Col. 3 : 5 the physical members 
are said to be "upon the earth," as a sphere where, as potential instru
ments of moral evils, they are, by metonymy, spoken of as the evils 
themselves ; (c) the inhabited earth, e.g., Luke 21 : 35 ; Acts l : 8 ; 8 : 33 ; 
10 : 12 ; II : 6 ; r7 : 26 ; 22 : 22 ; Heb. II : r3 ; Rev. r3 : 8. In the 
following the phrase " on the earth " signifies ' among men,' Luke 12 : 49 ; 
18 : 8; John r7: 4; (d) a country, territory, e.g., Luke 4: 25; John 3: 22; 

(e) thc ground, c.g., Matt. 10: 29; Mark 4: 26, R.V., " (upon the) earth," 
for A.V., " (into the) ground; " (/) land, e.g., Mark 4: r ; John 21 : 8, 
9, II. Cp. Eng. words beginning with ge-, e.g., geodetic, geodesy, 
geology, eeomf'try, geogrnphy. SPe CQJJNTRY, GROUND, LAND, WoRLD. 

2. OIKOUMENE (ol1wvµelf'Y/), the present participle, Passive Voice, 
of oikeö, to dwell, inhabit, denotes the inhabited earth. lt is translated 
" world "in every place where it has this significance, save in Luke 21 : 26, 
A. V., where it is translated "earth." See WoRLD. 

Note: For epigeios, translated "on earth" in Phil. 2: 10, ostrakinos, 
" of earth," 2 Tim. 2 : 20, and katachthonios, " under the earth," Phil. 
2: 10,~ sec EARTIIEN. 

EARTHEN, EARTHLY, EARTHY 
I. OSTRAKINOS (darpaKwo>) signifies made of earthenware or clay 

(from ostrakon, baked clay, potsherd, shell; akin to osteon, a hone), 
2 Tim. 2 : 20, "of earth; " 2 Cor. 4: 7, "earthen."1[ 

2. EPIGEIOS (lrrtyt:w>), on earth (epi, on, ge, the earth), is rendered 
"earthly" in John 3 : 12; 2 Cor. 5 : r ; Phil 3 : r9; Jas. 3 : 15; in 
Phil. 2 : 10, "on earth," R.V. ; "terrestrial" in l Cor. r5 : 40 (twice). 
See TERREsTRIAL. ~r 

3. CHOIKOS (xoi'K6>) denotes " earthy," made of earth, from chous, 
soil, earth thrown down or heaped up, l Cor. 15 : 47, 48, 49. ~ 

4. KATACHTHONIOS (Karax86vLo>), under the earth, subterranean 
(kata, down, chthön, the ground, from a root signifying that which is deep), 
is used in Phil. 2 : 10. ~ 

EARTHQUAKE 
SEISMOS (cmaµo>), a shaking, a shock, from seiö, to move to and fro, 

to shake, chiefly with the idea of concussion (Eng., seismic, seismology, 
seismometry), is used (a) of a tempest in the sea, Matt. 8: 24; (b) of 
earthquakes, Matt. 24 : 7 ; 27 : 54 ; 28 : z ; Mark 13 : 8 ; Luke 21 : II ; 
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Acts 16: 26; Rev. 6: 12; 8: S; II : 13 (twice), 19; 16: 18 (twice). 
See TEMPEST., 

EASE, EASED 
A. Verb. 

ANAPAUÖ (ava17atfw.) signifies to cause or permit one to cease from 
any labour or movement so as to recover strength. lt implies previous 
toil and care. Its chief significance is that of taking, or causing to take, 
rest; it is used in the Middle Voice in Luke 12: 19, "take (thine) ease," 
indicative of- unnecessary, seif-indulgent relaxation. In the papyri it is 
used technically, as an agricultural term. Cp. anapausis, rest. See 
REFRESH, REST. 

B. Noun. 
ANESIS {avfat>) denotes a letting loose, relaxation, easing, it is 

connectcd with anicmi, to loosen, relax (ana, back, and hiemi, to send). 
lt signifies rest, not from toil, but from endurance and suffermg. Thus 
it is said (a) of a less vigorous condition in imprisonment, Acts 24 : 23, 
" indulgence," A.V., " liberty ; " (b) relief from anxiety, 2 Cor. 2 : 13 ; 
7 : 5, "ielief" (A.V„ '.' rest ") ; (c) relief from pcrsccutions, 2 Thcss. l : 7, 
" rest ; " (d) of relief from the sufferings of poverty, 2 Cor. 8 : 13, " be 
eased," lit„ ' (that there should be) easing for others (trouble to you).' 
Cp. the synonymous word anapausis, cessation or rest (akin to A). See 
lNDULGENCE, LrnERTY, RELIEF, REST., In the Sept., 2 Chron. 23: 15., 

For EASILY see EASY 

EAST 
ANATOLE (dvaToA~). primarily a rising, as of the sun and stars, 

corresponds to anatellö, to make to rise, or, intransitively, to arise, which 
is also used of the sunlight, as well as of other objects in nature. In 
Luke l : 78 it is used metaphorically of Christ as "the Dayspring," the 
One through Whom ,light came into the world, shining immediately into 
Israel, to dispel the darkness which was upon all nations. Cp. Mal. 4 : 2. 

Elsewhere it denotes the east, as the quarter of the sun's rising, Matt. 2 : 1, 

2, 9 ; 8 : II ; 24 : 27 ; Luke 13 : 29; Rev. 7 : 2 ; 16 : 12; 21 : 13. The 
east in general stands for that side of things upon which the rising of 
the sun gives light. In the heavenly city itself, Rev. 21 : 13, the reference 
to the east gate points to the outgoing of the infiuence of the city eastward. 
See DAYSPRING., 

EASTER 
PASCHA (mfaxa), mistranslated" Easter "in Acts 12 : 4, A.V„ denotes 

the Passöver (R.V.). The phrase" after the Passover" signifies after the 
whole festival was at an end. The term Easter is not of Christian origin. 
lt is another form of Astarte, one of the titles of the Chaldean goddess. 
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the queen of heaven. The festival of Pasch held by Christians in post
apostolic times was a continuation of the Jewish feast, but was not 
instituted by Christ, nor was it connected with Lent. From this Pasch 
the Pagan festival of Easter was quite distinct and was introduced into 
the apostate Western religion, as part of the attempt to adapt Pagan 
festivals to Christianity. See PASSOVER. 

EASY, EASIER, EASIL Y 
l. CHRESTOS (xp17ar6>) primarily signifies fit for use, able to be 

used (akin to chraomai, to use), hence, good, virtuous, mild, pleasant 
(in contrast to what is hard, harsh, sharp, bitter). lt is said (a) of the 
character of God as kind, gracious, Luke 6 : 35 ; l Pet. 2 : 3 ; good, Rom. 
2 : 4, where the neuter of the adjective is used as a noun, "the goodness" 
(cp. the corresponding noun chrestotes, "goodness," in the same verse) ; 
of the yoke of Christ, Matt. II : 30, " easy " (a suitable rendering would 
be ' kindly ') ; (c) of believers, Eph. 4 : 32 ; (d) of things, as wine, Luke 
S: 39, R.V„ "good," for A.V„ "better" (cp. Jer. 24: 3, 5, of figs); 
(e) ethically, of manners, l Cor. 15: 33. See Goon, GRACIOUS, Krnn.ir 

2. EUKOPOTEROS (dJ1<07TwrEpo>), the comparative degree of eukopos, 
easy, with easy labour (eu, well, kopos, labour), hence, of that which is easier 
to do, is found in the Synoptists only, Matt. 9 : 5 ; 19 : 24 ; Mark 2 : 9 ; 
ro : 25 ; Luke 5 : 23 ; 16 : 17 ; 18 : 25. if 

Notes: (1) The adverb "easily" is included in thc translation of 
euperistatos in lfrb. 12 : 1, " easily beset," lit., ' the easily besetting sin,' 
probably a figurc from a garmenl, 'easily surrounding,' and thereforc 
easily entangling. See BESET. (2) In l Cor. 13 : 5, A.V .. " is not easily 
provoked," there is no word in the original representing " easily ; " R. V„ 
"is not provoked." (3) For "easy to bc cntreatcd" see lNTREAT. For 
" easy to bc understood " see UNDERSTAND. 

EAT, EAT WITH, EATING 
A. Verbs. 

r. ESTHIO (~a8lw) signifies to eat (as distinct from pinö, to drink) ; 
it is a lengthened form from edö (Lat., edö ; cp. Eng., edible) ; in Heb. 
10: 27, metaphorically, "devour; " it is said of the ordinary use of food 
and drink, I Cor. 9 : 7 ; II : 22 ; of partaking of food at table, e.g., 
Mark 2 : 16 ; of revelling, Matt. 24 : 49 ; Luke 12 : 45. Cp. the strength
ened form katesthiö, and the verb sunesthiö, below. See DEVOUR. 

2. PHAGO (cpa:yw), to eat, devour, consume, is obsolete in the present 
and other tenses, but supplies certain tenses which are wanting in No. r, 
above. In Luke 8: 55 the A.V. has "(to give her) meat," the R.V. 
" (that something be given .her) to eat." The idea that this verb com
bines both eating and drinking, while No. l differentiates the one from 
the other, is not borne out in the N.T. The word is very frequent in the 
Gospels and is used eleven times in I Cor. See also No. 3. See ME.AT. 
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3. TROGO (Tpwyw), primarily, to gnaw, to chew, stresses the slow 
process ; it is used metaphorically of the habit of spiritually feeding upon 
Christ, John 6: 54, 56, 57, 58 (the aorists here do not indicate a definite 
act, but view a series of acts seen in perspective) ; of the constant custom 
of eating in certain company, John 13 : 18; of a practice unduly engrossing 
the world, Matt. 24 : 38. 

In John 6, the change in the Lord's use from the verb esthiö (phagö) 
to the stronger verb trögö, is noticeable. The more persistent the unbelief 
of His hearers, the more difficult His language and statements became. 
In vv. 49 to 53 thP. vP.rh phaeö is used; in 54, 58, trögö (in ver. 58 it is 
put into immediate contrast with phagö). The use of trögö in Matt. 24: 38 
and John 13 : 18 is a witness against pressiug iulu the meaning of the 
word the sense of munching or gnawing; it had largely lost this sense in 
its common usage.~ 

4. GEUO (ynlw), primarily, to cause to taste, to give one a taste uf, 
is used in the Middle Voice and dPnotP5 (a) to fa5tP., it5 mmd mA:ininrr ; 
(b) to take food, to eat, Acts 10 : 10; 20: II ; 23 : 14; the meaning to 
taste must not be pressed in these passages, the verb having acquired 
the more general meaning. As to whether Acts 20 : II refers to the 
Lord's Supper or to an ordinary meal, the addition of the words "and 
eaten '' is perhaps a sufficient indication that the latter is referred to 
here, whereas ver. 7, where the single phrase " to break bread" is used, 
refers to the Lurd's Supper. A parallel instance is found in Acts 2 : 43, 46. 
In the former verse the phrase "the breaking of bread," unaccompanied 
by any word about taking food, clearly stands for the Lord's Supper; 
whereas in ver. 46 the phrase " breaking bread at home" is immediately 
explained by "they did take their food," indicating their ordinary meals. 
See TASTE. 

5. BIBROSKO (ßißpwuKw), to eat, is derived from a root, bor-, to 
devour (likewise seen in the noun bröma, food, meat ; cp. Eng., car
nivorous, voracious, from Lat. vorax). This verbis found in John 6 : 13. 
The difference between this and phagö, No. 2, above, may be seen perhaps 
in the fact that whereas in the Lord's question to Philip in ver. 5, phagö 
intimates nothing about a full supply, the verb bibröskö, in ver. 13, indicates 
that the people had been provided with a big meal, of which they had 
partaken eagerly. ~ 

6. KATAPHAGO (KaTa,P&.yw) signifies to eat up (kata, used intensively, 
and No. 2), John 2: 17; Rev. IO: 9, 10; elsewhere it is translated 
"devour," as also is katesthiö (see No. l). See DEVOUR. 

7. KORENNUMI (Kopivvvµ.t), to satiate, to satisfy, as with food, is 
used in the Middle Voice in Acts 27 : 38, "had eaten enough; " in l Cor. 
4 : 8, " ye are filled." See FILL. ~ · 

8. SUNESTHIO (uvvcu8lw), to eat with (sim, with, and No. l), is found 
in Luke 15 : 2 ; Acts 10 : 41 ; II : 3 ; l Cor. 5 : II ; Gal. 2 : 12. ~ 
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9. NOMEN ECHO (110µ.~v lxw) is a phrase consisting of the noun 
nome, denoting (a) pasturage, (b) growth, increase, and echü, to have. In 
John IO: 9 the phrase signifies to find pasture (a). In 2 Tim. 2: 17, with 
the meaning (b), the phrase is, lit., 'will have growth,' translated "will 
eat," i.e., 'will spread like a gangrene.' lt is used in Greek writings, 
other than the N.T., of the spreadof a fire; and of ulcers. See PASTURE.1[ 

Note: The verb metalambanö, to take a part or share of anything 
with others, to partake of, share, is t-ranslated " did eat,'' in Acts 2 : 46, 
corrected in the R.V. to "did take; " a still more suitable renpering 
would be ' shared,' the sharing of food being suggested ; cp:. metadidömi, 
to share, e.g., Luke 3 : II. 

B. Nouns. 
l. BROSIS. (ßpwats-}, akin to A, No. 5, denotes (a) the act of 

eating, e.g., Rom. 14 : 17 ; said of rust, Matt. 6 : 19, 20; or, more usually, 
(b) that which is eaten, food (like brömg,, food), meat, John 4: 32; 6 : n, 
55; Col. 2: 16; Heb. 12 : 16 (" morsel-of meat ") ; "food," 2 Cor. 9: lO; 

"eaJi,ng," l Cor. 8: 4. See Fooo,MEAT, RusT .. ~ 
2. PROSPHAGTON (77poarpa1tto1•}, primarily a dainty or relish 

(especially cooked fish), to be eaten with bread (pros, to, and A, No. 2), 
then, fish in general, is used in John 21 : 5, " Have ye aught to. eat ? " 
(A.V., " have ye any meat ? '.'). Moulton remarks that the evidences 
of the papyri are to th~ effect that prosphagion, " is not so broad a WQrd 
as ' something to eat.' The apostles had left even loaves behind them 
once, Mark 8: 14; they might well have left the 'relish' on this occasion. 
lt would normally be fish; cp. Mar~ 6: J8" (Gram. of N.T. Grcek, 
Vol. l, p. 170).1[ 

· c. Adjective. c 

BROSIMOS (ßpwatµ.os-), akin 'to A; No. 5, and B., signifying eatable, 
is found in Luke 24 : 41, R.V., appropriately; " to eat,'' for the A.V., 
"meat."1[ · J'n the Sept., Lev. 19: 23; Neh. 9: 25; Ezek .. 47: 12., 

EDGE, EDGED 
A. Noun. 

STOMA {cfr&µ.a.}, the mouth (cp. Eng., stomach; from stomachos, l Tim. 
5: 23), has a secondary and figurative meaning in reference to the edge 
of a sharp instrument; as of a sword, Luke 21 : 24; Heb. II : 34 (cp. 
the Sept., e.g., Gen. 34: 26; Jud. 18: 27). See FACE, MOUTH. 

B. Adjective. 
DISTOMOS (8lCFToµ.os-), lit., double-mouthed · (dis, twice, aI'ld A.), 

two-edged, is used of a sword with two edges, Heb. 4 : 12 ; Rev. l : 16 ; 
2: 12.1[ In the Sept., Judg. 3: 16; Psa. 149: 6; Prov. 5: 4.,-

EDIFICATION, EDIFY, EDIFYING 
· A. Noun. 

OIKODOM:E: (olKo8oµ1]) denotes (a) the actof building (oikos, a home, 
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and demö, to build) ; this is used only figuratively in the N.T., in the 
sense of edification, the promotion of spiritual growth (lit„ the things of 
building up), Rom. 14: 19; 15 : 2; l Cor. 14: 3, 5, 12, 26, e.g. ; (b) a 
building, edifice, whether material, Matt. 24 : l, e.g., or figurative, of the 
future body of the believer, 2 Cor. 5 : l, or of a local church, l Cor. 3 : 9, 
or the whole Church, "the body of Christ," Eph. 2 : 21. See BuILDING. 

B. Verb. 
OIKODOMEO (olKoSoµiw), lit., to build a house (see above), (a) usually 

signifies to build, whether literally, or figuratively ; the present participle, 
lit., 'the (ones) building,' is used as a noun, " the builders," in Matt. 
21 : 42 ; Mark 12 : IO ; Luke 20 : 17 ; Acts 4 : II (in some mss. ; the most 
authentic have the noun oikodomos) ; l Pet. 2 : 7 ; (b) is used meta
phorically, in the sense of edifying, promoting the spiritual growth and 
development of character of believers, by teaching or by example, 
suggesting such spiritual progress as the result of patient labour. lt 
is said (r) of the effed of this upon local churches, Acts 9 : 31 ; l Cor. 
14: 4; (2) of the individual action of believers towards each other, 
I Cor. 8: I; ro: 23; 14: 17; 1 Thess. 5: II ; (3) of an individual in 
regard to himself, l Cor. 14: 4. In l Cor. 8 : 10, where it is translated 
" emboldened,'' the Apostle uses it. with pathetic irony, of the action 
of a brother in " building up ·" his brother who had a weak conscience, 
causing him to compromise his scruples ; ' strengthened,' or ' confirmed,' 
would be suitable renderings. See BUILD, EMBOLDEN, 

EFFEC! (of none) 
I. AKUROO (6.Kvp&w) signifies to render void, deprive of force and 

authority (from a, negative, and kuros, might, authority; kurios, a 
lord, is from the same root), the opposite to kuroö, to confirm (see CoNFIRM). 
lt is used of making void the Word of God, Matt. 15 : 6 ; Mark 7 : 13 (A. V., 
"making of none effect "), and of tl:J.e promise of God to Abraham as 
not being deprived of authority by the Law 430 years after, Gal. 3: 17, 
"disannul." Kuroö is used in verse 15. See DISANNUL, Vom., 

z. KATARGEO (Ka.Ta.pyEw), to reduce to inactivity, to render useless, 
is translated to make of none effect, in Rom. 3 : 3, 31 ; 4 : 14 ; Gal. 3 : 17 
(cp. akuroö, No. l, in the same verse), and in.the A.V. of Gal. 5: 4, R.V., 
"ye are severed" (from Christ). For the meaning and use of the woi::d 
see ABOLISH and DESTROY. 

3. KENOO (KEvow), to make empty, to empty, is translated "should 
be made of none effect" in l Cor. l : 17, A.V. (R.V. "made void ") ; 
it is used («) of the Cross of Christ, there ; (b) of Christ, in emptying 
Himself, Phil. 2 : 7 ; (c) of faith, Rom. 4 : 14 ; (d) of the Apostle Paul's 
glorying in the Gospel ministry, l Cor. 9: 15; (e) of his glorying on behalf 
of the church at Corinth, 2 Cor. 9: 3. See EMPTY, VAIN, Vom., 

Note: In Rom. 9: 6 the verb ekpiptö, lit., to fall out of, as of a ship 
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falling out of its course (cp. the same word in Acts 27: 17," were driven"), 
is translated " hath taken none effect," A.V. (R.V., " hath come to 
nought "). See NOUGHT. 

EFFECTUAL 
A. Adjective. 

ENERG:ES (€vt:p'Y7}s) denotes active, powerful in action (en, in, 
ergon, work ; Eng. " energy ; " the word " work " is derived from the 
same root). lt is translated "effectual" in l Cor. 16: 9, of the door 
opened for the Gospel in· Ephesus, and made effectual in the results of 
entering it; and in Philm. 6, of the fellowship of Philemon's faith "in 
the knowledge of eyery good thing" (R.V.). In Heb. 4: 12 it dcscribes 
the Word of God as "active," R.V. (A.V., "powerful "), i.e., full of 
power to achieve results. See AcTIVE, PowERFUL., 

B. Verb. 
ENERGEO (JvEpytw), to put forth power, be operative, to work 

(its usual meaning), is rendered by the verb to work effectually, or to be 
effectual, in the A.V. of 2 Cor. l : 6; Gai. 2: 8 and l Thess. 2: 13; in 
each case the R.V. translates it by the simple verb to work (past tense, 
" wrought "). In Jas. 5 : 16 the R.V. omits the superfluous word 
"effectual," and translates the sentence "the supplication of a righteous 
man availeth much in its working;" the verb being in the present par
ticipial form. Here the meaning may be ' in its inworking,' i.e., in the 
effect produced in the praying man, bringing him into line with the 
will of God, as in the case of Elijah. For a fuller treatment of the word 
see WoRK. See also Do, MIGHTY, SHEW, Note (II). 

Note: The noun energeia, working, is translated "effectual working," 
in the A.V. of Eph. 3: 7, and 4: 16. 

EFFEMINATE 
MALAKOS (µaft.a1Cos), soft, soft to the touch (Lat., mollis, Eng., mollify, 

emollient, etc., are from the same root), is used (a) of raiment, Matt. II : 8 
(twice) ; Luke 7 : 25 ; (b) metaphorically, in a bad sense, l Cor. 6 : 9, 
"effeminate," not simply of a male who practises forms of lewdness, 
but persons in general, who are guilty of addiction to sins of the flesh, 
voluptuous., 

EFFULGENCE 
APAUGASMA (ii?Taryaaµa), radiance, effulgence, is used of light 

shining f:com a luminous body (apo, from, and auge, brightness). Tue word 
is found in Heb. l : 3, where it is used of the Son of God as " being the 
effulgence of His glory." The word "effulgence" exactly corresponds 
(in its Latin form) to apaugasma. The glory of God expresses all that 
He is in His nature and His actings and their manifestation. The Son, 
being one with the Father in Godhood, is in Himself, and ever was, the 
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shining forth of the glory, manifesting in Himself all that God is and does, 
all, for instance, that is involved in His being "the very image of His 
substance," and in His creative acts, His sustaining power, and in His 
making purification of sins, with all that pertains thereto and issues from 
it. ~ 

EGG 
OON (cblSv) denotes an egg (Lat., ovum), Luke II: 12.if 

EIGHT, EIGHTEEN, EIGHTH 
OKTO (cl1m.>), eight (Lat., octo, octavus; cp. Eng., octagon, octaV'e, 

octavo, October, etc.), is used in Luke 2: 21; 9: 28; John 20: 26; 
Acts 9 : 33; 25 : 6 ; l Pet. 3 : 20 ; in composition with other numerals, 
oktö kai deka, lit., eight and ten, eighteen, Luke 13 : 4, II, 16 ; triakonta 
kai oktö, thirty and eight, John 5: 5.~ 

OGDOOS (0,,oooS'), eighth (connected with the preceding), is used in 
Luke l: 59; Acts 7: 8; 2 Pet. 2: 5; Rev. 17: II; 21: 20.~ 

OKTAEMEROS (clKTa~µ.€poS'), an adjective, signifying an eighth-day 
person or thing, eight days old (oktö, and hemera, a day), is used in 
Phil. 3 : 5. This, and similar numerical adjectives not fou11d in the 
N.T., indicate duration rather than intervals. The Apostle shows by his 
being an 'eighth-day' person as to circumcision, that his pareuts were 
neither Ishmaelites (circumcised in their thirteenth year) nor other 
Gentiles, converted to Judaism (circumcised on becoming Jews).~ 

EITHER 
E (7f) is a disjunctive particle. One of its uses is to distinguish things 

which exclude each other, or one of which can take the place of another. 
lt is translated "either" in Matt. 6 : 24; 12 : 33; Luke 16 : 13; Acts 
17: 21; l Cor. 14: 6. The R.V. rightly omits it in Luke 6: 42,- and 
translates it by "or" in Luke 15 : 8; Phil. 3: 12 and Jas. 3: 12. 

Note: The adverb enteuthen, denoting "hence," is repeated in the 
phrase rendered" on either side," (lit.,' hence and hence ') i11John19: 18. 
The R.V. of Rev. 22 : 2 translates,it " on this side," distinguishing it from 
ekeithen, "on that side; " the A.V., following another reading for the 
latter adverb, has " on either side." See HENCE. 

ELDER, ELDEST 
A. Adjectives. 

l. PRESBUTEROS (7rp€aßVT€poS'), an adjective, the comparative 
degree of presbus, an old man, an elder, is used (a) of age, whether of the 
elder of two persons, Luke 15 : 25, or more, John 8: 9, "the eldest; " 
or of a person advanced in life, a senior, Acts 2 : 17 ; in Heb. II : 2, the 
"cldcrs " arc the forefathers in Israel ; so in Matt. 15 : 2 ; Mark 7 : 3, 5 ; 
the feminine of the adjective is used of elder women in the churches, l Tim. 
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5 : 2, not in respect of position but in seniority of age; (b) of rank or 
positions of responsibility, (r) among Gentiles, as in the Sept. of Gen. 
50: 7; Num. 22: 7; (2) in the Jewish nation, flrstly, those who· were 
the heads or leaders of the tribes and families, as of the seventy who 
assisted Moses, Num. u·: 16 ; Deut. 27 : r, and those assembled by 
Solomon ; secondly, members oLthe Sanhedrin, consisting of the chief 
priests, elders and scribes, learned in Jewish Law, e.g., Matt. r6: 21.; 

26: 47; thirdly, those who managed public affairs in the various cities, 
Luke 7 : 3 ; (3) in the Christian churches, those who, being raised up 
an<l qualifie<l by the work of the Holy Spirit, were appointed to have the 
spiritual care of, and to exercise oversight over, the churches. To these 
the term bfohopG, opiskopoi, or ovcrsccrs, is applied (see Acts 20, ver. I'J 
with ver. 28, and Tit. l : 5 and 7), the latter term indicating the nature 
of their work, presbuteroi their maturity of spiritual experience; The 
Divine arrangement seen throughout the N.T. was for a plurality of 
these to be appointed in each church, Acts r4 : 23 ; 20 : 17 ; Phil. r : l.; 
i: Tim. 5 : 17 ; Tit. l : 5. The duty of elders is described by the verb 
episkopeö. They were appointed according as they had givcn cvidcncc 
of fulfilling the Divine qualifications, Tit. r : 6 to 9 ; cp. l Tim. 3 : r-7 
and r Pet. 5 : 2 ; (4) the twenty-four elders enthroned in Heaven around 
the throne of God, Rev. 4: 4, lO; 5: 5-r4; 7: II, 13; II.: r6; r4: 3; 
19 : 4. The number twenty-four is representative of earthly conditions. 
The word " elder ''. is nowhere applied to angels. See ÜLn. 

2. SUMPRESBUTEROS (avµ1Tp€0'ßÜT€pos), a fellow-elder (sun, with), 
is used in l Pet. 5: r.~ 

3. MEIZON (lul~wv), greater; the comparative degree of megas, great, 
is used of age, and translated " elder " in Rom. 9 : 12, with reference to 
Esau· and Jacob: See GREATER, GREATEST, MoRE .. 

B. Noun. 
PRESBUTERION · (1Tpwßvrlpiov), an assembly of aged men, denotes 

(a) the Coutieil or Senate among the Jews, Luke 22: 66.; Acts 22: 5; 
(b) the elders or bishops in a local church, r Tim. 4: 14, '' the presbytery:'' 
For their functions see A, No. r, (3). 

ELECT, ELECTED; ELECTION .. · 
A. Adjectives. · 

r. EKLEKTOS («1KA€Kr6>) lit. signifies picked out, chosen (ek, from, 
legö, to gather, pick out), and J.s used of,(a) Christ, the chosen of God, 
as the Messiah, Luke 23: 35 (for the verb in 9: 35 see Note below), and 
metaphoricallyas a" living Stone," " a chief corner Stone,'' r Pet. 2.;: 4, 6 ; 
some mss. have it in John r : 34, instead of huios, Sein; (b) angels, 
r Tini. 5 : 2r, as chosen to be of especially high rank in administrative 
association with God; or as His messengers to human beings, doubtless in 
contrast to fallen angels (see 2 Pet. 2: 4 and Jude 6) ; (c) believers (Jews 
or Gentiles), Matt. 24: 22, 24, 3r; Mark n : 20, 22, 27; Luke r8 ; 7; 
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Rom. 8 : 33 ; Col. 3 : 12 ; 2 Tim. 2 : IO ; Tit. l : l ; I Pet. I : I ; 2 : 9 
(as a spiritual race) ; Matt. 20 : 16 ; 22 : 14 and Rev. 17 : 14, " chosen ; " 
individual believers are so mentioned in Rom .. 16: 13; 2 John l, lJ.1 

Believers were chosen " before the foundation of the world " (cp. 
"before times etemal," 2 Tim. l : 9), in Christ, Eph. l : 4. to adoption, 
Eph. l : 5 ; good works, 2 : 10 ; conformity. to. Christ, Rom, 8 : 29 ; 
salvation from the delusions of the Antichrist and the doom of the deluded, 
2 Thess. 2 : 13 ; eternal glory, Rom. 9 : 23. 

The source of their election is God's grace, not human will, Eph. l : 4, 5 ; 
Rom. 9 : II ; II : 5 .. · They are given by God the Father to Christ as 
the fruit of His Death, all being foreknown and foreseen by God, John 17: 6 
and Rom. 8 : 29.. While Christ's Death was sufficient for all men, and is 
effective in the case of the elect, yet men are treated as responsible, 
being capable of the will and power to choose. For the rendering 'being 
chosen as firstfruits,' an alternative reading in 2 Thess. 2 : 13, see 
FrnsTFRUITS. See CHOICE, B. 

2. SUNEKLEKTOS (uVV€KA€K'Tos) means "elect ·together with," 
l Pet. 5: 13., 

B. Noun. 
EKLOGE (€KAoyr)) denotes a picking out, selection (Eng„ eclogue), 

then, that which is chosen ; in Acts 9 : 15, said of the choice of God of 
Saul of Tarsus, the phrase is; lit„ 'a vessel of choice.' lt is used four 
timcs in Romans; in 9: II, of Esau and Jacob, where the phrase "the 
purpose ... according to election" is virtually equivalent to ' the 
electing purpose; ' in II : 5, the "remnant according to the election 
of grace" refers to believing Jews, saved from among the unbelieving 
nation; so in ver. 7; in ver. 28, "the election ''. may mean either the 
act of choosing or the chosen ones ; the context, speaking of the fathers, 
points to the former, the choice of the nation according to the covenant 
ofproinise. In·1 Thess. l :4, "your election/' refers.not to the church 
collectively, but to the individuals constituting it; the Apostle's assurance 
of their election gives the reason for his thanksgiving. Believers are t9 
give ' the more diligence to make their calling and election sute,' by the 
exercise of the qualities and graces which make them fruitful in the 
knowledge of God, 2 Pet. I: 10., For the corresponding verb eklegomai, 
see CHOOSE. 

ELEMENTS 
STOICHEION (CTTotx€iov), used in the plural, primarily signifies any 

firstthings from which others in a series, ora compositewhole, take their 
rise; the word denotes an element, first principle (from stoichos, a row, 
rank, series; cp.the verbstoicheö, to walk or march in rank; see WALK); 
it was used of the letters of the alphabet, as elements of speech. In 
the N.T. it is used of (a) the substancc of thc material world, a Pet. 3 : xo, 
12; (b) the delusive speculations of Gentile;cults and of Jewish theories, 
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treated as elementary principles, "the rudiments of the world," Col. 2: 8, 
spoken of as "philosophy and vain deceit;" these were presented as 
superior to faith in Christ; at Colossre the worship of angels, mentioned 
in ver. 18, is explicable by the supposition, held by both Jews and Gentiles 
in that district, that the constellations were either themselves animated 
heavenly beings, or were governed by them ; (c) the rudimentary principles 
of religion, Jewish or Gentile, also described as "the rudiments of the 
world," Col. 2 : 20, and as " weak and beggarly rudiments," Gal. 4 : 3, 9, 
R.V., constituting a yoke of bondage; (d) the elementary principles 
(the A.B.C.) of the O.T., as a revelation from God, Heb. 5 : 12, R.V., 
" rudiments," lit., ' the rudiments of the beginning of the oracles of God,' 
such as are taught to spiritual babes. S~e PRINCIPLES, RUDIMENTS.~ 

ELEVEN, ELEVENTH 
HENDEKA (lv8eKa.), lit„ one ten (Lat„ undecim), is used only of the 

eleven Apostles remaining after the death of Judas Iscariot, Matt. 28: 16; 

Mark 16 : 14 ; Luke 24 : 9, 33 ; Acts l : 26 ; 2 : 14, ~ 
HENDEKATOS (ev8lKa.ToS'), an adjective derived from the nbove, is 

found in Matt. 20: 6, 9; Rev. 21: 20.~ 

ELOQUENT 
LOGIOS (AaytoS'), an adjective, from lops, a word, primarily meant 

leamed, a man skilled in literature and the arts. In the A.V. of Acts 
18 : 24, it is translated " eloquent," said of Apollos ; the R.V. is almost 
certainly right in translating it "learned." lt was much more frequently 
used among the Greeks of one who was erudite than of one who was 
skilled in words. He had stores of learning and could use it convincingly.~ 

ELSE 
EPEI (~7Tel), a conjunction, when used of cause, meaning "since," 

" otherwise," " for then," " because; ·~ in an ellipsis, " else," as in 
l Cor. 7: 14, where the ellipsis would be 'if the unbelieving husband 
were not sanctified in the wife, your children would be unclean ; ' cp. 
Rom. II : 6, 22 ; l Cor. 5 : lO ; Heb. 9 : 26. Sometimes it introduces 
a question, as in Rom. 3 : 6 ; l Cor. 14 : 16 ; 15 : 29 ; Heb. 10 : 2. lt is 
translated " else " in l Cor. 14 : 16 and in the R.V. in Heb. 9 : 26 and 
10 : 2, for A.V„ " for then." 

ELSEWHERE 
ALLACHOU (äMa.xoti), connected with allos, another, is used in 

Mark I : 38 (R.V. only).~ 

For EMBARK (R.V., in Acts 27: 2) see ABOARD 
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EMBOLDEN 
OIKODOMEÖ (olKoSoµlw) is rendered ·~ embolden '' in l Cor. 8: 10, 

in reference to blameworthy actions (see marg.), the delinquent being 
built up, so to speak, to do what is contrary to his conscience. See BUILD, 
EDIFICATION. 

EMBRACE 
I. ASPAZOMAI (aa1TCf~oµai) lit. signifies to draw to Öneself; hence, 

to greet, :salute, welcome, the ordinary meaning, e.g„ in Rom. 16, where 
it is used 2r times. It also signifies to bid farewell, e.g„ Acts 20 : l , 

R.V„" tookleave of" (A.V„" embraced "). A salntation or farewell was 
generally made by embracing am! kissing (see Luke IO : 4, whid1 inclicates 
the possibility of delay on the journey by frequent salutation). In 
Heb. II : 13 it is said of those who greeted the promises from afar, R.V., 
"greeted/' for A.V„ "embraced." Cp. aspasmos, a salutation~ See 
GREET, LEAVE '.take). SALUTE. 

Note: In Acts 21 : 6 the most authentic texts have apaspazomai 
(apo, ancl Nu. I), lu Lid farewell. 

2. SUMPERILAMBANÖ (avp.7T€pt"Aaµßavw), lit., to take around with; 
(sun, with, peri, around, lambanö, to take), to embrace, is used in Acts 
20: 10, in connection with Paul's recovery of Eutychus., In the Sept„ 
Ezra 5 : 3, " to enclose.", 

EMPEROR. 
SEBASTOS (aEßaan5s), august, reverent, the masculine gender of an 

adjective (from sebas, reverential awe), beca.me use<l as the title of the 
Roman Emperor, Acts 25 : 21, 25, R.V,, for A.V., " Augustus; u then, 
taking its name from the Emperor, it became a title of honour applied to 
certain legions or cohorts or battalio:ns, marked for their valour, Acts 
27 :i., Cp. sebazomai, to worshlp, Rom ... 1: 25 ;, sebasma, an object 
of worship, Acts 17 : 23 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 4., 

.:EMERALD 
A. Noun. 

SMARAGDOS (aµapaySos) is a transparent stone of a light green 
colour, occupying the first place in the second row on the high priest's 
breastplate, Ex. 28 : 18. Tyre imported it from Sytia, Ezek. 27 : 16. 
lt is one of the foundations of the Heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 21 : 19. 

The name was applied to other stones of a similar character, such as the 
carbuncle., 

B. Adjective. . . 
SMARAGDINOS (aµapayfüvos), emerald in character, descriptive of 

the rainbow round about the Throne in Rev. 4: 3, is used in the papyri 
to denote emerald green., · 
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EMPTY 
A. Verbs. 

ENA 

I. KENOO (Km5w), to empty, is so translated in Phil. 2 : 7, R.V., 
for A.V., "made ... of no reputation." The clauses which .follow 
the verb are exegetical of its meaning, especially the phrases " the form 
of a servant," and" the likeness of men." Christ did not empty Himself 
of Godhood. He did not cease to. be what He essentially and eternally 
was. The A.V., while not an exact translation, goes far to express the 
act of the Lord (see GIFFORD on the Incarnation). For other occurrences 
of the word see Rom. 4: I4; I Cor. I : I7; 9: I5; 2 Cor. 9: 3.if In 
the Sept., Jer. I4: 2; I5: 9.if 

2. SCHOLAZO (axoAa~w), from schole, leisure, that for which leisure 
is employed, such as a lecture (hence, the place where lectures are given; 
Eng., school), is used of persons, to have time for anything and so to be 
occupicd in, I Cor. 7 : 5; of things, tobe unoccupied, empty, Malt. I2 ; 44 
(some mss. have it in Luke II: 25). See GIVE (oneself to).i] 

B. Adjective. 
KENOS (Ktvu~·) expresses the. hollowness of auylhitig, lhe ausence 

of that which otherwise might be possessed. lt is used (a) literally, 
Mark I2 : 3 ; Luke I : 53 ; 20 : rn, II ; (b) metaphorically, of imagina
tions, Acts 4 : 25 ; of words which convey. erroneous teachings, Eph. 5 : 6 ; 
of deceit, Col. 2 : 8 ; of a person whose professed faith is not accompanied 
by works, Jas. 2 : 20; negatively, concerning the grace of God, I Cor. 
I5 : IO ; of refusal to receive it, 2 Cor. 6 : I ; of faith, I Cor. I5 : I4 ; of 
preaching (iu.) ; antl other forms of Christian activity and labour, 
I Cor. I5: 58; Gai. 2: 2; Phil. 2: r6; I Thess. 2: I; 3: 5.if The 
synonymous word mataios, vain, signifi.es void of result, it marks the 
aimlessness of anything. The vain (kenos) man in Jas. 2 : 20 is one who 
is empty of Divinely imparted wisdom ; in I : 26 the vain (mataios) 
religion is one that produces nothing profitable. Kenos stresses the 
absence of quality, mataios, the absence of useful aim or effect. Cp. the 
corresponding adverb kenös, "in vain," in Jas. 4: 5,if the noun kenodoxia, 
vainglory, Phil. 2: 3,if the adjective kenodoxos, vainglorious, Gai. 5: 26,if 
and the noun kenophönia, vain, or empty, babblings, I Tim. 6: zo; 
2 Tim. z: I6.,i 

For EMULATION, A.V. (Rom. II : I4; Gal. 5: 20) see JEALOUSY 

ENABLE 
ENDUNAMOO (€v8vvaµ6w), to render strong (en, in, dunamis, power), 

is translated "enabled" in I Tim. I : IZ, more lit., 'in-strengthened,' 
'inwardly strengthened,' suggesting strength in soul and purpose (cp. 
Phil. 4: I3) .. See STRENGTII, STRONG. (In thc Sept., Judg. 6: 34; 
r Chron. rz : r8; Psa. 52 : 1:io 
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ENACT 
NOMOTHETEO (voµofkdw), to ordain by law, to enact (nomos, a 

law, tithemi, to put), is used in the Passive Voice, and rendered" enacted" 
in Heb. 8: 6, R.V., for A.V., "established; " in 7: II, used intransitively, 
it is rendered "received the Law." See EsTABLISH, LAw.41[ 

For ENCLOSE see INCLOSE 

ENCOUNTER 
SUMBALLÖ (cruvßa)J,w), lit., to thrnw together (sun, with, ballö, to 

throw), is used of encountering in war, Luke 14: 31, R.V., "to encounter 
... (in war)," for A.V., "to make war against; " of meeting in order 
to discuss, in Acts 17 : r8, "encountered," of the philosophers in Athens 
and the Apostle. See CoNFER, HELP, MAKE, MEET, PONDER. 

ENCOURAGE, ENCOURAGEMENT 
A. VBrbs. 

I. PROTREPÖ (7Tpo-rpe1rw) 1 to urge forward, persuade, is used in 
Acts 18: 27 in the Middle Voice, R.V., "encouraged," indicating their 
particular interest in giving Apollos the encouragement mentioned; 
the A.V., " exhorting," wrongly connects the verb. ~ 

2. PARAMUTHEOMAI (7rapaµv8loµa,), from para, with, and muthos, 
counsel, advice, is translated " encouraging " in l Thess. 2 : II, R.V., 
and "encourage" in 5 : 14, R.V., there signifying to stimulate to the 
discharge of the ordinary duties of life. In John II ; 19, 31, it means to 
comfort. See CoMFORT. ~ 

Cp. the nouns paramuthia, l Cor. 14 : 3, ~ and paramuthion, Phil 2 : l, 

comfort.~ 
B. Noun. 

PARAKLESIS (7rapaK>..7Ja'S'), a calling to one's aid (para, by the side, 
kaleö, to call), then, an exhortation, encouragement, is translated 
"encouragement" in Heb. 6: 18, R.V., for A.V., "consolation; " it is 
akin to parakaleö, to beseech or exhort, encourage, comfort, and parakletos, 
a paraclete or advocate. See COMFORT, CONSOLATION, EXHORTATION, 
lNTREATY. 

END, ENDING 
A. Nouns. 

I. TELOS (-re>..oS') signifies (a) the limit, either at which a person or 
thing ceases to be what he or it was up to that point, or at which previous 
activities were ceased, 2 Cor. 3: 13; l Pet. 4: 7; (b) the final issue or 
result of a state or process, e.g., Luke l : 33; in Rom. IO: 4, Christ is 
described as " the end of the Law unto righteousness to everyone that 
believeth;" this is best explained by Gal. 3: ~3-26; cp. Jas. 5 : II ; 

the following more especially point to the issue or fate of a thing, Matt. 
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26 : 58 ; Rom. 6 : 21 ; 2 Cor. II : 15 ; Phil. 3 : 19 ; Heb. 6 : 8 ; 1 Pet. 
1: 9; (c) a fulfilment, Luke 22: 37, A.V. "(have) an end;" (d) the 
utmost degree of an act, as of the love of Christ towards His disdples, 
John 13: 1; (e) the aim or purpose of a thing, 1Tim.1:5; (/) the last 
in a succession or series Rev. 1: 8 (A.V„ only," ending ") ; 21 : 6; 22 : 13. 
See CoNTINUAL, CusTOM (Toll), FINALLY, UTTERMOST. 

Note: The following phrases contain telos (the word itself coming under 
one or other of the above) : eis telos, " unto the end," e.g„ Matt. 10 : 22 ; 
24 : 13; Luke 18 : 5," continual ; " John 13 : r (see above) ; 2 Cor. : 13, 
"on the end" (R.V.) ; heös telous, "unto the end," 1 Cor. 1 : 8; 2 Cor. 
1 : 13 ;~ achri teloi-ts, "even to the end" (a stronger expression than the 
preceding); Heb. 6: II; Rev. 2: 26 (where 'even' might well have been 
added) ;~ mechri telous, with much the same meaning as achri telous, Heb. 
3: 6, 14.~ See other expressions in the Notes after C. 

2. SUNTELEIA (uvvT€AEta} signifies a bringing to completion together 
(sun with, tfilr.ö, to complete, akin to No. 1), marking the completion or 
consummation of the various parts of a scheme. In Matt. 13 : 39, 40, 49 ; 
24 : 3 ; 28 : 20, the rendering " the end of the world " (A. V. and R.V., 
text) is misleading; the R.V. marg., "the consummation of the age," is 
correct. The word does not denote a termination, but the heading up 
of events to the appointed climax. A iön is not the world, but a period 
or epoch or era in which events take place. In Heb. 9 : 26, the word 
translated "world" (A.V.) is in the plural, and the phrase is 'the con
summation of the ages.' lt was at the heading up of all the various 
epochs appointed by Divine counsels that Christ was manifested (i.e„ 
in His Incarnation) " to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself. "411 

3. PERAS (TT€pas), a limit, boundary (from pera, beyond), is used 
(a) of space, chiefly in the plural, Matt. 12 : 42, R.V., "ends," for A.V., 
"uttermost parts; " so Luke II : 31 (A.V„ "utmost ") ; Rom. 10: 18 
(A.V. and R.V., "ends ") ; (b) of the termination of something occurring 
in a period, Heb. 6 : 16, R.V., " final," for A.V., " an end," said of strife. 
See UTTERMOST. ~ 

4. EKBASIS (;Kßauts} denotes a way.out (ek, out, bainö, to go), 1 Cor. 
10 : 13, "way of escape;" or an issue, Heb. 13 : 7 (A.V„ "end," R.V„ 
" issue "). See IssuE., 

B. Verbs. 
1. TELEÖ (TEAlw), to complete, finish, bring to an end, is translated 

" had made an end," in Matt. II : 1. See AccoMPLISH. · 
2. SUNTELEÖ (uvlJ7'eAlw), cp. A, No. 2, signifies (a) to bring to an end, 

finish completely (sun, together, imparting a perfective significance to 
teleö), Matt. 7: 28 (in some mss.) ; Luke 4: 2, 13; Acts 21 : 27, R.V .• 
" completed ; " (b) to bring to fulfilment, Mark 13 : 4; Rom. 9 : 28 ; 
(2) to effect, make, Hel:>. 8 : 8. See FINISH, FuLFIL, MAKE. ~ 

3. PL~ROÖ (TTA7Jp&w), (a) to fill, (b) to fulfil, complete, end, is trans-
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lated" had ended "in Luke 7 : l ; " were ended " (Passive) in Acts 19 : 21. 

See AccoMPLISH. 
Note: In John 13 : 2, the verb ginomai, there signifying to be in 

progress, and used in the present participle, is translated " during 
supper" (R.V.). A less authentic reading, is genomenou, "being ended" 
(A.V.). 

C. Adjective. 
ESCHATOS (f'axa'ToS'), last, utmost, extreme, is used as a noun (a) of 

time, rendered "end" in Heb. l : 2, R.V., '' at the end of these days," 
i.e., at the end of the period under the Law, for A.V.," in these last days; " 
so in l Pet. l : 20, " at thc end of the times." In 2 Pet. 2 : 20, the plural, 
ta eschata, lit., 'the last things,' is rendered "the latter end," A.V., (R.V., 
" the last state ") ; the same phrase is used in Matt. 12 : 45 ; Luke 
II: 26; (b) of place, Acts 13: 47, A.V., "ends (of the earth)," R.V., 
" uttennost part." Sec LAST, LOWEST, UTTERMOST. 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 28 · 1, npse, late (in the evening), is rendered 
"in the end (of)," A.V., R.V., "late (on)." (2) In l Pet. l : 13, teleiös, 
"perfectly," R.V., is rendered "to the end," in A.V. (3) The phrase 
eis touto, lit., 'unto this,' signifies "to this end,'' John 18: 37, R.V. 
(twice ; A.V., " for this cause," in the second clause) ; so Mark l : 38 ; 
Acts 26 : 16 ; Rom. 14 : 9 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 9 ; l Tim. 4 : ro (A.V., " therefore "); 
l Pet. 4: 6; l John 3 : 8 (A.V., "for this purpose "). (4) Eis, unto, 
followed by the article and the infinitive mood of a verb, signifies " to 
the end that . . , " marking the aim of an action, Acts 7 : 19 ; Rom. 
l : II ; 4 : 16, 18 ; Eph. l : 12 ; l Thess. 3 : 13 ; 2 Thess. l : 5 ; 2 : 2, 6 ; 
l Pet. 3: 7. In Luke 18: 1, pros, to, has the same construction and 
meaning. (5) The cbnjunction hina, in order that, is sometimes rendered 
" to the end that,'' Eph. 3 : 17 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 14 ; Tit. 3 : 8. (6) In Matt. 
24: 31, the prepositions apo, from, and heös, unto, are used with the 
plural of akros, highest, extreme, signifying "from one end ... to t.he 
other,'' lit., ' from extremities ... to extremities.' 

ENDEAVOUR 
I. SPOUDAZO (mrovoa,w), to make haste, to be zealous, and hence, 

to be diligent,~is_ rendered " endeavouring " in Eph. 4 : 3, A.V. ; R. V., 
"giving diligence." In 2 Pet. l : 15, A.V., "endeavour," R.V., "give 
diligence." Both have "endcavoured" in l Thess. 2 : 17. See 
DILIGENCE. 

z, ZE.TEO ('71'Tlw), to seek after, is translated "endeavour" in Acts 
16: lO, A.V., R.V.," sought." See ABOUT (tobe), DESIRE, INQUIRE, SEEK. 

ENDLESS 
l. AKATALUTOS (aKa'TaAtn"oS') denotes indissoluble (from a, negative, 

kata, down, luö, to loose), Heb. 7: r6, "en<lless; " see lhe R.V., marg., 
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i.e., a life which makes its Possessor the holder of His priestly office for 
evermore.~ 

2. APERANTOS (a7t€pa11To>), from a, negative and perainö, to 
complete, finish, signifies interminable, endless ; it is said of genealogies, 
l Tim. l: 4.~ In the Sept., Job 36: 26.~ 

ENDUE 
ENDUO (lv8vw), in the Middle Voice, to put on oneself, be clothed 

with, is used metaphorically of power, Luke 24: 49, R.V., "clothed." 
See CLOTHE. 

Note: In Jas. 3: 13 the adjective epistemon, knowing, skille<l, is 
translated "endued with knowledge," A.V., R.V., "understanding."~ 

ENDURE, ENDURING 
A. Verbs. 

I. MENÖ (µ€vw), to abide, is rendered to endure in the A.V. of John 
6: 27 and l Pet. l : 25 (R.V., "abideth '') ; Heb. IO: 34, A.V„ "enduring 
(substance)," R.V., "abiding." See ABIDE. 

2. HUPOMENÖ (1nroµ€vw), a strengthened form of No. l, denotes 
to abide under, to bear up courageously (under suffering), Matt. IO: 22; 

24 : 13 ; Mark 13 : 13 ; Rom. 12 : 12, translated " patient ; " l Cor. 
13 : 7; 2 Tim. 2 : IO, 12 (A.V., "suffer ") ; Heb. lO: 32 ; 12: 2, 3, 7; 
Jas. T : TZ; 5 : II ; r Pet. 2 : 20, "ye shall take it patiently." lt has its 
other significance, to tarry, wait for, await, in Luke 2 : 43 ; Acts 17 : 14 

(in some mss., Rom. 8: 24).~ Cp. B. See ABIDE, PATIENT, SUFFER, 
TARRY. Cp. makroth1.tmeö, to be longsufforing (see No. 7). 

3. PHERÖ (ifolpw), to bear, is translated "endured" in Rom. 9: 22 

and Heb. 12 : 20. See BEAR. 
4. HUPOPHERÖ (1moifo€pw), a strengthened form of No. 3, to bear 

or carry, by being under, is said metaphorically of enduring temptation, 
l Cor. IO : 13, A.V., " bear ; " persecutions, 2 Tim. 3 : II ; griefs, l Pet. 
2 : 19. See BEAR.~ 

5. ANECHÖ (dvlxw), to hold up (ana, up, echa, to hold or have), 
always in the Middle Voice in the N.T., is rendered "endure" in 2 Thess. 
l : 4, of persecutions and tribulations ; in 2 Tim. 4 : 3, of sound doctrine. 
See BEAR. 

6. KARTEREÖ (KapT1öplw), to be stedfast, patient, is used in Heb. 
II :·27, "endured,"" of Moses in relation to Egypt.~ In the Sept., Job 
2 : 9 ; Isa. 42 : 14. ~ 

7. MAKROTHUMEÖ (µaKpo8vµlw), to be long-tempered (makros, 
long, thumos, mind), is rendered "patiently endured" in Heb. 6: 15, 
said of Abraham. See B. below. See BEAR, LONGSUFFERING, PATIENCE, 
SUFFER. 

Note : In 2 Tim. 2 : 9, kakopatheö, to suffer evil (kakos •. evil, paschö, 
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to suffer), is translated "endure hardness," A.V. ; R.V., "suffer hard
ship;" so in 4: 5, A.V., "endure affiictions;" elsewhere in Jas. 5: 13.~ 
In 2 Tim. 2 : 3 the most authentic mss. have sunkakopatheö, to suffer 
hardship with, as in l: 8.-,i See HARDSHIP, SuFFER. 

B. Noun. 
HUPOMONE (v1Toµovr}), patience, lit., a remaining under (akin to 

A, No. 2), is translated "patient enduring" in 2 Cor. l : 6, R.V., for A.V., 
"enduring." Cp. makrothumia, longsuffering (akin to A, No. 7). See 
PATIENCE. 

ENEMY 
ECHTHROS (€x0po>}, an adjective, primarily denoting hated or hateful 

(akin to echthos, hate; perhaps associated with ektos, outside), hence, 
in the Active sense, denotes hating, hostile ; it is 11serl as a noun signifying 
an enemy, adversary, and is said (a) of the Devil, Matt. 13 : 39 ; Luke 
lO : 19 ; (b) of death, I Cor. 15 : 26 ; (c) of the professing believer who 
would be a friend of the world, thus making Himself an enemy of God, 
Jas. 4: 4; (d) of men who are opposed to Christ, Matt. 13 : 25, 28; 22: 44; 
Mark 12 : 36 ; Luke 19 : 27 ; 20 : 43 ; Acts 2 : 35 ; Rom. II : 28 ; 
Phil. 3: 18; Heb. l : 13; lO : 13; or to His servants, Rev. II : 5, 12; 
to the nation of Israel, Luke l : 71; 74; 19 : 43; (e) of one who is opposed 
to righteousness, Acts 13 : ro ; (f) of Israel in its alienation from God, 
Rom. II : 28 ; (g) of the unregenerate in their attitude toward God1 

Rom.· 5 : ro; Col. l : 21 ; (h) of believers in their former state, 2 Thess. 
3 : 15; (i) of foes, Matt. 5 : 43, 44; ro: 36 ; Luke 6 : 27, 3:i; Rom. 
12: 20; l Cor. 15: 25; of the Apostle Paul because he told converts 
" the truth," Gal. 4 : 16. See FoE. Cp. echthra, enmity. -,r 

ENGRAFTED 
Note: This is the A.V. rendering of emphutos, Jas. l : 21, an adjective 

derived from emphuö, to implant; the RV. has "implanted."~ The 
metaphor is that of a seed rooting itself in the heart ; cp. Matt. 13 : 21 ; 
15: 13; l Cor. 3: 6, and the kindred word sumphutos, Rom. 6: 5, 
"planted together" (sun, with).-,r The A.V. "engrafted" would 
translate the word emphuteuton (from emphuteuö, to graft), which is not 
found in the N.T.; it uses enkentrizö in Rom. II. Cp. ekphuö, to cause 
to grow out, put forth (leaves), Matt. 24: 32; Mark 13 : 28. 

ENGRAVE 
ENTUPOO (€VTv1Tow), to imprint, engrave (en, in, tupos, a mark, 

impression, form, type}, is used of the engraving of the Law on the two 
stoncs, or tublcb, z Cor. 3 : 7. ~I In the Sept., Ex. J6 : 39 (some texts have 
ektupoö)., See also GRAVEN. 
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ENJOIN 
r. ENTELLOMAI (€VTÜ1Aoµ.ai) is translated "hath enjoined" in 

the A.V. of Heb. 9: 20. See COMMAND (R.V.). 
2. EPITASSO (lmraaaw), lit„ to set or arrange over, to charge, 

command, is rendered "enjoin" in Philm. 8. See COMMAND. Cp. keleuö, 
to order. 

ENJOY 
A. Verb. 

TUNCHANO (rvyxa11w), used transitively, denotes to hit upon, meet 
with ; then, to reach, get, obtain ; it is translated " enjoy" (i.e., obtain 
to our satisfaction) in Acts 24: 2. See CHANCE, CoMMON, Note (3), ÜBTAIN. 

B. Noun. 
APOLAUSIS (a1T6Aavat>), enjoyment (from apolauö, tö take hold of, 

enjoy a thing), suggests the advantage or pleasure to be obtained from 
a thing (from a root, lab- seen in lambanö, to obtain) ; it is used with 
the preposition eis, in l Tim. 6 : 17, lit„ ' unto enjoyment,' rendered 
"to enjoy; " with echö,. to have, in Heb. II: 25, lit„ 'to havc pleasu11:: 
(of sin),' translated "to enjoy the pleasures."~ See PI$ASURE. 

ENLARGE 
r. MEGALUNO (µ.t"yaAÜ11w) denotes to make great (from megas, 

great), Matt. 23: 5, "enlarge; " 2 Cor. IQ: 15, A.V., "enlarged," R.V„ 
"magnified; " elsewhere in the A.V. it is rendered by the verb to magnify, 
except in Luke l.: 58, A.V., "had shewed great (mercy)," R.V., "had 
magnified (His mercy) ; see Luke l : 46 ; Acts 5 : 13 ; IQ : 46 ; 19 : 17 ; 
Phil. r: 20. See MAGNIFY.~ 

2. PLATUNÖ (1TAaTÜ11w), to make broad, from platus, broad, is 
translated " enlarged " in 2 Cor. 6 : II, 13 (metaphorically), " make 
broad," Matt. 23: 5 (literally). From the primary sense of freedom comes 
that of the joy that results from it. See BROAD., Cp. platos, breadth, 
and plateia, a street. 

ENLIGHTEN 
PHOTIZO (cf>wrl{w), from phös, light, (a), used intransitively, signifies 

to give light, shine, Rev. 22: 5; (b), used transitively, to enlighten, 
illumine, is rendered "enlighten" in Eph. l : 18, metaphorically of 
spiritual enlightenment ; so John l : 9, i.e„ "lighting every man " 
(by reason of His coming) ; Eph. 3: 9, "to make (all men) see" (R.V. 
marg., " to bring to light") ; Heb. 6: 4, "were enlightened; " IQ : 32, 
R.V., "enlightened," A.V„ "illuminated." See lLLUMINATED, LIGHT. 
Cp. phötismos, light, and phöteinos, full of light. 

ENMITY 
ECHTHRA (lx8pa), from the adjective echthros (see ENEMY) is 
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rendered " enmity " in Luke 23 : 12 ; Rom. 8 : 7 ; Eph. 2 : 15, 16 ; 
Jas. 4: 4; " enmities," Gal. 5 : 20, R.V., for A.V., "hatred." lt is the 
opposite of agape, love. ~ 

ENOUGH 
A. Adjectives. 

l. ARKETOS (apKETos), sufficient, akin to arkeö (see B, No. l), is 
rendered " enough " in Matt. 10 : 25 ; " sufficient " in Matt. 6 : 34 ; 
" suffice " in l Pet. 4 : 3, lit., " (is) sufficient." See SUFFICE, SuFFICIENT. ~ 

2. HIKANOS (iKavos), sufficient, competent, fit (akin to hikanö and 
hikö, to reach, attain and hikanoö, to make sufficient), is translated 
"enough" in Luke 22 : 38, of the Lord's reply to Peter concerning the 
swords. See ABLE. 

Note: In Luke 15 : 17 the verb perisseuö, to have abundance, is 
translated "have enough and to spare." In Acts. 27: 38 the verb 
korennumi, to satisfy, is translated "had eaten enongh." 

B. Verbs. 
I. ARKEÖ (apKlw), to ward off; hence, to aid, assist; then, to be 

strong enough, i.e., to suffice, to be enough (cp. A, No. l}, is translated 
" be enough " in Matt. 25 : 9. See CoNTENT. 

2. APECHÖ (cimfxw), lit., to hold off from, to have off or out (apö, 
from, echö, to have), i.e., to have in full, to have received, is uscd im
personally in Mark 14 :41, "it is enough," in the Lord's words to His 
slumbering disciples in Gethsemane. lt is difficult, however, to find 
examples of this meaning in Greek usage of the word, and apechö may 
here refer, in its commercial significance, to Judas (who is mentioned 
immediately afterwards), with the meaning 'he hath received' (his 
payment) ; cp. the same use in Matt. 6 : 2, 5, 16 (see Deissmann, Light 
from the Ancient East, pp. no ff.). See ABSTAIN, HAVE, RECEIVE. 

For ENQUIRE see INQUIRE 

ENRICH 
PLOUTIZ<':> (1T.\ovTl~w), to make rich (from ploutos, wealth, riches), 

is used metaphorically, of spiritual riches; in r Cor. l : 5, "ye were 
enriched; " 2 Cor. 6: 10, "making rich; " 2 Cor. 9: II, "being 
enriched." See RICH. ~ 

ENROL, ENROLMENT 
A. Verb. 

APOGRAPHO (a1Toyp6.<f>w) primarily signifies to write out, to copy; 
then, to enrol, to inscribe, as in a register. lt is used of a census, Luke 
2 : l, R.V., "be enrolled," for A.V., "be taxed; " in the Middle Voice, 
vv. 3, 5, to enrol oneself, A.V:, "be taxed." Confirmation that this 
census (not taxation) was taken in thc dominions of the Roman Empire 
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is given by the historians Tacitus and Suetonius. Augustus himself 
drew up a sort of Roman Doomsday Book, a Rationarium, aftenvards 
epitomized into a Breviarium, to include the allied kingdoms, appointing 
twenty cömmissfoners to draw up the lists. In Heb. 12 : 23 the members 
of the Church ofthe firstborn are said tobe" enrolled," R.V.~i 

Note: For R.V„ r Tim. 5: 9, katalegö, sec TAKE, Note (r8); for R.V„ 
2 Tim. 2: 4, stratologeö, sce SoLDlER, B, Note (z). 

. B. Noun. . 
APOGRAPH.E: (aTToypaefi~) primarily denotes a written copy, or, as 

a law term, a deposition ; then, a registcr, rcn511<;, enrolment, Luke 2 : 2 ; 

Acts 5: 37, R.V„ for A.V„" taxing." Luke's accuracy has been vindi
cated, as against the supposed inconsistency that as Quirinius was 
Governcir of Syria in A.D. 6, ten years after the birth of Christ, the census, 
as "the first" (R.V.), could not have taken place. At the time mentioned 
by Luke, Cilicia, of which Quiririius was Governor, was separated from 
Cyprus and joined to Syria. His Iater direct governorship of Syria itself 
accounts for the specific inclusion of, and reference to, bis earlier con
nection with that Province. Justin Martyr, a native of Palestine, 
writing in the Middle of the 2nd century, asserts thrice that Quirinius 
was present in Syria at the time menticmed by Luke (see Apo!., l : 34, 46 ; 
Trypho 78). Noticeable, too, are the care and accuracy taken by Luke in 
his historical details, l : 3, R.V. 

As to charges made against Luke's accuracy, Moultori and Milligan 
say as fullows :-" The deduction so long plade ... about the census 
apparcntly survives the demonstration that the bluuder lay only in ciur 
Jack of information : . the microbe is not yet completel:Y expelled. Possibly 
the salutary process may be completed by our latest inscriptional evidence 
that Quirinius was a legate in Syria for census purposes in 8-6 B.c."41! 

ENSAMPLE 
I. TUPOS (Ttmo.-) primarily denoted a blow (from a ro.ot tup-, seen 

also in tuptö, to strike); hence, (a) im irnpression, the mark of a blow, John 
20: 25 ; (b) the impress of a seal, the stamp made by a die, a figure, 
image, Acts 7: 43; (c) a form or mould, Rom. 6 : 17 (see R.V.) ; (d) tjle 
sense or substance of a letter, Acts 23 : 25; (e) an ensample, pattern, 
Acts 7 : 44; Heb. 8 : 5'," pattern; " in an ethical sense, l Cor. IO : 6; 
Phil. 3 : 17; l Thess. l : 7; 2 :fhess. 3 : 9; l Tim. 4 : 12, R.V„ 
"ensample; " Tit. 2 ! 7, R.V„ "ensample," for A.V„ " pattern ; " 
l Pet. 5 : 3 ; in a -doctrinal sense; a type, Rom. 5 : 14. See ExAMPLE, 
FASHION, FIGURE, FORM, MANNER, PATTERN, PRINT.iJ 

2. HUPOTUPÖSIS (vTToTvTTwui.-), an outline, sketch, akin to hupotupoö, 
to delineate, is used metaphorically to denote a pattern, an ensample, 
l Tim. I : 16, R.V., "ensamplP-," for A.V., "pa.ttern; " 2 Tim. l : r3, 
R.V„ "pattern," for A.V„ "form." See FORM, PATTERN.iJ 
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3. HUPODEIGMA (v1T6onyµ.a), lit., that which is shown (from 
hupo, under, and deiknumi, to show), hence, (a) a figure, copy, Heb. 8: 5, 
R.V., "copy," for A.V., "example; " 9: 23; (b) an example, whether 
for imitation, John 13 : 15 ; Jas. 5 : 10, or for warning, Heb. 4: II; 

2 Pet. 2: 6, R.V., "example." See ExAMPLE, PATTERN.~ 

ENSLAVED 
DOULOÖ (oov.\6w), to make a slave of, is rendered "enslaved" (to 

much wine) in Tit. 2 : 3, R.V., for A.V., "given to." See BONDAGE. 

ENSNARE 
PAGIDEUO (1Tay,o€Üw), to entrap, lay snares for (from pagis, anything 

which fixes or grips, hence, a snare), is used in Matt. 22 : 15, of the efforts 
of the Pharisees to entrap the Lord in His speech, A.V., "entangle." See 
ENTANGLE.~ . 

For ENSUE see PURSUE 

ENTANGLE 
1. PAGIDEUÖ: see ENsNARE. 
2. EMPLEKÖ (€µ.1TMKw), to weave in (en, in, plekö, to weave), hence, 

metaphorically, to be involved, entangled in, is used in the Passive Voice 
in 2 Tim. 2 : 4, "entangleth himself; " 2 Pet. 2: 20, "are entangled."~ 
In the Sept., Prov. 28 : 18. ~ · 

3. ENECHÖ (€114xw), to hold in, is said (a) of being entangled in a 
yoke of bondage, such as Judaism, Gal. 5: I. Some mss. have the 
word in 2 Thess. l : 4, the most authentic have anechö, to endure; 
(b) with the meaning to set oneself against, be urgent against, said of the 
plotting of Herodias against John the Baptist, Mark 6: 19, R.V., "set 
herself against," A.V., "had a quarre! against; " of the effort of the 
Scribes and Pharisees to provoke the Lord to say something which would 
provide them \\-;ith a ground of actusation against Hirn, Luke II : 53, 
R.V., "to press upon," marg„ " to set themselves vehemently against," 
A.V., "to urge."~ 

ENTER, ENTERING, ENTRANCE 
A. Verbs. 

I. EISERCHOMAI (da4pxoµ.a,), to come into (eis, in, erchomai, to 
come), is frequently rendered " entered" in the R.V. for A.V„ "went 
into," e.g„ Matt. 9 : 25 ; 21 : 12; or "go in," e.g., Matt. 7 : 13 ; Luke 
8 : 51 ; "go," Luke 18: 25 ; "was coming in," Acts 10: 25. See COME, 
No. 2, Go (Notcs). 

2. SUNEISERCHOMAI (aw€,alpxoµ.m), to enter together, is used in 
John 6 : 22 (in thc best ·mss. ; see No. 6) and 18 : 15. ~ 
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3. PAREISERCHOMAI (1Tapetuepxoµai), (a) to come in beside (para, 
beside, and No. 1), is rendered" entered" in Rom. 5 ; 20, A.V., for R.V., 
"came in beside," the meaning being that the Law entered in addition 
to sin ;. (b) to enrer secretly, by stealth, Gal. 2 : 4, " came in privily," to 
accomplish the purposes of the circumcision party. See CoME, No. 8.~ 
Cp. pareisduö (or -dunö), Jude 4, "crept in privily."1[ 

4. EISPOREUOMAI (•rlu1Topeooµ.ai), to go into, found only in the 
Synoptists and Acts, is translated to enter; .in the R.V. of Mark r : 21; 
6: 56; II : 2; Luke 8: 16; II : 33 (A.V„ "come in") ; 19 : 30 (A.V., 
"at you.- entering "); 22: 10; in the following the R.V. has the verb to 
go, for the A.V., to enter, Matt. 15 : 17; Mark 5 : 40; 7 : 15, 18, 19 ; 
in Acts 28: 30, "went," A.V., "c~me;" in 9: 28, R.V"• "guing," A.V„ 
"coming;" in the following both A.V. and R.V. have the verb to en~er, 
Mark 4: 19; Luke 18: 24 (in the best mss.) ; Acts 3: 2; 8: 3. Sec 
Go, No. 5.1[ 

5. ANABAINÖ (&.vaßatvw), to go lJP (ana, up, bainö, to go), is trans
lated "entered" in l Cor. 2 : 9, metaphorically, 0f c9ming into the mind. 
In.John 21 : 3, the best mss. have Nö. 6. See ARISE, No. 6. 

6, EMBAINÖ (€µ.ßalvw), to go in (en, in), is used only in the Gospels, 
of entering a boat, Matt. 8 : 23 ; 9 : l ; 13 : 2 ; 14 : 2li, 32 ; 15 : 39 ; 
Mark4:1.; 0 5:18; 6:45; 8:10;13; Luke5:3; 8:22,37; John6:r7, 
(in some mss., in ver. 22), 24, R.V., "got into the boats," for A.V.," touk 
shipping; " 21 : 3 (some mss. have No. '5 here) ; Acts 21 : 6 (in the 
best mss.); of stepping into water, John 5: 4 (R.V. omits the verb). 
See CüME, No. 21, GET, No. 5, Go, Note (2), m, STEP, TAKE, Note (3).~\ 

7. EPIBAINÖ (€mßalpw), to go upon (epi, upon), is us~d of going on 
board ship, Acts 21 : 2 ;. 27: 2, A.V., "entering into," R.V„ "embarking 
in." See .ABOARD; CQME, No. 16, Sn, Note. 

8. EISEIMI (eiunµ.t), to go into (eis, into, eimi, to go)., Acts 3 ; 3; 
21 :..-18, 26, A.V., " entered; " Heb. 9 : 6, R.V., " go in," for A.V., "went 
into." See Go, No. 12.1[ 

Notes: (r) Erchomai, to come, is never translated to enter, in the 
R.V.; in the A.V., Mark l :-29; Acts 18: 7. (2) In 2 John 7, the most 
aathentic mss. have the verb exerchomai, "gone forth," R.V.; for A.V. 
(No. 1), "entered." (3) In Luke 16: 16, biazö, to force, to enter in 
violently, is so rendered in the R.V., for A.V., "presseth." 

· B: Noun. 
EISODOS (efooSos), lit„ a way in (eis, in, hodos, a way), an entrance, is 

used (a) of the coming of Christ into the midst of the Jewish nation, 
Acts 13 : 24, R.V. marg., " entering in ; " (b) of entrance upon Gospel 
work in a locality, r Thess. r : 9 ; 2 : r ; (c) of the present access of 
believers into God's presence, Heb. 10 : 19, lit., ' for entrance into ; ' 
(d) of their entrance into Christ's eternal Kingdom:, 2 Pet. l : II. See 
Co:MING.~ 
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ENTERTAIN 
XENIZÖ (~Evl~w) signifies (a) to receive as a guest (xenos, a guest), 

rendered "entertained" in Acts 28: 7; R.V., for A.V„ "lodged;" in 
Heb. 13 : 2, " have entertained; " (b) to be astonished by the strangeness 
of a tfüng, Acts 17 : 20; I Pet. 4 : 4, 12. See LODGE, STRANGE (think). 

Note: In Heb. 13: 2 (first part), philoxenia, lit„ love of strangers 
(phileö, to love, and xenos, a stranger or guest), is translated to show 
love to, R.V„ for A.V„ " entertain." See HosPITALITY. 

ENTICE, ENTICING 
A. Verb. 

DELEAZÖ (oEAEa~w), primarily, to lure by a bait (from delear, a bait), 
is used metaphorically in Jas. l : 14, of the enticement of lust ; in z Pet. 
z : 14, of seducers, R.V„ " enticing," for A.V„ " beguiling; " in ver. 18, 
R.V„ "entice (in)," for A.V., "allure (through)."~ 

B. Adjcctive. 
PEITHOS (1m80>), apt to persuade (from peithO, to persuade), is used 

in I Cor. 2 : 4, A.V„ " enticing," R.V„ " persuasive."~ 
Note: In Col. 2 : 4, pithanologia, persuasive speech (from pithanos, 

persuasive, plausible, akin tö the above, and logos1 speech), is rendered 
" enticing" in the A.V. (R.V„ "persuasiveness of.") lt signifies the 
employment ol plausible arguments, in contrast to demonstration. ~ 
Cp. eulogia, " fair speech;" Rom. 16 : 18, i.e„ ' nice style.'llJ 

ENTIRE 
HOLOKLEROS (&A.oKA'l'Jpo;), complete, sound in every · part (hölos, 

whole, kleros, a lot, i.e„ with all that has fallen by lot), is used ethically 
in l Thess. 5 : 23, indicating that every grace present in Christ should 
be manifested in the believer ; so Jas. l : 4. ~ · In the Sept. the word is 
used, e.g„ of a full week, Lev. 23 : 15 ; of altar stones unhewn, Deut. 27 : 6 
and Josh. 8: 31; of a full-grown vine tree, useless for work, Ezek. 15 : 5 ; 
of the sound condition of a sheep, Zech. II : 16. 

The corresponding noun holokleria is , used in Acts 3 : 16, " perfect 
soundness.''~, The synonymous word teleios, used also in Jas. l : 4, 
" perfect," indicates the development of every grace into maturity. 

The Heb. shalom, peace, is derived from a root meaning "wholeness.'' 
See, e.g„ Is. 42 : 19, marg„ "made p~rfect," for text, "at peace; " 
cp. 26 : 3, Cp. also Col. l : 28 with 2 Pet. 3 : ,14. 

For ENTREAT, to request, .see INTREAT; 
:for ENTREATY see INTREATY 

ENTREAT (to deal with, to treat) 
Note: The distinction between this and the preceding word is main-
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tained in the R.V., which confines the initial "e" to the sense of dealing 
with, or uses the Verb to treat. 

CHRAOMAI (xpaoµa') denotes (a) to use (of things) ; (b) to use well or 
ill, to treat, deal with (of persons) ; "treated (kindly)," Acts 27 : 3, R.V., 
A.V., "(courteously) entreated." The remaining ten instances come 
under (a). See UsE. 

Note: In Luke 20: II, atimazö, to dishonour (a, negative, time, 
honour), is translated "entreated shamefully," A.V. (R.V., "handled 
shamefully "). For kakoucheö, Heb. II : 37, R.V., and sunkakoucheomai, 
Heb. II : 25, R.V„ see SuFFER, Nos. 6 and 7. 

ENVY, ENVYING 
A. Noun. 

PHTHONOS (<f>86vo~). envy, is the feeling of displeasute produced 
by witnessing ör hearing of the ad van tage or prosperity of others ; this 
evil sense always attaches to this word, Matt. 27 : 18 ; Mark 15 : 10 ; 
Rom. I : ~9; Gal. '5 : 21 ; Phil. l : 15 ; l Tim. 6: 1 ; Tit. 3 : 3; T PP.t. 
2 : l ; so in Jas. 4: 5, where the question is rhetorical and· strongly 
remonstrative, signifying that the Spirit (or spirit) which God made to 
dwell in us was certainly not so bestowed thai. -.ve should be guilty of 
envy., 

Note: Zelos, zeal or jealousy:, translated "envy" in the A.y, in Acts 
13 : 45 ; Rom. 13: 13 ; l Cor. 3 : 3 ; 2 Cor, 12 : 20 ; Jas. 3 : 14, 16, is to 
be disting1}ished from phthonos, and, apart from the meanings "zeal" and 
"indignation," is .always translated "jealousy" in the R.V. The 
dis.tinction lies in this, that envy desires to deprive another of what he 
has, jealousy desires to have the same or the same sox:t of thing for itself. 
See FERVENT, INDIGNATION, JEALOUSY,.ZEAL. 

. .. . . . B. Verbs. 
l. PHTHONEÖ (cf>Boviw), t.o envy (akin to A.), is used in Gal. 5 : 26. ~ 

.2. ZELOÖ ('77Aow) denotes to be zealous,moved withjealousy,'Acts 
7 : 9 and. 1,7 : 5,_ R.V„ "'moved with. jealousy " (A.V., . " moved · with 
envy ") ; both have " envieth " in l Cor. 13 : 4. See the Note under A. 
See AFFECT, COVf'.T, DESIRE, JEALOUS, ZEALOUS. 

EPHPHATHA 
Note: Ephphatha is an Aramaic word signifying to open, used 'tri 

the lmperative Mood, "be opened," Mark 7: 34; while the application 
in this case was. to the ears, the tongue was remedicl:lly affected. 

EPILEPTIC 
SELENIAZÖ (aEA71v'a'w), lit., to be moon struck (from selene, the 

moon); is used in the Passive Voicc with Active significance, R.V., "epi
leptic," for A.V„ "ltinatick," Matt. 4: 24; 17: 15; the·corresponding 
English word is lunatic. Epilepsy was supposed to be influenced by 
the moon., . 
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EPISTLE 
EPISTOLE (lmaToA~), primarily a message {from epistellö, tosend to), 

hence, a letter, an epistle, is used in the singular, e.g., Acts 15: JO; in the 
plural, e.g_.; Acts 9 : 2 ; 2 Cor. 10 : 10. " Epistle is a less common word 
for a letter. A letter,,affords a writer more freedom, both in subject a1-1d 
expression, than does a formal treatise. A letter is usually occasional, 
that is, it .is written in consequence of some circumst11nce which requires 
to be dealt with promptly. The style of·a letter depends largely on the 
occasion that caUsit forth.''* "A, broad line is tobe drawn between the 
lettf~r <in<l the epistle. The one is essentially a spontaneous product 
dominated throughout by the image of the reader, his sympathies and 
interests, instinct also with lhe wriler's uwa suul: it is virtually one half 
of an imaginary dialogue, the suppressed. responses of the other party 
sha,ping the course of what is actually written . . .. ; the other has a 
general aim, addressing ail and sundry whom it may cuuci::rn: lt is like 
a public speech and_looks towards publication" (.J. V. Bartlet, in Hastings' 
Bib. Die.), 

In 2 Pet. 3 : 16 the Apostle includes the Epistles of Paul as part of the 
God-breathed. Scripture~. 

EQUAL, EQUALITY 
A. Adjective. 

ISOS (Zaos), the same in size, number, quality, etc., is translated 
" equal " in John 5 : ·18 ; Phil. 2 : 6 ; in the fatter the word is in the 
neuter plural, lit., ' equalities ; ' " in· the R.V. the words are translated 
'on an' equality with God,' instead of 'equal with God,' as in the A.V. 
The change is of great importance lo the right interprefatiOn öf the whole 
passage. The rendering 'equalwith God,' is evidently derived from the 
Latin Version .... lt was apparently due at first to .the fact that the 
Latin language had no ad,equate mode of representing the exact fomi and 
meaning · of the · G_reek. The neuter plutal denotes the various modes or 
states in'which it was possible for the nature, of Deity to exist and manifest 
ifself as Divine.''t .. 

Note: Cp. isotimos, equally precious, 2 Pet. l : :t ;~ isopsuchos of 
equal soul, like-minded, Phil. 2 : 20 ;~ also Eng. words beginning with 
tlae prefix iso,-. 

. ..,„ .··. . B. Nouns . .. 
l._ ISOTES (l11on]s), equality (akin to .(\..),is translated "equa1ity" in 

2 Cor. 8 : 14, twice; in Col. 4: l, with the article, "that which is ... 
equal," (lit., 'the equality,' as marg.), i.e., equity, fairness, what is 
equitable.4fi In the Sept., Job 36: 29; Zech. 4: 7.~ 

2. SUNELIKIOTES (avVtJAtKtwT77s) denotes one of the s.ame age, 
an equal in age '(sun, with, heli.kia, an age), a contemporary, Gal. l: 14, 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 5. 
t Gifford, The Incarnation, p. 20. 
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R.V., ",of mine own age," for A.V. "mine equals," the reference being 
to the Apostle's good standing among his fellow-students in the Rabbinical 
Schools ; cp. Acts 22 : 3. ~ 

ERE: see Note t p. 9. 

ERR 
I. PLANAO (1r1\av&w), in the Active Voice, signifies to cause to 

wander, lead astray, deceive (plane, a wandering; cp. Eng., planet); 
in the Passive Voice, tobe led astray, to err. lt is translated "err," in 
Matt. 22: 29; Mark 12: 24, 27; Heb. 3: 10; Jas. l: 16 (A.V., "do not 
err," R.V.," be not deceived "); 5: 19. See DECEIVE, SEDUCE, WANDER, 

WAY, Note (5). 
2. APOPLANAO (d11011.\av&w), to cause to wander away from, tolead 

astray from (apö, from, and No. l), is used metaphorically of leading into 
error, Mark I3 : 22, A.V., " seduce," R.V., "lead astray; " l Tim. 6 : 10, 

in the Passive Voice, A.V., "have erred," R.V., "have been led astray." 
See SEDUCE.fi 

3. ASTOCHEO (aaToxlw), to miss the mark, fail (a, negative, stoclios, 
a mark), is used only in the Pastoral Epistles, l Tim. l: 6, "having 
swerved;" 6: 21 and 2 Tim. 2: 18, "have erred." See SwERVE.~ 

ERROR 
I. PLANE (11.\&V7J), akin to planaö (see ERR, No. l), "a wandering, a 

forsaking of the right path, sec Jas. 5 : 20, whether in doctrine, 2 Pet. 3: 17; 
l John 4: 6, or in morals, Rom. l : 27; 2 Pet. 2 : 18.; Jude II, though, in 
Scripture, doctrine and morals are never divided. by any .sharp line. 
See also Matt. 27 : 64, where it is equivalent to ' fraud.' "* 

Errors in doctrine are not infrequently the effect of relaxed morality, 
and vice versa. 

In Eph. 4 : 14 the R.V. has " wiles of error," for A.V., " they lie in 
wait to deceive ; " in l Thess. 2 : 3, R.V., " error," for A.V., " deceit ; " 
in 2 Thess. 2 : II, R.V., "a working olerror," for A.V., "strong delusion.'' 
See DECEIT.~ Cp. planetes, a wandering, Jude 13,~ and the adjective 
planos, leading .astray, deceiving, a <;leceiver. 

2. AGNOEMA (dyvo'l'}µa), a sin of ignorance (cp. agnoia, ignorance, 
and agnoeö, to be ignorant), is used in the plural in Heb. 9: 7.~ 

ESCAPE 
A. Verbs. , 

I. PHEUGÖ (cpEryw), to flee (Lat.,Juga, flight, etc.; cp. Eng., fugitive, 
subterfuge), is rendered "escape" in Mact. 23 : 33; Heb. II : 34. See 
FLEE. 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 53. 
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2: APOPHEUGÖ (a7rorp€ryw), to flee away from (apo, from, and 
No; 1), is used in 2 Pet. I: 4; 2: 18, 20., 

3. DIAPHEUGO (füarpf:ryw), lit., to flee through, is used of the 
escaping of prisoners from a ship, Acts 27: 42. For the word in verse 
44 see No. 5., 

4. EKPHEUGÖ (JKrp€Jyw), to flee out of a place (ek, out of, and 
No. 1), is said of the escape of prisoners, Acts 16: 27; of Sceva's sons, 
fleeing frorn the demoniac, 19: 16; of Paul's escape from Damascus, 
2 Cor. II : 33 ; elsewhere with refetence to the judgments of God, Luke 
21 : J6; Rom. 2 : 3; Heb. 2 : 3; 12 : 25 ; T The.ss. 5 : 3, Se.e. FT.F.F..~ 

5. DIASOZö (oiaaw~w), in the Active Voicc, to bring safely through 
a danger (dia, through, intensive, sözö, to save), to make completely 
whole, to heal, Luke 7 : 3; to bring safe, Acts 23 : 24; to save, 27: 43; 
in the Passive Voice, Matt. 14: 36, '' were made whole; " 1 Pet. 3: 20; 
lt is also used in the Passive Voice, signifying to escape; said of ship
.wrecked mariners, Acts 27: 44; 28: l, 4. See HEAI., SAFE, SAVE., 

Noie: E.xerchomai, to come or go out of a place, is rendered "He 
escaped," in John Io: 39, A.V., an unsuitable translation, both in 
meaning andin regard to the circumstances of the Lord's departure from 
His would-'be captors. The R.V. "' went forth" is both accurate and 
appropriate to the dignity of the Lord's actions. 

B. Noun. 
EKBASIS (€Kßaai~). a way out (ek, out, bainö, to go), denotes (a) an 

escape, I Cor. IQ : 13, used with the definite article and translated " the 
way of escape," as afforded by God in case of tcfuptation; (b) an issue 
or result, Heb. 13: 7. See E:ND, lsSUE., Cp. ekbainö, to go out, Heb. 
ü : 15 (somernss. have exerchomai)., 

ESCHEW 
EKKLINÖ (JKKAlvw), to turn aside (ek, from, klinö, to turn, bend), is 

used metaphorically (a) of leaving the right path; Rom. 3: 12, R.V., 
"turned aside," for A.V:, "gone O"\It ofthe way; " (b) of turning away 
froµi division-makers, and errorists, I6: 17, R.V., "turn away from; " 
(c) of 'turning away from evil, I. Pet. 3 : II, R.V., " turn away from," 
A.V., "eschew." See Avom, Tum~., In the Sept. the verbis frequerttly 
used of declining or swerving fiorn God's'ways, e.g., Job 23: II; 

Psa. 44: 18; n9 : SI,' 157. . . 

ESPECIALLY 
MALISTA (µa>.iaTa), most, most of ;i.11, above all, is the supe1;fative of 

mala, very much ; translated " especially " in Acts' 26: 3 ; Gal. 6 : IO ; 

1 Tim. 5 : 17; 2 Tim. 4: 13; Phil. 4: 22, R.V. (for A.V., " chiefly") ; 
" specially," Acts 25 : 26 ; r Tim. 4 : IQ ; 5 : 8 ; Tit. r : IO ; Philm. 16 ; 
in Acts 20: 38," most of all." See CHIEFLY, MosT. 
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ESPOUSED 
l .. HARMOZÖ (cl.pµ6,w), to fit, join (from harmos, a joint, joining; 

the root ar-, signifying to fit, is in evidence h1 various languages ; cp. 
arthron, a joint, arithmos, a number, etc.), is used in the Middle Voice, 
of marrying or giving in marriage; in 2 Cor. II : 2 it is rendered 
"espoused," metaphorically of the relationship established between 
Christ and the local church, through the Apostle's instrumentality. The 
thought may be that of fitting or joining to one Husband, the Middle 
V oice expressing the A postle' s interest or desire in doing so.~ 

2. MNESTEUÖ (µV1JUT€vw), to woo and win, to espouse or promise in 
marriage, is used in the Passive Voice in Matt. l : 18; Luke l : 27; 2; 5, 
all with reference to the Virgin Mary, R.V„ "betrothed," for A.V„ 
"espoused," in each cas.e. See BEJ'ROTH.ii 

ESTABLISH 
l. STERIZÖ (a-r71p{,w), to fix, make fast, toset (from sterix, a prop), 

is used of establishing or stablishing (i.e., the confirmation) of per!llons ; 
the Apostle Peter was called by the Lord to establish his brethren, 
Luke 22: 32, translated "strengthen; " Paul desired to visit Rome 
that the saints might be " established," Rom. r : rr ; cp. Acts 8 : 23 ; 
so with Timothy at Thessalonica, l Thess. 3 : 2 ; the confirmation of the 
saints is the work of God, Rom. 16 : 25, " to stablish (you) ; " l Thess. 
3 : 13, "stablish (your hearts) ; " 2 Thess. 2: 17, "stablish them (in 
every good work and word) ; " l Pet. 5 : IO, " stablish ; " the means 
used to effect the confirmation is the ministry öf the Word of God, 
2 Pet. l : 12, "are established (in the truth which is with you) ; " James 
exhorts Christians to "stablish" their hearts, Jas. 5: 8; cp. Rev. 3 : 2, 

R.V. 
The character of this confinrtation may be learned from its use in 

Luke 9 : 51, " stedfastly set ; " 16 : 26, " fixed," and in the Sept. in 
Ex. 17 : 12, " stayed up " (also ;from its strengthened form episterizö, 
to confirm, in Acts 14 : 22 ; · 15 : 32, 41 ; in some mss. to strengthen, in 
18: 23; see CoNFIRM ~). Neither the laying on of hands nox:the impar
tation of the Holy Spirit is mentioned in the N.T. in connection with 
either of these words, or with the synonymous verb bebaioö (see l Cor. 
I: 8; 2 Cor. I: 21, etc.). See Fix, SET, STRENGTHEN.~j 

2. STEREOÖ (UT€p€6w), to make firm, or solid (akin to stereos, hard, 
firm, solid; cp. Eng„ stereotype), is used only in Acts, (a) physically, 
3: 71 "received strength;" J: r6~ "hath madc strong;" (b) meta
phorically, of establishment in the faith, 16: 5, R.V„ "strengthened," 
for A. V„ " cstablished."il 

3. JUSTEMI (fo771µt), to cause to stand, is translated "establish" 
in Rom. 3 : 31 ; lO : 3 ; Heb. lO : 9. See ABIDE, APPOINT, STAND, etc. 

4. BEBAIOÖ (ß"ßat6w), to confirm, is rendered "stablish," 2 Cor. 
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l : 21; "stablished," Col. 2 : 7 ; "be established," Heb. 13 : 9: see 
CONFIRM. 

5. NOMOTHETEÖ (voµoOerl.w): see ENACT. 

ESTATE, STATE 
r. EUSCHEMÖN (dax~µwv}, signifying elegant, graceful, comely 

(eu, well, schema, figure, fashion), is used (a) in a moral sense, seemly, 
becoming, l Cor. 7 : 35 ; (b) in a physical sense, comely, l Cot. 12 : 24; 
(c) with reference to social degree, infiuential, a meaning developed in 
later Greek, and rendered of "honourable estate" in the R.V. of Mark 
15 : 43; Acts 13 : 50; 17 : 12 (for A.V., "honourable "). See CoMELY, 
HoNOURABLE. if 

2. TAPEINÖSIS (rnm:lvwais} denotes abasement, humiliation, low 
estate (from tapeinos, lowly), Luke l : 48, "low estate; " Acts 8: 33, 
"humiliation; " Phil. 3 : 21, R.V., "of humiliation," for A.V., "vile ;" 
Jas. l : ro, "is made low," lit., 'in his low estate.' See HUMIL!ATION, 
Low, V~LE.~ 

3. HUPSOS (iJifos}, signifying height, is rendered " (in his) high 
estate," Jas. l : 9; R.V., for A.V., "in that he is exalted; " "on high," 
Luke l : 78 ; 24 : 49 ; Eph. 4 : 8 ; "height," Eph. 3 : 18 ; Rev. 21 : 16. 
See ExALT HEIGHT, HIGH.if 

Notes: (1) In Acts 22 : 5, presbuterion, presbytery, a body of elders, 
is translated " estate of the elders," lit„ ' the presbytery,' i.e., the 
Sanhedrin. (2) In Col. 4: 7 the plural of the definite article with the 
preposition kata, and the singular personal pronoun with panta, all, is 
rendered "all my state," A.V., R.V„ " all my affairs; " in ver. 8 the 
preposition peri, with the personal pronoun, lit„ 'the things concerning 
us,' is translated " our estate," i.e„ ' how we fare ; ' so in Phil. 2 : 19, 20, 

" your state,'' i.e„ ' your condition.' (3) In Mark 6 : 21 prötos, lit„ first, 
is rendered "chief estates," A.V„ R.V., "the chief men," i.e„ the men 
to whom belongs the dignity. (4) In Rom. 12 : 16 tapeinos, in the plural 
with the article, lit.; the lowly, is translated "men of low estate," A.V„ 
R.V„" things that are lowly." (5) In Jude 6 archi, "principality," R.V„ 
A.V. has "first estate," (6) For "last state" see LAST, p. 3n, 11. 4-6. 

ESTEEM 
I. HRGEOMAI (~yloµm) signifies to lead; then, to lead before the 

mind, to suppose, consider, esteem; translated "esteem" in Phil. 2: 3, 
A.V., R.V„ " counting; " in r Thess. 5 : 13, " esteem ; " in Heb. II : 26, 
A.V., '" esteeriling," R.V„ " accounting." 

2. KRINÖ (Kplvw} signifies to separate, choose; then, to approve, 
esteem; translated "esteemeth" in Rom. 14: 5 (twice), said of days; 
here the word" alike" (A.V.) is rightly omitted in the R.V„ the meaning 
being that every day is especially regarded as sacred. See DETERMINE. 
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3. LOGIZOMAI (Aoyl,oµ.a,}, to reckon, is translated "esteemeth" in 
Rom. 14: 14 (R.V., "accounteth "). See AccoUNT. 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. 6: 4, A.V., exoutheneö, toset at nought, is rendered 
"are least esteemed; „ the meaning is that judges in the world's tribunals 
have no place (are not of account) in the church. See ACCOUNT. (2) In 
the A.V. marg. of l Pet. 2: 17, timaö, to honour, is rendered "esteem." 
(3) For "highly esteemed,'' Luke 16 : 15, A.V., see EXALT, B. 

ETERNAL 
I. AIÖN (alu'.w), an age, is translated "eternal" in Eph. 3: rr, lit„ 

' (purpose) of the ages' (marg.), and l Tim. l : 17, lit. ' (king) of the ages' 
(marg.). See AGE. 

2. AIÖNIOS (al<üvws) "describes duration, either undefined but not 
endless, as in Rom. 16 : 25 ; 2 Tim. l : 9 ; Tit. l : 2 ; or undefined becauo;;e 
endless as in Rom. 16 : 26, and the other sixty-six places in the N.T. 

" Thc predominant meaning of aiönios, that in which it is used every
where in the N.T., save the places noted above, may be seen in 2 Cor. 4: 18, 
whcrc it is set in contrast with proskairos, Iit., ' for a seasuu,' aml iu 
Philm. 15, where only in the N.T. it is used without a noun. Moreover 
it is used of persons and things which are in their nature endless, as, 
e.g., of God, Rom. 16 : 26; of His power, l Tim. 6 : 16, and of His glory, 
l Pet. 5 : IO ; of the Holy Spirit, Heb. 9 : 14 ; of the redemption effected 
by Christ, Heb. 9: 12, and of the consequent salvation of men, 5: 9, as 
well as of His future rule, 2 Pet. l : II, which is elsewhere declared tobe 
without end, Luke l : 33 ; of the life received by those who believe in 
Christ, John 3: 16, coJ?.Cerning whom He said, 'they shall never perish,' 
IO: 28, and of the resurrection body, 2 Cor. 5 : l, elsewhere said to be 
' ~mmortal,' l Cor. 15 : 53, in which that life will be finally realized, 
Matt. 25 : 46 ; Tit. l : 2. 

"Aiönii>s is also mied of the sin that 'hath never forgiveness,' 
Mark 3 : 29, and of the judgment of God, from which there is no appeal, 
Heb. 6 : 2, and of the fire, which is one of its instruments, Matt. 18 : 8 ; 
25: 41; Jude 7, and which is elsewhere said tobe 'unquenchable,' Mark 
9: 43. 

"The use of aiönios here shows that the punishment referred to in 
2 Thess. l : 9, is not temporary, but final, and, accordingly, the phraseology 
shows tl}at its purpose is not remedial but retributive."* 

3. AIDIOS (dtfüos} ; see EVERLASTING. 

EUNUCH 
A. Noun. 

EUNOUCHOS (11i)voiixos) denotes (a) an emasculated man, a eunuch, 
Matt. 19 : 12 ; (b) in the 3rd instance in that verse, one naturally incapaci-

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 232, 233. 
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tated for, or voluntarily abstaining from, wedlock; (c) one such, in a 
position of high authority in a court, a chamberlain, Acts 8: 27-39.~ 

B. Verb. 
EUNOUCHIZO (Evvovxl,w), to make a eunuch (from A.), is used in Matt. · 

19: 12, as under (b) in A.; andin the Passive Voice, "were made eunuchs," 
probably an allusion by the Lord to the fact that there were eunuchs in the 
courts of the Herods, as would be well known to His hearers.~ 

EVANGELIST 
EUANGF.T.TSTRS (~va.yyEA,aT~~). lit., a messenger of good (eu, weil, 

angelos, a messenger), denotes a preacher of the Gospel, Acts 21 : 8; 
Eph. 4: II, which makes clear lhe c.lisliudiveness of the function in the 
churches; 2 Tim. 4: 5.~ Cp. euangelizö, to proclaim glad tidings, and 
euangelion, good news, gospel. Missionaries are evangelists, as being 
essentially preachers of the Gospel. 

EVEN (Noun), EVENING, EVENTIDE 
A. Nouns. 

l. HESPERA (icnrlpa), properly, the feminine of the adjective hesperos, 
of, or at, evening, western (Lat., vesper, Eng., vespers), is used as a noun 
in Luke 24 : 29 ; Acts 4 : 3, " eventide ; " 28 : 23. Some mss .. have the 
word in 20: 15, 'in the evening (we touched),' instead of hetera, "next 
(day)." 

2. OPSIA (oifola), the feminine of the adjective opsios, late, used as a 
noun, denoting evening, with hora, understood (see No. l), is found 
seven times in Matthew, five in Mark, two in John, andin these places 
only in the N.T. (some mss. have it in Mark II : II, see B.). The word 
really signiii.es the late evening, the latter of the two evenings as reckoned 
by the Jews, the first from 3 p.m. to sunset, the latter after sunset; this is 
the usual meaning. lt is used, however, of both, e.g., Mark l : 32 (cp. 
opsimos, latter, said of rain, Jas. S : 7). 

B. Adverb. 
OPSE (4ifol), long after, late, late in the day, at evening (in coutrast 

to pröi, early, e.g„ Matt. 20: l), is used practically as a noun in Mark 
II : II, lit., ' the hour being at eventide ; ' II : 19; 13 : 35 ; in Matt. 28 : l 
it is rendered" late on," R.V., for A.V., "in the end of." Here, however, 
the meaning seems to .be "after," a sense in which the word was used by 
late Greek writers. See LATE. ~ In the Sept., Gen. 24 : II ; Ex. 30 : 8 ; 
Jer. 2: 23; Isa. 5: II.~ 

Note: In Luke 12: 38 some mss. have the adjective hesperinos, of the 
evening (see A, No. l}, lit., ' in the evening watch.' 

EVEN (Adjective) 
Notes: (1) In Luke 19; 44 (A.V., "shall lay thee evcn with thc 

ground "), there is no word representing "even;" the verb edaphizö 
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signifies to beat level (like a threshing floor) ; hence, to dash to the 
ground. See DASH.~ 

(2) In Heb. 12 : 13 the adjective orthos, straight, is rendered " even " 
in the A.V., marg. 

EVEN (Adverb, etc.), EVEN AS, EVEN SO 
l. KAI (Kal), a conjunction, is usually a mere connective, meaning 

"and; " it frequently, however, has an ascensive or climactic use, 
signifying "even," the thing that is added being out of the ordinary, 
and producing a climax. The determination of this meaning depends on 
the context. Examples are Matt. 5: 46, 47; Mark l: 27; Luke 6: 33 
(R.V.) ; IO: 17; John 12: 42; Gal. 2 : 13, 17, where "also " should be 
" even ; " Eph. 5 : 12. Examples where the R.V. corrects the A.V. 
" and " or " also," by substituting " even ," are Luke 7 : 49 ; Acts 17 : 28 ; 
Heb. II : II ; in l John 4: 3 the R.V. rightly omits "even." 

When followed by "if" or "though," kai often signifies "even," 
e.g., Matt. 26: 35; John 8: 14· So sometimes when preceded by "if," 
e.g., l Cor. 7: II, where ""Qut and if" should be "but even ii."" 

The epexegetic or explanatory use of kai followed by a noun in 
appositiön, and meaning "namely," or "even" is comparatively rare. 
Winer's cautionary word needs heeding, that " this meaning has been 
introduced into too many passages " (Gram. of the N.T., p. 546.). Some 
think it has this sense in John 3 : 5, "water,. even the Spirit," and 
Gal. 6: 16, "even the Israel of God." 

2. DE (SI), usually signifying" but," is sometimes used for emphasis, 
signifying "even," e.g.,· Rom. 3 : 22; 9: 30, "even the righteousness;" 
Phil. 2 : 8 (R.V., "yea "). This is to be distinguished from No. I. 

3. ETI (fri), an adverb, as yet, still, is rendered "even "in Luke I: 15. 
4. HÖS (ws-), "as," in comparative sentences, is sometimes translated 

"even as," Matt. 15 : 28; Mark 4: 36; Eph. 5 : 33; l Pet. 3 : 6 (A.V. 
only) ; Jude 7. 

5. HOUTÖS (ovrws-L or houtö, so, thus, is frequently rendered "even 
so," e.g., Matt. 7: 17; 12: 45 ; 18 : 14; 23 : 28 ; "so " in l Cor. II : 12 
and l Thess. 2: 4, R.V. 

6. KATHÖS (KaBws-), according as (kata, according to, and No. 4), 
is frequently translated "even as," e.g., Mark II : 6; Luke l : 2; 

l Thess. 5: II. 

7. HÖSPER (wu11tp), No. 4, strengthened by per, is transla.ted" even 
as " in Matt. 20 : 28. 

8. KATHAPER (Ka8d.11E:p), just as, even as, is rendered "even as" 
in Rom. 4 : 6 ; 9 : 13 ; IO : 15 ; 12 : 4 (R.V.) ; 2 Cor. 3 : 18 ; l Thess. 3 : 6, 
12; 4: 5; Heb. 4: 2; "according as," Rom. II : 8; elsewhere simply 
'' as." 

9. NAI (val), a particle of strong affirmation, yea, verily, even so, is 
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rendered "even so " in the A.V., " yea " in the R.V., in Matt. II : 26 ; 
Luke 10: 21; Rev. 16: 7; both A.V. and R.V. have it in Rev. I : 7; 
the most authentic mss. omit it in 22: 20. See SuRELY, TRUTH, VERILY, 
YEA, YEs. 

10. HOMOS (oµ,ws), yet, nevertheless, is translated "even" in 
r Cor. 14: 7 (A.V., "and even "); elsewhere John 12: 42, "nevertheless;" 
Gal. 3 : 15, "yet " (i.e., ' nevertheless,' an example of hyperbaton, by 
which a word is placed out qf its true position)., 

Notes: (r) In Rom. r : 26, there is no word representing "even" in 
the original.- The A.V. seems to have put it for the particle te, which 
simply annexes the statement to the preceding and does not require 
translation. (2) In r Thess. 2: 18 the A.V. renders the particle men 
by " even ; " if translated, it signifies " indeed." (3) In I Cor. 12 : 2, 
hös (see No. 4, above), followed by the particle an, means "howsoever" 
(R.V., for A.V., "even as "). (4) In Matt. 23: 37, "even as" translates 
the phrase hon tropon, lit., ' (in) what manner.' (5) In r Tim. 3 : II, 
hösautös, a strengthened form of No. 4, likewise, in like manner, is rendered 
"even so," A.V. (R.V., "in like manner "). (6) Kagö, for kai egö, means 
either "even I" or "even so I" or " I also." In John 10: 15, the R.V. 
has "and I " for the A.V., "even so ... I; " in 17 : 18 and 20: 21, 
A.V. and R.V., "even so I; " in the following, kagö is preceded by hös, 
or kathös, "even as I," I Cor. 7: 8; 10: 33; "cvcn as I also," II : I ; 

"as I also," Rev. 2: 27. (7) In Luke 12: 7 the R.V. renders kai by 
" very " (for A.V., " even the very "). (8) In John 6 : 57 kd.keinos (for 
kai ekeinos, "also he "), is translated "he also," R.V., for A.V., "even 
he." (9) In Eph. r : 10 there is no word in the original for "even." 
The R.V. expresses the stress on the pronoun by "in Hirn, I say." 

EVER, FOR EVER, EVERMORE 
A. Adverbs. 

r. PANTOTE (7TltvroTE), at all times, always (akin to pas, all), is 
translated" ever" in Luke 15 : 31; John 18: 20; r Thess. 4: 17; 5 : 15; 
2 Tim. 3 : 7 ; Heb. 7 : 25 ; " evermore " in John 6 : 34 ; in I Thess. 5 : 16, 
R.V., "alway," for A.V.," evermore." lt there means' on all occasions,' 
as, e.g., in r Thess. r : 2 ; 3 : 6 ; 5 : 15 ; 2 Thess. r : 3, II ; 2 : 13. See 
ALWAYS. 

2. AEI (dEt), ever, is used (a) of continuous time, signifying un
ceasingly, perpetually, Acts 7 : 51 ; 2 Cor. 4 : II ; 6 : 10 ; Tit. r : 12 ; 
Heb-. 3: ro; (b) of successive occurrences, signifying' on every occasion,' 
r Pet. 3 : 15 ; 2 Pet. r : 12. Some texts have the word in Mark 15 : 8. 
See ALWAYs.~ 

Note: The adjective dienekes, unbroken, continuous, is used in a 
phrase with eis, unto, and the article, signifying perpetually, for ever, 
Heb. 7: 3; 10: l, 12, 14.,-
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B. Phrases. 
The following phrases ate fonned in connection with aiön, an age : 

they are · idiomatic expressions betokening undefined periods and are 
not to be tianslated literally: (a) eis aiöna, lit., 'unto an age,' Jude 13, 
"for ever; " (b) eis ton aiöna, lit., 'unto the age,' "for ever" (or, with a 
negative, " never "), Matt. 21 : 19 ; Mark 3 : 29 ; II : 14 ; Luke l : 55 ; 
John 4: 14; 6: 51, 58; 8: 35 (twice), 51, 52; ·IO: 28; II : 26; 12: 34; 
13 : 8; 14: 16; l Cor. 8: 13 ; 2 Cor. 9: 9; Heb. 5 : 6; 6: 20; 7: 17, 
21, 24, 28; l PeL l : 25; l John 2 : 17; 2 John 2 ; (c) eis tous aiönas, 
lit., 'unto the ages/ "tor ever," Matt. 6: 1.1 (A.V. only) ; Luke I : 33; 
Rom. l : 25 ; 9 : 5 ; II : 36 ; 16 : 27 (some mss. have the next phrase 
hcrc) ; 2 Cor. II : 31 ; Heb. 13 : 8 ; (d) eis tous aiönas tön uiünün, liL 
'unto the ages of the ages,' "for ever and ever," or "for evermore," 
Gal. l : 5 ; Phil. 4 : 20 ; l Tim. l : 17 ; 2 Tim .. 4 : 18 ; Heb. 13 : 21 ; 
l Pet. 4 : II ; 5 : II [(c) in some mss.] ; Rev. l : 6 [(c) in some mss.J; 
l : 18, " for evermore ; " 4 : 9, IO; 5 : 13; 7 : 12; IO : 6; II : 15 ; 15 : 7; 
19 : 3 ; 20 : IO ; 22 : 5 ; (e) eis, aiönas aiönön, lit„ ' unto ages of ages,' 
"for ever and ever," Rev. 14: II; (f) cis ton aiöita tou aiönos, lit., 
'unto the age of the age,' "for.ever ard ever," Heb. l: 8; (g) tou aiönos 
tön aiönön, lit., 'of the age of the ages,' "for ever and ever,'' Eph. 3 : 21 ; 
(h) eis pantas tous aiönas, lit.,' unto all the ages.' Jude 25 (" for evermore," 
R.V. ; "ever," A.V.) ; (i) eis hemeran aiönos, lit„ 'unto a day of an age,' 
"for ever," 2 Pet. 3 : 18. 

EVERLASTING 
l. AIONIOS (alwvws-) : see ETERNAL. 
2. AIDIOS (dtStos-) denotes everlasting (from aei, ever), Rom. l : 20, 

R.V„ "everlasting," for A.V., "eternal; " Jude 6, A.V. and R.V.~ 
"everlasting." Aiönios, should always be translated "eternal" and 
aidios, "everlasting." "While aiönios ... negatives the end either of 
a space of time or of unmeasured time, and is used chiefly where some
thing future is spoken of, aidios excludes interruption and lays stress 
upon permanence and unchangeableness " (Cremer). ~ 

EVERY, EVERYONE (MAN), EVERYTHING 
l. PAS (mis-) signifies (1) with nouns without the article, (a) every 

one ofthe dass denoted by the noun connected with pas, e.g„ Matt. 3 : lO, 

"every tree; " Mark 9: 49, "every sacrifice; " see also John 2: IO; 

Acts 2 : 43 ; Rom. 2 : 9 ; Eph. l : 21 ; 3 : 15 ; 2 Thess, 2 : 4 ; 2 Tim. 
3 : 16, R.V. ; (b) any and every, of every kind, "all manner of," e.g., 
Matt. 4 : 23 ; " especially with nouns denoting virtues or vices, emotions, 
condition, indicating every mode in which a quality manifests itself ; or 
any object to which the idea conveyed by the noun belongs " (Grimm
Thayer). This is often translated " all," e.g„ Acts 27 : 20 ; Rom. 15 : 14 ; 
2 Cor. 10 : 6 ; Eph. 4 : 19, 31; Col. 4 : 12, " all the will of God," i.e., 
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everything God wills; (2) without a noun, every one, everything, every 
man (i.e„ person), e.g., Luke 16: 16; or with a negative, not everyone, 
e.g., Mark 9 : 49 ; with a participle and the article, equivalent to a relative 
clause, everyone who, e.g., l Cor. 9 : 25 ; Gal. 3 : 10, 13 ; l John 2 : 29 ; 

3: 3, 4, 6, 10, 15, rendered" whosoever." So in the neuter, l John 2: .16; 
5 : 4, often rendered " whatsoever ; " govemed by the preposition 
en, in, without a noun following, it signifies in every matter, or condition, 
Phil. 4 : 6 ; l Thcss. 5 : 18; in cvery way or particular, 2 Cor. 4 : 8, 
translated" on every side; " so 2 Cor. 7: 5; "in everything," Eph. 5: 24; 
Phil. 4 : 12, lit., 'in everything and (perhaps "even ") in all things.' See 
THOROUGHLY, WHOLE. 

2. HAPAS (ä11as}; a strengthened form of No. 1, signifies all, the 
whole, altogether ; it is translated " every one " in Acts 5 : 16, where it 
occurs in the plural. In Mark 8 : 25, the A.V.," every man" translates 
the text with the masculine plural; the best mss. have the neuter plural, 
R.V., "all tliiugs." SPP. Au., WHOT.E. 

3. HF.KAS~OS (tKacnos); see EACH, No. I. lt is used with heis, 
one, in Acts 2: 6, "every man," andin Eph. 4: 16," each several (part)," 
for A.V.," every (part)." In Rev. 22: 2 the most authentic mss. omit the 
numeral in the phrase " every month." lt is pi:eceded by kath hena 
(kata, according to, hena, one), a strengthened phrase, in Eph. 5 : 33, 
A.V., "everyonc ... in particular," R.V., "severally, each one." The 
same kind of phrase with ana, each, before the numeral, is used in Rev. 
21 : 21, R.V.," each one of the several (gates)," for A.V„ "every several 
(gate)." See EACH, PARTICULAR, SEVERAL. 

Notes: (1) The preposition kata, down, is sometimes found goveming 
a noun, in the sense of" every," e.g., Luke 2: 41, "every year;" 16: 19, 
"every day; " Heb. 9: 25, "every year" (R.V., "year by year ") ; 
so 10: 3. This construction sometjmes signifies "in every ... ," e:g., 
Acts 14: 23, " in every church ; " 15 : 21, " in every city; " so 20 : 23 ; 

Tit. l : 5; Acts 22 : 19, "in every synagogue" (plural) ; Acts 8 : 3 "(int_o) 
every house.'' In Luke 8 : l the phrase means " throughout eyery 
city," as in the A.V. ; in ver. 4 "of every city," R.V. In Acts 5 : 42 
the R.V. renders kat' oikon "at home,'' for A.V„ "in every house;" in 
2 : 46, for A.V„ " from house to house" (marg., " at home "). In Acts 
15 : 21 (last part) the adjective pas (all) is placed between the preposition 
and the noun for the sake of emphasis. In Acts 26: II, kata, followed 
by the plural of pas and the article before the noun, is rendered " in all 
the synagogues," R.V., for A.V., "in every synagogue.'' The presence 
of the article confirms the R.V. See SEVERALLY. 

(2) In Matt. 20 : q; 101 the preposition ana, upward (used distributively), 
goveming the noun denarion; is translated "every man (a penny)." 
There is no word for " every man," and an appropriate rendering would 
be 'a penny apiece; ' cp. Luke 9: 14, "fifty each," R.V. ; 10: 1, "two 
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and two; " John 2: 6, "two or three ... apiece; " Rev. 4: 8, 
" each . . . six wings." 

(J) The pronoun tis, anyone, is rendered "any" in Acts 2 : 45, R.V., 
for the incorrect A.V., "every." In Mark 15 : 24, the interrogative form 
is rendered "what each (should take) " (A.V., "every man"), lit., 'who 
(should take) what.' ·' .· 

EVERYWHERE, EVERY QUARTER, EVERY SIDE 
l. PANTACHf: (1Tavraxfi), everywhere, is used in Acts 21: 28.ir 
2. PANTACHOU (1Tavraxov), a. variation of No. l, is translated 

"everywhere" in Mark I : 28, R.V., .of the report throughout Galilee 
concerning Christ ; in Mark 16 : io, of preaching ; Luke 9 : 6, of healing ; 
Acts 17 : JO, of a ·nivine command for repentance ; 28 : 22, of disparage
ment of Christians; l Cor. 4: 17, of apostolic teaching; in Acts 24: J, 
it is rendered ''in all places."ir In the Sept., Isa. 42 : 22.ir See PLAGE. 

3. PANTOTHEN (1Tavr68t:v) or pantachothen, from all sides, is 
translated "from every quarter," Mark l :_45; in Luke 19: 43, "on 
every side; " in Heb. 9·: 4, " roimd about."ir · 

.Notes: (1) In Phil. 4: 12, the phrase en panti, A.V., "everywhere," 
is corrected to "in everything," in the R.V'.; in 2 Cor. 4: 8, "on every 
side." · 

(2) In l Tim. 2 : 8, en panti top~, "in ev,ery place," R.V„ is translated 
"everywhere " in the A.V. 

EVERY WHIT 
HOLOS (ö..\os), all, whole, complete, is rendered "every whit" in 

John 7: 2.3; lJ : lO. See ALL. 

For EVIDENCE (Heb. II: f) see REPROOF, A 

EVIDENT, EVIDENTLY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. DELOS (Sij..\os); propefly signifying visible, clear to the mind, 
evident, is translated "evident" in Gal. 3: Ir and l Cor. 15 : 27, R.V. 
(A V " . 'f t ") · " b th " M tt 6 · " t . " T. . ., mam es , ewraye , a . 2 : 73 , ' cer am, l im. 
6 : 7, A.V. Cp. deloo, to declare, signify. See BEWRAY, CERTAIN, 
MANIFEST.if 

2. KATAD:E:LOS (1CaTaS?]..\os), a strerigthened form of No. l, quite 
manifest, evident, is used in Heb. 7 : 15 (A.V., " more evident 1'). ir For 
the preceding verse see No. 3. 

3. PROD:E:LOS (1Tp6S71..\os), manifest beforehand (pro, before, and 
No. l), is used in Heb. 7 : 14 in the sense of ' clearly evident.' So in 
l Tim. 5 : 24, 25, R;V., "evident," for A.V., "open beforehand," and 
"manifest beforehand." The pro is somewhat intensive. if 

Note: Phaneros, visible, manifest (akin to phainomai, to appear), is 
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synonymous with the above, but is not translated " evident " in the 
N.T. For "evident token " see TüKEN. 

B. Adverb. 
PHANERÖS (<f>avEpws}, manifestly (see note above), is rendered 

"openly" in Mark l : 45 ; "publicly" in John 7: IO, R.V. (opposite 
to " in secret ") ; in Acts IO : 3, R.V„ " openly," for A.V„ " evidently." 
See ÜPENLY, PuBLICLY.~ 

Note: For the A.V. "evidently" iri Gal. 3: l, see ÜPENLY. 

EVIL, EVIL-DOER 
A. Adjectives. 

I. KAKOS (KaK6s) stands for whatever is evil in character, base, 
in distinction (wherever the distinction is observable) from poneros 
(see No. 2), which indicates what is evil in infiuence and effect, malignant. 
Kakos is the wider term and often covers the meaning of poneros. Kakos 
is antithetic to kalos, fair, advisable, good in character, and to a.ga.thos, 
beneficial, useful, good in act; hence it denotes what is useless, incapable, 
bad; poneros is essentially antithetic to chrestos, kind, gracious, service
able; hcnce it denotes what is destr_uctive, injurious, evil. · As evidence that 
poneros and kakos have much in common, though still not interchangeable, 
each is used of thoughts, cp. Matt. 15 : 19 with M;i.rk 7 : 21 ; of speech, 
Matt. 5 : II with l Pet. 3 : lO ; of actions, 2 Tim. 4 : 18 with l Thess. 
5 : 15 ; of man, Matt. 18 : 32 with 24 : 48. 

The use of kakos may be broadly divided as follows: (a) of what is 
morally or ethically evil, whether of persons, e.g., Matt. 21: 41; 24: 48.; 
Phil. 3 : 2 ; Rev. 2 : 2, or qualities, emotions, passions, deeds, e.g„ 
Mark 7 : 21 ; John 18 : 23, 30 ; Rom. l : 30 ; 3 : 8 ; 7 : 19, 21 ; 13 : 4 ; 
14 : 20; 16 : 19; l Cor. 13 : 5 ; 2 Cor. 13 : 7 ; l Thess. 5 : 15 ; l Tim. 6 : IO; 

2 Tim. 4: 14; l Pet. 3 : 9, 12; (b) of what is injurious, destructive, baneful, 
pernicious, e.g., Luke 16: 25 ; Acts 16 : 28 ; 28 : 5 ; Tit. l : 12 ; Jas. 3: 8 ; 
Rev. 16: 2, where kakos and po~ieros come in that order, "noisome and 
grievous:" See B, No. 3. For compomrds of kakos, see below. 

2. PONEROS \77oV1Jp6s}, akin to ponos, labour, toil, denotes evil that 
causes labo1Jr, pain, sorrow, malignant evil (see No. l) ; it is used (a) with 
the meaning bad, worthless, in the physical sense, Matt. 7 : lJ, 18; in 
the moral or ethical sense, evil, wicked; of persons, e.g„ Matt. 7 : II ; 

Luke 6 : 45 ; Acts 17 : 5 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 2 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 13 ; of evil spirits, 
e.g„ Matt. 12 : 45 ; Luke 7 : 21 ; Acts 19 : 12, 13, 15, 16 ; of a generation, 
Matt. 12 : 39, 45 ; 16 : 4; Luke II : 29; of things, e.g., Matt. 5 : II ; 

6: 23; 20: 15; Mark 7: 22; Luke II: 34; John 3: 19; 7: 7; Acts 
18 : 14 ; Gal. r : 4 ; Col. l : 2_1 ; l Tim. () : 4 ; 2 Tim. 4 : r8 ; Heb. 3 : 12 ; 
IO: 22; Jas. 2: 4; 4: 16; l John 3: 12; 2 John II; 3 John .10; 
(b) with the meaning toilsome, painful, Eph. 5 : 16 ; 6 : 13 ; Rev. 16 : 2. 
Cp. poneria, iniquity, wickedness. For its use as a noun see B, No. 2. 
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3 .. PHAULOS (ef>av>.oS') primarily denotes slight, trivial, blown about 
by every wind ; then, rilean; common, bad, in the sense of being worthless, 
paltry or contemptible, belonging to a low order of things; in John 5 : 29, 
those who have practised evil things, R.V., "ill" (phaula), are set in 
contrast to those who have done good things (agatha) ; the same contrast 
is presented in Rom. 9 : II and 2 Cor. 5 : ro, in each of which the most 
authentic mss. have phaulos forkakos.„· he who practises evil things 
(R.V., "ill ") hates. the light, Jol):n 3 : 20; jealousy and strife are 
accompanied by "every vile deed," Jas. 3 : r6. lt is used as a noun in 
Tit. 2: 8 (see B, No. 4). See BAD, lLL1 VILE., 

B. Nouns. 
l. KAKIA (KaKla), primarily, badness in quality (akin to A, No. 1), 

denotes (a) wickedness, deprayity, malignity, e.g., Acts 8 : 22,. "·wicked7 
ness;" Rom. r : 29, ·" maliciousness; ''.· in ·Jas. r : 2r, A.V., "naughti
ness ; " (b) the evil of trouble, affliction, Matt. 6 : 34, only, and here alone 
translatcd " cvil." See MALICE, MALICIOUSNESs, NAUGIITINESS, W1cmw-
NESS. , 

2. PON.E:R.OS (?ToVJ/poS'), the adjective (A, No. 2), is used as a noun, 
(a) of Satan as the evil one, Matt. 5 : 37 ; 6 : 13 ; r3 : 19, 38 ; Luke II : 4 
(in some texts) ; John r7: IS; Eph. 6: 16; 2 Thess. 3: 3; I John 2 : 13, 
r4; 3 : r2; 5 : 18, 19 ; (b) .· of human beings, Matt. 5 : 45 ; (probably 
ver. 39); 13: 49; ~2: ro; Luke 6: 35; r·Cor. 5: r3; (c) neuter, "evil 
(things)," Matt. 9 : 4 ; r2 : 35 ; Mark 7 : 23 ; Luke 3 : r9 ; " that which 
is evil," Luke 6: 45; Rom. r2: 9; Acts 28: 2r, "harm." , · 

3. KAKON (KaK6v), the neu~er·of A, No. r, is used with the artide; as 
a noun, e.g., Acts 23 : 9; Rom. 7 : 2r ; Heb. 5 : .r4; in the plural, "evil 
things," e.g., r Cor. ld : 6; r Tim. 6 : ro; " all kinds öf evil," R.V. 

4. PHAULON (ef>av>.~v), the neuter of Ä, No. 3, is used as a noun in 
Tit. 2: 8. 

5. KAKOPOIOS (KaKo7Toi6S'), prope~ly the masculine gender of 
the adjective, denotes ari evil-doer (kakon, evil, poieö, to do), r Pet: 2: 12, 
!4 ; 4: r5 ; 'in some mss. in 3 : r6 and John r8 : 30 (so the A.V;). ,. Fora 
synonymous word see Note (r). Cp:C the verb below. In the Sept., 
Prov. r2 : 4 ; 24 : r9. See MALEFACTOR., · 

Nates: (r) Kakourgos, an·evil-worker (kakon, evil, ergon, a work), is 
translated "evil-doer" in 2 Tim. 2: 9, A.V. (R.V., "malefactor "). 
Cp. Luke 23 : 32, 33, 39., ' ·, · 

(2) Adikema, ari injustice (a, negative, dikaios, just); is ·· translated 
"evil-doing," in Acts 24: 20, A.V., R.V., "wrong-doing." See INIQUITY, 
WRONG. 

c~ Verbs. 
r. KAKOO (KaK6w}, to. ill•treat (akin to A, No. r), is rendered to 

entrea.t ,evil in Acts 7 : 6; r9 ; " made (them) evil affected;'' 14 : z. 
See AFFECT, AFFLICT, HARM, HURT, VEx. 
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2. KAKOPOIEÖ (KaKo1Toilw) signifies to do evil (cp. B, No. 5), Mark 
3: 4 (R.V., "to do har.m ") ; so, Luke 6: 9; in 3 John tt," doeth evil; " 
in l Pet. '3: 17, -'.' eV:il doing." See HARM.~ 

Note: Cp. kakologeo, to speak evil (see CURSE, SPEAK) ; kakopatheo, 
to e:ridure evil (see ENDURE, SUFFER) ; kakopatheia, suffering affiiction 
(see SuFFER) ; kakoucheo, to suffer adversity (see· SUFFER). 

D. Adverb. 
KAKÖS (KaKwS'), badly, evilly, akin to A, No. l, is used in the physical 

sense, to .be sick, e.g., Matt. 4: 24; Mark l : 32, :34; Luke 5 : 31 · (see 
DISEASE). In Matt. 21 : 41 this adverb is used with the adjective, " He 
will miserably destroy those miserable men," more lit., 'He will evilly 
destroy those men (evH as they are),' with stress on the adjective; 
(b) fothe moralsense, to speak evilly, Jöhil 18: 23; Acts 23: 5; to ask 
evilly, Jas. 4: 3. See AMISS; GRIEVOUSLY, S1cK, SORE. 

EVIL SPEAKING 
r. BLASPHEMIA (ßA.aatfrqµ.la) is translated "evil speaking" in Eph. 

4: 31, A.V. (RY, "railing "). See BLASPHEMY. · 
. 2. KATALALIA (KaTaA.aA.la), "evil speaking,'' l Pet. 2: l: see BACK-

BITING. 

EXACT (Verb) . 
. I.. PRASSÖ (7Tpdaaw), to. do, to practise, also has the meaning of 

transacting, or managing in the matter of.payment, to .exact, ~o get 
money, frorp. a person, Luke 3 : i;3 (R.Y., " extort "), Cp. the English 
idiom ' to do a person.' This verb. is rendered "' required," in 19 : 23. 

2. SUKÖPHANTEÖ (avKocpavdw), to accuse falsely, Luke 3: 14, 
ha'.s it1> o.ther meaning, to exactwro.µgfully, in 19 :8. See AccusE.~ 

EXACT, .EXACTL Y 
AKRIBESTERON (aKptßlaT€pov),. the comparative degree of 

akribOs, accurately,. carefully, is used in· Acts ,18 : 26, A.V., "more 
perfectly," RY., "rpore carefully ; " 23 : 15, A.V., " more perfectly," 
R.Y., "more exactly; " so ver. 20; :;;4: 22, A.Y., "more perfect,'' 
R.Y., "more .exact" (lit., 'kno\Ving more exactly '). See CAREFULLY, 
PERFECTLY. ~ . , . . . .· .· . 
· Cp. akribeia, predsion, exactness, Acts 22 : 3.~ and akriboi5, to learn 
carefully, to. enquire with exactness, Matt. 2 : 7, · 16. ~· 

EXALT, EXALTED 
A. Verbs. 

l. HUPSOÖ (vifi&w), to lift up (akin to hupsos„ height), is used 
(a) literally of the lifting up of Christ in His crucifixion, John 3:: 14 ; 
8: 28; 12 : 32, 34; illustratively, of the · serpent of hrass, John 3 : 14; 
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(b) figuratively, of spiritual privileges bestowed on a city, Matt. II : 23; 
Luke IO : 15 ; of raising to dignity and happiness, Luke l : 52 ; Acts 13 : 
17 ; of haughty self-exaltation, and, contrastingly, of being raised to 
honour, as a result of self-humbling, Matt. 23 : 12 ; Luke 14 : II ; 18 : 14; 
of spiritual uplifting and revival, Jas. 4: ro; l Pet. 5 : 6; of bringing 
into the blessings of salvation through the Gospel, :Z Cor. II : 7; (c) with 
a combination of the literal and metaphorical, of the exaltation of Christ 
by God the Father, Acts 2: 33; 5: 3r. See LIFT.~ 

2. HUPERUPSOÖ (v71tEpvifJ6w), to exalt highly (huper, over, and 
No. l), is used of Christ, as in No. l, (c), in Phil. 2: 9.~ 

3. EPAIRÖ (i7Talpw), to lift up (epi, up, airo, to raise), is said (a) 
literally, of a sail, Acts 27 : 40 ; hands, Luke 24 : 50 ; l Tim. 2 : 8 ; 
heads, Luke 21 : 28 ; eyes, Matt. 17 : 8, etc. ; (b) metaphorically, of 
exalting oneself, being lift~d up with pride, 2 Cor.· 10: 5 ; ·II : 20. See 
LIFT. 

4. HUPERAIRO (u71tEpalpw), to raise over (huper, above, and airo, 
see No. 3), is used in the Middle Voice, of e'xalting oneself exceedingly, 
2 Cor. 12: 7; 2 Thess. 2: 4.~ 

B. Adjective. 
HUPS:ELOS (uifni>..6,), high, lofty, is used metaphorically in Luke 

16: 15, as a noun with the article, R.V., "that which is exalted," A.V„ 
"that which is highly esteemed." See EsTEEM, HIGH. 

Note: For Jas. l : 9, R.V., "in his high estate," see EsTATE, No. 3. 

EXAMINATIDN, EXAM.INE 
A. Noun. 

ANAKRISIS (avaKpiui>), from ana, up or through, and krino, to 
distinguish, was a legal term among the. Greeks, denoting the preliminary 
investigation for gathering evidence for the information of the judges, 
Acts 25: 26.~ . 

. B.. Verbs. . .. . 
r. ANAKRINQ (avaKplvw), to examine, investig;ite, is used (a) of 

searching or enquiry, Acts •17 : II; l Cor.. 9: 3; IO : 25, 27; (b) of 
reaching a result of the enquiry, judging, l Cor. 2 : 14, 15 ; 4 : 3, 4 ; 
14 : 24; (c) forensically, of examining by torture, Luke 23 : 14; Acts 4 : 9 ; 
12: 19; 24: 8; 28: 18. See AsK, DrscERN, JunGE, SEARCH.~ 

2. A:NETAZO (avETalw), to examine judicially (ana, up, etazo, to test), 
is used in Acts 22: 24, 29.~ Cp. the synonymous verb exetazo, to search 
or enquire carefully, Matt. 2 : 8; 10: II; John 21 : 12'~ . 

3. DOKIMAZO (ooKiµalw), to prove, test, approve, is rendered 
'' examine" in l Cor. II : 28; A.V. (R.V., "prove "). See APPROVE. 

4. PEIRAZO (71Eipalw), to tempt, try, is rendered ~· examine" m 
2 Cor. 13 : 5, A.V. (R.V., " try "). See Go, PROVE, TEMPT, TRY. 
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EXAMPLE 
A. Nouns. 

EXC 

I. DEIGMA (o<:Zyµa), primarily a thing shown, a specimen (akin to 
deiknumi, to show), denotes an example given as a warning, Jude 7., 

Note: The corresponding word in 2 Pet. 2: 6 is No. 2. 
2. HUPODEIGMA (v7T60<:iyµa) : see ENSAMPLE, No. 3. 
3. TUPOS (TV7Tos) : see ENSAMPLE, No. I. 

4. HUPOGRAMMOS (v1Toypaµµ6s), lit., an under-writing (from 
hupographö, to write under, to trace letters for copying by scholars) ; 
hence, a writing-copy, an example, l Pet. 2 : 21, said of what Christ left 
for believers, by His sufferings (not expiatory, but exemplary), lhal lhey 
mieht " follow His steps." 

B. Verbs. 
l. DEIGMATIZÖ (o<:iyµaTl,w), to make a show of, to expose (akin 

to A, No. l), is translated "to make a public example," in Matt. l : 19 
(some mss. have the strengthened form paradeigmatizö here; "put ... 
tu an open shame," Heb. 6: 6,~) ; in Col. a : 15, "rnade a show of.", 

2. HUPODEIKNUMI (v1Too<:lK11v1u), primarily, to show secretly 
(hupo, under, deiknumi, to show), to show by tracing out (akin to A, No. 2) ; 
hence, to teach, to show by example, Acts 20: 35, R.V., "I gavc you an 
examplc," for A.V., "I shewed you." Elsewhere, to warn, Matt. 3: 7; 
Luke 3 : 7 ; 12 : 5, R.V., for A.V., " forewarn; " to show, Luke 6 : 47 ; 
Acts 9: 16. See 'FoREWARN, SHEW, WARN., 

EXCEED, EXCEEDING, EXCEEDINGL Y 
A. Verbs. 

l. HUPERBALLÖ (v1T<:pßa>J..w), to throw over or beyond (huper, over, 
ballö, to throw), is translated "exceeding" in 2 Cor. 9 : 14; Eph. l : 19; 
2 : 7; "excelleth" (R.V., "surpasseth ") in 2 Cor. 3: ro; "passeth" in 
Eph. 3 : 19 (" surpasseth" might be the rneaning here). See EXCEL, 
SuRPAss.ir Cp. huperbole, under EXCEL, B, No. I. 

2. PERISSEUÖ (1T<:piaa<:vw), to be over and above, over a certain 
number or measure, to abound, exceed, is translated "exceed" in 
Matt. 5 : 20 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 9. See ABUNDANCE, B; No. I. 

B. Adverbs and Adverbial Pbrases. 
l. LIAN ( . .\la11), very, exceedingly, is translated "exceeding" in 

Matt. 2 : 16 (for ver. ro, see No. 2) ; 4 :· 8 ; 8 : 28 ; Mark 9: 3 ; Luke 23 : 8. 
See GREATLY (GREAT), SoRE, VERY. 

2. SPHODRA (arf>68pa), properly the neuter plural of sphodros, 
excessive, violent (from a root indicating restlessness), signifies very, 
very much, exceedingly, Matt. 2 : ro ; 17 : 6, " sore; " 17 : 23 ; 18 : 31, 
R.V., "exceeding," for A.V., "very; " 19: 25; 26: 22; 27: 54, R.V., 
"exceedingly" for A.V„ "greatly;" Mark 16 : 4, "very;" Luke 18 : 23 
(ditto); Acts 6: 7, R.V., "exceedingly," for A.V., "greatly;" Rev. 
16: 21. See GREATLY, SORE, VERY., 
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3. SPHODROS (arf>oSpws), exceedingly (see No. 2), is used in Acts 
27: 18.~ 

4. PERISSÖS (1T€piaaws) is used in Matt. 27 : 23, R.V.," exceedingly," 
for A.V., "the more;" Mark ro: 26, R.V., "exceedingly," for A.V., 
"out of measure,; " in Acts 26: II, "exceedingly." In Mark 15 : 14, 
the most authentic mss. have this word (R.V., " exceedingly ") for 
No. 5 (A.V., "the more exceedingly "). See MORE.~ , 

5. PERISSOTERÖS (1T€piaaoT€pws), the comparative degree of No. 4, 
abundantly, exceedingly (akin to A, No. 2), Gal. l : 14, "more ex
ceedingly;" l Thess. 2: 17, R.V., "the 'more exceedingly," for A.V., 
"the more abundantly;" see ABUNDANCE, D, No. 2. 

6. HUPEREKPERISSOU (V1T€p€K1T€piaaov) denotes superabundantly 
(huper, over, ek, from, perissos, abundant) ; in l Thess. 3 : ro, "ex
ceedingly; " Eph. 3 : 20, "exceeding abundantly."~ Another form, 
huperekperissös (hitper, and ek and No. 4), is used in r Thess. 5 : 13 (in the 
best mss.), "exceeding highly."~ Cp. the verb huperperissmfi, to abound 
more exceedingly, Rom. 5 : 21 ; in 2 Cor. 7: 4, " I overfiow (with joy)," 
R.V., for A.V„ "I am exceeding (joyful). See .\.HUNDANT, D, No. 2. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 7 : 20, the phrase "exceeding fair" (asteios) is, 
lit., ' fair to God ' (see marg.). (2) In Matt. 26 : 7, barutimos (barus, 
weighty, time value), is rendered "exceeding precious," R.V., for A.V., 
" very precious." (3) In Mark 4 : 41, " they feared exceedingly " is, 
lit., ' they feared a great fear.' See FEAR. (4) For other combinations 
of the adverb, see GLAD, GREAT, JüYFUL, SoRROWFtJL, SoRRY. 

EXCEL, EXCELLENCY, EXCELLENT 
A. Verbs. ' 

I. HUPERBALLÖ (Ü1T€pßa>.Aw), lit., to throw over: see ExcEED, 
No. r. 

2. PERISSEUÖ (1T€piaa€t5w), to be over and above, is rendered 
" abound in l Cor. 14 : 12, R.V., for A.V., "excel." See ABUNDANCE, 
B, No. l,and ExcEED, A, No. 2. 

3. HUPERECHÖ (V1T€p€xw), lit., to have over (huper, over, echö, to 
have), is translated "excellency" in Phil. 3 : 8, 'the surpassingness' 
(Moµle); the phrase .could be translated 'the surpassing thing, which 
consists in the knowledge of Christ Jesus,' and this is the probable meaning. 
Tl,lis verb is used three times, in Philippians, .here and in 2: 3; 4: 7. 
See also Rom. 13: l; l Pet. 2: 13. See BETTER, No. 4.~ 

4. DIAPHERÖ (Siarf>€pw), to differ, is used in the neuter plural of 
the present participle with the article, in Phil. l : ro, " the things that 
are excellent " (marg., " the things that differ "), lit., ' the excellent things.' 
See DIFFER. · ' 

B. Nouns. 
I. IIUPERDOL~ (rnnpßo>..~). lil., a .throwing beyond, hence, a sur

passing, an excellence, ·IS translated "excellency" in z -Cor. 4: 7, A.V.; 
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R.V., "exceeding greatness." lt always betokens. pre-eminence. lt is 
used with kata, according to, in the phrase kath' huperbolen, signifying 
beyond measure, exceedingly, Rom. 7: I3, "exceeding sinful; " in 2 Cor. 
I : 8, R.V„ "exceedingly," for A.V., "out of measure; " in GaL I : I3, 

" beyond measure; " in I Cor. I2 : 3I, "more excellent." In 2 Cor. 
4: IJ, there is an expanded phrase kath' huperbolen eis huperbolen, lit„ 
' according to a surpassing unto a surpassing,' R.V., "more anefi more 
exceedingly," which corrects the A.V„ "a far more exceeding; " the 
phrase refers to" worketh," showing the surpassing degree of its operation, 
and not to the noun" weight" (nor does it qualify "eternal "). In 2 Cor. 
I2: 7, the R.V. has "exceeding greatness," the A.V., "abundance." 
See AB UND AN CE. if 

2. HUPEROCHE (v7TEpox~). akin to A, No, 3, strictly speaking, the 
act of overhanging (huper, and echö, to hold) or the thing which overhangs, 
hence, superiority, pre-eminence, is translated "excellency (of speech) " 
in I Cor. 2 : I ; elsewhere, in I Tim. 2: 2, R.V„ "high place;'' for A.V., 
"authority." See AuTHORITY, PLACE.if 

Note: In I Pet. 2 : 9 R.V. renders arete (virtue) " excellencies." 
C. Adjectives. 

I. MEGALOPREP:t;;S (l.uyaAo7TpE7T~s) signifies magniftcent, majestic, 
that which is becoming to a great man (from megas, great, and prepö, 
tobe fitting or becoming), in 2 Pet. I: IJ, "excellent."if 

-· DIAPHORÖTEROS (OiaiPopCÜ'TEpos),cotnparativedegreeof diaphoros, 
excellent, akin to A, No. 4, is used twice, in Heb. I : 4; "more excellent 
(name)," and 8 : 6, "more exc;:ellent (ministry)."if For the positive degree 
see Rom. I2 : 6; Heb. 9: IO. See under DIFFER.if 

3. PLEIÖN (7TAElwv), more, greater, the comparative degree of polus, 
much, is translated "more excellent" in Heb. II : 4, of Abel's sacrifice; 
pleiön is used sometimes of that which is superior by reason of inward 
worth, cp. 3 : 3, " more (honour) ; " in Matt. 6 : 25, of the life in comparison 
with meat. 

4. KRATISTOS (KpanaTos), mightiest, noblest, best, the superlative 
degree of kratus, strong (cp. kratos, strength), is used as a title of honour 
and respect, "most excellent," Luke I : 3 (Theophilus was quite possibly 
a man of high rank); Acts. 23: 26; 24: 3 arid 26: 25, R.V., for A.V., 
"most noble."if 

Note: The phrase kath' huperbolen (for which see B, No. I) is translated 
"more excellent" in f Cor. I2: 3I. · 

EXCEPT, EXCEPTED 
Note: For the negative conjunctions ean me and ei me, see t p. 9. 
I. EKTOS ( lKTÖs), an adverb, lit„ outside, is used with ei me, as an 

extended conjunction signifying "except; " so in I Cor. I4: 5; in 
I5 : 2, R.V., for A.V., " unless; " in I Tim. 5 : Ig, R.V., for A.V., " but." 
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It has the force of a prepösition in the sense of (a) outside of, in l Cor. 
6 : 18, " without ; " iri 2 Cor. 12 : 2, " out of ; " (b) besides, except, in 
Acts 26 : 22, R.V., "but," for A.V., " other than ; " in l Cor. 15 : 27 
"excepted." For its use as a noun see Matt. 23 : 26, " (the) outside." 
See ÜTHER, Our OF, OUTSIDE, UNLESS, \VITHOUT.fJ 

2. PAREKTOS (7rapEKr6<;), a strengthened form of No. l (para, 
beside), is used (a) as an adverb, signifying "without," 2 Cor. II: 28; 
lit„ 'the things without,' i.e„ the things happening without; (b) as a 
preposition signifying "except; " in Matt. 5 : 32, "saving; " in Acts 
26 : 29, " except." fJ 

Note: In Matt. 19: 9, the A.V. and R.V„ translating the mss. which 
have the negative me, followerl hy r.pi, render it "except for." The 
authorities mentioned in the R.V. marg. have parektos, followed by logou, 
i.e„ ' saving for the cause of.' 

3. PLEN ( 7T.\~v), an adverb, most frequently signifying yet, howbeit, 
or only, sometimes has the meaning "except (that)," "save (that)," 
Acts ?O: 23; Phil. r: r8, R.V„" only that," for A.V.," notwithstanding." 
lt is also used as a preposition, signifying except, save, Mark 12 : J:l, 
"lml ; " John 8 : IO, " but " (A.V. only) ; Acts 8 : l, " except; " Acts 
15: 28, "than;" 27: 22, "but (only)." 

EXCESS 
l. AKRASIA ( aKpaala) lit. denotes want of strength (a, negative, 

kratos, strength), hence, want of self-control, incontinence, Matt. 23: 25, 
"excess; " l Cor. 7 : 5, "incontinency.''fJ Cp. akrales, powerless, 
incontinent, 2 Tim. 3 : 3, R.V., " without self-control."fJ 

2. ANACHUSIS ( avaxvais-), lit„ a pouring out, overflowing (akin 
to anacheö, to pour out), is used metaphorically in l Pet. 4: 4, "excess,'' 
said of the riotous conduct described in ver. 3. fJ 

Notes: (1) Asötia denotes prodigality, profligacy, riot (from a, 
negative, and sözö, to save) ; it is translated "riot" in Eph. 5 : 18, R.V„ 
for A.V„ "excess; " in Tit. l : 6 and l Pet. 4: 4, " riot" in A.V. and 
R.V. See Rror.fJ Cp. the adverb asötos, wastefully," in riotous living," 
Luke 15 : 13. fJ A synonymous noun is aselge1:a, lasciviousness, out
rageous conduct, wanton violence. 

(2) In l Pet. 4: 3, oinophlugia, drunkenness, debauchery (oinos, wine, 
phluö, to bubble up, overflow), is rendered "excess of wine," A.V. (R.V„ 
" winebibbings ") ~r 

EXCHANGE 
A. Noun. 

ANTALLAGMA (avraMayµa), the price received as an equivalent 
of, or in exchange for, an article, an exchange (anti, instead of, allassö, 
to change, akin to allos, another), hence denotes the price at which the 
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exchange is .effected, Matt. 16: 26; Mark 8: 37., Connected with this 
is the conception of atonement, as in the word lutron, a ransom. Cp. 
allagma in the Sept., e.g„ in lsa. 43: 3. 

B. Verb. 
METALLASSÖ (µ,ETaAAaaaw) denotes (a) to exchange, meta, with, 

implying change, and allassö (see A.), Rom. l : 25, of exchanging the 
truth for a lie, R.V„ for A.V„ '' changed; " (b) to change, ver. 26, a 
different meaning from that in the preceding verse. See CHANGE., 
In the Sept., Esth. 2: 7, 20., 

Note: In Luke 24: 17, "what communications are thesethat ye have 
one with another ? „ the verb antiballö, to throw in turrl., to exchange, 1s 
used of conversation, lit., ' what word!> ::ire these tha.t ye exr.ha.nge one 
with another ? ' 

For EXCHANGERS see BANKERS 

EXCLUDE 
EKKLEIÖ (iKKAdw), to shut out (ek, from, kleiö, to shut), is said of 

gloryillg iu wu1b as a means of jmtification, Rom. 3 : 27; of Gentiles, 
who by Judaism would be excluded from salvation and Christian fellow
:-;liip, l~al. -t: I7. • 

EXCUSE 
A. Noun. 

PROPHASIS (7Tpo<Paais), a pretence, pretext (from pro, before, and 
phemi, to say), is translated "excuse" in John 15: 22, R.V„ for A.V„ 
"cloke;" "clokc in I Thess. 2 : 5, A.V. and R.V. See CLOKE, 

P1rnTE?-:CE. SHOW (Noun). 
B. Adjective (negative). 

ANAPOLOGETOS (dva7ToAoY17To>), without excuse, inexcusable (a, 
negative, n, euphonic, and apologeomai, see C, No. l, below), is used, 
Rom. l : 20, "without excuse," ofthose who reject the revelation of God 
in creation; z : I, R.V„ for A.V., "inexcusable," of the Jew who judges 
the Gentile.~ 

C. Verbs. 
I. APOLOGEOMAI (cbro>.oy(foµ,ai), lit„ to speak oneself off, hence 

to plead for oneself, and so, in general, (a) to defend, as before a tribunal; 
in Rom. z : 15, R.V., " excusing them," means one excusing others (not 
themselves) ; the preceding phrase " orie with another " signifies one 
pcrson with another, not one thought with another ; it may be para
phrased, 'their thoughts with one another, condemning or else excusing 
one another ; ' conscience provides a moral standard by which men 
judge one another; (b) to cxcuse oneself, 2 Cor. 12 : 19 ; cp. B. See 
ANS WER. 

2. PARAITEOMAI (77apaiTloµ,ai) is used in the sense ofbegging off, 
asking to be excused or making an excuse, in Luke 14: 18 (twice) and 
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ver. 19. In the first part of ver. 18 the verbis used in the Middle Voice, 
"to make excuse" (acting in imagined self-interest) ; in the latter part 
andin ver. 19 it is in the Passive Voice, "have me excused." 

EXECUTE 
l. POIEO (TTodw), to do, to make, is thrice rendered " execute," of 

the Lord's authcrity and acts in executing judgment, (a) of His authority 
as the One to whom judgment is committed, John 5: 27; (b) of the 
judgment which He will mete out to all transgressors at His Second Advent, 
Jude 15 ; (c) of the carrying out of His word (not" work," as in the A.V.) 
in the earth, especially regarding fäe nation of Israel, the mass being 
rejected, the remnant saved, Rom. 9: 28. That He will "execute His 
word finishing and cutting it short," is expressive of the summary and 
decisive character of His action. See Do. 

2. HIERATEUO ({€pa·mJw), to be a priest, to officiate as such, is 
translated " executed the priest's office," in Luke l : 8. ~ It occi.frs 
frequently in the Sept., and in Inscriptions. Cp. hierateuma, priesthood, 
l Pet. 2: 5, 9,if hierateia, a priest's office, Luke l: 9; Heb. 7: s.~ hiereus, 
a priest, and hieros, sacred. 

For EXECUTIONER, Mark 6 : 27, see GUARD, A, No. z 

EXERCISE 
A. Verbs. 

l. GUMNAZO (yvµva{w) primarily signifies to exercise naked (from 
gumnos, naked) ; then, generally, to exercise, to train the body or mind 
(Eng., gymnastic), l Tim. 4: 7, with a view to godliness; Heb. 5 : 14, of 
the senses, so as to discern good and evil ; 12 : II, of the effect of chasten
ing, the spiritual exercise producing the fruit of righteousness; 2 Pet. 
2 : 14, of certain evil teachers with hearts " exercised in covetousness," 
R.V.~ 

2. ASKEÖ (aaKliw) signifies to form by art, to adorn, to work up raw 
material with skill; hence, in general, to take pains, endeavour, exercise 
by training or discipline, with a view to a conscience void of offence, Acts 
24: 16.~ 

3. POIEÖ (TToiiw), to do, is translated "exerciseth" in Rev. 13 : 12, 

said of the authority of the second " Beast." Cp. ExEcUTE. See Do. 
N otes : The following verbs contain in translation the word " exercise " 

but belong to other headings: exousiazö, to exercise authority over, 
Luke 22: 25 (exousia, authority) ; in the first part of this verse, the 
verb kurieuö, to b~ lord, is translated "exercise lordship," A.V. (R.V., 
"have lordship ") ; katexousiazö, a strengthened form of the preceding 
(kata, down, intensive), Matt. 20: 25 ; Mark IO: 42, "exercise authority" 
(in the first part of these verses the synonymous verb katakurieuö, is 
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rendered "lord it," R.V„ for A.V., " exercise dominion," and "exercise 
lordship," respectively) ; episkopeö, to look over or upon (epi, over, 
skopeö, to look), to care for, l Pet. 5: 2 (absent in some mss.), R.V„ 
"exercising the oversight," for A.V. " taking etc." 

B. Noun. 
GUMNASIA (yuµvaa{a) primarily denotes gymnastic exercise (akin 

to A, No. l), r Tim. 4: 8, where the immediate reference is probably not 
to mere physical training for games but to discipline of the body such as 
that to which the Apostle refers in l Cor. 9 : 27, though there may be an 
allusion to the practices of asceticism. 

EXHORT, EXHORTATION 
A. Verbs. 

I. PARAKALEO (7rapaKaMw), primarily,to call to a person (para, to 
the side, kaleö, to call), denotes (a) to call on, entreat; see BESEECH; 

(b) to admonish, exhort, to urge one to pursue some course of conduct 
(always prospcctive, looking to the future, in contrast to the meaning 
to comfort, which is retrospective, having to do with trial experienced), 
translated " exhort " in the R.V. of Phil. 4: 2; l Thess. 4: 10; Heb. 
13: 19, 22, for A.V., "besccch;" in I Tim. 5: l, for A.V„ "intreat;" 
in l Thess. 5 : II, for A.V„ " comfort; " "exhorted" in 2 Cor. 8 : 6 
and 12 : 18, for A.V„ " desired; " in r Tim. l : 3, for A.V., "besought." 
See BEsEECH. 

2. PARAINEÖ (7rapaw€w), primarily, to speak of near (para, near, 
and aineö, to tell of, speak of, then, to recommend), hence, to advise, 
exhort, warn, is used in Acts 27 : 9, "admonished," and ver. 22, " I 
exhort." See ADMONisH.if 

3. PROTREPÖ (7rpoTp€7rw), lit„ to turn forward, propel (pro, before, 
trepö, to turn); hence, to impel morally, to urge forward, encourage, is 
used in Acts 18: 27, R.V„ "encouraged him" (Apollos), with reference to 
his going into Achaia; A.V„ "exhorting the disciples; " while the 
encouragement was givcn to Apollos, a letter was written to the disciples 
in Achaia to receive him. if 

B. Noun. 
PARAKLESIS (7rapax:>.:11ai>), akin to A, No. I, primarily a calling to 

one's side, and so to one's aid, hence denotes (a) an appeal, "entreaty," 
2 Cor. 8 : 4; (b) encouragement, exhortation, e.g„ Rom. 12 : 8; in 
Acts 4: 36, R.V„ "exhortation," for A.V„ "consolation;" (c) consola
tion and comfort, e.g„ Rom. 15 : 4. See CoMFORT. Cp. parakletos, an 
advocate, comforter. 

EX IST 
HUPARCHÖ (imci.pxw), primarily, to make a beginning (hupo, under, 

arche, a beginning), denotes tobe, tobe in existence, involving an existence 
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or condition both previous to the circumstances mentioned and con
tinuing after it. This is important in Phil. 2 : 6, concerning the Deity 
of Christ. The phrase" being (existing) in the form (morphe, the essential 
and specific form and character) of God," carries with it the two facts 
of the antecedent Godhood of Christ, previous to His Incarnation, and 
the continuance of His Godhood at and after the event of His Birth (see 
Gifford, on the Incarnation, pp. II, sqq.). lt is translated "exist " in 
l Cor. II : 18, R.V., for A.V., "there be." Cp. Luke 16 : 14; 23 : 50; 
Atts 2 : 30; 3 : 2 ; 17 : 24; 22 : 3 etc. Sec BEING, Goons, LrvE, PossEss, 
SUBSTANCE. 

EXORCIST 
EXORKISTE:S (JgopKiaT~s) denotes (a) one who administers an oath; 

(b) an exorcist (akin to exorkizö, to adjure, from orkos, an oath), one who 
employs a formula of conjuration for the expulsion of demons, Acts 19 :13. 
The practicc of cxorci::>m was ~arrien on hy o;trolling Jews, who m;ed their 
power in the recitation of particular names. ~ 

EXPECT, EXPECTATION 
A. Verbs. 

I. EKDECHOMAI (JK~iExoµai), lit. and primarily, to take or receive 
from (ek, from, dechomai, to receive), hence denotes to await, expect, 
the only serise of the word in the N.T. ; it suggests a reaching out in 
readiness to receive something; "expecting," Heb. IO: 13; "expect," 
l Cor. 16: II, R.V. (A.V., "look for ") ; to wait for, John 5 : 3 (A.V. 
only) ; Acts 17 : 16; l Cor. II : 33, R.V. (A.V., "tarry for ") ; Jas. 5 : 7; 
to wait, l Pet. 3 : 20 in some mss. ; " looked for," Heb. II : IO. Cp. B, 
No. I. See LooK, TARRY, WAIT.~ 

2. PROSDOKAO (7rpoa8oKaw), to watch toward, to look for, expect 
(pros, toward, dokeö, to think: dokaö does not exist), is translated 
"expecting" in Matt. 24: 50 and Luke 12 : 46, R.V. (A.V., "looketh 
for ") ; Luke 3 : 15, " were in expectation ; " Acts 3 : 5," expectiug " 
(A.V. and R.V.) ; 28 : 6 (twice), "expected that," R.V. (A.V., "looked 
when ") and "when they were long in expectation" (A.V., "after they 
had looked a great while "). See LooK, TARRY, WAIT. 

B. Nouns. 
I. APOKARADOKIA (d7ToKapa8oKla), primarily a watching with 

outstretched head (apo, from, kara, the head, and dokeö, to look, to watch), 
signifies strained expectancy, eager longing, the stretching forth of the 
hcad indicating an expectation of something frorn a certain place, Rom. 
8 : 19 an<l Phil. l : 20. The prefix apo suggests " abstraction and absorp
tion" (Lightfoot), i.e., abstraction from anything else that might engage 
the attention, und absorption in the object expeded " lill lhe fulfilrnent 
is realized " (Alford). The intensive character of the noun, in comparison 
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with No. 2 (below), is clear from the contexts; in Rom. 8 : 19 it is said 
figuratively of the creation as waiting for the revealing of the sons of God 
(" waiting" translates the verb apekdechomai, a strengthened form of A, 
No. l; see WAIT FOR). In Phil. l: 20 the Apostle states it as his" earnest 
expectatian " and hope, that, instead of being put to shame, Christ shall 
be magnified in his body, "whether by life, or by death," suggesting 
absorption in the Person of Christ, abstraction from aught that hinders., 

2. PROSDOKIA (7rpoa3oKla), a watching for, expectation (akin to A, 
No. 2, which see), is used in the N.T. only of the expectation of evil, 
Luke 21 : 26, R.V., "expectation," A.V., "looking for," regarding 
impending calamities; Acts 12 : II, "the expectation," of the execution 
of Peter., 

3. EKDOCHE (lK3ox~). primarily a receiving from, hence, expecta
tion (akin to A, No. l), is used in Heb. IO: 27 (R.V., "expectation;" 
A.V„ "looking for "), of judgment., 

EXPEDIENT 
SUMPHERÖ (av/Uf>lpw) signifies (a), transitively, lit., to bring together, 

(sun, with, pherö, to bring), Acts 19: 19; (b) intransitively, to be an 
advantage, profitable, expedient (not merely 'convenient ') ; it is used 
mostly impersonally, "it is (it was) expedient; " so in Matt. 19: IO, 
R.V. (negatively), A.V., "it is (not) good;" John II : 50; 16: 7; 18: 14; 

l Cor. 6 : 12 ; IO : 23 ; 2 Cor. 8 : IO ; 12 : l ; " it is profitable," Matt. 
5 : 29, 30; 18 : 6, R.V. ; "was profitable," Acts 20: 20; "to profit 
withal," l Cor. 12 : 7 ; in Heb. 12 : IO, used in the neuter of the present 
participle with the article as a noun, "for (our) profit." See PROFIT., 
Cp. thc adjcctive sumphoros (or sumpheron), profitable, used with the 
article as a noun, l Cor. 7 : 35 ; IO : 33., 

For EXPELLED, Acts 13 : 50, A.V., see CAST, No. 5 

EXPERIENCE (without), EXPERIMENT 
T. APEIROS (c'f.1mpo~). without experience (a, negative, peira, a trial, 

experiment), is used in Heb. 5: 13, R.V., "without experience," A.V., 
"unskilful," with reference to "the word of righteousness.", In the 
Sept., Numb. 14: 23, of youths; Jer. 2 : 6, of a land, "untried; " 
Zech. II .: 15, of a shepherd., 

2. DOKIME (ooKiµ.~) means (a) the process of proving ; it is rendered 
"experiment" in 2 Cor. 9: 13, A.V., R.V., "the proving (of you);" in 
8 : 2, A.V„ "trial," R.V., "proof; " (b) the effect of proving, approval, 
approvedness, R.V., "probation," Rom. 5 : 4 (twice), for A.V„ " ex
perience; " A.V. and R V.," proof "in 2 Cor. 2: 9; 13 : 3 and Phil. 2 : 22. 

Sec ExPTinIENCE, PrwoF.~ Cp. doki"mos, approvcd, dokima.~ö. to provc, 
app1ove ; see APPROVE. 
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EXPERT 
GNOSTES (y11waT71>), one who knows (akin to ginöskö, to know), 

denotes an expert, a connoisseur, Acts 26 : 3. fJ Cp. gnöstos, known. 

EXPIRE 
Note: In Acts 7 : 30, the A.V. "were expired" translates the verb 

pleroö, to fulfil (R.V.). See FuLFIL. In Rev. 20: 7, the A.V. "are 
expired" translates the verb teleö, to finish (R.V.). See FINISH. 

EX PLAIN 
DIASAPHEO ('8iaaa<f>'w), to make clear, explain fully (dia. through, 

intensive, and saphes, clear), is translated "explain" in Matt. 13 : 36 
R.V. (A.V„ "declare ") translatcs p/;razü; in r8: 31, told," of the 
account of the unforgiving debtor's doings, giwn by his frllow-servants. 
The preferahle renrlering would be ' they made clear ' or ' they explained,' 
suggesting a detailed explanation of the circumstances. fJ 

EXPO UND 
I. EKTITHEMI (eKTUJwu), to set out, expose (ek, out, tithemi, to 

place), is used (a) literally, Acts 7: 21 ; (b) metaphorically, in the Middle 
Voice, to sct forth, expound, of circumstances, Acts II: 4; of the way of 
God, r8: 26; of the Kingdom of God, 28: 23.fJ 

2. EPILUÖ (emAvw), primarily, to loose, release, a strengthened form 
of luö, to loose, signifies to. solve, explain, expound, Mark 4 : 34, " ex
pounded; " in Acts 19 : 39, of settling a controversy, R.V„ " it shall be 
settled," for A.V., "it shall be determined." See DETERMINE. fJ Cp. 
epilusis, an interpretation, 2 Pet. r : 20. fJ 

3. DIERMENEUÖ ('8iEpµ,7111Evw), to interpret fully (dia, through, 
intensive, hermeneuö, to interpret; Eng., hermeneutics), is translated" He 
expounded" in Luke 24: 27, A.V., R.V., "interpreted;" in Acts 9: 36, 
" by interpretation," lit., ' being interpreted ; ' see also r Cor. 12 : 30 ; 

I4: 5, 13. 27. See INTERPRET.fl 

For EXPRESS, Heb. 1: 3, A.V., see IMAGE, No. 2 

EXPRESSLY 
RH.E:TÖS (p71Tw>), meaning 'in stated terms' (from rhetos, stated, 

specified; from rheö, or erö, to say; cp. rhema, a word), is used in I Tim. 
4: I, "expressly."fl 

EXTORT, EXTORTION, EXTORTIONER 
A. Verb. 

PRASSO (1Tpaaac.u}, to practise, has the special meaning " extort " in 
Luke 3: r3, R.V. (A.V., "exact "). In Luke 19: 23 it is translated 
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" required; " it may be that the master, in addressing the slothful 
servant, uses the word 'extort' or 'exact' (as in 3 : 13), in accordance 
with the character attributed to him by the servant. 

B. Nouns. 
I. HARPAGE (ap?Tay~) denotes pillage, plundering, robbery, extortion 

[akin to harpazö, to seize, carry off by force, and harpagmos, a thing 
seized, or the act of seizing; from the root arp (sie), seen in Eng., 
rapacious ; an associated noun, with the same spelling, denoted a rake, or 
hook for drawing up a bucket] ; it is translated "extortion" in Matt. 
23 : 2:) ; Luke II : 39, R.V., A.V., "ravening; " Heb. IO : 34, "spoiling." 
See RAVENING, SPOILING.if Cp. C. below. 

2. PLEONEXIA (iri\w11o;(la), covctousncss, desire for advantage, is 
rendered" extortion "in 2 Cor. 9: 5, R.V. (A.V. and R.V. marg., "covet
ousness "). See CovET. 

C. Adjective. 
HARPAX (d.p?TaS), rapacious (akin to No. l), is translated as a noun, 

" extortioners," in Luke 18 : II ; l Cor. 5 : IO, II ; 6 : ro ; in Matt. 7 : 15 
" ra vening " ( of · wol vcs). il In the Sept„ Gen. 49 : :lJ. il 

EYE 
I. OPHTHALMOS (d<f8ai\µ6s), akin to opsis, sight, probably from a 

ruot signifying penetration, sharpness (Curtius, Gk. Etym.) (cp. Eng„ 
ophthalmia, etc.), is used (a) of the physical organ, e.g., Matt. 5 : 38; of 
restoring sight, e.g„ Matt. 20 : 33 ; of God's power of vision, Heb. 4 : 13 ; 
l Pet. 3 : 12 ; of Christ in vision, Rev. l : 14 ; 2 : 18 ; 19 : 12 ; of the 
Holy Spirit in the unity of Godhood with Christ, Rev. 5 : 6; (b) meta
phorically, of ethical qualities, evil, Matt. 6 : 23 ; Mark 7 : 22 (by 
metonymy, for envy); singleness of motive, Matt. 6: 22; Luke II: 34; 
as the instrument of evil desire, "the principal avenue of temptation," 
l John 2 : 16; of adultery, 2 Pet. 2: 14; (c) metaphorically, of mental 
vision, Matt. 13 : 15 ; John 12 : 40; Rom. II : 8; Gal. 3: l, where the 
metaphor of the " evil eye " is altered to a different sense from that 
of bewitching (the posting up or placarding of an eye was used as a chann, 
to prevent rnischief) ; by Gospel-preaching Christ bad been, so to speak, 
placarded before their eyes; the questi"on may be paraphrased, 'What 
evil teachers have been malignly fascinating you? ; ' Eph. l : 18, of the 
"eyes of the heart," as a means of knowledge. 

2. OMMA (öµµa), sight, is used in the plural in Matt. 20: 34 (No. l is 
used in ver. 33) ; Mark 8 : 23 (No. l is used in ver. 25). The word is more 
poetical in usage than No. l, and·the writers may have changed the 
word with a view to distinguishing the simple desire of the blind man 
from the tender act of the Lord Himself. if 

3. TRUMALIA (-rpvµai\uf.) is used of the eye of a needle, Mark lO : 25 
(from trume, a hole, truö, to wear away).,-r Cp. trema, a hole, perforation, 
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Matt. 19: 24 (some texts have trupema, a hole, from trupaö, to bore a hole) 
and Luke 18: 25, as in the most authentic mss. (some texts have trumalia 
here).if 

EYE (with one) 
MONOPHTHALMOS (µ0116</lBa'J..µo~). one-eyed, deprived of one eye 

(monos, only, and No. l, above), is used in the Lord's warning in Matt. 
18: 9; Mark 9: 47.1[ 

EYE-SALVE 
KOLLOURION (1co~ot5p,011), primarily a diminutive of kollura, and 

denoting a coarse bread roll (as ln the Sept. of l Kings 12 : after ver. 24, 
lines 30, 32, 39; Eng. Version, 14: 3 ~). hence an eye-salve, shaped like a 
roll, Rev. 3 : 18, of the true knowledge of one's condition and of the claims 
of Christ. The word is doubtless an allusion to the Phrygian powder 
used by ocnlists in the famous medical school at Laodicc>:;i (Ramsay, 
Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, Vol. I, p. 52). 

EYE-SERVICE 
OPHTHALMODOULIA (&q,Ba'J..µooov'J..la) denotes service performed 

only under the master's eye (ophthalmos, an eye, doulos, a slave), diligently 
performed when he is looking, but neglected in his absence, Eph. 6 : 6 
and Col. 3 : 22.1[ 

EYE-WITNESS 
l. AUTOPTE:S (ath-61T77J~) signifies seeing with one's own eyes (autos, 

self, and a form, optanö, to see), Luke l: 2.ir 
2. EPOPTE:S (e7T61T7'7J~). primarily an overseer (epi, over), then, a 

spectator, an eye-witness of anything, is used in 2 Pet. l : 16 of those who 
were present at the Transfiguration of Christ. Among the Greeks the 
word was used of those who had attained to the third grade, the highest, 
of the Eleusinian mysteries, a religious cult at Eleusis, with its worship, 
rites, festival and pilgrimages ; this brotherhood was open to all Greeks. ~ 
In the Sept., Esth. 5 : l, where it is used of God as the Overseer and 
Preserver of all things.if Cp. epopteuö, to behold, I Pet. 2: 12 and 3: 2. i! 
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FABLE 
MUTHOS (µ.v8os-) primarily signifies speech, conversation. The first 

syllable comes from a root mu-, signifying to close, keep secret, be 
dumb; whence, muö, to close (eyes, mouth) and musterion, a secret, a 
mystery; hence, a story, narrative, fable, fiction (Eng., myth). The 
word is used of Gnostic errors and of J ewish and profane fahles and 
genealogies, in 1 Tim. 1 : 4 ; 4 : 7 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 4 ; Tit. 1 : 14 ; of fiction, 
in 2 Pet. 1: 16., 

Mu.thn.~ is tobe contrasted with alithtia, truth, and with logos, a story, 
a narrative purporting to set forth facts, e.g., Matt. 28: 15, a •• saying" 
(i.e., an account, story, in which actually there is a falsitication of facts); 
Luke S : 15, R.V., "report." 

FACE 
1. PROSOPON (1Tp&aanrov) denotes the countenance, lit., the part 

towards the eyes (from pros, towards, öps, the eye), and is used (a) of the 
face, Matt~ 6: 16, 17; 2 Cor. 3: 7, 2nd part (A.V., "countenance ") ; 
in 2 Cor. 10 : 7, in the R.V., "things that are before your face" (A~V., 
" outward appel!,rance "), the phra~ .is figurative of superficial judgment .; 
(b) of the look, i.e., the face, which by its various movements affords an 
index of inward thoughts and feelings, e.g„ Luke 9 : 51, 53 ; 1 Pet. 3 : 12 ; 
(cJ the presence of a person, the face being the noblest part, e.g., Acts 
3 ': 13, R.V., " before the face of," A.V., "in the preserice of;" 5 : 41, 
" presence; " 2 Cor. 2 : lo, "person; " 1 Thess. 2 : 17 (first part), 
" presence; ,; 2 Thess. l : 9, R.V„ ·" face," A.V., " presente; " Rev. 
12 : 14, " face ; " (d) the perso:h himself, e.g„ Gai. 1 : 22 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 17 
(second part) ; (e) the appearance one presents by his wealth or poverty, 
bis position or state, Matt. 22: 16; Mark 12: 14; Gai. 2: 6; Jude 16; 
(/) the outward appearance of inanimate 'things, Matt. 16 : 3 ; Luke 12 : 
56 ; 21 : 35 ; Acts 17 : 26. · 

To spit in a person's face was an expression of the utmost scorn and 
aversion, e.g., Matt. 26: 67 (cp. 27: 30; Mark 10: 34; Luke 18: 32). 
See APPEARANCE. 

2. OPSIS (S.Pts) is primarily the act of seeing; then; (a) the face; 
of the body of Lazarus, John 11: 44; of the countenance of Christ in· a 
vision, Rev. I: 16; (b) the outward appearance of a person or thing, 
John 7: 24. See A'.P:PEARANCE., 
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Note: The phrase "face to face" translates two phrases in Greek: 
(1) kata prosöpon (kata, over against, and No. 1), Acts 25 : 16; (2) stoma 
pros stoma, lit., 'mouth to mouth' (stoma, a mouth), 2 John 12; 3 John 
14. See MouTH. (3) For antophthalmeö, Acts 27 : i5, R.V. has · to face.' 

FACTION, FACTIOUS 
ERITHIA (or -eia) (ep,Bla} denotes ambition, self-seeking, rivalry, 

self-will being an underlying idea in the word ; hence it denotes party
making. lt is derived, not from eris, strife, but from erithos, a hireling; 
hence the meaning of seeking to win followers, "factions," so rendered 
in the R.V. of 2 Cor. 12: 20, A.V.," strifes; " not improbably thc mcaning 
here is rivalries, or base ambitions (all the other words in the list express 
abstract ideas rather than factions) ; Gal. 5 : 20 (ditto) ; Phil. 1 : 17 

(R.V. ; A.V., ver. 16," contention ") ; 2: 3 (A.V., "strife ") ; Jas. 3 : 14, 
16 (ditto) ; in Rom. 2: 8 it is translated as an adjective, "factious" 
(A.V., "contentious "). The order strife, jealousy, wrath, faction, is the 
llamc in :ll Cor. 12 : .ao and Gal. 5 : :iO, Faction i11 the fruit of jeo.lousy. 1 
Cp. the synonymous adjective hairetikos, Tit. 3: 10, causing division 
(marg., "factious "), not necessarily "heretical," in the sense of holding 
false doctrine. ~ 

FADE (away) 
A. Verb. 

MARAINÖ (µ.ä.palvw) was used (a) to signify to quench a fire, andin 
tbe Passive Voice, of the dying out of a fire; hence (b) in various .relations, 
in the Active Voice, to quench, waste, wear out; in the Passive, to waste 
away, Jas. 1 : II, of the fading away of arich man, as illustrated by the 
flower of thefie.ld.~ In the Sept., Job 15: 30; 24: 24.~ 

B. Adjectives (negative). 
1. AMARANTOS (ciµ.apaVTos}, unfading (a, negative, and A., above), 

\\"hence the "C1,maranth," an unfading fiower, a syrribol of perpetuity 
(see Paradise Lost, iii. 353), is used in 1 Pet. 1 : 4 of the believer's 
inheritance, "that fadeth not away." lt is forind in various writings 
i.n the language of .the.'Koine, e.g„ on a gladiator1s torrib ; and a.s a proper 
name (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.).~ · · 

... 2. AMARANTINOS (d/Lapamvos) primarily signifies composed of 
amaranth {see :No. 1) ; hence, unfadillg, 1 Pet. 5 : 4, of the crown of 
glory promiSed to faithful"elders:~ Cp. rhodinos, made of roses (rhodon, 
a rose). 

FAIL 
A. Verbs. 

1. EKLEIPÖ (eicAEl1Tw), to leave out (ek, out, leipö, to leave), used 
intransitively, means to leave off, cease, fail ; , it is said of the cessation 
ofearthly life, Luke 16 : 9 ; of faith, ·22 : 32 ; of the light of the sun, 
23: 45 (in the best mss.); of the years of Christ,. Heb. 1: 12.~ 
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2. EPILEIPÖ (bri>.€l7Tw), not to suffice for a purpose (epi, over), is said 
of insufficient time, in Heb. II : 32.~ 

3. PIPTÖ (7Tl7TTw}, to fall, is used of the Law of God in its smallest 
detail, in the sense of losing its authority or ceasing to have force, Luke 
16: 17. In l Cor. 13 : 8 it is used of love (some mss. have ekpipto, to 
fall off). See FALL. 

Notes : (1) In l Cor. 13 : 8, katargeo, to reduce to inactivity (see 
ABOLISH), in the Passive Voice, tobe reduced to this condition, tobe done 
away, is translated "shall fail," A.V. This, however, misses the dis
tinction between what has been previously said of love and what is here 
said ofprophecies (see No. 3); the R.V. has "shall be done away;" so 
also as regards knowledge (same verse). (2) In Heb. 12 : 15, hustereo, 
to come behind, fall short, miss, is rendered "fail" in the A.V., R.V., 
"falleth short." (3) In Luke 21: 26, apopsuchO, lit., to breathe out life, 
hcnce, to faint, is translated "hearts failing," in the A.V .. R.V., 
"fainting." Srt> FAJNT.if 

B. Adjective. 
ANEKLEIPTOS (dv€K>.t:t7T'Tos-}, unfailing (a, negative, and A, No. l), 

is rendered "that faileth not," in Luke 12: 33.if In a Greek document 
dated A.P. 42, some contractors undertake to provide unfailing heat for 
a bath during the current year (l\foulton and Milligan, Vocab.).if 

ft'AIN 
l. BOULOMAI (ßoo>.oµai}, to will deliberately, wish, desire, be 

minded, implying the deliberate exercise of volition (contrast No. 3), is 
translated "would fain" in Philm. 13 (in the best mss.). See DISPOSED. 

2. EPITHUMEÖ (€m8vµ€w}, toset one's heart upon, desire, is trans
lated "would, fain" in Lu~e 15 : 16, of the prodigal son. See DESIRE. 

3. THELÖ (8€>.w), to wish, to design to do anything, expresses the 
impulse of the will rather than the intention (see No. l) ; the R.V. 
translates it " would fain " in Luke 13 : 31, of Herod's desire to kill 
Christ, A..V., "will (kill) ; " in i; Thess. 2 : 18, of the desire of the 
missionaries to return to the church in Thcssalonica. See DISPOSED. 

Note: In Acts .26: 28, in Agrippa's statement to Paul, the R.V. 
rendering is "with but little persuasion thou wouldest fain make me a 
Christian." The lit. rendering is ' with (or in) little (labour or time) 
thou art persuading me so as to make (me) a Christian.' There is no 
verb for " wouldest " iq. the original, but it brings out the sense. 

FAINT 
r. EKLUÖ (€K>.ow) denotes (a) to loose, release (ek, out, luo, to loose) ; 

(b) to unloose, as a bow~string, to relax, and so, to enfeeble, and is used 
in tht! Passive Voic.ft with tht! signifir.anr.e to he faint•, grow weary1 (r.) of 
the body, Matt. '.IS: 32; (some mss. have it in 9: 36); Mark 8: 3; 
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(2) of the soul, Gal. 6: 9 (last clause), in discharging responsibilities in 
obedience to the Lord ; in Heb. 12 : 3, of becoming weary in the strife 
against sin; in ver. 5, under the chastening hand of God.~ lt expresses 
the opposite of anazönnumi, to gird up, l Pet. l: 13.~ 

2. ENKAKEÖ .or EKKAKEÖ (€vicaiclw), to lack courage, lose heart, 
be fainthearted (en, in, kakos, base), is said of prayer, Luke 18: l; of 
Gospel ministry, 2 Cor. 4: l, 16; of the effect of tribulation, Eph. 3 : 13 ; 
as to well doing, 2 Thess. 3: 13, "be not weary" (A.V. marg„ "faint 
not"). Some mss. have this word in Gai. 6: 9 (No. l)., 

3. KAMNÖ (icaµvw) primarily signified to work; then, as the effect 
of continued labour, tobe weary; it is used in Heb. 12: 3, of becoming 
weary (see also No. l), R.V„ "wax not weary; " in Jas. 5 : 15, of 
sickness; some mss. have it in Rev. 2 : 3, A.V., " hast (not) fainted," 
R.V„ "grown weary." See SrcK, WEARY.~ 

Note: For apopsuchö, Luke 21: 26, R.V„ see FAIL, Note (3).~ 

FAINTHEARTED 
OLIGOPSUCHOS (o>.iy&lfluxos), lit., small-souled (oligos, small, 

psuche, the soul), denotes despondent; then, "fainthearted," l Thess. 
5 : 14, R.V., for the incorrect A.V., "feeble-minded." ~ In the Sept„ 
similarly, in a good sense, Isa. 57 : 15, ' who giveth endurance to the 
fainthearted,' for R.V. "to revive the spirit of the humble; " in a bad 
sense, Prov. 18: 14, 'who can endure a fainthearted man?' 

FAIR 
I. ASTEIOS (d.CTTEfos), lit., of the city (from astu, a city; like Lat. 

urbanus, from urbs, a city; Eng., urbane; similarly, polite, from polis, 
a town), hence, fair, elegant (used in the papyri writings of clothing), is 
said of the extemal form of a child, Acts 7: 20, of Moses " (exceeding) 
fair," lit„ 'fair to God;' Heb. II : 23 (R.V.," goodly," A.V.," proper"). 
See BEAUTIFUL, GooDLY, Note.~ 

2. EUDIA. (EvSLa) denotes fair weather, Matt. 16 : 2, from eudios, 
calm; from eu, good, and dios, divine, among the pagan Greeks, akin to 
the name for the god Zeus, or Jupiter. Some would derive Dios and 
the Latin deus (god) and dies (day) from a root meaning bright. Cp. 
the Latin sub divo, ' under a bright, open sky.'~ 

3. KALOS (ica>.6S'), beautiful, fair, in appearance, is tised as part of the 
proper name, Fair Havens, Acts 27 : 8. See BETTER, Goon. 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 16: 18 eulogia, which generally signifies blessing, 
is used in its more literal sense, " fair speech," i.e„ a fme style of utterance, 
giving the appearance of reasonableness. 

(2) In Gai. 6: 12 the verb euprosöpeö, to look weil, lit„ to be fair uf 
face (eu, weil, and prosöpon, a face), signifies to make a fair or plausible 
-.how, used therc metaphorically of making a display of religious zeal.~f 
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FAITH 
PISTIS (rrlO"T,s-), primarily, firm persuasion, a conviction based upon 

hearing (akin to peitho, to persuade), is used in the N.T. always of taith 
in Go<l or Christ, or things spiritual. 

The word is used of (a) trust, e.g., Rom. 3 : 25 [see Note (4) below]; 
l Cor. 2 : 5 ; 15 : 14, 17; 2 Cor. l : 24; Gal. 3 : 23 [see Note (5) below) ; 
Phil. l : 25 ; 2 : 17 ; l Thess. 3 : 2 ; 2 Thess. l : 3 ; 3 :.2 ; (b) trust
worthiness, e.g., Matt. 23 : 23 ; Rom. 3 : 3, R.V., " the faithfulness of 
God ; " Gal. 5 : 22 (R.V., " faithfulness ") ; Tit. 2 : ro, " fideÜty; " 
(c) by metonymy, what is believed, the contents of belief, the faith, Acts 
6 : 7; r4: 22; Gal. l : 23; 3 : 25 [contrast 3: 23, under (a)] ; 6: 10; 
Phil. r :. 27; l Thess. 3: 10; Jude 3, 20 (and perhaps 2 Thess. 3: 2); 
(d) a ground for faith, an assurance, Acts 17 : 31 (not as in A.V., marg., 
" offered faith ") ; (e) a pledge of fidelity, plightcd faith, l Tim. 5 : 12. 

!he main elements in faith in its relation to the invisible God, as 
di8tinct from f8.ith. in mr.i.n, o.rc cspccially brought out in the use of this 
noun and the corresponding verb, pisteuö; they are (1) a firm conviction, 
producing a full acknowledgement of God's revelation or truth, e.g., 2 Thess. 
2 : II, 12; (2) a personal surrender to Hirn, John l : 12; (3) a cbnduct 
inspired by such surrender, 2 Cor. 5 : 7. Promincnce is given to one or 
other of these elements · according to the context. All this stands in 
contrast to belief in its purely natural exercise, which consists of an 
opinion held in good faith without necessary reference to its proof. The 
object of Abraham's faith was not God's promise (that was the occasion 
of its exercise) ; his faith rested on God Himself. Rom. 4: 17, 20, 21. 
See AssURANCE, BELIEF, FAITHFlTLNEss, FrnELITY. 

Notes: . (1) In Heb. ro: 23, elpis, hope; is mistranslated "faith" in 
the A.V .. (R.V., "hope "). (2) In Acts 6: 8 the most authentic mss. 
have chafis; grace, R.V., for p~stis, faith. (3) In Röm. 3 : 3, R.V., apistid, 
is rendered "want of faith,"' for A.V., "unbelief" (so translated else
where). See UNBELIEF. The verb apisteo in that verse is rendered 
"were 'without faith," R.V., for A.V., '.' did not believe." (4) In Rom. 
3: 25, the A.V. wrongly links "faith" with "in His bfood," as if faith 
ineposed in the blood (i.e., the Death) of Christ; theen is instrumental; 
faith rests in the living Person ; hence the R.V. rightly puts a comma 
after "through faith," and renders the next phrase "by His blood," 
which is to be connected with "a propitiation." Christ became a 
propitiation through His blood (i.e„ His death in expiatory sacrifice for 
sin). (5) In Gal. 3 : 23, though the article stands before " faith " in the 
original, faith is here to be taken as under (a) above, and as in ver. 22, 

and not as under (c), the faith; the article is simply that of renewed 
mention. (6) For tbe differeace between the teaching of Paul and that 
of James, on faith and works, see Notes on Galatians, by Rogg and 
Vine, pp. u7-n9. 
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FAITH (of little) 
OLIGOPISTOS (oA.iy6maTos), lit., little of faith (oligos, little, pistis, 

faith), is used only by the Lord, and as. a tender rebuke, for anxiety, 
Matt. 6: 30 and Luke 12 : 28; for fear, Matt. 8 : 26; 14: 31 ; 16 : 8.'V 

FAITHFUL, FAITHFULLY, FAITHLESS 
l. PISTOS (maT6s), a verbal adjective, akin to peithö (see FAITH), 

is used in two senses, (a) Passive, faithful, to be trusted, reliable, said of 
God, e.g., l Cor. l : 9 ; 10 : 13 ; 2 Cor. l : 18 (A.V., " true ") ; 2 Tim. 
2: 13; Heb. IO: 23; II : II ; l Pet. 4: 19; l John l : 9; of Christ~ 
e.g„ 2 Thess. 3: 3; Heb. 2: 17; 3: 2; Rev. l: 5; 3: 14; 19: l;c; 

of the words of God, e.g„ Acts 13 : 34, " sure ; " l Tim. l : 15 ; 3 : l 
(A.V., "true ") ; 4: 9; .2. Tim. 2 : II ; Tit. l : 9; 3 : 8; Rev. 21 : 5 ; 
22 : 6 ; of servants of the Lord, Matt. 24 : 45 ; 25 : 21, 23 ; Acts 16 : 15 ; 
l Cor. 4: 2, 17; 7: 25; Eph. 6: 21 ; Col. l : 7; 4: 7, 9; l Tim. l: 12; 

3: II; 2 Tim. 2 : 2 ; Heb. 3 : 5 ; l Pet. 5 : 12; 3 John 5; Rev. 2 : 13; 
17 : 14; of believers, Eph. l.: l ; Col. l: 2 ; (b) Active, signifying believing, 
trusting, relying, e.g., .Acts 16: l (fominine) ; 2 Cor. 6 : 15 ; GaL 3 : 9 
seems he.st ta.ke.n in this respect, as the context lays stress upon Abraham's 
faith in God, rather than upnn his faithfnlnr.ss. In John 20: 27 tbe 
context requires. the Active sense, as the Lord is reproaching Thomas 
for his want of faith. See No. 2. · 

With regard to believers, they are spoken of sometimes in the Active 
sense, sometimes in the Passive, i.e., sometimes as believers, sometimes 
as faithful. See Lightfoot on Galatians., p. 155· . •. 

Note: In 3 John 5 the R.V. has " thou doest a faithful work," for 
A.V:, " thou. doest faithfully.11 . The lit. rendering is ' thou doest (poieö) 
a faithful thing, whatsoever thou workest. (ergazö).' Tbat wo.uld not do 
as a translation. 'f o do a taithtul work is to do1 what is worthy of a 
faithful man. The A.Y. gives a meaning but is not exact as a trans
lation. Westcott suggests 'thou makest sure (Piston) whatsqever thou 
workest' (i.e„ it will n.ot lose its reward}. The change between poieö, 
to dq,and ergfl.~Ö, to ~ork, must .be maintained. Cp. Matt. 26 : IO (ergaz.ö 
and ergon). · · 

· 2. APISTOS (ci'.7TWTos} is used with meanings somewhat parallel to 
No. l; (a) untrustworthy (a, negative, and No. l), not worthy of con
fidence or belief,.is said of things "incredible," Acts 26: 8; (b) unbelieving, 
distrustful, used as a noun, " unbeliever," Luke · 12 : 46 ; I Tim. 5 : 8 
(R.V., for A.V., '' infidel ") ; in Tit. r : 15 and Rev. 21 : 8, "unbelieving;" 
"faithless" in Matt. 17 : 17; Mark 9: 19; Luke 9: 41 ; John 20: 27. 
The word is most frequent in l and 2· Corinthians. See BELIEVE, 

INCREDIBLE, INFIDEL, UNHELIEVER,' UNFAITHFUL. (In thc Sept„ Prov. 
17:6; 28:25; Is. 17:10.~). 
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FAITHFULNESS 
Note: This is not found in the A.V. The R.V. corrects the A.V. 

" faith " to " faithfulness " in Rom. 3 : 3 ; Gal. 5 : 22. See FAITH. 

FALL, FALLEN, FALLING, FELL 
A. Nouns. 

l. PTÖSIS (1T'Twcns), a fall (akin to B, No. l), is used (a) literally, 
of the overthrow of a building, Matt. 7 : 27; (b) metaphorically, Luke 
2 : 34, of the spiritual fall of those in Israel who would reject Christ ; 
the word "again" in the A.V. of the next clause is misleading; the 
"rising up" (R.V.) refers to those who would acknowledge and receive 
Hirn, a distinct dass from .those to whom the " fall " applies. The fall 
would be irretrievable, q.>. (a); such a lapse as Peter's is not in view.,I 

2. PARAPTÖMA (rrapaTTTwµa), primarily a false step, a blunder 
(para, aside, piptö, to fall), thcn a lapse from uprightness, a sin, a moral 
trespass, misdeed, is translated " fall " in Rom. II : II, 12, of the sin 
and downfall of Israel in their refusal to acknowledge God's claims and 
His Christ ; by reason of this the offer of salvation was made to Gentiles ; 
cp. ptaiö, to stumble, in ver. II. See FAULT, 0.FF.1'NC.b:, SIN, TnESPAss. 

3. APOSTASIA (drroaTaala), a defection, revolt, apostasy, is used in 
the N.T. of religious apostasy; in Acts 21 ; 21, it is translated "to 
forsake," lit„ 'thou teachest apostasy from Moses.' In 2 Thess. 2: 3 
"the falling away" signifies apostasy from the faith. In papyri docu
ments it is used politically of rebels.~ Note: For "mighty fall," Rev. 
i8: 21, R.V„ see VIOLENCE. 

B. Verbs. 
l. PIPTO (rrl1T'Tw), to fall, is used (a) of descent, to fall down from, e.g., 

Matt. 10 : 29 ; 13 : 4 ; (b) of a lot, Acts l ; 26 ; (c) of falling under judg
ment, Jas. 5: 12 (cp. Rev. 18: 2, R.V.) ; (d) of persons in the act ofprostra
tion, to prostrate oneself, e.g., Matt. 17: 6; John 18 : 6; Rev. l : 17; in 
homage and worship, e.g., Matt. 2: rr; Mark 5: 22; Rev. 5: 14; 19: 4; 
(e) of things,falling into ruin,or failing,e.g„ Matt. 7 : 25; Luke 16: 17, R.V., 
"fall," for A.V„ " fail; " Heb. II : 30; (f) of falling in judgment upon 
persons, as of thc sun's heat, Rev. 7: 16, R.V„ " strike," A.V„ "light; " 
of a mist and darkness, Acts 13 : II (some mss. have epipiptö); (g) of 
persons, in falling morally or spiritually, Rom. 14: 4; l Cor. IO: 8, 12; 
Rev. 2 : 5 (some mss. have No. 3 herc). Sec FAIL, LIGHT (ö.pon), STRIKE. 

2. APOPIPTO (cirrorriTTTw), to fall from (apo, from), is used in Acts 
9 : 18, of the scales which fell from the eyes of Saul of Tarsus.~ 

3. EKPIPTO (EKrrl'Tf7·w), to fall out of (ek, out, and No. l), "is used 
in the N.T„ literally, of flowers that wither in the course of nature, 
Jas. l : II ; l Pet. l : 24; of a ship not under control, Acts 27: 17, 26, 
29. 3?. ; of shar.kle!i loosed from a prisoner's wrist, 12 : 7; figuratively, 
of the Word of God (the expression of His purpose), which cannot fall away 
from the end to which it is set, lfom. 9: 6; of the believer who is wamed 
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lest he fall away from the course in which he has been confirmed by the 
Word of God, 2 Pet. 3: 17."* So of those who seek to be justified by 
law, Gai. 5 : 4, " ye are fallen away from grace." Some mss. have this 
verb in Mark 13: 25, for No. l; so in Rev. 2: 5. See CAST, EFFECT.if 

4. EMPIPTÖ (€µ.TTlTTTw), to fall into, or among (en, in, and No. l), 
is used (a) literally, Matt. 12 : II ; Luke 6: 39 (some mss. have No. l 
here) ; 10 : 36 ; some mss. have it in 14 ~ 5 ; (b) metaphorically, into 
condemnation, l Tim. 3: 6; reproach, 3: 7; temptation and snare, 
6 : 9 ; the hands of God in judgment, Heb. IO : 31. if 

5. EPIPIPTÖ (JTTmlTTTw), to fall upon (epi, upon, and No. l), is used 
(a) literally, Mark 3 : 10, " pressed upon ; " Acts 20 : IO, 37 ; (b) meta
phorically, of fear, Luke l : 12; Acts 19: 17; Rev. II : II (No. l, in 
some mss.); reproaches, Rom; 15: 3; of the Holy Spirit, Acts 8: 16; 
10 : 44 ; II : 15. 

Note: Some mss. have this verb in John 13: 25 ; Acts 10: lo; l:l: II. 
See PRESS. i! 

6. KATAPIPTÖ (1u1:ra.1l'l1l'rw), Lu fall dow11 (kata, down, and Nu. i), 
is used in Luke 8: 6 (in the best mss.); Acts 26: i4; 28: 6.if 

7. PARAPIPTÖ (TTapaTTlTTTw), akin to A, No. 2, properly, to fall in 
one's way (para, by), signifies to fall away (from adherence to the realities 
and facts of the faith), Heb. 6 : 6. if 

8. PERIPIPTO (m;pmlTTTw), to fall around (peri, around), hence 
signifies to fall in with, or among, to light upon, come across, Luke IO: 30, 
" among (robbers) ; " Acts 27 : 41, A.V., " falling into," R.V., "lighting 
upon," a part of a shore; Jas. l : 2, into temptation (i.e„ trials). See 
LIGHT (to L upon).~l In the Sept„ Ruth 2: 3; 2 Sam. l : 6; Prov. II: 5.ir 

9. PROSPIPTO (TTpo1mlTTTw), to fall towards anything (pros, towards), 
to strike against, is said of " wind," Matt. 7 : 25 ; it also signifies to fall 
down at one's feet, fall prostrate before, Mark 3 : II ; 5 : 33; 7 : 25; 
Luke 5 : 8 ; 8 : 28, 47 ; Acts 16 : 29. if 

10. HUSTEREÖ (v<TTEplw), to cotne late, to be last, behind, inferior, 
is translated " falleth short" in Heb. 12 : 15, R.V„ for A.V., " fail," 
and " fall short" in Rom. 3: 23, for A.V„ "come short," which, in view 
of the preceding " have," is ambiguous, and might be taken as a past 
tense. See BEHIND. 

II. EPIBALLÖ (lmßd>J..w), to cast upon (epi, on, ballö, to throw), 
also signifies to fall to one's share, Luke 15 : 12, "that falleth." The 
phrase is frequently found in the papyri documents as a technical formula. 
See CAST, A, No. 7. 

12. ERCHOMAI (€pxoµ.ai), to come, is translated "have fallen out," 
in Phil. l : 12, of the issue of circtimstances. See CoME. 

13. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.ai), to become, is translated" falling" (headlong) 
in Acts l : 18. See Note (1) below. See BECOME. 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 242. 
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14. APHIST~MI (a<f>lUTrJµi), when used intransitively, signifies to 
stand off (apo, from, histemi, to stand), to withdraw from; hence, to 
fall away, to apostatize, l Tim. 4 : l, R.V„ " shall fall away," for A.V., 
" shall depart; " Ilt.b. 3 : 12, R.V„" falling away." See DEPART, No. 20. 

15. PARABAINO (7rapaßalvw), to transgress, fall (Para, away, across, 
bainö, to go), is translated "fell away" in Acts l : 25, R.V„ for A.V„ 
"by transgression fell." See TRANSGRESS. 

16. KATABAINÖ (KaTaßalvw) denotes to come (or fall) down, Luke 
22 : 44; in Rev. 16: 21, "cometh down," R.V. See CoME, DEsCEND. 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 16: 2, ginomai, to become, is translated "it 
became," R.V., for A.V., "there feil." (2) In 2 Pet. l : IO, ptaiö, to 
stumble, is translated " stumble," R.V., for A.V„ " fall." (3) In Rom. 
14 : 13, skandalon, a snare, a means of doing wrong, is rendered " an 
occasion of falling," R.V„ for A.V. "an occasion to fall." (4) Koimaö, 
in the Middle Voice, signifies to fall a.sleep, Matt. 27: 52, R.V„ "ha.d fallen 
asleep," for A.V., "slept." See AsLEEP. (S) In Acts 27: 34, apollumi, 
to perish, is translated "shall ... perish," R.V., for A.V., "shall ... 
fall." (6) In Jude 24 the adjcctive aptm'.stos, without stumbling, sure 
footed (a, negative, and ptaiö, to stumble), is translated" from stumbling," 
R.V., for A.V., " from falling." (7) In Acts l : 18 the phrase prenes, 
headlong, with the aorist participle of ginomai, to become, " falling 
headlong." lit., 'having become headlong,' is used of the suicide of Judas 
Iscariot. Some would render the word (it is a medical term) " swollen," 
{as connected with a form of the verb pimpremi, to burn), indicating the 
condition of the body of certain suicides. (8) In Acts 20: 9, A.V., kata
pherö, to bear down, is translated "being fallen into" (R.V„ " borne 
down"), and then "he sunk down" (R.V„ ditto), the first of gradual 
oppression, the second (the aorist tense) of momentary effect. (9) In 
Acts 19 : 35 diopetes, from dios, heaven, piptö, to fall, i.e„ fallen from the 
sky, is rendered "image which fell down from Jupiter" (R.V. marg„ 
"heaven "). 

FALSE, FALSEHOOD, FALSELY 
A. Adjectives. 

I. PSEUDES (i/iEv&i]s), is used of false witnesses, Acts 6 : 13; false 
apostles, Rev. z : 2, R.V„ "false," A.V., "liars; " Rev. 21 : 8, "liars."~ 

Note: For compound words with this adjective, see APOSTLE, BRETH
REN, CHRIST, PROPHET, WITNESS. 

2. PSEUDONUMOS (i/iEvSwvvµos), under a false nam.e (No. I, and 
onoma, a name.; Eng., pseudonym), is said of the knowledge professed 
by the propagandists of various heretical cults, I Tim. 6 : 20. ~ 

B. Noun. 
PSEUDOS {ifi~VSos), a falsehood (akin to A, No. l), is so translated 

in Eph. 4: 25, R.V. (A.V., "lying ") ; in 2 Thess. 2: 9, "lying wonders" 
is lit. ' wonders of falsehood,' i.e., wonders calculated to deceive ; it is 
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elsewhere rendered "lie," John 8: 44; Rom. l : 25; 2 Thess. 2 : II ; 
l John 2: 21, 27; Rev. I4: 5, RV.; 21: 27; 22: 15. See GuILE, 
LIE.~ 

C. Verb. 
PSEUDO (i/11:v3w), to deceive by lies, is used in the Middle Voice, 

translated " to say ... falsely," in Matt. 5 : II ; it is elsewhere rendered 
to lie, Acts 5 : 3, 4; Rorr. Q: l ; 2 Cor. II : 31 ; Gal. l : 20; Col. 3 : 9; 
l Tim. 2 : 7. See LIE. 

FAME 
A. Noun. 

PHRME (r/ifiµ:r1) originally denoted a Divine voice, an oracle; hence, 
a saying or report (akin to phemi, to say, from a root meaning to shine, 
to be clear; hence, Lat„ fama, Eng., fame), is rendered " fame " in 
Matt. 9 : 26 and Luke 4 : 14. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Luke 5 : 15, R.V„ logos, a word, report, account, is 
translated "report," for A.V., "fame." See REPORT. (2) Akoe, a 
hearing, is translated "report" in the R.V. of Matt. 4: 24; _ 14: l; 
Mark l : 28, for A.V .. " famE'." SeP RAR, Nn. 3, HEARING. (3) Echos, a 
noise, report, sound, is trans1ated 11 rumour," in the K V. of Luke 4: 37, 
for A.V., "fame;" "sound" in Acts 2 : 2 ; Reh. T2 : T9. See RUMOUR, 
SOUND.~ 

B. Verb. 
DIAPHEMIZÖ (8ia</>T)µ,{,w) signifies to !!prcad abroad a matter, 

Matt. 28: 15, R.V. ; Mark l : 45, R.V. (from dia, throughout, and phemi, 
to say) ; hence, to spread abroad one's fame, Matt. 9 : 3r. All the 
passages under this heading relate to the testimony concerning Christ in 
the days of His flesh. ~ 

FAMILY 
l. OIKOS (olKos) signifies (a) a dwelling, a house (akin to oikeö, to 

dwell) ; (b) a household, family, translated " family" in l Tim. 5 : 4, 
R.V., for A.V., "at home." See HoME, HousE, HousEHOLD, TEMPLE. 

2. PATRIA (1TaTpid), primarily an ancestry, lineage, signifies in the 
N.T. a family or tribe (in the Sept. it is used of related people, in a sense 
wider than No. l, but narrower than phule, a tribe, e.g., Ex. 12 : 3 ; 
Numb. 32 : 28) ; it is used of the family of David, Luke 2 : 4, R.V., for 
A.V., "lineage; " in the wider sense of nationalities, races, Acts 3: 25, 
R.V., "families," for A.V., "kindreds; " in Eph. 3: 15, R.V., "every 
family," for A.V., "the whole family," the reference being to all those 
who are spiritually related to God the Father, He being the Author of 
their spiritual relationship to Hirn as His children, they being united 
to one another in family fellowship (patria is akin to pater, a father) ; 
Luther's translation, " all who bear the name of children," is advocatt:d 
by Cremer, p. 474. The phrasc, howcver, is lit., ' every family.'~ See 
KiNDRED.'ij 
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FAMINE 
LIMOS (A.iµ6s) is translated" hunger "in Luke r5 : r7; 2 Cor. II : 27; 

elsewhere it signifies a famine, and is so translated in each place in the 
R.V.; the A.V. has the word "dearth" in Acts 7: II and II: 28, and 
"hunger" in Rev. 6 : 8; the R.V. "famine" is preferable there; see 
Matt. 24 : 7 ; Mark r3 : 8 ; tuke 4 : 25 ; r5 : I4 ; 21 : II ; Rom. 8 : 35 ; 
Rev; 18 : 8. See HUNGER. ~i 

FAN 
PTUON (m·voll) denotes a winnowing shovel or fan, with which 

grain is thrown up against the wind, in order to separate the chaff, 
Matt. 3: 12; Luke 3: 17.~ 

FAR 
A. Adjective. 

MAKROS (µaKp6s) is used (a) of space and time, long, said of prayers 
(in some mss„ Matt. 23 : 14), Mark r2 : 40 ; Luke 20 : 47 ; (b) of distance, 
far, far distant, Luke r5: r3; r9: r2. See LoNG.~ 

· B. Adverbs. 
r. MAKRAN (µaKpav), properly a feminine form of the adjcctive 

above, denotes a long way, far, (a) literally, Matt. 8 : 30, R.V., " afar off." 
Luke 7: 6; rs : 20, R.V„" afar off; " John 21 : 8 ; Acts r7: 27; 22: 2I; 

(b) metaphorically," far (from the kingdom of God)," Mark r2: 34; in 
spiritual darkness, Acts 2: 39; Eph. 2: r3, r7. See AFAR.~ 

2. MAKROTHEN (µaKp6fh.11), from far (akin to No. l), Mark 8: 3: 
see AFAR. 

3. PORRÖ (1T6ppw) is used (a) literally, Luke 14 : 32, " a great way 
off;" the comparative degree porröteron, "further," is used in 24: 28; 
(b) metaphorically, of the heart in separation from God, Matt. r5 : 8; 
Mark 7: 6. See FuRTHER, WAY.~ Cp. porröthen, afar off; see AFAR. 

Notes: (r) In Matt. r6: 22, Peter's word to the Lord "be it far from 
Thee " translates the phrase hileös soi, lit„ ' (God be) propitious to Thee,' 
R.V„ marg„ "God have mercy on Thee." Some would translate it 
"God avert this from Thee ! " Others render it "God forbid ! " Luther's 
translation is 'spare Thyself.' Lightfoot suggests 'Nay, verily l' or 
'Away with the thought ! ' lt was the vehement and impulsive utterance 
of Peter's horrified state of rnind. Hileös signifies propitious, " merciful," 
Heb. 8: rz. See MERCY, C.~ (2) In Lukf 22: 5r, "thus far" translates 
the phrase heös toutou, lit„ 'unto this.' (3) In Gal. 6: r4 the R.V. "far 
be it " translates the phrase me genoito, lit„ ' let it not be,' elsewhere 
translated idiomatically " God forbid," e.g„ Luke 20 : r6. See FoRBID. 
(4) In Heb. 7 : r5 the A.V. " far more " translates perissoteron, R.V., 
" more abundantly ; " :see ABUNDANI. {.)) ln the following the verb 
apodemeö, to go abroad, is rendered, in the A.V., to go into a far country, 
R. V„ to go into another country, Matt. 21 : 33 ; 25 : 14 ; Mark 12 : l ; 
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in Matt. 25 : 15, R.V., "he went on his journey" (A.V., "took etc."). 
In Luke 15 : 13 the A.V. and R.V. have " took (his~ journey into a 
far country ;11 in Luke 20 : 9, R.V., " another country," for A.V., 
"a far country. 11~ The adjective apodemos in Mark 13 : 34 is rendered in 
the A.V., "taking a faF journey," R.V., "sojourning in another country." 
See JouRNEY. ~ (6) In 2 Cor. 4 : 17 the phrase kath' huperbolen is translated 
"more and more," R.V., for A.V., "a far more. 11 (7) In the following, 
heös, used as a preposition, is translated "as far as" in the R.V., for 
different words in the A.V.; Acts 17: 14, in the best mss., instead of 
hös, which the A.V. renders "as it were;" 17: 15, "unto;" 23: 23, 
"to." Both Versions have "as far as 11 in II : 19, 22; in Luke 24: 50, 
the R.V. has "until they were over against," for A.V., "as far as to." 
(8) In Rev. 14: 20, the preposition apo, from, is translated "as far as" 
in the R.V., for A.V„ " by the space of." 

FARE, FAREWELL 
1. EUPHRAINO (fivef>pal11w}, in the Active Voice, signifies to 

cheer, gladden, 2 Cor'. 2: 2; in the Passive, to rejoice, make merry·; 
translated "faring sumptuously" in Luke 16: 19, especially of food 
(R.V., marg., "living in mirth and splendour"). See GLAD, MERRY, 
REJOICE. 

2. RHÖNNUMI (pwvvvµi), to strengthen, tobe strong, is used in the 
Imperative Mood as a formula at the end of letters, signifying " Farewell," 
Acts 15 : 29 ; some mss. have it in 23 ; 30 (the R.V. omits it, as do most 
Versions).~ 

3. ECHÖ (lxw), to have, is used idiomatically in Acts 15: 36, R.V„ 
" (how) they fare," A.V., " how they do." 

4. CHAIRO (xalpw}, to joy, rejoice, be glad, is used in the Imperative 
Mood in salutations, (a) on meeting, " Hail," e.g„ Matt. 26 : 49 ; or with 
legö, to say, to give a greeting, 2 John II; in letters, "greeting," e.g„ 
Acts 15 : 23 ; (b) at parting, the underlying thought being joy, 2 Cor. 
13 : II (R.V„ marg„ " rejoice 11

) ; (c) on other occasions, see the R.V. 
marg. in Phil. 3 : l ; 4 : 4. See GLAD, GREETING, No. 2, HAIL, Jov, 
jOYFULLY. 

Note: As "farewell" is inadequate to express chairö, which always 
conveys the thought of joy or cheer. (b) properly comes under (c). · 

5. APOTASSO (a1ToTaaaw) primarily denotes to set apart; then, in 
the Middle Voice, (a) to take leave of, bid farewell to, Mark 6: 46, "had 
taken leave of; 11 cp. Ac· 18: 18, 21 ; 2 Cor. 2: 13 (in these three verses, 
the verb may signify to give final instructions to) ; Luke 9: 6I, "to bid 
farewell ; " (b) to forsake, Luke 14: 33. In the papyri, besides saying 
goodbye, the stronger meaning is found of getting rid of a person (Moulton 
aml Milligu.u). See FORSAKE, LEAVE (take}, RENOUNCE, SEND (away).~ 

Note: For aspazomai, to bid farewell, see LEAVE (c), No. 2. 
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FARM 
AGROS (dypos) denotes (a) a field (cp. Eng., agriculture), e.g., Matt. 

6 : 28 ; (b) the country, e.g., Mark 15 : 21, or, in the plural, country 
places, farms, Mark 5 : 14; 6: 36, 56; Luke 8 : 34; 9: 12; (c) a piece of 
ground, e.g., Mark IO : 29 ; Acts 4 : 37 ; a farm, Matt. 22 : 5. See 
COUNTRY, FIELD, GROUND, LAND. 

Note: For the synonymous word chöra, a country, land, see CoUNTRY. 
Moulton and Milligan point out that agros is frequent in the Sept., and 
in the Synoptic Gospels, but that Luke uses chöra especially, and that 
possibly agros was a favourite word with translators from Hebrew and 
Aramaic. 

For FARTHER SIDE, Mark 10: l, sce BEYONDJ No. 2 

FARTHING 
l. ASSARION (aO"O"apiov), a dimin11tivt~ of thP. T.atin as, was one-tenth 

of a drachma, or one-sixteenth of a Roman denarius, i.e., about three 
farthings, Matt. ro : 29 ; Luke 1~ : 6. i'f 

2. KODRANTf.:S · (Ko8p&."7t]'i") was the Latin quadran.s, the fourth 
part of an as (sPr No r), ;ihout two thirds of a farthing, Matt. s : 26; 
Mark 12 : 42.~ 

FASHION 
A. Nouns. 

l. EIDOS (et8os), that which is seen, an appearance, is translate<l 
"fashion" in Luke 9: 29, of the Lord's countenance at the Transfigura
tion. See APPEARANCE, and Note under IMAGE, No. r. 

2. PROSÖPON (1TpoO"w1Tov), the face, countenance, is translated 
"fashion" in Jas. l : II, of the flower of grass. See CoUNTENANCE. 
Cp. ver. 24, "what manner of man," which translates hopoios, of what 
sort. 

3. SCHEMA (uxfiµa), a figure, fashion (akin to echö, to have),is trans
lated "fashion" in l Cor. 7: 31, of the world, signifying that which 
comprises the manner of life, actions, etc. of humanity in general; in 
Phil. 2 : 8 it is used of the Lord in His being found " in fashion " as a man, 
and signifies what He was in the eyes of men, "the entire outwardly 
perceptible mQde and shape of His existence, just as the preceding words 
morphe, form, and homoiöma, likeness, describe what He was in Hims~lf 
as Man" (Gifford on the Incarnation, p. 44). "Men saw in Christ a 
human form, bearing, language, action, mode of life ... in general the 
state and relations of a human being, so that in the entire mode of His 
appearance He made Himself known and . was recognized as a man " 
(Meyer). 

4. TUPOS (·ru1Tw), a type, figure, example, is translated "fashion" 
in the A.V. of Acts 7: 44, R.V., "figure," said of the Tabernacle. See 
ENSAMPLE. 
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B. Adverb. 
HOUTÖS (ovTws), thus, so, in this way, is rendered" on this fashion " 

in Mark 2 : 12. See EvEN, No. 5, LIKEWISE, MANNER, So, THus,WHAT. 
C. Verbs. 

I. MET ASCHE MA TIZ6 (µ.€rnax:r1µ.aTl'w), to change in fashion or 
appearance (meta, after, here implying change, schema, see A, No. 3), 
is rendered "shall fashion anew" in Phil. 3 : 21, R.V. ; A.V., "shall 
change," of the bodies of believers as changed or raised at the Lord's 
Return; in 2 Cor. II: 13, 14, 15, the R.V. uses the verb to fashion oneself, 
for A.V., to transform, of Satan and his human ministers, false apostles; 
in I Cor. 4: 6 it is used by way of a rhetorical device, with the significance 
of transferring hy a figure. See CHANGE, TRAN:3FORM.i! 

2. SUSCHEMATIZÖ (avaxriµ.aTl,w), to give the same figure or appear
ance as, to conform to (sun, with, schema, cp. No. 1), used in the Passive 
Voice, signifies to fashion oneself, to be fashioned, Rom. 12: 2, R.V„ 
"be not fashioned according to," for A.V. 1 "be not conformed to; " 
l Pet. l : 14, " (not) fashioning yourselves." See CüNFORMED.,; 

Note: In Rom. 12 : '3 heing ontwardly conformed to the things 
of thia age is r.ontra$h'O with heine trnnsformfäl (or trarn;figun:<l) inwanlly 
by the renewal of the thoughts through the Holy Spirit's power. A 
sirnilar distinction holds good in Phil. 3 : '.ll ; the Lord will " fashion 
anew," or change outwardly, the body of our humiliation, and conform it 
in its nature (summorphos) to the body of His glory. 

D. Adjective. 
SUMMORPB:OS (aJµ.µ.opcf>os). having like form with (sun, with, morphe, 

form), is used in Rom. 8: 29 and Phil. 3: 21 (A.V., "fashioned," R.V., 
" conforrncd "). See CoNFORM:, 

FAST, FASTING 
A. Nouns. 

1. NESTEIA (V7JUT€la), a fasting, fast (from ne, a negative prefix, and 
esthiö, to eat), is used (a) of voluntary abstinence from food, Luke 2: 37; 
Acts 14: 23 (some mss. have it in Matt. 17: 21 and Mark 9: 29) ; fasting 
bad become a common practice among Jews, and was continued among 
Christians; in Acts 27 : 9, " the Fast '' refers to thf! Day of Atonement, 
Lev. 16: 29; that time of the year would be one of dangerous sailing; 
(b) of involuntary abstinence (perhaps voluntary is included), con
sequent upon trying circumstances, 2 Cor. 6: 5; II: 27., 

2. NESTIS (0jans), not eating (see No. 1), fasting, is used of lack of 
food, Matt. 15 : 32 ; Mark 8 : 3., 

Note: Asitia, Acts 27: 21, means "without food" (not through lack 
of supplies), i.P„ abstinence from food. See ABSTINENCE, and cp. C, 
below. 

B. Verb. 
NESTEU6 (V7JaTdw), to fast, to abstain from eating (akin to A, Nos. 
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land 2), is used of voluntary fasting, Matt. 4: 2; 6: 16, 17, 18 ; 9: 14, 15; 
Mark 2: 18, 19, 20; Luke 5: 33, 34, 35; 18: 12; Ac:ts 13: 2, 3. 
Some of these passages show that teachers to whom scholars or disciples 
were attached, gave them special instructions as to fasting. Christ taught 
the need of purity and simplicity0 of motive. 

The answers of Christ to the questions of the disciples of John and 
of the Pharisees reveal His whole purpose and method. No doubt He 
and His followers observed such a Fast as that on the Day of Atonement, 
but He imposed no frequent fasts in addition. What He taught was 
suitable to the change of character and purpose which He designed for 
His disciples. His claim to be the Bridegroom, Matt. 9: 15, and the 
reference thcre. to thc abscncc of fasting, virtually involvcd a claim to 
be the Messiah (cp. Zech. 8 : 19). ~ Some mss. have the verb in Acts 10: 30. 

c. Adjective. 
ASITOS (äairos-), without food (a, negati-ve, sitos, corn, food); is used 

in Acts 27: 33, "fasting." Cp. asitia, Note under A, No. 2.~ 

FAST (to make) 
ASPHALIZO (d.uef>a:\t,w), to niake secure, safe, firm (akin to asphalis, 

safe), (a, negative, p,nd sphallö, to trip up), is translated "make ' ... 
fast," in Acts r6 : 24,' of prisoners' feet in the stocks. In ]\.{att. 27 : 64, 
65, 66, itis rendercd ' to make ~ure.' See Su1m. ~ .. . · 

Note: For HoLD (fast) and STAND (fast), see HOLD and STA~D, No. 7 

FASTEN 
l. ATENIZO (drn1l,w), from atenes, strained, intent, and teinö, to 

stretch, strain (from a root tew-, seen in Eng., tension, tense etc.), signifies 
to look fixedly, gaze, fasten on·e's eyesüpon, and is found twelve times in 
the writings of Luke (ten in the Acts), out of its ,fourteen occurrences. 
lt always has a strongly intensive meaning, and is translated to fasten 
the eyes upon in the A.V. and R.V. in Luke 4: 20; Acts 3: 4; II: 6; 
so in the R.V., where the A.V. has different renderings, in Acts 6 : 15 
(for A.V., "looking stedfastly ") ; 10 : 4 (" looked ") ; 13 : 9 (" set bis 
eyes") ; 14: 9 ('' stedfastly beholding "). In Acts 7: 55, · both have 
"looked up stedfastly." In the following the R.V. also varies the 
translation, Luke 22 : 56 ; Acts l : IO ; 3 : 12 ; 23 ·: l ; 2 Cor. 3 : 7, 13. 
See BEHOLD, LooK.~ 

2. KATHAPTO (Ka8aTTTw), to fasten on, lay hold of, attack, is used 
of the serpent which fastened on Paul's band, Acts 28: 3.~ 

FATHER 
A. Noun. 

PATER (1Tarr}p), from a root signifying a nourisher, protector, up
holder (Lat., pater, Eng„ father, are akin), is used (a) 'of the nearest 
uuceslur, e.g., Matt. 2 : 2.a ; (b) of a more remote ancestor, the progenitor 
of the people, a forefather, e.g., Matt. 3 : 9 ; 23 : 30; l Cor. 10 : l ; 
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the patriarchs, 2 Pet. 3 : 4; (c) one advanced in the knowledge of Christ, 
l]ohn 2 : 13 ; (d) metaphorically, of the originator of a family or company 
of persons animated by the same spirit as himself, as of Abraham, Rom. 
4: II, 12, 16, 17; 18, or of Satan, John 8: 38, 41, 44; (e) of one who, 
as a preacher of the Gospel and a teacher, stands in a father's place, 
caring for his spiritual children, l Cor. 4: 15 (notthe same as a mere title 
of honour, which the Lord prohibited, Matt. 23 : 9) ; (f) of the members 
of the Sanhedrin, as of those who exercised religious authority over others, 
Acts 7 : 2 ; 22 : l ; (g) of God in relation to those who have been born 
anew (John l : 12, 13), and so are believers, Eph. 2: 18; 4: 6 (cp. :Z Cor. 
6: 18), andimitators of their Father, Matt. 5 : 45, 48; 6: l, 4, 6, 8, 9, etc. 
Christ never associated Himself .with them by using the personal pronoun 
„ our; „ He always used the Singular, „ My Father," His relationship 
being unoriginated and essential, whereas theirs is by grace and regenera
,tion, e.g.; Matt. II: 27; 25 :34; John 20: 17; Rev. 2: 27; 3: 5, 21; 
so the Apostles spoke of God.as the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, e.g., 
Rom. 15 : 6 ; 2 Cor. l : 3 ; II : 31; Eph. l : 3 ; Heb. l : 5 ; l Pet. l : 3 ; 
Rev. l: 6; (h) of God, as the Father of lights, i.c., thc Sourcc or Givcr of 
whatsoever provides illumination, physical and spiritual, Jas. l : 17; of 
mercies, 2 Cor. l : 3 ; of glory, Eph. l : lJ; (i) of God, as Creator, Heb. 
12 : 9 (cp. Zech. 12 : l). 

. Note : Whereas the everlasting power and Divinity of God are manifest 
in crcation, His Fatherhood in spiritual relationship through faith is the 
subject of N.T. revelation, and waited for the presence on earth of the 
Son, Matt. II : 27 ; John 17 : 25. The spiritual relationship is .~not 
universal, John 8: 42, 44 {cp. John l :. 12 and Gal. 3: 26). 

B„ · AdJectives. 
r. PATROOS (7ta-rpwos) signifies of one's fathers, or received from 

one's fathers (akin to A), Acts 22: 3; 24: 14; 28: 17.~ In the Sept., 
Prov. 27 : 10. ~ 

2. PATRIKOS (1Ta-rp,w:6s), from one's fathers, or ancestors, is said of 
that whichis handed down from one's forefathers, Gal. l: 14.~ 

3. APATÖR (cimfrwp), without father (a, negative, andpater), signifies, 
in Heb. 7: 3, with no recorded genealogy.~ 

4·. PATROPARADOTOS (1Ta-rpo7rap&.oo-ros), handed down from one's 
fathers (pater, and paradidomi, to hand down), is used in l Pet. l : 18., 

FATHER-IN-LAW 
PENTHEROS (7Tt:vfh;pos), a wife's father (fiom a root signifying a 

bond, union), is found in John 18: 13.~ 
.. 

FATHERLESS 
ORPHANOS (op</>cwos), properly, an orphan, is rendered " fatherless" 

in Jas. l: 27; "desolate" in John. 14: 18, for A.V., "comfortless." 
See COMFORTLESS. ~ 
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FATHOM 
ORGUIA (&pyvi&.), akin to oregö, to stretch, is the length of the 

outstretched arms, about six feet, Acts 27: 28 (twice)., 

FATLING, FATTED 
I. SITISTOS (atTWToS'), fattened, lit., 'fed with grain' (from siteuö, 

to feed, to fatten), is used as a neuter plural noun, "fatlings," in Matt. 
22: 4., Cp. asitos, under FASTING. 

2. SITEUTOS (aiTt:VToS'), fed (with g:rain), denotes "fatted," Luke 
15: 23, 27, 30., 

FATNESS 
PIOT~S (moTIJS'), from piön, fat, from a root, pi-, signifying swelling, 

is used metaphorically in Rom. II: 17. The Gentile believer had 
become a sharer in the spiritual life and blessing bestowed by Divine 
covenant upon Abraham and his descendants as set forth under the 
figure of "the root of (not 'and ') the fatness of the olive tree.", 

FAULT, FAULTLESS 
A. Noun. 

AITION (aiTLov), properly the neuter of aitios, causative of, responsible 
for, is used as a noun, a crime, a legal ground for punishment, translated 
"fault" in Luke 23: 4, I4; in ver. 22, "cause." See AUTHOR, CAUSE. 

Notes: (1) For aitia, rendered "fault" in John 18: 38 :. 19: 4, 6, 
A.V. (like aition, denoting a .groun<l for punishment), see AccusATION, 
CAUSE, CHARGE. (2) For hettema, a loss, translated " fau1t " in t Cor. 
6: 7, A.V., see DEFECT (R.V.). (3) For paraptöma, a false step, a trespass, 
translated "fault" in Gal. 6: l, A.V., and "faults" in Jas. 5 : 16, A.V., 
see SIN, A, No. 2, Notr (1), TRESPAss. 

. · B. Adjective. 
AMEMPTOS (dµ.t:p.7T'7'0S'), without blame, is renderep "faultless," 

in Heb. 8: 7. See BLAMELESS. 
Note: For amömos, without blcmish, rcndcrcd "faultless," i.e„ 

without any shortcoming, in Jude 24, and "without fault" in Rev. 14: 5, 
A.V., see BLEMISH. 

. C. Verb•. 
I. MEMPHOMAI (µ.lµ.cpoµ.m), to blame, is translated "to find faul~;, 

in Rom. 9 : 19 and Heb. 8 : 8. Some mss. have th~ verb .in Mark 7 : 2. 
See BLAME. · · 

2. ELENCHÖ (~Myxw), to convict, reprove, rebuke, is translated 
" shew (him) his fault ;, in· Matt. 18 : 15. See CoNVICT. -

Nute: In I Pet. 2: 20, A.V., tf1e verb harrtartani), lu sin (strictly, tu 
miss the mark) is rendered "for your faults." The R.V .. corrects to 
" when ye sin (and are buffeted for it)." 
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FAVOUR, FAVOURED 
A. Noun. 

FEA 

C_HARIS (xapis-) denotes (a) objectively, grace in a person, graciousness, 
(b) subjectively, (1) grace on the part of a giver, favour, kindness, (2) a 
sense of favour received, thanks. lt is rendered" favour "in Luke l : 30; 
2: 52.; Acts 2: 47; 7: 10, 46; 24: 27 and 25: 9, R.V. (for A.V., 
" pleasure ") ; 25 : 3 ; see mote fully under GRACE. 

B. Verb. 
CHARITOO (xapi'T&w), akin to A., to endow with charis, primarily 

signified to make graceful or gracious, and came to denote, in Hellenistic 
Greek, to cause to find favour, Luke l : 28, "highly favoured" (marg„ 
"endued with grace ") ; in Eph. T : 6, it is translated " made ... 
accepted," A.V„ " freely bestowed," R.V. (lit., 'graced ') ; it does not 
here mean to endue with grace. Grace implies more than favour; grace 
is a free gift, favour may be deserved or gained. ~ 

FEAR, FEARFUL, FEARFULNESS 
A. Nouns. 

l. PHOBOS (rp&ßos-) first bad the meaning of flight, that which is 
caused by bcing scarcd; thcn, thnt which may cause flight, (a) fear, 
dread, terror, always with this significance in the four Gospels; also e.g., in 
Acts 2: 43; •19: 17; l Cor. 2: 3; T iim. 5: 20 (lit„ 'may have fear''); 
Heb. 2: 15; l John 4: 18; Rev. II: II; 18: IO, 15; by metonymy, 
that which causes fear, Rom. 13 : 3 ; I Pet. 3 : i4, R.V., " (lheir) 
fear/" A.V .. " (their) terror," an adaptation of the Sept. öf Isa. 8 : 12, 
" fear not their fear; " hence some take it to mean, as there, ' what they 
fear,' but in view of Matt. 10 : 28, e.g., it seems best to understand it as 
that which is caused by the intiinidation of adversaries; (b) reverential 
fear, (1) of God, as a controlling moti:ve of the life, in matters spiritual 
and moral, not a mere fear of His power and righteous retribution, but a 
wholesome dread of displeasing Hirn, a fear which banishes the terror 
that shrinks from His presence, Rom. 8 : 15; . and which influences the 
disposition and attitude of one whose circumstances ate guided by trust in 
God, through the indwelling Spirit of God, Acts 9 : 31 ; Rom. 3 : lg ; 
2 Cor. 7: l; Eph. 5: 21 (R.V., "the fear of Christ")·: Phil. 2: 12; 
l Pet. l : 17 (a comprehensive phrase : the reverential fear of God will 
inspire a constant carefulness in dealing with others in His fear) ; · 3: 2, 15 ; 
the association of " fear and tremblfng,'' as, e.g., in Phil. 2 : 12, has fo the 
Sept. a much sterner import, e.g., Gen~ 9 : 2 ; Ex. 15 : 16 ; Deut. 2 : 25 ; 

II : 25 ; Ps. 55 : 5 ; Is. 19 : 16 ; · (2) of superiors, e.g., Rom. 13: 7 ; 
l Pet. 2 : 18. See TERROR. 

2. DEILIA (8n,\fo), fearfulness (from deos, fright), is rightly renclen:cl 
"fearfulness" in 2 Tim. l : 7, R.V. (for A.V., "fear "). Tlfa.t spirit is 
not given us of God. The word denotes cowardice arid timidity and is 
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never used in a good sense, as No. l is., Cp. deilos, B, No. 2, below, and 
deili'aö, tobe fearful (A.V., "afraid "),John 14: 27., 

3. EULABEIA (ev>.&ßna) signifi.es, firstly, ca.ution ; theri, reverence, 
godly fear, Heb. 5 : 7 ; 12 : 28, in best mss., "reverence" ; in general, 
apprehension, but especially holy fear, " that mingled fear and love 
which, combined, constitute the piety of man toward God; the O.T. 
places its emphasis on the fear, the N.T .... on the love, though 
there was love in the fear of God's saints then, as there must be fear in 
their love now " (Trench, Syn. § xlvfü)., In the Sept., Josh. 22 : 24 ; 
Prov. 28: J4., 

Note : In Luke 21 : II, phobetron (akin to No. l) denotes a terror, R.V., 
"terrors," for A.V., "fearful sights," i.e., 'objects or instruments of 
terror.', 

B. Adjectives. 
l. PHOBEROS (cfooßepos), fearful (akin to A, No. l), is used only in 

the Active sense in the N.T., i.e., causing fear, terrible, Heb. 10: 27, 31; 
12 : 21, R.V., "fearful," for A.V., " terrible."~[ 

2. DEILOS (8nAos), cowardly (see A, No. 2), timid, is used in Matt. 
8 : 26 ; Mark 4 : 40 ; Rev. 21 : 8 (here " the fearful " are first in the list 
of the transgressors)., 

3. EKPHOBOS (lK</>oßos) signifies frightened outright (ek, out, inten
sive, and A, No. l), Heb. 12: 21 (with eimi, 1 am), "1 exceedingly fear" 
(see No. 4) ; Mark 9 : 6, " sore afraid."~[ 

4. ENTROMOS (lVTpoµos), trembling with fear (en, in, intensive, 
and tremö, to tremble, quake; Eng„ tremor, etc.), is used with ginomai, 
to becotne, in Acts 7: 32, "trembled; " 16: 29, R.V., "trembling for 
fear ; " with eimi, to be, in Heb. 12 : 21, " quake " (some mss. have 
ektromos here). See QUAKE, TREMBLE., The distinction between No. 
3 and No. 4, as in Heb. 12: 21, would seem tobe that ekphobos stresses 
the intensity of the fear, entromos the inward effect, '1 inwardly tremble 
(or quake).' · 

C. Adverb. 
APHOBÖS (&.ef>oßws) denotes " without fear " (a, negative, and A, 

No. l), and is said of serving the Lord, Luke l: 74; of being among the 
Lord's people as His servant, l Cor. 16: lO; of ministering the Word 
of God, Phil. l: 14; of the evil of false spiritual shepherds, Jude 12., 

In the Sept . .' Prov. l : 33. 1[ 
D; Verbs. 

l. PHOBEÖ (</>oßlw), in earlier Greek, to put to flight (see A, No. l), 
in the N.T. is always in the Passive Voice, with the meanings either 
(a) to fear, be afraid, its most frequent use, e.g., Acts 23 : IO, according to 
the best mss. (see No. 2) ; or (b) to show reverential fear [see A, No. l, 
(b)], (1) of men, Mark 6: 20; Eph. 5: 33, R.V., "fear," for A.V., 
" reverence ; " (2) of God, e.g., Acts IO : 2, 22 ; 13 : 16, 26 ; Col. 3 : 22 
(R.V., "the Lord") ; l Pet. 2 : 17; Rev. 14: 7; 15 : 4; 19: 5 ; (a) and 
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(b) are comqjned iQ. Luke. 12 : 4, 5, where Christ warns His followers not 
tobe afraid of men, but to fear God .. See MARVEL, B, ,No. r, Note. 

2. EULABEOMAI (t:v>..aßloµa,), to be cautiou~. to beware (see A, 
No. 3), signifies to act with the reverence produced by holy fear, 
Heb. II: 7, "moved with godly fear.'' , 

N otes : (r) In Acts 23 : 10 some mss. h,ave this verb with the meaning 
(a) under No. r. 

(2) In Luke 3: 14, diaseiö, to shake violently, to intimidate, to extort 
by violence, blackmail, is rendered "put no man in fear "in A.V. marg. 
See VIOLENCE. 

.FEAST 
A. Nouns. 

r. HEORT:R (lopn)), a feast orJestival, is used (a) especially of those 
of thr. Jr.ws, :incl p:irtic:nlarly of the Passover; the word is found mostly 
in John's Gospel (seventeen times) ; apart from the Gospels it is qsed ig. 
this way only in Ads 18 : 21 ; (b) in a more genenµ way, iu Col. i : i6, 
A.V., " holy day," R.V., " a feast day," · . 

2. DEIPNON (St:i:1TVov) denotes (a) the chief meal of the day, dinner 
or supper, taken at or towards evening; in the plural "feasts," Matt. 
23 : 6 ; Mark 6 : 21 ; 12 : 39 ; Luke 20 : 46 ; . otherwise translated 
"supp~r," Luke 14: 12, 16, 17, 24; John 12: 2; 13: 2, 4.; 21: 20; 
1 Cor. II : 21 (of a social meal) ; (b) the Lord's Supper, r Cor. II : 20 ; 
(c) the supper or feast which will celebrate the marriage of Christ with His 
spiritual Bride, at the inauguration of l:lis Kingdom, Rev. 19 : 9 ; (d} figura
tively, of that to which the birds of piey will be summoned after t~e 
overthrow of the enemies of the Lord, at the termination of the war of 
Armageddon, 19; 17 (cp. Ezek. 39: 4, 17-20). See SUPPER.~ . 

3 .. DOCHE (Sox~), a reception feast, a banq:uet (from dechomai, to 
receive), Luke 5: 29; 14: 13 (not the same as No. 2; see ver. 12).~ 

4. GAMOS (yaµos), a wedding, especially a wedding feast (akin to 
gameö, to marry) ; it is used in the plural in the following passages (the 
R.V. rightly has "marriage feast" for the A.V., "marriage," or 
"wedding "),Matt. 22: 2, 3, 4, 9 (inverses II, 12,, it is used in the singular, 
in connection with the we<ltling garment) ; 25 : ro; Luke. 12 : 36; 
14: 8; in the following it signifies a wedding itself, John 2 : r, 2 ; 

Heb. 13 : 4 ; and figuratively in Rev. 19 : 7, of the marriage of the Laml;>; 
in ver. 9 it is used in connection with the supper, the wedding supper 
(or whatin English is termed breakfast), not the wedding itself, as in ver. 7. 

5. AGAPE (aycf..rr77), love, is used in the plural in Jude 12, signifying 
"love feasts," R.V. (A.V., "Jeasts of charity ") ; in the corresponding 
passage, 2 Pet. 2: 13, the most authentic mss. have the word apate, in 
the plural, " deceivings." 

Notes: (1) In r Cor. 10: ~7 the verb ki!-leo, lo call, in the sense of 
inviting to one's house, is translated "biddeth you (to a feast);" in the 
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most authentic texts there is no separate phrase representing "to a feast," 
as in some mss., eis deipnon (No. 2). (2) In Mark 14: 2 and John 2 : 23 
the A.V. translates heorte (see No. l) by "feast day" (R.V., "feast "). 
(3) For the Feast of the Dedication, John ro: 22, see DEDICATION. 

B. Verbs. 
r. HEORTAZÖ (€opTCJ.~w), to keep festival (akin to A, No. l) is trans

lated "let us keep the feast," in l Cor. 5 : 8. This is not the Lord's 
Supper, nor the Passover, but has reference to the continuous life of the 
believer as a festival or holy-day (see A.V., margin), in freedom from 
"the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the unleavened bread 
of sincerity and truth."~ 

2. SUNEUOCHEO (awcvwxcw), to entertain sumptuously with, is 
used in the Passive Voice, denoting to feast sumptuously with (sun, 
together, and euöchia, goorl c.heer), to revel with, translated "feast with" 
in 2 Pet. 2: 13 and Jude 12.,-i 

FEEBLE 
ASTHEN:ES .(da8EV!)s), without strength (a, negative, and sthenos, 

strength), is tramfated feeble in l Cor. rn : :3:3, of members of thc body. 
See IMPOTENT, SrcK, STRENGTH, B, Note (5), WEAK. 

Notes: (1j In Heb. 12 : 12 paraluö, to weaken, enfeeble, in the Passive 
Voice, to be enfeebled, as by a paralytic stroke, is translated "feeble" 
in lhe A.V. (R.V., " palsietl "). (:..:) For " feeble-minded " in 1 Thess. 
5: 141 A.V., see FAINTHEARTED. 

FEED, FED 
l. BOSKO (ß6aKw), to feed, is primarily used of a herdsman (from 

boö, to nourish, the special function being to provide food; the root is 
bo, found in boter, a herdsman or herd, and botane, fodder, pasture) ; its 
uses are (a) literal, Matt. 8: 30; in ver. 33, the R.V. corrects the A.V., 
"they that kept," to "they that fed," as in Mark. 5 : 14 (A.V. and R.V.) 
and Luke 8 : 34 ; . in Mark 5 : II and Luke 8 : 32, " feeding ; " Luke 
15 : 15 ; (b) metaphorical, of spiritual ministry, John 21 : 15, 17 (see 
note on No. 2). See KEEP.~ 

2. POIMAINÖ (11oiµ.alvw), to act as a shepherd (from poimen, a shep
herd), is used (a) literally, Luke 17: 7, R.V., "keeping sheep," for 
A.V., "feeding cattle;" 1 Cor. 9: 7; (b) metaphorically, to tend, to 
shepherd; said of Christ, Matt. z : 6, R.V., "shall be Shepherd of" 
(for A.V., "shall rule ") ; of those who act as spiritual shepherds under 
Hirn, John 21: 16, R.V., "tend" (for A.V. "feed "); so l Pet. 5: 2; 

Acts 20: 28, "to feed" (' to tend' would have been a consistent render
ing; a shepherd does not only feed his flock) ; of base shepherds, Jude 12. 
See RuLE. 

Note: In John 21 : 15, 16, 17, the Lord, addressing Peter, first uses 
No. l, boskö (ver. 15), then No. 2, poimainö (ver. 16), and then returns to 
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boskO (ver. 17). These are not simply interchangeable (nor are other 
variations in His remarks) ; a study of the above notes will show this. 
Nor, again, is there a progression of ideas. The lesson to be learnt, as 
Trench points out (Syn. § xxv), is that, in the spiritual care of God's 
children, the feeding of the fl.ock from the Word of God is the constant 
and regular rtecessity; it is to have the foremost place. The. tending 
(which includes this) consists of other acts, of discipline, authority, 
restoration, material assistance of individuals, but they are incidental 
in comparison with the feeding. 

3. TREPHÖ (Tp,<fiw) signifies (a) to make to grow, bring up, rear, Luke 
4: 16, "brought up; " (b) to nourish, feed, Matt. 6 : 26; 25 : 37; 
Luke I:Z: 24; Acts 12: 20; Rcv. 12: 6, 14; of a mother, to give suck, 
Luke 23: 29 (some mss. here have thelazö, to suckle) ; to fatten, as of 
fattening animals, Jas. 5 : 5, "ye have nourished (your hearts)," See 
BRING, A, No. 33·il 

4. CHORTAZÖ (xopra,w), to feed, to fatten, is used (a) primarily of 
animals, Rev. 19 : 21 ; (b) of persons, to fill or satisfy with food. lt is 
usually translated by the verb " to fill," but is onr.e rendereu '' lu be fed," 
in Luke 16 : 21, of Lazarus, in his desire for the crumbs (he could be weil 
supplied with them) that fell from the rich man's table, a fact which 
throws light upon the utter waste that went on at the table of the latter. 
The crumbs that feH ·would provide no small meal. See FILL, SATISFY. 

5. PSOMIZÖ (.fwµl,w) primarily denotes to feed with morsels, as 
nurses do children; th1m, to dole out or supply With food, Rom. 12: 20; 
I Cor. 13: 3., Cp. psömion, a fragment, morsel, John 13: 26, 27, 30 
(" sop ").~ 

6. POTIZO (1Torl,w), to give to drink, is translated "I fed (you with 
milk) " in l Cor. 3 : 2. See DRINK, WATER. 

FEEL, FEELING, FELT 
I. GINÖSKÖ (ywwuKw), to know, perceive, is translated "she feit 

(in her body)," of the woman with the issue of blood, Mark 5: 29, i.e., 
she became aware of the fact. See KNow. 

2. PHRONEO (<fipov,w), to think, tobe minded, is translated" I felt" 
in the R.V. of l Cor. 13 : II (for A.V., " I understood ") .. See CAREFUL. 

3. PSELAPHAO (i/l'T)Aa</iaw), to feel or grope about (from psaö, to 
touch), expressing the motion of the hands over a surface, so as to feel it, 
is used (a) metaphorically, of seeking after God, Acts 17 : 27 ; (b) literally, 
of physical handling or touching, Luke 24: 39 with l John l: l; Heb. 
12 : 18. See HANDLE, ToucH. ~ 

4. SUMPATHEO (uvµ11"a8,w), to have a fellow-feeling for or with, is 
rendered " touched with the feeling of " in Heb. 4 : 15 ; " have com
passion" in 10: 34. See CoMPASSION.~ 

.5· .APALGEO (a1TaAy,w) signifies to cease to feel pain for (apo, from, 
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algeö, to feel pain; cp. Eng., neuralgia) ; hence, to be callous, "past 
feeling," insensible to honour and shame, Eph. 4: 19.~ 

Note: In Acts 28: 5 paschö, to suffer, is rendered "felt (no harm)," 
R.V., "took," lit., 'suffered no ill (effect).' 

For FEET see FOOT 

FEIGN, FEIGNED 
A. Verb. 

HUPOKRINOMAI (v1ToKplvoµai) primarily denotes to answer; 
then, to answer on the stage, play a part, and so, metaphorically, to 
feign, pretend, Luke 20: 20.~ Cp. hupokrites, a hypocrite, and hupokrisis, 
hypocrisy. 

B. Adjective. 
PLASTOS (1TAaar6s) primarily denotes formed, moulded (from plassö, 

to monlrl ; F.ng., pla~tic) ; then, metaphorically, madc up, fabricated, 
feigned, 2 Pet. 2 : 3. ~ Cp. plasma, that which is moulded, Rom. 9 : 20. 1 

For FELL see FALL 

FELLOW 
l. ANER (avr}p) denotes a man, in relation to his sex or age; in 

Acts 17 : 5 (plural) it is rendered "fellows," as more appropriate to the 
accompanying description of them. See HusBAND, MAN, Sm. 

2. HETAIROS (Ern'ipos), a companion, comrade, is translated 
" fellows" in Matt. II : 16 [where, however, the most authentic mss. have 
heterois, " (the) others "]. The word is used only by Matthew and is 
translated " friend " in 20 : 13 ; 22 : 12 ; 26 : 50. See FRIEND. if 

3. METOCHOS (µhoxos), properly an adjective, signifying sharing 
in, partaking of, is translated " partners " in Luke 5 : 7 ; " partakers" 
in Heb. 3 : l, 14 ; 6 : 4 ; 12 : 8 ; " fellows " in Heb. I : 9, of those who 
share in a heavenly calling, or have held, or will hold, a regal position in 
relation to the earthly, Messianic Kingdom. (Cp. summetochos, "fellow
partakers," in Eph. 3: 6, R.V.). See PARTAKER, PARTNER. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 24: 5 loimos, a plague, a pest, is rendered "a 
pestilent fellow." This is a sample of the strongest use of the epithet 
"fellow." (2) Toioutos, an adjective, "such a one," is often used as 
a noun, e.g., Acts 22 : 22, where it is translated "such a fellow." 
(3) Houtos, this, is translated "this fellow" in the A.V. of Luke 23 : 2 

(R.V., "this man"). So in John 9: 29. Both Versions have "this 
man," e.g., in Mark 2; 7; John 6: 52, in the same c.ontemptuous sense. 
(4) For the ward in combination with various nouns see CITIZEN, DrscIPLE, 
ELDER, HEIR, HELPER, LABOURER, MEMB.l!:.H., PARTNER, PRISONER, 
SERVANT, SoLDIER, WoRK, WoRKER. 
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FELLOWSHIP 
A. Nouns. 

FER 

I. KOINÖNIA (Kotvwvla), (a) comrnunion, fellowship, sharing in 
common (from koinos, common), is translated "communion" in l Cor. 
IO: 16; Philm. 6, R.V., " fellowship," for A.V., "communication; " 
it is most frequently translated " fellowship ; " (b) that which is the 
outcome of fellowship, a contribution, e.g., Rom. 15 : 26 ; 2 Cor. 8 : 4. 
See CoMMUNION, CoNTRIBUTION, etc. 

Note: In Eph. 3: 9, some mss. have koinönia, instead of oikonomia, 
dispensation, R.V. 

2. METOCHE (µerox~), partnership (akin to No. 3, under FELLOW), 
is translated "fellowship" in 2 Cor. 6: 14.~ In the Sept., Ps. 122: 3, 
" Jerusalem is built as a city whose fellowship is complete."~ The 
word seems to have a more restricted sense than koinönia. Cp. the 
verb form in Heb. 2: 14. 

). KOINONOS (Koivwv6s) denotes a partaker or partner (akin to 
No. l) ; in 1Cor. 10: 20 it is used withginomai, to become," that ye should 
have communion with," R.V. (A.V.," fellowshipwith "). See COMPANION, 

PARTAKER, PARTNER. 
B. Verbs. 

I. KOINÖNEÖ (Koivwvtw), to have fellowship, is so translated in 
Phil. 4 : 15, R.V., for A.V., " did communicate." See CoMMUNICATE. 

2. SUNKOINÖNEÖ (uvyKotvwvi!w), to have fellowship with or in 
(sun, with, and No. 1), is used in Eph. 5 : II; Phil. 4: 14, R.V., " ye 
had fcllowship," for A.V., "ye did communicate; " Rev. 18: 4, R.V., 
"have (no) fellowship with," for A.V., "be (not) partakers of." See 
CoMMUNICATE, PARTAKER.~ 

For FELT see FEEL 

FEMALE 
THELUS (Bi]i\vs), an adjective (from thele, a breast), is used in the form 

thelu (grammatically neuter) as a noun, " female," in Matt. 19 : 4 ; Mark 
10: 6; Gai. 3: 28; in the feminine form theleia, in Rom. l : 26, 
"women; " ver. 27 "woman." See WoMAN.~ 

FERVENT, FERVENTLY 
A. Adjective. 

EKTENES ('Krt:~>) denotes strained, stretched (ek, out, teinö, 
to stretch) ; hence, metaphorically, "fervent," I Pet. 4: 8. Some mss. 
have it in Acts 12: 5, for the adverb (see B).~ Cp. ekteneia (with en), 
intfmtly, strenuously, in Acts i6: 7, A.V.," instantly," R.V.," eamestly." 
Cp. EARNEST. 

B. Adverb. 
EKTENÖS (lK'Tt:vws), fervently (akin to A.), is said of love, in l Pet. 
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r : 22; of prayer, in some mss., Acts r2 : 5 (see under A.) ; for the com
parative degree in Luke 22: 44, see EARNESTLY.~ 

C. Verb. 
ZEÖ ('Jw), tobe hot, to boil (Eng. "zeal" is akin), is metaphorically 

used of fervency of spirit, Acts r8 : 25 ; Rom. 12: II.~ 
Notes: (1) In Col. 4: 12, the verb agönizomai, to strive, is translated 

11 labouring fervently," A.V. (R.V., '' striving "). (2) In 2 Cor. 7: 7, the 
noun zelos, zeal (akin to C.), is translated "fervent mind," A.V. (R.V., 
11 zeal "). (3) In Jas. 5 : 17, "he prayed fervently" (A.V., "earnestly ") 
translates the noun proseuche, followed by the corresponding verb, lit., 
' he prayed with prayer.' In ver. 16 deesis, supplication, is so translated 
in the R.V., for thc A.V., "effectual 'fervent prayer." There is nothing 
in the original corresponding to the word 11 effectual." The phrase, 
including the verb energeomai, to work in, is, lit., 'the inworking supplica
tion,' suggesting a supplication consistent with inward conformity to the 
mind of God. (4) For "fervent heat " see HEAT, B. 

FETCH 
METAPEMPÖ (µ1:Ta1TJµ:11w), to send after or for (meta, after, pempö, 

to send), in the Middle Voice, is translated "fetch "in the R.V. of Acts 
ro : 5 and II : lJ. See CALL. 

Notes: (r) In Acts 16: 37, the R.V. gives to exagö, to bring out, the 
a<lequate meaning" let them ... bring us out," for the A.V., "let them 
fetch us out." " Fetch" is not sufficiently rlignified for the just demand 
made. (2) For Acts 28: 13, A.V., "fetched a compass," see Crncun. 

FETTER 
PED.E: (7TJ&r,), a fetter (akin to peza, the instep, and pous, a foot; cp. 

Eng. prefix ped'-), occurs in Mark 5: 4 and Luke 8: 29. Cp. FoOT,~ 

FEVER · (to be sick of) 
A. Noun. 

PURETOS (7rvp1:Toi), feverish heat (from pur, fire), hence, a fever, 
occurs in Matt. 8: r5; Mark l : 31; John 4: 52; Acts 28 :·8; in 
Luke 4: 38, with megas, great, a high. fever ; ver. 39. Luke, as a 
physician, uses the medical distinction by which the ancients classified 
fevers into great and little. ~ In the Sept., Deut. 28 : 22. ~ 

B. Verb. 
PURESSÖ ( 1TvpJuuw) signifies to be ill of a fever ( akin to A.), 

Matt. 8: I4; Mark r: 30., 

FEW 
A. Adjectivea. 

r. OLIGOS (cl.\lyos), used of number, quantity, and size, denotes few, 
little, small, slight, e.g., Matt. 7 : r4 ; 9 : 37 ; r5 : 34 ; 20 : r6 ; neuter 
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plural, " a few things," Matt. 25 : 21, 23 ; Rev. 2 : 14 (20 in some mss.) ; 
in Eph. 3: 3, the phrase en oligö, in brief,. is translated "in a few words." 

2. BRACHUS (ßpaxi5s) denotes (a) short, in regard to time, e.g., 
Heb. 2 : 7; or distance, Acts 27 : 28; (b) few, in regard to quantity, Heb. 
13 : 22, in the phrase dia bracheön, lit„ ' by means of few,' i.e., " in few 
words." See LITTLE. 

Note: ln Luke 10: 42, in the Lord's words to Martha, many ancient 
authorities provide the rendering, ' but there.is need of few things (neuter 
plural) or one.' 

B. Adverb. 
SUNTOMÖS (uwroµws), concisely, briefly, cut short (from suntemnö, 

to cut in pieces, sun, used intensively, temnü, to cut), occurs iu lhe speech 
of Tertullus, Acts 24 : 4- if 

FICKLENESS 
ELAPHRIA (tAa<f>pla) denotes lightness, levity, "fickleness,'' z Cor. 

l; 17, R.V. (for A.V., "lightness ").if The corresponding adjective is 
elaphros, light, Matt. II: 30; 2 Cor. 4: 17.if 

FIDEÜTY 
PISTIS (TTlO'Tts), failh, failhfuluess, is tr'anslated "fidelity" in Tit. 

2: 10. See FAITH (b). 

FIELD, CÖRNFIELD 
r. AGROS (dypos), a cultivated field, or fields in the aggregate, 

e.g., Matt. 6: 28; Mark II: -8 (some mss. here have dendrön, trees); 
Luke 15: 15. See FARM. 

2. CH.ÖRA (x<Üpa), (a) a space, place, then, (b) land, counti:y, region, 
is translated "fields" in John 4: 35; Jas. 5: 4. See CoUNTRY. 

3. CHÖRION (xwplov), a diminutive of No. z, denotes (a) <.. place, 
region, (b) a piece of land, property, rendered "field" in Acts l : 18, 19. 
See LAND, PARCEL, PLACE, PossEsSION. 

4. SPORIMOS (q7iopiµ.os) signifies fit for sowing (from speirö, to sow), 
and denotes a cornfield, Matt. 12: l; Mark 2: 23; Luke 6: 1.~ In the 
Sept., ~en. l: 29; Lev. II: 37.if 

FIERCE,_ FIERCENESS 
A. Adjectives. 

r. AN:E:MEROS (din)µ.Epos) signifies 'not tarne,' savage (from a, 
negative, and hemeros, gentle), 2 Tim. 3: 3. Epictetus describes those 
who forgct God a5 their Creator, as resembling lions, 'wil<i, s;iv;iee <inrl 
fierce (anemeroi)' (Moulton and Milligan, Greek Test. Vocab.).if 

2. CHALEPOS (xaAf:116s), hard, (a) hard to do or deal with, difficult, 
fierce, is said of the Gadarene demoniacs, Matt. 8 : 28; (b) hard to bear, 
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painful, grievous, said of the last times, 2 Tim. 3: l, R.V., "grievous," 
for A.V., " perilous." See GRIEVOUS. 'II" 

Notes: (1) In Jas. 3 : 4, skleros, hard, rough, violent, is said of winds, 
R.V., "rough," for A.V., "fierce." (2) In Luke 23: 5, the verb epischuö, 
to make or grow stronger (from epi, over, intensive, and ischus, strength), 
is used metaphorically, "they were the more urgent," R.V„ for A.V„ 
"the more fierce."'lf 

B. Nouns. 
l. THUMÖS (8vµ6s), hot anger, wrath, is rendered "fierceness" in 

Rev. 16: 19; 19 :.15, of the wrath of God. See ANGER (A, Notes), 
INDIGNATION, WRATH. 

2. ZELOS ('7]A.os), zeal, jealousy, is rendered " fierceness " in Heb. 
10: 27, R.V .. (of fire). 

FIERY 
PUROÖ (·mjp6w), to set on fire, burn up (from pur, fire), always used 

in the Pa.ssive Voice in tl1c N.T„ i~ tran!;;la.ted "1lery" in Eph. b: I6, 
metaphorically of the darts of the evilone ; ' fire-tipped ' would perhaps 
bring out the verbal force· of the wonL ThP. most 'ancient mss. have 
the article repeated, lit„ ' the darts of the evil one, the fiety (darts),' 
marking them as parlicularly c.J.estructive. Some mss. omit the repeated 
article. · In ancient times, darts were often covered with burning material. 
Sec BURN, FIRE, TRY, Note (r). 

Notes: (1) For Heb. 10: 27, R.V;, see FIRE (cp. FIERCE, B, No. 2). 
(2) For purösis, a fiery trial, l Pet. 4: 12, (lit., a burning, as in Rev. 
18 : 9, 18), a refining, or trial by fire, see TRIAL. 

FIFTEEN, FIFTEENTH 
DEKAPENTE (oeKa7TlVTe), lit., ten-five, occurs in John II : 18 ; 

Acts 27 : 28 ; Gal. l : 18. 'II 
Notes ;· (1) In Acts 7: 14,. "threescore and fifteen" translates a 

different numeral, lit„ 'seventy-five;' This refers to all Joseph's kindred 
whom he sent for. There is no discrepancy between this and Gen. 46 : 26. 
The Sept. translations give the number as 75 in Gen. 46 : 27 and in Ex. 
1 : 5, and this Stephen follows, being a Grecian Jew. (2) The correspond
ing ordinal numeral pentekaidekatos, fifteenth (lit„ five. and tenth) is found 
in Luke 3 : r, where Luke dates the reign ofTiberias from the period of his 
joint rule with Augustus. 

. FIFTH 
PEMPTOS (7Tlµm·os), akin to pente, five, is found only in .the 

Apocalypse, 6: 9; 9: .1; 16: IO; 21: 20.'lf" 

FIFTY 
PENTEKONTA (7TEvrrJKOVTa) is found in tuke 7: 41; 16: 6; 

John 8 : 57 ; 21 : II ; Acts 13 : 20; in Mark 6 : 40 with kata (in the most 
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authentic mss.), according to, "by fifties; " in Luke 9: 14, with ana, up, 
used distributively, "fifty each," R.V. (Luke adds hösei, '' about ").~ 

FIG 
l. SUKON (aiiKov) denotes the ripe · fruit of a · suke, a fig~tree (see 

below; cp. No. 2), Matt. 7: 16; Mark II: 13; Luke 6: 44; Jas. 3: 12., 
2. OLUNTHOS (oA.vv8os) denotes an unripe fig, which grows in winter 

and usually falls off in the Spring, Rev. 6: 13., In the Sept., S. of Sol., 
2: 13., 

FIG-TREE 
SUKE, or SUKEA (avidj), a fig tree, is found in Matt. 21: 19, 20, 21; 

24 : 32 ; Mark II : 13, 20, 21 ; 13 : 28 ; Luke 13 : 6, 7 ; 21 : 29; John 
l: 48, 50; Jas. 3: 12; Rev. 6: 13 (see sukon, above)., 

Ngte: A fig tree with leaves nmst have young fruits already, or it will 
be baueu Iur lhe M:~on. The first figs ripe11 in late May or early June. 
The tree in Mark II : 13 should have had fruit, unripe indeed, but (!Xisting. 
In some lands fig-trees bear the early fru,it under the leaves and the later 
fruil above the leaves. In that case the leaves were a sign that there 
should have been fruit, unseen from a distance, undemeath the leaves. 
The condemnation of this fig-tree lay in the absence of any sign of fruit. 

FIGHT 
A. Nouns. 

l. AGÖN (aywv), akin to agö, to lead, primarily a gathering, then, 
a place of assembly, and hence, a contest, conflict, is translated "fight" 
in 1 Tim. 6 : 12 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 7. See CONFL!CT. 

2. ATHLESIS (0.8A.71ats) is translated "fight" in Heb. 10: 32, A.V. 
See CoNFLICT., 

Note: In Heb. II: 34, polemos, war, is translated "fight," A.V. 
(R.V., "war"); it is misrendered" battle" in the A.V. of l Cor. 14: 8; 
Rev. 9: 7, 9; 16: 14; 20: 8. 

B. Verbs. 
l. AGÖNIZOMAI (aywvl~oµ.at}, from A, No. 1, denotes (a) to contend 

in the public games, l Gor. 9: 25 (" striveth in the games," R.V.) ; 
(b) to fight, engage in conflict, John 18: 36; (c) metaphorically, to 
contend perseveringly against opposition and temptation, l Tim. 6 : 12 ; 

2 Tim. 4: 7 (cp. A, No. 1; in regard to the meaning there, the evidence 
of Koine inscriptions is against the -idea of games-contests) ; to strive 
as in a contest for a prize, straining every nerve to attain to the object, 
Luke 13 : 24 ; to pnt forth every effort, involving toil, Col. r : 29; l Tim. 
4: ro (some mss. have oneidizomai here, to suffer reproach) ; to wrestle 
earnestly in prayer, Col. 4: 12 (cp. sunaglJnizomai, Rom. 15: 30). See 
LABOUR, STRIVE., . . 
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2. PUKTEUÖ (1TvKTi;-uw), to bQX (from puktes, a pugilist), one of the 
events in the Olympic games, is translated "fight" in l Cor. 9: 26.,r 

3. MACHOMAI (µaxoµai), to fight, is so rendered in Jas. 4: 2 (cp. 
"fightings," ver. l, see below), and translated ".strive" in 2 Tim. 2 : 24; 
"strove" in John 6: 52; Acts 7: 26. See STRIVE.~ 

4. THERIOMACHEÖ (871pioµaxlw) signifies to figh1: with wild beasts 
(therion, a beast, and No. 3), l Cor. 15 : 32. Some think that the Apostle 
was condemned to fight with wild beasts; if so, he would scarcely have 
omitted it from 2 Cor. II: 23-end. Moreover, he would have lost his 
status as a Roman citizen. Probably he uses the word figuratively of 
contending with ferocious men. lgnatius so uses it in his Ep. to the 
Romans.~ 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 2 : 16 and 12: 7, A.V., polemeö, to war, is translated 
"to fight," R.V„ "will make war,"" goingforth to war," and" warred." 
(2) In Acts 23 : 9 some mss. have the verb theomacheö, to fight against 
God. Cp. the corresponding adjective, below, under FIGHTING . 

.FH.THTING 
A. Noun. 

MACHE (µax71), a fight, strife (akin to B, No. 3, under FIGHT), is 
always used in the plural in thP. N.T., and translated " fightings" in 
2 Cor. 7: 5 ; Jas. 4: l ; and Tit. 3; 9, R.V. (for A.V„ " strivings ") ; 
" strifes " in 2 Tim. ~ : ~J. Sec STRIFF.. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
THEOMACHOS (8i;-oµaxos), fighting against God (theos, God, and A, 

occurs in Acts 5: 3q (A.V., j, to fight "), lit., 'God-fighters.'~ 

FIGURE 
l. TUPOS (ro?Tos), a type, figure, pattern, is translated "figures" 

(i.e., representations of gods) in Acts 7: 43; in the R.V. of ver. 44 
(for A.V., " fashion ") and in Rom. 5 : J4, of Adam as a " figure " of 
Christ. See ENSAMPLE. 

2. ANTITUPOS (aVTlTv?Tos), an adjective, used as a noun, denotes, 
lit., a striking back; metaphorically, resisting, adverse; then, in a 
Passive sense, struck back; in the N.T. metaphorically, 'corresponding 
to,' (a) a copy of an archetype (anti, corresponding to, and No. 1), 
i.e., the event or person or circumstance corresponding to the type, 
Heb. 9: 24, R.V., "like in pattern" (A.V., "the figure of "), of the 
Tabernacle, which, with its structure and appurtenances, was a pattern of 
that " holy place," " Heaven itself," " the true," into which Christ 
entered, "to appear before the face of God for us." The earthly Taber
nacle anticipatively represented what is now made good in Christ; it was 
a "figure" or "parable" (9: 9), "for the time now present," R.V., i.e., 
pointing to the present time, not " then present," A.V. (see below) ; 
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(b) a corresponding type, l Pet. 3 : 21, said of baptism; the circumstances 
of the flood, the ark and its occupants, formed a type, and baptism forms 
'a corresponding type' (not an antitype), each setting forth the spiritual 
realities of the death, burial, and resurrection of believers in their identi
fication with Christ. lt is not a case of type and antitype, but of two types, 
that in Genesis, the type, and baptism, the corresponding type.~ 

3. PARABOLE (Trapaßo/..~), a Casting or placing side by side (para, 
beside, ballö, to throw) with a view to comparison or resemblance, a 
parable, is translated" figure" in the A.V. of Heb. 9: 9 (R.V.," a parable 
for the time now present ") and II : 19, where the return of Isaac was 
(parabolically, in the lit. sense of the term) figurative of resurrection (R.V., 

parablc "). See No. 2 (a). See PARABLE 
Notes: (1) The synonymous noun hupotupösis, an example, pattern, 

I Tim. l : r6 ; 2 Tim. l : 13, denotes simply a delineation or outline. ~ 
(2) For metaschematizö, rendered "I have in a figure transferred" in 
l Cor. 4: 6, where the fact stated is designed to change its application, 
i.e., from Paul and Apollos to circumstances in Corinth, see FASHION. 

FILL, FILL UP 
A. Verbs. 

I. PL~ROÖ (TTA'ryp6w) denotes (I) to make full, to fill to the full; 
in the P<ts5iVP. Voice, to bc fillcd, mude full; it is used (1) of things : a 
net, Matt. 13: 48; a building, John 12 : 3 ; Acts 2: 2 ; a city, Acts 5 : 28; 
needs, Phil. 4: 19, A.V., "supply," R.V., "iulhl;" metaphorically, of 
valleys, Luke 3 : 5 ; figuratively, of a measure of iniquity, Matt. 23 : 32 ; 
(2) of persons : (a) of the members of the Church, the Body of Christ, as 
filled by Hirn, Eph. l : 23 (' all things in all the members ') ; 4 : ro ; 
in 3: 19, of their being filled 'into' (eis), R.V., "unto," A.V., "with" 
(all the fulness of God) ; of their being " made full " in Hirn, Col. 2 : ro 
(R.V., for A.V., "complete ") ; (b) of Christ Himself: with wisdom, in 
the days of His flesh, Luke 2: 40; with joy, in His return to the 'Father, 
Acts 2 : 28 ; (c) of believers : with the Spirit, Eph. 5 : 18 ; with joy, 
Acts 13 : 52 ; 2 Tim. l : 4 ; with joy and peace, Rom. 15 : 13 ; [from 
these are to be distinguished thosc passages which speak of joy as being 
fulfilled or completed, which come under FULFIL, John 3: 29; 15: II 

(R.V.) ; 16: 24 (R.V.) ; Phil. 2 : 2; l John l : 4 (R. V.) ; 2 John 12 
(R.V.)] ; with knowledge, Rom. 15: 14; with comfort, 2 Cor. 7 : 4; 
with the fruits of righteousness, Phil. l : II (Gk. ' fruit ') ; with the know
ledge of God's will, Col. l : 9 ; with abundance through material supplies 
by fellow-bclievers, Phil. 4 : 18 ; (d) of the hearts of believers as the seat 
of emotion an<l volition, John 16: 6 (sorrow) ; Acts 5 : 3 (deceitfulness) ; 
(e) of the unregenerate · who refuse recognition of God, Rom. l : 29; 
(II) to accomplish, complete, fulfil. See AcmMPLISH, FULFIL. 

2. ANAPLEROÖ (ä.vaTTA'ryp6w), to fill up adequately, completely (ana, 
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up, and No. r), is twice translated by the verbs to fill, to fill up, in 
I Cor. 14: 16, R.V. (for A.V., "occupieth "), of a believer as a member 
of an assembly, who fills the position or condition (not one who fills it by 
assuming it) of being unable to understand the language of him who had 
th6 gift of tongues .; in I Thess. 2 : 16, " to fill up their sins," of the 
Jews who persisted in their course of antagonism and unbelief. See 
FULFIL. 

3. ANTANAPLEROÖ (dvrava?TA71p6w), to fill up in turn (or on one's 
part; anti, corresponding to, and No. 2), is used in Col. I : 24, of the 
Apostle's responsive devotion to Christ in filling up, or undertaking on 
his part a full share of, the sufferings which follow after the sufferings of 
Christ, and are experienced by the members of His Body, the Church. 
"The point of the Apostle's boast is that Christ, the sinless Master, should 
have left something for Paul, the unworthy servant, to suffer " (Lightfoot, 
on Col., p. r65).~ 

4. SUMPLEROO (avµ?T>..71p6w), to fill completely (sun, with, and 
No. I), is used in the Passive Voice (a) of a boat filling with water, and, 
by metonymy, of the occupants themselves, Luke 8: 23 (R.V., "were 
filling ") ; (b) of fulfilling, with regard to time, " when the days were 
weU-nigh come," R.V„ for A.V.," when the time was come" (R.V., marg., 
"were being fulfilled "), Luke 9: 51 ; Acts 2: I, see R.V., marg. See 
COME.~ In the Sept. Jer. 25: 12.~ 

5. PIMPLEMI (?Tlµ?T>..71µ,i) and PLETHO (1T>..~8w), lengthened forms 
of pleö, to fill (plethö supplies certain tenses of pimplemi), is used (1) of 
things; boats, with fish, Luke 5 : 7 ; a sponge, with vinegar, Matt. 27 : 48 
(some mss. have this verb in John 19: 29) ; a city, with confusion, 
Acts 19 : 29 ; a wedding, with guests, Matt. 22 : r.o ; (2) of persons (only 
in Luke's writings) : (a) with the Holy Spirit, Luke l : 15, 41, 67 ; 
Acts 2 : 4; 4 : 8, 31 ; 9 : 17; 13 : 9 ; (b) with emotions: wrath, Luke 
4: 28; fear, 5: 26; madness, 6 : II; wonder, amazement, Acts 3.: lO; 

jealousy, 5 : 17, R.V., for A.V., "indignation," and 13 : 45 (A.V., 
" envy "). For its other significance, to complete, see AccoMPLIS!l. 

6. EMPIPLEMI (~µ1Tl1TA11µi) or EMPLETHÖ (as in No. 5), to fill 
full, to satisfy, is used (a) of filling the hungry, Luke l : 53 ; John 6: 12; 

of the abundance of the rich, Luke 6 : 25 ; (b) metaphorically, of a company 
of friends, Rom. 15: 24, R.V„ "satisfied," for A.V„ "filled."~ 

7. EMPIPLAÖ (lµ?TmM.w), an alternative form of No. 6, is found in 
Acts 14: 17, "filling (your hearts)," of God's provision for mankind.if 

8. CHORTAZÖ (xopT<ftw), to fill or satisfy with food, e.g., Matt. 
15 : 33 ; Phil. 4 : 12, is used metaphorically in Matt. 5 : 6 ; Luke 6 : 2I. 

See FEED. 
'9· GEMIZO (yEµltw), to fill or load full, is used of a boat, Mark 4: 37 

(R.V„ "was filling ") ; a sponge, Mark 15: 36 (cp. No. 5, Matt. 27: 48) ; 
a house, Luke 14: 23; the belly, Luke 15: 16; waterpots, John 2: 7; 
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baskets, 6 : 13 ; bowls, with fire, Rev. 8 : 5 ; the Temple, with smoke, 
15 : 8.i! Cp. gemö, to be full. See FuLL. 

ro. KORENNUMI (Koplvvvµ,i), to satisfy (akin to koros, a surfeit), is 
used metaphorically of spiritual things, in r Cor. 4: 8, R.V., "ye are 
filled; " in Acts 27: 38, "had eaten enough," lit., 'having being satisfied 
with food' See EAT, ENOUGH.i! 

rr. MESTOÖ (µ,wT6w), to fill full, from mestos, full, is used of being 
filled with wine, Acts 2 : 13, R.V., " are filled with."il 

B. Noun. 
PL:E:RÖMA (1TA~pwµ,a), fulness, has two meanings, (a) in the active 

sense, that which fills up, a piece of undressed cloth on an old garment, 
Matt. 9: r6; Mark 2 : 21, lit., 'the filling' (R.V., "that which should 
fill it up "), i.e., the patch, which is probably the significance; (b) that 
which has been completed, the fulncss, f'.g., Mark 8 : 20. See Fn.NESS. 

Notes: (r) In Rev. r8: 6, A.V., kerannumi, to mix, is incorrectly 
rendered to fi.11 full (R.V., to mingle). (2) In Rev. 15 : l, A.V., teleö, to 
finish, complete, is incorrectly rendered "fi.lled up" (R.V., "fmished ") ; 
the contents of the seveu Luwls are not the sum total of the Divine 
judgments ; they form the termination of them ; there are many which 
prnr.erle (see previous chapters), which are likewise comprised under 
"the wrath of God," to he executed at the closing period of the present 
age, e.g., 6 : 17 ; II : 18 ; 14 : 10, 19. 

FILTII 
l. PERIKATHARMA (m;piKaOapµ,a) denotes offscouring, refuse (lit., 

cleanings, i.e., that which is throwll-away in cleansing ; from perikathairö, 
to purify all around, i.e., completely, as in the Sept. of Deut. 18: ro; 
Josh. 5: 4.i!) lt is once used in the Sept. (Prov. 21: r8) as the price of 
expiation ; among the Greeks the term was applied to victims sacrificed 
to make expiation ; they also used it of criminals kept at the public 
expense, to be thrown into the sea, or otherwise killed, at the outbreak of 
a pestilence, etc. lt is used in l Cor. 4: 13 much in this sense (not of 
sacrificial victims), " the filth of the world," representing "the most 
&bject and despicahle men" (Grimm-Thayer), the scum or rubbish of 
humanity. il 

2. RHUPOS (pv1To>) denotes dirt, filth, r Pet. 3 : 21. il Cp. rhuparia, 
filthiness (see A, No. 2, below) ; rhuparo·s, vile, Jas. z: z; Rev. 22: II, 

in the best mss. (see B, No. 3, below) ;i! rhupoö, to make filthy, 
Rev. 22 : II ;i! rhupainö (see D. below). 

FILTHINESS, FILTHY (to make) 
A. Nouns. 

r. AISCHROTE:S (aloxp6T'I]>), baseness (from aischos, shame, 
disgrace), is used in Eph, 5 : 4, of obscenity, all that is contrary to purity.~ 
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2. RHUPARIA (pvTTapla) denotes dirt, filth (cp. No. 2, under FILTH), 
and is used metaphorically of moral defilement in Jas. r: 21.if 

3. MOLUSMOS (µo>.vuµ.6s), a soiling, defilement, is used in 2 Cor. 7: r. 
See D;e:FILEMENT. ir 

4. ;\SELGEIA (aal>.yeLa), wantonness, licentiousness, lasciviousness, 
is translated "filthy (conversation)," in 2 Pet. 2 : 7, A.V. ; R.V„ 
"lascivious (life)." See LAsc1vrousNEss, WANTONNESS. 

Notes: (r) Broadly speaking, aischrotes signifies whate,ver is dis.
graceful ; rhufaria, that · which is characterized by moral impurity ; 
molusmos, that whic,b is defiling by soiling the clean; aselgeia, that which 
is an insolent disregard of decency. (2) In Col. 3 : 8 aischrotogia, which 
denotf~s any kind of base utterance, the ut.terancc of an uncontrulled 
tongue, is rendered "filthy communication '' in the A.V. ; but this is 
only part of w.tiat is, included in~the more comprehensiye R.V. rendering, 
"shameful speaking." In the papyri writings the word is used of abuse. 
In general it seems to have been associated more frequently with foul or 
filthy, rather than abusive, speaking (Moulton and Milligan).if 

· B. Adjectives. 
I .. AISCHROS (alaxp6s), basc, shamcful (akiI1 tq A, No. i), is used 

of base gain, "füthy (lucre) ," Tit. r .: II, and translated " shame " in 
I Cor. II : 6, with reference to a woman with shorn hair ; in 14 : 35, 9f 
oral utteran~es. of women in a church gathering (R.V., "shameful "); 
in Eph. 5 : ri, of mentioning the base and bestial practices of those who 
ljve lascivious lives. See SHAME. if · 

2. AISCHROKERDES (alaxpoKepo~S'), greedy of base gain (No. r, 
and kerdos, gain), is used in r Tim. 3: 8 and Tit. r : 7, "greedy of füthy 
lucre; „ some mss. have it also in I Tim. 3: 3.if ' •, 

3. RHUPAROS (~v7Tap6s), akin to A, No. 2 (see also FrLTH, No. 2), 
dirty, is said of shabby clothing, Jas. 2 : 2 : metaphorically, of moral 
defilement, Rev. 22: II (in the best mss.).if 

Note: For akathartos see lJNCLEAN, No. r. 
c. Adverb. 

AISCHROKERDÖS (alaxpoKep8wS'), eagerness for base gain (akin to 
B, No. 2), is used in r Pet: 5 : 2, "for filthy lucre."if 

D. Verb. 
RHUPAINÖ (pv7Talvw), to make filthy, defile (from A, No. 2), is 

used in the Passive Voice, in an ethical sense, in Rev. 22 : II (cp. B, 
No. 3, in the same verse), "let him be made filthy," R.V. The tense 
(the aorist) marks the decisiveness of that which is decreed. Some texts 
have rhupareuomai, here, with the same meanfo:g; some have rhupoö, 
in the Middle Voice, to make oneself filthy.if 

FINAL, FINALLY 
A. Nouus. 

r. PERAS (7rlpas), a limit, end, is translated "final" in Heb. 6 : r6, 
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R.V., "an oath is final for confirmation" (the A.V. connects the clauses 
differently). See END. 

2. TELOS ('TlAo~). an end, most frequently of the termination of 
something, is used with the article adverbially, meaning "finally" or 
'as to the end,' i.e., as tö the last detail, 1 Pet. 3: 8. See END. 

B. Adverb. 
LOIPON (>.omov) is the neuter of the adjective loipos, remaining (which 

is used in its different genders as a noun, 'the rest '), and is used either 
with the artide or without, to signify "finally," lit., 'for the rest.' The 
Apostle Paul uses it frequently in the conch1ding portion of his Epistles, 
introducing practical exhortations, not necessarily implying that the 
letter is drawing to a close, but marking a transition in the subject
matter, as in Phil. 3: 1, where the actual conclusion is for the time post~ 
poned and the farewell injunetions are resumed in 4: 8. See also 1 Thess. 
4: 1 (A.V., "furthen.nore ") ; 2 Thess. 3: 1. 

FIND, FOUND 
I. HEURISKO {EJpwicw) denotes (a) to find, either with previous 

search, e.g., Matt. 7 : 7, 8, or without, e.g., Matt. 27 : 32 ; in the Passive 
Voke, of Enoch':;, disappearance, Heb. II: 5; of mountains, Rcv. 16: 20; 
of Babylon and its occu11a.uts, 18 : 21, 22; (b) metaphorically, to find out 
by enquiry, or to learn, discover, e.g., Luke 19: 48; John 18: 38; 19 : 4, 
6; Acts 4: 21; 13: 28; Rom. 7: IO; Gal. 2: 17, which indicates "the 
surprise of the Jew" who learned for the first time that before Göd he 
had no moral superiority over the Gentiles whom he superciliously dubbed 
"sinners," while he esteemed himself to be 'righteous; ' I Pet. I : 7; 
Rev. 5 : 4; (c) in the Middle Voice, to find for oneself, gain, procU.re, 
obtain, e.g .. Matt. IO : 39 ; II : 29, " ye shall find (rest) ; " Luke 1 : 30 ; 
Acts 7 : 46 ; 2 Tim. 1 : 18. See GET, ÜBTAIN. 

2. ANEURISKÖ (avEvpluicw), to find out (by search), discover 
(ana, up, and No. 1), implying diligent searching, is used in Luke 2: 16, 
of the shepherds in searching for and finding Mary and Joseph and the 
Child ; in Acts 21 : 41 of Paul and his companions, in searching for and 
finding "the disciples" at Tyre (in ver. 2, No. 1, is used).if 

3. LAMBANO (>.aµ.ßa11w), to. take, receive, is. translated "finding 
(occasion) " in Rom. 7 : II, R.V. (A.V., " taking "). See AccEPT. 

4. KATALAMBANÖ (ica-ra>.aµ.ßavw), to lay hold of, said of mental 
action, to comprehend by laying hold of .or finding facts, is translated 
"I found," of Festus regarding charges made against Paul, Acts 25: 25. 
See APPREHEND. 

Notes: (1) For sunanapauomai, to be refreshed in spirit, in Rom. 
15: 32, l\ .. V„ "find rrst witi1," sec· FIND, H.EFRESH. (2) In Rom. 7 :. 18, 
there is no word in thc original for " find." Hence the R. V. has " is not." 
(3) In Rom. II : 33, anexichniastos, untraceable, is rendered " past 
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finding out," A.V., R.V„ "past tracing-0ut" (iclmiazö, to track out); in 
Eph. 3 : 8, " unsearchable.'' See TRAcE, ÜNSEARCHABLE.il 

For FINE see BRASS, No. 4, FLOUR, G00DLY, Note, LINEi\ 

FINGER 
DAKTULOS {8dKTV).os), Matt. 23: 4; Mark 7: 33; Luke II: 46; 

16: 24; John 8: 6; 20: 25, 27, is used metaphorically in Luke II: 20, 
for the power of God, the effects of which are made visible to men (cp. 
Matt. 12: 28, "by the Spirit of God;" cp. also Ex. 8: 19)., 

FINISH 
l. TELEÖ (TeMw), to bring to an end (telos, an end), in the Passive 

Voice, to be finished, is translated by the verb to finish in Matt. 13 : 53; 
19 : 1 ; 26 : l ; John 19 : 28, where the R.V. " are ... finished " brings 
out the force of the perfect tense (the same word as in ver. 30, " It is 
finished "), which is misscd in thc A.V.; as Stier says, "the word was in 
His heart before He uttered it; " 2 Tim. 4: 7; Rev. ro: 7 ; II : 7; 
20: 3, R.V., "should be finished" (A.V„ "fulfilled "), 5, 7, R.V., 
" finished" (A.V., " expired "). In Rev. 15 : 1 the verb is rightly 
translated "is finished," R.V., see FrLL, Nule (2). In 15: 8 the R.V., 
"should be nnished "corrects the A.V.," were fulfilled." See AccOMPLISH. 

2. TELEIOÖ (TfiAu&w), akin to the adjective teleios, complete, perfect, 
and to No. l, denotes to bring tu an end in the sense of completing or 
perfecting, and is translated by the verb to finish in John 4: 34; 5 : 36; 
17 : 4 ; Acts 20 : 24. See CoNsECRATE, FuLFIL, PERFECT. 

3. EKTELEÖ (EKTfiAfw), lit„ to finish out, i.e„ completely (ek, out, 
intensive, and No. l), is used in Luke 14: 29, 30., 

4. EPITELEQ (€7rmMw), to bring through. to an end, is rendered 
"·finish" in 2 Cor. 8 : 6, A.V. (R.V., " complete "). See AccoMPLISH. 

5. SUNTELEÖ (uvVTeMw), to bring tp fulfilment, to effect, is translated 
" finishing" (A.V., " will finish ") in Rom. 9: 28. See COMPLETE. 

6. DIANUÖ (8iaww) is translated "had. finished," in Acts 21 : 7, 
of the voyage from Tyre to Ptolemais. As this is so short a journey, and 
this verb is intensive in meaning, some have suggcsted the rendering 
' but we having (thereby) completed our voyage (i.e„ from Macedonia, 
20: 6), came from Tyre to .Ptolemais.' In late Greek writers, however, 
the verb is used with the meaning to continue, and this is the probable 
sense here. ~f 

7. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.a,), to become, to come into existence, is translated 
"were finished" in Heb. 4: 3, i.e., were brought to their predestined end. 

Notes: (r) In Luke 14: 28, apartismos denotes a completion, and th,e 
phrase is, lit„ 'unto a completion.' The A.V. has "to finish" (R.V., 
"to complete "). See CoMPLETE.~[ (2 1 In Jns. r: 15, .ipotr:leö, to perfect. 
to bring to maturity, to become" fullgrowr.," R.V. (A.V., "is finished "), 
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is said of the full development of sin. (3) In Heb. 12 : 2, the · R.V. 
suitably translates teleiötes "perfecter," for A.V., "finisher." 

FlRE. 
A. Nouns. 

l. PUR (7Tvp) (akin to which are No. 2, pura, and puretos, a fever, 
Eng., fire, etc.) is .used (besides its ordin;iry natural significance) : 

(a) of the holiness of God, which consumes all that is inconsistent 
therewith, Heb. 10 : 27 ; 12 : 29; cp. Rev. l : 14 ; 2 : 18 ; . 10 : l ; 
15 : 2 ; 19 : 12 ; similarly of the holy angels as His ministers, Heb. r : 7 ; 
in Rev. 3 : 18 it is symbolic of that which tries the faith of saints, producing 
what will glorify the Lord : 

(b) of the Divine judgment, testing the deeds of believers, at the Judg
ment-Seat of Christ, l Cor. 3 : 13 and 15 : 

(c) of the fire of Divine judgment upon the rejectors of Christ, Matt. 
3 : II (where a distinction is to be made between the baptism of the 
Holy Spirit at Pentecost and the tire ot U1vine retribution ; Acts 2 : 3 
could not ·refer to baptism); Luke 3 : 16: 

(d) of thc judgments of God at the close of the preient age previous 
to the establishment of the Kingdom of Christ in the world, 2 Thess. 
l : 8 ; Rev. 18 : 8 : 

(e) of the fire of Hell, to be endured by the ungodly hereafter, Matt. 
5 : 22 ; 13 : 42, 50 ; 18 : 8, 9 ; 25< 41 ; Mark 9 : 43, 48 ; Luke 3 : 17 : 

(/) of human hostility both to the jews and to Christ's followers, 
Luke 12 :49: 

(g) as illustrative of retributive judgment upon the luxurious and 
tyrannical rich, Jas. 5 : 3: 

(h) of the future overthrow of the Babylonish religious system at the 
hands of the Beast and the nations under him, Rev. 17 : 16 : 

(i) of tuming the heart of an eneiny to repentance by repaying his 
unkindness by kindness, Rom. 12 : 20 : · 

(j) of the tongue, as governed by a fiery disposition and as exercising 
a destructive influence over others, Jas. 3 : 6 : 

(k) as symbolic of the <langer of destruction, Jude 23. 
Note : See also under FLAME. 

2. PURA (1Tvp0.), from No. l, denotes a heap of fuel collected tobe set 
on fire (hence Eng., pyre), Acts 28: 2, 3.~ 

Note: In Mark 14: 54, the italicised phrase "of thc fire" is added in 
the Eng. Versions to indicate the light as coming from the fire. 

B. Adjective. 
PURINOS (m$pivos-), "fiery" (akin to A, No. l), is translated "of 

firc" in Rev. 9: 17.~ In the Sept., F.u~k ?.8: r4, r6.~ 
C. Verbs. 

l. PUROO (1Tvp6w) is translated "being on ftre" (Middle Voice) in 
2 Pet. 3 : 12. See FrERY. 
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2. PHLOGIZO (c/>Aoyl,w), to set on fire, bum up, is used figuratively, 
in both Active and Passive Voices, in Jas. 3: 6, of the tongue, firstly, of 
its disastrous eJfects upon the whole round of the circumstances of life ; 
secondly, of Satanic agency in using the tongue for this purpose., 

FIRKIN 
METRETES (µ.€TPTJT~>) is a liquid measure (akin to metreö, to measure), 

equivalent to one and a half Roman amphorce, or about nine gallons, 
John 2: 6.~ 

FIRM 
I. BEBAIOS (ß€ßaios), firm, stedfast, secure (from bainö, to go), 

is translated " firm " in Heb. 3 : 6, of the maintenance of the boldness 
of the believer's hope, and in 3 : 14, R.V., of "the beginning of our 
confidence" (A.V., "stedfast "). See STEDFAST, SURE. 

2. STEREOS (aT€p€os), solid, hard, stiff, is translated "firm" in 
2 Tim. 2 : 19, R.V„ " the firm (foundation of God) ," A.V„ " (standeth) 
sure; " stereosis not part of the predicate; "solid (food) "in Heb. 5: 12, 

14. R.V.; "stedfast" in l Pet. 5: 9. See SOLID, STEDFAST, STRONG., 
Note: Cp. stereoö, to make r.trong, cstnblish, Acts 3: 7, 16; 16: 5, 

and stereöma, stedfastness, Col. 2 : 5. ~ 

FIRST 
A. Adjective. 

PRÖTOS (7rpwTos), the superlative degree of pro, before, is used 
(I) of time or place, (a) as a noun, e.g., Luke 14 : 18 ; Rev. l : 17 ; opposite 
to ' the last,' in the neuter plural, Matt. 12 : 45 ; Luke II : 26 ; 2 Pet. 
2: 20; in the neuter singular, opposite to ' the second,' Heb. IO: 9; 
in l Cor. 15 : 3, en prötois, lit„ 'in the first (things, or matters) ' denotes 
" first of all; " (b) as an adjective, e.g„ Mark 16 : 9, used with " day " 
understood, lit„ ' the first (day) of (i.e„ after) the Sabbath,' in which 
phrase the " of " is objective, not including the Sabbath, but following 
it (cp. B, No. 3) ; in John 20 : 4, 8; Rom. IO: 19, e.g„ equivalent to an 
English adverb; in John 1 : 15, lit„ • first of me,' i.e„ "before me" (of 
superiority) ; (II) of rank or dignity, see CHIEF. Cp. B, Nos. 3 and 4. 

B. Adverbs. 
I. PROTERON (7rpoT€pov), the comparative degree of pro (see No. l), 

former, before, denotes " first " in Heb. 7 : 27 ; in 4 : 6, R.V., " before" 
(A.V„ "first "), speaking of Israel as having heard God's good tidings 
previously to the ministry of the Gospel ; in Gal. 4 : 13, " I preached 
. . . unto you the first time " means on the former of his two previous 
visits. 

2. ANÖTHEN (ävw8€v), from above, is rendered "from the first" 
in Luke 1 : 3, R.V. ; it may mean ' from their beginning, or source.' 

3. PRÖTÖS (fi"pwrw'i'}, firntly, i:; lrncd in Ar.ts TI : 2fi, " first " (some 
mss. have No. 4 here).~ 
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4. PROTON (11pwTov), the neuter of the adjective prötos, is used as 
an adverb, signifying first, firstly, e.g., of time, Matt. 8 : 2r; of order, 
Rom. 3: 2 (A.V., "chiefl.y ") ; in John 7: 5r, R.V., "except it first hear 
from himself" (the A.V., "before it hear him," follows the mss. which 
have No. r). 

C. Numeral. 
MIA (µla), a grammatically feminine form of heis, one, is translated 

" first "in certain occurrences of the phrase" on the first day of the week," 
e.g., Luke 24: r ; r Cor. r6: 2; cp. A. and see DAY; also in Tit. 3: ro, 
of a first admonition to a heretical man. See ÜNE. 

D. Noun. 
ARCHf:: (apx~). a beginning, is transl:itt~rl " first " in Heb. 5 : r2, 

" of the ftrst (principles of the urades uf God)," lit., ' (the principles) of 
the beginning (of the oracles of God) ; ' in 6 : r " the first (principles} of 
Christ," lit.,' (the account) of the beginning of Christ,' i.e., the elementary 
teaching conceming Christ. In Acts 26: 4, where the word is preceded 
by apo, from, the A.V. has " at the first," the R.V., " from the 
beginning." 

Notes: (r) In Jude 6 arche has the meaning "principality," as in 
the R. V. and the A. V. margin. 

(2) In 2 Cor. 8 : r2 prokeimai, to be present, lit„ to lie beforehand 
(pro, before, keimai, to lie), R. V. renders " (if the readiness) is there," 
for A.V., "if there be first (a willing mind).'' Sec S1rr, A, No. 23. 

FIRST-HEGOTfEN, FIRSTBORN 
PRÖTOTOKOS (11pwToT0Kos), firstbom (from prötos, first, and tiktö, 

to heget), is used of Christas bom of the Virgin Mary, Luke 2 : 7; further, 
in His relationship to the Father, expressing His priority to, and pre
eminence over, creation, not in the sense of being the first to be bom. 
lt is used occasionally of superiority of position in the O.T.; see 
Ex. 4: 22; Deut. 2r : r6, r7, the prohibition being against the evil of 
assigning the privileged position of the firstborn to one bom subsequently 
to the first child. 

The five passages in the N .T. relating to Christ may be set forth chrono
logically thus : (a) Col. I : rs, where His eternal relationship with the 
Father is in view, and the clause means both that He was the Firstborn 
before all creation and that He Himself produced creation (the genitive 
case being objective, as ver. r6 makes clear); (b) Col. r: r8 and Rev. r: 5, 
in reference to His resurrection; (c) Rom. 8: 29, His position in relation
ship to the Church; (d) Heb. I : 6, R.V., His Second Advent (the R.V. 
"when He again bringeth in," puts "again" in the right place, the 
contrast to His First Advent, at His Birth, being implied) ; cp. Psa. 89: 27. 
The word is used in the plural, in Heb. II : 28, of the firstburn sons in the 
families of the Egyptians, anrl in 12 : 23, of the members of the Church.~ 

Note: With (a) cp. John r : 30, " He was before me," lit., ' He was 
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first (protos) of me,' i.e., 'in regard to me,' expressing all that is involved 
in His pre-existence and priority. 

FIRSTFRUIT(S) 
APARCHE (chrapX'l) denotes, primarily, an offering of firstfruits 

(akin to aparchomai, to make a beginning; in sacrifices, to offer firstfruits). 
" Though the English word is plural in each of its occurrences save Rom. 
II : 16, the Greek word is always singular. Two Hebrew words are thus 
translated, one meaning the chief or principal part, e.g„ Num. 18: iz; 
Prov. 3: 9; the other, the earliest ripe of the crop or of the tree, e.g., 
Ex. 23 : 16 ; Neh. 10 : 35 ; they are found together, e.g„ in Ex. 23 : 19, 
" the first öf the firstfruits." 

" The tenn is applied in things spiritual, (a) to the presence of the 
Holy Spirit with the believer as the firstfruits of the full harvest of the 
Cross, Rom. 8: 23; (b) to Christ Himself in resurrection in relation to 
all believers who have fallen asleep, l Cor. l.') : 20, 23 ; (c) to the earliest 
believers in a country in relation to those of their countrymen subsequently 
converted, Rom. 16 : 5 ; 1 Cor. 16 : 15 ; (d) to the believers of this age in 
relation to the whole uf Lhe ieueemeJ, :& Thess. 2: 13 (see Note below) and 
Jas. 1: 18. Cp. Rev. 14: 4."if* 

Notes: (1) In Jas. 1 : 15 the qualifying phrase, "a kind of," may 
suggest a certain falling short, on the part of those mentioned, of what 
they might be. (2) In 2 Thess. 2: 13, instead of ap' arches, "from the 
beginning," there is an alternative reading, well supported, viz., 
aparchen, ' (God chose you) as firstfruits.' 

FISH 
l. ICHTHUS (lx86s) denotes a fish, Matt. 7 : 10; Mark 6 : 38, etc.; 

apart from the Gospels, only in l Cor. 15 : 39. 
2. ICHTHUDION (lxOüfüov) is a diminutive of No. I, a little fish, 

Matt. 15: 34; Mark 8: 7.if 
3. OPSARION (difiapiov) is a diminutive of opson, c·ooked meat, or a 

relish, a dainty dish, especially of fish; it dcnotes a little fish, John 6: 9, 
II; 2r: 9, ro, r3.if 

FISH (Verb), FISHER, FISHERMAN 
A. Noun. 

HALIEUS (<i-\u:t5s), a fishennan, fisher (from hals, the sea), occurs 
in Matt. 4 : 18, 19 ; Mark l : 16, 17 ; Luke 5 : 2.if 

B. Verb. 
HALIEUÖ (a-\it<Üw), to :fish (akin to A.), occurs in John ?.T: 3,, In 

the Sept., Jer. 16: 16.if 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 271. 
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FIT (Adjective and Verb), FITLY, FITTING 
A. Adjectives. 

FIX 

l. EUTHETOS (EiJ8ETos), ready for use, fit, well adapted, lit., well 
placed (eu, well, tithemi, to place), is used (a) of persons, Luke 9: 62, 

negatively, of one who is not fit for the. Kingdom of God; (b) of things, 
Luke 14: 35, of salt that has lost its savour; rendered "meet" in 
Heb. 6: 7, of herbs. See MEET.'tf 

2. ARESTOS (dpwT6s), pleasing (akin to areskö, to please), is translated 
" (it is not) fit," R.V. (A.V., "reason "), in Acts 6 : 2. See PLEASE, 
REASON. 

B. Verbs. 
l. ANEKÖ (avr/Kw), properly, to have come up to (ana, up, and 

hekö, to arrive), is translated "is fitting," in Col. 3 : r8, R.V. See 
BEFITTING. 

2. KATHEKÖ (Ka8~Kw), to come or reach down to (kata, down), 
hence, to befit, be proper, is translated "is (not fit)," in Acts 22 : 22; 

in Rom. I : 28, R.V., " fitting " (A.V., " convenient "). See CoN
VENIENT. 't[ 

3. KATARTIZÖ (1carnprt,w) 1 to make fit, to equip, prepare (ka.ta, 
down, artos, a joint), is rendered "fitted" in Rom. 9: 22, of vessels of 
wrath; here the Middle Voice signities that those referred to fitted 
themselves for destruction (as illustrated in the case of Pharaoh, the self
hardening of whose heart is accurately presented in the R.V. in the first 
part of the series of incidents in the Exodus narrative, which records 
Pharaoh's <loings; only after repeated and persistent obstinacy on his 
part is it recorded that God hardened his heart.) See FRAME, JorN, 
PERFECT, P1rnPARE, RESTORE. 

4. SUNARMOLOGEO (avvapµ.oAoyew), to fit or frame together 
(sun, with, harmos, a joint, in building, and legö, to choose), is used 
metaphorically of the various parts of the Church as a building, Eph. 2 : 21, 

" fitly framed together ; " also of the members of thc Church as the Body 
of Christ, 4: 16, R.V., "fitly framed ... together."~ 

FIVE, FIVE TIMES 
PENTE (7TEVTE) is derived by some from wor<ls suggesting the fingers 

of a hand, or a fist. The word is frequent in the Gospels. Pentakis, 
five times, is found in 2 Cor. II : 24 ;~ pentakosioi, five hundred, in 
Luke 7: 41 ; I Cor. 15 : 6 ;'t[ pentakischilioi, five thousand (chilios, 
a thousand), in Matt. 14 : 21 ; 16 : 9 and corresponding passages. See 
F'IFTEENTH, FIFTH, FIFTY. 

FIX 
ST:E:RIZÖ (arripl,w), toset forth, make fast, fix, is translated 11 fuced" 

in Luke 16: 26, of the great gulf separating Hades or Sheol from the 
region called "Abraham's bosom." See EsTABLISH. 
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FLAME, FLAMING 
PHLOX (cf>>.&g), akin to Lat. fulgeö, to shine, is used apart from pur, 

fire, in Luke 16 : 24; with pur, it signifies a fiery flame, lit., a flame of 
fire, Acts 7: 30; 2 Thess. l : 8, where the fire is to be understood as the 
instrument of Divine judgment ; Heb. l : 7, where the meaning probably 
is that God makes His angels as active and powerful as a flame of 1ire ; 
in Rev. l : 14; 2: 18; 19: 12, of the eyes of the Lord Jesus as emblematic 
of penetrating judgment, searching out evil., 

FLATIERY (-ING) 
KOLAKIA (or -EIA) (Ko>.aKla), akin to kolakeuö, to flatter, is used in 

l Thess. z: 5 of "words of flattery" (R.V.), auopted as "a cloke of 
covetousness," i.e., words which flattery uses, not simply as an effort to 
give pleasure, but with motives of self-interest., 

FLAX 
LINON (>.tvov) primarily denotes ffax (Eng., linen) ; then, that which 

is made of it, a wick of a lamp, Matt. 12 : 20'; several ancieill mss. have 
lln~ wuru in Rev. 15: 6 (A.V. only, „ linen "). See LINEN.~ 

FLEE, FLED 
l. PHEUGO (cf>(ifyw}, to flee from ör away (Lat.,fugio ,· Eng., fugitive, 

etc.), bt::sides its literal significance, is used metaphorically, (a) transitively, 
of fleeing fornication, l Cor. 6: 18; idolatry, ro: r4; evil doctrine, 
questionings, disputes of words, envy, strife, railings, evil surmisings, 
wranglings, and the love of money, l Tim. 6 : II ; youthful lusts, 2 Tim. 
2: 22; (b) intransitively, of the flight of physical matter, Rev. 16: 20; 
20 : II ; of death, 9 : 6. See EscAPE. 

z. EKPHEUGÖ. (~K</>EV-yw), to flee away, escape (ek, from, a.nd No. r), 
is tra.nslated" fled" in Acts 16: 27 (A.V. only} ; rg : 16. In Heb. 12 : 25 
the best mss. have this verb instead of No. l. See EscAPE. 

3. KATAPHEUGÖ (KaTa.cf>lryw), to flee for refuge (kata, used inten
sively, and No. r), is used (a) literally in Acts 14: 6; (b)metaphorically 
in Heb. 6: 18; of fleeing for refuge to lay hold upon hope., 

Note: For apopheugö and diapheugö, see EscAPE. 

FLESH 
l. SARX (u&.pg) has a wider range of meaning in the .N.T. than in 

the O.T. Its uses in the N.T. may be analysed as follov1s: 
" (a) the substance of the body, whether of beasts or of men, l Cor. r5 : 39; 

(b) the human body, z Cor. IO : 3a ; Gal. 2 : 20 ; Phil. I : 22 ; (c) by 
synecdoche, of mankind, in the totality of all that is essential to manhood, 
i.e„ spirit, soul, anrl hnrly, Matt. 24: 22; John I : IJ; Rum. J: ~u; 
(d) by synecdoche, of the holy humanity of the Lord Jesus, in the totality 
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of all that is essential to manhood, i.e., spirit, soul, and body, John l : 14; 
l Tim. 3: 16; l John 4: 2; 2 John 7; in Heb. 5: 7, 'the days of His 
flesh,' i.e;, His past life on earth in distinction from His present life in 
resurrection; (e) by synecdoche, for the complete person, John 6: 51-57; 
2 Cor. 7: 5; Jas. 5: 3; (/) the w~aker element in human nature, 
Matt. 26 : 41 ; Rom. 6 : 19 ; 8 : 3a ; (g) the unregenerate state of men, 
Rom. 7: 5 ; 8: 8, 9; (h) the seat of sin in man (but this is not the same 
thing as in the body), 2 Pet. 2 : 18; l John 2: 16; (i) the lower and 
temporary element in the Christian, Gal. 3 : 3; 6: 8, and in religious 
ordinances, Heb. 9 : ro ; (j) the natural attainments of men, l Cor. l : 26 ; 
2 Cor. lO : 2, 3b ; (k) circumstances, l Cor. 7 : 28 ; the externals of life, 
2. Cor. 7 : l ; Eph. 6 : S ; Heb. g : 13 ; .Jl) by metonymy, the outward 
and seeming, as contrasted with the spirit, the in ward and real, John 6 : 63 ; 
2 Cor. 5 : 16 ; (m) natural relationship, consanguine, l Cor. IO : 18 ; 
Gal. 4 : 23, or marital, Matt. 19 : 5."* 

In Matt. 26 : 41 ; Rom. 8 : 4, 13 ; l Cor. 5 : 5 ; Gal. 6 : 8 (not the 
Holy Spirit, here), flesh is contrasted with SP,irit; in Rom. 2 : 28, 29, 
with heart and spirit ; in Rom. 7 : 25, with the mind; cp. CoL 2 : l, 5; 
lt is coupled with the mind in Eph. 2: 3, and with the spirit in 2 Cor. 7 : l. 

Nntfi: Tn \.ol. 2 : 18 the noun sarx is used in the phrase " (by his) 
fieshly mind," lit., 'by the mind of his flesh' [see (h) above], whereas the 
mind ought to be dominated by thc Spirit. 

2. KREAS (Kptas) denotes flesh in the sense of meat. lt is used in 
the vlural in Ron1. 14 : 21 i l Cor. 8 : 13. 'il 

FLESHL Y, FLESHY 
I. SARKIKOS (uapK,t<6s), akin to ·No. l, under FLESH'., signifies 

(a) associated with or pertaining to, the flesh, carnal, Rom. 15 : 27 ; 
l Cor. 9 : II ; (b) of the nature of the flesh, sensual, translated " fleshly " 
in 2 Cor. l : 12, of wisdom ; in l Pet. 2 : II, of lusts ; in 2 Cor. l(:) : 4, 
negatively, of the weapons of the Christian's warfare, R.V.," of the ftesh" 
(A. V.," carnal. "). See CARNAJ,-. • 

2. SARKINOS (a6.pK,vos) denotes 'of the flesh,' fl.eshly (the termina
tion ---inos srgnifying thc substance or material of a. thing); in ~ Cor. 
3: 3, R.V., " (tables that are hearts) of fl.esh," A.V., "fl.eshy (tables)," 
etc. See CARNAL. · 

Note: The adjectives "fleshly,'~ "carnal" are contrasted with 
spiritual qualities in Rom. 7 : 14; l Cor. 3 : l, 3, .4 ; 2 Cor. l : 12 ; 
Col. 2 : 18 (lit., 'mind of ftesh '). Speaking broadly, · the carnal denotes 
the sinful element in man's nature, by reason of.descent from Adam; the 
spiritual is that which comes by the regenerating operation of the Holy 
Spirit. 

• ·From Notes on.Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. II1, 112. 
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FLIGHT 
A. Noun. 

FLO 

PHUGE (cf>vy?)), akin to pheugö (see FLEE), is found in Matt. 24: 20. 
Some inferior mss. have it in Mark 13: 18;, 

B. Verb. 
KLINÖ (KAlvw), to make to bend, is translated "turned to flight" in 

Heb. II : 34. See Bow. 

FLOCK 
l. POIMN:E: (TTolµVTJ), akin to poimen, a shepherd, denotes a flock 

(properly, of sheep), Matt. 26: 31; Luke 2: 8; l Cor. 9: 7; meta
phorically, of Christ's followers, John 10: 16, R.V., for the erroneous A.V., 
"fold." What characterizes Christ's sheep is listening to His voice, and the 
flock must be one as He is one., 

2. POIMNION (TTolµviov), possibly a diminutive of No. l, is used 
in the N.T. only metaphorically, of a group of Christ's disciples, Luke 
12 : 32 ; of local churches cared for by elders, Acts 20 : 28, 29 ; l Pet. 
5: ?.-, 3., 

FLOOD 
A. Nouns. 

l. KATAKLUSMOS (Ka.ra.KAvaµ.Os), a deluge (Eng., cataclysm), 
akin to katakluzli, to inundate, 2 Pet. 3 : 6, is used of the flood in Noah's 
time, Matt. 24 : 38, 39 ; Luke 17 : 27 ; 2, Pet. 2 : 5,, · 

2. PLEMMURA (7TA~µµvpa.), akin to plethö and pimplemi, to fill, a 
flood of sea or river, the latter in Luke 6: 48., In the Sept., Job 40: 18 
(ver. 23 in the E.V.)., 

3. POTAMOS (TTOTa.µ6~). a river, stream, torrent, is. translated" flood „ 
in Matt. 7 : 25, 27; in Rev. 12 : 15, 16, A.V., "flood," R.V., "river." 
See RIVER, WATER. 

B. Adjective. 
POTAMOPHORETOS (7rora.µocf>6p17ros) .signifies carried away by a 

stream or river (A, No. 3, and pherö, to carry). Rev. 12: 15, R.V., 
"carried away by the stream" (A.V., "of the tlood ").~ 

For FLOOR see THRESHING-FLOOR 

FLOUR 
SEMIDALIS (aeµt8a.Ai~) denotes the finest wheaten fl.our, Rev. 18: lJ., 

For FLOURISH in Phil. 4: 10, see REVIVE 

FLOW 
RHEO (pJw), to fl.ow, is used figurativcly in John 7: 38 of the Uoly 

Spirit, actin~,in and through the believer., 
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FLOWER 
A. Noun. 

FOE 

ANTHOS (äv8os-}, a blossom, fiower (used in certain names.of ßowers), 
occurs in Jas. l: 10, II; l Pet. l: 24 (twice)., 

B. Adjective. 
HUPERAKMOS (inrlpaKµ.os}, past the bloom of youth (from huper, 

beyond, and akme, the highest point of anything, the full bloom of a 
fiower: Eng., acme), is used in l Cor. 7: 36," past the fiower of her age;" 
Lightfoot prefers the rendering "of full age." 

For FLUX see DYSENTERY 

FLUTE-PLAYERS 
AULf:TES (at},\7)T~s-), a fiute-player (from auleö, to play the flute), 

occurs in Matt. 9: 23 (A.V., "minstrel "), and Rev. 18 : 22 (A.V., 
"piper5 "). In the papyri writines of thfl time the won1 is c.hiefly asso
ciated with religious matters (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). Cp. 
MINSTREL., 

FT.Y 
PETOMAI (7rhoµ.a,), to fiy (the root of which is seen in pteron and 

pterux, a wing, ptilon, a feathcr, etc.), is confined to the Apocalypse, 
4: 7; 8: 13; 12: 14; 14: 6; 19: lJ. Some mss. have the verb 
petaomai, a frequentative form., 

FOAL 
HUIOS (11Z&s-), a son, primarily signifying the relation of offspring to 

parent, is used of the foal of an ass in Matt. 21 : 5. See SoN. 

FOAM 
A. Verbs. 

I. APHRIZO (ärppl,w) denotes to foam at the mouth (akin to aphros, 
foam; see R}, Mark 9: 18, zo., · 

2. EPAPHRIZÖ (J7rarppl{w}, to foam out, or up (epi, up, and No. 1), 
is used metaphorically in Jude 13, of the impious libertines, who had 
crept in among the saints, anq foame<l out their own shame with swelling 
words. The metaphor is drawn from the refuse bome on the crest of 
waves and cast up on the beach., 

B. Noun. 
APHROS (ärpp&s-), foam, occurs in Luke 9: 39, where it is used with 

the preposition meta, with, lit., ' (teareth him) with (accompanied by) 
foam.', 

FOE 
ECHTHROS (Jx8p6s-), an adjective signifying hated, hateful, or hostile, 
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is used also as a noun denoting an enemy, translated "foes" in Matt. 
10: 36 and the A.V. of Acts 2: 35. See ENEMY. 

FOLD 
AULE (m},\7/) first signi:fies an open courtyard before a house; then, 

an enclosure in the open, a sheepfold, John 10: I, 16. In the papyri 
" the word is extremely common, denoting the court attached to a house " 
(Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). The sheepfold was usually surrounded 
by a stone wall, Numb. 32: 16, preferably near a well, Ex. 2: 16; 
Psa. 23: 2, and often protected by a tower, 2 Chron. 26: 10; Mic. 4: 8. 
See CoURT, HALL, PALACE. 

Note: For the erroneous A.V: rendering, "fold," of poimne, a flock, 
in John 10: 16, see FLOCK. 

For FOLD UP see ROLL, A, N0 + 

For FOLK see IMPOTENT, B, SICK, B, No. 2 

FOLLOW, FOLLOW AFTER 
I. AKOLOUTHEÖ (a1w,\ovlUw), to be an akol011thos, a follower, or 

companion (from thc prc:fix a, hcrc cxprcssing union, likeness, and 
/.>rleuthns, a way; hence, one going in the same way), is uscd (a) 
frequently in thc litcral sense, e.g„ Matt. 4 : 25 ; (b) metaphorically, of 
discipleship, e.g„ Mark 8 : 34; 9 : 38 ; 10 : 21. ll is used 77 Limes in the 
Gospels, of following Christ, and only once otherwise, Mark 14: 13. 

2. EX A KOT.OTTTHF.O (;en.1<0Arm8lu1), to follow up, or out to the end 
(ek, out, used intensively, and No. 1), is used metaphorically, arid only by 
the Apostle Peter in his Second Epistle : in I : 16, of cunningly devised 
fahles ; 2 : 2, of lascivious doings ; 2 : 15, of the way of Balaam., In 
the Sept., Job 31: 9; Is. 56: II; Jer. 2: 2; Arnos 2: 4., 

3. EPAKOLOUTHEÖ (l7raKoAovBlw), to follow after, close upon (epi, 
upon, and No. 1). is used of signs following the preaching of the Gospel. 
Mark 16 : 20 ; of following good works, I Tim 5 : IO ; of sins following 
after those who are guilty of them, 5 : 24 ; of following the steps of 
Christ, I Pet. z : 21., 

4. KATAKOLOUTHEÖ (1<a-ra1<0Aov8lw), to follow behind or intently 
after (kata, after, used intensively, and No. 1), is used of the women on 
their way to Christ's tomb, Luke 23: 55; of the demon-possessed maid 
in Philippi in following the missionaries, Acts 16: 17., 

5. PARAKOLOUTHEÖ (7rapa1<0Aov8lw) lit. signifying to follow close 
up, or side by side, hence, to accompany, to conform to (para, besi<le, 
and No. I), is used of signs accornpauyiug " lhem that uelieYe, 11 Mark 
16: l7; of tracing the course of facts, Luke I: 31 R.V. ; of following 
the good doctrine, I Tim. 4 : 6, R.V. (A.V., " attained ") ; similarly of 
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folloWing teaching so as to practise it, 2 Tim. 3: IO, R.V., "didst follow" 
(A.V., "hast fully known "). See ATTAIN, KNOW, TRAGE, UNDERSTAND., 

6. Sl)NAKOLOUTHEÖ (avvaKoAov8~w), to follow along with, to 
accompany a leader (sun, with, and No. l), is given its true rendering in 
the R.V. of Mark 5: 37, "He suffered no man to follow with Hirn;" in 
14: 51, of the young man who "followed with" Christ (inferior mss. 
have No. l here); Luke 23: 49, of the women who "followed with" 
Christ from Galilee. ir 

7. DIÖKÖ (Siu'.iKw) denotes (a) to drive away, Matt. 23: 34; (b) to 
pursue without hostility, to follow, follow after, said of righteousncss, 
Rom. 9 : 30; the Law, 9 : 31 ; 12 : 13, !tospitality (" given to ") lit , 
'pursuing' (as one would a calling) ; thc things which makc for pcace, 
14 : 19 ; love, l Cor. 14 : l ; that which is good, l Thess. 5 : 15 ; righteous
ness, godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness, l Tim. 6 : II ; righteous
ness, faith, love, peace, 2 Tim. 2 : 22 ; peace and sanctification, Heb. 12 : 14; 
peace, l Pet. 3 : II ; (c) to follow on (used intransitively), Phil. 3 : 12, 14, 
R.V., "I press on; " 'follow after,' is an inadequate meaning. See 
GIVE, PERSEClTTli:, PRESS, PURSUE. . 

8. KATADIÖKÖ (1CaTa8iw1Cw), to follow up or closely, With the 
detennination to find (kata, down, intensive, giving the idea of a hard, 
persistent search, and No. 7), Mark r : 36, "followed after (Him)," is said 
of the disciples in going to find the Lord who had gone into a desert place 
to pray.ir The verb is found, e.g., in l Sam. 30: 22; l'sa. 23: 6, and 
With hostile intent in Gen. 31 : 36. 

9. GINOMAI (yivoµ.ai), to become, to come into existence, is used in. 
Rev. 8 : r7 ; II : r5, r9, in the sense of taking place after, translated 
" there followed." See BECOME. 

ro. EPEIMI (e11uµ.t), to come upon, or, of time, to come on or after 
(epi, upon, and eimi, to go), is used in the presentparticiple as an adjective, 
in reference to a day, in Acts 7 : 26 ; 16 : II ; 20.: 15 ; 21 : r8 ; a night, 
23: II, R.V., "following," in each place (A.V., "next ").if 

Notes: (1) In Luke 13 : 33, the prescnt participl.c, Middle Voice, of 
the verb echO, to have, to be next, is used with the article, the word 
hemera, a day, being understood, signifying "the day following." (z) In 
John l : 43 and 6: 22 the adverb epaurion with the article, "on the 
morrow," is translate<l. " the <l.ay fulluwiug " iu lhe A.V. See MoRROW. 

(.3) In Acts 21 : I the adverb hexes, in order, next, is translated "the 
day following" (A.V.). (4) Mimeomai, to imitate, be an imitator, is so 
translated always in the R.V., where the A.V. uses the verb to follow; 
it is always used in a good sense, 2 Thess. 3: 7, 9; Heb. I3: 7; 3 John II. 

So with the nouns mimetes, an imitator; and summimetes, an imitator 
together. See lMllAl.E.., 1.MUAIOR. (5) Iu Mall. 4 : 19, de·ute, come 
hither, With opisö, after, is translated "come ye after," R.V. (A.V., 
"follow "). (6) In Matt. 27 : 62, R.V;, the phrase eimi meta, tobe a.fter, 
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is translated " (which) is (the day) after" (A.V„ "that followed "). 
(7) In l Pet. l: II, the phrase meta tauta, lit.,' after these things,' is trans
lated "that should follow," said of glories after the sufferings of Christ. 
(8) In Luke 22 : 49, the phrase to esomenon, lit. ' the (thing) about to be ' 
(from eimi, tobe), is translated" what would follow." (9) In Acts 3: 24, 
the adverb kathexes, successively, in order, is translated " (them) that 
followed after," i.e., those who succeeded (him), lit., ' the (ones) success
ively (to him).' Cp. Note (3) above. See AFTERWARD. 

FOLLY 
ANOIA (avo,a) lit. signifies ' without understanding ' (a, negative, 

nous, mind) ; hence, folly, or, rather, senselessness, 2 Tim. 3 : 9 ; in Luke 
6: II it denotes violent or mad rage, "madness." See MADNESS.'lf 
Cp. anoetos, foolish. 

Note: For aphrosune, rendered "folly" in 2 Cor. II : l, A.V., see 
FooLISHNEss (R.V.). 

FOOD 
r. TROPHE („po</>~) denotes nourishment, food (akin to trephö, to 

rear, nounsh, ieed) ; it 1s used hterally, m the Gospels, Acts and Jas. 
2 : 15 ; rrietaphorically, in Heb. S : 12, 14, R.V., " (solid) food," A.V., 
" (strong) meat," i.e., deeper suhjer.ts of the faith thanthat of elementary 
instruction. The word is always rendered " food" in the R.V„ where 
the A.V. has " meat ; " e.g., Matt. 3 : 4; 6 : 25 ; IO : ro ; 24 : 45 ; 
Luke 12 : 23; John 4: 8; Acts 2: 46, "did take their food," R.V. (A.V., 
" did eat their meat ") ; 9 : 19, " took food; " 27 : 33, 34, 36. The A.V. 
also has "food" in Acts 14: 17 and Jas. 2: 15. if 

2. DIATROPHE (8m-rpo</>~). sustenance, food, a strengthened form of 
No. l (dia, through, suggesting a sufficient supply), is used in l Tim. 6: s.ir 

3. BRÖSIS (ßpwo,>), eating, thc act of eating (akin to bibröskö, to 
l'at) is translated "food" in z Cor. 9: 10. See EATING, MEAT, Rusr. 

4. SITOMETRION (cmoµhpwv), a measured "portion of food "(sitos, 
com, metreö, to measure), is used in Luke 12: 42, R.V.if 

5, BRÖMA (ßpwµa), akin to No. 3, frequently lra11slated "ri1eal," 
and always so in the A.V. except in Matt. 14: 15, "victuals," is rendered 
" food" in the R.V. in Matt. 14: 15; Luke 3: II ; 9: 13. 

Note: For asitia, without food, sec AnsTINENCE. 

FOOL, FOOLISH, FOOLISHL Y, FOOLISHNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

l. APHRÖN (O:<f>pwv) signifi.es ' without reason ' (a, negative, phren, 
the mind), "want of mental sanity and sobriety, a reckless and incon
siderate habil of miml" (Hu1 l), u1 " llie lack of «.:o1umouseuse IJel«.:e.Pliou 
of the reality of things natural and spiritual . . . or the imprudent 
ordering of one's life in regard to salvation" (G. Vos, in Hastings' Bible 
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Die.) ; it is mostly translated "foolish" or "foolish ones " in the R.V. ; 
Luke II: 40; 12: 20;. Rom. 2: 20; l Cor. 15: 36; 2 Cor. II: 16 
(twice), 19 (contrasted with phronimos, prudent) ; 12 : 6, II ; Eph. 
5 : 17 ; l Pet. 2 : 15. ~ 

2. ANOETOS (dv6rrros') signifies not understanding (a, negative, 
noeö, to perceive, understand), not applying nous, the mind, Luke 24: 25 ; 
in Rom. l : 14 and Gal. 3 : l, 3 it signifies senseless, an unworthy lack of 
understanding; sometimes it carries a moral reproach (in contrast with 
söphrön, sober-minded, self-controlled) and describes one who does not 
govern his lusts, Tit. 3 : 3 ; in l Tim. 6 : 9 it is associated with evil 
desires, lusts. See UNWISE. ~ 

3. MÖROS (ii.wp6s) primarily denotes dull, sluggish (from a root 
muh, to be silly) ; hence, stupid, foolish ; it is used (a) of persons, 
Matt. 5 : 22, "Thou fool; " here the word means morally worthless, a 
scoundrel, a more serious reproach than "Raca; " the latter scoms a 
man's mind and calls him stupid; möros scorns his heart and character; 
hence the Lord's more severe condemnation; in 7: 26, "a foolish man; " 
23: lJ, 19, "fools; " 25 : 2, 3, 8, "foolish; " in l Cor. 3 : 18, "a fool; " 
lhe Avu:otle Paul uscs it of him::;clf und his fellow-workers, in 4 ; 10, 

" fools " (i.e„ in the eyes of opponents) ; (b) of things, 2 Tim. 2 : 23, 
"foolish and ignorant questionings; " so Tit. 3: 9; in l Cor. l : 25, 
"the foolishness of God," not möria, foolishness as a personal quality 
(see C, No. l), but adjectivaHy, that which is considered by the ignorant 
as a foolish policy or mode of dealing, lit„ ' the fo9lish (thing) ; ' so in ver. 
27, "the foolish (things) of the world."~ 

4. ASUNETOS (aavv€Tos) denotes without discernment, or under
standing (a, negative, suniemi, to understand) ; hence "senseless," 
as in the R.V. of Rom. l : 21 (A.V., "foolish "), of the heart; in ro: 19, 
A.V„ "foolish," R.V„ „ void of understanding." See UNDERSTANDING. 

Note: For" fools," Eph. 5 : 15, see UNWISE, No. 3. 
B. Verbs. 

r. MÖRAINÖ (p.wpalvw) is used (a) in the causal sense, to make 
foolish, l Cor. l : 20; (b) in the passive sense, to become foolish, Rom. 
l : 22 ; in Matt. 5 : 13 and Luke 14 : 34 it is said of salt that has lost its 
fla vour, becuming tasteless. See SAVOUR. ~ 

2. PARAPHRONEÖ (1Tapacf>pov,w), to be beside oneself (from para, 
contrary to, and phren, the mind), tobe deranged, 2 Cor. II: 23, R.V„ 
"as one beside himself," for A.V„ "as a fool."~ 

C. Nouns. 
l. MÖRIA (p.wpla) denotes foolishness (akin to A, No. 3 and B, No. l), 

and is used in l Cor. l : 18, 21, 23; 2 : 14; 3 : 19.~ 
2. APHROSUNE (dcf>poavvri), senselessness, is translated" foolishness" 

in Mark 7: 22; 2 Cor. II : l, 17, 21, "foolishness," R.V. (A.V., "folly" 
and "foolishly "). Sec FoLLY.~ 

Note: Mörologia denotes foolish talking, Eph. 5: 4. See TALKING.~ 
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FOOT, FEET 
A. Nouns • 

FOR 

. I. POUS (1Tovs), besides its liter~l meaning, is used; by metonymy, 
of a person in motion, Luke I : 79 ; Acts 5 : 9 ; Rom. 3 : 15 ; 10 : 15 ; 
Heb. 12 : 13. It is used in phrases expressing subjection, l Cor. 15 : 27, 

R.V. ; of the humility and receptivity of discipleship, Luke rn: 39; 
Acts 22: 3; of obeisance and worship, e.g., Matt. 28: 9; of scomful 
rejection, Matt. IO : 14; Acts 13 : 5I. Washing the feet of another 
beto,kened the humility of the service and the comfort of the guest, and 
was a feature of hospitality, Luke 7: 38; John 13: 5; :r Tim. 5 : lO 

(here ßguratively). . , 
Note: In Acts. 7 : 5 bima, a step, is used with podos, thc g~nitive case 

of paus, lit., 'the step of a foot,' i.e., a foot breadth, what the foot can 
stand on .• " (IJ.ot so much as) toset his footon." 

2. BASIS (ßauis), lit ..• a step (akin to bainö, to go), hence denotes 
that with which one steps, a foot, and is used in the plural in Acts 3 : 7.1[ 

B. Adjectives. 
I. PODltR:i!S (110S~P"Js) signifi.es reaching .to thc fcct, from po·us, and 

arö, to fi.t (akin to A, No. l), and is said of a garmeI).t, Rev. l: 13., In 
the Sept. it is used of the high pri~st's garment, e.g., Ex. 28: 4, 

2; PEZOS (11€{os), an adjective, "on foot," is m;erl. in one of its fonns 
as an adverb in Matt. 14: 13, and Mark 6: 33, in each place signifying 
'by land,' in contrast to 'by sea.'~ 

. Cp. pezeuö, to go on foot, Acts 20.: 13, R.V., " to go by land " (marg~, 
" on foot "). 

No~es: (1) In Acts 2p : 18, the R.V. "set foot in " e,Jq_presses more 
literally the verb epibainö (lit., to go upon) than the A.V. "came. into." 
So again in 21 : 4 (some mss. have anabainö here). (2) In Luke 8 : 5, 
katapateö, to tread down (kata, down, pateö, to tread, trample), is trans
lated "was trodden under foot," R.V. (A.V., "was trodden down"). 

FOOTSTOOL 
HUPOPODION (v1To1108iov), from. hupo, under, and pous, a foot, is 

used (a) literally in Jas. 2: 3, (b) metaphorically, of the earth as God's 
footstool, Matt. 5 : 35 ; of the foes of the Lord, Matt. 22 : 44 (in some 
mss.) ; Mark l!il : 36, " undcmcath" (in some mss.) ; Luke w : 43 ; Acts 
2 : 35 ; .. 7 : 49; Heb. l : 13 ; .rn : 13, The R.V„ adhering to the literal 
rendering, translates the phrase "the footstool of My (Thy» His) feet," 
for the A.V„ "My (etc.) footstool," but in Matt. 22 : 44, " (till I put Thine 
enemies) undemeath thy feet.", 

F.OR and FORASMUCH: see Note t. p. 9 

For FORBADE see FORBID 
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of despondency and is associated with hoµe, in l Thess. l : 3; it is notused 
of God."* 

C. Adjectives. 
l. ANEXIKAKOS (aveetKaKos) denotes patiently forbearing evil, 

lit., 'patient of wrong,' (from anechö, A, No. l and kakos, evil), enduring; 
it is rendered " forbearing " in 2 Tim. 2 : 24. ~ 

2. EPIEIKES (brmK~s), an adjective (from epi, used intensively, and 
eikos, reasonable), is used as a noun with the article in Phil. 4: 5, and 
translated" forbearance "in the R.V.; A.V., "moderation,'' R.V., marg., 
"gentleness," 'sweet reasonableness' (Matthew Arnold). See l;ENTLE. 

FORBID, FORBADE 
A. Verb. 

KÖLUÖ (KwAvw), to hinder, restrain, withhold, forbid (akin to 
kolos, docked, lopped, clipped), is most usually translated to forbid, often 
an inferior rendering to that of hindering or restraining, e.g., l Thess. 2 : 16; 
Luke 23 : 2 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 16, where the R.V. has" stayed ; " in Acts ro : 47 
"forbid." In Luke 6: 29, the R.V. has "withhold not (thy coat also)." 
Sec HINDER, Krmr, Note (7), SHY, SuFFER, A, Note (3), WITHHOLD, 

WITHSTAND, No. r. 
Notes: (1) The strengthened form diaköluö (dia, through, used 

intensively) is used in Matt. 3: 14, where, for the A.V„" forbad" the R.V. 
has "would have hindered him" l" forbad" is unsuitable with reference 
to the natural and persistent (dia) effort to prevent Christ from being 
baptized.]~ 

(2) The phrase me genoito, Iit., 'let it not be ' (me, negative, and 
ginomai, to become), is idiomatically translated " God forbid" in Luke 
20: 16; Rom. 3 : 4, 6, 31 ; 6: 2, 15 ; 7 : 7, 13; 9: 14; II : l, II ; 

l Cor. 6 :15; Gal. 2: 17; 3: 21, and in the A.V. of 6: 14; here the 
R.V. has "far be it from me (to glory)," which the American R.V. uses 
in the O.T. In Paul's Epistles it is almost entirely used to express the 
Apostle's repudiation of an inference which he apprehends may be drawn 
from his argument. 

B. Adverb. 
AKÖLUTÖS (aKwMTws), without hindrance (a, negative, and A, 

No. I), is translated "none forbidding him," in Acts 28: 3r. . From the 
2nd century A.D. onwards the word is found constantly in legal documents 
(Moulton and Milligan, Vocab„ who draw attention to the triumphant 
note on which the word brings the Acts to a close).~ 

FORCE 
A. Adjective. 

BEBAIOS (ßlßmos), firm, secure, is translated "of force" (present 

• From Notes on Thesaalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 183, 184. 
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usage would translate it 'in force.') in Heb. 9 : 17, of a testament, or 
covenant, in relation to a death. See FIRM. 

B. Verb. 
r. HARPAZÖ (apmi~w), to snatch away, carry off by force, is used in 

the next sentence ·in Matt. II : 12, to that referred to under No. l, " men 
of violence (A.V. 'the violent ') take it by force," the meaning being, as 
determined by the preceding clause, tha.t those who are possessed of 
eagemess and zeal, instead of yielding to the opposition of religious foes, 
such as the Scribes and Pharisees, press their way into the Kingdom, so 
as to possess themselves of it. lt is elsewhere similarly rendered in 
John 6: 15, of those who attempted to seize the Lord, andin Acts 23: 10, 
of the chief captain's command to thc soldiers to rcscuc Paul. See 
CATCH, PLUCK, PULL. Cp. diarpazö, to plunder, e.g., Matt. 12 : 29, and 
sunarpazö, to seize and carry away, e.g., Acts 6: 12, and harpax, rapacious, 
ravening, e.g., Matt. 7 : 15. 

Notes: (1) Biazö, to forcc (from bia, force), is used in the Passive 
Voice in Matt. II : 12, of the Kingdom of Heaven as 'suffering violence; ' 
so in Luke 16: 16, "entereth violently into it," herein the Middle Voice, 
expressive of the special interest which the doer of the act has in what 
he is doing. This meaning is abundantly confirmed by the similar use 
in the papyri. Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.) remark that Luke's 
statement can be naturally rendered 'everyone is entering it violently.' 
See VIOLENCE. 

(2) Tn Matt. II : 12, the corresponding noun, biastes, violence, is 
rendered "mcn of violence," R.V. (sec No. 2). See VIOLENCE. 

FOREFATHER 
r. PROGONOS ('7rp6yovos), an adjective, primarily denoting bom 

before (pro, before, and ginomai, to become), is used as a noun in the 
plural, 2 Tim. l : 3, " forefathers" (in l Tim. 5 : 4, "parents "). See 
PARENTS.~ 

2. PROPATÖR (7rpo7ra:rwp), a forefather (pro, before, pater, a father), 
is used of Abraham in Rom. 4 : I. ~ 

FOREGOING 
PROAGÖ (7rpo&.yw), when used intransitively, signifies either to 

lead the way, or to go before, precede; in Heb. 7 : r8, it is used of the 
mmmandment of the Law (ver. 16), as preceding the bringing in of "a 
better hope " (R.V., "foregoing "). See BRING, Go . 

.FOREHEAD 
METOPON (µ1Tw7rov), from meta, with, and öps, an eye, occurs only 

in the Apocalypse, 7: 3; 9: 4; 13: 16; I4: l, 9; 17: 5; 20: 4; 22: 4.,I 

FOREIGN, FOREIGNER 
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EXÖ (;gw), an adverb, signifying outside, without, is used in Acts 
26 : II, R.V., " foreign," for A.V. "strange," of cities beyond the limits 
of Palestine, lit., ' unto (the) cities without,' including Damascus. See 
FORTH, ÜUTWARD, STRANGE, WITHOUT. 

Note: In Eph. 2 : 19, paroikos, Iit., dwelling near (para, near, oikos, a 
dwelling), denotes an alien, a sojourner, in contrast to fellow-citizens, 
R.V., "sojourners" (A.V., "foreigners ") ; in l Pet. 2 : II, A.V., 
" strangers ; " see also Acts 7 : 6, 29. See SOJOURNER, STRANGER. 
Cp. allotrios, e.g., Acts 7 : 6; Heb. II : 9, 34; allophulos, Acts 10 : 28 ;~. 
xenos, Matt. 25 : 35, 38, 43 ; 27 : 7 ; Acls 17 : 21, etc. 

FOREKNOW, FORF.KNOWT .F.D\rF. 
A. Verb. 

PROGINÖSKO (1TpoyivwaKw), to know before (pro, before, gfooskö, 
to know), is used (a) of Divine knowledge, concerning (1) Christ, l Pet. 
l : 20, R.V., "foreknown" (A.V., "foreordained ") ; (2) Israel as God's 
earthly people, Rom. II : 2 ; (3) believers, Rom. 8 : 29 ; the foreknowledge 
of God is the basis of His foreonlainiug counsels; (b) of human knowledge, 
(1) of persons, Acts 26: 5; (2) of facts, 2 Pet. 3: 17.~ 

B. Noun. 
PROGNÖSIS (1Tp6yvwais), a foreknowledge (akin to A.), is used only 

of Divine foreknowledge, Acts 2: 23; r Pet. l: 2.~ Foreknowledge is 
onc aspcct ot omniscicncc; it is implicd in God's warnings, prornises and 
predir.tions. See Ar.ts r5 : 18. God's foreknowledge involves His 
electing graco, but this _docs not preclude human will. He foreknows the 
exercise of faith which brings salvation. The Apostle Paul stresses 
especially the actual purposes of God rather than the ground of the 
purposes, see, e.g., Gal. l : 16 ; Eph. l : 5, II. The Divine counsels will 
ever be unthwartable. Cp. FORESHEW. 

For FOREORDAIN see DETERMINE, No, 3, FOREKNOW, A 

For FOREPART see FORESHIP 

FORERUNNER 
PRODROMOS (1Tpuopoµ,os), an adjective signifying running forward, 

going in advance, is used as a noun, of those who were sent before to take 
observations, acting as scouts, especially in military matters; or of one 
sent before a king to see that the way was prepared, Isa. 40: 3; (cp. 
Luke 9: 52; and, of John the Baptist, Matt. II: 10, etc). In the N.T. 
it is said of Christ in Heb. 6 : 20, as going in advance of His followers who 
are to be where Ile is, when Ile comes to rcccivc thcm to Himsclf. ~ In 
the Sept., Numb. 13 : 21, "forerunners (of the grape) ; " Is. 28: 4, "an 
early (fig)."~ 
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FORESAIL 
ARTEMÖN (apTlµ.wv), from artaö, to fasten to, is rendered" mainsail" 

in Acts 27: 40, A.V. ; R.V., "foresail." As to the particular kind of 
sail there mentioned, Sir William Ramsay, quoting from Juvenal con-· 
ceming the entrance of a disabled ship into harbour by means of a 
prow-sail, indicates that the artemön would be a sail set on the bow. ~ 

FORESEE, FORESEEN 
I. PROORAÖ (1Tpoopaw), with the aorist form proeidon (used to 

supply tenses lackiug iuproot·ao), to see before (pro, before, horaü, to ::1ee), 
is used with reference (a) to the past, of seeing a person before, Acts 2r : 29 ; 
(b) to the future, in the sense of foreseeing a person or thing, Acts z : 25, 
with reference tu Christ and the Father, R.V., "beheld" (here the Middle 
Voice is used).~f 

2. PROEIDON (1TpoEt8ov), an aorist tense form without a present, to 
foresee, is used of David, as foreseeing Christ, in Acts 2 : 31, R.V., "fore
seeing " (A.V., " seeing before ") ; in Gal. 3 : 8, it is said of the Scripture, 
personified, personal activity being attributed to it by reason of its Divine 
source (cp. ver. 22). "What saith the Scripture? " was a common 
formula among the Rabbis. iI In the Sept., Gen. 37 : 18 ; Ps. 16 : 8 
(prooraö) ; 139 : 3. if 

3. P.ROHLEPO (1TpoßM1Tw), from pro, before, and blepö, to see, per-
1'.P.ivP., is trnn~laterl "having providcd" in Ileb. II: 40 (Middlc Voicc), 
marg., " foreseen," which is the lit. meaning of the verb, as with Eng. 
'provide.'iI In the Sept., Psa. 37 : 13.iI 

FORESHEW 
PROKATANGELLÖ (1TpoKaTayyl.U.w), to announce beforehand (prö, 

before, katangellö, to proclaim), is translated "foreshewed "in Acts 3: 18, 
R.V. (A.V., "before had shewed ") ; in 7: 52, A.V. and R.V., "shewed 
bcforc.'''LJ 

FORESHIP 
PRORA (1Tpwpa) denotes the forward part of a ship, the prow, Ar.ts 

27: 30; in ver. 4r (A.V., "forepart ")in contrast to prumna, the stern.iI 

FORETELL 
PROLEGÖ (1Tpo.\lyw), with the aorist form proeipon, and a perfect 

form proeireka (from proereö), signifies (1) to declare openly or plainly, 
or to say or tell beforehand (pro, before, legö, to say), translated in 
2 Cor. 13 : 2 (in the first sentence), R.V., "I have said beforehand," 
A.V., " I told ... before; " in the next sentence, A.V., " I foretell," 
R.V., " I do say beforehand " (marg., " plaiuly ") ; uul prophecy is here 
in view, but a warning given before and repeated (see under FoREWARN) ; 
(2) to speak before, of prophecy, as foretelling the future, Mark 13 : 23, 
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A.V„ "have foretold," R.V., "have told ... beforehand; " Acts l : 16 

(of the prophecy concerning Judas); Rom. 9: 29; 2 Pet. 3: 2; Jude 17; 
some inferior mss. have it in Heb. 10: 15. See FoREWARN, SPEAK, TELL. 

Note: In Acts 3: 24 some mss. have prokatangellö (see FoRESHEW); 
the most authentic have katangellö, R.V., "told." 

FOREWARN 
PROLEGO (7TpoMyw), with verbal forms as mentioned above, is 

translated " I forewarn " and " I did forewarn," in the R.V. of Gal. 5 : 21, 

A~ V., "I lell (you) before " and " I have told (you) in time past ;" here, 
however, as in 2 Cor. 13: 2 and l Thess. 3: 4 (see below), the R.V. marg., 
'' plainly " is to be preferred to " beforehand " or " before " (see under 
FoRETELL) ; the meaning in Gal. 5 : 21 is not so much that Paul pro
phesied the result of the practice of the evils mentioned, but that he had 
told them before of the consequence and was now repeating his warning, 
as leaving no possible room for doubt or misunderstanding; in l Thess. 
3 : 4, the subject told before was the. affiiction consequent upon the 
prl':ar.hing of thc Gospel; in l Thess. 4: 6, "we forewarned," the warning 
was as to the consequences of whatsoever violates chastity. 

Note: In Luke 12: 5 the verb hupodeiknumi, to shew, teach, make 
known, is translated "will warn" in thc R.V. (A.V., " forewarn "). See 
EXAMPLE (B, No. 2), SHEW, WARN. 

FORFEIT 
Z~MlOO (,.,,µ.,6w), in the Active Voice, signifies to damage; in the 

Passive, to suffer loss, forfeit, Matt. 16 : 26 and Mark 8 : 36, of the " life," 
R.V.; A.V., and R.V. marg., "soul ;" in each place the R.V. has" forfeit," 
for A.V., " lose ; " Luke 9 : 25," his own self " (R.V., " forfeit," A.V., 
" be cast away; " here the preceding word "lose" translates apollumi, 
to destroy). What is in view here is the act of forfeiting what is of the 
greatest value, not the casting away by Divine jndgment, though that is 
involved, but losing or penalising one's own self, with spiritual and etemal 
loss. The word is also used in l Cor. 3: 15 ; 2 Cor. 7: 9; Phil. 3: 8. 
St•e CAs1·, LosE, Loss (suffer).~ 

FORGET, FORGETFUL 
A. Verbs. 

I. LANTHANÖ (~avflci'.vw), to esr.ape notir.e, is translated "they 
(wilfully) forget" in 2 Pet. 3 : 5, R.V., lit., 'this escapes them (i.e., their 
notice, wilfully on their part),' A.V., "they willingly are ignorant of; " 
in ver. 8, R.V., " forget not," lit., 'let not this one thing escape you' 
(your notice), A.V., "be not ignorant of." See HrnE, IGNORANT, 
UNAWARES. 

2. EPILANTHANOMAI (e7TLAav8&.voµ.aL), to forget, or neglect (epi, 
upon, used intensively, and No. l),is said (a) negatively of God, indicating 
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His remembrance of sparrows, Luke 12: 6, and of the work and labour 
of love of His saints, Heb. 6 : rn; (b) of the disciples regarding taking 
bread, Matt. 16 : 5 : Mark 8 : 14 ; (c) of Paul regarding " the things 
which are behind," Phil. 3 : 13 ; (d) of believers, as to shewing love to 
strangers, Heb. 13: 2, R.V., and as to doing good and communicating, 
ver. 16; (d) of a person who, after looking at himself in a mirror, forgets 
what kind of person he is, Jas. l: 24.if 

3. EKLANTHANOMAI (fiKAavOd.voµ.ai), to forget utterly (ek, out, 
intensive), is used in the Middle Voice in Heb. 12: 5, of forgetting an 
exhortation. iT 

B. Nouns. 
I. Lf:TH:F: (>.~817), forgetfulness (from lethO, to forget, an old form of 

lanthanö, see A, No. l ; cp. Eng. lethal, lethargy, and the mythical river 
Lethe, which was supposed to cause forgetfulness of the past to those 
who drank of it), is used with lambanö, to take, in 2 Pet. l : 9, "having 
forgotten," lit., 'having taken forgetfulness' (cp. 2 Tim. l : 5, lit.,' having 
taken reminder '), a periphrastic expression for a single verb. if 

'.Z. EPILESMONE (€m>.17aµ.ov~), forgetfulness (akin to A, No. 2), is used 
in Jas. I : 23, "a forgetful hcarcr," R.V., "a hcarcr that forgettcth," lit., 
'a hearer of forgetfulness,' i.e., a hearer characterized by forgetfulness.if 

FORGIVE, FORGA VE, FORGIVENESS 
A. Verbs. 

l. APHI:F:MI (dcf>l17µ.,), primarily, tosend forth, send away (apo, from, 
hiemi, to send), denotes, besides its other meanings, to remit or forgive 
(a) debts, Matt. 6: 12; 18: 27, 32, these being completely cancelled; 
(b) sins, e.g., Matt. 9 : 2, 5, 6; 12 : 31, 32; Acts 8: 22 (" the thought of 
thine heart ") ; Rom. 4 : 7 ; Jas. 5 : 15 ; l John l : 9; 2 : 12. In this 
latter respect the verb, like its corresponding noun (below), firstly 
signifies the remission of the punishment due to sinful conduct, the 
deliverance of the sinner from the penalty Divinely, and therefore 
righteously, imposed; secondly, it involves the complete removal of the 
cause of offence ; such remission is based upon the vicarious and pro
pitiatory ::;acriüce of Chri::;t. In lhe-0.T. atoning sacrifice and forgiveness 
are often associatcd, c.g., Lev. 4: 20, 26. The verbis used in the N.T. 
with reference to trespasses (paraptöma), e.g., Matt. 6: 14, 15 ; sins 
(hamartia), e.g., Luke 5: 20; debts (see above) (opheilema), Matt. 6: 12; 

(ophe.üe), 18 : 32; (dane.ion), 18 : 27; the thought (d1:anoia) of the heart, 
Acts 8: 22. Cp. kaluptö, to cover, l Pet. 4: 8; Jas. 5: 20; and 
epikaluptö, to cover over, Rom. 4: 7, representing the Hebrew words for 
atonement. 

Human forg;iveness is to be strictly analog;ous to Divine forgiveness, 
e.g., Matt. 6 : 12. If certain conditions are fulfilled, there is no limitation 
to Christ's law of forgivcncss, Matt. 18 : 21, 22. Thc conditions are 
repentance and confession, Matt. 18 : 15-17 ; Luke 17 : 3. 
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As to limits to the possibility of Divine forgiveness, see Matt. 12 : 32, 
2nd part (see BLASPHEMY) and l John 5 : 16 (see DEATH). See FORSAKE, 
LAY, Note (2) at end, LEAVE, LET, ÜMIT, PUT, No. 16, Note, REMIT, SEND, 
Note (1), SuFFER, YIELD. 

2. CHARIZOMAI (xa.pt,oµ.a.i), to bestow a favour unconditionally, 
is used of the act of forgiveness, whether Divine, Eph. 4 : 32 ; Col. 2 : 13 ; 
3: 13; or human, Luke 7: 42, 43 (debt); 2 Cor. 2: 7, lo; 12: r3; 
Eph. 4: 32 (1st mention). Paul uses this word frequently, but No. l 
only, in Rom. 4 : 7, in this sense of the word. See DELIVER. 

Note: Apoluö, to let loose from (apo, from, luö, to loose), to release, 
is translated "forgive," "ye shall be forgiven," Luke 6: 37, A.V. (R.V„ 
" release," " ye shall be released "), the reference being to setting a 
person free as a quasi·judicial act. The verb does not mean to forgive. 
See D1SM1ss, RELEASE. 

B. Noun. 
APHESIS (a,P€<M) denotes a dismissal, release (akin to A, No. r) ; 

it is used of the remission of sins, and translated "forgiveness" in Mark 
3 : 29 ; Eph. l : 7 ; Col. I : 14, and in the A.V. of Acts 5 : 31 ; 13 : 38 ; 
26: r8, in each of which the R.V. has "remission." Eleven times it is 
followed by "of sins," and once by "of trespasses." lt is never used 
uf lht: rnmissiuu uf sins in t.he Sept., uut is especially connected with the 
year of Jubilee (Lev. 25 : 10, etc.). Cp. the R.V. of Luke 4 : r8, " release " 
(A.V., "liberty "). For the significance in cunnection with rcmission of 
sins and the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, see A, No. r. See DELIVER
ANCE, LIBERTY, .RELEASE, .REMISSION. Cp. the different word paresis, 
a passing over, a remission, of sins committed under the old Covenant, 
Rom. J: 25. The R.V. should be used here. This passing ovcr, or by, 
was neither forgetting nör forgiving ; it was rather a suspension of the 
just penalty ; cp. Acts 17 : 30, " the times of ignorance God overlooked," 
R.V. ; see also, e.g., Ps, 78 : 38. 

FORM (Noun) 
r. MORPHE (µ.op<f~) denutes the special or charactcristic form or 

feature of a person or thing ; it is used with particular significancc in the 
N.T., only of Christ, in Phil. 2: 6, 7, in the phrases" being in the form of 
God," and "taking the form of a servant." An excellent de:finition of 
the word is that of Gifford : " morphe is therefore properly the nature 
or essence, not in the abstract, but as actually subsisting in the individual, 
and retained as long as the individual itself exists .... 'Thus in the 
passage before us morphe Theou is the Divine nature actually and in
separably subsisting in the Person of Christ. . . . For the interpretation 
of ' the form of God' it is sufficient to say that (1) it includes the whole 
nature and essence of Deity, and is inseparable from them, since they 
could have no actual existence without it; and (2) that it does not 
include in itself anything 'accidental' or separable, such as particular 
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modes of manifestation, or conditions of glory and majesty, which may ät 
one time be attached to the ' form.' at another separated from it. . . . 

The true meaning of morphe in the expression ' form of God ' is 
confi.rmed by its recurrence in the corresponding phrase, ' form of a 
servant.' lt is universally admitted that the two phrases are directly 
antithetical, and that 'form' must therefore have the same sense in 
both."* 

The definition above mentioned applies to its use in Mark 16: 12, as 
to the particular ways in which the Lord manifested Himself. 9if 

Note: For the synonymous word schema, see FASHION. For the verb 
morphoö, see FORMED, No. l, below. 

2. MORPHÖSIS (µ.6pr./".icr1s), a form or ontline, cfonotes, in the N.T., 
an image or impress, an outward semblance, Rom. 2 : 20, of knowledge 
of the truth; 2 Tim. 3 : 5, of godliness. lt is thus tobe distinguished from 
morphe (No. l) ; it is used in almost the same sense as schema, fashion 
(which see), but is not so purely thc outward form as schema is.9if 

3. TUPOS (ro7Tos), the representation or pattern of anything (for 
which see ENSAMPLE), is rendered "form" in Rom. 6: 17, "that form 
(or mould) of teaching whereunto ye were delivered," R.V. The metaphor 
is that of a cast or frame into which molten material is poured so as to 
take its shape. The Gospel is the mould; those who are obedient tö its 
teachings become conformed to Christ, whom it presents. ln Acts 23 : 25, 
it is used of a letter, R.V„ "form" (A.V„ "ma1111e1 "), with rderence to 
the nature of the contents. 

4. EIDOS (d'Sos), lit„ that which is seen (eidon, to see), an appearance 
or external form, is rendered "form" in the R.V. of Luke 3 : 22, of the 
Holy Spirit's appearance at the baptism of Christ; in John S : 37, in 
the Lord's testimony concerning the Father; in Luke 9: 29 it is said of 
Christ Himself; it is translated "sight" in 2 Cor. S : 7, the Christian 
being guided by what he knows tobe true, though unseen; in l Thess. 
5 : 22 Christians are exl10rted to abstain from "every form of cvil," 
R.V. (the A.V„ "appearance" is inadequate), i.e., from every kind of 
evil. See FASHION, SHAPE, S1GHT.9if 

5. HUPOTUPOSIS (v1ToTtl1Twais), an outline, sketch (akin to hupotupoö, 
to delineate, h.11-po, under, and No. 3), is.nserl metaphorically to denute a 
prttt.ern, example, "form," in 2 Tim. l : 13, "of sound wqrds" (R.V„ 
"pattern ") ; in l Tim. l : 16, "pattern" and "ensample." See 
ENSA.MJ:'L:h:.9if 

FORMED 
A. Verbs . 

. l. MORPHOO (µ.oprpow), like the noun (A, No. l), refers, not to the 
external and transient, but to the inward and real ; it i!:! u!:!ed iu Gal. 4 : 19, 
expressing the necessity of a change in character and conduct to correspond 

• From Gifford, " The Incarnation," pp. 16, 19, 39. 
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with inward spiritual condition, so that there may be moral conformity 
to Christ.~ 

Cp. metamorphoö, to transform, transfigure, summorphizö and 
suschematizö, to conform to. 

2. PLASSÖ (1TAaaaw), to mould, to shape, was used of the artist who 
wrought in clay or wax (Eng., plastic, plasticity), and occurs in 
Rom. 9 : 20 ; I Tim. 2 : 13. ~ 

B. Noun. 
PLASMA (1TAaaµ.a) denotes anything moulded or shaped into a form 

(akin to A, No. 2), Rom. 9: 20, "the thing formed."~ Cp. the acljective 
plastos, made up, fabricated, feigned, 2 Pet. 2 : 3. ~ 

FORMER 
1. PRÖTOS (1Tpw-roS'), first, is translated "former" in Acts I : 1, 

of Luke's first treatise; in Rev. 21 : 4, R.V., "first" (A.V., "former "). 
See BEFORE, FIRST. 

2. PROTEROS (1Tp6-rEpoS'), before, former, is translated "former" in 
Eph. 4 : 22 ; Heb. IO : 32 ; I Pet. I : q. See BEFORE. 

FORNICATION, FORNICATOR 
A. Nouns. 

I. PORNEIA (1Topv€la) is used (a) of illicit sexual intercourse, in 
John 8 : 41 ; Ads 15 : 20, 29 ; 21 : 25 ; l Cor. 5 : I ; 6 : lj, 18 ; 2 Cor. 
12 : 21 ; Gal. 5 : 19 ; Eph. 5 : 3 ; Col. 3 : 5 ; I Thess. 4 : 3 ; Rev. 2 : 21 ; 

9 : 21 ; in the plural in I Cor. 7: 2; in Matt. 5: 32 and 19: 9 it stands 
for, or includes, adultery; it is distinguished from it in 15 : 19 and Mark 
7 : 21 ; (b) metaphorically, of the association of pagan idolatry with 
doctrines of, and professed adherence fo, the Christian faith, Rev. 14: 8; 
17: 2, 4; 18: 3; 19: 2; some suggest this as the sense in 2: 21.~ 

2: PORNOS (7r6pvoS') denotes a man who indulges in fornication, a 
fornicator, I Cor. 5: 9, IO, II; 6: 9; Eph. 5 : 5, R.V. ; I Tim. I : IO, 

R.V. ; Heb. 12 : 16 ; 13 : 4, R.V. ; Rev. 21 : 8 and 22 : 15, R.V. (A.V., 
"whoremonger ").~ 

B. Verbs. 
1. PORNEUO (?Topv€vw), to commit fornication, is used (a) literally, 

Mark 10 : 19 ; I Cor. 6 : 18; 10 : 8; Rev. 2 : 14, 20, see (a) and (b) 
above; (b) metaphorically, Rev. 17: 2; 18: 3, 9.~ 

_2. EKPORNEUÖ (Ji.:rropvEvw), a strengthened form of No. l, (ek, used 
intensively), to give oneself up to fornication, implying excessive indul
gente, Jude 7.~ 

FORSAKE 
A. Verbs. 

l. KATALEIPÖ (1eaT~El1Tw); a strengthened form of leipö, to leave, 
signifies (a) to leave, to leave behind, e.g., Matt. 4 : 13 ; (b) to leave 
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remaining, reserve, e.g., Luke IO: 40; (c) to forsake, in the sense of 
abandoning, translated to forsake in the R.V. of Luke 5 : :z8 and Acts 
6: 2; in Heb. II: 27 and 2 Pet. 2: 15, A.V. and R.V. In this sense 
it is translated to leave, in Mark 10 : 7 ; 14 : 52 ; Luke 15 : 4; Eph. 5 : 31. 
See LEAVE, RESERVE. 

2. ENKATALEIPÖ (JyKaTa.Ael7Tw), from en, in, and No. 1, denotcs 
(a) to leave behind, among, leave surviving, Rom. 9 : 29 ; (b) to forsake, 
abandon, leave in straits, or helpless, said by, or of, Christ, Matt. 27: 46; 
Mark 15: 34; Acts 2: 27, 31 (No. I in some mss.); of men, 2 Cor. 4: 9; 
2 Tim. 4 : 10, 16 ; by God, Heb. 13 : 5 ; of things, by Christians (nega
tively), Heb: IO: 25. See LEAVE.~ 

3. APHIEMI (dr/>triµ.i) sometimes has the significance of forsaking, 
Mark I : 18; 14: 50 (R.V., "left ") ; so Luke 5 : II. See FORGIVE. 

4. APOTASSÖ (a7ToTaaaw), primarily, to set apart (apo, off, from, 
tassö, to arrange), is used in the Middle Voice, meaning (a) to take leave 
of, e.g., Mark 6 : 46, (b) to renounce, forsake, Luke 14 : 33, A.V., " for
saketh," R.V., "renounceth" ("all that he hath "). See Bm FAREWELL, 
RRNOUNCE, SENfl, Nntr. (2) at end, TAKE, Note (r4). 

B. Noun. 
APOSTASIA (a7ToO"Taala), an apostasy, defection, revolt, always in 

N .T. of religious defection, is translated " to forsake " in Acts 21 : 21, 
lit., ' (thou teachest) apostasy (from Moses) ; ' in 2 Thess. 2: 3, "falling 
away." See FALL.~! 

FORSOMUCH : see t p. 9 

FORSWEAR 
EPIORKEÖ (J11iopKtw) signifies to swear falsely, to undo one's 

swearing, forswear 6neself (epi, against, orkos, an oath), Matt .. 5: 33.~ 
Cp.,epiorkos, a perjured person, a perjurer, I Tim. I : IO," false swearers."~ 

FORTH 
· EXO (€gw), outside, without (frorn, ek,' out of, from), frequently 

signifies " forth," especially aftcr verbs of motion, e.g„ John II : 43 ; 
19 : 4, 13. See ÜUTWARD, STRANGE, WITHOUT. 

Notes: (1) For the word "forth" in cornbination with various verbs, 
see, e.g., BREAK, BRING, CoME, Pur. (2) In Matt. 26: 16, the RV. omits 
" forth," as the phrnse apo tote, ' from then,' simply means " from that 
time;" in the similar phrase "from that day forth," Matt. 22: 46; 
John II : 53, there is no word in the original representing" for~h." (3) In 
John 2: II the R.V. rightly omits "forth." · 

FORTHWITH 
1. EXAUTES (Jgavrijs-), at once (from, ek, out of, and autes, the 

genitive case of autos, self or very, agreeing with "hour" understood, 
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i.e„ ' from that very hour '), is translated " forthwith" in the R.V. in 
Mark 6 : 25 (A.V„ "by and by ") ; Acts ro: 33 (A.V„ "immediately ") ; 
II : II (ditto) ; 21 : 32 (ditto) ; 23 : 30 (A.V„ "straightway ") ; Phil. 
2 : 23 (A.V„ "presently "). The word is frequent in the period of the 
koine Greek (see Preface). See IMMEDIATELY, PRESENTLY, STRAIGHT
WAY.if 

2. EUTHEOS (EvB.fws), at once, straightway (from the adjective, 
euthus, straight), is translated "forthwith," in the A.V. of Matt. 13: 5; 
26: 49; (it occurs in some mss. in Mark 5 : 13; the R.V. omits it) ; 
Acts 12: ro; 21: 30 (R.V„ "stra1ghtway," in each J?lace). See IM
MEDIATELY, SHORTLY, STRAIGHTWAY. 

3. EUTHUS (tl18ü~'). an 'alternative adveiL Lu Nu. ~. is translated 
"forthwith" in the A.V. of Mark l: 29; l: 43 (in the best mss.), and 
John 19: 34 (R.V„" straightway "). See ANON, IMMEDIATELY, STRAIGHT
WAY.if 

Note: Parachrema, a synonymous word denoting instantly, on the 
spot, is not translated "forthwith" in A.V. or R.V. See lMMEDIATELY. 

FORTY 
TESSARAKONTA (Tm<rn.p61<n11w) i<> n<>ed in circumstances in Scripture 

whir.h inrlir.:ite the number as suggesting probation, sep;iration or judg
ment, e.g., Matt. 4: 2; Acts l : 3 ; Hch .. ) : 9, 17. 

Note: Tessarakontaetes, forty years (etos, a year), is found in Acts 
7 : :3J ; lJ : 18. -,r 

FORWARD (be), FORWARDNESS 
Notes: (1) The verb thelö, to will, wish, is translated" tobe forward," 

in the A.V. of 2 Cor. 8: ro, which the R.V. corrects to "to will." (2) In 
Gal. 2: ro, spoudazö, tobe zealous, is so rendered in the R.V. (A.V„" I was 
forward "). (3) In 2 Cor. 8: 17, the corresponding adjective spoudaios, 
eamest, is so rendered in the R.V. (A.V„ " forward "). So in ver. 8, 
the noun spoude, earnestness, is tlrns rendered in the R.V. (A.V„ "for
wardness "). (4) In 9 : 2, R.V„ the noun prothumia, " readiness " 
(pro, before, thumos, impulse), is so rendered (A.V., " forwardness of 
mind "). (5) For the combination of this. word with verbs see Go, Pur, 
SET, Sn<..b:TCH. 

FOSTER-BROTHER 
SUNTROPHOS (avvTpocpos) primarily denotes one nourished or 

brought up with another (sun, with, trephö, to rear) ; it is rendered 
" foster-brother" in Acts 13 : l, R.V. lt has, however, been found in 
Hellenistic usage as a cuurt term, signifying an intimate friend of a king 
(Deissmann), and this would seem to be the meaning rng:irding Manaen 
and Herod the Tetrarch. 
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FOUL 
AKATHARTOS (aKa8apros) denotes unclean, impure (a, negative, 

and kathairö, to purify), (a) ceremonially, e.g., Acts 10: 14, z8; (b) morally, 
always, in the Gospels, of unclean spirits; it is translated " foul " in the 
A.V. of Mark 9: 25 and Rev. 18: 2, but always "unclean" in the R.V. 
Since the word primarily had a ceremonial significancc, the moral sig
nificance is less prominent as applied to a spirit, than when poneros, wicked, 
is so applied. Cp. akatharsia, uncleanness. See UNCLEAN. 

Note: In Rev. 17 : 4 the best mss. have this word in the plural, R.V., 
"the uni:lean things" (akathartes, filthiness, in some mss.). 

FOUNDATION (to lay), FOUNDF:D 
A. Nouns. 

l. THEMELIOS, or THEMELION (8Eµ.Üuos) is properly an adjective 
denoting belonging to a foundation (connected with tithemi, to place). 
lt is used (1) as a noun, with lithos, a stonc, understood, in Luke 6: 48, 49; 
14 : 29 ; Heb. II : 10 ; Rev. 21 : 14, 19 ; (2) as a neuter noun in Acts 
16 : 26, and metaphorically, (a) of the ministry of thc gospcl and the 
doctrines of the faith, Rom. 15 : 20 ; I Cor. 3 : 10, II, 12 ; Eph. 2 : 20, 
where the " of " is not subjective (i.e., consisting of the apostles and 
prophcts), but objective, (i.e., laid by the apostles, etc.); so in 2 Tim. 
2: 19, where "the foundation of God" is' the foundation laid by God,'
not the Church (which is not a founualiuu), l.tul Cliri>.t Him,;df, upon whom 
the saints are built ; Heb. 6: l; (b) of good works, l Tim. 6: 19.~ 

2. KAT AROT .E (Karaßo>-.~), lit„ a casting down, is used (a) of con
ceiving seed, Heb. II : II ; (b) of a foundation, as that which is laid down, 
or in the sense of founding; metaphorically, of the foundation of the 
world; in this respect two phrases are used, (1) "ftom the foundation of 
the world," Matt. 25 : 34 (in the most authentic mss. in 13: 35 there is 
no phrase representing " of the world ") ; Luke II : 50 ; Heb. 4 : 3 ; 
9: 26; Rev. r3 : 8; 17 : 8; (2) "before the foundation of thc world," 
John 17: 24; Eph. l: 4; I Pet. l: 20. The latter phrase looks back 
to the past eternity.~ 

B. Verb. 
THEMELIOÖ (0<:µ.<:Atow), to lay a foundation, to found (akin to A, 

No. l), is used (a) literally, Matt. 7 : 25 ; Luke 6: 48; Heb. l : 10; 

(b) metaphorically, Eph. 3 : 17, "grounded (in love) ; " Col. l : 23 (ditto, 
„ in the faith "); l Pet. 5: IO, A.V., "scttle." See GROUND, SETTLE.~ 

FOUNTAIN 
FEGE (7r1Jyi}), a springor fountain, is used of (a) an artificial well, 

fed hy ;i spring, John 4; 6; (b) metaphorically (in contrast to such a well), 
the indwelling Spirit of God, 4: 14; (c) springs, metaphorically m 2 Pet. 
2: I7, R.V., for A.V., " wells; " (d) natural fountains or springs, Jas. 
3: II, 12; Rev. 8 : IO; 14: 7; 16: 4; (e) metaphorically, eternal life 
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and the future blessings accruing from it, Rev. 7 : 17 ; 21 : 6 ; ( f) a 
flow of blood, Mark 5 : 29. 'if 

FOUR (-TH), FOURTEEN (-TH), FOUR HUNDRED 
TESSARES (-rlaaapE>), four, is not found in the N.T. outside the 

Gospels, the Acts and Apocalypse; in the last it is very frequent. 
Tetartos, fourth, is found in Matt. 14: 25; Mark 6: 48 and seven times 
in the Apocalypse; also in Acts ro: 30, "four days ago," lit., ' from 
a fourth day.' Dekatessares, fourteen (lit., ten-four), is found in Matt. 
l : 17 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 2 ; Gal. 2 : l ;'jf tessareskaidekatos, fourtr.enth (lit., 
four-and-tenth), Acts 27: 27, 33 ;'jf tetrakosia, four hundred, Acts 5 : 36 ; 
7 : 6 ; 13 : 20 ; Gal. 3 : 17. 'if In Acts 7 : 6 the 400 years refers to Abraham's 
descendants and to the sojouming and the bondage. This agrees with 
Gen. 15 : 13. In Ex. 12 : 40 the 430 years dates from the call of Abraham 
himself. Likewise the giving of the Law was 430 years from the promise 
in Gen. 12 : 3, which agrees with Gal. 3 : 17. In John II : 39 tetartaios, 
lit., ' a fourth day (one),' is rendered " four days." 

FOURFOLD 
TETRAPLOOS (TerpaTTA6os-), an adjective, is found in Luke 19: 8.'if 

FOURFOOTED 
TETRAPOUS (TETpaTTovs-), from tetra, four (used in compound words), 

and pous, a foot, is used of beasts, Acts ro: 12; II : 6; Rom. l : 23.'jf 

FOURSCORE 
OGDOEKONTA (6y8o~KoVTa), from ogdoos, eighth, is found in Luke 

2 : 37; 16: 7.'if 

FOURSQUARE 
TETRAGÖNOS (TETpaywvos-), four-comered (from tetra, see above, 

and gönia, a corner, or angle), is found in Rev. 21 : 16.~f 

For FOWL see BIRD 

FOX 
ALOPEX (d,\di7T71t) is found in Matt. 8: 20; Luke 9: 58; meta

phorically, of Herod, in Luke 13 : 32. ~l 

For FRAGMENTS see PIECE, No. 4 

FRAME (Verb) 
l. KATARTIZO (KampTltw), to fit, to render complete, is translated 

"have been framed" in Heb. II : 3, of the worlds or ages. See FIT. 
2. SUNARMOLOGEO (awapµ,o,\oylw), to fit or frame together (sun, 

with, harmos, a joint, legö, to choose), is used metaphorically of the Church 
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as a spiritual temple, the parts being" fitly framed together," Eph. 2: 21 ; 
as a body, 4: 16, R.V., "fitly framed," (for A.V., "fitly joined").~ . 

FRANKINCENSE 
LIBANOS (>..lßavos), from a Semitic verb signifying to be white, is a 

vegetable resin, bitter and glittering, obtained by incisions in the hark 
of the arbor thuris, the incense tree, and especially imported through 
Arabia ; it was used for fumigation at sacrifices, Ex. 30 : 7 etc„ or for 
perfume, S. of Sol., 3 : 6. The Indian variety is called looban. lt was 
among the offerings brought by the wise men, Matt. 2: II. In Rev. 
18 : 13 it is listed among the commodities of Babylon. The " incense " 
of Rev. 8: 3 should be "frankincense." Cp. INCENSE.~ 

FRANKLY 
Note: In Luke 7: 42, the verb charizomai, to forgive (as a matter of 

grace), is rendered "frankly forgave," so as to bring out the force of the 
grace in the action. Older versions had " forgave," and to this the 
R.V. retums. 

FRA UD 
APHUSTEREÖ (d.t/>v<ITtp{w), to keep back, dcprivc (apo, from, 

hustereo, tobe lacking), is used in Jas. 5 : 4," is kept back by fraud" (some 
mss. have apostereö, to defraud). The word is found in a papynts writing 
of A.D. 42, of a bath insufficiently warmed (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). 
The Law required the prompt payment of the labourer, Deut. 24: 15.~ 

FREE, FREEDOM, FREELY, FREEMAN, FREEDMAN, 
FREEWOMAN 

A. Adjective; 
ELEUTHEROS (J>mJfhpos), primarily of freedom to go wherever one 

likes, is used (a) of freedom from restraint and obligation in general, 
Matt. 17: 26; Rom. 7: 3; I Cor. 7: 39, R.V., "free," of the second 
marriage of a woman ; 9 : 1, 19 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 16 ; from the Law, Gal. 4 : 26 ; 
from sin, John 8: 36; with reganl tu righleousness, Rom. 6: 20 (i.e., 
righteousness laid no sort of bond upon them, thcy had no relation to it) ; 
(b) in a civil sense, free from bondage or slavery, John 8 : 33 ; I Cor~ 7 : 21, 
22, 2nd part (for ver. 22, Ist part, see C, No. 2) ; 12 : 13; Gal. 3: 28; 
Eph. 6: 8; Rev. 13: 16; 19: 18; as a noun, "freeman," Col. 3: IT, 

R.V.; Rev. 6: 15; "freewoman," Gal. 4: 22, 23, 30, and ver. 3i. R.V.~ 
Notes: (1) In Matt. 15 : 6 and Mark 7 : II, the words "he shall be 

free," A.V., have nothing to represent them in the Greek. (2) In Heb. 
13: ;'), R.V., "be ye free from the love of money," is an abbreviated 
rendering of the adjective aphilarguros (not loving money) with the 
noun tropos, turn (of mind); hence the marg., "let your turn of mind be 
free etc.," for A.V., "let your conversation be without covetousness." 
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B. Verb. 
ELEUTHEROO (lAEv8Epow), to make free (akin to A.), is used of 

deliverance from (a) sin; John 8 : 32, 36 ; Rom. 6 : 18, 22 ; (b) the Law, 
Rom. 8 : 2 ; Gal: 5 : 1 (see, however, under C.); (c) the bondage of corrup
tion, Rom. 8 : 21. See DELIVER. ~ 

Note: In Rom. 6: 7, the verb dikaioö, translated "is freed," signifies 
to justify, as in the R:V., " is justified," i.e., in the legal sense ; death 
annuls all obligations. The death penalty which Christ endured holds 
good for the believer, through his identificati<inwith Christ in Hfa 1foa.th ; 
having been crucified as to his unregenerate nature, and justified from sin, 
he walks in newness of life in Christ. 

C. Nouns .. 
1. ELEUTHERIA (lAEV8Epla), liberty (akin to A. and B.), is rendered 

"freedom" in Gai. 5 : 1, "with freedom did Christ set us free." The 
combination of the noun with the verb · stresses the completeness of the 
act, the aorist (or point) tense indicating both its momentary and com
prehensive character; it was donc oncc for all. The R.V. margin "for 
freedom " gives perhaps the JJ!efe1a1Jle meaning, i,e., ' llOt tO bring' US 

into another form of bondage did Christ liberate us from that in which we 
were born, but in order to make us free from bondage: 

The word is twice rendered "freedom '' in the R.V. of GaL 5: 13 
(A.V.," liberty "). The phr;i.i:;enlngy is thal uf rnauumi!>!>ion Irom slavery, 
which among the Greeks was effected by a legal fiction, according to 
which the manumitted slave was purchased by a god; as the slave could 
not provide the money, the master paid it into the temple Treasury in 
the presence of the slave, a document being drawn up containing the 
words "for freedom." No one could enslave him again, as he was the 
property of the god. Hence the word apeteutlzeros, No. 2. The word i~ 
also translated " freedom" in r Pct. 2 : 16, R.V. In :? Cor. 3 : 17 the 
word denotcs freedom of access to the presence of God. See LIBERTY. 

2. APELEUTHEROS (ii-rrEAEv8Epos), a freed man (apo, from, and A.), 
is used in 1 Cor. 7 : 22, "the Lord's freedman." See the illustration 
above under No. 1. Here the fuller word brings out the spiritual eman
cipation in contrast to the natural freedman . 

. Note: (1) In Acts 22: 28, the word politeia, rendered "freedom" 
(A.V.), denotes citizenship, as in the R.V. (see CrTIZENSHIP} ; in the 
next sentence the Greek is, lit., ' But I was even born ; ' the necessary 
word to be supplied is "Roman," from the previous verse; hence the 
R.V„ "But I am a Roman born:' (2) For "free gift" (charisma), 
Rom. 5 : 15, I6 ; 6 : 23, see GIFT. · 

D. Adverb. 
DOREAN (8wpEav), from dörea, a gift, is used as an adverb in the 

sense "fr~ly," in Matt. IO: 8; Rom. 3: 24; 2 Cor. II : 7 (R.V„ "for 
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nought ") ; Rev. 21 : 6; 22: 17. Here the prominent thought is the 
grace of the Giver. See CAUSE. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 26 : 26 parrMsiazomai, to be bold in speech, is 
translated, to speak freely. (2) In Acts 2: 29 the noun parrhesia with the 
preposition meta, with, is rendered " freely," lit., 'with free-spokenness.' 
(3) For charizomai, to give freely, Rom. 8 : 32 ; l Cor. 2 : 12, see GIVE. 
(4) In 2 Thess. 3 : l, A.V., the verb trechö, to run, is rendered "may have 
free course; " this the R.V. corrects to "may run." (5) For charitoö, to 
bestow freely, Eph. I ; 6, sec AccEPT, Note. (6) For" have drunk freely," 
John 2 : IO, R.V„ see DRINK, B, No. 2. 

PREIGIIT 
EKBOLE (eKßoA~), lit„ a throwing out (from ekballö, to throw out), 

denotes a jettison, a throwing out of cargo, Acts 27 : 18, lit., 'they made 
a throwing out,' R.V„ "they began to throw the freight overboard," 
A.V., "they lightened the ship."41! In the Sept., Ex. II: I; Jonah l : 1 5.~ 

For FREQUENT, 2 Cor. II : 1J3, see ABUNDANT, D 

FRESH 
NEOS (vtos), new (in respect of time, as distinct from kainos, new, 

in respect of quality), is translated " fresh " in the R.V. of Matt. 9 : 17 ; 
Mark 2: 22; Luke 5: 38, with reference to wineskins. See NEw. 

Note: Gluku.s, sweet, is used in Jas. 3: II, 12 (in this verse, A.V„ 
" fresh," R.V., "sweet," as in both elsewhere) ; Rev. 10: 9, 10. See 
SwEET., 

FRIEND (make one's) 
A. Nouns. 

I. PHILOS (</>lAos), primarily an adjective, denoting loved, dear, 
or friendly, became used as a noun, (a) masculine, Matt. II : 19; fourtcen 
times in Luke (once feminine, 15 : 9) ; six in John; three in Acts; two 
in James, 2 : 23, "the friend of God; " 4: 4, "a friend of the world; " 
3 John 14 (twice) ; (b) feminine, Luke 15 : 9, "her friends.'' 

2. HETAIROS (€n1.Zpoc;), a comrade, companion, partner, is used as 
a term of kindly address in Matt. 20 : 13 ; 22 : 12 ; 26 : 50. This, as 
expressing comradeship, is to be distinguished from No. l, which is a 
tcrm of cndcarmcnt. Somc mss. have thc word in Matt. II : 16; the 
best have heterois, others, A.V. and R.V., " fellows." See FELLOW. 

Notes: (1) The phrase hoi para autou, in Mark 3 : 21, "his friends," 
lit. means 'thc (ones) bcsidc Hirn,' i.c., thosc belonging to him. (2) ln 
Mark 5 : 19, "thy frienc'ls " represents the phrnse hoi soi, lit., 'the (ones) 
to thee,' i.e., ' thine own.' 

B. Verb. 
PEITHÖ (1T~t8w), to persuade, infiuence, is rendered "having made 
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. . . their friend " in Acts 12 : 20, of the folks of Tyre and Sidon in 
winning the good will of Blastus, Herod's chamberlain, possibly with 
bribes. See AssuRE, B, No. 3. 

FRIENDSHIP 
PHILIA (<fn'Ala}, akin to philos, a friend (see above), is rendered in 

Jas. 4: 4, "the friendship (of the world)." lt involves" the idea of loving 
as well as being loved" (Mayor); cp. the verb in John 15: 19., 

FRO and FROM ; see t p. 9. 

FROG 
BATRACHOS (ß&.rpaxo>) is mentioned in Rev. 16: 13. Quacks 

were represented as frogs and were associated metaphorically with 
serpents., 

For FROWARD see CROOKED 

FRUIT (bear}, FRUITFUL, UNFRUITFUL 
A. Now1s. 

l. KARPOS (Kap7r6>), fruit, is used (I) of the fruit of trees, fields, the 
earth, that which is produced by the inhcrcnt cncrgy of a living organism, 
e.g., Matt. 7: 17; Jas. S : 7, r8; plural, e.g., in Luke 12 : 17 [for the 
next verse, see Note (1) below] and 2 Tim. 2: 6; of the human body, 
Luke l: 42; Acts 2: 30; (II) metaphorir.rilly, (a) of works or deeds1 

fruit being the visible expression of power working inwardly and invisibly, 
the character of the fruit being evi<lence of the character of the power 
producing it, Matt. 7 : 16. As the visible expressions of hidden lusts are 
the works of the fiesh, so the invisible power of the Holy Spirit in those 
who are brought into living union with Christ (John 15 : 2-8, 16) produccs 
" the fruit of the Spirit," Gal. S : 22, the singular form suggesting the 
unity of the character of the Lord as reproduced in them, namely, "Iove, 
joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, 
temperance," all in contrast with thc confused and often mutually antago
nistic " works of the fiesh." So in Phil. l : II, marg., " fruit of righteous
ness." In Heb. 12: II, the fruit of righteousness is described as "peace
rihlP. frnit," the outward effect of Divine chastening; "the fruit of 
righteousness is sown in peace," Jas. 3: 18, i.e., the seed contains the 
fruit; those who make peace, produce a harvest of righteousness ; in 
Eph. 5: 9, ".the fruit of the light" (R.V., and see context) is seen in" good
ness and righteousness and truth," as the expression of the union of the 
Christian with God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) ; for God is good, 
Mark ro : 18, thc Son is " thc righteom1 One," Acts 7 : 52, the Spirit is 
"the Spirit of truth," John 16: 13; (b) of advantage, profit, consisting 
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(1) of converts as the result of evangelistic ministry, John 4: 36; Rom. 
l: 13; Phil. l : 22; (2) of sanctification, through deliverance from a 
life of sin and through service to God, Rom. 6 : 22, in contrast to (3) the 
absence of anything regarded as advantageous as the result of former 
sins, ver. 21 ; (4) of the reward for ministration to servants of God, 
Phil. 4: 17; (5) of the effect of making confession to God's Name by the 
sacrifice of praise, Heb. 13 : 15. 

2. GENEMA (y€V7Jµ,a), from ginomai, to come into being, denotes fruit 
(a) as the produce of the earth, e.g., the vine; in the following the best 
mss. have this noun, Matt. 26 : 29; Mark 14 : 25 ; Luke 22 : 18 ; [12 : 18 
in some mss. ; see Note (1)] ; (b) metaphorically, as " the fruits of ... 
righteousness" (i.e., of material ministrations to the needy), 2 Cor. 9 : 10. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Luke 12 : 18 some mss. have gennemata, a mistake for 
genemata; the best have sitos, corn. (2) Genema is to be distinguished 
from gennema, offspring (from gennaö, to beget), Matt. 3: 7; 12 : 34; 
lil3: 33; Luke J: 7.~ -

3. OPÖRA (drrwpa) primarily denotes late summer or early autumn, 
i.e., late .Tuly, all August and early September. Since that is the time of 
fruit-bearing, the word was used, by metonymy, for the fruits themselves, 
Rev. 18: 14.~ 

Note: Cp. phthinopörinos, autumnal, in Jude 12, " autumn trees," 
bearing no fruit when fruit should be expected. ~ 

B. Adjectives. 
I. KARPOPHOROS (Kaprro</>opos) denotes fruitful (A, No. l, and 

pherö, to bear), Acts I4: 17.~ Cp. C. below. 
2. AKARPOS (äiro.prros), unfruitful (a, negative, and A, No. l), is 

used figuratively (a) of "the. word of the Kiugdom," rendered unfruitful 
in the case of those infiuenced by the cares of the world and the deceitful-· 
ness of riches, Matt. 13 : 22 ; Mark 4 : 19 ; (b) of the understanding of 
one praying with a "tongue," which effected no profit to the church 
without an interpretation of it, l Cor. 14: 14; (c) of the works of darkness, 
Eph. 5: II; (d) of believers who fail" to maintain good works," indicating 
the earning of one's living so as. to <lo guud works to others, Tit. 3 : 14 ; 
of the effects of failing to supply in one's faith the qualities of virtue, 
knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, love of the brethren, and 
Iove, 2 Pet. l : 8. In Jude 12 it is rendered "without fruit,'' of ungodly 
men, who oppose the Gospel while pretending to uphold it, depir.ted as 
"autumn trees" (see Note under A, No. 3).~ In the Sept., Jer. 2: 6.~ 

C. Verb. 
KARPOPHOREÖ (Kaprro</>op€w), to bear or bring forth fruit (see B, 

No. l), ic;; l15Pn (a) in the m1t11rn.l sense, of the fruit of the earth, Mark 4: 28; 
(b) metaphorically, of conduct, or that which takes effect in conduct, 
Matt. 13 : 23 ; Mark 4 : 20 ; Luke 8 : 15 ; Rom. 7 : 4, 5 (the latter, of 
evil fruit, borne " unto death,'' of activities resulting from a state of 
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alienation from God) ; Col. l : 6, in the Middle Voice ; Col. l : 10. ~ 
Note: For " bring forth fruit to perfection," Luke 8 : 14, sec PER

FECTION, B. 

For FRUSTRATE, Gal. 2: 21, see VOID 

FULFIL, FULFILLING, FULFILMENT 
A. Verbs. 

I. PLEROÖ (1TA71p6w) signifies (1) to fill (see FILL} ; (2) to fulfil, 
complete, (a) of time, e.g„ Mark l : 15; Luke 21 : 24; John 7: 8 (A.V„ 
"full come ") ; Acts 7: 23, R.V., "he was well-nigh forty years old" 
(A.V., "was full" etc.), lit., 'lhe time uf furly years was fulfilled to him;' 
ver. 30, A.V„ " were expired ; " 9 : 23 ; 24 : 27 (A.V.," after two years ; " 
R.V„ "when two years were fulfilled ") ; (b) of number, Rev. 6: II ; 

(c) of good pleasure, 2 Thess. l : II ; (d) of joy, Phil. 2 : 2 ; in the Passive 
Voice, 'tobe fulfilled,' John 3: 29 arid 17: 13; in the following the verb 
is rendered "fulfilled" in the R.V., for the A.V„ "full," John 15: II ; 

16 : 24; l John r : 4; 2 John 12; (e) öf obedience, 2 Cor. 10 : 6; (.f) of 
works, Rev. J : z ; (g) of the future Passo;ver, Luke 22 : 16 ; (h) of 
sayings, propliecies, etc., e.g., Matt. r : 22 (twelve times in Matt., two in 
Mark, four in Luke, eight in John, two in Ac:ts) ; J;is. i : i3; in Col. 
1 : 25 the word signifies to preach fully, to complete the rninistry of the 
Gospel appointed. See FILL. 

2. ANAPLEROÖ (r.h•awA.77p6w}, to fill up, fill completely (ana, up, 
up to, and No. l), is used (a) of Isaiah's prophecy of Israel's rejection of 
God, fulfilled in the rejection of His Son, Matt. 13 : 14 ; (b) of the status of a 
person in a church; R.V„ "filleth the place," for A.V., "occupieth the 
room," 1 Cor. 14: 16; (c) of an adequate supply of service, l Cor. 16: 17, 
" supplied ; " Phil. 2 : 30, " to supply ; " (d) of sins, l Thess. 2 : 16 ; 
(e) of the law of Christ, Gal. 6: 2. · See FrLL, OccUPY, SUPPLY.~ 

3. TELEÖ (TEAEw}, to end (akin to telos, an end), signifies, among its 
various rneanings, to give effect to, and is translated" fulfil," of the Law, 
intentionally, Jas. 2 : 8, or unconsciously, Rom. 2 : 27; of the prophetic 
Scriptures concerning the Death of Christ, Acts 13 : 29; prohibitively, 
of the Just of the fiesh, Gal. 5 : 16. See AccOMPLISH, FINISH. 

Notes: (1) In regard to this word in Rev. 15 : 1 and 8, the R.V„ 
"finished," corrects the A.V., "filled up," and "fulfilled," as the judg
ments there indicated finish the whole series of those consistirig of the 
wrath of God; so in 20: 3, of the thousand years of the Millennium (cp. 
vv. 5, 7). (2) In 17 : 17, the R.V. has "should be accomplished," for 
A.V„ " shall be fulfilled." · (3) fa Luke 22 : 37 the A.V. has " be accom
plished" (K V., " be fulfilled "). 

4. SUNTELEÖ (avvrEMw), to complete, is translated "fulfilled" in 
the A.V. of Mark 13 : 4 (R.V., "accomplished "). See CoMPLETE. 
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5. TELEIOÖ (rn\et6w), to bring to an end, fulfil, is rendered to fulfil, 
of days. Luke 2 : 43 : of the Scripture, John 19 : 28 See FINISH. 

6. PLEROPHOREÖ (7TA7Jpocf>opiw), to bring in full measure, from 
pleroö (see No. l), and phoreö, to bring; hence, to fulfil, of circumstances 
relating to Christ, Luke l : l, R.V., "have been fulfilled" (A.V. "are 
most surely believed ") ; of evangelical ministry, 2 Tim. 4 : 5, " fulfil " 
(A.V., "make full proof ") ; so in ver. 17, R.V., " fully proclaimed" 
(A.V., "fully known "). See AssURE, PERSUADE. 

7. EKPLEROO (€K7TA1Jp6w), a strengthened form of No. l, occurs in 
Acts 13 : 33. iJ 

Notes: (1) Poieö, to do, is so rendered in the R.V., for A.V. "fulfil," 
in Ar.ts 13 : :tz ; Eµh. 2 ; 3 ; Rev. 17 : 17 [for the end of this vcrsc sec 
Note (2) under teleö, above]. (2) Ginomai, to become, to take place, is 
rendered "fulfilled" in the A.V. of Matt. 5 : 18; 24: 34; Luke 21 : 32, 
R.V., "accomplished," in each place. 

B. Nouns. 
l. PLERÖMA (7TA~pwµa) stands for the result of the action expressed 

in pleroö, to fill. lt is used to signify (a) that which has been completed, 
the cornplcmcnt, fulness, e.g., John l : 16; Eph. 1 : 23 ; some :mggest 
that the "fulness" here points to the Body as the filled receptacle of the 
power of Christ (wonis terminating in -ma are frequently concrete i.n 
character ; cp. dika·iöma in Rom. 5 : 18, act of righteousness) ; in Mark 
8: 20 the rendering "baskelfuls" (R.V.) represe1üs the plural of this 
word, lit., ' the fulnesses of (how ma.ny baskets;) ; ' (b) that whir.h fills 11p, 
Matt. 9 : 16 ; Mark 2 : 21 (see FrLL) ; (c) a filling up, fulfilment, Rom. 
13 : ro, of the fulfilling of the Law. See FuLNESS (below). 

2. TELEIÖSIS (TEAElwais), a fulfilment, is so rendered in Luke l : 45, 
R.V. (A.V., "performance "). See PERFECTION. 

FULL 
A. Adjectives . 

.i. PLERES (7TA~p77s) denotes full, (a) in the sense of bcing filled, 
materially, Matt. 14 : 20 ; 15 : 37 ; Mark 8 : 19 (said of baskets full of 
bread crumbs) ; of leprosy, Luke 5 : 12; spiritually, of the Holy Spirit, 
Luke 4 : l ; Acts 6 : 3 ; 7 : 55 ; II : 24 ; grace and truth, John l : 14 ; 
faith, Acts 6 : 5 ; grace and power, 6 : 8 ; of the effecls of spiritual life 
and qualities, seen in good works, Acts 9 : 36 ; in an evil sense, of guile 
and villany, Acts 13 : IO; wrath, 19: 28; (b) in the sense of being 
complete, "füll corn in the ear," Mark 4 : 28 ; of a reward hereafter, 
2 John 8.~ . 

2. MESTOS (µwT6s), probably akin to a root signifying to measure, 
hence conveys the sense of having full measure, (a) of material things, a 
vessel, John 19: 29; a net, 21 : II ; (b) metaphorically, of thoughts and 
feelings, exercised (1) in evilthings, hypocrisy, Matt. 23: 28; envy, 
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murder, strife, deceit, malignity, Rom. l : 29; the utterances of the 
tongue, Jas. 3 : 8 ; adultery, 2 Pet. 2 : 14 ; ( 2) in virtues, goodness, Rom. 
15: 14; mercy, etc., Jas. 3: 17.~ 

B. Verb. 
GEMÖ (y,µ.w), to be full, to be heavily Jaden with, was primarily 

used of a ship; it is chiefiy used in the N.T. of evil contents, such as 
extortion and excess, Matt. 23: 25; dead men's bones, ver. 27; extortion 
and wickedness, Luke II : 39; cursing, Rom. 3: 14; blasphemy, Rev. 
17 : 3 ; abominations, ver. 4 ; of Divine judgments, 15 : 17 ; 21 : 9 ; 
(R.V., "laden," A.V., "full "); of good things, 4: 6, 8; 5: 8.if 

Notes: (1) Gemizo (see FrLL, A, No. 9) is alw~ys rendered to fill in 
R.V. (2) For Acts 2: 13, A.V., see FrLL, No. II. (3) For "fullgrown," 
Heb. 5: 14, R.V., see AGE, No. 2; for Jas. l : 15, R.V., see FINISH, 
Note (2). 

FULLER 
GNAPHEUS (yva<fm5s), akin to knapto, to card wool, denotes a cloth

carder, or dresser (gnaphos, thc prickly teasekloth; hence, a carding 
comb); it is used of the raiment of the Lord in Mark 9: 3.iJ 

FULLGROWN: ~ee AGE, ß, No. 2, FINISH, Note (2) 

FULLY: see ASSURED, COME, KNOW, PERSUADE, :PREACH, RTPE 

FULNESS 
PLERÖMA (7rA~pwµ.a) denotes fulness, that of which a thing is full; 

it is thus used of thc grace and truth manifested in Christ, John l : 16; 
of all His virtues and excellencies, Eph. 4: 13 ; "the blessing of Christ," 
Rom. 15 : 29, R.V. (not as A.V.) ; the conversion and restoration of 
Israel, Rom. II : 12 ; the completion of the number of Gentiles who 
receive blessing through the Gospel, ver. 25 ; the complete products of 
the earth, l Cor. 10 : 26; the end of an appointed period, Gal 4 : 4; 
Eph. l : 10; God, in the completeness of His Being, Eph. 3 : 19; Col. 
l : 19 : 2 : 9 ; the Church as the complement of Christ, Eph. 1 : 2.1· In 
Mark 6 : 43, " basketfuls," R.V., is; lit., 'fulnesses of baskets.' For Matt. 
9 : 16; Mark 2 : 21 see FrLL, (B) ; for 8 : 20 see FuLFIL, B. 

Note: For plerophoria, "fulness," Heb. 6: II, R.V., seP AssuRANCE. 

FURLONG 
STADION (0'7'cf8iov} denotes (a) a stadium, i.e., a measure of length, 

600 Greek feet, or one-eighth of a Roman mile, Matt. 14 : 24 (in the best 
mss.); Luke 24: 13; John 6: 19; II : 18; Rev. 14: 20; 21 : 16; 
(b) a race co1.lf!>P., the length of the Olympic COllf'iP, T 1.or 9 · 24.~ 

FURNACE 
KAMINOS (Kaµ.ivos}, an oven, fumace, kiln (whence Lat. caminus, 
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Eng„ chimney), used for smelting, or for burning earthenware, occurs in 
Matt. 13: 42, 50; Rev. l: 15; 9: 2.~ 

FURNISH 
r. STRÖNNUMI (c1'rpdivvv1-u), or strönnuö, to spread, is used of fur

nishing a room, Mark 14 : 15 ; Luke 22 : 12 ; of making a bed, Acts 9 : 34 ; 
in Matt. 21 : 8 ; Mark II : 8, " spread" (A.V., " strawed," twice). See 
SPREAD.~ 

2. EXARTIZO (egapTl~w), to fit out, to prepare perfectly, to complete 
for a special purpose (ex, out, used intensively, and artios, joined, artos, a 
joint), is used of accomplishing days, Acts 21 : 5, i.e., of terminating a 
space of time; of being "completely furnished," by means of the 
Scriptures, for spiritual service, 2 Tim. 3 : 17. See AccoMPLISH. 

3. PLETHO (m\~Ow), Matt. 21: ro,"furnished" R.V„ "filled." See 
FTLL, No. 5. 

FURTHER 
1. ETI (;n), yct, still, furthcr, is uscd (a) öf tirnc, most usually 

lrauslaleu "yel," e.g., Mall. 12. 46, 01 uegalivdy, "auy 111urn,11 "uu 
more," e.g., Heb. 8 : 12; (b) of degree, translated " further," or " any 
further," Matt. 26: 65; Mark 5 :.35; 14: 63; Luke 22: 71; Heb. 7: II; 
in Acts 21 : 28, R.V., "moreover" (A.V., "further "). See LoNGER, 
MORE, MoREOVER, STILL, THENCEFORTH, YET. 

2. PORRÖTERON (1Toppdi-rEpov), the comparative degree of porrö, 
far off, signifies "further," Luke 24: 28. See FAR. 

Nute: In Acb; 27: 28, bruchu, a litlle, is ren<lered " a fülle Iurther," 
A.V. (R.V., " after a little space "). 

FURTHERANCE 
Notes: (1) In Phil. l : 12, 25, A.V., prokope, a striking forward 

(pro, forward, kopto, to cut), is translated" furtherance ; " " progress" in 
R.V., as in I Tim. 4 : t5. Originally the word was used of a pioneer 
cutting his way through brushwood. See PROGRESS.~ (2) In Phil. l: 5 
the R.V. " (for your fellowship) in furtherance of the Gospel," and in 
2 : 22, "in furtherance of the Gospel," arc, lit., 'unto the Gospel.' 

FURTHERMORE 
EITA (Elm), which is chiefly used of time or enumerations, signifying 

'then' or 'next,' is once used in argument, signifying 'furthermore,' 
Heb. 12 : 9. See AFTERWARD, THEN. 

Note: In l Thess. 4: l the A.V. "furthermore" translates the 
vluase to lo·ipon, lit., ' for the rest,' R.V., " fmally." Sec FINALLY. 
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G 
GAIN (Noun and verb) 

A. Nouns. 

GAI 

l. ERGASIA (Epyaala.) i-;ignifiP.i;; (a) work, working, performance (from 
ergon, work), Eph. 4 : 19 ; in Luke 12 : 58, "diligence;" (b) business or 
gain got by work, Acts 16: 16, 19; in 19: 24, 25, the R.V. adheres to the 
meaning " business" (A.V., "gain " and " craft "). See CRAFT, 
DILIGENCE.~ 

2. PORISMOS (7roptuµ.6>) primarily denotes a providing (akin to 
porizö, to procure), then, a means of gain, l Tim. 6 : 5 (R.V., "a way of 
gain "); 6: 6.~ 

3. KERDOS (Klp8os-). gain (akin to kerdainö, see below), occurs in 
Phil. l : 21 ; 3 : 7 ; Tit. l : rr. See LucRE. ~ 

B. Verbs. . 
T. KF.RDATNÖ (1<€p8a{11w), akin to A, No. 31 signifies (1), litcrally, 

(a) to go.in something, Matt. 16: 26; 23: 16 (in the be:::.t mss.), 17, ~u. ~~; 
Mark 8 ; 36; Luke 9 : 25 ; (b) to gP.t gain, make a profit, Jas. 4 : I.1 ; 
(11), metaphorically, (a) to win persons, said (r) of gaining an offending 
brother whu uy ueiug told privately of his offence, and by accepting the 
representations, is won from alienation and from the consequences of his 
fault, Matt. 18 : 15 ; (2) of winning sotlls into the Kingdom of God by the 
Gospel, r Cor. 9: 19, 20 (twice), 21, 22, or by godly conduct, l Pet. 3 : r 
(R.V., "gained ") ; (3) of so practically appropriating Christ to oneself 
that He becomes the dominating power in and over one's whole being 
and circumstances, Phil. 3 : 8 (R.V., "gain ") ; (b) to gain things, said 
of gettirrg injury and loss, Acts 27: 21, R.V. "goften." See GET.~ 

2. DIAPRAGMATEUOMAI (füa7Tpayµ.an6oµ.ai) signifies to gain by 
trading, Luke 19 : 15 (from dia, through, used intensively, and 
pragmateuomai, to busy oneself; tobe engaged in business).~ 

3. PERIPOIEÖ (7r€pmodw), to save for oneself, gain, is in the Middle 
Voice iu the best mss. in Luke 17 : 33, R. V., " gain." See PuRCHASE. 

Notes: (r) In Luke 19: 16, A.V., prosergazomai, to work out in 
addition, or to eam in addition, is translated "gained" (R.V., "made ") ; 
in ver. 18 the verb poieö, to make, is translated in the same way, the 
English verb " make " standing both for earning and for producing. 
(2) In 2 Gor. 12: 17, 18, pleonekteö,' to claim unduly, to' overreach, is 
trans1ated "make a gain of," A.V. (R.V., "take advantage of "). (3) 
For ergazomai, RP.v. 18 : 17, R.V., see TRADE. (4) In Acts 25 : 9, R.V., 
katatithimi, Middle Voicc, to lay up for oneself, is rendered "to gain." 
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GAINSAY, GAINSA YER, GAINSAYING 
A. Verbs. 

GAN 

l. ANTILEGÖ {dvn,\lyw), to contradict, oppose, lit., say against, is 
translated "gainsaying" in Rom. 10 : 21 and Tit. 2 : 9, R.V. (A.V., 
"answering again "), of servants in regard to masters; in Tit. l : 9 
"gainsayers." Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.) illustrate from the 
papyri " the strong sense of antilegö in Rom. 10 : 21, ' contradict,' 
'oppose '." See ANSWER, CoNTRADICT. 

2. ANTEIPON {civr1:Z7Tov), which serves as an aorist tense of No. l, 
is rendered 11 gainsay" in Luke 2I : IS; "say against ,; in Acts 4: .i4. 
See SAY.~ 

B. Noun. 
ANTILOGIA (dvri..\oyla), akin to A, No. l, is rendered "gainsaying," 

in Heb. 12: 3, R.V., and Jude II. Opposition in act seems tobe implied 
in these two places; though this sense has been questioned by some, 
it is confirmed by instances from the papyri (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). 
See CoNTRADICTION, DISPUTE, STRIFE. 

C. Adjective. 
ANANTIRRHETOS (a"avrlpp71Tor;), lit., not to be spoken against (a, 

negative, n, euphonic, anti, against, rhetos, spoken), is rendered "cannot 
be gainsaid" in Acts 19 : 36, R.V. ~ 

D. Adverb. 
ANANTIRRHET(lS (d.va111'1pp~1'111s-), r:nt'l"f':!;ponding to C, is translated 

"without gainsaying" in Acts 10: 29; it might be rendered 'unquestion
ingly.'~ 

GALL 
CHOLE (xo..\~). a word probably connected with chloe, yellow, denotes 

gall, (a) literal, Matt. 27 : 34 (cp. Ps. 69 : 21) ; some regard the word here 
a~ referring to myrrh, on account of Mark 15 : 23 ; (b) metaphorical, 
Acts 8 : 23 1 where " gall of bitterness " stands for extreme wickedness, 
productive of evil fruit. ~ In the O.T. it is used (a) of a plant characterized 
by bitterncss (probably wormwood), Deut. 29: 18; Hos. 10: 4; Arnos 
6: 12 ; (b) as the transfation of the word mererah, bittemess, Job. 13: 26, 
e.g. ; (c) as the translation of rosh, venom; in Deut. 32 : 32 " (grapes) 
of gall." In Job 20 : 25, the gall bladder is referretl to (the receptacle 
of bile). The aucients supposed that the poison of scrpcnts luy in the 
gall (see Job 20: 14). 

GAMES, see CONTEND 

GANGRENE 
GANGRAINA (yayypawa), an eating sore, spreading corruption and 

producing mortification, is used, in 2 Tim. 2 : i7, of errorists in the church, 
who, pretending to give true spiritual food, produce spiritual gangrene 
(A.V., "canker," R.V., "gangrene ").~ 
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GARDEN 
K:f:POS {icij?Tos), a garden, occurs in Luke 13 : 19, in one of the Lord's 

parables; in John 18: l, 26, of the garden of Gethsemane; in 19: 41, 
of the garden near the place of the Lord's crucifi.xion., 

GARDENER 
K:f:POUROS (icTJ?Tovp6s), lit., a garden-keeper (from kepos, see above, 

and ouros, a watcher), occurs in John 20: 15., 

GARLAND 
STEMMA (crreµ,µ,a) denotes a wreath (from stephö, to put around, 

enwreath), as used in sacrifi.ces, Acts 14: 13., 

GARMENT 
Note: For himation, the usual word for "garment," see CLOTHING, 

where see also esthesis (translated " garments" in the A.V. of Luke 24 : 4, 
R.V., " apparel "), enduma, chitön, and stole (R.V., " rohe " in Mark 
16 : 5). Thc fact of the wedding garment, endmna in Matt. zz, vv. II, 12, 
indicates that persons of high rank showed their magntfi.r.ence by pro
viding the gut>sts with festal garments. See APPAREL. 

GARNER 
APOTHEKE (d17'08~1<71), a storehouse, granary (from apo, away, and 

tithemi, to put), is translated "garner" in Matt. 3: 12 and Luke 3: 17. 
See BARN, 

GARNI SH 
KOSMEÖ (icocrµ,ew) is translated by the verb to garnish in Matt. 

12: 44; 23: 29; Luke II: 25; and in the A.V. of Rev. 21 : 19. See 
ADORN. 

For GARRlSON see GUARD, B, No. 3 

GATE 
r. PUL:f: (mJATJ) is used (a) literally, for a !arger sort of gate, in the 

wall either of a city or palace or temple, Luke 7: 12, of Nain (burying 
places were outside the gates of cities) ; Acts 3 : ro ; 9 : 24 ; 12 : ro ; 
Heb. 13 : 12 ; (b) metaphorically, of the gates at thF. F.ntra.nr.F.s of thF. ways 
leading to life and to destruction, Matt. 7 : 13, 14 ; some mss. have pule, 
for thura, a door, in Luke 13 : 24 (see the R.V.) ; of the gates of Hades, 
Matt. 16 : 18, than which nothing was regarded as stronger. The impor
tance and strength of gates made them viewed as synonymous with 
power. By metonymy, the gates stood for those who held government 
and administered justfoe there., 

2. PULÖN ('11'vAwv), akin to No. l, primarily signifies a porch or 
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vestibule, e.g., Matt. 26 : 71 ; Luke 16 : 20; Acts 10 : 17 ; 12 : 13, 14; 
then, the gateway or gate tower of a walled town, Acts 14 : 13 ; Rev. 
21 : 12, 13, 15, 21, 25 ; 22 : 14. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Acts 3 : 2 thura denotes, not a gate, but a door, R.V. See 
DooR. (2) Probatikos, signifying of, or belonging to, sheep, denotes a 
sheep gate in John 5 : 2, R.V„ and A.V. marg. (3) The conjectural 
emendation which suggests the idea of " floods " for " gates " in Matt. 
16 : 18 is not sufficiently substantiated to be accepted. 

GATHER, GATHERING 
A. Verbs.· 

l. SUNAGÖ (avvayw), to gather or bring together, is said of (a) persons, 
e.g., Matt. 2 : 4; (b) things, e.g., Matt. 13 : 30 ; in Luke 15 : 13 the idea 
is that of gathering his goöds together for sale, i.e., 'having sold off all.' 
See AssEMBLE, BEsTow, CoME, RESORT. 

2. EPISUNAGÖ (.?mavvayw), to gather togetl:ier, suggesting stress 
upon the place at which the gathering is matle (epi, to), is. said of a hen 
and her chickens, Matt. 23; 37; and so of the Lord's would-bC protccting 
care of the pF:oplf': of Jerusalem, id., and Luke 13 : 34 ; of the gathering 
together of the elect, Matt. 24 : 31 ; Mark 13 : 27 ; of the gathering 
together of a crowd, Mark 1: 33; Luke 12: I.~ 

3. SULLEGÖ (av,\Myw), to collect, gather up or out (sun, with legö, 
to pick out), is.said of gathering grapes and figs, Matt. 7: 16; Ll,lke 6: 44 
(cp. No. 5) ; tares, Matt. 13 : 28, 29, 30, 40 ; good fish, 13 : 48 ; " all 
things that cause stumbling, and them that do iniquity," 13: 41.~ 

4. SUSTREPHÖ (m"TTpEcpw) signifies (a) to twist together or roll into 
a mass (sun, together, strepM, to turn), said of the bundle of sticks gathered 
by Paul, Acts 28: 3; (b) to asseml>le ur gather together (possibly, to 
joumey about together), of persons, Matt. 17 .: .22 (in the best mss.), R.V., 
marg.~ 

5. TRUGAÖ (rpvyaw) signifies to gather in, of harvest, vintage, ripe 
fruits (truge denotes fruit, etc., gathered in autumn), Luke 6: 44, of grapes 
(last part of ver. ; for the previous clause, as to figs, see No. 3) ; 
metaphorically, of the clusters of " the vine of the earth," Rev. I4: 18; 
of that from which they are gathered, ver. 19-~ · 

6. ATHROIZO (d8pot,w) denotes to assemble, gather together, 
Luke 24: 33 (according to the best mss.) ; the word is akin to athroos, 
asscmblcd in crowds (not found in the N.T.).~ 

7. SUNATHROIZÖ (avva8pot,w), sun, together, and No. 6, signifies 
{a} to gather together, Acts 19 : 25, R.V. (A.V., " called together ") ; 
in the Passive Voice, 12 : I2. ~ 

. 8. EPATHROIZO (~1Ta8pot~w), to assemble besides (epi), said of 
multitudes, Luke II : 29, is rendered "were gathering together" (Middle 
Voice), R.V. (A.V„ "were gathered thiCk togethcr ")., 

Notes: (1) In Eph. l : Iö, A.V., the verb anakepha/,aioö, to sum up, 
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head up, is rendered" might gather togcther in one" (R.V., " sum up "). 
(2) In Luke 8 : 4, A.V. (suneimi, to come together) as "were gathered 
together" (see R.V.). (4) For "assuredly gathering" see CoNcLUDE. 

B. Noun. 
EPISUNAGÖGE (emawayw1'i7), a gathering together, is used in 

2 Thess. 2 : r, of the 'rapture' of the saints; for Heb. lO: 25, see 
AssEMBLE. 

Note: For logia, I Cor. r6 : 2, A.V., see CoLLECTION. 

For GAY see GOODL Y, A, Note. 

For GAZE see BEHOLD, No. 3. 

GAZINGSTOCK 
THEATRIZÖ (8rnTpl~w) signifies to make a spectacle (from theatron, 

a theatre, spectacle, show) ; it is used in the Passive Voice in Heb. 
rn : 33, " being made a gazingstock."iJ 

GEAR 
SKEUOS (aK~VoS'), an implement, vessel, utensil, is used of thc tackling 

or gear of a ship, Acts 27 : 17, R.V. (A.V., " sail "). 

For GENDER see BEGET, No. r 

GENEALOGY 
A. Noun. 

GENEALOGIA (yurn.\oyla). is used in 1 Tim. I : 4 and 'lit. 3 : 9, 
with reference to such genealogies as are found in Philo, Josephus and 
the book of Jubilees, by which Jews traced their descent from the 
patriarchs and their families, and perhaps also to Gnostlc genealogies and 
orders of reons and spirits. Amongst the Greeks, as well as other nations, 
mythological stories gathered round the birth and genealogy of their 
heroes. Probably Jewish genealogical tales crept into Christian com
munities. Hence the warnings to Timothy and Titus. ~ 

B. Verb. 
GENEALOGEO (ycvca,\oytw), to rcckon or tracc a gcnealogy (from 

genea, a race, and legö, to choose, pick out), is used, in the Passive Voice, 
of Melchizedek in Heb. 7: 6, R.V., "whose genealogy (A.V., 'descent') 
is not counted."~ 

C. Adjective (negative). 
AGENEALOG:ETOS (ayEvEaAOY1JToS'), denoting without recorded 

pedigree (a, negative, aml au atljectival form from B.), is rendered 
" without genealogy " in Heb. 7 : 3. The narrative in Gen. r4 is so 
framed in facts and omissions as to foreshadow the Person of Christ.~ 
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For GENERAL (Assembly) see ASSEMBL Y, No. 2 

GENERATION 
I. GENEA (ymo:d) : see AGE, No. 2. 

GEN 

2. GENESIS (y€vwts) denotes an origin, a lineage, or birth, translated 
"generation " in Matt. 1 : r. Sec NATURAL, NATURE. 

Notes: (1) For gennema, translated" generation "in the A.V. of Matt. 
3: 7; 12: 34; 23: 33; Luke 3: 7, see ÜFFSPRINGif (2) For genos, 
translated "generation" in I Pet. 2 : 9, A.V., see KIND. 

GENTILES 
A. Nouns. 

l. ETHNOS (Wvos), whence Eng., "heathen," denotes, firstly, a 
multitude or company ; then, a multitude of people of the same nature 
or genus, a nation, people; it is used in the singular, of the Jews, e.g., 
Luke 7: 5 ; 23 : 2; John II : 48, 50-52; in the plural, of nations 
(Heb., goiim) other than Israel, e.g., Matt. 4 : 15 ; Rom. 3 : 29 ; Ii : II ; 

15 : 10 ; Gal. 2 : & ; occasionally it is used of Gentile converts in distinction 
from Jews, e.s; .. Rom. II: 13; 16: 4; Gal. z: 12, 14; Eph. J: I. 

2. HELLEN (E',\,\17v) originally denoted the early descendants of 
Thessalian Hellas ; then, Greeks as opposed to barbarians, Rom. l : 14. 
lt became applied to such Gentiles as spoke the Greek language, e.g., 
Gal. 2 : 3 ; 3 : 28. Sincc that was the common medium of intercourse 
in the Roman Empire, Greek and Gentile became mure or less inter
changeable terms. For this term the R.V. always adheres to the word 
"Greeks," e.g., John 7 ': 35 ; Rom. 2 : 9, IO ; 3 : 9 ; I Cor. 10 : 32, where 
the local church is distinguished from Jews and Gentiles; 12: 13. 

B~ Adjective. 
ETHNIKOS (i8viK6s) is used as noun, and translated ''Gentiles" 

in the R.V. of Matt. 5 : 47 ; 6 : 7 ; " the Gentile " in 18 : 17 (A.V., " an 
heathen man"); "the Gentiles" in 3 John 7, A.V. and R.V.~ 

C. Adverb. 
ETHNIKÖS (i8vtKws), in Gentile fashion, in the manner of Gentiles, 

is used in Gal. 2 : i4, " as <lo lhe Gentiles," R.V. ~ . 
Notes: (1) For the synonymous word laos, a people, see PEOPLE. 

(2) When, under the new order of things introduced by the Gospel the 
mystery of the Church was made known, the word ethnos was often used 
in contrast to the local church, l Cor. 5 : T ; ro: ?.O; n: 2; l Thess. 4 : 5 ; 
l Pet. 2: 12. 

GENTLE, GENTLENESS, GENTLY 
A. Adjectives. 

l. EPIEIKE:S (lirt€LK~s), frorn epi, unto, and eikos, likely, denotes 
seemly, fitting ; hence, equitable, fair, moderate, forbearing, not 
insisting on the letter of the law ; it expresses that considerateness that 
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looks "humanely and reasonably at the facts of a case" ; it is rendered 
"gentle" in I Tim. 3: 3, R.V. (A.V„ "patient "), in contrast to con
tentiousness; in Tit. 3 : 2, "gentle," in association with meekness; in 
Jas. 3 : I7, as a quality of the wisdom from above; in I Pet. 2: I8, in 
association with the good; for the R.V. rendering "forbearance" in 
Phil. 4: 5, R.V„ see FoRBEARANCE. Cp. B. See PATIENT.if In the Sept„ 
Esth. 8: I3; Ps. 86: 5.~f 

2. EPIOS (~mos-), mild, gentle, was frequently used by Greek writers 
as characterizing a nurse with trying children or a teacher with refractory 
scholars, or of parents toward their chil<lren. In I Thess. 2 : 7, the 
Apostle uses it of the conduct of himself and his fellow-missionaries 
towards the converts at Thessalonica (cp. 2 Cor. II : I3, 20) ; in 2 Tim. 
2 : 24, of the conduct requisite for a servant of the Lord. if 

B. Noun. 
EPIEIKEIA (€m€lK€ta), or epieikia, denotes fairness, moderation, 

gentleness, " sweet reasonableness " (Matthew Arnold) ; it is said of Christ, 
:t Cor. 10: 1, where it is coupled with praütes, "meekness" ; for its 
meaning in Acts 24: 4, see CLEMENCY.if. Trcnch (Syn. § xlviii) considers 
that the ideas of P.<Jnity and justice, which are essential to the meaning, 
do not adequately express it in English. In contrast with praütes 
(meekuess), which is more especially a temperament or habit of mind, 
epieikeia expresses an active dealing with others. 

Notes: (r) For cltrestotes, kindness, gnrn:lness of ht'art, rendered 
"gentleness" in Gai. 5 : 22, A.V„ see KINDNESS. The corresponding 
adjective chrestos is translated "good," "kind," "easy," "gracious." 

(2) For metriopatheö, to bear gently with, Heb. 5: 2, see BEAR, No. I3. 

GET, GOT, GOTTEN 
(a) In the sense of acquiring; 

I. HEURISKO (dJplaKw), to find, is translated "get" in Luke 
9 : I2, of victuals. See FIND. 

2. KTAOMAI (KTaoµai), to acquire, procure for oneself, gain, is 
rendered "get " in the R.V. of Matt. ro : 9 and A.V. marg. (A.V„ text, 
"provide ") ; in Luke I8 : I2 (for A. V„ " possess "). See ÜBTAIN, 
PossEss, PROVIDE, PuRCHASE. 

3. KERDAINO (1<1pF.nf.vw), to gain, is rendered "have gotten" 
in Acts 27 : 21, R.V. (of injury and loss) ; the word is there used meta
phurically, however, of avoiding, or saving oneself from. For the meaning, 
to get gain, Jas. 4: 13, see GAIN. 

Notes: (r) For pleonekteö; to get an advantage of (A.V„ in 2 Cor. 
2: II ; R.V„ "an advantage may be gained over,"), see ADVANTAGE. 
(2) In Rcv. IS: 2, A.V„ nikao, to cnm1ue1, p1evail uver, is translaled 
"had gotten the victory" (R.V„ "come victorious "). (3) In Rev, 
3: I7, R.V„ plouteö, to become rich, is rendered "I have gotten riches." 
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(b) In the sense of going: 
l. EXEIMI (egHµt), to go or come out, is used in Acts 27: 43 of getting 

to land. See DEPART, Go, No. 23. 
2. HUPAGO (tim:fyw), to go away, withdraw, is rendered "get," 

" get . . . hence," in Matt. 4 : ro ; 16 : 23 ; Mark 8 : 33 ; some mss. 
have it in Luke 4: 8. See D~PART, Go, No. 8. 

3. EXERCHOMAI (€glpxoµai}, to come or go out, is translated 
" get . . . out " in Luke 13 : 31 ; Acts 7 : 3 ; 22 : 18. See CoME, No. 3, 
Go (Notes). 

4. KATABAINO (KaTaßalvw}, to descend, is translated "get ..• 
down," in Acts ro: 20. See CoME, No. 19. 

5. EMBAINO (€µ.ßalvw}, to enter, is translated "they got into" in 
John 6: 24 (of boats), R.V. [A.V., "took (shipping)."]. See CoME, 
No. 21. 

6. APOBAINÖ (aTToßalvw}, to go from, is translated "they got out" 
in John 21 : 9, R.V. (A.V., "were come to "). See CoME, 21. (Note). 

Note: In Acts 21: l, A. V„ apospao, to withdraw or part from, is 
rendered "we had gottftn (from)," R.V., "had parted (from)." After 
thc sccnc dcscribed a.t the end of eh. 20, it may well h;ivft thft force of 
being reft away (or tearing themselves away) from them. Cp. the same 
verb in Luke 22: 41 ('He was reft away from thern '). See DKAW, PART, 
WITHDRAW. 

For GHOST see SPIRIT 

GHOST (give up the} 
l. EKPNEÖ (€KTTVlw), lit., to breathe out (ek, out, pneö, to brcathe), 

to expire, is used in the N.T„ without an object, "soul" or "life" being 
understood, Mark 15 : 37, 39, and Luke 23 : 46, of the Death of Christ. 
In Matt. 27 : 50 and John 19 : 30, where different verbs are used, the 
act is expressed in a way which stresses it as of His own volition : in the 
former, "Jesus ... yielded up His spirit {Pneuma) ; in the latter, "He 
gave up His spirit."'tf 

2. EKPSUCHO (€K1/115xw}, to expire, lit„ to breathe out the soul (or 
life), to give up the ghost (ek, out, psuche, the soul), is used in Acts 5 : 5, 10; 
12: 23.'t[ 

GIFT, GIVING 
1. DÖRON (~11ipnv}, akin to didömi. to give, is used (a) of gifts presented 

as an expression of honour, Matt. 2 : II ; (b) of gifts for the support of 
the temple and the needs of the poor, Matt. 15: 5; Mark 7: II;- Luke 
21 : l, 4 ; (c) of gifts offeted to God, Matt. 5 : 23, 24 ; 8 : 4 ; 23 : 18, 19 ; 
Heb. 5 : l ; 8 : 3, 4 ; 9 : 9 ; II : 4 ; (d} of salvation by grace, as the gift 
of God, Eph. 2 : 8 ; (e) of presents for mutual celebration of an occasion, 
Rev: II: ro. See ÜFFERING.'tf 

2. DÖREA (owpt"a} denotes a free gift, stressing its gratuitous 
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character; it is always used in the N.T. of.a spiritual or supematural 
gift, John 4 : IO ; Acts 8 : 20 ; II : 17 ; Rom. 5 : 15 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 15 ; 
Eph. 3: 7; Heb. 6: 4; in Eph. 4: 7, "according to the measure of the 
gift of Christ," the gift is that given by Christ ; in Acts 2 : 28, " the gift 
of the Holy Ghost," the clause is epexegetical, the gift being the Holy 
Ghost Himself; cp. IO : 45 ; II : 17, and the phrase, " the gift of 
righteousness," Rom. 5 : 17., 

Note: For dörean, a form of this noun, used adverbially, see FREELY. 
3. DÖREMA (8wP71µaJ : see BooN. 
4. DUMA (86µ.a) lends greater stress to the concrete character of the 

gift, than to its beneficent nature, Matt. 7 : II ; Luke II : 13 ; Eph. 4 : 8 ; 
Phil. 4 : 17., 

5. DOSIS (86uis) denotes, properly, the act of giving, Phil. 4: 15, 
euphemistically referring to gifts as a matter of <lebt and credit accounts ; 
then, objectively, a gift, Jas. I : 17 (1st mention ; see BooN)., 

6. CHARISMA (xapiaµa), a gift of grace, a gift involving grace 
(charis) on the part of God as the Donor, is used (a) of His free bestow
ments upon sinners, Rom. 5 : 15, 16 ; 6 : 23 i II : 2q ; (b) of His cndow
ments upon believcrs by the operation of the Holy Spirit in the churches, 
Rom. 12 : 6; 1 Cor. I : 7 ; 12 : 4, 9, 28, 30, 31 ; I Tim. 4 : 14; 2 Tim. 
I : 6; I Pet. 4: 10; (c) of that which is imp:uted through human 
instruction, Rom. I : II ; (d) of the natural gift of continence, conscquent 
upon the grace of God as Crealur, l Cor. 7 : 7 ; (e) of gracious deliverances 
granted in answer to the prayers of follow-believers, 2 Cor. I: II., 

Note: In the A.V. of 2 Cor. 8 : 4 charis, grace, is translated "gift." 
The R.V., "in regard of this grace," adheres to the true meaning, as in 
ver. 6. 

7. MERISMOS {µ€ptuµ6s), a dividing (from meros, apart), is translated 
" gifts "in Heb. 2 : 4, "gifts of the Holy Ghost" (marg., "distributions "} ; 
in 4 : 12, " dividing „. See DIVIDING., 

Note: In the A.V. of Luke 21 : 5 anathema, a votive offering, is trans
lated " gifts " (R.V., " offerings ")., 

GIRD, GIRDED, GIRT (about, up) 
1. ZÖNNUMI (Cwvvvµi), or ZÖNNUO, to gircl.. in the Middle Voice, 

to gird oueself, is useu of the long garments worn in the east, John 21 : 18: 
Acts 12: 8 (perizönnumi in some mss.)., 

2. ANAZÖNNUMI (avaCwvvvµi), to gird up lana, up, and No. 1), is 
used metaphorically of the loins of the mind, I Pet. I : 13 ; cp. Luke 
12 : 35 (see No. 4). The figure is taken from the circumstances of the 
Israelites as they ate the passover in readiness for their journey, Ex. 12 : IJ;; 
the Christian is to have his mental powers alert in expectation of Christ's 
Coming. The verbis in the Middle Voice, indicating the special interest 
the believer is to take in so doing., 
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3. DIAZÖNNUMI (8ia{wvvvµ.i), to gird round, i.e., firmly (dia, through
out, used intensively), is used of the Lord's act in girding Himself with a 
towel, John 13: 4, 5, and of Peter's girding himself with his coat, 21: 7.ir 

4. PERIZÖNNUMI (Trepi{wvvvµ.i), to gird around or about, is used 
(a) literally, of girding oneself for service, Luke 12 : 37 ; 17 : 8 ; for 
rapidity of movement, Acts 12 : 8; (b) figuratively, of the condition for 
service on the part of the followers of Christ, Luke 12 : 35 ; Eph. 6 : 14 ; 
(c) emblematically, of Christ's Priesthood, Rev. l : 13, indicative of 
majesty of attitude and action, the Middle Voice suggesting the particular 
interest taken by Christ in girding Himself thus ; so of the action of the 
angels mentioned in 15 : 6. if 

GIRDLE 
ZÖNE ({wV7J), Eng., zone, denotes a belt·or girdle, Matt. 3: 4; Mark 

l: 6; Acts 21: II; Rev. l: 13; 15: 6; it was often hollow, and hence 
served as a purse, Matt. 10 : 9 ; Mark 6 : 8. if 

GIVE 
I. DIDÖMI (8l8wµi), to give, is used with.various meanings according 

lo lhe context ; it is said, c.g„ of seed yielding fruit, Mark 4 : 7, 8 ; of 
giving (i.e., exercising) diligcnce, Luke 12 : 58 ; of giving lots, Acts l : 26, 
R.V. (A.V„ "gave forth ") ; of rendering vengeance, 2 Thess. l: 8; 
of ~triking or smiting Christ, John 18 : 22 (liL, 'ga VI:' a l 1lnw ') ;i nrl r9 : 3 
(Iit,, ' thf:y gave Hirn blows ') ; of putting a ring on the hand, Luke 15 : 22 ; 

of Paul's adventuring himself into a place, Acts 19 : 31. (In Rev. 17 : 13 
some ID!?S. have diadidömi, to divide). See ADVENTURE, BESTOW, No. l, 

CoMMIT, Note (1), DELIVER, GRANT, MAKE, MINISTER, ÜFFER, PuT, SET, 
SHEW, SUFFER, TAKE, UTTER, YIELD. 

Note: In the following the R.V. gives the correct reridering: Acts 
7: 25, "was giving them deliverance" (A.V., "would deliver them ") ; 
Acts IO: 40, "gave Hirn to be made manifest" (A.V., "shewed Hirn 
openly ") ; Re-v. 13 : 14, 15, "it was given him" (A.V., "he had power"). 

2. APODIDÖMI (<iTro8lowµ.i) signifies to give up or back, to restore, 
return, render what is due, to pay, give an account (apo, back, and No. l), 
e.g., of an account. Matt. S : 26 ; 12 : 36 ; Luke 16 : 2 ; Acts. 19 : 40 ; 
Heb. 13: 17; 1 Pet. 4: S; of wages, etc„ e.g., Matt. 18: 2.5-:H; 20: 8; 
of conjugal duty, l Cor. 7 : 3 ; of a witness, Acts 4 : 33 ; frequently of 
recompensing or rewarding, .i Tim . .') : 4 ; z Tim. 4 : 8, 14 ; l Pet. 3 : 9 ; 
Rev. 18: 6; 22 : 12. In the Middle Voice it is used of giving up what is 
one's own ; hence, to sell, Acts 5 : 8 ; 7 : 9; Heb. 12 : 16. See DELIVER. 

3. EPIDIDÖMI (~m8l8wµ.i) signifies (a) to give by handing, to hand 
(epi, over), e.g„ Matt. 7 : 9, 10 ; Luke 4 : 17 ; 24 : 30, here of the Lord's 
act in handing the broken loaf to the two at Emmaus, an act which was 
the means of the revelation of Himself as the crucified and risen Lord ; 
the simple verb, No. l, is used of His handing the bread at the institution 
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of the Lord's Supper, Matt. 26 : 26 ; Mark I4 : 22 ; Luke 22 : rg ; this 
meaning of the verb epididömi is found also in Acts 15 : 30, " they 
delivered;" (b) to give in, give way, Acts 27 : 15, R.V„ "we gave way 
to it." See DELIVER. 

4. METADIDÖMI (µeraolowµi), to give a share of, impart (meta, with), 
as distinct from giving. The Apostle Paul speaks of sharing some 
spiritual gift with Christians at Rome, Rom. l : Ir, "that I may impart," 
and exhorts those who minister in things temporal, to do so as sharing, 
and that generously, 12 : 8, " he that giveth ; " so in Eph. 4 : 28 ; Luke 
3 : II ; in I Thess .. 2 : 8 he speaks of himself and his fellow-missionaries 
as having been well pleased to impart to the converts both God's Gospel 
and their own souls (i.e„ so sharing those with them as to spend themselves 
and spend out their lives for them). See IMPART. ~ 

5. PARADIDÖMI (7Tapaolowµi), to give or hand over, is said of giving 
up the ghost, John 19 : 30 ; of giving persons up to evil, Acts 7 : 42 ; 
Rom. l: 24, 26; of giving one's body to be burned, l Cor. 13: 3; of 
Christ's giving Himself up to death, Gal. 2 : 20 ; Eph. 5 : 2, 25. See 
Bt-:TnAY, COMMIT, n~'.l.TVF.R. 

6. PRODIDÖMI (7Tpoolowµi), to give before, or first (pro, bcfore), 
is found in Rom. II : 35. ~ 

7. CHARIZOMAI (xapiC01uu) primarily rlenotes to show favonr or 
kindness, as in Gal. 3 : 18, R.V., "hath granted" (A.V., "gave ") ; 
then, to give freely, bestow graciously; in this sense it is used almost 
entirely of that which is given by God, Acts 27 : 24, " God hath granted 
thee all them that sail with thee" (R.V.) ; in Rom. 8 : 32, "shall ... 
freely give ; " l Cor. 2 : 12, "are freely given ; " Phil. l : 29, " it hath 
been granted" (said of believing on Christ and suffering for Hirn) ; 2 : 9, 
"hath given" (said of the Name of Jesus as given by God) ; Philm. 22, 

" I shall be granted unto you" (R.V.). In Luke 7 : 21, it is said in 
regard to the blind, upon whom Christ "bestowed" sight (R.V.). The 
only exceptions, in this sense of the word, as to Divinely imparted gifts, 
are Acts 3 : 14, of the granting of Barabbas by Pilate to the Jews, and 
Acls 25 : II .• 16, of the giving up of a prisoner lo his accusers or to 
execution. See DELIVER, FoRGIVE, GRANT. 

8. PARECHÖ (7Tapixw), in the Active Voice, signifies to afford, furnish, 
provide, supply (lit., to hold out or towards; para, near, echö, to hold) ; 
it is translated " hath given " in Acts 17 : 31 ; " giveth " in l Tim. 6 : 17 
(in the sense of affording); in Col. 4: l, R.V., "render" (A.V., "give "). 
See BRING, Do, KEEP, MINISTER, ÜFFER, RENDER, Sm~w. TROUBLE. 

9. DÖREÖ (owpiw), akin to No. l, and used in the Middle Voice, 
to bestow, makc a gift of, is translatcd in the R.V. by the verb to grant, 
iuslcau ul lhc A.V., lu givc, Mark 1.): 4:,; :.t Pel. l. j, 4. See GRANI.il 

IO. APONEMÖ (a7Toviµw), to assign, apportion (apo, away, nemö, 
to distribute), is rendered "giving" in r Pet. 3 : 7, of giving honour 
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to the wife. In the papyri writings it is said of a prefect who gives to all 
their dues. ~ In the Sept„ Deut. 4 : 19. ~ 

II. POIEÖ (7Toi€w), to do, is used in Jude 3 of giving diligence (the 
Middle Voice indicating Jude's especial interest in his task). 

12. KATAPHERÖ (Kamcplpw), to bring down or against (kata, down), 
said of an accusation in Acts 25 : 7 (in the best mss.), and of being" bome 
down" with sleep, 20: 9, R.V., is used of casting a ballot or giving a vote 
in 26: ro. See FALL, Note (8), SINK.~ 

lJ. PROSTITHEMI (7Tpo<TTl8riµi), lit„ to put in addition \Pros, to, 
tithemi, to put), to give more, is translated "shall more be given," in 
Mark 4: 24 (Passive Voice). See ADD. 

14. SCHOLAZÖ (oxo~a,w), to be at leisure, hence, to have time or 
opportunity for, to be occupied in, is said of 'giving oneself ' to prayer, 
l Cor. 7 : 5 ; of an "empty " house, ' lying vacant,' Matt. 12 : 44. ~ 

15. LEGÖ (Myw), to say, is rendered "giving out," of the self
advertisement of Simon Magus, Acts 8: 9. See SAY. 

16. PROSECHÖ (7rpoalxw), to turn one's mind to, attend to, is used 
of giving oneself up to, l Tim. 3 : 8 (to wine) ; of giving heed to, 
Acts 8 : 6, ro, II (R.V.) ; 16 : 14 (R.V.) ; l Tim. l : 4; 4: l, 13 (R.V.) ; 
Tit. l : 14; Heb. 2 : I. Sec ATTENU. 

17. DIOKO (öiwKw), to pursue, is translated " given to" in 
Rum. i:.:: : i3, lil., 'i1111s1iine l1nspitality.' See FOLLOW. 

Notes: (1) In John lO: II, R.V., tithemi, to put, lay down etc„ 
is rendered " layeth down," .for the A.V., " giveth." (2) For pareispherö, 
to add, rendered " giving 11 in 2 Pet. l : 5, A.V„ see ADD. (3) For 
martureö, to bear witness, A.V„ "gave (recur<l) 11 in l John 5 : 10, R.V„ 
"hath borne (witness),11 see WITNESs. (4) For choregeö, to supply, 
minister, rendered "giveth" (R.V„ "supplieth ") in l Pet. 4: II, see 
MINISTER. (5) For merizö, to divide into parts, rendered "gave apart" 
(R.V., " divided ") in Heb. 7 : 2, see DIVIDE. (6) For paristemi, to 
place by, rendered "give 11 in Matt. 26: 53, A.V. (R.V., "send"), see 
SEND. (7) For douloö, in the Passive Voice, to be enslaved, rendered 
"given to 11 in Tit. 2 : 3, A. V., see ENSLAVE. (8) In l Tim. 4: 15, the 
Imperative Mood of eimi, to he, with en, in, lit., ' be in,' is translated 
"give thyself wholly to," (9) In Luke ro: 7, the phrase, lit.,' the (things) 
by them,' is rendered "such things as they give." (ro) For epikrinö, see 
SJ:<..N lE.NCE. (rr) Fm pruskartereö, to give oneself continually, Acts 6 : 4, 
see CoNTINUE. (12) See CHARGE, CoMMANDMENT, DRINK, HosPITALITY, 
LAW, LIGHT, MARRIAGE, PLAcE, PLEASURE, SucK, THANKS. 

GIVER 
DOTES (ö6T7]s). akin to didömi, to give, is used in 2. Cor. 9: 7 of him 

who gives cheerfully (hilariously) and is thereby loved of God. ~ 
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GLAD (be, make), GLADLY 
A. Verbs. 

GLA 

l. CHAIRÖ (xalpw} is the usual word for rejoicing, being glad; 
it is rendered by the verb to be glad in Mark 14 : II ; Luke 15 : 32 ; 
22 : 5; 23 : 8; John 8 : 56; II : 15 ; 20: 20; Acts II : 23 ; 13: 48; in 
the following the R.V. has 'to rejoice' for A.V., 'tobe glad,' Rom. 16: 19; 
l Cor. 16: 17; 2 Cor. 13 : 9; l Pet. 4: 13; Rev. 19: 7. See FAREWELL, 
No. 4, GREETING, HAIL, Jov, REJOICE. 

2. AGALLIAÖ (dya.M,dw), to exult, rejoice greatly, is chiefly used 
in the Middle Voice (Active in Luke l: 47; some mss. have the Passive 
in John 5 : 35, 'to be made glad '). In the O.T., it is found abundantly 
in the Psalms, from 2: II onward to 149: 2, 5 (Sept.). lt conveys the 
idea of jubilant exultation, spiritual gladness, Matt. 5-: 12, " be exceeding 
glad," the Lord's command to His disciples; Luke l: 47, in Mary's 
song; IO : 21, of Cfirist's exultation (" rejoiced ") ; cp. Acts 2 : 26, " (My 
tongue) was glad," A.V. (R.V., "rejoiced "); John 8: 56, of Abraham; 
Acts 16 : 34, R.V., " rejoiced greatly" (of the Philippian jailor) ; 
I Pet. l : 6, 8; 4: 13 (" with exceeding joy "), of believers in general; 
in Rev. 19: 7, R.V., "be exceeding glad" (A.V., "rejoice "). See 
REJOICE.,-

3. EUPHRAIN'ö (evcf>palvw}, to cheer, gladden, is rendered "maketh 
. glad" in 2 Cor. 2 : 2. See FARE, MERRY, REJOICE. 

B. Adverbs. 
l. HEDF.ÖS MSlws}, gladly (from hediis, sweet), is uscd in Mark 

6:20; 12:37; 2 Cor. II:19.,-
2. HEDISTA (TjSurra), the superlative degree of No. I, most gladly, 

most delightedly, with great relish, is rendered " most gladly " in 
2 Cor. 12 : 9, and in ver. 15 (R. V. ; A. V., " very gladly "). ~ 

3, ASMENOS (aaJihws), with delight, delightedly, gladly, is found in 
Acts 21: 17. lt is absent from the best texts in 2: 41 (see the R.V.).~ 

GLADNESS 
1. CHARA (xapa), joy, delight (akin to A, No. l above), is rcndcrcd 

"gladness" in the A.V. of Mark 4: 16; Acts r2 : 14 and Phil. 2 : 29 
(R.V. "joy ", as elsewhere in both Versions). See Jov. 

2. AGALLIASIS (dyaMlmns), exultation, exuberant joy (akin to 
A, No. 2), is translated "gladness" in Luke I : 14; Ads 2: 6; 
Heb. I : 9; "joy" in Luke l : 44; "exceeding joy" in Jude 24. lt 
indicates a more exultant joy than No. I. In the Sept. this word is found 
chiefly in the Psalms, where it denotes joy in God's redemptive work, 
e.g., 30 : 5; 42 : 4 ; 45 : 7, 15. See Jov. 

3 . .EU.PHROSUNE (ei11f>poa&VYJ), good cheer, joy, mirth, gladness of 
heart (akin to A, No. 3), from eu, well, and phren, the mind, is rendered 
"gladness" in Acts 2: 28, R.V. (A.V., "joy ") and 14: 17. See Jov.,-
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GLASS, GLASSY 
A; Nouns. 

GLO 

I. HUALOS (uaAoS') primarily denoted anything transparent, e.g„ 
a transparent stone or gern, hence, a lens of crystal, a glass, Rev. 21 : r8, 
2I. if 

2. ESOPTRON (€uoTTTpov), a mirror, is rendered "glass 11 in the 
A.V. of I Cor. 13: 12 and Jas. I: 23. See MIRROR.if 

Note: For the corresponding verb katoptrizö in 2 Cor. 3 : r8 (Middle 
Voice), see BEHOLD, No. 12. 

B. Adjective. 
HUALINOS (vaAwoS') signifies glassy, made of glass (akin to A, No. r), 

Rev. 4: 6; 15 : 2 {twice), R.V., "glassy."if 

For GLISTERING see DAZZLING and SHINE, No. 4 

GLORIFY 
I. DOXAZÖ (Sog&,w) primarily denotes "to suppose 11 (from doxa, 

an opinion) ; in the N.T. (a) to magnify, extol, praise (see DoxA 
below), especially of glorifying God, i.e., ascribing honour to Hirn, 
acknowledging Hirn as to His being, attributes and acts, i.e., His 
glory (sP.P. GLORY), e.g., Matt. 5 : 16; 9 : 8 ; 15 : 31 ; Rom. 15 : 6, 9; 
Gai. I: 24; I Pet. 4: r6; the word of the Lord, Acts I3: 48; the Name 
of the Lord, Rcv. 15 : 4; also of glorifying oneself, John 8 : 54; 
Rev. r8: 7;. (b) to do honour to, to make glorious, e.g., Rom. 8: 30; 
2 Cor. ~ : ro; r Pet. l : 8, "full of glcry," Passive Voice (lit„ 'glorified ') ; 
said of Christ, e.g., John 7 : 39; 8 : 54, R.V., "glorifieth," for A.V., 
"honour" and "honourcth" (which would tmnslatc timaö, to honour) ; 
of the Father, e.g., John 13 : 31, 32 ; 21 : 19 ; I Pet. 4 : II ; of glorifying 
one's ministry, Rom. II : 13, R.V., "glorify" (A.V., "magnify "); of a 
member of the body, l Cor. I2 : 26, " be honoured " (R.V. marg., " be 
glorified "). 

" As the glory of God is the revelation and manifestation of all that 
He has and is . . . , it is said of a Self-revelation in which God manifests 
all the goodness that is His, John 12 : 28. So far as it is Christ through 
whom this is made manifest, He is said to glorify the Father, John 17: l, 4; 
or the Father is glorified in Hirn, 13 : 31 ; 14 : 13 ; and Christ's meaning is 
analogous when He says to His disciples, ' Herein is My Father glorified, 
that ye bear much fruit; and so shall ye be My disciples,' John 15 : 8. 
When doxazö is predicated of Christ ... , it means simply that His innate 
glory is brought to light, is made manif~st; cp. II : 4. So 7: 39; 
12 : 16, 23 ; 13 : 31 ; 17 : l, 5. lt is an act of God the Father in Hirn .... 
As the revelation of the Holy Spirit is connected with the glorification of 
Christ, Christ says regarding Hirn, 'He shall glorify Me,' r6: 14 11 

(C1eme1). 
2. ENDOXAZO (JvSog&.,w), No. l prefixed by en, "in," signifies, in 
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the Passive Voice, to be glorified, i.e., to exhibit one's glory; it is said 
of God, regarding His saints in the future, 2 Thess. l : ro, and of the 
Name of the .Lord Jesus as glorified in them in the present, ver. 12.if 

3. SUNDOXAZO (avvSogd~w), to glorify together (sun, with), is used 
in Rom. 8: 17.if 

GLORY, GLORIOUS 
A. Nouns. 

r. DOXA (S6ga), glory (from dokeö, to seem), primarily signifies an 
opinion, estimate, and hence, the honour rnimlting frnm a good opinion. 
lt is used (I) (a) of the nature and acts of God in self-manifestation, i.e., 
what He essentially is and does, as exhibited in whatever way he revcals 
Himself in these respects, and partieularly in the Person of Christ, in 
whom essentially His glory has ever shone forth and ever will do, John 
17 : 5, 24 ; Heb. l : 3 ; it was exhibited in the character and acts of 
Christ in the days of His flesh, John l : 14; John 2 : II ; at Cana both 
His grace and His power were manifested, and these constituted His 
glory ; so also in the resurrection of Lazarus, II : 4, 40 ; the glory of God 
was exlüLiletl iu the resurrection of Christ, Rom. 6 : 4, and in His 
ascension and exaltation, l Pet. l : 21, likewise on the Mount of 
Transfiguration, 2 Pet. l : 17. In Rom. l : 23 His "everlasting power 
and Divinity" are spoken of as His glory, i.c., His attributes and power 
as revealed through creation; in Rom. 3 : 23 th~ word denotcs the 
manifested perfection of His character, especially His righteousness, of 
which all men fall shu1 l , iu Cul. 1 : 11 " the might of His glory " signifies 
the might which is characteristic of His glory ; in Eph. l : 6, 12, 14, " the 
praise of the glory of His grace " and "the praise of His glory " signify the 
due acknowledgement of the exhibition of His attributes and ways; in 
Eph. l : 17, " the Father of glory " describes Hirn as the source from 
whom all Divine splendour and perfection proceed in their manifestation, 
and to whom they belong; (b) of the character and ways of God as 
exhibited through Christ to and through believers, 2 Cor. 3 : 18 and 4 : 6 ; 
(c) of the state of blessedness into which believers are to enter hereafter 
through being brought into the likeness of Christ, c.g., Rom. 8 : 18, 21 ; 

Phil. 3: 21 (R.V., "the body of His glory ") ; l Pet. 5 : l, ro; Rev. 21: II; 

(d) brightness or splendour, (1) supernatural, emanating from God (as in 
lhe Shekinah glory, in the pillar of cloud and in the Holy of Hohes, e.g., 
Ex. 16: lO; 25: 22), Luke 2: 9; Acts 22: II; Rom. 9: 4; 2 Cor. 3: 7; 
Jas. 2 : l ; in Tit. 2 : 13 it is used of Christ's return, "the appearing of 
the glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ" (R.V.) ; cp. Phil. 
3 : 21, above; (2) natural, as of the heavenly bodies, l Cor. r5 .: 40, 41; 
(II) of good reputation, praise, honour, Luke I4: ro (R.V., "glory," 
Ior A.V.," worship ") ; John 5 : 4I (R.V., "glory," for A.V„" honour ") ; 
7 : 18 ; 8 : 50 ; 12 : 43 (R.V„ " glory," for A.V., " praise ") ; 2 Cor. 6 : 8 
(R.V., " glory," for A.V. "honour ") ; Phil. 3 : 19 ; Heb. 3 : 3 ; in l Cor. 
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II : 7, of man as representing the authority of God, and of woman as 
rendering conspicuous the authority of man ; in l Thess. 2 : 6, " glory " 
probably stands, by metonymy, for material gifts, an honorarium, since 
in human estimation glory is usually ·expressed in things material. 

The word is used in ascriptions of praise to God, e.g„ Luke 17 : 18 ; 
John 9: 24, R.V„ "glory" (A.V„ " praise ") ; Acts 12 : 23 ; as in 
doxologies (lit„ glory-words), e.g„ Luke 2 : 14; Rom. II : 36 ; 16: 27; 
Gal. l : 5 ; Rev. l : 6. See DIGNITY, HONOUR, FRAISE, WoRSHIP. 

2. KLEOS (KMos-), good report, fame, renown, is used in l Pet. 2: 20.~ 
The word is derived irom a root signifying hearing ; hence, the meaning 
'reputation.' 

Note: In 2 Cor. 3 : II the phrase dia doxes, through (i.e„ by means 
of) glory, is rendered " with glory" in the R.V. (A.V„ " glorious ") ; in 
the same verse en dox?. "in glory" (R.V.), i.e„ accompanied by glory, 
is rendered "glorious" in the A.V. The fö:st is said of the ministration 
of the Law, the second of that of the Gospel. 

B. Adjective. 
ENDOXOS (€'vöogos-) signifies (a) held in honour (en, in, doxa, honour), 

of high repute, l Cor. 4: 10, R.V„" have glory" (A.V„ "are honourable "); 
(b) splendid, glorious, said of apparel, Luke 7 : 25, " gorgeously ; " of 
the works of Christ, 13 : 17; of thc Church, Eph. 5 : 27. See GoRGEOUSLY, 
HONOURABLE. -,r 

GLORY (to boast), GLORYING 
A. Verbs. 

I. KAUCHAOMAI (Kavxao,uaL), to boast or glory, is always translated 
in the R.V. by the yerb to glory, where the A.V. uses the verb to boast 
(see, e.g„ Rom. 2 : 17, 23; 2 Cor. 7 : 14; 9: 2 ; 10 : 8, 13, 15, 16) ; it is 
used (a) of vainglorying, e.g„ l Cor. l : 29; 3 : 21 ; 4 : 7 ; 2 Cor. 5 : 12 ; 
II : 12, 18 ; Eph. z : 9 ; (b) of valid glorying, e.g„ Rom. 5 .: 2, " rejoice ; " 
5 : 3, II (R.V„ "rejoice ") ; l Cor. T : 3r ; 2 Cor. 9: 2; 10: 8; 12 : 9; 
Gal. 6: 14; Phil. 3 : 3 and Jas. l : 9, R.V„ "glory" (A.V„ "rejoice "). 
See BoAST, JoY, REJOICE. 

2. KATAKAUCIIAOMAI (KaTaKavxao,uaL), a strcngthened form of 
No. l (kata, intensive), signifies to boast against, exult over, Rom. 
II : 18, R.V„ "gloty" (A.V„ "boast ") ; Jas. 2: 13, R.V„ "glorieth" 
(A.V„ " rejoiceth ") ; 3 : 14, " glory (not)." See BoAsT, REJOICE.-,r 

3. ENKAUCHAOMAI (EvKavxao,uai), en, in, and No. l, to glory in, 
is found, in thc most authcntic mss„ in 2 Thcss. l : 4. ~ 

Note: Cp. perpereuomai, to vaunt oneself, tobe perperos, vainglorious, 
l Cor. 13: 4.~ 

B. Nouns. 
I. KAUCHEMA (KaVx7J,ua), akin to A, No. l, denotes (a) that in which 

one glories, a matter or ground of glorying, Rom. 4: 2 and Phil. 2: 16, 
R.V„ "whereof to glory" {for Rom. 3: 27, see No. 2) ; in the following 
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the meaning is likewise a ground of glorying : I Cor. 5 : 6 ; 9 : 15, 
" glorying," I6, "to glory of; " 2 Cor. I : 14, R.V. ; 9: 3, R.V. ; Gal. 
6 : 4, R.V. (A.V., "rejoicing ") ; Phil. I : 26 (ditto) ; Heb, 3 : 6 {ditto). 
In 2 Cor. 5 : 12 and 9 : 3 the word denotes the boast itself, yet as distinct 
from the act (see No. 2)., 

2. KAUCHESIS (Kavx11ais} denotes the act of boasting, Rom. 3 : 27 ; 
15 : 17; R.V., " (my) glorying" (A.V., "whereof 1 may glory ") ; I Cor. 
15 : 31, R.V., "glorying ; " 2 Cor. I : 12 {ditto) ; 7 : 4, 14 (A.V., 
"boasting ") ; 8 : 24; II : IO, and 17 (ditto) ; I Thess. 2: 19 (A.V., 
"rejoicing ") ; Jas. 4: 16 (ditto). The distinctio„ between this and 
No. I is to be observed in 2 Cor. 8 : 24, speaking of the Apostle's act of 
glorying in the liberality of the Corinthians, while in 9 : 3 he exhorts 
them not to roh him of the ground of his glorying (No. 1). Some take 
the word in 2 Cor. I : 12 (see above) as ideritical with No. I, a boast, but 
there seems to bc no rcason for regarding it as different frum ils usual 
sense, No. 2.if 

lVote: Cp. alazoneia (or -ia), vainglory, ostentatious (or arrogant) 
display, Jas. 4 : 16 and r John 2 : rG,, and ulu2ün, a: uoaster, Rom. I : 30 
aml ~ Tim. 3 : 2., 

GLUTION 
GASTER (yaan}p) denotes a belly; it is used in Tit. I : 12, with .the 

adjective argos, idle, metaphorically, to signify a glutton, R.V., " (idle) 
gluttons" [A.V. "(slow) .bcllies "]; clsewhere, Luke I: 3r. Sec WoMB., 

GLUTTONOUS .. 
PHAGOS (cp&.yos), akin to phagö, to eat, a form used for the aorist 

or past tense of esthiö, denotes a glutton, Matt. II : 19 ; Luke 7 : 34., 

GNASH, GNASHING 
A. Verbs. 

I. BRUCHO (ßpvxw}, primarily, to bile or eat greedily (akin to 
brukö, to chew), denotes to grind or gnash with the teeth, Acts 7 : 54., 

2. TRIZÖ (Tpl,w), primarily used of the sounds of animals, to chirp, 
cry, squeak, came to signify to grind or gnash with the teeth, Mark 9 : 18., 

B. Noun. 
BRUGMOS (ßpvyµ.Os), akin to A, No. r, denotes "gnashing" (" of 

teeth "being added), Matt. 8 : 12 ; 13 : 42, 50; 22 : 13 ; 24; 51 ; 25 : 30 ; 
Luke 13 : 28., 

GNAT 
KONOPS (Kwvwi/J) denotes the wine-gnat or midge, which breeds in 

fermenting or evaporn.ting wine, Matt. 23 : 24, where the A.V., " strain 
at" is corrected to "strain out," in the R.V.~l 
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GNAW 
MASAOMAI or MASSAOMAI (p.auaoµ.a.i) denotes to bite or chew, 

Rev. 16: 10.if In the Sept., Job. 30: 4.if 

GO (WENT), GO ÜNWARD, etc. 
l. POREUOMAI (7ropnJoµ.m), to go on one's way, to proceed from one 

place to another (from poros, a passage, a ford, Eng., pore), is always used 
in the Middle Voice in the N.T. and the Sept., and is the most frequent 
verb signifying to go ; it is more distinctly used to indicate procedure 
or course than the verb eimi, to go (not found in the N.T.). lt is often 
rendered "go thy (your) way," in Orientalusage the customary dismissal, 
marking the close of a case in court. Hence, in ordinary parlance, marking 
the end of a conversation, etc., e.g., Luke 7: 22; 17: 19; John 4: 50; 
Acts 9: 15; 24: 25; cp. Dan. 12 : 9; in Rom. 15 : 24 (rst part), R.V., 
"go" (A.V.," take my journey ") ; in Acts 9: 3 and 26: .13," journeyed" 
(A.V. and R.V.). See DEPART, JüURNEY, WALK. 

2. PARAPOREUOMAI (7rapa1TopEvoµ.m) denotes to go past, to pass 
by (para, by, ancl No. 1), Mark 2 : 23, A.V., "wcnt (through)," R.V„ 
"was going (through);" some mss. have No. 4 here. See PASS. 

3. PROPOREUOMAI (1Tpo1TopEvoµ.m), to go before (pro, and No. l), 
is used in Luke l : 76 and Acts 7 : 40. ~I 

4. DIAPOREUOMAI (Sta7Top€voµm), to go through (dia, through, 
and No. l), to pass across, is translate<l lo go lhrough, in Luke 6 : T ; 
13 : 22, "went on His way through," R.V. ; Acts 16 : 4; "going by" 
in Luke 18 : 36, R.V. (A.V., "pass by ") ; "in my journey" in Rom. 
15 : 24 (2nd part). For Mark 2 : 23 see No. 2. Sec JouRNEY. 

5. EISPOREUOMAI (da?TopEVoµ.ai}, to go in, enter, is never rendered 
by the verb to come in, in the R.V. See, e.g., Luke II : 33, "enter; " 
Acts 9 : 28, " going in ; " 28 : 30, "went in." See ENTER. 

6. SUl\lPOREUOMAI (uvµ1TopEVoµm), to go together with (sun, with), 
is used in Mark 10: 1, R.V., "come together" (A.V., "resort ") ; Luke 
7 : II ; 14 : 25 ; 24 : 15. See RESORT.if 

7. AGO (äyw}, to bring, lead, is used intransitively, signifying "let 
us go" (as if to say, 'let us be leading on,' with the point of departure 
especially in view), Matt. 26: ;j6; Mark r: 38; 14: 42; John II: 7, 
15, 16 ; 14 : 31, See BRING. 

8. HUPAGO (v?Tayw}, to go away or to go slowly away, to depart, 
with<lraw uueself, uften with the idea of going without noise or noticc 
(hupo, under, and No. 7), is very frequent in the Gospels; elsewhere it is 
used in Jas. 2 : 16; l John 2 : II ; Rev. IO : 8; 13 : IO; 14: 4; 16 : l ; 

17 : 8, 11. lt is frequently rendered "go your (thy) way," See DEPART. 
9. PERIAGO (1TEpu;.1„w), to lead about (pe.n:, about, and No. 7), as 

in l Cor. 9 : 5, is used intransitively with the meaning to go about ; 
" went about," Matt. 4 : 23 ; 9 :. 35 ; Mark 6 : 6 ; Acts 13 : II ; in Matt. 
23 : 15, " ye compass." See CoMPASS, LEAD. if 
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10. PROAGÖ (1Tpoayw), to lead forth, used intransitively signifi.es 
to go before, usually of locality, e.g., Matt. 2 : 9 ; figuratively, in 
I Tim. I : 18, "went before" (R.V., marg., "led the way to "), of the 
exercise of the gifts of prophecy which pointed to Timothy as one chosen 
by God for the service to be committed to him ; in 5 : 24, of sins " going 
before unto judgment." In 2 John 9, where the best mss. have this 
verb (instead of parabainö, to transgress, A.V.), the R.V. renders it 
"goeth onward" (marg., "taketh the lead "), of not abiding in the 
doctrine of Christ. Cp. Mal. 4 : 4. See BRING. 

II. APEIMI (a=iµi), to go away, is found in Acts 17 : 10. if 
12. EISEIMI (€ZaELµi), to go into, enter, is used in Acts 3 : 3; 

21 : 18, 26; Heb. 9: 6, R.V., "go in" (A.V., "went ... into "). See 
ENTER.if 

13. METABAINÖ (µ€-raßalvw), to go or pass over from one place to 
another, is translated "go" in .Luke IO: 7. See DEPART. 

14. APERCHOMAI (d.7TEpxoµai); to go away (apo, from), is chiefly 
used in the Gospels; it signifies to go aside in Acts 4 : 15. See DEPART. 

15. ANACHÖREÖ (avaxwplw) signifies to withdraw, often in the 
sense of avoiding <langer, e.g., Acts 23 : 19, R.V., "going aside" (A.V., 
"went ... aside "). See DEPART. 

16. HUPOCHÖREÖ (imoxwptw), to go back, retire (hiipo, undcr, 
suggesting privacy), Luke 5: 16; 9: 10, A.V„ "went aside" (R.V., 
"withdrew apart"). See WITHDRAW.,f 

17. PROERCIIOMAI (7rpdpxoµai), to go befo1e, v1·eceue, gu forward 
or farther (pro, before), is used of (a) place, e.g., Matt. 26: 39 ; A.cts 12 : 10, 

"passed on through;" (b) time, Luke I : 17; Acts 20 : 5, 13 ; 2 Cor. 9: 5. 
Se~ ÜUTGO, PASS. 

18. EPIDUÖ (€m8Vw) signifies to go down, and is said of the sun in 
Eph. 4: 26; i.e., put wrath away before sunset (see ANGER, A, Note (z). 
In the Sept., Deut. 24: 15; Josh. 8: 29; Jer. 15: q.,-r 

19. SUNKATABAINO (uvvKaTaßalvw), to go down with, is used in 
Acts 25: 5.if In the Sept., Psa. 49: 17.if 

20. PROBAINÖ (77poßalvw), to go on, forwards, advance, is used of 
Iocality, Matt. 4 : 21 ; Mark I : 19 ; for the metaphorical use with reference 
to age, Luke I: 7, 18; 2: 36, see AGE, STRICKEN.,[ 

21. APOBAINÖ (<hoßalvw), to go away or from, is translated "had 
gone, out," in Luke 5: 2, Le„ disembarked. See CoME, 2r, Note, TtrRN. 

2"2. PROSANABAINÖ (77pouavaßalvw), to go up higher (pros, towards), 
is used of moving to a couch of greater honour at a feast, Luke 14: 10.if 

23. EXEIMI (;g€iµi), to go out, is so rendered in Acts 13 : 42. See 
DEPART, GET. 

24. SBENNUMI (ußEvvvµi), to quench, is used in the Passive Voice, 
of the going out of the light of a torch or lamp, Matt. 25 : 8, "are going 
out " (R.V.). See QuENCH. 
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25. TELEÖ (TEMw), to finish, is rendered to go through or over in 
Matt. IO: 23, of going through the cities of Israel (A.V., marg., "end," 
or " finish "). See END, FINISH. 

26. DIODEUÖ (füoÖEvw), to travel throughout or along (dia, through, 
hodos, a way), is used in Luke 8: l, of going throughout (A.V.) or about 
through (R.V.) cities and villages; of passing through towns, Acts 17 : l. 
See PASS. 

27. APODEMEÖ (d7Tooriµlw), to be abroad, is translated "going into 
another country," in Matt. 25 : 14 (A.V.," travelling etc."). See JouRNEY. 

28. ANERCHOMAI (d.l(lpxoµai), to go up (ana), occurs in John 6: 3; 
Gal. l: 17, 18.~ 

29. PERIERCIIOMAI ('m;piilpxoµai), to go o.round, or o.bout, is 
translated "going about" in l Tim. 5 : 13, R.V. (A.V„ "wandering 
about ") ; "went about" in Heb. II : 37, R.V. (A.V., "wandered 
about "). See CIRCUIT. 

30 .. EPICHEIREÖ ('mxnplw), lit„ to put the hand to (epi, to, 
cheir, the hand), to take in hand, undertake, occurs in Luke l : l, "have 
taken in hand; " in Acts 9: 29, "they went about;" in 19: 13, "took 
upon them." See TAKE.~ 

Notes: (1) The following verbs signify both to come and to go, 
with prefixecl prepositions accordingly, and are mentioned under the 
word CoME : erchomai (No. 1) ; eiserchomai (No. 2) ; exerchomai (No. 3) ; 
dien}wma·i (No . .'.J); katercltomai (No. 7); Luke 17 : 7, parcrchomai 
(No. 9) ; pros!'.rr.h.om.ai, "go nP.ar," Ads 8: 29 (No. 10) ; sunerchomai, 
'' went with," Acts 9: 39; 15: 38; 21 : 16 (No. II) ; anabainö, (No. 15) ; 
katabainö (No. 19) ; paraginomai, Acts 23 : 16, A.V„ "went," R.V. 
"entered" (No. 13) ; ekporeuö (No. 33) ; chöreö, Matt. 15 : 17, A.V„ 
"goeth," R.V.," passeth" (No'. 24) ; anabainö, Luke 19: 28, R.V., "going 
up"; ekbm'11ö. (No. 17). · 

(2) In the following, the verbs mentioned, translated in the A.V. 
by some form of the verb to go, are rendered in the R.V. more precisely 
in accordance with their true meaning: (a) zeteö, to seek, so the R.V. in 
John 7 : 19, 20; Acts 21 : 31 ; Rom. lO: 3 (A.V., to go about) ; (b) 
peirazö, to make an attempt, Acts 24: 6, R.V„ "assayed" (A.V., "have 
gone about ") ; (c) peiraö, to attempt, Acts 26 : 21, R.V., " assayed" 
A.V„ "went about ") ; (d) ep1:strephö, to return, Acts 15 : 16, R.V., 
" let us retum " (A.V„ "let us go again " ) ; (e) huperbainö, to overstep, 
l Thess. 4: 6, R.V„ "transgress" (A.V„ "go beyond "); (!) diistlmi, 
to set apart, make an interval, Acts 27 : 28, R.V., " (after) a space " 
(A.V„ " had gone further ") ; (g) suneiserchomai, to go in with, John 
6: 22 and 18 : 15, R.V„ "entered (in) with" (A.V., "went ... with") ; 
(lt.) phuö, in thc ~1iddk Voic(', lit„ to bcur oncself ulong, Heb. 6 · l, R.V„ 
"Jet us press on" (A.V., "let us go on ") ; (i) ekklinö, to bend or turn 
away, Rom. 3 : 12, R.V„ "have tumed aside" (A.V„ "have gone out of 
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the way ") ; (j) diaperaö, to pass through, or across, Matt. 14 : 34, R.V., 
"bad crossed over" (A.V., "were gone over ") ; (k) strateuomai, to serve 
in war, l Cor. 9: 7, R.V., " (what) soldier ... serveth" (A.V., "goeth 
a warfare ") ; (l) hodoiporeö, to be on a journey, Acts 10 : 9, R.V., "as 
they were on their journey" (A.V., "as they went etc.") ; (m) embainö, 
to enter, Matt. 13 : 2 and Luke 8: 22, R.V., "entered" (A.V., "went 
into "); in ver. 37 (A.V., "went up into "); (n) apoluö, to set free, Luke 
23 : 22 and John 19 : 12, R.V., "release" (A.V., "let ... go "} ; Acts 
15 : 33, R.V., "dismissed" (A.V., ditto) ; Acts 28 : 18, R.V., " set at 
liberty" (A.V., ditto) ; (o) epibainö, to go upon, Acts 21 : 4, R.V., "set 
foot" (A.V., "go ") ; some mss. have anabainö; (p) apangellö, to an
nounce, Acts 12: 17, R.V„ "tell" (A.V., "go shew "); (q) aperchomai, 
to go away, Matt. 5: 30, R.V., "go" (A.V., "be cast "); some mss. 
have ballö. to cast; (r) peripateö, to walk, Mark 12: 38, R.V., "walk" 
(A.V. "go "); (s) For "gone by," Acts 14: 16, R.V„ see PASS, No. 17. 

GOAD 
KENTRON (1dv-rpov), .from kenteö, to prick, denotes (a) a sting, Rev. 

9 : 10 ; metaphorically, of sin as the sting of death, l Cor. 15 : 55, 56 ; 
(b) a goad, Acts 26: 14, R.V., "goad" (marg., "goads "), for A.V., 
"pricks" (in some mss, also in 9 : 5), said of thc promptings and mis
givings which Saul of Tarsus hacl rcsisted before rnnwrsion. ,-i 

GOAL 
SKOPOS (uico7T6S'), µrimarily, a watcher (from skopeö, to look at ; 

Eng., scope), denotes a mark on which to fix the eye, and is used meta
phorically of an aim or object in Phil. 3 : 14, R.V„ " goal " (A.V., 
"mark "), See MARK, 

GOAT 
l. ERIPHOS (lpupoS') denotes a kid or goat, Matt. 25 : 32 (R.V., 

marg., "kids ") ; Luke 15 : 29, " a kid ; " some mss. have No. 2 here, 
indicating a sneer on the part of the elder son, that his father had ·never 
given him even a tiny kid. ir 

2. ERIPHION (€pltf>wv), a diminutive of No. r, is used in Matt. 25 : 33. 
In ver. 32 eriphos is purely figurative; in ver 33, where the application 
is made, though metaphorically, the change to the rliminntive is suggestive 
of the contempt which those so described bring upon themselves by their 
refmsal to assist the needy., 

3. TRAGOS (Tpcf:yoS') denotes a he-goat, Heb. 9 : r2, 13, 19 ; 10 : 4, 
the male prefiguring the strength by which Christ laid down His own life 
in expiatory sacrifice. 

GOATSKIN 
Note: The adjective a?:ge.ios signifi.es belonging to a goat (from aix, 

a goat) ; it is used with derma, a skin, in Heb. II : 37. 
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GOD 
THEOS (8los), (A) in the polytheism of the Greeks, denoted a god or 

deity, e.g., Acts 14 : II ; 19 : 26 ; 28 : 6 ; l Cor. 8 : 5 ; Gal. 4 : 8. 
(B) (a) Hence the word was appropriated by Jews and retained by 

Christians to denote the one true God. In the Sept. theos translates 
(with few exceptions) the Hebrew words Elohim and Jehovah, the former 
indicating His power and pre-eminence, the latter His unoriginated, 
immutable, eternal and self-sustained existence. 

In the N.T., these and all the other Divine attributes are predicated 
of Hirn. To Hirn are ascribed, e.g„ His unity, or monism, e.g., Mark 
12 : 29; l Tim. 2: 5; self-existence, John 5 : 26; immutability, Jas. 
l : 17 ; eternity, Rom. l : 20 ; universality, Matt. ro : 29 ; Acts 17 : 26-
28 ; almighty power, Matt. 19 : 26 ; infinite knowledge, Acts 2 : 23 ; 
15: 18; Rom. II: 33; creative power, Rom. II: 36; l Cor. 8: 6; Eph. 
3 : 9; Rev. 4: II ; IO: 6 ; absolute holiuess, i Pel. l : 15 , l Julm I : 5 ; 
rie-htronsness, John T7 : 2.1 ; faithfulncss, I Cor. r : 9 ; 10 : lJ ; l Thess. 
S : 24; 2 Thess. 3: 3 ; l John l : 9; love, l John 4: 8, 16 ; mercy, Rom. 
9: 15, r8 ; truthfulness, Tit. i : :l; Heu. 6 : 18. See Goon, No. l (b). 

(b) The Divine attributes are likewise indicated or deitmlely predicated 
of Christ, e.g„ Matt. 20: 18-19; John T : r-3 ; T : 18, R.V., marg. ; 
S : 22-29 ; 8 : 58 ; 14 : 6 ; 17 : 22-24 ; 20 : 28 ; Rom. l : 4 ; 9 : 5 ; 
Phil. 3 : 21 ; Col. l : 15 ; 2 : 3 ; Tit. 2 : 13, R.V. ; Heb. l : 3 ; 13 : 8 ; 
l John 5 : 20 ; Rev. 22 : 12, 13. 

(c) Also of the Holy Spirit, e.g., Matt. 28 : rg ; Luke l : 35 ; John 
14: 16; 15: 26; 16: 7-14; Rom. 8: 91 26; l Cor. 12: II; 2 Cor. 
13: 14. 

(d) Theos is used (.i) with the tlefmile ariicle, (2) without (i.e„ as an 
anarthrous noun). "The English may or may not have need of the 
article in translation. But that point cuts no figure in the Greek idiom. 
Thus in Acts 27 : 23 (' the God whose 1 am,' R.V.) the article points out 
the special God whose Paul is, and is to be preserved in English. In the 
very next verse (ho theos) we in English do not need the article" (A. T. 
Robertson, Gram. of Greek, N.T„ p. 758). 

As to this latter it is usual to employ the article with a proper name, 
when mentioned a second time. There are, of course, exceptions to this, 
as when the absence of the article ser,ves to lay stress upon, or give 
precision to, the character or nature of what is expressed in the noun. 
A notable instance of this is in John l : l, "and the Word was God;" 
here a double stress is on theos, by the absence of the :i.rticle and by the 
emphatic positiori. To translate it literally, ' a god was the Word,' is 
entirely misleading. Moreover, that "the Word" is the subject of the 
sentence, exemplifies the rule that the subject is to be determined by its 
having the article when the predicatc is anarthrous (without the article). 
In Rom. 7 : 22, in the phrase " the law of God," both nouns have the 
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article ; in ver. 25, neither has the article. This is in accordance with a 
general rule that if two nouns are united by the genitive case (the " of " 
case), either both have the article, or both are without. Here, in the first 
instance, both nouns, " God " and " the law " are definite, whereas in 
ver. 25 the word " God " is not simply titular, the absence of the article 
stresses His character as Lawgiver. 

Where two or more epithets are applied to the same person or thing, 
one article usually serves for botli (the exceptions being when a second 
article lays stress upon different aspects of the same person or subject, 
e.g., Rev. i: i7). Iu Tit. z: r3 the R.V. correctly has "our great God 
and Saviour Jesus Christ." Maulton (Prol., p. 84) shows, from papyri 
writings of the ea.rly Christian era, that among Greek-speaking Christians 
this was "a current formula" as applied to Christ. So in 2 Pet. l : l 

(cp. l : II ; 3 : 18). 
In the following titles God is described by certain of His attributes ; 

the God of glory, Acts 7: 2; of peace, Rom. 15 : 33; 16: 20; Phil. 4: 9; 
I Thess. 5 : 23; Heb. 13 : 20; of love and peace, 2 Cor. 13 : II ; of patience 
and comfort, Rom. 15 : 5 ; of all comfort, 2 Cor. l : 3 ; of hope, Rom. 
15 : 13 ; of all grace, l Pet, 5 : 10. These describe Hirn, not as in 
distinction from other persons, but a.s the Source of all these blessings ; 
hence the employment of the definite article. In such phrases as ' the God 
of a person,' e.g., Matt. 22: 32, the expression marks the relationship 
in whic:h the pf:rsnn st 11 mls tu Gucl awl G1.1d ll1 him. 

(e) In the following the nominative case is used for the vocative, and 
always with the article; Mark 15: 34; Luke 18: II, 13; John 20: 28; 
(Acts 4: 24 in some mss.); Heb. l: 8; lO: 7. 

(f) The phrase " the things of God " ( translated literally or otherwise) 
stands for (1) His interests, Matt. 16 : 23 ; Mark 8 : 33 ; (2) His counsels, 
l Cor. 2 : II ; (3) things which are due to Hirn, Matt. 22 : 21 ; Mark 
r2: r7; Luke 20: 25. The phrase "things pertaining to. God," Rom. 
15 : 17 ; Heb. 2 : 17 ; 5 : l, describes, in the Heb. passages, the sacrificial 
service of the priest ; in the Rom. passage the Gospel ministry as an 
offering to God. 

(C) The word is used of Divinely appointed judges in Israel, as 
represeniing God in His authority, John .IO: 34, quoted from Psa. 82 : 6, 
which indicates that God Himself sits in judgment on those whom He 
has appointed. The application of the term to the Devil, 2 Cor. 4 : 4, 
and thc bclly, Phil. 3 : 19, virtually places these instances under (A). 

For GOD-SPEED see GREETING 

GOD (without) 
ATHEUS (ci8Eos), cp. Eng., atheist, primarily signifies godless (a, 

negative), i.e., destitute of God; in. Eph. 2 : 12 the phrase indicates, not 
only that the Gentiles were void of any true recognition of God, and hence 
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became morally godless (Rom. I : 19-32), but that, being given up by God, 
they were excluded from communion with God and from the privileges 
granted to Israel (see the context and cp. Gal. 4: 8). As to pagan ideas, 
the popular cry against the early Christians was" away with the atheists" 
(see the account of the martyrdom of Polycarp, in Eusebius, Eccles. 
Rist. iv. 15, 19)., 

GODDESS 
THEA (8€a) is found in Acts 19: 27 (in some mss. in vv. 35, 37).~ 

For GODHEAD see DIVINE, DIVINITY 

GODLINESS, GODL Y 
A. Nouns. 

I. EUSEBEIA (Evalßna), from eu, weil, and sebomai, to be devout, 
denotes that piety which, characterized by a Godward attitude, does 
that which is well-pleasing to Hirn. This and the corresponding verb 
and adverb (see below) are frequent in the Pastoral Epistles, but do not 
occur in previous Epistles of Pani. The Apostle Peter has the noun 
four times in his 2nd Epistlc, 1 : 3; 6, 7 ; J : II. Elsewhere it occurs in 
Acts 3: 12; I Tim. 2: 2; 3: 16; 4: 7, 8; 6: 3, 5, G, II; 2 Tim. 3: ~; 
Tit. r : r. In I Tim. 6: 3 "the dodrine which is according to godliness" 
signifies that which is consistent with godliness, 0in contrast to false 
teachings ; iu Til. 1 : r, " the truth which is accordmg to godliness " 
is that which is productive of godliness ; in T Tim. 3 : 16, " the mystery 
of godliness " is godlincss as cmbodied in, and communicated ihrough, 
the truths of the faith concerning Christ; in 2 Pet. 3: II, the word is in 
the plural, signifying acts of godliness. ~ 

2. THEOSEBEIA (8€oalßna) denotes the fear or reverence of God, 
from theos, god, and sebomai (see No. 1), 1 Tim. 2: 10., Cp. the adjective 
theosebes, God-fearing, John 9: 31.~ In the Sept., Gen, 20: II and 
Job 28: 28.~ 

Note: For eu.labeia, godly fear, Reh. 5 : 7; 12 : 28, see FEAR, A, 
No. 3; for eulabeomai, to reverence, Heb. II : 7 (" for His godly fear "), 
see FEAR, D, No. 2; for the verb eusebeö, to show piety, 1 Tim. 5: 4; 
to wor~hip, Acts 17: 23, see PIETY and WoRSHIP.~ 

B. Adjective. 
EUSEBES (€va€ß~>), akin to A, No. I, denotes pious, devout, godly, 

indicating reverence manifested iu adions ; it is rendered " godly " in 
2 Pet. 2: 9. See DEVOUT. 

C. Adverb. 
EUSEBÖS (d1a€ßw>) dcnotes piously, godly; it is used with thc verb 

to live (of manner nf JifP) in 2 Tim. 3: I2; Tit. 2 : 12.~ 
Notes: (r) In the following the word "godly" translates the genitive 

case of the noun theos, lit.,' of God,' 2 Cor. 1 : 12, A.V.;" godly (sincerity)," 
R.V., " (sincerity) of God ; " 2 Cor. II : 2, " a godly jealousy," lit.; ' a 
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jealousy of God' (R.V., marg.) ; l Tim. l : 4, R.V., "a dispensation of 
God" (oikonomia, in the best mss.), A.V., "godly edifying" (oikodome, 
lit., ' an edifying of, i.e., by, God '). (2) In 2. Cor. 7 : ro, " godly (sorrow) ," 
and in vv. 9 and II, "after a godly sort," are in all three places, lit„ 
'according to God.' (3) In 3 John 6, where the A.V. translates the adverb 
axiös, with the noun theos, "after a godly sort," the R.V. rightly 
substitutes " worthily of Göd.'' ----

GODWARD 
Note: This translates the phrase pros ton theon, lit„ 'toward God,' in 

2 Cor. 3 : 4, and l Thess. l : 8. ----
GOLD, GOLDEN 

A. Nouns. 
l. CHRUSOS (xpvcr&s) is used (a) of coin, Matt. ro: 9; Jas. 5 : 3; 

(b) of ornaments, Matt. 23 : 16, 17 ; Jas. 5 : 3 (perhaps both coin and 
ornaments) ; Rev. 18 : 12 ; some mss. have it instead of No. 2 in l Cor. 
3 : 12 ; (c) of images, Acts 17 : 29 ; (d) of the meta! in general, Matt. 2 : r r ; 
Rev. 9: 7 (some mss. have il in Rev. 18: r6).if 

2. CHRUSION (xpvalov), a diminutive of No. l, is used (a) of coin, 
primarily smail:·r than those in No. l (a), Acts J : 6 ; 20 : J3 ; l Pct. l : lfi ; 

(b) of ornamcnts, I Pet. 3: 3, and the following (in which some mss. have 
No. l), l Tim. 2 : 9; Rev. 17: 4; 18; 16; (c) of the mr.tnl in gcneral, 
Heb. 9 : 4 ; l Pet. l : 7 ; Rev. 21 : 18, 21 ; metaphorically, (d) of sound 
doctrinc and its cffects, l Cor. 3 : 12 ; (e) of righleousness of life and con
dud, Rev. 3: 18. if 

B. Adjective. 
CHRUSEOS (xpvatos) denotes golden, i.e„ made of, or overlaid with, 

gold, 2 Tim. 2 : 20 ; Heb. 9 : 4, and fifteen times in the Apocalypse. 

GOLD RING 
CHRUSODAKTULIOS (xpvao8aKTVAws), an adjective denoting ' with 

a gold ring' (daktulos, a finger), occurs in Jas. 2: 2.~ 

GOOD, GOODL Y, GOODNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. AGATIIOS (dya06s-) desuiLes lhal which, being good in its character 
or constitution, is beneficial in its effect ; it is used (a) of things physic:al, 
e.g„ a tree, Matt. 7 : 17 ; ground, Luke 8 : 8 ; (b) in a moral sense, 
frequently of persons and things. God is esscntially, ausolutely and 
consummately good, Matt. 19 : 17 ; Mark ro : 18 ; Luke 18 : 19. To 
certain persons the worcl is applied in Matt. 20 : 15 ; 25 : 21, 23; Luke 
19 : 17; 23 : 50; John 7 : 12 ; Ads 11 : 24; Tit. 2 : .5 ; in a general 
application, Matt. 5 : 45; 12 : 35 ; Luke 6 : 4.5 ; Rom. 5 : 7; l Pet. 2 : rK. 

The neuter of the adjective with the definite article signifies that which 
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is good, lit., 'the good,' as being morally honourable, pleasing to God, 
and therefore beneficial. Christians are to prove it, Rom. 12 : 2 ; to 
cleave to it, 12: 9; to do it, 13 : 3; Gal. 6: 10; l Pet. 3 : II (here, and 
here only, the article is absent) ; John 5: 29 (here, the neuter plural is 
used, ' the good things ') ; to work it, Rom. 2 : 10 ; Eph. 4 : 28 ; 6 : 8 ; 
to follow after it, T Thess. 5 : 15 ; to be zealous of it, l Pet. 3 : 13 ; to 
imitate it, 3 John II ; to overcome evil with it, Rom. 12 : 21. Govern
mental authorities are ministers of good, i.e., that which is salutary, 
suited to the course of human affairs, Rom. 13 : 4. In Philm. 14, " thy 
goodness," R.V. (lit„ 'thy good '), means 'thy benefit.' As to Matt. 
19: 17, "why askest thou Me concerning that which is good? " the 
R.V. follows the most ancient mss. 

The neuter plural is also used of material goods, riches, etc., Luke l : 53 ; 
12 : 18, 19 ; 16 : 25 ; Gal. 6 : 6 (of temporal supplies) ; in Rom. IO : 15 ; 
Heb. 9: II ; 10 : l, the good things are the benefits provided through 
the sacrifice of Christ, in regard both to those conferred thro11gh the 
Gospel and to those of the coming Messianic Kingdom. See further 
under No. 2. Sec BENEflT, Goons. 

2. KALOS (KaA6s) denotes that which is intrinsically good, and so, 
goo<lly, fair, beautiful. as (a) of that which is weil adapted to its circum
stances or ends, e.g„ fruit, Matt. 3 : 10; a tree, 12 : 33 ; ground, 13 : 8, 
23 ; fish, 13 : 48 ; the Law, Rom. 7 : 16 ; l Tim. l : 8 ; every creature of 
God, l Tim. 4 : 4 ; a faithful minister of Christ and lhe doclrine he teaches, 
4 : 6 ; (b) of that which is ethically good, right, noble, honourable, e.g„ 
Gal. 4 : 18 ; l Tim. 5 : 10, 25 ; 6 : 18 ; Tit. 2 : 7, 14 ; 3 : 8, 14. The 
word does not occur in the Apocalypse, nor indeed after 1 Peter. 

Christians are to " take thought for things honourable" (kalos), 2 Cor. 
8 : 21, R.V. ; to do that which is honourable, 13 : 7; not to be weary in 
weil doing, Gai. 6 : 9; to hold fast " that which is good," l Thess. 5 : 21 ; 
to be zealous of good works, Tit. 2 : 14; to maintain them, 3 : 8 ; to 
provoke to them, Heb. IO : 24 ; to bear testimony by them, l .Pet. 2 : 12. 

Kalos and agathos C?ccur together in Luke 8 : 15, an " honest " (kalos) 
heart, i.e„ the attitude of which is right towards God; a" good" (agathos) 
heart, i.e„ one that, instead of working ill to a neighbour, acts beneficially 
towards him. In Rum. 7 : 18, " in me . . . dwelleth no good lhing " 
(agathos) signifies that in him is nothing capablc of doing good, and 
hence he lacks the power" to do that which is good" (kalos). In 1 Thess. 
5 : 15, "follow after that which is good" (agathos), the good is that which 
is beneficial; in ver. 21, "hold fast that which is good (kalos)," the good 
describes the intrinsic value of the teaching. See BETTER, FAIR, HONEST, 
MEET, WORTHY. 

3. CHR.ESTOS (xp1Ja-r6s); said of things, that which is plcasant, said 
of persons, kinilly,. grar.ious, is rendered " good" in I Cor. 15 : 33 ; 
" goodness " in Rom. 2 : 4. See EASY. 
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Note: Lampros denotes gay, bright, "goodly" in Jas. 2 : 2, A.V„ 
(R.V„ "fine "); in 2: 3, A.V„ "gay;" in Rev. r8: 14 (R.V„ "sump
tuous "). See GoRGEOUS, SUMPTUOUS. For asteios, "goodly," Heb. 
n : 23, R.V„ see BEAUTIFUL. For hikanos, Acts r8 : 18, A.V„ " a good 
while" see WHILE. Note (r6). 

B. Nouns. 
I. CHRESTOT:E:S (xp'JcrrOT'T}s), akin to A, No. 3, denotes goodness 

(a) in the sense of what is upright, righteous, Rom. 3 : 12 (translated 
"good ") ; (b) in the sense of kindness of heart or act, said of God, Rom. 
2 : 4 ; 11 : 22 (thrice) ; Eph. 2 : '/ (" kiml.11ess ") ; Til. 3 ; 4 (" kindness ") ; 
said of believers and rendered " kindness," 2 Cor. 6 : 6 ; Col. 3 : 12 ; 

Gal. 5 : 22 (R.V. ; A.V., "gentleness "). Tt signifies "not merely 
goodness as a quality, rather it is goodness in action, goodness expressing 
itself in deeds ; yet not goodness expressing itself in indignation against 
sin, for it is contrasted with severity in Rom. II : 22, but in grace and 
tenderness and compassion."* See GENTLENESS, KINDNESs.if 

2. AGATHÖSUNE (ciya8wuvV'I'/), goodness, signifies that moral 
quality which is described by thc adjcctivc agathos (see A, No. l). lt 
is U!led, in thl': N.T„ nf regenei.alt' pt'1sr..1us, P· 1r11 • .L!): .L4i Gal. 5: :l:l; 
Eph. 5 : 9 ; 2 Thess. l : II ; in the last, the phrase " every desire of 
goo<lness" (RV. ; the addiliou of" His" in the A.V. is an interpolation ; 
there is no pronoun in the origmal) may be either subjective, i.e., desire 
charactcriscd by goodness, goorl rlei;ire, nr nbj~r.i ivt:, i.e„ 1lesii e aflP.1 
goodness, to be and do good. if 

irench, following Jerome, distinguishes between . chrestotes and 
agathösune in that the former describes the kindlier aspects of goodness, 
thc lattcr includes also the sterner qualities by which doing good to others 
is not necessarily by gentle means. He illustrates the latter by the act of 
Christ in cleansing the temple, Matt. 21 : 12, 13, and in denouncing the 
Scribes and Pharisees, 23 : 13-29 ; but chrestotes by His dealings with the 
penitent woman, Luke 7 : 37--50. Lightfoot regards chrestotes as a kindly 
disposition towards others ; agathösune as a kindly activity on their beh<i:Jf. 

]. A. Robertson (on Eph. 5 : 9) remarks that agathösune is "the 
kindlier, as dikaiosune (righteousness) the sterner, element in the ideal 
character." 

3. EUPOIIA (E~Troda), beneficence, doing good (eu, well, poieö, to do). 
is translated as a verb in Heb. 13 : 16, " to do good."if 

C. Adverbs. 
r. KALÖS (1<aAws), well, finely, is used in some mss. in Matt. 5 : 44, 

with poieö, to do, and translated "do good." In Jas. 2 : 3 it is rendered 
"in a good place" (A.V. marg., "well" or "seemly "). See WELL. 

?. F.TT (F1~), well, used with poüö, iio translated "do ... good '' in 
Mark 14 : 7. See WELL. 

• From Notes on Galatians, by Hogg and Vine, p. 292. 
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D. Verbs (to do, or be, good). 
1. AGATHOPOIEÖ (&.ya6o7Toilw), from A, No. 1, and poieö, to do, is 

used (a) in a general way, to do well, l Pet. 2 : 15, 20 ; 3 : 6, 17 ; 3 John 
II; (b) with pointed reference to the bencfit of a.nother, Luke 6: 9, 33, 35; 
in Mark 3 : 4 the parts of the word are separated in some mss. Some 
mss. have it in Acts 14: 17, for No. 2.,-r Cp. the noun agathopoiia, well
doing, l Pet. 4 : 19, and the adjective agathopoios, doing well, l Pet. 2 : 14. 

2. AGATHOURGEÖ (&.ya8ovpylw}, for agathoergeö, to do good (from A, 
No. 1 1 and ergon, a work), is used in Acts 14: 17 (in the best mss.; sec 
No. l), wherc it is said of God's benehcence towards man, and l Tim. 6 : I8, 
where it is enjoined upon the rich. ,-r 

3. EUERGETEÖ {f!uepyEdw), to bcstow a benefit, to do good (tm, well, 
and a verbal form akin to ergon), is used in Acts 10: 38.,-r 

Notes: (1) The verb ischuö, to be strong (ischus, strength}, to have 
efficacy, force or value, is said of salt in Matt. 5 : 13, negatively, " it is 
good for nothing." (2) In Matt. 19: 10, A.V., sumpherö, tobe profitable, 
expedient (sun, together, pherö, to bring); is rendered with a negative 
"it is not good" (R.V., "it is not expedient "). (3) In Mark 14: 71 the 
twu wurds e•u, well, and /::ieö, to do, are m somc mss. trcatcd as one verb 
eupoieö, to do good. 

GOODMAN 
OIKODESPOT.E:.S (ol1Co3E0"7TOT'7]s) denotes the masler of a l11111s~ 

(oikos, a house, despotes, a master), a householder. lt occurs only in the 
Synoptists, .and there 12 tim'"s. lt is rendered " goodman " in Luke 
22 : II, where "of the house" is put separately; in Matt. 20: II, where 
the A.V. has "the goodman of the house" for the uue wunl, lhe R.V. 
renders it by "householder," as in ver. l ; in 24: 43, "master; " so 
in Luke 12 : 39; in Mark I4: 14. both have" the goodman of the house." 
See HousEHOLDER, MASTER. 

GOODS 
l. For the neuter plural of agathos, used as a noun, "goods," sec 

Luke 12 : 18, i9, where alune lhis word is so rendered. 
2. HUPARXIS (v1Tapsis), primarily, subsistence, then, substance, 

property, goods (akin to huparchö, to exist, be, belong to), is translated 
" guods" in Acts 2 : 45 ; " possrssion," R.V. (A. V., " substance ") in 
Heb. ro : 34· ir 

3. BIOS (ßlos}, which denotcs (a) life, lifetime, (b) livelihood, living, 
means of living, is translated "goods" in l John 3 : 17, R.V. (A.V., 
"good "). See LIFE, No. 2. 

4, SKEUOS (aK"ilos), a vessel, denotes "goods" in Matt. 12: 29; 
Mark 3: 27; Luke 17: 31, R.V. (A.V„ "stuft"). See VESSEL. 

Notes: (1) The ncuter plural of the present participle of huparchö, 
is used as a noun denoting goods, in Matt. 24: 47, A.V. "his goods," 
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R.V„ " that he hath; " " goods " in Matt. 25 : 14; Luke II : 21 ; 16 : I ; 

19: 8; I Cor. 13 : 3; in Heb. rn: 34 (rst part). (2) In Luke 6 : 30 
" thy goods " translates the neuter plural of the possessive pronoun with 
the article, lit., 'thy things,' or possessions. (3) In Rev. 3 : 17, the A.V. 
" I am . , . increased with goods " translates the perfect tense of the 
verb plouteö, tobe rich; R.V„" I have gottenriches." (4)See SuBSTANCE. 

GORGEOUS, GORGEOUSLY 
LAMPROS (Aaµ.1Tp6s}, bright, splendid, is rendered "gorgeous" in 

Luke 23: II, of the apparel in which Herod and his soldiers arrayed 
Christ. See BRIGHT. 

Note: For the A.V„ "gorgeously apparelled" in Luke 7: 25, see 
GLORIOUS, B. 

GOSPEL (Noun and Verb: to preach) 
A. Noun. 

EUANGELION (€vayyEAioP} originally denoted a reward for good 
tidings; later, the idea of reward dropped, and the word stood for the good 
news itself. The Eng. word gospel, i.e. good message, is the equivalent 
of euangelion (Eng„ evangel}. In the N.T. it denotes the good tidings of 
the Kingdom of God and of salvation through Christ, to be received by 
faith, on the· basis of Ilis expiatory death, His burial, resurrediun, aml 
asccnsion, c.g„ Acts 15 : 7; 20: 24; I Pet. 4: 17. Apart from those 
references and those in the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, and Rev. 14 : 6, 
the noun is confined to Paul's Epistles. The Apostle uses it of two 
associated yet distinct things, (a) of the basic facts of the death, burial 
and resurrection of Christ, e.g., 1 Cor. 15 : 1-3; (b) of the interpretation 
of these facts, e.g„ Rom. 2 : 16; Gal. 1 : 7, II ; 2 : 2; in (a) the Gospel 
is viewed historically, in (b) doctrinally, with reference to the interpretation 
of the facts, as is sometimes indicated by the context. . 

The following phrases descrihe the su bjects or nature or purport of the 
message ; it is the gospel of God, Mark r : 14 ; Rom. r : r ; 15 : 16 ; 
2 Cor. II : 7 ; l Thess. 2 : 2, 9 ; l Pet. 4 : 17 ; God, concerning His Son, 
Rom. 1: 1-3; His Son, Rom. l: 9; Jesus Christ, the Son of God, Mark 
1 : l ; our Lord Jesus, 2 Thess. l : 8 ; Christ, Rom. 15 : 19, etc. ; the glory 
of Christ, 2 Cor. 4 : 4 ; the grace of God, Acts 20 : 24 ; the glory of the 
blessed God, I Tim. I : II ; your salvation, Eph. I : 13 ; peace, Eph. 6 : 15. 
f.p. also "the gospel of the Kin&dom,'' Matt. '1: 23; 9: 35; 24 :.I4; 
" an eternal gospel," Rev. 14 : 6. 

In Gal. 2 : 14, " the truth of the gospel " denotes, not the true gospel, 
but thr. true teaching of it, in contrast to perversions of it. 

The following expressions are used in connection with the Gospel : 
(a) with regard to its testimony; (r) kerussö, to preach it as a herald, e.g„ 
Mntt. •1 : ?.3 ; Gnl. 2 : 2 (sec PmrAcn) ; (2) la.lcö, to spcak, r Thcss. :z : .:z i 
(3) diamarturomai, to testify {thoroughly), Acts 20: 24; (4) euangelizö, 
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to preach, e.g., l Cor. 15 : l; 2 Cor. II : 7; Gal. l : II (see B, No. l below); 
(5) katangellö, to proclaim, l Cor. 9 : 14; (6) douleuö eis, to serve unto 
("in furtherance of "), Phil. 2 : 22 ; (7) s1mathleö en, to labour with in, 
Phil. 4: 3; (8) hierourgeö, to minister, Rom. 15 : 16; (8) pleroö, to preach 
fully, Rom. 15 : 19 ; (rn) sunkakopatheö, to suffer hardship with, 2 Tim. 
l : 8; (b) with regard to its reception or otherwise : (1) dechomai, to 
receive, 2 Cor. II : 4 ; hupakouö, to hearken to, or obey, Rom. 10 : 16 ; 
2 Thess. l : 8 ; pisteuö en, to believe in, Mark l : 15 ; metastrephö, to 
pervert, Gal. l : 7. 

Note: In connection with (a), the Apostle's statement in l Cor. 9: 23 
is noticeable, "I do all things for the Gospel's sake, that I may be a joint 
partaker thereof," R.V., for the incorrect A.V., "that I might be partaker 
thereof with you." 

B. Verbs. 
l. EUANGELIZÖ (.-val"l''";\{~w), to bring or anno1mce ßlari tiriings 

(Eng., evangelize), is used (a) in the Active Voice in Rev. IO: 7 
(" declared ") and 14: 6 (" to proclaim," R. V., A. V., " tö preach ") ; 
(b) in the Passive Voice, of matters tobe prnd.;iimP.c'l as glari ticiings, Luke 
16: 16; Gal. l : l::: ; r Pct. r : 25 ; of perwm; to whom the procla.ma.tion 
is made, Matt. II : 5 ; Luke 7 : 22 ; Heb. 4 : 2, 6 ; l Pet. 4 : 6 ; (c) in 
the Middle Voice, especially of the message of salvation, with a personal 
object, either of the Person preached, e.g., Acts 5 : 42; II : 20; 
Gal. I : 16, or, with a preposition, of the persons evangelized, e.g., 
Acts 13 : 32, "declare glad tidings;" Rom. l : 15; Gal. l : 8; with an 
impersonal object, e.g., "the word," Acts 8 : 4; "good tidings," 8: 12 ; 
"thc word of thc Lord," 15 : 35 ; "the gospel," l Cor. 15 : l ; 2 Cor, 
II : 7 ; " the faith," Gal. l : 23 ; " peace," Eph. 2 : 17 ; " the un
searchable riches of Christ," 3 : 8. See PREACH, SHEW, TIDINGS. 

2. PROEUANGELIZOMAI (7rpowayy€Xl~oµ.ai), to announce glad 
tidings beforehand, is used in Gal. 3 : 8. ~ 

Note: For other verbs see above. 

For GOT and GOTTEN see GET 

GOVERNMENT 
KUBERN:f:SIS (KvßlpV7JU'>), from kubernaö, to guide (whence Eng., 

govern), denotes (a) steering, pilotage; (b) metaphorically, governments 
or governings, said of those who act as guides in a local church, l Cor. 
12: 28.~ Cp. kubernetes, a pilot, Acts 27: II; Rev .. 18: 17.~ 

Note: For kuriotes, lordship, dominion, rendered "government" 
in 2 Pet. 2 : 10, A.V., see DOMINION. 

GOVERNOR 
A. Nouns. 

r. HEGEMÖN (/ryi:µ<.Üv) is a term used (a) for rulers generally, Mark 
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13 : 9; l Pet. 2 : 14; translated "princes" (i.e., leaders) in Matt. 2 : 6; 
(b) for the Roman Procurators, referring, in the Gospels to Pontius Pilate, 
e.g., Matt. 27 : 2 ; Luke 20 : 20 (so designated by Tacitus, Annals, xv. 44) ; 
to Felix, Acts 23 : 26. Technically the Procurator was a fmancial official 
under a proconsul or proprretor, for collecting the Imperial revenues, but 
entrusted also with magisterial powers for decisions of questions relative 
to the revenues. In certain provinces, of which Judrea was one (the 
Procurator of which was dependent on the Legate of Syria), he was the 
general administrator and supreme judge, with sole power of life and 
death. Such a governor was a person uf high sudal standiug. Felix, 
however, was an ex-slave, a freedman, and his appointment to Judrea 
could not but be regarded by the Jews as an insult to the nation. The 
headquarters of the governor of Judrea was Cresarea, which was made a 
garrison town. See PRINCE, RuLER. For anthupatos, a proconsul, see 
PROCONSUL. 

2. ETHNARCHES (€8v6.pxris), an ethnarch, lit. a ruler of a nation 
(ethnos, a people, arche, rule), is translated "governor" in 2 Cor. II : 32; 

it describes normally the ruler of a nation possessed of separate laws and 
cnstoms among those of a different race. Eventually it denoted a ruler 
of a Province, superior to a tetrarch, but inferior to a king (e.g., Aretas).~ 

3. OIKONOMOS (ol1Cov6µoi;), lit., one wlw rules a lwuse (uikus, a house, 
nomos, a law), Gal. 4: 2, denotes a supenor servant responsible tor the 
family housckccping, the direction of other !iervants, anrl the ca.re of the 
children under age. See CHAMBERLAIN, STEWARD. 

· 4. ARCHITRIKLINOS (apxiTplKAivos), from arche, rule, and triklinos, 
a room with three couches, denotes the ruler of a feast, John 2 : 8, R.V. 
(A.V., "thc govcrnor of the feast "), a man appointed to see that the 
table and couches were duly placed and the courses arranged, and to 
taste the food and wine. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. HEGEOMAI (~yf.oµai), akin to A, No. l, is used in the present 

participle to denote a governor, lit., ' (one) governing,' Matt. 2 : 6; 
Acts 7: 10. 

:z. HEGEMONEUÖ (~y~µov~vw), to be a hegemün, tu lead the way, 
came to signify to bc a govcrnor of a Province ; it is used of Quirinius, 
governor of Syria, Luke 2 : 2, R.V. (for the circumstances see under 
ENROLMENT); of Pontius Pilate, governor of Judrea, 3: I.~ In the first 
clause of this verse the noun h.ege.monia, a rule or sovereignty, is translated 
"reign ; " Eng., hegemony. ~ 

Note. In Jas. 3 : 4, the verb euthunö, to make or guide straight, is 
used in the present participle, as a noun, denoting the "steersman" 
(R.V.) or pilot of a vessel, A.V., "governor." 

GRACE 
r. CHARIS (xd.pis) has various uses, (a) objective, that which bestows 
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or occasions pleasure, delight, or causes favourable regard; it is applied, 
e.g., to beauty, or gracefulness of person, Luke 2 : 40 ; act, 2 Cor. 8: 6, 
or speech, Luke 4: 22, R.V.," words of grace" (A.V.," gracious words ") ; 
Col. 4: 6; (b) subjective, (I) on the part of the bestower, the friendly 
disposition from which the kindly act proceeds, graciousness, loving
kindness, goodwill generally, e.g., Acts 7 : ro; especially with reference 
to the Divine favour or grace, e.g., Acts I4: 26; in this respect there 
is stress on its freeness and universality, its spontaneous character, as 
in the case of God's redemptive mercy, and the pleasure or joy He designs 
for the recipient ; thus it is set in contrast with <lebt, Rom. 4 : 4, I6, with 
works, II : 6, and with law, John I : I7 ; see also, e.g., Rom. 6: I4, I5 ; 

Gai. 5 : 4; (2) un the part of the receiver, a sense of thc favour bcstowcd, 
a feeling of gratitude, e.g., Rom. 6 : I7 (" thanks ") ; in this respect it 
sometimes signifies to be thankful, e.g., Luke I7 : 9 (" doth he thank the 
servant ? " lit., ' hath he thanks to ') ; I Tim. I : I2 ; (c) in another 
objective sense, the effect of grace, the spiritual state of those who have 
experienced its exercise, whether (I) a state of grace, e.g., Rom. 5 :-2 ; 
I Pet. 5 : I2 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 18, or (2) a proof thereof in practical effects, 
deeds of gracc, c.g„ I Cor. I6: 3, R.V„ "bounty" (A.V„ "liberality ") ; 
2 Cor. 8 : 6, I9 (in 2 Cor. 9 : 8 it means the sum of earthly blessings) ; 
the power and equipment for minislry, e.g., Rom. I : 5 ; I2 : 6; I5 : I5 ; 

I Cor. 3 : ro ; Gal. 2 : 9; Eph. 3 : 2, 7. 
To be in favour with is to find grace with, e.g„ Acts 2 : 47; hence it 

appears in this sense at the beginning and thc end of scvcrul Epistlcs, 
where the writer desires grace from God. for the read.ers, e.g„ Rom. I : 7 ; 
I Cor. I : 3 ; in this respect it is connected with the imperative mood of 
the word chairö, to rejoice, a mode of greeting ainong Greeks, e.g., Acts 
I5 : 23 ; Jas. I : I (marg.) ; 2 John ro, II, R.V„ "greeting" (A.V„ 
" God speed "). 

The fact that grace is received both from God the Father, 2 Cor. I : I2, 

and from Christ, Gal. I: 6; Rom. 5: I5 (where both are mentioned), 
is a testimony tu the Deity of Christ. See also 2 Thess. I : I2, where the 
phrase "according to the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus Christ" 
is to be taken with each of the preceding c!auses, " in you," " and ye in 
Hirn." 

In Jas. 4 : 6, " But He giveth more grace " (Greek, ' a greater grace,' 
R.V„ marg.), the statement is tobe taken in connection with the preceding 
verse, which contains two remonstrating, rhetorical questions, " Think 
ye that the Scripture speaketh in vain ? " and " Doth the Spirit (the Holy 
Spirit) which He made to dwell in us long unto envying? " (see the R.V.), 
The implied answer to each is ' it cannot be so.' Accordingly, if those 
who are acting so flagrantly, as if it were so, will listen to the Scripture 
instead of letting it speak in vain, and will ad so that the Holy Spirit may 
have His way within, God will give even 'a greater grace,' namely, all 
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that follows from humbleness and from turning away from the world. 
See BENEFIT, BouNTY, LIBERALITY, THANK. 

Note: The corresponding verb charitoö, to endue with Divine favour 
or grace, is used in Luke 1 : 28, " highly favoured" (marg., " endued 
with grace ") and Eph. 1 : 6, A.V., "hath made ... accepted;" 
R.V., "freely bestowed" (marg., "cndued.").'ij 

2. EUPREPEIA (dmp€1ma), comeliness, goodly appearance, is said of 
the outward appearance of the flower of the grass, Jas. 1: 11.41[ 

GRACIOUS 
CHRESTOS ()(p71aT6>) is rendered "gracious" in 1 Pet. 2 : 3, as an 

attrjbute of the Lord. See EASY, Gooo, KrND. 
Note: Euphemos, fair-sounding (eu, well, pheme, a saying, or report), 

"of good report," Phil. 4: 8, is rendered "gracious" in the R.V. marg. 

GRAFF, GRAFT (R.V.) 
ENKENTRIZO (lvK€VTpl,w) denotes to graft in (en, in, kentrizö, to 

graft), to insert a slip of a cultivated tree into a wild one. In Rom. 
II : 17,' 19, 23, 24, however, the metaphor is used "contrary to nature" 
(ver. 24), of grafting a wild olive branch (the Gentile) into th~ good olive 
tree (the Jews) ; that unbelieving Jews (bra11ches of the good tree) were 
broken off that Gentiles might be grafted in, afforded no occasion for 
gforying on the part of thc lattcr. Jcw and Gentile alike must enjoy 
the Divine blessings by faith alone. So JP-ws who abide not in unbeliaf 
shall, as "the natural branches, be graftcd into their own olive tree."1f 

GRAIN 
KOKKOS (KÖKKo>) denotes a grain, Matt. 13 : 31 ; 17 : 20 ; Mark 

4: 31 ; Luke 13 : 19 ; 'r.7 : 6; John 12 : 24 (A.V., "corn "); 1 Cor. 15 : 37 
(where the R.V. has "a ... grain," to distinguish it from grain in 
general). See CoRN .1f 

GRANDCHILDREN 
EKGONOS (:Kyovo>), an adjective, <lenoting born of (ek, from, ginomai, 

to become or be born), was used as a noun, signifying a chil<l ; in the 
plural, descendants, "grand-children," I Tim. 5: 4, R.V. (A.V., 
" nephews "). il 

GRANDMOTHER 
MAMME (µ&.µµ71), an onomatopreic word, was primarily a child's 

name for its mother; later it denoted a gran<lmother, 2 Tim. 1: 5.1f 

GRANT 
J:, DIDÖMI (lh8wµi), to givc, is rcndcrcd "grant" in Mark ro: 37; 

Luke 1: 74; Acts 4: 29; II: 18; 14: 3. See GrvE. 
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2. DÖREÖ (Swplw}, to present, bestow (akin to No. l), is rendered 
" granted" in Mark 15 : 45, R.V. (A.V„ " gave ") ; in 2 Pet. l : 3, 4, 
"hath granted," "He hath granted," R.V. (A.V., "hath given" and 
" are given ") ; in each place Middle Voice. See GrvE. ~ 

3. CHARIZOMAI (xapl~oµ,m} primarily signifi.es to show favout or 
kindness (akin to charis, see GRACE}, Gal. 3 : 18, R.V., "hath granted" 
(A.V., " gave " ; it signifi.es more than to give) ; then, to give freely, 
bestow, rendered to grant in Acts 3 : I4 ; 27 : 24, R.V. (A.V„ " given ") ; 
Phil. l: 29, R.V.; Philm. 22, R.V. See DELIVER. 

GRAPE 
STAPHULE (O"Ta<f>vA.~) denotes a bunch of grapes, or a grape, Matt. 

7 : 16 ; Luke 6 : 44 ; Rev. 14 : 18. lt is to be distinguished from omphax, 
an unripe grape (not in N.T.), e.g., in the Sept. of Job 15 : 33, and from 
botrus, a duster, used together with staphule in Rev. 14: l8.1f 

GRASS 
f.HORTOS Cx6pw;} primarily denoted a feeding enclosure (whence 

Latin hortus, a garden ; Eng., yard, and garden) ; then, food, especially 
grass for feeding cattle ; il is lra11slaled " gi'ass " in Matt. 6 : 30 ; 14 : 19 ; 
Mark 6 : 39 (where " the green gtass " is the. fi.rst evi<lem:e of early spring) ; 
Luke 12: 28; John 6: lO; Jas. I : ro, II; l Pet. l: 24; Rev. 8: 7; 
9 : 4 ; " blade " in Matt. 13 : 26 ; Mark 4 : 28 ; " hay " in l Cor. 3 : 12, 
used figurativcly. In Palestine ot Syria there are 90 genera and 243 
Rpecies of grass. •; 

GRATULATION 
MAKARISMOS (µaKapiaµ,6>) denotes a declaration of blessedness, 

a felicitation ; it is translated "gratulation" in Gal. 4 : 15, R.V. (A.V., 
"blessedncss ") ; thc Galatian converts had counted themselves happy 
when they heard and received the Gospel from Paul ; he asks them 
rhetorically what had become of tlu.rt spjrit which had animated them ; 
the word is rendered " blessing '' in Rom. 4 : 6, 9. See BLESSING, 

C, No. 2.~ 

GRA VE (Noun) 
r. MNEMEION (1'-"IJJJ."fo11) primarily dcnotcs o. mcmorial (akin to 

mnaomai, to remember), then, a monument (the signifi.cance of the word 
rendered "tombs," A.V., "sepulchres," in Luke II : 47), anything done 
to preserve the memory of things and persons; it usually denotes a tomb, 
a.nd i:0 tramlatP.d eithn " tomh" or "sepnkhre" or "grave." Apart 
from the Gospels, it is found only in Acts 13 : 29. Among the H.ebrews 
it wa~ generally a cavern, closed by a door or stone, often decorated. 
Cp. Matt. 23 : 29. See ToMB. 
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2. MN:l!:MA (µ.vfjµ.a), akin to No. l, like which it signified a memorial 
or record of a thing or a dead person, then a sepulchral monument, and 
hence a tomb; it is rendered "graves" in the A.V. of Rev. II : 9 (R.V., 
" a tomb ") ; " tomb " or " tombs," Mark 5 : 3, 5 (some mss. have No. l, 

as in 15 : 46, A.V., "sepulchre ") and 16: 2 (A.V., "sepulchre ") ; Luke 
8 : 27; Acts 2 : 29 and 7 : 16 (A.V., " sepulchre "). See TOMB. 

Note: In l Cor. 15: 55, where some texts have "Hades," A.V., 
"grave," the most authentic have thanatos, death. 

GRAV.E (Adjective) 
SEMNOS (aEµ.vos) first denoted reverend, august, venerable (akin 

to sebo11iai, to rcvcrcncc) ; thcn, scrious, grave, whethcr of persons, l 

Tim. 3 : 8, II (deacons and their wives) ; Tit. 2 : 2 (aged men) ; or things, 
Phil. 4: 8, R.V., "honourable" (marg., "reverend "), A.V., "honest." 
Trench (Syn.,§ xcii) points out that " grave " and " gravity" fail to cover 
the full meaning of their original ; " the word we want is one in which 
the sense of gravity and dignity is combined." Cremer describes it as 
denotfog what inspires reverence and awe, and says that se.mnos and hosios, 
holy, consecrated, .are only secondary designations of the conception of 
holiness. " The word points to seriousness of purpose and to self-respect 
in conduct " (Moulc). ~ Cp. semnotes, gravity (see below). 

GRA VE-CLOTHES 
KEIRI,A (1mpla) Q.enotes, füstly, a band either for a bed girth, or bed 

sheets themselves (Sept. of Prov. 7 : 16. ~) ; then, the swathings wrapped 
round a corpse; it is used in the plural in John II: 44.~ 

GRAVEN 
CHARAGMA (xß.pa:yµ.a), from charassö, to engrave (akin to charakter, 

an impress, R.V., marg., of Heb. l : 3), denotes (a) a mark or stamp, 
e.g., Rev. 13 : 16, 17 ; 14 : 9, II ; 16 : 2 ; 19 : 20 ; 20 : 4 ; 15 : 2 in some 
mss.; (b) a thing graven, Acts 17: 29.~ 

GRAVITY 
SEMNOT1tS (CTEµ.voTTJs) denotes venerableness, dignity; it is a 

necessary characteristic of the life anrl conrluct of Christians, r Tim. 2 : 2, 

R.V., "gravity" (A.V., "honesty "), a qualification of a bishop or 
overseer in a church, in regard to his children, l Tim. 3: 4; a necessary 
characteristic of the teaching imparted by a servant of God, Tit. 2: 7.~ 
Cp. the adjective semnos, under GRAVE. 

GREAT 
l. MEGAS (µ.lyas) is used (a) of extemal form, size, measure, e.g., 

of a stone, Matt. 27 : 60 ; fish, John 21 : II ; (b) of degree and intensity, 
e.g., of fear, Mark 4 : 41 ; wind, John 6 : 18 ; Rev. 6 : 13, R.V., "great " 
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(A.V., " mighty ") ; of a circumstance, l Cor. 9 : II ; 2 Cor. II : 15 ; 
in Rev. 5 : 2, 12, the R.V. has "great" (A.V., "loud "), of a voice; 
(c) of rank, whether of persons, e.g., God, Tit. 2 : 13 ; Christ as a " great 
Priest," Heb. IQ : 21, R.V. ; Diana, Acts 19 : 27 ; Simon Magus, Acts 
8: 9 " (some) great one;" in the plural, "great ones," Matt. 20: 25 ; 
Mark IQ : 42, those who hold positions of authority in Gentile nations ; 
or of things, e.g„ a mystery, Eph. 5 : 32. Some mss. have it in Acts 8 : 8, 
of joy (sec No. 2). See also Note (2) below. See GREATEST, HIGH, Loun, 
MIGHTY, STRONG. 

2. POLUS (110Aus), much, many, great, is used of number, e.g., Lt1ke 
5 : 6 ; Acts II : 21 ; degree, e.g„ of harvest, Matt. 9 : 37 [See Note (8) ] ; 
mercy, r Pet. 1 : 3, R.V„ " greal 11 (A.V., " abundant ") ; glory, Matt. 
24: 30; joy, Philm. 7, R.V., "much" (A.V„ "great ") ; pcace, Acts 
24: 2. The best mss. have it in Acts 8: 8 (R.V„ "much "), of joy. See 
ABUNDANT, CoMMON, Note (1), LüNG, MANY, MucH, ÜFT, SORE, STRAITLY. 

3. HIKANOS (iKav6s), lit„ reaching to (from hikanö, to reach), 
denotes sufficient, competent, fit, and is sometimes rendered "great," 
c.g .• of number (of people), Mark 10: 46; of degn~e (of light), Acts 22 : 6; 
See ABLE, ENOUGH, Goon, LARGE, LoNG; MANY, MEET, MucH, SECURITY, 
SuFFICIENT, WoRTHY. 

4. HELIKOS (~;\licos) primarily denotes a.s big as, as old as (akin 
to helikia, an age) ; then, as an indirect interrogation, what, what size, 
how great, how small (the context determines the meaning), said of a 
svidtual cuufiict, Cul. 2: r, A.V., "what great (conflict) 1 have;" R.V., 
"how greatly (1 strive) ; " of much wood as kindled by a little fire, 
Jas. 3: 5 (twice in the best mss.), "how much (wood is kindled by) how 
small (a fire)," R.V„ said metaphorically of the use of the tongue. Some 
mss. have No. 4 in Gal 6: II; the most authentic have No. 5.~ 

5. PELIKOS (7T7JAlKos), primarily a direct interrogative, how large? 
how great? is used in exclamations, indicating magnitude, like No. 4 
(No. 6 indicates quantity), in Gal. 6: II, of letter characters (see No. 4, 
Note) ; in Heb. 7: 4, metaphorically, of the distinguished character of 
Mclchizcdck. ~ 

6. POSOS (116uos), an adjective of number, magnitude, degree etc., 
is rendered " how great " in Matt. 6 : 23. See MA.NY, MucH. 

7. HOSOS (öuos), how much, how many, is used in the neuter plural 
to signify how great things, Mark 5 : 19, 20; Luke 8 : 39 (twice) ; Acts 
9: 16, A.V. (R.V., "how many things ") ; in Rev. 21 : 16 (in the best 
mss.), "as great as," R.V. (A.V., "as large as," said of length). See 
ALL, MANY, No. 5, WHATSOEVER. 

8. TOSOUTOS ('Tntrm'i'Tnr), "n ern;:it, so many, so mur.h, of quantity, 
size, etc., is rendered " so great," in Matt. 8 : lO, and Luke 7: 9, of faith ; 
Matt. 15 : 33, of a multitude ; Heb. 12 : l, of a cloud of witnesses ; 
Rev. 18 : 17, of riches. See LARGE, LONG, MANY, MucH. 
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9. TELIKOUTOS (T7JA'Koifros), so great, is used in the N.T. of things 
only, a death, 2 Cor. l : IO ; salvation, Heb. 2 : 3 ; ships, Jas. 3 : 4 ; 
an earthquake, Rev. 16: 18, A.V., "so mighty," corrected in the R.V. 
to " so great." See MIGHTY. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Mark 7: 36, "so much the more a great deal" translates 
a phrase lit. signifying 'more abundantly; ' in lO: 48, " the more a 
great deal" translates a phrase lit. signifying 'more by much.' (2) 
For the noun megistan, in the plural, rendered "Lords" in the A.V. of 
Mark 6 : 21, see LORD ; in Rev. 6 : 15 and 18 . 23, see PRINCE. (3) In 
Luke l : 58, the verb megalunö, to magnify, make great (akin to No. l), 
is rendered "had magnified (His mercy)," R.V. [A.V., "had shewed great 
(mercy) "]. (4) In Luke IO : lJ, the adverb palai, of old, long ago, is so 
rendered in the R.V. (A.V., "a great while ago "). (5) In 2 Pet. l : 4, 
megistos, the superlative of megas (No. l), said of the promises of God, 
is rendered" exceeding great."~ (6) In Matt. 21 : 8, pleistos, the superlative 
of polus (No. 2), said of a multitude, is rendered "very great" in the 
A.V. (R.V., " the most .part "). (7) In Rev. 21 : IO, the most authentic 
mss. omit " that grcat " [R.V., " thc holy (city) "]. (8) In Luke 10 : 2, 

the R.V. renders polus by "plenteous" (A.V., "great "). (9) In Mark 
l : 35, the adverb lian, exceedingly (see GREATLY), is rendered "a great 
while." See DAY, B. (rn) In Luke l : 49 some texts have megaleia, 
"great things; " the best have No. I. 

GREATER 
l. MEIZON (µ.€ltwv) is the comparative degree of megas (see GREAT, 

No. l), e.g., Matt. II : n; in Matt,_ 13 : 32, the R.V. rightly has "greater 
than " (A.V., " the greatest among ") ; 23 : 17 ; in Luke 22 : 26, R.V., 
" the greater (among you) " (A.V., "greatest ") ; in Jas. 3 : l, R.V., 
"the heavier (marg., greater) judgment " (A.V., " the greater con
demnation ") ; it is used in the neuter plural in John l : 50, "greater 
things ; " in 14 : 12, " greater works " (lit., greater things ') ; in l Cor. 
r2: 31, R.V., "the greater," A.V., "the best". See GREATEST, No. 2. 

Note: In Matt. 20: 31, the neuter of meizön, used as an adverb, is 
translated "the more." See MORE;. 

2. MEIZOTEROS (µ.HC6r€pos), a double comparative of megas (cp. No. 
l, above), is used in 3 John 4, of joy. ~ 

3. PLEION ('rrA€lwv), the comparative of polus (see GREAT, No. 2), 
i!' used (a) as an adjective, greater, more, e.g., Acts 15: 28; (b) as a noun, 
e.g., Matt. 12 : 41, "a greater (than Jonah) ; " ver. 42, " a greater (than 
Solomon) ; " in these instances the neuter pleion, ' something greater,' 
is "a ftxed or stereotyped form" of the word; in l Cor. 15 : 6, '' the 
greater part " (masculine plural) ; (c) as an adverb, e.g., Matt. 5 : 20, 

lit., ' (except your righteousness abound) more greatly (than of scribes 
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and Pharisees) ; ' so 26: 53, "more" ; Luke 9: 13. See ABOVE, 
LONGER, MANY, MORE, MOST, YET. 

4. PERISSOTEROS (7rEpiuu6·n;pos), the comparative of perissos, over 
and above, abundant, signifies more abundant, greater, e.g., of con
demnation, Mark 12 : 40; Luke 20 : 47. See ABUNDANT, C, No. 2. 

GREATEST 
i. MEGAS {µ€yas), for which see GREAT, No. I, is translated "the 

greatest," in Acts 8 : 10 and Heb. 8 : II. The whole phrase, lit., ' from 
small to great,' is equivalent to the Eng. idiom "one and all." lt is 
used in the Sept., e.g., in 1 Sam. 5: 9 (' God smote the people of Gath 
from the least to the greatest,' " both small and great ") So 1 Sam. 
30 : 19 ; 2 Chron. 34 : 30, etc. See GREAT. 

2. MEIZON (1ul,wv), the comparative of No. I, is sometimes translated 
"greatest; " besides the two cases given under GREATER, No. I; where 
th~ R.V. correcb thP. A.V, "e-reRtest" to "greater" (Matt. 13: 32 and 
Luke 22 : 26), the R.V. itself has "greatest" for this comparative in the 
following, and relegates" greater" to the margiu, Mall. 18 : I, 4; 23 : II ; 

Mark 9 : 34 ; Luke 9 : 46 ; 22 : 24. See GREATER, MORE. 

GREATLY 
1. LIAN (Alav), very, exceedingly, is rendered "greatly" in Matt. 

27: 14, of wonder; 2 Tim. 4: 15, of opposition; 2 John 4 and 3 John 3, 
of joy. See ExcEEDING, SORE, VERY. 

2. POLUS {7roAvs) is used in the neuter singular (polu) or the plural 
(polla), as an adverb; in the sing„ e.g., Mark 12 : 27 ; in the plur., e.g„ 
Mark I : 45, "much;" 5 : 23, "greatly" (R.V., "much ") ; ver. 38, 
A.V. and R.V., "greatly; " I Cor. 16 : 12 (R.V„ " much "). See LoNG, 
MucH. 

Note: In Acts 28: 6, A.V., polu is reridered "a great while" (R.V., 
"long "). 

3. MEGALOS (µEydAws), from megas (GREAT, No. 1), is used of 
rejoicing, Phil. 4 : 10. 411 

4. CHARA (xapd), joy, is used in the dative case adverbially with 
the verb chairö, to rejoice, in John 3: 29, "rejoiceth greatly," lit., 
' rejoiceth with joy.' 

Notes: (1) For sph.odra, R.V„ "exceedingly," in Matt. 27: 54 and 
Acts 6: 7, see ExcEED, B, No. 2. (2) In the following the R.V. omits 
" greatly," as the verbs are adequately translated without, Phil. l : 8 ; 
l Thess. 3 : 6 ; 2 Tim. l : 4. In the following the R.V. adds " greatly" 
to express the fuller force of the verb, Luke l : 29 ; Acts 16 : 34 ; l Pet. 
l : 8. (3) In l Pet. l : 6, " ye greatly rejoice," the adverb is not separately 
expressed, but is incorporatcd in thc rendering of the verb agall1:aö, to 
rejoice much, to exult. 
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GREATNESS 
l. MEGETHOS (µ.ty€8oS'), akin to megas (see GREAT, No. 1), is said 

of the power of God, in Eph. l: 19., 
2. HUPERBOLE (v1T€pßo>..~) denotes "exceeding greatness," 2 Cor. 

4 : 7 ; 12 : 7. see ExcEL, B, No. I. 

For GREEDILY see RUN, No. 9 

For GREEDINESS see COVETOUSNESS, B, No. 3 

For GREEDY see LUCRE 

GREEN 
l. CHLOROS (x>..wp6S'), akin to chloe, tender foliage (cp. the name 

Chloe, l Cor. l : II, and Eng„ chlorine), denotes (a) pale green, the 
colour of young grass, Mark 6: 39; Rev. 8: 7; 9: 4, "green thing;" 
hence, (b) pale, Rev. 6: 8, the colour of the horse whose rider's name is 
Death. See PALE., 

2. HUGROS (vyp0S') denotes wet, moist (the opposite of xeros, dry) ; 
said of wood, sappy, "green," Luke 23 : 31, i.e„ if they thus by the fire 
of tlwir wrath lleatcu Christ, the guillless, lwly, the fruitful, what would 
be the fate of the perpetrators, who were like the dry wood, exposed to 
the fire of Divine wrath. if 

GREET, GREETING 
A. Verbs. 

l. ASPAZOMAI {auw<f,01uu) signifies to greet, wclcome, or salute. 
In the A. V. it is chiefly rendered by either of the verbs to greet or to salute. 
"There is little doubt that the Revisers have done wisely in giving 
'salute' ... in the passages where A.V. has 'greet.' For the cursory 
reader is sure to imagine a difference of Greek and of meaning when he 
finds, e.g„ in Phil. 4 : 21, ' Salute every saint in Christ Jesus. The 
brethren which are with me greet you,' or in 3 John 14, 'Our friends 
salute thee. Greet the friends by narne' " (Hastings, Bible Die.). In 
Acts 25 : 13 the meaning virtually is ' to, pa y his respects to.' 

In two passages the renderings vary otherwise; in Acts 20: l, of 
bidding farewell, A.V„ "embraced them," R.V„ "took leave of them," 
or, as Ramsay translates it, ' bade them farewell' ; in Heb. II : 13, of 
welcoming promises, A.V„ "embraced," R.V„ "greeted." 

The ·verb is used as a technical term for conveying greetings at the 
close of a letter, often by an amanuensis, e.g„ Rom. 16 : 22, the only 
instance of the use of the first person in this respect in the N.T. ; see 
also l Cor. 16 : 19, 20 ; 2 Cor. 13 : 13 ; Phil. 4 : 22 ; Col. 4: ro-15 ; 
l Thess. 5 : 26 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 21 ; Tit. 3 : 15 ; Philm. 23 ; Heb. 13 : 24 ; 
l Pet. 5: 13, 14; 2 John 13. This special use is largely illustrated in the 
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papyri, one example of this showing how keenly the absence of the greeting 
was felt. The papyri also illustrate the use of the addition "by name," 
when several persons are included in the greeting, as in 3 John I4 
(Moulton and Milligan, Vocab). See EMBRACE, LEAVE, SALUTE. 

2. CHAIRO (xalpw), to rejoice, is thrice used as a formula of salutation 
in Acts 15 : 23, A.V., " send greeting," R.V., " greeting; " so 23 : 26 ; 
Jas. l : r. In 2 John ro, II, the R.V Substitutes the phrase (to give) 
greeting, for the A.V. (to bid) God speed. See FAREWELL, GLAD, HAIL, 
JoY, REJOICE. 

B. Noun. 
ASPASMOS (au?Tauµ.6s), a salutation, is always so rendered in the R.V. ; 

A.V., "greetings" in Matt. 23 : 7 ; Luke II : 43 ; 20 : 16 ; it is n~erl (a) 
orally in those instances and in Mark 12 : 38 ; Luke l : 29, 41, 44 ; 
(b) in written salutations, l Cor. 16 : 21 (cp. A, No. l, in ver. 20) ; 

Col. 4: 18; 2 Thess. 3 : 17:~ 

GRIEF, GRIEVE 
A. Noun. 

LUPE (Mmi) signiües pain, of body or mind; it is uscd in the plural 
in l Pet. 2 : 19 only, R.V„ "griefs" (A.V„ "grief ") ; here, however, it 
stands, by metonymy, for 'things that cause sorrow,' grievances; hence 
Tyndale's rendering, " grief," for Wycliffe's " sorews ; " everywhere 
else il is rendered " sorrow," cxccpt in Heb. rn : II, where it is transla.ted 
"grievous" (lit., 'of grief '). See HEAVINESS, SORROW. 

B. Verbs. 
l. LUPEO (Av?Tlw), akin to A, denotes (a), in the Active Voice, to cause 

pai.n, or grief, to distress, gricve, e.g., 2 Cor. 2 : 2 (twice, Active and 
Passive Voices) ; ver. 5 (twice), R.V., "hath caused sorrow" (A.V., 
" have caused grief," and " grieved ") ; 7 : 8, " made (you) sorry " ; 
Eph. 4 : 30, of grieving the Holy Spirit of God (as indwelling the believer) ; 
(b) in the Passive Voice, to be grieved, to be made sorry, to be sorry, 
sorrowful, e.g., Matt. 14 : 9, R.V., " (the king) was grieved" (A.V;, " was 
sorry ") ; Mark 10 : 22, R.V., " (went away) sorrowful " (A.V., 
"grieved ") ; John 21 : 17, " (Peter) was grieved; " Rom. 14: 15, " (if 
... thy brother) is grieved; " 2 Cor. 2 : 4, " (not that) ye should be 
made sorry;" R.V„ A.V„ "ye should be grieved." See HEAVINESs, 
SORROW, SORROWFUL, SORRY. 

2. SUNLUPEO (uvvAv'ITlw}, or mllupeö, is used in the Passive Voice 
in Mark 3 : 5, to be grieved or affiicted together with a person, said of 
Christ's grief at the hardness of heart of those who criticised His healing 
on the Sabbath Day ; it here seems to suggest the sympathetic nature of 
Hi~ erief ber.ause of their self-injury. Some suggest that the sun indicates 
the rningling of grief with His anger. ~ 

3. STENAZO (crr1:v&,w), to groan (of an inward, unexpressed feeling 
of sorrow),is translated" with grief "in Heb. 13 : 17 (marg. "groaning "). 
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lt is rendered "sighed" in Mark 7: 34; "groan," in Rom. 8: 23; 
2 Cot. 5 : 2, 4 ; "murmur," in Jas. 5 : 9, R.V. (A.V., "grudge "). See 
GROAN, MURMUR, SIGH., 

Not.es: (r) Diaponeö, to work out with labour, in the Passive Voice, 
tobe sore troubled, is rendered "being grieved" in Acts 4: 2 and 16: 18, 
A.V. (R.V., "sore troubled "). See TROUBLE., In some mss„ Mark 
I4: 4. (2) Prosochthizö, to be angry with, is rendered "was grieved" 
in Heb. 3: 10, 17, A.V. (R.V„ "was displeased "). See DISPLEASE., 

GRIEVOUS, GRIEVOUSL Y 
A. Adjectives. 

I. BARUS (ßapvs) denotes heavy, burdensome; it is always used 
metaphorically in the N.T., and is translated " heavy " in Matt. 23 : 4, 
of Pharisaical ordinances; in the comparative degree "weightier," 
23 : 23, of details of the Law of God ; " grievous," metaphorically of 
wolves, in Acts 20: 29; of charges, 25: 7; negatively of God's command
ments, I John 5: 3 (causing a burden on him who fulfils them) ; in 2 Cor. 
10: 10, "weighty," of Paul's letters. See HEAVY, WEIGHTY., 

2. PONEROS (7ToVT}p&s), painful, bad, is translated "grievous" in 
Rev. 16: 2, of a sore infl.icted retributively. See BAD. 

3. DUSBASTAKTOS (81H1ßdc:rrat<1'os), hanl lu ue uurne (frum dus, 
an inseparable prefix, like Eng. mis-, and un-, indicating difficulty, 
injuriousness, opposition, etc„ and bastazö, to bear), is used in Luke 
II : 46 and, in some mss„ in Matt. 23 : 4, " grievous to be borne ; " in 
the latter the R.V. marg. has "many ancient authorities omit."~[ 

4. CHALEPOS (XME7T6s), hard, signifies (a) hard to deal with, Matt. 
8: 28 (see FIERCE) ; (b) hard to !>ear, grievous, 2 Tim. 3 : l, R.V., 
"grievous" (A.V„ "perjlous "), said of a characteristic of the last days 
of this age. See FIERCE. ~l 

Notes : (1) For the noun lupe, "grievous," in Heb. 12 : II, see GRIEF. 
(2) In Phil. 3 : l, the adjective okneros, shrinking, or causing shrinking, 
hence, tedious (akin to okneö, to shrink), is tendered "irksome" in the 
R.V. (A.V., "grievous ") ; the Apostle intimates that, not finding bis 
message tedious, he has no hesitation in giving it. In Matt. 25 : 26 and 
Rom. 12 : II, "slothful.", 

B. Adverbs. 
l. DEINÖS (oEwws), akin to deos, fear, signifies (a) terribly, Matt. 

8 : 6, " grievously (tormented) ; " (b) vehemently; Luke ll : 53. See 
VEHEMENTLY., 

2. KAKÖS. (KaKws), badly, ill, is translated "grievously (vexed)," 
in Matt. 15 : 22. See AMISS, EVIL, MISERABLY, SORE. 

Notes: (r) In Mark 9: 20 and Lµke 9: 42, the R.V. renders the verb 
susparassö "tare (him) grievously," the adverb bringing out the intensive 
force of the prefix su-(i.e., sun); the meaning may be 'threw violently 
to the ground.' (2) In Matt. 17 : 15, the idiomatic phrase, consisting of 
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No. 2 (above) with echö, to have, (lit., 'hath badly '), is rendered 
"suffereth grievously," R.V. (A.V., "is ... sore vexed "). 

GRIND 
l. ALETHÖ (d.,\~8w) signifi.es to grind at the mill, Matt. 24: 41; Luke 

17: 35.~ The Sept. has both the earlier form aJeö, Is. 47: 2,~, and the 
later one alethö, used in the Koine period, Numb. II: 8; Judg. 16: 21; 
Eccles. 12 : 3, 4. ~ 

2. TRIZÖ (Tpl{w), primarily of animal sounds, to chirp, cry, etc., is 
used of grinding the teeth, Mark 9 : 18, R.V. " grindeth" (A.V., 
"gnasheth with "). See GNASH.~ · 

Nöte: In Matt. 21: 44 and Luke 20: 18, likmaö, to winnow, as of 
grain, by throwing it up against the wind, to scatter the chaff and straw, 
hence has the meaning to scatter, as chaff or·dust, and is translated" will 
scatter ... as dust," R.V. (A.V., "will grind ... to powder "). 
In the Sept. it is used of being scattered by the wind or of sifting (cp. 
Arnos 9: 9). The use of the verb in the papyri writings suggests the 
meaning, to ruin, destroy (Deissmann).~ 

GROAN, GROANING 
A. Verbs. 

l. EMBRIMAOMAI (eµßpiµaoµai), from en, in, and brime, strength, 
is rendered "groaned" in John II : 33 (preferable to thc R.V. marg., 
"He had indignation "); so in ver. 38. The Lord was deeply moved 
doubtless with the combination of circumstances, present and in the 
immediate .future. Indignation does not here seem to express His 
feelings. See CHARGE. 

2. STENAZÖ (07eva{w) : see GRIE'VE, B, No. 3. 
3. SUSTENAZÖ (croO"Teva{w), to groan together (sun, with, and No. 2), 

is used of the creation in Rom. 8: 22. In ver. 23, No. 2 is used.~. 
B. Noun. 

STENAGMOS (O"Tevayµ.Os), akin to A, No. 2, is used in Acts 7 : 34, 
in a quotation from Ex. 3: 7, but not from the Sept„ which there has 
krauge, a cry; the word is used, however, in Ex. 2: 24; in Rom. 8: 26, 
in the plural, of the intercessory groanings of the Holy Spirit.~ 

GROSS (to wax) 
PACHUNÖ (7Taxvvw}, from pachus, thick, signifi.es to thicken, fatten; 

in the Passive Voice, to grow fat; metaphorically said of the heart, to 
wax gross or dull, Matt. 13: 15; Acts 28 : 27.~ 

GROUND, GROUNDED 
A. Nouns. 

l. GE (yij), the earth, land, etc., often denotes the ground, e.g„ Matt. 
10 : 29 ; Mark 8 : 6. See EARTH. 
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2. EDAPHOS (e8mpo~). a bottom, base, is used of the ground in Acts 
22: 7, suggestive of that which is level and hard.iI Cp. B, No. 1, below. 

3. CHÖRA (xwpa), land, country, is used of property, ground, in 
Luke 12 : 16, "the ground (of a certain rich man)." See CouNTRY. 

4. CHÖRION (xwplov), a diminutive of No. 3, a piece of land, a place, 
estate, is translated " parcel of ground" in John 4 : 5. See FIELD. 

5. HEDRAIÖMA (€8palwµa), a support, bulwark, stay (from hedraios, 
stedfast, firm; from hedra, a seat), is translated '' ground "in l Tim. 3 : 15 
(said of a local church) ; the R.V. marg., " sta·y" is preferable. if 

.Notes: (1) In Mark 4: 16 the R.V. rightly has "rocky places" 
(petrödes) for A.V., "stony ground." (2) In Acts 27: 29, for the A.V., 
" rocks " the R.V. has " rocky ground," lit., ' rough places,' i.e., a rocky 
shore. (3) In Luke 14 : 18, agros, a field, is translated" a piece of ground," 
A.V., R.V., "a field." See FIELD. 

B. Verbs. 
I. EDAPHIZÖ (€8acpl,w), akin to A, No. 2 : see DASH. 
2. THEMELIOÖ (8€µ€Aiow) signifies to lay the foundation of, to 

found (akin to themelios, a foundation; from tithemi, to put), and is 
rendered "grounded" in Eph. 3 : 17, said of thc condition of believers 
with reference to the love of Christ ; in Col. l : 23, of their continuance 
in the faith. See FOUND. 

c. Adverb. 
CHAMAI (xaµat) (akiu to Lat., humi, on the ground, and homo, man), 

signifies "on the ground," John 9 : 6, of thc uct of Christ in spitting on 
thc ground bcfore anointing the eyes of a blind man ; in 18 : 6, " to the 
ground," of the fall of the rabble that had come to seize Christ in 
Gethsemane. iI 

GROW 
I. AUXANÖ (avt&:vw), to grow or increase, of the growth of that which 

lives, naturally or spiritually, is used (a) transitively, signifying to make 
to increase, said of giving the increase, r Cor. 3 : 6, 7; 2 Cor. 9 : ro, the 
effect of the work of God, acconling to the analogy of His operations in 
nature ; to grow, become greater, e.g. of plants and fruit, Matt. 6 : 28 ; 
uscd in the Passive Voice ih 13 : 32 ahd Mark 4: 8, "increase; " in the 
Active in Luke 12 : 27 ; 13 : 19 ; of thc body, Luke l : 80 ; 2 : 40 ; of 
Christ, John 3: 30, "increase; " of the work of the Gospel of God, Acts 
6 : 7, " increased; " 12 : 24; 19 : 20 ; of people, Acts 7 : 17 ; of faith, 
2 Cor. ro: 15 (Passive Voice), R.V., "groweth" (A.V., "is increased ") ; 
of believers individually, Eph. 4: 15; Col. l : 6, R.V·., IO (Passive Voice), 
" increasing ; " l Pet. 2 : 2 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 18 ; of the Church, Col. 2 : 19 ; 
of chu1d1es, Evh. ~·: ~1. See lNC.lt.EAS.E.ir 

Note: Cp. attxesis, increase, Eph. 4: 16; Col. 2: 19.iI 
2. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become or come tobe, is translated " grow" 
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in Acts 5: 24, of the development of apostolic work. See ARISE, No. 5. 
Notes: (1) In Matt. 21 : 19, for A.V„ "let (no fruit) grow," the R.V., 

more strictly, has "let there be (no fruit)." (2) In Heb. II : 24, ginomai 
is used with megas, great, of Moses, lit., 'had become great,' R.V„ "had 
grown up" (A.V„ "had come to years "). 

3. ERCHOMAI (;pxoµai), to come or go, is translated "grew 
(worse)," in Mark 5 : 26. See CoME, No. l. 

4. ANABAINÖ (dvaßatvw), to ascend, when used of plants, signifies 
to grow up, Mark 4: 7, 32 ; in 4: 8, of seed, "growing up," R.V„ A.V„ 
"that sprang up," (for the next word, "increasing," see No. l). See 
ARISE, No. 6. 

5. MEKUNOMAI (µ71Kvvoµai), to grow long, lengthen, extend (from 
mekos, length), is used of the growth of plants, in Mark 4: 27.if 

Note: Three different words are used in Mark 4 of the growth of 
plants or SP.P.O, Nos. I, 4, 5. 

6. HUPERAUXANO (vm;pavg&.vw), to increase beyond measure 
(huper, over, aml Nu. r), ls used öf faith aml luve, iu lheir living nnd 
prar.tical effccts, 2 Thess. 1 : 3. Lightfoot compares this verb and the 
next in the verse (pleona?.ii, to ahrnm<l) in that the former implies "an 
internal, organic growth, as of a tree," the latter " a diffusive or expansive 
character, as of a flood irrigating the laml."if 

7. SUNAUXANÖ (avvavgcf.vw), to grow together, is in Matt. 13: 30.if 
8. PHUÖ (<f>vw), to produce, is rendered "grew" (Passive V.) in Luke 

8 : 6. See SPRING. 
9. SUMPHUÖ (avµ<f>vw) is used in Luke 8 : 7, R.V., "grow with."if 

For GRUDGE (Jas. 5 : 9), GRIEVE, B, No. 3, GRUDGING (r Pet. 4 : 9) 
see MUH.MUR 

GRUDGINGLY 
Note: In 2 Cor. 9: 7, the phrase ek lupes, lit„ 'out of sorrow' (ek, 

out of, or from, lupe, sorrow, grief), is translated "grudgLngly" (R.V. 
marg., " of sorrow ") ; the grudging regret is set in contrast to cheerful
ness enjoined in giving, as is the reluctance expressed in "of necessity.' 

GUARD (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. KOUSTÖDIA (KovUTwola), a guard, (Latin, custodia; Eng., 
custodian), is used of the soldiers who guarded Christ's sepulchre, Matt. 
27 : 65, 66 and 28 : II, and is translated " (ye have) a guard," " the 
guard (being with them)," and" (some of) the guard," R.V„ A.V„ " ... a 
watch," " (setting a) watch," and " ... the watch." This was the 
Temple (juard, stationed under a Roman offi.cer in the Tuwt:r of Antonia, 
anil having r.harge of the high priestly vestments. Hence the significance 
of Pilate's words "Ye have a guard." See WATCH.if 
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2. SPEKOULATÖR (um:KovA&:rwp), Latin, speculator, primarilydenotes 
a lookout officer, or scout, but, under the Emperors, a member of the 
bodyguard; these were employed as messengers, watchers and 
executioners ; ten such officers were attached to each legion ; such a 
guard was employed by Herod Antipas, Mark 6 : 27, R.V., " a soldier of 
his guard " (A.V., " executioner ").~ 

3. PHULAX (cf>vAa~). a guard, keeper (akin to phulassö, to guard, keep), 
is translated "keepers" in Acts 5 : 23 ; in 12 : 6, 19, R.V., " guards" 
(A. V., " keepers "). See KEEPER.~ 

Notes: (1) In Acts ~8: 16, some mss. have the sentence containing 
the word stratopedarches, a captain of the guard. See CAPTAIN. (2) In 
Phil. I : 13, the noun j>ra#on:on, the " Pnetorian Guard," is so rendered 
in the R.V. (A.V., " palace "). 

B. Verbs. 
l. PHULASSÖ (cf>vM.uuw), to guard, watch, keep (akin to A, No. 3), 

is rendered by the verb to guard in the R.V. (A.V., to keep) of Luke II: 21; 

John 17 : 12 ; Acts 12 : 4 ; 28 : 16 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 3 ; l Tim. 6 : 20 ; 2 Tim. 
I: 12, 14; l John 5: 21; Jude 24. In Luke 8: 29, "was kept under 
guard," R.V. (A.V.," kcpt "). Sec BEWARE, KEEP, ÜDSERVE, PRESERVE, 
:,AVE, WARE OF, WATCH. 

2. DIAPHULASSÖ (8ia.cpvAcf.uuw), a strengthened form of No. l 
(dia, through, used intensively), to guard carefully, defend; is found in 
Luke 4: 10 (from the Sept. of Psu. 91 : n), R.V., "to guard" (A.V., 
" to keep "). ~ 

3 . .PHROUREO (<f>povpl.w), a military term, to keep by guarding, to 
keep under guard, as with a garrison (phrouros, a guard, or garrison), 
is used, (a) of blocking up every way of escape, as in a siege ; (b) of 
providing protection against the enemy, as a garrison does; see 2 Cor. 
II . 32, "guarded," A.V., " kept," i.e., kept the city, " with a garrison." 
It is used of the security of the Christian until the end, l Pet. l : 5, R.V., 
"are guarded," and of the sense of that security that is his when he 
puts all his matters into the hand of God, Phil. 4: 7, R.V., "shall guard." 
In these passages the idea is not merely that of protection, but of inward 
garrisoning as by the Holy Spirit ; in Gal. 3 : 23 (" were kept in ward "), 
it means rather a benevolent custody and watchful guardianship in 
view of worldwide idolatry (cp. Is. 5: 2). See KEEP.~ 

GUARDIAN 
EPITROPOS (e17frpo7Tos), lit., one to whose care something is com

mitted (epi, upon, trepö, to turn or direct), is rendered "guardians" 
in Gat 4 : 2, R.V., A.V., " tutors" (in Matt. 20 : 8 and Luke 8 : 3, 
"steward "). ~ 

"The corresponding verb, epitrepö, is translated' permit,' 'give leave,' 
' 5uffer; ' s;ee 1 Cor. 14 : 34 ; 16 : 7 ; r Tim. 2 : 12, e.g., ••. An allied 
noun, epitrope, is translated ' commission ' in Acts 26 : 12 (~) and refers to 
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delegated authority over persons. This usage of cognate words suggests 
that .the epitropos was a superior servant responsible for the persons 
composing the household, whether children or slaves."* 

GUEST 
ANAKEIMAI (d.vcf.KEiµ.ai), to recline at table, frequently rendered 

to sit at meat, is used in its present participial form (lit., ' reclining 
ones ') as a noun denoting " guests," in Matt. 22 : Io, II. See LEAN, 
LIE, SIT. 

Note: For kataluö, to unloose, rendered tobe a guest in Luke I9 : 7, 
A.V., (R.V., to lodge), see LODGE. 

GUEST-CHAMBER 
KATALUMA (Karcf.Avµ.a), akin to kataluö (see Note above), signifies 

(a) an inn, lodging-place, Luke 2 : 7 ; (b) a guest-room, Mark I4 : I4; 
Luke 22 : II. The word lit. signifies a loosening down (kata, down, luo, 
to loose), used of the place where travellers and their beasts untied their 
packages, girdles and sandals. "In the East, no figure is more invested 
with chivalry than the guest. In his own right he cannot cross the 
threshoid, but when once he is invited in, all do him honour and unite 
in rendering service ; cp. Gen. I8 : I9 ; .Judg. I9 : 9, I5." These two 
passages in the N.T. "concern a room in a private house, which the owner 
readily placed at the disposal öi Jesus and His disciplcs for the celebration 
of the PassovP.r ... At thP. fostivals of Passover, Pentecost and 
Tabernacles the people were commandcd to repair to Jerusalem; and 
it was a boast of the Rabbis that, notwithstanding the enormous crowds, 
no man could truthfully say to his fellow, ' I have not found a fire where 
to roast my paschal lamb in Jerusalem,' or 'I have not found a bed in 
Jerusalem to lie in,' or' My lodging is too strait in Jerusalem' " (Hastings, 
Bib. Die., GuEsT-CHAMBER and INN). See INN., 

GUIDE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

HODEGOS (0877y6s), a leader on the way (hodos, a way, hegeomai, to 
lead), a guide, is used (a) literally, iri Acts I : I6 ; (b) figuratively, Matt. 
I5 : 14, R.V., " guides" (A.V., 'leaders ") ; Matt. 23 : I6, 24, "guides ; " 
Rom. 2 : I9, "a guide." Cp. B, No. I.~] 

B. Verbs. 
I. HODEGEÖ (o~ylw), to lead the way (akin to A), is used (a) literally, 

R.V., "guide" (A.V., "lead "), of guicling the blind, in Matt. I5 : I4; 
Luke 6 : 39 ; of guiding unto fountains of waters of life, Rev. 7 : I7; 
(b) figuratively, in John I6 : I3, of guidance into the tmth by the Holy 
Spirit ; in Acts 8 : 3I, of the interpretation of Scripttire. See LEAD., 

• From Notes on Galatians, by Hogg and Vine, p. 180. 
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2. KATEUTHUNÖ (KaTwBvvw), to make straight, is said of guiding 
the feet into the way of peace, Luke l : 79. See DIRECT. 

Notes: (1) In l Tim. 5 : 14, the R.V. rightly translates the verb 
oikodespoteö by "rule the household" (A.V., "guide the house "), the 
meaning being that of the management and dirE'ction of household affairs. 
See RuLE.•[ (2) Hegeomai, to lead, in Heb. 13 : 7, 24, is renclered "that 
bad the rule over" and "that have etc.," more lit., 'them that were 
(are) your leaders,' or guides. 

GUILE 
DOLOS (06.\os), a bait, snare, cie..,eit, is rendered "guile" in John 

l : 47, negatively of Nathanael; Acts 13 : IO, R.V., A.V., "subtlety" 
(of Bar-Jesus); 2 Cor. 12: 16, in a charge rnade against Paul by his 
detractors, of catching the Corinthian converts by guile (the Apostle is 
appa1e11lly 4uuli11g ll1e lauguage of his critics) ; 1 ThE'ss. 2 : 3, hegatively, 
of the teachi.ng of the Apostle and his fellow-missionarics ; T Pet ?. : r, 
of that from which Christians are to be free ; 2 : 22, of the guileless speech 
of Christ (cp. GUILELESS, Nu. z) ; 3 : w, of lhe uecessity that the speech 
of Christians should be guileless. See also Matt. zu : 4; Mark 7 : 22 ; 
14 : l, See CRAFT, DECEIT, SVBTILTY. if 

Note: In Rev. 14: 5, some mss. have dolos; the most authentic 
have pseudos, a "lie." 

GUILELESS (Wl7HOUT GUILE) 
I. ADOLOS (a'.oo.\os), without guile (a, negative, and dolos, see GurLE), 

pure, unadulterated, is used metaphorically of the teaching of the Word 
of God, l Pet. 2 : 2, R.V. lt is used in the papyri writings of seed, corn, 
wheat, oil, wine, etc.if 

2. AKAKOS {aKaKos), lit., without evil (a, negative, luikos, evil), 
signifi.es simple, guileless, Rom. 16,: 18, "simple," of helir.vers (perhaps= 
unsuspecting, or, rather, innocent, free from admixture of evil) ; in Heb. 
7 : 26, R.V., "guileless" (A.V., "harmless "), the character of Christ 
(more lit„ 'free from evil '). if Cp. Sept., Job 2 : 3; 8 : 20; Prov. l : 4; 
14 : 15. See HARMLESS. 

GUILTLESS 
ANAITIOS («vcdno~). innocent, guiltless (a, nrgative, n, f'nphoni.c, 

aitia, a charge of crime), is translated "blameless" in Matt. 12 : 5, A.V., 
" guiltless " in ver. 7 ; R.V., "guiltless " in each place. See BLAMELESS. ~ 

GUILTY (Adjective) 
ENOCHOS (~voxos), lit., held in, bound by, liable t-o a charge or action 

at law : see DANGER. 
Notes: (1) In Rom. 3: 19, A.V„ hupodikos, brought to trial, lit., 
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'under judgment' (hupo, under, dike, justice), is incorrectly rendered 
"guilty; " R.V., "under the judgement of." See JuDGMENT. (2) In 
Matt. 23 : I8, opheilö, to owe, to be indebted, to fail in duty, be a delin
quent, is misrendcrcd "guilty" in the A.V. ; R.V., " a debtor." 

GULF 
CHASMA (x&.aµ.a), akin to chaskö, to yawn (Eng., chasm), is found 

in Luke 16: 26.~ In the Sept., 2 Sam. 18: lJ, two words are used with 
reference to Absalom's body, bothunos which signifies a great pit, and 
chasma, a yawning abyss, or precipice, with a deep pit at the bottom, 
into which the body was cast. ~ 

GUSH OUT 
EKCHUNÖ, or EKCHUNNÖ (€Kxvvw), a Hellenistic form of ekcheö, 

lo puu1 furth, is tran~ilated " gushcd out " in Acts l : I8, of the bowels 
of Judas Iscariot. See PouR, RuN, SHED, SPlLL. 
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H 

For HA (Mark 15 : 29, R.V.) see AR 

HABITATION 
l. OIKETERION (olK7J'T1]piov), a habitation (from oiketer, an inhabi

tant, and oikos, a dwelling), is used in Jude 6, of the heavenly region 
appointed by God as the dwelling place of angels; in 2 Cor. 5 : 2, R.V., 
" habitation," A.V., "house," figuratively of the spiritual bodies of 
believers when raised or changed at the return of the Lord. See HousE. "° 

2. KATOIKETERION (Ka-roiK7J'T1]piov), (kata, down, used intensively, 
ancl No. r), implying more permanency than No. l, is used in Eph. 2: 22 

of the Church as the dwelling-place of the Holy Spirit ; in Rcv, 18: z of 
Babylon, figuratively, as the dwelling-place of demons. ~ 

J. KATOIKIA (Ka'l'otKla), o. scttlcmcnt, colony, dwclling (kata, and 
uiku1;, see auuve), is used in Ads 17 : !.!6, uf lhe localities Divinely appointed 
as the dwelling·places of the nations. ~ 

4. EPAULIS (l?Tav.\is), a farm, a dwelling (epi, upon, aulis, a place 
in which to pass the night, a country-house, cottage or cabin, a fold), is 
used in Acts l: 20 of the habitation of Judas.~ 

5. SKENE (aK7Jli7J), akin to skenoö, to dwell in a tent or tabernacle, is 
rendered" habitations "in Luke 16: 9, A.V. (R.V., "tabernacles "), of the 
etemal dwelling-places of the redeemed. See T ABERNACLE. 

6. SKENÖMA (uK"ljvwµ.a), a booth, or tent pitched (akin to No. 5), 
is used of the Temple as God's dwelling, as that which David desired to 
build, Acts 7: 46 (R.V., "habitation," A.V., "tabernacle ") ; meta
phorically of the body as a tetnporary tabemacle, 2 Pet. l : 13, 14. ~ See 
T ABERNACLE. 

HADES 
HAD~S (if&-]s), the region of departed spirits of the lost (but including 

the blessed dead in periods preceding the Ascension of Christ). Tt has 
been thought by some that the word etymologically meant the unseen 
(from a, negative, and eidö, to see), but this derivation is questionable; 
a more probable derivation is from hadö, signifying a]]creceiving; lt 
corresponds to " Sheol" in the O.T. In the A.V. of thc O.T. and N.T., 
it has been unhappily rendered ·~ Hell," e.g., Psa. 16 : 10 ; or " the 
grave," e.g., Gen. 37: 35 ; or "the pit," Num. 16 : 30, 33 ; in the N.T. 
the Revisers have always used the rendering "Hades;" in the O.T. 
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they have not been uniform in the translation, e.g., in Isa. 14: 15, "hell" 
(marg., " Sheol ") ; usually they have " Sheol" in the text and " the 
grave "in the margin. lt never denotes the grave, nor is it the permanent 
region of the lost ; in point of time it is, for such, intermediate between 
decease and the doom of Gehenna. For the condition, see Luke 16: 23-3r. 

The word is used four times in the Gospels, and always by the Lord, 
Matt. II : 23 ; r6 : 18 ; Luke ro : 15 ; 16 : 23 ; it is used with reference 
to the soul of Christ, Acts 2 : 27, 31 ; Christ declares that He has the keys 
of it, Rev. l : 18 ; in Rev. 6 : 8 it is personified, with the signification 
of the temporary destiny of the doomed ; it is to give up those who are 
therein, 20: 13, and is to be cast into the lake of fire, ver. 14. ~ 

Nute: In I Cor. 15 : .5.5 the most authcntic mss. have thanatos, death, 
in the 2nd part of the verse, instead of Hades, which the A.V. wrongly 
renders "grave" ("hell," in the marg.). 

HAIL (Noun) 
CHALAZA (xd,\a,a), akin to chalaö, to let loose, let fall, is always 

uscd as an instrument of Divine judgment, and is found in the N.T. in 
Rcv. 8 : 7 ; II : 19 ; 16 : 21. ~ 

HAIL (Verb) 
CHAIRÖ (xalpw), to rcioice, is used in the imperative mood, (a) as 

a salutation, only in the Gospels ; in this respect it is rendered simply 
" 11ail," in mockery of Christ, Matt. 26 : 49 ; 27 : 29 ; Mark 15 ; 18 ; 
John 19: 3 ; (b) as a greeting, by the augel Gabriel to Mary, Luke l : 28, 
and, in the plural, by the Lord to the disciples after His resurrection, 
Matt. 28: 9. 

HAIR 
A. Nouns. 

r. THRIX (Bptf) denotes the hair, whether of beast, as of the camel's 
hair which formed the raiment of John the Baptist, Matt. 3 : 4; Mark 
l : 6 ; or of man. Regarding the latter (a). it is uscd to signify the minutest 
deta1l, as that which illustrates the exceeding care and protection bestowed 
by God upon His children, Matt. ro : 30 ; Luke 12 : 7 ; 21 : 18 ; Acts 
27 : 34 ; (b) as the Jews swore by the hair, the Lord used the natural 
inability to make one hair white or black, as one of the reasons for 
abstinence from oaths, Matt. 5 : 36 ; (c) while long hair is a glory to a 
woman (see B), and to wear it loose or dishevelled is a dishonour, yet the 
woman who wiped Christ's feet with her hair (in place of the towel which 
Simon the Pharisee omitted to provide), despised the shame in her 
penitent devotion to the Lord (slaves were accustomed to wipe their 
masters' feet), Luke 7 : 38, 44 (R.V., "hair ") ; see also John II : 2; 

12 : 3 ; (d) the dazzling whiteness of the head and hair of the Son of Man 
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in the vision of Rev. l (ver. 14) is suggestive of the holiness and wisdom 
of " the Ancient of Days ; " (e) the long hair of the spirit-beings described 
as locusts in Rev. 9 : 8 is perhaps indicative of their subjection to their 
Satanic master (cp. l Cor. II: IO, R.V.); (f) Christian warnen are 
exhorted to refrain from adorning their hair for outward show, r Pet. 3 : 3. ~ 

Note: Goat's hair was used in tent-making, as, e.g., in the case of 
Paul's occupation, Acts 18 : 3 ; tht: haircloth nf Cilicia, his native 
province was 1wted, being known in commerc" as cilic,imn. 

2. KOME (K6µ71) is used only of human hair, but not in the N.T. of 
the ornamental. The word is found in I Cor. II : 15, where the context 
shows that the " covering " provided in the long hair of the woman is as 
a veil, a sign of subjection to authority, as indicated in the headships 
spoken of invers. l-IO.~ 

B. Verb. 
KOMAO (Koµaw) signifies to let the hair grow long, to wear long hair, 

a glory to a woman, a dishonour to a man (as taught by nature), l Cor. 
II: 14, 15.~ 

C. Adjective. 
TRICHINOS (-rplxwoS"), akin to A, No. l, signifies hairy, made of hair, 

Rev. 6: 12, lit., ' hairy sackcloth.' Cp. SACKCLOTH. ~[ 

HALE (Verb) 
I. SURO (uopw) to drag, haul, is rendered " haling" in Arl ~ 8 : 3, 

of taking to trial or punishment. See DRAG. 
2. KATASURO (Ka-raaÜpw), an intensive form of No. r, lit., to pull 

down (kata), hence, to drag away, is used in Luke 12 : 58, of haling a person 
before a judge. ~ 

HALF 
HEMISUS (TjµiavS"), an adjective, is used (a) as such in the neuter 

plural, in Luke 19 : 8, lit., ' the halves (of my goods) ; ' (b) as a noun, 
in the neuter sing.," the half," Mark 6 : 23 ; " half (a time)," Rev. 12 : 14 ; 

"a half," II : 9, II, R.V. ~ 

For HALF-SHEKEL see SIIEKEL 

HALL 
l. AULE (auA~), a court, most frnquently the place where a governor 

dispensed justice, is rendered "hall" in Mark 15 : 16 and Luke 22 . 55, 
A . .V. (R.V., "court "). See COURT, FOLD, PALACE. 

2. PRAITÖRION (7rpam.vpioJJ) is translated "common hall" in 
Matt. 27 : 27, A.V. (R.V., ·" palace ") ; " Prretorium " in Mark 15 : r6 ; 
"hall of judgment" or "judgment hall" in John. 18: 28, 33; 19: 9; 
Acts 23 ; 35 (R.V., "pn.lnr.r.," in r.Rrh placc) ; '·' prztoria.n guard," 
Phil. I: 13 (A.V., "palace "). See PALACE.~ 
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HALLELUJAH 
HALLELOUIA ('.'A>J.r1..\ovta) signifies" Praise ye Jah." lt occurs as a 

short doxology in the Psalms, usually at the beginning, e.g., III, II2; or 
the end, e.g., 104, 105, or both, e.g., 106, I35 (where it is also used in 
ver. 3), 146-150. In the N .T. it is found in Rev. 19: I, 3, 4, 6, as the key
note in the song of the great multitude in Heaven. Alleluia, without the 
initial H, is a misspeiling. ~j 

HALLOW 
HAGIAZO (ayta,w), to make holy (from hagios, holy), signifies (a) 

toset apart for God, to sanctify, to make a person or thing the opposite 
of koinos, commori ; it is translated " Hallowed," with reference to the 
Name of God the Father in the Lord's Prayer, Matt. 6 : 9; Luke II : 2. 
See SANCTIFY. 

HALT 
CHÖLOS (xwA6s), lame, is translated "halt " in Matt. I8 : 8; Mark 

9: 45; John S : 3; in Acts I4: 8, "cripple;" in Luke I4: 2I, A.V., 
" halt," R.V„ " lame ; " elsewhere, " lame," Matt. II : 5 ; I5 : 30, 3I ; 
21 : I4 ; Luke 7 : 22 ; I4 : I3 ; Acts 3 : 2 ; 8 : 7 ; Heb. 12 : I3 ; somP. 
mss. have it in Acts 3 : II (A.V., "the lame man"), R.V., "he," 
translating autou, as in the best texts. iJ 

Note: For ki,llos, Matt. I8: 8, KV„ "halt," sei:· MATMF.n, No. 2. 

HAND 
CHEIR (xdp), the hand (cp. Eng„ chiropody), is used, besides its 

onlinary significance, (a) in the idiomatic phrases, by the hand of, at the 
hand of, etc„ to signify by the agency of, Acts 5: I2; 7: 35; I7: 25; 
I4 : 3 ; Gal. 3 : I9 (cp. Lev. 26 : 46) ; Rev. I9 : 2 ; (b) metaphorically, 
for the power of God, e.g., Luke I : 66 ; 23 : 46; John IO : 28, 29; Acts 
n : 21 ; I3 : II ; Heb. l : 10; 2 : 7 ; 10 : 31 ; (c) by metonymy, for 
power, e.g„ Matt. 17 : 22 ; Luke 24 : 7; John IO : 39; Acts 12 : II. 

AT HAND 
A. Adverb. 

ENGUS (Jyyvs), near, nigh, frequently rendered " at hand," is used 
(a) of place, e.g., of the Lord's sepulchre, John I9 : 42, "nigh at hand ; " 
(b) .of time, e.g., Matt. 26 : 18 ; Luke 21 : 30, 3I, R.V., " nigh," A.V„ 
" nigh at hand ; " in Phil. 4 : 5, " the Lord is at hand," it is possible to 
regard the meaning as that either of (a) or (b) ; the following reasons may 
point to (b) : (1) the subject of the preceding context has been the retum 
of Christ, 3 : 20, 21 ; (2) the phrase is a translation of the Aramaic Maran
atha, I Cor. I6: 22, a Christian watchword, and the use of the title "the 
Lord " is appropriate ; (3) the similar UB~ of the adverb in Rev, 1 : 3 and 
22 : IO ; (4) the similar use of the corresponding verb (see B) in Rom. 
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13 : 12 ; Heb. 10 : 25, " drawing nigh," R.V. ; Jas. 5 : 8 ; cp. l Pet. 4: 7. 
See NEAR, NIGH, READY. 

B. Verb. 
ENGIZÖ (€yyl,w): See APPROACH, A. 
Notes: (1) In 2 Thess. 2 : 2, A.V., the verb enistemi, to be present 

(en, in, histemi, to cause to stand), is wrongly translated "is at band; " 
the R.V. correctly renders it, "is (now) present ; " the Apostle is counter
acting the error of the supposition that "the Day of the Lord" (R.V.), a 
period of Divine and retributive judgments upon the world, bad already 
begun. 

(2) In 2 Tim. 4: 6, A.V., the verb ephistemi, to stand by, to come to 
or upon (epi, upon, histemi, to make to stand), is rendered "is at band," 
of the Apostle's departure from this life; the R.V. "is come" represents 
the vivid force of the statement, expressing suddenness or imminence. 

HAND' (lead by the) 
A. Adjective. 

CHEIRAGÖGOS (x1;ipaywy6s), lit., a hand-leader (cheir, the band, 
agö, to lead), is used as a noun (plural) in Acts 13: II, "some to lead him 
by the band.", 

B. Verb. 
CHEIRAGÖGEO (xnpaywy,w), to lead by the band, is used in 

Acts 9 : 8 ; 22 : II., 

HANDED DOWN 
PATROPARADOTOS (7ra-rpo7rap6.8o-ros), an adjective, denoting handed 

down from one's fathers, is used in l Pet. l: r8, R.V .• for A.V., "received 
by tradition from your fathers " (from pater, a father, and paradidömi, to 
band down)., 

HAND (with one's own) 
AUTOCHEIR (av.r6x1;ip), a noun (autos, self, cheir, the band), is used 

in the plural in Acts 27: 19, "with tbeir own hands."1 

HAND (take in) 
EPICHEIREÖ (€mxnp,w), to put the band to (epi, to, cheir, the band), 

is rendered "bave taken in band" in Luke I: I. See TAKE. 

For LA Y RANDS ON (krateö in Matt. 18 : 28 ; 21 : 46 ; piazö in 
John 8: 20), see HOLD and APPREHEND. 

RANDS (made by, not made with) 
1. CHEHWl'Ol.E:TOS (xupo1Tol11-ros), made by hand, of human 

handiwork (cheir, and poieö, to make), is said of the temple in Jerusalem, 
Mark 14: 58; temples in general, Acts 7 : 48 (R.V., "houses ") ; 17: 24; 
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negatively, of the heavenly and spiritual tabernacle, Heb. 9 : II ; of the 
holy place in the earthly tabernacle, ver. 24 ; of circumcision, Eph. 2 : II., 
In the Sept., of idols, Lev. 26 : I, 30 ; Isa. 2 : 18; 10 : II ; 16 : 12 ; 19 : I ; 

21 : 9 ; 31 : 7 ; 46 : 6., 
2. ACHEIROPOIETOS (axEipo7rol71To>), not made by hands (a, 

negative, and No. 1), is said of an earthly temple, Mark 14: 58; of the 
resurrection body of believers, metaphorically as a house, 2 Cor. 5 : 1 ; 

metaphorically, of spiritual circumcision, Col. 2 : II., This word is not 
found in the Sept. 

HANDKERCHIEF 
SOUDARION (aovMpiov), a Latin word, sudarium (from sudor, sweat), 

denotes (a) a cloth for wiping the face, etc., Luke 19: 20; Acts 19: 12 ; 
(b) a head-covering for the dead, John II: 44; 20: 7. See NAPKIN., 

HANDLE 
I. PSELAPHAO (tfrri>..acf>aw), to feel, touch, handle, is rendered by the 

latter vcrb in Luke 24: 39, in the Lord's invitation to the disciples to 
accept the evideiJ.ce of His resurrection in His being bodily in their midst; 
in I John I : I, in the Apostle's testimony (against the Gnostic error that 
Christ had been mercly a phantom) that he and his fellow-apostles had 
handled Hirn. See FEEL. 

z. THTNGANO (lhyy&vw) significs (a) to touch, to handle (though to 
handle is rather stronger than the actual significance compared with No 1). 
In Col. 2 : 21 the R.V. renders it "touch," and the first verb (haptö, to 
lay hold of) " handle," i.e„ ' handle not, nor taste, nor touch ; ' " touch " 
is the appropriate rendering; in Heb. 12: 20 it is said of a beast's touching 
Mount Sinai; (b) to touch by way of injuring, Heb. II: 28. See ToucH., 
In the Sept„ Ex. 19 : 12., 

Note: The shortened form found in the passages mentioned is an 
aorist (or point) tense of the verb. 

3. DOLOO (80>..ow), to corrupt, is used in 2 Cor. 4: 2, "handling 
(the Word of God) deceitfully," in the sense of using guile (dolos) ; the 
meaning approximates to that of adulter_ating (cp. kapeleuö, in 2: 17)., 

4. ATIMAZO (aTiµci,w), to dishonour, insult, is rcndcred "handled 
shamefully 11 in Mark 12: 4. Some mss. have the alternative verb 
atimaö. See DESPISE, DISHONOUR. 

5. ORTHOTOMEO (op8oToµlw), to cut straight, as in road-making 
(orthos, straight, temnö, to cut), is used metaphorically in 2 Tim. 2 : 15, 
of' handling aright (the word of truth),' R.V. (A.V., "rightly dividing "). 
The stress is on orthos ,· the Word of God is to be handled strictly along 
the lines nf its te::i.ching. lf the metaphor is taken from ploughing, cutting 
a straight furrow, the word would express a careful cultivation, the Word 
of Göd viewed as gruuml uesiguec.1 lo give the best resufü from its ministry 
and in the Hfe. See DIVIDE., 
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In the Sept„ in Prov. 3: 6 and II: 5, the knowledge of God's wisdom 
and the just dealing of the upright are enjoined as producing a straight 
walk in the life.1[ 

For HANDMAID and HANDMAIDEN see under BONDMAN 

For HANDWRITING see BOND 

HANG 
I. KREMANNUMI (Kpqui.vvvµi) is used (a) transitively in Acts 5 : 30; 

ro : 39; in the Passive Voice, in Matt. 18 : 6, of a millstone about a neck, 
and in Luke 23 : 39, of the malefactors ; (b) intransitively, in the Middle 
Voice, in Matt. 22: 40, of the dependence of" the Law and the prophets" 
(i.e., that which they enjoin) upon the one great principle of love to 
God and one's neighbour (as a door hangs on a hinge, or as articles hang 
on a nail) ; in Acts 28 : 4, of the serpent hanging from Paul's hand; in 
Gal. 3: 13 the word is used in a quotation from the Sept. of Deut. 21: 23.1[ 

2. EKKREMANNUMI (JKKpeµavvvµi), to hang from, or upon (ek, 
and No. 1), is used in the Middle Voice (ekkremamai) metaphorically in 
Luke 19 : 48, R.V., " (the people all) hung upon (Hirn, listening)," A.V., 
" were very attentive."1[ In the Sept., Gen. 44 : 30.1[ 

3. PARIEMI (7raplriµi) signifies (a) to disregard, leave alone, leave 
undonc, Luke II : 12 (some mss. have aph.ü.ml, herf') ; (h) to relax, loosen, 
and, in the Passive Voice, to be relaxed, exhausted, said of hands that 
hang down in weakness, Heb. 12 : 12.if 

4. PERIKEIMAI (7replKeiµai) signifies to lie round (peri, around, 
keimai, to lie) ; then, to be hangen ronnn, said of "a great millstone" 
(lit., 'a millstone turned by an ass '), Mark 9 : 42, R.V., and marg., to be 
hung round the neck of him who causes one of Christ'.s " little ones " to 
stumble; in Luke 17: 2, "a millstone." See Ba.UND (to be). 

5. APANCHO (a1Tayxw) signifies to strangle; in the Middle Voice, to 
hang oneself, Matt. 27 : 5. if In the Sept. it is said of Ahithophel (2 Sam. 
17: 23).1[ 

HAPL Y (if, lest) 
I. EI ARA (el äpa) denotes if therefore, if accordingly (i.e„ if in 

these circumstances), e.g„ Mark 11 : 13, of Christ an<l the fig tree (not 'if 
perchance,' but marking a correspondence in point of fact). 

2. EI ARAGE (el apaye) denotes if in consequence, e.g., Acts 17 : 27, 
"if haply" they might feel after God, in consequence of seeking Hirn. 

3. ME POTE (µ~ 7TOTE), lit„ lest ever, "lest haply," e.g„ Luke 14: 29, 
of laying a foundation, with the possibility of being unable to finish the 
building; Acts 5 : 39, of the possiuilily of ueing foun<l fightiug against 
God ; Heb. :1 : 12, R.V., " lest haply," of the possibility of having an evil 
heart of unbelief. The R.V. usually has "lest haply" (A.V. "lest at 
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any time"), e.g., Matt. 4: 6; 5 : 25 ; 13 : 15 ; Mark 4: 12; Luke 4: II ; 
21 : 34 ; Heb. 2 : I ; in Matt. 25 : 9, the R.V. has " peradventure ; " in 
2 Tim. 2 : 25, A.V. and R.V., have " if peradventure ; " in John 7 : 26 
the R.V. has " Can it be that," for the word " Do " in the A.V. 

4. ME PÖS (µ~ 7Tws} denotes lest in any way, by any means, e.g., 
2 Cor. 9: 4, A.V„ "lest haply," R.V„ "lest by any means." 

5. ME POU (µ~ 7Tov) denotes lest somehow; the R.V. has "lest 
haply" in Acts 27: 29 (some mss. have No. 4, here). 

HAPPEN 
I. SUMBAINÖ (avµßalvw), lit., to go or come together (sun, with, 

ba1:nö, to go), sißnifiP:.<; tnhappen together, of things or events, Mark IQ: 32 ; 
Luke 24: 14; Acts 3 : IQ; I Cor. IQ: II ; I Pet. 4: 12; 2 Pet. 2: 22 ; 
" befell" in Acts 20: 19; in Acts 21 : 35, "so it was." See BEFALL.if 

Notes: (1) In Phil. I : 12, the phrase ta kat' (i.e„ kata) eme, lit„ 'the 
thihgs relating to mc,' is rendered " the things which happened unto me." 
(2) In Luke 24 : 35, the phrase " the things that happened in the way," 
R.V. (A.V., "what things wcre done in the way "), is, lit„ 'the things in 
the way.' 

HAPPY, HAPPIER 
A. Adjective. 

MAKARIOS (µo.Kapio>). blcssed, happy, is rendered ''happy" in the 
R.V„ in two places only, as in the A.V., Acts 26: 2 and Rom. 14: 22 

(where " blessed " would have clone) ; also the comparative " happier " 
in I Cor. 7 : 40. Elsewhcre the R.V. uses "blessed" for A.V. "happy," 
e.g., John 13 : 17; I Pct. 3 : 14; 4: 14. See BLESSED. 

B. Verb. 
MAKARIZÖ (µaKapl~w), to call blessed, Luke I: 48, is rendered "we 

count ... happy" in Jas. 5: II. See BLESSED.if 

HARD, HARDEN, HARDENING, HARDNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. SKLf:ROS (aKA17p6s), from skellö, to dry, signifies trying, cxacting: 
see AUSTERE. 

2. DUSKOLOS (8uaKoAos) primarily means hard to satisfy with food 
(dus, a prcfix like Eng„ un- or mis-, indicating dithculty, opposition, 
injuriousness, etc„ the opposite of, eu„ well, ;:inrl knlon, food) ; hence, 
difficult, Mark IQ : 24, of the difficulty, for those who trust in riches, to 
enter into the Kingdom of God. if 

B. Nouns. 
1. SKLEROTE:S (aKA71p6T'T)s), akin to A, No. 1, is rendered" hardness" 

in Rom 2: 5.if 
2. PÖRÖSIS (11'wpci.Jais) denotes a hardening, a r.nvP:rine with a pöros, 

a kind of stone, indicating a process (from pöroö, C, No. 1), and is used 
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metaphorically of dulled spiritual perception, Mark 3 : 5, R.V., " at the 
hardening of their hearts: " Rom. II : 25, R.V., "a hardening" (A.V., 
"blindness "), said of the state of Israel; Eph. 4: 18, R.V.," hardening," 
of the heart of Gentiles. See BLINDNESS., 

Note: See also under HARDSHIP and HEART (hardness of). 
C. Verbs. 

I. PÖROÖ (1Twp6w), to make hard, callous, to petrify (akin to B, 
No. 2), is used metaphorically, of the heart, Mark 6: 52; 8: 17; John 
12 : 40; of the mind (or thoughts), 2 Cor. 3: 14, of those in Israel who 
refuscd the revealed will and ways of God in the Gospel, as also in Rom. 
II : 7, R.V., "hardened" (A.V., "blinded "), in both places. See 
BLIND NESS., 

2. SKLtRUNÖ (aK>.7JpVvw), to make dry or hard (akin to A, No. I 

and B, No. 1), is used in Acts 19 : 9; in Rom. 9 : 18, illustrated by the 
case of Pharaoh, who first persistently hardened his heart (see the R.V. 
marg. of Ex. 7: 13, 22; 8: 19; text of ver. 32 and 9: 7), all producing the 
retributive hardening by God, after His much long-suffering, 9 : 12, etc. ; 
in Heb. 3: 8, 13, 15; 4: 7, warnings against the hardening of the heart.1 

HARDLY 
I. DUSKOLÖS (8tm~&>.w~). the adverbial form of HARD, A, No. 2, 

is used in Matt. 19 : 23 ; Mark IO : 23 ; Luke r8 : 24 of the danger of 
riches., 

2. MOGIS (µ&yi~). with labour, pain, trouble (akin to mogos, toil), is 
found in some mss. in Luke 9 : 39, instead of No. 3., 

3. MOLIS (µ&>.is-), with difficulty, scarcely, hardly (akin to molos, 
toil), is used as an alternative for No. 2, and occurs in the most authentic 
mss. in Luke 9: 39; it is rendered "hardly" in Acts 27: 8, A.V. See 
DIFFICULTY. 

HARDSHIP (to suffer) 
I. KAKOPATHEO (KaKo?Ta8€w), to suffer evil, is translated "suffer 

hardship" in three places in the R.V., 2 Tim. 2 : 3 (in some mss. ; see 
No. 2), A.V., "endure hardness; " 2 : 9, A.V., "suffer trouble ; " 4 : 5, 
A.V., "endure affiiction ; " in Jas. 5 : 13, R.V„ "suffering" (A.V., 
"affiictcd "). See AFFLICT, ENDURE, SUFFER., In the Sept., Jonah 
4; IQ., 

2. SUNKAKOPATHEÖ (avyKaKo?Ta8€w), to suffer hardship with, 
is so rendered in 2 Tim. I : 8, R.V., A.V., " be thou partaker of the 
affiictions" (of the Gospel), and, in the best inss., in 2: 3, "suffer hardship 
with me." See AFFLICTION, ~o. 3, Note., 

HARLOT 
PORNE (7r&p1n1), a prostitute,· harlot (from pernemi, to seil), is used 

(a) literally, in Matt. 21 : 31, 32, of those who were the objects of the 
mercy shown by Christ ; in Luke 15 : 30, of the life of the prodigal ; in 
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l Cor. 6 : 15, 16, in a warning to the Corinthian church against the 
prevailing licentiousness which had made Corinth a byword ; in Heb. 
II : 31 and Jas. 2 : 25, of Rahab ; (b) metaphorically, of mystic Babylon, 
Rev. 17 : l, 5 (A.V„" harlots "), 15, 16; 19: 2, R.V„ for A.V„" whore."~ 

HARM 
A. Nouns. 

I. KAKOS (KaK6s), evil, is rendered "harm " in Acts 16 : 28; 28 : 5. 
See EvIL. 

2. PONEROS (rroV7Jp6s), evil, generally of a more malignant sort than 
No. l, is translated "harm" in Acts 28: 21. See EVIL. 

3. ATOPOS (&rorros): see AMTSS. 
4. HUBRIS (üßpis) primarily denotes wantonness, insolence; then, 

an act of wanton violence, an outrage, injury, 2 Cor. 12 : 10, R.V„ 
"injuries," A.V„ "reproaches" (more than reproach is conveyed by the 
term) ; metaphorically of a loss by sea, Acts 27 : 10, R.V„ "injurY,,'' 
A.V„ " hurt," and ver. 21, R.V„ " injury," A.V„ " harm." See HURT, 
lNJURY, REPROACH.1[ 

B. Verb. 
I. KAKOO (KaK6w), to do evil to a person (akin to A, No. l), is rendered 

"harm ''. in l Pet. 3 : r3, and in the R.V. of Acts .1.8 : .w (A.V„ "hurt"). 
See AFFECT, .Ev1L. 

·?,. KAKOI'OIEO (KaKo1Todw), to do harm (A, No. l, andpoieö, to do) 1 

is so rendered in the R.V. of Mark 3: 4 and Luke 6: 9 (A.V„ "to do 
evil "), with reference to the moral character of what is done; in l Pet. 
3 : 17, "evil doing; " 3 John II, "doeth evil."1[ 

HARMLESS 
I. AKERAIOS (aK€paios), lit„ unmixed, with absence of foreign mixture 

(from a, negative, and kerannumi, to mix), pm;-e, is used metaphorically 
in the N.T. of what is guileless, sincere, Matt. 10: 16," harmless" (marg„ 
"simple"), i.e„ with the simplicity of a single eye, discerning what is evil, 
and choosing only what glorifies God ; Rom. 16 : 19, " simple (unto that 
which is evil),'' A.V. marg„ "harmless;" Phil. 2: 15, "harmlcss,'' 
A.V. marg„ "sinccrc." The Greeks used it of wine unmixed with water, 
of unalloyed metal ; in the papyri writings it is used of a loan the interest 
of which is guaranteed (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). Trench compares 
it and synonymous words as follows: "as th•~ akakos (see No. 2, bclow) 
has no harmfulness in him, and the adolos no guile, so the akeraios no 
foreign mixture, and the haplous no folds " (Syn„ § lvi). Haplous is 
said of the single eye, Matt. 6 : 22 ; Luke II : 34.1[ 

2. AKAKOS (d'.KaKo~·), the negative of kakos (see HARM, A, No. l), 
void of evil, is rendered "hatmless" in Heb. 7: 26 (R.V., "guileless "), 
of thc charactcr of Christ as a High Priest ; in Rom. 16 : 18, R.V., 
" innocent," A.V., " simple."1[ 
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HARP 
A. Noun. 

HAS 

KITHARA (1<dJ&.pa), whence Eng., guitar, denotes a lyre or harp; it 
is described by Josephus as an instrument of ten strings, played by a 
plectrum (a smaller instrument was played by the hand) ; it is mentioned 
in l Cor. 14: 7; Rev. 5: 8; 14: 2; 15: 2.~ 

B. Verb. 
KITHARIZO (KdJa.pl,w) signifies to play on the harp, l Cor. 14: 7; 

Rev. 14: 2. ~ In the Sept., Isa. 23 : 16. ~ 

HARPER 
KITHARODOS (Ki8apw86s) denotes one who plays and sings to the 

lyrc (from kithara, a lyre, and aoidos, a singer), Rev. 14: 2; 18: 22. ~ 

HARVEST 
THERISMOS (8epiaµ.6s), akin to therizö, to reap, is used (a) of the act 

of harvesting, John 4 : 35 ; (b) the time of harvest, figuratively, Matt. 
13 : 30, 39 ; Mark 4 : 29; (c) the crop, figuratively, Matt. 9 : 37, 38; 
Luke 10 : 2 ; Rev. 14 : 15. The beginning of harvest varied according to 
natural conditions, but took place on the average about the middle of 
April in the eastern lowlands of Palestine, in the latter part ofthe month 
in the coast plains and a little later in high districts. Barley harvest 
usually came first and then wheat. Harvesting lasted fl hont seven weeks, 
and was the occasion of festivities. ~ 

HASTE, WITH HASTE, HASTIL Y 
A. Noun. 

SPOUD! (a?Tov8~) denotes (a) haste; speed, accompanied by "with," 
Mark 6 : 25 ; Luke l : 39 ; (b) zeal, diligence, eamestness : see BUSINESS, 
CARE, CAREFULNESS, DILIGENCE, FORWARDNESS. 

B. Verb. 
SPEUDO (am:v8w) denotes (a) intransitively, to hasten, Luke 2 : r6, 

" with haste," lit., ' (they came) hastening; ' Luke 19 : 5, 6 ; Acts 20 : r6 ; 
22 : 18; (b) transitively, to desire earnestly, 2 Pet. 3 : 12, R.V., "eamestly 
desiring" (marg., "hastening "), A.V., "hasting" (the day of God), 
i.e., in our practical fellowship with God as those who are appointed by 
Him as instruments through prayer and service for the ac.:c.:umplishme1il uf 
His purposes, purposes which will be unthwartably fulfilled both in time 
and manner of accomplishment. In this way the eamest desire will find 
its fulfilment. ~ 

C. Adverb. 
TACHEÖS (Taxtws), quickly, is used in a waming to lay hands 

"haslily" 011 uu mau {will1 a ::,uggestion of rashness), I Tim. 5 : 22, R.V. 
(A.V., "suddenly ") ; in John II : 31, R.V., " (she rase up) quickly" 
(A.V., "hastily "). See QuICl{LY, SHORTLY, SuDDENLY. 
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HATE, HATEFUL, HATER, HATRED 
A. Verb. 

HAU 

MISEO (µ.iulw}, to hate, is used especially (a) of malicious and un
justifiable feelings towards others, whether towards the innocent or by 
mutual animosity, e.g., Matt. 10 : 22 ; 24 : IO; Luke 6 : 22, 27; 19 : 14; 
John 3 : 20, of hating the light (metaphorically) ; 7 : · 7 ; 15 : 18, 19, 23-25 ; 
Tit. 3 : 3 ; 1 John 2 : 9, II ; 3 : 13, 15 ; 4 : 20; Rev. 18 : 2, where " hate
ful" translates the perfect participle Passive Voice of the verb, lit„ 
' hated,' or ' having been hated ; ' (b) of a right feeling of aversion from 
what is evil ; said of wrong doing, Rom. 7 : 15 ; iniquity, Heb. 1 : 9 ; 
" the garment (figurative) spotted by the fl.esh," Jude 23 ; " the works 
of the Nicolaitans," Rev. 2 : 6 (and ver. 15, in somc mss. ; sec thc A.V.) ; 
(c) of relative preference for one thing over another, by way of expressing 
either aversion from, or disregard for, the claims of one person or thing 
relatively to those of another, Matt. 6 : 24, and Luke r6 : 13, as to 
the impossibility of serving two " masters ; " Luke 14 : 26, as to the 
claims of parents relatively to those of Christ; John 12 : 25, of disregard 
for one's life relatively to the claims of Christ; Eph. 5 : 29, negatively, of 
one's flesh, i.e. of one's own, and therefore a man's wife as one with him. 

Notr.: Tn T John 3 : T5, hi:: who hates his brother is called a murderer; 
for the sin lies in the inward disposition, of which the act is only the 
outward expression. 

B. Adjective. 
STUG1tTOS {<TTvyrJTos-), hateful (from stugeö, tu hate, nul fuuml iu lhe 

N.T.), is used in Tit. 3: 3.~ 
C. Nouns. 

1. ECHTHRA (lx8pa.}, hatred : see ENMITY. 
2. THEOSTUGE:S (8t:ou'TV'Y'1s-}, from theos, God, and stugeö (see B}, 

is used in Rom. r : 30, A.V„ and R.V. marg„ " haters of God," R.V., 
" hateful to God ; " the furmer rendering is appropriate to what is 
expressed by the next words, "insolent," "haughty," but the R.V. 
text seems to give the true meanirig. Lightfoot quotes from the Epistle 
of Clement of Rome, in confirmation of this, "those who practise these 
things are hateful to God."~ 

HAUGHTY 
HUPEREPHANOS (v7Tt:p~<foa.vos-}, showing oneself above others (huper, 

over, phainomai, to appear), though often denoting pre-eminent, is always 
used in the N.T. in the evil sense of arrogant, disdainful, haughty; it is 
rendered" haughty "in Rom. 1 : 30 and 2 Tim. 3 : 2, R.V„ A.V,," proud," 
but" proud" in both Versiuus iu Luke 1 ; 51 ; Jas. 4: 6, and I Pet. 3 : 3 : 
in the last two it is set in opposition to tapeinos, humble, lowly. Cp. the 
noun huperephania, Mark 7 : 22, pride. '1f 
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HAVE 
(Note: The following are distinct from the word when it is auxiliary 

to the tenses of other verbs.) 
I. ECHÖ (€xw), the usual verb for to have, is used with the following 

meanings : (a) to hold, in the hand, etc., e.g., Rev. l : 16 ; 5 : 8 ; (b) to 
hold fast, keep, Luke 19: 20; metaphorically, of the mind and conduct, 
e.g., Mark 16 : 8 ; John 14 : 21 ; Rom. l : 28 ; l Tim. 3 : 9 ; 2 Tim. l : 13 ; 
(c) to hold on, cling to, be next to, e.g., of accompaniment, Heb. 6 : 9. 
"things that accompany (salvation)," lit., 'the things holding themselves 
of salvation' (R.V., marg., "are near to ") ; of place, Mark l : 38, "next 
(towns)," lit., ' towns holding nigh ; ' of time, e.g., Luke 13 : 33, " (the 
day) following," lit., ' the holding (day) ; ' Acts 13 : 44 ; 20 : 15 ; 21 : 26 ; 
(d) to hold, to count, consider, regard, e.g., Matt. 14 : 5 ; 21 : 46 ; Mark 
II : 32 ; Luke 14 : 18 ; Philm. 17 ; (e) to involve, Heb. 10 : 35 ; Jas. 
l : 4; l John 4: 18; (f) to wear, of clothing, arms, etc„ e.g., Matt. 3 : 4; 
22 : 12; John 18 : 10; (g) to be (with child), of a woman, Mark 13 : 17; 
Rom. 9: 10 (lit„ 'having conceptioI) ') ; (h) to possess, the most frequent 
use, e.g„ Matt. 8 : 20 ; 19: 22 ; Acts 9 : 14 ; l Thess. 3 : 6 ; (i) of com
plaints, disputes, Matt. 5 : 23 ; Mark II : 25 ; Acts 24 : 19 ; Rev. 2 : 4, 20; 
(j) of ability, power, e.g„ Luke 12 : 4 ; Acts 4 : 14 (lit„ ' had nothing 
to say ') ; (k) of ncccssity, c'.g„ Luke 12 : 50 ; Acts 23 : 17-19 ; (l) to 
be in a certain condition, as, of readiness, Acts 21 : 13 (lit., ' I have 
readily '); of illness, Matt. 4: 21, "all that were sick" (lit., 'that had 
themselves sickly ') ; Mark 5 : 23, " lieth (lit., ' hath herself ') at the 
point of death ; " Mark r6 : r8, " they shall recover " (lit„ ' shall have 
thernselves well ') ; John 4 : 52, " he began to amend " (lit„ ' he had him
self better ') ; of evil works, l Tim. 5 : 25, " they that are otherwise," (lit., 
' the things having otherwise') ; tobe so, e.g„ Acts 7 : 1, "are these things 
so ? " (lit., ' have these things thus ? ') ; of time, Acts 24 : 25, " for this 
time " (lit„ 'the thing having now '). 

2. APECHÖ (amfxw) denotes to have in fnll, to have received (apo, 
from, and No. 1), Matt. 6: 2, 5, 16, R.V„ "have received," for A.V., 
"have ; " Luke 6: 24, A.V. and R.V„ "have received," but Phil.4: 18, 
" I have ; " Philm. 15, " (that) thou shouldest have (him) " (A.V., 
"receive "). Deissmann, in Light from the Ancient East, and Moulton and 
Milligan (Vocab. of Gk. Test.) show that the verb was constantly used 
" as a technical expression in drawing up a receipt. Consequently in the 
Sermon on the Mount we are le<l to unrlerstanrl ' they have .rer:eiverl their 
reward' as 'they have signed the receipt of their reward: their right to 
receive their reward is realised, precisely as if they had already given a 
rece1pt for it.' " 

Is there not a hint of this in Paul's word to Philemon concerning 
receiving Onesimus (ver. 17) ? Philemon would give the Apostle a receipt 
for his payment in sending him. This is in keeping with the metaphorical 
terms of finance in vv. 18, 19. See ABSTAIN. 
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3. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.a,), to begin to be, come to pass, happen, is 
rendered " have " in Matt. 18 : 12 ; " had " in Acts 15 : 2 ; " shall have " 
in l Cor. 4 : 5, lit„ ' praise shall be,' or come to pass. See BECOME. 

4. METALAMBANO (µ.t:-ra).aµ.ßavw), to have, or get a share of, is 
rendered " I have (a convenient season)," in Acts 24: 25. See EAT, 
PARTAKE, RECEIVE, TAKE. 

5. HUPARCHO (v1Tapxw), to be in existence, tobe ready, at hand, is 
translated by the verb to have in Acts 3: 6, lit„ 'silver and gold is not to 
me ' (in the next clause, " such as I have," echo is used) ; 4 : 37, " having 
(land)," lit„ ' (land) being (to him) ; ' Matt. 19 : 21, " that (thou) hast," 
lit„ ' (things that) are (thine),' i.e„ ' thy belongings ; ' similarly Luke 
12 : 33; 44 ; 14 : 33. See BEING. 

6. ANTIBALLÖ. (dv-r,ßillw), lit„ to throw in turn, exchange (anti, 
corresponding to, hallo, to throw), hence, metaphorically, to exchange 
thoughts, is used in Luke 24 : 27, " ye have," i.e„ ' ye exchange.'iJ 

7. EIMl (t:lµ.l), to be, is often used in its various forms with some case 
of the personal pronoun, to signify to be to, or of, a person, e.g., Matt. 
19 : 27, " (what then) shall wa have," lit,, ' what then shall be to us ? ; ' 
Acts 21 : 23, " we have four men," lit., ' there are to us, etc.' 

8. ENDUO (.!vS&w), tu pul on, is rendered "having on" in Eph. 
6 : 14. See C1.0THE. 

Notes: (1) In John 5 : 4 (in those mss. which contain the passage), 
katecho, to hold fast, is used in the Passive Voice, in the phrase "what
soever disease he had," lit„ ' (by whatsoever disease) he was held.' (2) In 
Mark 12 : 22, in some mss„ lambano, to take or receive, is translated" had," 
in the statement" the seven bad her ; " in Acts 25 : 16, R.V„" have bad" 
(A.V„ "have ") ; in Heb. II : 36, "bad." (3) Iri Matt. 27: 19, "Have 
thou nothing to do with that righteous man " translates what is lit. 
' nothing to thee and that righteous man,' the verb being omitted. 
Similarly with the phrase, " What have I to do with thee ? " lit„ 'what 
(is) to me and thee? ' Mark 5 : 7; Luke 8: 28 ; John 2 : 4, where Westcott 
translates it 'What is thcrc to Mc and to thcc ? ; ' Ellicott, 'What is that 
to Me and to thee," i.e„ ' What is My concern and thine in the matter ? ' 
There is certainly nothing disparaging in the question. On the contrary, 
it answers what must have been the thought in Mary's heart, and suggests 
that while there is no obligation either on Hirn or her, yet the need is a 
case for rendering help. For the construction with the plural pronoun 
see Matt. 8 : 29 ; Mark I : 24 ; Luke 4 : 34. (4) In Heb. 4 : i3, " with 
whom we have to do" is, lit„ 'with whom (is) the account (logos) to us.' 
(5) In Heb. 13 : 5, " such things as ye have " is, lit„ ' the (things) present ' 
(6) In Murlc 5 : 26, "ull thut shc hud" i!l, lit„ 'ull thc (thingD) with her.' 
(7) For Luke 15: 31, A.V„ "all that I have," lit., 'all my (things),' see 
R.V. (8) For eneimi, Luke II : 41, "ye have," see WITHIN, Note (k). 
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HAVEN 
LIMf:N (Atp.~v) is mentioned in Acts 27: 8, "Fair Havens," and 

ver. 12; for the first of these see FAIR. The first mention in the Bible 
is in Gen. 49: 13 (see R.V. marg.).~ 

HAVOCK 
l. PORTHEÖ (wop8,w), to destroy, ravage, lay waste, is used of the 

persecution inflicted by Saul of Tarsus on the church in Jerusalem, 
Acts 9: 21, and Gal. l : 23, R.V„ "made havock," for A.V„ "destroyed;" 
Gal.. l: 13, ditto, for A.V„ "wasted." See DEsTKOY, Note.~ 

2. LUMAINOMAI (Avµalvoµat), to maltreat, outrage (lume, an out
rage), is translated "made havock "in Acts 8: 3, A.V. (R.V., "laid 
wac;te." )~ 

For HAY see GRASS 

HAZARD 
l. PARADIDÖMI (1Tapa8t8wµi), to give over, deliver, signifies to risk, 

to hazard, in Acts 15 : 26, of Barnabas and Paul, who hazarded their 
lives for the Name of the Lord Jesus. See BETRAY. 

2. PARABOLEUOMAI (1TapaßoAf!Üoµat), lit„ to throw aside (para, 
aside, ballö, to throw), hence, to expose oneself to danger, to hazard onc's 
life, is $Aid of F.pnphmclitrn; in Phil. 2 : 30, R.V„ " hazarding." Some 
mss. have parabouleuomai hcrc, to consult amiss, A.V„" not regarding.", 

HE 
Note: This pronoun is generally part of the translation of a verb. 

Frequently it translates the article before nouns, adjectives, numerals, 
adverbs, prepositional phrases and the participial form of verbs. Apart 
from these it translates one of the following : 

I. AUTOS (aV7-6s-), he himself and no other, emphatic, e.g„ Matt. l: 21, 

whete the R.V. brings out the emphasis by the rendering "it is He;" 
3 : II (last clause), where the repeated "He" brings out the emphasis; 
in some casP.s it can be marked only by a circumlocution which would not 
constitute a translation, e.g„ 8 : 24 ; this use is very frequent, especially 
in the Gospels, the Epistles of John and the Apocalypse ; see also, e.g„ 
Eph. 2: 14; 4: II ; 5 : 23, 27. See SAME, SELF, THIS, VERY. 

2. HOUTOS (01hos-), this, this person here, is always emphatic; it is 
used with this rneaning, sometimes to refer to what precedes, e.g„ Matt. 
5 : 19, "he (shall be called great) ; " John 6: 46, "he (hath seen) ; " 
often rendered "this," e.g„ Rom. 9: 9, or" this man," e.g„ Matt. 27: 58, 
R.V.; Jas. l : 25 ; " the same," e.g., Luke 9 : 48. See THAT, THis, THESE. 

3. EKEINOS (JKf!tvos) dcnotcs that onc, thnt pcrson (in contrast to 
No. 2) ; its use marks special distinction, favourable or unfavourable; 
this form of emphasis should always be noted; e.g„ John 2: 21 " (But) 
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He (spake) ; " 5 : r9, " (what things soever) He (doeth) ; " 7 : II ; 2 Cor. 
ro: r8, lit.,' for not he that commendeth himself, he (ekeinos) is approved ;' 
2 Tim. 2 : r3," He (in contrast to" we ") abideth faithful;" r John 3 : 3, 
" (even as) He (is pure) ; " ver. 5, " He (was manifested) ; " ver. 7, 
"He (is righteous) ; " ver. r6, "He laid down; " 4: 17, " (as) He (is)." 
See ÜTHER, THAT, Tms. 

Note: The indefinite pronoun tis, anyone, any man, is rendered" he" 
in Acts 4 : 35, A.V. (R.V., rightly, " any one ") ; in Heb. ro : 28, R.V., 
"a man." 

HE HIMSELF 
l. AUTOS (auT6s) : see No. r, above. 
2. HEAUTON (€avT6v), oneself, himself, a reflexive of No. I, is rendered 

" he himself " in Luke 23 : 2 and Acts 25 : 4. 

HE TRAT 
I. HOS (ös), the relative pronoun who, is sometimes rendered "he 

t.hat," e.g., Matt. ro : 38 ; with the particle an, expressing possibility, 
uncertainty or a conrlition, signifying whosoever, Mark 3: 29, A.V. (R.V., 
"whosoever ") ; 4: 25 and 9: 40 (with an, in thc best mss.). See WHAT
SOEVEH, Wtt1cH, Wno, WnosoEVER. 

2. HOSGE (oay€), who even (No. l, and the particle ge), indicates a 
greater in regard to a less, Rom. 8: 3'.l, "He that (!ipared not)." 

Notes: (r) In Rev. r3 : lO, ei tis, if anyone, is rendered" if any man" 
in the R.V., for A.V., "he that." 

(2) In Matt. 23 : r2, hostis, No. r, combined with the indefinite pro
noun tis (see preceding note), is properly rendered "whosoever," R.V., for 
A.V., "he that." 

HEAD 
KEPHAL~ (KE</>a.A~), besides its natural significance, is used (a) figura

tively in Rom. r2 : 20, of heaping coals of ftre on a head (see CoALs) ; 
in Acts r8: 6, "Your blood be upon your own heads," i.e., 'your blood
guiltiness rest upon your own persons,' a mode of expression frequent in 
the O.T., and perhaps here directly connected with Ezek. 3 : r8, 20; 

33 : 6, 8 ; see also Lev. 20 : r6 ; 2 Sam. r : r6 ; r Kings 2 : 37 ; (b) meta
phorically, of the authority or direction of God in relation to Christ, of 
Christ in relation to believing men, of the husband in rclation to thc wifc, 
l Cor. II : 3 ; of Christ in relation to the Church, Eph. l : 22 ; 4 : 15 ; 
5 : 23 ; Col. I : 18 ; 2 : 19 ; of Christ in relation to principalitics and 
powers, Col. 2 : ro. As to l Cor. II : ro, taken in connection with the 
context, the word "authority" probably stands, by metonymy, for a 
sign of authority (R.V.), the angels ]:>eing witnesses of the pre-eminent 
relationship as established by God 1n the creation af man as just mentianed, 
with the spiritual significance regarding the position of Christ in relation 
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to the Church ; cp. Eph. 3 : ro ; it is used of Christ as the foundation of 
the spiritual building set forth by the Temple, with its "corner stone," 
Matt. 21 : 42 ; symbolically also of the Imperial rulers of the Roman 
power, as seen in the Apocalyptic visions, Rev. 13 : 1, 3; 17: 3, 7, 9. 

HEAD (to wound in the) 
KEPHALIOÖ, or KEPHALAIOO (K€</>a'>.i6w), from kephalion, a 

diminutive of·kephale, usually meant to sum up, to bring under heads; 
in Mark 12 : 4 it is used for wounding on the head, the only place where 
it ha!S lhi!S meaning. ~ 

HEADLONG (to cast, to fall) 
1. KATAKREMNIZÖ (KaTaKp71µvl{w) signifies to throw over a 

precipice (kata, down, kremnos, a steep bank, etc.), said of the purpose 
of the people of Nazareth to destroy Christ, Luke 4: 29.~ 

2. PRENES (7rp71V7)s), an adjective denoting headlong, prone, is used 
with the verb ginomai, to become, in Acts l: 18, of the death of Judas, 
" falling headlong ; " various suggestions have been made as to the 
actual details ; some ascribe to the word the meaning " swelling up.'', 

HEADSTRONG (R.V.), READY (A.V.) 
PROPETES (7rpo7T€rrJS) lit. means falling forwards (from pro, forwards, 

and pr:ptö, to fall) ; it is used metaphorically to signify precipitate, rash, 
reckless, and is said (a) of persons, 2 Tim. 3 : 4 ; " headstrong " is the 
appropriate rendering; (b) ofthings, Acts 19: 36, R.V„" (nothing) rash" 
(A.V., "rashly ").~ 

REAL, HEALING 
A. Verbs. 

1. THERAPEUO (8€pa1T€Vw) primarily signifies to serve as a therapön, 
an attendant ; then, to care for the sick, to treat, eure, heal (Eng., thera
peutics). lt is chiefly used in Matthew and Luke, once in John (5: 10), 
and, after the Acts, only Rev. 13: 3 and 12. See CuRE. 

2. IAOMAI (lcfoµai), to heal, is used (a) of physical treatment 22 times; 
in Matt. 15 : 28, A.V., "made whole," R.V„ "healed;" so in Acts 
9 : 34 ; (b) figuratively, of spiritual healing, Matt. 13 : 15 ; John 12 : 40 ; 
Acts 28: 27; Heb. 12 : 13; I Pet. 2 : 24; possibly, Jas. 5 : 16 includes 
both (a) and (b) ; some mss. have the word, with sense (b), in Luke 4: 18. 
Apart from this last, Luke, the physician, uses the word. fifteen times. 
See WHOLE. 

3. SOZO (uw{w), to save, is translated by the verb to heal in the A.V. 
of Mark 5 : 23 and Luke 8: 36 (R.V„ to make whole; so A.V. frequently) ; 
the idea is that of saving from disease and its effects. See SAVE. 

4. DIASÖZÖ (Siauw{w), to save thoroughly (dia, through, and No. 3), 
is translated "heal" in Luke. 7 : 3, A.V. (R.V„ " save "). See EscAPE. 
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B. Nouns. 
I. THERAPEIA (8€pamda), akin to A, No. l, primarily denotes care, 

attention, Luke 12 : 42 ( see HousEHOLD) ; then, medical service, healing 
(Eng., therapy), Luke 9 : II ; Rev. 22 : 2, of the effects of the leaves of 
the tree of life, perhaps here with the meaning "health."~ 

2. IAMA (foµa), akin to A, No. 2, formerly signifi.ed a means of 
healing; in the N.T., a healing (the result of the act), used in the plural, 
in r Cor. 12 : 9, 28, 30, R.V., "healings ; " of Divinely imparted gifts in 
the churches in Apostolic times. ~ 

3. IASIS (iaais), akin to A, Nu. ~. slresses Lhe !'1Ut:ess as readriug 
completion, Luke 13 : 32, "eures," of the acts of Christ in the days of 
His fiesh; Acts 4: 22, 30, "to heal," lit. 'unto hP.aling.'~ 

HEALTH (tobe in) 
HUGIAINO (i5yiatvw) denotes to be healthy, sound, in good health 

(Eng., hygiene), rendered "m1yest be in health," in 3 John 2; rendered 
" safe and sound" in Luke 15 : 27 See SAFE, D, No. 2, SOUND, WHOLE, 
B, No. r. 

Note: In Acts 27: 34, söteria, salvation, safety, is translated" health" 
in the A.V. ; the R.V„ gives the right meaning, "safety." 

HEAP (to) 
r. SÖREUÖ (awp<!vw), to hea.p one thing on another, is said of 

heaping coals of fi.re on the head, Rom. 12 : 20 (for the meaning see CoALS) ; 
in 2 Tim. 3: 6 it is used metaphorically of women "laden" (or over
whelmed) with sins. See LADEN.~ In the Sept., Prov. 25: 22.~ 

2. EPISÖREUO (~mawp€vw), to heap upon or together (epi, upon, 
and No. l), is used metaphorically in 2 Tim. 4: 3 of appropriating a 
number of teachers to suit the liking of those who do so. The reference 
may be to those who, like the Athenians, run about to hear and follow 
those who proclaim new ideas of their own invention.~ 

HEAR, HEARING 
A. Verbs. 

r. AKOUÖ (aKovw), the usual word denoting to hear, is used (a) 
intransitively, e.g„ Mat~. II : 15 ; Mark 4 : 23 ; (b) transitively when the 
object is expressed, sometimes in the accusaüve case, sometimes in the 
genitive. 'Th11s in Ar.ts 9: 7, " hP.rt.ring the voice," the noun "voice" 
is in the partitive genitive case [i.e„ hearing (something) of], whereas in 
22 : 9," they heard not the voice," the construction is with the accusative. 
This removes the idea of any contradiction. The former indicates a 
heai:ing of the sound, the latter indicates the meaning or message of the 
voice (this they did not hear). "The former denutes the sensational 
perception, the latter (the accusative case) the thing perceived" (Cremer). 
In John 5 : 25, 28, the genitive case is used, indicating a " sensational 
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perception" that the Lord's voice is sounding; in 3: 8, of hearing the 
wind, the accusative is used, -stressing " the thing perceived." 

That God hears prayer signifi.es that He answers prayer, e.g., John 
9 : 3r ; r John 5 : r4, r5. Sometimes the verb is us.ed with para (from 
beside), e.g., John r : 40, "one of the two which heard John speak," 
lit., 'heard from-beside John,' suggesting that he stood beside him; in 
John 8: 26, 40, indicating the intimate fellowship of the Son with the 
Father ; the same construction is used in Acts ro : 22 and 2 Tim. 2 : 2, 

in the latter case, of the intimacy between Paul and Timothy. See 
HEARKEN. 

2. EISAKOUÖ (Elaal(ovw), to listen to (eis, to, and No. r), has two 
meanin&s, (a) to hear and to obey, r Cor. I4; 2r, " they will not hcar;" 
(b) to hear so as to answer, of God's answer to prayer, Matt. 6 : 7; Luke 
r : r3 ; Acts ro: 3r ; Heb. 5 : 7. ~ 

3. DIAKOUÖ (8ial(ovw), to hear through, hear fully (dia, through, 
and No. r), is used technically, of hearing judicially, in Acts 23 : 35, of 
Felix in regard to the charges against Paul.~ In the Sept., Deut. r: r6; 
Job 9 :33.~ 

4. EPAKOUÖ (bral(ovw), to listen to, hear with favour, at or upon 
an occasion (epi, upon, and No. l), is used in 2 Cor. 6: 2 (R.V., 
"hearken ").~ 

5. EPAKROAOMAI (JTTal(poaoµ.ai), to listen at.lentively to (epi, used 
inlensively, a111l a ve1u akin to No. r), ls nsed in Acts 16: 25, '' (the 
prisoners) were listening to (them)," R.V., expressive of rapt attention.~ 

6. PROAKOUÖ (1Tpoal(ovw) signifi.es to hear before (pro), Col. l : 5, 
where Lightfoot suggests .that the preposition contrasts what they heard 
before, the true Gospel, with the false gospel of their recent teachers. ~ 

7. PARAKOUÖ (TTapal(ovw) primarily · signifi.es to overhear, hear 
amiss or imperfectly (para, beside, amiss, and No. r) ; then (in the N.T.) 
to hear without taking heed, to neglect to hear, Matt. r8: r7 (twice) ; in 
Mark 5 : 36 the best mss. have this verb, which the R.V. renders 
"not heeding" (marg., "overhearing ") ; some mss. have No. 1, A.V., 
"hearing." lt seems obvious that the Lord paid no attention to those 
from the ruler's house and their message that his daugPter was dead. ~ 
Cp. the noun parakoe, disobedience. 

B. Nouns. 
r. AKOE (d.l(o~), akin to A, No. l, d~notes (a) the sense of he:iring, 

l Cor. 12 : 17; 2 Pet. 2 : 8; a combination of. verb and noun is used in 
phrases which have been termed Hebrai'c as they express somewhat 
literally an O.T. phraseology, e.g., "By hearing ye shall hear," Matt. 
13: 14; Acts 28: 26, R.V., a mode of expression conveying emphasis; 
(b) llm u1gau uf healiug, Mark 7 : 35, "ears; " Luke 7: l, R.V., "ears,'' 
for A.V„ "audience ; " Acts 17: 20; 2 Tim. 4 :_3, 4; Heb. 5: l~, "dull 
of hearing,'' lit., ' dull as to ears ; ' (c) a thing heard, a message or teaching, 
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John 12 : 38, " report ; " Rom. IO : 16 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 13, " the word of 
the message," lit. ' the word of hearing' (A.V., "which ye heard ") ; 
Heb. 4: 2, "the word of hearing," R.V., for A.V., "the word preached;" 
in a somewhat similar sense, a rumour, report, Matt. 4 : 24; 14 : 1 ; 
Mark 1: 28, A.V., "fame," R.V., "report;" Matt. 24: 6; Mark 13: 7, 
"rumours (of wars);" (d) the receiving of a message, Rom. IO : 17, 
something more than the mere sense of hearing [see (a)] ; so with the 
phrase " the hearing of faith," Gal. 3 : 2, 5, which it seems better to 
understand so than undrr (c). See EAR, FAME, PREACH, REPORT, 
RUMOUR.4i( . 

Notes: (1) For diagnösis (investigation, followed by decision), rendered 
"hearing" in Acts 25 : 21, A.V„ sec DECISION. (2) For the phrase to be 
dull of hearing, lit., 'to hear heavily,' Matt. 13: 15; Acts 28: 27, see 
DuLL. (3) For akroaterion, a place of hearing, Acts 25 : 23, see PLAGE.~ 

HEARER 
AKROATES (aKpoan]s), from akroaomai, to listen, is used in Rom. 

2 : i3, "of a law;" Jas. l : 22, 23, "of the word; " ver. 25, "a (forgetful) 
hearer."~ 

Note: In Eph. 4: 29 and 2 Tim. 2: 14, the verb akouö, to hear, is 
rendered "hearers" in the A.V. (R.V., "them that hear "). 

HEARKEN 
I. AKOUO (aKoÜw), to hear, is rendered "hearken" in the A.V. 

and R.V., in Mark 4 : 3 ; Acts 4 : 19 ; 7 : 2 ; 15 : 13 ; Jas. 2 : 5 ; in the 
R.V. only, in Acts 3 : 22, 23 ; 13 : 16 (A.V„ " give audience ") ; 15 : 12, 
"hearkened" (A.V. "gave audience "). See HEAR, No. 1. 

Note: In Acts 12 : 13, hupakouö, lit., to hearken, with the idea of still
ness, or attention (hupo, under, akouö, to hear), signifies to answer a knock 
at a door, R.V., " to answer" (A.V., " to hearken "). See ÜBEY. 

2. EPAKOUO (braKovw) denotes to hearken to, 2 Cor. 6: 2, R.V. 
(see HEAR, A, No. 4).~ 

3. ENÖTIZOMAI (lvw.,.{,oµai), to give ear to, to hearken (from en, 
in, and ous, an ear), is used in Acts 2 : 14, in Peter's address to the men 
of Israel.~ 

4. PEITHARCHEÖ (1mOapxlw), to obey one in authority, be obedient 
(peithomai, to be persuaded, arche, rule), is translated to hearken unto in 
Acts 27: 21, in Paul's reuüm.ler lo lhe shipwrecked mariners that they 
should have given heed to his counsel. See ÜBEY .. 

HEART, HEARTILY 
KARDIA (KapSla), the heart (Eng., cardiac, etc.), the chiP.f or~:in of 

physical life (" for the life of the :flesh is in the blood," Lev. 17 : n), 
occupies the most important place in the human system. By an easy 
transition foe word came to stand for man's entire mental and moral 
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activity, both the rational and the emotional elements. In other wotds, 
the heart is used figuratively for the hidden springs of the personal life. 
" The Bible describes human depravity as in the ' heart,' because sin is a 
principle which has its seat in the centre of man's inward life, and·then 
' defiles ' the whole circuit of his action, Matt. 15 : 19, 20. On the other 
hand, Scripture regards the heart as the sphere of Divine influence, Rom. 
2 : 15 ; Acts 15 : 9 .... The heart, as lying deep within, contains ' the 
hidden man,' l Pet. 3 : 4, the real man. lt represents the true character 
but conceals it" (J. Laidlaw, in Hastings' Bible Die.). 

As to its usage in the N.T. it denotes (a) the seat of physical life, 
Acts I4: 17; Jas. 5 : 5 ; (b) the seat of moral nature and spiritual life, 
the seat of grief, John 14: l ; Rom. 9: 2 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 4; joy, John 16: 22; 
Eph. 5 : 19 ; the desires, Matt. 5 : 28 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 14; the affections, Luke 
24 : 32 ; Acts 21 : 13 ; the pcrceptions, John 12 : 40 ; Eph. 4 : 18 ; the 
thoughts, Matt. 9 : 4 ; Heb. 4 : 12 ; the understanding, Matt. 13 : 15 ; 
Rom. l : 21 ; the reasoning powers, Mark 2 : 6 ; Luke 24 : 38 ; the 
fmagination, Luke 1 : 51 ; consdence, Acts ~ : 37 ; 1 John 3 : zo; the 
intentions, Heb. 4 : 12, tp. l Pet. 4 : l ; purposc, Acts II :. 23 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 7; 
the will, Rom. 6 : 17 ; Col. 3 : 15 ; faith, Mark II : 23 ; Rom. IO : IO ; 

Heb. 3: 12. 
The hP.a.rt, in its moral significance in the O.T., includes the emotions, 

the reason and the will. 
2. PSUCHE (ifivx~). thc soul, or lifc, is rcndcrcd "hcart" in Eph. 6 : 6 

(marg., "soul "), "doing the will of God from the heart." In Col. 3 : 23, 
a form of the word psuche preceded by ek, from, lit., 'from (the) soul,' 
is renderecl " heartily." 

Notes: (1) Thc R.V., "hcart " is substitutcd for A.V., "bowcls," 
in Col. 3 : 12 ; Philm. 7, 12, 20. (2) In 2 Cor. 3 : 3, the R.V. has "tables 
that are hearts of flesh," for A.V., "fleshy tables of the heart." (3) In 
Eph. l : 18, the best mss. have kardia, " (the eyes of your) heart ; " 
some have dianoia, "understancling" (A.V.). (4) In Heb. 8: IO and 
IO: 16, the A.V. has "in their hearts" and "into their hearts;" R.V., 
" on their heart." (5) In Luke 21 : 26, where there is no word for 
"hearts" in the original, the R.V. has" men fainting (for fear)." (6) In 
2 Cor. 7 : 2, the verb chöreö, to make room for, "receive" (A.V.), is trans
lated, or rather, interpreted, " open your hearts," R.V., marg., " make 
room for (us).'' 

HEAKr (hardness of) 
SKLE:ROKARDIA (aKA:rypoKapöla), hardness of heart (skleros, hard, 

and kardia), is used in Matt. 19: 8; Mark IO: 5; 16: 14.if In the Sept., 
Deut. IO: 16; Jer. 4: 4.if 

HEART (knowing the) 
KARDIOGNÖSTES (KapfüoyvwaT'f/S), a knowcr of hco.rts (kardia 

and ginöskö, to know), is used in Acts l: 24; 15: 8.if 
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HEAT 
A. Nouns. 

HEA 

l. KAUSON (Kavawv) denotes a burning heat (from kaiö, to burn; 
cp. Eng„ caustic, cauterize), Matt. 20 : 12; Luke 12 : 55 (A.V., " heat "), 
R.V., in each place, "scorching heat" (marg„ "hot wind") ; in Jas. 
l : II, " a burning heat," A.V., R.V., " the scorching wind," like the 
Sirocco. Cp. Arnos 4 : 9, where the Sept. has purösis, burning (pur, 
fire). See BuRNING. 

2. KAUMA (KaiJµ.a), heat (akin to No. l), signifies the result of burning, 
or the heat produced, Rev. 7 : 16; 16 : 9 ;~ cp. kaumatizö, to scorch, 
kausis, burning, kauteriazomai, to brand, sear. 

3. THERME (8€pµ.71) denotes warmth, heat, Acts 28: 3 (Eng., thermal, 
etc.).~ 

B. Verb. 
KAUSOO (Kava6w) was used as a medical term, of a fever; in the N.T., 

to burn with great heat (akin to A, No. l), said of the future destruction 
of the natural elements, 2 Pet. 3 : 10, 12, " with !ervent heat," Passive 
Voice, lit., 'being. burned.'~ 

For HEATHEN see GENTILES 

HEAVEN, HEAVENLY (-IES) 
A. Nouns. 

l. OURANOS (ovpa116s), probably akin to ornumi, to lift, to heave, 
is used in the N.T. (a) of the aerial heavens, e.g., Matt. 6: 26; 8: 20; 

Acts 10: 12; II : 6 (R.V., "heaven," in each place, A.V., "air ") ; 
Jas. 5 : 18 ; (b) the sidereal, e.g., Matt. 24 : 29, 35 ; Mark 13 : 25, 31 ; 
Heb. II : 12, R.V„ " heaven," A.V., " sky ; " Rev. 6 : 14 ; 20 : II ; 
they, (a) and (b), were created by the Son of God, Heb. l : 10, as also by 
God the Father, Rev. IO: 6; (c) the eternal dwelling place of God, Matt. 
5 : 16 ; 12 : 50 ; Rev. 3 : 12 ; II : 13 ; 16 : II ; 20 : 9. From thence the 
Son of God descended to become Incarnate, John 3: 13, 31; 6: 38, 42. 
In His ascension Christ "passed through the heavens," Heb. 4 : 14, R.V.; 
He "ascended far above all the heavens," Eph. 4: 10, and was "made 
higher than the heavens," Heb. 7 : 26; He "sat down on the right 
hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens," Heb. 8: l; He is 
"on the right hand of God," having gone into Heaven, 1 Pet. 3: 22. Siuci:: 
His Ascension it is the scene of His present life and activity, e.g., Rom. 
8 : 34; Heb. 9 : 24. From thence the Holy Spirit descended at Pentecost, 
l Pet. l : 12. lt is the abode of the angels, e.g„ Matt. 18 : 10 ; 22 : 30 ; 
cp. Rev. 3 : 5. Thither Paul was " caught up," whether in the body or 
out of the body, he knew not, 2 Cor. 12 : 2. lt is tobe the eternal dwelling
place of the saints in resurrection glory, 2 Cor. 5 : I. From thence Christ 
will descend to the air to rer.eive His saints at the Ra.pture, I Thess. 4 : 16 ; 
Phil. 3 : 20, 21, and will subsequently come with His. saints and with His 
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holy angels at His Second Advent, Matt. 24 : 30 ; 2 Thess. I : 7. In the 
present life heaven is the region of the spiritual citizenship of believers, 
Phil. 3: 20. The present heavens, with the earth, are to pass away, 
2 Pet. 3 : ro, " being on fire," ver. I2 (see ver. 7) ; Rev. 20 : II, and new 
heavens and earth are to be created, 2 Pet. 3: r3; Rev. 2r: r, with 
Is. 65 : r7, e.g. 

In Luke 15 : 18, 2r, heaven is used, by metonymy, for God. See AIR. 
Notes: (1) For the phrase in Luke II : r3, see Note on B, No. 2. 

(2) In Luke II : 2, the A.V., " as in heaven," translates a phrase found 
in some mss. 

2. MESOURAN:l!MA (µ.E:crovpavqµ.a) denotes mid-heaven, or the midst 
of the heavens (mesos, middle, and No. 1), Rev. 8; r3; r4: 6; r9: r7.~ 

B. Adjectives. 
r. OURANIOS (ovpa1nos), signifying of heaven, heavenly, corres

ponding to A, No. 1, is used (a) as an appellation of God the Father, 
Matt. 6 : 14, 26, 32, "your heavenly Father; " 15 : 13, " My heavenly 
Father ; " (b) as descriptive of the holy angels, Luke 2 : 13 ; (c) of the 
vision seen by Paul, Acts 26 : 19. ~ 

2. EPOURANIOS (J7Tovpavios), hcavenly, what pertains to, or is in, 
heaven (epi, in the sense of' pertaining to,' not here, 'above '), has meanings 
corresponding to some of the meanings of ouranos, A, No. I. It is used 
(a) of God thc Fathcr, Matt. r8 : 35 ; (b) of the place where Christ" sitteth 
at the right hand of God" (i.e., in a position of Divine authority), .Eph. 
I : 20; and of the present position of believers in re];i tinnship to Christ, 2 : 6; 
where thcy possess ' every spiritual blessing,' l : 3 ; (c) of Christ as " the 
Second Man," and all those who are related to Hirn spiritually, I Cor. 
15 : 48 ; (d) of those whose sphere of activity or existence is above, or in 
contrast to that of earth, of " principalities and powers," Eph. 3 : IO ; 

of " spiritual hosts of wickedness," 6 : 12, R.V., " in heavenly places," 
for A.V., "in high places;" (e) of the Holy Spirit, Heb. 6: 4; (/) of 
" heavenly things," as the subjects of the teaching of Christ, John 3 : 12, 
and as consisting of the spiritual and heavenly ·sanctuary and " true 
tabernacle " and all that appertains .thcrcto in relation to Christ and His 
sacriftce as antitypical of the earthly tabernacle and sacriftces under the 
Law, Heb. 8 : 5 ; 9 : 23 ; (g) of the " calling " of believers, Heb. 3 : I ; 
(h) of Heaven as the abode of the saints, " a better country " than that 
of earth, Heb'. II : 16, and of the spiritual Jerusalem, I2 : 22 ; (i) of the 
Kingdom of Christ in its future manifestation, 2 Tim. 4 : 18 ; {j} of all 
beings and things, animate and inanimate, that are "above the earth," 
Phil. 2 : 10 ; (k) of the resurrection and glorifted bodies of believers, 
1 Cor. 15 : 49; (l) of the heavenly orbs, I Cor. 15 : 40 (" celestial," twice, 
and :;o rendered herc only). ~ 

Note: In connection with (a), the word "heavenly," used of God the 
Father in Luke II: r3, represents the phrase ex ouranou, 'from heaven.' 
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C. Adverb. 
OURANOTHEN (ovpavo8Ev), formed from A, No. I, and denoting 

'from heaven,' is used of (a) the aerial heaven, Acts I4: I7; (b) heaven, 
as the uncreated sphere of God's abode, 26 : I3. ~ 

HEA VY, HEA VINESS 
A. Nouns. 

I. LUPE (AV7T7)), grief, sorrow, is rendered "heaviness" in the A.V. 
of Rom. 9 : 2 ; 2 Cor. 2 : I (R.V„ " sorrow," in both places). See GRIEF, 
SORROW. 

2. KATEPHEIA {Ka-r+f>Ha) probably denotes a downcast look, 
P.xpn~ssivP. of sorrow; hence, dejection, heaviness; it is used in Jas. 
4: 9.,f 

B. Verbs. 
I. ADEMONEÖ (do7Jµov€w), to be troubled, much distressed, is 

used of the Lord's sorrow in Gethsemane, Matt. 26 : 37 ; Mark I4 : 33, 
A.V„" tobe very heavy," R.V„" tobe sore troubled;" of Epaphroditus, 
bccausc the saints at Philippi had received news of his sickness, Phil. 
2 : 26, A.V„ "was full of hr.aviness," R.V„ "was sore troubled." See 
TROU~LE, B, No. I2.~ 

2. LUPEÖ (,\u1T€w), to distrcss, gricvc (akin to A, No. I), is rendered 
"are in heaviness "in I Pet. I : 6, A.V. (R.V„ "have been put to grief ") ; 
here, a~ frequently, it is in the Passive Voicc. Sec G1mw, SommWFUL. 

3. BAREO (ßaplw), always in the Passive Voice in the N.T„ is rendered 
" were heavy "in Matt. 26 : 43 ; Mark I4 : 40 ; Luke 9 : 32. See BuRDEN. 

Note: For "heavy laden," Matt. II : 28, see LADE, No. 3. 
C. Adjective. 

BARUS (ßapvs), heavy (akin to B, No. 3), is so rendered in Matt. 23: 4. 
See GRrnvous. 

HEDGE 
PHRAGMOS (cf>payµ6s) denotes any sort of fence, hedge, palings or 

wall (akin to phrassö, to fence in, stop). It is used (a) in its literal sense, 
in Matt. 2I : 33, lit. ' (he put) a hedge (around) ; ' Mark I2 : I ; Luke 
I4 : 23 ; (b) metaphorically, of thc " partition " which separated Gentile 
from Jew, which was broken down by Christ through the efficacy of His 
expiatory sacrifice, Eph. 2 : I4· ~ 

HEED (to give, to take) 
I. BLEPÖ (ßM1Tw), to look, see, usually implying more especially an 

intent, earnest contemplation, is rendered " take heed " in Matt. 24 : 4 ; 
Mark 4 : 24 ; I3 : 5, 9, 23, 33 ; Luke 8 : I8 ; 2I : 8 ; I Cor. 3 : IO ; 8 : 9 ; 
rn : 12; Gal. 5 : I5 ; Col. 2 : 8 (A.V„ "beware ") ; 4: I7 ; Heb. 3: IZ. 
See BEHOLD, BEWARE, Lrn, LooK, PERCEIVE, REGARI'.l, SFR 

2. HORAÖ {opaw), to see, usually expressing the sense of vision, is 
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rendered "take heed" in Matt. I6: 6; I8: IO, A.V. (R.V., "see "); 
Mark 8: I5 ; Luke I2 : I5; Acts 22 : 26 (A.V. only). See BEHOLD, SEE. 

3. PROSECHO (TTpoulxw), lit., to hold to, signifies to turn to, turn 
one's attention to; hence, to give heed; it is rendered "take heed" in 
Matt. 6 : I ; Luke I7 : 3 ; 2I : 34 ; Acts 5 : 35 ; 20 : 28 ; 2 Pet. I : I9 ; 
to give heed to, in Acts 8 : 6, IO ; in ver. II (A.V., " had regard to ") ; 
I6: I4 (A.V., "attended unto ") ; I Tim. I : 4; 4: I, I3 (A.V., "give 
attendance to ") ; Tit. I : I4; Heb. 2 : I, lit., 'to give heed more 
earnestly.' See ATTEND, BEWARE, GIVE, REGARD. 

+ EPECHO (€TTlxw), lit., to hold upon, then, to direct towards, to 
give attention to, is rendered " gave heed," in Acts 3 : 5 ; " take heed," 
in I Tim. 4 : I6. See HoLD (forth), MARK, STAY. 

Notes: (I) In Luke II : 35, A.V., skopeö, to look, is translated "take 
heed (that)," R.V., " look (whether)." (2) Nos. 2 and 3 are used together 
in Matt. I6: 6; Nos. 2 and I, in that order, in Mark 8: I5; but in Luke 
I2 : I5 the R.V. rightly follows No. 2 by "keep yourselves from" 
(ph11lassö, to guard). (3) For the R.V. of Mark 5 : 36, " not heeding," 
see under HEAR, No. 7. (4) In Rom. II : 2r the A.V. adds " take heed," 
because of a variant reading which introduces the clause by a conjunctive 
phrase signifying " lest." 

HEEL 
PTERNA (TT-rlpva} is found in John IJ: I8, where the Lord quotes 

from Ps. 4I : 9 ; the metaphor is that of tripping up an antagonist in 
wrestling., Cp. the verb in Gen. 27 : 36 ; Jer. 9 : 4; Hos. I2 : 3. 

HEIFER 
DAMALIS (B&µa>..is-), etymologically one of fit age tobe tamed to the 

yoke (damaö, to tarne), occurs in Heb. 9: I3, with reference to the "red 
heifer" of Numb. 19., 

HEIGHT 
I. HUPSOS (vi/los-), a summit, top, is translated "height" in Eph. 

3 : I8, where it may refer either to " the love of Christ" or to " the fulness 
of God ; " the two are really inseparable, for they who are fillcd into the 
fulness of God thereby enter appreciatively into the love of Christ, which 
'surpasseth knowledge;' in Rev. 2I: I6, of the measurement of the 
Heavenly Jerusalem. See ESTATE, HIGH. 

2. HUPSÖMA (vi/lwµa), more concrete than No. I, is used (a) of a 
height, as a mountain or anything definitely termed a height, Rom. 8 : 39 
(metaphorically) ; (b) of a high thing lifted upas a barrier or in antagonistic 
exaltation, 2 Cor. IO: 5. See HIGH., Cp. hupsoö, to exalt. 

HEIR 
A. Noun. 

I. KLERONOMOS (K>..7Jpov6µos-) lit. denotes one who obtains a lot or 
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portion (klero„, a lot, nemomai, to possess), especially of an inheritance. 
The N.T. usage may be analysed as under: " (a) the person to whom pro
perty is to pass on the death of the owner, Matt. 21 : 38 ; Mark 12 : 7 ; 
Luke 20: 14; Gal. 4: l ; (b) one to whom somcthing has been assigned 
by God, on possession of which, however, he has not yet entered, as 
Abraham, Rom. 4 : 13, 14 ; Heb. 6 : 17 ; Christ, Heb. l : 2 ; the poor 
saints, Jas. 2 : 5 ; (c) believers, inasmuch as they share in the new order of 
things to be ushered in at the return of Christ, Rom. 8 : 17; Gal. 3 : 29; 
4 : 7 ; Tit. 3 : 7 ; (d) one who receives something other than by merit, 
as Noah, Heb. II : 7."*~ 

In the Sept„Judg. 18: 7; 2 Sam. 14: 7; Jer. 8: ro; Mic. l: 15.~ 
2. SUNKLERONOMOS (uvyicA7Jpov6µ.os), a joint-heir, co-inheritor 

(sun, with, and No. l), "is used of Isaac and Jacob as participants with 
Abraham in the promises of God, Heb. II : 9 ; of husband and wife who 
are also united in Christ, l Pet. 3: 7; of Gentiles who believe, as partici
pants in the gospel with Jews who believe, Eph. 3: 6; and of all believers 
as prospective participants with Christ in His glory, as recompense for 
their participation in His snfü~rine-s, Rom. 8: t7."*~ 

B. Verb. 
KLERONOMEÖ (icA7Jpovoµ.lw), tobe an heir to, to inherit (see A, No. l), 

is rendered " shall (not) inherit with " in Gal. 4 : 30, R.V., A.V„ " shall 
(not) be heir with ; " in Heb. l : 14, R.V„ " shall inherit," A.V„ " shall 
be heirs of." See INHERIT. Cp. kleroomai, tobe taken as an inheritance, 
kleronomia, an inheritance, kleros, a lot, an inheritance. 

HELL 
l. GEENNA (ydvva) represents the Hebrew Ge-Hinnom (the valley 

of Tophet) and a corresponding Aramaic word ; it is found twelve times in 
the N.T„eleven of which are in the Synoptists, in every instance as uttered 
by the Lord Himself. He who says to his brother, Thou fool (see under 
FooL), will be in <langer of" the hell of fire," Matt. 5 : 22; it is uelter to 
pluck out (a metaphorical description of irrevocable 1aw) an eye that 
causes its possessor to stumble, than that his " whole body be cast into 
hell," ver. 29 ; similarly with the hand, ver. 30 ; in Matt. 18 : 8, 9, the 
admonitions are repeated, with an additional mention of the foot ; here, 
too, the warning concerns the person himself {for which obviously the 
" body" stands in chapt. 5) ; in ver. 8, " the eternal :fire " is rnentioned 
as lhe uuum, lhe chaiader uf lhe regiuu slauui11g Ior lhe region ibelf, lhe 
two being cornbined in the phrase " the hell of fire," ver. 9. To the 
passage in Matt. 18, that in Mark 9: 43-47, is parallel; here to the word 
" hell " are applied the extended descriptions " ihe unquenchable fire " 
a.nd " where their worm dieth not a.nd the fire is not quenched," 

""From Notes on Ga.la.tia.ns, by IIogg a.nd Vine, pp. 177, 178. 
*ditto, p. 178. 
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That God, "after He hath killed, hath power to cast into hell," is 
assigned as a reason why He should be feared with the fear that keeps 
from evil doing, Luke r2 : 5 ; the parallel passage to this in Matt. ro : 28 
declares, not the casting in, but the doom which follows, namely, the 
destruction (not the loss of being, but of well-being) of " both soul and 
body." 

In Matt. 23 the' Lord denounces the Scribes and Pharisees, who in 
proselytizing a person " make him two-fold more a son of hell " than 
themselves (ver. r5), the phrase here being expressive of moral charac
teristics, and declares the impossibility of their escaping " the judgment 
of hell," ver. 33. In Jas. 3 : 6 hell is described as the source of the evil 
done by misusc of thc tongue ; here the word stands for the powers of 
darkness, whose characteristics and destiny are those of hell.iT 

For terms descriptive of hell, see e.g., Matt. 13 : 42 ; 25 : 46 ; Phil. 
3 : 19; 2 Thess. l : 9; Heb. ro : 39; 2 Pet. 2 : r7; Jude r3 ; Rev. 2 : II ; 

r9 : 20 ; 20 : 6, ro, r4 ; 2r : 8. 
Notes: (r) For the rendering "hell" as a translation of Hades, 

corresponding to Sheol, wrongly rendered "the grave" and " hell," see 
HADES. (2) The verb tartaroö, translated "cast down to hell" in 2 Pet. 
2 : 4, signifies to consign to Tartarus,. which is neither Sheol nor Hades 
nor Hell, but the place where those angels whose special sin is referred to 
in that passage are confined "to he rescrvcd unto judgment; " the 
rcgion is dcscribed as " pits of darkness," I~V. ~ 

Fo.i: HELM (Jas. 3 : 4) see RUDDER 

HELMET 
PERIKEPHALAIA (1T€ptK€<f>a>..ä.la), from peri, around, and kephale, 

a head, is used figuratively in Eph. 6: r7, with reference to salvation, 
and r Thess. 5 : 8, where itis described as " the hope of salvation." The 
head is not to be regarded here as. standing for the seat of the intellect ; 
the word is. not so used elsewhere in Scripture. In Eph. 6: r7 salvation 
is a preserit expericnce of the Lord's deliveranc'e 6f believers as those wh.o 
are engaged in spiritual confiict ; in l Thess. 5 : 8, the hope is t.hat of the 
Lord's Return, which encourages the believer to resist the spirit of the 
age in which he lives. iT 

HELP, HOLPEN 
A. Nouns. 

r. ANTILEPSIS or ANTILEMPSIS (d1nI>..riif;i>) properly signifies a 
laying hold of, an exchange (anti, in exchange, or, in its Iocal sense, in 
front, and lambanö, to take, lay hold of, so as to support) ; then, a help 
(akin to B, No. l) ; it is mentioned in r Cor. r2 : 28, as one of the ministra
tions in the local church, by' way of renUeliHg assislarn:e, perhaps esµedally 
of help ministered to the weak and needy. So Theophylact defines the 
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injunction in l Thess. 5 : 14, "support the weak;" cp. Acts 20: 35; 
not official functionaries are in view in the term " helps," but rather the 
functioning of those who, like the household of Stephanas, devote them
selves to minister to the saints. Hort defines the ministration as " any
thing that would be done for poor or weak or outcast brethren."ir 

2. BOETHEIA (ßo~(hia), from boe, a shout, and theö, to run, denotes 
help, succour, Heb. 4 : 16, lit„ ' (grace) unfo (timely) help ; ' in Acts 
27: 17, where the plural is used, the term is nautical, ' frapping.'ir 

3. EPIKOURIA (€mK011pla) strictly denotes such aid as is rendered 
by an epikouros, an ally, an auxiliary; Paul uses it in his testimony to 
Agrippa, "having therefore obtained the help that is from God," Acts 
26: 22, R.V.~I 

B. Verbs. 
l. ANTILAMBANÖ (dVTiAaµßavw); lit., to takc instcad of, or in turn 

(akin to A, No. l), is used in the Middle Voice, and rendered " He hath 
holpen " in Luke l : 54 ; " to help,',' R.V., "to support," A.V., in Acts 
20 : 35 ; its other meaning, to partake of, is used of pa.rtaking of things, 
l Tim. 6: 2, "that partake of," for A.V., "partakers of.'' See .l:'ARTAKE, 
Sul'l'ORT. ir 

?., SUT.T.A MRA NÖ (111JAAaµ.ßavw), to assist, take part with (sun, with, 
and lambanö), is used, in the Middle Voice, of rendering help in what others 
arc doiug, Luke 5 : 7, of bri11ging in a catch of fish : in Phil. 4 : 3, in an 
appeal to Synzygus (" yokefellow '') to help Euödia am.l Synlyd1e (ver. 2). 
See CATCII, CoNcEIVE. 

3. SUNANTILAMBANÖ (avvavnAaµßd.vw) signifies to take hold with 
at the side for assistance (sun, with, and No. l) ; hence, to take a share in, 
help in bearing, to help in general. lt is used, in the Middle Voice, in 
Martha's request to the Lord t(J bid her sister help her, Luke 10: 40; and 
of the ministry of the Holy Spirit in helping our infirmities, Rom. 8 : 26. ir 
In the Sept., Ex. 18 : 22 ; Num. II : 17 ; Ps. 89 : 21. 

4. BOETHEÖ (ßoTJ(Nw), to come to the aid of anyone, to succour 
(akiu lu A, Nu. 2), is used in Matt. 15 : 25 ; Mark 9: 22, 24; ActG 16: 9; 
21 : 28; 2 Cor. 6 : 2, "did I succour;" Heb. 2 : 18, "to succour;" 
Rev. 12: 16.ir , 

5. SUMBALLÖ (avµßO.A>iw), lit., to throw together (sun, with, ballö, to 
throw), is used in the Middle Voice in Acts 18: 27, of helping 6r benefiting 
believers hy nisr.nssion or ministry of the Word of God. See CONFER, 
ENCOUNTER, MAKE (war), MEET, PoNDER . 

. 6. SUNUPOURGEÖ (avvv1Tovpy€w) denotes to help together, join in 
helping, to serve with anyone as an underworker (sun, with, hupourgeö, 
to serye ; hupo, under, ergon, work) ; it is used in 2 Cor. l : II. if 

7. SUNERGEÖ (avvEpy€w), to help in work, to co-operate, be a co
worker, is rendered "that helpeth with" in l Cor. 16: 16. See WoRK. 

Note: Paristemi, to place beside (para, by, histemi, to cause.to stand), 
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to stand by, be at hand, is used of standing up for help, in Rom. 16 : 2, 

" that ye assist," and 2 Tim. 4 : 17, " stood with." See BRING, COME, 
COMMEND, GIVE, PRESENT, PROVE, PROVIDE, SHEW, STAND, YIELD. 

HELPER, FELLOW-HELPER 
r. BOETHOS (ßoTJ86s), an adjective, akin to A, No. 2, and B, No. 4, 

under HELP, signifying helping, is used as a noun in Heb. 13 : 6, of God 
as the Hel per of His saints., 

2. SUNERGOS (uvvEpy6s), an adjective, akin to B, No. 7, under 
HELP, a fellow-worker, is translated" helper "in the A.V. of Rom. 16: 3, 9, 
R.V., "fellow-worker; " in 2 Cor. l : 24, A.V. and R.V., "helpers; " in 
2 Cor. 8: 23, A.V., "fellow helper," R.V., " fellow-worker;" so the 
plural in 3 John 8: See CoMPANION, LABOURER, etc. 

For HEM see BORDER 

HEN 
ORNIS (t5p11is), a bird, is used, in the N.T„ only of a hen, M::itt. 23: 37; 

Luke 13 : 34., 

HENCE 
l. ENTIIEN (€118€11) is fuund in the best mss. in Matt. 17 : 20; Luke 

16: 26.~ 
2: ENTEUTHEN (€11T€V8E11), akin to No. l, is used (a) of place, 

"hence," or "from hence," Luke 4: 9; 13: 31; John 2 : 16; 7: 3; 
14: 31 ; 18: 36; in John 19 : l&, "on either side (one)," lit., 'hence and 
hence;' in Rev. 22: 2 1 it is contrasted with ekeithen, thence, R.V., "on 
this side ... on that" (A.V., "on either side "), lit. 'hence ... 
thence ; ' (b) causal; Jas. 4 : l, " (come they not) hence," i.e., ' owing to.', 

Notes: (1) For makran, "far hence," in Acts 22: 21, see FAR. (2) In 
Acts l : 5, the phrase "not many days hcncc " is, lit., ' not after (meta) 
many days.' 

HENCEFORTH (from, and negatives), HENCEFORWARD. 
Notes: (1) Positively, "henccforth" stands for the fulluwing: 

(a) ap' arti (i.e., apo'arti), lit.,' from now,' e.g., Matt. 26: 64; Luke 22: 69; 
John 13 : 19, H.. V., and A.V. marg., "from henceforth " ; Rev. 14 : 13 
(where aparti is fouml ::is one word in the best mss.) ; (b) ta taipan, Iit., 
(for) the remaining (time), Heb. lO : 13; tau laipau, Gal. 6: 17; (c) apa 
tau nun, lit., ' from the now,' e.g., Luke l : 48 ; 5 : ro ; 12 : 52 ; Acts 
18 : 6; 2 Cor. 5 : r6 (rst part) ; (2) negatively, " henceforth ... not " 
(or " no more ") translates one or other of the negative adverbs auketi 
an<l meketi, no longer, e.g., Acts 4: 17, A.V., and R.V., "henceforth 
(to no man) ; " in the following the R.V. has "no longer" for the A.V., 
"henceforth" (with a negative), John 15 : 15; Rom. 6: 6; 2 Cor. 5: 15; 
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Eph. 4 : r7 ; in 2 _Cor. 5 : r6 (last part), R.V„ " no more ; " in Matt. 
2I : r9 and Mark II : q, "no (fruit ... ) henceforward ; " A.V; in the 
latter, "hereafter." See HEREAFTER. 

For HER and HERSELF see the forms under HE 

HERB 
I. LACHANON (A.axavov) denotes a garden herb, a vegetable (from 

lachainö, to dig), in contrast to wild plants, Matt. r3 : 32; Mark 4: 32; 
Luke II : 42 ; Rom. r4 : 2. iJ 

2. BOTANt (ßoTaV7J) denotes grass, fodder, herbs (from boskö, to feed: 
Eng„ botany), Heb. 6 : 7. iJ 

HERD 
AGELE: (d11'.\77), from agö, to l1>;ici, i~ 11~P.ci, in the N. T., only of swine, 

Matt. 8 : 30, 3r, 32 ; Mark 5 : II, I3 ; Luke 8 : 32, 33. iJ 

HERE 
I. HÖDE (wSc), an adverb signifying (a) here (of place), e.g., Matt. 

I2 : 6 ; Mark 9 : I ; used with the neuter plural of the article, Col. 4 : 9, 
" (all) things (that are done) here," lit., ' (all) the (things) here ; ' in Matt. 
24 : 23, höde is used in both parts, hence the R.V„ " Lo, hcre (is the 
Christ, or) Here ; " in Mark r3 : 2I höde is followed by ekei, "thcrcY 
The word is used metaphorically in the sense of in this circumstance, or 
connection, in I Cor. 4 : 2; Rev. r3 : IO, r8 ; r4 : I2 ; r7 : 9. See HITHER. 

2. ENTHADE (ev8aöc) has the same meanings as No. I; "here,., 
in Luke 24: 4r; Acts I6: 28; 25: 24. See HITHER (John 4: r5, r6; 
Acts 25 : r7). i! 

3. AUTOU (aÜTov), the genitive case of autos, self, signifies' just here' 
m Matt. 26 : 36. See THERE, No. 5. 

HERE (to be, be present) 
PAREIMI (7rapciµ.i), to be by or beside or here (para, by, and eimi, 

to be), is rendered "to have been here" in Acts 24: r9. See CoME, 
PRESENT. 

Note: For sumpareimi, to be here present, see PRESENT. 

HEREAFTER 
Notes : (r) This adverb translates the phrase meta tauta, lit., ' after 

these things,' John r3 : 7; Rev. I : 19, and frequently in the Apocalypse, 
see 4 : l (twice) ; 7 : 9 ; 9 : 12 ; 15 : S ; 18 : I ; 19 : I ; 20 : 3, (2) For 
Matt. 26 : 64 and Luke 22 : 69 (A.V„ "hereafter ") see HENCEFORTH; 
for Mark II: 14 see HENCEFORWARD. (3) In John 14: 30, ouk eti is 
rendered "no more "in the R.V. (A.V., "Hereaftcr ... not"). (4) In 
I Tim. I : 16, " hereafter" translates the verb mellö, to be about to. 
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HEREBY 
Notes: (1) This translates the phrase en toutq, lit., 'in this,' l Cor. 

4 : 4; I John 2 : 3, 5; 3 : 16, 19, 24; 4: 2, 13 ; 5 : 2 (R.V., "hereby,'' 
A.V., "by this "). (2) In l John 4: 6, A.V„ ek toutou, lit., ' out of this.' 
i.e., in consequence of this, is rendered "hereby" (R.V., "by this ").~ 

HEREIN 
Note: This translates the phrase en toutq, 'in this,' in John 4: 37; 

9 : 30; 15 : 8; Acts 24: 16; 2 Cor. 8 : 10; l John 4: 9 (A.V., "in this "), 
ro, r7.~ 

HEREOF 
Notes: (r) This translates the word haute, this, the feminine of houtos, 

this, in Matt. 9: 26, lit., 'this (fame),' A.V., and R.V. marg. (2) In 
Heb. 5 : 3, A.V., dia tauten, lit., ' by reason of (dia) this ' (i.e., this infir
mity), is rendered "hereof; " the best.texts have auten, R.V., " thereof." 

HERESY 
HAIRESIS (a7pwts-) denotes (a) a choosing, choice (from haireomai, 

to clwose) ; Lhen, tl1at which is chosen, and hence, an opinion, especially a 
self-willed opinion, which is substituted for submission to the power of 
truth, and leads to division and the formation of sects, Gal. 5 : 20 (marg., 
" parties ") ; such erroneous opinions are frequently the outcome of 
personal preference or the prospect of advantage; sce 2 Pet. 2 : l, where 
" dcstructivc " (R.V.) signifiei:; leo.ding to ruin ; i:;ome o.si:;ign cvcn thi:. 
to (b) ; in the papyri the prevalent meaning is " choice " (Moullon and 
Milligan, Vocab.) ; (b) a sect; this secondary meaning, resulting from 
(a), is the dominating significance in the N.T., Acts 5 : 17; 15 : 5 ; 24: 5, 
14; 26 : 5 ; 28: 22 ; "heresies" in l Cor. II : 19 (see marg.). See 
SECT.~ 

HERETICAL 
HAIRETIKOS (alpcnKos-), akin to the above, primarily denotes capable 

of choosing (haireomai) ; hence, causing division by a party spirit, factious, 
Tit. 3: 10, R.V., "heretical ".~ 

For HERETOFORE see SIN, C, No. 2 

HEREUNTO 
Note: This translates the phrase eis touto, lit„ ' unto this,' in l Pet. 

2:2I. 

For HEREWITH sec TRADE, A, No. 2 

HERITAGE 
KLE'.:ROÖ (KA7Jpow), primarily, to cast lots or to choose by lot, then, 
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to assign a portion, is used in the Passive Voice in Eph. l : rr, "we were 
made a heritage," R.V. (A.V., "we have obtained an inheritance "). 
The R.V. is in agreement with such O.T. passages as Deut. 4: 20, " a 
people of inhcritance ; " g : 29 ; 32 : g ; Psa. 16 : 6. The meaning 
'were chosen by lot,' as in the Vulgate, andin l Sam. 14 : 41, indicating the 
freedom of clcction without human will (so Chrysostom and Augustine), 
is not suited to this passage. ~] 

HEW, HEW DOWN, HEWN 
A. Verbs. 

r. EKKOPTÖ (JKK671'Tw), to cut out or down (ek, out of, koptö, to cut), 
is renciered to hew down, of trees, Matt. 3 : ro ; 7 : 19 (a similar testimony 
by John the Baptist and Christ) ; Luke 3: 9. See CUT, RINDER. 

2. LATOMEÖ (AaTot.tlw) signifies to hew out stones (from latomos, a 
stone-cnttf:f; las, a stone, temnö, to cut), and is used of the sepulchre 
which Joseph of Arimathrea bad hewn out of a rock for himself, where 
the body of the Lord was buried, Matt. 27: 60; Mark 15: 46.if 

B. Adjective. 
LAXEUTOS (.\ageVT6s) denotes hewn in stone (las, a stone, xeö, to 

scrape; cp. A, No. 2), is uscd of Christ's tomb, in Luke 23: 53.if 

HIDE, IIID, IIIDDEN 
A. Verbs. 

r. KRUPTO (1<pV1TTw), to cover, conceal, keep secret (Eng., crypt, 
cryptic, etc.), is used (a) in its physical signific:mce, e.e., Matt. 5 : 14; 
r3 : 44 ; 25 : 18 (some mss. havc No. 2) ; (b) metaphorically, e.g., Matt. 
II : 25 (some mss. have No. 2 here) ; 13 : 35, R.V., " (things) hidden;" 
A.V., " (things) which have been kept secret;" Luke 18 : 34; 19: 42; 
John 19: 38, "secretly." See SECRET. 

2. APOKRUPTÖ (a71'oKpÜ71'Tw), to conceal from, to keep secret (apo, 
from, and No. r), is used metaphorically, in Luke ro: 2r, of truths hidden 
from thc wise and prudent and revealed to babes; :i Cor. 2 : 7, of God's 
wisdom ; Eph. 3 : 9, of the mystery of the unsearchable riches of Christ, 
revealed through the gospel ; Col. l : 26, of the mystery associated with 
the preceding. if 

3. ENKRUPTÖ (JyKpV71'Tw), to hide in anything (en, in, and No. 1), 
is used in Mall. r3: 33, of leaven hidden in meaL,-r 

4. PERIKRUPTÖ ('11'epiKpV71'Tw) signifies to hide by placing something 
around, to conceal cntirely, to keep hidden (peri, around, used intensively, 
and No. 1), Luke I: 24.if 

5. KALUPTÖ (KaAÜ71'Tw) signifies to cover, conceal, so that no trace 
of it can be seen (hence somewhat distinct from No. r) ; it is not trans
lated to hide in the R.V. ; in 2 Cor. 4: 3 it is renclered " veiled," :,uitably 
continuing the subject of 3: 13-18; in Jas. !) : zo, "c.hrill hicie," A.V. 
(R.V., "shall cover "). See COVER. 
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6. PARAKALUPTÖ (7rapaKaM1TTw), lit., to cover with a veil, A.V., 
" hid," in Luke 9 : 45, ' it was vciled from them ; ' see CONCEAL. ~ 

7. LANTHANÖ (..\av8avw), to escape notice, to be hi<lden from, is 
rendered" (could not) be hid" in Mark 7 : ?4, of Christ ; " was (not) hid," 
Luke 8: 47, of the woman with the issue of blood; "is hidden," Acts 
26: 26, of th.e facts concerning Christ;. the sentence might be rendcred 
'none of these things has escaped the king's notice.' See FoRGET, 
UNAWARES. 

B. Adjectives. 
r. KRUPTOS (Kpv7TT6s), akin to A, No. r, hidden, secret, is translated 

"hid" in Matt. ro: 26; Mark 4: 22; Luke 8: r7, R.V., for A.V., 
"secret ; " r2 : 2 (last part) ; in r .. Cor. 4 : 5, "hidden (things of dark
ness) ; " 2 Cor. 4: 2, "hidden (things of shamr);" r Pet. 3 : 4, "hidden 
(man of the heart)." See INWARDLY, SECRET. · 

2. AP.OKRUPHOS (a7roKpv<f>os), hidden away from (correspcinding to 
A, No. 2; cp. Eng., apocryphal), is translated," made (A.V., kr.pt) sr.rrP.t," 
in Mark 4: 22; in Luke 8: r7, R.V., "sccret," for A.V., "hid; " in Col. 
2: 3, R.V., "hid<len," A.V., "hid.'' See SECRET.~ 

HIGH (from·on, most), IIIGIILY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. HUPS!LOS (vi/rr1..\6s), high, lofty, is used (a) naturally, of moun
tains, Matt. 4 : 8 ; r7 : r ; Mark 9 : 2 ; Rev. 2r : ro ; of a wall, Rev. 
2I : I2; (b) figuratively, of the arm of God, Acts r3: r7; of heaven, 
"on high," plural, lit., 'in high (places),' Heb. r: 3; (c) m~taphorically, 
Luke r6: r5, R.V., "exalted" (A.V., "highly esteemed ") ; Rom. 
II : 20, in thc best texts," high-minded "[ht., 'rniml (not) high lhi11gs '] ; 
r2: r6.~ 

2. HUPSISTOS (vifiurros), most high, is a superlative degree, the 
P.Ositive not being in use; it is used of God in Luke r : 32, 35, 76; 6: 35, 
in each of which the R.V. has" the most High," for A.V.," the highest; " 
A.V. and R.V. in Mark 5: 7; Luke 8: 28; Acts 7: 48; r6: r7; Heb. 
7: I. See HIGHEST (below). 

3. MEGAS (Jdyas), great, is translated "high" in John rg: 3r, of 
the Sabbath Day at the Passover season; here the meaning is vjrtually 
equivalent to 'holy.' See GREAT. 

Note: In Heb. ro: 2r, the R.V. rightly has "a great (priest)," A.V., 
"high." For "high places," Eph. 6 : r2, A.V„ see HEAVENI:.Y, B, No. 2. 

B. Nouns. 
r. HUPSOS (vi/ios), height, is used with ex (ek) from, in the phrase 

"on high," Luke r: 78 ; 24: 49; with eis, in or into, Eph. 4 : R. See 
ESTATE, HEIGHT, Ne. L · 

2. HUPSÖMA (v•pwµ.a.), *igh thing, 2 Cur. 10 : 5 ; in Rom. 8 ! 39, 
„ height." See HEIGHT, No: 2. ~ 
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C. Adverb. 
ANÖ (avw), above, upward, is used in Phil. 3: 14, of the "high calling 

of God in Christ Jesus," the prize of which is set before believers as their 
goal, lit., 'calling upward ' (R.V., ·marg.), a preferable rendering to 
'heavenly calling.' See ABOVE. 

HIGHER 
A. Adverb. 

I. ANÖTERON (d11wnpo11), lhe neutcr of anöteros, higher, thc com
parative öf anö (see C, under HIGH), is used as an adverb of place in 
Luke 14 : IO ; for the meaning " above," in Heb. IO : 8, see ABOVE. ~ 

B. Verb. 
HUPERECHÖ (V1TEP'xw),lit., to hold over anything, as being superior, 

is used metaphorically in Rom. 13 : I, of rulers, as the " higher " powers ; 
cp. I Pet. 2: 13," supreme." See BETTER, ExcELLENCY, PASS, SUPREME. 

HIGHEST 
HUPSISTOS (vifmrros) is used in the plural in the phrase m the 

highest," i.e., in thc highcst rcgions; the abode of God, Matt. 21 ; 9; 
Mark II : IO ; Luke omits the articlc, Luke 2 : 14 ; 19 : 38 ; for its 
use as a title of God, see HIGH, A, No. 2. 

For HIGHLY see DISPLEASE, EXALT, EXCEEDTNG, FAVOUR. 
THINK 

HIGH-MINDED 
I. TUPHOÖ (rv<f>6w) properly me<J.ns to wrap in smoke (from tuphos, 

smoke; metaphorically, for conceit); it is used in the .Passive Voice, 
metaphorically in I Tim. 3 : 6, " puffed up," R.V. (A.V., " lifted up with 
pride ") ; so 6 : 4, A.V.," proud," and 2 Tim. 3 : 4, A.V., "high-minded." 
See PRoun, PUFF (up).i! Cp. tuphomai, to smoke, Matt. 12: 20.~ and 
tuphOnikos, tempestuous (with anemos, wind, understood), Acts 27: 14.i! 

2: HUPSELOPHRONEÖ (v.fTJAo<f>povew), to be highminded, is used 
in I Tim. 6: 17.i/ 

HIGHWAY, HIGHWAYSIDE-
HODOS (oS6s), a way, path, road. is rendered "highways" in 

Matt. 22: IO; Luke 14: 23; in Mark 10: 46, R.V„ "way side," A.V., 
" highway side ; " in Matt. 22 : 9, the word is used with diexodoi (ways 
out through), and the phrase is rightly rendered in the R.V., "the 
partings of the highways" (i.e„ the crossroads), A.V„ " the highways." 
See WAY. 
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HILL 
r. OROS (5pos-), a hill or mountain, is translated "hill" in Matt. 

5: 14; Luke 4: 29; "mountain" in Luke 9: 37, l<.V., A.V., "hill" 
(of the mount of transfiguration) as in ver. 28. See MüUNTAIN. 

2. OREINOS (dp~iv6s-), an adjective meaning mountainous, hilly, is 
used in the feminine, ore1:ne, as a noun, and rendered " hill country " in 
Luke l : 39, 65. See CouNTRY. ~ 

3. BOUNOS (ßow6s-), a mound, heap, height, is translated "hill" 
in Luke 3: 5; "hills" in 23: 30.~ 

Note: In Acts .17: 22, A.V., pagos is translated "hill." "The 
Areopagus," R.V., stands for the Council (not hill) held near by. 

For HIM and HIMSELF see HE 

RINDER, HINDRANCE 
:A. Verbs. 

r. ENKOPTÖ (lyKo7T-rw), lit., to cut into (en, in, koptö, to cut), was 
used of imperline persons hy hrn1ikine np the m;irl, or hy plar.ing an 
obstacle sharply in the path ; hence, metaphorically, of detaining a 
person unnecessarily, Acts 24: 4; of hindrances in the way of reaching 
others, Rom. 15 : 22 ; or returning to them, l Thess. 2 : 18 ; of hindering 
progress in the Christian life, Gai. 5 : 7 (anakoptö in some mss.), where the 
signifü:ance virtually is ' who broke up the road along wh1ch you were 
travelling so well ? ' ; of hindrances to the prayers of husbanrl 1inrl wifP., 
through low standards of marital cortduct, l Pet. 3 : 7 (ekkoptö, to cut 
out, repulse, in some mss.). ~ 

2. KÖLUÖ (KwMw), to hinder, forbid, restrain, is translated to 
hinder in Luke II : 52; Acts 8: 36; Rom. l : 13, R.V. (A.V.," was let ") ; 
Heb. 7: 23, R.V. (A.V., "were not suffered "). See FoRBID. 

3. DIAKÖLUÖ (SiaKw>.vw), a strengthened form of No. 2, to hinder 
thoroughly, is used in Matt. 3 : 14, of John the Baptist's endeavour to 
hinder Christ from being baptized, A.V., "forbad," R.V., "would have 
hindered," lit., 'was hindering.'if 

B. Nöun. 
ENKOPE (lyKo7T~). a hindrance, lit., a cutting in, akin to A, No. l, 

with corresponding significance, is used in l Cor. 9 : r2, with didömi. to 
give, R.V., " (that) we may cause (no) hindrance," A.V.," (lest) we should 
hinder."~ 

For RINDER (part) see STERN 

HIRE, HIRED 
A. Noun. 

MISTHOS (µ1.<186s-) denotcs (a) wagcs, hirc, Matt. 20 : 8 ; Luke ro : 7 ; 
Jas. 5: 4; in l Tim. 5: 18; 2 Pet. 2: 13; Jude II, R.V., "hire" (A.V., 
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HIRED HOUSE 
MISTHÖMA (µiaBwµa), akin to A and B, above, primarily denotes a 

hire, as in the Sept. of Deut. 23 : 18 ; Prov. 19 : 13 ; Ezck. 16 : 31, 34, 41, 
etc. ; in the N.T., it is uscd of a hircd dwclling, Acts 28 : JO. ~[ 

HTRED SERV ANT, HIRELING 
r. MISTHÖTOS (µia8w-r6s), an adjective denoting hired, is used as a 

noun, signifying one who is hired, "hired servants," Markl : 20; lt hire
ling," John lu: 12, 13 ; here, it expresses, not only one w.ho has no 
real interest in his duty (that may or may not be present in its usc in 
Mark l : 20, and in misthios, No. 2), but one who is unfaithful in the 
discharge of it ; that sense attaches always to the word rendered lt hire
ling. "i! 

2. MISTHIOS (µlu8ios}, an adjective, akin to No. l, and similarly 
signifying a hired servant, is used in Luke 15: J.7, 19 (iu ~u111f': tf':xti;, 
ver. 21).~ 

HIS, HIS OWN 
Note: These translate (a) forms of pronouns under HE, No. l (a fre

quent use : in l Pet. 2 : 24, " His own self ") ; the form autou, " his," 
becomes emphatic when placed between the article and the noun, e.g., 
l Thess .. 2 : 19; Tit. 3 : 5; Heb. 2 : 4; also under HE, No. 3 (in which 
"his" is emphasized), e.g., John S: 47; g: 28; l Cor. ro: 28; 2 Cor. 
8 : g ; 2 Tim. 2 : 26 ; Tit. 3 : 7 ; 2 Pet. l : 16 ; (b) heautou, of himself, 
his own ; the R.V. rightly puts "his own," for the A.V„ lt his," in Luke 
II : 21 ; 14: 26; Rom. 4 : 19; 5 : 8, lt His own (love) ; " l Cor. 7: 37; 
Gal. 6: 8; Eph. S: 28, 33; l Thess. 2: II, 12; 4: 4; in Rev. ro: 7 
the change has not been made ; it shoulcf read ' his own servants ; ' 
(c) idios, one's own, "bis own," in the R.V„ in Matt. 22 : 5 ; John 5 : 18; 
2 Pet. 2 : 16; in Matt. 25 : 15, it is rendcrcd "bis scveral; " in John 
19 : 27, lt his own home," lit„ 'his own things; ' in l Tim. 6 : 15, R.V„ 
lt its own (times)," referring to the future appearing of Christ ; in Heb. 
4: ro (end of verse), both A.V. and R.V. havc lt his," where it should 
be ' his own ; ' so in Ar.ts 24 : 2.~. for A ,V, ;mn R.V„ " his ; " in l Cor. 
7 : 7, R.V„ lt his own," A.V„ lt his proper; " (d) in Acts 17 : 28, the 
genitive case of the definite article, lt His (offspring)," lit., 'uf ll11::' (Le., 
tbe one referred to, namely, God). 
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HIT HER 
I. HODE (.:ÜSE), primarily an adverb of manner, then, of place, (a) of 

motion or direction towards a place, e.g., Matt. 8 : 29 ; Mark II : 3 ; 
Luke 9: 4r ; John 6: 25 ; (b) of position; see HERE, PLAGE. 

2. ENTHADE (~v8a8E) has the same meaning as No. I ; "hither," 
John 4: 15, r6; Acts r7: 6; 25: r7. See HERE. 
Note: For deuro, "come hither," see CoME, and HITHERTO, Note (2). 

HITHERTO 
Notes: (r) The phrase heös arti, until now, is rendered "hitherto" in 

John r6: 24, A.V„ and R.V. ; in 5 : r7, R.V., "even until now," which 
more definitely expresses the meaning ,than the A.V., " hitherto ; " the 
rest of the Father and the Son having bcen broken by man's sin, they 
were engaged in the accomplishment of their counsels of grace with a 
view to redemption. (2) The phrase achri tou deuro, lit., ' until the hither,' 
or' the present,' is used of time in Rom. r : r3, "hitherto." (3) In r Cor. 
3 : ~. A.V., uupü, uul yel, is tra.nslated "hitherto . , . not," R.V., "not 
yet." 

HOISE UP, HOIST UP 
i. AIRÖ (arpw), to raise, is u~ed of hoisting up a skiff, or little boat, 

before undergirding the ship, Acts 27: r7, R.V., "bad hoisted up," for 
A.V., "had Laken up." Sec AwAY, TAKE. 

2. EPAIRÖ (lrralpw), to raise up (epi, up, and No. r), is used of hoisting 
up the foresail of a vessel, Acts 27: 40, R.V„ "hoisting up." See EXAI.T, 
LIFT. 

HOLD (Noun) 
I. TERESIS (T~p71<ns), translated "hold" in Acts 4: 3, A.V., 

"prison" in 5: 18 (R.V„ "ward"), signifies (a) a watching, guarding; 
hence, imprisonment, ward (from tereö, to watch, keep) ; the R.V„ has 
"ward" in both places; (b) a keeping, as of commandments, r Cor. 
7: 19, See KEEPING, WARD.~ 

2. PHULAKE (<f,vAaK~}, a guarding or guard (akin to phulassö, to 
gnard or watch), also denotes a prison, a hold, Rev. r8: 2 (twice}, R.V„ 
" hold " in: both places, A.V., "cage," in the second (R.V„ marg., 
"prison," in both). See CAGE, lMPRISONMENT, .PRISON. 

HOLD (down, fast, forth, on, to, up), HELD, HOLDEN, (take) HOLD 
r. ECHO (k'xw), to have or hold, is used of mental conception, to 

consider, account, e.g., Matt. 21 : 26 ; of stedfast adherence to faith, or 
the faith, e.g., r Tim. r: r9; 3: 9; 2 Tim. r: r3. See HAVE. 

2. KATECHO (KaTlxw), t.o hold firmly, hold fast (kata, down, and 
No. r), is rendered "hold fast" in r Cor. II : 2, R.V. (A.V., "kccp ") ; 
I Thess. 5 : 2r ; Heb. 3 : 6, r4 (R.V.) ; ro: 23; "hold down," Rom. 
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t : 18, R.V., of unrighteous men who restrain the spread of truth by 
their unrighteousness, or, as R.V. marg., "who hold the truth in (or with) 
unrighteousness," contradicting their profession by their conduct (cp. 
2: 15, RV.) ; in Rom. 7: 6, R.V., "holden," A.V., "held," of the Law 
as that which had held in bondage those who through faith in Christ 
were madc dead to it as a means of life. See KEEP, MAKE (toward), 
PüSSESS, I~ESTRAIN, RETAIN, SEIZE, STAY, TAKE. 

3. ANTECHO (aVTEXw), anti, against, or to, and No. l, signifies in the 
Middle Voice, (a) to hold firmly to, cleave to, of holding or cleaving to a 
person, Matt. 6: 24; Luke 16: 13 ; of holding to the faithful word, 
Tit. I : 9, R.V., A.V„ "holding fast ; " (b) to support, l Thess. 5 : 14 
(the weak). See SUPPORT.~ 

4. SUNECHÖ (avvExw), sun, with, intensive, and No. l, is used of 
holding a prisoner, in Luke 22: 63. See CONSTRAIN, KEEP, PRESS, 
STOP, STRAIT, STR.t1.ITENED, TAKE . 

. ). EPECHÖ (€7dxw) is used in Phil. 2 : 16, of holding forth the word 
of life (epi, forth, and No. l). See (give) HEED, (take) HEED, MARK, 
SrAY. 

6. KRATEO (KpaTEw), to be strong, mighty, to prevail, (1) is most 
freq1wntly rPnciPrPci to lr1y or take hold on (a) literally, e.g., Matt. 12: II; 
14: 3 ; 18: 28 and 21 : 46, R.V. (A.V„ "laid hands on ") ; 22 : 6, R.V. 
(A.V„ "took "); 26: 55, A.V. (R.V., "took "); 28: 9, R.V., "took 
hold of" (A.V., "held by ") ; Mark 3 ; 21 ; 6 : 17 ; 12 : 12; 14 : 51 ; 
Acts 24 : 6, R.V. (A.V., " took ") ; Rev. 20 : 2 ; (b) metaphorically, of 
layillg hold of the 110pe of the Lord's retum, Heb. 6 : 18; (z) also signifies 
to hold or hold fast, i.e., firmly, (a), literally, Matt. 26: 48, A.V. (R.V., 
" take ") ; Acts 3 : II ; Rev. 2 : l ; (b) metaphorically, of holding fast a 
tradition or teaching, in an evil sense, Mark 7 : 3, 4, 8 ; Rev. 2 : 14, 15 ; 
in a good sense, 2 Thess. 2 : 15 ; Rev. 2 : 25 ; 3 : II ; of holding Christ, 
i.e„ practically apprehending Hirn, as the Head of His Church, Col. 2 : 19; 
a confession, Heb. 4: 14; the Name of Christ, i.e., abiding by all that His 
Name implies, Rev. 2 : 13 ; of restraint, Luke 24: 16, " (their eyes) 
were holden;" of the winds, Rev. 7 : l ; of the impossibility of Christ's 
being holden of death, Acts 2: 24. See KEEP, RETAIN (of sins), TAKE. 

7. EPILAMBANO (bn>.aµß6.vw), to lay hold of, to take. hold of (epi, 
upon, lambano, to take), wilh a 5pecial purpose, always in thc Middle 
Voice, is so translated in Luke 20 : 20, 26, of taking hold of Christ's words; 
in 23 : 26 and Acts 21 : 33, R.V„ of laying hold of persons; in l Tim .. 
6 : 12, 19, of laying hold on eternal life, i.e., practically appropriating all 
the benefits, privileges and responsibilities involved in the possession 
of it; in Heb. 2: 16, R.V. "He taketh hold" (A.V., "took on "), perhaps 
tobe viewed in connection with "deliver" (v. 15) and "succour" (v. 18). 
See APPREHEND, CATCH, TAKE. 

8. TEREÖ (TTJpEw), akin to A, No. l, under HOLD (Noun), to watch 
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over, keep, give heed to, observe, is rendered "hold fast" in Rev. 3 : 3, 
A.V. (R.V., " keep "). See KEEP, 0BSERVE, RESERVE, WATCH. 

9. EIMI (€lµL), to be, is used in the imperfect tense, with the prepo
sition, sun, with, fo the idiomatic phrase " held with," in Acts 14 : 4, lit., 
'were with.' 

Notes: (r) In Rom. 14: 4, histemi, to cause to stand, in the Passive 
Voice, to be made to stand, is used in both forms, the latter in the first 
part,. R.V., "he· s:hall be made to stand " (A.V., " he shall be holden 
up "), the Active Voice in the second part, A.V., and R.V., "to make 
stand." (2) In Matt. 12: 14, R.V., lambanö, to take, is translated " took 
(counsel)," A.V., "held (a council).'' (3) In Mark 15: l, some mss. have 
the verb poicö, to makc, rendered "held (a consultation) ; " the ino~t 
authentic have hetoimazö, to prepare, also translated "held." 

HOLE 
r. PHÖLEOS (<f>w>.€6>), a lair, burrow, den or hole, is used of foxes 

in Matt. 8 : 20. and .Luke g : 58. ~ . 
2. OP:E: (611~) is translated "holes" in Heb. II : 38, R.V„ A.V. 

"caves;." See CAVK, ÜPENING. · 

HOLINESS, HOLY, HOLILY 
A. Nouns. 

l. HAGIASMOS (a•yiaaµ6>), trandated "holincss" in thc A.V. 
of Rom. 6 : 19, 22 ; l Thess. 4 : 7 ; I Tim. 2 : 15 ; Heb. 12 : 14, is always 
rendered " sanctification " in the K V. lt signiiies (a) separation to God, 
l Cor. l : 30 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 13 ; l Pet. l : 2 ; (b) the resultant state, the 
conduct befi.tting those so separated, l Thess. 4: 3, 4, 7, and the four 
other places mentioned above. Sanctification is thus the state predeter
mined by God for believers, into which in grace He calls them, and in 
which they begin their Christian course and so pursue it. Hence they are 
ealled „ saints " (hagioi). See SANCTIFICATION. ~ 

Note: The corresponding verb hagiazö denotes to set apart to God. 
See HALLOW, SANCTIFY. 

2. HAGIÖSUNE (ayLwavV1!) denotes the manifestation of the quality 
of holiness in personal conduct ; (a) it is used in Rom. r : 4, of the absolute 
holiness of Christ in the days of His flesh, which distinguished Hirn from 
all merely human beings; this (which is indicated in the phrase " the spirit 
of holiness ") and (in vindication of it) His resnrrection frorn the dead, 
rnarked Hirn .out as (He was " declared to be ") the Son of God ; 
(b) believers are to be " perfecting holiness in the fear of God," 2 Cor. 7 : l, 
i.e., bringing holiness to its predestined end, whereby (c) they rnay be 
found " unblameable in holiness" in the Parousia of Christ, l Thess. 
3: 13.~ 
· " In each place character is in view, perfect in thc casc of thc Lord 
Jesus, growing toward perfection in the case of the Christian. Here the 
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exercise of love is declared to be the means God uses to develop likeness 
to Christ in His children. The sentence may be paraphrased thus :
' The Lord enable you more and more to spend your lives in the interests 
of others, in order that He may so establish you in Christian character 
now, that you may be vindicated from every charge that might possibly 
be brought against you at the Judgment-seat of Christ;' cp. l John 
4 : 16, 17."* 

3. HAGIOTES (ayi6T7Js), sanctity, the abstract quality of holiness, is 
used (a) of God, Heb. 12 : ro ; (b) of the manifestation of it in the conduct 
of the Apostle Paul and his fellow-labourers, 2 Cor. l : 12 (in the best 
mss., for haplotes).~ 

4. HOSIOTES (oai6T7Js) is tobe distinguished from No. 3, as denoting 
that quality of holiness which is manifested in those who have regard 
equally to grace and trutli ; it involves a right relation to God ; it is used 
in Luke l : 75 and Eph. 4 : 24, and in each place is associated with 
righteousness. ~ 

Notes: (r) In Acts 3: 12, the A.V. translates eusebeia, by" holiness," 
R.V., "godliness," as everywhere, the true meaning of the word. See 
GoDLINESS. (2) In Tit. z : 3, A.V., hieroprepes, which denotes suited to 
a sacred charnr.tP.r, rP.vf.rf.nt, is rendered "as becometh holiness," R.V., 
"reverent." See REVERENT., 

B. Adjectives. 
r. HAGIOS (üyios). akin to A, Nos. r and 2, which are from the same 

root as hagnos (found in hazö, to venerate), fundamentally signifies 
separated (among the Greeks, dedicated to the go<ls), and hence, in Scrip~ 
ture in its mora,l and spiritual significance, separated from sin and therefore 
consecrated to God, sacred. 

(a) lt is predicated of God (as the absolutely Holy One, in His purity, 
majesty and glory) : of the Father, e.g., Luke l : 49; John 17 : II ; l Pet. 
l : 15, 16 ; Rev. 4 : 8 ; 6 : ro ; of the Son, e.g., Luke i : 35 ; Acts 3 : 14 ; 
4: 27, 30; l John 2 : zo; of the Spirit, e.g., Matt. l : 18 and frequently in 
all the Gospels, Acts, Romans, l and z Cor„ Eph., l Thess. ; also in 
2Tim. l: 14; Tit. 3: 5; I Pet. I: 12; 2 Pet. l: 21; Jude 20. 

(b) lt is used of men and things (see below) in so far as they are devoted 
to God. Indeed the quality, as attributed to God, is often presented in 
a way which iuvulves Divine demands upon the conduct of believers. 
These are called hagioi, saints, i.e., ' sanctifi.ed ' or ' holy ones.' . 

This sainthood is not a:µ attainment, it is a state into which God in 
grace calls men; yet believers are called to sanctify themselves (con
sistently with their calling, 2 Tim. l : 9), cleansing themselves from all 
defilement, forsaking sin, living a holy manner of life, l Pet. l.: 15; 2 Pet. 
3 : II, and expenencing fellowship with God in His huliness. The saints 
are thus fienrn.tivP.ly spoken of <1.s " a holy temple," l Cor. 3 : 17 (a local 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 108, 115. 
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church) ; Eph. 2 : 2r (the whole Church), cp. S : 27; "a holy priesthood," 
r Pet. 2 : 5 ; " a holy nation," 2 : 9. 

" lt is evident that hagios and its kindred words ... express some
thing morc and ·higher than hieros, sacred, outwardly associated with 
God; ... somcthing möre than semnos, worthy, honourable; some
thing morc than hagnos, pure, free from defilement. H agios is . 
more comprchensive. . . . lt is characteristieally godlikeness " (G. B. 
Stevens, in Hastings' Bib. Die.). 

The adjective is also used of the outer part of the Tabemacle, Heb. 
9 : 2 (R.V., "the Holy place ") ; of the inner sanctuary, 9: 3, R.V., 
" the Holy of Holies;" 9: 24, "a holy place," R.V. ; ver. 25 (plural), 
of thc Prc3cncc of God in Hcavcn, whcrc thcrc arc not two compartmeut~ 
as in the Tabernacle, all being" the holy place;"9: 8, 12 (neuter plural) ; 
10: 19, "the holy place," R.V. (A.V., "the holiest," neut. plural), see 
SANCTUARY ; of the city of Jerusalem, Rev. II : 2 ; its temple, Acts 6 : 13 ; 
of the faith, Jude 20 ; of the greetings of saints, r Cor. r6: 20; of angels, 
e.g., Mark 8 : 38 ; of apostles and prophets, Eph. 3 : S ; of the future 
heavcrily Jerusalem, Rev. 2I : 2, 10 ; 22 : 19. 

2. HOSIOS (oaios), akin to A, No. 4, signifies religiously right, holy, 
as opposed to what is unrighteous or polluted. lt is comrhonly associated 
with righteousness (see A, No. 4). lt is used" of God, Rev. 15 : 4; 16: 5; 
and of the body of the Lord Jesus, Acts 2 : 27; 13 : 35, citations from 
Ps. 16 : TO, Sept. ; Heb. 7 : 26 ; and of certain prnmises made to David, 
which could be fulfilled only in the rr.smrr.dion of the Lord Jesus, Acts 
13 : 34. In l Tim. 2 : 8 and Tit. l : 8, it is used. of the character of 
Christians .... In the Sept„ hosios frequently represents the Hebrew 
word chasid; which varies 'in meaning between 'holy; and 'gratious,' 
or 'merciful;' cp. Ps. 16 : ro with 145 : 17."* 

Notes: (1) For Acts 13 : 34, see the R.V. and the A.V. marg. ; the 
R.V. in Rev. r6 ': 5, "Thou Holy Onc," translatcs the most authentic 
mss. (A.V. "and shalt be '').' (2) For hieros (sce No. r), subserving a 
sacrcd purpose, translated "holy" in 2 Tim. 3 :r5. A.V. (of the Scrip-
tures); see SAcRED. · 

C. Adverb. 
HOSIOS (dalws), akin to A, No. 4, and B No. 2, "holily," i.e„ pure 

from evil conduct, and observant of God's will, is m;ed in l Thess. 2 : ro, 
of the conduct of the Apostle and his fcllow-missionaries. ~ 

D. Verb. 
HAGIAZÖ (ciyid,w), to hallow, sanctify, in the Passive Voicc, to be 

made holy, be sanctified, is translated " lct him be made holy " in Rcv. 
22 : II, the aori;;t or point tense expressing the dcfiniteness and com
pleteness of the Divine act ; clsewhcre it is rendcrcd by thc verb to 
sanctify .. See HALLOW, SANCTIFY. . 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 64. 
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For HOLY GHOST see under SPIRIT and HOLY, B, No. 1 (a) 

HOLYDAY 
HEORTE (Jopr~) denotes a feast, festival; it is translated " a holy

day" in the A.V. of Col. 2 : 16; R.V., "a feast day." See FEAST. 

HOME, AT HOME (to be; workers) 
A. Noun and Phrases. 

I. OIKOS (otKos), a house, dwelling, is used (a). with the preposition 
eis, unto, with the meaning ' to home,' lit., to a house, in Mark 8 : 3, 
R.V„ "to (their) home," A.V„ "to (their own) houses;" so 8: 26, 
"to (his) home;" Luke 15 : 6," home," 1it , 'intö the house; • (b) with 
the preposition en, in, 1 Cor. II : 34, " (let him eat) at home;" 14: 35, 
" (let them ask ... ) at home ; " (c) with the preposition kata, down, 
Acts 2: 46, "(breaking bread) .at home," R.V. (A.V., "from house to 
house ") ; so in 5 : 42 (A.V„ "in every house "), 

Notes: (1) In Mark 3 : 19, the A.V. and R.V. marg„ have "home," 
for the text "to a house ; " thc lattcr sccms thc morc probable. See 
HousE. (2) In 1 Tim. 5: 4, the phrase ton idion oikon, is rendered "at 
home," of the necessity that children should show piety there; . R.V„ 
" towards their own fallllly," the house being put by metonymy for the 
family. . 

2. The neuler plural of id·ios, one;s own, with the artide, preceded by 
eis, unto, lit„ ' un~o one's own (things),' is translated " home " in Acts 
21 : 6 ; in John 19 : 27, " unto his own home " (" harne." being italicised). 

Note: In John 16: 32, this. phrase is rendered "to his own" (ol the 
predicted scattering. of the disciples), A.V, marg„ "his own home;" 
cp. John l : II, "His own things," R.V„ marg. (i.e„ 'His possessions '). 

For oikia in Matt. 8 : 6, A.V„ "at home," see HousR 
3. In Luke 24 : 12 the reflexive pronoun hauton (in some mss. heauton), 

preceded by pros, to! is rendered "to his home,'' R.V. (lit.1 'to himself '), 
of the departure of Peter from the Lord's tomb; in John 20: 10, the sa'Jle 
constniction is used, in the plural, of Peter and John on the same occasion, 
and rendered "unto their own home. 1' 

B. Adjective. 
OIKOURGOS (olKovpyos), working at home (oikos, and a root of 

ergon, work), is used in Tit. 2 : 5, "workers at home," R.V„ intheinjunc
tion givcn to cldcr womcn rcgarding thc trnining of the young women. 
Some mss. have oikouros, watching or keeping the home (oikos, and ouros, 
a keeper), A.V., "keepers at home."~ 

0. Verb. 
FNDEMFÖ (Fv11wi/w), lit„, to be among one's people (en, in, demo$, 

people; endemos, one who is in his own place or land), i.; used metaphorically 
of thc lifc on carth of bclicvcrs, 2 Cor. :; : 6, " at home (in the body) ; " in 
ver. 8 of the life in Heaven of the spirits of believers, after their decease, 
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"at home (with the Lord)," R.V. (A.V., "present "); in ver. 9, "at 
home" (A.V., "present ") refers again to the life on earth. In each 
verse the verb is contrasted with ekdemeö, to be away from home, to be 
absent ; in ver. 6, " we are absent," i.e., away from home (frorn the 
Lord) ; in ver. 8, " to be absent" (i.e., away from the home of the body) ; 
so in ver. 9, " absent." The implication in being " at home with the 
Lord '' after death is a testimony against the doctrine of the unconscious
ness of the spirit, when freed from the natural body. ~ 

HONEST, HONESTLY, HONESTY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. KALOS (Kru\6s), good, admirable, becoming, has also the ethical 
meaning of what is fair, right, honourable, of such conduct as deserves 
esteem ; it is tran~iated " honest " [ cp. Latin honestus (from honos, 
honour)], which has the same double meaning as "honest" in the A.V., 
namely, regarded with honorir, honourable, and bringing honour, be
coming; in Luke 8: l:S (A.V., and R.V.), "an honest and good (agathos) 
heart ; " Rom. 12 : 17 ; 2 Cor. 8 : 21 and 13 : 7, R.V., " honourablc " 
(A.V., "honest''), of things which o.rc rcgardc·l •.vith cstccm; in l Pct. 
2: 12, of behaviotir, R.V.,·" seemly," A.V., "honest" (i.e., becoming). 
See Goon. 

Note: In Tit. 3: 14, the R.V. and A.V. margins give wha::t is probably 
the accurate meaning," (to profess) honest occupations" (A.V.," trades "); 
in the texts " (to maintain) good works." 

2. SEMNOS ·(aEµv6s), august, venerable, is rendered "honest" in 
Phil. 4: 8,· A.V. (marg., "venerable"), R.V., "honourable" (marg., 
"reverent "). Matthew Arnold suggests 'nobly serious.' See GRAVE. 

Note : ln Acts 6 : 3, " men of honest (R.V., good) report " translates 
the Passive Voice of :martureö, lit., 'having had witness borne.' 

B. Adverbs. 
I. KALÖS (KaAws-), correspondingfo A, No. l, is used in Heb. 13: 18, 

"honestly," i.e., honourably. See PLACE, C, Note (4), WELL. · 

2, EUSCHEMONÖS (Evax17µ6vws-), ];}ecomingly, decently, is rendeted 
"honestly" in Rom. 13 : 13, where it is set in contrast with the confusion 
of Gentile social life, and in l Thess. 4 : 12, of the manner of life of 
believers as a witness to "them that are without; " in I Cor. 14: 40, 
"decently," in contrast with-eonfttsion in the churches. ·See DECE'NTLY.~ 

C. Noun. 
SEMNOTES (aEµv6T17>) denotes · gravity, dignified seriousness; it _is 

rendered "honesty" in the A.V. of l Tim. 2 : 2, R.V., "gravity." See 
GRAVITY. 

HONEY 
MELI (µ.JA.t) occurs with the adjective agt:ios, wild, in Matt. 3 : 4; 

Mark l : 6 ; in Rev. 10 : 9, 10, as an example of sweetness. ~ As honey 
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is liable to ferment, it was preduded from offerings to God, Lev. 2 : II. 

The liquid honey mentioned in Psa. 19: IO and Prov. 16 : 24 is regarded 
as the best ; a cruse of it was part of the prcsent brought to Ahijah by 
Jeroboam's wife, I Kings I4 : 3. 

HONEY-COMB 
MELISSIOS (µ."Aiaaioi;). !;ignifying made by bees from melissa, a bee, 

is found, with kerion, a comb, in some mss. in Luke 24: 42.,[ 

HONOUR (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. TIME (nµ.~), primarily a valuing, hence, objectively, (a) a price 
paid or received, e.g„ Matt. 27 : 6, 9; Acts 4: 34; 5 : 2, 3 ; 7: 16, 
RV„ "price" (A.V„ "sum ") ; 19 : 19; . l Cor. 6: 20; 7: 23; (b) of the 
prcciousness of Christ unto believers, l Pct. 2: 7, R.V„ i.e„ the honour 
and inestimablc value of Christ as appropriatcd by bclievers, who are 
joined, as living stoncs, to Hirn the Corncr-Stone ; (c) in the sense of 
value, of human orrlinances, valueless against the indulge1;1ce of the 
fiesh, or, perhaps of no v;1 l11r. in attempts at asceticism, Col. 2 : 23 (s~ 
extended note under INDULGENCE, No. 2) ; (d) honour, esteem, (1) used 
in ascriptions of worship to God, I Tim. l : 17 ; 6 : 16 ; Rev. 4 : y, u ; 
5 :13 .: 7: 12; to Christ, 5: 12, 13; (2) bestowed upon Christ by the 
Father, Heb. 2 : 9 ; 2 Pet. l : 17 ; (3) bcstowed upon man, Heb. 2 : 7 ; 
(4) bestowcd upon Aaronic priests, Heb. 5 : 4 ; (5) to be the re:ward here
after of" the proof of faith" on the part of tri.ed saints, l Pet. 1 : 7, R.V. ; 
(6) used of the believer who as a vr.ssr.l is " meet for the Master's use," 
2.Tim. 2 : 21 ; (7) to be the rcward of paticnce in well-doing, Rom. 2 : 7, 
and of working good (a perfect life to which man cannot attain, so as lo ue 
justified before God thereby),. 2 : IO ; (8) to be given to all to whom it is 
due, Rom. 13 : 7 (sce l Pet. 2 : 17, under B, No. l) ; (9) as an advantage 
to be givcn by believcrs one to another instead of claiming it for seif, 
Rom. 12 : rn; (ro) to begivcn to clders that ruk well ("double honour "), 
1.Tim, 5: 17 (here the meaning may be c;tn honorarium) ; (n) tobe given 
by servants to their mastcr, l Tim. 6 : l ; (~2) to be given to wives by 
husbands, l Pet. 3 : 7; (13) said of the husband's use of the wifc, jn 
contrast to the exerdse of the passion of lust, l Thess. 4 : 4 (some regard 
the " vessel" here as the believer's body) ; (14) of that bestowed upon 
parts of the body, l Cor. 12 : ZJ, .24; (15) of that which belongs to the 
builder of a house in contrast to ihe house itself, He.b. 3 : 3 ; (16) of that 
which is not enjoyed by aprophet in his own country, John 4 : 44 ; (17) of 
that bcstowcd by the inhabitants of Melita upon Paul and his fellow~ 
passengers, in gratitude for his,benefüs of healing, Acts 28: IO; (18} of 
the festive honour to be possessed by nations, and brought into the 
Holy City, the Heaveuly Je1 usalcm, Rev. 21 : 26 (in some mss., ver. 24) ; 
(19) of honour bcstoweu upon things inanimate, a potters' vessel, Rom. 
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9: 2I; 2 Tim. 2: 20. See PRECIOUSNESS, PRICE, SuM, VALUE., 
Note: For entimos, 'in horiour,' see HoNOURABLE, No. 2. 

HON 

2. DOXA (Sogcf), glory, is translated "honour" in the A.V. of John 
5: 4I; 44 (twice); 8: 54; 2 Cor. 6: 8, and Rev. I9: 7; the R.V. keeps 
to the word "glory," as the A.V. everywhere else. See GLORY. 

B. Verbs. 
I. TIMAÖ (nµ.aw), to honour (akin to A, No. I), is used of (a) valuing 

Christ at a price, Matt. 27 : 9, cp. A, No. I, (a) ; (b) honouring a person : 
{I) the honour done by Christ to the Father, John 8: 49; (2) honour 
bestowed by the Father upon him who serves Christ, John I2 : 26 ; (3) the 
duty of all to honour the Son equally with the Father, 5 : 23; (4) the 
uu.ly uf clülu1e11 lu huuuur lheü vareuls, Mall. 15 : 4; I9 : 19 ; Mark 
7 : IO ; IO : I9 ; Luke I8 : 20 ; Eph. 6 : 2 ; (5) the duty of Christians to 
honour the king, and all men, I Pet. 2 : 17; (6) the respect and material 
assistance tobe given to widows "that are widows indeed," I Tim. 5 : 3; 
(7) the honour done to Paul and his companions by the inhabitants of 
Melita, Acts 28 : IO ; (8) mere lip profession of honour to God, Matt. I5 : 8 ; 
Mark 7: 6.~ 

2. DOXAZÖ (Sogcf,w), to glorify (from doxa, A, No. 2), is rendered 
"honour" and "honoureth" in the A.V. of John 8: 54; in I Cor. 
12: 26, however, in reference to the members of the body, both A.V. and 
R.V. havc "honourcd" (R.V. marg., "glorificd "). Evcrywhcre else 
it is transla~ed by some form of the verb to glorify, have glory, or be made 
glorious, except in Rom. II: I3, "magnify," A.V. See GLORffY. 

HONOURABLE, WITHOUT HONOUR 
'I. ENDOXOS (evSogos) denotes (a) held in honour (en, in, doxa, 

honour; cp. HoNOUR, A, No. 2), of high repute, I Cor. 4 : IO, A.V. " (are) 
honourable," R.V., "(have) glory," in contrast to atimos, without honour 
(see No. 6 below). See GLORrous, GoRGEOUSLY. 

2. ENTIMOS (evnµ.os), lit., in honour (en, in, time, honour: see 
HoNOUR, A, No. 'I), is used of the centurion's servant in' Luke 7 : 2, 
"dear" (R.V. marg., " precious ... or honourable ") ; of self-sacri
ficing servants of the Lord, said of Epaphroditus, Phil. 2: 29, R.V. " (hold 
such) in honour" (A.V., "in reputation;" marg., "honour such") ; 
of Christ, as a precious stone, I Pet. 2: 4, 6 (R.V. marg., "honourable "). 
Cp. timios in r: 7, r9; see No.+, 

The comparative degree, entimoteros, is used (in the best mss.) of degrees 
of honour attached to persons invited to a feast, a rnarriage feast, Ltike 
I4 : 8, " a more honourable man." See PREcrous., 

3. EUS!=HEMÖN (.,-vaX77µ.wv) signifies elegant, comely, of honourable 
position, A.V., "honourable," R.V., "of honourablc cstate," Mark 
IS : 4J; Acts IJ : .r;o ; 17 : 12 ; for othcr rcndcrings in I Cor. 7 : J5 and 
IZ: 24 see CoMELY, B. 
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4. TIMIOS (Ttµ.ws), precious, valuable, honourable (akin to time, 
honour; see No. 2), is used of marriage in Heb. 13 : 4, A. V , as a statement, 
" (marriage) is honourable (in all)," R.V„ as an exhortation, "let 
(marriage) be had in honour (among all)." See DEAR, PRECIOUS, REPU
TATION. 

5. KALOS (KaA.6s), good, fair, is translated "honourable" in Rom. 
12: 17; 2 Cor. 8: 21 ; 13: 7, R.V. (A.V„" honest ;. See Goou, HONEST. 

6. ATIMOS (amµos), without honour (a, negative; or privative, 
time, honour), despised, is translated "without .honour" in Matt. 13 : 57 ; 
Mark 6 : 4; "dishonour" in l Cor. 4 : ro, R.V. (A.V„ " despised "). 
See DESPISE. if 

The comparative degree atimoteros is used in the best mss. in 1 Cor. 
12 : 23, " less honourable.''if 

Note: For semnos, honourablc, Phil. 4 : 8, R.V„ see GRAVE. 

HOÖK 
ANKISTRON (ayKtaTpov). a fish-hook (from ankos, a bend ; Lat. 

angulus; Eng„ anchor and angle. are akiu), is usetl in Mall. i7 : 2J'. if 
In the Sept„ 2 Kings 19: 28; Job 40: 20; Is. 19: 8; Ezek. 32 : 3 ; 
Hab. l : 15. if 

HOPE (Noun and Verb), HOPE (for) 
A. Noun. 

ELPIS (ü11rt<;), in the N.T.: favourable and confident expectation 
(contrast the Sept. in Isa. 28: 19, "an evil hope "). lt has to do with 
the unseen and the future, Rom. 8 : 24, 25. Hopc dcscribcs (a) the happy 
anticipation of good (the most ·frequent significance), e.g„ Tit. 1 : 2 ; 

l Pet. l : 21 ; (b) the ground upon which hope is based, Acts 16 : 19 ; 
Col. l : 27, "Christ in you the hope of glory;" (c) the object upon which 
the hopc is fixcd, e.g„ l Tirrt. I : r. 

Various phrases are used with the word hope, in Paul's Epistles 
and speeches : (1) Acts 23 : 6, " the hope and resurrection of the 
dead; " this has been regarded as a hendiadys (one by means of· two), 
i.e„ the hope of the resurrection ; but the kai, " and," is epexcgetic, 
defining the hope, namely, the resurrection; (2) Acts 26: 6, 7, " the hope 
of the promise (i.e„ the fulfilment of the promise) made unto the fathers ; " 
(3) Gal. 5 : 5, " the hope of righteousness ; " i.e„ the believer's complete 
conformity to God's will, at the Coming of Christ ; (4) CoL l: 23, "the 
hope of the Gospel," i.e;, the hope of the fulfilment of all the promises 
presented in the Gospel ; .cp. I : 5 ; (5) Rom. 5 : 2, " (the) hope of the 
glory of God," i.e„ as in Tit. 2 : .13, "the b1essed hope and appearing of 
the glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ;'' cp. Col. l : 27; 
(6) I The55. 5 : 8, " the hope of :;alvation," i.e., of the Rapture of believers, 
to take place at the opening of the Parousia of Christ ; (7) Eph. I : 18, 
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"the hope of His (God's) calling," i.e., the prospect before those who 
respond to His call in the Gospel ; (8) Eph. 4 : 4, " the hope of your 
calling," the same as (7), but regarded from the point of view of the 
called; (9) Tit. l : 2, and 3 : 7, "the hope of eternal life," i.e„ the full 
manifestation and realization of that life which is already the believer's 
possession ; (rn) Acts 28 : 20, "the hope of Israel," i.e., the expectation of 
the coming of the Messiah. See Notes on Galatians by Rogg and Vine, 
pp. 248, 249. 

In Eph. l : 18 ; 2 : 12 and 4 : 4, the hope is objective. The objective 
and subjective use of the ward need to be distinguished ; in Rom. 15 : 4, 
e.g., the use is subjective. 

In the N.T. three adjectives are descriptive of hope: "good," 
2 Thess. 2 : 16 ; " blessed," Tit. 2 : 13 ; "living," l Pet. l : 3. To these 
may be added Heb. 7 : 19, " a better hope," i.e., additional to the com
mandment, which became disannulled (v. 18), a hope centred in a new 
Priesthood. 

In Rom. 15 : 13 God is spoken of as 11 the God of hope," i.e., He is 
the Author, not the SuLject, of it. Hope is a factor in salvation, Rom. 
8 : 24 ; it finds its cxprcssion in endurance under trial, which is the effect 
of waiting for the Coming of Christ, l Thess. l : 3 ; it is " an anchor of 
the soul," staying it amidst the storms of this life, Heb. 6 : 18, 19 ; it is a 
purifying power, "every one that hath this hope set on Hirn (Christ) 
purifieth himself, even as He is pure," l John 3 : 3, RV. (the Apostle 
John's one mention of hope). 

The phrase "fulness of hopc," Heb. 6 : II, R.V., expresses the com
pleteness of its activity in tlw suul ; cp. " fuluess of faith," 10 : 22, and 
"of understanding," Col. 2 : 2 (R.V., marg.). 

B. Verbs. 
I. ELPIZÖ (~,\17{~w), to hope, is not infrequently translated in the 

A.V., by the verb to trust; the R.V. adheres to some form of the verb 
to hope, e.g„ John 5 : 45, "Moses, on whom ye have set your hope;" 
2 Cor. l : IO, " on whom we have set our hope ; " so in l Tim. 4 : IO; 

5 : 5 ; 6 : r7 ; see also, e.g., Matt. 12 : 21 ; Luke 24 : 21 ; Rom. 15 : 12, 24. 
The verb is fullowed by three prepositions : (1) eis, rendered " on " 

in John 5 : 45 (as above) ; the meaning is really "in" as in l Pet. 3 : 5, 
" who hopcd in God ; " the hope is tlms said to be djrected tu, and tu 
centre in, a Person ; (2) epi, " on," Rom. 15 : 12, " On Hirn shall the 
Gentiles hope," R.V. ; so l Tim. 4 : rn; 5 : 5 (in the best mss.).; 6: 17, 
R.V. ; this expresses the ground upon which hope rests; (3) en, "in," 
l Cor. 15 : 19, "we haye hoped in Christ," R.V., more lit., 'we are (men) 
that have hoped in Christ,' the preposition expresses that Christ is not 
simply the gruuml upon whom, but the sphere and element in whom, the 
hope is placed. The form of the verb (the perfect participle with the 
verb to be, lit., 'are having hoped ') stresses the character of those who 
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hope, more tha.n the action; hope characterizes them, showing what sort 
of persons they are. See TRUST. 

2. PROELPIZO (7rpoEh{~w), to hope before (pro, before, and No. 1), 
is found in Eph. l : 12. ~ 

3. APELPIZO (aTTEht,w), lit., to hope from (apo, and No. l) : see 
DESPAIR. 

HORN 
KERAS (Klpa>), a horn, is used in the plural, as the symbol of strength, 

(a) in the Apocalyptic visions; (1) on the head of the Lamb as symbolic 
of Christ, Rev. 5 : 6; (2) on the heads of beasts as symbolic of national 
potentatcs, Rev. 12 : 3 ; 13 : l, II ; 17: 3, 7, 12, 16 (cp. Dan. 7: 8; 8 : 9; 
Zech. l : 18, etc.) ; (3) at the corners of the golden altar, Rev. 9 : 13 
(cp. Ex. 30: 2; the horns were of one piece with the altar, as in the case 
of_ the brazen altar, 27 : 2, and were emblematic of the efficacy of the· 
ministry connected with it) ; (b) metaphorically, in the singular, "a horn 
of Salvation," Luke l : 69 (a frequent metap]:J.or in the O.T„ e.g., Psa. 
18: 2; cp. l Sam. 2: 10; Lam. 2: 3).if 

HORSE 
HIPPOS (iTTTTo>), apart from the fifteen occurrences fo the Apocalypse, 

occurs only in Jas. 3 : 3; in the Apocalypse horses are seeu in visions 
in 6 : 2, 4, 5, 8; 9 : 7, 9, 17 (twice) ; 14 : 20 ; 19 : II, 14, 19, 21 ; other
wise in 18: 13; 19: 18.~ 

HORSEMEN 
I. HIPPEUS ({1T1TEv>), a horseman, is used in the plural in Acts 23 : 23, 

32.~ 
2. HIPPIKOS {{7rm1<0>), an adjective signifying 'of a horse' or 'of 

horsemen,' equestrian, is used as a noun denoting cavalry, in Rev. 9: 16, 
" horsemen," numbering " twice ten thousq.nd times ten thousand," 
R.V.ir 

HOSANNA 
HOSANNA (waavvd), in the Hebrew, means "save, we pray." The 

word seems to have become an utterance of praise rather than of prayer, 
though originally, probably, a cry for help. The people's cry at the 
Lord's triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Matt. 21 : 9, 15 ; Mark II : 9, 10; 
John 12 : 13) was taken from Psa. n8, which was recited at the Feast of 
Tabernacles (see FEAST) in the great Hallel (Psalms II3 to II8) in responses 
with the priest, accompanied by the waving of palm and willow branches. 
" Thc last day of thc fcust " was called " the great Hosanna ; " the boughs 
also were called hosannas. ir 
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HOSPITALITY 
A. Noun. 

HOU 

PHILOXENIA (cfn>..og€via), love of strangers · (philos, loving, xenos, 
a stranger), is used in Rom. 12: 13; Heb. 13: 2, lit. '(be not forgetful of) 
hospitality.' See ENTERTAIN, Note.~ 

B. Adjective. 
PHILOXENOS (cf>i>..6g€vos), hospitabfo, occurs in 1 Tim. 3: 2; Tit. l: 8; 

I Pet. 4: 9.~ 
Note: For xenodocheö, 1 Tim. 5: ro, see STRANGER, B.~ 

ROST (of gucsts) 
I. XENOS ([,11os), in addition to the meuning strnngcr, mcntioned 

above under A, denotes one or other of the parties bound by ties of 
hospitality, (a) the guest (not in the N.T.), (b) the host, Rom. 16: 23., 

2. PANDOCHEUS (1Tavl>oxnls"), lit., one who receives all (pas, all, 
dechomai, to reccive), denotes an innkeeper., host, Luke IO: 35., 

HOST (of angels, etc.) 
STRATIA (cnpa-na), an army, is used of angels, Luke 2 : 13; of stars, 

Acts 7 : 42 ; some mss. have it instead of strateia, in 2 Cor. ro : 4 (" war
fare ")., Cp. strateuma, an army. 

IIOT 
ZESTOS ('€aT6s), boiling hot (from zeö, to.boil, be hot, fervent i Eng., 

zest), is used, metaphorically, in Rev. 3 : 15, 16., 

HOUR. 
HÖRA (wpa), whence Lat., hora, Eng„ hour, primarily denoted any 

time. or period, expecially a season. In the N.T. it is used to denote 
(a) a part of the day, especially a twelfth part of day or night, an hour, 
e.g., Matt. 8: 13; Acts 10 :3, 9; 23: 23; Rev. 9: 15; in I Cor. 1:5: 30, 
" every hour " stands for 'all the time ; ' in some passages it expresses 
duration, e'.g., Matt. 20 : 12 ; 26 : 40 ; Luke 22 : 59 ; inexactly, in such 
phrases as "for a season," John 5 : 35 ; 2 Cor. 7: 8; "for an hour," 
Gai. 2: 5; "for a short scason," 1. Thess. 2: 17, R.V. (A.V.," for a short 
time," lit., ' for the time of an hour ') ; (b) a period more or less extended, 
e.g., I John 2: 18, "it is the last hour," R.V.; (c) a definite point of time, 
e.g., Matt. 26 : 45, " the hour is at hand ; " Luke I : IO ; 'ro : 21 ; 14 : 17, 
lit., ' at the hout of supper ; ' Acts 16 : 18 ; 22 : 13 ; Rev. J: 3 ; II : 13 ; 
14 : 7; a point of time when an appointed action is to begin, Rev. 14 : 15 ; 
in Rom. rJ: iI, "it is high time," lit., 'it is already an hour,' indicating 
that a point ·of time has come later than would have been the case had 
respol1sibility been realised. In l Cor. 4 : II, it indicates a point of time 
previnw; tn whir.h certain circumstances have exi;.lt:!u. 

Notes: (1) In I Cor. 8: 7, A.V„ "unto this hour," the phrase in the 
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original is simply, "until now," as R.V. (2) In Rev. 8 : l, hemiöron, 
half an hour (hemi, half, and höra), is used with hös, "about," of a period 
of silence in Heaven after the opening of the 7th seal, a period corres
ponding to the time customarily spent in silent worship in the Temple 
during the burning of incense.1f 

HOUSE 
A. Nouns. 

l. OIKOS (otKos) denotes (a) a house, a dwelling, e.g„ Matt. 9 : 6, 7 ; 
II : 8 ; it is used of the Tabernacle, as the House of God, Matt. 12 : 4, 
and the Temple similarly, e.g„ Matt. 2I: 13 ; Luke II : 51, A.V„ 
" temple," R.V„ " sanctuary ; " John 2 : 16, 17 ; called by the Lord 
" your house " in Matt. 23 : 38 and Luke 13 : 35 (some take this as the 
city of Jerusalem) ; metaphorically of Israel as God's house, Heb. 3 : 2, 5, 
where " his house " is not Moses', but God's ; of belicvers, similarly, 
ver. 6, where Christ is spoken of as" over God's House " (the word "own " 
is rightly omitted in the R.V.) ; Heb. 10: 21 ; l Pet. 2 : 5; 4: 17; of the 
body, Matt. 12 : 44 ; Luke 11 : 24 ; (b) by metonymy, of the memberrs 
of a household or family, e.g„ Luke ro : 5 ; Acts 7: 10 ; II : 14 ; l Tim. 
3: 4, 5, 12; 2 Tim. l ; 16; 4: 19, R.V. (A.V„ "household ") ; TiL l : II 

(plnrnl) ; nf a lnr.a.1 r.hurr.h, l Tim. 3 : 15 ; of the descendants öf Jacob 
(Israel) and David, e.g., Matt. ro : 6 ; Luke l : 27, 33 ; Acts 2 : 36 ; 7 : 42. 
See HuM.c, A, No. 1, Note (1), Huu:;.cttuLv. 

2. OIKIA (olKla) is akin to No. 1, and used much in the same way; 
in Attic law oikos denoted the whole estate, oikia stood for the dwelling 
only; this distinction was largely lost in later Greek. In the N.T. it 
dP.nntes (a) a house, a dwelling, e.g„ Matt. 2 ; II ; S : 15 ; 7 : 24-27 ; 
2 Tim. 2: 20; 2 John ro; itis not used of the Tabernacle or the Temple, 
as in the case ofNo. l; (b) metaphorically, the heavenly abode, spoken 
of by the Lord as "My Father's house," John 14: 2, the eternal dwelling 
place of believers; the body as the dwelling place of the soul, 2 Cor. 5: I ; 

~milarly the resurrection body of believers (id.) ; property, e.g„ Mark 
12 : 40 ; by metonymy, the inhabitanls of a house, a household, e.g„ 
Matt. 12 : 25 ; John 4 : 53 ; I Cor. 16 : 15. See HousEHOLD. 

B. Adverb. 
PANOIKEI (fTavo,Kd) denotes 'with all the house,' Acts r6: 34, 

i.e., the household.1f 
Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. 5 : 2, oiketerion, a habitation (see R.V.) is trans

lated '' house" in the A.V., of the resurrection body (cp. oikia in .the 
precedingverse; see above). (2) In r-Tim. 5: 13," from house to house" is, 
lit„ 'the houses.' (3) For" in every house," Acts 5: 42 (cp. 2: 46),.see HoME. 
(4) .For " them which are of the house," 1 Cor. l : II, A. V „ see HoUSEHOLD. 

For GOODMAN of the HOUSE see HOUSEHOLDER 
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For MASTER of the HOUSE sec HQUSEHOLDER 

HOUSEHOLD 
A. Nouns. 

HOU 

I. OIKOS (olKos) is translated " household " in Acts r6 : r5 ; r Cor. 
r : r6; in the A.V. of 2 Tim. 4: r9 (R.V., "house "). See HousE, No. l. 

· 2. OIKIA (olKla) is translated " household " in Phil. 4 : 22. See 
HousE, No. 2. 

3. OIKETEIA (olK€T€la) denotes a household of servants, Matt. 
24 : 45 (some mss. -have No. 4 here). ~ 

4. THERAPEIA (fhpa7T€la), service, care, attention, is also used in 
the collective sense of a household, in Luke 12 : 42 (see No. 3). See 
HEALING. 

Notes: (I) In Rom. 16: ro, II, the phrase "those of the househokl" 
translates a curtailed phrase in the original, lit., ' the (persons) of (ek, 
r:on<>istine of) the (members of the household of).' (2) In I Cor. I : II, 
"they which are of the household (A.V., house) of Chloe "is, lit., 'the .. 
of Chloe,' the Eng. translatiou beiug uecessary Lu ex1.11ess lhe iuiorn. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. OIKEIOS (olK€i:os), akin to A, No. r, primarily signifies of, or 

belonging to, a house, hence, of persons, onc's houschold, or kindrcd, as in 
r Tim. 5 : 8, R.V., "household," A.V. "house," marg., "kindred;" in 
Eph. 2 : r9, " the household of God " dcnotcs the company of .the 
redeemed; in Gal. 6: ro, it is called "the household of the faith," R.V. 
In these two cases oikeios is used in the same sense as those mentioned 
under oikos (A, No. l).~ 

2. OIKIAKOS (olKiuKÜ~·), from A, No. 2, denotes belonging to onc's 
household, one's own; 1t is used in Matt. ro: 25, 36.,-r 

HOUSEHOLDER 
A. Noun. 

OIKODESPOTES (olKoO€a1ToT1]s), a master of a house (oikos, a house, 
despotes, a master), is rendered "master of the house" in Matt. ro: 25; 
Luke .lJ : 25, and 14 : 21, where the context shows that the authority of 
the householder is stressed; in Matt. 24: 43 and Luke 12: 39, the R.V. 
" master of the house " (A. V., " goodman of the house ", does not give 
thc cxact mcaning) ; " householder " is the rendering in both Versions in 
Matt. 13 : 27, 52 ; 20 : I ; 21 : 33 ; so the R.V. in 20 : II (for A.V., 
" goodman of the house ") ; both have " goodman of the house " in 
Mark 14 : r4 ; in Luke 22 : II, " goodman." See GooDMAN. ~ 

B. Verb. 
OIKODESPOTEÖ (olKo0€0"1TOT'w), corresponding to A, to rule a house, 

is used in l. Tim. 5 : 14, R.V„ "rule lhe household" (A.V., "guide the 
house ").~ 
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HOUSEHOLD-SERVANT 
OIKETf;:S (olKlT1Js), a house-servant, is translated "household

servants " in Acts 10 : 7 ; elsewhere, " servant " or " servants," Luke 
16 : 13 ; Rom. 14 : 4 ; l Pet. 2 : 18. See SERVANT. ~ 

HOUSETOP 
DÖMA (Swp.a), akin to demö, to build, denotes a housetop. The 

housetop was flat, and guarded by a low parapet wall (see Deut. 22 : 8). 
lt was much frequented and used for.various purposes, e.g;, for proclama
tions, Matt. IO: 27; Luke 12: 3; for prayer, Acts IO: 9. The house was 
often built rouhd a court, across the top of which cords were fixed from 
the parapct walls for supporting a coveringfrom the heat. The housetop 
could be reached by stairs outside the bullding ; the paralytic in Luke 
5 : 19 could be let down into the court or area by rolling back the covering. 
External flight from the housetop in time of danger is enjoined in Matt. 
24: 17; Mark 13: 15; Luke 17: 3r.~ 

HOW aml HOWDEIT, see t p. 9. 

For HOW GREAT sec GREAT, Nos. 4, 5, 6 

HOWL 
OLOLUZO (d,\o..\U~w), au uuuwaluvet:i(; verb (expressing ib siguifü:an(;e 

in its sound), to cry aloud (the Sept. üses it to translate the Heb. yälal, 
e.g., ls; 13 : 6; 15 : 3; Jer. '1 : 8; Ezek. 21 : r2; Lat., ululare, and 
Eng., howl are akin), was primarily used of crying aloud to the gods; it is 
found in Jas. 5 : l in an exhortation to the godless rich. ~ 

HUMBLE (Adjective and Verb) 
A. Adjectives. 

r. TAPEINOS (-ra1T€w6s) primarily signifies low-lying. lt is used 
always in a good sense in the N.T., metapltorically, to denote (a) of low 
degree, brought low,' L11ke r : 52 ; Rom. r2 : rfi, A.V., " (men) of Jow 
estate," R.V., " (things that are) lowly" (i.e., of low degree) ; 2 Cor. 
7 : 6, A.V., " cast down," R.V., " lowly ; " the preceding context shows 
that this occurrence belongs to (a) ; Jas. l : 9, "of low degree;" 
(b) humble in spirit, Matt. II : 29; 2 Cor. IO: l, R.V., "lowly," A.V. 
" base ; " Jas. 4 : 6; l Pet. 5 : 5. See BASE, CAST, Note (7), DEGREE 
(Note), LowLv.ir 

2. TAPEINOPHRÖN. (rn1THv6<j,pwv), "humble-minded" (phren, the 
mind), l Pct. 3 : 8; see CouRTEous.'J 

B. Verb. 
TAPEINOO (-ra1THv6w), akin to A, signifies to makc low, (a) literally, 

of mountains and hills, Luke 3 : 5 (Passive Voice) ; (b) metaphorically, in 
the Active Voice, Matt. 18 : 4; 23 : 12 (2nd part) ; Luke 14: II (2nd 
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part) ; 18 : 14 (2nd part) ; 2 Cor. II : 7 (" abasing ") ; 12 : 21 ; Phil. 
2 : 8; in the Passive Voice, Matt. 23 : 12 (1st part), R.V„ "shall be 
humbled," A.V„ "shall be abased; " Luke 14: II (ditto) ; 18: 14 
(ditto) ; Phil. 4: 12, "to be abased;" in the Passive, with Middle Voice 
sense, Jas. 4: ro, "humble yourselves; " l Pet. 5 : 6 (ditto). See 
ABASE, Low (to bring).~! 

HUMBLENESS OF MIND, HUMILITY 
TAPEINOPHROSUNE (Ta7THvo</>poavVYJ), lowliness of mind (tapeinos, 

see A, above, under HUMBLE, andphren, the mind), is rendered "humility 
of mind" in Acts 20: 19, A.V. (R.V„ "lowliness of mind "); in Eph. 4 : 2, 
" lowliness ; " in Phil. 2 : 3, " lowliness of mind ; " in Col. 2 : 18, 23, of 
a false humility; in Col. 3: 12, A.V„ "humbleness of mind," R.V„ 
"humility ; " l Pet. 5 : 5, " humility." See LüWLINESs.1[ 

HUMILIA TION 
TAPEINÖSIS (Tarr€lvwais), akin to tapeinos (see above), is render.ed 

"low estate" in Luke l : 48 : "humiliation," Acts 8: 33; Phil. 3 ; 21, 

R.V. " (the body of our) humiliation," A.V„ " (our) vile (body) ; " Jas. 
r : ro, where "in that he is made low," is, lit„ 'in his humiliation.' See 
EsTATE, Low.~f 

HUNDRED, HUNDREDFOLD 
r. HEKATON (€Kar6v), an indeclinable numeral, denotes a hundred, 

e.g., Matt. 18 : 12, 28 ; it also signifies a hundredfold, Matt. 13 : 8, 23, 
and the R.V. in the corresponding passage, Mark 4: 8, 20 (for A.V„ 
"hundred "), signifying the complete productiveness of sown seed. In 
the passage in Mark the phrase is, lit., ' in thirty and in sixty and in a 
hundred.' In Mark 6 : 40 it is used with the preposition kata, in the 
phrase" by hundreds." It is followed by other numerals in John 21 : II ; 
Acts I : 15 ; Rev. 7 : 4 ; 14 : l, 3 ; 21 : 17. 

2. HEKATONTAPLASIÖN (€KaTovTa7TAaalwv), an adjective, denotes 
a hundredfold, Mark ro : 30 ; Luke 8 : 8 ; the best mss. have it in Matt. 
19: 29 for pollaplasiön, many times more. See the R.V. margin.1[ 

For multiples of a hundred, see under the numerals Two, THREE, 
etc. For "a hundred years," see YEARS. 

HUNGER (Noun and Verb), HUNGERED, HUNGRY 
A. Noun. 

LIMOS (>.iµ6s) has the meanings famine and hunger; hunger in 
Luke 15 : 17; 2 Cor. II : 27; in Rev. 6: 8, R.V. "famine" (A.V„ 
"hunger "). See FAMINE. 

B. Verb. 
PEINAÖ (7r€waw), to hunger, be hungry, hungered, is used (a) literally, 
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e.g., Matt. 4 : 2 ; 12 : l ; 21 : 18 ; Rom. 12 : 20 ; I Cor. II : 21, 34; 
Phil. 4 : 12 ; Rev. 7 : 16 ; Christ identifies Himself . with His saints in 
speaking of Himself as suffering in their sufferings in this and other 
respects, Matt. 25 : 35, 42 ; (b) metaphorically, Matt. 5 : 6 ; Luke 6 : 21, 
25 ; John 6 : 35. 

C. Adjective. 
PROSPEINOS (7rpoa71'Ewos) signifies hungry (pros, intensive, peina, 

hunger), Acts IQ: lO, A.V., "very hungry," R.V., "hungry."if 

HURT (Noun and Verb), HURTFUL 
A. Noun. 

HUBRIS (vßpis) is rendercd " hurt " in Acts 27 : lO, A.V. only. See 
HARM. 

B. Verbs. 
I. ADIKEÖ (d8iKlw) signifies, intransitively, to do wrong, do hurt, 

act unjustly (a, negative, and dike, justice), transitively, to wrong, hurt or 
injure a person. lt is translated to hurt in the following: (a), intran
sitivcly, Rcv. 9 : 19 ; (b) tmnsitively, Luke IQ ; 19 ; Rev. 2 : II (Passive) ; 
6: 6; 7 : z, 3 ; 9 : 4, IQ; II : 5. See INJURE, ÜFFENDER, UNJUST, UN
RIGHTEOUSKESS, WRONG, WRONG-DOER. 

2. BLAPTÖ (ßAamw) signifies to injure, mar, do damage to, Mark 
16: 18, "shall (in no wise) hurt (them)" ; Luke 4: 35, "having done 
(him no) hurt," R.V. Adikeö stresses the tmrighteousness of the act, 
blaptö stresses the injury done. if 

3. KAKOÖ (1.:aKow), to do evil to anyone: see HARM. 
C. Adjective. 

BLABEROS (ßAaßEpos), akin to B, No. 2, signifies hurtful, l Tim. 6: 9, 
said of lusts. fi In the Sept„ Prov. IQ : 26. if 

HUSBAND 
A. Noun. 

ANER (dv~p) denotes, in general, a man, an adult male (in contrast 
to anthröpos, which generically denotes a human being, male or female) ; 
it is used of man in various relations, the r.ontext <leciding the meaning ; 
it signifies a husband, e.g„ Matt. l : 16, 19 ; Mark IQ : 12 ; Luke 2 : 36 ; 
16 : 18; John 4: r6, 17, r8; Rom. 7 : 23. See MAN. 

B. Adjectives. 
l. PHILANDROS (</>LAcw8pos), primarily, loving man, signifies 'loving 

a husband,' Tit. 2 : 4, in instruction to young wives to love their husbands, 
lit„ ' (to be) lovers of their husbands.'if The word occurs frequently in 
epitaphs. 

2. HUPANDROS (v7rav8pos), lit., 'under (,i.e. subject to) a man,' 
married, and therefore, according to Roman law under the legal authority 
of the husband, occurs in Rom. 7 : 2, " that hath a husband."ir 
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HUSBANDMAN 
GEÖRGOS (yEwpy6s), from ge, land, ground, and ergö (or erdö), to do 

(Eng„ George), denotes (a) a husbandman, a tiller of the ground, 2 Tim. 
2 : 6 ; Jas. 5 : 7 ; (b) a vine-dresser, Matt. 21 : 33-35, 38, 40, 41 ; Mark 
12 : 1, 2, 7, 9; Luke 20: 9, ro, 14, 16; John 15 : l, where Christ speaks 
of the Father as the Husbandman, Himself as the Vine, His disciples as 
the branches, the object being to bear much fruit, life in Christ producing 
the fruit of the Spirit, i.e„ character and ways in conformity to Christ.~ 

HUSBANDRY 
GEÖRGION (yewpyiov), akin to the above, denotes tillage, cultivation, 

husbandry, I Cor. 3 : 9, where the local church is dcscribcd undcF this 
metaphor (A.V., marg., "tillage," R.V., marg., "tilled land"), suggestive 
of the diligent toil of the Apostle and his fellow-missionaries, both in the 
ministry of the gospel, and the care of the church at Corinth ; suggestive, 
too,. of the effects in spiritual fruitfulness. ~ Cp. geörgeomai~ to till the 
ground, Heb. 6 : 7.~ 

HUSKS 
KERATION (KepaTwv), a Iittle horn (a diminutive of keras, a horn; 

see HORN), is used in the plural in Luke 15 : 16, of carob-pods, given to 
swine, and translated " husks."~ 

HYMN (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

HUMNOS (iJµ.vos) denotes a song of praise addressed to God (Eng„ 
hymn), Eph. 5 : 19; Col. 3 : 16, in each of which the punctuation should 
probably be changed ; in the former " speaking to one another " goes 
with the end of ver. 18, and should be followed by a semi-colon ; similarly 
in Col. 3 : 16, the first part of the verse should end with the words " ad
monishing one another," where a semi-colon should be placed.~ 

Note: The psalmos denoted that which had a musical accompaniment; 
the öde (Eng., ode) was thP. gP.nP.ric tP.rm for a song; hence the accom
panying adjective " spiritual." 

B. Verb. 
HUMNEÖ (vµ.vlw), akin to A, is used (a) transitively, Matt. 26: 30; 

Mark 14 : 26, where the hymn was that part of the Halle! consisting of 
Psalms rr3-rr8; (b) intransitively, where the verb itself is rendered to 
sing praises or praise, Acts 16 : 25 ; Heb. 2 : 12. The Psalms are called, 
in general," hymns," by Philo; Josephus calls them" songs and hymns."~ 

HYPOCRISY 
HUPOKRISIS (v1ToKpiais) primarily denotes a reply, an answer 

(akin to hupokrinomai, to answer) ; then, play-acting, as the actors spoke 
in dialogue; hence, pretence, hypocrisy; it is translated "hypocrisy" 
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in Matt. 23 : 28 ; Mark 12 : 15 ; Luke 12 : l ; l Tim. 4 : 2 ; the plural in 
l Pet. 2 : I. For Ga!. 2 : 13 and anupokritos, "without hypocrisy," in 
Jas. 3: lJ, see DISSIMULATION.if 

HYPOCRITE 
HUPOKRITES (v?ToKpL-r~s-), corresponding to the above, primarily 

denotes one who answers ; then, a stage-actor ; it was a custom for 
Grcek and Roman actors to. speak in !arge masks with mechanical devices 
for augmenting the force of the voice ; hence the word became used 
metaphorically of a dissembler, a hypocrite. lt is found only in the 
Synoptists, and always used by the Lord, fi.fteen times in Matthew; 
elsewhere, Mark 7 : 6 ; Luke 6 : 42 ; II : 44 (in some mss.) ; . 12 : 56 ; 
13: 15. 

HYSSOP 
HUSSÖPOS (vaaw?Tos-), a bunch of which was used in ritual sprinklings, 

is found in Heb. 9: 19; in John 19: 29 the reference is apparently to a 
branch or rod of hyssop, upon which a sponge was put and offered to the 
Lord on the Cross. The suggestion has been made that the word in the 
original may have been hussos, a javelin; there seems tobe no valid reason 
for thP. supposition. if · 
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1 

I 
EGO (Jy<fi) is the nominative case of the first personal pronoun. The 

pronoun, "I," however, generally forms apart of the verb itself in Greek; 
thus luö itself means "I loose,~· the pronoun being incorporated in the 
vcrb form. Where the pronoun egö is added to the verb, it is almost in
variably, if not entirely, emphatic. The emphasis may not be so apparent 
in some instances, as e.g., Matt. ro : 16, but even here it may be taken that 
something more of stress is present than if the pronoun were omitted. By 
far tht:: greale1 uumuer uf instances are found in the Gospel of John, and 
there in the utterances of the Lord concerning Himself, e.g., 4 : 14, 26, 
32, 38; 5: 34, 36, 43, 45; 6: 35, 40, 41, 48, 51 (twice), 63, 70; instaQ.ces 
in the Epistles are Rom. 7: 9, 14, 17, 20 (twice), 24, 25; there are more in 
that chapter than in any other outside the Gospel of John. 

In other cases of thc pronoun than the. nominative, the pronoun is 
usually more necessary to the meaning, apart from any stress. 

For k'agö (i.e., kai egö), see EvEN,Note (6). 

IDLE 
ARGOS (dpy6s) denotesc inactive, idle, unfruitful, barren (a, negative, 

and ergon, work ; cp. lhe veru l~atargeö, to reduce to inactivity: see 
ABOLISH) ; it is used !(a) literally, Matt. 20 : 3, 6 ; l Tim. 5 : 13 (twice) ; 
Tit. l: 12, R.V., "idle (gluttons) ; " 2 Pet. .I : 8, R.V;, "idle," A.V., 
"barren ; " (b) metaphorically in the sense of ineffective, worthless, as of 
a word, Matt. 12: 36; of faith unaccompanied by works, Jas. 2: 20 
(some mss. have nekra, dead).~ -

For IDLE TALES (Luke 24: u, R.V„ "idle talk ") see TALK 

IDOL 
EIDOLÖN (€tSw>.ov),primarily a phantom or likeness (from.eidos, an 

appearance, lit., that which is seen), or an idea, fancy, denotes in the 
N.T. (a) an idol, an image to represent a false god, Acts.7: 41; l Cor. 
12 : 2 ; . Rev. 9 : . 20 ; (b) the false god worshipped in an image, Acts 15 : 20 ; 
Rom. 2 : 2.2 ; l Cor. 8 : 4, 7 ; 10 : 19 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 16 ; . l Thess. l : 9 ; 
l John 5: 21.~ 

"The corresponding Heb. word dcnotcs 'vanity,' Jer. 14: 22; 18: 15; 
' thing of nought,' Lev. 19 : 4, marg„ cp. Eph. 4 : 17. Hence what 
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represented a deity to the Gentiles, was to Paul a 'vain thing,' Acts I4: 
IS; 'nothing in the world,' I Cor. 8: 4; IO: r9. Jeremiah calls the idol a 
'scarecrow' (' pillar in a garden,' IO: 5, marg.), and Isaiah, 44: 9-20, etc„ 
and Habakkuk, 2 : r8, r9 and the Psalmist, II5 : 4-8, etc„ are all equally 
scathing. lt is important to notice, howevcr, that in each case the people 
of God arc addressed. When he speaks to idolaters, Paul, knowing that 
no man is won by ridicule, adopts a different line, Acts r4: r5-r8; I7: 16, 
21-31."* 

IDOLS (full of) 
KATEIDÖLOS (KaT1dBw..\os), an adjective derioting "full of idols" 

(kata, throughout, and eidölon), is said of Athens in Acts 17: 16, R.V„ 
and A.V„ marg. (A.V„ "wholly given to idolatry '}tj[ 

. IDOLS (offered to, sacrificed to) 
I. EIDÖLOTHUTOS (€l8w..\6BVTos') is an adjective signifying sacrificed/ 

to idols (eidölon, 1 as above, and thuö, to sacrifice), Acts 15 : 29; 21: : 25; 
l Cor. 8 : I, 4, 7, IO ; ro : rg (in all these the R.V. substitutes" sacrificed ·'' 
for the A.V.) ; Rev. 2 : 14, 20 (in these the R.V. and A.V. both have 
" sacrificed "). Some inferior mss. have this adjective in I Cor. lo: 28 ; 
see No. 2. The ·flesh of the victims, after sacrifice, was eaten or sold., 

2. HIEROTHUTOS (t€p68vros), "offered in sacrifice" (hieros, sacred, 
and thuö, to sacrifice), is found in the best mss. in I Cor: 10: 28 (see No. l). tj[ 

IDOL'S TEMPLE 
EIDÖLION (or eidöleion) (ElBwA.iov), au idol's temple, is mentioned in 

l Cor. 8: ~o; feasting in the temple usilally followed the sacrifice.tj[ 

IDOLATER 
. EIDÖLOLATRES (€lBw..\o..\cf.Tp7JS'), an idolater (from eidölon; and 
latris, a hirelirig), is· found in l Cor. 5 : io, n: ; 6: 9; 10: 7; the warning 
is to believers against tilrning away from God to idolatry, whether 
" openly or secretly, consciously or unconsciously II (Cremer) ; Eph. 
5 : 5 ; Rev. 21 : 8 ; 22 : 15. tjf 

IDOLATRY 
EIDÖLOLATRIA (or -EIA) (dBwA.o..\aTpla), whence Eng., idolatry, 

(from eidolon, and latreia, service), is found in I Cor. ro : 14 ; Gal. 5 : 20 ; 
Col. 3 : 5 ; and, in the plural, in l Pet. 4 : 3. tj[ 

Heathen sacrifices were sacrificed to demons; l Cor. lO : 19 ; there was 
a dire reality in the cup and table of demons and in the involved com
munion with demons. In Rom. l : 22-25, idolatry, the sin of the mind 
against God (Eph. z: 3), and immorality, sins of the flesh, are associated, 

• From Notes on Thessalonians, pp. 44, 45, by Hogg and Vine. 
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and are traced to lack of the acknowledgment of God and of gratitude to 
Hirn. An idolater is a slave to the depraved ideas his idols represent, 
Gal. 4: 8, 9; and thereby, to divers lusts, Tit. 3: 3 (see Notes on Thess. 
by Hogg and Vine, p. 44). 

For IDOLATRY (wholly given to) see IDOLS (full of) 

IF : See t p. 9. 

IGNORANCE, IGNORANT, IGNORANTL Y 
. . A. Nouns. 

I. AGNOIA (dyvoiQ.), lit., want of knowledge or perception (alcin to 
agnoeö, tobe ignorant), denotes ignorance on the part of the Jews regarding 
Christ, Acts J : 17; of Gentiles in regard to God, 17 : 30; Eph. 4 : 18 
(here including the idea of wilful blindness : see. Rom. l : 28, not the 
ignorance which mitigates guilt) ; l Pet. l : J4, of the former unregenerate 
condition of those who became believers (R.V., "in the time of your 
ignorance '').~I . 

2. AGNÖSIA (ayvwula) denotes ignorance as directly opposed to 
gnösis, which signifies knowledge as a rn,i;11lt of observation :md experience 
(a, negative, ginöskö, to know; cp. Eng., agnostic) ; 1 Cor. 15 : 34 (" no 
knowlcdge ") ; l Pet. z: 13. In both these passages reprehensible 
ignorance is suggested. Sec KNOWLEDGE.~ 

3. AGNOEMA (dy1•671µa), a sin of ignorance, occurs in Hel>. 9: 7, 
"errors''' (R.V. marg„ "ignorances ").~ Fot the corresponding verb in 
Heb. 5 : z see B, No. l. What is especially in view in these passages is 
unwitting error. For Israel a sacrifice was appointed, greater in pro
portion to the culpability of the guilty, greater, for instance, for a priest 
or ruler than for a private person. Sins of ignorance, being sins, must 
be expiated. A believer guilty of a sin of ignorance needs the efficacy 
of the expiatory sacrifice of Christ, and finds "grace to help." Yet, as 
the conscience of the believer receives enlightenment, what formerly may 
havc bccn done in ignoram:e !Jecomes a sin against the light and demands 
a special confession, to receive fotgiveness, l John l: 8, 9.~ 

4. IDIÖTES (l8iWT7J>), primarily a private person in contrast to a State 
official, hence, a person withbut professional knowledge, unskilled, 
uneducated, unlearned, is translated " unlearned" in l Cor.·14 : 16,. 23, 24, 
of those who have no knowledge of the facts relating to the testimony 
borne in and by a local church ; " rude " in 2 Cor. II : 6, of the Apostle's 
mode of speech in the estimatiön Of the Corinthians ; " ignorant men," 
in Acts 4: 13, of the speech of the Apostle Peter and John in the estimation 
of the rulers, eld!:!w uml scribcs in Jerusalem. 

While agrammatoi (" unlearned ") may n:for to their being 
unacquainted with Rabbinical learning, idiötai would signify ' laymen;' 
in contrast with the religious officials; See RuoE, UNLEARNED.~ 
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B. Verbs. 
l. AGNOEÖ (dyvolw), signifies (a) tobe ignorant, not to know, either 

intransitively, l Cor. 14: 38 (in the 2nd occurrence in this verse, the R.V. 
text translates the Active Voice, the margin the Passive) ; I Tim. l : 13, 
lit., ' being ignorant (I did it) ; ' Heb. 5 : 2, " ignorant ; " or transitively, 
2 Pet. 2 : 12, A.V., "understand not," R.V., "are ignorant (of) ; " Acts 
13: 27, "knew (Hirn) not;" 17: 23, R.V., "(what ye worship) in 
ignorance," for A.V., "(whom yc) ignorantly (worship)," lit., '(what) not 
knowing (yc worship) ; ' also rcndcred by the verb to be ignorant that, 
or to bc ignorant of, lfom. l : 13 ; IO : 3 ; II : 25 ; l Cor. IO : l ; 12 : l ; 

z Cor. l : 8 ; z : II ; l Thess 4 : 13 ; to know not, Rom. 2 : 4 ; 6 : 3 ; 
7 : l ; to be unknown (Passive Voice), 2 Cor. 6: 9; Gal. l : 22 ; (b) not 
to understand, Mark 9: 32; Luke 9: 45. See KNOW, UNDERSTAND.~ 

2. LANTHANÖ (i\a116a11w) ; for 2 Pet. 3: 5, 8, A.V., see FoRGET. 
Note: For adjectives see UNLEARNED. 

ILL 
KAKOS (KaKo>), bad, is used in the neuter as a noun in Rom. 13: w, 

and translated " ill." See BAD. 
Note: For phai1los, John S ; ~9• R.V., see Rvn., A, No. 3. 

For ILLUMINATED (Heb. ro: 32) see ENLIGHTEN 

IMAGE 
l. EIKON (ElKJ.111) denotes an image; the word involves the two 

ideas of representation and manifestation. "The idea of perfection does not 
lie in the word itself, bi.1t must hP. songht from the context " (Lightfoot) ; 
the following instances clcarly show any distinction between the imperfect 
and the pcrfect likeness. 

The word is used (1) of an image or a coin (not a mere likeness), Matt. 
22 : 20; Mark 12 : 16; Luke 20: 24; so of a statue or similar representa
tion (more than a resemblance), Rom. l : 23; Rev. 13 : 14, 15 (thrice) ; 
14: 9, II ; 15 : 2; 16: 2; 19: 20; 20: 4; of the <lescendants of Adam 
as bearing his image, l Cor. 15 : 49, each a representation derived from 
the prototype; (2) of subjects relative to things spiritual, Heb. ro: l, 
negatively of the Law.as having "a shadow of thc good things to come, 
not the very image of the things," i.e„ not the essential and substantial 
form of them ; the contrast has been likened to the difference between 
a statue and the shadow cast by it ; (3) of the relations between God the 
Father, Christ, and man, (a) of man as he was created a.s being a visible 
representation of God, l Cor. II : 7, a being corresponding to the Original; 
the comhliuu uf 111<111 a.s a fallen crcaturc hug nul uutirely effaced the 
im;:ige ; he is still suitable to bear responsibility, he still has Godlike 
qualities, such as love of goodness and beauty, none of which are tound in 
a mere animal; in the Fall man ceased to be a perfcct vehicle for the 
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representation of God; God's grace in Christ will yet accomplish more 
than what Adam lost ; (b) of regenerate persons, in being moral representa
tions of what God is, Col. 3 : ro; cp. Eph. 4 : 24; (c) of believers, in their 
gforifi.ed state, not merely as resembling Christ but representing Hirn, 
Rom. 8 : 29 ; l Cor. 15 : 49 ; here the perfection is the work of Divine 
grace; believers are yet to represent, not something like Hirn, but what 
He is in Himself, both in His spiritual body and in His moral character ; 
(d) of Christ in relation to God, 2 Cor. 4: 4, "the image of God," i.e., 
essentially and absolutely the perfect cxpression and representation of the 
Archetype, God the Father ; in Col. l : 15, " the image of the invisible 
God" gives the additional thought suggested by the word " invisible," 
that Christ is the visible representation and manifestation of Göd lo created 
beings ; the likeness expressed in this manifestation is involved in the 
essential relations in the Godhead, and is therefore unique and pcrfect; 
"he that hath seen Me hath seen the Father," John 14: 9. "The 
epithet ' invisible ' . . . must not be confi.ned to the apprehension of the 
bodily senses, but will include the cognisance of the inward eye also " 
(Lightfoot).~ · 

As to synonymous words, homoiöma, likeness, stresses the resemhlance 
to an archetype, though the resemblance may not be derived, whereas 
eikön is a derivcd likeness (sec LIKENEss) ; eidos, a shape, form, is an 
appearance, "not necessarily based on reality" (see FORM) ; skia, is 
" a shadowed resemblance " (see SHAnow) ; morphe is " the form, as indi
cative of the inner bein:g " (Abbott-Smith) ; see FORM. For charakter, 
see No. 2. 

2. CHARAKT~R (xapairrfip) denotes, fi.rstly, a tool for graving (from 
charassö, to, cut into, to engross; cp. Eng.; character, characteristic) ; 
then, a stamp or impress, as on a coin or a seal, in which case the seal 
or die which makes an impression bears the image produced by it, and, 
vice versa, all the features of the image correspond respectively with those 
of the instrument producing it. In the N.T. it is used metaphorically in 
Heb. l : 3, of the Son of God as " the very image (marg., ' the impress ') 
of His subsfänce," R.V. The phrase expresses the fact that the Son 
"is both personally distinct from, and yet literally equal to, Hirn of 
whose essence He is the adequate imprint " (Liddon). The Son of God 
is not merely his image (His charakter), He is the image o~ impress of His 
substance, or essence. lt is the fact of complete similarity which this 
word stresses in comparison with those mentioned at the end of No. r.~ 
In the Sept., Lev. 13 : 28, ' the mark (of the infiammation).'~ 

"In John l : 1-3, Col. l : 15-17, and Heb. l : 2, 3, the special function of 
creating and upholding the universe is ascribed to Christ uuder His tifü~s 
of Word, Image, and Son, respectively. The kind of Creatorship so 
preflir.rited of Hirn is not that of a mcrc instrument or artiflcer in the 
formation of the world, but that of One ' by whom, in whom, and for 
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whom ' all things are made, and through whom they subsist. This implies 
the assertion of His true and absolute Godhood " (Laidlaw, in Hastings' 
Bib. Die.). 

Note:. The similar word charagma, a mark (see GRAVEN and MARK), 
has the narrower meaning of the thing impressed, without denoting the 
special characteristic. of that which produces it, e.g:, Rev. 13 : 16, 17. 
In Acts 17 : 29 the meaning is not " graven (charagma) by art," but 'an 
engraved work of art.' 

IMAGINATION 
r. LOGISMOS (.\oyiaµ6s), a reasoning, a thought (akin to lOgizomai, 

to collnt, reckon), is translatcd "thoughts" in Rom. 2 : 15, suggestive of 
evil intent, not of mere reasonings ; " imaginations " in 2 Cor. ro : 5 
(R.V., marg„ "reasonings," in each place). The word suggests the 
contemplation of actions as a result of the verdict of conscience. See 
THOUGHT.~ 

2. DIALOGISMOS (iha.\oyiaµ6s), dia, and No. l, is rendered "imagi
nations" in Rom. r : 21, carrying with it the iuea uf evil purposes, R.V., 
"reasuuiugs"; it is most frequcntly translated " thoughts." See 
DISPUTE. 

3. DIANOIA (oiavoia), strictly, a thinking over, denotes the iaculty 
of thinking ;. then, of knowing; hence, the understanding, andin general, 
the mind, and so, the ±aculty of moral reflection ; it is ren<lere<l " üuagina
tion " in T.11 kP. T : 5 T, " the imagination of their heart " signifying their 
thoughts and idcas. Sec MIND, UNDERSTANDING. 

IMAGINE 
MELETAO (µ11.\11Taw) signifies to care for (melete, care) ; then, to 

attend to, "be diligent in," l Tim. 4 : 15, R.V., i.e., to practise as the result 
of devising or plamüng; thirdly, to ponder, "imagine," Acts 4: 25, R.V., 
nfarg., " meditate." Some inferior mss. have it in Mark 13 : II. See 
DILIGENT, MEDITATE. ~ 

IMITATE, IMITATOR 
A. Verb. 

MIMEOMAI (µiµloµai), a mimic, an actor (Eng., mime, etc.), is always 
translated to imitate in the R.V., for A.V., to follow, (a) of imitating the 
conduct of missionaries, 2 Thess. 3 : 7, 9; the faith of spiritual guides, 
Heb. 13 : 7; (b) that which is good, 3 John II. The verbis always used 
in exhortations, and always in the continuous tense, suggesting a constant 
habit or practice. See FOLLOW. 

B. Nouns. 
I MIMl!:TES (µiµ7JT~s), akin to A, an imitator, so the R.V. for A.V., 

"follower," is always used in a good sense in the N.T. In r Cor. 4: 16; 
II : l; Eph. S: l; Heb. 6: 12, it is used in exhortations, accompanied 
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by the verb ginomai, to be, become, and in the continuous tense (see A) 
except in Heb. 6 : 12, where the aorist or momentary tense indicates a 
decisive act with permanent results; in l Thess. l : 6; 2 : 14, the accom
panying verb is in the aorist tense, referring to the definite act of con
version in the past. These instances, coupled with the continuous tenses 
referred to, teach that what we became at conversion we must diligently 
continue tobe thereafter. See FoLLOW, ]1/ote (4).~ 

2. SUMMIMETES (uvµµtµ:r1T~s) denotes a fellow-imitator (sun, with, 
and No. l), Phil. 3: 17, R.V., "imitators together" (A.V., "followers to
gether "). See FoLLOW, Note (4).il 

~~--

IMMEDIATEL Y 
I. PARACHREMA (1Tapaxpfjµa}, lit., with the matter (or business) 

itself (para, with, chrema, a business, or event), and so, immediately, 
Matt. 21 : 19 (A.V., "presently "), 20; Luke l: 64; 4: 39; 5: 25; 

8 : 44, 47, 55 ; 13 : 13 ; 18 : 43 ; 19 : II ; 22 : 60 ; Acts 3 : 7 ; 5 : ro ; 

I:i! : :i!3 ; 13 : II ; 16 : 26, 33 ; it i! thu5 u5cd by Luke uuly, 8a ve for the 
two instances in Matthew. See FoRTHWITH. lt is also rendered " pre- . 
sently," "soon," "straightway."i-J 

2. EUTHUS (e-VBos): see FoRTHWITH. 

3. EUTHEÖS (~öBlws} : ditto. 
4. EXAUTES (igavrijs) : ditto. 

IMMORTAL, IMMORTALITY 
ATHANASIA (d.Bavaala), lit., deathlessness (a, negative, thanatos, 

death), is rendered " immortality " in l Cor. 15 : 53, 54, of the glorified 
body of the believer ; l Tim. 6 : 16, of the nature of God. Moulton and 
Milligan (Vocab.) show that in early times the word had thc wide conno
tation of freedom from death; they also quote Ramsay (Luke the 
Physician, p. 273), with reference to the use of the word in sepulchral 
epitaphs. In a papyrus writing of the sixth century, " a petitioner says 
that he will send up ' unceasing (athanatous) ' hymns to the Lord Christ 
for the life of the man with whom he is pleading." In the N.T., however, 
athanasia expresses more than deathlessness, it suggests the .quality of 
the life enjoyed, as is clear from 2 Cor. 5 : 4; for the believer what is 
mortal is to be "swallowed up of life."if 

Note: The adjeclive aphthartos, translated "immortal" in l Tim. 
l : 17, A.V., does not bear that significance, it means 'incorruptible.' 
So with the noun aphtharsia, incorruption, translate<;l "immortality," 
in the A.V. of Rom. 2 : 7 and 2 Tim. l : ro. See CüRRUPT, B, No. 3, and 
C, No. z. 

IMMUTABLE, TMMUTABILITY 
AMETATHETOS (d.µ,m5.8ETos}, an adjective signifying immutable 

(a, uegalive, metatithemi, to change), Heb. 6: 18, where the "two im
mutable things" are the promise and the oath. In ver. 17 the word is 
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used in the neuter with the article, as a noun, denoting " the immuta
bility," with reference to God's counsel. Examples from, the papyri 
show that thc word was used as a technical term in connection with wills, 
"The connotation adds considerably to the force ofHeb. 6: 17 (and foll.)" 
(Moulton and Milligan). ~ 

IMPART 
r. PROSANATITHEMI (7rpoaavaTl071µi) is used in the Middle Voice 

in the N.T., in Gal. 1: 16, "conferred," or 'had recourse to,' and 2: 6, 
R.V., "imparted." See CoNFER.iJ 

2. METADIDOMI (µ€Taolowµi) : see GIVE, No. 4. 

IMPEDIMENT 
, MOGTLALOS (µoyi.XcfAos) denotes speaking with difficulty (mogis, 

hardly, laleö, to talk), stammering, Mark 7: 32; some mss. have mog
gilalos, thick-voiced (from moggos, with a hoarse, hollow voice). if In the 
Sept., Isa. 35 : 6 " (the tongue) of stammerers."~ 

IMPENITENT 
AMETANOETOS (aµ€Tav617Tos), lit., without change of mind (a, 

negative, metanoeö, to change one's mind, meta, signifylng change, nous, 
the mind), is used in Rom. 2: 5, "impenitent" (or 'unrepentant ').if 
Moulton and Milligan sltuw from the papyri writings that thc word is 
also used " in a passive sense, ' not affected by change of mind,' like 
ametameletos in Rom. II : 29," "without repentance." 

IMPLACABLE 
ASPONDOS (ci'.aTTovSos) iit. denotes without a libation (a, negative, 

sponde, a libation), i.e., without a truce, as a libation accompanied the 
making of treaties and compacts; then, one who cannot be persuaded to 
enter into a covenant," implacable," 2 Tim. 3 : 3 (A.V.," truce-breakers "). 
Some mss. have this word in Rom. I: 3r.if 

Note: Trench (Syn., § lii) contrasts aspondos with asunthetos; see 
Note under Cov:ENANT-BREAKERS. Aspondos may signify untrue to one's 
promise, asunthetos not abiding by onc's covenant, treacherous. 

For IMPLEAD see ACCUSE, B, No. 2 

IMPLANTED 
EMPHUTOS (~µ<f,vTos), implanted, or rooted (from emphuö, to 

implant), is uscd in Jas. 1 : 21, R.V„" implanted," for A.V., "engrafted," 
of the word of God, " as the 'rooted word,' i.e., a word whose property 
it is to root itself like a seed in the heart. "The A.V. seems to identify 
it with emphitteuton, which however would he out of place here, since the 
word is sown, not grafted, in the heart" (Mayor).~ 
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IMPORTUNITY 
ANAIDIA (or ANAIDEIA) (d.vaiota) denotes shamelessness, impor

tunity (a, negative, n, euphonic, and aidös, shame, modesty), and is used 
in the Lord's illustration concerning the need of earqestness and per
severance in ptayer, Luke II : 8. If shameless persistence can obtain a 
boon from a neighbour, then certainly earnest prayer will receive our 
Father's answer.~ 

IMPOSED 
EPIKEIMAI (lTTlKr;iµ.ai) denote~to be placed on, to lie on, (a) literally, 

as of the ston~ oh the sepulchre of Lazarus, John II : 38; of the fish on 
the fire of coals, 2r : 9; (b) figuratively, of a tempest (to press upon), 
Acts 27: 20; of a necessity laid upon the Apostle Paul, r Cor. 9: r6; 
of the pressure of the multitude upon Christ to hear Hirn, Luke 5 : r, 
" pressed upon ; " of thc insistence of the chief priests, rulers and people 
that Christ should be crucified, Luke 23 : 23, " were instant ; " of carnal 
ordinances "imposed" under the Law until a time of reform;i.tion, 
brought in through the High-Priesthood of Christ, Heb. 9: ro. See 
INSTANT, LIE, PRESS., 

IMPOSSIBLE 
A. Adjectives. 

r. ADUNATOS (d.ovvaros), .from a, negative, and dunatos, able, 
strong, is used . (a) of persons, Acts I4 : 8, " impotent ; " figura.tively, 
Rom. r5: r, "weak;" (b) of things, "impossible," Matt. r9: 26;; Mark 
10 :. 27 ; Luke 18 : 27 ; Heb. 6 : 4, 18 ; 10 : 4 ; II : 6 ; in Rom. 8 : 3, 
"for what the Law could not do," is, more lit., ' the inability of the law; ' 
the meaning may be either ' the weakness of the Law,' or ' that which, was 
impossible for the Law ; ' the latter is perhaps preferable ; literalism is 
ruled out here, but the sense is that the Law could neithcr justify nor 
impart life., 

2. ANENDEKTOS (d.v.fvor;Kros) signifies inadmissible (a, negative, 
#; euphonic, and endeckomai, to admit, allow), Luke r7 : r, of occasions 
of stumbling, where the meaning is ' it cannot be but that they will 
come.'~ 

B. Verb. 
ADUNATEÖ (&.8vva1"€w). signifies tobe impossible (corresponding to 

A, No. l), unable; in the N.T. itis used only of things, Matt. 17 : 20, 

" (nothing) shall be impossible (unto you) ; " Luke l: 37, .A.V. " (with 
God nothing) shall be impossible;" R.V,, "(no word from God-a 
different construction in the best mss.) shall be void of power; " rhema 
may mean either "word" or "thing" (i.e., fact).~ In the Sept. thc 
verbis always used of things and signifies eithcr tobe impossible or tobe 
impotent, e.g., Gen. 18 : I4; Lev. 25 : 35, "he fail;" Deut. 17: 8; 
Job 4: 4, "feeble;" 42: 2 ; Dan. 4: 6; Zech. 8: 6. 
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IMPOSTORS 
GOES (y67Js) primarily denotes a wailer (goaö, to wail) ; hence, from 

the howl in which spells were chanted, a wizard, sorcerer, enchanter, 
and hence, a juggler, cheat, impostor, rendered " impostors " in 2 Tim. 
3 : 13, R.V. (A.V., "seducers ".) ; possibly the false teachers referred to 
practised magical arts; cp. ver. 8.•~ 

IMPOTENT 
A. Adjectives. 

l. ADUNATOS (d8vvanis) : see IMPossrnLE, A, No. l. 

2. ASTHENES (da8ev~s), withotit strength (a, negative, sthenos, 
strength), is translated "impotent" in Acts 4: 9. See FEEBLE, SrcK, 
WEAK. 

B. Verb. 
ASTHENEÖ (da8evlw), to be without strength (akin to A, No. 2), 

is translate<l "impotent folk" in John 5: 3, A.V.; cp. vPr. 7 (the present 
participle, 1it , 'heing impotent'), See DISEASED, SrcK, WEAK. 

IMPRISON, IMPRISONMENT 
A. Verb. 

PHULAKIZO (ef111">.rr.1d~w), to imprison, akin to phulax, a guard, a 
keeper, and phulassö, to guard, and B, below, is used in Acts 22: 19.if 

B. Noun. 
PHULAKE (cfiv:>..ai:c~), besides its other meanings, denotes imprison

ment, in 2 Cor. 6 : 5 (plural) and Heb. II : 36. See CAGE. 

IMPULSE 
HORME (dpµ.~) denotes (a) an impulse or violent motion, as of the 

steersman of a vessel, Jas. 3 : 4, R.V., "impulse" (A.V. omits) ; (b) an 
assault, onset, Acts 14: 5. See AssAULT. if 

IMPUTE 
r. LOGIZOMAI (:>..oyl~oµ.ai), to reckon, take into account, or, meta

phorically, to put down lo a person's account, is ncvcr rendered in the 
R.V. by the verb to impute. In the following, where the A.V. has that 
rendering, the R.V. uses the verb to reckon, which is far more suitable; 
Rom. 4 : 6, 8, II, 22, 23, 24; 2 Cor. 5 : 19 ; Jas. 2 : 23. See Acx:onNT, 
and especially, in the above respect, RECKON. 

2. ELLOGAÖ, or -EO (JA:>..oydw) (the -ao termination is the one 
found in the Koine, the language covering the N.T. period), denotes to 
charge to one's account, to lay to one's charge, and is translated "im
puted "in Rom. 5 : 13, of sin as not being" imputed when there is no law." 
This principlc is there applied to the fact that between Adam's trans
gression and the giving of the Law at Sinai, sin, though it was in the world, 
did not partake of the character of transgression; for there was no law. 
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The law of conscience existed, but that is not in view in the passage, which 
deals with the fact of external commandments given by God. In Philm. 18 
the vcrb is rendered ff put (that) to (mine) account." See AccoUNT. if 

IN : See t p. 9. 

INASMUCH AS 
1. KATHO (Ka86), lit., according to what (kata, according to, and ho, 

the neuter of the relative pronoun), is translated "inasmuch as " in l Pet. 
4: 13, A.V. (R.V., '.' insomuch as ") ; in Rom. 8 : ,26, "as (we ought) ; " 
in 2 Cor. 8: 12, R.V., "according as" (A.V., "accörding to that "). See 
INSOMUCH. if 

2. EPH'HOSON (l<f>'8uov), lit., upon how much (epi, upon, hosos, 
how much), is translated "inasmuch as" in Matt. 25 : 40, 45 ; Rom. 
II: I3.~ 

3. KATHOTI (Ka86n) : see· AccORDING AS, No. I. 

4. KATH' HOSON (Ka8' öuov), kata, accQrding to, and hosos, how 
much, is trans,~ted ff ina~much as" in Heb. 3: 3, A.V. (R.V., "by so 
much as ") ; 7: 20; 9: 27, R.V. (A.V., "as "). 

Note: In Phil. :i: : 7, the phrase ff inasmuch as" translates the present 
participle of the verb eimi, to be, lit., '(ye) being (all partakers).' 

INCENSE (burn) 
A. Noun. 

THUMIAMA (Ovµ.Caµ.a) denotes fragrant stuff for burning, incense 
(from thuö, to offcr in sacrifice), Luke I : IO, II ; in the plural, Rev. 5 : 8 
and 18: 13, R.V. (A.V.," odours ") ; 8: 3, 4, signifying frankincense here. 
In connection with the Tabernacle, the incense was to be prepared from 
stacte, onycha, and galbanum, with pure frankincense, an equal weight of 
each ; imitation for private use was forbidden, Ex. 30 : 34-38. See 
ÜDOUR. ~ Cp. thumiaterion, a censer, Heb. 9 : 4, and libanos, frank
incense, Rev. 18 : I3 ;. see FRANKINCENSE. ~ 

B. Verb. 
THUMIAO (8vµ.,&w), to burn inccnse (see A), is found in Luke I: 9.if 

INCLOSE 
SUNKLEIO (<1V'JIK,\t"lw}, to shut together, shut in on all sides (sim, 

with, kleiö, to shut), is used of a catch of fish, Luke 5: 6; metaphorically 
in '.Rom. II : 32, of.\God's dealings with Jew and Gentile, in that He has 
"shut up (A.V., concluded) all unto disobedience, that He might have 
·mercy upon all." There is no intimation in this of universal salvation. 
The meaning, from the context, is that God has ordered that all should be 
convicted of disobedience without escape by human merit, that He might 
display His mercy, and has offered the Gospel without national distinction, 
and that when Israel js restored, He will, in the resulting Millennium, show 
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His mercy to all nations. The word " all " with reference to Israel, is to 
be viewed in the light of ver. 26, and, in reference to the Gentiles, in the 
light ofverses 12-25; in Gal. 3: 22, 23 (" the Scripture hath shut up all 
things under sin "), the Apostle shows that, by the impossibility of bcing 
justified by keeping the Law, all, Jcw and Gentile, are under sin, so that 
righteousness might be reckoned to all who believe. See CoNCLUDE, 
SHUT.ir 

INCONTINENCY, . INCONTINENT 
A. Noun. · 

AKRASIA (axpaala) denotes want of power (a, negative, kratvs, 
power) ; hence, want of self-control, incontinency, l Cor. 7 : 5; in Matt. 
23 : 25, " excess." See ExcEss. if 

B. Adjective. 
AKRATES (aKpaT~>) denotes powerless, impotent; in a moral sense, 

unrestrained, "without self-control," 2 Tim. 3: 3, R.V. (A.V., '' inconti
nent "). Sec SELF-CONTROL.ir 

---~ 

For INCORRUPTIBLE ann TNf.ORRTJPTION, see under CORRUPT 

For the noun INCREASE, see GROW, No. l, Note 

INCREASE (Verb) 
I. AUXANÖ (aveavw) : see GROW, No. l. 

2. PERISSEUÖ (1T€ptaaEvw), to be over and abovc, to abound, is 
translated " increased " in Acts 16 : 5, of churches ; · '' 1ncrease " in 
the A.V. of l Thess. 4: 10 (R.V., "abound ''). See ABOUND, under 
Aß:UNDANCE, B, No. I. · 

3. PLEONAZÖ {'rr>.Eovd~w), to make to abound, is translated "make 
{you) to inctease" in l Thess. 3: 12, with No. 2. See ABUNDANCE, B, 
No. 3. 

4. PROKOPTÖ (11p0Ko7l'Tw) is · translated by the verb to increase in 
Luke 2: 52 andin the A.V. of 2·Tim. 2 : 16 (R.V.," will proceed further "). 
See ADVANCE, PROCEED. 

5. PROSTITHEMI (1tpoaTt8171u), to put to, add to, is trahslated "in
crease" in Luke 17 : 5. See Ann, No. 2. 

Note: For "increased in strength" see STRENGTH. 

INCREDIBLE 
APISTOS {ämUTos) is once rendered "incredible," Acts 26: 8, of the 

doctrine of resurrection ; elsewhere it is used of persons, with the meaning 
unbelieving. See BELIEF, C, Note (3). 

INDEBTED (to be) 
OPHEILO (&~l>.w\, to owe, tobe a-Oebtor, is translated" is indebted" 

in Luke II : + Luke does not draw a parallel between our forgiving and 
God's; he speaks of God's forgiving sins, of our forgiving debts, moral 
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debts, probably not excluding material debts. Matthew speaks of our sins 
as opheilemata, debts, and uses parallel terms. Ellicott and others suggest 
that Luke used a term more adapted to the minds of Gentile readers. 
The inspired language provides US with both, as intended by the Lord. 

INDEED 
l. MEN (µ€11), a conjunctive particle (originally a form of men, verily, 

truly, found in Heb. 6: 14.if), usually related. to an adversat:ve con
junction or particle, like de, in the following clause, which is placed in 
opposition to it. Frequently it is untranslateable; sometimes it is rendered 
" indeed," e.g., Matt. 3 : II ; 13 : 32; 17 : II, R.V. (A.V., "truly ") ; 
20 : 23 ; 26 : 4r ; (some inss. have it in Mark r : 8) ; Mark 9 : r2, R.V. 
(A.V., "verily "). 

2. ALETHES (d,\718~s-), true, is rendered "indeed" in John 6: 55 
(twic.P.), SAP. R.V. m;irff.; some mss. have No. 3 here. 

3. ALETHÖS (dt\718ws-), tru:ty (from No. 2), is translated "indeed" 
in John 1 : 47 ; 4 : 42 ; 8 '. 3r. 

4. ONTÖS (Ö11Tw>), an ;i.rlvArh from iin., the present participlc of ei:mi:, 
to be, denotes really, actually ; it is translaJed " indeed " in Mark II : 32 
(R.V„ "verily ") ; Luke 24: 34; John 8 : 36; l Cor. 14: 25, R.V. 
(A.V., "of a truth ") ; r Tim. 5: 3, 5, r6; 6: rg, R.V., where some mss. 
have aiünios, "eternal" (A. V.) ; ·in Gal. 3: 21'., "verily." 

5. KAI GAR (Kai y&.p) signiües ' and in fact,' ' for also ' (kai, and, or 
even, or also; gar, for; gar, always comes after the first word in the 
sentence) ; it is translated "For indeed" in the R.V. of Acts 19: 40; 
2 Cor. 5 : 4; l Thess. 4: ro (A.V.," And indeed ") ; A.V. and R.V. in 
Phil. 2 : 27. This phrase has a confirmatory sense, rather than a modi
fying effect, e.g., Matt. 15 : 27, K V„ " for even," instead of the A.V. 
" yet ; " the woman confirms that her own position as a Gentile ' dog ' 
brings privilege, ' for indeed the dogs, etc.' 

6. OUDE GAR (ovSe yap), for neither, is rendered ""neither indeed" 
in Rom. 8: 7. 

7. ALLA KAI (d,\,\d. Kat), but even, or but also, is rendered "nay 
indeed" in 2 Cor. II : l, R.V. (A.V., " and indeed;" R.V. marg., "but 
indeed "). 

8. KAI (Kat), preceded by the particle ge,' at least,' 'ever,' isrendered 
"indeed" in Gal. 3 : 4, R.V. (A.V„ "yet "). Kai a:Ione is rendered 
" in<leed" in Phil. 4: ro, R.V. (A.V„ " also "). 

9, EI METI (€l µ~n), if not indeed, is rendered "unless indeed" in 
2 Cor. 13 : 5, R.V. (A.V., "except "). 

INDIGNATION 
A. Noun. 

AGANAKTESIS (dyavdl(~ü,s) is rendered "indignation" in 2 Cor. 
7 : II. See ANGER, A, Note (3). ~ 
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Notes: (1) Orge, wrath, is translated "indignation" in Rev. 14: 10, 

A.V. ; R.V., "anger." See ANGER, A, No. l. (2) For thumos, see 
ANGER, A, Notes (1) and (2). (3) In Acts 5 : 17, the A.V. translates 
zelos by "indignation" (R.V. "jealousy ") ; in Heb. 10: 27, A.V., 
" indignation " (R.V., " fi.erceness ; " marg., " jealousy "). See 
JEALOUSY. 

B. Verb. 
AGANAKTEÖ (ayavaKTtw), to be indignant, to be moved with 

indignation (from agan, much, achomai, to grieve), is translated "were 
moved with indignation" of the ten disciples against James and John, 
Matt. 20: 24; in Mark IO: 41, R.V. (A.V., "they began to be much 
uispleaseu ") ; in Matt. 21 : 15, of thc chicf priests and scribes, against 
Christ and the children, R.V„ "they were moved with indignation" 
(A.V., "they werc sore displeased ") ; in 26: 8, of the disciples against 
the woman who anointed Christ's feet, " they had indignation ; " so Mark 
14: 4; in Mark IO: 14, of Christ, against the disciples, for rebuking the 
children, "He was moved with indignation," R.V. (A.V„ "he was much 
uispleased ") ; in Luke 13 : 14, of the ruler of the synagogue against 
Christ for healing ou lhe Saubalh, "being moved with indignation," 
R.V., A.V„ "(answered) with indignation." See ANGER, B, Note (3).1[ 

INDULGENCE 
I. ANESIS (a'.v11ais-), a Ioosening, relaxation of strain (akin to aniemi, 

to relax, loosen), is translated "indulgence" in Acts 24: 23, R.V. (A.V„ 
"liberty "), in the command of Felix to the centurion, to moderate re
strictions upon Paul. The papyri and inscriptions illustrate the use of 
the wor.d as denoting relief (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.) In the N.T. 
it always carries the thought of relief from tribulation or perseculiun; 
so 2 Thess. l : 7, "rest" ; in 2 Cor. 2 : 13 and 7 : 5 it is rendered "relief," 
R.V. (A.V„ "rest ") ; in 8: 13, "eased." Josephus speaks of the rest 
or relief (anesis) from ploughing and tillage, given to the land in the year of 
Jubilee.. See EAsE, LIBERTY, RELIEF, REST.~ 

:z. PLESMONE (7T>.71uµov~). a filling up, satiety (akin to pimplemi, 
to fi.11), is translated "indulgence (of the fiesh) " in Col. 2 : 23, R.V. 
(A.V., " satisfying "). Lighlfoot translates the passage " yct not really 
of any value to remedy indulgence of the fiesh." A possible meaning is, 
'of no value in attempts at asceticism.' Some regard it as indicating that 
the ascetic treatment of thc body is not of any honour to the satisfaction 
of .the fiesh (the reasonable demands of the body) : this interpretation 
is unlikely. The following paraphrase well presents the contrast between 
the asceticism which " practically treats the body as an enemy, and the 
Pauline view which treats it as a potential instrument of a righteous life : " 
ordinances, ' which in fact have a specious look of wisdom (where there is 
no true wisdom), by the employment of self-chosen acts of rcligion und 
humility (and) by treating the body with brutality instead of treating it 
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with due respect, with a view to meeting and providing against over
indulgence of the flesh' (Parry, in the Camb. Greek Test.).~ 

For INEXCUSABLE see EXCUSE 

For INFALLIBLE see PROOF 

For INFANT see BA.BE 

INFERIOR 
HETTAOMAI, or HESSAOMAI (~rraoµai), to be less or inferior, is 

used in the Passive Voice, and translated "ye were made inferior," 
in 2 Cor. 12 : 13, R.V„ for A.V„ " ye were inferior," i.e„ wem lreated with 
less consideration than other churches, through his independence in 
not receiving gifts from them. In 2 Pet. 2 : 19, 20 it signifies to be over
come, in the sense of being subdued and enslaved. See ÜVERCOME. if 
Cp. hessön, Iess, 2 Cor. 12 : 15 ; in l Cor. II.: 17, "worse; "~ hettema, a 
loss, a spiritual defect, Rom. II : 12 ; r · C:or. 6 : 7. if Also e.lattoö, to 
decrease, make lower, John 3: 30; Heb. 2: 7, 9.if 

For INFIDEL (R.V., UNBELIEVER), sce BELIEF, C. Note (3) 

INFIRMITY 
l. ASTHENEIA (aa8lvHa), lit„ want of strength (a, negative, sthenos, 

strength), weakness, .indicating inability to produce results, is most 
frequently translated " infirmity," or " infirmities ; " in Rom. 8 : 26, 
the R.V. has "infirmity" (A.V„ "infirmities "); in 2 Cor. r2: 5, 9, lO, 

"weaknesses" and in II : 30, " weakness" (A.V„ " infirmities ") ; in 
Luke 13 : II the phrase " a. spirit of infirmity " attributes her curvature 
directly to Satanic agency. The connected phraseology is indicative of 
trained mcdical knowlcdge on the part of the writer. 

2. ASTHENEMA (da8lv71µa), akin to No. l, is foundin the plural in 
Rom. 15 : l, "infirmities," i.e., those scruples which arise through weak
ness of faith. The strong must support the infirmities of the weak 
(adunatos) by submitting to self-restraint. if 

Note: In Luke 7: 21, A.V„ nosos, adisease, istranslated "infirmities" 
( R. V „ " diseases ") . 

INFLICTED 
Note: This is inserted in 2 Cor. 2 : 6 to complete the sentence; there 

is no corresponding word in the original, which lit. reads 'this punish
ment, the (one) by the majority.' 

INFORM 
l. EMPHANIZO (Jµcpavl{w), to manifest, exhibit, in the Middle and 
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Passive Voices, to appear, also signifies to declare, make known, and is 
translated" informed" in Acts 24: l ; 25 : 2, 15. For all the occurrences 
of the word see APPEAR, A, No. 5. 

2. KATECHEÖ (KaT7Jx'w) primarily denotes to resound (kata, down, 
echos, a sound); then, to sound down the ears, to teach by word of mouth, 
instruct, inform (Eng., cafechize, catechumen) ; it is rendered, in the 
Passive Voice, by the verb to inform, in Acts 21 : 21, 24. Here it is used 
of the large numbers of Jewish believers at Jerusalem whose zeal for the 
Law had been stirred by information of accusations made against the 
Apostle Paul, as to certain anti~Mosaic teaching he was supposed to 
have given the Jews. See INSTRUCT, TEACH. 

For INHABITANTS, INHABITERS, see DWELL, A, No. 2 

INHERIT, INHERITANCE 
A. Verbs. 

r. KL:E:RONOMEO (KA:T)povoµiw) strictly means to receive by lot (ftl~t'OS, 
a lot, nemomai, to posscss) ; then, in a more general sense, to possess 
oneself of, to reccivc as onc's own, to obtain. The following list shows how 
in the N.T. the idea of inheriting broadens out to include all spiritual 
good providcd through and in Christ, and parhcularly all that is contä.ined 
in the hope grounded on the promises of God. 

The verb is uscd of the following objects : 
" (a) birthright, that into the possession of which one enters in virtue 

of sonship, not because of a pdce paid or of a task accomplished, Gai. 
4 : 30 ; Heb. l : 4 ; 12 : 17 : . 

(b) that which is received · as a gift, in contrast with that which is 
received as the reward of law-keeping, Heb. l : 14; 6: 12 (' through,' 
i.e.,' through experiences that called for the exercise of faith and patience,' 
but not ' on the ground of the exercise of faith and patience.') : 

(c) that which is received on condition of obedience to certain precepts, 
l Pet. 3 : 9, and of faithfulness to God amidst opposition Rev. 21 : 7 : 

(d) the reward of that condition of soul which forbears retaliation and 
self-vindication, and expresses itself in gentleness of behaviour . . „ 
Matt. 5 : 5. The phrase "inherit the earth," or "land," occurs several 
times in O.T. See especially Psa. 37: II, 22 : 

(e) the reward (in the coming age, Mark ro: 30) of the acknowledg
ment of thc paramountcy of the claims of Christ, Matt. 19 : 29. In the 
three accounts given of this incident, see Mark IO : 17-31, Luke 18 : 18-30, 
the words of the question put to the Lord are, in Matthew, ' that l may 
havc,' in Mark and Luke, ' that I may inherit.' In the report of the 
Lord's word to Peter in reply to his subsequent question, Matthew has 
' inherit eternal life,' while Mark and Luke have ' receive eternal life.' 
lt seerm; lu fullow that the meaning of the word ' inhcrit ' is here ruled 
by the words ' receive ' and ' have,' with which it is interchanged in each 
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of the three Gospels, i.e„ the less common word ' inherit ' is to be regarded 
as equivalent to the more common words ' receive ' and ' have.' Cp. 
Luke lO: 25: 

(/) the reward of those who have shown kindness to the 'brethren' 
of the Lord in their distress, Matt. 25 : 34: 

(g) the Kingdom of God, which the morally corrupt cannot inherit, 
l Cor. 6: 9, 10, the inheritance of which is likewise impossible to the 
present physical constitution of man, l Cor. 15: 50: 

(k) incorruption, impossible of iuheritance by corruption, l Cor. 
15: 50."* 

See HEIR.~ 
Note: In regard to (e), the word clearly signifies entrance into eternal 

life without any previous title; it will not bear the implication that a child 
of God may be divested of his inheritance by the loss of his right of 
succession. 

2. KLEROÖ(KA71p6w) is used in the Passive Voice in Eph. l: II, A.V., 
"we have ohfained an inheritance; " R.V., "we were made a heritage." 
See HERITAGE. i1 

B. Nouns. 
l KL:E:RONOMIA (KA71povoµ,la), a lot (see A), properly an inher1ted 

property, an inheritance. "lt is always rendered inheritance in N.T., 
but only in a few cases in the Gospels has it thc mcaning ordinarily attached 
to that word in English, i.e„ that into possession of which the heir enters 
only on the death of an ancestor. The N. T. usage ma y be setout as follows: 
(a) that property in real esfate which in ordinary course passes from father 
to son on the death of the former, Matt. 21 : 38 ; Mark 12 : 7 ; Luke 12 : 

13 ; 20 : 14 ; · (b) a portion of an estate rnade the substance of a gift, 
Acts 7 ; 5 ; Gai. 3 : 18, which also is to be included under (c) ; (c) the,pro
spective condition and possessions of the believer in the new order of 
things tobe ushered in at the return of Christ, Acts 20: 32; Eph. l : 14; 
5 : 5 ; Col. 3 : 24 ; Heb. 9 : 15 ; l Pet. l : 4 ; (d) what the believer will be 
to God in that age, Eph. l: 18."t 

Note: In Gai. 3: 18, "if the inheritance is of the Law," the word 
" inheritance " stands for ' the title to the inheritance.' 

2. KLEROS (KA1}pos-), (whence Eng., clergy), denotes (a) a lot, given or 
cast (the latter as a means of 6btaining Divine direction), Matt. 27: 35; 
Mark 15 : 24; Luke 23 ~ 24; John 19 : 24; Acts l : 26 ; (b) a pcrson's 
share in anything, Acts l : 17, R.V., " portion " (A.V., " part ") ; 8 : 21, 

"lot ; " (c) a charge (lit., ' charges ') "allotted," to elders, l Pet. 5 : 3, 
R.V. [A.V., " (God's) heritage "] ; the figure is from portions of lands 
allotted tobe cultivated ; (d) an in,heritance, as in No.,I (c) ; Acts 26: 18; 
Col. l: 12. See CHARGE, A, No. 4; LoT(s), PART, PORTION.~ 

• From Notes on Galatians, by Hogg and Vine, pp. 286-289. 
t From Notes on Galatians, byHogg and Vine, pp. 146, 147. 
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. . INIQUITY 
I. ANOMIA (ave1µ.la),lit., lawlessness (a, negative, nomos, law), is used 

in a way which indicates the meaning as being lawlessness . or 
wickedness. Its usual rendering in the N.T. is "iniquity," which lit. 
means unrighteousness. lt occu):'s very frequently in the Sept., especially 
in the Psalms, where it is found about 70 times. lt is used (a) of iniquity 
in general, Matt. 7 : 23 ; 13 : 41 ; 23 : 28; 24: 12; Rom. 6 : 19 (twice) ; 
2 Cor. 6 : 14, R.V., "iniquity" (A.V., "unrighteousness ") ; 2 Thess: 
2 : 3, in some mss; ; the A.V. and R.V. follow those which have hamartia, 
" ( f) . " R V " 1 1 " (A V " . . 't ") T't man o · sm; 2: 7, .. , aw essness .. , m1qm y ; 1 . 
2: 14; Heb, l : 9; l John 3: 4 (twice), R.V., "(doeth) ... lawlessness" 
and "lawlessness" (A.V., ... transgresseth the law" and "transgression 
of the law ") ; (b) in the plural, of acts or manifestations of lawlessness, 
Rom. 4 : 7 ; Heb. IO : 17 (some inferior .mss. have it in 8 : 12, for the word 
hamartia). See LAWLESSNESS, TRANSGRESSION, UNRIGHTEOUSNESS;~ 

Note: In the phrase ... man of sin," 2 Thess. 2: 3, the word suggests 
the idea of contempt of Divine law, since the Antichrist will deny the 
existenr.~ of Gorl. 

2. ADIKIA (a8ucla) denotes unrighteousness, lit., ' unrightness ' 
(a, riegative, dike, righl), a cumliliun of not being right, whether with God, 
according to the standard of His holiness and righteousness, or with man, 
according to the standard.of what man knows tobe right by his conscience. 
I.n Luke 16 : 8 and 18 : 6, the phraseslit. are, 't}J.e steward of unrighteous
ness ' and ' the judge of injustice,' the subjective genitive describing their 
character ;. in 18 : 6 the meanjng is ' injustice ' and so perhaps in Rom. 
9: 14. The word is u5ually translated" unrighteousness," but is rendered 
" iniquity" in, Luke 13 : 27 ; Acts l : 18 ; 8 : 23 ; I Cor. 13 : 6, A.V. 
(R.V., " unrighteousness '') ; so in 2 Tim. 2 : 19; Jas. 3 : 6,. 

3. ADIKEMA (&.8l1C7Jµ.a) d~notes a wrong, injury, misdeed (akin to 
No. 2; from adikeö, to do wrong), the concrete act, in contrast to the 
general meaning of No. 2, and translated "a matter of wrong;" in Acts 
18 : 14; " wrong-doing," 24: 20 (A.V., " evil-doing ") ; . " iniquities," 
R~v. 18 : 5. See EVIL, WRONG. ~ . . 

4. PONERIA (11e>V17pla), akin to poneö, to toil (cp. poneros, bad, worth'
less; see BAD), denotes wickedness, and is so translated in Matt. 22: 18; 
Mark 7 : 22 (plural) ; Luke II : 39 ; Rom. l : 29 ; l Cor. 5 : 8 ; Eph. 
6: 12; in Acts 3: 26, "iniquities." See. WJCKEDNESs.~ Cp. kaki(J,, 
eY~l. 

5. PARANOMIA (7rapave1µ.la), law-breaking {Para, against, nomos, 
law), denotes transgression, so rendered in .2 Pet. 2 : 16, for A.V., 
" iniquity."~ 

INJURE, INJURIOUS, INJURY 
A. Verb. 

ADIKEO (&.8iKtw), akin to Nos. 2 and 3, under INIQUITY, is usually 
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translated either to hurt, or by some. form of the verb to do wrong. In 
the A.V. of Ga!. 4 : I2, it is rendered " ye have (not) injured me," which 
the R.V. corrects, both in tense and meaning, to "ye did (me no) wrong." 
See HURT. 

B. Adjective. 
HUBRIST~S (vßpicrrlw). a violent, insolent man (akin to C), is trans

lated "·insolent " in Rom. r : 30, R.V., for A.V., :• despiteful; " in r Tim. 
r : r3, " injurious." See DESPITEFUL, INSOLENT., 

C. Noun. 
HUBRIS (;Jßpis) : see HARM, A, No. 4. 

INK 
MELAN (µi>.a.v), the neuter of the adjective melas, black (see Matt. 

5: 36; Rev. 6: 5, r2), denotes ink, 2 Cor. 3: 3; 2 John r2; 3 John r3., 

. INN 
r. KATALUMA (KciTaAVfui): see G.UEST-CHAMBER. 
2. PANDOCHEION ('1Ta.vSox€t<w), lit., a place where all are received 

(pas, all, dechomai, to receive), denotes a house for the reception of 
strangers, a caravanserai, translated " inn," i1;1 Luke ro : 34, in the parable 
of the Good Samaritan. Cattle and beasts of burcien could be sheltered 
there, and this word must thereby be distinguished from No. I.~ Cp: 
pandocheus in the next verse, " (the) host.", 

INNER . 
r. ESÖ (law), an adverb conneeted with eis, into, is translated" inner" 

in the A.V. of Eph. 3 : r6 (R.V., "inward "); after verbs of motion, it 
denotes 'into,' Mark r5 : 16; after verbs of rest, "within." See WITHIN. 

2. ESÖTEROS (JawT€pos), the comparative degree of No. I, denotes 
" inner," Acts r6 : 24 (of a prison) ; Heb. 6 : r9, with the article, and 
practically as a noun, "that which is within (the veil)," lit., 'the inner (of 
the veil).', Cp. Eng., esoteric. 

Note: For "inner chamber(s) " see CHAMBER, No. r. 

INNOGENT 
r. ATHÖOS (aOwos) primarily denotes unpunished (a, negative, 

thöe, a penalty) ; then, innocent, Matt. 27: 4, "innocent blood," i.e„ 
the blood of an innocent person, the word " blood " being used both by 
synecdoche (apart standing for the whole), and by metonymy (one thing 
standing for another), i.e„ for death by execution (some mss.,have dikaion, 
rightcous) ; ver. 24, where Pilate speaks of himself as "innocent.'', 

2. AKAKOS (aKa.Kos), Iit„ not bad (a, negative, kakos, bad), denotes 
guileless, innocent, Rom. r6 : 18, R.V., "innocent" (A.V., " simple") ; 
" harmless " in Heb. 7 : 26. See HARMLESS., 
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INNUMERABLE 
l. ANARITHMF.:TOS (avapl8µ7J-ro>), a, negative, n, euphonic, arithmeö; 

to number, is used in Heb. II : 12. ~ 
2. MURIAS (µvpias) denotes either ten thousand, or, indefinitely, a 

myriad, a numberless host, in the plural, Acts 19 : 19 ; lit. ' five ten
thousands,' Rev. 5 : II ; · 9 : 16 ; in the following, used of vast nunibers, 
Luke 12: l, A.V„ "an innumerable multitude," R.V„ "the many 
thousands" (R.V. marg„ "the myriads ") ; Acts 21 : 20, "thousands;" 
Heb. 12: 22, "innumerable hosts;" Jude 14, "ten thousands" (R.V., 
marg„ in each place, "myriads "). See CoMPANY, THOUSANDS.~ Cp. 
the adjective murios, ten lhousand, Matt. r8 : 24 ; l Cor. 4 : 15 ; 14 : 19. ~ 

For INORDINATE see AFFECTION, No. l 

INQUIRE, INQUIRY (make) 
A. Verbs. 

r. PUNTHANOMAI (1Tvv8avoµ1;1.i), to inquire, is translated" inquired" 
in Matt. 2: 4, and Acts 21 : 33, R.V. (A.V„ "demanded ") ; in Luke 
15: 26; 18: 36 and Acts 4: 7 (A.V., "asked ") ; "inquired" (A.V,, 
"enquired ") in John 4: 52 ; "inquire" (A.V„ "enquire ") in Acts 
23 : 20; in Acts 23 : 34 it denotes to learn by enquiry, A.V„ and R.V., 
"when (he) understood; " elsewhere it is rendered by the verb to ask, 
Acts ro : 18, 29 ; 23 : 19. See AsK, UNDERSTAND. ~ 

2. ZETEÖ ('7J-r€w), to seek, is rendered "inquire" in John r6: r9; 
"inquire ... for" in Acts 9: rr. See ABOUT, B, Note, DESIRE, 
ENDEAVOUR, Go, Note (2), a, REQUIRE, SEEK. 

3. DIERÖTAÖ (oiEpw-raw), to find by inquiry, to inquire through to 
the end (dia, intensive, erötaö, to ask), is used in Acts ro: 17.~ 

4. EXETAZÖ (€g€-ra,w), to examine, seek out, inquire thoroughly, is 
translated " enquire " in Matt. ro : II, A.V. (R.V„ " search out") ; · in 
John 21 : 12," durst) inquire," RV. [A.V., '' (durst) ask "]; in Matt. 2: 8, 
R.V„ "search out" (A.V„ "scarch "). SceAsK, SEARCH.if 

Notes: (r) Epizeteö, to seek after or for (epi, after, zeteö, to seek), is 
rendered "enquire" in Acts 19 :J9, A.V. (R.V„ " seek "). (2) Sunzeteö, 
to scarch or cxamine together, is rendered " to enquire " in Luke 22 : 23, 
A.V. (R.V„ " to question "). (3) Ekzeteö, to seek out, search after, is 
rendered "have inquired" in :r. Pet. r : 10, A.V. (R.V„ "sought "). 
(4) Diaginöskö, to ascertain exactly, or to determine, is rendered" enquire" 
in Acts 23: 15, A.V. (R.V„ "judge "). (5) Akriboö, to learnby diligent or 
exact inquity, is rendered " enquired diligently" and " had diligently 
enquired" respedivdy; in Matt. 2: 7, r6, A.V. (R.V„ "learned care
fully," and "had carefully learned "). (6) In 2 Cor. 8: 23, the words "any 
inquire" are inserted to complete the meaning, lit„ 'whether · about 
Titus.' 
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B. Noun. 
ZETESIS (Nr17cm) primarily denotes a search ; then, an inquiry, 

a questioning, debate; it forms part of a phrase translated by the verb 
to inquire, in Acts 25 : 20, R.V., "how to inquire," lit. ' (being perplexed 
as to) the inquiry.' See QUESTION. 

INSCRIPTION 
°EPIGRAPHÖ (lmyparfom), to write upon, inscribe (epi, upon, graphO, 

to write), is usually rendered by the verb to write upon, over, or in, Mark 
15 : 26 ; Heb. 8 : IO ; IO : 16 ; Rev. 21 : 12 ; it is translated by a noun 
phrase in Acts 17 : 23, " (with this) inscription," lit., ' (on which) had been 
inscriberl.'~ C:p. thP. nonn epigra.ph.e., a superscription. 

INSIDE 
l. ENTOS (lVTo>), an adverb denoting within, or among, is once used 

with the article, as a noun, of" the inside (of the cup and of.the platter)," 
Matt. 23: 26, R.V. (A.V., "that which is within etc."); elsewhere, 
Luke 17: 2I. Sec WITHIN.~ 

2. ESÖTHEN (fowfhv), an adverb denoting from within, or within, is 
used with the article, as a noun, of the inner being, the secret intents of the 
hea.rt, which, the Lord declared, God made, as weil as the visible physical 
frame, Luke II: 40. In ver. 39, it is rendered "inward part." See 
INWARD, WITHIN. 

INSOLENT 
HUBRISTES (vßpi<rr-1].-), violent, injurious, insolent, is rendered 

"insolent" in Rom. l: 30, R.V. (A.V., "desp;teful "). See DESPITEFUL, 
INJURIOUS. 

INSOMUCH THAT, or AS 
l. HÖSTE (w<7TE), a consecutive particle, is used with the meaning 

"insomuch that," or" so thal," or" that," to express the effect or result 
of anything, e.g., Matt. 8: 24; 13: 54; rs: 3r ; 27: 14; Acts l : 19 
(A.V., "inscimuch as ") ; s: 15; 19: 12 (A.V., "so that ") ; 2 Cor. 
l : 8 ; Gai. 2 : 13. See WHEREFORE. 

2. EIS TO (El> -ro), lit., unto the, followed by the infinitive mood, is 
sometimes used of result, and is rendered " insomuch that " in 2 Cor. 8 : 6. 

3. KATHO (1ea86) is translated "insomuch as" in l Pet. 4: 13, R.V. 
(A.V., "inasmuch as "). See INASMUCH. 

INSPIRATION OF COD; INSPIRED OF GOD 
THEOPNEUSTOS (BEorrvwa-ro>), inspired by God (Theos, God, pneö, 

to breathe), is used in 2 Tim. 3 : 16, of the Scriptures as distinct from non
inspired writings. Wyr.lifü~. Tyndale, Coverdale and the Great Biblc 
have the rendering "inspired of God."~ 
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INSTANT, BE INSTANT, INSTANTLY 
A. Verbs. 

INS 

I. EPIKEIMAI (€1Tl1mµ.ai), to lie or press upon, is rendered "they 
were instant 11 in Luke 23: 23 (Amer. R.V., "they were urgent 11). See 
IMPOSE. 

2. EPHISTtMI (lcpla'T'T]µ.i), to set upon or by, is used in the N.T. 
intransitively, either in the Middle Voice, or in certain tenses of the Active, 
signifying to stand by, be present, be at hand, come on or upon, and is 
translated " be instant 11 in 2 Tim. 4 : 2. See AssAULT, COME, etc. 

Note: For proskartereii, in Rom. 12 : 12, A.V„ rendered "continuing 
instant,11 R.V„ " stedfastly,'' see CONTINUE, No. 9. 

B. Noun. 
Note: The word hiira, an hour, is translated "instant" in Luke 

2: 38, A.V. ; the R.V. renders it "hour." See HouR. 
C. Adverb. 

SPOUDAIOS (U?Tov8alws), eamestly, diligently, is rendered 
"instantly" in Luke 7: 4, A.V. (R.V„ "earnestly 11

). See EARNEST. 
Note: For the phrase en ekteneiff:, r~ndered" inslanlly" iu Acls :..:6: 7, 

A.V., see EARNEST, D. 

INSTRUCT, INSTRUCTION, INSTRUCTOR 
A. Verbs. 

r. KATECHEO (Ka'T'TJx'w), to teach orally, inform, instruct, is trans
lated by the verb to instruct in Luke l : 4; Acts 18 : 25 (R.V. marg., 
"taught by word of mouth "); Rom. 2: r8; r Cor. 14: 19, R.V. (A.V„ 
"teach "). See INFORM, TEACH. . 

2. PAIDEUO (1Tai8evw), to train children, teach, is rendered "was 
instructed," in Acts 7 : 22, R.V. (A.V„ " leamed 11

} ; ' ' instructing 11 in 
2 Tim. 2 : 25, A.V. (R.V„" correcting ") ; Tit. 2 : 12, R.V„ "instructing 11 

(A.V„ "teaching "). The verbis used of the family discipline, as in Heb. 
12 : 6, 7, rn; cp. r Cor. II : 32; 2 Cor. 6 : 9; Rev. 3 : 19. In r Tim. l : 20 

(Passive Voice) it is translated "might b~ taught," R.V, (A.V„ "may 
learn "), but, "however the passage is to be understood, it is clear that 
not the impartation of knowledge but severe discipline is intended. In 
Luke 23 : 16, 22, Pilate, since he had declared the Lord guiltless of the 
charge brought against Hirn, and hence co1lld not punish Hirn, weakly 
offered, as a concession to the Jews, to 'chastise, paideuö, Hirn, and let 
Hirn go.' 11* 

This sense of paideuii is confirmed by Heb. 12 : 6, where it is joined 
(in a quotation from the Sept. of Prov. 3 : 12) with to lash or scourge. 
Cp. the scene in the Pilgrim's Progress where a shining one with a whip of 
small cords " chastised sore " the pilgrims foolishly caught in the net ·of 
the fl.atterer and said to them, 11 As many as 1 love 1 rel.mke arnl chasten /1 

(paideuii). See CORRECT, TEACH.'J[ 

• From Notes on Galatiails, by Hogg and Vine, p. 165, 
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3. MATH~TEUO (µ.a.971-r,;vw), used transitively, to make a disciple, 
is translated "which is instructed" in Matt. I3 : 52, A.V. (R.V., "who 
hath been made a disciple "). See D1sc1PLE. 

4. MUEO (µ.v€w), to initiate into the mysteries, is used in the Passive 
Voice, in Phil. 4: I2, A.V., "I am instructed," R.V., "have I learned the 
secret." See LEARN., 

5. PROBIBAZO (7rpoßißa,w), to lead forward, lead on (the causal of 
probainö, to go forward; pro, forward, bibazö, to lift up), is used in the 
Passive Voice in Matt. I4: 8, and translated, A.V., "being before in
structed," R.V., "being put forward." Some mss. have it in Acts I9: 33, 
instead of No. 6., 

6. SUMBIBAZO (uvµ.ßißa,w), to join, knit, unite (sun, with), then, to 
compare, and so, to prove, hence, to teach, instruct, is so rendered fo. 
I Cor. 2: I6; it is found in the best mss. in Acts I9: 33 (R.V. marg., 
" instructed "). See CoMPACTED, CoNCLUDE, KNIT TOGETHER, PROVE. 

B. Nouns. 
(INSTRUCTION) 

PAIDEIA (1Ta.i8,(a.), training, instruction, is translated "instruction" 
in 2 Tim. 3 : I6. See CHASTEN. 

(INSTRUCTOR) 
I. PAIDAGÖGOS (7Tm8a.ywyos), aguide, orguardianortrainerofboys, 

lit., a child-leader (pais, a boy, or child, agö, to lead), a tutor, is translated 
"instructors" in I Cor. 4: I5, A.V. (R.V., " tutors "); here the thought 
is that of pastors rather than teachers; in Gal. 3: 24, 25, A.V., "school
master" (R.V., " tutor,"). but here the idea of instruction is absent. 
" In this and allicd words thc idea is that of training, discipline, not of 
impartation of knowledge. The paidagögos was not the instructor of the 
child ; he exercised a general supervision over him and was responsible 
for his moral and physical well-being. Thus understood, paidagögos is 
appropriately used with ' kept in ward ' and ' shut up,' whereas to 
understand it as equivalent to ' teacher ' introduces an idea entirely foreign 
to the passage, and throws the Apostle's argument into confusion.''*, 
Cp. epitropos, a steward, guardian, tutor. 

2. PAIDEUTES (7TmOwr1}s), akin to A, No. 2, denotes (a) an instructor, 
a teacher, Rom. 2: 20, A.V., "an instructor" (R.V., "a corrector ") ; 
(b) one who disciplines, corrects, chastens, Heb. I2 : 9, R.V., "to chasten" 
[A.V., "which corrected" (lit., 'correctors ')]. In (a) the discipline of 
the school is in view; in (b) that of the family. See CoRRECTOR.,. Cp. 
epitropos, a steward, guardian, tutor. 

INSTRUMENTS 
· HOPLON (Ö7TAov), a tool, instrument, weapon, is used metaphorically 

in Rom. 6 : 13 of the members of the body as " instruments " (marg., 

• From Notes on Galatians, by Hogg and Vine, pp. 163, 164. 
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"weapons "), negatively, of unrighteousness, positively, of righteousness. 
The metaphor is probably military (cp: ver. 23, "wages," i.e., soldiers' 
pay); Moule renders it 'implements; ' 'weapons' seems to be the 
meaning. See ARMOUR, WEAPONS. 

INSURRECTION 
A. .Nouns. 

r. STASIS (<TTaais), akin to histemi, to make to stand, denotes 
(a) primarity, a standing or place, Heb. 9: 8; (b) an insurrection, sedition, 
translated " insurrection " in Mark 15 : 7 ; " insurrections " in Acts 
24: 5, R.V. (A.V„ "sedition ") ; in Luke 23: 19, 25 (A.V. "sedition ") · 
"riot," Acts 19 : 40, R.V. (A.V„ " uproar ") ; (c) a dissension, Acts 
15: 2; in Acts 23 : 7, lO, "dissension." See D1sSENSION. ~ 

2. STASIASTES (<TTao-w.aT~S') denotes a rebel, revolutionist, one who 
stirs up sedition (from stas1:a?.ö, to stir up sedition), M::irk 15 : 7," had made 
insurrection." Some mss. have sustasiastes, a fellow-rioter, a fellow-mover 
of sedition, A. V„ "had made insurrection with (him).''~I 

B. Verb. 
KATEPHISTEMI (Kawf>l<TTTJJ"') signifies to rise up against (lit„ to 

cause to stand forth against, kata, against, epi, forth, histemi, to cause to 
stand), Acts 18.: 12, A.V„" made insurrection" (R.V„ "rose up against)."~ 

INTEND 
1. BOULOMAI (ßov>..oµai), to will, wish, desire, purpose (expressing 

a fixed resolve, the deliberate exercise of volition), is translated "intend" 
in Acts 5 : 28, and " intending" in 12 : 4. See DESIRE. 

2. THELÖ (Ol>..w), to will, be willing, desire (less strong, and more 
frequent than No. l), is translated " intending" in Luke 14 : 28, A.V. 
(R.V„ ".desiring "). See DESIRE. 

3. MELLÖ (µl>..Aw), tobe about to do a thing, indicating simply the 
formation of a design, is translated "intend" in Acts 5 : 35, A.V. (R.V„ 
" are about ") ; " intending," in Acts 20 : j, R.V. (A.V„ "ready") ; 
20 : 13 (1st part) ; in the 2nd part of the ver„ R.V., " intending" (A.V„ 
"minding "). 

INTENT 
l. ENNOIA (;woia), primarily a thinking, idea, consideration, 

denotes purpose, intention, design (en, in, nous, mind) ; it is rendered 
"intents" in Heb. 4 : 12 ; " mind," in 1 Pet. 4 : 1 (R.V„ marg„ 
"thought "). See M1ND.~ Cp. Enthumesis, thought (see DEVICE). 

2: LOGOS (>..O,..os), a word, account, etc., sometimes denotes a reason, 
cause, intent, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 32, " cause ; " it is rendered " intent " in 
Acts ro : 29. See CAUSE. 

Notes: (1) The phrase eis touto, lit„ ' unto this,' i.e., for this pur
pose, is rendered "for this (A.V„ 'that ') intent" in Acts 9: 21, R.V. 
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(2) The phrase eis to, 'unto the,' followed by a verb in the iufmitive mood, 
is translated " to the intent " in l Cor. IO : 6. (3) The phrase pros ti, 
lit., 'in reference to what,' is rendered" for what intent "in John 13: 28~ 
(4) In John II : 15 the conjunction hina, to the end that, is translated 
"to the intent," andin Eph. 3: IO, "to the intent that," 

INTERCESSIQNS 
A. Noun. 

ENTEUXIS (;vTevgis) primarily denotes a lighting upon, meeting with 
(akin to B) ; then, a conversation ; hence, a petition, a meaning frequent 
in the papyri ; it is a technical term for approaching a king, and so for 
approaching God in intercession; it is rendered" prayer" in l Tim. 4: 5; 
in the plural in 2 : l (i.e., seeking the presence and hearing of God on. behalf 
of others).~ For the synonymous words, proseuche, deesis, see PRAYER. 

B. Verbs. 
I. ENTUNCHANO (eVTvyxcfvw), primarily to fall in with, meet with in 

order to converse ; then, to make petition, especially to make intercession, 
plead with a person, either for or against others; (a) against, Acts 25: 24, 
"made suit to (me)," R.V. [A.V., "have dealt with (me) "], i.e., against 
Paul ; in Rom. II : 2, of Elijah in ' pleading' with God, R.V. (A.V„ 
"maketh intercession to "), against Israel ; (b) "for," in Rom. 8: 27, of 
the intercessory work of the Holy Spirit for the saints ; ver .. 34. of the 
similar interceS&ory work .of Christ ; so Heb. 7 : 25. See DEAL WITH, 
P;t.E.AD, Sun.~ . 

2. HUPERENTUNCHANÖ. (v1Tf!pf!vTvyxcfvw), to make a petition or 
intercede on behalf of another (huper, on behalf of, and No. l); is used in 
Rom. 8 : 26 of the work of the Holy Spirit in making intercession (see No. l, 
ver. 27).~ 

INTEREST 
TOKOS (T6KoS'}, prjmarily a bringing forth, birth (fromtiktö, to heget), 

then, an offspring, is used metaphorically of the produce of money lent out, 
interest, usury, Matt. 25: 27; Luke 19: 23. See UsuRY.~ 

INTERPÖSED 
MESITEUÖ (µeaiTevw}, to mediate, give surety (akin to mesites, a 

mediator), is translated "interposed" in Heb. 6: 17, R.V. See CONFIRM, 
No. 5.~ 

INTERPRET, INTERPRETATION, INTERPRETER 
A. Verbs. 

l. HERMENEUÖ (;pµ71vevw}, (cp. Hermes, the Greek name of the 
pRgRn goc'I Mr.rr.my, who wn~ rcgnrc'lcc'I n.r. thc mcnr.cnger of the god&), 
denotes to explain, in terpret (Eng., hermeneutics), and is used of explaining 
the rneaning of words in a·different language, John r: 38 (in sume mss.), 
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see No. 3 ; 9: 7 (" Siloam," interpreted as "sent ") ; Heb. 7 : 2 (Mel
chizedec, "by interpretation," lit., 'being interpreted,' King of righteous
ness)., 

2. DIERMENEUO (81.€pµ:r1vww), a strengthened form of No. I (dia, 
through, used intensively), signifies to interpret fully, to explain. In 
Luke 24: 27, it is used of Christ in interpreting to the two on the way to 
Emmaus "in all the Scriptures the things concerning Himself," R.V., 
"interpreted" (A.V., " expounded ") ; in Acts 9 : 36, it is rendered " is 
by interpretation," lit., ' being interpreted' (of Tabitha, as meaning 
Dorcas) ; in I Cor. I2: 30 and I4: 5, r3, 27, it is used with reference to the 
temporary gift of tongues in the churches ; this gift was inferior in 
character to that of prophesying, unless he who spoke in a " tongue " 
interpreted his words, I4 : 5 ; he was, indeed, to pray that he might 
interpret, ver. I3 ; only two, or at the most three, were to use' the gift in 
a gathering, and that "in turn" (R.V.); one was to interpret; in the 
absence of an interpreter, the gift was not to be exercised, ver. 27. , See 
EXPOUND., 

3. METHERM'RNEUÖ (11.1:8Fflf'·"lv"11m), to r.ha.nge or tra.nsla.te from one 
language to another (meta, implying change, and No. I), to interpret, is 
ij.Jways used in the Passive Voice in the N.T., "being interpreted," of 
interpreting the names, Immanuel, Matt. I : 23 ; Golgotha, Mark I5 : 22 ; 

Barnabas, Acts 4 : 36 ; in Acts 13 : 8, of Elymas, the verb is rendered 
"is ... by interpretation,'' lit., 'is interpreted;' it~'is used of inter
preting or translating sentences in Mark 5: 4r; 15: 34; in the best mss., 
John l: 38 (Rabbi, interpreted as "Master"); ver. 4r' (Messiah, inter
preted as" Christ"); see No. I., 

B. Nouns. 
(INTERPRETATION} 

l. HERMENEIA (or -ia) (€pµ.TJ•ila.), akin to A, No. I, is used in I Cor. 
12: lO; I4: 26 (see A, No. 2)., 

2. EPILUSIS (lTTl>.vaLs), fromepiluö, to loose, solve, explain, denotes a 
solution, explanation, lit., a release (epi, up, luö, to }oose), 2 Pet. I: 20, 

" (of private) interpretation; " i.e„ the writers of Scripture rlid not put 
their own construction upon the ' God-breathed ' words they wrote. ~ 
Note: For '.'hard qf interpretation," Heb. 5: II, R.V., see UTTER, Note (1). 

(INTERPRETER) 
DIERMENEUTES (8L€pp.TJv€1Yr1}s), lit., a thorough interpreter (cp. A, 

No. 2), is used in l Cor. i4: 28 (some mss. have hermeneutes)., 

INTERROGATION 
EPERÖTEMA (€7T€pw717µ.a.}, primarily a question or enquiry, denotes a 

demand or appeal; it is fonnd in T Pet. 3 : ?.T, R.V., " intermgation" 
(A.V., "answer "). See ANSWER, Note. Some take the word to indicate 
that baptism affords a good conscience, an appeal against the accuser;~ 
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INTO : see t p. 9. 

INTREAT, INTREATY 
A. Verbs. 

INV 

l .. EROTAO (epwrcf.w), to ask, beseech, is rendered "intreat," e.g., 
in Phil. 4: 3, A.V. (R.V., " beseech "). See AsK. 

2. PARAKALEÖ (1TapaKaMw), to beseech, comfort, exhort, is rendered 
by the verb to intreat in Luke 8 : 31, R.V., " intreated" (A.V., "be
sought "); ,15: 28; Acts 9: 38,.R.V., "intreating" (A.V., "desiring "); 
28 : 20, R.V. (A.V., " called for" ) ; l Cor. 4: 13 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 5, R.V. 
(A.V., "exhort ") ; ·10: l, E,.V. (A.V., "beseech ") ; I Tim .. 5: l, A.V. 
(R.V., "exhort "). See BESEECH. 

3. PARAITEOMAI (1TapatTtop.at), to ask tobe excused, to beg, etc., 
is rendered "intreated" in Heb. 12: 19. See Avom. 

B. Adjective. 
EUPEITIIl!S (ti3·ntdJ·~~·}, ready to obey (e·u, well, pe·itlumia·i, to obey, 

to bc persuaded}, compliant, is translated "easy to be intreated" in 
Jas. 3: 17, said of the wisdom that is from above., 

0. Noun. 
PARAKLESIS (7rapcf.K:\1Juts), an appeal, a comfort, exhortation, etc., 

is translated " intreaty " in 2 Cor. 8 : 4. 

For INTRUDE (Col. 2 : 18) see DWELL, A, No. II 

INTRUST 
PISTEUÖ (mCM"€vw}, to believe, also means tO entrust, and in the 

Active Voice is translated to commit, in Luke 16: II; John 2: 24; in 
the Passive Voice, to be intrusted with, Rom. 3: 2, R.V., "they were 
intrusted with" (A.V., "unto th'.em were committed "), of Israel and the 
oracles of God; l Cor. 9: 17, R.V.," 1 have ... intrus.ted to me" (A.V., 
"is committed unto me "), of Paul and the stewardship of the Gospel; 
so Gai. 2 : 7 ; · Tit. l : 3 ; in l Thess. 2 : 4, where he associates with himself 
his fellow-missionaries, R.V., "to be intrusted with" (A.V., " to be put 
in trust with "). See BELIEVE, COMMIT. 

INVENTORS 
EPHEURETES (e<f,€vperljs), an inventor, contriver (akin to epheuriskO, 

to find out ; · epi, on, used intensively, heuriskO, to find}, occurs in the 
plural in Rom. l : 30., 

INVISIBLE 
AORATOS (&6paTos), lit., unseen (a, negative, horaö, to see), is 

translated !• invisible " in Rom. l : 20, of the power and Divinity of God ; 
of God Himself, Col. l : 1,5 ; l Tim. l : 17 ; Heb. II : 27 ; of things 
unseen, Col. l : 16. if In the Sept., Gen. l : 2 ; Is. 45 : 3, " unseen 
(treasures).''' 
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INWARD (man, part), INWARDLY 
I. ESÖ (eaw), within, inward, is used adjectivally in Rom. 7: 22, 

" (the) inward (man) ; " 2 Cor. 4 : 16, with "man" expressed in the 
preceding clause, but not repeated in the original, " (our) inward (man) " 
(some mss. have esöthen, frotn within) ; Eph. 3 : 16, R.V., " (the) inward 
(man) " (A.V., " inner "). See INNER, WITHIN. 

2. ESÖTHEN (fow8Ev) is used in Luke II: 39, as a noun with the 
article, " part " being understood, " (your) inward part ; " in Matt. 7 : 15 
it has its normal use as an adverb, " inwardly." See W1THIN. 

Note: In Rom. 2 : 29 the phrase en t~ krupt~. lit„ in (the) secret, or 
hidden ( 'part' bcing undcrstood) is rendered "inwardly," said of a 
spiritual Jew, in contrast to the one who is merely naturally circumcised 
and so is one outwardly. See HrnE, SECRET. 

IRKSOME 
OKNEROS (oKv7JpOf), shrinking, timid (from okneö, to shrink, delay), 

is used negatively in Phil. 3 : l, R.V., " irksome " (A.V., "grievous "), 
i.e„ ' I do not hesitate' ; in Matt. 25 : 26, and Rom. 12 : II, "slothful." 
See GRrnvous, SLOTHFUL. ~ 

IRON 
A. Noun. 

SIDEROS (alo7Jpos), iron, öccurs in Rev. 18: 12.~ 
B. Adjective. 

SID:t!REOS (a,S?]p~os), of iron, occurs in Acts 12 : 10, of an iron gate ; 
" of iron," Rev. 2 : 27 ; 9 : 9 ; 12 : 5 ; 19 : 15. ~ 

ISLAND, ISLE 
l. NESOS (vfjaos), an island, occu:is. in Acts 13: 6; 27: 26; 28: 1, 

7, 9, II; Rev. 1:9';, 6:14; :r6:20.~ 
2. NESION (V7Jalov), a dimmutive of No. 1, a small island, occurs in 

Acts 27 : 16, Cauda, R.V. ;r 

ISSUE 
A. Nouns. 

1. EKBASiS (eKßaa,s), a way out, "way of escape," 1 Cor. 10: 13 

(e~, out, bainö, to go), is rendered ... issuc" in Heb. 13 i 7, R.V., for A.V., 
,, end," regarding the manner of life of deceased spiritual gµides. See 
END.~ 

2. RHUSIS (pva,s), a flowing (akin to rheö, to flow), an issue, is used 
in Mark 5: 25; Luke 8: 43, 44.~ 

Note: In Matt. 22 : 25, A.V„ sperma, seed, is translated "issue" 
(R.V„ " seed "). 

B. Verb. 
EKPOREUÖ (EK1TopEvw), to cause to go forth (ek, out, poreuö, to cause 
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to go), is used in the Middle Voice in Rev. 9: 17, 18, of the coming forth 
of fire, smoke and brimstone from the mouths of the symbolic horses in a 
vision, A.V., "issued" (the R.V. renders it by the verb to proceed). 
See CoME, DEPART, Go, PROCEED. 

IT 
Note: The pronouns used are the same, in their neuter forms, as 

Nos. 1, 2, 3 under HE. 

ITCHING 
KNETHO (Kll1]8w), to scratch, tickle, is used in the Passive Voice, 

metaphorically, of an eagemess to hear, in 2 Tim. 4 : 3, lit., ' itched (as to 
the hearing).' of those who, not enduring sound doctrine, heap to 
themselves teachers. 1f 

ITSELF 
Note: The pronouns used are the same in their neuter forms, as those 

undcr HIMSELF. 

IVORY 
ELEPHANTlNOS (l>.e4'&.VTwos), an adjective from elephas (whence 

Eng., elephant), signifies ' of ivory,' Rev. 18: 12.1f 
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JACINTH 
A. Noun. 

JEA 

HUAKINTHOS (vaKu•Bos} primarily denoted a hyacinth, probably the 
dark blue iris ; then, a precious stone, most likely the sapphire, Rev. 
21: 20., 

B. Adjective. 
HUAKINTHINOS (vaKlv8,vos} signifies hyacinthine, perhaps primarily 

having the colour of the hyacinth. Some regard its colour as that of the 
martagon lily, a dusky red. According to Swctc, thc word in Rcv. 9 : 17 
is "doubtless meant to describe the blue spioke of a sulphurous flame.",-

JAILOR 
DESMOPHULAX (3ecrµ.ocfov>..a,g), a prison-keeper, gaoler (desmos, a 

band, phulax, a guard, keeper), occurs in Acts 16: 23, 27, 36.,-

For JANGLING (1 Tim. l : 6, A.V.) see TALKING (vain) 

JASPER 
IASPIS (iacrms), a Phcenician word (cp. Heb. yäsh'pheh, e.g., 

Ex. 28: 20; 39: 16), seems fo have denoted a translucent stone of various 
colours, especially that of fire, Rev. 4 : 3 ; 21 : II, 18, 19. The sardius 
and the jasper, of similar colour, were the first and last stones on the 
breastplate of the High Priest, Ex. 28: 17, 20.,-

JEALOUS, JEALOUSY 
A. Noun. 

ZELOS ('7]>..os), zeal, jealousy, is rendered "jealousy" in the R.V. 
(A.V., " envying ") in Rom. 13 : 13 ; l Cor. 3 : 3 ; Jas. 3 : 14, 16 ; in 
2 Cor. 12: 20 (A.V., "envyings '.'); in Gal. 5: 20, R.V. "jealousies ~ 
(A.V., " emulations ") ; in Acts 5 : 17 (A.V., " indignation ") ; in 13 : 45 
(A.V., " envy ") ; in 2 Cor. II : 2 it is used in the phrase "with a godly 
jealousy," lit., 'with a jealousy of God ' (R.V.; marg.). See ENVY. 

B. Verbs. 
l. ZELOO ('71>..&w), akin to A, to be jealous, to burn with jealousy 

(otherwise, to seek or desire eagerly), is rendered '.' moved with jealousy," 
in Acts 7: 9 and 17 : 5, R.V. (A.V.," moved with envy ") ; in I Cor. 13: 4, 
"envieth (not)," A.V. and R.V. ; in Jas. 4: 2, R.V. marg., "are jealous" 
(text "covet ; " A.V., " desire to have "). See AFFECT, Note, DESIRE. 
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2. PARAZELOÖ (?Tapa,71>..&w), to provoke to jealousy (para, beside, 
used intensively, and No. 1), is found in Rom. IO : 19 and II : II, of God's 
dealings with Israel through his merciful dealings with Gentiles; in 
II: 14, R.V„ "I may provoke to jealousy" (A.V„ " ... emulation "), 
of the Apostle's evangelical ministry to Gentiles with a view to stirring 
bis fellow-nationals to a sense of their need and responsibilities regarding 
the Gospel ; in I Cor. IO : 22, of the provocation of God on the part of 
believers who compromise their Divine relationship by partaking of the 
table of demons ; in Gai 5 : 20, of th~ works of the fiesh. ~ 

For JEOPARDY see DANGER 

JESTING 
EUTRAPELIA (e~rrpa?Te>..la) properly denotes wit, facetiousness, 

versatility (lit„ easily turning, from eu, well, trepö, to turn). lt was used 
in the literal sense to describe the quick movements of apes and persons. 
Pericles speaks of the Athenians of his da.y (430 B.c.) as distinguished 
by a happy and gracious ' fiexibility.' In the next century Aristotle uses 
it of' venmtility' in thP eivP anil takP of sor.iri l intPrro11rse, qitkk repartee. 
In the.sixth century, B.c„ thc poct Pindar speaks of one Jason as never 
using a. word of ' vain lightness,' a meanfng approaching to its latest use. 
lts meaning certainly deteriorated, and it came to denote coarse jestillg, 
ribaldry, as in Eph. 5: 4, where it follows mörologia, foolish talking.~ 

JESUS 
IESOUS ('1710-ovS') is a transliteration of the Heb. " Joshua," meaning 

'Jehovah is salvation,' i.e., 'is the Saviour,' "a common name among 
the Jews, e.g., Ex. 17: 9; Luke 3: 29 (R.V.}; Col. 4: II. lt was given to 
the Son of God in Incarnation as His personal name, in obedience to the 
command of an angel to Joseph, the husband of His Mother, Mary, shortly 
before He was born, Matt. I : 21. By it He is spoken of throughout the 
Gospel narratives generally, but not without exception, as in Mark 
16 : 19, 20; Luke 7 : 13, and a dozen other places in that Gospel, and a 
few in John. 

"'Jesus Christ' occurs only in Matt. I : I,· 18; 16 : 21, marg.; Mark 
l : I ; John I: 17; 17 : 3. In Acts the name r Jesus' is found frequently. 
' Lord Jesus ' is the normal usage, as in Acts 8 : 16 ; 19 : 5, 17; see also 
the reports of the words of Stephen, 7: 59, of Ananias, 9 : 17, and of Paul, 
16 : 31 ; though both Peter, IO : 36, and Paul, 16 : 18, also used ' Jesus 
Christ.' 

"In the Epp. of James, Peter, John and Jude, the personal name is not 
once found alone, but in Rev. eight times (R.V.), I : g; 12: 17; 14: 12; 
17 : 6 ; 19 : IO (twice) ; 20 : 4; 22 : 16. 

"In the Epp~ of Paul 'Jesus' appcars alone just thirteen times, and 
in the Hebrews eight times ; in the latter the title ' Lord ' is added once 
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only, at 13: 20. In the Epp. of James, Peter, John, and Jude, men who 
had companied with the Lord in the days of His flesh, ' Jesus Christ ' is 
the invariable order {in the R.V:) of the Name and Title, for this was the 
order of their experience ; as ' Jesus ' they knew Him first, that He was 
Messiah they learnt finally in His resurrection. But Paul came to know 
Hirnfirst in the glory of heaven, Acts 9: l-6, and his experience being thus 
the reverse of theirs, the reverse order, ' Christ Jesus,' is of frequent 
occurrence in his letters, but, with the exception of Acts 24 : 24, does not 
occur elsewhere in the R.V. 

" In Paul's letters the order is always in harmony with the context. 
Thus 'Christ Jesus' describes the Exalted One who emptied Himself, 
Phil. 2: 5, and testifies to His pre-cxistencc; 'Jesus Christ' describes the 
despised and rejected One Who was afterwards glorified, Phil. 2 : II, and 
testifi.es to His resurrection. 'Christ Jesus' suggests His grace, 'Jesus 
Christ' suggests His glory."* 

JEW{-S) {live as do the), JEWESS, JEWISH, JEWRY, 
JEWS' RELIGION 

A. Adjectives. 
l. IOUDAIOS ('IovSafoS') is used (a) adjectivally, with the lit. meaning, 

' Jewish,' sometimes with the addition of aner, a man, Acts 10 : 28 ; 22 : 3 ; 
in 21 : 39 with anthropos, in some mss. (a man in the generic sense) ; the 
best mss. omit lhe phrase here; in 13: 6, lit., 'a Jewish false-prophet;' 
in John 3: 22, with the word chora, land or country, signifying 'Judrean,' 
Iit„' Judrean country; 'used by metonymy for the people of the country; 
(b) as a noun, a Jew, Jews, e.g., Matt. 2: 2; Mark 7: 3. The name' Jew' 
is primarily " tribal" (from ' Judah '). lt is first found in 2 Kings 16: 6, 
as distinct from Israel, of the Northern Kingdom. After the Captivity 
it was chiefly used to distinguish the race from Gentiles, e.g., John i: 6; 
Acts 14: l; Gal. 2: 15, where it denotes Christians of Jewish race; it 
distinguishes Jews from Samaritans, in John 4: 9; from proselytes, in 
Acts 2: 10. The word is most frequent in John's Gospel and the Acts; 
in the former "it especially denotes the typical representatives of Jewish 
thought contrasted with believers in Christ ... or with other Jews of 
less pronounced opinions, e.g., John 3: 25; 5: IO; 7: 13; 9: 22" 
(l,ukyn Williams, in Hastings' Bib. Die.) ; such representatives were 
found, generally, in opposition to Christ ; in the Acts they are chiefly 
those who opposed the apostles and the Gospel. In Rom. 2 : 28, 29 the 
word is used of ideal Jews, i.e., Jews in spiritual reality, bHievers, whether 
Jews or Gentiles by natural birth. The feminine, "Jewess," is found in 
Acts 16 : l ; 24 : 24. 

lt also denotes Judrea, e.g., Matt. 2 : l ; Luke l : 5 ; John 4 : 3, the 
word ' country' being understood [cp. (a) above]. In Luke :.13 : 5 arid 

• From Notes on Thessalonians, by Hogg and Vine, pp. 26, 29. 
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John 7: l, where the A.V. has "Jewry," the R.V. translates it as usual, 
"Judrea." 

2. IOUDAIKOS ('Iov8ai:Kos) denotes ''Jewish," Tit. I: 14., 
B. NoUD. 

IOUDAISMOS ('Iov8aiuµ&s), Judaism, denotes "the Jews' ,religion," 
Gai. I : 13, 14, and stands, not for their religious beliefs, but for their 
religious practicel), not as instituted by God, but as developed and extended 
from these by the traditions of the Pharisees and scribes. In the 
Apocrypha it. denotes comprehensively " the Govemment, laws, institu
tions and religion of the Jews.", 

C. Verb. 
IOUDAIZO ('Iov8atCw), lit., to Judaize, i.e., to confonn to Jewish 

religious practice& and manners, is translated "to live .as do the Jews," 
in Gai. 2: 14., . 

D. Adverb. 
IOUDAIKOS ('Iov8ai:Kws), in Jewish fashion, is translated "as d,9 

the Jews," in Gai. 2: 14., 

JEWELS 
CHRUSION (XPvulov), gold, is used of omaments in l Pet. 3: 3, 

R.V., "jewels." See GoL:Q„ No. 2. 

JOIN 
. l. KOLLAÖ (1<9.Udw), p,rimarily, to glue or cement together, then, 

generally, to unite, to join firmly, is used in the Passive Voice signifying 
to join oneself to, .to be joined to, Luke 15 : 15 ; . Acts 5 : 13 ; 8 : 29 ; 
9: 26; IO : 28, RV. (A.V., " to keep company wi.th 1') ; l Cor. 6 : 16, 17; 
elsewher~, to cleave to, Luke 10 : II ; Acts 17 : 34 ; Rom. 12 : 9. See 
CLEAVE., ..... ·. . 

2. PROSKOLLAO (?TpouKo.Udw), to stick to! a stre,ngthened form of 
No. l, with Pros, to, intensive, is used in the Passive Voice, reflexively, 
in a metaphorical sense, with the meanings (a) to join oneself to, in Acts 
5 : 36 ; (b). to cleave to, of the husband wi~h regard to the wife, Matt . 
. I9 : 5 ; Mark lO : 7 ; in Eph. 5 : 31, R.V., "shall cleave to " (A.V., "shall 
be joined to "). See CLEAVE., 

3. SU(:N)ZEUGNUMI (uvvCEV,,Vvµ.i), to yoke together (sun, with, 
zugos, a yoke), is used metapborically of union in wedlock, in Matt. 
19 : 6 ; Mark IO : 9., 

4. SÜNOMOREO (uvvoµ.oplw), to border on, is used of a house as 
being contiguous with a synagogue, in Acts 18 : 7, "joined hard to.'', 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. l : lO, katartizö, to render complete, to perfect 
(kata, down, intensive, and artios, complete, jointed), to restore, is 
translaletl " fJe pedcclly juiuecl lugt!lher," A.V. (R.V., "be perfec.ted 
togP.ther ") ; see FIT. (2) In Eph. 4: 16, sunarmologeö, to fit or frame 
together, is translated "fitly joined together," A.V. (R.V., "fitly framed 
. . . together ") ; cp. 2 : 21., 
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JOINT 
r. HARMOS (&.pµos), a joining, joint (akin to harmozo, to fit, join), is 

found in Heb. 4 : r2, figuratively (with the word " marrow ") of the 
inward moral and spiritual being of man, as just previously expressed 
literally in the phrase " soul and spirit.", 

2. HAPH:R (&.<f>fi), a ligature, joint (akin to hapto, to fit, to fasten), 
occurs in Eph. 4 : r6 and Col. 2 : r9., 

For JOINT-HEIR see HEIR 

JOT 
IÖTA (lwTa), from the Heb. yod, the smallest Hebrew letter, is 

mentioned by the Lord in Matt. 5 : r8 (together with keraia, a little horn, 
a tittle, the point or extremity which distinguishes certain Hebrew letters 
from othern), to express the fa.ct that not a single item of the Law will 
pass away or remain unfulfilled. ~ 

JOURNEY (Nrnm :mrl v~rh), JOlJRNF.YTNGS 
A. Nouns. 

r. HODOS (J86s), a way, · patn, road, used of a traveller's way, a 
journey, is rendered "journey" in 1rfatt. IO: r3; Mark 6 : 8; Luke 
2: 44, "a day's journey" (probably to Beeroth, six miles north of 
Jerusalem) ; 9 : 3 ; II : 6; Acts r : r2, " a Sabbath day's journey," i.e., 
the journey which a Jew was allowed to take on the Sabbath, viz., about 
2,000 yards or cubits (estimates vary). The regulation was not a Mosaic 
enactment, but a Rabbinical tradition, based upon an exposition of 
Ex. 16 : 29, and a comparison of the width of the suburb of a Levitical 
city as enjoined in Num. 35: 4, 5, and the distance between the Ark and 
the people at the crossing of the Jordan, Josh. 3 : 4. In regard to Acts 
1 : 12, there is no discrepancy between this and Luke 24 : 50, where the 
R.V; rightly translates by " over against Bethany," which does not fix 
the exact spot of the Ascension. See HIGHWAY, WäY. 

2. HODOIPORIA (&8ot1Topla), a way-faring, journeying (No. I, and 
poros, a way, a passage), is used of the Lord's journey to Samaria, John 
4: 6, and of Paul's "journeyings," 2 Cor. II: 26. Cp. B, No. 3. 

Note: In Luke r3: 22 the noun poreia, a journey, a going (cp. poros, 
No. 2, above), is used with the verb poieo, to make, with the meaning 'to 
journey,' lit„ 'making (for Himself, Middle Voice) a way ', "journeying." 
In Jas. r: II, "ways." See WAY.,-

B. Verbs. 
r. · POREUOMAI (7ropevoµat) is used in the Middle Voice in the N.T., 

signifying to go, proceed, go on one's way; it is translated by the verb 
to journey in Acts 9 : 3 ; 22 : 6, " as I made (my) journey ; " 26 : :i:3 ; 
Rom. 15: 24 (ist part), A.V„ " I take my journey," R.V„ " I go" (for 
the 2nd part, " in my journey," see No. 2). See Go, No. r. 
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2. DIAPOREUÖ (llia1Topevw), to carry over, used in the Passive Voice 
with the meaning to pass by, to journey through, is translated "in my 
journey," in Rom. 15: 24, lit., 'journeying through; ' in Luke 18: 36, 
RN., "going by" (A.V. "pass by "). See Go, No. 4. 

3. HODOIPOREÖ (68oi1Toplw), to travel, journey (akin to A, No. 2), 
is found in Acts 10 : 9. ~ 

4. HODEUÖ (68evw), tobe on the way, journey (from hodos, a way), 
the simplest form of the verbs denoting to journey, is used in the parable 
of the Good Samaritan, Luke IO : 33. ~ 

5. SUNODEUÖ (avvo8evw), sun, with, and No. 4, to journey with, 
occurs in Acts 9 : 7. ~ In the Sept„ Zech. 8 : 21. ~ 

6. EUODOÖ (evoa&w), to help on one's way (eu, well, and hodos), is 
used in the Passive Voice with the meaning 'to have a prosperous 
joumey;' so the A.V. of Rom. I: IO; the R.V„ "I may be prospered" 
rightly expresses the metaphorical use which the verb acquired, without 
reference to a journey; see 1 Cor. 1,6: 2; 3 John 2. ~ 

7. PROPEMPÖ (11po7rtp.7rw), to. send hefore or forth (pro, before, 
pempö, to send), also means to set forwani on a journey, to escort; in 
l Cor. 16: 6, "may set (me) forward on my joumey," R.V. [A.V„ "may 
bring (me) etc."] ; so Tit. 3 : 13, and 3 John 6. See AccoMPANY, 
CONDUCT, WAY. 

8. APODEMEÖ (d.7ro8711-iEw) denotes to go on a joumey to another 
country, go abroad, Matt. 21 : 33; 25: 14, 15; Mark 12 : I ; Luke 15 :13; 
20 : 9. See CouNTRY. ~ 

Note: For the adjective apodemos, Mark 13: 34, A.V„ "taking a far 
journey," R.V„ "sojourning in another country," see CouNTRY. 

JOY (Noun and Verb), JOYFULNESS, JOYFULLY, JOYOUS 
A. Nouns. 

I. CHARA (xapa), joy, delight (akin to chairö, to rejoice), is fotmd 
frequently in Matthew and Luke, and especially in John, once in Mark 
(4: 16, R.V., "joy," A.V„ "gladness "); it is absent from l Cor. (though 
the verbis used three times), but is frequent in 2 Cor„ where the noun is 
used fi.ve times (for 7 : 4, R.V„ see Note below), and the verb eight times, 
suggestive of the Apostle's relief in comparison with the circumstances 
of the Ist Epistle; in Col. I : II, A.V„ " joyfulness," R.V„ " joy." The 
word is sometimes used, by metonymy, of the occasion or cause of joy, 
Luke 2 : 10 (lit„ ' I announce to you a great joy ') ; in 2 Cor, I : 15, in 
some mss„ for charis, " benefi.t " ; Phil. 4 : 1, where the readers are called 
the Apostle's joy; so l Thess. 2 : 19, 20 ; Heb. 12 : 2, of the object of 
Christ's joy; Jas. l : 2, where it is connected with falling into trials ; 
perhaps also in Matt. 25 : 21, 23, where some regard it as signifying, 
concretely, the circumstances attending co-operation in the authority 
of the Lord. See also the Note following No. 3. 
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Note: In Heb. 12: II, "joyous" represents the phrase meta, with, 
followed by chara, lit., ' with joy.' So in IO : 34, "joyfully; " in 2 Cor. 
7: 4 the noun is used with the Middle Voice of huperperisseuö, to abound 
more exceedingly, and translated" (I overflow) with joy," R.V. (A.V.," 1 
am exceeding joyful "). 

2. AGALLIASI? (ayai\Alaaw), exultation, exuberant joy. Cp. B, 
No. 3, below. See GLADNEss. 

3. EUPHROSUNE (d1</>pa<TVVTJ) is rendered "joy" in the A.V. of Acts 
2 : 28, R.V., "gladness," as in 14: 17. See GLADNESS. if 

Note: Joy is associated with life, e.g., l Thess. 3: 8, 9. Experiences 
of sorrow prepare for, and enlarge, the capacity for joy, e.g., John 16: 20; 
Rom. 5 : 3, 4; 2 Cor. 7: 4; 8: 2; Heb. IO: 34; Jas. r : 2. Perseculiun 
for Christ's sake enhances joy, e.g., Matt. 5 : II, 12 ; Acts 5 : 4I. Other 
sources of joy are faith, Rom. 15 : 13 ; Phil. l : 25 ; hope, Rom. 5 : 2 

(kauchaomai, see B, No. 2) ; 12.: 12 (chairö, see B, No. r) ; the joy of 
others, 12 : 15, which is distinctive of Christian sympathy. Cp. l Thess. 
3: 9. In the O.T. an'fl. the N.T. God Himself is the ground and object 
of the believer's joy, e.g., Ps. 35 : 9 ; 43 : 4; Is. 6r : ro ; Luke r : 47 ; 
Rom. 5 : II ; Phil. 3 : l ; 4 : 4. 

B. Verbs. 
1. CHAIRO (xalpw), to rejoice, be glad, is translated " joyfully " in 

Luke 19 : 6, lit., ' rejoicing ; ' " we joyed," 2 Cor. 7 : 13 ; " 1 joy," 
Phil. 2 : 17 ; " do ye joy," 2 : 18 ; " joying," Col. 2 : 5 ; "we joy," 
l Thess. 3 : g. lt is contrasted with weeping and sorrow, e.g., in John 
16: 20, 22; Rom. 12: 15; l Cor. 7: 30 (cp. Ps. 30: 5). Sec FAREWELL, 
GLAD, GmmTING, HAIL, REJOICE. 

2. KAUCHAOMAI (Kavxaoµai), to boast, glory, exult, is rendered" we 
joy," in Rom. 5: II, A.V. (R.V., "we rejoice "). lt would have been an 
advantage to translate this word distinctively by the verbs to glory or 
to exult. . 

3. AGALLIAO (dyaMiaw), to exult, rejoice greatly, is translated 
"with exceeding joy" in l Pet. 4: 13 (Middle Voice), lit., '(ye rejoice, 
chairö) exulting.' Cp. A, No. 2. See GLAD, REJO!CE. 

4. ONINEMI (dv{V'Y}µi), to benetit, profit, in the Middle Voice, to have 
prvfit, derive benefit, is translaterl "1P.t me have joy" in Philm. 20 (R.V. 
marg., "help "); the Apostle is doubtless continuing his credit and 
debit metaphors and using the verb in the sense of' profit.'if 

JUDGE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

1. KRITES (Kpt'T~s), a judge (from krino, see B, No. r), is used (a) of 
God, Heb. 12: 23, where the order in the original is 'to a Judge who is 
God of all; ' this is really the significance ; it suggests that He who is 
the Judge ofHis people is at the same time their God; that is the order 
in 10: 30; the word is also used of God in Jas. 4: 12, R.V.; (b) of Christ, 
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Acts 10: 42; 2 Tim. 4: 8; Jas. 5 : 9; (c) of a ruler in Israel in the times 
of the Judges, Acts 13 : 20; (d) of a Roman procurator, Acts 24 : 10 ; 

(e) of those whose conduct provides a standard of judging, Matt. 12 : 27; 
Luke II : 19; (f) in the forensic sense, of one who tries and decides a 
case, Matt. 5 : 25 (twice) ; Luke 12: 14 (some mss. have No. 2 here) ; 
12 : 58 (twice) ; 18 : 2 ; 18 : 6 (Iit., ' the judge of unrighteousness,' 
expressing subjectively his character) ; Acts 18 : 15 ; (g) of one who passes, 
or arrogates to himself, judgment on anything, Jas.·2: 4 (see the R.V.); 
4: II. 

2. DIKASTES (ÖiKaaT~s) denotes a judge (from dike, right, a judicial 
hearing, justice; akin to dikazö, to judge), Acts 7: 27, 35; some mss. 
have it in Luke 12 : 14 (see No. l) ; while dikustes is a foreusü.: lerm, 
krites "gives prominence to the mental process" (Thayer). At Athens 
the dikastes acted as a juryman, the krites being the presiding judge. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. KRINÖ (Kplvw) primarily denotes to separate, select, choose l 

hence, to determine, and so to judge, pronounce judgment. " The uses of 
this verb in the N.T. may be analysed as follows: (a) to assume the offü:e 
of a judge, Matt. 7 : r ; John 3 : 17; (b) to undergo process of trial, 
John 3 : 18; r6: II ;' 18: 31 ; Jas. 2: 12; (c) to give sentence, Acts 
15 : 19; 16: 4; 21 : 25; (d) to condemn, John 12 : 48; Acts 13 : 27 ; 
Rom. 2 : 27 ; (e) to execute judgment upon, 2 Thess. 2 : 12 ; Acts 7 : 7 ; 
(/) tobe involved in a lawsuit, whether as plaintiff, Matt. 5 : 40; l Cor. 
6 : l ; or as defendant, Acts 23 : 6 ; (g) to administer affairs, to govern, 
Matt. 19: 28; cp. Judg. 3: 10; (h) to form an opinion, Luke 7: 43; 
John 7: 24; Acts 4: 19; H.om. 14: 5; (i) to make a resolve, Acts 3: 13; 
20 : 16 ; I Cor. 2 : 2 "* 

See CALL, No. 13, CoNCLUDE, CoNDEMN, DECREE, DETERMINE, EsTEEM, 
LAW (go to), ÜRDAIN, SENTENCE, THINK. 

Note: In Acts 21 : 25, the R.V. has "giving judgement" (A.V., 
"concluded "); see JuDGMENT, Note (5). 

2. ANAKRINÖ (d.vaKpli1w), to examine, investigate, question (ana, up, 
and No. 1), is rendered '' judged" in I Cor. 2: r4, R.V. (A.V., "are ... 
discerned; " R.V. marg., "examined "), said of the things of the Spirit 
of God; in ver. 15, "judgeth" (R.V. marg„ "exarnineth "), said of the 
exercise of a discerning judgment of all things as to their truc valuc, by 
one who is spiritual; in the same verse, "is judged (of no man)," R.V. 
marg., "examined ", i.e., the merely natural mind cannot estimate the 
motives of the spiritual; in 4: 3, "I should be judged," i.e., as to 
examining and passing sentence on the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of the 
Apostle's stewardship; so in the same verse, "I judge (not mine own self)," 
arnl in ver. 4 " (he that) judgeth (me is the Lord) ; " in 14 : :.:4, " lw i!,; 
judged (of all)," i.e,, the light of the heart-searching testimony of the 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. ?,.67. 
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assembly probes the conscience of the unregenerate, sifting him judicially. 
See AsK, No. 7, DiscERN, A, No. I. 

3. DIAKRINO (Sia.1eplvw) denotes to separate throughout (dia, and 
No. I), discriminate, discern, and hence,. to decide, to judge (also to 
contend, to hesitate, to doubt) ; it is rendered " to judge " in I Cor. 6 : 5, 
in the sense of arbitrating; in II : 3I (rst part), the R.V. has " (if we) 
discerned (ourselves)," A.V. "(if we would) judge" (krinö, No. I, is used 
in the 2nd part); so in r4: 29, R.V., "discern" (A.V., "judge "). See 
DrtCIDE, A, DiscERN, A. No. 2. 

N otcs: (I) In I Cor. 6 : 2 (last clause) " to judge" represents the noun 
kriterion, which denotes a tribunal, a law court, and the meaning thus 
is ' are ye unworthy of sitting upon tribunals of least importance ? ' 
(see R.V. marg.), i.e., to judge matters of smallest importance. Some 
would render it ' cases,' but there is no clcar instance elsewhere of this 
meaning. See ]UDGMENT-SEAT. (2) In Heb. II : II, the verb hegeomai, 
to consider, think, account, is rendered "she judged (Hirn faithful)," 
A.V. (R.V., "she counted "). See COUNT, No. 2. 

JUDGMENT 
I. KRISIS (1eplcns) primarily <lenotes a separating, then, a decision, 

judgment, most frequently in a forensic sense, and especially of Divine 
judgment. For the vatiety of its meanings, with references, see CoN
DEMNATION, B, No. 3. 

Notes: (r) The Holy Spirit, the Lord said, would convict the world of 
(peri, in respect of), i.e., of the actuality of, God's judgment, John I6: 8, II. 

Cp. 2 Thess. l : 5. (2) In Rom. 2 : 5 the word dikaiokrisia, " righteous 
judgment," combines the adjective dikaios, righteous, with krisis, the two 
words which are used separately in 2 Thess. I : 5. ~ 

2. KRIMA (1eplµ.a.) denotes the result of the action signified by the 
verb krinö, to judge; for its general significance see CoNDEMNATION, 
B, No. I: it is used (a) of a decision passed on the faults of others, Matt. 
7 : 2 ; (b) of judgment by man npon Christ, Luke 24 : 20 ; (c) of God's 
judgment upon men, e.g., Rom. 2 : 2, 3 ; 3 : 8 ; 5 : I6 ; II : 33 ; I3 : 2 ; 

I Cor. II : :.:9; Gal. 5 : ro; Heb. 6: 2; Jas. 3 : I ; through Christ, e.g., 
John 9: 39; (d) of the right of judgment, Rev. 20: 4; (e) of a law-suit, 
I Cor. 6: 7. 

3. Hf:MERA (~µ.lpa.), a day, is translated "judgment" in I Cor. 4: 3, 
where "man's judgment" (lit., 'man's day,' marg.) is used of the present 
period in which man's mere judgment is exercised, a period of human 
rebellion against God. The adjective anthropinos, human, belonging to 
man (anthröpos), is doubtless set in contrast here to kuriakos, bclonging 
to the Lord (kurios, a lord), which is used in the phrase " the Day of the 
Lord," in Rev. r : IO, "The Lord's Day," a period of Divine judgments. 
See DAY. 
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4. GNÖME (yv<Üµ.71), piimarily a means of knowing (akin to ginöskö, 
to know), came to denote a mind, understanding; hence (a) a purpose, 
Acts 20 : 3, lit., ' (it was his) purpose ; ' (b) a royal purpose, a decree, 
Rev. 17: 17, R.V., "mind" (A.V., "will") ; (c) judgment, opinion, 
l Cor. l : IO, " (in the same) judgment ; " Rev. 17 : 13, " mind ; " (d) 
counsel, advice, l Cor. 7 : 25, " (I give my) judgment ; " 7 : 40, " (after 
my) judgment;" Philm. 14, "mind." See MIND, PURPOSE, WILL.~ 

Notes: (r) In l Cor. 6: 4, A.V., kriterion, a tribunal, is rendered 
"judgments" (R.V., "to judge," marg., "tribunals "). See JuDGE, B, 
No. 3, Note (1). (2) In Rom. l: 32, A.V., dikaiöma, an ordinance, 
righteous act, is translated "judgment" (R.V. "ordinance ") ; in Rev. 
15 : 4, "judgments" (R.V., "righteous acts "). (3) In Acts 25 : 15, 
A.V., katadike, a sentence, condemnation, is translated "judgment" 
(R.V., "sentence "). Some mss. have dike. See SENTENCE. (4) In 
Phil. l : g, A.V., aisthesis, perception, discernment, is translated "judg~ 
mcnt" (RV., "discernmAnt "). (5) In Acts 2I : 25, in the rer.ord of thP. 
decree from the Apostles and elders at Jerusalem to the churches of the 
Gentiles, the verb krinö (see JuvGE, B, No. r), is translated "giving 
judgement," R.V. (A. V., " concluded "). 

B. Adjective. 
HUPODIKOS (v?T68~Kos). brought to trial, answerable to (hupo, under, 

dike, justice), Rom. 3 : 19, is translated "under the judgement," R.V. 
(A.V., " guilty "). ~ 

For HALL OF JUDGMENT, JUDGMENT HALL, see HALL 

JUDGMENT-SEAT 
l. BEMA (ßfjµ.a.), primarily, a step, a pace (akin to bainö, to go), as 

in Acts 7 : 5, translated " to set (his foot) on," lit., ' foot-room,' was used 
to denote a raised place or platform, reached by steps, originally that at 
Athens in the Pnyx Hill, where was the place of assembly ; from the 
platform orations were made. The word became used for a tribune, two 
of which were provided in the law-courts of Greece, one for the accuser 
and one for the defendant ; it was applied to the tribunal of a Roman 
magistrate or ruler, Matt. 27: 19; John 19: 13; Acts 12: 21, translated 
" throne; " 18 : 12, 16, 17 ; 25 : 6, 10, 17. 

In two passages the word is used of the Divine tribunal before which 
all believers are hereafter to stand. In Rom. 14 : 10 it is called " The 
judgement-seat of God," R.V. (A.V., "of Christ"), according to the most 
authentic mss. The same tribunal is called " the judgment-seat of 
Christ," 2 Cor. 5: 10, to whom the Father has given all judgment, John 
5 : 22, 27. At this bema believers are tobe made manifest, that each may 
'receive the things done in (or through) the body,' according to what he 
has done, ' whether it be good or bad.' There they will receive rewards 
for their faithfulness to the Lord. For all that has been contrary in their 
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lives to His will they will suffer loss, l Cor. 3 : 15. This judgment-seat 
is to be distinguished fromthe pre-millennial, earthly Throne of Christ, 
Matt. 25: 31, and the post-millennial "Great White Throne," Rev. 20 : II, 

at which only " the dead " will appear. The judgment-seat of Christ 
will be a tribunal held ' in His Parousia,' i.e., His presence with His saints 
after His retum to receive them to Himself. ~ 

2. KRIT:E:RION (Kpin]piov) primarily a means of judging (akin to 
krinö, to judge: Eng., criterion), then, a tribunal, law-court, or lawsuit, 
l Cor~ 6 : 2 (last clause), for which see ]UDGE, B, No. 3, Note (1) ; 6 : 4/for 
which see JuDGMENT, Note (1) at end; Jas. 2: 6.~ 

JURISDICTION 
EXOUSIA (€govula), power, authority, ls used, by metonymy, to denote 

jurisdiction, in Luke 23: 7. For the different meanings of the word and 
other instances of its use by metonymy, see AUTHORITY, A, No. I. 

JUST, JUSTLY 
A. Adjectives. 

1. DIKAIOS {olKaios) was first used of persons observant of dike, 
custom, rule, right, especially in the fulfilment of duties towards gods an<l 
men, und of thing::; tha.t wcre in accordancc with right. The Eng. word 
"righteous" was formerly speit ' rightwise ', i.e„ (in a) straight way. 
In the N.T. it denotes righteous, a state of being right, or right conduct, 
judged whether by the Divine standard, or according to human standards, 
of what is right. Said of God, it designates the perfect agreement between 
His nature and His acts (in which He is the standard for all men). See 
RIGHTEOUSNESS, lt is used (1) in the broad sense, of persons : (a) of God, 
e.g., John 17: 25; Rom. 3 : 26; l John l : 9; 2: 29; 3 : 7; (b) of 
Christ, e.g., Acts 3 : 14 ; 7 : 52 ; 22 : 14 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 8 ; l Pet. 3 : 18 ; 
l John 2 : l ; (c) of men, Matt. l : 19 ; Luke l : 6; Rom. l : 17 ; 2 : 13 ; 
5: 7. (2) of things; blood (metaphorical), Matt. 23: 35 ; Christ's 
judgment, John 5: 30; any circumstance, fact or deed, Matt. 20: 4 (v. 7, 
in some mss.) ; Luke 12 : 57 ; Acts 4 : 19 ; Eph. 6 : 1 ; Phil. l : 7 ; 4: 8 ; 
Co!. 4: l; 2 Thess. l : 6; " the commandment" (the Law), Rom. 7: 12 ; 
works, l John 3: 12; the ways of God, Rev. 15: 3. See RIGHTEOUS. 

2. ENDIKOS (€vÖiKos), just, righteous (en, in, dike, right), is said of 
the condemnation of those who say" Let us do evil, that good may come," 
Rom. 3 : 8 ; of the recompense of reward of transgressions under the 
Law, Heb. 2 : 2.~ 

Note: As to the distinction between No. l and No. 2, "dikaios 
characterizes the subject so far as he or it is (so to speak) one with dike, 
right; endikos, so far as he occupies a due relation to dike; ... in 
Rom. 3 : 8 endikos presupposes that which has been decided righteously, 
which leads to the just sentence" (Cremer). 
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B. Adverb. 
DIKAIÖS (SiKalws-), justly, righteously, in accordance with what is 

right, is said (a) of God's judgment, l Pet. 2 : 23 ; (b) of men, Luke 
23: 41, "justly; " l Cor. 15 : 34• R.V„ "righteously" (A.V„ "to 
righteousness ") ; l Thess. 2: 10, R.V„ "righteously; " Tit. 2: 12.~ 

JUSTICE 
DIKt (8l1C7J), primarily custom, usage, came to denote what is right; 

then, a judicial hearing; hence, the execution of a sentence, "punish
ment," 2 Thess. l : 9, R.V. ; Jude 7, "punishment," R.V. (A.V„ 
"vengeance "). In Acts 28 : 4 (A.V., "vengeance ") it is personified and 
denoles lhe goddess Justice or Nemesis (Lat„ Justitia), who thc Mclita 
folk supposed was about to inflict the punishment of death upon Paul 
by means of the viper. See PUNISHMENT, VENGEANCE. ~ 

JUSTIFICATION, JUSTIFIER, JUSTIFY 
A. Nouns. 

r. DIKAIÖSIS (81Kalwa1~) dcnotes the act of prono11ncinrr riahtP.om1, 
justification, acquittal ; its precisc meaning is determined by that of the 
verb dikaioö, to justify (see B) ; it is used twice in the Ep. to the Romans, 
and there alone in the N.T„ signifying the establishment of a person as 
just by acquittal from guilt. In Rom. 4: 25 the\Phrase" for our justifi.ca
tion," ig, lit„ ' bccausc of our justifica.tion' (parallel to the preceding clauiae 
"for our trespasses," i.e„ because of trespasses committed), and means, 
not with a view to our justification, but because all that was necessary on 
God's part for our justification had been effected in the Death of Christ. 
On this account He was raised from the dead. The propitiation being 
perfect and complete, His resurrection was the confirmatory counterpart. 
In 5 : 18, " justification of life " means ' justification which results in life' 
(cp. ver. 21). That God justifies the believing sinner on the ground of 
Christ's Death, involves His free gift of life. On the distinction between 
dikaiösis and dikaiöma, see below. ~ In the Sept„ Lev. ·24 : 22. if 

2. DIKAIÖMA (8LKalwµa) has three distinct meaning~, and seems best 
described comprehensively as " a concrctc expression of righteousness ; " 
it is a. decla.ra.tion that a person or thing is righteous, and hence, hroa<lly 
speaking, it represents the expression and 'effect of dikaiösis (No. l). It 
signifies (a) an ordinance, Luke l : 6; Rom. l : 32, R.V., "ordinance," 
i.e„ what God has declared tobe right, referring to His decree of retribution 
(A.V„ " judgment ") ; Rom. 2 : 26, R.V., " ordinances of the Law" 
(i.e„ righteous requirements enjoined by the Law) ; so 8: 4, "ordinance 
ofthe Law," i.e„ collectively, the precepts of the Law, all that it demands 
as right; in Heb. 1): r, ro, orrlinancP.s r.onnected with the Tabernade 
ritual; (b) a sentence of acquittal, by which God acquits men of their guilt, 
on the conditions (r) of His grace in Christ, through His e.xiJialury sacrifice, 
(2) the acceptance of Christ by faith, Rom. 5 : 16 ; (c) a righteous act, 
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Rom. 5: 18, " (through one) act of righteousness," R.V., not the act of 
justification, nor the righteous character of Christ (as suggested by the 
A.V. : dikaiöma does not signify character, as does dikaiosune, righteous
ness), but the Death of Christ, as an act accomplished consistently with 
God's character and counsels; this is clear as being in antithesis to 
the " one trespass " in the preceding statement. Some take the word here 
as meaning a decree of righteousness, as in ver. 16 ; the Death of Christ 
could indeed be regarded as fulfilling such a decree, but as the Apostle's 
argument proceeds, the word, as is frequently the case, passes from one 
shade of meaning to another, and here stands not for a decree, but an 
act ; so in Rev. 15 : 4, R.V., "righteous acts" (A.V., " judgments "), 
and 19 : 8, " righteous acts (of the saints) " (A.V., " righteousness '').1f 

Note: For dikaiosune, always translated "righteousness," see 
RIGHTEOUSNESS. 

.B. Verb. 
DIKAIOÖ (SiKat6w) primarily, to deem to be right, signifies, in the 

N.T., (a) to show tobe right or rightcous; in the Passive Voice, tobe justi
fied, Matt. II : 19; Luk;e 7: 35; Rom. 3: 4; r Tim. 3 : 16; (b) to declare 
to be righteous, to pronounce righteo.us, (1) by man, concerning God, 
Luke 7: 29 (see Rom. 3 .. : 4, above); concerning himselt, Luke lo: 29; 
16 : 15 ; (2) by God concerning men, who are declared to be righteous 
before Hirn nn <'.f:'rfain cnnditions laid down by Hirn. 

Ideally the complete fulfilment of the Law of God would provide a 
basis of justification in His sight,. Rom. 2 : 13. But no such case has 
occurred in mere human experience, and therefore no one can be justified 
on this ground, Rom. 3: 9-20; Gal. 2: 16; 3: IO, II; 5: 4. From this 
negative presentation in Rom. 3, the Apostle proceeds to show that, 
consistently with God's own righteous character, and with a view to its 
manifestation, He is, through Christ, as "a propitiation ... by (en, 
instrumental) His blood," 3: 25, R.V., "the Justifier of him that hath 
faith in Jesus" (ver. 26), justification being the legal and formal acquittal 
from guilt by God as Judge, the prononncement of the sinner as righteous, 
who believes on the Lord Jesus Christ. In ver. 24, "being justified" is 
in the present continuous tense, indicating the constant process of justi
fication in the succession of those who believe and are justified. In 5 : l, 
" being justified" is in the aorist, or point, tense, indicating the definite 
time at which each person, upon the exercise of faith, was justified. In 
8: l, justification is presented as "no condemnation." That justification 
is in view here is confirmed by the preceding chapters and by verse 34. 
In 3 : 26, the word rendered "Justifier" is the pres~nt participle of the 
verb, lit., 'justifying; ' similarly in 8: 33 (where the article is used), 
" God that justifieth," is, more lit., ' God is the (One) justifying,' with 
stress upon the word " God." 

Justification is primarily and gratuitously by faith, subsequently and 
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evidentially by works. In regard to justifi.cation by works, the so-called 
contradiction between James and the Apostle Paul is only apparent. 
There is harmony in the different views of the subject. Paul has in mind 
Abraham's attitude toward God, his acceptance of God's word. This 
was a matter known only to God. The Romans Ep~tle is occupied with 
the effect of this Godward attitude, not upon Abraham's character .or 
actions, but upon. the contrast between faith and the lack of it, namely, 
unbelief, cp. Rom. II : 20. James (2 : 21-26) is occupied with the 
contrast between faith that is real and faith that is false, a faith barren 
and dead., which is not faith at all. 

Again, the two writers have before them different epochs in Abraham's 
life-Paul, the event recorded in Gen. 15, James, that in Gen. 22. Con
trast the words ' believed ' in Gen. 15 : 6 and ' obeyed ' in 22 : 18. 

Further, the two writers use the words ' faith ' and ' works ' in some
what different senses. With Paul, faith is acceptance of God's word ; 
with James, it is acceptance of the truth of certain statements about God, 
(ver. 19), which may fail to affect one's conduct. Faith, as dealt with 
by Paul, 1esulls in acceptance with God„ i.e„ justification,. and is 
bound to manifest itself. If not, as James says 'Can that faith save 
him?' (ver. 14). With Paul, works are dead works; with James they are 
life works. The works of which Paul speaks coold be quite independent 
of faith: those referred to by James can be wrought only where faith is 
real, and they will attest its reality. 

So with righteousness, or justification : Paul is occupied with a right 
relationship with God, James, with right conduct. Paul testifies that the 
ungodly can be justified by faith, James that only the right-doer is justi-
fied. See also under RIGHTEOUS, RIGHTEOUSNESS. -
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KEEP, KEEPING (Noun) 

A. Verbs. 

KEE 

I. TEREÖ (rYJplw) denotes (a) to watch over, preserve, keep, watch, 
e.g., Acts 12: 5, 6; 16: 23; in 25 : 21, R.V. (1st part). "kept" (A.V., 
" reserved ") ; the present participle is translated " keepers " in Matt. 
28 : 4, lit. ' the keeping (ones) ; ' it is used of thP kPf'pine powPr of God the 
Father and Christ, exercised over His people, John 17 : II, 12, 15 ; l Thess. 
5 : 23," preserved ; " l John 5 : 18, where" He that was begotten of God," 
R.V., is said of Christ as the Keeper (" keepeth him," R.V., for A.V., 
"keepeth himself ") ; Jude l,· R.V., "kcpt for Jesus Christ" (A.V., 
"preserved in Jesus Christ") ; Rev. 3 : ro; of their inheritance, l Pet. 
I : 4 (" reserved ") ; of judicial reservation by God in view of future doom, 
2 Pet. 2 : 4, 9, 17 ; 3 : 7; Jude 6, 13 ; of keeping the faith, 2 Tim. 4 : 7 ; 
the unity of the Spirit, Eph. 4 : 3 ; oneself, 2 Cor. II : 9 ; l Tim. 5 : 22 ; 
Jas. I : 27 ; figuratively, one's garments, Rev. 16 : 15 ; (b) to observe, to 
give heed to, as of keeping commandments, etc., e.g., Matt. 19: 17; 
John 14: 15; 15: ro; 17: 6; Jas. 2: 10; I John 2: 3, 4, 5; 3: 22, 24; 
5: 2 (in some mss.), 3; Rev. I: 3; 2: 26; 3: 8, ro; 12: 17; 14: 12; 
22: 7, 9. See RESERVE. 

2. DIATEREÖ (Statr'}ptw), to keep carefully (dia, intensive, and No. l), 
is said of "the Mother of Jesus," in keeping His sayings in her heart, 
Luke 2: 51, and ot the command ot the Apostles and elders in Jerusalem 
to Gentile converts in the churches to keep themselves from the evils 
mentioned in Acts 15 : 29.1)" 

3. SUNTEREÖ (avvr'f/plw) denotes to preserve, keep safe, keep close 
(sun, together with, used intensively, and No. 1), in Luke 2 : 19, as in ver. 
51 (see No. 2, above), of the Mother of Jesus in regard to the words of the 
shepherds; in Mark 6: 20 it is used of Herod's preservation of John 
the Baptist from Herodias, R.V., "kept (him) safe," A.V., "observed 
(him) " (marg., " kept ") ; in Matt. 9 : 17 (in some mss., Luke 5 : 38), 
of the preservation of wine-skins. See ÜBSERVE, PRESERVE.1]" 

4. PHULASSÖ (</>v>..&.aaw) denotes (a) to guard, watch, keep watch, 
e.g„ Luke 2: 8; in the Passive Voice, 8: 29; (b) to keep by way of pro
tection, e.g„ Luke II : 21; John 12: 25; 17: 12 (;md part; No. r in 
Ist part and in ver. II) ; (c) metaphorically, to keep a law, precept, etc„ 
e.g., Matt. 19 : 20 and Luke 18 : :n, " have observed ; " Luke II : 28 ; 
John 12 : 47 (in the best mss.) ; Acts 7 : 53 ; r6 : 4 ; 21 : 24 ; Rom. 
2: 26; Gal. 6: 13; I Tim. 5 : 21 (" observe ") ; in the Middle Voice, 
Mark 10: 20 (" have observed ") ; (d) in the Middle Voice, to keep oneself 
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from, Acts 21 : 25; elsewhere translated by the verb to beware. See 
BEWARE, No. 3, GuARD, B, No. r. 

5. DIAPHULASSÖ (Oia<f>v>..6.aaw), an intensive form of No. 4, to guard 
thoroughly; see GuARD. 

6. PHROUREÖ (<f>povplw), to keep with a military guard, e.g., Gal. 
3 : 23, R.V., "kept in ward;" see GuARD, B, No. 3. 

7. POIEÖ ('rrodw), to do, make, signifies to keep, in Matt. 26: 18, in 
the Lord's statement, " I will keep the passover; " so in Acts 18 : 21, 
in some mss'. ; in John 7: 19, where the A.V. has "kccpcth (the law)," 
the R.V. adheres to the usual meaning "doeth." 

8. ECHÖ (;xw), to have, to hold, is rendered" I kept" in Luke 19: 20, 

R.V. (A.V., "I have kept "), of keeping a pound laid up in a napkin. 
See HAVE. 

9. KRATEO (KpaTlw), tobe strong, get possession of, hold fast, is used 
in Mark 9: 10, " (and) they kept (the saying)," i.e., they held fast to the 
Lord's command to refrain from telling what they had seen in the mount 
of Transfiguration. See HOLD. 

. IO. NOSPHIZO (vou.Pt,w), toset apart, remove, signifies, in the Mi.ddle 
Voice, to set apart for oneself, to purloin, and is rendere<l "purloining" 
in Tit. 2 : IO ; " kept hack" (and "keep ") in Ads 5 : 2, 3, oi llie act of 
Ananias and his wife in retaining part of the price of the land. ~i 

II. SUNECHÖ (avvlxw), to hold together, is translated "shall ... 
keep (thee) in," in Luke 19: 43. See also Note (8), below. See CoN
STRAIN. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 22: 2, A.V„ parechö, to afford, give, cause, is ren
dered "kept (the more silence)," R.V., "were (the more quiet)." (2) In 
Matt. 14: 6 some mss. have the verb agö, to lead, hold (of a feast), of 
keeping Herod's birthday; the most authentic have ginomai, to become, 
take place; hence the R.V., ".-when Herod's birthday came." The verb 
agö is used in Acts 19 : 38 of keeping certain occasions, as of the holding 
of law courts, R.V. " (the courts) are open," A.V. marg., " court days 
are kept;" Moulton an<l Milligan illustrate from the papyri the use 
of the adjective agoraios, in the plural with hemerai, days, un<le1slood, 
in regard to certain market days ; certain court days are what are indicatcd 
here. The conjecture that the meaning is 'courts are now being held' 
(sunodoi being understood as meetings of the court instead of ' days ') 
is scarcely so appropriate to the circumstances. (3) In Matt. 8 : 33, 
boskö, to fecd (swine etc.), is translated " (they that) fed," R.V. for A.V. 
" (they that) kcpt." (4) In Acts 9 : 33, katakeimai, to lie down, is used 
with epi, upon, with the meaning to kccp one's bed (see LIE, No. 2). 
(5) In fü>m. 2 : 25, prassö, to do (continuously), to practise, is rendered 
"be a doer of," R.V. (A.V., "keep "). (6) In Acts 20 : 20, hupostellö, to 
shriuk, ü1aw b,1ck from, is translatcd "I shrank (not) " (Middle Voice), 
R.V., A.V., " I kept back (nothing)." (7) In Acts 27 : 43, köluö, to 
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hinder, is translated "stayed (them from)," R.V., A.V., "kept (them 
from)." (8) In Luke 8 : 15 and l Cor. II : 2, katechö, to hold fast (a 
strengthened form of echö, No. 8), is translated "hold fast," R.V., A.V., 
"keep; "in 15: ·2, R.V., "hold fast," A.V., "keep in memory." (9) For 
keep secret, see SECRET. (10) For keep under, see BUFFET. (rr) Para
tithemi is rendered" commit the keeping" in l Pet. 4: 19, A.V .. (12) For 
"keep the feast " see FEAST, B, No. 2 

B. Noun. 
TERESIS (rr}p71uis), akin to A, No. l, denotes (a) a watching, and hence, 

imprisonment, prison, Acts 4: 3 and 5: 18, "ward," R.V. (A. V., "hold" 
an<l "prison "); (b) "keeping," l Cor. 7: 19. See HoLD, PRISON.il 

KEEPER 
PHULAX (cf>v>.afl, akin to A, No. 4, above, a guard: see GUARD. 
Note: For tereö, in Matt. 28 : 4, see A, Nu. l, above. 

KEY 
KLEIS (KAEts), a key, is used metaphorically (a) of "the keys of the 

kingdom of heaven," which the Lord committed to Peter, Matt. 16: 19, 
by which he would open the door of faith, as he did to Jews at Pentecost, 
and to Gentiles in the person of Cornelius, acting as one commissioned by 
Christ, through the power of the Holy Spirit; he had precedence over his 
fellow-disciples, not in authority, but in the matter of time, on the ground 
of his confession of Christ (ver. 16) ; equal authority was committed 
to them (18 : 18) ; (b) of " the key of knowledge," Luke II : 52, i.e., 
knowledge of the revealed will of God, by which men entered into the life 
that pleases God; this the religious leaders of the Jews had presumptu
ously 'taken away,' so that they neither entered in themselves, nor 
permitted their hearers to do so; (c) of" the keys of death and of Hades," 
Rev. l: 18, R.V. (see HADES), indicative of the authority of the Lord 
over the bodies and souls of men; (d) of "the key of David," Rev. 3: 7, 
a reference to Is. 22 : 22, speaking of the deposition of Shebna and 
the investiture of Eliakiin, in terms evidently Messianic, the metaphor 
being that of the right of entrance upon administrative authority ; the 
mention of David is symbolic of complete sovereignty ; (e) of " the key 
of the pit of the abyss," Rev. 9: l; here the symbolism is that of com
petent authority ; the pit represents a shaft or deep entrnrn:e into the 
region (see ABYSS), from whence issued smoke, symbolic of blinding 
delusion; (f) of " the key of the abyss," Rev. 20 : I ; this is to be dis
tinguished from (e) : the symbolism is that of the complete supremacy of 
God over the region of the lost, in which, by angelic agency, Satan is 
destined to be confined for a thousand years. if 

KICK 
LAKTIZÖ (>.a1cTt~w), to kick (from lax, an adverb signifying 'with the 

foot '), is used in Acts 26: 14 (some mss. have it in 9: 5). 
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For KID see GOAT 

KILL 
I. APOKTEINO (&.110KTElvw), to kill, is used (a) physically, e.g„ Matt. 

10 : 28; 14: 5, "put ... to death," similarly rendered in John 18: 31 ; 
often of Christ's Death; in Rev. 2: 13, R.V„ "was killed" (A.V„ 
"was slain ") ; 9: 15, R.V„" kill" (A.V„" slay ") ; II : 13, R.V„ "were 
killed" (A.V„ "were slain ") ; so in 19 : 21; (b) metaphorically, Rom. 
7 : II, of the power of sin, which is personified, as" finding occasion, through 
the commandment," and inflicting deception and spiritual death, i.e„ 
separation from God, realized through the presentation of the command
ment to conscience, breaking in upon the fanderl st<ite of freedom ; the 
argumcnt shows the power of the Law, not to deliver from sin, but to 
enhancc its sinfulness ; in 2 Cor. 3 : 6, " the letter killeth," signifies not 
the literal meaning of Scripture as contrasted with the spiritual, but the 
power of the Law to bring homc thc knowlcdge of guilt and its punishment ; 
in Eph. 2 : 16 " having slain the enmity" describes the work of Christ 
through His death in annulling the enmity, "the Law" (ver. 15), between 
Jcw und Gentile, rcconciling regenerate Jew and Gentile to God in spiritual 
unity "in one l>o<ly." See DEATH, C, No. 4, SLAY. 

2. ANAlKEÜ (ci.vaip€w) denotes (a) to take up (ana, u~, hairei5, to take), 
said of Pharaoh's daughter, in taking up Moses, Acts 7 : 21 ; (b) to take 
away in the sense of removing, Heb. 10 : 9, of the legal appointment of 
sacrifices, to bring in the will of Go<l in the sacrificial offering of the Death 
of Christ ; (c) to kill, used physically only (not metaphorically as in No. 
1), e.g„ Luke 22: 2; in 2 Thess. 2 : 8, instead of the future tense of this verb, 
some texts (followed by R.V. marg.) read the future of analiskö, to 
consume. See DEATH, C, No. 2, SLAY. 

3. THUÖ (IJVw) primarily denotes to offer firstfruits to a god; then (a) 
to sacrificc by slaying a victim, Acts 14 : 13, 18, to do sacrifice ; I Cor. 
ro: 20, to sacrifice; I Cor. 5 : 7, "hath been sacrificed," of the Death of 
Christas our Passover; (b) to slay, kill, Matt. 22 : 4; Mark 14 : 12 ; Luke 
15:23, 27, 30; 22:7; John ro:rn; Acts 10:13; n:7.~ 

4. PHONEUÖ (</>ovEvw), to murder, akin to phoneus, a murderer, is 
always rendere<l by the verb to kill (except in Matt. 19: r8, A.V„ " do 
... murder," and in Matt. 23: 35, A.V. and R.V„ "ye slew ") ; Matt. 
5: 21 (twice) ; 23 : 31 ; Mark 10: 19; Luke 18 : 20; Rom. 13 : 9; Jas. 
2:n (t.wice); 4:2; 5:6., 

5. THANATOÖ (IJavaT6w), to put to death (from thanatos, death), is 
translated " are killed " in Rom. 8 : 36 ; " killed " in 2 Cor. 6 : 9. See 
DEATH, C, No. r. 

6. DIACHEIRIZO (8iaxHpl,w), primarily, to have in hand, manage 
(cheir, the hand), is used in the Middle Voice, in the sense of laying hands 
on with a view to kill, or of actually killing, Acts 5 : 30, " ye slew ;" 
26: 21, "to kill." See SLAY., 
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7. SPHAZO, or SPHATTO (urf>d{w), to slay, to slaughter, especially 
victims for sacrifice, is most frequently translated by the verb to slay ; 
so the R.V. in Rev. 6: 4 (A.V., "should kill") ; in 13: 3, R.V., "smitten 
unto death" (A.V., "wounded "). See SLAY, WouND. Cp. katasphazo, 
to kill off, Luke 19 : 27 ;1f sphage, slaughtcr, c.g„ Acts 8 : 32, and sphagion, 
a victim for slaughter, Acts 7 : 42.1f 

KIN, KINSFOLK, KINSMAN, KINSWOMAN 
A. Adjective. 

SUNGEN~S (uvyyevi/S'), primarily denoting congenital, natural, innate 
(sun, with, genas, a family, race, offspring), then, ' akin to,' is used as a 
noun, dcnoting (a) of farnily relationship, kin, a kinsman, .kiusfolk(s), 
Luke r: 58, R.V„ "kinsfolk" (A.V., "cousins "); I4: 12; 21 : 16; 
John r8 : 26 ; Acts 10 : 24 ; (b) of tribal or racial kinship, fellow-nationals, 
Rom. 9 : 3 ; r6 : 7, II, 21. 1f 

B. Nouns. 
r. SUNGENIS (uvyyevlS'), a latc feminine form of A (some mss. have 

sun.genes), denote11 a kinswoman, Luke l : J6, R.V„ "kinswornan" 
(A.V„ "cousin "). Cp. sungeneia (see KINDRED).~ 

2. SUNGENEUS (uvyyevEVS'), an alternative form of A, is used in 
Mark 6: 4, "kin," and Luke 2: 44, "kinsfolk."1f 

KIND (Noun) 
r. GENOS (y(voS'), akin to ginomai, to become, denotes (a) a farnily, 

Acts 4 : 6, "kindred; " 7 : 13, R.V„ "race " (A.V„ " kindrcd ") ; 13 : 26, 
"stock ''; (b) an offspring, Acts 17 : 28; Rev. 22 : 16 ; (c) a nation, a 
race, Mark 7 : 26, R.V„ "race" (A.V„ "nation ") ; Acts 4 : 36, R.V. 
" (a man of Cyprus) by race," A.V„ "of the country (of Cyprus) ; " 
genas does not mean a country, the word here signifies parentage (Jews 
bad settled in Cyprus from, or even before, the reign of Alexander the 
Great) ; 7: 19, R.V„ "race" (A.V„ "kindred ") ; 18 : 2, 24, R.V., "by 
race" (A.V„ "born ") ; 2 Cor. II : 26, " countrymen ; " Gal. l : 14, 
R V " t " (A V " t' ") · Ph'I· · 5 " t k · " P t . „ coun rymen . „ na 1on , i . 3 . , s oc , l e . 
2 : 9, R.V„ " race" (A.V„ "generation ") ; (d) a kind, sort, class, Matt. 
r3: 47, "kind;" in some mss. in 17: 21, A.V„ "kind;" Mark 9: 29, 
"kind;" l Cor. 12: ro, 28, "kinds" (A.V„ "diversities ") : 14: ro 
(ditto).1f See BEGET, B. 

2. PHUSIS (rf>vuiS') among its various meanings denotes the nature, the 
natural constitution or power of a person or thing, and is translated" kind " 
in Jas. 3: 7 (twice), "kind" (of beasts etc.), and " (man)kind," lit„ 
'human kind.' See NATURE, NATURAL. 

Notes: (1) The indefinite pronoun tis, somP., n certain, onc, is used 
adjectively with the noun aparche, firstfruits, in Jas. l : r8, "a kind of." 
(z) In I Cor. 15: 37, R.V.;" surne uther kind" (A.V„" Söli1e other grain ") 
translates a phrase which, lit. rendered, is 'some (one) of the rest (loipos).' 
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(3) In 2 Cor. 6: 13; " (for a recompense) in like kind," R.V. (A.V., "in the 
same "), is, lit., ' (as to) the same (recompense).' 

KIND (Adjective), KIND (be), KINDLY, KINDNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

l. CHRRSTOS (xp71crr6>), serviceable, good, pleasant (of things), 
good, gracious, kind (of persons), is translated "kind" in Luke 6 : 35, of 
God; in Eph. 4: 32, enjoined upon believers. See B:ETTER, EASY, Gooo, 
GOODNESS, GRACIOUS. 

2. AGATHOS (aya86s), good, iS translated "kind" in Tit. 2: 5, R.V. 
See Gooo. 

B; Verb. 
CHR:i1STEUOMAI (XP7JUTfÜoµ.m), akin to A, No. l, tobe kind, is said of 

love, l Cor. 13: 4., 
C. Nouns. 

l, CHRRSTOTES (xp71crr6T7J>), akin to A, No. r, and B, nsed ofgood
ness of heart, kindness, is translated " kindness " in 2 Cor. 6 : 6 ; Gal. 
5: 22, R.V. (A.V., "gentlencss ") ; Eph. 2: 7; Col. J: 12; Tit. 3: 4. 
See GooDNESS. 

2. PHILANTHROPIA (</llAav8pwTTla), from philos, loving, anthröpos, 
man (Eng., philanthropy), denotes kindness, and is so translated in Acts 
28 : 2, of that which was shown by the inhabitants of Melita to the ship
wrecked voyagers ; in Tit. 3 : 4, of the kindness of God, translated " (His) 
love toward man." See LOVE., 

D. Adverb. 
PHILANTHROPOS (cf>i'Aav8pcfJ1Tw>), akin to C, No~ 2, humanely, 

kindly, is translated " kindly" in Acts 27 : 3 (A.V., " courteously "). 
See COURTEOUSLY., 

KINDLE 
r. HAPTO (~TTT~), properly, to fasten to, is used in Acts 28: 2 (in the 

most authentic mss., some mss. have No. 3), of kindling a fire. See No. 2. 

Note: Haptö is used of lighting a lamp, in Luke 8: 16; II : 33; 15 : 8. 
For the Middle Voicc see ToucH. 

2. PERIAPTO (7rfptaTTTw), properly, to tie ahont, attach (peri, around, 
and No. l), is used of ljghting a fire in the midst of a court in Luke 22: 55 
(some mss. have No. r).~j . 

3. ANAPTO (avaTTTw), to light up (ana, up, and No. l), is used (a) 
literally, in Jas. 3 : 5, "kindleth;" (b) metaphorically, in the Passive 
Voice, in Luke 12: 49, of the kindling of the fire of hostility; see FIRE, 
A (f ). For Acts 28: 2, see No. l, above., 

KINDRED 
l. SUNGENEIA (avyylvfia) primarily denotes kinship; then, kinsfolk, 

kindred (cp. sungenes, a kinsman ; see Km), Luke l : 61 ; Acts. 7 : 3, 14., 
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2. GENOS (ylvoS') ; see KIND (Noun), No. l. 
Notes: (1) Phule, a tribe, rendered "kindreds" in the A.V. of 

Rev. l : 7 ; 7 : 9 ; II : 9; 13 : 7, " kindreq. "in 5 : 9; 14 : 6, and elsewhere, 
" tribe," " tribes," is always translated by the latter in the R.V. See 
TRIBE. (2) For patria, rendered "kindr.eds" in Acts 3 : 25, A.V., see 
FAMILY. 

KING 
A. Noun. 

BASILEUS (ßauiXEi$S'), a king (cp. Eng., Basil), e.g., Matt. l: 6, 
is used of the Roman Emperor in l Pet. 2 : 13, 17 (a command of general 
application) ; this reference to the Empcror is illust~·atcd frequently in 
the koine (for which see Preface to Vcl. I) ; of Herod the Tetrarch (used 
by courtesy), Matt. 14 : 9 ; of Christ, as the King of the Jews, e.g„ Matt. 
2 : 2 ; 27 : II, 29, 37 ; as the King of Israel, Mark 15 : 32 ; John l : 49; 
12 : 13 ; as King of kings, Rev. 17 : 14 ; 19 : 16 ; as " the King " in 
judging nations and men at the establishment of the Millenriial Kingdom, 
Matt. 25 : 34, 40 ; of God, " the great King," Matt. 5 : 35 ; " the King 
etcrnal, incorruptible, invi!,ible,11 l Tim. J : I'J; "Kiug of kings," 
l Tim. 6 : 15, see No.te (2) below; " King of the ages," Rev. 15 : 3, R.V. 
(A.V„ "saints "). Christ's Kingship was predicted in the O.T., e.g., 
Psa. 2: 6, and in the N.T., e.g., Luke l : 32, 33; He came as such, e.g„ 
Matt. 2 : 2 ; John 18 : 37 ; was rejected and died as such, Luke 19 : 14; 
Matt. 27 : 37 ; is now a King Priest, after the order of Melchizedek, 
Heb. 5 : 6 ; 7 : l, 17 ; and will reign for ever and ever, Rev. II : 15. 

Notes: (1) In Rev. l : 6 and 5 : lo, the most authentic mss. have the 
wotd basileia, kingdom, instead of the plural of basileus, A.V„ "kings;" 
R.V., "a kingdom (tobe priests)," and '' a kingdom (and priests)." The 
kingdom was conditionally offered by God to Israel, that they should be 
to . Hirn " a kingdom of Eriests," Ex'. 19 : 6, tlfe entire nation fulfilling 
priestly worship and service. Their failure to fulfil His covenant resulted 
in the selection of the Aaronic priesthood. The bringing in of the new 
and better covenant of grace has constituted all believers a spiritual 
Kingdom, a holy and royal priesthood, l Pet. 2 : 5, 9. (2) In l Tim. 6 : 15, 
the word " kings " translates thc present participle of the verb basileuö, 
to be king, to have kingship, lit„ ' of (those) who are kings.' See REIGN. 
(3) Deissmann has shown that the title " king of kings " was " in very 
early eastern history a decoration of great monarchs and also a divine 
title" (Light from the Ancient East, pp. 367, f.). Moulton and Milligan 
illustrate the use of the title among the Persians, from documents 
discovered in Media. 

B. Adiectives. 
l. BASILEIOS (ßaul>.EioS'), denoting royal, as in l Pet. 2: 9, is used 

in the plural, of the courts or palaces of kings, Luke 7 : 25, " kings' 
courts;" a possible meaning is 'among royal courtiers or persons.'1 
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2. BASILIKOS (ßaaiAiK6s}, royal, belonging to a king, is used in Acts 
I2 : 20 with ' country ' understood, " their country was fed from the 
king's," lit„ 'the royal (country).' See NoBLEMAN, ROYAL. 

KING DOM 
BASILEIA (ßaaiA.Ela) is primarily an abstract noun, denoting 

sovereignty, royal power, dominion, e.g., Rev. I7: I8, translated" (which) 
reigneth," lit., ' hath a kingdom' (R.V. marg.) ; then, by metonymy, a 
concrete noun, denoting the territory or people over whorn a king rules, 
e.g., Matt. 4 : 8 ; Mark 3 : 24. · lt is used especially of the Kingdom of 
God and of Christ. 

" The Kingdom of God is (a) the sphere of God's rule, Ps. 22 : 28 ; 
I45: I3; Dan. 4; 25; Luke I: 52; Rom. I3: I, 2. Since, however, 
this earth is the scene of universal rebellion against God, e.g„ Luke 4 : 5, 6 ; 
I John 5 : 19 ; Rev. II : 15-18, the Kingdom of God is (b) the sphere in 
which, at any given time, His rule is acknowledged. God has not relin
quished His sovereignty in thc face of rebellion, demoniac and human, 
but has declared His purpose to establish it, Dan. 2 : 44 ; 7 : 14 ; 1 Cor. 
15 : 24, 25. Meantime, seeking willing obedience, He gave His law to a 
nation and appointed kings to administer His Kingdom over it, 1 Chroo. 
28 : 5. · Israel, however, though declaring still a nominal allegiance shared 
in the common rebellion, Isa. l : 2-4, and, after thcy had rcjcctcd thc Son 
of God, John l: II (cp. Matt. 21 : 33-43), were" cast away," Rom. II : 15, 
20, 25. Henceforth God calls upon men everywhere, without distinction 
of race or nationality, tu submit voluntarily to His rule. Thus the 
Kingdom is said tobe' in mystery' now, Mark 4: II, that is, it does not 
come within the range of the natural powers of observation, Luke 17 : 20, 
but is spiritually discerned, John 3: 3 (cp .. l Cor. 2: 14). When, here
after, God asserts His rule universally, then the Kingdom will be in glory, 
that is, it will be manifest to all; cp. Matt. 25 : 31-34; Phil. 2 : 9-II ; 
2 Tim. 4 : l, 18. 

"Thus, speaking generally, references to the Kingdom fall into two 
classes, the first, in which it is viewed as present and involving suffering 
for those who enter it, 2 Thess. l : 5 ; the second, in which it is viewed 
as futurc and is associated with reward, Matt. 25 : 34, and glory, 13 : 43. 
See also Acts 14 : 22. 

" Thc fundamental principle of the Kingdom is declared in the words 
of the Lord spoken in the midstof a companyof Pharisees, "the Kingdom 
of God is in the midst of you," Luke 17: 21, marg„ that iS, where the 
King is, thcrc is the Kingdom. Thus at the present time aiid so far as 
this r.arth is r.oncerned, where the King is and where His rule is acknow:. 
ledged, is, first, in the heart of the individual believer, Acts 4 : 19 ; 
Eph. 3: 17; l Pet. J: is; aml Llten in the churches of God, l Cor. 12: 3, 
5, II; 14: 37; cp. Col. l : 27, where for "in" read 'among.' 
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"Now, the King and His rule being refused, those who enterthe King
dom of God are brought into conflict with all who disown its allegiance, as 
well as with the desire for ease, and the dislike of suffering and unpopu
larity, natural to all. On the other hand, subjects of the Kingdom aie 
the objects of the care of God, Matt. 6 : 33, and of the rejected King, 
Heb. r3: 5. 

" Entrance into the Kingdom of God is by the new birth, Matt. r8 : 3 ; 
John 3 : 5, for nothing that a man may be by nature, or can attain to by 
any form of self-culture, avails in the spiritual realm. And as the new 
nature, received in the new birth, is made evident by obedience, it is 
further said that only such as do the will of God shall enter into His 
Kingdom, Matt. 7: 2r, where, however, the context shows that the 
reference is to the future, as in 2 Pet. I : ro, II. Cp. also r Cor. 6: 9, IO; 

Gal. 5 : 2I ; Eph. 5 : 5. 
"The expression 'Kingtlom of Gotl' occurs fuur limes in Mallhew, 

'Kingdom of thc Hcavcns' usually taking its placc. Thc latter (cp. 
Dan. 4 : 26) does not occur elsewhere in N.T., but see 2 Tim. 4 : r8, " His 
l1eavenly Kingtlom." ... This Kingtlorn is iJeulical wilh lhe Kiugdum uf 
the Father (cp. Matt. 26: 29 with Mark r4: 25), and with the Kingdom 
of the Son (cp. Luke 22: 30). Thus there is but one Kingdom, variously 
described: of the Son of Man, Matt. r3: 4r; of Jesus, Rev. r: 9; of 
Christ Jesus, 2 Tim. 4: r ; "of Christ and God," Eph. 5 : 5; "of our 
Lord, and of His Christ," Rev. II : rs ; " of our God, and the authority 
of His Christ," r2 : ro; "of the Son of tlis love," Col. r: r3. 

"Concerning the future, the Lord taught His disciples to pray, "Thy 
Kingdom come," Matt. 6 : ro, where the verb is in the point tense, pre
cluding the notion of gradual progress and development, and implying a 
sudden catastrophe as declared in 2 Thess. 2 : 8. 

"Concerning the present, that a man is of the Kingdom of God is not 
shown in the punctilious observance of ordinances, which are extemal 
and material, but in the deeper matters of th~ heart, which are spiritual 
and essential, viz., 'righteousness, and peacc, and joy in thc Holy Spirit,' 
Rom. r4: r7."* 

" With regard to the expressions ' the Kingdom of God ' and the 
'Kingdom of the Heavens,' while they are often used interchangeably, 
it does not follow that in every case they rnean exactly the same and are 
quite identical. ' 

" The Apostle Paul often speaks of the Kingdom of God, not dispensa
tionally but morally, e.g„ in Rom. r4 : r7; r Cor. 4 : 20, but never so of the 
Kingdom of Heaven. ' God ' is not the equivalent of ' the heavens.' 
He is everywhere and above all dispensations, whereas ' the heavens ' 
are distinguished · from the earth, until the Kingdom comes in judgment 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 68-70. 
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and power and glory (Rev. II : r5, R.V.) when rule in heaven and on earth 
will be one. 

" While, then, the sphere of the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of 
Heaven are at times identical, yet the one term cannot be used indis
criminately for the other. In the ' Kingdom of Heaven ' (32 times in 
Matt.), heaven is in antithesis to earth, and the phrase is limited to. the 
Kingdom in its earthly aspect for the time being, and is used only dis
pensationally and in connection with Israel. In the ' Kingdom of God ', 
in its broader aspect, God is in antithesis to' man' or' the world,' and the 
term signifies the entire sphere of God's rule and action in relation to the 
world. lt has a moral and spiritual force and is a general term for the 
Kingdom at any time. The Kingdom of Heaven is always the Kingdom 
of God, but the Kingdom of God is not limited to the Kingdom of Heaven, 
until in their final form, they become identical; e.g., Rev. II : r5, R.V. ; 
John 3 : 5; Rev. r2: ro." (An Extract). 

For KINSFOLK and KINSMAN see KIN 

KISS (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

PHILEMA (<fot>„71µa), a kiss (akin to B), Luke 7 : 45 ; 22 : 48, was a 
token of Christian brotherhood, whether by way of welcorne or farewell, 
" a holy kiss," Rom. r6 : r6 ; r Cor. r6 : 20 ; 2 Cor. r3 : 12 ; l Thess. 
5 : 26, "holy" (hagios), as free from anything inconsistent with their 
calling as saints (hagiai) ; " a kiss of love," l Pet. 5 : 14. There was to 
be an absence of formality and hypocrisy, a freedom from prejudice arising 
from social distinctions, from discrimination against the poor, from 
partiality towards the well-to-do. In the churches masters and servants 
would thus salute one another without any attitude of condescension on 
the one part or disrespect on the other. The kiss took place thus between 
persons of the same sex. In the "Apostolic Constitutions," a writing 
compiled in the 4th century, A.D., there is a reference to the custom 
whereby men sat on one side of the room where a meeting was held, and 
women on the other side of the room (as is frequently the case still in parts 
of Europe and Asia), and the men are bidden to salute the men, and the 
women the women, with "the kiss of the Lord."~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. PHILEÖ (<foiM.w), to love, signifies to kiss, in Matt. 26: 48; Mark 

14: 44; Luke 22 : 47. 
2. KATAPHILEÖ (KaTa<foiM.w) denotes to kiss fervently (kata, 

intensive, and No. l) ; the stronger force of this verb has been called in 
question, but the change from phileö to kataphileö in Matt. 26 : 49 and 
Mark I4 : 45 can scarcely bc without significancc, and thc act of the traitor 
was almost certainly more demonstrative than the simple kiss of salu-
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tation. So with the kiss of genuine devotion, Luke 7 : 38, 45 ; 15 : 20.; 
Acts 20 : 37, in each of which this verb is used. iJ 

KNEE 
GONU (y611u). a knee (Latin, genu), is used (a) metaphorically in 

Heb. 12 : 12, where the duty enjoined is that of " courageous self-recovery 
iJ;I God's strength ; " (b) literally, of the attitude of a suppliant, Luke 
5 : 8 ; Eph. 3 : 14 ; of veneration, Rom. II : 4 ; 14 : II ; Phil. 2 : IO ; 

in mockery, Mark 15 : 19. See KNEEL. 

KNEEL 
r. GONUPETEO (yovvTTE-rlw) denoles lu buw lhe km:!es, kneel, from 

gonu (see above) and piptö, to fall prostrate, the act of one imploring 
aid, Matt. 17 : 14 ; Mark l : 40 ; of one expressing reverence and honour, 
Mark 10 : 17 ; in mockery, Matt. 27 : 29. iJ 

2. A phrase consisting of tithemi, to put, with gonata, the plural of 
gonu, the knee (see above), signiües to kneel, and is always used of an 
attitude of prayer, Luke 22 : 41 (lit., ' placing the knees ') ; Acts 7 : 60 ; 
9 : 40 ; 20 : 36 ; 21 : 5. ir 

KNIT TOGETHER 
5UMDIDAZÖ (uuµßißd{w) si1511iües lu cause lu cualesce, tu join or knit 

tngP.thP.r, F.ph. '1 : t6, R.V., "knit togcther" (A.V., "compacted)"; 
Col. 2 : 2, where some would assign the alternative meaning, to instruct, 
as, e.g., in l Cor. 2 : 16 ; in Col. 2 : l9, "knit together," it is said of the 
Church, as the Body of which Christ is the Head. See CoMPACTED. 

Note: In Acts ro: II some mss. have the verb deö, to bind, translated 
"knit," of the four corners of the sheet in Peter's vision. The R.V. 
" let .down " translates the verb kathiemi, found in the best texts. 

KNOCK 
KROUO (Kpovw), to strike, knock, is used in the N.T. of knocking 

at a door, (a) literally, Luke 12 : 36 ; Acts 12 : 13, 16 ; (b) figuratively, 
Matt. 7: 7, 8; Luke II: 9, IO (of importunity in dealing with God); 
13: 25; Rev. 3: 20.iJ 

KNOW, KNOWN, KNOWLEDGE, UNKNOWN 
A. Verbs. 

l. GINÖSKO (ymÜaKw) signifies to be taking in knowle.dge, to come 
to know, recognize, understand, or to understand completely, e.g., 
Mark 13: 28, 29; John 13: 12; 15: 18; 21: 17; 2 Cor. 8: 9; Heb. 
IO: 34; l John 2: 5; 4: 2, 6 (twice), 7, 13; 5: 2, 20; in its past tenses 
it frequently means to know in the sense of realising, the aorist or point 
tense usually indicating definiteness, Matt. 13: II; Mark 7 : 24; John 
7 : 26 ; in ro : 38 " that ye may know (aorist tense) and understand, (pre
sent tense);" 19: 4; Acts l : 7; 17: 19; Rom. l: 21; l Cor. 2: II (2nd 
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part), 14; 2 Cor. 2 : 4; Eph. 3 : 19 ; 6 : 22 ; Phil. 2 : 19 ; 3 : 10; 
l Thess. 3: 5; 2 Tim. 2: 19; Jas. 2 : 20; l John 2 : 13 (twice), I4; 
3: 6; 4: 8; 2 John l; Rev. 2: 24; 3: 3, 9. In the Passive Voice, 
it often signifies to become known, e.g., Matt. IO : 26 ; Phil. 4: 5. In 
the sense of complete and absolute understanding on God's part, it is 
used, e.g., in Luke 16 : 15; John IO : 15 (of the Son as well as the Father); 
l Cor. 3: 20. In Luke 12: 46, A.V., it is rendered "he is ... aware." 

In the N.T. ginöskö frequently indicates a relation between the person 
knowing and the object known; in this respect, what is known is of 
value or importance to the one who knows, and hence the establishment 
of the relationship, e.g., especially of God's knowledge, l Cor. 8 : 3, " if 
any man love God, the same is known of Hirn ; " Gal. 4 : 9, " to bc known 
of God ; " here the knowing suggests approval and bears the meaning 
' tobe approved ; ' so in 2 Tim. 2 : 19 ; cp. John IO : 14, 27 ; Gen. i:8 : 19 ; 
Nahum l : 7; the relationship implied may involvc remedial chastise
ment, Arnos 3 : 2. The same idea of appreciation as well as knowledge 
underlies several statements concerning the knowledge of God and His 
truth on the part of believers, e.g., John 8 : 32 ; 14: 20, 31 ; 17 : 3; Gal. 
4: 9 (1st part) ; l John 2 : 3, 13, 14; 4 : 6, 8, 16 ; 5 : 20 ; such knowledge 
is obtained, not by mere intellectual activity, but by operation of the 
Holy Spirit conscqucnl upon acccpto.ncc of Chrfot. N or iG Guch lmow 
ledge marked by finality; see, e.g., 2 Pet. 3 : 18; Hos. 6: 3, R.V. 

The verb is also used to convey the thought of connection or union, 
as between man and woman, Matt. l: 25; Luke l: 34. 

2. OIDA (olOa), from the same root as eidon, to sec, is a pcrfcct tcnse 
with a present meaning, signifying, primarily, to have seen or perceived ; 
hence, to know, to have knowledge of, whether absolutely, as in Divine 
knowledge, e.g., Matt. 6: 8, 32; John 6: 6, 64; 8 : 14; II : 42 ; 13: II ; 
18 : 4; 2 Cor. II : 31 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 9 ; Rev. 2 : 2, 9, 13, 19 ; 3 : l, 8, 15 ; 
or in the case of human knowledge, to know from observation, e.g., l Thess. 
l : 4, 5 ; 2: l; 2 Thess. 3: 7. 

The differences between ginöskö (No. l) and oida demand con
sideration: (a) ginöskö, frequently suggests inception or progress in 
knowledge, while oida suggests fulness of knowledge, e.g., John 8: 55, 
"ye have not known Hirn" (ginöskö), i.e„ begun to know, ·~ but I know 
Hirn" (oida), i.e., 'know Hirn perfectly; ' 13 : 7, "What I do thou 
knowest not now," i.e. Peter did not yet perceive (oida) its significance, 
"but thou shalt understand," i.e., 'get to know (ginöskö), hereafter; ' 
14: 7, "If ye had known Me" (ginöskö), i.e., 'had definitely come to 
know Mc,' "ye would have known My Father also" (oida), i.e., 'would 
havfl ha<l perception of:' "from henc;eforth ye know Hirn" (ginöskö), 
i.e., having unconsciously been coming to the Father, as the One who was 
in Hirn, they would now consciously be in the constant and progressive 
experience of knowing Hirn ; in Mark 4 : 13, " Know ye not (oida) this 
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parable? and how shall ye know (ginöskö) all the parables? " (R.V.), 
i.e., ' Do ye not understand this parable ? How shall ye come to perceive 
all . ; . ' the intimation being that the first parable is a leading and 
testing one ; (b) while ginöskö frequently implies an active relation between 
the one who knows and the person or thing known (see No. 1, above), 
oida expresses the fact that the object has simply come within the scope 
of the knower's perception ; thus in Matt. 7 : 23 " 1 never knew you " 
(ginöskö) suggests ' 1 have never been in approving connection with 
you,' whereas in 25 : 12, " 1 know you not " (oida) suggests ' you stand 
in no relation to Me.' 

3. EPIGINOSKO (JmyivwuKw) denotes (a) to observe, fully perceive, 
notice attentively, discern, recognize (epi, upon, and No. 1) ; it suggests 
generally a directive, a more special, recognition of the object known than 
does No. 1; it also may suggest advanced knowledge or special apprecia
tion ; thus, in Rom. I : 32, " knowing the ordinance of God " (epiginöskö) 
means ' knowing full well,' whereas in verse 21 " knowing God " 
(ginöskö) simply suggests that they could not avoid the perception. 
Sometimes epiginösklJ implies a special participation in the object known, 
and gives greater weight to what is stated; thus in John 8: 32, "ye 
shall know the truth," ginöskö is used, whereas in 1 Tim. 4 : 3, " them 
that believe and know the truth," epiginöskö lays stress on participation 
in the truth. Cp. the stronger statement in Col. 1 : 6 (epiginöskö) with 
that in 2 Cor. 8 : 9 (ginöskö), and the two verbs in 1 Cor. 13 : 12, "now 1 
know in part (ginöskö) ; but then shall I know ( piginoskö) even as also 1 
have been known (epiginöskö)," a knowledge "which perfectly unites 
the subject with the object ; " (b) to discover, ascertain, determine .• e.g., 
Luke 7 : 37 ; 23 : 7 ; Acts 9 : 30 ; 19 : 34 ; 22 : 29 ; 28 : 1 ; in 24 : II 
the best mss. have this verb instead of No. 1 ; hence the R.V„ "take 
knowledge." ]. Armitage Robinson (on Ephesians) points out that 
epignösis is "knowledge directed towards a particular object, perceiving, 
discerning," whereas gnösis is knowledge in the abstract. , See AcKNOW
LEI?GE. 

4. PROGINOSKO (7rpoywwuKw), to know beforehand, is used (a) 
of the Divine foreknowledge concerning believers, Rom. 8 : 29 ; Israel, 
II: 2; Christ as the Lamb of God, I .Pet. 1: 20, R.V„ "foreknown" 
(A.V„ "foreordained ") ; (b) of human previous knowledge, of a person, 
Acts 26: 5, R.V„ "having knowledge of" (A.V., "which knew "); 
of facts, 2 Pet. 3: 17. See FOREKNOw.iJ 

5. EPISTAMAI (J7TluTaµai), to know, know of, understand (probably 
an old Middle Voice form of ephistemi, toset over), is used in Mark x4: 68, 
" understand," which follows oida "I (neither) know ; " most frequent]y 
in the Acts, 10 : 28 ; 15 : 7 ; 18 : 25 ; 19 : 15, 25 ; 20 : 18 ; 22 : 19 ; 
24: IO; 26: 26; elsewhere, I Tim. 6: 4; Heb. II: 8; Jas. 4: 14; Jude 
ro. See UNDERSTAND. 1[ 
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6. SUNOIDA (a&voilla), sun, with,and No. 2, a perfect tense with a, 
present meaning, denotes (a) to share the knowledge of, be privy to, Acts 
5 : 2; (b) to be conscious of, especially of guilty consciousness, l Cor. 
4: 4, " I know nothing against (A.V., by) myself." The verbis connected 
with s1meidon, found in Acts 12: 12; 14: 6 (in the best texts). See 
CONSIDER, PRIVY, WARE.~ 

7. AGNOEÖ (ayvo€w), not to know, to be ignorant : see IGNORANT. 
8. GNÖRIZO (yvwpt,w) signifies (a) to come to know, discover, know, 

Phil. l : 22, "I wot (not)," i.e., 'I know not,' 'I have not come to know' 
(the R.V., marg. renders it, as undcr (b), " I do not make known ") ; 
(b) to make k:l.own, whether (I) communicating things before unknown, 
Luke 2 : 15, 17 ; in the latter some mss. have the verb diagnörizö (hence 
the A.V„ " made known abroad) ; " John 15 : 15, " I have made 
known;" 17: 26; Acts 2: 28; 7: 13 (1st part), see Note (3) below; 
Rom. 9: 22, 23; 16: 26 (Passive Voice) ; 2 Cor. 8: l, "we make known 
(to you)," R.V„ A.V„ " we do (you) to wit ; " Eph. l : 9 ; 3 : 3, 5, ro 
(all three in the Passive Voice) ; 6: 19, 21 ; Col. l : 27; 4: 7, 9, "shall 
make known" (A.V„ "shall declare ") ; 2 Pet. l : 16; or (II) reasserting 
things already known, l Cor. 12: 3, " I give (you) to understand" (the 
Apostle reaffirms what they knew) ; 15 : l, of the Gospel ; Gal. l : II 

(he reminds theni. of what they well kncw, thc ground of bis clo.irn to 
Apostleship) ; Phil. 4: 6 (Passive Voice), of requeststo God. See CERTIFY, 
DECLARE (Note), UNDERSTAND, WIT, WoT.~ 

Notes: (1) In 2 Tim. 3 : ro, A.V„ parakoloutheö, · to follow closely, 
follow as a standard of conduct, is translated "hast fully known" (R.V., 
"didst follow "). See FoLLOW. (2) In 2 Tim; 4 : 17, A.V„ plerophoreö, 
to fulfil, accomplish, is translated " might be fully known " (R.V„ " might 
be fully proclaimed "). See FuLFIL. (3) In Acts 7 : 13, some mss. 
have the verb anagnörizö, to make oneself kno'Wn, "was made known," 
instead of No. 8 (which see).~f (4) In Acts 7: 13 (2nd part) the A;V., 
" was made known " translates the phrase phaneros ginomai, to become 
manifest (R.V„ " became manifest "). See MANIFEST. (S) For 
diagnörizö, to make known, in Luke 2: lJ, see No. 8. (6) For diaginöskö, 
in Acts 24: 22, "I will know the uttermost of," see DETERMINE, No. 5 . 

. B. Adjectives. 
r. GNÖSTOS (yvwaTo~). a later form of gnötos (from No. l), most 

frequently denotes " known ; " it is used ten times in the Acts, always 
with that meaning (save in 4 : 16, where it means '' notable ") ; twice 
in the Gospel öf John, 18 : 15, 16 ; in Luke 2 : 44 and 23 : 49 it denotes 
" acquaintance ; " elsewhere only in Rom. l : 19, " (that which) may be 
known (of God)," lit., 'the knowable of God,' referring to the physical 
universe, in the creation of which God has made Himself knowable, that 
is, by the exercise of man's natural faculties, without such supernatural 
revelations as those given to Israel. See AcQUAINTANCE. 
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2. PHANEROS (<f>avEp6>), visible, manifest, is translated " known 11 

in Matt. 12 : 16 and Mark 3 : 12. See APPEAR, MANIFEST, ÜPENLY, 
ÜUTWARDLY. 

3. EPISTEMÖN (JmaT~µwv), akin to A, No. 5, knowing, skilled, is 
used in Jas. 3: 13, A.V„ "endued with knowledge 11 (R.V. "under
standing ")., 

4. AGNÖSTOS (äyvwaTo>), the negative of No. l, "unknown,11 is 
found in Acts 17 : 23. ~ 

C. Nouns. 
l. GNÖSIS (yvwais-), primarily a seeking to know, an enquiry, 

investigation (akin to A, No. l), denotes, in the N.T„ knowledge, especially 
of spiritual truth ; it is used (a) absolutely, i11 Luke 11 : :>~ ; Rom. 2 : 20 ; 
15 : I4; l Cor. l : 5 ; 8 : l (twice), 7, rn, II ; 13 : 2, 8; I4; 6; 2 Cor. 
6: 6; 8: 7; II : 6; Eph. 3 : 19; Col. 2: 3; l Pet. 3 : 7; 2 Pet. l : 5, 
6 ; (b) with an object : in respect of (1) God, 2 Cor. 2 : 14; lO : 5 ; (2) the 
glory of God, 2 Cor. 4: 6; (,3) Christ Jesus, Phil. 3 : 8; 2 Pet. 3 : rR; 
(4) salvation, Luke l : 77 ; (c) subjectively, of God's knowledge, Rom. 
II : 33 ; the word of knowledge, l Cor. 12 : 8 ; knowledge falsely so 
called, l Tim. 6 : 20., 

2. EPIGNÖSIS (JTTlyvwai>), akin to A, No. 3, denotes exact or full 
knowledge, discemment, recognition, anrl is a stnmethened form of 
No. l, expressing a fuller or a full knowledge, a greater participation by 
the knower in the objecl knowu, lhus mure powerfully influencing him. 
lt is not found in the Gospels and Acts. Paul uses it 15 times (16 if 
Heb. rn : 26 is included) out of the 20 occurrences ; Peter 4 times, all 
in his 2nd Epistle. Contrast Rom. l : 28 (epign6sis) with the simple verb 
in ver. 2r. "In all the four Epistles of the first Roman captivity it is 
an element in the Apostle's opening prayer for his correspondents' well
being, Phil. l: 9; Eph. l : 17; Col. l : 9; Philm. 6" (Lightfoot). 

lt is used with reference to God in Rom. I : 28 ; rn : 2 ; Eph. l : 17 ; 
Col. l : IO; 2 Pet. l : 3; God and Christ, 2 Pet. I : 2; Christ, Eph. 4: 13; 
2 Pet. l : 8 ; 2 : 20 ; the will of the Lord, Col. l : 9 ; every good thing, 
Philm. 6, R.V. (A.V„ "acknowledging "); the truth, 1 Tim. 2: 4; 
2 Tim. 2 : 25, R.V. ; 3 : 7; Tit. I : l, R.V. ; the mystery of God, Col. 
2: 2, R.V„ " (that they) may know" (A.V„ "to the acknowledgment 
of "), lit„ 'into a full knowledge.' lt is used without thc mention of an 
object in Phil. l : 9 ; Col. 3 : IO, R.V„ " (renewed) unto knowledge." 
See AcKNOWLEDGE. ~ 

3. AGNÖSIA (d.yvwala), the negative of No. l, ignorance, is rendered 
"no knowledge 11 in l Cor. 15 : 34, R.V. (A.V„ "not the knowledge 11

); 

in t Pet. 2 : 15, "ignorance.11 See IGNORANCE. ~ 
Note; In Eph. J: 4, A.V„ suncsis, undcrstanding, is translateu 

knowledge;' R.V„ " understanding." For kardiognöstes see p. 207. 
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L 
LABOUR (Noun and Verb) 

A. Nowis. 

LAB 

r. KOPOS (K6Tros) primarily denotes a striking, beating (akin to 
koptö, to strike, cut) ; then, toil resulting in weariness, laborious toil, 
trouble; it is translated "labour" or "labours" in John 4: 38; 
I Cor. 3: 8; rs : 58; 2 Cor. 6: 5; IO: rs; II: 23, 27, R.V., "labour" 
(A.V., "weariness ") ; r Thess. r : 3 ; 2 : g; 3 : 5 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 8; (in 
some mss., Heb. 6: ro); Rev. 2: 2 (R.V. "toil "); r4: r3. In the 
following the noun is used as the object of the verb parechö, to afford, give, 
cause, the phrase being rendered to trouble, lit., to cause toil or trouble, 
to embarrass a person by giving occasion for anxiety, as some disciples 
did to the woman with the ointment, perturbing her spirit by their 
criticisms, Matt. 26 : ro ; Mark r4 : 6 ; or by distracting attention or 
disturbing a person's rest, as the importunate friend did, Luke II : 7; 
r8: 5 ; in Gal. 6 : r7, "lel no man trouble me," the Apostle refuses, in 
the form of a peremptory prohibition, to allow himself to be distracted 
further by the Judaizers, through their prodamation of a false gospel and 
by their malicious attacks upon himself. if 

2. PONOS (TT6vos) denotes (a) Iabours, toil, Col. 4 : r3, in the best mss. 
(some have zelos, zeal, A. V.) ; (b) the consequence of toil, viz., distress, 
suffering, pain, Rev. r6: ro, II; 2r: 4. See PAIN.if 

Notes: (r) In Phil. r : 22, A.V., ergon, work, is translated "labour" 
(R.V., "work ") ; work refers to what is done, and may be easy and 
pleasant ; kopos suggests the doing, and the pains taken therein. (2) A 
synonymous word is mochthos, toil, hardship, distress, 2 Cor. II : 27; 
r Thess. 2: 9; 2 Thess. 3: 8.if 

B. Verbs. 
r. KOPIAO (Komaw), akin to A, No. r, has the two different meanings 

(a) growing weary, (b) toiling ; it is sometimes translated to bestow 
labour (see under BESTOW, No. 3). lt is translated by the verb to labour 
in Matt. II : 28 ; John 4 : 38 (2nd part) ; Acts 20 : 35 ; Rom. 16 : 12 
(twice) ; r Cor. 15 : ro; r6 : 16; Eph. 4 : 28; Phil. 2 : 16 ; Col. 1 : 29; 
r Thess. 5 : 12 ; l Tim. 4 : ro ; 5 : 17 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 6 ; Rev .. 2 : 3 ; l Cor. 
4: 12, R.V., "toil" (A.V„ "labour "). See TOIL. 

2. CHEIMAZÖ (xEiµ.a,w), from cheima, winter-cold, primarily, to 
expose to winter cold, signifies to drive with a storm ; in the Passive 
Voice, to be driven with storm, to be tempest-tossed, Acts 27: 18, R.V., 
"as (we) laboured with the storm" (A.V., "being ... tossed with a 
tempest "). if 
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3. SUNATHLEÖ (uvvaB>..Ew), to contend along with a person (sun, 
with, athleö, to contend), is said in Phil. 4 : 3 of two women who " laboured 
with" the Apostle in the Gospel; in l : 27, R.V„ "striving (for)," marg„ 
"with," A.V„ "striving together (for)." See STRIVE.~ 

Notes: (1) In John 6 : 27 and l Thess. 2 : 9, A.V„ ergazomai, to work, 
is translated respectively" labour "and "labouring " (R. V„ "working "). 
lt is used of manual work here and in 4 : II and Eph. 4 : 28 ; of work 
for Christ in general, in l Cor. 16 : 10. See COMMIT. (2) In Heb. 4 : II, 

A.V„ spoudazö, to be diligent, is translated "let us labour" (R.V„ "let 
us give diligence "). (3) In Col. 4: 12, A.V„ agönizomai, to strivc, wrcstlc, 
is translated " labouring fervently " (R.V„ and A.V„ marg„ " striving "). 
(4) In 2 Cor. 5 : 9, A.V„ philotimeomai, to seek after honour, and hence, 
to be ambitious, is translated "we labour," marg„ "endeavour" (R.V„ 
"we make it our aim," marg„ "are ambitious ") ; cp. Rom. 15 : 20; 

l Thess. 4 : II, R.V„ marg. ~ 

LABOURER, FELLOW-LABOURER 
ERGATE:S (lpy&.T1]s), akin to ergazomai, to work, and ergon, work, 

denotes (a) a field-labourer, a husbandman, Matt. 9: 37, 38; 20: l, 2, 8; 
Luke 10 : 2 {twice); Jas. 5 : 4; (b) a workman, labourer, in a general sense, 
Matt. 10 : 10 ; Luke IO : 7 ; Acts 19 : 25 ; l Tim. 5 : 18 ; it is used (c) of 
false apostles and evil teachers, 2 Cor. II : 13; l>hil. 3 : 2; (d) of a servant 
of Christ, 2 Tim. 2: 15; (e) of evildoers, Luke 13: 27.~ 

Note: In the A.V. of Philm. I and 24, sunergos, a fellow-worker, is 
translated " fellow-labourer," R.V„ " fellow-worker " ; in Phil. 4 : 3, 
the plural, R.V„ "fellow-workers; " in Phil. 2 : 25, A, V„ "companion in 
labour," R.V„ "fellow-worker ;"in I Cor. 3 : 9, A.V„ "labourers together 
(with God)," R.V„ "God's fellow-workers," i.e„ fellow-workers belonging 
to and serving God; in 3 John 8, A.V„ "fellow-helpers" {to the truth}, 
R.V„" fellow-workers (with the truth)," i.e., acting together with the truth 
as an operating power ; in l Thess. 3 : 2, some ancient authorities have 
the clause" fellow-worker (with God)," R.V„ marg. ; it is absent from the 
most authentic mss. See HELPER. 

LACK, LACKING 
A. Noun. 

HUSTER~MA (iiu·rlpTJp.a) denotes (a) that which is lacking, 
deficiency, shortcotning (akin to hustereö, to be behind, in want), I Cor. 
16: 17; Phil. 2 : 30; Col. I : 24, R.V„ "that which is lacking" [A.V„ 
"that which is behind" (of the affiictions of Christ)], where the reference 
is not to the vicarious sufferings of Christ, but to those which He endured 
previously, and those which must be endured by His faithful servants; 
I Thess. 3 : 10, where " that which is lacking " means that which Paul 
had not been able to impart to them, owing to the interruption of his 
spiritual instruction among them ; (b) need, want, poverty, Luke 21 : 4, 
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R.V., "want" (A.V., "penury ") ; 2 Cor. 8: 14 (twice), "want;" 9: 12, 

"wants" (A.V., "want ") ; II : 9, R.V., " (the 'measure of my) want" 
[A.V., " that which was lacking (to me) "]. See BEHIND, PENURY, 
WANT.if 

Note: In l Thess. 4: 12, A.V., chreia, need, is translated "lack" 
(R.V., "need "). See NEED. 

B. Adjective. 
ENDEES (Mli:~>), from endeö, to lack, signifies needy, in want, trans

lated " that lacked " in Acts 4 : 34. if 
C. Verbs. 

l. HUSTEREÖ (vcrri:p€w), akin to A, to come or be behind, is used in 
the sense of lacking ccrtain things, Matt. 19 : 20 ; Mark 10 : 21 (" one 
thing;" cp. No. 3 in Luke 18: 22) ; Luke 22 : 35 ; in the sense of being 
inferior, l Cor. 12 : 24 (Middle Voice). Elsewhere it is translated in various 
ways; see BEHIND, B, No. l, CoME, No. 39, DESTITUTE, FAIL, Note (2), 
NEED, WANT, WoRsE. 

2. ELATTONEÖ (€Aanov€w), to be less (from elattön, less), is trans
lated "had no lack," 2 Cor. 8: 15 (quotcd from thc Sept. of Ex. 16: 18), 
the circumstance of the gathering of the manna being applied to the 
equalising nature of cause and effect in the matter of supplying the wants 
of the needy. if 

3. LEIPO ()..i:l7Tw), to leave, denotes (a) transitively, in the Passive 
Voice, to be left behind, to lack, Jas. l : 4, "ye may be lacking in 
(nothing)," R.V. (A.V., "wanting ") ; ver. 5, "lacketh" (A.V., "lack ") ; 
2: 15, R.V., "be ... in lack" (A.V., "be ... destitute ") ; (b) intran
sitively, Active Voice, Luke 18: 22, " (one thing thou) lackest," is, lit., 
'(one thing) is lacking (to thee); ,. Tit. l: 5, "(the things) that were 
wanting ; " 3 : 13, " (that nothing) be wanting." See DESTITUTE, 
WANTING.if 

Note: In 2 Pet. l : 9, "he that lacketh" translates a phrase the lit. 
rendering of which is ' (he to whom these things) are not present ' (pareimi, 
to be present). 

For LAD, in John 6 : 9, sce CHILD, A, No. 6 

LADE, LADEN 
r. SÖREUÖ (awp€vw) signifies (a) to heap on (from söros, a heap, 

not in the N.T. ; in the Sept., e.g., Josh. 7: 26; 8: 29; 2 Sam. 18 : 17; 
2 Chron. 31 : 6-g), Rom. 12 : 20, of coals of fire; 2 Tim. 3 : 6, said of silly 
women (' womanlings ') laden with sins. See HEAP. if In the Sept., 
Prov. 25 : 22. if 

2. GF.MÖ (ylµw), to bP. fnll, is trnn.c:;fatP.rl "laden" in Rev. 21 : 9, 
R.V. See FuLL. 

3. PHORTIZÖ (.fooprl~w), to load (akin to plte;•iJ, to bear), is used in 
the Active Voice in Luke II: 46, "ye lade;" in the Passive Voice, 
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metaphorically, in Matt. II : 28, "heavy laden." See BURDEN. ~ In 
the Sept., Ezek. 16 : 33. ~ 

Note: In Acts 28: ro, A.V., epitithemi, to put on (epi, on, tithemi, 
to put), is translated" they laded (us) with," R.V., "they put on (board)." 

LADING 
PHORTION (<f>opTlov), a burden, load (a diminutive of phortos, a load, 

from pherö, to bear), is used of the cargo of a ship, Acts 27: ro, "lading," 
(some mss. have phortos). See BURDEN, A, No. 2. 

LADY 
KURIA (Kvpla) is the persuu atltlressed in 2 John I a11d 3. Not 

improbably it is a proper name (Eng., Cyria), in spite of the fact that 
the full form of address in ver. l is not quite in accord, in the original, 
with those in ver. 13 and in 3 John I. The suggestion that the Church 
is addressed is most unlikely. Possibly the person is one who had a 
special relation with the local church. ~ 

For LAID see LA Y 

LAKE 
LIMNE (Alµ.VYJ), a lake, is used (a) in the Gospels, only by Luke, of 

the Sea of Galilee, Luke S: 2; 8: 22, 23, 33, called Gennesaret in S : l 
(Matthew and Mark use thalassa, a sea) ; (b) of the lake of fire, Rcv. 19 : 20 ; 

20 : IO, 14, 15 ; 21 : 8. ~ 

LAMA 
LAMA (>.aµ.&.) is the Hebrew word for "Why? " (the variant lema 

1s the Aramaic form), Matt. 27: 46; Mark 15 : 34. ~ 

LAMB 
I. AR~N (dp~v), a noun the nominative case of which is found only in 

early times, occurs in Luke ro : 3. In normal usage it was replaced by 
arnion (No. 2), of which it is the equivalent.~ 

2. ARNION (apvlov) is a diminutive in form, but the diminutive force 
is not to be pressed (see Note under No. 3). The general tendency in 
the vernacular was to use nouns in -ion freely, apart from their diminutive 
significance. lt is used only by the Apostle John, (a) in the plural, in 
the Lord's command to Peter, John 21 : 15, with symbolic reference to 
young converts; (b) elsewhere, in the singular, in the Apocalypse, some 
28 times, of Christ as the Lamb of God, the symbolism having reference to 
His charactcr and His virnriom; Sar.rifke, as the basis both of redemption 
and of Divine vengeance. He is seen in the position of sovereign glory 
and honour, e.g., 7 '. 17, which He shares equally wilh lhe Father, 22 : I, 3, 
the centre of angelic beings and of the redeemed and the object of their 
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veneration, e.g. 5 : 6, 8, 12, 13 ; 15 : 3, the Leader and Shepherd of His 
saints, e.g., 7 : 17 ; 14 : 4, the Head of His spiritual Bride, e.g., 21 : 9, the 
luminary of the heavenly and eternal city, 21 : 23, the One to whom all 
judgment is committed, e.g., 6: l, 16; 13: 8, the Conqueror of the foes 
of God and His people, 17: 14; the song that celebrates the triumph of 
those who' gain the victory over the Beast,' is the song of Moses ... and 
the song of the Lamb, 15: 3. His sacrifice, the efficacy of which avails 
for those who accept the salvation thereby provided, forms the ground 
of the execution of Divine wrath for the rejector, and the defier of God, 
14: 10; (c) in the description of the second "Beast," Rev. 13: II, seen 
in the vision "like a lamb," suggestive of his acting in the capacity of a 
false Messiah, a travesty of the true. For the use in the Sept. see Note 
under No. 3. 

3. AMNOS {dµvos), a lamb, is used figuratively of Christ, in John l : 29, 

36, with the article, pointing Hirn out as the expected One, the One to be 
well known as the Personal fulfilment and embodiment of all that had been 
indicated in the O.T., the One by whose sacrifice deliverance from Divine 
judgment was to be obtained ; in Acts 8 : 32 (from the Sept. of Is. 53 : 7) 
and l Pet. l : 19, the absence of the article stresses the nature and character 
of His sacrifice as set forth.in the symbolism. The reference in each case 
is to the lamb of God's providing, Gen. 22 : 8, and the Pascha! lamb of 
God's appointment for sacrifice in Israel, e.g., Ex. 12 : 5, 14, 27 {cp. I Cor. 
5: 7)., 

Note: The contrast between arnion and amnos does not lie in the 
diminutive character of the former as compared with the latter. As has 
been pointed out under No. 2, arnion lost its diminutive force. The 
contrast lies in the manner in which Christ is presented in the two respects. 
The use of amnos points directly to the fact, the nature and character of 
His sacrifice; arnion (only in the Apocalypse) presents Hirn, on the 
ground, indeed, of His Sacrifi.ce, but in His acquired maje~ty, dignity, 
honour, authority and power. 

In the Sept. arnion is used in Ps. II4: 4, 6 ; in Jer. II : 19, with the 
adjective akakos, innocent ; in Jer. 27 : 45, "lambs." There is nothing 
in these passages to suggest a contrast between a lamb in the general 
sense of the term and the diminutive ; the contrast is between lambs and 
sheep. Elsewhere in the Sept. amnos is in general used some 100 times in 
connection with lambs for sacrifice. 

For LAME see HALT 

For LAMENT and LAMENTATION see BEWAIL 

LAMP 
l. LAMPAS (.\aµ11'&s) denotes a torch (akin to latnpo, to shine), fre

quently fed, like a lamp, with oil from a little vessel used for the purpose 
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(the angeion of Matt. 25 : 4) ; they held little oil and would frequently 
need replenishing. Rutherford (The New Phrynichus) points out that it 
became used as the equivalent of luchnos (No. 2), as in the parable of the 
Ten Virgins, Matt. 25 : l, 3, 4, 7, 8; John 18 : 3, " torches ; " Acts 20 : 8, 
" l' ht · " R · · 8 · (R V " t h '' A V " 1 ") S ig s , ev. 4 . 5 , . 10 . ., orc , . „ amp . ee 
Note below., Cp. phanos, a torch,John 18: 3 (t~anslated" lanterns ")., 

2. LUCHNOS (Mxvos}, frequently mistran::;lated "candle," is a 
portable lamp usually set on a stand (see LA?.JPSTAND} ; the word is 
used (a) literally, Matt. 5 : 15 ; Mark 4 : 21 ; Luke 8 : 16 ; II : 33, 36 ; 
15 : 8 ; Rcv. 18 : 23 ; 22 : 5 ; (b} metaphorically, of Christ as the Lamb, 
Rev. 21 : 23, R.V„ "latnp" (A.V„ "light") ; of John the Baptist, 
John 5 : 35, R.V„ " the lamp" (A.V„ "a ... light ") ; of the eye, 
Matt. 6: 22, and Luke II : 34, R.V„ "lamp;" of spiritual readiness, 
Luke 12: 35, R.V„ "lamps;" of" the word of prophecy," 2 Pet. l : 19, 
R.V., " lamp." See LIGHT., 

" In rendering lmhnos and lam.pas our Tran~lritors hrivP. ~r.::irr.P.ly marle 
the most of the words at their command. Had they rendered lampas 
by 'torch' not once only (John 18: 3), but always, this would have 
left ' lamp,' now wröngly appropriated by lampas, disengaged. Altogether 
dismissing 'candle,' they might then have rendered luchnos by 'lamp' 
whetever it occurs. At present there are so many occasions where 
'candle' would manifestly be inappropriate, and where, therefore, they 
are obliged to fall back on 'light,' that the distinction between phös and 
luchnos nearly, if not quite, disappears in our Version. The advantages 
of such a re-distribution of the words would be many. In the first place, 
it would be more accurate. Luchnos is not a ' candle ' (' candela,' from 
'candeo,' the white wax light, and then any kind of taper), but a hand
lamp, fed with oil. Neither is lampas a 'lamp,' but a ' torch' " (Trench 
Syn„ § xlvi). 

Note : There is no mention of a candle in the original either in the 
O.T. or in the N.T. The figure of that which foeds upon its own sub
stance to provide its light would be utterly inappropriate. A lamp is 
supplied by oil, which in its symbolism is figurative of the Holy Spirit. 

LAMPSTAND 
LUCHNIA (.\vxvla.) is mistranslated" candlestick" in every occurrence 

in the A.V. andin certain places in the R.V. ; the R.V. has "stand" in 
Matt. 5 : 15 ; Mark 4 : 21 ; Luke 8 : 16 ; II : 33 ; " candlestick " in 
Heb. 9 : 2 ; Rev. l : 12, 13, 20 (twice) ; 2 : l, 5 ; II : 4; the R.V. marg., 
gives " lampstands " in the passages in Rev„ but not in Heb. 9 : 2., 

LAND 
A. Nouns. 

l. G:E (yij), in one of its usages, denotes (a) land as distinct from sea 
or other water, e.g„ Mark 4: l ; 6 : 47; Luke 5 : 3 ; John 6 : 21 ; (b) land 
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as subject to cultivation, e.g., Luke 14: 35 (see GROUND) ; (c) land as 
describing a country or region, e.g., Matt. 2 : 20, 21 ; 4 : 15 ; Luke 4 : 25 ; 
in 23 : 44, R.V., " (the whole) land," A.V., "(all the) earth;" Acts 7: 29; 
Heb. II : 9, R.V., "a land (not his own)," A.V. "a (strange) country;" 
Jude 5. In Acts 7: II the A.V. follows a reading of the noun with the 
definite article which necessitates the insertion of "land." See EARTH. 

2. CHÖRA (xwpa) is used with the meaning land, (a) of a country, 
region, e.g., Mark l : 5; Luke 15 : 14; sometimes translated "region," 
e.g., Matt. 4 : 16 ; Luke 3 : l ; Acts 8 : l ; 13 : 49 ; 16 : 6 ; (b) of property, 
Luke 12 : 16, "ground." See CouNTRY, A, No. 3. 

3. CHÖRION (xwplov), a diminutive of No. 2, in form, but not in 
meaning, is translated " land" in the sense of property, in Acts 4 : 34; 
5: 3, 8; 28: 7, R.V., "lands" (A.V., "possessions "). See FIELD, 
GROUND, A, No. 4, PLAcE, PossEss10N. · 

4. AGROS (dyp6s), a field, or piece of ground, or the country as distinct 
from the town, is translated "lands " in Matt. 19 : 29 ; Mark 10 : 29, 30 ; 
Acts 4: 37 (cp. No. 3 in ver. 34). See CoUNTRY, A, No. l, FARM, FJELD, 
GROUND. 

B. Adjective. 
XEROS (gTJp6s), dry, " dry land," Matt. 23 : 15 (ge, land, being 

understood) ; Heb. TT : ?.9 : sPe DRY. 
Note: In Luke 4: 26, the R.V., "in the land (of) " and A.V., "a city 

(of)," represent no word in the original, but give the sense of the phrase. 
C. Verb. 

KATERCHOMAI (1ea·dpxoµai), to come down, or go down, descend, 
is used of coming to port by ship, in Acts 18 : 22, " landed ; " 21 : 3 
(ditto) ; 27: 5, "came to." See CoME, No. 7, Go, Note (1). 

Notes: (1) In Acts 28: 12, R.V., katagö, to bring down, used as a 
nautica:I term in the Passive Voice, is translated "touching" (A.V., 
"landing "). (2) In Acts 21 : 3, some mss. have the verb katagö, with 
reference to Cyprus. (3) In Acts 20 : 13, pezeuö, to travel by land or on 
fuot (pezos, on foot; pous, a foot), is translated "to go by land," R.V., 
A.V., "to go afoot," and R.V. marg., "to go on foot."~ 

LANE 
RHUME (pvµTJ) in earlier Grcck meant the force or rush or swing of a 

moving body ; in later times, a narrow road, lane or street ; it is translated 
" lanes " in Luke 14 : 21 ; " streets " in Matt. 6 : 2 ; " street " in Acts 
9: II; 12: 10. See STREET.~ In the Sept., Is. 15: 3.~ 

LANGUAGE 
DT AT .E.KTOS (8111.\uc'Tos), primarily a conversation, discoursc (akin to 

dialegomai. to discourse or discuss}, came to denote the language or dialect 
of a country or district; in the A.V. and K V. of Acts 2 : 6 it is translated 
"language; " in the following the R.V. retains "language," for A.V., 
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"tongue," Acts l : 19; 2: 8; 21 : 40; 22 : 2; 26: 14~ See ToNGUE., 
In the Sept., Esth. 9: 26.~ 

LANTERN 
PHANOS (ef>a11os) denotes either a torch or a lantern (from phainö, to 

cause to shine, to give light), John 18: 3, where it is distinguished from. 
lampas (see LAMP, No. l) ; it was "a link or torch consisting of strips of 
resinous wood tied together" (Rutherford). "Torch" would seem to 
be the meaning.~ 

LARGE 
l. MEGAS (µ.lyas), great, large, of physical magnitude, is translate<l 

" !arge " in Mark 14 : 15 and Luke 22 : 12, of the upper room. See GREAT, 
No. r. 

2. HIKANOS (l1<a116s), of persons, denotes sufficient, competent, fit; 
of things, sufficient, enough, much, many (so of time) ; it is translated 
"large" in Matt. 28: 12, of money. See ABLE, C, No. 2. 

3. P:~LIKOS (1T1JAl1<os), how large, is used of letters of the alphabet, 
characters in writing, Gai. 6 : II, " with how !arge (letters) ; " it is said 
of personal greatness in Heb. 7: 4. See GREAT, No. 5., 

LASCIVIOUS, LASCIVIOUSNESS 
ASELGEIA (dal>iyEu1) <leuules excess, licentiousness, absence of 

rcstraint, indecency, wantonness; "lasciviousness" in Mark 7: 22, one 
of the evils that proceed from the heart ; in 2 Cor. 12 : 21, one of the evils 
of which some in the church at Corinth had been guilty; in Gai. 5 : 19, 
classed among the works of the fiesh ; in Eph. 4 : 19, among the sins of 
the unregenerate who are "past feeling;" so in l Pet. 4: 3; in Jude 4, 
of that into which the grace of God had been turned by ungodly men ; it 
is translated " wantonness " in Rom. 13 : 13, one of the sins against which 
believers are warned; in 2 Pet. 2: 2, according to the best .mss., 
"lascivious (doings)," R.V. (the A.V. "pernicious ways" follows those 
texts which have apöleiais); in ver. 7, R.V„ "lascivious (lifc)," A.V., 
" filthy (conversation)," of the people of Sodom and Gomorrah; in 2 : 18, 
R.V., "lasciviousness" (A.V„ "wantonness "), practised by the same 
persons as mentioned in Jude. The prominent idea is shameless conduct. 
Some have derived the word from a, negative, and selge, a city in Pisidia. 
Others, with similar improbability, trace it to a, negative, and selgö, or 
thelgö, to charm. See w ANTONNESS. ~ 

LAST 
A. Adjcctive. 

ESCHATOS (luxa-ros), last, utmost, extreme, is used (a) of place, e.g., 
Luke 14: 9, 10, "lowest; " Acts l : 8 and 13: 47, " uttermost part;" 
(b) of rank, e.g„ Mark 9 : 35 ; (c) of time, relating either to persons or 
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things, e.g., Matt. 5 : 26, "the last (farthing)," R.V. (A.V„ "uttermost ") ; 
Matt. 20 : 8, 12, 14; Mark 12 : 6, 22; l Cor. 4 : 9, of apostles as last in the 
programme of a spectacular display; l Cor. 15 : 45, " the last Adam ; " 
Rev. 2 : 19 ; of the last state of persons, Matt. 12 : 45, neuter plural, lit„ 
'the last (things) ; ' so Luke II : 26; 2 Pet. 2 : 20, R.V„ " the last state" 
(A.V„ "the latter end") ; of Christ as the Eternal One, Rev. l : 17 (in 
some mss. ver. II) ; 2 : 8; 22 : 13; in eschatological phrases as follows: 
(a) " the last day," a comprehensive term including both the time of the 
resurrection of the redeemed, John 6: 39, 40, 44, 54 and II : 24, and the 
ulterior time of the judgment of the unregenerate, at the Great White 
Throne, John 12 : 48 ; (b) " the last days," Acts 2 : 17, a period relative 
to the supernatural manifestation of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost and the 
resumption of the Divine interpositions in the affairs of the world at the 
end of the present age, before "the great and notable Day of the Lord," 
which will usher in the Messianic Kingdom; (c) in 2 Tim. 3 : l, "the last 
<lays " refors to the r.lose of thr. prr.sr.nt agr. of worl<l r.on<litions ; (d) in 
Jas. 5 : 3, the phrase "in the last days" (R.V.) refers both to the period 
preceding the Roman overthrow of the city aml lhe land in A.u. 70, and 
to the closing part of the age in consummating acts of Gentile persecution 
including "the time of Jacob's trouble" (cp. verses 7, 8) ; (e) in l Pet. 
l : 5, "the last time" refers to the time of the Lord's Second Advent; 
(/) in l John 2 : 18," the last hour" (R.V.) and, in Jude 18, "the last 
time" signify the present age previous to the Second Advent. 

Notes: (1) In Heb. l : 2, R.V„ "at the end of these days" (A.V„ "in 
these last days "), the reference is to the close of the period of the testimony 
of the prophets under the Law, terminating with the presence of Christ 
and His redemptive sacrifice and its effects, the perfect tense " hath 
spoken " indicating the continued effects of the message embodied in the 
risen Christ ; so in l Pet. l : 20, R.V., " at the end of the times " (A.V., 
" in these last times "). 

B. Adverb. 
HUSTERON (vuTEpov), the neuter of the adjective hitsteros, is used as 

an adverb signifying 'afterwards,' 'later,' see AFTER, No. 5. Cp. the 
adjective, under LATER. 

Note: In Phil. 4: IO the particle pote, sometime, used after ede, now, 
already, to signify "now at length," is so rendered in the R.V„ A.V., 
" (now) at the last." 

LATCHET 
HIMAS (lµas) denotes a thong, strap, whether for binding prisoners, 

Acts 22 : 25, " (the} thongs" (for scourging; see BIND, No. 7), or for 
fastening sandals, Mark l : 7; Luke 3 : 16; John l : 27. "Among the 
Orientals everything connected with the feet and shoes is defiled and 
debasing, and the stooping to unfasten the dusty latchet is the most 
insignificant in such service" (Mackie, in Hastings' Bib. Die.)., 
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LATE 
OPSE (dife), an adverb of time, besides its meaning at evening or 

at eventide, denotes late in, or on, Matt. 28: l, R.V„ "late on (the Sabbath 
day) " (A.V„ "in the end of ") ; it came also to denote 'late after,' which 
seems to be the meaning here. See EvENING. 

Note: In John II : 8, A.V„ nun, now, is translated "of late" (R.V„ 
" but now "). 

LATELY 
PROSPHATOS (1TpocT<prfrws) denotes recently, lately, from the 

adjective prosphatos, new, fresh, recent ; primarily, newly slain, Heb. 
10: 20 (pltatos, slain), is also found in Acts 18: 2. 'i[ In the Sept„ Deut. 
24 : 5 ; Ezek. II : 3. 'il 

LATER 
HUSTEROS (iiaTepos) denotes later or latter and is used in l Tim. 

4: I, R.V„ "in later (times)," A.V„ "in (the) latter (times)." Several 
m5s. have it in Matt. zr : 3r, ' thP. formP.r,' for priitos, " thP. fir!'\t."'i[ 

LATIN 
RHOMAISTI (pwµai:aTl), an adverb, "in Latin," occurs in John 19: 20, 

lit„ ' in Roman.''i[ 
Note: In Luke 23: 38, some mss. have the adjective Rhömaikos, 

'of Latin,' agreeing with "letters." 

LATTER 
OPSIMOS (oifiµos), akin to opse and opsios (see LArE), denotes late, 

or latter, and is used of" the latter rain" in Jas. 5 : 7 (the most authentic 
mss. omit huetos, rain; some have karpos, fruit) ; this rain falls in March 
and April, just before the harvest, in contrast to the early rain, in October. 'i[ 
In the Sept„ Deut. II : 14; Prov. 16 : 15 ; Jer. 5 : 24 ; Hos. 6 : 3 ; 
Joel 2: 23; Zech. 10: I.'i[ 

Note: For "latter" (husteros) in the A.V. of I Tim. 4: l see LATER, 
and for 2 Pct. 2: 20 see LAST. 

For LAUD (Rom. 15: II, A.V.) see FRAISE, B, No. l 

LAUGH, LAUGH TO SCORN 
I. GELAO (ydaw), to laugh, is found in Luke 6: 21, 25. This 

signifies loud laughter in contrast to demonstrative weeping. 'i[ 
2. KATAGELAÖ (KaTayeA.aw) denotes to laugh scornfully at, more 

emphatic than No. I (kata, down, used intensively, and No. l), and 
signifies derisive laughter, Matt. 9 : 24 ; Mark 5 : 40 ; Luke 8 : 53. 'i[ 
Cp. ekmukterizö, to deride. 

Note: The laughter of incredulity, as in Gen. 17: 17 and 18: 12, 

is not mentioned in the N.T. 
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LAUGHTER 
GELÖS (y€Aw>) denotes laughter, Jas. 4: 9., This corresponds to the 

kind of laughter mentioned above (see LAUGH, No. l). 

LA UN CH 
r. ANAGÖ (dvayw), to bring up (ana, up, agi5, to lead), is used in the 

Middle Voice as a nautical term signifying to put to sea; it is translated 
" launch forth " in Luke 8 : 22 ; " set sail " in Acts 13 : 13, R.V. (A.V., 
"loosed ") ; similarly in 16 : II ; in 18 : 21, for A.V., " sailed ; " similarly 
in 20 : 3, 13 ; in 21 : l, R.V., "set sail," (A.V.," launch.ed "),andin ver. 2, 
for A.V., "set forth;" in 27: z and 4 the R.V. has the verb to put to sea, 
for A.V. to launch; in ver. 12 for A.V., "depart;" in ver. 21, R.V., "set 
sail" (A.V., "loosed ") ; in 28: 10, II, "sailed" and "set sail" (A.V., 
"departed "). See BRING, DEPART, LEAD, LoosE, OFFER, PuT, SAIL, SET. 

2. EPANAGÖ (bravayw), to lead up upon (epi, upon, and No. l), is 
used as a nautical term with ploion, a ship, understood, denoting to put 
out to sca, translatcd in Luke 5: 3, "put out," R.V. (A.V., 11 thrust 
out ") ; in ver. 4, for A.V., "launch." For the non-nautical significance 
to return, see Matt. 21 : 18. See PUT, RETURN, THRUST., In the Sept„ 
Zech. 4: 12, "that communicate with (the golden oil vessels)." 

LAW 
A. Nouns. 

r. NOMOS (v6µo>), akin to nemi5, to divide out, distribute, primarily 
meant that which is assigned ; hence, usage, custom, and then, law, law 
as prescribed by custom, or by statute; · the word ethos, custom, was 
retained for unwritten law, while nomos became the established name for 
law as decreed by a state and set up as the standard for the administration 
of justice. 

In the N.T. it is used (a) of law in general, e.g., Rom. 2 : 12, 13, "a 
law" (R.V.), expressing a general principle relating to law; ver. 14, last 
part ; 3 : 27, " By what manner of law ? " i.e., ' by what sort of principle 
(has the glorying been excluded) ? ' ; 4 : 15 (last part) ; 5 : 13, referring 
to the period between Adam's trespass and the giving of the Law ; 7 : l 
(1st part, R.V. marg., "law ") ; against those graces which constitute 
the fruit of the Spirit " there is no law," Gal. 5 : 23 ; " the ostensible aim 
of the law is to restrain the evil tendencies natural to man in his fallen 
estate; yet in experience law fmds itself not merely ineffective, it actually 
provokes those tendencies to greater activity. The intention of the gift 
of the Spirit is to constrain the believer to a life in which the natural 
tendencies shall have no place, and to produce in him their direct con
traries. Law, therefore, has nothing to say against the fruit of the Spirit; 
hence the believer is not only not under law, ver. 18, the law finds no scope 
iu his life, ü1ut.rnu1.:h us, u11Ll iu su far as, he b leu lJy lhe Spirit;"• 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 298. 
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(b) of a force or infiuence impelling to action, Rom. 7 : 21, 23 (rst part), 
" a different law," R.V. ; (c) of the Mosaic Law, the Law of Sinai, (1) with 
the definite article, e.g., Matt. 5 : 18; John I : 17 ; Rom. 2 : 15, 18, 20, 
26, 27; 3 : 19; 4 : 15 ; 7 : 4, 7, 14, 16, 22 ; 8: 3, 4, 7 ; Gal. 3 : rn, 12, 19, 
21, 24; 5 : 3 ; Eph. 2 : 15 ; Phil. 3 : 6 ; I Tim. I : 8 ; Heb. 7 : 19 ; 
Jas. 2: 9; (2) without the article, thus stressing the Mosaic Law in its 
quality as law, e.g„ Rom. 2 : 14 (rst part) ; 5 : 20 ; 7 : 9, where the stress 
on the quality lies in this, that "the commandment which was unto 
(i.e., which he thought would be a means of) life," he found to be " unto 
(i.e., to have the effect of revealing his actual state of) death ; " IO : 4 ; 
l Cor. 9 : 20; Gal. 2 : 16, 19, 21 ; 3 : 2, 5, IO (rst part), II, 18, 23 ; 4: 4, 
5, 21 (rst part) ; 5 : 4, 18 ; 6 : 13 ; Phil. 3 : 5, 9 ; Heb. 7 : I6 : 9 : 19 ; 
Jas. 2 : II; 4: II ; (in regard to the statement in Gal. 2 : 16, that "a man is 
not justified by the works of the Law," the absence of the article before 
nomos indicates the assertion of a principle, 'by obedience to law,' but 
evidf'ntly tbe Mn<;;iic l;iw i.-; in vir.w. Hr.rr. tbr. Apo;;tlc i;; maintaining that 
submission to circumcision entails the obligation to do the whole Law. 
Circumcision belongs to the ceremonial part of the Law, uul, while Ll1e 
Mosaic Law is actually divisible into the ceremonial and the moral, no such 
distinction is made or even assumed in Scripture. The statement main
tains the freedom of the believer from the law of Mo5P<; in its tot;ility 
as a means of justification) ; 

(d) by metonymy, of the books which contain the law, (l) of the 
Pentateuch, e.g., Matt. 5 : 17; 12 : 5; Luke 16: 16; 24: 44; John 
I : 45 ; Rom. 3 : 21 ; Gal. 3 : rn; (2) of the Psalms, John rn : 34; 15 : 25 ; 
of the Psalms, Isaiah, Ezekiel and Daniel, 12 : 34 ; the Psalms and Isaiah, 
Rom. 3 : 19 (with vv. 10-18) ; Isaiah, I Cor. :i:4: 21 ; from all this it 
may be inferred that "the law" in the most comprehensive sense was an 
alternative title to " The Scriptures." 

The following phrases specify laws of various kinds ; (a) " the law of 
Christ," Gai. 6 : 2, i.e., either given by Hirn (as in the Sermon on the 
Mount and in John 13 : 14, 15; 15 : 4), or the law or principlc by which 
Christ Himself lived (Matt. 20 : 28; John 13 : r) ; these are not actual 
alternatives, for lhe law imposed by Christ was always that by which He 
Himself lived in the "days of His fiesh." He confirmed the Law as being 
of Divine authority (cp. Matt. 5 : 18) ; yet He presented a higher standard 
of lifc than pcrfunctory obcdience to the current legal rendering of the 
Law, a standard which, without annulling the Law, He embodied in His 
own character and life (sec, e.g., Matt. 5 : 21-48 ; this breach with legalism 
is cspccially secn in regard to the ritual or ceremonial part of the Law in. 
its wide scope); He showed Himself superior to all human interpretations 
of it; (b) "a law of faith," Rom. 3: 27, i.e., a principle which demands only 
fuilh un mun't; purt; (c) " the law of my mind," Rom. 7 : 23, that principle 
which governs the new nature in virtue of the new birth ; (d) " the law 
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of sin," Rom. 7: 23, the principle by which sin exerts its influence and 
power despite the desire to do what is right; "of sin and death," 8: 2, 

death being the effect ; (e) " the law of liberty," Jas. l : 25 ; 2 : 12, a 
term comprehensive of all the Scriptures, no~ a law of compulsion enforced 
from without, but meeting with ready obedience through the desire and 
delight of the renewed being who is subject to it ; into it he looks, and in 
its teaching he delights; he is "under law (ennomos, 'in law,' implying 
union and subjection) to Christ," l Cor. 9 : 21 ; cp„ e.g., Ps. II9 : 32, 45, 
97; 2 Cor. 3 : 17 ; (f) "the royal law," Jas. 2 : 8, i.e., the law of love, 
royal in the majesty of its power, the law upon which all others hang, 
Matt. 22 : 34-40 ; Rom. 13 : 8 ; Gal. 5 : 14 ; (g) " the law of the Spirit 
of life," Rom. 8 : 2, i.e., the animating principle by which the Holy Spirit 
acts as the Imparter of life (cp. John 6 : 63) ; (h) " a law of righteousness," 
Rom. 9 : 31, i.e„ a general principle presenting righteousness as the object 
and outcome of keeping a law, particularly the Law of Moses (cp. Gal. 
:i: 21) ; (i) "the law of a carnal commandmcnt," Heh. 7: r6. i.e., the law 
respecting the Aaronic priesthood, which appointed men conditioned by 
the circumstances and limitations uf lhe flesh. In the Epi!>tle to the 
Hebrews the Law is treated of especially in regard to the contrast between 
the Priesthood of Christ and that established under the Law of Moses, 
and in regard to access to God and to worship. In these respects the Law 
"made nothing perfect," 7: 19. There was "a disannulling of a fore
going commandment ... and a bringing in of a better hope." This is 
established under the "new Covenant," a covenant instituted on the basis 
of " better promises," 8 : 6. 

Notes: (1) In Gal. 5 : 3, the statement that to receive circumcision 
constitutes a man a debtor to do" the whole Law," views the Law as made 
up of separate commands, each essential to the whole, and predicates the 
unity of the Law; in ver. 14, the statement that " the whole law " is 
fulfi.lled in the one commandment concerning love, views the separate 
commandments as combined to make a complete law. (2) In Rom. 8: 3, 
"what the law could not do," is lit., 'the inability (adunaton, the neuter 
of the adjective adunatos, unable, used as a noun) of the Law ; ' this may 
mean either ' the weakness of the Law ' or ' that which was impossible for 
the Law ; ' the latter is preferable ; the signifi.cance is the same in effect ; 
the Law could neither give freedom from condemnation nor impart life. 
(3) For the difference between the teaching of Paul and that of James in 
regard to the Law, see under JusTIFICATION. (4) For Acts 19: 38, A.V., 
"the law is open" (R.V., "courts" etc.) see COURT, No. I. (5) For 
nomodidaskaloi, "doctors of the law," Luke 5 : 17, singular in Acts 
5: 34, "teachers of the law," l Tim. l : 7, see DocTOR. 

2. NOMOTHESIA (voµ.o8€ala) denotes legislation, lawgiving (No. l, 

and tithemi, to place, to put), Rom. 9: 4, " (the) giving of the law." 
Cp. B, No. l., 
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B. Verbs. 
I. NOMOTHETEÖ (voµ.o0€rew}, (a) used intransitively, signifies to 

make laws (cp. A, No. 2, above) ; in the Passive Voice, to be-furnished with 
laws, Heb. 7 : II, " received the law," lit„ ' was furnished with (the) 
law ; ' (b) used transitively, it signifies to ordain by law, to enact; in the 
Passive Voice, Heb. 8: 6. See ENACT.-,r 

2. KRINO (Kplvw), to esteem, judge, etc„ signifies to go to law, and is 
so used in the Middle Voice in Matt. 5 : 40, R.V„ "go to law" (A.V., 
" sue . . . at the law ") ; l Cor. 6 : I, 6. See EsTEEM. 

Note: In l Cor. 6: 7, thc A.V„ "go to law," is a rcndcring of the 
phrase echO krimata, to have lawsuits, as in the R.V. 

3. PARANOMEÖ (1Tapavoµ.ew), to transgress law (para, contrary to, 
and nomos), is used in the present participle in Acts 23 : 3, and translated 
"contrary to the law," liL, 'transgressing the law.'-,r 

C. Adjectives. 
I. NOMIKOS (voµiic6~) dcnotcs rolating to law; in Tit. 3: 9 it ir, tm.n!l

lated " about the law," describing " fightings " (A.V., " strivings ") ; see 
LAWYER. 

2. ENNOMOS (lvvoµ.o>), (a) lawful, legal, lit„ in law (en, in, and nomos), 
or, strictly, what is within the range of law, is translated "lawful" in Acts 
19: 39, A.V. (R.V., "regular "), of the legal tribunals in Ephesus; (b) 
"under law" (R.V.), in relation to Christ, l Cor. 9: 21, where it is 
contrasted with anomos (see No. 3 below) ; the word as used by the Apostle 
suggests not merely the condition of being under law, but the intimacy of a 
relation established in the loyalty of a will devoted to his Master. See 
LAWFUL. 

3. ANOMOS (avoµ.os) signifies "without law " (a, negative) and has 
this meaning in l Cor. 9: 21 (four times). See LAWLEss, TRANSGRESSOR, 
UNLAWFUL, WICKED. 

D. Adverb. 
ANOMÖS (ci.voµ.ws), without law (the adverbial form of C, No. 3), is 

used in Rom. 2 : 12 (twice), where" (have sinncd) without law" means in 
the absence of some specifically revealed law, like the law of Sinai ; " (shall 
perish) without law" predicates that the absence of such a law will not 
prevent their doom ; the law of conscience is not in view here. The 
succeeding phrase "under law" is lit., 'in law,' not the same as the 
adjective ennomos (C, No. 2), but two distinct words. -,r 

LA WFUL, LA WFULLY 
A. Verb. 

EXESTI (le€an), an impersonal verb, signifying it is permitted, it is 
lawful (or interrogatively, is it lawful ?), occurs most frequently in the 
Synoptic Gospels and the Acts; elsewhere in John 5 : IO; 18: 31 ; I Cor. 
6 : 12 ; ro : 23 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 4 ; in Acts 2 : 29, it is rendered " let me 
(speak)," lit., 'it being permitted;' in the A.V. of 8: 37, "thou mayest," 
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lit., ' it is permitted ; ' 16 : 21 ; in 21 : 37," may I," lit.,' is it permitted ? ' 
See LET, MAY. 

Note: For ennomos, see C, No. 2, (under LAw). 
B. Adverb. 

NOMIMÖS (voµ.lµ.w>), lawfully, is used in r Tim. I : 8, "the Law is 
good, if a man use itlawfully," i.e., agreeably to its design ; the meaning 
here is that, while no one can be justified or obtain eternal life through 
its instrurnentality, the believer is to have it in his heart and to fulfil its 
requirements; walking "not after the fl.esh but after the spirit," Rom. 
8 : 4, he will "use it lawfully." In 2 Tim. 2 : 5 it is used of contending in 
the games and adhering to the rules., 

LAWGIVER 
NOMOTHETES (voµ.o8tTYJ>), a lawgiver (see LAW, A, No. 2, and B, 

No. l), occurs in Jas. 4: 12, of God, as the sole Lawgiver; therefore, to 
criticize the Law is to presume to take His place, with the presumption of 
enacting a better law., 

LA WLESS, LA WLESSNESS 
A. Adjective. 

A NOMOS (fl.vn/Ln>), withont law, also denotes lawles11, and is so rnn<len~d 
in the R.V. of Acts 2 : 23, "lawless (men)," marg„ " (men) without the 
law," A.V., "wicked (hands) ; " 2 Thess. 2 : 8, "the lawless one " (A.V„ 
"that wicked "), of the man of sin (ver. 4) ; in 2 Pet. 2 : 8, of deeds 
(A.V„ "unlawful ''), where the thought is not simply that of doing what is 
unlawful, but of flagrant defiance of the known will of God. See LAW, C, 
No. 3. 

B. Noun. 
ANOMIA (d.voµ.ta), lawlessness, akin to A, is most frequently translated 

"iniquity; 11 in 2 Thess. 2 : 7, R.V., "lawlessness 11 (A.V., "iniquity ") ; 
" the mystery of lawlessness " is not recognized by the world, for it does 
not consist merely in confusion and disorder (see A) ; the display of law
lessness by the lawless one (ver. 8) will be the effect of the attempt by the 
powers of darkness to overthrow the Divine government. In l John 3 : 4, 
the R.V. adhercs to the real meaning of the word, " cvery onc that doeth 
sin (a practice, not the committal of an act) doeth also lawlessness: and sin 
is lawlessness." This definition of sin sets forth its essential character as 
the rejection of the law, or will, of God and the substitution of the will of 
self. See INIQUITY and synonymous words. 

LAWYER 
NOMIKOS (voµ.tK6>), an adjective, learned in the law (see Tit. 3: 9, 

under LAW, C, No. l), is used as a noun, a lawyer, Matt. 22 : 35 ; Luke 
7 : 30 ; ro : 25 ; II : 45, 46, 52 (ver, 53 in some mss.) ; I4 : 3 ; Tit. 3 : 13, 
where Zenas is so named. As there is no evidence that he was one skilled 
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in Roman jurisprudence, the term may be regarded in the usual N.T. 
sense as applying to one skilled in the Mosaic Law.~ 

The usual name for a scribe is grammateus, a man of letters; for a doctor 
of the law, nomodidaskalos (see DocTOR). "A comparison of Luke 5 : I7 
with ver. 2I and Mark 2 : 6 and Matt. 9 : 3 shows that the three terms were 
used synonymously, and did not denote three distinct classes. The 
scribes were originally simply men of letters, students of Scripture, and 
the name first given to them contains in itself no reference to the law ; in 
course of time, however, they devoted themselves mainly, though by no 
rneans exclusivelyt to the study of the law. They became jurists rather 
than theologians, and received names which of themselves called attention 
Lu thal fad. Some would doubtless devote themselves more to one 
branch of activity than to another; but a' lawyer' might also be a 'doctor,' 
and the case of Gamaliel shows that a ' doctor ' might also be a member 
of the Sanhedrin, Acts 5 : 34" (Eaton, in Hastings' Bib. Die.). 

LAY 
i. TITHE:MI ('Tl8'r/J·U), to vut, place, set, frequently signifies to lay, anrl 

is used of (a) laying a corpse in a tomb, Matt. 27 : 60 ; Mark 6 : 29 ; I5 : 
47; I6: 6; Luke 23 : 53, 55; John II : 34; I9: 4I, 42; 20: 2, I3, I5; 
Acts 7 : I6; I3: 29; Rev. II : 9, R.V„" tobe laid" (A.V.," tobe put ") ; 
in an upper chamber, Acts 9 : 37 ; (b) laying the sick in a place, Mark 
6 : 56 ; Luke 5 : I8 ; Acts J : 2 ; S : I5 ; (c) laying money at the Apostlei;' 
feet, Acts 4: 35, 37; 5: 2; (d) Christ's laying His hands upon children, 
Mark IO : I6, R.V„ "laying " (A.V„ "put ") ; upon John, Rev. I : I7 
(in the best rnss.) ; (e) laying down one's life, (I) of Christ, John Io: II,. 

R.V., "layeth down" (A.V., "giveth "); vers. r,7, I8 (twice); I John 
3: I6; (2) of Peter for Christ's sakc, John I3: 37, 38; (3) of Christ's 
followers, on behalf of others, I John 3; I6; (4) of anyone, for his friends, 
John I5: I3; (/) laying up sayings in one's heart, Luke I: 66 (Middle 
Voice, in the sense of ' for themselves ') ; in 9 : 44,of letting Christ's words 
"sink" (Middle Voice, in the sense of' for oneself; ' A.V„ "sink down") 
into the ears; (g) Iaying a foundation (1) Iiterally, Luke 6: 48; I4 : 29; 
(2) metaphorically, of Christ in relation to an assembly, I Cor. 3 : ro, II ; 

(h) God in laying Christas a "stone of stumbling" for Israel, Rom. 9: 33; 
(i) Christ's laying aside His garments, John I3 : 4.; (j) Christians, in laying 
money in store for the help ofthe needy, I Cor. I6: 2 (lit„' Iet him put ') ; 
(k) depositing money, Luke 19: :21, 22. See APPOINT. 

2. KATATITHtMI (t<a'Ta'Tl8'r)µ,i), to lay down (kata), is used in 
Mark I5 : 46 of the act of Joseph of Arimath<ea in laying Christ's body in 
the tomb (some mss. have No. I here). See Do, Note (4), SHEW. 

3. BALLÖ (ß&Mw), to cast, throw, place, put, is used in the Passive 
Voice signifying to be laid, e.g., Mark 7: 30; Luke I6: 20; for Matt. 
8 : 14, R.V., "lying " (A.V., "laid ") and 9 : 2, see LIE, No. (3). See 
CAST. 
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4. EPIBALLÖ (emßillw), to lay upon, is used of seizing men, to 
imprison them, Acts 4: 3. See CAST. 

5. KATABALLÖ (Ka-raßdJJ.w), to cast down (kata), is used meta
phorfcally in Heb. 6 : I, in the Middle Voice, negatively, of laying a 
foundation of certain doctrines. See CAST. 

6. KLINÖ (Ki\lvw), to make to bend, to bow, or to make to lean, to 
rest, is used in Matt. 8 : 20 and Luke 9 : 58, in the Lord's statement, " the 
Son of man hath not where to lay His head; " it is significant that this 
verbis used in John r9 : 30 of the Lord's act at the moment of His Death 
in placing His head into a position of rest, not a helpless drooping of the 
head as in all other cases of crucifixion. He reversed the natural order, 
by first reclining His hcad (indicative of His submission to His Father's 
will), and then 'giving up His spirit.' The rest He found not on earth in 
contrast to His creatures the foxes and birds, He found in this con
summating act on the Cross. See Bow. 

7. ANAKLINÖ (d11aKAl11w), to lay down, make to recline (in the 
Passive Voice, to lie back, recline), is used in Luke 2 : 7, of the act of the 
Virgin Mary in laying her Child in o. mangcr. Sec Sn. 

8. APOTITHEMI (d7To-rl8'Y/1-u}, to put off from oneself (apo, from, and 
No. r), always in the Middle Voice in the N.T., is used metaphorically in 
Heb. I2 : I, " laying aside (every weight) ; " in Jas. I : 2r, A.V., " lay 
apart," R.V., "putting away; " in Acts 7 : 58 of laying down garments, 
after taking them off, for the purpose of stoning Stephen. See CAST, 
PUT. 

9. HUPOTITHEMI (imo-rl87Jµi), to place uncler, lay down (hupo. 
under, and No. r), is used metaphorically in Rom. r6 : 4, of risking one's 
life, "laid down" (their own necks). In the Middle Voice in I Tim. 4: 6 
it is used of putting persons in mind, R.V., (A.V., " in remembrance "). 
See REMEM'.BRANCE., 

IO. EPITITHEMI (emTl87Jµi), to add to, lay upon, etc., is used 
of laying hands on the sick, for healing, Matt. 9: r8; r9 : r3, R.V., 
"lay" (A.V., " put ") ; r9 : r5 ; Mark 5 : 23 ; 6 : 5 ; 7 : 32 ; 8 : 23, 
R.V., "Iaid " (A.V., " put ") ; so in ver. 25 ; I6 : r8 ; Luke 4 : 40 ; 
13: I3; Acts 6: 6; 8 : r7, r9; 9: I2 and r7, R.V., "laying" (A.V., 
" putting ") ; r3 : 3 ; r9 : 6 ; 28 : 8 ; in some mss. in Rev. I : 17, see 
No. l, (d); of laying hands on a person by way of public recognition, 
l Tim. 5 : 22 ; of a shepherd's laying a sheep on his shoulders, Luke I5 : 5 ; 
of laying the Cross on Christ's shoulders, Luke 23 : 26 ; of laying on stripes, 
Acts r6: 23; wood on a fire, 28: 3 ; metaphorically, of laying burden's 
on men's should~rs, Matt. 23 : 4 ; similarly of giving injunctions, Acts 
I5 : 28 (cp. " put ... upon "in ver. ro). See LADE, PUT, SET, SuRNAME, 
WouND. 

II. ANA.TITHEMI (dva-rl87Jµi), to put up or before (ana), is used 
in the Middle Voice of laying a case before an authority, Acts 25 : 14, R.V., 
"laid before," for A.V., " declared unto ; " of setting forth a matter for 
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consideration, Gal. 2 : 2, R.V., "laid before (them the gospel)," for A.V., 
"communicated unto." See COMMUNICATE, DECLARE. ir 

12. PROSTITHEMI (TTpoaTl871fu), to put to, add, is used in the 
Passive Voice in Acts 13 : 36, "was laid" (unto his fathers), of the burial 
of David. See Ann, No. 2. 

13. EKTEINO (iKTdvw), to stretch out or forth, especially of the hand, 
is used of laying out anchors from a vessel, in Acts 27 : 30, R.V.," lay out" 
(A.V., "cast ... out"). See CAST, Notes, STRETCH. 

14. KEIMAI {Kc:'iµm), tobe laid, to lie, is used as the Passive Voice of 
tithemi, to put, and is translated by some part of the verb to be laid in 
Matt. 3: IO and Luke 3: 9, of an axe; Luke 12: 19, of goods; John 
21 : 9, where the verb has been omitted from the translation, after the 
words "a fire of coals" (for epikeimai, of the fish, see No. 15) ; l Cor. 
3: II, of Christ, as a foundation. See APPOINT, Lrn, MADE (be), SET. 

N otes : (1) In Luke 23.: 53, the R.V. has " had lain " (intransitive : 
see LIE), for A.V., "was laid." (2) In Luke 24: 12, some mss. have 
thP. VP.rh, with reference to the linen cloths (the clause is absent in the 
best mss.); the translation should be "lying," not as A.V., "laid." 
(3) In John II : 41, the verb is not fonnd in the best mss. 

15. EPIKEIMAI (iTTlrnµai), tobe placed, to lie on (epi, upon,and No. 
14), is translated by the verh tobe laid upon, in John 21 : 9, of a fish; in 
1 Cor. 9 : 16, of necessity. See IMPOSED, INSTANT, LIE, PRESS. 

16. APOKEIMAI (dTT6Knµm), tobe laid away, or up, is used of money 
in a napkin, Luke 19 : 20; metaphorically, of a hope, Col. l : 5 ; the crown 
of righteousness, 2 Tim. 4: 8. In Heb. 9: 27, said of physical death, it 
is translated "it is appointed" (R.V. marg., "laid up "). See APPOINT.if 

17. THESAURIZÖ (871aavpl~w), to lay up, store up (akin to thesauros, 
a treasury, a storehouse, a treasure), is used of laying up treasures, on 
earth, Matt. 6 : 19; in Heaven, ver. 20 ; in the last days, Jas. 5 : 3, R.V., 
"ye have laid up your treasure" (A.V., "ye have heaped treasure 
together ") ; in Luke 12 : 21, " that layeth up treasure (for himself) ; " 
in T Cor. 16: 2, of money for needy ones (here the present participle is 
translated " in stor.e," lit. ' treasuring .' or 'storing,' the ' laying by ' 
translating the prece<ling verb tühem·i, see No. l) ; in 2 Cor. 12 : 14, nega
tively, of children for parents; metaphorically, of laying up wrath, Rom. 
2 : 5, " treasurest up." In 2 Pet. 3 : 7 the Passive Voice is used of the 
heavens and earth as "stored up" for fire, R.V. (marg., "stored" with 
fire), A.V., " kept in store." See STORE, TREASURE. if 

18. TRACHELIZÖ (Tpax71!.l~w), to seize and twist the neck (from 
trachelos, ihe ihroat), was used of wrestlers, in thc sense of taking by the 
throat. The word is found in Heb. 4: 13, "laid open," R.V. (A.V., 
"opened "). The literal sense of the word seems to be 'with the head 
thrown back and the throat exposed.' Various suggestions have been 
made as to the precise significance of the word in this passage. Some 
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have considered that the metaphor is from the manner of treating victims 
about to be sacrificed. Little help, however, can be derived from these 
considerations. The context serves to explain the meaning and the 
R.V. rendering is satisfactory.~ 

Notes: (1) In Acts 25 : 7, A.V., pherö, to bear, bring, is rendered 
"laid ... (complaints)," R.V.," bringing ... (charges)." (2) In Mark 
7: 8, A.V., aphiemi, to leave, is translated "laying aside " (R.V., "ye 
leave "). (3) For epilambanö, to lay hold, see How, No. 7. 

For LAY WAIT see LIE IN WAIT 

For LA YING (Acts 9 : 24) see PLOT 

LAY WASTE 
LUMAINOMAI (Avµalvoµai), to maltreat, to outrage (from lume, a 

brutal outrage), is translated "laid waste" (the church), in Acts 8 : 3, 
R.V. (A.V., "made havock of ").~ 

LAYING ON 
EPITHESIS (€7rl8€cns), a laying on (epi, on, tithemi, to put), is used 

in the N.T. (a) of the laying on of hands by the Apostles, accompanied by 
the impartation of the Holy Spirit in outward demorn~tration, in the cases 
of those in Samaria who had believed, Acts 8 : 18 ; such supernatural 
manifcstations wcrc signs cspccially intended to give witness tu Jews as 
to the facts of Christ and the faith ; they were thus temporary ; there is 
no record of their continuance after the time and circumstances narrated 
in Acts 19 (in ver. 6 of which the corresponding verb epitithemi is used ; 
see below), nor was the gift delegated by the Apostles to others (see LAY, 

Nos. 1and10) ; (b) ()f the similar act by the elders ofa church on occasions 
when a member of a church was set apart for a particular work, having 
given evidence of qualifications necessary for it, as in the case of Timothy, 
l Tim. 4: 14; of the impartation of a spiritual gift through the laying on 
of the hands of the Apostle Paul, 2 Tim. l : 6, R.V., "laying" (A.V., 
"putting ") ; cp. the verb epitithemi in Acts 6: 6, on the appointmcnt of 
the Seven, and in the case of Barnabas and Saul, 13 : 3; also in 19 : 6; 
(c) in Heb. 6 : 2, the doctrine of the laying on of hands refers to the act 
enjoined upon an Israelite in connection, e.g., with the peace offerings, 
Lev. 3 : 2, 8, 13 ; 4 : 29, 33 ; upon the priests in connection with the sin 
offering, 4 : 4 ; 16 : 21 ; upon the elders, 4 : 15 ; upon a ruler, 4 : 24. ~ 

The principle underlying the act was that of identification on the part 
of him who did it with the animal or person upon whom the hands were 
laid. In the Sept., 2 Chron. 25: 27; Ezek. 23: rr.1f 

Note: For the laying of Christ's hands on the sick, sP.E! LAY, No 10. 

LEAD, LED 
1. AGO (ayw), to bear, bring, carry, lead, is translated by the verb to 
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lead, e.g., in Mark I3 : II ; Luke 4 : I ; 4 : 9, R.V. ; 4 : 29 ; 22 : 54 ; 
23 : I, A.V. only ; 23 : 32 ; John I8 : 28 (present tense, R.V;) ; Acts 
8 : 32 ; metaphorically in Rom. 2 : 4, of the goodness of God ; 8 : 14 and 
Gal. 5 : I8, of the Spirit of God ; I Cor. I2 : 2, of the powers of darkness 
instigating to idolatry ; 2 Tim. 3 : 6, of divers lusts (in some mss., 
aichmalöteuö). In Luke 24: 2I agö is used of the passing (or spending) of 
a day, and translated " it is (now the third day) ; " here the verb is pro
bably tobe taken impersonally, according to idiomatic usage, in the sense 
'there is passing the tP.ird day.' See BRING, No. ro, KEEP, Note (2). 

2. ANAGO (dvayw), to lead up (ana, up), is used of Christ in being led 
up by the Spirit into the wilderness, Matt. 4 : I ; Luke 4 : 5 (A.V., " taking 
up" ) ; by the elders of the people into their council, Luke 22 : 66, "led 
away." See BRING, No. II. 

3. APAGO (a1Tayw), to lead away (apo, away), is used of a way leading 
to destruction, Mat~. 7 : I3; to life, ver. I4; of those who led Christ away 
from Gethsemane, Mark 14: 44; in some mss., John 18: 13, to Annas (the 
best mss. have No. I here); to Caiaphas, Matt. 26 : 57; Mark 14: 53; to 
Pilate, Matt. 27 : 2; to the Pnetorium, Mark I5 : 16; to crucifixion, 
Matt. 27 : 3I ; Luke 23 : 26 ; in some mss. John I9 : 16 ; of leading an 
animal away to watering, Luke 13 : I5 ; of being led away to idolatry, 
I Cor. 12: 2, R.V., "lcd away" (A.V., "carried away "). Some mss. 
have it in Acts 24: 7 (A.V., "took away "). lt is translatcd "bring" in 
23 : I7. In I2 : I9 it signi:fies to put to death. See BRING, No. 12, 
DEATH, C, No. 3.if 

4. PERIAGO (77epiayw}, used transitively, denotes to lead about, 
r Cor. 9 : 5. For the intransitive use, see Go, No. 9. 

5. PHERO (<f>lpw), to bear, carry, is used metaphorically of a gate, 
as leading to a city, Acts I2 : ro. See BRING, No. r. 

6. HODEGEO (0077ylw), to lead the way: see GumE, B, No. l. 

7. EISAGO (elaayw), to bring into, is translated "to be led into" in 
Acts 2I : 37, A.V. (R.V., " to be brought into "). See BRING, A, No. 13. 

8. SUNAPAGÖ (avva1Tayw), always in the Passive Voice, tobe carried 
or led away with, is translated " being lerl away with " in 2 Pet. 3 : 17, 
A.V. (R.V., "being carried away with "). See CARRY. 

g. EXAGO (ltayw}, to lead out, is rendered by the verb to lead, out or 
forth, in Mark I5 : 20 (in some mss. in 8 : 23, the best have ekpherö, to 
bring out) ; Luke 24: 50; John ro : 3; Acts 7: 36, 40 (A.V." brought "), 
and I3 : IJ, R.V. ; Acts 2I : 38; Heb. 8: 9. See BRING, No. 14. 

ro. ANAPHERO (dva<f>lpw), to carry or lead up, is translated 
"leadeth ... up "in the A.V. of Mark 9 : 2 (R.V. " bringeth ... up "). 
See BRING, No. 2. 

II. EISPHERÖ (ela<f>epw), to bring in, or into, is translated "lead 
(us not) into," in Matt. 6 : I3 and Luke 11 ; 4 (R.V„ " bring ... into "), 
of temptation. See BRING, No. 4. 
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12. PLANAÖ (77.\a.vaw), to lead astray (akin to plane, a wandering), 
is translated "lead ... astray," metaphorically, in Matt. 24 : 4, 5, II 
and Mark 13 : 5, 6 (A.V., " deceive "). 

13. APOPLANAÖ (a?To11.\a.vaw), to cause to go astray (apo, away 
from, and No. 12), is used metaphorically of leading into ertor, Mark 
13 : 22, R.V., "lead astray" (A.V., "seduce ") ; Passive Voice in 
l Tim. 6: 10 (A.V., "erred ")., 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 13: 10, some mss. have sunagö, to bring together, 
translated "leadeth (into captivity)," A.V. and R.V. marg. (R.V. text, 
"is for "). (2) For the verb diagö, to lead a life, l Tim. 2 : 2, see LIVE, 
No. 7. (3) For thriambeuö, to "lead in triumph," 2 Cor. 2 : 14, R.V., 
see. TRIUMPH. (4) See also HAND (lead by the). 

For LEADERS (Matt. 15 : 14) see GUIDE 

LEAF 
PHULLON (,PvMov), a leaf (originally phulion, Lat., folium; Eng., 

folio, foliaceous, foliage, foliate, folious, etc.), is found in Matt. 21 : 19; 
24 : 32 ; Mark II : 13 (twice) ; 13 : 28 ; Rev. 22 : 2., 

LEAN 
l. ANAKEIMAI (a1•a1mµtu), to be laid up, to lie, is used of reclining 

at table, and translated "leaning (on Jesus' bosom) " in the A.V. of 
John 13 : 23, R.V., " reclining" (for ver. 25 see No. 2). In ver. 28, it is 
translated "at the table," lit., 'of (those) reclining.' See GuEsT, RECLINE, 
SIT, TABLE (at the). 

2. ANAPIPTÖ (civa.7Tl7TTw), lit., to fall back (ana, back, piptö, to fall), 
is used of reclining at a repast and translated " leaning back, (as he was, on 
Jesus' breast) "in John 13 : 25, R.V. (the A.V. follows the mss. which have 
epipiptö, and renders it 'lying ') ; in 21 : 20, "leaned back," the Apostle's 
reminder of the same event in his experience. See SIT. 

LEAP 
l. HALLOMAI (&Moµa.i), to leap (akin to halma, a leap), is used 

(a) metaphorically, of the springing up of water, John 4 : 14; (b) literally, 
of the leaping of healed cripples, Acts 3 : 8 (2nd part) ; 14 : 10., 

2. SKIRTAÖ (ulCLf"Taw}, to leap, is found in Luke l : 41, 44, and 
6 : 23, there translated " leap for joy ; " in l : 44 the words " for joy " 
are expressed separately., 

3. EXALLOMAI ('gaMoµa.i), to leap up (lit., out, ek, and No. l), is 
said in Acts 3 : 8 (lst part) of the cripple healed by Peter (cp. No. l, 

above)., 
4. EPHALLOMAI (€,Pilloµa.i), to leap upon (epi, upon, and No. l), 

is said of the demoniac in Acts 19 : 16., 
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LEARN, LEARNED (be) 
I. MANTHANÖ (µa.v8avcu} denotes (a) to learn (akin to mathetes, a 

disciple), to increase one's knowledge, or be increased in knowledge, 
frequently to learn by enquiry, or observation, e.g., Matt. 9 : 13 ; II : 29 ; 
24: 32 ; Mark 13 : 28 ; John 7 : 15 ; Rom. 16 : 17 ; l Cor. 4 : 6 ; 14: 35 ; 
Phil. 4 : 9 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 14 ; Rev. 14 : 3 ; said of learning Christ, Eph. 
4 : 20, not simply the doctrine of Christ, but Christ Himself, a process not 
merely of getting to know the Person but of so applying the knowledge as 
to walk differently from the rest of the Gentiles ; (b) to ascertain, Acts 
23 : 27, R.V., "learned" (A.V., "understood ") ; Gal. 3: 2, "This only 
would I learn from you," perhaps with a tinge of irony in the enquiry, the 
answer to which would settle the question of the validity of the new 
judaistic gospel they were receiving; (c) to learn by use and practice, to 
acquire the habit of, be accustomed to, e.g., Phil. 4 : II ; l Tim. 5 : 4, 13 ; 
Tit. 3 : 14 ; Heb. 5 : 8. See UNDERSTAND. 

2. GINÖSKÖ (ywwuKcu}, to know by observation and experience, is 
translated to learn, in the R.V. of Mark 15: 45; John 12: 9. See 
ALLOW. 

3. AKRIBOÖ (&.Kpiß&cu), to learn carefully, is so translated in Matt. 
2: 7, 16, R.V. (A.V., "diligently enquired ").~ 

4. MUEÖ (µv,w), to initiate into mysteries, is translated "I have 
learned the secret" (Passive Voice, perfect tense) in Phil. 4: 12, R.V. 
(A.V., "l am instructed "). See INSTRUCT.~ 

Note: Paideuö, to teach, instruct, train, is translated" instructed" in 
Acts 7 : 22, R.V. (A.V„ "learned ") ; in l Tim. l : 20, " (that) they might 
be taught," A.V., " (that) they may learn." 

LEARNING (Noun) 
l. GRAMMA (ypaµµa.), a letter, is used in the plural in Acts 26: 24, 

with the meaning "learning." " (thy much) learning (doth turn thee to 
madness)," R.V., possibly an allusion to the Jewish Scriptures, to which 
the Apostle had been appealing; in John 7: 15, "(How knoweth this 
Man) letters" (A.V. marg., "leaming "), the succeeding phrase "not 
having learned " is illustrated in the papyri, where it indicates inability 
to write. See BILL. 

2. DIDASKALIA (8i8a.uKa..\la.), teaching, instruction (akin to didaskö, 
to teach), is translated "learning" in Rom. 15 : 4. See DOCTRINE. 

LEAST 
1. ELACHISTOS (',\d.xul"Tos), least, is a superlative degree formed 

from the word elachus, little, the place of which was taken by mikros (the 
comparative degree being elassön, less) ; it is used of (a) size, Jas. 3 : 4; 
(b) amount ; of the management of affairs, Luke 16 : 10 (twice) ; 19 : 17, 
"very little ; " (c) importance, l Cor. 6 : 2, " smallest (matters) ; " 
(tl) authority : of commandments, Matt. 5 : 19 ; (e) estimation, as to 
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persons, Matt. 5 : 19 (2nd part) ; 25 : 40, 45 ; l Cor. 15 : 9 ; as to a town, 
Matt. 2 : 6 ; as to activities or operations, Luke 12 : 26 ; l Cor. 4 : 3, " a 
very small thing."1f 

2. ELACHISTOTEROS (EAaxiO"TOTEpos), a comparative degree formed 
from No. I, is used in Eph. 3 : 8, " less than the least.", 

3. MIKROS (p.iKpos), small, little, is translated "the least " in Acts 
8 : ro and Heb. 8 : II, with refercnce to rank or influence. See LnTLE, 
A, No. l. 

4. MIKROTEROS (µ.iKpOTEpos), the comparative of No. 3, is used of 
(a) size, Matt. 13 : 32, A.V., " the least," R.V., "less ; " Mark 4: 31 
[cp. No. l (a)] ; (b) estimation, Matt. II : II and Luke 7 : 28, A.V., "least," 
R.V., "but little," marg., "lesser" (in the Kingdom of Heaven), those 
in the Kingdom itself being less than John the Baptist [cp. No. I (e)]; 
Luke 9 : 48. See LEss., 

Notes: (1) In r Cor. 6: 4, A.V., exoutheneo, in the Passive Voice, to 
be of no account, is translated "is least csteemed" (R.V., "are of no 
account ") ; see ACCOUNT. (2) In Luke 19 : 42, the adverbial phrase 
kai ge, "at least," is found in some mss. ; the R.V. follows those in which 
it is absent. (3) In l Cor. 9 : 2, A.V„ thc rhrase alla ge is rendered 
"doubtless;" R.V., "at least." (4) In Acts 5: 15, the phrase k'an 
(for kai ean, even if) denotes "at the least." 

LEATHERN 
DERMATINOS (8Epµ.&.nvos) denotes of skin, leathem (from derma, 

skin, hide of beasts, akin to dero, to flay; whence Eng., derm, dermal, 
dermatology) ; it is translated '' leathern " in Matt. ~ : 4, of John the 
Baptist's girdle; in Mark I: 6, R.V. (A.V., "of a skin "). See SKIN., 

LEAVE, LEFT 
(a) In the sense oj leaving, abandoning, forsaking. 
r. APlHEMI (a<fol71µ.i), apo, from, and hiemi, to send, has three chief 

meanings, (a) to send forth, let go, forgive; (b) to let, suffer, permit ; 
(c) to leave, leave alone, forsake, neglect. lt is· translated by the verb 
to leave (c), in Matt. 4 : II ; 4 : 20, 22, and parallel passages ; 5 : 24 ; 
8 : 15, and parallel passages; 8: 22, R.V., "leave (the dead)," A.V., "let," 
and the parallel passage; 13: 36, R.V., "left (the multitude)," A.V., 
" sent ... away; " 18 : 12 ~ 19 : 27, and parallel passages, R.V., " we 
have left" (A.V., "we have forsaken ") ; so ver. 29; 22 : ·22, 25 ; 23 : 23, 
R.V., "have left undone" (A.V., "have omitted," in the lsf part, "leave 
undone " in the second) ; 23 : 38, and the parallel passage ; 24 : 2, 40, 41, 
and parallel passages ; 26 : 56, R.V., "left ; " Ma:rk l : 18, "left ; " 
r : 31; 7: 8, R.V., "ye foave;" 8 : IJ; ro: 28, 29: 12 : u, l9-z2 ; 
13 : 34; Luke IO : 30 ; II : 42 (in some mss.) ; Luke 12 : 39, R.V. "have 
left," A.V. "have suffered" (No. 9 in Matt. 24: 43) ; John 4: 3, 28, 52; 
8: 29; IO: 12; 14: 18, 27; 16: 28, 32; R.om; l: 27; l Cor. 7: rr, R.V„ 
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"Ieave" (A.V., " put away ") ; 7 : I3 (A.V. and R.V.) ; Heb. 2 : 8 ; 6 : I ; 

Rev. 2 : 4. See FoRGIVE. 
2. ANIEMI (dvl71µ.i), ana, back and hiemi, to send, denotes to let go, 

loosen, forbear ; it is translated " I will (never) leave (thee) " in Heb. 
I3 : 5. See FoRBEAR. 

3. KATALEIPO (1Carn>.el1Tw), to leave behind (kata, down, leipö, to 
leave), is everywhere rendered by the verb to leave except in the following: 
the A.V. of Rom. II : 4, " I have reserved" (R.V„ " I have left ") ; 
Heb. II : 27, "he forsook;" 2 Pet. 2 : 15, A.V„ "have forsaken," R.V„ 
" forsaking." See FoRSAKE, RESERVE. 

4. APOLEIPÖ (a1ToAel7Tw), to leave behind (apo, from), is used (a) in 
the Active Voice, of leaving behind a cloak, 2 Tim. 4: I3; a person, 
2 Tim. 4: 20; of abandoning a principality (by angels), Jude 6, R.V.; 
(b) in the Passive Voice, tobe reserved, to remain, Heb. 4: 6, 9; ro: 26. 
See H.EMAIN, No. 3.~I ln the papyri it is used as a technical term in wills 
(Moulton and Milligan, Vocau.). 

5. ENKATALEIPO (€y1Carn>.el1Tw), lit„ to leave behind in (en, in, and 
No. 3), signifies (a) to leave behind, Rom. 9: 29, "a seed;" (b) to 
abandon, ~orsake, translated by the verb to leave in Acts 2 : 27, 31 (in 
some mss„ No. 3) of the soul of Christ; in the following, by the verb to 
forsakc, Mutt. 27 : 46 ; Ma.rk 15 : J4 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 9 ; 2 Tim. 4 : ro, l'6 ; 
Heb. ro: 25; 13: 5 (see No. 2 in the same ver.). See FoRSAKE.~ 

6. HUPOLEIPO (imoA.el7Tw), to leave remaining; ht„ to leave under 
(hupo), is used in the Passive Voice in Rom. II : 3, of a survivor. ~ 

7. PERILEIPÖ (7repiAel1Tw}, to leave over, is used in the Passive Vo ce 
in I Thess. 4: 15, 17, R.V„ "that are left" (A.V„ "that remain "), lit„ 
'left over,' i.e„ the living believers at the Lord's return. See REMAIN.~ 

8. PAUÖ (1Tavw), to make to cease, is used in the Middle Voice, sig
nifying to cease, leave off, and is translated " bad left " in Luke 5 : 4 ; 
" left " in Acts 2I : 32 ; elsewhere, to cease. See CEASE. 

9. EAÖ (Uw} signifies (a) to let, permit, suffer, e.g„ Matt. 24 : 43 ; 
(b) to leave, Acts 23 : 32, of leaving horsemen; 27: 40, of leaving anchors 
in the sea, R.V. [A.V„ " committed (themselves) "]. See CoMMIT, 
SUFFER. 

ro. HUPOLIMPANÖ (imoAiµ.mivw}, limpanö being a late form for 
leipö, to leave, is used in 1 Pet. 2 : 21, "leaving (us an example)."~ 

II. PERISSEUO (7repiuuevw), to be over and above (the number), 
hence, to be or remain over, is translated "was left," in Matt. I5 : 37, 
A.V. (R.V„ " remained over," as in 14 : 20 ; Luke 9 : 17 ; John 6 : I2 
and ver. 13, where the A.V. adds "and above "), of the broken fragments 
after the feeding of the multitudes. See ABOUND. 

Note: The correspor.iding rn;:mn, perisseuma, that which is over and 
above, is used in the plural in Mark 8 : 8, R.V., " (of broken pieces) that 
remained over," A.V„ " (of the broken rneat) that was left," lit„ 'of 
fragments of broken pieces.' See RJi:MAIN. 
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12. EKBALLÖ (JKßillw), to cast out (ek, from, ballö, to cast), to drive 
out, is used in the sense of rejecting or leaving out, in Rev. II : 2, as to 
the measuring of the court of the Temple (marg„ "cast without "). See 
CAST, No. 5. 

(b) In the sense of giving leave. 
EPITREPÖ (Jm-rpl7rw) lit. denotes to turn to (epi, upon, to, trepö, to 

turn), and so (a) to commit, entrust (not in N.T.) ; (b) to permit, give 
leave, send, of Christ's permission to the unclean spirits to enter the 
swine, Mark 5 : 13 ; in Luke 8 : 32, R.V„ " give ... leave," "gave 
... leave" (A.V„ "suffer" and" suffered ") ; in John 19 : 38, of Pilate's 
permission to Joseph to take away the body of the Lord; in Acts 21: 39, 
of Paul's request to t.he chief cavt.ain to pennit him to address t.he people, 
R.V„ " give ... leave " (for A.V„ " suffer ") ; in 21 : 40, " he had 
given him leave" (A.V„ " ... licence "). See LET, LIBERTY, LICENCE, 

PERMIT, SUFFER. 

(c) In the sense of taking leave of, bidding farewell to. 
l. APOTASSO (a7To-raaaw), used in the Middle Voice in the N.T„ 

lit. signifie5 to arrange oneself off (a'f>o, from, tasso, to arrange) ; hence, 
to take leave of, Mark 6: 46, R.V„ "had taken leave of" (A.V., "had 
sent ... away ") ; Acts 18 : 18 ; 18 : 21, R.V„ " taking his leave of" 
IA.V., "bade ... farewell ") ; 2 Cor. 2 : 13; in Luke 9 : 61, "to bid 
farewell;" in Luke 14: 33 it has its other meaning" renouncing" (A.V„ 
"fo1saki11g "). See FAREWELL, FoRSAKE, RENOUNCE.~ 

2. APASPAZOMAI (a7Taa17atoµai), to embrace, salute, take leave of 
(apo, from, aspazomai, to salute), is used in Acts 21 : 6, A.V., "when we 
had taken our leave" (R.V„ "bade ... farewell "). Some mss. have 
the simple verb aspazomai. ~ 

LEA VEN (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

ZUME (tvµ71), leaven, sour dough, in a high state of fermentation, was 
used in general in making bread. lt required time to fulfil the process. 
Hence, when food was required at short notice, unleavened cakes were 
used, e.g„ Gen. 18 : 6 ; 19 : 3 ; Ex. 12 : 8. The Israelites were forbidden 
to use leaven for seven days at the time of Passover, that they might 
be reminded that the Lord brought them out of Egypt "in haste," 
Deut. 16 : 3, with Ex. 12 : II ; the unleavened bread, insipid in taste, 
reminding them, too, of their affiictions, and of the need of self-judgment, 
is called " the bread of affiiction." Leaven was forbidden in all offerings 
to the Lord by fire, Lev. 2 : II ; 6: 17. Being bred of corruption and 
spreading through the mass of that in which it is mixed, and therefore 
symbolizing the pervasive r.harn.der of evil, leawm was ntterly inconsistent 
in offerings which typified the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ. 

Iu lhe O.T. leaven is not used in a metaphorical sense. ln the N.T. 
it is used (a) metaphorically (1) of corrupt doctrine, Matt. 13 : 33 and 
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Luke 13 : 21, of error as mixed with the truth (there is no valid reason for 
regarding the symbol here differently from its application elsewhere in 
the N.T.) ; Matt. 16: 6, II ; Mark 8: 15 {Ist part) ; Luke 12 : I; that 
the Kingdom of heaven is likened to leaven, does not mean that the 
Kingdom is leaven. The same statement, as made in other parables, 
shows that it is the whole parable which constitutes the similitude of 
the Kingdom ; the history of Christendom confirms the fact that the pure 
meal of the doctrine of Christ has been adulterated with error; (2) of 
corrupt practices, Mark 8: 15 (2nd part), the reference to the Herodians 
being especially applied to their irreligion; I Cor. 5 : 7, 8; (b) literally, 
in Matt. 16 : r2, andin the general statements in I Cor. 5 : 6 and Gal. 5 : 9, 
where the implied applications are to corrupt practice and corrupt doctrine 
respectively. if 

B. Verb. 
ZUMOÖ (~vµ,6w) signifies to leaven, to act as leaven, Passive V-0ice 

in Matt. 13 : 33 and Luke 13: 21 ; Active Voice in I Cor. 5 : 6 and 
Gal. 5: 9.if 

For LED see LEAD 

LEE 
Note: This forms part of the R.V. rendering uf two verbs, (1) hupopleö, 

to sail under (i.e., under the lee of), from hupo, under, pleö, to sail, Acts 
27 : 4, 7 (A.V., " sailed under ") ;if (2) hupotrechö, to run in under (in 
navigation), to run under the lee of (hupo, and a form hupodramön, used 
as an aorisl participle of the verb), Acts 27 : 16, R.V., "running under 
the lee of" (A.V., "running under "). See RuN, SAIL.if 

For LEFT (Verb) see LE.AVE 

LEFT (Adjective) 
1. ARISTEROS (&.piaT€p6>), is used (a) of the left hand, in Matt. 6: 3, 

the word " hand " being understood ; in connection with the armour of 
righteousness, in 2 Cur. 6: 7, " (uu the right band and) ou the left," 
lit., ' (of the weapons ... the right and) the left ; ' (b) in the phrase 
"on the left," formed by ex (for ek), from, and the genitive plural 
of this adjective, Mark IO : 37 (somc mss. have No. 2 here) ; Luke 23 : 33. if 

2. EUÖNUMOS (€V~vvµ.o>), lit., of good name, or omen (eu, well, 
onoma, a name), a word adopted to avoid the ill-omen attaching to the 
left (omens from the left being unlucky, but a good name being desired 
for th-:m, cp. aristeros, lit., 'better of two,' euphemistic for the ill-omened 
laios and skaios; cp., too, the Eng., sinister, from the Latin word mean
ing 'left '), is used euphemistically for No. I, either (a) simply as an 
adjective in Rev. IO : 2, of the left foot ; in Acts 21 : 3, " on the 
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left " (lit., ' left ') ; or (b) with the preposition ex (for ek), signifying on 
the left hand, Matt. 20: 21, 23; 25 : 33, 41 ; 27: 38; Mark ro: 40 (for 
ver. 37, in some mss., see No. l); 15: 27.~ 

LEG 
SKELOS (uKtAos), the leg from the hip downwards, is used only 

of the breaking of the legs of the crucified malefactors, to hasten their 
death, John 19: 31-33 (a customary act, not carried out in the case of 
Christ, in fulfilment of Ex. 12 : 46 ; Numb. 9 : 12). The practice was 
known as skelokopia (from koptö, to strike), or, in Latin, crurifragium 
(from crus, a leg, and frango, to break). ~ 

LEGION 
LEGIÖN (>.eyiwv), otherwise spelt legeön, a legion, occurs in Matt. 26: 53, 

of angels ; in Mark 5 : 9, 15, and Luke 8 : 30, of demons. Among the 
Romans a legion was primatily a chosen (lego, to choosc) body of soldiers 
divided into ten cohorts, and numbering from 4,200 to 6,ooo men (Gk. 
speira, see BAND). In the time of our Lord it formed a complete army of 
infantry and cavalry, of upwards of 5,000 men. The legions were not 
brought into Judrea till the outbreak of the Jewish war (A.D. 66), as 
they were previously cmploycd in the frontier P10v.i.i1ct!s of the Empire. 
Accordingly in its N.T. use the word has its othcr and more general 
sigmhcance of a large number. ~ 

LEISURE (to have) 
EUKAIREÖ (evKatptw), to have leisure or opportunity (eu, well, 

kairos, a time or season), is translated " they had ... leisure " in 
Mark 6: 31 ; in Acts 17: 21, "spent their time" (R.V., marg., "had 
leisure for "); in l Cor. 16: 12," he shall have opportunity," R.V. (A.V., 
" ... convenient time"). See CoNVENIENT, ÜPPORTUNITY, SPEND.~ 
This verb differs from scholazö, to have leisure; it stresses the opportunity 
of doing something, whereas scholazö stresses the leisure for engaging in it, 
e.g., l Cor. 7 : 5, " (that) ye may give yourselves to." 

LEND, LENDER 
A. Verbs. 

I. DANEIZÖ (8avel,w) is translated to lend in Luke 6: 34, 35: see 
BORROW. 

2. KICHREMI (Klxpwi.i), or CHRAÖ (xpd.w), to lend, is used in the 
aorist (or 'point ') tense, Active Voice, in Luke II : 5, in the request, 
"lend me three loaves." The radical sense of the verb is to furnish 
what is needful (akin to chreia, which means both use and need, and to 
ehre, it is needful). Hence it is distinct from No. l, the basic idea of which 
is to lend on security or return. ~ 
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B. Noun. 
DANIST~S or DANEISTES (8avEiaT~s) denotes a money-lender 

(akin to A, No. l), translated "lender" in Luke 7: 41,R.V. (A.V„ "credi
tor "). ~ In the Sept„ 2 Kings 4 : l ; Ps. 109 : II ; Prov. 29 : 13. ~ 

LENG TH 
MEKOS (µfjKos), length, from the same root as makros, long (see FAR, 

LONG), occurs in Eph. 3: 18 and Rev. 21: 16 (twice).~ 

LENGTH (at) 
POTE (1ToT'1) is translated "at length" in Rom. l : ro, where the 

whole phrase " if by any means now at length " suggests not only ardent 
desire but the existence of difficulties for a considerable time. See 
AFORETIME. 

LEOPARD 
PARDALIS (mfpSaAis) denotes a leopard or a panther, an animal 

chatadefized by swiftness of movement and sudden spring, in Dan. 7: 6 
symbolic of the activities of Alexander the Great, and the formation of the 
Grecian Kingdom, the third seen in the vision there recorded. In Rev. 
r3: 2 the imperial power, described there also as a "beast," is seen io 
concentrate in himself the characteristics of those mentioned in Dan. 7.~ 

LEPER 
LEPROS (Amp&s), an adjective, primarily used of psoriasis, charac

terized by an eruption of rough, scaly patches ; later, leprous, but chiefl.y 
used as a noun, a leper, Matt. 8 : 2 ; 10 : 8 ; II : 5 ; Mark l : 40 ; Luke 
4 : 27 ; 7 : 22 ; 17 : 12 ; especially of Simon, mentioned in Matt. 26 : 6 ; 
Mark 14: 3.~ 

LEPROSY 
LEPRA (M11pa), akin to lepros (above), is mentioned in Matt. 8: 3; 

Mark l : 42 ; Luke 5 : 12, 13. ~ In thc removal of other maladies the 
verb to heal (iaomai) is used, but in the removal of leprosy, the verb to 
cleanse (katharizo), save in the statement concerning the Samaritan, 
Luke 17 : 15, " when he saw that he was healed." Matt. IO : 8 and 
Luke 4 : 27 indicate that the disease was common in the nation. Only 
twelve cases are recorded in the N.T„ but these are especially selected. 
For the Lord's commands to the leper mentioned in Matthew 8 and to 
the ten in Luke 17, see Lev. 14 : 2-32. 

LESS 
l. ELASSÖN (eAaaawv) serves as a comparative degree of mikros, 

little (see LEAST),and denotes 'less' in (a) quality, as of wine, John 2: ro, 
" " (b) R " " T' · " d " worse ; age, om. 9 : 12, younger ; I 1m. 5 . 9, un er 
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neuter, adverbially); (c) rank, Heb. 7: 7. See UNDER, WoRsE, YoUNG.~ 
2. MIKROTEROS (µ,KpÖ7-Epo1>), the comparativeofmikros,is translated 

"less" in Matt. 13: 32, R.V. (A.V„ " least "), and Mark 4 : 3I. See LEAST. 

3. HF:SSON (rjuuwv), inferior, is used in the neuter adverbially in 
2 Cor. I2 : 15, "the less." See WoRSE. 

LEST 
l. ME (µ?/), a negative particle, often used as a conjunction, is fre

quently translated "lest," e.g„ Mark 13 : 36 (in ver. 5, R.V„ "that no," 
for A.V„ "lest ") ; Acts 13 : 40 ; 23 : 10. 

2. HlNA ME (iva µ?j), in order that not, is rendered "lest," e.g„ 
in Matt. 17: 27; in some instances the R.V. renders thc phrase" that ... 
not," e.g„ Luke 8: 12, or "that ... no," l Cor. 9: 12 (A.V„ "lest"). 

3. MEPOTE or ME POTE (µ1/?ToTE) denotes lest ever, lest perhaps, 
lest at any time, e.g„ Matt. 4 : 6 ; "lest haply," Matt. 7 : 6, R.V. (A.V., 
"lest "), and in 13 : 15 (A.V„ "lest at any time ") ; in 25 : q, R.V., 
"peradventure " (A. V., " lest "). The R.V. does not translate this 
simply by " lest," as in the A.V. ; see further, e.g„ in Matt. 27 : 64; 
Mark 14 : 2 ; Luke 12 : 58 ; the addition of pote requires the fuller 
rendering. 

Note: In Luke 14: 29, the conjunctive phrase hina mepote, "lest 
haply," is used. 

1· MEPOS, or M:R POS {µ'1).,,.w~), uscd o.s a conjunction, denotes lest 
somehow, lest haply, lest by any means, e.g., 2 Cor. 2: 7, R.V„ "lest hy 
any means" (A.V„ "lest perhaps ") ; so 12 : 20 (twice) and Gai. 4: II 
(A.V., "lest") ; in l Thess. 3: 5 (A.V„ "lest by some means "). 

5. MEPOU, or ME POU (µ'l}?Tov), lest perhaps, is used in Acts 27 : 29, 
R.V., "lest haply" (A.V., "lest"). 

Note: In 2 Cor. 4: 4, A.V„ the phrase eis (unto) to (the) me (not), 
i.e„ 'in order that ... not,' is rendered" lest (the light) ... should ; " 
R.V., "that (the light) ... should not." 

LET (alone, go) 
r. APHIEMI (d.cpl71µ,), for the meanings of which see LEAVE, No. 1, 

frequently denotes to let, suffer, permit, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 40 (transfo.ted 
" let . . . have ") ; 7 : 4 ; 13 : 30 ; 15 : 14 ; 27 : 49 and Mark I5 : 36, 
R.V., "let be," probably short for 'let us see' (Moulton and Milligan, 
Vocab.) ; Mark 7 : 27 ; II : 6 (" let ... go ") ; 14: 6 (" let ... 
alone ") ; so Luke 13 : 8 ; John II : 48 ; in Acts 5 : 38 (where some mss. 
have eaö, to permit, let, suffer) ; in John II : 44 and 18: 8 (" let "); 
l Cor. 7 : II, 12, R.V„ "let ... leave," A.V„ "let ... put away;" 
7 : 13 (" let . . . leave "). 

2. EPITREPÖ (JmTpl7Tw), for the meanings of which see LEAVE 
(b), is translated "let (me)" in Luke 9 : 6r, A.V„ R.V., "suffer (me)." 

3. APOLUO (d.?ToAVw) signifies to set free, release, loose (apo, from, 
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luö, to loose), e.g., Luke 13: 12; John 19: 10; forgive, Luke 6: 37; 
to release, dismiss, send away, translated to let go, e.g., in Luke 14 : 4 ; 
in some mss. 22: 68.; in Luke 23: 22, John 19: 12 and Acts 3: 13, A.V., 
" l t " (R V " 1 ") · . A t · " th 1 t " e . . . go . . ., re ease , m c s 4 . 21, ey e . . . go ; 
in ver. 23 (Passive Voice), "being let go;" 5 : 40; in 15 : 33, A.V., 
"let go" (R.V„ "dismissed "); 16 : 35, 36; 17 : 9; in 23 : 22, R.V„ 
"let ... go" (A.V., " let ... depart ") ; in 28 : 18, A.V., " let 
go" (R.V., " set ... at liberty "). · .. See DISMISS. 

4. EAÖ (E&w), to let, occurs in Acts 27: 32. See SuFFER. 
Note: In Acts 2 : 29, the impersonal verb exesti, it is permitted, it is 

lawful, is rendered "let me," A.V. (R.V. and A.V., marg., "I may "). 

For LET (A.V. in Rom. l: 13 and 2 Thess. 2: 7) see HINDER and 
RES TRAIN 

LET noWN 
I. KATHI:EMI (ica8l71µ,), to send, or let down (kata, down, hiemi, 

to send), is translated to let down, with reference to (a) the paralytic 
in Luke 5 : 19; (b) Saul ofTarsus, Acts 9 : 25; (c) the great sheet in Peter's 
vision, IO : II and II : 5. ~ 

z. CHALAÖ (xa.\aw), to slacken, loosen, let loose, denotes in the 
N.T., to let down, to lower; it is used with reference to (a) the paralytic, 
in Mark 2 : 4, cp. No. I (a) ; (b) Saul of Tarsus, Acts 9 : 25, "lowering " 
[see also No. l (b)] ; 2 Cor. II : 33, "was I let down" (Passive Voice) ; 
(c) nets, Luke 5 : 4, 5 (in the latter, R.V., "nets;" A.V., "net "); (d) the 
gear of a ship, Acts 2i: 17, R.V., "they lowered (the gear)," A.V., "they 
strake (sail) ; " (e) a ship's boat, ver. 30, R.V., "lowered 11 (A.V., "let 
down "). See LOWER, STRIKE.1[ 

LET OUT 
EKDIDÖMI (JicSlSwµ,), primarily, to give out, give up, surrender 

(ek, out, from, didömi, to give), denotes to let out for hire; in the N.T. 
it is used, in the Middle Voice, with the meaning to let out to one's 
<l.dvantage, in the parable of the husbandman and his vineyard, Matt. 
21 : 33, 41 ; Mark 12 : 1 ; Luke 20: 9, A.V., "let ... forth;" R.V., 
" let . . . out. "11 

LETTER 
I. GRAMMA (yp&.µµa) primarily denotes that which is traced or 

drawn, a picture ; then, that which is written, (a) a character, letter of the 
alphabet, 2 Cor. 3 : 7, " written," lit., ' (in) letters ' ; Gal. 6 : II ; here 
thc rcfcrcncc is not to the length of the Epistle (Paul never uses gramma, 
either in the singular or the plural, of his Epistles ; of these he uses epistole, 
No. 2), but to the size of the characters wntten by his own hand (probably 
from this verse to the end, as the use of the past tense, "I have written," 
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is, according to Greek idiom, the equivalent of our ' I am writing '). 
Moreover, the word for " letters " is here in the dative case, grammasin, 
• with (how large) letters; ' (b) a writing, a written document, a bond 
(A.V., "bill ") Luke 16: 6, 7; (c) a letter, by way of correspondence, 
Acts 28 : 21 ; (d) the Scriptures of the O.T., 2 Tim. 3 : 15 ; (e) learning, 
John 7: 15, "letters; " Acts 26: 24, " (much) learning" (lit., 'many 
letters ') ; in the papyri an illiterate person is often spoken of as one who 
does not know letters, "which never means anything eise than inability 
to write" (Moulton and MiUigan); (f) "the letter," the written com
mandments of the Word of God, in contrast to the inward operation of the 
Holy Spirit under the New Covenant, Rom. 2: 27, 29; 7: 6; 2 Cor. 3: 6; 
(g) the books of Moses, John 5 : 47.1[ 

2. EPISTOLE: (ll'ITLcrro,\~) : see EPISTLE. 

For LEVEL see PLACE, Note (4) 

For LEWD and LEWDNESS see VILE and VILLANY 

LIAR 
A. Nouns. 

PSEUSTES (1/mfo771>), a liar, occurs in John 8 ; 44, 55; Rom 3 : 4; 
l Tim. I: ro; Tit. l: 12; r John l: 10; 2: 4, 22; 4: 20; 5: 10.il 

B. Adjective. 
PSEUDES (,P€vo1}>), lying, false (Eng., pseudo-), rendered "false" 

in Acts 6: 13 andin the R.V. of Rev. 2 : 2 (A.V., "liars "), is used as a 
noun, "Iiars," in Rev. 21: 8. See FALSE.~ 

Note: Many compound nouns are formed by the prefix pseudo-: 
see, e.g., APOSTLES, BRETHREN, CHRISTS, PROPHETS, TEACHERS, WITNESS. 

LIBERAL, LIBERALITY, LIBERALLY 
A. Noun. 

l. HAPLOT:E:S (d.17,\077}>) denotes (a) simplicity, sincerity, unaffected
ness (from haplous, single, simple, in contrast to diplous, double), Rom. 
12 : 8, "simplicity;" 2 Cor. II : 3 (in some mss. in r : 12) ; Eph. 6: 5 
and Col. 3 : 22, "singleness;" (b) simplicity as manifested in generous 
giving, "liberality," 2 Cor. 8: 2; 9: II (A.V., "bountifulness," R.V. 
marg., "singleness ") ; 9: 13 (A.V., "liberal"). See BouNTY, No. 2.~ 

2. CHARIS (xcf.p,>) is rendered "liberality" in r Cor. 16: 3, A.V. 
See BouNTY, No. 3. 

B. Adverb. 
HAPLÖS (a1TAw>), liberally, with singleness of heart, is used in Jas. r : 5 

of God as the gracious and liberal Giver. The word may be taken either 
(a) in a logical sense, signify 1g unconditionally, simply, or (b) in a moral 
sense, generously ; for the double meaning compare A, No. r. ~ On this 
passage Hort writes as follows : " Later writers comprehend under the 
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one word the whole rnagnanirnous and honourable type of character in 
which singleness of rnind is the central feature." 

LIBERTY 
A. Nouns. 

l. ANESIS (avmis), a loosening, relaxation, is translated "liberty" 
in Acts 24: 23, A.V. See INDULGENCE. 

2. APHESIS (a</Jeais), disrnissal, release, forgiveness, is rendered 
"liberty" in the A.V. of Luke 4: 18, R.V.," release." See FoRGIVENESS. 

3. ELEUT.HERIA (iAw8epla) : see FREEDOM. 
4. EXOUSIA (ieova{a), authority, right, is rendered "liberty" in 

l Cor. 8: 9 (rnarg., " power"), "this liberty of yours," or 'this right 
which you assert.' See UTHORITY. 

B. Adjective. 
ELEUTHEROS (iAev8epos) is rendered "at liberty" in r Cor. 7 : 39, 

A.V. (R.V. "free "). See FREE. 
C. Verbs. 

l. APOLUÖ (a?ToAvw), for the meanings of which see LET, No. 3, is 
translated "to set at liberty" in Acts 26 : 32 and Heb. 13 : 23. See DISMISS. 

2. APOSTELLÖ (a?ToaT€Mw), to send away, is translated "to sct at 
liberty" in Luke 4: 18. See SEND. 

Note: In Acts 27: 3, A.V., epitrepö is rendered "gave ... liberty" 
(R.V. " gave ... ieave "). See LEAVE (b). 

For LICENCE (in Acts 21 : 40 and 25 : 16, A.V.) see LEAVE (b) and 
OPPORTUNITY, A, No. 3 

LICK 
EPILEICHÖ (imA,elxw), to lick over (epi, over, leichö, to lick), is said 

of the dogs in Luke 16: 21. Sorne rnss. have apoleichö, to lick off. 'lf 

LIE (falsehood : Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. PSEUDOS (rpev3os), a falsehood, lie (see also under LIAR), is 
translated "lie" in John 8 : 44 (lit., 'the lie ') ; Rom. l: 25, where it 
stands by metonyrny for an idol, as, e.g., in Isa. 44: 20; Jer. IO: 14; 
13 : 25 ; Arnos 2 : 4 (plural) ; 2 Thess. 2 : II, with special reference to the 
lie of ver. 4, that man is God (cp. Gen. 3 : 5) ; l John 2 : 21, 27 ; Rev. 
21 : 27; 22 : 15; in Eph. 4: 25, A.V. "lying," R.V., "falsehood," .the 
practice; in Rev. 14: 5, R.V., "lie" (some rnss. have dolos, "guile," 
A.V.) ; 2 Thess. 2 : 9, where "lying wonders" is, lit., 'wonders of false
hood,' i.e., wonders calculated to deceive (cp. Rev. 13: 13-15), the purpose 
being to deceive people into the acknowledgernent of the spurious claim 
to deity on the part of the Man of Sin. 'lf 

Note: In Rom. l : 25 the lie or idol is the outcome of pagan religion; 
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in l John 2 : 21, 22 the lie is the denial that Jesus is the Christ ; in 2 Thess. 
2 : II the lie is the claim of the Man of Sin. 

2. PSEUSMA (i/";iiaµa), a falsehood, or an acted lie, Rom. 3: 7, where 
" my lie " is not idolatry, but either the universal false attitude of man 
toward God or that with which his detractors charged the Apostle ; the 
former seems to be the meaning. i1 

B. Adjectives. 
I. PSEUDOLOGOS (if;w8o>.6yos) denotes speaking falsely (pseudes, 

false, logos, a word) in l Tim. 4: 2, where the adjective is translated 
" that speak lies," R.V. (A.V., " speaking lies") and is applied to 
"demons," the actual ufterances being by their human agents.~ 

2. APSEUDES (dij;Ev8~s) denotes free from falsehood (a, negative, 
pseudes, false), truthful, Tit. l : 2, of God, "who cannot lie."~ 

C. Verb. 
PSEUDÖ (ij;Ev8w), to deceive by lies (always in the Middle Voice in 

the N.T.), is used (a) absolutely, in Matt. 5: TT, "falsP.ly," lit., 'lying' 
(A.V., marg.) ; Rom. 9: -,. ; 2 Cor. II : 31; Gal. l : 20; Col. 3: 9 (where 
lhc vcrl> is Iulluw1.:u l>y l.he prepm;itiou cis, to) ; 1 Tim. 2 : 7 ; Heb. 6 : I8 ; 
Jas. 3: 14 (where it is followed by the preposition kata, against) ; l John 
l : 6; Rev. 3: 9; (b) transitively, with a direct object (without a prepo
sition following), Acts 5: 3 (with thc accusative case), "to lie to (the 
Holy Ghost)," R.V. marg., "deceive;" ver. 4 (with the dative case) 
"thou hast (not) lied (unto men, but unto God)."~ 

LIE (to lie down, on, upon) 
l. KEIMAI (KE'iµai), to be laid, to lie, used as the Passive Voice of 

tithemi, to lay (see LAY, No. 14), is said (a) of the Child Jesus, Luke 2 : 12, 
16; (b) of the dead body of the Lord, Matt. 28: 6; John 20: 12; in 
Luke 23: 53, "had ... lain," R.V., A.V., "was laid" [see LAY, No. 14, 
Note (1)], in the tomb as hitherto empty; (c) of the linen cloths, John 
20: 5, 6, 7; (d) figuratively of a veil as lying upon the hearts of the Jews, 
2 Cor. 3 : 15, R.V., "lieth" (A.V., " is ") ; (e) metaphorically, of the 
world as lying in the evil one, l John 5: 19, R.V.; (/) of the Heavenly 
City, Rev. 21 : 16. For other instances in which the rendering is in the 
Passive Voice, see LAY, No. 14. See APPOINT. 

2. KATAKEIMAI (Ka'TCtKeiµai), to lie down (kata, down, and No. l), 
is used of the sick, Markl: 30; 2: 4; Luke 5: 25; John 5: 3, 6; Acts 
28: 8; in Acts 9: 33 it is rendered "had kept (his bed)," lit., 'lying 
(on a bed).' See SIT. 

3. BALLO (ß&.>.Aw), to throw, cast, is used in the Passive Voice, with 
reference to the sick, with the meaning to be laid, to lie, in Matt. 8 : 6, 
" (my servant) lieth (in the house)," lit., 'is laid; ' 8 : 14, "lying," R.V. 
(A.V., "laid ") ; 9 : 2, "lying (on a bed)." See CAST. 

4. EPIKEIMAI (l1f'l1mµai), to lie upon, be lnid upon, is trunslnted 
with this meaning, intransitively in John II : 38 and Acts 27 : 20 ; tran-
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sitively, in the Passive Voice, in John 21: 9 and l Cor. 9: 16. See 
IMPOSED. 

Notes: (1) In Mark 5: 40, some mss. have the verb anakeimai, tobe 
laid up, translated "was lying," A.V. In the most authentic the word is 
absent. (2) In Acts 27 : 12, A.V., blepö, to look, is rendered "lieth," 
of the situation of the haven Phcenix (A.V., Phenice); R.V., "looketh." 
(3) In John II: 17, A.V„ the verb echö, to have, to hold, used with en, in, 
signifying to be in a certain condition, is translated "had Zain" (R.V., 
"had been "). (4) In John 13: 25, anapiptö, lit„ to fall back (some mss. 
have epipiptö, lit., to fall upon, hence the A.V„ "lying "), is used of 
John's position at the table, R.V„ "leaning back( ... on Jesus' breast)." 

LIE IN WAIT 
A. Verb. 

ENEDREUO (lvEOpEvw), to lie in wait for, to lay wait for (from en, in, 
and hedra, a seat, cp. B), occurs in Luke II : 54, "laying wait for;" Acts 
23 : 21, " there lie in wail for."~ 

Note: In Acts 23: 30, the word epiboule, a plot, necessitates the R.V. 
" (that there would be) a plot." For Eph. 4: 14, A.V., see WILES. 

B. Noun. 
ENEDRA or ENEDRON (li•,opa), akin to A, a lying in wait, an 

ambush, occurs in Acts 23 : 16 (where some mss. have the form enedron) ; 
25: 3, "laying wait," lit., 'making an ambush.'~ In thc Sept., Josh. 
8: 7, 9; Ps. 10: 8.~ 

LIFE, LIVING, LIFETIME, LIFE-GIVING 
A. Nouns. 

l. ZÖE ({w'lj) (Eng., zoo, zoology) is used in the N.T. "of life as a 
principle, life in the absolute sense, life as God has it, that which the 
Father has in Himself, and which He gave to the Incarnate Son to have in 
Himself, John 5: 26, and which the Son manifested in the world, l John 
l : 2. From this life man has become alienated in consequence of the 
Fall, Eph. 4 : 18, and of this life men become partakers through faith in the 
Lord Jesus Christ, John 3: 15, who becomes its Author to all such as trust 
in Hirn, Acts 3 : 15, and who is therefore said to be ' the life' of the 
believer, Col. 3: 4, for the life lhal He gives He maintains, John 6: 35, 63. 
Eternal life is the present actual possession of the believer because of bis 
relationship with Christ, John 5 : 24 ; l ]Qhn 3 : 14, and that it will one 
day extend its dornain to the sphere of the body is assured by the Resurrec
tion of Christ, 2 Cor. 5 : 4; 2 Tim. l : 10. This llfe is not rnerely a principle 
of power and rnobility, however, for it has moral associations which are 
inseparable frorn it, as of holiness and righteousness. Death and sin, life 
and holiness, are frequently contrasted in the Scriptures. 

" ZÖE is also used of that which is the cornmon possession of all animals 
and men by nature, Acts 17: 25; l John 5: 16, and of the present sojourn 
of man upon the earth with reference to its duration, Luke 16 : 25 ; 
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l Cor. 15 : 19 ; l Tim. 4 : 8 ; l Pet. 3 : 10. ' This life ' is a term equivalent 
to 'the gospel,' 'the faith,' 'Christianity,' Acts 5 : 20."* 

Death came through sin, Rom. 5: 12, which is rebellion against God. 
Sin thus involved the forfeiting of the life. " The life of the flesh is in the 
blood," Lev. 17: II. Therefore the impartation of life to the sinner 
must be by a death caused by the shedding of that element which is the 
life of the fl.esh. " lt is the blood that maketh atonement by reason of the 
life" (id., R.V.). The separation from God caused by the forfeiting of 
the life could be removed only by a sacrifice in which the victim and the 
offerer became identified. This which was appointed in the typical 
offerings in Israel received its full accomplishment in the voluntary 
sacrifice of Christ. The shedding of the blood in the language of Scripture 
involves the taking or the giving of the life. Since Christ had no sins 
of his own to die for, His death was voluntary and vicarious, John 10: 15 
with Isa. 53: 5, IO, 12; 2 Cor. 5: 21. In His sacriftce He endured the 
Divine judgment duc to man's sin. By this means the believer becomes 
identified with Hirn in His deathless life, through His resurrection, and 
enjoys conscious and eternal fellowship with God. 

2. BIOS (ßlos) (cp. Eng. words beginning with bio-), is used in three 
respects (a) of the period or duration of life, e.g„ in the A.V. of l Pet. 4: 3, 
"the time past of our life" (the R.V. follows the mss. which omit" of our 
life ") ; Luke 8: 14; 2 Tim. 2 : 4; (b) of the manner of life, life in regard 
to its moral conduct, l Tim. 2 : 2; l John 2 : 16; (c) of the means of life, 
livelihood, maintenance, living, Mark 12 : 44 ; Luke 8 : 43 ; 15 : 12, 30 ; 

21: 4; l John 3 : 17, "goods," R.V. (A.V„ "good "). See Goons.~ 
Note : " While zöe is life intensive . . . bios is life extensive. . . . 

In bios, used as manner of life, there is an ethical sense often inhering 
which, in classical Greek at least, zöe does not possess." In Scripture 
zöe is " the nobler word, expressing as it continually does, all of highest 
and best which the saints possess in God" (Trench, Syn. §xxvii). 

3. PSUCH~ (t/Jvx/J), besides its meanings, heart, mind, soul, denotes 
life in two chief respects, (a) breath of life, the natural life, e.g., Matt. 
z : 20 ; 6 : 25 ; Mark 10 : 45 ; Luke 12 : 22 ; Acts 20 : 10 ; Rev. 8 : 9 ; 
12 : II (cp. Lev. 17 : II ; Esth. 8 : II) ; (b) the seat of personality, e.g., 
Luke 9: 24, explained in ver. 25 as "own self." See list under SOUL. 
See also HEART, MIND. 

Notes: (1) "Speaking generally, psuche, is the individual life, the 
living being, whereas zöe, is the life of that being, cp. Ps. 66 : 9, ' God ... 
which holdeth our soul (psuche) in life (zöe),' and John 10: 10,' I came that 
they may have life (zöe),' with ver. II, 'The Good Shepherd layeth down 
His life (psuche) for the sheep.' "t (2) In Rev. 13 : 15, A.V„ pneuma, 
breath, is translated " life " (R.V„ " breath "). (3) In 2 Cor. l : 8, 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 324, 325. 
t From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 325. 
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"we despaired even of life," the verb zao, to live, is used in the Infinitive 
Mood, as a noun, and translated "life " (lit„ 'living '). In Heb. 2 : 15 
the Infinitive Mood of the same verb is translated " lifetime." 

4. BIÖSIS (ßlwuis), from bioo, to spend one's life, to live, denotes a 
manner of life, Acts 26 : + il 

5. AGÖGE (aywy1]), a manner of life, 2 Tim. 3 : 10 ; see CoNDUCT. 
6. ANASTROPHE (avacrrpo</>1]), behaviour, conduct, is translated 

"manner of life" (A.V. "conversation ") in the R.V. of Gal. l : 13; 
l Tim. 4 : 12 ; l Pet. l : 18 ; 3 : 16 ; "living," in I Pet. l : 15. See 
BEHAVIOUR. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. HlÖTIKOS (ßiwnK6s), pertaining to life (bios), is translated "of 

this life," in Luke 21 : 34, with reference to cares; in I Cor. 6 : 3," (things) 
that pertain to this life," and ver. 4, " (things) pertaining to this life," 
i.e., matters of this world, concerning which Christians at Corinth were 
engagP.rl in public lawsuits one with another ; such matters were to be 
rcgardcd as relatively unimportant in view of the great tribunals to come 
under the jurisdiction of saints hereafter. Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.) 
illustrate the word from phr::ises in the papyri, e.g., " business (docu
ments) ; " "business concerning my livelihood ; " "(stories) of ordinary 
lifc."~ 

2. APSUCHOS (ä.ifsvxo>) dcnotes lifeless, inanimate (a, negative, and 
psuche, see A, No. 3), "without life," I Cor. 14: 7.il 

C. Verb. 
ZÖOPOIEÖ ('wo?Toilw), to make alive, cause to live, quicken (from 

zoe, life, and poieo, to make), is used as follows: 
" (a) of God as the Bestower of every kind of life in the universe, l Tim. 

6: 13 (zöogoneo, to preserve alive, is the alternative reading adopted by 
most editors; see LIVE, No. 6), and, particularly, of resurrection life, 
John 5: 21; Rom. 4: 17; (b) of Christ, who also is the Bestower of 
resurrection life, John 5 : 21 (2nd part) ; I Cor. 15: 45; cp. ver. 22; 
(c) of the resurrection of Christ in" the body of His glory," l Pet. 3: 18; 
(d) of the power of reproduction inherent in seed, which presents a certain 
analogy with resurrection, I Cor. 15 : 36 ; {e) of the ! changing,' or 
' fashioning anew,' of the bodies of the living, which corresponds with, 
and takes place at the same time as, the resurrection of the dead in Christ, 
Rom. 8 : II ; (f) of the impartation of spiritual life, and the communica
tion of spiritual sustenance generally, John 6: 63; 2 Cor. 3: 6; Gal. 
3: 21."if* See QurcKEN, and cp. sunzoopoieo, to quicken together with, 
Eph. 2 : 5 and Col. 2 : 13. if 

Notes: (1) For the verb diago, to lead a life, see LIVE, No. 7. (2) For 
politeuo, in Phil. l : 27, R.V., "let your manner of life be," see LIVE, 
No. 8. 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 154, 1-55. 
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LIFT 
r. EGEIRO (fyElpw}, to awaken, raise up, is used in Matt. r2 : II, 

of lifting a sheep out of a pit. In the following the R.V. has "raised" 
for A.V., "lifted: " Mark I : 31 ; 9: 27; Acts 3 : 7. See ARISE, AWAKE, 
RAISE. 

2. AIRO (aipw} signifies (a) to raise, take up, lift, draw up, (b} to bear, 
carry, (c) to take or carry away. lt is used of lifting up the voice, Luke 
17: 13; Acts 4: 24; eyes, John II: 41; hand, Rev. IO: 5. See AV·!AY, 
BEAR, CARRY, DouBT, A, No. 6, LoosE, Pur. No. 17, HEMOVE, TAKE. 

3. EPAIRO (E11alpw}, to lift up, raise (epi, upon, and No. 2), is used 
of lifting up the eyes, Matt. r7 : 8 ; Luke 6 : 20 ; r6 : 23 ; r8 : r3 ; 
John 4: 35; 6: 5; r7: r; the head, Luke 2r: 28; the hands, Luke 
24 : 50 ; r Tim. 2 : 8 ; the voice, Luke II : 27 ; Acts 2 : I4 ; r4 : II ; 
22: 22; a foresail, Acts 27: 40 (" hoisting," R.V.); metaphorically, of 
the heel, John 13 : r8, as of one lifting up the foot before kicking ; the 
expression indicates contempt and violence ; in the Passive Voice, Acts 
r : 9, of Christ's Ascension, " was taken up : " 2 Cor, ro : 5, " is exalted " 
(with pride); II: 20, "exalteth himself." See EXALT, HOIST, TAKE.1f 

4. HUPSOO ({Ji/J&w}, to lift or raise up (akin to hupsos, height), is 
rendered by the verb to lift up in John 3 : 14, of the brazen serpent; of 
Christ in crucifixion (iel.}, and 8: 28; r2 : 32, 34; metaphorically, to 
exalt, lift up, e.g., Jas. 4: ro, A.V., "shall lift ... up," R.V., " shall 
exalt." See EXALT. 

5. ANIST~MI (&.vlOTTJµ,i}, to raise up (ana, up, histemi, to cause to 
stand}, is translated "lifted (her} up," in Acts 9: 41, A.V.; R.V., "raised 
(her) up." See ARISE, RAISE. 

6. ANORTHOO (&.vop8ow}, to set upright (ana, up, orthos, straight}, 
is used of lifting up "hands that bang down," Heb. 12 : r2 ; of setting 
up a building, restoring ruins, Acts r5 : r6 (cp., e.g., 2 Sam. 7: r3, r6; 
r Chron. r7 : r2 ; Jer. ro : r2 ; often so used in the papyri) ; of the healing 
of the woman with a spirit of infirmity, Luke r3 : r3, " was made straight " 
(for ver. ,II, see No. 7). See SET, STRAIGHT. 1f 

7. ANAKUPTO (&.vwro1T'Tw}, to lift oneself up, is used (a) of the body, 
Luke r3 : II ; John 8 : 7, ro ; (b} metaphorically, of the mind, to look up, 
to be elated, Luke 2r : 28 (followed by No. 3, " lift up !') ; an instance 
is found in the papyri in which a person speaks of the impossibility of 
ever looking up again in a certain place, for very shame (Moulton and 
Milligan, Vocab.).1f In the Sept., Job ro: r5.1f 

LIGHT, Noun, and Verb (bring to, give), LIGHTEN 
A. Nouns. 

r. PHOS (cfows}, akin to phat°J, to give light (from roots pha- and 
phan-, expressing light as seen by the eye, and, metaphorically, as 
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reaching the mind, whence phainö, to make to appear, phaneros, evident, 
etc.) ; cp. Eng., phosphorus (lit., light-bearing). " Primarily light is a 
luminous emanation, probably of force, from certain bodies, which enables 
the eye to discem form and colour. Light requires an organ adapted for 
its reception (Matt. 6: 22). Where the eye is absent, or where it has 
become impaired from any cause, light is useless. Man, naturally, is 
incapable of receiving spiritual light inasmuch as he lacks the capacity for 
spiritual things, l Cor. 2 : 14. Hence believers are called 'sons of light,' 
Luke 16 : 8, not merely because they have received a revelation from God, 
but because in the New Birth they have received the spiritual capacity 
for it. 

" Apart from natural phenomena, light is used in Scripture of 
(a) the glory of God's dwelling-place, l Tim. 6 : 16 ; (b) the nature of God, 
l John l : 5; (c) the impartiality of God, Jas. l : 17; (d) the favour of 
God, Ps. 4: 6; of the King, Prov; 16: 15; of an infiuential man, Job 
29: 24; (e) God, as the illuminator of His people, Isa. 60: 19, 20; (/} the 
Lord Jesus as the illuminator of men, John I : 41 5, 9; 3 : 19; 8: 12; 
9: 5; 12 : 35, 36, 46; Acts 13 : 47; (g) the illuminating power of the 
Scriptures, Ps. II9 : 105 ; and of the judgments and commandments of 
God, Isa. 51 : 4; Prov. 6 : 23, cp. Ps. 43 : 3 ; (h) the guidance of God, 
Job 29: 3; Ps. II2 : 4; Isa. 58: 10; and, ironically, of the guidance 
of man, Rom. 2 : 19 ; (i) salvation, l Pet. 2 : 9 ; (j) righteousness, Rom. 
13: 12; 2 Cor. II : 14, 15 ; I John 2: 9, 10; (k) witness for God, Matt. 
5 : 14, 16; John 5 : 35; (l) prosperity and general well-being, Esth. 8: 16; 
Job 18 : 18 ; Isa. 58 : 8-10."* 

2. PHÖSTER (cpwuT~p) denotes a luminary, light, or light-giver ; it 
is used figuratively of believers, as shining in the spiritual darkness of the 
world, Phil. 2 : 15 ; in Rev. 21 : II it is used of Christ as the Light refiected 
in and shining through the Heavenly City (cp. ver. 23).~ In the Sept., 
Gen. I : 14, 16. ~ 

3. PHÖTISMOS (cpwnuµ,6s), an illumination, light, is used meta
phorically in 2 Cor. 4: 4, of the light of the Gospel, andin ver. 6, of the 
knowledge of the glory of God. ~ In the Sept., Job 3 : 9 ; Psa. 27 : I ; 

44: 3; 78: 14; 90: 8; 139: II.~ 
4. PHENGOS (cplyyos), brightness, lustre, is used of the light of the 

moon, Matt. 24: 29; Mark 13: 24; of a lamp, Luke II: 33 (some mss. 
have ph6s, here).~ 

5. LUCHNOS (i\vxvos), a hand-lamp: see LAMP. 
6. LAMPAS (i\aµ,mfs), a torch: see LAMP. 

B. Verbs. 
l. PHÖTIZÖ (cpwTl,w), used (a) intransitively, signifies to shine, 

give light, Rev. 22 : 5 ; (b) transitively, (1) to illumine, to light, enlighten, 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. I 59, r6o. 
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tobe lightened, Luke II: 36; Rev. 2I: 23; in the Passive Voice, Rev. 
I8: I ; metaphorically, of spiritual enlightenment, John I : 9; Eph. 
I : I8; 3 : 9, " to make ... see; " Heb. 6 : 4 ; IO : 32, " ye were en-
lightened," R.V. (A.V., " ... illuminated ") ; (2) to bring to light, 
l Cor. 4: 5 (of God's act in the future); 2 Tim. l: IO (of God's act in the 
past). See ENLIGHTEN, lLLUMINATE.~j 

2. EPIPHAUSKÖ (im<PavuKw), or possibly epipkauö, to shine forth, 
is rendered "shall give ... light," in Eph. 5: q, A.V. (R.V., "shall 
shine upon "), of the glory of Christ, illumining the believer who fulfils 
the conditions, so that being guided by His light he refl.ects His character. 
See SHINE. ~ Cp. epipköskö, to dawn (really a variant form of epipkauskö). 

3. LAMPÖ (>-.aµTTw), to give the light of a torch, is rendered "giveth 
light " in Matt. 5 : 15, A.V. (R.V., " shineth "). See SHINE. 

4. EPIPHAINÖ (im<Palvw), transitively, to show forth (epi, upon, 
pkainö, to cause to shine), is used intransitively and metaphorically in 
Luke l : 79, and rendered "to give light," A.V. (R.V., "to shine upon "). 
See APPEAR, SHINE. 

5. HAPTÖ (a1T'Tw), to kindle a fire and so give light : see KINDLE, 
No. I, Note. 

6. KAIÖ (Kalw), to burn, is translated " do (men) light " in Matt. 
5 : I5. Sec BuRN. 

7. ASTRAPTÖ (a<rTpa11'.,.w), to flash forth, lightcn us lightning (akin 
to astrape, lightning), occurs in Luke 17 : 24; 24 : 4 (A.V. " shining; " 
R.Y., " dazzling "). See DAZZLING. 

Note: In Luke 2: 32, A.V., the noun apokalupsis, an unveiling, 
revelation, preceded by eis, unto, with a view to, is rendered" to lighten" 
(R.V., " for revelation ; " marg„ " (the) unveiling "). See REVELATION. 

C. Adjective. 
PHÖTEINOS ·(<Pw-rt:tv6s), from pkös (A, No. I), bright, is rendered 

"full of light" in Matt. 6: 22; Luke II : 34, 36 (twice), figuratively, of 
the single-mindedness of the eye, which acts as the lamp of the body; in 
Matt. I7 : 5, " bright," of a cloud. See BRIGHT. ~ 

LIGHT (to light upon) 
Notes: (1) In Matt. 3: 16, A.V., erckomai, to come, is translated 

"lighting;" R.V., "coming." (2) In Rev. 7: 16, A.V., piptö, to fall, is 
translated" shall ... light" (R.V., "shall ... strike "). See STRJKE. 
(3) For Acts 27: 41, R.V., see FALL, B, No. 8. 

LIGHT, LIGHTEN (as to weight) 
A. Adjective. 

ELAPhROS (t>-.aq,p6s), light in weight, easy to bear, is used of the 
burden imparted by Christ, Matt. II : 30 ; of afßiction, 2 Cor. 4 : I7. 'V 
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B. Verb. 
KOUPHIZÖ (1eovcpl,w), to make light, lighten (the adjective kouphas, 

not in N.T., denotes slight, light, empty), is used of lightening the ship, 
in Acts 27 : 38. 

Note: For the phrase in ver. 18, A.V., "they lightened the ship," 
see FREIGHT. 

C. Noun. 
ELAPHRIA (l>..a.cppla.), lightness, 2 Cor. l : 17, A.V. : see FICKLENESS. 

. LIGHT OF (make), LIGHTL Y 
AMELEÖ (dµ.e.\lw) denotes (a) tobe careless, not to care (a, negative, 

and ntelei, an impersonal verb, signifying it is a care: see CARE), Matt. 
22 : 5, " they made light of (it)," lit., 'making light of (it),' aorist parti
ciple, indicating the definiteness of their decision. See NEGLECT, NEGLI
GENT, REGARD. 

Note: In Mark 9: 39, A.V., the adverh f.ru:hu, qi.tickly, is tra.nslated 
"lightly" (R.V., " quickly "). See QUICKLY. 

LIGHTNING 
ASTRAP:t! (aO'Tpa.11~) denotes (a) lightning (akin to LIGHT, B, No. 7), 

Matt. 24 : 27 i 28 : 3 ; Luke 10 : 18 ; 17 : 24 ; in the plural, Rev. '1 : 5 ; 
8 : 5 ; II : 19 ; 16 : 18 ; (b) " bright shining," or shining brightness, 
Luke II : 36. See· SHINING. '-' 

LIKE, LIKE (as to, unto), (be) LIKE, (make) LIKE, LIKE (things), 
LIKEN 

A. Adjectives. 
r. HOMOIOS (~µ.oios), like, resembling, such as, the same as, is used 

(a) of appearance or form, John 9 : 9 ; Rev. l : 13, 15 ; 2 : 18; 4: 3 
(twice), 6, 7; 9: 7 (twice), lO, 19; II: l ; 13: 2, II; 14: 14; (b) of 
ability, condition, nature, Matt. 22 : 39 ; Acts 17 : 29 ; Gai. 5 : 21, " such 
like," lit., ' and the (things) similar to these ; ' I John 3 : 2 ; Rev. 13 : 4; 
18 : 18 ; 21 : II, 18 ; (c) of comparison in parables, Matt. 13 : 31, 33, 44, 
45, 47 ; 20 : l ; Luke 13 : 18, 19, 21 ; (d) of action, thought, etc., Matt. 
II : 16 ; 13 : 52 ; Luke 6 : 47, 48, 49; 7 : 31, 32 ; 12 : 36; John 8 : 55 ; 
Jude 7.~ 

2. ISOS (iaos), equal (the same in size, quality, etc.), is translated 
"like," of the gift of the Spirit, Acts II : 17. See EQUAL, MuCH (As). 

3. PAROMOIOS (7Ta.p6µ.oios), much like (para, beside, and No. l), 
is used in Mark 7 : 13, in the neuter plural, " (many such) like things."~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. HOMOIOÖ (oµ.oi6w), to make like (akin to A, No. r), is used (a) 

especially in the parables, with the significance of comparing, likening, 
or, in the Passive Voice, 'being likened,' Matt. 7: 24, 26; II: 16; 13: 24; 
18 : 23 ; 22 : 2 (R.V., "likened ") ; 25 : l ; Mark 4 : 30; Luke 7: 3I ; 
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13 : 18, R.V., "liken" (A.V., "resemble ") ; ver. 20; in several of these 
instances the point of resemblance is not a specific detail, but the whole 
circumstances of the parable; (b) of making like, or, in the Passive Voice, 
of being made or becoming like, Matt. 6 : 8 ; Acts 14 : II, " in the likeness 
of (men)," lit., 'being made like' (aorist participle, Passive}; Rom. 
9: 29; Heb. 2 : 17, of Christ in being " made like" unto His brethren, 
i.e., in partaking of human nature, apart from sin (cp. ver. 14)., 

2. EOIKA (loiKa), a perfect tense with a present meaning {from an 
obsolete present, eiko), denotes tobe like, to resemble, Jas. l: 6, 23., In 
the Sept„ Job 6: 3, 25., 

3. PAROMOIAZO (11'apoµoi&.,w), to be like {from para, by, and a 
verbal form from homoios, A, No. 1), is used in Matt. 23 : 27 (perhaps with 
intensive force), in the Lord's compariSon of the scribes and Pharisees to 
whitened sepulchres., 

4. APHOMOIOÖ (a</JOµoi&w), to make like (apo, from,and No. l~, is 
used in Heb. 7 : 3, of Melchizedek as " made like " thc Son of God, i.c., 
in the facts related and withheld in the Genesis record., 

Note: For the A.V. of Rom. l: 23," made like," see LIKENESS, No. I. 
C. Adverbs. 

l. HOS (ctis), used as a relative adverb of manner, means as, like as, 
etc. and is translated "like," e.g„ in Matt. 6: 29; Mark 4: 31; Luke 
12: 27; in Acts 3: 22 and 7: 37 (see R.V„ marg.) ; in 8: 32 (2nd part), 
R.V„ " as" (A.V„ "like ") ; Rev. 2 : 18, R.V. (the rendering should have 
been "as" here) ; 18 : 21, R.V„ "as it were" (A.V„ "like ") ; 21: II, 

2nd part (ditto). 
2. HOSPER (~0'11'Ep), just as, is rendered "like as" in Rom. 6: 4. 
Notes: (1) In Heb. 4: 15, the phrase kath'homoioteta (kata, according 

to, homoiotes, a likeness, i.e., 'after the similitude '), is rendered "like as," 
iu the statement that Christ has been tempted in all points " like as we 
are, yet without sin ; " this may mean either ' according to the likeness 
of our temptations,' or' in accordance with His likeness to us.' (2) In the 
following the most authentic mss. have hOs, as, for hOsei, like, in the A.V.; 
Markl: 10; Luke 3: 22; John l: 32; Rev. l: 14. (3) In John 7: 46, 
A.V., the combination of the adverb houtOs, thus, with hOs, as, is translaied 
"like," R.V. " (never man) s0 (spake)." (4) For "in like manner" see 
MANNER. (5) In l Thess. 2: 14, A.V., ta auta, the same (things), is trans
lated "like (things)," R.V., "the same (things)." 

For (DID NOT) LIKE, Rom. l : 28, A.V„ see REFUSE, No. 3 

LIKEMINDED 
l. ISOPSUCHOS (lu&t/lvxos), lit„ of equal soul (isos, equal, psuche, 

the soul), is rendered "like-minded" in Phil. 2: 20., In the Sept„ 
Psa. 55 : 13., 
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2. HOMOPHRON (oµ.6tfipwv), (homos, the same, phren, the mind), 
occurs in l Pet. 3 : 8, R.V., "likeminded" (A.V., "of one mind "). 

Note: In Rom. 15 : 5; Phil. 2 : 2, phroneö to auto, to think the same thing, 
is translated, A.V., "be likeminded" (R.V., "be of the same mind "). 

LIKENESS, LIKENESS OF (in the) 
l. HOMOIOMA (oµ.olwµ.a.) denotes that which is made like something, 

a resemblance, (a) in the concrete sense, Rev. 9: 7, "shapes" (R.V., 
marg., "likenesses ") ; (b) in the abstract sense, Rom. I : 23, R.V., "(for) 
the likeness (of an image) ; " the A.V. translates it as a verb, " (into an 
image) made like to;" the association here of the two words homoiöma 
and ei"Mn (see IMAGE) serves to enhance the contrast between the idol and 
"the glory of the incorruptible God," and is expressive of contempt; 
in 5: 14, " (the) likeness of Adam's transgression" (A.V., "similitude ") ; 
in 6 : 5," (the) likeness (of His death) ; in 8 : 3," (the) likeness (of sinful 
flesh} ; in Phil. 2 : 7, " the likeness of men." "The expression 'likeness 
of men ' does not of itself imply, still less does it exclude or diminish, the 
reality of the nature which Christ assumed. That . . . is declared in 
the words 'form of a servant.' ' Paul justly says in the likeness of men, 
because, in fact, Christ, although certainly perfect Man (Rom. 5 : 15 ; 
r Cor. 15: 21; l Tim. 2: 5), was, by reason ofthe Divine nature present 
in Hirn, not simply and merely man . . . but the Incamate Son of God ' " 
1(Gifford, quoting Meyer). See SHAPE.~ Ch. LIKE, B, (b). 

2. HOMOIÖSIS (oµ.olwms), a making like, is translated " likeness " 
in Jas. 3: 9, R.V. (A.V., "similitude ").~ 

3. HOMOIOTES (oµ.oion7s) is translated "likeness " in Heb. 7 : 15, 
R.V. (A.V., " similitude "). 

4. ANTITUPON (aVTlTv7Tov) is rendered " after a true likeness," in 
l Pet. 3: 21, R.V. (marg., "in the antitype "). See F1GURE, No. 2. 

LIKEWISE 
. l. HOMOIÖS (oµ.olws), in like manner (from the adjective homoios, 

see LIKE, A, No. 1), is rendered "likewise" in the A.V. of'.Matt. 22: 26; 
27: 41 , Luke 10: 32; 16: 25; John 5: 19; Jas. 2: 25; l Pet. 3: l, 
7; Jt.de 8; Rev. 8: 12 (in all these the R.V. has "in like manner ") ; 
in the following, A.V. and R.V. have "likewise;" Matt. 26: 35; Luke 
5: 33; 6: 31; IO: 37; 17: 28, 31; 22: 36; John 6: II; 21 : 13; 
Rom. l: 27; l Pet. 5: 5.~ See MANNER, So. 

2. HÖSAUTÖS (cliaa.Vi-ws), a strengthened form of hös, as, denotes in 
like manner, just so, likewise; it is sometimes translated "likewise," 
e.g., Matt. 20 : S ; 21 : 30. 

3. KAI (ical), and, even, is translated "likewise" in the A.V. and 
R.V. of Matt. 20: 10 (last kai in the verse), more lit., 'even they;' else
where the R.V. has "also," for the A.V., "likewise," Matt. 18: 35; 
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24: 33; Luke 3: I4; 17: IO; 19: 19; 21: 31; Acts 3: 24; l Cor. 
14: 9; Col. 4: 16; l Pet. 4: l ; in Matt. 21 : 24, the A.V. has "in like 
wise" (R.V., " likewise "). 

4. PARAPLESIÖS (TTapaTTA1JCTlws), from para, beside, and the 
adjective plesios, near (akin to the adverb pelas, near, hard by), is used in 
Heb. 2 : 14, A.V., "likewise" (R.V., "in like manner "), expressing the 
true humanity of Christ in partaking of fl.esh and blood. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 17: 12 and Rom. 6: II, A.V., the adverb houtös, 
thus, so, is translated "likewise" (R.V., "so") ; in Luke 15 : 7 and 10, 

A.V., "likewise," R.V., "even so;" in Luke 14: 33,A.V., followed by 
oun, therefore, it is rendered "so likewise" (R.V., "so therefore "}. 

LILY 
KRINON (1Cplvov} occurs in Matt. 6 : 28 and Luke 12 : 27 ; in the 

former the Lord speaks of " the lilies of thfl fiflln ; " the lily referred to was 
a fl.ower of rieb colour, probably including the Gladiolus and Iris species. 
The former " grow among lhc grain, often overtopping it and illuminating 
the broad fields with their various shades of pinkish purple to deep violet 
purple and blue. . . . Anyone who has stood among the wheat fields of 
Galilee ... will see at once the appropriateness of our Saviour's allusion. 
They all have a reedy stem, which, when dry, would make such fuel as is 
used in the ovens. The beautiful Irises . . . have gorgeous flowers, and 
would suit our Saviour's comparison even better than the above. But 
they are plants of pasture grounds and swamps, and seldom found in 
grain fields. If, however, we understand by ' lilies of the field ' simply 
wild lilies, these would also be included in the expression. Our Saviour's 
comparison would then be like a ' composite photograph,' a reference 
to all the splendid colours and beautiful shapes of the numerous wild plants 
comprehended under the name 'lily' " (G. E. Post, in Hastings' Bib. Die.). 

For LIMIT, in Heb. 4: 7, A.V., see DEFINE 

For LINE see PROVINCE, No. 2 

For LINEAGE in Luke 2: 4, A.V., see FAMILY 

LINEN, LINEN CLOTH, FINE LINEN 
l. SINDÖN (uivocüv) was a fine linen cloth, an article of domestic 

manufacture (Prov. 31 : 24) used (a) as a garment or wrap, the " linen 
cloth "of Mark 14: 51, 52; (b) as shrouds or winding sheets, Matt. 27: 59: 
Mark 15 : 46, R.V., "linen cloth," for A.V., "linen;" Luke 23: 53 
(ditto).~ In the Sept., Judg. 14: 12," (thirty) sheets;" Prov. 31: 24 
(see above). ~ The Mishna (the Great Collection of legal decisions by the 
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ancient Rabbis) recörds that the material was sometimes used for curtains. 
2. LINON (Alvov) denotes (a) flax, Matt. 12 : 20 ; (b) linen, in Rev. 

15: 6, A.V. ; the best texts have lithos, "stone," R.V. See FLAX. 
3. OTHONION (o86vwv), a piece of fine linen, is used in the plural, 

of the strips of cloth with which the body of the Lord was bound, after 
being wrapped in the sindön, Luke 24: 12; John 19: 40; 20: 5, 6, 7.~ 
In the Sept., Judg. 14 : 13, " changes of raiment ; " Hos. 2 : 5, 9." The 
word is a diminutive of othone, a sheet (see SHEET). 

4. BUSSOS (ßvaaos), fine linen, made from a special species of flax, 
a word of Aramrean origin, used especially for the Syrian byssus (Arab. 
Ms is stillused for native linen). Cp. Heb. h12.~, in a.11 O.T. passages quoted 
here, except Ezek. 27 : 7 ; Syriac b12sa in Luke 16 : 19. lt is the material 
mentioned in l Chron. 4: 21, wrought by the house of Ashbea; 15: 27, 
bussinos, No. 5 (David's robe); 2 Chron. 3: T'1, bu.~sns (the veil of the 
Temple) ; 5 : 12, bussinos (the clothing of the Levite singers) ; Esth. l : 6 
(the cords of thc hangings in the king's garden) ; 8: 15 (Mordecai's 
urcss) ; Ezek. 27: 7 (bussos, 1n Syrill.Jl tradc with Tyrc). In thc N.T., 
Luke 16: 19, the clothing of the "rich man."~ 

5. BUSSINOS (ßvauwos), an adjective formed from No. 4, denoting 
made of finc linen. This is used of the clothing of the mystic Babylon, 
Rev. 18 : 12, 16, and of the suitable attire of the Lamb's wife, 19 : 8, 14, 
figuratively describing "the righteous acts of the saints." The pre
sumption of Babylon is conspicuous in that she arrays herself in that which 
alone befits the Bride of Christ.~ For examples of the use in the 
Sept. see No. 4. 

LINGER 
ARGEÖ (cipy,w), tobe idle, to linger (akin to argos, idle: see katargeö, 

under ABOLISH), is used negatively regarding the judgment of the persons 
rnentioned in 2 Pet. 2 : 3. ~ In the Sept., Ezra 4 : 24 ; Eccles. 12 : 3. ~ 

LION 
LEÖN (Mwv) occurs in 2 Tim. 4: 17, probably figurative of the 

imminent peril of dcath, the figure being represented by the whole phrase, 
not by the word " lion " alone ; some suppose the reference to be to the 
lions of the amphitheatre ; the Greek commentators regarded the lion 
as Nero; others understand it tobe Satan. The language not improbably 
recalls that of Psa. 22 : 21 and Dan. 6 : 20. The word is used metaphori
cally, too, in Rev. 5: 5, where Christ is called "the Lion of the tribe of 
Judah." Elsewhere it has the literal meaning, Heb. II: 33; l Pet. 5: 8; 
Rev. 4: 7; 9: 8, 17; w: 3; 13. 2.~ Taking the O.T. and N.T. 
occurrences the allusions are to the three great features of the lion, (1) 
its majesty and strength, indicative of royalty, e.g., Prov. 30 : 30, (2) its 
courage, e.g., Prov. 28 : I, (3) its cruelty, e.g„ Psa. 22 : 13. 
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LIP 
CHEILOS (xt:rAos) is used (a) of the organ of speech, Matt. 15 : 8 and 

Mark 7 : 6, where honouring with the lips, besides meaning empty words, 
may have reference to a Jewish custom of putting to the mouth the tassel 
of the tallith (the woollen scarf wound round the head and neck during 
prayer), as a sign of acceptance of the Law from the heart; Rom. 3: 13; 
l Cor. 14: 21 (from Isa. 28: II, 12, speaking of the Assyrian foe as God's 
message to disobedient Israel) ; Heb. 13 : 15 ; l Pet. 3 : ro ; (b) meta
phorically, of the brink or edge of things, as of the sea shore, Heb. II: 12, 
lit., 'the shore (of the sea) '.41! 

LIST (Verb) 
l. THELO (8EAw), to will, wish, is translated by the verb to list in 

Matt. 17 : 12 ; Mark 9 : 13 ; John 3 : 8. See DE::>IRE, B, No. 6. 
2. BOULOMAI (ßov>toµai), to will, be minded, is translated " listeth " 

in Jas. 3 : 4 (R.V., "willeth "). See DESIRE, B, No. 7. 

LITTLE 
A. Adjectives. 

l. MIKROS (µiKpos), little, small (the opposite of megas, great), is used 
(a) of persons, with regard to (1) station, or age, in the singular, Mark 
15 : 40, of James " the less" (R.V. marg., "little "), possibly referring to 
age ; Luke 19 : 3 ; in the plural, little ones, Matt. 18 : 6, 10, :q ; Mark 
9 : 42 ; (2) rank or influence, e.g., Matt. ro : 42 (see context) ; Acts 8 : ro; 
26 : 22, " small," as in Rev. II : lB; 13 : 16 ; 19: 5, 18 ; 20 : 12 ; (b) of 
things, with regard to (1) size, e.g., Jas. 3: 5 (some mss. have No. 2 here) ; 
(2) quantity, Luke 12 .: 32 ; l Cor. 5 : 6 ; Gal. 5 : 9; Rev. 3 : 8 ; (3) time, 
John 7: 33; 12: 35; Rev. 6: II ; 20: 3. See B, No. l. See LEAST, SMALL. 

2. OLIGOS (d;\lyos), little, few (the opposite of polus, much), is 
translated "short " in Rev. 12 : 12 ; in the neut. sing., e.g., 2 Cor. 8 : 15. 
For Jas. 3 : 5, see No. I. See FEw, SHORT, SMALL. 

3. BRACHUS (ßpaxi)s), short, is used to some extent adverbially of (a) 
time, with the preposition meta, after, Luke 22 : 58, " (after) a little 
while;" in Acts 5: 34, without a preposition, R.V., "a little :while" 
(A.V.," a little space "); in Heb. 2: 7, 9, "a little" (A.V. marg. in ver. 7, 
and R.V. marg., in both, "a little while "), where the writer transfers 
to time what the Sept. in Psa. 8 : 5 says of rank; (b) of quantity, John 
6 : 7 ; in Heb. 13 : 22, preceded by the preposition dia, by means of, and 
with logön, words (genitive plural) understood, " (in) few words ; " (c) of 
distance, Acts 27: 28, R.V., " a little space" (A.V., "a little further "). 
See FEw, FURTHER, SPACE. 411 

4. ELACHISTOS (€>tax«M"os), which serves as the superlative of No. l, 
is translated "a very little" in Luke 19: 17. See LEAST. 

Note: For mikroteros, " but little," see LEAST, No. 4. 
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B. Adverbs. 
l. MIKRON (µ.iKpov), the neuter of A, No. l, is used adverbially 

(a) of distance, Matt. 26 : 39 ; Mark 14 : 35 ; (b) of quantity, 2 Cor. II : l, 
16; (c) of time, Matt. 26: 73, "a while; " Mark 14: 70; John 13 : 33, 
" a little while ; " 14 : 19 ; 16 : 16-9 ; Heb. IO : 37, with the repeated hoson, 
"how very," lit„ 'a little while, how little, how little ! ' See WHILE.~ 

2. OLIGON (d.\lyov), the neuter of A, No. 2, is used adverbially of (a) 
time, Mark 6: 31, "a while;" l Pet. l : 6, R.V., "a little while (A.V„ 
"a season ") ; · 5 : IO, R.V„ "a little while" (A.V„ "a while ") ; Rev. 
17: 10, R.V„ "a little while" (A.V., "a short space ") ; (b) space, Mark 
l : 19; Luke 5 : 3 ; (c) extent, with the preposition pros, for, in 
l Tim. 4: 8, R.V„ " (for) a little" (A.V„ and R.V. marg„ "little "), 
where, while the phrase might refer to duration (as A.V. marg.), yet 
the antithesis " for all things " clearly indicates extent, i.e„ ' physical 
training is profitable towards few objects in life.' See BRIEFLY, FEW, 

Si':ASON, C, Note. 
3. METRIOS (µ.€7plwc;), moderately, occurs in Acts 20: r2," a little."~ 

For (NO) LITTLE see COMMON, B, Note (3) 

LIVE 
l. ZAÖ (C&w), to live, be alive, is used in the N.T. of " (a) God, Matt. 

16: 16; John 6: 57; Rom. 14: II ; {b) the Son in incamation, John 
6: 57; (c) the Son in Resurrection, John 14: 19; Acts l: 3; Rom. 6: IO; 
2 Cor. 13 : 4; Heb. 7: 8; (d) spiritu(ll life, John 6 : 57; Rom. l : 17; 
8 : l3b; Gai. 2 : r9, 20 ; Heb. 12 : 9 ; (e) the present state of departed 
saints, Luke 20: 38; l Pet. 4: 6 ; (/) the hope of resurrection, l Pet. 
l : 3; (g) the resurrection of believers, r Thess. 5 : ro; John 5: 25; Rev. 
20 : 4, and of unbelievers, ver. 5, cp. ver. 13 ; (h) the way of access to 
God through the Lord Jesus Christ, Heb. 10 : 20 ; (i) the manifestation of 
Divine power in support of Divine authority, 2 Cor. 13 : 4b ; cp. 12 : lo, 
and l Cor. 5 : 5; (j) bread, figurative of the Lord Jesus, John 6: 51; 
(k) a stone, figurative of the Lord Jesus, l Pet. 2 : 4 ; (l) water, figurative 
of the Holy Spirit, John 4: IO; 7: 38; (m) a sacrifice, figurative of the 
believer, Rom. 12: l ; (n) stones, figurative of the believer, 1 Pet. 2 : 5 ; 
(o) the oracles, logion, Acts 7 : 38, and word, logos, Heb. 4 : 12 ; l Pet. 
l : 23, of God; (p) the physical life of men, l Thess. 4: 15; Matt. 27: 63; 
Acts 25 : 24 ; Rom. 14 : 9 ; Phil. l : 21 (in the infinitive mood used as a 
noun, with the article, 'living '), 22; r Pet. 4: 5; (q) the maintenance 
of physical life, Matt. 4 : 4; l Cor. 9 : 14; (r) the duration of physical 
life, Heb. 2 : 15 ; (s) the enjoyment of physical life, l Thess. 3 : 8 ; (t) the 
recovery of physical life from the power of disease, Mark 5: 23; John 
4: 50; (u) the recovery of physical life from the power of death, Matt. 
9 : 18 ; Acts 9 : 41 ; Rev. 20 : 5 ; (v) the course, conduct, and character 
of men, (1) good, Acts 26 : 5 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 12 ; Tit. 2 : 12 ; (2) evil, Luke 
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15 : 13 ; Rom. 6 : 2 ; 8 : l3a ; 2 Cor. 5 : l5b ; Col. 3 : 7 ; (3) undefined, 
Rom. 7: 9; 14: 7; Gal. 2: I4; (w) restoration after alienation, Luke 
15: 32. 

" Note: In l Thess. 5: IO, to live means to experience that change, 
l Cor. 15 : 51, which is tobe the portion of all in Christ who will be alive 
upon the earth at the Parousia of the Lord Jesus, cp. John II: 25, and 
which corresponds to the resurrection of those who had previously died 
in Christ, l Cor. 15: 52-54. 

"2. SUNZAÖ (uvvCaw), to live together with (sun, with, and zaö, to 
live), may be included with zaö in the above analysis as follows: (g) 
Rom. 6: 8; 2 Tim. 2: II; (s), 2 Cor. 7: 3., 

"3. ANAZAÖ (dvaCaw) ana, again, and za", denotes 'to live again,' 
' to revive,' Luke 15 : 24; cp. (w) in list above, and Rom. 7 : 9, to manifest 
activity again.'',* 

Nute: Zaö is translated "quick" (i.e., "living ") in Acts IO: 42; 
z Tim. 4: l ; l Pet. 4: .'i ; in Heb. 4 : 12, A.V. (R.V., "living "). 

4. BIOÖ (ßi6w), to spend life, to pass one's life, is used in l Pet. 4 : 2., 
,5. ANASTREPIIO (&.va.UTp"f>w), used metaphorically, in the Middle 

Voice, to conduct oneself, behave, live, is translated to live, in Heb. 13 : 18 
(" honestly ") ; in 2 Pet. 2: 18 ("in error "). See ABIDE, BEHAVE, etc. 

6. ZÖOGONEÖ (Cwoyovlw) denotes to preserve alive (from zöos, alive, 
and ginomai, to come to be, become, be made) ; in Luke l'J : 33, " shall 
preserve (it),'' i.e., his life, R.V. marg.," save (it) alive; " cp. the parallels 
sözö, to save, in Matt. 16: 25, and phulassö, to keep, in John 12 : 25; 
in Acts 7 : 19, " live," negatively of the efforts of Pharaoh to destroy the 
babes in Israel ; in 1 Tim. 6 : 13, according to the best mss. (some have 
zöopoieö, to cause to live), "quickeneth" (R.V., marg., "preserveth ... 
alive,'' the preferable rendering). See PRESERVE, QUICKEN., 

7. DIAGÖ (füayw) is used of time in the sense of passing a life, 1 Tim. 
2: 2, " (that) we may lead (a tranquil and quiet, R.V.) life;" Tit. 3 : 3, 
" living (in malice and envy).''' 

8. POLITEUÖ (7ToAmvw), tobe a citizen (polites), to live as a citizen, 
is used metaphorically of conduct as in accordance wit.h t.he characteristics 
of the heavenly community; in Acts 23: I, " I have lived;" in Phil. 
l : 27, "let your manner of life (A.V., conversation) be.'' See Cn
IZENSHIP, No. 4, Note.~ 

9. HUPARCHÖ (lmapxw), to be in existence, to be, is translated 
"live (delicately)" in Luke 7: 25. See BEING. 

Note: In 1 Cor. 9: 13, A.V., esthiö, to eat, is translated "live of." 
In Tim. 5: 6 the A.V. renders spatalaö "Iiveth in pleasure." 

LIVE LONG 
MAKROCHRONIOS (µaKpoxp6vios), an adjective denoting of long 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 173, 174. 
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duration, long-lived (makros, long, chronos, time), is used in Eph. 6: 3, 
" (that thou mayest) live long," lit., ' (that thou mayest be) long-lived.', 
In the Sept., Ex. 20: 12; Deut. 4: 40; 5: 16; 17: 20., 

LIVELY 
Note: This is the A.V. translation of the prescnt participle of the verb 

zaö, to live, in three passages, in each of which the R.V. has "living," 
Acts 7 : 38 ; l Pet. l : 3 ; 2 : 5. 

For LIVING sec BEHAVIOUR, B, No. l, LIFE, Nos. 2, 6, and 
LIVE, No. 3, Note 

For LIVING CREATURES sec BEAST 
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I. IDE (r8e), an aorist or point tense, marking a definite point of time, 
of the imperative mood of eidon, to see (taken as part of horaö, to see), is 
used as an interjection, addressed either to one or many persons, e.g., 
Matt. 25 : 20, 22, 25 ; John I : 29, 36, 47 ; Gal. 5. : 2, the only occurrence 
outside Matthew, Mark and John. See BEHOLD, SEE. 

2. IDOU (l8ov'), a similar tense of No. I, but in the Middle Voice, e.g., 
Matt. I : 20, 23 ; very frequent in the Synoptists and Acts and the 
Apocalypse. 

For LOAF see BREAD 

LOCUST 
AKRIS (ä.Kpls) occurs in Matt. 3 : 4 and Mark I : 6, of the animals 

themselves, as forming part of the diet of John the Baptist; they are used 
as food; the Arabs stew them with butter, after removing the head, legs 
and wings. In Rev. 9: 3, 7, they appear as ntonsters representing Satanic 
agencies, let loose by Divine judgments inflicted upon men for five months, 
the time of the natural life of the locust. For the character of the 
judgment see the whole passage. ~ 

LODGE, LODGING 
A. Verbs. 

I. AULIZOMAI (ai}Al{oµ.ai), properly, to lodge in a courtyard (aule, 
see COURT, No. 2), then, to lodge in the open, denotes, in the N.T., to pass 
the night, to lodge anywhere, Matt. 21 : 17; Luke 21 : 37, R.V., "lodged" 
(A.V., "abode ").~ See the metaphorical use in the Sept. and, the Heb. 
of Psa. 30 : 5, ' (weeping) may come in to lodge (at even),' i.e.; as a passing 
stranger. See ABIDE. 

2. KATASK:E:NOO (Ka'TaO'K1/l'ow), to pitch one's tent (kata, down, 
skene, a tent), is rendered to lodge, of birds, in Matt. 13 : 32 ; Mark 4 : 32 ; 
Luke 13 : 19·, In Acts 2 : 26, it is used of the body of the Lord in the tomb, 
as dwelling in hope, R.V., "shall dwell" (marg., "tabernacle "), A.V„ 
"shall rest." See DwELL, REST.~ Cp. kataskenösis, a roosting place. 

3. KATALUO (KaTaMw), in one of its meanings, signifies to unloose 
(kata, dowp,luö, to loose), unyoke, as of horses, etc., hence intransitively, 

In the following pages t indicates that the word referred to (preposition, con
junction, or particle) is not dealt with in this volume. 

~ indicates that all the N.T. occurrences of the Greek word under consideration 
.ire mentioned under the heading or sub-heading .. 
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to take up one's quarters, to lodge, Luke 9 : 12 ; 19 : 7, R.V., " to lodge " 
(A.V., "tobe a guest "). See CoME, Note (7) (come to nought), DESTROY, 
DISSOLVE, OvERTHROW, THROW. Cp. katatuma, a guest chamber, inn. 

4. XENIZO (g€Vl,w), to receive as a guest (xenos, a guest, stranger), 
~o entertain, lodge, is used in the Active Voice in Acts IO : 23; 28: 7, R.V., 
" entertained" (A.V., "lodged ") ; Heb. 13 : 2, "have entertained ; " 
in the Passive Voice, Acts 10: 6 (lit., 'he is entertained '), 18, 32; 
21 : 16. Its other meaning, to think strange, is found in 1 Pet. 4 : 4, 12. 
See ENTERTAIN, STRANGE. 

B. Noun. 
XENIA (gwla), akin to A, No. 4, denotes (a) hospitality, entertain

ment, Philm. 22 ; (b) by metonymy, a place of. entertainment, a lodging
place, Acts 28: 23 (some put Philm. 22 under this section). ~ 

For LOFT, Acts 20 : 9, see STORY 

LOINS 
OSPIIUS (Juefn;~) is used (a) in the natural sense iu Matt. j : 4 ; 

Mark 1 : 6; (b) as the seat of generative power, Heb. 7 : 5, 10 ; meta
phorically in Acts 2 : 30; (c) metaphorically, (1) of girding the loins in 
rea.diness for active service for the Lord, Luke 12 : 35 ; (2) the same, with 
truth, Eph. 6 : 14, i.e., bracing up oneself so as to maintain perfect 
sincerity and reality as the counteractivc in Christian charactcr against 
hypocrisy and falsehood ; (3) of girding the loins of the mind, 1 Pet. 1 : 13, 
R.V., "girding," suggestive of the alertness necessary for sobriety and for 
setting one's hope perfectly on "the grace to be brought ... at the 
revelation of Jesus Christ " (the present participle, "girding," is 
introductory to the rest of the verse). ~ 

LONG (Adjective and Adverb) 
A. Adjectives. 

1. MAKROS (µ.a1<pos) is used of long prayers (Matt. 23: 14, in some 
mss.), Mark 12 : 40 ; Luke 20 : 47. lt dcnotcs " far " in Luke 15 : 13 ; 
19: 12. See FAR.~ 

2. HIKANOS (l1<avos), sufficient, much, long, is 'used with chronos, 
time, in Luke 8 : 27 ; in 20 : 9 and 23 : 8 (A.V;, " season ") the plural is 
used, lit., 'long times;' Acts 8: 11; 14: 3. See ABLE (ABILITY), C, 
No. 2, MANY, MucH. 

3. POLUS (1ToMs), much, is used with chronos, time, in Matt. 25 : 19 ; 
John 5 : 6; in Acts 27: 21, with asitia, A.V., "long abstinence," R.V., 
"long without food." See CoMMON, Note (1). 

4. TOSOUTOS (roaoii-ros), so long, is used with chronos in John 14: 9 
and Heb. 4 : 7. 

5. POSOS (1Toaos), how much, is used with chronos, in Mark 9 : 21, 
"how long time," R.V. (A.V., "how long ago "). 

6. HOSOS (öaos), how much, so much, is used after the preposition 
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epi (eph'), and as an adjective qualifying chronos, signifying "for so long 
time," in Rom. 7 : I ; I Cor. 7 : 39; Gai. 4 : I ; see also B, No. 4. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 14: 28, A.V„ the adjective oligos, little, with the 
negative ou, not, and qualifying chronos, is rendered "long time;" R.V„ 
"no little (time)." (2) For the comparative adjective, pleiön, see 
LONGER, B. 

B. Adverbs. 
1. POLUS (7To.\Vs), in one or other of its neuter forms, singular or 

plural, is used (a) of degree, greatly, much, many, e.g„ Mark I : 45 ; 
(b) of time, e.g„ Acts 27 : 14. Cp. A, No. 3. See GREAT, MucH, ÜFT, 
SORE, STRAITLY, WHILE. 

2. EPH' HIKANON (Et/>' l1ea11611}, lit„ 'unto much (time),' is rendered 
"a long while" in Acts 20: II. Cp. A, No. 2. 

3. HEOS POTE (lws 7T6Te}, lit„ 'until when ? 'signifies" how long? " 
Matt~ 17 : 17 (twice) ; Mark 9 : 19 (twice) ; Luke 9 : 41 ; John IO : 24; 
Rev. 6: IO. 

4. EPH' HOSON (Et/>' ~aov} signifies so long as, as long as (epi, upon, 
hosos, how much), Matt. 9: 15; Mark 2 : 19; 2 Pet. I : 13. See INASMUt:H, 
No. 2. 

Notes: (1) For the adverb LoNGER, see below. (2) In 2 Pet. 2: 3, 
A.V., the adverb ekpalai, "from of old," R...V. (eh, from, palai, of old, 
formerly), is translated "of a long time." 

LONG (Verb), LONG (after, for), LONGING 
A. Verb. 

EPIPOTHEO (Em7To8€w}, to löng for greatly (a strengthened form of 
potheö, to long for, not found in the N.T.}, is translated "I long,'' in 
Rom. r: II; in 2 Cor. 5: 2, R.V„ "longing" (A.V., "earnestly 
desiring "); in I Thess. 3: 6 and 2 Tim. l: 4, R.V., "longing" (A.V„ 
" desiring greatly ") ; to long after, in 2 Cor. 9 : 14 ; Phil. I : 8 ; 2 : 26; 
to long for, in I Pet. 2 : 2, R.V. (A.V., " desire ") ; Jas. 4: 5, R.V., 
"long." See DESIRE., 

B. Adjective. 
EPIPOTHETOS (Em7To871Tos), akin to A, and an intensive form of 

pothetos, desired, greatly desired, "longed for," is used in Phil. 4: I., 
C. Nouns. 

I. EPIPOTHIA (E7Tt7To8la}, a longing (akin to A and B), is found in 
Rom. 15: 23, R.V., "longing" (A.V., "great desire "). See DESIRE., 

2. EPIPOTHESIS (Em7T68r]ais}, a longing (perhaps stressing the 
process more than No. l), is found in 2 Cor. 7: 7, R.V., "longing" (A.V., 
"earnest desire ") ; 7: II, R.V„ "longing" (A.V., "vehement desire "). 1 

LONGER 
A. Adverbs. 

1. ETI (lTt}, yet, as yet, still, is translated "longer " in Luke 16 : ~ 
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(with separate negative); "any longer" in Rom. 6: 2. See ALSO, 
EVEN, FURTHER, MORE, MOREOVER, STILL, THENCEFORTH, YET. 

2. OUKETI (ot~11c&,y, no more, no longer (ou, not, k, euphonic, and 
No. 1), is rendered "no longer" in the R.V. of Mark 7: 12 (A.V., "no 
more "); John 15: 15, R.V. (A.V., "henceforth not"); Rom. 014: 15, 
R.V. (A.V., "now ... not") ; Gal. 2 : 20, R.V. (A.V., "yet not") ; 
Gal. 3 : 25 ; 4 : 7 (A.V., "no more ") ; Philm. 16 (A.V., "not now "). 
See HENCEFORTH, MORE, Now, YET. 

3. M~KETI (µ:'lic&,) also means no more, no longer, but generally 
suggests what is a matter of thought or supposition, whereas No. 1 referll 
to what is a matter of fact. lt is rendered " any longer " in Acts 25 : 24 ; 
'' no longer," in Mark 2 : 2, R.V.," no longer (room)," A.V.," no (room) ; " 
2 Cor. 5: 15, R.V. (A.V., "not henceforth "); Eph. 4: 14, R.V. (A.V., 
"no more ") ; 4: 17, R.V. (A.V., "henceforth .•. not") ;' 1 Thess. 
3 : 1, 5 ; 1 Tim. 5 : 23 ; 1 Pet. 4 : 2. See (negatively) HENCEFORTH, 
HENCEFORWARD, HEREAFTER, No MORE. 

4. PLEION ('IT).Eiov), the neuter of pleiön, more, the comparative degree 
of polu, much, is rcndercd "longcr" in Acts 20: 9, R.V. (A.V., "long "}. 

B. Adjective. 
PLEIÖN (17).Etwv), more, (cp. A, No. 4), is used with chronos, time, in 

Acts 18: 20, "a longer time," R.V. (A.V., "longer "). 

LONGSUFFERING (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

MAKROTHUMIA (µ,aicpo8vµ,ta), forbearance, patience, longsuffering 
(makros, long, thumos, temper), is usually rendered "longsuffering," 
Rom. 2 : 4 ; 9 : 22 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 6 ; Gal. 5 : 22 ; Eph. 4 : 2 ; Col. 1 : II ; 

3 : 12 ; 1 Tim. I : 16 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 10 ; 4 : 2 ; 1 Pet. 3 : 20 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 15 ; 

"patience "in Heb. 6: 12 and Jas. 5: IO. See PATIENCE, and Note under 
FORBEAR.~ 

B. Verb. 
MAKROTHUMEÖ (µ,aicpofJvµ,lw), akin to A, to be patient, long

suffering, to bear with, lit., tobe long„tempered, is rendered by the verb 
tobe longsuffering in Luke 18: 7, R.V. (A.V., "bear long ") ; in 1 Thess. 
5: 14, R.V. (A.V., "be patient "); so in Jas. 5: 7, 8; in 2 Pet. 3: 9, 
A.V. and R.V., "is longsuffering." See BEAR, No. 14, ENDURE, PATIENT, 
SUFFER. 

Note: "Longsuffering is that quality of self-restraint in the face of 
provocation which does not hastily retaliate or promptly punish ; it is the 
opposite of anger, and is associated with mercy, and is used of God, 
Ex. 34: 6 (Sept.); Rom. 2: 4; l Pet. 3: 20. Patience is the quality that 
does not surrender to circumstances or succumb under trial ; it is the 
opposite of despondency and is associated with hope, l Thess. l : 3 ; it 
is not used of God."* 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 183, 184. 
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LOOK 
A. Verbs. 

LOO 

I. BLEPO (ßM7rw), primarily, to have sight, to see, then, observe, 
discern, perceive, frequently implying special contemplation (cp. No. 4), 
is rendered by the verb to look in Luke 9: 62, "looking (back);" John 
IJ: 22 "(the disciples) looked (one on another)"; Acts l: 9, R.V., "were 
looking" (A.V., "beheld ") ; 3: 4, "look (on us) ; " 27: 12, R.V., 
looking," A.V., "that lieth (towards)," of the haven Phenix; Eph. 5: 15, 
R.V., "look (therefore carefully how ye walk)," A.V., "see (that ye walk 
circumspectly) ; " Rev. II : 9 and I8: 9, R.V., "look upon" (A.V., 
" shall see "). See BEHOLD. 

2. ANABLEPÖ (&.11aßM7rw), denotes (a) to look up (ana, up, and No. l), 
e.g., Matt. I4 : 19 ; Mark 8 : 24 (in some mss. ver. 25) ; (b) to recover 
sight, e.g., Matt. II : 5 ; 20: 34, R.V., "received their sight ; " John 
9: II. See SIGHT. Cp. anablepsis, recovering of sight, Luke 4: I8. 

3. PERTRT.F.PÖ (w•11tßAlw111), to fonk <1.hn11t, nr rnnnrl · 11bout, on 
(peri, around, and No. I), is used in the Middle Voice, Mark 3 : 5, 34; 
5 : 32 ; 9 : 8 ; 10 : 23 ; II : II ; Luke 6 : IO., 

4. APOBLEPO (&.7roßM7rw) signifies to look away from (apo) all else 
at one object; hence, to look stedfastly, Heb. II: 26, R.V., "he looked" 
(A.V., "he bad respect ").1[ Cp. No. 8. 

5. EMBLEPO (lµßM7rw), to look at (en, in, and No. l), is translated 
to look upon in Mark 10 : 27 ; I4 : 67 ; Luke 22 : 61 ; John l : 36. 
This verb implies a close, penetrating look, as distinguished from Nos. 6 
and 9. See BEHOLD, No. 3, GAZE, SEE, No. 6. 

6. EPIBLEPO (€7rißM7rw), to look upon (epi, upon), is used in the 
N.T. of favourable regard, Luke l : 48, R.V., "he hath looked upon" 
(A.V., "hath regarded "), of the low estate of the Virgin Mary; in 9: 38, 
in a tequest to the Lord to look upon an affiicted son; in Jas. 2: 3, R.V., 
"ye have regard" (A.V., " ... respect "), of having a partial regard 
for the well-to-do. See REGARD, RESPECT., 

7. EIDON {Elaov), used as the aorist tense of koraö, to see, in various 
senses, is translated to look, in the A.V. of John 7: 52, R.V., "see;" 
Rev. 4: l (R.V., "1 saw ") ; so in 6: 8; I4: l, 14 (as in A.V. of ver. 6), 
and 15 : 5. See BEHOLD, CoNsIDER, HEED, No. 2, PERCEIVE, SEE, 
SHEW. 

8. APHORAO (&.cAop&w), to look away from one thing so as to see 
another (apo, from, and No. 7), to concentrate the gaze upon, occurs in 
Phil. 2 : 23, " 1 shall see ; " Heb. 12 : 2, " looking."1[ 

9. EPEIDON (€7rEiS011) denotes to look upon (epi, upon), (a) favour
ably, Luke l : 25 ; (b) unfavourably, in Acts 4 : 29.1[ 

IO. PARAKUPTO (7rapa1Cv1T"Tw), Ht. and primarily, to stoop sideways 
{Para, aside, kupto, to bend forward), denotes to stoop to look into, 
Luke 24: 12, "stooping and looking in" (A.V., "stooping down"); 
John 20: 5, II; metaphorically in Jas. l : 25, of looking into the perfect 
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law of liberty ; in l Pet. l : 12 of things which the angels desire " to look " 
into.~ 

. II. ANAKUPTO (ava1CV1T'Tw), to lift oneself up (ana, up), is translated 
" look up " in Luke 21 : 28, of being elated in joyous expectation (followed 
by epairö, to lift up). See LIFT. 

12. SKOPEO (u1eo?Tlw), to look at, consider (Eng., scope), implying 
mental consideration, is rendered "while we look ... at" in 2 Cor. 
4 : 18; "looking to" (A.V., " on ") in Phil. 2 : 4. See HEED, MARK. 

13. EPISKOPEO (J?Tiu1eo?Tlw), lit., to look upon (epi, and No. 12), is 
rendered "looking carefully" in Heb. 12 : 15, R.V. (A.V., "looking 
diligently "), epi being probably intensive here; in l Pet. 5 : 2, to exercise 
the oversight, to visit, care for. See ÜVERSIGHT.~ 

14. EPISKEPTOMAI (Jmu1el1T'Toµa,), a later form of No. 13, to visit, 
has the meaning of seeking out, and is rendered" look ye out " in Acts 6 : 3. 
See V1s1T. 

15. ATENIZO (aTi;vltw), to look fixedly, gaze, is translated "looking 
stedfastly" in Luke 22 : 56, R.V. (A.V., " ... earnestly "); in Acts 
l : 10, "looking stedfastly ; " in 3 : 12, A.V., "look ... earnestly " 
(R.V„ "fasten ye your eyes," as in 3: 4 and II: 6); so in the R.V. of 
6 : 15 ; 10 : 4 ; 13 : 9 ; 14 : 9 ; in 7 : 55, " looked up stedfastly ; " in 
23 : l, "looking stedfastly on " (A.V„ " earnestly beholding ") ; in 
2 Cor. 3 : 7, R.V., "look stedfastly" (A.V., "stedfastly behold ") ; in 
3: 13, R.V., ditto (A.V., "stedfastly look "). In Luke 4: 20, "were 
fastened" (ophthalmoi, eyes, being used separately). See BEHOLD, 
No. ro.~ 

16. THEAOMAI (8i;aoµai), to behold (of careful contemplation), is 
translated "look" in John 4: 35, of looking on the fields; in l John 
l : l, A.V. (R.V., "we beheld "), of the Apostles' personal experiences of 
Christ in the days of His flesh, and the facts of His Godhood and Manhood. 
See BEHOLD, No. 8. 

17. THEOREO (8i;wplw), to look at, gaze at, behold, is translated 
"looking on" in Mark 15 : 40, A.V. (R.V., "beholding "). See BEHOLD, 
No. 6. 

B. Noun. 
HORASIS (opauis), akin to A, No. 7, denotes (a) a vision (so the 

associated noun horama, e.g., Acts 7 : 31 ; horasis signifies especially the 
act of seeing, horama that which is seen), Acts 2 : 17; Rev. 9 : 17; (b) an 
appearance, Rev. 4: 3, translated "to look upon" (twice in the R.V. ; 
in the second instance the A.V. has "in sight ").1f 

LOOK (for), LOOKING (after, for) 
A. Verbs. 

l. PROSDOKAO (1Tpou801e&w), to await, expect (pros, to or towards, 
dokeö, to think, be of opinion), is translated to look for, e.g., in Matt. II : 3 ; 
2 Pet. 3 : 12, 13, 14; the R.V. renders it by the verb to expect, tobe in 
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expectation, in some instances, as does the A.V. in Luke 3 : IS ; Acts 3 : 5. 
See EXPECT. 

2. PROSDECHOMAI (11poa8lxoµ.a,), to receive favourably, also means 
to expect, and is rendered to look for, e.g., in Luke 2 : 38 ; 23 : 51 ; 
Acts 24: 15, R.V. (A.V., "allow ") ; Tit. 2 : 13; Jude 2r. See AccEPT, 
A, No. 3, ALLOW, No. 4. 

3. EKDECHOMAI (JK8lxoµ.a,), primarily to receive from another, 
hence, to expect, to await, is translated" he looked for" in Heb. II : ro; 
in l Cor. 16: II, A.V., "I look for" (R.V., "I expect "). See ExPECT, 
No. r. 

Notes: (1) In Phil. 3: 20 and Heb. 9: 28, A.V., apekdechomai (the 
verb in the preceding No. extended by apo, from), to await or expect 
eagerly, is translated" look for" (R.V., "wait for;" so A.V. everywhere 
eise). See WAIT. (2) In Acts 28: 6, A.V., prosdokao, to expect, is 
translated "they looked" (R.V., "they expected "), and "they had 
looked" (R.V., "they were long in expcctation "). 

B. Nouns. 
l. PROSDOKIA (7rpo11801Cla), akin to A, No. l, is translated "a 

looking after" in Luke 21: 26, A.V. (R.V., "expectation," as in Acts 
12: II, A.V. and R.V.). See EXPECTATION.~ 

2. EKDOCH~ (lK8ox~), akin to A, No. 3, is translated "looking 
for „ in Heb. 10 : 27, A. V. See EXPECTATION. ~ 

LOOK (to) 
l. BLEPÖ (ßMTTw), to look (see LooK, No. l), has the meaning of 

taking heed, looking to oneself, in 2 John 8. See HEED. 
2. HORAÖ (öpdw), to see (see LooK, No. 7), has the meaning of seeing 

to or caring for a thing in Matt. 27 : 4, " see (thou to it) ; " in Acts 18 : 15, 
"look to it (yourselves) ; " the future (sing. opsei, phral, opsesthe), is used 
for the tense which is wanting in horao, and stands for the imperative. 

LOOSE 
A. Verbs. 

l. LUÖ (Mw) denotes (a) to loose, unbind, release, (1) of things, e.g., 
in Acts 7: 33, R.V., "loose (the shoes)," A.V., "put off; " Mark l : 7; 
(2) of animals, e.g., Matt. 21 : 2 ; (3) of persons, e.g., John II : 44 ; Acts 
22 : 30 ; (4) of Satan, Rev. 20 : 3, 7, and angels, Rev. 9 : 14, 15 ; 
(5) metaphorically, of one diseased, Luke 13 : 16; of the marriage tie, 
l Cor. 7 : 27; of release from sins, Rev. l : 5 (in the most authentic mss.); 
(b) to loosen, break up, dismiss, dissolve, destroy; in this sense it is 
translated to loose in Acts 2 : 24, of the pains of death ; in Rev. 5 : 2, of 
thc scals of a roll. See BREAK, DESTROY, DrssoLVE, MELT, PuT (off), 
UNLOOSE. 

2. APOLUÖ (d7ro.\vw), apo, from, and No. l, denotes (a) to set free, 
release, translated "loosed" in Luke 13 : 12, of deliverance from an 
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infirmity; in Matt. 18 : 27, A.V„ "loosed" (R.V., "released "), of a 
debtor ; (b) to let go, dismiss, e.g„ Matt. 14 : 15, 22. See DEPART, 
DISMISS, DIVORCE, FORGIVE, LET (go), LIBERTY, PUT (away), RELEASE, 
SEND (away). 

3. ANI:t!MI (dvl71µ,i), tosend back (ana, back, hiemi, tosend), to leave, 
forbear, is translated to loose, in Acts 16 : 26, of the loosening of bonds ; 
27 : 40, rudder-bands. Elsewhere, Eph. 6 : 9 ; Heb. 13 : 5. See FoR
BEAR, LEAVE., 

4. ANAGO (dvayw) : see LAUNCH. 
Notes: (1) In Acts 27: 13, A.V., airii, to lift, is translated "loosing 

(thence) " (R.V„ "they weighed anchor "). (2) For katargeo, translated 
"she is loosed" in Rom. 7: 2, A.V. (R.V. "discharged "), see AHULlSH. 

B. Noun. 
LUSIS (.\Va,s), a loosening (akin to A, No. l), l Cor. 7 : 27, of divorce, 

is translated " to be loosed," lit„ 'loosing.' In the second part of the 
verse the verb l-uo is used., In the Sept„ Eccles. 8: I, with thc mcaning 
" interpretation.", 

LORD, LORDSHIP 
A. Nouns. 

l. KURIOS (Kvp,os), properly an adjective, signifying having power 
(kuros) or authority, is used as a noun, variously translated in the N.T„ 
"'Lord,' 'master,' 'Master,' 'owner,' 'Sir,' a title of wide significance, 
occurring in each book of the N.T. save Tit. and the Epp. of John. lt is 
used (a) of an owner, as in Luke 19 : 33, cp. Matt. 20 : 8; Acts 16 : 16 ; 
Gal. 4 : l ; or of one who has the disposal of anything, as the Sabbath, 
Matt. 12 : 8 ; (b) of a master, i.e., one to whom service is due on any 
ground, Matt. 6: 24; 24: 50; Eph. 6: 5; (c) of an Emperor or King, 
Acts 25 : 26; Rev. 17 : 14; (d) of idols, ironically, I Cor. 8: 5, cp. Isa. 
26 : 13 ; (e) as a title of respect addressed to a father, Matt. 21 : 30, a 
husb;md, l Pet. 3 : 6, a master, Matt. 13 : 27 ; Luke 13 : 8, a ruler, Matt. 
27 : 63, an angel, Acts IO : 4 ; Rev. 7 : 14 ; (/) as a title of courtesy 
addressed to a stranger, John 12: 21 ; 20: 15; Acts 16: 30; from the 
outset of His ministry this was a common form of address to the Lord 
Jesus, alike by the people, Matt. 8 : 2 ; John 4: II, and by His disciples, 
Matt. 8 : 25 ; Luke 5 : 8 ; John 6 : 68; (g) kurios is the Sept. and N.T. 
representative of Heb. Jehovah ('LORD' in Eng. versions), see Matt. 
4 : 7 ; Jas. 5 : II, e.g., of adon, Lord, Matt. 22 : 44, and of Adonay, Lord, 
l : 22 ; it also occurs for Elohim, God, l Pet. I : 25. 

"Thus the usage of the word in the N.T. follows two main lines: 
one-a-f, customary and general, the other, g, peculiar to the Jews, and 
drawn from thc Grcck translation of the O.T. 

"Christ Himself assumed the title, Matt. 7: 21, 22; 9: 38; 22 : 41-45; 
Mark 5 : 19 (cp. Ps. 66 : 16 ; the parallel passage, Luke 8 : 39, has' God ') ; 
Luke 19 : 31 ; John 13 : 13, apparently intending it in the higher senses 
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of its current use, and at the same time suggesting its O.T. associations. 
"His purpose did not become clear to the disciples until after His 

resurrection, and the revelation of His Deity consequent thereon. 
Thomas, when he realised the significance of the presence of a mortal 
wound in the body of a living man, immediately joined with it the absolute 
title of Deity, saying, 'My Lord and my God,' John 20: 28. Thereafter, 
except in Acts IO : 4 and Rev. 7 : 14, there is no record that kurios was 
ever again used by believers in addressing any save God and the Lord 
Jesus ; cp. Acts 2 : 47 with 4 : 29, 30. 

" How soon and how completely the lower meaning bad been super
seded is seen in Peter's declaration in his first sermon afterthe resurrection, 
'God hath made Hirn-Lord,' Acts 2: 36, and that in the house of 
Cornelius, ' He is Lord of all,' ro : 36 ; cp. Deut. ro : r4 ; Matt. II : 25 ; 

Acts I7 : 24. In his writings the implications of his early teaching are 
confirmed and developed. Thus Ps. 34 : 8, ' 0 taste and see that Jehovah 
is good,' is applied to the Lord Jesus, l Pet. 2 : 3, and' Jehovah of Hosts, 
Hirn shall ye sanctify,' Isa. 8: 13, becomes' sanctify in your hearts Christ 
as Lord,' 3: 15. 

"So also James who uses kurios alike of God, I : 7 (cp. v. 5) ; 3 : 9; 
4 : I5 ; 5 : 4, 10, II, and of the Lord Jesus, l : I (where the possibility 
that kai is intendcd cpcxcgetically, i.e.=even, cp. I Thess. 3 : II, should 
not be overlooked) ; 2 : 1 (lit., 'our Lord Jesus Christ of glory,' cp. Ps. 
24: 7; 29: 3; Acts 7 : 2 ; I Cor. 2: 8) ; 5 : 7, 8, while the language of 
4 : ro ; 5 : r5, is equally applicable to either. 

" Jude, v. 4, speaks of' our only-Lord, Jesus Christ,' and immediately, 
v. 5, uses' Lord' of God (see the remarkable marg. here), as he does later, 
VV. 9, I4. 

" Paul ordinarily uses kurios of the Lord Jesus, I Cor. I : 3, e.g., but 
also on occasion, of God, in quotations from the O.T., l Cor. 3 : 20, e.g., and 
in his own words, I Cor. 3 : 5, cp. v. ro. lt is equally appropriate to 
either in I Cor. 7 : 25 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 16 ; 8 : 21 ; I Thess. 4 : 6, and if I Cor. 
II : 32 is tobe interpreted by ro : 21, 22, the Lord Jesus is intended, but if 
by Heb. 12 : 5-g, then kurios here also=God. I Tim. 6 : r5, 16 is probably 
to be understood of the Lord Jesus, cp. Rev. 17 : q. 

"Though John does not use 'Lord' in his Epp., and though, like the 
other Evangelists, he ordinarily uses the personal Name in his narrative, 
yet he occasionally speaks of Hirn as 'the Lord,' John 4 : I ; 6; 23 ; 

II : 2 ; 20 : 20 ; 2I : I2. 

"The full significance of this association of Jesus with God under the 
one appellation, 'Lord,' is seen when it is remembered that these men 
belonged to the only monotheistic race in the world. To associate with 
the Creator one known to be a creature, however exalted, though possible 
to Pagan philosophers, was quite impossible to a Jew. 

" lt is not recorded that in the days of ·His fiesh any of His disciples 
either addressed the Lord, or spoke of Hirn, by His personal Name. Where 
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Paul has occasion to refer to the facts of the gospel history he speaks of 
what the Lord Jesus said, Acts 20 : 35, and did, l Cor. u : 23, and 
suffered, l Thess. 2 : 15 ; 5 : 9, ro. lt is our Lord Jesus who is coming, 
l Thess. 2 : 19, etc. In prayer also the title is given, 3 : n ; Eph. l : 3 ; 
the sinner is invited to believe on the Lord Jesus, Acts 16: 31 ; 20: 21, 
and the saint to look to the Lord Jesus for deliverance, Rom. 7: 24, 25, 
andin the few exceptional cases in which the personal Name stands alone 
a reason is always discernible in the immediate context. 
"The title ' Lord,' as given to the Saviour, in its full significance rests 

upon the resurrection, Acts 2 : 36 ; Rom. ro : 9 ; I4 : 9, and is realised 
only in the Holy Spirit, l Cor. 12 : 3."* 

2. DESPOTES (SE<71TOT7JS), a master, lord, one who possesses supreme 
authority, is used in personal address to God in Luke 2 : 29 ; , Acts 4 : 24 ; 
Rev. 6: ro; with reference to Christ, 2 Pet. 2: l ; Jude 4; elsewhere it is 
translated" master,"" masters," l Tim. 6: l, 2 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 21 (of Christ) ; 
Tit. 2 : 9 ; l Pet. 2 : 18. See MASTER.~ 

Note: For rabboni, rendered "Lord" in the A.V of Mark ro : 51, 
see RABBONI. 

3. MEGISTAN (µ.E'yio-r&.v), akin to megistos, greatest, the superlative 
degree of megas, great, denotes chief men, nobles; it is rendered "lords" 
in Mark 6 : 21, of nobles in Herod's entourage ; " princes „. in Rev. 6 : 15 
and 18 : 23, R. V. (A. V„ " grcat mcn "). ~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. KURIEUÖ (KvpmJw) denotes to be lord of, to exercise lordship 

over, Luke 22: 25; Rom. 6: 9, 14; 7: l ; 14: 9; 2 Cor. l: 24; l Tim. 
6: 15; see DOMINION, B, No. r.~ 

2. KATAKURIEUÖ (Ka-raKvpiEvw), a strengthened form of No. r, is 
rendered "lording it" in t Pet. 5 : 3, R.V. : see DOMINION, B, No. 2. 

C. Adjective. 
KURIAKOS (KvpiaKos), from kurios (A, No. l), signifies pertaining 

to a lord or master ; ' lordly ' is not a legitimate rendering for its use in the 
N.T., where it is used only of Christ; in r Cor. n : 20, of the Lord's Supper, 
or the Supper of the Lord (see FEAST) ; in Rev. r : ro, of the Day of the 
Lord (sec DAY, No. l).~ 

LOSE, (Suffer} LOSS, LOST 
r. APOLLUMI (a1ToAAvµ.i) signifies (I) In the Active Voice, (a) to 

destroy, destroy utterly, kill, e.g„ Matt. ro : 28 ; Mark l : 24 ; 9 : 22 ; 
(b) to lose utterly, e.g., Matt. ro : 42, of losing a reward ; Luke 15 : 4 (rst 
part), of losing a sheep; Luke 9: 25, of losing oneself (of the loss of well
being hereafter) ; metaphorically, John 6: 39, of failing to save; 18: 9, 
of Christ's not losing His own; (II) in the Middle Voice, (a) to perish, of 
things, e.g„ John 6: 12 " (that nothing) be lost" ; of persons, e.g., Matt. 
8: 25, "we perish; "of the loss of eternal life, usually (always in the R.V.) 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 25. 
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translated to perish, John 3 : 16; 17: 12, A.V., "is lost," R.V., 
" perished ; " 2 Cor. 4 : 3, "are perishing," A.V.," are lost " (see PERISH) ; 
(b) tobe lost, e.g., Luke 15 : 4 (2nd part), " which is lost ; "metaphorically, 
from the relation between shepherd and flock, of spiritual destitution and 
alienation from God, Matt. IO: 6, "(the) lost (sheep)" of the house of 
Israel ; Luke 19 : IO (the perfect tense translated " lost " is her~ 
intransitive). See DESTROY. 

2. Z:E:MIOO ({11µ.tow), to damage (akin to zemia, damage, e.g., Acts 
27: IO, 21), is used in the N.T., in the Passive Voice, signifying to suffer 
loss, forfeit, lose, Matt. 16 : 26 ; Mark 8 : 36, of losing one's soul or life ; 
Luke 9: 25, R.V., "forfeit (his own self)," A.V., "be cast away" (for the 
preceding verb see No. l); l Cor. J : 15, "he shall suffer loss," i.c., ut thc 
Judgment-Seat of Christ (see ver. 13 with 2 Cor. 5 : 10) ; 2 Cor. 7 : 9, 
"(that) ye might suffer loss," R.V. (A.V„ "might receive damage "); 
though the Apostle did rcgrct thc ncccssity of making thcm sorry by his 
letter, he rejoiced that they wern m;i.rle sorry after ;i goclly sort, and that 
they thus suffered no spiritual loss, which they would have done had their 
sorrow been otherwise than after a godly manner ; in Phil. 3 : 8, " I 
suffered the loss (of all things)," R.V., i.e„ of all things which he formerly 
counted gain (especially those inverses 5 and 6, to which the article before 
"all things" points). See CAST, FORFEIT.ir 

LOSS 
I. ZEMIA ({11µ.la), akin to No. 2, above, is used in Acts 27: IO, R. V., 

"loss" (A.V., "damage ") ; ver. 21, A.V. and R.V., "loss," of ship and 
cargo; in Phil. 3: 7, 8 of the Apostle's estimate of the things which he 
formerly valued, and of all things on account of '·' the excellency of the 
knowledge of Christ Jesus."ir 

2. APOBOLE (ä:rroßo>..~), lit., casting away (apo, away, ballö, to cast), 
is translafed "loss" in Acts 27 : 22; in Rom. II : 15, "casting away," of 
the temporary exclusion of the nation of Israel from its position of Divine 
favour, involving the reconciling of the world (i.e., the provision made 
through the gospel, which brings the world within the scopc of reconcilia
tion). ir 

3. HETT.E:MA (~-r'T1}µ.a) denotes a defect, loss, Rom. II: 12, R.V., 
"loss," A.V., "diminishing" (for the meaning of which in regard to 
Israel see No. 2); r Cor. 6: 7, R.V., "defect" (A.V., "fault"). See 
DEFECT. 

Note: For "suffer loss" see LosE, No. 2. 

LOT, LOTS 
A. Noun.· 

KLEROS (KAfjpos) denotes (a) an object used in casting or drawing 
lots, which consisted of bits, or small tablets, of wood or stone (the pro
bable derivation is from klaö, to break) ; these were sometimes inscribed 
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with the names of persons, and were put into a receptacle or a garment 
(a lap, Prov. 16 : 33), from w,hich they were cast, after being shaken 
together ; he whose lot first fell out was the one chosen. The method 
was employed in a variety of circumstances, e.g., of dividing or assigning 
property, Matt. 27: 35; Mark 15: 24; Luke 23: 34; John 19: 24 
(cp„ e.g„ Numb. 26 : 55) ; of appointing to office, Acts l : 26 (cp„ e.g., 
l Sam. 10: 20); for other occurrences in the O.T., see, e.g„ Josh. 7 : 14 
(the earliest instance in Scripture) ; Lev. 16: 7-10; Esth. 3 : 7; 9: 24; 
(b) what is 1obtained by lot, an allotted portion, e.g„ of the ministry allotted 
to the Apostles, Acts l : 17, R.V„ "portion," II).arg„ "lot" (A.V., 
"part ") ; in some mss. ver. 25, A.V„ "part" (the R.V. follows those 
which have topos, " place ") ; Acts 8 : 2r ; it is also used like klironomia, 
an inheritance, in Acts 26 : 18, of what God has in grace assigned to the 
sanctified ; so Col. l : 12 ; in l Pet. 5 : 3 it is used of those the spiritual 
care of, and charge over, whom is assignetl to eltlers, R.V., " the charge 
allotted to you" (plural, lit., 'the charges '), A.V., " (God's) heritage." 
From kleros the word " clergy " is derived (a transposition in the applica
tion of the term). See CHARGE, No. 4.~ 

B. Verb. 
LANCHANÖ (,\ayxavw) denotes (a) to draw lots, John 19: 24; (b) to 

obtain by lot, to obtain, Luke l : 9, " his lot was," lit., ' he received by 
lot,' i.e„ by Divine appointment; Acts l : 17, of the portion allotted by 
the Lord to His Apostles in their ministry (cp. A, above) ; 2 Pet. l : l, 

" that have obtained (a like precious faith)," i.e„ by its being allotted to 
them, not by acquiring it for themselves, but by Divine grace (an act 
independent of human control, as in the casting of lots). See ÜBTAIN.~ 

Note: For divide by lot see DIVIDE. 

LOUD 
MEGAS (µiyas}, great, is used, besides other meanings, of intensity, as, 

e.g„ of the force of a voice, e.g„ Matt. 27 : 46, 50 ; in the following the 
R.V. has "great "for the A.V., "loud," Rev. 5: 2, 12; 6: 10; 7: 2, 10; 

8 : 13 ; 10 : 3 ; 12 : 10 ; 14 : 7, 9, 15, 18. See GREAT. 

LOVE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

I. AGAPAO (dya?Taw) and the corresponding noun agape (B, No. l 

below) present " the characteristic word of Christianity, and since the 
Spirit of revelation has used it to express ideas previously unknown, 
enquiry into its use, whether in Greek literature or in the Septuagint, 
throws but little light upon its distinctive meaning in the N.T. Cp., 
howevcr, Lev. rg : 18 ; Deut. 6 : 5. 

"Agape and agapaö are used in the N.T. (a) to describe the attitude of 
God toward His Son, John 17: 26; the human race, generally, John 
3 : 16 ; Rom 5 : 8 ; and to such as believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, 
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particularly, John 14: 21 ; (b) to convey His will to His children concerning 
their attitude one toward another, John 13: 34, and toward all men, 
l Thess. 3 : 12 ; l Cor. 16 : 14 ; 2 Pet. l : 7 ; (c) to express the essential 
nature of God, l John 4 : 8. 

"Love can be known only from the actions it prompts. God's love is 
seen in the gift of His Son, l John 4: 9, ro. But obviously this is not the 
love of complacency, or affection, that is, it was not drawn out by any 
excellency in its objects, Rom. 5 : 8. lt was an exercise of the Divine 
will in deliberate choice, made without assignable cause save that which 
lies in the nature of God Himself, cp. Deut. 7: 7, 8. 

" Love had its perfect expression among men in the Lord Jesus Christ, 
2 Cor. 5 : r4; Eph. 2 : 4; 3 : 19; 5 : 2 ; Christian love is the fruit of 
His Spirit in the Christian, Gal. 5 : 22. 

"Christian love has God for its primary object, and expresses itself 
first of all in implicit obedience to His commandments, John 14: 15, 21, 
23; 15: ro; r John 2: 5; 5: 3; 2 John 6. Self-will, that is, self
pleasing, is the negation of love to God. 

"Christian love, whether exercised toward the brethren, or toward men 
generally, is not an impulse from the feelings, it does not always run with 
the natural inclinations, nor does it spend itself only upon those for whom 
some affinity is discovered. Love. seeks the welfare of all, Rom. r5 : 2, 

and works no i1l to any, r3 : 8-ro; love seeks opportunity to do good to 
' all men, and especially toward them that are of the household of the 
faith,' Gal. 6 : ro. See further r Cor. 13 and Col. 3 : r2-14."* 

In respect of agapaö as used of God, it expresses the deep and constant 
love and interest of a perfect Being towards entirely unworthy objects, 
producing and fostering a reverential love in them towards the Giver, and 
a practical love towards those who are partakers of the same, and a desire 
to help others to seek the Giver. See BELOVED. 

2. PHILEÖ (</>i"Mw) is to be distinguished from agapaö in this, that 
phileö more nearly represents tender affection. The two words are used 
for the love of the Father for the Son, John 3 : 35 (No. l), and 5 : 20 
(No. 2) ; for the believer, 14: 21 (No. r) and r6: 27 (No. 2) ; both, of 
Christ's love for a certain disciple, 13 : 23 (No. l), and 20: 2 (No. 2). 
Yet the distinction between the two verbs remains, and they are never 
used indiscriminately in the same passage; if each is used with reference 
to the same objects, as just mentioned, each word retains its distinctive 
and essential character. 

Phileö is never used in a command to men to love God ; it is, however, 
used as a warning in l Cor. 16 : 22 ; agapaö is used instead, e.g„ Matt. 
22 : 37 ; Luke ro : 27 ; Rom. 8 : 28 ; r Cor. 8 : 3 ; l Pet. l : 8 ; l John 
4 : zr. The distinction between the two verbs finds a conspicuous instance 
in the. narrative of John 21 : 15-17. The context itself indicates that 

• From Note3 on 'J'hessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 105. 
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agapaö in the first two questions suggests the love that values and esteems 
(cp. Rev. 12 : II). lt is an unselfish love, ready to serve. The use of 
phileö in Peter's answers and the Lord's third question, conveys the 
thought of cherishing the Object above all else, of manifesting an affection 
characterised by constancy, from the motive of the highest veneration. 
See also Trench, Syn., §xii. 

Again, to love (phileö) life, from an undue desire to preserve it, forgetful 
of the real object of living, meets with the Lord's reproof, John 12 : 25. 

On the contrary, to love life (agapaö) as used in l Pet. 3 : ro, is to consult 
the true interests- of living. Here the word phileö would be quite in
appropriate. 

Note: In Mark 12: 38, A.V., thelö, to wish, is translated" love" (R.V., 
" desire "). 

B. Nouns. 
l. AGAPE (dyami), the significance of which has been pointed out in 

connection with A, No. l, is always rendered "love" in the R.V. where 
th~ A.V. has "charity," a rendering nowhere used in the R.V. ; in Rom. 
14: 15, where tht: A. V. has " charitably," the K V., adhering to the 
translation of the noun, has " in love." 

Note: In the two statements in l John 4: 8 and 16, " God is love," 
both are used to enjoin the exercise of love on the part of helievers. While 
the former introduces a declaration of the mode in which God's love has 
been manifested (vv. 9, ro), the second introdrices a statement of the 
identification of believers with God in character, and the issue at the 
Judgment-Seat hereafter (ver. 17), an identification represented ideally 
in the sentence " as He is, so are we in this world." 

2. PHILANTHRÖPIA (cfoi>..av8pwTrla) denotes, lit., love for man 
(phileö and anthröpos, man) ; hence, kindness, Acts 28 : 2 ; in Tit. 3 : 4, 
"(His) love toward man."~ Cp. the adverb philanthröpös, humanely, 
kindly, Acts 27 : 3. ~ See KINDNESS. 

Note: For philarguria, love of money, l Tim. 6: ro, see MONEY 
(love of). For Philadelphia, see BROTHER, Note (1). 

LOVE-FEASTS 
AGAPE (dyami) is used in the plural in Jude 12, andin some mss. in 

2 Pet. 2 : 13 ; R.V. marg., "many ancient authorities read' deceivings,' " 
(apatais); so the A.V. These love-feasts arose from the common meals of 
the early churches (cp. l Cor. II : 21). They may have had this origin in 
the private meals of Jewish households, with the addition of the observance 
of the Lord's Supper. There were, however, similar common meals 
among the pagan religious brotherhoods. The evil dealt with at Corinth 
(l.c.) became enha.nced by the presence of immoral persons, who degraded 
the feasts into wanton banquets, as mentioned in 2 Pet. and Jude. In 
later times the agape became detached from the Lord's Supper. 
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LOVELY 
PROSPHILES (TTpoucpJ..~s), pleasing, agreeable, lovely (pros, toward, 

phileö, to love), occurs m Phil. 4: 8. ~ In the Sept., Esth. 5 : l (3rd 
sentence). ~ 

LOVER 
This is combined with other words, forming compound adjectives as 

follows: 
l. PHILOTHEOS (cpi>..68E:os), a lover of God, 2 Tim. 3: 4.~ 
2. PHILOXENOS (cpJ..6~Evos), loving strangers (xenia, hospitality), 

translated " a lover of hospitality " in Tit. l : 8, A. V. (R. V„ " givcn to 
h. ") ; elsewhere, in 1 Tim. 3 : 2 ; l Pet. 4 : 9. See HosPITALITY. -,r 

· 3. PHILAGATHOS (cpJ..ayaOos), loving that which is good (agathos), 
Tit. l: 8, "a lover of good," R.V.~ 

Note: The negative aphilagathos is found in 2 Tim. 3 : 3, "no lovers of 
good."~ 

4. PHILARGUROS (cpi>..apyvpos), loving money (arguros, silvcr), 
translatetl "lovers of moiiey" in Luke 16: 14; 2 Tim. 3 : 2, R.V. (A.V., 
"covetous "). See CovETOUS. ~ 

5. PHILAUTOS (cpt>..avTOs), loving oneself, 2 Tim. 3: 2, "R.V.~ 
6. PHILEDONOS (cpJ..~Sovos), loving pleasure (hedone, pleasure), 

2 Tim. 3 : 4, "lovers of pleasure."~ 
Note: For loving warmly, Rom. 12 : 10, see AFFECTION, B, No. 2.,-i 

For aphilarguros, no lover of money, l Tim. 3 : 3, R.V., and Heb. 13 : 5, 
R.V., see CovETOUS.~ 

LOW (to bring, to make), LOW (estate, degree) 
A. Verb. 

TAPEINOÖ (-raTTE:w6w), to bring low, to humble, is translated "shall 
be brought low" in Luke 3: 5. See HuMBLE. 

B. Adjective. 
TAPEINOS (-ra7TEtv6s) denotes of low degree or estate, Rom. 12: 16, 

"things that are lowly," R.V. (A.V., " men of low estate "). See BASE, 
DEGREE, EsTATE, HuMBLE, LOWLY. 

C. Noun. 
TAPEINÖSIS (-raTTE:lvwuis), abasement, humiliation, low estate, is 

translated "low estate" in Luke l : 48; in Jas. l : ro, "that he is made 
low," lit„ 'in his abasement.' See HUMILIATION. 

LOWER (Adjective, and Verb, to make), LOWEST 
A. Adjectives. 

r. KATÖTEROS (Ka'Tllmpos-), the comparative degree of katö, beneath, 
is used in Eph. 4: 9, of Christ's descent into "the lower parts of the 
earth; " two of the various intcrpretaäons of this phrase are (1) that the 
earth is in view in contrast to heaven, (2) that the region is that of Hades. 
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the Sheol of the O.T. Inasmuch as the passage is describing the effects 
not merely of the Incarnation but of the Death and Resurrection of Christ, 
the second interpretation is to be accepted ; cp„ e.g„ Ps. 16 : 10 ; 63 : 9 ; 
where the Sept. has the superlative ; 139 : 15 ; Acts 2 : 31. Moreover, as 
Westcott says, it is most unlikely that the phrase would be used to describe 
the earth. The word mere (plural of meros), "parts," would have no force 
in such a meaning. ~ 

2. ESCHATOS (€'axa„os), last, utmost, lowest, is rendered "lowest" 
in Luke 14 : 9, 10, of the lowest place at a meal. See LAST. 

B. Verb. 
ELATTOO (J..\anow) denotes to make less (elatti5n, less), and is used in 

the Active Voice in Heb. 2 : 7, "Thou madest (Him) ... lower," andin 
the Passive in ver. 9," was made ... lower," andJohn 3: 30," (I must) 
decrease," (lit„ ' be made less '). ~ 

For LOWER (Verb, ln Jet down) i=iee LET DOWN, No. 2 (d) 

LUWL!NESS, LOWL Y 
A. Noun. 

TAPEINOPHROSUNE (Ta1T€tvocppouüll'T/), lowliness of mind, humble
ness, is translated " lowlincss " or " lowliness of mind " in Acts 20 : l'g, 

R.V.; Eph. 4: 2; Phil. 2: 3. See HUMBLENEss OF MIND. 
B. Adjective. 

TAPEINOS (Ta7T€Lvos), low, lowly: see HUMBLE and Low, B. 

LOWRING (to be) 
STUGNAZO (UTvyvc.f{w), to have a gloomy, sombre appearance (akin 

to stugnos, sombre, gloomy, from a root stug-, to hate; cp. stugetos, 
hateful, Tit. 3 : 3), is said of the human countenance, Mark IO: 22, R.V„ 
"his countenance fell" (A.V„ "he was sad ") ; of the sky, Matt. 16: 3, 
"lowring." See COUNTENANCE, Note (3).~ In the Sept„ Ezek. 27: 35; 
28; 19; 32: IO.~ 

LUCRE (filthy) 
A. Noun. 

KERDOS (1dpoos), gain (cp. kerdainö, to gain, get gain), is translated 
" gain " in Phil. l : 21 and 3 : 7 ; " lucre " in Tit. l : II (preceded by 
aischros, fi.lthy). See GAIN. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
AISCHROKERDES (aloxpoK€pO~>) dcnotes greedy of base gains 

(aischros, and A, as above), r Tim. 3 : 8, "greedy of filthy lucre; " so the 
R.V. in Tit. l : 7, A.V .. "given to) filthy lucre." In s@me mss. l Tim 
.1: 3.~ 

AISCHROKERDOS (alaxpoK€pows) denotes 'from eagerness for base 
gain,' l Pet. 5 : 2, " for filthy lucre."~ 
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LUKEWARM 
CHLIAROS (x.\iapos), tepid, warm (akin to chliö, to become wann, 

not found in the N.T. or Sept.), is used metaphorically in Rev. 3: 16, of 
the state of the Laodicean church, which afforded no refreshment to the 
Lord, such-as is ministered naturally by either cold or hot water.1[ 

LUMP 
PHURAMA (<f.vpaµa) denotes that which is mixed or kneaded (phuraö, 

to mix) ; hence, a lump, either of dough, Rom. II : 16 (cp. Numb. 15 : 2r) ; 
1 Cor. 5 : 6, 7 ; Gal. 5 : 9 (see under LEAVEN) ; of potter's clay, Rom. 
9: 21., 

For LUNATIC see EPILEPTIC 

LUST (Noun and Verb) 
A. lfouns. 

l. EPJTHUMIA (Jm8vµla) denotes strong desire of any kind, the 
various kinds being frequently specified by some adjective (see below). 
The word is used of a good desire in Luke 22 : r5 ; Phil. r : 23, and l Thess. 
2 : r7 only. Everywhere else it has a bad sense. In Rom. 6 : 12 the 
injunction against letting sin reign in our mortal body to obey the lust 
thereof, refers to those evil desires which are ready to express themselves 
in bodily activity. They are equally the lusts of the flesh, Rom. 13 : r4 ; 
Gal. 5 ; r6, 24; Eph. 2 : 3 ; 2 Pet. 2 : r8 ; r John 2 : 16, a phrase which 
describes the emotions of the soul, the natural tendency towards things 
evil. Such lusts are not necessarily base and immoral, they may be 
refined in character, but are evil if inconsistent with the will of God. 

Other descriptions beMdes those already mentioned are :-" of the 
mind," Eph. 2 : 3 ; " evil (desire)," Col. 3 : 5 ; " the passion of," r Thess. 
4 : 5, R.V. ; " foolish and hurtful," r Tim. 6 : 9; "youthful," 2 Tim. 
2 : 22 ; " divers," 2 Tim. 3 : 6 and Tit. 3 : 3 ; " their own," 2 Tim. 4 : 3 ; 
2 Pet. 3 : 3 ; Jude r6; "worldly," Tit. 2 : r2 ; "his own," Jas. r : r4; 
"your former," r Pet. r : r4, R.V. ; "fieshly," 2: rr; "of men," 4: 2; 
"of defilement," 2 Pet. 2: lO; "of the eyes," r John 2: r6; of the world 
(" thereof "), ver. r7 ; " their own ungodly," Jude r8. In Rev. 18 : r4 
" (the fruits) which thy soul lusted after " is, lit„ ' of thy soul's lust.' See 
DESIRE, A, No. r (where associated words are noted). 

2. OREXIS (~p(eis), lit., a reaching or stretching after (akin to 
oregomai, to stretch oneself out, reach after), a general term for every kind 
of desire, is used in Rom. r : 27, "lust.", 

3. H~DON~ (.,;8ov'7). pleasure, is translated "lusts," in the A.V. of 
Jas. 4: r, 3 (R.V„ "pleasures "). See PLEASURE. 

Note: In r Thess. 4: 5, A.V„ pathos, passion (R.V., "passion "), is 
translated "lust," which is the better rendering of the next word 
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epithumia, rendered "concupiscence." Pathos is described by Trench as 
"the diseased condition out of which epithumia springs." In l Cor. 12 6: 
epithumetes, a Inster after, is rendered to lust. 

B. Verb. 
EPITHUMEÖ (€m8vµiw), akin to A, No. l, has the same twofold 

meaning as the noun, namely (a) to desire, used of the Holy Spirit against 
the fiesh, Gal. 5 : 17 (see below) ; of the Lord Jesus, Luke 22 : 15, " 1 have 
desired ; " of the holy angels, l Pet. l : 12 ; of good men, for good things, 
Matt. 13 : 17 ; l Tim, 3 : l ; Heb. 6 : II ; of men, for things without moral 
quality, Luke 15 : 16 ; 16 : 21 ; 17 : 22 ; Rev. 9 : 6 ; (b) of evil desires, 
in respect of which it is translated to lust in Matt. 5 : 28; l Cor. ro : 6; 
Gal. 5 : 17 (1st part; see below) ; Jas. 4: 2; to covet, Acts 20: 23; 
Rom. 7: 7; 13: 9. See CovET, DESIRE, B, No. 2.if 

Notes: (1) in Gai. 5 : 17, in the statement, "the fiesh lusteth against 
the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh," the Holy Spirit is intended, as 
in the preceding verse. To walk by the Spirit involves the opposition 
here referred to. The verb " lusteth " is not repeated in the second part 
of the statement, but must in some way be supplied. Since in modern 
English the word " lust " is used exclusively in a bad sense, it is unsuitable 
as a translation of epithumeö, where the word is used in a good sense. 
As the rendering" desire" is used of the Lord Jesus (as mentioned above), 
it may be best so understood here in respect of the Holy Spirit. 

(2) In James 4: 5 the R.V. translates correctly in giving two questions; 
each of a rhetorical character, asked by way of remonstrance. The first 
draws attention to the fact that it is impossible for the Scripture to speak 
in vain ; the second to the impossibility that the Holy Spirit, whom God 
has caused to dwell in the believer, should" long (unto envying)," epipotheö 
(A.V., "lust "). Here again, not the human spirit is in view, but the 
Spirit of God ; cp. l Cor. 6 : 19. See LONG. 

For LYING (falsehood) see LIE, and for LYING (in wait) see LIE 
IN WAIT.· 
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MAD, MADNESS 
A. Verbs. 

MAD 

I. MAINOMAI (µa.lvoµa.t), tu rage, be mad, is translated by the verb 
tobe mad in John IO : 20; Acts 12 : 15 ; 26 : 24, 25 ; r Cor. 14: 23 ; see 
BEsIDE ÜNESELF, No. 2. 

2. EMMAINOMAI (lµµalvoµa,), an intensive form of No. r, prefixed 
by en, in, implying fierce rage, to bc furious against ; it is renderefl " heing 
exceedingly mad" in Acts 26: II (cp. 9: r)., 

B. NoUWI. 
r. MANIA (µavla), akin to A, and transliterated into English, denotes 

f:renzy, madness, Acts 26 : 24 " (thy much learning doth turn thee to) 
madness," R.V.; A.V., "(doth make thee) mad.""1 

2. ANOIA (ävoia), lit., without understanding (a, negative, nous, mind, 
understanding), denotes folly, 2 Tim. 3 : 9, and this finding its expression 
in violent rage, Luke 6: II. See FoLLY., 

3. PARAPHRONIA (7rapa<f>povla), madness (from para, contrary to, 
and phren, the mind), is used in 2 Pet. 2: 16., Cp. paraphroneö, 2 Cor. 
II : 23, ' 1 speak like one distraught.', 

MADE (be) 
A. Verbs. 

I. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become, is sometimes translated by the 
Passive Voice of the verb to make, e.g., Matt. 9: 16; John r: 3 (three 
times), 10 ; 8 : 33 ; Rom. II : 9; I Cot. l : 30 ; 3 : 13 ; 4 : 9, 13 ; 
Eph. 2 : 13 ; 3 : 7 ; Phil. 2 : 7 (but R.V. m<J,rg., " becoming ") ; Col. l : 23, 
25 ; Heb. 5 : 5 ; 6 : 4; 7 : 12, 16, 21, 26 ; II : 3 ; Jas. 3 : 9 ; l Pet. 2 : 7. 
In many places the R.V. translates otherwise, and chiefly by the verb to 
become, e.g„ Matt. 25 : 6, " there is ; " 27 : 24, " was arising ; " John 
r : 14, " became; " John 2 : 9, " become ; " Rom. l : 3, " born ; " 2 : 25, 
"is become;" lO: 20, "became;" Gal. 3 : 13, "having become;" 
4 : 4, " born " (twice) ; Heb. 3 : 14, " are become ; " 7 : 22, " hath ... 
become." 

2. KEIMAI (11:"'rµat), to lic, is sometimes used as the Passive Vuice of 
tithemi, to put ; it is translated 1' is (not) made " in r Tim. r : q, of the 
Law, where a suitable rendering would be ' is (not) enacted.' 

Notes: (r) In 2 Pet. 2 : 12, A.V„ the verb .gennaö, to beget, in the 
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Passive Voice, tobe born, is translated" made" (R.V„ "born "). (2) In 
Luke 3 : 5, A.V. (3rd statement), the future tense of eimi, tobe, is trans
lated "shall be made" (R.V., "shall become ") ; in the next sentence 
there is nothing in the original representing " shaU be made ". (3) In 
Acts 16: 13, A.V., the infinitive mood of eimi, tobe, is translated" tobe 
made" (of prayer), R.V., "there was (a place of prayer)." (4) For the 
translation of words in which the Eng. " made " forms a part of another 
verb, see under those words, e.g., CoNFESSION, KNOWN, LIKE, Low, 
PAYMENT, RICH, SUBJECT. 

B. Noun. 
POI.E:MA (1Tol71µ.a.}, whence Eng., .poern, denotes that which is made 

(from poieö, to do, rnake), Rom. l : 20, " the things that are made; " 
Eph. 2: 10, •.•(His) workmanship."~ 

MAGISTRATE 
I. STRAT.RGOS (O"TpaT7Jy&s-), besides its application to the captain of 

the Temple (see CAPTAIN), denotes a magistrate or governor, Acts 16 : 20, 
22, 35, 36, 38. These were, in Latin terminology, the duumviri or pratores, 
so called in towns which were R-0man colonies. They were attended by 
lictors or "serjeants," who executed their orders. In the circumstances 
of Acts 16 they exceeded their powers, in giving orders for Roman 
"citizens" tobe scourged; hence they became suppliants; See CAPTAIN. 

2. ARCHÖN (apxwv}, a ruler, denotes, in Luke 12 : 58, a local authority, 
a magistrate, acting in the capacity of one who received complaints, and 
possessing higher authority than the judge, to whom the magistrate 
remits the case. See CHIEF, PRINCE, RuLER. 

Notes: (1) In Luke 12 : II, A.V., arche, a beginning, rule, principality, 
is translated " magistrates ; " the word, however, denotes rulers in 
general: hence the R.V., "rulers." (2) For the A.V. of Tit. 3: l, "to 
obey magistrates," see ÜBEY, B, No. 3. 

MAGNIFICENCE 
MEGALEIOT.E:S (p.€)'aA€t6T7Js-) denotes splendour, magnificence (from 

megaleios, magnificent, "mighty," Aots 2 : II, megas, great), translated 
"magnificence" in Acts 19: 27, of the splendour of the goddess Diana. 
In Luke 9: 43, R.V. (A.V., "mighty power"); in 2 Pet. l : 16," majesty.!' 
In the papyri writings it is frequent as a ceremonial titlc., 

MAGNIFY 
MEGALUNO (p.€ya.Avvw), to rnake great (megas), is translated to mag

nify in Luke l : 46; in ver. 58, R.V., "had magnified (His mercy)," A.V., 
" had shewed great (mercy) ; " Acts 5 : 13 ; lO : 46 ; 19 : I7 ; 2 Cor. 
10: 15, R.V. (A.V., "we shall be enlarged "), i.e., by their faith in its 
practical effect he will be so assisted as to enlarge the scope of his Gospel 
ministry and carry its message to regions beyond them; in Phil. I: 20, 
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of the magnifying of Christ by him in his body, i.e., in all his activities and 
ways. In Matt. 23 : 5, it signifies to enlarge. See ENLARGE., 

Note: In Rom. II : 13, A.V., the verb ioxazö, to glorify, is translated 
"1 magnify (my office)," R.V., "1 glorify (my ministry)." See GLORIFY. 

MAID, MAIDEN, MAIDSERVANT 
r. PAIS (1Tats), a child, denotes a maid or maiden in Luke 8 : 51 and 

54, R.V., "maiden" in both places. See CHILD, MANSERVANT, SERVANT, 
SoN, YouNG MAN. 

2. PAIDISKE (1Tat8lulC'l'J), a diminutive of No. l, is translated" rnaid ", 
"maids," in the A.V. and R.V. in Mark 14: 66, 69; Luke 22: 56; in 
the R.V. (A.V „ "damsel "),in Matt. 26: 69; John 18: 17; Acts 12 : 13; 
16 : 16 ; in Luke 12 : 45, " maidservants " (A. V. " maidens ") ; in Gal. 
4: 22, 23, 30, 31, R.V., "handmaid" (A.V., "bondmaid" or "bond
woman "). See BoNDMAID, DAMSEL., 

3. KORASION (Kopauiov), a colloquial; familiar term, is translated 
"maid" in Matt. 9: 24, 25, A.V. (R.V., "damsel "). See DAMSEL, No. r. 

MAIMED 
l. ANAP.E:ROS, or ANAPEIROS (&.v&.1T7Jpos), crippled, maimed (from 

ana, up, and peros, disabled in a limb); is found in Luke 14 : lJ, 21., 
2. KULLOS (icv..Uos) denotes crooked, crippled (akin to kuliö, to roll) ; 

in Matt. 15 : 30, 31, translated "inairned" ; so in 18 : 8, A.V. (R.V„ 
"halt") and Mark 9: 43 (A.V. and R.V.). See HALT., 

For MAINSAIL see FORESAIL 

MAINTAIN 
PROISTEMI (1TpolCT7TJµt), to preside, rule, also means to maintain, 

Tit. 3: 8 and 14," to maintain (good works)," R.V. marg„ "profess honest 
occupations" (A.V., marg ... "trades "). The usage of the phrase kala 
uga (good works) in the J;>astoral Epistles is decisive. for the rendering 
"good works," here. See ÜVER (to be), RuLE. 

MAJESTY 
I. MEGALEIOTES (µEyaAnoT7Js) : see MAGNIFICENCE. 
2. MEGALOSUNE lµEyaAw~V7J), from megas, great, denotes greatness, 

majesty ; it is used of God the Father, signifying His greatness and 
dignity, in Heb. r : 3, " the Majesty (on high)," and 8 : l, " the Majesty 
(in the Heavens) ; " and in an ascription of praise acknowledging the 
attributes of God in Jude 25., 

MAKE 
l. POIEO (1Toilw), to do, to make, is used in the latter sense (a) of 

constructing or producing anything, of the creative acts of God, e.g., 
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Matt. 19 : 4 (2nd part) ; Acts 17 : 24; of the acts of human beings, e.g., 
Matt. 17 : 4 ; Acts 9 : 39 ; (b) with nouns denoting a state or condition, 
to be the author of, to cause, e.g., peace, Eph. 2 : 15 ; Jas. 3 : 18 ; 
stumblingblocks, Rom. 16 : 17 ; (c) with nouns involving the idea of action 
(or of something accomplished by action), so as to express the idea of the 
verb more forubly (the Middle Voice is commonly used in this respect, 
suggesting the action as being. of special interest to the doer) ·; for · the 
Active Voice see, e.g., Mark 2: 23, of making one's way, where the idea is 
not that the disciples made a path through the standing corn, but simply 
that they went, the phrase being equivalent to going, "(they began) as 
they went (to pluck the ears) ; " other instances of the Active are Rev. 
13: 13, 14; 16: 14; 19: 20; for the Middle Voice (the ' dynamic' or 
'subjective' Middle), see, e.g'., John 14: 23, ".will make Our abode;" 
in Acts 20: 24, "none of these things move me," lit., ' I make account of 
none of these things;' 25: 17, "I made no delay," R.V.; Rom. 15 : 26; 
Eph. 4: 16; Heb. l: 2; 2 Pet. l: to; (d) to make ready or prepa1e, 
e.g., a dinner, Luke 14: 12; a supper, John 12 : 2 ; (e) to acquire, providc 
a thing for oneself, Matt. 25 : 16 ; Luke 19 : 18 ; (f) to render or make 
onc or oncsclf anything, or cause a person or thing to become something, 
e;g„ Matt. 4: 19; 12 : 16, "make (Hirn known) ; " John 5 : II, 15, to 
make whole ; 16 : 2, lit„' they shall makc (you put out of the synagogue) ; ' 
Eph. 2 : 14; Heb, l : 7; to change one thing into another, Matt. 21 : 13 ; 
John 2 : 16; 4: 46; l Cor. 6: 15 ; (g) to constitute one anything, e.g., 
Acts 2 : 36; (h) to declare one or oneself anything, John 5 : 18, "making 
(Himself e<pial with God) ; " 8: 53; 10 : 33 ; 19: 7, 12 ; l John l : 10; 

5: 10; (i) to make one do a thing, e.g„ Luke 5: 34; John 6: 10; Rev. 
3: 9. See Do, No. l, and other renderings there. 

2. TITHEMI (-rl8111-u), to put, is used in the same way as No. l (/), 

Matt. 22 : 44 ; Mark 12 : 36 ; Luke 20 : 43 ; Acts 2 : 35 ; l Coi. 9 : 18 
(of making the Gospel without charge); Heb. l: 13; IO: 13; 2 Pet. 
2 : 6; as No. l (g), Acts 20: 28; Rom. 4: 17. See APPOINT, No. 3. 

3. DIATITHEMI (8ia-rl97]µ.i), to covenant, is rendercd " I will make" 
(the noun diatheke, a covenant, being expressed additionally), in the 
Middle Voice, in Acts 3 : 25 ; Heb. 8 : .IO and 10 : 16, lit„ ' I will covenant ' 
(see R.V„ marg.). See APPOINT, No. 4. 

4. KATHIST:F:MI (1ea8lCTT7Jµ.i), to set down, set in order, appoint, is 
used in the same way as No. l (g) in Acts 7: IO, 27, 35 ; Heb. 7 : 28, A.V. 
(R.V., "appöinteth"); as No. l (/) in Rom. 5: 19 (twice). See 
APPOINT, No. 2. 

5. SUNISTEMI (uvvlCTT7]µ.i), to commend, prove, estabHsh, is used iri 
Gal. 2 : Iß, much as in No. r (g), " I make mysclf (a. trunsgrcssor)," 
i.e., 'I constitute (or prove) myself etc.' See APPROVE, No. 2. 

6. DIDÖMI (8l8wµ.i), to give, is used in 2 Thess. 3: 9 in much the same 
sense as No. l (g), "to make (ourselves an ensample) ; " in Rev. 3: 9 
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(1st part), R.V., " 1 will give," the sense is virtually the same as poieö in 
the 2nd part of the verse, see No. r (i). See GIVE. 

7. EPITELEÖ (€mTEMw), to complete, is translated "to make" in 
Heb. 8 : 5 (1st pad), R.V. marg., "complete" [in the 2nd part No. r is 
used in sense (a)]. See AccoMPLISH. 

8. SUNTELEÖ (C1t1VTEMw), to end, fulfil, is translated "1 will make" 
in Heb. 8 : 8 :, said of the new covenant. See END. 

9. EIMI (Elµ,t), tobe, is translated" make" in Mark 12: 42, Iit„ 'which 
is (a farthing).' 

ro. PROSPOIEÖ (7rpocnroilw), primarily, to claim, is used in the Middle 
Voice with the meaning to make as if, in Luke 24: 28, of the Lord's action 
regarding the two on the way to Emmaus. ~ In the Sept., r Sam. 2r : r3 ; 
Job 19: r4.~ 

II. KATECHÖ (icaTlxw), to hold fast (kata, down, intensive, echö, to 
hold), is used of making for a place, in Acts 27: 40, R.V„ " they made 
for" (A.V., "they made toward "). See HOLD, 

r2. PROKATARTIZÖ (7rpoicamp'Tl{w), to render fit (fitted; artos, a 
joint) bcforchand, is used in 2 Cor. 9: 5, "to make up beforehand."~ 

Notes: (1) In Heb. 9: 2, A.V., kataskeuazö, to prepare, is translated 
"made" (R.V., "prepared "). (2) In Eph. 2: r5, A.V.; ktizö, to create, 
is translated "make" (R.V„ "create "). (3) In Acts 26: r6, A.V., 
procheirizö, to determine, choose, is translated "make" (R.V., 
"appoint "). (4) In Gal. 3 : 16, A.V., erö, to speak, is translated "were 
... made " (R. V., " were ... spoken "). (5) In Luke r4 : 3r, A.V., 
sumballö, to meet with, in hostile sense, is rendered in combination with 
the phrase eis polemon, in war, " to make war ; " R. V., " to encounter 
(in war)." (6) In Rom. r4: r9 "the things which make for peace" is, 
lit., ' the things of peace.' (7) In Acts 22 : r the verb " I make " repre
sents no word in the original, lit., 'hear now my defence unto you.' 
(8) The Eng. verb to make forms with many other verbs a rendering of 
single Greek verbs which are given under the respective headings. (9) 
For "made," Luke r9: r6, R.V., see GAIN, Note (r). 

MAKER 
DEMIOURGOS (87Jµ,iovpy6i;), lit., one who works for the people (from 

demos, people, ergon, work; an ancient inscription speaks of the magis
trates of Tarsus as demiourgoi : the word was formerly used thus regarding 
several towns in Greece; it is also found used of an artist), came to denote, 
in general usage, a builder or maker, and is used of God as the Maker of 
the Heavenly City, Heb. II : ro. In that passage the first word of the 
two, technites, denotes an architect, designer, the second, demiourgos, is 
the actual Framer ; the city is the archetype of the earthly one which 
God chose for His earthly people. ~ Cp. ktistes, creator. 

For TENT-MAKER see Vol. IV, p. u8 
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MALE 
ARStN or ARR:E:N (Ö.pCT'l'Jv) is translated" men "in Rom. l : 27 (three 

times) ; " man child ·~ in Rev. 12 : 5 (ver. 13 in some mss.) ; " male " in 
Matt. 19 : 4; Mark 10 : 6; Luke 2 : 23; Gai. 3 : 28, "(there can be no) 
male (and female)," R.V„ i.e., sex-distinction does not obtain in Christ; 
sex is no barrier either to salvation or the development of Christian graces. 
See MAN.~ 

MALEFACTOR 
I. KAKOURGOS (ica.icovpyos), an adjective, lit., evil-working (kakos, 

evjl, ergon, work), is used as a noun, translated " malefactor(-s) " in 
Luke 23: 32, 33, 39, andin the R.V. in 2 Tim. 2: 9 (A.V., "evil doer "). 
See EvrL, B, Note (1). In the Sept., Prov. 21 : 15. ~ 

2. KAKOPOIOS {1ea.1eo11oi.Os), an adjective, Iit., doing evil, is used in 
l Pet. 2 : 12, 14 ; 3 : 16 (in some mss.) ; 4 : 15. See EvrL, B, No. 5. ~ 

MALICE, MALICIOUSNESS, 
MALICIOUS 

KAKIA (ica.icla.), badness in quality (the opposite of arete, excellence), 
"the vicious character generally" (Lightfoot), is translated "malice" in 
l Cor. 5 : 8 ; 14 : 20 ; Eph. 4 : 31 ; Col. 3 : 8 ; Tit. 3 : 3 ; l Pet. 2 : l, 
A.V. (R.V„ "wickedness"; marg., "malice "); "maliciousness" in 
Rom. l : 29; in l Pet. 2 : 16, A.V. (R.V., "wickedness; " marg., 
"malice "). Elsewhere, Matt. 6: 34; Acts 8: 22 ; Jas. l : 21 (R.V. 
marg., "malice"). See EvIL, B, No. I.~ 

Note: In 2 John 10, A.V., poneros, evil, wicked (see EvIL, A, No. 2). is 
translated " malicious " (R.V., " wicked "). 

MALIGNITY 
KAKOtTHEIA (ica.ico1}8t:ia.), lit., bad manner or character (kakos, bad, 

ethos, manner), hence, an evil disposition that tends to put the worst 
construction on everything, malice, malevolence, craftiness, occurs in 
Rom. l : 29, as the accompaniment of dolos, guile. ~ 

MAMMON 
MAMÖNAS (µa.µwvas), a common Aramaic word for riches, akin to a 

Hebrew word signifying tobe firm, stedfast (whence Amen), hence, that 
which is tobe trusted; Gesenius regards it as derived from a Heb. word 
signifying " treasure " (Gen. 43 : 23) ; it is personified in Matt. 6 : 24 ; 
Luke 16 : 9, II, 13. ~ 

MAN (see also MEN) 
I. ANTHRÖPOS (ö.v8pw11os} is used (a) generally. of a human being, 

male or female, without reference to sex or nationality, e.g„ Matt. 4 : 4 ; 
12: 35 ; John 2 : 25 ; (b) in distinction from God, e.g., Matt. 19: 6; 
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John IO: 33; Gal. l : II ; Col. 3 : 23 ; (c) in distinction from animals 
etc., e.g., Luke 5: lO; (d) sometimes, in the plural, of men and women, 
people, e.g., Matt. 5 : 13, 16 ; in Mark II : 2 and l Tim. 6 : 16, Jit., ' no 
one of men ; ' (e) in some instances with a suggestion of human frailty and 
imperfection, e.g., l Cor. 2: 5; Acts 14: 15 (2nd part); (/)in the phrase 
translated" after man,"" after the manner of ~en," "as a man" (A.V.), 
lit. 'according to (kata) man,' is used only by t.i;le Apostle Paul, of "(1) the 
practices of fallen humanity, l Cor. 3 : 3 ; (2) anything of human origin, 
Gal. l : II ; (3) the laws that govern the administration of justice among 
men, Rom. 3 : 5 ; (4) the standard generally accepted among men, Gal. 
3 : 15 ; (5) an illustration not drawn from Scripture, l Cor. 9 : 8 ; (6) 
probably=' to use a figurative expression' (see A.V., marg.), i.e., to speak 
evil of men with whom he had contended at Ephesus as 'beasts' (cp. 
l Cor. 4 : 6), l Cor. 15 : 32; Lightfoot prefers 'from worldly motives; ' 
but the other interpretation, No. (4), seems to make better sense. See 
also Rom. 6 : 19, where, however, the Greek is slighlly different, 
anthröpinos, 'pertaining to mankind; '" the meaning is as Nos. (5) and 
(6).* ' 

(g) in the phrase "the inward man," the regenerate person's spiritual 
nature personified, the inner self of the believer, Rom. 7 : 22, as approving 
of the Law of God; in Eph. 3: 16, as the sphere of the renewing power of 
the Holy Spirit ; in 2 Cor. 4: 16 (where anthröpos is not repeated), in 
contrast to" the outward man," the physical frame, the man as cognizable 
by the senses ; the " inward " man is identical with " the hidden man of 
the hcart," l Pet. 3 : 4. 

(h) in the expressions "the old man," "the new man," which arc con
fined to Paul's Epistles, the former standing for the unregenerate nature 
personified as the former self of a believer, which, having been crucified 
with Christ, Rom. 6: 6, is tobe apprehended practically as such, and to 
be "put off," Eph. 4: 22; Col. 3 : 9, being the source and seat of sin; the 
latter, "the new man," standing for the new nature personified as the 
believer's regenerate self, a nature " created in rightcousness and holiness 
of truth," Eph. 4: 24, and having been "put on" at regeneration, Col. 
3 : lO ;. being "renewed after the image of Hirn that created him," it is 
to be " put on " in practical apprehension of these facts. 

(i) often joined with another noun, e.g., Matt. II : 19, lit., ' a man, a 
glutton ; ' 13 : 52, lit., ' a man, a householder ; ' 18 : 23, " a certain 
king," lit., ' a man, a king.' 

(j) as equivalent simply to' a person,' or' one,' whether man or woman, 
e.g„ Acts 19 : r6; Rom. 3: 28 ; Gal. 2 : 16 ; Jas. l : 19 ; 2 : 24 ; 3 : 8 
(like the pronoun tis, someone; tis is rendered "man" in Matt. 8 : 28) ; 
or, again (as li~ sumetimes sig11iües), "a ma11, 11 e.g., Matt. i7 . i4, Luke 
13: 19. 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 139. 
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(k) dcfinitely, with the article, of some particular person, Matt. 12 : 13; 
Mark 3 : 3, 5 ; or with the demonstrative pronoun and the article, e.g., 
Matt. 12 : 45 ; Luke 14 : 30. For the phrase " the Son of man" see 
Sox OF MAN. For "the man of sin," 2 Thess. 2: 3, see INIQL'ITY, No. 1 

(l) in the phrase " the man of God," 2 Tim. 3 : 17, not used as an 
official designation, nor denoting a special dass of believers, it specifies 
what every bcliever should be, namely, a person whose life and conduct 
represent the mind of God and fulfil His will ; so in l Tim. 6 : II, " 0 man 
of God." Some regard this in the O.T. sense as of a prophet acting in a 
uisliuclive cha1acle1' JJOS::;essed of Divine authority; but the context is 
of such a general character as to confirm the more extended designation 
here. 

Notes: (1) In Gai. 3: 28, the R.V. adds the italicised word "man" 
(" ye all arc one man in Christ Jesus"), in accordance with Eph. 2 : 15, 
which speaks of Jew and Gentile as bccoming "one new man" in Christ. 
The figure is closely analogous to that of " the body." In these two 
pa1>!lage11 "one '' i!'I masculinc, i.c„ 'onc pcrson:' in John ro: JO; IT: ."i2; 
17 : 21, 22, 23, "one" is neuter, 'one thing,' as in l Cor. 3 : 8; II : 5. 
The tirst two, in Gal. 3 and Eph. 2, express vital union, present and eternal; 
in John 17 the union is moral, a process in course of accomplishment. 
(z) For philantltröpia, Tit. 3 : 4, " (His) love toward man," see KIND, C, 
No. 2. 

(3) In Rev. 9: 20, the R.V. translates the genitive plural of ant,':röpos 
with the article, " mankind" (A.V., "the men ") ; it might have been 
rendered ' (the rest) of men,' 

2. ANER (dv~p) is never used of the female sex; it stands (a) in 
distinction from a woman, Acts 8 : 12 ; l Tim. 2 : 12 ; as a husband, 
Matt. l : 16; John 4: 16; Rom. 7: 2; Tit. l : 6; (b) as distinct from a 
boy or infant, l Cor. 13 : II ; metaphorically in Eph. 4: 13 ; (c) in 
conjunction with an adjective or noun, e.g., Luke 5 : 8, lit., ' a man, a 
sinner; ' 24 : 19, lit., 'a man, a prophet ; ' often in terms of address, 
e.g., Acts l : 16 ; 13 : 15, 26; 15 : 7, 13, lit., ' men, brethren ; ' with 
gentilic or local names (virtually a title of honour), e.g., Acts 2 : 14; 
22 : 3, lit., ' Judrean men,' ' a Judrean man ; ' 3 : 12 ; 5 : 35, lit., 
' Israelite men ; ' 17 : 22, ' Athenian men ; ' 19 : 35, lit., ' Ephesian men ; ' 
in Acts 14 : 15 it is used in addressing a company of men, without any 
descriptive term. In this verse, however, the distinction between aner 
and anthröpos (2nd part) is noticeable; the use of the latter comes under 
No. l (e) ; (d) in general, a man, a male person (used like the pronoun 
tis, No. 3), "a man " (i.e., a certain man), e.g., Luke 8 : 41 ; in the plural, 
Acts 6: II. 

3. TIS (n>), some one, a rPrt;iin one, is ren<lered "a man," a certain 
man, e.g., in Matt. 22: 24; Mark 8: 4, A.V. (R.V., "one "); 12: 19; 
John 3: 3, 5; 6: 50; 14: 23; 15: 6, 13; Acts 13: 41, A.V. (R.V., 'one '); 
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l Cor. 4 : 2; l Tim. l : 8; 2 Tim. 2 : 5, 21 ; Jas. 2 : 14, 18; l Pet. 2 : 19; 
l John 4: 20. 

4. ARREN and ARStN (Ö.p<TTJv): s~e MALE. 
5. TELEIOS (T€A€tos), perfect, is translated "men" in l Cor. 14: 20, 

R.V. marg„ "of full age," A.V. marg„ "perfect, or, of a ripe age." See 
PERFECT. 

Note: In many cases the word "man" is combined with an adjective 
tq translate one word in the original. These will be found under various 
other headings. 

For MAN-CHILD see MALE 

MAN'S, OF MAN, MANKIND (see also MEN) 
ANTHRÖPINOS (av8pc{nnvos), human, belonging to man (from 

anthröpos, see MAN, No. l), is used (a) of man's wisdoi;n, in l Cor. z : 13 
(some ffi!:}S. have it in ver. 4, where indced il is implied ; see, howcver, 
the R.V.) ; (b) of "man's judgement," l Cor. 4: 3 (m;ll'g„ " day : " see 
DAY) ; (c) of "mankind," Jas. 3 : 7, lit., " the human nature," R.V. 
marg. (A.V. marg„ "nature of man") ; (d) of human ordinance, l Pet. 
2 : 13 ; Moulton and Milligan show from the papyri how strongly anti
thetic to the Divine the use of the word is in this respect ; (e) of ternpta
tion, l Cor. 10: 13, R.V., "such as man can bear" (A.V„ "such as is 
common to man "), i.e., such as must and does come to men ; (f) of 
men's hands, Acts 17: 25; (g) in the phrase " after the manner of men," 
Rom. 6: 19.fi 

Notes: (1) In Luke 16: 12, A.V„ allotrios, belonging to another 
(allos, another), here used as a pronoun, is translated "anothcr man's" 
(R.V., "another's "); so, as an adjective, in Rom. 14: 4; 15: 20; 

2 Cor. IO : 15, 16 (in this last the R.V. omits "man "). (2) In Acts 
27: 22 there is no word representing "man's;" the R.V. has "of life." 
(3) In Rom. 5: 17, the R.V. rightly has" the trcspass of the one," for A.V., 
"one man's offence." 

MAN GER 
PHATNE (</>&:rYrJ), a manger, Luke 2: 7, 12, 16, also denotes a stall, 

13: 15.fi So in the Sept., the word denoted not only a manger but, by 
metonymy, the stall or " crib " (Prov. 14 : 4) containing the manger. 

MANIFEST (Adjective and Verb) 
A. Adjectives. 

l. EMPHANES (€µ<f>avljs), manifest (akin to emphainö, to show in, to 
exhibit ; en, in, phainö, to cause to shine), is used (a) literally in Acts 
IO: 40, R.V." (gave Hirn tobe made) manifest;" (b) metaphorically in 
Rom. 10: 20," (I was made) manifest". See ÜPENLY.~ Cp. B, No. 2. 

2. PHANEROS (cpav€p6s), open to sight, visible, manifest (the root 
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phan-, signifying shining, exists al$o in No. l), is translated" manifest" 
in Luke 8: 17; Acts 4: 16; 7: 13, R.V. (A.V., "known "); Rom. l: 19; 
l Cor. 3 : 13 ; II : 19 ; 14 : 25 ; Gal. 5 : 19 ; Phil. l : 1-J ; l Tim. 4 : 15 
(A.V., "appear ") ; l John 3 : IO. See APPEAR, B, Note (2), KNOW, 
B, No. 2, ÜPENLY, ÜUTWARDLY. 

3. APHANES (d.ef>a.vr}s) denotes unseen, hidden, Heb. 4: 13, "not 
manifest" (a, negative, and phainö).~ In the Sept., Neh. 4: 8; Job 
24: 20.~ 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. 15 : 27, A.V. delos, evident, is translated "mani
fest" (R.V., "evident"). (2) So with ekdelos, 2 Tim. 3 : 9, an intensive 
form of delos, signifying quite evident.~ (3) In l Tim. 5 : 25, A. V., prodelos, 
evident beforehand, clearly evident, is translated" manifest beforehand" 
(R.V., " evident ") ; see EVIDENT. (4) For" manifest token," see ToKEN. 

B. Verbs. 
l. PHANEROÖ (ef>a.vEpow), to make visible, clear, manifest, known 

(akin to A, No. 2), is used especially in the writings of the Apostles John 
and Paul), occurring 9 times in the Gospel, 9 times in 1 John, 2 in Rev. ; 
in the Pauline Epistles (including Heb.) 24 times; in the other Gospels, 
only in Mark, 3 times ; elsewhere in l Pet. l : 20 ; 5 : 4. 

The true meaning is to uncover, lay bare, reveal. The following are 
variations in the rendering, which should be noted: Mark 16: 12, 14 (R.V., 
"was manifested," A.V.," appeared ") ; John 21 : l (R.V.," manifested," 
A.V., "shewed;" cp. ver. 14); Rom. l: 19 (R.V., "manifested," A.V., 
"hath shewed ") ; 2 Cor. 3 : 3 (R.V., "being made manifest," A.V., "are 
manifestly declared ") ; 2 Cor. 5 : 10; 7 : 12 and Rev. 3 : 18 (R.V., "be 
made manifest," A.V., "appear ") ; 2 Cor. II : 6 (R.V., "we have made it 
manifest," A.V., "we have been throughly made manifest") ; Col. l : 26 
(R.V.," hath it been manifested," A.V„" is made manifest"); 3 : 4 (R.V., 
"be manifested," A.V., "appear;" so l Pet. 5 : 4) ; l Tim. 3 : 16 (R.V., 
"was manifested," A.V., "was manifest") ; 2 Tim. l : 10 (R.V., "hath 
... been manifested," A.V., · "is ... made manifest ; " cp. Rom. 
16: 26; 2 Cor. 4: 10, II ; l Pet. l : 20) ; Heb. 9: 26 (R.V., "hath He 
been manifested," A.V., "hath He appeared ") ; l John 2 : 28; 3 : 2 

(R.V., "is ... made manifest," A.V., "doth appear "). See APPEAR, 
A, No.4. 

2. EMPHANIZÖ (€µ,ef>a.vl~w), akin to A, No. l, is translated to manifest, 
make manifest, in John 14: 21, 22; Heb. II : 14, R.V. ; see APPEAR, 
A, No. 5. 

Note: For the adverb phanerös, manifestly, see EvrnENTLY, ÜPENLY. 

MANIFESTATION 
PHANERÖSIS (ef>a.v€pwais), a manifestation (akin to phaneros and 

phaneroö; se~e MANIFEST), occurs in l Cor. 12.: 7 and z Cor. 4: 2.~ 
Note: In Rpm. 8: 19, A.V., apokalupsis; an uncovering, laying bare, 
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revealing, revelation, is translated" manifestation" (R.V„ " revealing "). 
See REVELATION. 

MANIFOLD 
r. POIKILOS (?ToiKlAos), varied, is translated "manifold" in 

l Pet. l: 6; 4: ro andin Jas. l: 2, R.V. (A.V., "divers"). See DIVERS, 

A, No. 2. 

2. POLUPOIKILOS (1ToAv1TolKiAos), much varied (polus, much, and 
No. l), is said of the wisdom of God, in Eph. 3: lO.i! 

:i. POLLAPLA~IÖN (7ToMet7TAetufow), many times more {from pnlm, 
much), occurs in Luke i8 : 30, "manifold more," and in many ancient 
authoritie5 in Matt. I9: 29 (R.V., marg. ; sume euiliuus in text); A.V. 
and R.V. text, "a hundredfold," translating hekatontaplasiona.i! 

For MANKIND see MAN, No. l, Note (3), MAN'S (c), ABUSERS 

MANNA 
MANNA (µ.U.111111.), the supernaturally provided food for Israel uuring 

their wilderness journey (for details see Ex. 16 and Numb. n). The 
Hebrew equivalent is given in Ex. 16: 15, R.V. marg., "man hu." The 
translations are, R.V., "what is it?"; A.V. and R.V. marg., "it is 
manna." lt is described in Ps. 78 : 24, 25 as '' the corn of heaven" and 
"the bread of the mighty," R.V. text and A.V. marg. (" angels' food," 
A. V. text), andin l Cor. ro : 3, as " spiritual meat." The vessel appointed 
to contain it as a perpetual memorial, was of gold, Heb. 9 : 4, with 
Ex. 16 : 33. The Lord speaks of it as being typical of Himself, the true 
Bread from Heaven, imparting eternal life and sustenance to those who by 
faith partake spiritually of Hirn, John 6: 31-35. The "hidden manna" 
is promised as one of the rewards of the overcomer, Rev. 2 : 17; it is 
thus suggestive of the moral excellence of Christ in His life on earth, hid 
from the eyes of men, by whom He was " despised and rejected ; " the 
path of the overcomer is a refiex of His life. 

None of the natural substances called manna is to be identified with 
that which God provided for Israel.~ 

MANNER 
A. Nouns. 

l. ETHOS (i8os), a habit, custom (akin to the verb ethö, to be 
accustomed), is always translated "custom" in the R.V. (" manner "in 
the A.V. of John 19: 40; Acts 15: l; 25: 16; Heb. ro: 25). See 
CusTOM, No. r. 

2. ~THOS (•iBos), primarily a haunt, abode, then, a custorn, manner, 
occurs in the plural in l Cor. 15: 33, i.e., ethical conduct, .morals.i! 

3. TROPOS (-rp67Tos), a turning, fashion, manner, character, way of 
life, is translated '' manner" in Acts r : rr, with reference to the Lord's 
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Ascension and Return ; in Jude 7, of the similarity of the evil of those 
mentioned in vv. 6 and 7. Sec CoNVERSATION, MEANS, WAY. 

Note: In Acts 15: II, the phrase kath' hon tropon, 'according to what 
manner, · is translated " in like manner as," R. V. (A. V., " cven as "). 

4. TUPOS (Tv1Tos), a mark or impress, is translated "manner" in 
Acts 23 : 25. See FORM, No. 3. 

5. AKRIBEIA (axplßHa), exactness, precision (akin to akribes, 
exact, careful; see akriboö, to enquire carefully, and akribOs, carefully), 
occurs in Acts 22: 3, R.V., "strict manner" (A.V., "perfect manner ").~ 

Notes: (1) ·The verb ethö, to be accustomf'rl, h;is ;i pPrfrd tr.nsr. eiötha, 
with a present meaning, the neuter of the participle of which, eiöthos, used 
with the article, signifies "custom," LukP 4: 16. In Acts 17: z the 
A.V. translates it "manner" (R.V., "custom "). Sec CusTOM, WONT. 
(2) For agöge, in 2 Tim. 3: IO, A.V„" manncr of Iife" (R.V., "conduct "), 
see Coirnucr. (3) For anastropM, "manner of life," ser. LIFE, A, No. 6; 
cp. LIVE, No. 5. AgrigP- -;11ggpc;tc; rnn<lnr.t accor<ling to one'~ leading ; 
anastrophe, conduct as onc gocs about and mingles with others. 

B. Adjectives and Pronouns. 
T. POTAPOS (7To-ramk), primarily, from what country, then, of what 

sort, is rendered "what manncr of man," Matt. 8: 27 : so 2 Pet. 3: II ; 

Mark 13: l (twice); Luke l: 29; 7: 39; l John 3: r.i/ 
2. POIOS (1Toi.'o>), of what sort, is translatcd "by what manner of 

(death) " in John 21 : 19, R.V., (A.V., "by what ") ; in Acts 7: 49, 
"what manner of (house) ; " Rom. 3 : 27, "what manner of law; " 
l Cor. 15 : 35, "what manner of body." 

3. HOIOS (oto>), a relative pronoun, signifying what sort of or manner 
of, is translated by the latter phrase in l Thess. l : 5 ; some mss. have it 
in Luke 9 : 55, as in A.V. ; the R.V. follows those in which it is absent. 

4. HOPOIOS (o7Toi.'o>) is rendered "what manner of" in r Thess. 
I : q ; Jas. r:24. See SoRT, A. 

C. Adverbs. 
I. POLUTROPÖS (1ToAvTpo1Tws), lit„ 'much turning' (polus, much, 

tropos, a turning), ' in many ways (or manners),' is rendered "in divers 
manners " in Heb. l . r. ~ 

2. HOUTÖS or HOUTÖ (ovTws), thus, in this way, is rendered" after 
this manner " in Matt. 6 : 9 ; l Pet. 3 ·: 5 ; Rev. II : 5. See So, THus. 

3. HÖSAUTÖS (waavTw>), a strengthened form of hOs, thus, signifies 
just so, likewise, in like manner e.g., l Tim. 2 : 9; in .the following the 
R.V. has "in like manner," for A.V., "likewise ; " Mark 14: 31 ; 
Luke 22 : 20 ; Rom. 8 : 26 ; l Tim. 3 : 8 ; 5 : 25 ; in Luke 20 : 31 the 
R.V. has "likcwisc," A.V., "in like manner." Sec LIKEWISE. 

4. HOMOIÖS (oµolw>), aki11 tu ll1e adjcctivc hM>to·ios, like, signifies in 
like manner, equally; in the following the R.V. has" in like manner" for 
A.V„ "likewise; " Matt. 27: 41 ; Mark 4 : 16; 15 : 31 ; Luke 10 : 32 ; 
13 : 3; 16: 25 ; John 5 : 19; (Heb. 9 : 21 ;) Jas. 2 : 25; l Pet. 3 : l, 7; 
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Rev. 8 : I2 ; in Rev. 2 : I5 the A.V. "which thing I hate " translates a 
variant reading (ho misö). See LIKEWISE, So. 

5. PÖS (mu>), how, is iranslated" after what manncr" in Acts 20 : 18. 
Sel' iltEANS. 

1\'ote .: For paraplesiös, Ht•b. 2 : 14, R.V., sec LIKE\VISE, No. 4. 
D. Preposition. 

KATA \Kani), according to, is translated " after the manncr " in 
John 2 : 6, i.e., ' in accordancc with ; ' in Rom. 3 : 5 ; r Cor. 3 : 3 ; 9 : 8, 
R.V., "after the manner of" (A.V., "as "). 

E. Verb. 
TROPOPHOREÖ (Tporro<f>opEw), to bear anothcr's manners, is 

translatcd " suffered He (their) manners " in Acts 13 : 18. For this and 
the alternative reading see BEAR, No. 8. ~I 

Notes: (1) In thc following thc phrasc kata tauta, or kata ta auta, lit., 
'according to the same things,' is translated "in (the) like (R.V., same) 
manner," Luke 6: 23; ver. 26, R.V. (A.V., "so") ; 17: 30, R.V., "after 
the same manner" (A.V., "even thus "). (2) In Phil. 2: 18 the phrase 
to ... auto, lit., 'thc same (thing),' used adverbially, is translated "in 
the same manner," R.V. (A.V., "for the same cause "). (3) In Mark 
r3: 29, A.V., kai, also (so R.V.), is translated "in likc manner." (4) In 
Acts r5 : 23 some mss. havc thc demonstrntive pronoun tode used 
adverbially and rendered "aftcr this · manner" (A.V.). Thc R.V„ 
adhering to the mss. in which it is abscnt, inscrts thc wörd "thus" in 
italics. (5) In Acts 25 : 20 a phrase lit. rcndcred ' (as to) the cnquiry 
concerning these things' (or according to some mss. ' this person,' whether 
" Jesus" or" Paul," ver. rg), is translated" of such manner of qucstions," 
A.V. (R.V., "how to inquire conceniing thesc things "). (6) In Luke 
r: 66, A.V., ara, "then" (so R.V.), is rendered frecly" (what) manner." 
(7) In Luke 24: r7, A.V., the pronoun tis, who, what, in the plural (R.V., 
" what ") is translated " what inanner of ; " similarly, in thc singular in 
Mark 4: 4r; Luke 8: 25 (R.V., "who ") ; John 7: 36. (8) In Gai. 
2: 14, A.V., the adverb ethni:kös, in Gentile fashion (ethnos, a nation: in 
the plural, Gentiles or nations), is translated " after the manner of 
Gentiles" (R.V., "as do. : "). (9) In Matt. rz: JI; Luke II: 42; Rev. 
18 : 12, A.V., pas, " every" (so R.V~), is translated "all manner." 

MANSERVANT 
PAIS (?Tai>), a child, boy, youth, also means a servant, attendant ; 

in Luke r2 : 45 it is used in the plural " menscrvants," in rontrast to 
paidiske, a maidservant. See CHILD, No. 4. 

MANSIONS 
MONE (µoV!]), primarily a staying, abiding (akin to menö, to abide), 

denotes an abode (Eng., manor, mause, etc.), translated "mansions" in 
John 14: 2 ; "abode" in ver. 23. There is nothing in the word to 
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indicate separate compartments in ·. Heaven ; neither does it suggest 
temporary resting-places on the road. if 

MANSLAYERS 
ANDROPHONOS (d.vSporf>6vo<;), from aner, a man, and phoneus, a 

murderer, occurs in the plural in l Tim. l : 9. if 

MANTLE 
PERIBOLAION (1rEpLßo>iaiov), lit., that which is thrown around, is 

translated "mantle" in Heb. l : 12, R.V. (A.V., "vesture.") See 
CüVERING, VEIL. 

MANY 
r. POL US (7ToAv<;), much, many, great, is use.d especially of number when 

its significance is "many," e.g., Matt. 8 : 30; 9: ro; 13 : 17; so the R.V. 
of Matt. 12 : 15, where some mss. follow the word by ochloi, multitudes ; 
l Cor. 12 : 12 ; Rev. l : 15 ; it is more frequently used as a noun, " many 
(persons)," e.g., Matt. 3: 7; 7: 22; 22: 14; with the article, "the 
many," e.g., Matt. 24: 12, R.V. ; Mark 9: 26, R.V., "the more part" 
(A.V. "many "); Rom. 5: 15, 19 (twice), R.V.; 12: 5; l Cor. ro: 17; 
ver. 33, R.V.; so z Cor. 2: 17; in l Cor. II: 30, R.V., "not a few." 
In Luke 12: 47 it is translated "many stripes," the noun being understood. 
See GREAT, MucH. 

Notes: (1) In Luke 23 : 8 some mss. have polla, "many things," 
though it is absent from the most authentic; see the R.V. (2) In Mark 
6: 20 the R.V., following the mss. which have aporeö, to be perplexed, 
translates polla by "much;" some mss. have poieö, to do; hence A.V., 
" did many things." (3) In Gai. 4: 27 the plural of polus, with mallon, 
more, is translated " more" in the R.V. (A.V„ " many more "), lit., 
'many are the children of the desolate more than of her that etc.,' the 
phrasc implying that both should have many children, but the desolate 
more than the other. (4) In John 7 : 40 there is no word in the original 
representing " some " or " many." 

2. PLEIÖN (1TAcdwv), more, greater, the comparative of No. l, is 
translated " many " in Acts 2 : 40 ; 13 : 31 ; 21 : ro ; 24 : 17 ; 25 : 14; 
27: 20; 28: 23 (A.V.; R.V., "in great number ") ; with the article, 
"most," R.V. (or rather, 'the more part '), Acts 19 : 32; l Cor. ro: 5, 
and Phil. l: 14 (for A.V., "many," an important change); in 2 Cor. 2: 6, 
R.V., "the many" (marg., " the more ") ; so 4: 15 ; in 9 : 2, "very 
many " (marg„ "the more part ") ; in Heb. 7: 23, R.V., "many in 
number" (A.V., "many "). See GREATER, MORE. 

3. HIKANOS (iKav6<;), sufficient, when used of number sometimes 
signifies many, suggesting a sufficient number, (a) with nouns, Luke 8: 32; 
23 : 9 ; Acts 9 : 23, 43 ; 20 : 8 ; 27 : 7 ; (b) absolutely, some noun being 
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understood, e.g„ Acts r2 : r2 ;_ r4 : 2r ; r9 : r9} r Cor. II : 30. See 
ABLE, C, No. 2. 

4. HOSOS {ouos), how much, how many, how grcat, as much as, as 
many as, is translated " as mariy as," e.g., i.n Matt. 14 : 36 ; Mark 3 : ro ; 
Luke 9: 5, R.V. (A.V., "whosoever ") ; Acts 2 : 39; in 9 : 16, R.V., 
"how Il1any things" (A.V., "how great things ") ; in Rom. 6 : 3 the R.V. 
renders it by "all we who" (A.V., "so many of us as "), a necessary 
alteration, not singling out some believers from others, as if some were not 
baptized, but implying what was recognized as true of all (see Acts 18 : 8) ; 
in 2 Cor. r: 20, R.V., "how manysoever be" (AV, "all"). See ALL, C. 

5. POSOS {mfoos), how much, how great, how many, has the last 
mcaning in Matt. r5 : 34; 16 : y, lU ; !!.7 : 13 (" how many thmgs ") ; 
Mark 6 : 38 ; 8 : 5, 19, 20 ; 15 : 4 (" how many things ") ; Luke r5 : 17 ; 
Acts 21 : 20. See GREAT. 

6. TOSOUTOS {Toaoihos), so great, so much, so many, (a) qualifying 
a noun, is rendcrcd " these many (years) " in Luke 15 : 29 ; "'so 1nany," 
John r2 : 37 ; l Cor. 14 : ro; (b) without a noun, John 6: 9; 21 : II ; 

Gai. J : 4, " so many things." See GREAT. 
Note: In John 17: 2, A.V., the neuter of pas, all, followed by the 

neuter of the relative pronoun 'what,' and then by the plural of the 
personal pronoun, is translated "to as many as" (RV., "whatsoever . 
to them "). 

MARAN-ATHA 
MARAN-ATHA (µ.apav &,8&), an expression used in r Cor. 16 : 22, is 

the Greek spelling for two Aramaic words, formerly supposed by some to 
be an imprecatory utterance or "a curse reinforced by a prayer,'' an idea 
contrary to the intimations conveyed by its use in early Christian docu
ments, e.g., "The Teaching of the Apostles," a document_ of the begiiming 
of the 2nd cent., andin the "Apostolic Constitutions" (vii. 26), where it 
is used as follows: " Gather us all together into Thy Kingdom which 
Thou hast prepared. Maranatha, Hosanna to the Son of David; blessed 
is He that cometh etc." 

The first part, ending in 'n,' significs 'Lord; ' as to thc sccond part, 
the "Fathers" regarded it as a past tense, "has come." Modern 
expositors take it as equivalent to a present, " cometh,'' or future, " will 
come." Certain Aramaic scholars regard the last part as consisting of 
'tha,' and regard the phrase as an ejaculation, 'Our Lord, come,' or 
' 0 Lord, come.' The character ()f the context, however, indicates that 
the Apostle is making a statement rather than expressing a desire or 
uttering a prayer. 

As to the reason why it was used, most µrolJaUly it was a current 
ejaculation among early Christians, as embodying the consummation of 
their desires. 

"At first the title Marana or Maran, used in speaking to and of 
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Christ was no more than the respectful designation of the Teacher on thc 
part of the disciples." After His resurrection they used the title of or to 
Hirn as applied to God, " but it must here be remembered that the 
Aramaic-speaking Jews did not, save exceptionally, designate God as 
'Lord; ' so that in thc ' Hebraist' section of the Jewish Christians the 
expression ' our Lord ' (M arana) was used in referencc to Christ only " 
(Dalman, The Words of ]esus).if 

MARBLE 
MARMAROS (µapµapo>) primarily denoted any glistering stone (from 

marainö, to glistcn); hence, marble, Rev. 18: 12.ir 

MARINERS 
NAUTES (vav'T'l)>), a seaman, mariner, sailor (from naus, a ship, Eng., 

nautical), is translated "sailors" in Acts 27: 27, 30, R.V. (A.V., "ship
m~n "); in Rcv. 18: 17, R.V., "mariners" (A.V., "sailors ").if 

MARK (Noun) 
r. CHARAGMA (xapayµa) dcnotes a stamp, impress, translated 

" mark" in Rev. 13 : 16, 17, etc. See GRAVEN. 

2. STIGMA (cJTlyµa) deuotes a tattooed mark or a mark burnt in, a 
brand (akin to stizö, to prkk), translated" marks" in Gal. 6: 17.il "lt 
is probable that the Apostle refers to the physical sufferings he had 
endured since he bcgan to proclaim Jesus as Messiah and Lord [e.g., at 
Lystra and PhilippiJ. lt is probable, too, that this reference to his scars 
was intended to set oft the insistence of the Judaizers upon a body-mark 
which cost them nothing. Over against the circumcision they demanded 
as a proof of obedience to the law he set the indelible tokens, sustained in 
his own body, of his loyalty to the Lord Jesus. As to the origin of the 
figure, it was indeed custoinary for a master to brand his slaves, but this 
language does not suggest that the Apostle had been branded by His 
Master. Soldiers and criminals also were branded on occasion ; but to 
neither of U1cse is the case of Paul as hcrc described analogous. The 
religious dcvotee brandcd himself with the peculiar mark of the god whose 
cult he affected; so was Paul branded with the marks of his devotion 
to the Lord Jesus. lt is true such markings were forbidden by the law, 
Lev. 19 : 28, but then Paul had not inflicted these on himself. 

"The marks of Jesus cannot be taken to be the marks which the 
Lord bears in His body in consequence of the Crucifixion ; they were 
different in character. "* 

3. SKOPOS (aKo1T6s), primarily a watcher, watchman (as in the Sept., 
c.g., Ezck. 3 : 17), then, a mark on which to fix the eyP (a.kin to skopeo, 
to look at), is used metaphorically in Phil. 3 : 14, of an aim or object, 
R.V., "goal." See GOAL.il 

• From Notes un Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 344. 
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MARK (Verb) 
I. EPECHO (lTTlxw), lit., to hold upon (epi, upon, echö, to hold), 

signifies (like parechö) to hold out, Phil. 2 : 16, of the word of life; then, to 
hold one's mind towards, to observe, translated " marked " in Luke 
14: 7, of the Lord's observance of those who chose the chief seats. See 
HEED, HOLD, STAY. 

2. SKOPEO (a1eoTTlw), to look at, behold, watch, contemplate, 
(akin to skopos, a mark, see Noun above), is used metaphorically of looking 
to, and translated" mark " in Rom. 16 : 17, of a warning against those who 
cause divisions, and in Phil. 3 : 17, of ohserving those who walked after 
the example of the Apostle and his fellow-workers, so as to follow their 
ways. See HEED, Note (r), LoOK. 

MARKET, MARKET-PLACE 
AGORA (ayopa), primarily an assembly, or, in general, ·an open space 

in a town (akin to ageirö, to bring together), became applied, according 
to papyri evidences, to a variety of things, e.g., a judicial assembly, a 
market, or even supplies, provisions (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). 
In the N.T. it denotes a place of assembly, a public-place or fornm, a 
market-place. A variety of circumstances, connected with it as a public 
gathering-place, is mentioned, e.g., business dealings such as the hiring of 
labourers, Matt. 20 : 3; the buying and sclling of goods, Mark 7 : 4 
(involving risk of pollution) ; the games of children, Matt. II : 16 ; 
Luke 7: 32; exchange of greetings, Matt. 23: 7; Mark 12: 38; Luke 
II : 43 ; 20 : 46 ; the holding of trials, Acts 16 : 19 ; public discussions, 
Acts 17 : 17. Mark 6 : 56 records the bringing of the sick there. The 
word always carries with it the idea of publicity, in contrast to private 
circumstances. 

The R.V. always translates it "market-place" or in the plural. The 
A.V. sometimes changes the rendering to "markets" and translates it 
" streets " in Mark 6 : 56. See STREET. ~ 

MARRED 
Note : In Mark 2 : 22, apollumi, to destroy, perish, is found in the most 

authentic mss. as applying both to the wine and the wine skins, R.V., 
" perisheth ; " the A. V. follows the mss. which tell of the wine being 
"spilled" (ekcheö, to pour out), and the skins (A.V., "bottles ") being 
" marred." See DESTROY, No. I. 

MARRIAGE (give in), MARRY 
A. Noun. 

GAMOS (yc:fµos), a marriagc, wedding, or wedding feast, is used to 
denote (a) the ceremony and its proceedings, including the marriage feast, 
John 2 : t, 2; of the marriage ceremony only; figuratively, Rev. 19: 7, 
as distinct from the marriage feast (ver. 9) ; (b) the marriage feast, R.V. 
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in Matt. 22 : 2, 3, 4, 9 ; in ver. 8, 10, " wedding ; " in 25 : IO, R.V., 
" marriage feast ; " so Luke 12 : 36 ; 14 : 8 ; in Matt. 22 : II, 12, the 
"wedding garment " is, lit., ' a garment of a wedding.' In Rev. 19, 
where, under the figure of a marriage, the union of Christ, as the Lamb of 
God, with His Heavenly Bride is so described, the marriage itself takes 
place in Heaven during the Parousia, ver. 7 (the aorist or point tense 
indicating an accomplished fact ; the Bride is called " His wife ") ; the 
marriage feast or supper is to take place on earth, after the Second 
Advent, ver. 9. That Christ is spoken of as the Lamb points to His 
atoning sacrifice as the ground upon which the spiritual union takes place. 
The background of the phraseology lies in the O.T. description of the 
relation of God to Israel, e.g., Is. 54 : 4, ff. ; Ezek. 16 : 7, ff. ; Hos. 2 : 19 ; 
(c) marriage in general, including the married state, which is to be "had 
in honour," Heb. 13 : 4, R.V. 4ff 

Note: Among the Jews the marriage-supper took place in the 
husbo.nd's house and was the great sodal ~v~nt in the family life. Large 
hospitality, and resentment at the refusal of an invitation, are indicated 
in Matt. 22 : 1-14. The marriage in Cana exhibits the way in which a 
marriage feast was conducted in humbler homes. Special honour attached 
to the male friends of the bridegroom, "the sons of the bride-chamber," 
Matt. 9: 15, R.V. (see BRIDE-CHAMBER). At the close the parents 
conducted the bride to the nuptial chamber (cp. Judg. 15 : 1). 

B. Verbs. 
I. GAMEÖ (yaµlw}, to marry (akin to A), is used (a) of the man, 

Matt. 5 : 32 ; 19: 9, IO; 22 : 25 (R.V. ; A.V., "married a wife ") ; 
ver. 30 ; 24 : 38 ; Mark 6 : 17 ; 10 : II ; I~ : 25 ; Luke 14 : 20 ; 16 : 18 ; 
17: 27, R.V., "married" (A.V., "married wives ") ; 20: 34, 35 ; .I Cor. 
7: 28 (1st part) ; ver. 33 ; (b) of the woman, in the Active Voice, Mark 
10: 12; l Cor. 7 : 28 (last part) ; ver. 34; l Tim. 5 : II, 14; in the Passive 
Voice, l Cor. 7 : 39 ; (c) of both sexes, l Cor. 7 : 9, 10, 36 ; ;r Tim. 4 : 3. 4f[ 

2. GAMIZÖ (yaµl,w}, to give in marriage, is used in the Passive Voice 
in Matt. 22 : 30 (2nd clause), some mss. have No. 5 here ; Mark 12 : 25 
(No. 3 in some mss.) ; Luke 17 : 27 (No. 5 in some mss.) ; 20 : 35 (last 
word), Passive (Nos. 3 and 4 in some niss.) ; in the Active. Voicc 
Matt. 24: 38 (Nos. 3 and .5 in some mss.); further, of giving a 
daughter in marriage, l Cor. 7 : 38 (twice), R.V. (No. 5 in some mss.), 
which, on the whole, may be taken as the meaning. In this part of the 
Epistle, the Apostle was answering a number of questions on matters 
about which the church at Corinth had written to him, and in this par
ticular matter the formal transition from marriage in general to the 
subject of giving a daughter in marriage, is simple. Eastern customs 
naturally would involve the inclusion of the latter iu Lhe eu4uiry and the 
reply.4f[ 

3. GAMISKÖ (yaµluKw), an alternative for No. 2, Luke 20: 34 
(some mss. have No. 4) ; in some mss. in Mark 12 : 25; Luke 20 : 35. 4f[ 
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4. EKGAMISKO (licya.µluicw), to give out in marriage (ek, out, and 
No. 3) : see Nos. 2 and 3. 

5; EKGAMIZÖ (licya.µ.l{w), an alternative for No. 4: see Nos. 2 and 3.411 
6. EPIGAMBREUO (lmya.µßpi:vw), to take to wife after (epi, upon, 

gambros, a connection by marriage), signifies to marry (of a deceased 
husband's next of kin, Matt. 22: 24).41! Cp. Gen. 38: 8. 

Note: In Rom. 7 : 3 (twice) and ver. 4, A.V„ ginomai, to become 
(here, to become another man's), is translated "be married" (R.V„ 
" be joined "). 

MARROW 
MUELOS {µu".\&s), marrow, occurs in Heb. 4: 12, where, by a natural 

metaphor, the phraseology changes from the material to the spiritual. 411 

For MARTYR see WITNESS 

MARVEL (Noun and Verb), MARVELLOUS 
A. Noun. 

TRAUMA (8a.vµ.a.), a wonder (akin to theaomai, to gaze in wonder), 
is found in the most authentic mss. in 2 Cor. II : 14 (some mss. have the 
adjective thaumastos: see C, below), " (no) marvel;" in Rev. 17: 6, 
R.V„ "wondet" (A.V„ "admiration "), said of John's astonishment at 
the vision of the woman described as Babylon the Great. 411 In the Sept„ 
Job 17: 8; 18: 20; in some mss„ 20: 8 and 21: 5.41! Cp. teras, a wonder; 
semeion, a sign; thambos, wonder; ekstasis, amazement. 

B. Verbs. 
:r. THAUMAZÖ (8a.vµ.&.{w) signifies to wonder at, marvel (akin to A) ; 

the following are R.V. differetices from the A.V.: Luke 2: 33, "were 
marvelling" for "marvelled;" Luke 8: 25 and II: 14, "marvelled" 
for " wondered ; " 9 : 43, " were marvelling " for " wondered ; " 2 Thess. 
l : 10, "marvelled at" for" admired" (of the Person of Christ at the time 
of the shining forth of His Parousia, at the Second Advent). See WoNDER. 

Note: Tn Matt. 9: 8, A.V. translates this verb; R.V„ phoheö, "were 
afraid." 

2. EKTHAUMAZO (lic8a.vµ.&.{w), a strengtheiied form of No. l (ek, 
intensive), is found in the best mss. in Mark 12 : 17, R.V., "wondered 
greatly" (some mss. have No. l).41! 

C. Adjective. 
THAUMASTOS (8a.vµa.crr&s), marvellous (akin to A and B), is said 

(a) of the Lord's doing in making the rejected Stone the Head of the 
corner, Matt. 21 : 42 ; Mark 12 : II ; (b) of the erstwhile blind man's 
astonishment that the Pharisees knew not from whence Christ bad come, 
and yet He bad given him sight, John 9: 30, R.V„ "the marvel," A.V„ 
"a marvellous thing;" (c) of the spiritual light into which believers are 
brought, r Pet. 2 : 9 ; (d) of the vision of the seven angels having the 
seven last plagues, Rev. 15 : l ; (e) of the works of God, 15 : 3. 411 · 
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MASTER (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

MAS 

I. DIDASKALOS (o,Sifa1<a..\os-}, a teacher (from didaskö, to teach), is 
frequently rendered " Master " in the four Gospels, as a title of address 
to Christ, e.g., Matt. 8 : 19 ; Mark 4 : 38 (there are more instances in 
Luke than in the other Gospels) ; John l : 38, where it jnterprets 
" Rabbi ; " 20 : 16, where it interprets " Rabboni." lt .is used by Christ 
of Himself in Matt. 23 : 8 (see No. 6) and John 13 : 13, 14; by others 
concerning Hirn, Matt. 17: 24; 26: 18; Mark 5 : 35 ; 14: 14; Luke 
8: 49; 22 : II ; John II : 28. In John 3 : lO, thc Lord uses it in 
addressing Nicodemus, R.V., " the teacher" (A.V., " a master "), where 
the artide does not specify a particular teacher, but designates the member 
of a dass; for the dass see Luke 2 : 46, "the doctors" (R.V., marg„ 
" teachers "). lt is used of the relation of a disciple to his master, in 
Matt. ro : 24, 25 ; Luke 6 : 40. lt is not translated " masters " in the 
rest of thc N.T„ savc in the A.V. of Jas. 3: l " (be not many) masters," 
where obviously the R.V. " teachers" is the meaning. See TEACHER. 

2. KURIOS (1<vpws-), a lord, one who exercises power, is translated 
" masters " in Matt. 6 : 24 ; 15 : 27 ; Mark 13 : 35 ; Luke 16 : 13 ; 
Acts 16: 16, 19; Rom. 14: 4, A.V. (R.V„ "lord ") ; Eph. 6: 5, 9 (twice), 
the 2nd time of Christ ; so in Col. 3 : 22 ; 4 : l. See LORD .. 

3. DESPOTES (oeu7T6T7Js-), one who has "absolute ownership and 
uncontrolled power," is translated " masters " in l Tim. 6 : l, 2 ; Tit. 
2: 9; l Pet. z: 18; of Christ, 2. Tim .. 2: 21; 2 Pet. 2: l, R.V. (for A.V., 
"Lord") ; in Jude 4, R.V„ it is applied to Christ" (our only) Master (and 
Lord, Jesus Christ)," A.V. " (the only) Lord (God) ; " in Rev. 6: ro, 
R.V., in an address to God, "0 Master" (A.V., "0 Lord"). lt is 
rendered " Lord " in Luke 2 : 29 and Acts 4 : 24. See LORD.~ 

Note: For "master of the house," see GooDMAN. 
4. RABBEI (paßßEl) was an Aramaic word signifying "my master," 

a title of respectful address to Jewish teachers. 
"The Aramaic word rabbei, transliterated into Greek, is explicitly 

recognized as the ~ommon form of address to Christ, Matt. 26: 25 (cp., 
however, ver. 22, kurios) ; 26 : 49 ; Mark 9 : 5, but Matt. 17 : 4, kurios " 
(Dalman, The Words of Jesus). 

In the following the R.V. has " Rabbi" for A.V. " Master; " Matt. 
26: 25, 49; Mark 9: 5; II : 21 ; 14: 45; John 4: 31 ; 9: 2; II: 8. 
In other passages the A.V. has" Rabbi," Matt. 23: 7, 8; John l: 38, 49; 
3:2, 26; 6:25.~ 

Note: The form Rabbounei (Rabboni), in Mark ro : 51, is retained in 
the R.V. (for A.V„ " Lord") ; in John 20: 16, in both A.V. and R.V. 
This title is said to bc Galilean ; hence it would be natural in the lips of 
a woman of Magdala. lt does not differ materially from Rabbi.~ 

5. EPISTATES (€maTaTTJ>) denotes a chief, a commander, overseer. 
master. l~ is used by the disciples in addressing the Lord, in recognition 
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of His authority rather than His instruction (Nos. land 6) ; it occurs only 
in Luke: 5 : 5; 8 : 24, 45; 9 : 33, 49; 17 : 13. ~ In the Sept., 2 Kings 
25 : 19 ; 2 Chron. 31 : 12 ; Jer. 36 : 26 ; 52 : 25. ~ 

Note : " The form epistata . . . alongside of the commoner didaskale 
is . . . a Greek synonym for the latter, and both are to be traced back 
to the Aramaic rabbei." Christ forbade His disciples to allow themselves 
to be called rabbi, " on the ground that He alone was their Master, Matt. 
23 : 8. In reference to Himself the designation was expressive of the real 
relation between them. The form of address ' Good Master ' He, 
however, refused to allow, Mark IO: 17, 18 ... in the mouth of the 
speaker it was mere insolent fiattery ... the Lord was unwilling that 
auyoue shoukl thoughtlessly ueal wiU1 such an epithet; and here, as 
always, the honour due to the Father was the first consideration with 
Hirn .... The primitive community never ventured to call Jesus 'Our 
Teacher ' after He had been exalted to the Throne of God. The title 
rabbi, expressing the relation of the disciple to the teachcr, vanished from 
use; and there remained only the designation maran, the servant's 
appropriate acknowledgement of hi~ Lor<l" (Dalman), 

6. KATHEGET.ÜS (1<a.917y1JT~s), properly a guide (akin to kathegeomai, 
to go before, guide; kata, down, hegeomai, to guide), denotes a master, 
a teacher, Matt. 23 : IO (twicc) ; some mss. have it in ver. 8, where the 
most authentic have No. I. ~ 

7. KUBERNETES (1<vßEpv~T71s), the pilot or steersman of a ship, or, 
metaphorically, a guide or governor (akin to kubernaö, to guide: Eng., 
govern is connected; cp. kubernesis, a steering, pilotage, l Cor. 12 : 28, 
"governments "), is translated" master " in Acts 27 : II ; " shipmaster" 
in Rev. 18: 17. ~ In the Sept., Prov. 23 : 34; Ezek. 27: 8, 27, 28., 

B. Verb. 
KATAKURIEUÖ (1<aTa1<vpiEvw), to exercise lordship (kata, down 

upon, kurios, a lord), is translated "mastered" in Acts 19: 16, R.V., 
of the action of the evil spirit on the sons of Sceva (A.V., "overcame "). 
In translating the word amphoterön by its primary meaning, " both," 
the R.V. describes the incident as referring to two only. lt has been 
shown, however, that in the period of the Koine (see Foreword to Vol. I) 
amphoteroi, "both," was no longer restricted to two persons. Ramsay 
ascribes the abruptness of the word here to the vivid narrative of an eye 
witness. See DOMINION, LORD, LoRDSHIP. 

MASTERBUILDER 
ARCHITEKTÖN (dpxiTlKTwv), from arche, rule, beginning, and 

tektön, an artificer (whence Eng., architect), a principal artificer, is used 
figuratively by the Apostle in r Cor. 3 : IO, of his work in laying the 
foundation of the local church in Corinth, inasmuch as the inception of the 
spiritual work there devolved upon him. The examples from the papyri 
and from inscriptions, as illustrated by Moulton and Milligan, show that 
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the word had a wider application than our "architect," and confirm the 
rendering " masterbuilder " in this passage, which is of course borne out 
by the context. ~ 

MA TIER, MATTERS 
r. LOGOS (.\oyos-), a word, speech, discourse, account, hence also that 

which is spoken of, a matter, affair, thing, is translated "matter" in 
Mark l : 45 ; Acts 8: 21 ; 15 : 6; 19: 38; in the R.V. of Phil. 4 : 15, 
"in the matter of" (A.V., "concerning "). See AccouNT. 

2. PRAGMA (7rpB.yµ.a), akin to prassö, to do, denotes (a) that which 
has been done, a deed, translated "matters" in Luke l : l, R.V. (A.V„ 
" things ") ; " matter " in 2 Cor. 7 : II ; (b) that which is being done, an 
affair, translated " matter " in Rom. 16 : 2, R. V. (A. V„ " business ") ; 
l Cor. 6: l, in a forensic sense, a law-suit (frequently found with this 
meaning in the papyri) ; l Thess. 4 : 6, "in the matter," i.e„ the matter 
under consinn;ition, whir.h, ;is 1hr. prer.eding words show, is here thc sin 
of adultcry. See BUSINESS, B, Note (1), THING. 

3. ENKL:l!:MA (eyK.\71µ.a), an accusation, charge, Acts 25 : 16, R.V„ 
" matter laid against him ; " elsewhere, Acts 23 : 29, " charge ; " see 
AccusATION, A, No. 3.~ 

Notes: (1) In Gal. 2 : 6, the statement "it maketh no matter" trans
lates the verb diapherö, to bcar asunder, make a difference, with ouden, 
nothing, used adverbially, i.e„ ' it makes no difference (to me) ; ' his 
commission from the Lord relieved him of responsibility to the authority 
of the Apostles. (2) In l Cor. 9 : II, R. V„ the neuter ot the adjective 
megas, great, is translated " a grea't matter " (A. V„ " a great thing "). 
(3) In Jas. 3: 5, A.V„ hule, a wood, forest, is translated "a matter" 
(R.V„ and A.V. marg„ "wood "). In older English the word "matter" 
actually meant "wood" (like its Latin original, materia). (4) In Acts 
17 : 32, the A.V. adds "matter" to .the pronoun "this," R.V., " (con
cerning) this." (5) In 2 Cor. 8 : 19, R.V„ the phrase, lit„ 'in this grace' 
is translated " in the matter oj (A. V„ with) this grace." (6) In 2 Cor. 
8 : 20, R.V„ the phrase, lit„ 'in this bounty' is translated "in the matter 
of this bounty" (A.V„ "in this abundance "). (7) In 2 Cor. 9 : 5, the 
phrase, lit„ 'as a bounty' is amplified to "as a matter of bounty." 
(8) For l Pet. 4 : 15 see BusYBODY. See also ÜTHER, THis, THESE, 
WEIGHTIER, WRONG. 

MAY, MAYEST, MIGHT 
r. DUNAMAI (Svvaµ.ai), to be able, have power, whether by personal 

ability, permission, or opportunity, is sometimes rendered "may" or 
"might," e.g„ Matt. 26: 9; Mark 14: j; Ad~ l'/ : 19; l Thess. 2: 6. 
In the following the R.V. substitutes" can," "canst," "couldst," for the 
A.V„ e.g„ Matt. 26 : 42 ; Mark 4 : 32 ; 14 : 7 ; Luke 16 : 2 ; Acts 24 : II ; 

25 : II ; 27 : 12 ; l Cor. 7 : 21 ; 14 : 31 (here the alteration is especially 
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important, as not permission for all to prophesy, but ability to do so, is 
the meaning) ; Eph. 3 : 4. In the following the R.V. substitutes the verb 
to be able, Acts 19 : 40 ; 24 : 8 ; Rev. 13 : 17. See ABLE, B, No. r. 

2. EXESTI (€gEaTL), it is permitted, lawful (eimi, to be, prefixed by 
ek, from), is rendered" (I) may" in Acts 2 : 29, R.V. [A.V., "let (me) "]; 
in Acts 21 : 37, "may (I)," lit., 'is it permitted (me to speak)?' Some 
mss. have it in 8: 37, "thou mayest" (A.V.). See LAWFUL. 

3. ISÖS (fows), equally (from the adjective isos, equal), is translated 
"it may be" in Luke 20: 13 (i.e., 'perhaps ').~ 

4. TUNCHANÖ (Tvyxavw), to meet with, rcach, obtain, denotes, 
intransitively, to happen, chance, befall ; used impersonally with the 
conjunction ei, if, it signifies ' it may be,' ' perhaps,' e.g., l Cor. 14 : 10 ; 
15 : 37, " it may chance ; " 16 : 6. 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 8 : 28, A.V., ischuö, to have strength, be strong, 
be well able, is translated "might " (R.V., "could "). (2) "May," 
"might," sometimes translate the prepositional phrase eis, unto, with the 
definite article, followed by the infinitive mood of some verb, expressing 
purpose, e.g., Acts 3 : 19, " may be blotted out," lit., ' unto the blotting 
out of; ' Rom. 3 : 26, " that he might be," lit„ 'unto his being; ' so 
8 : 29 ; 2 Cor. l : 4, " that we may be able," lit„ 'unto our being able ; ' 
Eph. l : 18, " that ye may know," lit„ ' unto your knowing ; ' Acts 
7 : 19 ; Rom. l : II ; 4 : 16 ; 12 : 2 ; 15 : 13 ; Phil. l : ro ; l Thess. 
3 : ro, 13 ; 2 Thess. l : 5 ; 2 : 6, ro ; Heb. 12 : ro. In Luke 20 : 20 füe 
best mss. have höste," so as to," R.V., as, e.g., in l Pet. l : 2r. Sometimes 
the article with the infinitive mood without a preceding preposition, 
expresses result, e.g., Luke 21 : 22 ; Acts 26: 18 (twice), "that they may 
turn," R.V. ; cp. Rom. 6: 6; II : ro; l Cor. ro: 13 ; Phil. 3 : IO, "that 
I may know; " Jas. 5 : 17. 

(3) The phrases " may be," " might be," are frequently the rendering 
of the verb to be, in the subjunctive or optative moods, preceded by a 
conjunction introducing a condition, or expressing a wish or purpose, 
e.g., Matt. 6: 4; John 14: 3 ; 17: II .. Sometimes the phrase translates 
simply the infinitive mood of the verb eimi, to be, e.g„ Luke 8 : 38, lit.; 
'to be (with Hirn) ; ' so the R.V. in 2 Cor. 5 : 9; in 2 Cor. 9 : 5, "that 
(the same) might be," lit„ ' (the same) to be.' 

(4) In Heb. 7: 9 the phrase hös ('so') epos (' a word ') eipein (' to say '), 
i.e., lit., 'so to say a word' is an idiom, translated in the R.V., "so to 
say" (A.V., "if I may so say ") ; the Eng. equivalent is 'one might 
almost say.' 

ME 
N otes: (1) The pronoun, whether alone or with some English preposition, 

e.g., of, to, for, in, translates one or other of the oblique cases of ego, ' I.' 
(2) In Philm. 13 the reflexive pronoun emauton, myself, is translated" me," 
governed by the preposition pros, with, lit., 'with myself.' (3) In Tit. 
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l : 3, for the A.V., "is committed unto me," the R.V. has "I was 
intrusted." (4) In Phil. 2 : 23, "how it will go with me," is, lit., 'the 
(things) concerning me.' (5) The phrase en emoi, ' in me,' is used 
(a) instrumentally (en, instrumental, by or through), e.g., 2 Cor. 13 : 3 ; 
(b) subjectively, ' within me,' e.g., Gal. 2 : 20 ; (c) objectively, ' in my 
case,' e.g., l Cor. 9 : 15 ; 14 : II ; Gal. l : 16, 24 ; l Tim. l : 16. (6) In 
Luke 22 : 19 the possessive pronoun emos, my, is rendered " of Me," lit., 
' (into) My (remembrance).' 

MEAL 
ALEURON (ä.\1wpo11), meal (akin to aleuö, to grind, and therefore, 

lit., 'what is ground '), occurs in Matt. 13 : 33 ; Luke 13 : 21. ~ 

MEAN (Adjective) 
ASEMOS (&'.ariµ.os), lit., without mark (a, .negative, sema, a mark), 

i.e., undistinguished, obscure, was applied by the Apostle Paul negatively, 
to his native city, Tarsus, Acts 21 : 39. ~ Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.) 
have a note as follows: "This word occurs perpetually in the papyri to 
denote a man who is ' not distinguished ' from his neighbours by the 
convenient scars on eyebrow or arm or right shin, which identify so many 
individuals in formal documents." Deissmann suggests that the word 
may have been the technical term for "uncircumcised," among the 
Greek Egyptians. In another papyrus documenta pair of silver bracelets 
are described as of " unstamped " (asemos) silver. 

MEAN (Verb) 
I. EIMI (1:lp.l), to be, in certain of its forms, has an explicative force, 

signifying to denote, to import, e.g., Matt. 9: 13 ; 12 : 7, " (what this) 
meaneth," lit. ' (what this) is ; ' Luke 18 : 36, " meant " (lit., ' might 
be '); Acts 10: 17, "might mean," R.V. (lit., 'might be '); in Luke 
15 : 26 the R.V. keeps to the verb to be, "(what these things) might 
be" (A.V., "meant "). In Acts 2 : 12 the verb to be is preceded by 
thelö, to will, and the phrasc is translated" (what) meaneth (this)," lit., 
' (what) does (this) will to be? ' in 17 : 20, lit., ' (what do these things) 
will to be? ' 

2. LEGO (Myw), to say, sometimes has the significance of meaning 
something; so the R.V. in l Cor. l: 12; A.V., "(this) I say." 

Notes: (1) In Acts 27: 2, A.V., mellö, to be about to, is translated 
"meaning" (R.V., "was about to "), with reference to the ship (according 
to the best mss.). (2) In Acts 21 : 13, A.V., poieö, to do, is translated 
" (what) mean ye (to weep) ; " R.V.," (what) do ye, (weeping)." (3) The 
abbreviated original in 2 Cor. 8 : 13 is rendered by the italicised additions, 
A.V., "I mean (not)," R.V., "I say (not) this." Cp. the R.V. italics in 
Mark 6: 2. 
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MEANING 
DUNAMIS (8J11aµiS'), power, force, is used of the significance or force 

of what is spoken, I Cor. 14 : II. See MIGHT, POWER. 

MEANS (by all, by any, etc.) 
1. PANTOS (1Ta11TwS'), an adverb from pas, all, denoting wholly, 

altogether, entirely, is used in I Cor. 9: 22, "by all means." When the 
Apostle says, "l am become all things to all men, that I may by all means 
save some," he is simply speaking of his accommodating himself to 
various human conditions consistently with fidelity to the truth, with no 
unscriptural compliance with men, but in the exercise of self denial ; 
" by all means " refers to the preceding context from ver. 18, and stresses 
his desire tobe used in the salvation of some. lt is found in Acts 21 : 22, 
R.V., "certainly." Some mss. have the word in this sense in Acts 18: 21 
(A.V.). See ALTOGETHER, B, No. T. 

2. PÖS (1Tw>), at all, somehow, in any way, is used after the conjunction 
(a) ei, if, meaning ' if by any mcans,' c.g., Acts 27 : 12 ; Rom. l : 10 ; 

II : 14; Phil. 3 : II ; (b) me, lest, 'lest by any means,' e.g., l Cor. 8 : 9; 
9: 27; 2 Cor. 2: 7, R.V. (A.V„" perhaps "); 9: 4, R.V. (A.V., "haply "); 
II: 3; 12: 20, R.V. ; Gal. 2: 2; 4: II, KV. (A.V., "lest") ; l Thess. 
3: S (A.V., "lest by some means "). 

3. EK (JK), out of, from, by, suggesting the source from which some
thing is done, is sometirnes rendered "by rneans of," e.g., Luke 16: 9, 
R.V., "by means of (the mammon of unrighteousness) ; " A.V., "of;" 
2 Cor. l : II, " by (the) means of (many)." 

4. DIA (8ia), by, by means of, when followed by the genitive case, is 
instrumental, e.g., 2 Pet. 3: 6, R.V., "by which means" (A.V., "where
by "). 

5. POS (mLIS'), an interrogative adverb (different from No. 2), how, in 
what way, Luke 8: 36, A.V., "by what means," R.V., "how;" so John 
9 : 21 ; cp. Note (4) below. 

Notes: (r) In Luke S : 18 the A.V. adds the word "means " in italics. 
(2) Tlle word tropos, a manner, way, is sornetimes used in a prepositional 
phrase, e.g., 2 Thess. 2: 3, A.V., "by any means," R.V., "in any wise," 
lit., 'in any manner; '3: 16, A.V., '' by all means," R.V.," in all ways," 
lit., 'in every manner.' (3) The double negative ou me, i.e., 'no not,' 
'not at all,' is translated" by no means," Matt. 5 : 26; ip Luke IO: 19, 
" by any means," A.V. (R.V., "in any wise ") ; Luke 12 : 59, R.V., "by 
no means" (A.V., "not "). (4) In Acts 4: 9, the phrase en, in or by, 
with tini (from tis, who), lit., "in whom" (R.V„ marg.), is translated 
" by what means." (S) In Heb. 9: 15, R.V., the verb ginomai, to come to 
he, her.ome, take place, used in its 2nd aorist participle, is rightly translated 
" (a death) having taken place; " A.V., "by means of (death)." (6) In 
Rev. 13 : 14, R.V., dia, followed by the accusative case, is rightly translated 
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"by reason of," i.e„ 'on account of' (A.V., wrongly," by the means of "). 

For MEANWHILE see WHILE 

MEASURE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. METRON (phpov) denotes (I) that which is used for measuring, a 
measure, (a) of a vessel, figuratively, Matt. 23 : 32 ; Luke 6 : 38 (twice) ; 
in John 3 : 34, with the preposition ek, " (He giveth not the Spirit) by 
measure," R.V. (which is a necessary correction; the italicized words 
"unto him," A.V„ <letract from the meaning). Not only had Christ the 
Holy Spirit without measure, but God so gives the Spirit through Hirn to 
others. lt is the Ascended Christ who gives the Spirit to those who 
receive His testimony and set their seal to this, that God is true. The 
Holy Spirit is imparted neither by degrees, nor in portions, as if He were 
merely an influence, He is bestowed Personally upon each believer, at the 
time of the new birth ; (b) of a graduated rod or rule for measuring, 
figuratively, Matt. 7 : 2 ; Mark 4 : 24; literally, Rev, 21 : r5 (iu the best 
mss. ; see the R.V.) ; ver. r7; (II) that which is measured, a determined 
extent, a portion measured off, Rom. r2 : 3 ; 2 Cor. ro : 13 (twict) ; 
Eph. 4 : 7," (according to the) measure (of the gift of Christ) ; " the gift 
of grace is measured and given according to the will of Christ ; whatever 
the endowment, His is the bestowment and the adjustment ; ver. 13, 
"the measure (of the stature of the fulness of Christ)," the standard of 
spiritual stature being the fulness which is essentially Christ's; ver. r6, 
"(according to the working in due) measure (of each several part)," i.e., 
according to the effectual working of the ministration . rendered in due 
measure by every part. ~ 

2. MEROS (µipo>), a part, portion, is used with the preposition apo, 
from, with the meaning "in some measure," Rom. 15 : 15, R.V. (A.V., 
" ... sort"). See CoAST, PART. 

3. SATON (ac.hov) is a Hebrew dry measure (Heb., seah), about a 
peck and a half, Matt. 13 : 33 ; Luke r3 : 21 ; " three measures " would 
be the quantity for a baking (cp. Gen. r8 : 6 ; Judg. 6 : r9; l Sam. r : 24; 
the "ephah" of the last two passages was equal to three sata).~ 

4. KOROS (Kopo>) denotes a cor, the largest Hebrew dry measure 
(ten ephahs), containing about II bushels, Luke 16 : 7; the hundred 
measures amounted to a very considerable quantity. ~ 

5. BATOS (ß&:ro>) denotes a bath, a Jewish liquid measure (the 
equivalent of an ephah), containing between 8 and 9 gallons, Luke 16 : 6. ~ 

6. CHOINIX (xorvie), a dry measure of rather less than a quart, about 
"as much as would support a person of moderate appetite for a day," 
occurs in Rev. 6: 6 (twice). Usually eight chanixes could be bought for 
a denarius (about 9!d.) ; this passage predicts circumstances in which 
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the denarius is the price of one chamix. 411 In the Sept., Ezek. 45 : ro, II, 

where it represents the Heb. ephah and bath. 411 
Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. ro : 14, A.V., huperekteinö, to stretch out over

much, is translated "we stretch (not ourselves) beyond measure," (R.V., 
" ... overmuch) ". (2) In 2 Cor. II: 9, R.V., prosanapleroö, to fill up 
by adding to, to supply fully, is translated " supplied the measure " 
(A.V., "supplied "). See SuPPLY. (3) For the phrases in the A.V., 
" beyond measure," Gai. l : 13 ; " out of measure," 2 Cor. l : 8, see 
ABUNDANCE, A, No. 4, EXCEL, B. (4) In Mark 6 : 51, some mss. have 
the phrase ek perissou, "beyond measure" (A.V.). (5) For the phrase 
" be exalted above measure," 2 Cor. 12 : 7, A.V., see EXALT, A, No. 4. 

B. Adverbs. 
r. HUPERBALLONTÖS (imEpßaAA611'rws'), beyond measure (huper, 

over, beyond, ballö, to throw; for the verb huperballö, see ExcEEDING), 
is rendered "above measure" in 2 Cor. II: 23.41] 

2. PERISSOS (rri!ptaaws), Mark ro: 26; see ExcEED, B, No. 4. 
3. HUPERPERISSÖS (v7tEp7t€ptaaws). Mark 7: 37 : see ABUND

ANCE D, No. 3.411 
C. Adjective. 

AMETROS (äµETpos), without measure (a, negative, and A, No. i), 
is used in the neuter plural in an adverbial phrase in 2 Cor. ro : 13, 15, 
eis ta ametra, lit., ' unto the (things) without measure,' R.V., " (we will not 
glory) beyond our measure; "A.V.,"(we will not boast) of things without 
measure," referring to the sphere Divinely appointed for the Apostle as to 
his Gospel ministry ; this had reached to Corinth, and by the increase 
of the faith "of the church there, would extend to regions beyond. His 
opponents had no scruples about intruding into the spheres of other men's 
work.411 

D. Verbs. 
r. METREÖ (µETpew), to measure (akin to A, No. l), is used (a) of 

space, number, value, etc., Rev. II : l, 2 ; 21 : 15, 16, 17 ; metaphorically, 
2 Cor. IO: 12 ; (b) in the sense of measuring out, giving by measure, 
Matt. 7 : 2, " ye mete " (some mss. have No. 2) ; Mark 4 : 24 ; in some 
mss. in Luke 6: 38 (see No. 2).411 

2. ANTIMETREÖ (all'nµETplw), tb measure in return (anti, back, in 
return and No. l), is used in the Pa.ssive Voice, and found in some mss. in 
Matt. 7 : 2 (the most authentic have No. l) ; in Luke 6 : 38 the most 
authentic have this verb.41] lt is not found in the Sept. 

MEAT 
r. BRÖMA (ßpwµa), food (akin to bibröskö, to eat, John 6 : 13~), 

solid food in contrast to milk, is translated " food " in Matt. 14 : 15, 
R. V. (A.V., "victuals ") ; "meats," .Mark 7: 19; l Cor. 6: 13 (twice) ; 
1 Tim. 4 : 3 ; Heb. 9 : 10 ; 13 : 9 ; "meat," John 4 : 34; Rom. 14 : 15 
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(twice), 20; I Cor. 3 : 2; 8: 8, 13; ro: 3; "food," R.V., for A.V., 
"meat," Luke 3: II; 9 :. 13.~ 

2. BRÖSIS (ßpwcns), akin to No. l, denotes (a) the act of eating, 
I Cor. 8: 4 (see EAT) ; (b) food, translated "meat" in John 4: 32 (for 
ver. 34, see No. r) ; 6: 27 (twice, the second time metaphorically, of 
spiritual food) ; 6: 55, R.V., marg., " (true) meat ; " Rom. 14: 17, A.V., 
"meat," R.V„ "eating; " Col. 2 : 16; in Heb. 12 : 16, R.V., "mess of 
meat," A.V„ "morse! of meat ; " in 2 Cor. 9: 10, " food; " in Matt. 
6: 19, 20, "rust." See EAT, EATING, B.~ 

3. BRÖSIMQS (ßpwcnµos), eatable, Luke 24 : 41, A. V„ " any meat " 
(R. V., " anything to eat "). See EAT, C. ~ 

4. TROPHE (-rpo</>~). nourishment, tood, is translated "meat" in the 
A.V. (R.V, "food ") except in two instances. See Foon, No. l. 

5. PHAGO (cf>&:yw), to eat, is used as a noun, in the infinitive mood, and 
translated " meat " in Matt. 25 : 35, 42 (lit., ., to eat ') ; in Luke 8 : 55 
the R.V. translates it literally," to eat" (A.V„" meat "). See EAr, No. 2. 

6. TRAPEZA ('Tpa7T€~a), a table (Eng., trapczc), is uscd, by metonymy, 
of the food on the tablc, in Acts 16: 34 (R.V„ marg„ "a table "), and 
translated "meat;" cp. " table" in Rom. II : 9; I Cor. IO : 2r. See 
TABLE. 

Notes: (1) For prosphagion, John 21 : 5, A.V., "any meat," see EA'r, 
B, No. 2. (2) In Luke 12: 42, sitometrion denotes a measured portion of 
food (sitos, food, metrios, within measure). (3) In Matt. r5 : 37 and Mark 
8: 8, the A.V. translates the plural of klasma, a broken piece (from klaö, 
to break), "broken meat" (R.V„ " broken pieces "). (4) In John 12 : 2, 
R.V„ anakeimai, to recline at table, is translated "sat at meat" (A.V„ 
"sat at the table ") ; in Mark 6: 26, R.V„ according to the best mss„ 
"sat at meat," some have sunanakeimai (A.V„ "sat with him ") ; in 
Mark 6 : 22, R.V„ sunanakeimai, to rechne at table together, is translated 
"that sat at meat with him." (5) In Acts r5 : 29, A.V„ the neuter 
plural of eidölothutos, sacrificed to idols, is translated " meats offered to 
idols" (R.V., "things ... ," as elsewhere in the A.V.). See lnoLs 
(offered to.) (6) For kataklinö, to sit down to (recline at) meat, see Sn, 
No. 7. 

MEDIA TOR 
MESITES (µ€ul771s), lit., a go-between (from mesos, middle, and 

eimi, to go), is used in two ways in the N.T., (a) one who mediates between 
two parties with a view to producing peace, as in I Tim. 2 : 5, though 
more than mere mediatorship is in view, for the salvation of men necessi
tated that the Mediator should Himself possess the nature and attributes 
of Hirn towards whom He acts, and should likewise participate in the 
nature of those for whom He acts (sin apart) ; only by being possessed 
both of Deity and humanity could He comprehend the claims of the one 
and the needs of the other ; further, the claims and the needs could be 
met only by One who, Himself being proved sinless, would offer Himself 
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an expiatory sacrifice on behalf of men ; (b) one who acts as a guarantee 
so as to securc something which otherwise would not be obtained. Thus 
in Heb. 8 : 6; 9 : 15; 12 : 24 Christ is the Surety of "the better covenant," 
"the new covenant," guaranteeing its terms for His people. 

In Gai. 3 : 19 Moses is spoken of as a mediator, and the statement is 
made that "a mediator is not a mediator of.one," ver. 20, that is, of one 
party. Here the contrast is between the promise given to Abraham and 
the giving of the Law. The Law was a covenant enacted between God 
and the Jewish people, requiring fulfilment by both parties. But with the 
promise to Abraham, all the obligations were assumed by God, which is 
implied in the. statement, "but God is one."1[ In the Sept., Job 9: 33, 
"daysman."1[ 

MEDITATE 
l. MELETAO (µ.EAm.lw), primarily, to care for (akin to melete, care; 

cp. melei, it is a care), denotes (a) to attend to, practise, l Tim. 4 : 15, R. V., 
" be diligent in " (A.V., " meditate upon ") ; to practise is the prevalent 
sense of the word, and the context is not against this significance in the 
R.V. rendering ; some mss. have it in Mark 13 : II ; (b) to ponder, imagine, 
Acts 4 : 25. See IMAGINE. ~ 

2. PROMELETAO (7ipoµ.EAETaw), to preme<litate, is used in Luke 
21: 14.~ 

Note: In the corresponding passage in Mark 13: II, the most authentic 
mss. have the verb promerimnaö, to be anxious beforehand (R.V.); see 
No. l. 

For MEDDLER see BUSYBODY 

MEEK, MEEKNESS 
A. Adjective. 

PRAÜS or PRAOS (rrpavs) denotes gentle, mild, meek; for its 
significance see the corresponding noun, bclow, B. Christ uses it of His 
own disposition, Matt. II : 29 ; He gives it in the third of His Beatitudes, 
5 : 5 ; it is said of Hirn as the King Messiah, 21 : 5, from Zech. 9 : 9 ; it 
is an adornment of the Christian profession, I Pet. 3: 4.1[ Cp. epios, 
gentle, of a soothing disposition, 1 Thess. 2 : 7; 2 Tim. 2 : 24.1[ 

B. Nouns. 
r. PRAUTES, or PRAOTES, an earlier form, (11paO-r71s) denotes meek

ness. In its use in Scripture, in which it has a fuller, deeper significance than 
in non-scriptural Greek writings, it consists not in a person's " outward 
behaviour only ; nor yet in his relations to his fellow-men ; as little in his 
mere natural disposition. Rat.her it is an inwrought grace of the soul; 
and the exercises of it are first and chiefly towards God. lt is that 
temper of spirit in which we accept His dealings with us as good, and 
therefore without disputing or resisting; it is closely linked with the wcrd 
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tapeinophrosune [humility), and follows directly upon it, Eph. 4: 2 ; 

Col. 3 : 12; cp. the adjectives in the Sept. of Zeph. 3 : 12, "meek and 
lowly; " . . . it is only the humble heart which is also the meek, and 
which, as such, does not fight against God and more or less struggle and 
contend with Hirn. This meekness, however, being first of all a meekness 
before God, is also such in the face of men, even of evil men, out of a sense 
that these, with the insults and injuries which they may inflict, are per
mitted and employed by Hirn for the chastening and purifying of His 
elect" (Trench, Syn. § xlii). In Gai. 5 : 23 it is associated with enkrateia, 
self-control. 

The meaning of praütes " is not readily expressed in English, for the 
terms meekness, mildness, commonly used, suggest weakness and 
pusillanimity to a greater or less extent, whereas praütes does nothing of 
the kind. Nevertheless, it is difficult to find a rendering less open to 
objection than ' meekness ; ' ' gentleness ' has been suggested, but as 
praütes clescribes a condition öf mind and heart, and as 'gentleness' is 
appropriate rather to actions, this word is no better than that used in 
bcith English Versioris. lt must be clearly understood, therefore, that the 
meekness manifested by the Lord and commended to the believer is the 
fruit of power. The common assumption is that when a man is meek it is 
because he ca:nnot help himself ; but the Lord was ' meek ' because he 
had the infinite resources of God at His command. Described negatively, 
meekness is the opposite to self-assertiveness and self-interest ; it is 
equanimity of spirit that is neither elated nor Cast down, sirilply because 
it is not occupied with self at all. 

" In 2 Cor. ro : r the Apostle appeals to the ' meekness . . . of 
Christ.' Christians are charged to show 'all meekness toward all men,' 
Tit. 3 : 2, for meekness becomes ' God's elect,' Col. 3: 12. To this virtue 
the ' man of God ' is urged ; he is to ' follow after meekness ' for his own 
sake, r Tim. 6 : II (the best texts have No. 2 here, however), and in his 
service, and more especially in his dealings with the 'ignorant and 
erring,' he is to exhibit ' a spirit of meekness,' r Cor. 4 : 21, and Gai. 6 : r ; 
even ' they that oppose themselves ' are to be corrected in meekness, 
2 Tim. 2 : 25. James exhorts his 'beloved brethren' to 'reccive with 
meekness the implanted word,' r : 21. Peter enjoins 'meekness' in 
setting forth the grounds of the Christian hope, 3 : 15."*, 

2. PRAÜPATHIA (TrpavTra8la), a meek disposition, meekness (praus, 
meek, paschö, to suffer), is found in the best texts in r Tim. 6 : rr., 

MEET (Adjective and Verb) 
A. Adiectives. 

r. AXIOS (atws-) has the meaning of being of weight, value, worth ; 
also befitting, becoming, right on the ground of fitness, e.g., Matt. 3 : 8, 

• From 'Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 294, 295. 
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A.V., "meet" (R.V., "worthy ''); so Acts 26: 20; Luke 3: 8 (" worthy"); 
23: 41 (" due reward "). See REWARD, WoRTHY. 

2. HIKANOS (l1<av6s), sufficient, competent, fit, is translated" meet" 
in l Cor. 15 : 9. See ENOUGlI, SuFFICIENT. 

3. KALOS (1<aA.6s), good, is translated " meet " in Matt. 15 ; 26 and 
Mark 7 : 27. See Goon. 

4. EUTHETOS (€v8€Tos), well-placed, is translated "meet" in 
Heb. 6 : 7 : see FIT. 

Note: In Phil. l: 7 and 2 Pet. l: 13, A.V., dikaios, just, is translated 
" meet " (R.V., "right "). For '· mP.f't . for me," 2 Tim. 2 : 21 1 see 
UsE, Note. B; Verbs. 

1. DEI (8€i), an impersonal verb, it is necessary, one must, is translated 
"it was meet," in Luke 15 : 32; in Rom. l : 27, A.V„ "was meet" (R.V„ 
" was due "). See DuE, B, No. 2. 

2. HIKANOÖ (l1Cav6w), to render fit, meet, to make sufficient, is 
transla.ted "hath made ... meet" in C:ol. r : r2 ; in ?. C:or. 3 : 6, R.V., 
"made ... sufficient" (A.V., "hath made ... able "). Sec ABLE., 

MEET (Verb), MEET WITH, MET 
A. Verbs. 

r. APANTAÖ (&.11aVTaw), to go to meet, to meet (apo, from, antaö, 
to meet with, come face to face with), is uscd in Mark 14: 13 and Luke 
17: 12. Some mss. have this verb for No. 3 in Matt. 28: 9; Mark 5: 2; 
Luke 14: 31; John 4: 51; Acts 16: 16.~ 

2. SUNANTAÖ (uvvaVTaw), to meet with, lit„ to meet together with 
(sun, with, and antaö, see No. l), is usedin Luke 9: 37 (in ver. 18, in some 
mss.) ; 22 : ro ; Acts lO : 25; Heb. 7 : l, Io; metaphorically in Acts 
20: 22 (" shall befall "). See BEFALL.~ 

3. HUPANTAÖ (v11avTaw), to go to meet, to meet, has the same 
meaning as No. l, and is used in Matt. 8: 28; Luke 8: 27; John II: 20, 
30, and, in the most authentic mss„ in Matt. 28 : 9 ; Mark 5 : 2 ; Luke 
14 : 31 (of meeting in battle) ; John 4 : 51 ; 12 : 18 and Acts 16 : 16 (see 
No. l)., · 

4. PARATUNCHANO (11apa7vyx&.vw), to happen tobe near or present, 
to chance to be by (para, beside, near, tunchanö, to happen), occurs in 
Acts 17: 17, "met with (him).", 

5. SUMB:ALLÖ (avµ.ßa.Mw), to confer, to fall in with, meet with, is 
translated "met" in Acts 20: 14, R.V. (A.V., "met with "), of the 
Apostle Paul's meeting his companions at Assos. See CONFER, No. 3. 

B. Nouns. 
r. HUPANTESIS (v11avT1Jais), a going to meet (akin to A, No. 3), 

v1ecetletl lJy lhe preposition eis, unto, lit„ 'unto a meeting,' translated 
" to meet," is found in John r2 : l.3, and in the most authentic mss. in 
Matt. 8: 34 (see No. 3) and 25: l (see No. 2)., 

2. APANTESIS (&.11aVT1Jais), a meeting (akin to A, No. r), occurs in 
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Matt. 25: 6 (in some mss. in ver. l, andin 27 : 32, in some mss.) ; Acts 
28: 15 ; l Thess. 4: 17. lt is used in the papyri of a newly arriving 
magistrate. " lt seems that the special idea of the word was the official 
welcome of a newly arrived dignitary" (Moulton, Greek Test. Gram. 
Vol. I, p. 14). ~ 

3. SUNANT:E:SIS (avvavT17at>), a coming to meet with (akin to A, 
No. 2), is found in some mss. in Matt. 8: 34, of the coming out of all the 
people of a city to meet the Lord (see No. l).~ 

MELODY (Verb) 
PSALLO (i/JaA>..w), primarily to twitch, twang, then, to play a stringed 

instrument with the fmgers, and hence, in the Sept„ to sing with a harp, 
sing psalms, denotes, in the N.T., to sing a hymn, sing praise; in Eph. 
5 : 19, "making melody" (for the preceding word q,dö, see SING). Else
where it is rendered "sing," Rom. 15 : 9; l Cor. 14 : 15 ; in Jas. 5 : 13, 
R.V., "let him sing praise" (A.V„ "lf~t him sing psalms "). Sec SING. i! 

MELT 
T:E:KO (T~Kw), to melt, melt down, is used in the Passive Voice in 

2 Pet. 3 : 12, "shall melt" (lit., 'shall be melted '), of the elements (Eng., 
'thaw' is etymologically connected). i! 

Note: In verse 10, the A.V. "shall mclt " represents the verb luö, 
to loosen, dissolve (R.V., "shall be dissolved," Passive Voice); so in 
VV. II, I2. 

MEMBER 
MELOS (µ.lAo>), a limb of the body, is used (a) literally, Matt. 5 : 29, 

30 ; Rom. 6 : I3 (twice), 19 (twice) ; 7 : 5, 23 (twice); I2 : 4 (twice) ; 
I Cor. I2 : I2 (twice), 14, I8-20, 22, 25, 26 (twice) ; Jas. 3 : 5, 6 ; 4 : I ; 
in Col. 3 : 5," mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth; " 
since our bodies and their members belong to the earth, and are the 
instrnments of sin, they are rcferred to as such (cp. Matt. 5 : 29, 30 ; Rom. 
7 : 5, 23, mentioned above) ; the pntting to death is not physical, but 
ethical ; as the physical members have distinct individualities, so those 
evils, of which thc physical members are agents, are by analogy regarded 
as exarr.ples of the way in which the members work if not put to death ; 
this is not precisely the same as " the old man," ver. 9, i.e„ the old 
nature, though there is a connection ; (b) metaphorically, of believers as 
members of Christ, I Cor. 6 : I5 (Ist part) ; of one another, Rom. I2 : 5 
(as with the natural illustration, so with the spiritual analogy, there is not 
only vital unity, and harmony in operation, but diversity, all being 
essential to effectivdty ; the unity is not due lu exle111al organiz:ation but 
to common and vital union in Christ) ; there is stress in ver. 5 upon 
" many " and " in Christ " and " members ; " I Cor. r;z : 27 (of the 
m(·m1 1ers of a local clmrch as a body) ; Eph. 4: 25 (of the members of the 
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whole Church as the mystical body of Christ) ; in l Cor. 6 : 15 (2nd part}, 
of one who practises fornication., 

MEMORIAL 
MNEMOSUNON (µ.VT]µ.oav11011} denotes a memorial, that which keeps 

alive the memory of someone or something (from mnemön, mindful). 
Matt. 26: 13; Mark 14: 9; Acts IO: 4., · 

For MEMORY (keep in) see KEEP, Note (8) 

MEN 
Notes: (1) For this plural see the nouns under MAN. (2) For 

anthröpinos, e.g„ Rom. 6: 19, "after the manner of men," see MA:-i's, 

No. I. (3) For the phrase kat' anthröpon, "after the manner of men," 
see MAN, No. l (/ ). (4) The pqrase "quit you like men," l Cor. 16 : lJ, 

translates the vcrb andrizö, in the Middle Voice, to play the man (a vcrb 
illustrated in the papyri). (S) See also ALL, Goon, GREAT, Low (estate), 
THESE, (of) WAR. 

MEN-PLEASERS 
ANTHRÖPARESKOS (a118pw?TC~pE<1icos-}, an adjective signifying study~ 

ing to please men (anthröpos, man, areskö, to please), designates, "not 
simply one who is pleasing fo men . . . , but one who endeavours to please 
men and not God " (Cremer). lt is used in Eph. 6 : 6 and Co!. 3 : 22. ~ 
In the Sept., Psa. 53 : 5. ~ 

MENSERVANTS 
PAIS ('/Tats-), for the meanings of which sec CHILD, No. 4, is translated 

" menservants " in Luke 12 : 45. 

MEN-STEALERS 
ANDRAPODIST~S (ä11Spa'IT08u:rr~s-), a slave-dealer, kidnapper, from 

andrapodon, a slave captured in war, a worq found in the plural in the 
papyri, e.g., in a catalogue of property andin rnmbination with tetrapoda, 
four-footed things (andrapodon, aner, a man, pous, a foot) ; andrapodon 
" was never an ordinary word for slave ; it was too brutally obvious a 
reminder of the principle which made quadruped and human chattels 
diff~r only in the number of their legs" (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). 
The verb andrapodizö supplied the noun "with the like odious meaning," 
which appears in l Tim. l : 10. ~ 

MEND 
KATARTIZÖ (icaTafYTlCw), from kata, down, intensive and artios, 

fit, has three meanings, (a) to mend, repair, Matt. 4 : 21; Mark l : 19, of 
nets; (b) to complete, furnish completely, equip, prepare, Luke 6: 40; 
Rom. 9 : 22; Heb. n ; 3 and in the Middle Voice, Matt. z.r : 16; Heb. 
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10 : 5 ; (c) ethically, to prepare, perfect, Gal. 6 : I ; I . Thess. 3 : 10 ; 

I Pet. 5 : 10 ; Heb. I3 : 2I ; and in the Passive Voice, I Cor. I : IO ; 

2 Cor. 13 : II. See FIT, FRAME, Jo1N, PERFECT, PREPARE, RESTORE. ~ 

MENTION (Noun and Verb) 
· A. Noun. 

MNEIA (µvela), remembrance, mention (akin to mimneskö, to remind, 
remember), is always used in connection with prayer, and translated 
" mention " in Rom. I : 9 ; Eph. I : I6 ; I Thess. I : 2 ; Philm. 4, in 
each of which it is preceded by the verb to makP ; " remembrance " in 
Phil. I : 3 ; I Thess. 3 : 6 ; 2 Tim. I : 3. Some mss. have it in Rom. 
I2 : IJ, instead of chreiais, necessities. See REMEMBRANCE. ~ Cp. 
mneme, memory, remembrance, ·2 Pet. I : IS. ~ 

B. Verb. 
MNEMONEUO (µ117Jµovevw), which most usually1means to call to niind, 

remember, signifies to make mention Of, in Heb. II : 22. See :REMEMBER. 

MERCHANDISE (Noun, and Verb, to make) 
A. Nomis. 

1. .EMPORIA (tµTTopla) denotes commerce, business, trade [akin to 
No. 2, and to emporos, one ()11 a journey (en, in, poros, a joµrney), a 
merchant], occurs in Matt. 22 : 5. ~ . · 

2. EMPORION (€µTT6ptov) denotes a . trading-place, exchange 
(Eng„ emporium), John 2 : I6, " (a house) of' merchandise."1f 

3. GOMOS (y6µ.os) is translated "merchandise" in Rev. I8: II, I2 : 

see BuRDEN, A, No. 3. 
B. Verb. 

EMPOREUOMAI (JµTTopevoµat) primarily signifies to travel, especially 
for business; then, to traffic, trade, Jas. 4: I3; then, to make a gain of, 
make merchandise of, 2 Pet. 2 : 3. ~ 

MERCHANT 
EMPOROS (eµTTopos) denotes a person on a journey (poros, a journey), 

a passenger on. shipboard ; then, a merchant, Matt. I3 : 45 ; Rev. 18 : 3; 
II, I5, 23.~ 

MERCIFUL (Adjective, and Verb, to be), MERCY (Noun; and Verb, 
to have, etc.) 

A. Nouns. 
r. ELEOS {e"eos) "is the outward manifestation of pity; it assumes 

nccd on the part of him who receives it, and resources adequate to meet 
the need on the part of him who shows it. lt is used (a) of God, who is 
rich in mercy, Eph. 2 : 4, and who has provided salvation for all men, 
Tit. 3 : 5, for Jews, Luke I : 72, and Gentiles, Rom. I5 : 9. He is merciful 
to those who fear him, Luke I : 50, for they also are compassed with 
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infinnity, and He alone can succour them. Hence they are to pray 
boldly for mercy, Heb. 4 : 16, and if for themselves, it is seemly that they 
should ask for mercy for one aaother, Gal. 6 : 16 ; 1 Tim. l : 2. When 
God brings His salvation to its issue at the Coming of Christ, His people 
will obtain His mercy, 2 Tim. l: 16; Jude 21; (b) of men; for since 
God is merciful to them, He would have them show mercy to one another, 
Matt. 9 : 13 ; 12 : 7 ; 23 : 23 ; Luke IO : 37 ; Jas. 2 : 13. 

" Wherever the words mercy and peace are found together they occur 
in that order, except in Gal. 6 : 16. Mercy is the act of God, peace is the 
resulting experience in the heart of man. Grace describes God's attitudc 
toward the law-breaker and the rebel ; mercy is His attitude toward those 
who are in distress."* 

" In the order of the manifestation of God's purposes of salvation 
grace must go before mercy . . . only the forgiven may be blessed. . . . 
From this it follows that in each of the apostolic salutations where these 
words occur, grace precedes mercy, l Tim. r: 2; 2 Tim. I: 2; Tit. l : 4 
(in some mss.) ; 2 John 3 " (Trench, Syn. § xlvii). 

2. OIKTIRMOS (olKTipµos), pity, compassion for the ills of others, is 
used (a) of God; Who is" the Father of mercies," 2 Cor. l : 3 ; His mercies 
are the ground upon which believers are to present their bodies a living 
sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, as their reasonable service, Rom. 12 : l ;. 

under the Law he who set it at nought died without compassion, Heb. 
IO : 28 ; (b) of men ; believers are to feel and exhibit compassions one 
toward another, Phil. 2 : l, R.V. "compassions," and Col. 3 : 12, R.V. 
" (a heart) of compassion ; " in these two places the worrl is preceded 
by No. 3, rendered "tender mercies" in the former, and" a heart" in 
the latter, R.V.~ 

3. SPLANCHNON (a?T,\anvov), affections, the heart, always in the 
plural in the N.T., has reference to feelings of kindness, goodwill, pity, 
Phil. 2: 1, R.V., "tender mercies;" see AFFECTION, No. 2, and BowELS. 

Note: ln Acts.13: 34 the phrase, lit., 'the holy things, the faithful 
things (of David) ' is translated, "the holy and sure btessings," R.V. ; 
the A.V., following the mss. in which the words "holy and" are absent, 
has "the sure mercies," but notices the full phrase in the margin. 

B. Verbs. 
l. ELEEO (l,\Elw), akin to A, No. l, signifies, in general, to feel 

sympathy with the misery of another, and especially sympathy manifested 
in act, (a) in the Active Voice, to have pity or mercy on, to shew mercy 
to, e.g., Matt . .g : 27 ; r5 : 22 ; 17 : 15 ; 18 : 33 ; 20 : 30, 31 (three times 
in Mark, four in Luke) ; Rom. 9 : 15, 16, 18 ; II : 32 ; 12 : 8; Phil. 2 : 27 ; 
Jude 22, 23; (b) in the Passive Voice, fö have pity or mercy shown one, 
to obtain mercy, Matt. 5: 7; Rom. II: 30, 31; l Cor. 7: 25; 2 Cor. 4 ·: l; 
l Tim. r : 13, 16 ; l Pet. 2 : IO. 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 340, 341. 
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2. OIKTEIRÖ (olKTElpw), akin to A, No. 2, to have pity on (from 
oiktos, pity: oi, an exclamation,=oh !), occurs in Rom. 9: 15 (twice), 
where it follows No. l (twicc) ; the point established there and in Ex. 
33 : 19, from the Sept. of which it is quoted, is that the mercy and 
compassion shown by God are determined by nothing cxternal to His 
attributes. Speaking generally oikteirö is a stronger tcrm than eleeö. ~ 

3. HILASKOMAI (D.aaKoµ.m) in profane Greek meant to conciliate, 
appcasc, propitiate, cause the gods to be reconciled; their goodwill was 
not regarded as their natural condition, but as something to be earned. 
The heathen bclieved their gods to be naturally alienated in feeling from 
man. In the N.T. the word never means to conciliate God; it signifies 
(a) to be propiticus, merciful, Luke 18 : 13, in thc prayer of the publican ; 
(b) to expiate, make propitiation for, Heb. 2 : 17, "make propitiation." 

That God is not of Himself already alienated from man, see John 3 : 16. 
His attitude toward the sinner does not need tobe changed by his efforts. 
With regard to his sin, an expiation is necessary, consistently with God's 
holiness and for His righteousncss' sake, and that expiation. His grace 
and love have provided in the atoning Sacrifice of His Son; man, himsclf 
a sinner, justly exposed to God's wrath (John 3 : 36), could never find an 
expiation. As Lightfoot says, " when the N.T. \UI'iters speak at length 
on the subject of Divine wrath, the hostility is tepresented, not as on the 
part of God, but of men." Through that which God has accomplished in 
Christ;. by His death, man, on bccoming regenerate, escapes the merited 
wrath of God. The making of this expiation [(b) above], with its effect 
in thc mercy of Gvd (a) is what is expressed in hilaskomai.~ The Sept. 
uscs the.compound verb exilaskomai, e.g., Gen. 32 : 20; Ex. 30 : lO, 15, 

16; 32 : 30, and frcquently in Lev. and Numb. See PROPITIATION. 
C. Adjectives. 

r. ELE:E:MÖN (€AE~µ.w11), merciful, akin to A, No. l, not simply 
possesscd of pity but actively l~ompassionate, is uscd of Christ as fl High 
Priest, Heb. 2: 17, and of those who are like God, Matt. 5: 7 (cp. Luke 
6 : 35, 36, where the R.V„ " sons" is to be read, as representing 
characteristics resembling thosc of their Father). ~ 

2. OIKJIRMÖN (o,KTlpµ.wv), pitiful, compassionate for the ills of 
others, a stronger tcrm than No. r (akin to A, No. 2), is used twice in Luke 
6 : 36," merciful" (of the.character of God, tobe express~d in His people) ; 
Jas. 5 : II, R.V.„ " merciful," A.V„ " of tender mercy."~ 

3. HILEÖS (rAEws), propitious, merciful (akin to B, No. 3), was used 
in prolarll' Creek just as in the casc of the wrb (whid1 sce). Thcrc is 
notbing of this in the use of the word in Scripture. The quality e-xpressed 
by it there cssentially appertains to God, though man is undeserving of it.. 
n is uscd only of Go<l,Heb. 8 : 12 ; in Matt. 16 : 22," Be it far from Thec" 
(Petcr's word to Christ) may have thc meaning given in the R.V. marg„ 
"(God) have mercy on Thee," lit„ 'proritious to Thee' (A.V. marg„ 
" Pity Thyself ") ~ Cp. the Sept„ 2 Sam. 20 :. 20 ; 23 : lJ. 
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4. ANELEOS or ANILEOS (av€,\rnS' or avL\€ws), unmerciful, merciless 
(a, negative, n, euphonic, and A, No. l, or C, No. 3), occurs in Jas. 2: lJ, 
said of judgment on him who shows no mercy. 'if 

MERCY-SEAT 
HILAST:i'tRION (l\a.crn]piov), the lid or cover of the ark of the 

Covenant, signifies the Propitiatory, so called on account of the expiation 
made once a year on the great day of atonement, Heb. 9: 5. For the 
formation see Ex. 25 : 17-2!. The Heb. word is kapporeth, the cover, ..a 
meaning connected with the covering or removal of sin (Psa. 32 : l) by 
means of expiatory sacrifice. This mercy-seat, together with the ark, is 
spoken of as the footstool of God, I Chron. 28: 2; cp. Ps. 99 : 5; 132 : 7. 
The Lord promised to be present upon it and to commune with Moses 
" from above the mercy-seat, from between the two cherubim," Ex. 25 : 22 
(see CHERUBIM). In the Sept. the word epithema, which itself means a 
cover, is added to hilasterion; epithema was sirnply a translation of 
kapporeth; accordingly, hilasterion, not hav.ing this meaning, and being 
e5sentially connected with propitiation, was addcd. Eventually hilasten'on 
stood for both. In l Chron. 28: rr the Holy of Holies is called "the 
House of the Kapporeth" (see R.V„ marg.). 

Through His voluntary expiatory sacrifice in the shedding of His 
blood, under Divinc judgment upon sin, and through His Resurrection, 
Christ has become the Mercy-Seat for His people. See Rom. 3: 25, and 
see PRoPITIATION, B, No. l. 'if 

MERRY (to be, to make) 
I. EUPHRAINÖ (d)(ppalvw), in the Active Voice, to cheer, make 

glad, 2 Cor. 2 : 2, is used everywhere else in the Passive Voice, signifying, 
to be happy, rejoice, make merry, and translated to be merry in Luke 
12 : 19 ; 15 : 23; 24, 29, 32 ; in 16 : 19, " fared (sumptuously) ; " in Rev. 
II : 10, "make merry." See FARE, GLAD, REJOICE. 

2. EUTHUMEÖ (d18vµ€w), from eu, well, and thumos, the soul, as the 
principle of feeling, especially strong feeling, signifies to make cheerful ; 
it is used intransitively in thc N.T., tobe of good cheer, Acts 27 : 22, 25 ; 
in Jas. 5 : 13, R.V„ "is (any) cheerful? " (A.V„ " ... merry ? "). See 
CHEER.'if 

MESS 
BRÖSIS (ßpwaiS'), eating, food, is translated "mess of meat" in Heb. 

12: 16, R.V. (A.V„ "morsel of meat "). See Foon, MEAT, No. 2. 

MESSAGE 
l. ANGELIA (ayy€,\la), akin to angellö, to bring a message, proclaim, 

denotcs a message, proclamation, news, l John l: 5 [some mss. have 
epangelia: see Note (1)]; l John 3: II, where the word is more precisely 
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defined (by being followed by the conjunction "that," expressing the 
purpose that we should love one another) as being virtually equivalent to 
an order.iJ 

Notes: (1) Epangelia (epi, upon, and No. l), a promise, is found in 
some mss. in l John l : 5, " message" (see No. l). See PROMISE. (2) In 
Luke 19: 14, A.V., presbeia, is translated "a message;" R.V., "an 
ambassage," as in 14: 32. See AMBASSAGE.iJ 

2. AKO:E (dKo~), hearing, also denotes the thing heard, a message; 
in l Thess. 2 : 13, it is associated with logos, a word, lit„ 'the word of 
hcaring' !R.V. marg.), R.V., "the word of the message," A.V., "the 
word ... which ye heard;" so in Heb. 4 : 2, R.V., "the word of hearing" 
(A.V„ "the word preached "). See HEARING. 

3. K:ERUGMA (~pvyµ.a), that which is proclaimed by a herald, a 
proclamatiQn, preaching, is translated "the message "in Tit. l : 3, R.V. 
(A.V., "preaching "). See PREACHING. 

MESSEN GER 
I. ANGELOS (&'.yyeA.os-), a messenger, an angel, one sent, is translated 

"messenger," of Jöhn the Baptist, Matt. II: ro; Mark r: 2; Luke 
7: 27; in the plural, of John's messengers, 7: 24; of those whom Christ 
sent before Hirn when on His journey to Jerusalem, 9: 52; of Paul's 
"thorn in the fl.esh," "a messenger of Satan," 2 Cor. 12 : 7; of the spies 
as received by Rahab, Jas. 2 : 25. See ANGEL. 

2. APOSTOLOS (d7TÖUTo..\os-), an apostle, is translated "messengers" 
in 2 Cor. 8 : 23 regarding Titus and "the other brethren," whom Paul 
describes to thE Church at Corinth as "messengers of the churches," in 
respect of offerü.gs from those in Macedonia for the needy in Judrea; in 
Phil. 2 : 25, of Epaphroditus as the " messenger " of the church at Philippi 
to the Apostle in ministering to his need ; R. V. marg. in each case, 
"apostle." See APOSTLE. 

For METE see MEASURE 

For MID see MIDST 

MIDDAY 
Note: In Acts 26: 13, "at midd~y" translates the adjective mesos, 

middle, and the noun hemera, a day, in a combined adverbial phrase. 
See MmsT. 

For MIDDLE see WALL 

MIDNIGHT 
MESONUKTION (µ.ecrovt51mov), an adjective denoting at, or of, mid-
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night, is used as a noun in Mark r3 : 35 ; Luke II : 5 ; Acts r6 : 25 ; 
20: 7.~ 

Note: In Matt. 25 : 6 "at midnight" translates the adjective mesos, 
and noun nux, night, in the combined adverbial phrase. In Acts 27: 27 
"about midnight " translates an adverbial phrase consisting of kata, 
towards, followed by mesos, middle and nux, night, with the article, lit., 
'towards (the) middle of the night.' See MmsT. 

MIDST 
A. Adjective and Adverb. 

MESOS (µluos), an adjective denoting middle, in the middle or midst, 
is used in the following, in which the English requires a phrase, and the 
adjectival rehdering must be avoided: Luke 22 : 55. "Peter sat in the 
midst of them," lit., 'a middle one of (them) ; ' Luke 23 : 45, of the 
rending of the veil " in the midst ; " here the adjective idiomatically 
belongs to the verb " was rent," and is not to be taken literally, as if it 
meant 'the middle veil; • John l : 26, "in the midst of you (standeth 
One)," R.V. (lit., 'a middle One '); Acts I: r8, where the necessity of 
avoiding the lit. rendering is obvious. Cp. the phrases " at midday," 
"at midnight " (see MIDDAY, MIDNIGHT, above). 

Notes: (1) Mesos is used adverbially, in prepositional phrases, 
(a) ana m„ e.g., l Cor. 6 : 5, " between ; " Matt. 13 : 25, " among ; " 
Rev. 7 : 17, " in the midst ; " (b) dia m., e.g., Luke 4 : 30 ; 17 : II, 
"through the midst;" (c) en m~, Luke IO : 3, R.V.," in the midst," A.V., 
"among;" so 22 : 27; l Thess. 2 : 7; with the article after en, e.g., 
Matt. r4 : 6, R.V., " in the midst,'' A.V., " before ; " (d) eis m., Mark 
r4 : 60, " in the midst ; " with the article, e.g., Mark 3 : 3, " forth " (lit„ 
' into the midst ') ; (e) ek m., '' out of the way," lit., ' out of the midst,' 
Col. 2: 14; 2 Thess. 2 : 7, where, however, removal is not necessarily in 
view ; there is no accompanying verb signifying removal, as in each of the 
other occurrences of the phrase; with the article, e.g., l Cor. 5 : 2 ; 

2 Cor. 6: 17; see WAY; (/) kata m., Acts 27: 27, "about mid(night)." 
(2) The neuter, meson, is used adverbially in Matt. r4 : 24, in some mss., 

" in the midst (of the waves) ; " in Phil. 2 : 15 in the best mss. (wherc 
some mss. have en m . ... ). (3) For Rev. 8: r3, see HEAVEN, A, 
No. 2. 

B. Verb. 
MESOO (µEuow),,to be in the middle, is usedof time in John 7: 14, 

translated "when it was . the~midst (of the feast)." lit., ' (the feast) 
being in the middle.'~ 

MIGHT (Noun), MIGHTY, MIGHTILY, MIGHTIER 
A.Nouns. 

l. DUNAMIS (Svvaµis), power, (a) used relatively, d('notes inherent 
a.bility, capability, ability . to perform anything, e.g:, Mat.t. 25 : 15, 
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" ability ; " Acts 3 : 12," power " ; 2 Thess. l : 7, R. V., " (angels) of 
His power" (A.V., "mighty "); Heb. II: II, R.V., "power" (A.V., 
" strength ") ; see ABILITY; (b) used absolutely, denbtes (1) power to 
work, to carry something into effect, e.g., Luke 24 : 49; (2) power in 
action, e.g., Rom. l : 16; l Cor. l : 18; it is translated "might" in the 
A.V. of Eph. l : 21 (R.V., "power"); so 3: 16; Col. l: II (1st clause); 
2 Pet. 2: II ; in Rom. 15: 19, A.V., this noun is rendered "mighty;" 
R.V., "(in the) power of signs." The R.V. consisleHlly avoicls the 
rendering "might " for dunamis;, the usual rendering is "power." 
Under this he::trlinß rnmf's thf': n~mlering "mighty works," e.g., Matt. 
7 : 22, R.V. (A.V., "wonderful works ") ; II : 20-23 ; singular number 
in Mark 6: 5; in Matt. 14: 2 and Mark 6: 14 the R.V. has "powers; " 
in 2 Cor. 12: 12, R.V., "mighty works" (A.V., "mighty deeds "). See 
MIRACLE, especially POWER. 

Note: Dunam1:s, power, is to he distinguished from exousia, .the right 
to exercise power. See DOMINION, Note. 

z. ISCHlTS (l1rx1~s) <lenotcs might, strcngth, power, (a) inherent andin 
action as used of God, Eph. l : 19, R. V., " (the strength, kratos, of His) 
might," A.V., "(His mighty) power," i.e., power (over external things) 
exercised by slrength ; Eph. 6 : ro, " of His might ; " 2 Thess. r : 9, 
R.V., "(from the glory) of His might" (A.V. "power"); Rev. 5: 12, 
R.V., "might" (A.V., "strength "); 7: 12, "might;" (b) as an endow
ment, said (1) of angels, 2 Pet. 2: IT; here the order is No. z and No. r, 
R.V., "might and power," which better expresses the distinction than the 
A.V., "power and might;" in some mss. in Rev. 18: 2 it is said of the voice 
of an angel [see E, (c)]; the most authentic mss. have the adjective 
ischuros, "mighty;" (z) of men, Mark 12 : 30, 33 ; Luke ro : 27 (R.V. 
and A.V., "strength," in all three verses) ; r Pet. 4: II, R.V., "strength" 
(A.V., "ability:" this belongs rather to No. l). Either 'strength' or 
'might ' expresses the true significance of ischus. See ABILITY, PowER, 
STRENGTH.~ 

Notes: (1) In Luke 9: 43, A,V., megaleiotes, greatness, majesty, is 
translated "mighty power" (R.V., " majesty "). (2) Cp. kratos (see 
POWER). 

B. Adjectives. 
r. DUNATOS (8vvaT6s), powerful, mighty (akin to A, No. r), is used, 

with that significance, (1) of God, Luke i: : 49, " mighty ; " Rom. 9 : 22, 
" power " (here the neuter of the adjective is used with the article, as a 
noun, equivalent to dunamis) ; frequently with the meaning " able " 
(see ABLE, C, No. r) ; (2) of Christ, regarded as a prophet, Luke 24: 19 
(" in deed and worcl ") ; (3) of mcn : Moses, Acts 7 : 22 (" in his words 
and works ") ; Apollos, r8 : 24, " in the Scriptures ; " of those possessed 
of natural power, r Cor. r : 26; of those possessed of spiritual power, 
:.: r:or. ro : 4. For the shades of meaning in the translation " strong,'~ 
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see Rom. 15: l ; 2 Cor. 12 : 10 ; 13 : 9. For Rev. 6 : 15, see No. 2, 
below ; see STRONG. See also PossIBLE. 

2. ISCHUROS (luxvpos), strong, mighty (akin to A, No. 2, and with 
corresponding adjectival significance), is usually translated "strong; " 
"mighty" in Luke 15 : 14 (of a famine) ; Rev. 19: 6 (of thunders) ; 
19 : 18 (of men}: in the following, where the A.V. has" mighty," the R.V. 
substitutes "strong," l Cor. l : 27; Rev. 6: 15 (A.V., "mighty men ") ; 
18: 10, 21; Heb. II: 34, R.V„ " (waxed) mighty" (A.V., "valiant "). 
See BOISTEROUS, POWERFUL, STRONG (where the word is analysed). 

:!· ISCHUROTEROS (luxvpo-r€pos), stronger, mightier, the comparative 
degree of No. 2, is translated " mightier " in Matt. 3 : II ; Mark l : 7 ; 
Luke 3 : 16 ; " stronger " in Luke II : 22 ; l Cor. l· : 25 ; ro : 22. See 
STRONG.ir 

4. BIAIOS (ßlmos), violent (from bia, force, violence, strength, found 
in Acts 5: 26; 21: 35; 24: 7; 27: 41if), occurs in Acts 2 : 2, of wind.~ 

5. KRATAIOS (i<pa'Tat6s), strong, mighty (akin tu kratos, streuglh, 
relative and manifested power: see MIGHTILY, below), is found in l Pet. 
5 : 6, of the " mighty " hand of God. ir 

6. MEGALEIOS (µ.EyaA.„i:os-) is rendered "mighty" in Acts 2 : II, 

R.V. See WONDERFUL, Note (2). 
Notes: (1) In Luke 1 : 52, A.V., dunastes, a potentate, prince, is 

translated "mighty" (R.V„ "princes "). (2) In Rev. 6: 13, A.V., 
megas, great, is translated" mighty" (R.V„ "great "), of a wind. · (3) In 
Rev. 16: 18, A.V„ telikoutos, so great (when said of things), is translated 
"so mighty" (R.V., "so great "), of an earthquake. 

C. Verb. 
DUNATEÖ (ovva-rlw), tobe powerful (akin to A, No. land B, No. l), 

is found in the most authentic mss. in Rom. 14: 4 (some have dunatos, 
B, No. 1), R.V. " (the Lord) hath power," A.V„ " (God) is able; " simi
larly, as regard mss„ in 2 Cor. 9: 8, where the R.V. and A.V. have" (God) 
is able; " in 2 Cor. 13 : 3, A.V„ "is mighty," R.V., "is powerful" 
(according to the general significance of dunamis). if 

Note: In Gal. 2 : 8, A.V., energeö, to work, work in (en, in, ergon, 
work), is first translated " wrought effectually," then " was mighty in " 
(R.V„ "wrought for," in both places; the probable meaning is 'in me '). 
See EFFEcTuAL, WoRK. · 

D. Adverb. 
EUTONÖS (EÖ-rovws), vigorously, vehemently (eu, well, teinö, to 

stretch), is translated "mightily" in Acts 18: 28, A.V„ of the power of 
Apollos in 'confuting' the Jews (R.V„'" powerfully '') ; in Luke 23 : ro 
it is rendered "vehemently." See POWERFUL, VEHEMENTLY.if In the 
Sept., Josh. 6: 7, " (let them sound) loudly."if 

. E. Phrases. 
The following phrases signify " mightily : " (a) en dunamei, Col. l : 29, 

of the inward power of God's working, lit., "ih power," as R.V. marg. 
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(en, in, and A, No. l) ; (b) kata kratos, Acts 19: 20, of the increase of the 
word of the Lord in a place, lit., 'according to might ; ' (c) in Rev. 18 : 2 

some mss. have en ischui, lit., 'in strength' (en, in, and A, Nö. 2), of the 
voice of an angel. 

MILE 
MILION (µl>.tov), a Roman mile, a word of Latin origin (1680 yards), 

is used in Matt. S : 4I. ~ 

MILK 
GALA (y&>.a) is used (a) literally, l Cor. 9 : 7; (b) metaphorically, of 

rudimentary spiritual teaching, l Cor. 3 : 2 ; Heb. S : 12, 13 ; l Pet. 2 : 2 ; 

here the meaning largely depends upon the significance of the word 
logikos, which tM A.V. renders "of the word," R.V. " spiritual." While 
logos denotes a word, the adjective logikos is never used with the meaning 
assigned to it in the A.V., nor does the contcxt in l : 23 compel this mean
ing. While it is true that the Word of God, like milk, nourishes the soul, 
and this is involved in the exhortation, the only other occurrence in the 
N.T. is Rom. 12 : r, where it is translated "reasonable," i.e., rational, 
intelligent (service), in contrast to the offering of an irrational animal; 
so here the nourishment may be understood as ,of that spiritually rational 
nature which, acting through the. regenerate mind, develops spiritual 
growth. God's Word is not given so that it is impossible to understand it, 
or that it requires a special dass of men to interpret it ; its character is 
such that the Holy Spirit who gave it ca,n unfold its truths even to the 
young convert. Cp. l John 2: 27.,-

MILL 
MULÖN (µv>.wv) denotes a mill-house, where the millstone is, Matt. 

24 : 41 ; some mss. have mulos (see next word). ~ In the Sept., Jer .. s2 : II, 

" grinding house " (lit., ' house of a mill '). ~ 

MILLSTONE 
A. No'1Jl. 

MULOS (µv>.os) denotes a hand-mill, consisting of two circular stones, 
one above the other, the lower being fixed. From the centre of the lower 
a wooden pin passes through a hole in the upper, into which the grain is 
thrown, escaping as fl.our between the stones and falling on a prepared 
material below the:r;n. The handle is inserted into the upper stone near the 
circumference. Small stones could be turned by one woma.n (mill
grinding was a work deemed fit only for women and slaves; cp. Judg. 
16: 21) ; larger ones were turned by two (cp. Matt. 24: 41, under MILL), 
or more. 

Still larger oncs were turned by an ass (onikos), Matt. 18 : 6, R.V., 
"a great millstone " (marg„ " a millstone turned by an ass "), indicating 
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the immediate and overwhelming drowning of one who causes one young 
believer to stumble; Mark 9: 42 (where some mss. have lithos mulikos, a 
stone of a mill, as in Luke r7 : 2) ; Rev. r8 : 22 (some mss. have it in ver. 
2r, see below). ~ 

B. Adjectives. 
r. MULIKOS (µ.v,\iK6~). 'ofa mill,' occurs in Luke 17: 2 (see above).~ 
2. MULINOS (µ.v,\wo~). made of millstone, is used with lithos, a stone; 

and with the adjective megas, great, in the best mss. in Rev. r8 : 2r (some 
have the word mulos; see A)., 

MIND (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. NOUS {voiis), mind, denotes, speaking generally, the seat of refiec
tive consciousness, comprising the faculties of perception and under
standing, and those of feeling, judging and determining. 

Its use in the N.T. may be analysed as follows: it denotes (a) the 
faculty of knowing, the seat of the understanding, Luke 24 : 45 ; Rom. 
I : 28 ; 14 : 5 ; l Cor. r4 : 15, r9 ; Eph. 4 : r7 ; Phil. 4 : 7 ; Col. 2 : r8 ; 
r Tim. 6,: 5; 2 Tim. 3: 8; Tit. l: r5; Rev. r3: TR; r7: 9; (b) counsels, 
purpose, Rom. II : 34 (of the mind of God) ; r2 : 2 ; l Cor. l : ro ; 2 : 16, 
twice (r) of tfie thoughts and counsels of God, (2) of Christ, a testimony 
to His Godhood ; Eph. 4 : 23 ; (c) the new nature, which belongs to the 
believer by reason of the new birth, Rom. 7 : 23, 25, where it is contrasted 
with" the fiesh," the principle of evil which dominates fallen man. Under 
(b) may come 2 Thess. 2 : 2, where it stands for the determination to be 
stedfast amidst affiictions, through the confident expectation of the day 
of rest and recompense mentioned in the first chapter., 

2. DIANOIA (8i&voia), lit. a thinking through, or over, a meditation, 
refiecting, signifies (a) like No. l, the faculty of knowing, understanding, 
or moral reßection, (r) with an evil significance, a consciousness charac
terized by a perverted moral impulse, Eph. 2 : 3 (plural) ; 4: }:8 ; (2) with 
a good significance, the faculty renewed by the Holy Spirit, Matt. 22 : 37 ; 
Mark r2: 30; Luke ro: 27; Heb. 8: 10; ro: 16; r Pet. l: 13; r John 
5 : 20; (b) sentiment, disposition (not as a function but as a product) ; 
(1) in an evil sense, Luke l : 51, lt imagination ; " Col. l : 21 ; (2) in a 
good sense, 2 Pet. 3: l.~ 

3. ENNOIA (lwoia), an idea, notion, intent, is rendered lt mind" in 
l Pet. 4 : l ; see INTENT. 

4. NO:~MA (v671p.a.), thought, design, is rendered lt minds " in 2 Cor. 
3 : I4; 4 : 4 ; II : 3 ; Phil. 4 : 7 ; see DEVICE, No. 2. 

5. GNOM~ (yvwµ.71), a purpose, judgment, opinion, is translated 
"rnind" in Philm. 14 and Rev. 17 : 13. See JuDGMENT, No. 4. 

6. PHRON~MA (cf>p6V7Jµ.~) denotes what one has in the mind, the 
thought (the content of the process expressed in phroneö, to have in mind, 
to think) ; or an object of thought; in Rom. 8: 6 (A.V., ."tobe carnally 
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mindcd" and "tobe spiritually minded "), the R.V., adhermg to the use 
of the noun, renders by "the mind of the flesh," in vv. 6 and 7, and" the 
mind of the :,:pirit," in ver. 6. In ver. 27 the word is used of the mind of 
the Holy Spirit.~ 

Notes: (r} This word is to be distinguished from phronesis, which 
denotes an understanding, leading to right action, prudence, Luke I : 17; 
Eph. 1 : 8. 1f (2) In three places, Acts 14 : 2 ; Phil. l : 27 ; Heb. 12 : 3, 
the A.V. translates psuche, the soul, by "mind" (R.V., "soul "). 

B. Verbs. 
r. PHRONEÖ (</>povlw) signifies (a) to think, tobe minded in a certain 

way: (b) to think of, be mindful of. lt implies moral interest or reflection, 
not mere unrcasoning opinion. Under (a) it is rendered by the verb to 
mind in the following : Rom. 8 : 5," (they that are after the flesh) do 
mind (the things of the flesh) ; " 12 : 16, " be of (the same) mind," lit„ 
'minding the same,' and "set (not) your mind on," R.V., A.V., "mind 
(not);" 15: 5, "to be of (the same) mind," R.V., (A.V., "to be like
minded ") ; so the R.V. in 2 Cor. i3 : n, A.V„ "be of (one) mind; " 
Gal. 5 : 10, " ye will be (none otherwise) minded; " Phil. l : 7, R.V., "to 
be (thus) minded," A.V, "to think (this) ; " 2 : 2, R.V., "be of (the 
same) mind," A.V., "be likeminded," and "being ... of (one) mind," 
lit., 'minding (the one thing); • 2: 5, R.V., ~~ have (this) mind," 
A.V., "let (this) mind be," lit., 'mind this; ' 3: 15, "let us ... be 
(thus) minded," and " (if) ... ye are (otherwise) minded" (some mss. 
have the verb in ver. 16) ; 3 : 19, " (who) mind (earthly things) ; " 4 : 2, 

"be of (the same) mind; " Col. 3 : 2, R.V. and A.V. marg., "set your 
mind," lit., 'mind (the things above),' A.V., "set your affection." See 
CAREFUL, B, 6, REGARD, SAVOUR, THINK, UNDERSTAND. 

2. ANAMIMNESKO (dvaµiµinlaKw}, to remind, call to remembrance 
(ana, up, mimneskö, to remind), is translated "calJed to mind," in Mark 
14: 72 (Passive Voice). See REMEMBRANCE. 

Note: The lengthened form epanamimneskö is used in Rom. 15: 15, 
A.V., "putting (you) in mind; " R.V., "putting (you) again (epi) in 
remembrance. "11 

3. HUPOMIMNESKO (inroµiµinlaKw}, to cause one to remember, put 
one in mind (hupo, under), is translated" put (thcm) in mind "in Tit. 3 : I. 
See REMEMBER, REMEMBRANCE. 

4. HUPOTITHEMI (inro-rt87Jµi}, lit., to place under (hiepo, under, 
tithemi, to place), to lay down (of risking the life, Rom. 16: 4), also 
denotes to suggest, put into one's mind, l Tim. 4: 6, R.V., "put ... in 
mind" (A.V., "put ... in remembrance "). See LAY.1f 

5. SÖPHRONEÖ (aw<f>povlw) signifies (a) to be of sound mind, or in 
one's right mind, sober-minded (sözö, to save, phren, the mind), Mark 
5 : 15 and Luke 8 : 35, "in his right mind; " 2 Cor. 5 : 13, R.V., "we are 
of sober mind" (A.V., "we be sober ") ; (b) to be temperate, self-con
t1 nlled, Tit. 2 : 6, to he sober-minded; " I Pet. 4: 7, R.V., "be ye ... 
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of sound mind" (A.V;, "be ye sober "). See also Rom. 12: 3. See 
SOBER., 

Note: In Acts 20: 13, A.V., mellö, tobe about to, to intend, is tran&
lated "minding" (R.V., "intending "). S~e lNTEND. 

C. Adjective. 
HOMOPHRÖN (&µ.6cppwv}, agreeing, of one mind (homos, same, phren, 

the mind), is used in l Pet. 3 : 8., 
Notes: (1) For thc noun söphronismos, in 2 Tim. l : 7, see 

DISCIPLINE., (2) In Rom. 15: 6, A.V., the adverb homothumadon, of 
one accord, is translated "with one mind" (R.V., "of oD.e accord "), 
See AccORD. (3) See also CAST, CHANGE, DouBTFUL, FERVENT, FoR
WARDNESS, IlUMBLENESS, IlUMILITY, LOWLINESS, READINESS, READY, 

WILLING. 

MINDED 
I. PHRONEÖ (cppovlw) : see MIND, B, No. I. 

2. BOULOMAI (ßov>.oµ.at), to wish, will, desire, purpose (akin to 
boule, counsel, purpose), is translated "was minded" in Matt. l : Ig; 
Acts 15 : 37, R.V. (A.V., "determined ") ; 18: 27, R.V. (A.V., "was 
disposed ") ; 19: 30, R.V. (A.V., "would have ") ; 5 : 33, R.V., "were 
minded" (A;V., "took counsel ") ; 18: 15, R.V., " I am (not) minded 
(to be)," A.V., "I will (be no);" Heb. 6: 17, "being minded," R.V. 
(A.V., "willing "), said of God. Sec CoUNSEL. 

3. BOULEUÖ (ßov>.€vw), to take counsel, is translated to be minded 
in Acts 27: 39; 2 Cor. l: 17, Middle Voice in each case. See CouNSRL, 

B, No. I. 

Note: Fo_r the noun phronema in Rom. 8: 6, see MIND, A, No. 6. 

MINDFUL OF (to be) 
I. MIMNESKO (p.tµ.""7uKw), the tenses of which are from the older 

verb mnaomai, signifies to remind; but in the Middle Voice, to remember, 
to be mindful of, in the sense of caring for, e.g., Heb. 2 : 6, " Thou art 
mindful;" in 13 : 3, "remember; "in 2 Tim. l : 4, R.V.," remembering" 
(A.V., "being mindful of "); so in 2 Pet. 3: 2. See REMEMBER. 

2. MNEMONEUÖ (P.""1P.OV€vw), to call to mind, remember, is rendered 
" they had been mindful " in Heb. II : 15. See MENTION, B, REMEMBER. 

For MINE, MINE OWN (self), see MY 

MINGLE 
I. MIGNUMI (µ.lyvvp.t), to mix, mingle (from a root mik ,' Eng., mix 

is akin), is alwa:ys in the N.T. translated to mingle, Matt. 27: 34; Luke 
13 : l ; Rev. 8 : 7 ; 15 : 2., 

2. KERANNUMI (K€pawvp.t), to mix, to mingle, chiefly of the diluting 
of wine, implies " a mixing of two things, so that they are blendcd and 
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forma compound, as in wine and water, whereas mignumi (No; l) implies a 
mixing without such composition, as in two sorts of grain " (Liddell and 
Scott, Lex.). lt is used in Rev. 18: 6 (twice); in 14: rn, R.V., "pre
pared" (marg., " mingled;" A.V., "poured out"), lit., 'mingled,' 
followed by akratos, unmixed, pure (a, negative, and kratos, an adjective, 
from this verb kerannumi), the two together forming anoxymoron, the 
combination in one phrase of two terms that are ordinarily contradictory. 4lf 

Note: For the verb smurnizö, to mingle with myrrh, Mark 15 : 23, see 
MYRRH., 

MINISTER (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. DIAKONOS (füaKovos), a servant, attendant, minister, deacon, is 
translated "minister" in Mark IO: 43; Rom. 13: 4 (twice) ; 15 : 8; 
l Cor. 3 : 5 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 6; 6 : 4; II : 15 (twice) ; Gal. 2 : 17; Eph. 
6 : 21 ; Col. l : 7, 23, 25 ; 4 : 7 ; l Thess. 3 : 2 ; l Tim. 4 : 6. See DEACON. 

2. LEITOURGOS (,\t:iTovpy6s) denoted among the Greeks, firstly, one 
who discharged a publk office at his own expense, then, in general, a public 
servant, minister. In the N.T. it is .used (a) of Christ, as a "Minister of 
the sanctuary" (in the Heavens), Heb. 8: 2; (b) of angels, Heb. l : 7 
(Psa. ro4 : 4) ; (c) of the Apostle Paul, in his evangelical ministry, fulfilling 
it as a serving-priest, Rom. 15 : 16 ; that he used it figuratively and not 
in an ccclesiastical sense, is obvious from the context; (d) of Epaphroditus, 
as ministcring to Paul's needs on behalf of the church at Philippi, Phil. 
2 : 25 ; here, representative service is in view ; (e) of earthly rulers, who 
though they do not all act consciously as servants of God, yet discharge 
functions which are the ordinance of God, Rom. 13 : 6., 

3. HUPERETES (i'm71pfr71s), propcrly an under rower (hupo, under, 
eretes, a rower), as distinguished from nautes, a seaman (a meaning which 
Japsed from the word), hence came to denote any subordinate acting·under 
another's direction; in Luke 4: 20, R.V., "attendant," A.V., "minister," 
it signifies the attendant at the Synagogue service ; in Acts 13 : 5, it is 
said of John Mark, R.V.," attendant," A.V., "minister;" in Acts 26: 16, 
" a minisi:er," it is said of Paulas a servant of Christ in the Gospel; so in 
l Cor. 4: r, where the Apostle associates others witli himself, as Apollos 
and Cephas, as " ministers of Christ." See ATTEND, C, ÜFFICEn.. 

Note: Other synonymous nouns are doulos, a bondservant; oiketes, a 
houschold servant; misthios, a hired servant; misthötos (ditto) ; pais, 
a boy, a household servant. For all these see SERVANT. Speaking 
broadly, diakonos views a servant in relation to bis work; doulos, in 
rclation to bis master ; huperetis, in relation to his superior; leitourgos, 
in relation to public service. 

B. Verbs. 
r. DIAKONEÖ (oiaKovlw), akin to A, No. l, signifies tobe a servant, 

attendant, to scrve, .wait upon, minister. In thc following it is translated 
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to minister, except where to serve is mentioned : it is used (a) with a 
general significance, e.g., Matt. 4 : II ; 20 : 28 ; Mark I : 13 ; 10 : 4.5 ; 
John 12 : 26 (" serve," twice}: Acts 19: 22 ; Philm. 13 ; (b) of waiting 
at table, ministering to the guests, Matt .. 8 : 15 ; Luke 4 : 39 ; 8 : 3 ; 
12 : 37 ; 17 : 8, .. " serve ; „ 22 : 26, " serve,". ver. 27, " serveth," twice ; 
the 2nd instance, concerning the Lord, may come under (a); so of women 
preparing food, etc., Mark I.: 31 ; Luke IO : 40, "serve; " John 12 : 2, 
" served ; " (c) of relieving one's necessitics, .supplying the necessaries of 
life, Matt. 25 : 44 ; 27 : 55 ; Mark 15 : 41 ; Acts 6 : 2, " serve ; " Rom. 
15 : 25 ; Heb. 6 : 10 ; more definitely in connection with such service in 
a local church, I Tim. 3 : 10, 13 [there is nothing in the original representing 
the word" office; " R.V., "let them serve as deacons," "they that have 
served (well) as deacons '']; (d) of attending, in a more general way, to 
anything that may serve another's interests, as of the work of an 
amanuensis, 2 Cor. 3: 3 (metaphorical) : of the conveya:nce. of material 
gifts for assisting the needy, 2 Cor. 8: 19, 20, R.V., "is ministered '! (A.V., 
" is administered ") ; of a variety of forms of service, z Tim. 1 : 18 ; of the 
testimony of the O.T. prophcts, I Pet. I : 12 ; of the minist1y of believers 
one to another in vadous ways, I Pet. 4 : ro, II (not here of discharging 
ecclesiastical functions). ~ 

Note: In Heb. r : 14, A.V. (2nd part), the phrase eis diakonian is 
translated " to minister," R. v„ " to do service," lit., ' for Service ; • for 
the noun "ministering „ in the Ist part, see MINISTERING, B. 

2. LEITOURGEÖ (Amovpylw), (akin to A, No. z), in dassical Greek, 
signified at Athens to supply public offices at one's own cost, to render 
public service to the State ; hence, generally, to do service, said, e.g., 
of service to the 60ds. In the N.T. (see Note below) it is used (a) of the 
prophets and teachers in the church at Antioch, who " ministered to the 
Lord," Acts r3 : 2 ; (b) of the duty of churches of the Gentiles to 'rninister 
in "carnal things" to the poor Jewish saints at Jerusalem, in view of the 
fact that the former had" been made partakers " of the " spiritual things " 
of the latter; ·Rom. 15 : 27; (c) of the official service of priests and Levites 
under the Law, Heb. 10 : II (in the Sept., e.g., Ex. 29 : 30; Numb. 16 : 9). ~ 

Note: The synonymous verb latreuö (properly, to serve for hire), which 
is used in the Sept. of the service of both priests and people (e.g., Ex. 4 : 3 ; 
Deut. 10: 12, and in the ·N.T., e.g., Heb. 8 :. 5), and, in the N.T., of 
Christians in general, e.g., Rev. 22 : 3, is tobe distinguished from leitourgeö, 
which has to do with the fulfilment of a,n office, the discharge of a function, 
something of a representative character (Eng„ liturgy): · 

3. HUP:RRETEÖ (l11r11pn·lw), to do the service of a huperetes (see A, 
No. 3), properly, to serve as a rower on a ship; is used (a) of David, as 
serving the counsel of God in his own generation, Acts 13 : 36, R.V„ 
expressive of the lowly character of his service for God; (b) of Paul's toil 
in working with his hands, and his readiness to avoid any pose of ecclesias-
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tical superiority, Acts 20 : 34 ; (c) of the service permitted to Paul's 
friends to render to him, 24: 23,~ 

4. HIEROURGEÖ (t€povpylw), to minister in priestly service (akin to 
hierourgos, a sacrificing priest, a word not found in the Sept. or N.T. : 
from hieros, sacred, and ergon, work), is used by Paul metaphorically of his 
ministry of the Gospel, Rom. 15 : 16 ; the offering connected with his 
priestly ministry is " the offering up of the Gentiles," i.e., the presentation 
by Gentile converts of themselves to God.~ The Apostle uses words 
proper to the priestly and Levitical ritual, to explain metaphorically his 
own priestly iervice. Cp. prosphnrn., " offf~ring up," and leitourgos, in 
the same verse. 

5. PARECHÖ (1Taplxw), to furnish, provide, supply, is translaled 
" minister "in l Tim. l : 4, of the effect of" fahles and endless g~nealogies." 
See BRING, A, No. 21. 

6. ERGAZOMAI (€pya,oµa,), to work, work out, perform, is translated 
" minister" in I C.or. 9 : 13 ; the verh is frequently used of business, or 
employment, and here the phrase means ' those employed in sacred things ' 
or' those who are assiduous in priestly functions.' See CoMMIT, A, No. r. 

Notes: (1) The verb choregeö, rendered " minister" in the A.V. of 
2 Cor. 9 : 10, and the strengthened form epichoregeö, rendered by the same 
verb in the A.V. of 2 Cor. 9: 10; Gai. 3 : 5 ; Col. 2 : 19; 2 Pet. l : II, in 
ver. 5, "add," are always translated to supply in the R.V. Both verbs 
soggest an abundant supply, and are used of material or of spiritual 
provision. See SUPPLY. (2) In Eph. 4: 29, A.V., didömi, to give, is 
translated "minister" (R.V., "give "). 

MINISTERING, MINISTRATION, MINISTRY 
A. Nouns. 

1. DIAKONIA (8,aKovla), the office and work o~ a diakonos (see 
MINISTER, A, No. 1), service, ministry, is used (a) of domestic duties, 
Luke 10 : 40 ; (b) of religious and spiritual ministration, (1) of apostolic 
ministry, e.g., Acts l : 17, 25 ; 6 : 4 ; 12 : 25 ; 21 : 19 ; Rom. II : 13, 
R.V. (A.V., "office ") ; (2) of the service of believers, e.g., Acts 6: l; 
Rom. 12 : 7 ; l Cor. 12 : 5, R. V., " ministrations" (A. V., " administra
tions ") ; l Cor. 16: 15; 2 Cor. 8: 4; 9: l; 9: 12, R.V.," ministration;" 
ver. 13; Eph. 4: 12, R.V., "ministering" (A.V., "the ministry," not in 
the sense of an ecclesiastical function) ; 2 Tim. 4 : II, R.V., " (for) minis
tering;" collectively of a local church, Acts II : 29, "relief" (R.V. marg., 
"for ministry ") ; Rev. 2 : 19, R.Y:., "ministry" (A.V., "service ") ; 
of Paul's service on behalf of poor saints, Rom. 15 : 31 ; (3) of the ministry 
of the Holy Spirit in the. Gospel, 2 Cor. 3 : 8; (4) of the ministry of angels, 
Heb. l: 14, R.V., "to do service" (A.V., "to minister "); (5) of the work 
of the Gospel, in general, e.g., 2 Cor. 3 : 9, "of righteousness; " 5 : 18, 
"of reconciliation;" (6) of the general ministry of a servant of the Lord 
in preaching and teaching, Acts 20 : 24 ; 2 Cor. 4 : l ; 6 : 3 ; II : 8 ; 
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l Tim. l : 12, R.V., " (to His) service; " 2 Tim. 4: 5; undefined in 
Col. 4 : 17; (7) of the Law, as a ministration of death, 2 Cor. 3 : 7; of 
condemnation, 3 : 9. ~ 

2. LEITOURGIA (,\n„ovpyla}, akin to le#ourgos (see MINISTER, A, 
No. 2), to which the meanings of leitourgia torrespond, is used in the N.T. 
of sacred ministrations, (a) priestly, Luke l : 23 ; Heb. 8 : 6 ; 9 : 21 ; 
(b) figuratively, of the practical faith of the members of the church at 
Philippi regarded as priestly sacrifice, upon which the Apostle's life-blood 
might be poured out as a libation, Phil. 2 : 17 ; (c) of the ministration of 
believers one to another, regarded as priestly service; 2 Cor. 9 : 12 ; Phil. 
2 : 30. . See SERVICE.~ 

B. Adjective. 
LEITOURGIKOS (,\t"iTovpyiKos), of or pertaining to service, m1ms

tering, is used in Heb. l : 14, of angels as " ministering spirits " (for the 
word "do service" in the next clause, see A, No. l). ~ In the Sept., 
Ex. 31: ro; 39: 13; Numb. 4: 12, 26; 7: 5; 2 Chron. 24: r+~ 

MINSTREL 
MOUSIKOS {µovc1t1c&s) is found in Rev. 18 : 22, R.V., " minstrels" 

(A.V., "musicians ") ; inasmuch as other instrumentalists are mentioned, 
some word like "minstrels" is necessary to make the distinction, hente 
the R.V. ; Bengel and others translate it 'singers.' Ptimarily the word 
denoted ' devoted to the Muses ' (the nine goddesses who presided over the 
principal departments of letters), and was used of anyone devoted to or 
skilled in arts and sciences, or ' learned. ·~ 

MINT 
HEDlJOSMON (~Svouµov), an adjective denoting sweet-smelling 

(hedus, sweet, osme, a smell), is used as a neuter noun signifying mint, 
Matt. 23 : 23 ; Luke II : 42. ~ 

MIRACLE 
I. DUNAMIS (Svvaµis), power, inherent ability, is used of works of a 

supernatural origin and character, such as could not be produced by 
natural agents and means. It is translated "miracles" in the R.V. and 
A.V. in Acts 8: 13 {where variant readings give the words in different 
order); 19: II; l Cor. 12: 10, 28, 29; Gal. 3: 5; A.V. only, in Acts 
2 ; 22 (R.V„ " mighty works ") ; Heb. 2 : 4 (R. V., " powers "). In Gai. 
3 : 5, the word may be taken in its widest sense, to include miraeles both 
physical and moral. See MrGHT, A, No. l, POWER, WoRK. 

2. SE:MEION (0'7/JL"fov}, a sign, mark, tOken (akin to semainö, to give a 
sign; sema; a sign}, is used of miracles and wonders. as signs of Divine 
authority; it is translated "miracles" in the R.V. and A.V. of Luke 
23 : 8 ; Acts 4 : 16, 22 ; most usually it is given its more appropriate 
meaning "sign," "signs," e.g., Matt. 12: 38, 39, andin every occurrence 
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in the Synoptists, except Luke 23 : 8; in the following passages in John's 
Gospel the R. V. substitutes " sign " or " signs " for the A. V., " miracle " 
or "miracles ; " 2 : II, 23 ; 3 : 2 ; 4 : 54; 6 : 2, 14; 26 ; 7 : 31 ; 9 : r6 ; 
ro: 41 ; II : 47; 12 : 18, 37; the A.V. also has" signs" elsewhere in this 
Gospel; in Acts, R.V.," signs," A.V„" miracles," in 6: 8; 8: 6; 15 : 12; 

elsewhere only in Rev. · 13 : 14; r6: 14; 19: 20. See SIGN, ToKEN, 
WONDER. 

MIRE 
BORBOROS (ßopßopos), mud, filth, occurs in 2 Pet. 2 : 22., In the 

Sept., Jer. 38 : 6 (twice), of the mire in the dungeon into which Jeremiah 
was cast., 

MIRROR 
ESOPTRON (lucnrrpov), rendered " glass" in the A.V., is used of any 

surface sufficiently smooth and regular to refiect rays of light uniformly, 
and thus produce images of objects which actually in front of it appear to 
the eye as if they were behind it. Mirrors m Biblical times were, it seems, 
metallic; hence the R.V. adopts the more general term "mirror ;·" in 
l Cor. 13: 12, spiritual knowledge in this life is represented metaphoricaUy 
as an image dimly perceived in a mirror; in Jas. r: 23, the "Jaw of 
liberty " is figuratively compared to a mirror ; the hearer who obeys not 
is like a person who, having looked into the mitror', forgets the refiected 
image after turning away ; he who obeys is like one who gazes into the 
mirror and retains in his soul the image of wbat he should be.1[ 

Note: For the verb katoptrizö, to refiect as a mirror (some regard it as 
meaning 'beholding in a mirror '), in 2 Cor. 3: 18, see BEHOLD, No. 12. 

For MISCHIEF, Acts: 13: 10, see VILLANY 

MISERABLE, MISERABLY, MISERY 
A. 'Adjectives. 

l. ELEEINOS (t1>.mv&s), pitiable, miserable (from eleos, mercy, 
pity; see MERCY), is used in Rev. 3 : 17, in the Lord's description of the 
church at Laodicea ; here the idea is probably that of a combination of 
misery and pitiableness., 

Note: For the comparative degree eleein-0teros, rendered "most 
pitiable" in l Cor. 15 :. 19, R.V. (A.V., "most miserable:!), see,Pi:r1ABLE. 

2. KAKOS (icaic&s)~ bad, evil, is translated " miserable" in Matt. 
21: 41, R.V. (A.V., "wicked "). See BAD. 

B. Adverb. 
KAKOS (icaicws), badly, ill, .is translated " miserably ·~ in Matt. 21 : 41 

(see A, .No. 2). Adhering to the meaning 'evil,' and giving the designed 
stress, the sentence may be rendered, 'evil (as they are) he will evilly 
destroy them.' 
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C. Noun. 
T ALAIPORIA (Ta.>.aimupla), hardship, suffering, distress (akin to 

talaipöros, wretched, Rom. 7: 24; Rev. 3: 17,, and to talaipöreö, in the 
Middle Voice, to affiict oneself, in Jas. 4: 9, "be affiicted „,), is used as an 
abstract noun," misery," in Rom. 3 : 16; as a concrete noun, " miseries," 
in Jas. 5: 1., 

MIST 
1. ACHLUS (axMs), a mist, especially a dimness of the eyes, is used in 

Acts 13: II. " In the single place of its N.T. use it attests the accuracy 
in the selection of words, and not least of medical words, which ' the 
beloved physician' so often displays. l'or him it expresses the mist of 
darkness ... which fell on the sorcerer Elymas, being the outward and 
visible sign of the inward spiritual darkness which would be his portion 
for a while in punishment for his resistance to the truth " (Trench, Syn„ 
§ c)., 

2. HOMICHL~ (oµlx>.11). a mist (not so thick as nephos and nephele, 
a cloud), occurs in 2 Pct. 2: 17 (ist part), R.V„ "misfa;" somc mss. 
have nephelai, "clouds" (A.V.)., 

3. ZOPHOS "6</>os) is rendered "mist" in the A.V. of 2 Pet. 2 : 17 
(2nd part), R.V„ "blackness;" 'murkiness' would be a suitable 
rendering. Fpr this and other synonymous terms see BLACKNESS, 
DARKNESS. 

MITE 
LEPTON (>.e?TT6v), the neuter of the adjective leptcs, signifying, firstly, 

peeled, then, fine, thin, small, light, became used as a noun, denoting a 
small copper coin, often mentioned in the Mishna as proverbially the 
smallest Jewish coin. lt was valued at !th of the Roman as, and the 
Th-th part of the denarius : its legal value was about one third of an 
English farthing ; Mark 12 : 42 lit. reads ' two lepta, which make a 
kodrantes (a quadrans) ; ' in Luke 12 : 59 'the last lepton' corresponds in 
effect to Matt. 5 : 26, ' the uttermost kodrantes,' " farthing ; " elsewhere 
Luke 21 : 2 ; sec F ARTHING., 

MIXED (with) 
Note: In Heb. 4: 2, A.V„ sunkerannumi, lit„ to mix with (sun, with, 

kerannumi, see MINGLE, No. 2), is so translated; R.V., "were (not) united 
(by faith) with" [A.V„ "(not) being mixed ... in], as said of persons; 
in r Cor. 12: 24 "hath tempered." See TEMPER TüGHHER.i; 

MIXTURE 
MIGMA (µ.lyµ.a), a mixture. (akin to mignumi, to mix, mingle : see 

MINGLE, No. 1), occurs in John 19: 39 (some mss. have heligma, a roll)., 
Note: In Rev. 14: ro, A.V„ akratos (a, negative, and kerannumi, to 
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mingle) is translated "without mixture." (R.V., "unmixed ").if In the 
Sept., Psa. 75 : 8 ; Jer. 32 : l. if 

MOCK, MOCKER, MOCKING 
A. Verbs. 

I. EMPAIZÖ (eµmal{w), a compound of paizö, to play like a child 
(pais), to sport, jest, prefixed by en, in or at, is used only in the Synoptists, 
and, in every instance, of the mockery of Christ, except in Matt. 2 : 16 
(there in the sense of deluding, or deceiving, of Herod by the wise men) 
and in Luke 14: 29, of ridicule cu!lt upon the one who after laying a 
foundation of a tower is unab1e to finish it. The word is used (a) pro
phetically by the Lord, of His impending sufferings, Matt. 20 : 19 ; 
Mark 10: 34; Luke 18 : 32 ; (b) of the actual insults inflicted upon Hirn 
by the men who had taken Hirn from Gethsemane, Luke 22 : 63 ; by 
Herod and his soldiers, Luke 23 : II ; by the soldiers of the governor, 
Matt. 27 : 29, Jl ; Mark 15 : 20 ; Luke 23 : 36 ; by the chief priests, 
Matt. 27 : 41 ; Mark 15 : 3!. if 

2. MUKT.E:RIZO (µ.vKT7Jpl{w), trom mukter, the nose, hence, to turn 
up the nose at, sneer at, treat with contempt, is used in the Passive Voice 
in Gal. 6: 7, where the statement " God is not mocked" does not mean 
that men do not mock Hirn (see Prov. l : 30, where the Sept. has the same 
verb); the Apostle vividly contrasts the essential difference between 
God and man. lt is impossible to impose upon Hirn who discerns the 
thoughts and intents of the heart. if 

Note: Ekmukterizö, a strengthened form of the above, to scoff at, is 
used in Luke 16: 14 and 23 : 35 (R.V., "scoffed at; " A.V., "derided "). 
See DERIDE, ScoFF. if 

3. CHLEUAZÖ (x.\Eva{w), to jest, mock, jeer at (from chleue, a jest), 
is said of the ridicule of some of the Athenian philosophers at the Apostle's 
testimony concerning the resurrection of the dead, Acts 17 : 32. if 

4. DIACHLEUAZO (Siax.\wa{w), an intensive form of No. 3, to scoff 
at, whether'hy gesture or word, is said ofi:hose who jeered at the teslimony 
given on the day of Pentecost; Acts 2: 13 {somc mss. have No.· 3).if 

B. Nouns. 
l. EMPAIKTES (eµ.7TalKT7JS), a mocker (akin to A, No. l), is used in 

2 Pet. 3: 3, R.V., "mockers" (A.V., "scoffers ") ; Jude r8, R.V. and 
A.V., "mockers."if In the Sept., Is. 3 . 4. if 

2. EMPAIGMOS (eµ.7Taiyµ,6s), the act of the empai'ktes, a mocking, is 
used in Heb. II : 36, " mockings."if In the Sept., Psa. 38 : 7 ; Ezek. 
22: 4.if 

3. EMPAIGMONE {eµ.7Tmyµ.oVI}), an abstract noun, mockcry, is uscd 
in 2 Pet. 3: 3 (some mss. omit it, as in A.V.) : (sce also No. r, above).if 

For MODERATION, Phil. 4: 5, A.V., sec FORBEARANCE, C, No. 2 
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MODEST 
KOSMIOS (K&aµios), orderly, well-arranged, decent, modest (akin to 

kosmos, in its primary sense as harmonious arrangement, adornment; 
cp. kosmikos, of the world, which is related to kosmos in its secondary sense 
as the world), is used in I Tim. 2: 9 of the apparel with which Christian 
women are to adorn themselves; in 3 : 2 (R.V., "orderly;" A.V., "of 
good behaviour "), of one of the quali:fications essential for a bishop or 
overseer. "The well-ordering is not of dress and demeanour only, but of 
the inner life, uttering indeed and expressing itself in the outward con
versation " (Trench, Syn., §xcii)., In the Sept., Eccl. I2 : 9., 

MOISTURE 
IKMAS (lKµ&s), moisture (probably from an Indo-European root 

sik- indicating wet), is used in Luke 8 : 6., In the Sept., Job 26 : I4 ; 
Jer. I7: 8., 

MOMENT 
A. Nouns. 

I. ATOMOS (äToµos) lit. means indivisible {from a, negative, and 
temnö, to cut ; Eng., atom) ; hence it denotes a moment, I Cor. I5 : 52., 

2. STIGM~ (anyµ'lj), a prick, a point (akin to stizö, to prick), is 
used metaphorically in Luke 4 : 5, of a moment, with chronos, " a moment 
(of time).", 

Note: lt is to be distinguished from stigma, a mark or brand, Gal. 
6 : I7, which is, however, also connected with stizö. 

B. Adverb. 
PARAUTIKA (11apaVTlKa), the equivalent of parauta, immediately 

(not in the N.T.), i.e., para auta, with ta pragmata understood, 'at the 
same circumstances,' is used adjectivally in 2 Cor. 4 : I7 and translated 
" which is but for a moment ; " the meaning is not, however, simply that 
of brief duration, but that which is present with us now or immediate 
(para, beside, with), in contrast to the future glory; the clause is, lit., 
r for the present lightness (i.e., light burden, the adjective elaphron, light, 
being used as a noun) of (our) a1Hiction.', This meaning is con:firmed by 
its use in the Sept. of Psa. 70: 3, '(let them be turned back) immediately,' 
where the rendering could not be 'for a moment.', 

MONEY 
I. ARGURION (d.py&piov}, properly, a piece of silver, denotes (a) 

silver, e.g., Acts 3 : 6; (b) a silver coin, often in the plural, "pieces of 
silver," e.g., Matt. 26 : IS ; so 28 : r2, where the meaning is ' many, 
(hikanos) pieces of silver ' ; (c) money ; it has this meaning in Matt. 
25 : r8, 27 ; 28 : I5 ; Mark I4 : rr ; Luke 9 : 3 ; r9 : I5, 23 ; 22 : 5 ; 
Acts 8: 20 (here the R.V. has "silver "). 

Note : In Acts 7 : r6, for the A.V;, " (a sum of) money," the R.V. has 
"(a price in) silver.'' See SILVER. 
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2. CHR~MA (xpT;µa.), lit., a thing that one uses (akin to chraomai, to 
use), hence, (a) wealth, riches, Mark 10 : 23; 24 ; Luke 18 : 24; (b) money, 
Acts 4: 37, singular number, a sum of money; plural in 8: 18, 20; 
24 ; 26., See RICHES. 

3. CHALKOS (xa.Aic&S'), copper, is used, by metonymy, of copper coin, 
translated "money," in Mark 6: 8; 12 : 41. See BRASS. 

4. KERMA '(Klpµa.), primarily a slice (akin to keirö, to cut short), 
hence, a small coin, change, is used in the plural in John 2 : 15, '' the 
changers' money," probably considerable heaps of small coins., 

5. NOMISMA (v&µiaµa.), primarily that which is established by custom 
(nomos, a custom, law), hence, the current coin of a state, currency, is 
found in Matt. 22: 19, "(tribute) money.", In the Sept., Neh. 7: 71., 

Note: In Matt. 17 : 27, A.V., stater (a coin, estima'.ted at a little over 
three shillings, equivalent to four drachmt:e, the temple-tax for two persons), 
is translated " piece of money " (R. V., " shekel "). See SHEKEL. ~ 

For MONEY-CHANGER, CHANGER OF MONEY, see CHANGER 

MONEY (love of) 
PHILARGURIA (,Pi.>.a.pyvpla.), from phileö, to love, and arguros, 

silver, occurs in l Tim. 6: lO (cp. philarguros, covetous, avaricious). 
Trench contrasts this with pleoncxia, covetousness. See under CovET, 
COVETOUSNESS., 

MONTH, MONTHS 
l. MEN {µ~v), connected with mene, the moon, akin to a Sanskrit root 

mä-, to measure (the Sanskrit mäsa denotes both moon and month, 
cp., e.g., Lat. mensis, Eng., moon and month, the moon being in early 
times the measure of the month). The interval between the l7th day of 
the second month (Gen. 7: II) and the l7th day of the seventh month, is 
said tobe 150 days (8: 3, 4), i.e., five months of 30 days each; hence the 
year would be 360 days (cp. Dan. 7 : 25; 9 : 27; 12 : 7 with Rev. II : 2, 3; 
12: 6, 14; 13: 5·; whence we conclude that 3t years or 42 months=1260 
days, i.e., one year=360 days) ; this was the length of the old Egyptian 
year; later, five days were added to correspond to the solar year. The 
Hebrew year was as nearly solar as was compatible with its commence
ment, coinciding with the new moon, or first day of the month. This was 
a regular feast day, Numb. 10: 10; 28: II-14; the Passover coincided 
with the full moon (the l4th of the month Abib: see PASSOVER). 

Except in Gal. 4 : 10 ; Jas. 5 : 17 ; Rev. 9 : 5, IO, 15 ; II : 2 ; 13 : 5 ; 
22 : 2, the word is found only in Luke's writings, Luke l : 24, 26, 36, 56 ; 
4 : 25 ; Acts 7 : 20 ; 18 : II ; 19 : 8; 20 : 3 ; 28 : II, examples of Luke's 
care as to accuracy of detail., 

2. TRIMtNOS (-rptµ.,,voS'), an adjective, denoting of three months 
(tri, for treis, three, and No. l), is used as a noun, a space of three months, 
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in Heb. II : 23. ~ 
3. TETRAMtNOS (-rE1rpaµ.71vos), an adjective, denoting of tour months 

(tetra, for tessares, four, and No. l), is used as a noun in John 4 : 35 (where 
chronos, time, may be understood). ~ 

MQON 
l. SELENE (<m\~Y71), from selas, brightness (the Heb. words are 

yareach, wandering, and lebänäh, white), occurs in Matt. 24 : 29; Mark 
13 : 24 ; Luke 21 : 25 ; Acts 2 : 20 ; l Cor. 15 : 41 ; Rev. 6 : 12 ; 8 : 12 ; 
12 : l ; 21 : 23. In Rev. l? : l, "the moon under her feet " is suggestive 
of derived authority, just as her being clothed with the sun is suggestive 
of supreme authority; everything in thP. symbolism of the passage 
centres in Israel. In 6 : 12 the similar symbolism of the sun and moon is 
suggestive of the supreme authority ovcr the world, and of deriyed 
authority; at the ti.me of the execution of Divine judgments upon nations 
at the close of the present age.~ 

:.l. NEOMENIA (vEoµ.71vla), or NOUMENlA, denoting a new moon 
(neos, new, men, a month: see MONTH), is used in <-:ol. 2 : t6, of a Jewish 
festival. ~ J udaistic tradition added special features in the liturgy of the 
synagogue in connection with the observance of the first day of the 
month, the new moon time. 

In the O.T. the R.V. has "new moon" for A.V., "month" in Numb. 
29: 6; l Sam. 20 : 27; Hos. 5 : 7. For the connection with feast days 
see Lev. 23 : 24 ~ Numb. IO : ro ; 29 : l ; Psa. 81 : 3, 

For MOOR see DRAW, B, Note (r) 

MORE 
A. Adverbs. . 

l. MALLON (µ.aMov), the comparative degree of mala, very, very 
much, is used (a) of increase, "more," with qualifying words, with polte, 
much, e.g., Mark ro : 48, " the more (a great deal) ; " Rom. 5 : 15, 17, 
" (much) more ; " Phil. 2 : I2 (ditto) ; with posg, how much, e.g., Luke 
12 : 24 ; Rom. II : 12 ; with tosoutg, by so much, Heb. ro : 25 ; (b) without 
a qnalifying word, by way of c:omparison, " the more," e.g;, Luke 5 : 15, 
"so much the more;" John 5 : 18, ".the morc; " Acts 5 : 14 (ditto); 
Phil. l: 9; I Thess. 4: l, 10, "more and more;" 2 Pet. r : IO, R.V., 
"the more " (A.V., "the rather ") ; in Acts 20: 35, by a periphrasis, it 
is translated" more (blessed) ; "in Gai. 4: 27," more (than)," lit.,' rather 
(than) ; ' (c) with qualifying words, similarly to (a), e.g., Mark 7: 36. 
See RATHER. 

2. ETI (l-ri), yet, .as yet, still, nsed of degree is translated "more" 
in Matt. 18 : 16, " (one or two) more ; " Heb. 8 : 12 and ro : 17," (will 1 
remember no) more; " IO : 2," (no) more (conscience) ; " II : 32, " (what 
shall I) more (say) ? " Rev. 3 : 12, " (he shall go out thence no) more;" 
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7: 16, " (no) more" and "any more; " 9: 12, A.V., "more." (R.V., 
"hereafter ") ; 18: 21-23, " (no) more," '' any more" (5 tirries) ; 20: 3, 
" (no) more; " 21 : l, 4 (twice) ; 22 : 3. See ALSO, No. 2. 

3. OUKETI (ovKtn), ouk, not, and No, 2, combined in one word, is 
translated " no more," e.g., in Matt. 19 : 6 ; Luke 15 : 19, 21 ; Acts 
20: 25, 38; Eph. 2: 19. See HENCEFORTH, HEREAFTER, LoNGER, Now, 
Note (2). . 

4. PERISSOTERON (?repiuu&repov), the neuter of the comparative 
degree of perissos, more abundant, is used as an adverb, "inore," e.g., 
Luke IZ; 4; 2 Cor~ 10 :'8, A.V. (R.V., "abundantly ") ;· Heb. 7: 15, 
R.V., "more abundantly" (A:V., "far more "). See ABUNDANTLY, 
C, No. 2. 

Note: For the corresponding adverbs perissös and perissoterös, see 
ABUNDANTLY, EXCEEbINGi Y. 

5. MEIZON {µ.ei:~ov), the neuter of meizön, greater; the comparative 
degree of megas, great, is used as an adverb, and translated " the more " 
in Matt. 20 : 31. See GREATER. 

6. IIUPER (imlp), a preposition, ovcr, abovc, etc., is uscd as o.n adverb 
in 2 Cor. II : 23, " (I) more." 

7. HOSON (ouov), neuter of hosos, how mueh, is used adverbially in 
Mark 7: 36 (1st part), " the more." 

B. Adjectives (some with adverbial uses). 
l. PLEIÖN (TT,\elwv), the comparative degree of poliis, much, is used 

(a) as an adjective, e.g., John 15 : 2 ; Acts 24: II, R.V., " (not) mote 
(than) " (A.V„ "yet but ") ; Heb. 3: 3; (b) as a noun, or with a noun 
understood, e.g., Matt. 20 : IO ; Mark 12 : 43 ; Acts 19 : 32 and 27 : 12, 
" the more part ; " l Cor. 9 : 19 ; (c) as an adverb, Matt. 5 : 20, " shall 
cxcccd," lit., ' (shall abound) more (than) ; ' 26: 53; Luke 9: 13. See 
ABOVE, No. 3, Note, GREATER. 

2. PERISSOS (7TepLuu6s), more than sufticient, over and above, 
abundant (a popular substitute for No. 3), is translated " m6re," e.g., in 
Matt. S: 37. 47. In John 10: 10 the neuter form is rendered "more 
abunda11tly," A.V., R.V., "abundantly" (marg., ·" abundance "). 

3. PERISSOTEROS (7Tepiuu6repos), the comparative degree of No. 2, 
is translated" much more (than a prophet) " in Matt. II : 9, R.V. (A.V., 
"more "); in Luke. 7: 26 both R.V. and A.V. have "inuch more." 
See ABUNDANT, c. 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 25 : 20 (2nd part), A.V., allos, " other" (so the 
R.V.), is translated" more." (2) In Jas. 4: 6, A.V., the adjective meizön, 
greater (see A, No. 5, above), is translated "more (grace)" (R.V. marg., 
" a greater grace "). See GRACE (at end). (3) Various uses of the word 
" more " occur in connection with other words, especially in the compara
tivc degree. The phrase " more than" translafos r.ertain prepositions and 
particles: in Rom. l : 25, A.V., para, beside, compared with, is translated 
"more than '' (R.V., "rather than ") .: cp. Roth. 12 : 3 ; huper, over, 
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above, "more than," in Matt. ro: 37 (twice); in Philm. zr, A.V., "more 
than" (R.V., "beyond "),, In Mark r4: 5, A.V., epanö, above, is trans~ 
lated "more than" (R.V., "above "). In Luke r5 : 7 the particle e, 
than, is necessarily rendered " more than ; " cp. Luke 17: 2 and r Cor. 
14: 19, "rather than." In Mark 8: 14, the conjunction ei, if, with the 
negative me, lit., 'if not,' signifying 'except,' is translated " more than 
(one loaf)." 

MOREOVER 
r. ETI (ln), yet, as yet, still, is translated" moreover ''in Acts 2 : 26; 

in 21: 28, R.V. (A.V., "further '') ; Heb. II: 36. See MORE, A, No. 2. 

2. KAI (Kal), and, is translated "moreover" in Acts 24 : 6; in the 
A.V., where the R.V. has "and," Acts 19: 26. 

3. DE (SI), a particle signifying 'and' br 'but,' is translated "more
over "in Matt. r8: r5, A.V. (R.V.," and "); Acts II: 12 (R.V., "and "); 
Rom. 5 :.20, A.V. (R.V., "but "); 8: 30 (" and "); l Cor. 15: r (R.V., 
" now ") ; 2 Cor. r : 23 (R.V., "but ") ; 2 Pet. l : 15 (R.V., "yea "). 

4. ALLA KAI (ai\Aa Kal), but also, yea even, is translated" moreover" 
in Luke 24: 22, R.V. (A.V., "yea, and ''); in 16: 21, A.V., "moreover" 
(R.V., "yea, even"). 

5. DE KAI (8~ 1<al), but also, is translated "moreover" in r Tim. 
3: 7. 

6. KAI , . . DE (lcal . . . 8l) is translated " moreover " in Heb. 
9: 2I. 

7. LOIPON (AoL1T&v), the neuter ofthe adjective loipos, the rest, used 
adverbially, most usually rendered "finally," is translated " moreover" 
in l Cor. 4: 2 (some mss. have ho de loipon, lit., 'but what is left,' A.V., 
"moreover," for höde loipon, "here. moreover," as in the R.V.). See 
FINALLY. 

Note: In r Cor. ro : r, A.V., gar, 'for,' is translated " moreover" 
(R.V., "for ") ; the R.V. is important here, as it introduces a reason for 
what has preceded in chap. 9, whereas " moreover" may indicate that a 
new subject is being introduced ; this incorrect rendering tends somewhat 
to dissociate the two passages, whereas gar connects them intimately. 

MORNING (in the, early in the) 
A. Adjectives. 

r. PRÖIOS (11pwfos-), early, at early morn (from pro, before), is used 
as a noun in the feminine form pröia, " morning " in Matt. 27 : r and 
John 21: 4 (in some mss. in Matt. 21: 18 and John 18: 28, for B, No. l, 

which see). Its adjectival force is retained by regarding it as qualifying 
the noun höra, an hour, i.e., 'at an early hour.'~ 

2. PRÖINOS (11,oWrvos-), a later form of No. l, qualifieo aster, star, in 
Rev. 2: 28 and 22: 16 (where some mss. have No. 3}. That Christ will 
givc to the overcomer " the morning star " indicates a special interest for 
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such in Himself, as He thus describes Himself in the later passage. For 
Israel He will appear as " the sun of righteousness ; " as the morning 
Star which precedes He will appear for the Rapture of the Church. 1 

3. ORTHRINOS or ORTHRIOS (op8piv6s), pertaining to dawn or 
morning, in some mss. in Rev. 22 : 16 (see No. 2) ; see DAWN, B, Note. 

B. Adverb. 
PROI (1Tpwt), early, is translated " in the morning" in Matt. 16 : 3 ; 

20: l (with hama," early "); 21 : 18 ; Mark l : 35 ; II : 20; lJ__: 35 ; 
15 : I ; "early" in Mark 16: 2 (with lian, very; A.V., "early in the 
morning ") ; 16 : 9; Matt. 21 : 18 and John 18 : 28 (in the best texts, 
for A, No. 1); 20: I; Acts 28: 23 (with apo, from).~ 

C. Noun. 
ORTHROS (5p8pos) denotes daybreak, dawn, Luke 24: l ; John 8: 2; 

Acts 5 : 21 ; see DAWN, B., 
D. Verb. 

ORTHRIZO (op8pl,w), to do anything early in the morning, is trans
lated " came earlv in the morning," in Luke 21 : 38. ,-; 

MORROW 
I. AURION (at1piov), an adverb denoting to-morrow, is used (a) with 

this meaning in Matt. 6 : 30 ; Luke 12 : 28 ; 13 : 32, 33 ; Acts 23 :' 15 
(in some mss.), 20 ; 2.5 : 22 ; l Cor. 15 : 32 ; Jas. 4 : 13 ; (b) with the 
word hemera, day, understood (occurring thus in the papyri), translated as 
a noun," (the) morrow," Matt. 6 : 34 (twice) ; Luke 10 : 35 ; Acts 4 : 3 
(A.V., "next day "); 4: 5; Jas. 4: 14.-,r 

2. EPAURION (t1Tavp,ov), epi, upon, and No. l, is used as in (b) above; 
the R. V. always translates it " on (the) morrow ; " in the following the 
A.V. has " (the) next day," Matt. 27: 62 ; John l : 29, 35 (" the next 
day after "); 12 : 12; Acts 14 : 20; 21 : 8; 25 : 6 ; " (the) day following," 
John I : 43; 6: 22; "the morrow after," Acts 10: 24. 

Note: In Acts 25: 17, A.V., the adverb hexes, next, successively, in 
order, is translated "on (the) morrow." See NEXT. 

For MORSEL see MEAT, No. 2 

MORTAL, MORTALITY 
THN:RTOS (8v1rr6s), subject or liable to death, mortal (akin to thneskö, 

to die), occurs in Rom. 6: I2, of the body, where it is.called "mortal," 
not simply because it is liable to death, but because it is the organ in and 
through which death carries on its death-producing activities ; in 8 : II, 

the stress is on the liability to death, and the quickening is not reinvigora
tion but the impartation of life at the time of the Rapture, as in l Cor. 
15: 53, 54 and 2 Cor. 5 : 4 (R.V., "what is mortal;" A.V.," mortality ") ; 
in 2 Cor. 4 : II, it is applied to the fl.esh, which stands, not simply for the 
body, but the body as that which consists of the element of decay, and is 
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thereby death-doomed. Christ's followers are in this life delivered unto 
death, that His life may be manifested in that which naturally is the seat 
of decay and death. That which is subject to suffering is that in which 
the power of Hirn who suffered here is most manifested. ~ 

MORTIFY 
I. THANATOO (8avar6w), to put to death (from thanatos, death, 

akin to thnetos, mortal, see above), is translated" mortify" in Rom. 8 : 13 
(Amer. R. V., " put to death ") ; in 7 : 4, " ye were made dead" (Passive 
Voice), betokens the act of God on the believer, through the D~;ith of 
Christ; here in 8 : 13 it is the act of the believer himself, as being respon
siblc to answcr to God's act, and to put to death" the dee<ls of the body." 
Sec DEATH, C, No. I. 

2. NEKROO (v€Kp6w), to make dead (from nekros, see DEAD, A), is 
used figuratively in Col. 3: 5 and translated "mortify" (Amer. R.V., 
" put to death "). See DEAD, B, No. I. 

MOST 
I. PLEION (11A€fov), the neuter of pteiön, more, is used adverbially 

and translated "most " (of degree) in Luke 7: 42 (without the article) ; 
in Ver. 43 (with the article, 'the most '); l Cor. 10: ;'i, R.V., "most" 
(A.V., "many ") ; Phil. l : 14 (ditto). See MORE. 

2. PLEISTOS (111'.daros'), the superlative dcgrcc of polus, is used 
(a) as an adjective in Matt. II : 20; 21: 8, R.V., "(the) most part of" 
(A. V., " a very great ") ; (b) in the neuter, with the article, adverbially, 
" at the most," l Cor. 14 : 27 ; (c) as an elative (i.e., intensively) in Mark 
4: l (in the best mss.; some havc poltts), "a very great (multitude)." 

3. MA LIST A (µaAtara), an adverb, the superlative of mala, very, is 
translated " most of all " in Acts 20 : 38. See EsPECIALL Y. 

Note: For combinations in the translation of other words, see BELIEVE, 
C, Note (4), EXCELLENT, GLADLY, HIGH, STRAITEST. 

MOTE 
KARPHOS (Kapcpos), a small, dry stalk, a twig, a bit of dried stick 

(from karphö, to dry up), or a liuy straw or bit of wool, such as might fly 
into the eye, is used metaphorically of a minor fault, Matt. 7 : 3, 4, 5 ; 
Luke 6: 41, 42 (twice), in contrast with dokos, a beam supporting the roof 
of a building (see BEAM). ~ In the Sept., Gen. 8 : II.~ 

MOTH 
SES (oi]s) denotes a clothcs moth, Matt. 6: 19, 20; Luke 12: 33.41[ 

In Job 4: 19 "crushed before the moth " alludes apparently to the fact 
that woollen materials, riddled by the larv<e of moths, become so fragile 
that a touch demolishes them. In Job 27 : 18" He buildeth bis house as 
a moth " alludes to the frail covering which a larval moth constructs out 
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of the material which it consumes. The rendering "spider" (marg.) 
seems an attempt to explain a difficulty. 

MOTH-EATEN 
SETOBRÖTOS (arrroßpwTos), from ses, a moth, and bibröskö, to eat, is 

used in Jas. 5 : 2. ~ In the Sept. Job 13 : 28. ~ 

MOTHER 
l. M:E:TER (µ.r/'TT/P) is used (a) of the natural relationship, e.g., Matt. 

r : r8; i Tim. r : 5 ; (b) figuratively, (r) of one who takes the place of 
a mother, Matt. 12: 49, 50; Mark 3: 34, 35; John 19: 27; Rom. 16: 13; 
l Tim. 5 : z; (2) of the Heaveuly and spiritual Jerusalem, Gai. 4: 26, 
which is " free " (not bound by law imposed externally, as under the Law 
of Moses), "which is our mother" (R. V.), i.e., of Christians, the metro
polis, mother-city, used allegorically, just as the capital of a country is 
" the seat of its government, the centre of its activities, and the place 
where the national characteristics are most fully expressed ; " (3) sym
bolically, of Babyluu, Rev. 17: 5, as the source from which has procccdcd 
the religious harlotry of mingling pagan rites and doctrines with the 
Christian faith. 

Note: In Mark 16: l the article, followed by the genitive case of the 
name" James," the word ·• mother" being omitted, is an idiomatic mode 
of expressing the phrase " the mothcr of J umes." 

2. METROL(}AS, or METRAL(>AS (µ.71Tp~<{>as) denotes a matricide 
(No. l, and aloiaö, to smite) ; l Tim. l : 9, "murderers .af mothers;" it 
probably has, however, the broader meaning of "smiters" (R.V., marg.), 
as in instances elsewhere than the N.T.~ 

3. AMETÖR (aµ.rjTwp), without a mother (a, negative, and No. 1), 
is used in Heb. 7 : 3, of the Genesis record of Melchizedek, certain details 
concerning him being purposely omitted, in order to conform the descrip
tion to facts about Christ as the Son of God. The word has. been found in 
this sense in the writings of Euripides the dramatist and Herodotus the 
historian. See also under F ATHER. ~ 

MOTHER-IN-LA W 
PENTHERA (TTEv8Ep&.), the feminine of pentheros (a father-in-law), 

occurs in Matt. 8: 14; 10: 35; Mark l: 30; Luke 4: 38; 12: 53 
(twice). ~ 

For MOTION, Rom. 7: 5, A.V., see PASSION 

MOUNT, MOUNTAIN 
OROS (~pos) is used (a) without specification, c.g., Luke 3 : 5 (distinct 

from bounos, a hill, see HILL, No. 3) ; John 4: 20; (b) of the mount of 
Transfiguration, Matt. 17: 1, 9; Mark 9: 2, 9; Luke 9: 28, 37 (A.V., 
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"hill ") ; 2 Pet. l : 18 ; (c) of Zion, Heb. 12 : 22 ; Rev. 14 : l ; (d) of 
Sinai, Acts 7 : 30, 38 ; Gal. 4 : 24, 25 ; Heb. 8 : 5 ; 12 : 20 ; (e) of the 
Mount of Olives, Matt. 21 : l ; 24 : 3 ; Mark II : .l ; 13 : 3 ; Luke 19 : 29, 
37 ; 22 : 39 ; John 8 : l ; Acts l : 12 ; (f) of the hill districts as distinct 
from the lowlands, especially of the hills above the Sea of Galilee, e.g., 
Matt. 5 : l ; 8 : l ; 18 : 12 ; Mark 5 : 5 ; (g) of the mountains on the east 
of Jordan and those in the land of Ammon and the region of Petra, etc .• 
Matt. 24: 16; Mark 13 : 14; Luke 21 : 21 ; (h) proverbially. of over
coming difficulties, or. accomplishing great things. l Cor. 13 : 2 ; cp. 
Matt. 17 : 20 ; 2I : 21 ; Mark II : 23 ; (i) symbolically. of a series of the 
imperial potentates of the Roman Dominion, past and future, Rev. 17 : 9. 
See HILL. 

MOURN, MOURNING 
A. Verbs. 

r. KOPTÖ (Komw), to cut or beat, used in the Middle Voice of beating 
the breast or head in mourning (cp. Luke 23 : 27), is translated "shall 
mourn" in Matt. 24: 30. See BEWAIL, No. 2, CUT, WAIL. 

2. PENTHEÖ (m,v8lw), to mourn for, lament, is used (a) of mourning 
in general, Matt. 5 : 4; 9: 15 ; Luke 6: 25 ; (b) of sorrow for the death 
of a loved one, Mark 16 : ro ; (c) of mourning for the overthrow of Babylon 
and the Babylonish system, Rev. 18: II, 15, R.V., "mourning" (A.V., 
" wailing ") ; ver. 19 (ditto) ; (c) of sorrow for sin or for condoning it, 
Jas. 4 : 9 ; l Cor. 5 : 2 ; (d) of grief for those in a local church who show no 
repentance for evil committed, 2 Cor. 12 : 21, R.V., "mourn" (A.V., 
"bewail ''). See BEWAIL, No. 3.~ · 

· 3. THRENEÖ (Op"YJvlw). to lament, wail (akin to threnos, a lamentation, 
a dirge), is used (a) in a general sense, of the disciplcs during the absence 
of the Lord, John 16: 20, "lament ; " (b) of those who sorrowed for the 
sufferings and the impending crucifixion of the Lord, Luke 23 : 27, 
"lamented; " the preceding word is koptö (No. l) ; (c) of mourning as for 
the dead, Matt. II : 17, R.V., "wailed" (A.V., "have mourned ") ; 
Luke 7: 32 (ditto). See BEWAIL, Note (1).~ 

Notes: (1) Trench points out that pentheö is often joined with klaiö, to 
weep, 2 Sam. 19 : l ; Mark 16 : ro ; Jas. 4 : 9 ; Rev. 18 : 15, indicating 
that pentheö is used especially of external manifestation of grief (as with 
koptö and threneö), in contrast to lupeomai, which may be used of inward 
grief (Syn. §xlv) ; though in Classical Greek pentheö was used of grief 
without violent manifestations (Grimm-Thayer). (2) Among the well-to
do it was common to hire professional mourners (men and women), who 
accompanied the dead body to the grave wi.th formal music and the 
singing of dirges. At the death of Jairus' daughter male fiute-players 
were present, Matt. 9 : 23 (see, however, Jer. 9 : 17). 

B. Nouns. 
l. ODURMOS (&8vpµOs), Jamentation, mouming, is translated 
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"mourning" in Matt. 2: 18 and 2 Cor. 7: 7: see BEWAIL, Note (2).~ 
2. PENTHOS (1Tlv8o>), akin to A, No. 2, mourning, is used in Jas. 

4: 9; Rev. 18: 7 (twice), R.V., "mourning" (A.V., "sorrow "); ver. 8, 
" mourning ; " 21 : 4, R. V„ " mourning " (A. V„ " sorrow "). See 
SORROW.~ 

MOUTH 
A. Noun. 

STOMA (0'7'6µ.a), akin to stomachos (which originally meant a 
throat, gullet), is used (a) of the mouth of man, e.g„ Matt. 15 : II ; of 
animals, e.g„ Matt. 17 : 27 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 17 (figurative) ; Heb. II : 33; 
Jas. 3 : 3; Rev. 13 : 2 (2nd occurrence) ; (b) figuratively, of inanimate 
things, of the " edge " of a sword, Luke 21 : 24 ; Heb. II : 34 ; of the 
earth, Rev. 12 : 16 ; (c) figuratively, of the mouth, as the organ of speech, 
(1) of Christ's words, e.g„ Matt. 13 : 35 ; Luke II : 54 ; Acts 8 : 32 ; 
22 : 14 ; l Pet. 2 : 22 ; (2) of human, e.g„ Matt. 18 : 16 ; 21 : 16 ; Luke 
I : 64 ; Rev. 14 : 5 ; as emanating from the heart, Matt. 12 : 34.; Rom. 
10: 8, 9; of prophetic ministry through the Holy Spirit, Luke l : 70; 
Acts I : 16 ; 3 : 18 ; 4 : 25 ; of the destructive policy of two world 
potentates at the end of this age, Rev. 13 : 2, 5, 6 ; 16 : 13 (twice) ; of 
shameful speaking, Eph. 4 : 29 and Col. 3 : 8 ; (3) of the Devil speaking as 
a dragon or serpent, Rev. 12 : 15, 16 ; 16 : 13 ; (d) figuratively, in the 
phrase "face to face" (lit„ 'mouth to mouth '), 2 John 12 ; 3 John 14; 
(e) metaphorically, of the utterances of the Lord, in judgment~ 2 Thess. 
2 : 8 ; Rev. l : 16 ; 2 : 16 ; 19 : 15, 21 ; of His judgment upon a local 
church for its lukewarmness, Rev. 3 : 16 ; (f) by metonymy, for speech, 
Matt. 18 : 16 ; Luke 19 : 22 ; 21 : 15 ; 2 Cor. 13 : r. 

Note: In Acts 15 : 27, logos, a word, is translated „ word of mouth,'.' 
R.V. (A.V., "mouth," marg„ "word "). 

B. Verb. 
EPISTOMIZO (lmO'"Toµ.l{w), to bridle (epi, upon, and A), is used 

metaphorically of stopping the mouth, putting to silence, Tit. l : II. 1 
Cp. phrassö, to stop, close, said of stopping the mouths of men, in Rom. 
3 : 19. See STOP. 

MOVE, MOVED, MOVER, MOVING, UNMOVEABLE 
A. Verbs. 

1. KINEO (Kwlw), toset in motion, move (hence, e.g;, Eng. kinematics, 
kinetics, cinema), is used (a) of wagging the head, Matt. 27 : 39 ; Mark 
15 : 29 ; (b) of the general activity of the human being, Acts 17 : 28 ; 
(c) of the moving of mountains, Rev. 6: 14, in the sense of removing, as 
in Rcv. 2 : 5, of rcmoving a lampstand (there figuratively of causing a 
local church to be discontinued) ; (d) figuratively, of exciting, stirring up 
feelings and passions, Acts 21 : 30 (Passive Voice) ; 24: 5, "a mover;" 
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(e) of moving burdl'ns, Matt. 23: 4. See REMOVE, WAG.~ Cp. sunkineo, 
to stir up; Acts 6: 12., 

2, METAKINEÖ (µeTaKtv,w), in the Active Voice, to move something 
away (not in the N.T. ; in the Sept„ e.g„ Deut. I9: 14; Is. 54: rn) ; 
in the Middle Voice, to remove oneself, shift, translated in the Passive 
in Col. l : 23," be ... not moved away (from the hope of the gospel)."11" 

3; SEIÖ (a€lw), to shake, move to and fro, usuaUy of violent concussion 
(Eng„ seismic, seismograph, seismology), is said (a) of the earth as destined 
tobe shaken by God, Heb. 12 : 26; (b) öf a local convulsion of the earth, 
at. the Death of Christ, Matt. 27 : 51, "did quake;" (c) of a fig tree, 
Rev. 6: 13 ; (d) metaphorically, to sfir up with fear or some other emotion, 
Matt. 2t : IO, of the people of a city; 28 : 4, of the keepers or watchers, 
at the Lotd's toinb, R.V„ "did quake" (A.V„ " did shake ")., 

4. SALEUÖ (aa.\evw), to shake, properly of the action of stormy wind, 
then, to render insecure, stir up, is rendered " I should (not) be moved" 
in Acts 2 : 25, in thc sense of being cast down or shaken from a sense of 
security and happiness, .said of Christ, in a quotation from Psa. 16 : 8. 
See SHAKE, SnR (up). , . . 

5. SAINÖ (aalvw), properly, of dogs, to wag U!e tail, fawri..; hence, 
metaphorica lly of persons, to disturb, d.isquiet, l Thess. 3 :. 3, Pass1ve 
Vojcc, "(that no man) be moved (by. tliese affiictions)." Some .have 
suggested the primary meariing, to be wheedled, befooled, by pleasing 
utterances; but Greek interpreters regard it as synonymous with. No. 3, 
or with tarassö, to disturb, and this is confümed by .the .contrast with 
"establish " in ver. 2 1 and " stand fast " in ver. 8. A var.iant reading 
gives the verb s"iainesthai, to be disheartened, · unnerved .. , 

6. PHERÖ (cfoipw), to bear, carry, is rcndered "being moved" in 
2 Pet. l : 21, signifying that they were ' bgrile along,' or impelled, by the 
Holy Spirit's power, not acting according to their own wills, or simply 
expressing their own thoughts, but cxpressing. the rnind of God in words 
provided and ministered by Hirn. 

Notes: (1) In Mark 15: II, A.V„ anaseiö, to shake to and fro, stir up, 
is translated "moved" (R.V„ "stirred up," as in Luke 23: 5, A.V. and 
R. V.)., (2) In Acts 20 : 24 some mss. havc a phrase translated " none 
of these things move me." The text for which there is most support gives 
the rendering " but 1 hold not my life of any account, as dear unto myself." 
Field suggests a reading, the transla.tion of which is, ' neither make I 
account of anything, nor thinkmy life dear unto myself.' (3) In l Cor. 
15 : 34, for the more Jiteral A.V., "I speak this to your shame," the R.V; 
has " I speak this to move you to shame." (4) For " moved with -godly 
fear" see FEAR, D, No. 2. (S) See also Cü:MPASSION, ENVY, FEAR, IN-
DIGNATION. B. Adjectives. 

l. ASALEUTOS (&.a~evTos), unmoved, immoveable (fröm a, nega
tive, and A, No. 4), is translated " unmoveable" in Acts 27 : 4'r ; " which 
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cannot be moved" in Heb. 12 : 28, A.V. (R.V., " that cannot be 
shaken ").~ In the Sept., Ex. 13: 16; Deut. 6: 8; II: 18.~ 

2. AMETAKINETOS (ap.€-raKlvrrros), firm, immoveq.ble (a, negative, 
and A, No. 2), is used in l Cor. 15: 58.~ 

C. Noun. 
KINESIS (KlV'T}uis), a moving (akin to A, No. l), is found in John 5 : 3 

(in many ancient authorities, R.V., marg.), of the moving of the water 
at the pool of Bethesda. ~ 

MOW 
AMAO (aµifw), to mow, is translated "mowed" in Jas. 5: 4, R.V; 

(A.V., "havc reaped down"). "The cognate words seem to shew that 
the sense of cutting or mowing was original, and that of gathering-in 
secondary" (Liddell and Scott, Lex.).~ 

MUCH 
l. POLUS (1ToAtfs) is used (a) as an adjective of degree, e.g., Matt. 

J.j : 5, " rnud1 (earth) ; " Acls 26 : 24, " much (learning) ; " in ver. 29, 
in the answer to Agrippa's "with but little persuasion," some texts have 
poltq (some megalq, 'with great '), R.V., "(whether with little or) with 
much;" of number, e.g., Mark 5 : 24, R.V., "a great (multitude)," A.V., 
"much (people) ; " so Luke 7: II ; John 12: 12; Rev. 19: l, etc. ; 
(b)in the neuter singular form (polu), as a noun, c.g., Luke 16: ro (twice) ; 
in the plural (polla), e.g., Rom. 16: 6, 12, " (laboured) much," lit., 'many 
things; ' (c) adverbially, in the neuter singular, e.g., Acts 18 : 27 ; James 
5 : 16 ; Matt. 26 : 9 (a genitive of price) ; in the plural, e.g., Mark 5 : 43, 
R.V., "much" (A.V., "straitly ") ; Mark 9: 26, R.V., "much" (A.V., 
"sorc ") ; John 14: 30; and with the article, Acts 26: 24; Rom. 15: 22; 
l Cor. 16 : !9 ; Rev. 5 : 4. See GREAT. 

2. HIKANOS (lKavos), enough, much, many, is translated "much," 
e.g., in Luke 7: 12 (in some mss. Acts 5 : 37; see thc R.V.) ; Acts 
II : 24, 26 ; 19 : 26 ; 27 : 9. See ABLE, ENOUGH, A, No. 2, GREAT, 
LARGE, MANY, MEET, SECURITY, SORE, SUFFICIENT, WORTHY. 

Notes: (1) For "much more," "so much the more," see MORE. 
(2) In John 12: 9, the R.V. has" the common people "for" much peopleY 
(3) In Acts 27: 16, A.V.,ischuö, to be able, with molis, scarcely, is trans
lated ·" had much work" (R.V„ "were able, with difficulty "). (4) in 
Luke 19: 15, A.V., the pronoun ti, "what" (R.V'.), is translated "how 
much." (5) The adjective tosoutos, so gteat, so much, is translated '' so 
much (bread)," in Matt. 15 : 33, plural, R.V„ "sö many (loaves) ; " in 
the genitive case, of price, in Acts 5 : 8, " for so much ; " in the dative 
case, of degree, in Heb. l : 4, R.V., "by so much" (A.V., "so much ") ; 
so in Heb. ro : 25 ; in Heb. 7: 22 "by so much" translates the phrase 
kata tosouto; in Rev. 18: 7, " so much." (6) See DISPLEASED, ExHORTA
TION, PERPLEX, SPEAKING, WORK. 
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MUCH (AS) 
N oies: (1) In Luke 6 : 34 the phrase ta isa, lit„ 'the equivalent (things) ,' 

is translated "as much" (of lending, to receive back the equivalent). 
(2) In Rom. l : 15, the phrase to kat' eme, lit„' the (thing) according to me,' 
signifies "as much as in me is;" cp. the A.V. marg. in l Pet. 5 : 2 [lit., 
'the (extent) in, or among, you ; ' the text takes the word 'Hock' as 
understood, the marg. regards the phrase as adverbially idiomatic]; 
in Rom. 12 : 18 "as much as in you lieth" translates a similar phrase, lit., 
'the (extent) out of you.' (3) In Heb. 12: 20, A.V„ kai ean (contracted to 
k'an), "if even" (R.V.), is translated "and if so much as." (4) The 
negatives oude and mede, "not even" (R.V.) are translated" not so müch 
as "in the A.V. in Mark 2 : 2 ; Luke 6 : 3 and l Cor. 5 : l ; in the following 
the R.V. and A.V. translate thcm "not so much as," Mark 3 : 20 (some 
mss. have mete, with the same meaning) ; Acts 19 : 2 ; in Mark 6 : 31 
"no (leisure) so much as." (5) In Rom. 3 : 12, heös, as far as, even unto, is 
translated" so much as" in the R.V.; the A.V. supplies nothing actually 
corresponding to it. (6) In John 6: II hosos denotes "as much as." 

MULTIPLY 
r. PLETHUNÖ (TrA718zfvw), used (a) trartsitively, denotes to cause to 

increase, to multiply, 2 Cor. 9 : ro ; Heb. 6 : 14 (twice) ; in the Passive 
Voice, to be multiplied, Matt. 24: 12, R.V., "(iniquity) shall be multi
plied" (A.V., "shall abound ") ; Acts 6: 7; 7: 17; 9: 31 ; 12 : 24; 
l Pet. l : 2 ; 2 Pet. l : 2 ; Jude 2 ; (b) intransitively it denotes to be 
multiplying, Acts 6: r, R.V„ "was multiplying" (A.V„ "was multi
plied "). See ABUNDANCE, B, No. 5.~ 

2. PLEONAZÖ (TrArnva~w), used intransitively, to abound, is translatcd 
"being multiplied" in the R.V. cf 2 Cor. 4: 15 (A.V„ "abundant"); 
the Active Voice, aorist tense, here would be more accuratcly rendered 
' having superabounded ' or ' superabounding ' or ' multiplying.' See 
ABUNDANCE, B, No. 3. 

MULTITUDE 
r. OCHLOS (~xAo>) is used frequently in the four Gospels and the 

Acts ; elsewhere only in Rev. 7 : 9 ; 17 : 15 ; 19 : l, 6 ; it denotes (a) a 
crowd or multitude of persons, a throng, e.g„ Matt. 14 : 14, 15 ; 15 : 33 ; 
often in the plural, e.g., Matt. 4 : 25 ; 5 : r ; with polus, much or great, 
it signifies " a great multitude," e.g„ Matt. 20: 29, or "the common 
people," Mark 12 : 37, perhaps preferably' the mass of the people.' Field 
supports the meaning in the text, but cither rendering is suitable. The 
mass of the people was attracted to Hirn (for the statement " heard Hirn 
gladly" cp. what is said in Mark 6 :. 20 of Herod Antipas concerning John 
the Baptist) ; in John 12: 9, "the common people," R.V„ stands in 
contrast with their leaders (ver. ro) ; Acts 24: 12, R.V„ "crowd ; " 
(b) the populace, an unorganised multitude, in contrast to demos. the people 
as a body politic, e.g„ Matt. 14: 5 ; 21 : 26 ; John 7: 12 (znd part) ; 
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(c) in a more general sense, a multittide or company, e.g., Luke 6 : 17, 
R.V., "a (great) multitude (of His disciples)," A.V., "the company;" 
Acts l : 15, "a multitude (of persons)," R.V., A.V., " the number (of 
names);" Acts 24: 18, R.V., "crowd" (A.V., "multitude "). See 
COMPANY, No. r, NuMBER. 

2. PL~THOS (1TAfj8os), lit., a fulness, hence, a large company, a 
multitude, is used (a) of things: of fish, Luke 5: 6; John 21: 6; of 
sticks (" bundle ''), Acts 28 : 3 ; of stars and of sand, Heb. II : 12 ; of 
sins, Jas. 5 : 20 ; l Pet. 4 : 8 ; (b) of persons, (1) a multitude : of people, 
e.g., Mark 3 : 7, 8; Luke 6: 17; John 5 : 3; Acts 14: l ; of angels, 
Luke 2 : 13 ; (2) with the article, the whole number, the multitude, the 
populace, e.g., Luke l : ro ; 8 : 37 ; Acts 5 : 16 ; 19 : 9 ; 23 : 7 ; a 
particular company, e.g., of disciples, Luke 19 : 37; Acts 4 : 32 ; 6 : 2, 5 ; 
15 : 30; of elders, priests, and scribes, 23 : 7; of the Apostles and the 
elders of the church in Jerusalem, Acts 15 : 12. See AssEMBLY, No. 3, 
8UNDLE, No. 2, CoMPANY, No. 5. 

Note: In Luke 12: l,. A.V., the phrase, lit., 'the myriads of the 
multitude ' is translate<l " an innumerable multitude of people " (where 
"people" translates No. l, above), R.V., "the many thousands of the 
multitude" (where " multitude " translates No. l). 

MURDER 
PHONOS (cpovos} is used (a) of a special act, Mark 15 : 7 ; Luke 23 : 19, 

25 ; (b) in the plural, of murders in general, Matt. 15 : 19; Mark 7 : 21 

(Gal. 5 : 21, in some inferior mss.) ; . Rev. 9 : 21 ; in the singular, Rom. 
r : 29; (c) in the sense of slaughter, Heb. II : 37, "they were slain with 
the sword," lit., ' (they died by) slaughter (of the sword) ; ' in Acts 9: l, 
" slaughter." See SLAUGHTER. ~! 

Note: In Matt. 19: 18, A.V„ phoneuo, to kill (akin to phoneus, see 
below), is translated "thou shalt do (no) murder" (R.V., "thou shalt 
(not) kill "). See KILL, SLAY. 

MURDERER 
r. PHONEUS (<f>ov~v-;), akin to phoneuo a'.ld phonos (see above). is 

used (a) in a general sense, in the singular, l Pet. 4 : 15 ; in the plural, 
Rev. 21 : 8 ; 22 : 15 ; (b) of those guilty of particular acts, Matt. 22 : 7 ; 
Acts 3 : 14, lit. 'a man (aner), a murderer; ' 7 : 52; 28 : 4.~ 

2. ANTHROPOKTONOS (&.v8pw1ToKTovos}, an adjective, lit„ 'man
slaying,' used as a nc:in, a manslayer, murderer (anthropos, a man, kteinö, 
to slay), is Used of Satan, John 8 : 44; of one who hates his brother, and 
who, being a murderer, has not eternal life, l John 3: 15 (twice).~ 

3. PATROLOAS (or PATRAL-) (1Ta'TpoAc{ias), a murderer of one's 
father, occurs in l Tim. l : 9. il 

Note: For sikarios, in the plural, "muraerers," in Acts 21 : 38, see 
AssASSIN.~f See MoTHER, No. 2. 
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MURMUR, MURMURING 
A. Verbs. 

r. GONGUZO (yoyyiJ,w), to mutter, murmur, grumble, 9a.Y anything 
in a low tone (Eng., gong), an onomatopreic word, representing the 
significance by the sound of the word, as in the word " murmur " 
itself, is used of the labourers in the parable of the householder, Matt. 
20 : II ; of the scribes and Pharisees, against Christ, Luke 5 : 30 ; of the 
Jews, John 6: 41, 43; of the disciples, 6: 61 ; of the people, 7 : 32 (of 
debating secretly) ; of the Israelites, l Cor. lO: ro (twice), where it is 
also used in a warning to believers., In the papyri it is used of the 
murmuring of a gang of workmen ; also in a remark interposed, while the 
Emperor (late 2nd cent. A.D.) was interviewing a rebel, that the Romans 
were then murmuring (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). 

2. DIAGONGUZO (S,ayoyyo,w), lit., to murmur through (dia, i.e., 
through a whole crowd, or among themselves), is always used of indignant 
complaining, Luke 15: 2; 19: 7., 

3. EMBRIMAOMAI (tµ.ßptµ.d.oµ.a.t) is rendered "munnured against" 
in Mark 14 : 5 ; it expresses indignant displeasure : see CHARGE, C, No. 4. 

Note: For stenazö, Jas. 5: 9, R.V., "murmur," see GRIEVE, No. 3. 
B. Noun. 

GONGUSMOS (yoyyvuµ.os), a murmuring, muttering (akin to A, No. l), 
is uscd (a) in the sense of secret debate among people, John 7 : 12 (as with 
the verb in ver. 32); (b) of displeasure or complaining (more privately 
than in public), said of Grecian Jewish converts against Hebrews, Acts 
6: l ; in general admonitions, Phil. 2 : 14; l Pet .. 4: q, R.V„ "mur
muring" (A.V., "grudging "). ~l 

MURMURER 
GONGUST~S (roi'i'vurils), a murmurer (akin to A, No. l, and B, 

above), one who complains, is used in Jude 16, especially perhaps of 
utterances against God (see ver. 15)., 

For MUSING (dialogizomai, in Luke 3 : 15, A.V.) see REASON (Verb) 

MUSIC 
SUMPHONIA (uvµ.cpwvla), lit., a sounding together (Eng„ symphony), 

occurs in Luke 15: 25.~ In the Sept., Dan. J: 5, 7, IO, 15, for Aramaic 
sumpönyd (not in ver. 7), itself a loan word from the Greek ; translated 
" dulcimer" (R.V., marg., "bagpipe 'Vif 

For MUSICIAN, Rev. 18: 22, A.V., see MINSTREL 

MUST 
r. DEI (Set), an impersonal verb, signifying 'it is necessary' or ' one 

must,' ' one ought,' is found most frequently in the Gospels, Acts and the 
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Apocalypse, and is used (a) of a necessity lying in the nature of the case, 
e.g., John 3 : 30; 2 Tim. 2 : 6; (b) of necessity brought about by circum
stances, e.g., Matt. 26: 35, R.V., "must," A.V., "should;" John 4: 4; 
Acts 27 : 21, " shou1d ; " 2 Cor. II : 30 ; in the case of Christ, by reason 
of the Father's will, e.g., Luke 2 : 49; 19 : 5; (c) of necessity as to what is 
required that something may be brought about, e.g., Luke 12: 12, 
" ought ; " John 3 : 7 ; Acts 9 : 6 ; l Cor. II : 19 ; Heb. 9 : 26 ; (d) of a 
nece~sity of law, duty, equity, e.g., Matt. 18 : 33, " shouldest ; " 23 : 23, 
" ought ; '' Luke 15 : 32, " it was meet ; " Acts 15 : 5, " it is needful " 
(R.V.) ; Rom. l : 27, R.V., "was due," A.V., "was meet " (of a recom~ 
pense due by the law of God) ; frequently requiring the reuuering" uught," 
e.g., Rom. 8 : 26; 12 : 3 ; l Cor. 8: 2 ; (e) of necessity arising from the 
determinate will and coUnsel of God, e.g., Matt. 17: IO; 24: 6; 26 : 54; 
l Cor. 15 : 53, especially regarding the salvation of men through the 
Death, Resurrection and Ascension of Christ, e.g., John 3 : 14; Acts 3 : 2I; 
4 : rz. See BEHOVE, No. 2 (where see the differences in the meanings of 
synonymous wurus), MEET, NEED, NEEDFUL, ÜUGHT, SHOULD. 

2. OPHF.TLÖ (oc/;ElAw), to owe, is rendered "must ... needs" in 
1 Cor. 5 : IO. Sec BEHOVE, No. I. 

Notes: (1) In Mark 14: 49, A. V., the conjunction hina with the 
subjunctive mood, in order that, is represented by '' must" (R.V., "that 
... might "). (2) In Heb. 13 : 17, A. V., the future participle of 
apod1:döm1:, to give, is translated "they that mnst giw~" (R.V„ "they that 
shall give "). (3) In 2 Pet. I : 14, A.V., the verb. tobe, witl.J; apothesis, a 
putting off, is translated " I must put off," R.V., " (the) putting off ... 
cometh," lit., 'is (swift).' (4) Sometimes the infinitive mood of a verb, 
with or without the article, is necessarily rendered by a phrase involving 
the word "must," e.g., l Pet. 4: 17, A.V., "must (begin);" or "should," 
Heb. 4: 6, R.V., "should" (A.V. "must "). (5) Sometimes the sub
junctivc mood of a verb, used as a dcliberative, is rendered" must," etc., 
John 6: 28," (what) must (we do)," R.V. (A.V.," shall "). 

MUSTARD 
SINAPI (alvam), a word of Egyptian origin, is translated " mustard 

seed" in the N.T. "The conditions to be fulfilled by the mustard are 
that it should be a familiar plant, with a very small sccd, Matt. 17 : 20 ; 
Luke 17 : 6, sown in the earth, growing !arger tban garden herbs, Matt. 
13 : 31, having large branches, Mark 4: 31, ... attractive to birds, 
Luke 13: 19 [R.V., ' (became) a tree ']. The cultivated mustard is 
sinapis nigra. · Thc sced is well known for its minuteness. The mustards 
arc annuals, reproduced with extraordinary rapidity ... In fat soil they 
often a1.tain a height of ro or 12 feet, and have branches which attract 
passing birds " (A. E. Post, in Hastings' Bib. Die.).~ 

Tlw c:orrr~rt R.V. tr;insfation in Matt. 13 : 32, "greater than the 
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herbs," for the A.V., "greatest among herbs" (the mustard is not a herb), 
should be noted. 

As the parable indicates, Christendom presents a sort of Christianity 
that has become conformed to the principles and ways of the world, and 
the world has favöured this debased Christianity. Contrast the testimony 
of the N.T., e.g., in John 17: 14; Gal. 6: 14; l Pet. 2: II; l John 3: l. 

MUTUAL 
Note: This is the A.V. rendering of the phrase en allelois in Rom. l : 12, 

translated in the R.V., "each of us by the other's (faith)." See ÜTHER, 

No. 5. 

MUZZLE 
PHIMOÖ (<f>iµ.6w), to dose the mouth with a muzzle (phimos), is .used 

(a) of muzzling the ox when it treads out the corn, l Cor. 9 : 9, A.V., 
"muzzle the mouth of," R.V., "muzzle," and l Tim . .) : 18, with the 
lesson that those upon whom spiritual labour is bestowed should not 
r~frriin frnm ministering to the material needs ofthosc who labour on their 
behalf; (b) metaphorically, of putting to silence, or subduing to stillness, 
Matt. 22 : 12, 34 ; Mark l : 25 ; 4 : 39 ; Luke 4 : 35 ; l Pet. 2 : 15. See 
PEACE (hold), SILENCE.if 

MY (MINE) 
EMOS (Jµ.6s), a possessive adjective of the first person, often used as a 

possessive pronoun with greater emphasis than the oblique forms of 
egö (see below), a measure of stress which should always be observed; it 
denotes (I) subjectively, (a) what I possess, e.g., John 4: 34; 7: 16 
(1st part) ; 13 : 35 ; l Cor. 16 : 21 ; Gal. 6 : II ; Col. 4 : 18 (1st clause) ~ 
as a pronoun, absolutely (i.e., not as an adjective), e.g., Matt. 20 : 15 ; 
25 : 27; Luke 15: 31, R.V., "(all that is) mihe," A.V., '' (all that) I 
have" ; John 16 : 14, 15; 17: ro; (b) 'proceeding from me,' e.g. Mark 
8: 38; John 7: 16 (2nd part); 8: 37 (here the repetition of the article 
with the pronoun, after the article with the noun, lends special stress to 
the pronoun; more lit., 'the word, that which is mine ') ; so in John 
15 : 12. Such instances are to bc distinguished from the less emplmtic 
order where the pronoun comes between the article and the noun, as in 
John 7 : 16, already mentioned; (c) in the phrase 'it is mine' (i.e., 'it 
rests with me '), e.g., Matt. 20 : 23 ; Mark ro : 40 ; (II) objectively, 
pertaining or relating to me : (a) 'appointed for me,' e.g., John 7: 6, 
" My time " (with the repeated article and special stress just referred to) ; 
(b) equivalent to an objective genitive (' of me ') e.g., Luke 22 : 19, "(in 
remembrance) of Me" (lit., 'in My remembrance ') ; so l Cor. II : 24. 

Notes: (1) This pronoun frequently translates ohliqne forms of the 
first personal pronoun egö, I, e.g., of me, to me. These instances are 
usually uncmphatic, always less so than those under emos (above). 
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(2) For "my affairs" and "my state" see AFFAIR, Notes. (3) In Matt. 
26 : 12, " for My burial " translates a phrase consisting of the preposition 
pros (towards) governing the article with the infinitive mood, aorist tense, 
of entaphiazö, to bury, followed by the personal pronoun "Me," as the 
object, where the infinitive is virtually a noun, lit„ ' towards the burying 
(of) Me;' (4) In r Tim. r : II, "was cornmitted to my trust" is, lit„ 
' (with) which I was entrusted ' (pisteuö, to entrust). 

MYRRH 
A. Noun. 

SMURNA (aµ.vpva), whence the name Smyrna, a word of Semitic 
origin, Heb„ mör, from a root meaning bitter, is a gum resin from a 
shn,ibby tree, which grows in Yemen and neighbouring regions of Africa; 
the fruit is smooth and somewhat larger than a pea. The colour of myrrh 
varies from pale reddish-yellow to reddish-brown or red. The taste is 
bitter, and the substance astringent, acting as an antis~ptic an<l a slimu
lant. lt was used as a perfume, Ps. 45: 8, where the language is symbolic 
of the graces of the Messiah ; Prov. 7 : 17 ; S. of Sol. I : 13 ; 5 : 5 ; it 
was one of the ingredients of the " holy anointing oil " for the pricsts, 
Ex. 30 : 23 (R.V„ " fl6wing myrrh ") ; it was used also for the purification 
of women, Eslh. :t : 12 ; fu1 el!lualming, John 19 : 3q ; as an anodync 
(see B) ; it was one of the gifts ofthe Magi, Matt. 2 : II. if 

B. Verb. 
SMURNIZÖ (aµ.vpvl~w) is used transitively in the N.T„ with the 

meaning to mingle or drug with myrrh, Mark 15 : 23 ; the mixture was 
doubtless offcred to deaden the pain (Matthew's word "gall" suggests 
that myrrh was not the only ingredient). Christ refused to partake of any 
such means of alleviation ; He would retain all His mental power for the 
complete fulfilment of the Father's. wilL if 

MYSELF 
r. EMAUTOU (lµ.aVTov), a reflexive pronoun, of the first person, lit„ 

of mysclf, is used (a) frequently after various prepositions, e.g„ hitpo, 
under, Matt. 8: 9; Luke 7: 8; R.V.', "under myself;" peri, concerning, 
John 5: 3r; 8: r4, r8; Acts 24: ro; apo, from, John 5: 30; 7: 17, 
R.V., "from" (A.V., "of," which is amöiguous); so ver. 28; 8: 28, 42; 
ro: r8; 14: ro (R.V., "from "); pros, nnto, John 12 : 32, R.V., "unto 
Myself; " 14 : 3 ; Philm. 13, "with me ; " eis, to, I Cor. 4 : 6 ; huper, 
on behalf of, 2 Cor. 12 : 5 ; ek (ex), out of, or from, John 12 : 49, R.V„ 
"from Myself; " (b) as the direct object of a verb, Luke 7 : 7; John 
8 : 54; 14: 21 ; 17 : t9; Acts 26 : 2 ; r Cor. 4 : 3 ; 9: r9; z Cor. II : 7, 
9; Gal. 2 : r8 ; Phil. 3 : 13 ; (c) in othcr oblique cases of the pronoun, 
without a preposition, e.g„ Acts 20 : 24, " unto " (or to) ; 26 : 9, '' with " 
{or 'to ') ; Rom. II : 4, R.V„ "for" (A.V„ " to ") ; r Cor. 4: 4, R.V„ 
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"against myself" (A.V., inaccurately, "by ") ; in all these instances the 
pronoun is in the dative case ; in l Cor. ro : 33, " mine own " (the genitive 
case); in l Cor. 7: 7, "I myself" (the accusative case).„ 

2. AUTOS (aih-os), self (a) with egö, I, " I myself," Luke 24 : 39 ; 
Acts ro : 26; Rom. 7: 25 ; 9 : 3; 2 Cor. ro : l ; 12 : 13 ; (b) without 
the personal pronoun, Acts 24: 16 (as the subject of a verb) ; in thc 
nominative case, Acts 25 : 22 ; l Cor. 9 : 27; Phil. 2 : 24; in the genitive 
case, Rom. 16: 2, R.V„ "of mine own self." 

MYSTERY 
MUSTERION (µvcrr~piov), primarily that which is known to the 

mustes, the initiated (from mueö, to initiate into the mysteries ; cp. Phil. 
4: 12, mueomai, "I have lcarncd the secret," R.V.). In the N.T. it 
denotes, not the mysterious (as with the Eng. word), but that which, 
being outside the range of unassistcd natural apprehension, can be made 
known only by Divine revelation, and is made known in a manner and at a 
time appointe<l l>y Go<l, and to those only who are illumined by His Spirit. 
In the ordinary sense a mystery implies knowledge withheld ; its Scrip
tural significance is truth revealed. Hence the terms especially associated 
with the. subject are " made known," " manifested," " revealed," 
"preached," "understand," " dispensation." The definition given abovc 
may bc best illustrated by tlie fulluwing passage : " the mystery which 
hath been hid from all agcs and generations: but now hath it been 
manifested to His saints" (Col. l : 26, R.V.). "lt is used of: 

" (a) spiritual truth generally, as revealed in the gospel, l Cor. 13 : 2 ; 

14: 2 [cp. l Tim. 3: 9]. Among the ancient Greeks 'the mysteries' 
were religious rites and ceremonies practised by sccret societies into which 
any one who so dcsired might be received. Those who were initiated into 
these 'mysteries' became possessors of ccrtain knowledge, which was not 
imparted to the uninitiated, and were called ' the perfected,' cp. l Cor. 
2 : 6-16 where the Apostle has these ' mystcries ' in mind and presents 
the gospel in contrast thereto ; here ' the perfccted ' are, of course, the 
believers, who alone can perceive the things revea!ed; (b) Christ, who is 
God Himself revealed under the conditions of human life, Col. 2 : 2 ; 

4 : 3, and submitting even to death, l Cor. 2 : l [in some mss„ for marturion, 
testimony], 7, but raised from among the dead, r Tim. 3 : 16, that the will 
of God to co-ordinate the universe in Hirn, and subject it to Hirn, might 
in due time be accomplished, Eph. r : 9 (cp. Rev. ro : 7), as is declared in 
the gospel, Rom. 16 : 25 ; Eph. 6 : 19 ; (c) the Church, which is Christ's 
Body, i.e., the union of redeemed men with God in Christ, Eph. 5 : 32 
[cp. Col. l : 27); (d) the rapture into the presence of Christ of those 
members of the Church which is His Body who shall be alive on the earth 
at His Parousia, l Cor. 15 : 51 ; (e) the operation of those hidden forces 
that either retard or accelerate the Kingdom of Heaven (i.e„ of God), 
Matt. 13 : II ; Mark 4 : II ; (f) the cause of the present condition of 
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Israel, Rom. II : 25 ; (g) the spirit of disobedience to God, 2 Thess. 2 : 7; 
Rev. 17 : 5, 7; cp. Eph. 2 : 2."* 

To these may be added (h) the seven local churches, and their angels, 
seen in symbolism, Rev. r : 20 ; (i) the ways of God in grace, Eph. 3 : 9. 
The word is used in a comprehensive way in r Cor. 4: r. t 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 256, 257. 
t See The Twelve Mysteries of Scripture by Vine. 
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NAIL (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

NAM 

H:E:LOS (?j.\os) occurs in the remarks of Thomas regarding the print 
of the nails used in Christ's crucifixion, John 20: 25.~[ 

B. Verb. 
PROSELOÖ (11poC17J.\6w), to nail to (pros, to, and a verbal form of A). 

is used in Col. 2 : 14, in which the figure of a l>ond (ordinances of theLaw) 
is first described as cancelled, and then removed ; the idea in the verb 
itself is not that of the cancellation, to which the taking out of the way was 
subsequent, but of nailing up the remove<l thing in triumph to the Cross. 
The Death of Christ not only rendered the Law useless as a means of 
salvation, but gave public demonstration that it was so. if 

NAKED (Adjective and Verb), NAKEDNESS 
A. Adjective. 

GUMNOS (yv1Lvos-) signifies (a) unclothed, Mark 14 : 52 ; in ver. 51 
it is used as a noun (" his " and " body " being italicised) ; (b) scantily 
or poorly clad, Matt. 25 : 36, 38, 43, 44 ; Acts 19 : 16 (with torn garments) ; 
Jas. 2 : 15; (c) clad in the undergarment only (the outer being laid aside), 
John 21 : 7 (see CLOTHING) ; (d) metaphorically, (1) of a bare seed, 
l Cor. 15 : 37 ; (2) of the soul without the body, 2 Cor. 5 : 3 ; (3) of things 
exposed to the all-seeing eye of God, Heb. 4 : 13 ; (4) of the carnal 
condition of a local church, Rev. 3 : 17 ; (5J of the similar state of an 
individual, 16 : 15 ; (b) of the desolation of religious Babylon, 17 : 16. if 

B. Verb. 
GUMNITEUÖ (yvµvm&u), to be riaked or scantily clad (akin to A), 

is used in l Cor. 4: II. In the Koine writings (see Preface to Vol. l) it 
is uscd of bcing light-armed. if 

C. Noun. 
GUMNOTE:S (-yvµv6T1JS), nakedness (akin to A), is used (a) of want of 

sufficient dothing, Rom. 8 : 35 ; 2 Cor. II : 27 ; (b) metapJ:iorically, of 
the nakedness of the body, said of the condition of a local church, Rev. 
3: 18.if 

NAME 
A. Noun. 

ONOMA (övoµa) is used (I) in general of the name by which a person 
or thing is called, e.g., Mark 3 : 16, 17, " (He) surnamed," lit., ' (He ad<led) 
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the name ; ' I4 : 32, lit„' (of which) the name (was) ; ' Luke l : 63 ; John 
18 : ro; sometimes translated "named," e.g„ Luke l : 5, "named 
(Zacharias)," lit„ 'by name; ' in the same verse, "named (Elizabeth)," 
lit„ ' the nam'e of. her,' an elliptical phrase, with ' was ' understood ; 
Acts 8: 9, R.V„ "by name," IO: l ; the name is put for the reality in 
Rev. 3 : l ; in Phil. 2 : 9, the Name represents 'the title and dignity' 
of the Lord, as in Eph. l : 21 and Heb. l : 4 ; 

(II) for all that a name implies, of authority, character, rank, majesty, 
power, excellence, etc„ of everything that the name covers: (a) of the 
Name of God as expressiug His attributes, etc„ e.g„ Ma.tt. 6: 9; Luke 
l : 49; John 12 : 28; 17 : 6, 26; Rom. 15 : 9; l Tim. b: l ; Heb. 13 : 15 ; 
Rev. 13: 6; (b) of the Name of Christ, e.g„ M::itt. TO: ?.?. ; 19: 29; 
John l : 12; 2 : 23; 3 : 18; Acts 26: 9; Rom. l : 5; Jas. 2 : 7; 
r John 3: 23 ; 3 John 7; Rev, 2 : 13; 3 : 8; also thc phrascs rcndcred 
'in the name; ' these may be analysed as follows : (1) representing the 
authority of Christ, e.g„ Matt. 18 : 5 (with epi, ' on the ground of My 
authority ') ; so Matt. 24 : 5 (falscly) and parallel passagcs; as sub, 
stantiated by the Father, John 14: 26; 16: 23 {last dause), R.V, ; (2) in 
the power of (with en, in), e.g„ Mark 16: 17; Luke IO: 17; Acts 3 : 6; 
4: ro; 16: 18; Jas. 5 : 14; (3) in acknow!edgement or confession of, 
e.g., Acts 4 : 12 ; 8 : 16 ; 9 : 27, 28 ; (4) in recognition of the authority 
of (sometimes combined with the thought of rclying or resting on), Matt. 
18 : 20 ; cp. 28 : 19 ; Acts 8 : 16 ; 9 : 2 (eis, into) ; John 14 : 13 ; l;) : 16 ; 
Eph. 5 : 20; Col. 3 : 17; (5) owing to the fact that one is called by Christ's 
Name or is identified with Hirn, e.g. l Pet. 4: 14 (with en, in) ; with 
heneken, for the sake of, e.g„ Matt. 19 : 29 ; with dia, on account of, 
Matt. ro : 22 ; 24 : 9 ; Mark 13 : 13 ; Luke 21 : 17 ; John 15 : 21 ; 
I John 2 : 12; Rev. 2 : 3 (for l Pet. 4: r6, see Note below) ; 

(III) as standing, by metonymy, for persons, Acts l : 15; Rev. 3 : 4; 
· (R V " ") II . 13 . „ persons . 
Note: In Mark 9: 41, the use of the phrase en with the dative case of 

onoma (as in the best mss.) suggests the idea of ' by reason of' or ' on 
the ground of' (i.e„ 'because ye are My disciples ') ; l Pet. 4: 16, R.V., 
"in this Name" (A.V., "on this behalf ").may be taken in the same way. 

B. Verbs. 
I. ONOMAZO (clvoµ.d{w) denotes (a). to name, mention, or address by 

name, Acts 19: 13, K V., " to name" (A.V„ "to call ") ; in the Passive 
Voice, Rom. 15: 20; Eph. l : 21; 5: 3; to make mention of the Name 
o.f the Lord in praise and worship, 2 Tim. 2 : 19; (b) to name, call, give a 
name to, Luke 6: 13, 14; Passive Voice, r Cor. 5 : II, R.V., " is named" 
(A.V., " is called ") ; Eph. 3 : 15 (some mss. have the verb in this sense 
in Mark 3: 14 an<l l Cor. 5: 1). SeP. CALL, Note (r).~ 

2. EPONOMAZÖ (l1Tovoµ.O,~w), to call by a name, surname (epi, on, 
and No. r), is used in Rom. 2 : 17, Passive Voice, R.V„" bearest the name 
of" (A.V., "art cal!ed "). See CALL, Note (r).~ 
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3. PROSAGOREUO (11poaayopEvw) primarily denotes to address, 
greet, salute; hence, to call by name, Heb. 5: ro, R.V., "named (of God 
a High Priest)" (A.V., "called "), expressing the formal ascription of the 
title to Hirn whose it is ; " called " does not adequately express the 
significance. Some suggest the meaning ' addressed,' but this is doubtful. 
The reference is to Ps. rro: 4, a prophecy confirmed at the Ascension.~ 
In the Sept., Deut. 23 : 6. ~ 

4. KALEÖ (ica.Mw), to call, is translatcd "named" in Acts 7: 58, 
R.V. (A.V„ "whose name was"). See CALL, No. r (b). 

Notes: (1) In Luke 19: 2, A.V„ kaleö, to call (with the dative case 
of onoma, 'by name '),is translated" named" (R.V„ "callcd by name ") ; 
in Luke 2: 21, A,V„ the verb alone is rendered "named" (R.V„ "called "). 
(2) In Matt. 9 : 9 and Mark 15 : 7, A.V„ the verb legö, to speak, to call by 
name, is render~d "named" (R.V„ "called "). See CALL, No. 9. 

NAMELY 
Notes: (r) In Rom. 13 : 9, the preposition en, in, with the article, 

lit„ ' in the,' is translated " narnely." (2) In l Cor. 7 : 26 the R. V„ 
"namely," and A.V„ "I say," do not translate anything in the original, 
but serve to reintroduce the phrase "that this is good." 

NAPKIN 
SOUDA RION (uovScl.p,ov), for which sec HANDKERCHIEF, is translaleu 

"napkin" in Luke 19: 20; John II : 44; 20 : 7. In Luke 19 : 20 the 
reference rnay be to a towel or any kind of linen cloth or cven a sort of 
head-dress, any of which might be used for concealing money. 

NARRATIVE 
DI~G:Rsts (füma,s-), translated "a declaration " in the A.V. of 

Luke r : r, denotes a "narrative," R.V. (akin to diegeomai, to set out in 
detail, recount, describe). See DECLARE, B, Note (1).~ In lhe Sept., 
Judg. 7: 15; Hab. 2: 6.~ 

NARROW 
A. Adjective. 

STENOS (OTEVÖs-), from a root sten-, seen in stenazö, to groan, stenagmos, 
groaning (Eng„ stenography, lit'„ narrow writing), is used figuratively 
in Matt. 7 : 13, 14, of the gate which provides the entrance to eternal life, 
narrow hecause it runs counter to natural inclinations, and " the way " 
is sirnilarly characterized ; so in Luke 13 : 24 (wherc the rnore intensive 
word agönizomai, "strive," is used) ; R.V„ "narrow" (A.V„ " strait ") 
in each place. Cp. stenochöreö, to be straitened, and stenochöria, narrow
ness, anguish, rlistress. if 

B. Verb. 
THLIBO (BA.Lßw), to press, is translated "narrow" in Matt. 7 r J4, 
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A.V., lit., ': narrowed' (R.V., "straitened; " the verb is in the perfect 
participle, Passive Voice), i.e., hemmed in, like a mountain gorge; the 
way is 'rendered narrow' by the Divine conditions, which make it 
impossible for any to enter who think the entrance depends upon 
self-merit, or who still incline towards sin, or desire to continue in evil. 
See AFFLICT, No. 4. 

NATION 
r. ETHNOS (Eevos), originally a multitude, denotes (a) a nation or 

peoplc, c.g., M~tt. 24 : 7 ; Acts ro : 35 ; the Jewish people, e.g., Luke 
7 : 5 ; 23 : 2; John II : 48, 50-52 ; Acts ro : 22; 24: 2, ro, r7; in 
Matt. 2r : 43, the reference is to Israel in its restored condition ; (b) in 
the plural, the nations as distinct from Israel. See GENTILES. 

2. GENOS (y€vos), a race: see Krnn (Noun). 
3. ALLOPHULOS (dX\6</>v..\os), foreign, of another race (allos, another, 

phulon, a tribe), is used in Acts ro : 28, "one of another nation."if 
Note: For Phil. 2: r5, genea (A.V., "nation," R.V., "generation "), 

see AGE. 

NATURAL, NATURALLY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. PHUSIKOS (</>vaiK6s) originally signifying produced by nature, 
inborn, from phusis, nature (see below), cp. Eng., physical, physics, etc., 
denotes (a) according to nature, Rom. r : 26, 27; (b) governed by mere 
natural instincts, 2 Pet. 2: 12, R.V„ "(born) mere animals ", A.V. and 
R.V. marg., "natural (brute beasts)."if 

2. PSUCHIKOS (ifivxiK6s), belonging to the psuche, soul (as the lower 
part of the immaterial in man), natural, physical, describes the man in 
Adam and what pertains to him (set in contrast to pnettmatikos, spiritual), 
r Cor. 2 : r4; r5 : 44 (twice), 46 (in the latter used as a noun) ; Jas. 3 : r5, 
"sensual" (R.V. marg., "natural" or "animal "), here relating perhaps 
more especially to the mind, a wisdom in accordance with, or springing 
from, the corrupt desires and affections; so in Jude r9. if 

B. Noun. 
GENESIS (y€vmts), birth, is used in Jas. r : 23, of the "natural face," 

lit., 'the face of his birth,' "what God made him to be" (Hort). See 
GENERATION, NATURE, No. 2. 

Note: In Rom. II : 2r, 24 the preposition kata, according to, with the 
noun phusis, nature, is translated "natural," of branches, metaphorically 
describing members of the nation of Israel. 

C. Adverb. 
PHUSIKÖS (</>vatKws), naturally, by nature (akin to A, No. r), is used 

in Jude ro.if 
Note: In Phil. 2: 20, A.V., gnesiös, sincerely, honourably, trnly (from 

the adjective gnesios, true, sincere, genuine; see, e.g., Phil. 4 : 3), is 
translated "naturally" (R.V„ " truly; " marg., "genuinely ").9i( 
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NATURE 
r. PHUSIS (cf>uuLs), from phuö, to bring- forth, produce, signifies (a) 

the nature (i.e., the natural powers or constitution) of a person or thing, 
Eph. 2 : 3; Jas. 3 : 7 (" kind ") ; 2 Pet. ~: 4; (b) origin, birth, Rom. 
2 : 27, one who by birth is a Gentile, uncircrimcised, in contrast to one 
who, though circumcised, has become spiritually uncircumcised by his 
iniquity ; Gal. 2 : 15 ; (c) the regular law or order of nature, Rom. l : 261 

against nature (para, against) ; 2 : 14, adverbially, ·" by nature " 
(for II : 21, 24, see NATURAL, Note) ; r Cor. II : 14; Gal. 4: 8, '' by nature 
(are no gods)," here "nature " is the, emphatic word, and the phrase 
includes demons, men regarded as deified, and idols ; these are gods only 
in name (the negative, me, denies not simply that they were gods, but the 
possibility that they could be)., 

2. GENESIS (y€vwLs) is used in the phrase in Jas. 3 : 6, " the wheel 
of nature," R.V. (marg., " birth "). Some regard this as the course of 
birth or of creation, or the course of man's nature according to its original 
Divine purpose; Mayor (on thc Ep. of James) rcgurds trochos hcrc as a 
wheel, " which, catching fire frm;n the glowing axle, is compared to the 
wide-spreading mischief done by the tongue," and shows that " the fully 
developed meaning " of genesis denotes " the incessant change of life . . . 
the sphere of this earthly life, meaning all that is contained in our life." 
The significanr.e, then, wonlil appear to be the whole roimd of human 
life and activity. Moulton and Milligan illustrate it in this sense from the 
papyri. See NATURAL, B. 

For NAUGHTINESS, Jas. r : 21, A.V., see WICKEDNESS 

NAY 
r. · OU (ov), no, not, expressing a negation absolutely, is rendered 

"nay," e.g., in Matt. 5 : 37; 13 : 29; John 7: 12, A.V. (R.V„ "not 
so ") ; Acts 16 : 37 ; 2 Cor. r : 17, r8, 19 ; Jas. 5 : 12. 

2. OUCHI (ovxl), a strengthened form of No. r, is used, e.g., in Luke 
12 : 51 ; 13 : 3, 5 ; r6 : 30 ; Rom. 3 : 27. 

3. ALLA (llicf), but, ~o mark contrast or opposition, is rendered 
"nay" in Rom. 3 : 31, R.V., "nay" (A.V., "yea ") ; in 7 : 7, R.V., 
" howbeit " (A.V., " nay ") ; 8 : 37 ; r Cor. 3 : 2, R.V. ; 6 : 8 ; 12 : 22 ; 
in Heb. 3 : r6, R.V., "nay" (A.V„ "howbeit !'). 

4. MENOUNGE (p.EvoilvyE), (i.e., men oun ge), nay rather, is rendered 
"nay but" in Rom. 9 : 20 (in Rom. IO : 18 and Phil. 3 : 8, "yea 
verily," A.V.," yea doubtless "). See YEA., 

NEAR (Adverb), NEAR (come, draw), NEARER 
A. Adverbs. 

I. ENGUS (lyyus), near, nigh, is used (a) of place, e.g., Luke i9: 11, 

" nigh ; " .John 3 : 23 ; rr : 54, " near; " 6 : 19, 23, " nigh; " meta-
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p~1orically in Rom. lo: 8; Eph. 2 : 13, 17, "nigh;" (b) of time, e.g., Matt. 
24 : 32, 33, " nigh ; " so Luke 2I : 30, 31 ; as a preposition, Heb. 6 : 8, 
" nigh unto (a curse)," and 8: 13, " nigh unto (vanishing away)." See 
HAND (at), NrGH, READY. 

2. ENGUTERON (€yyvn:pov), the comparative degree of No. l, and 
the neuter of the. adjective enguteros, used adverbially, occurs in Rom. 
13: u.if 

3. PLESION (TTAr1alov), near, close by, neighbouring (the neuter of the 
adjective plesios, used as an adverb), occurs in John 4: 5. See NEIGHBOUR. 

B. Adjective. 
ANANKAIOS (dvay1m'ios-), nccessary, is used, in a secondary sense, of 

persons connr.ctcd by bonds of nature or friendship, with the m:eaning 
' intimate,' in Acts ro : 24, " (his) near (friends) ; " it is found in this sense 
in the papyri. See NECESSARY, NEEDFUL. · 

C. Verbs. 
r. ENGIZÖ (€yyt~w), transitively, to bring near (not in N.T. ; in the 

Sept., e.g., Gen. 48 : ro; Is. 5 : 8) ; intransitively, to draw near, e.g., 
Matt. 21 : 34; Luke 18 : 40; 19 : 4r, R.V., " draw nigh; " SP.P. 

APPROACH, A. 
2. PROSERCHOMAI (1Tpoalpxoµ.ai), to come to, go to, is translated 

" drew near" in Acts 7 : 31 and Heb .. 10 : 22. See CoME, No. ro. 
· 3. PROSAGÖ (1Tpoadyw) is used (a) transitively, to bring, Acts 

16 : 20 ; r Pct. 3 : 18 ; (b) intransitively, to draw near, in the latter sense 
in Acts 27: 27.if 

NECESSARY 
r. ANANKAIOS (avayKafos-), ne.cessary (from ananke, necessity; 

see below), is so rendered in Acts 13 : 46; l Cor. 12 : 22; 2 Cor. 9 : 5; 
Phil. 2: 25; Tit. 3: 14; Heb. 8: 3, R.V. (A.V., "of necessity "); for 
Acts ro : 24, " ncar friends," sec NEAR, B. if 

z. ANANKE (dvdyK17), a neccssity (sec No. l}, is rcndered" (it was) 
necessary " in Heb. 9 : 23, lit., ' it was a necessity.' See DISTRESS, A, 
No. r. 

,). EPANANKES (€1TavdyK1J>), an adjective akin to the preceding, 
with epi, used intensively, found only in the neuter form,. is used as an 
adverb signifying ' of ncccssity ' und trunslutcd an an adjeotive in Acts. 
15 : 28, "nccessary," lit., ' (things) of necessity.'if 

Note: For the A.V. of Acts 28: ro see NEED, A, No. r. 

NECESSITY (-TIES) 
I. ANANKE (0.vdyK1J) signifies (a) a neccssity, what must needs be 

(sec NEEDS), translated "neccssity" (in some mss. in Luke 23 : 17) in 
l Cor. 7 .: 37 ; 9 : 16 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 7 (with ek, out of) ; Philm. 14 (with 
kata, according to) ; HP.h. 7: r2; 9: r6; (b) distress, pain, translated 
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"necessities" in 2 Cor. 6: 4; 12 : 10. See DISTRESS, No. l, and the 
synonymous words there, and NEEDS, NEEDFUL (also CoNSTRAIN, Note). 

2. CHREIA (xpfla), a need, and almost always so translated, is used 
in the plural in Acts 20: 34, "necessities :. " Rom. 12 : 13, R.V. (A.V., 
"necessity "); in Phil. 4: 16, A.V., "necessity," R.V., "need ". See 
NEED, NEEDFUL. 

NECK 
TRACHELOS ('rp&X'l~oS') is used (a) literally, Matt. 18 : 6 ; Mark 

9: 42 ; Luke 17: 2 ; of embracing, Luke 15 : 20; Acts 20 : 37; (b) 
metaphorically, in Acts 15 : 10, of putting a yoke upon ; Rom. 16 : 4, 
Singular in the original,' (laid down their) neck,' indicating the figurative 
use of the term rather than the literal. Prisca and Aquila in some way 
had risked their Jives for the Apostle (the phrase is · found with this 
significance in the papyri). ~ 

NEED, NEEDS, NEEDFUL 
A. Nouns. 

I. CHREIA {xpfla.) denotes a need, in such expressions as ' there is 
a need ; ' or ' to have need of' something, e.g., Matt. 3 : 14 ; 6 : 8 ; 
9 : 12, R.V., " (have no) need," A.V., "need (not)," the R.V. adheres to 
the noun form ; so in 14 : 16; Mark 14 : 63 ; Luke 5 : 31 ; 22 : 71 ; 
Eph. 4: 28; l Thess. 4: 9; in the following, however, both R.V. and 
A.V. use the verb form, to need (whereas the origina.J has the verb echö, 
to have, with the noun chreia as the object, as in the instances just 
mentioned) : Luke 15 : 7 ; John 2 : 25 ; 13 : 10 ; 16 : 30 ; l Thess. l : 8 ; 
l John 2 : 27; Rev. 22 : 5 ; in all these the verb to have could well have 
been expressed in the translation. 

In Luke ro: 42 it is translated "needful," where the "one thing" 
is surely not one dish, or one person, but is to be explained according to 
Matt. 6 : 33 and 16 : 26. In Eph. 4 : 29, for the A.V., " (to) the use (of 
edifying)," the R.V. more accurately has "(for edifying) as the need may 
be," marg., "the building up of the need," i.e., 'to supply that which 
needed in each case;' so Westcott, who adds 11 The need represents a gap 
in the life which the wise word 'builds up,' fills up solidly and surely." 
In Phil. 4: 19 the R.V. has 11 every need of yours" (A.V., 11 all your 
need ") ; in l Thess. 4: 12, R.V., 11 need" (A.V„ 11 Jack") ; in Acts 
28: lO, R.V., 11 (such things) as we needed" (A.V„ 11 as were necessary "), 
lit„ ' the things for the needs (plural).' See BUSINESS, A, No. l, LACK, 
NEcEssnv, UsE, WANT. 

2. ANANKE: (&vay1<11), a necessity, need, is translated 11 it must needs 
be" in Matt. 18: 7, with the verb 'to be' understood (according to the 
best mss.) ; in Luke 14: 18, 11 I must needs" translates the verb echö, 
to have, with this noun as the object, lit., ' I have need;' in Rom. 13 : 5 
11 (ye) must needs," lit„' (it is) necessary (tobe subject).' See NECESSARY, 
No. 2, NECESSITY, No. l. See also DISTRESS. 
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B. Verbs. 
r. CHREZO (XP~'w), to need, to have need of (akin to ehre, it is 

necessary, fitting), is used in Matt. 6 : 32 ; Luke II : 8 ; r2 : 30 ; Rom. 
r6: 2, R.V., "may have need" (A.V., "hath need "); 2 Cor. 3: r., 

2. DEI (8ei), an impersonal verb, signifying' it is necessary,' is rendered 
"must needs" in Mark r3 : 7; John 4: 4; Acts r : r6, A.V. (R.V., "it 
was needful ") ; 17: 3, A.V. (R.V., "it behoved ") ; (in some mss. in 
Acts 21 : 22) ; 2 Cor. II : 30; r2 : l; in Acts 15 : 5, "it was needful." 

3. DEON (8lov), the neuter of the present participle of No. 2, is used 
as a noun, signifying that which is needful, due, proper, in r Pet. r : 6, 
with the meaning 'need,' " (if) need (be),'' with the verb tobe understood. 
See ÜUGHT. 

4. PROSDEOMAI (7rpoo-8loµ.m), to want besides, to need in addition 
(pros, besides, deomai, to want), is used in Acts r7: 25, " (as though) 
He needed (anything) ; " the literal sense of pros is not to be stressed., 
In the Sept., Prov. 12: 9, "lacking (bread).", 

5. OPHEILÖ (oef>E01.w), to owe, be bound, obliged to do something, is 
translated "must ye needs," in r Cor. 5 : ro; in 7: 36 it is used im
personally, "signifying ' it is due,' and followed by the infinitive mood of 
ginomai, to become, to occur, come about, lit. ' it is due to become,' 
translated " (if) need (so) require." See BEHOVE, BouND, DEBT, DuE, 
DuTY, GuILTY, INDEBTED, MusT, OuGHT, OwE. 

Note: In Phil. 4: r2, A.V., hustereö, to comc short, fail, tobe in want, 
is translated "to suffer need" (R.V., "to be in want "). See BEHIND. 

C. Adjectives. 
I. ANANKAIOTEROS (avayKat6Tepos), the comparative degree of 

anankaios, necessary, is translated "more needful" in Phil. r : 24. 
See NECESSARY, No. r. 

2. EPITEDEIOS {lm~8eios), primarily, suitable, convenient, then, 
useful, necessary, is translated " needful" in Jas. 2 : 16, neUter plural, 
'necessaries.' , In the Sept., r Chron. 28 : 2, "suitable."~ 

Note: In Heb. 4: r6 eukairos, timely, seasonable, qualifying the noun 
boetheia, help, is translated " time of need," lit., ' for opportune help.' 
See CoNVENIENT. 

NEEDLE 
r. RHAPHIS (paef>ls), from rhaptö, to sew, occurs in Matt. 19 : 24; 

Mark ro : 25., 
2. BELONE (f:Je~6V7J), akin to belos, a dart, denotes a sharp point, 

hence, a needle, Luke r8: 25 (some mss. have No. r).~ 
Note: The idea of applying 'the needle's eye' to small gates seems to 

be a :hiodern one; there is no ancient trace of it. The Lord's object in 
the statemcnt is to express human impossibility and there is no need to 
endeavour to soften the difficulty by taking the needle to mean anything 
more than the ordinary instrument. Mackie points out (Hastings' Bib. 
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Die.) that "an attempt is sometimes made to explain the words as a 
reference to the small door, a little over 2 feet square, in the !arge heavy 
gate of a walled city. · This mars the figure without materially altering 
the meaning, and receives no justification from the language and traditions 
0f Palestine." 

NEGLECT, NEGLIGENT 
l. AMELEÖ (aJUAlw) dcnotes (a) to be careless, not to care (a, 

negative, melei, it is a care ; from melö, to care, tobe a care), Matt. 22 : 5, 
"made light of;" (b) tobe careless of, neglect, l Tim. 4: r4 : Heb. 2 : 3; 
8: 9, "I regarded (them) not." See LIGHT OF (make), REGARD.if (In 
the Sept., Jcr. 4: 17; 38: 32.if) 

2. PARATHEÖREÖ (7rapa81:wpJw), primarily, to examine side by side, 
compare (para, beside, theöreö, to look at), hence, to overlook, to neglect, 
is used in Acts 6: I, of lhe neglect of widows in the daily ministration in 
Jerusalem. if 

Note: In 2 Pet. l: 12, some mss. have No. l, hence the A.V., "1 will 
not be negligcnt;" the R.V. follows thuse which have the future tense 
of mellö, to be ready. See READY. For "neglect to hear" see HEAR, 
No. 7. . 

For NEGLECTING (Co!. 2 : 23) see SEVERITY 

NEIGHBOUR 
I. GEITÖN (yt:lTwv), lit., one living in the same land, denotes a 

neighbour, always plural in the N.T., Luke 14: 12; 15: 6, 9; John 9: 8.if 
2. PERIOIKOS (7rt:ploi1eos), an adjective, lit., dwelling around (peri, 

around, oikos, a dwelling), is used as a noun in Luke l : 58, "neighbours."if 
3. PL:ESION (77.\.'i]ulov), the neuter of the adjective plesios (from 

pelas, near), is used as an. adverb accompanied by the article, lit., 'the 
(one) near; ' hence, one's neighbour; see refs. below. 

This and Nos. land 2 have a wider range of meaning than that of the 
Eng. word neighbour. There were no farmhouses scattered over the 
agricultural areas of Palestine; the populations, gathered in villages, 
went to and fro to their toil. Hence domestic life was touched at every 
point by a wide circle of neighbourhood. The terms for neighbour were 
therefore of a very comprehensive scope. This may be seen from the 
chief characteristics of the privileges and duties of neighbourhood as set 
forth in Scripture, (a) its helpfulness, e.g., Prov. 27 : ro; Luke 10 : 36; 
(b) its intimacy, e.g., Luke 15 : 6, 9 (see No. l) ; Heb. 8 : II ; (c) its 
sincerity and sanctity, e.g., Ex. 22 : 7, ro ; Prov. 3 : 29 ; 14 : 21 ; Rom. 
13: 10; 15: 2; Eph. 4: 25; Jas. 4: 12. The N.T. quotes and expands 
the command in Lev, 19: 18, to love one's neighbour as oneself; see, e.g., 
Matt. 5 : 43 ; 19 : 19 ; 22 : 39 ; Mark 12 : 31, 33 ; Luke IO : 27 ; Ga!. 
5 : 14 ; Jas. 2 : 8. See also Acts 7 : 27. 

Note: In Rom. 13: 8, for heteron, anothex:,R.V. has" his neighbour." 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 
Note: This, in Acts 28: 7, R.V., translates a phrase consisting of the 

dative plural of the article followed by peri, around, govemed by the 
preposition en, in, "in the neighbourhood of (that place)," A.V., "in the 
(same quarters)," lit., ' in the (parts) around (that place).' 

NEITHER. See t p. 9 

For NEITHER AT ANY TIME, Luke 15 : 29, see NEVER 

For NEPHEWS see GRANDCHILDREN 

NEST 
KATASKENOSIS (KaTauK~vwu,s), properly an encamping, taking up 

one's quarters, then, a lodging, abode (kata, down over, skene, a tent), 
is used uf büds' nests in Matt. 8: 20 and Luke 9: 58.~ In thc Sept., 
l Chron. 28 : 2 1 " the building; " Ezek. 37 : 27, " (My) tabernacle.'', 

The word nossia, signifying a brood, Luke 13 : 34, used in the Sept. 
to denote a nest, e.g., in Deut. 22 : 6; 32 : II, signifies the actual receptacle 
built by birds in which to lay their eggs (having special reference to the 
prospective brood) ; but the word kataskenosis, used by the Lord, denotes 
a resting or roosting place. This lends force to His comparison. Not only 
was He without a home, He had not even a lodging-place (cp. kataskenoo, 
to lodge, e.g., Matt. 13: 32; Acts 2: 26, R.V. marg., 'shall tabemacle;' 
seeLODGE). 

NET 
l. AMPHIBLESTRON (dp.ef>lß>..710"Tpov}, lit., something thrown around 

(amphi, around, ballö, to throw), denotes a casting-net, a somewhat small 
net, cast over the shoulder, spreading out in a circle and made to sink 
by weights, Matt. 4 : 18 (in some mss. in Mark l : r6 : the best have the 
verb amphiballö alone). ~ 

2. DIKTUON (8lKTvov}, a general term for a net (from an old verb 
dikö, to cast: akin to diskos, a quoit), occurs in Matt. 4: 20, 21 ; Matk 
l: 18, 19; Luke 5: 2, 4-6; John 21: 6, 8, II (twice).~ In the Sept. it 
was used for a net for catching birds, Prov. l : 17, in other ways, e.g., 
figuratively of a snare, Job. 18 : 8; Prov. 29 : '5· 

3. SAGENE (uar'7V7J} denotes a drag-net, a seine; two modes were 
employed with this, either by its being let down into the water and drawn 
together in a narrowing circle,. and then into the boat, or as a semicircle 
drawn to the shore, Matt. 13: 47, wliere Nos. l and 2 would not have 
suitcd so well. The Greek historian Herodotus uses the corresponding 
verb sageneuö of a device by which the Persians are said to have cleared 
a conquered island of its inhabitants.~ 
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NE VER 
l. OUDEPOTE (ovSlmn".:), from oude, not even, and pote, at any time, 

is used in definite negative statements, e.g„ Matt. 7 : 23 ; l Cor. 13 : 8; 
Heb. 10 : l, II, or questions, e.g., Matt. 21 : 16, 42 ; in Luke 15 : 29 
(1st part), R.V., "never" (A.V., "neither ... at any lime ") ; A.V. 
and R.V., "never" (2nd part). 

2. MEDEPOTE (µ.,,Slrro-r1:), virtually the same as No. l, the negative 
me, however, conveying a less strong declarative negation, 2 Tim. 3 : 7., 

3. OUDEPO (ovS'1rw), not yet, is translated "never (man} yet " in 
John 19 : 41 (" man " representing the idiomatically used negative 
pronoun oudeis, 'no one '); some mss. have it in Luke 23: 53, instead of 
oupo, not yet. 

Notes: (1) In Mark 14: 21, A.V., the negative particle ouk, not, is 
translated " never " (R. V., " not ") ; the negative particle me, not (which 
suggests non-existence when the existence was after all possible, or even 
probable, in contrast to ou, which implies non-existence absolutely), is 
translated "never" in John 7: 15, A.V. and R.V. (2) The phrase 
eis ton aiona, for ever (not to be rendered literally, • unto the age,' see 
ETERNAL), preceded by the double negative ou me, denotes • never,' 
John 4 : 14; 8 : 51, .52 ; 10 : 28 ; II : 26; 13 : 8; so, preceded by ouk, 
not, in Mark 3 : 29. (3) In 2 Pet. l : 10, " never" is the translation of 
ou me potc, i.c., ' by no means ever ; ' so with the double negative followed 
by the extended word popote, i.e., • by no means not even at any time,' 
John 6: 35 (2nd part). (4) Pöpote follows audeis, no one, in the dative 
case (' to no man') in John 8: 33, R.V., "never yet" (A.V., "never ") ; 
so in Luke 19: 30, where oudeis is in the nominative case, R.V., "no man 
ever yet" (A.V., "yet never man"). 

NEVERTHELESS : see t p. 9 

NEW 
l. KAINOS (Kaiv6~) denotes new, of that which is unaccustomed or 

unused, not new in time, recent, but new as to form or quality, of different 
nature from what is contrasted as old. "' The new tongues,' kainos, of 
Mark 16 : 17 are the ' other tongues,' heteros, of Acts 2 : 4. These 
lanmiages, however, were ' new ' and ' different,' not in the sense that they 
bad ttever been heard before, or that they were new to the hearers, for it 
is pfam from v. 8 that this is not the case; they were new languages to 
the speakers, different from those in which they were accustomed to speak. 

" The new things that the Gospel brings for present obedience and 
realization are : a new covenant, Matt. 26 : 28 in some texts ; a new 
commandment, John 13: 34; a new creative act, Gal. 6: 15; a new 
creation, 2 Cor. 5 : 17; a. new inan, i.e., a new character of manhood, 
spiritual and moral, after the pattern of Christ, Eph. 4 : 24; a new man, 
i.e., ' the Church which is His (Christ's) body,' Eph. 2 : 15. 
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" The new things that are to be received and enjoyed hereafter are : 
a new name, the believer's, Rev. 2 :.r7; a new name,· the Lord's, 
Rev. 3 : I2 ; a new song, Rev. 5 : 9 ; a new Heaven and a new Earth, 
Rev. 2I: I; the new Jerusalem, Rev. 3: I2; 2I: 2; 'And He that 
sitteth on the Throne said, Behold, I make all things new,' Rev. 2r : 5."* 

Kainos is translated" fresh" in the R.V. of Matt. 9: r7; Mark 2: 22 

(in the best texts) and Luke 5 : 38, of wineskins. Cp. kainotes, newness 
(below). 

2. NEOS (vlos-) signifies new in respect of time, that which is recent ; 
it is used of the young, and so trauslated, especially the comparative 
degree "younger; " accordingly what is neos may be a reproduction ot 
the old in quality or character. Neos and ka.1:nos are sometimes 11secl of 
the same thing, but.there is a difference, as already indicated. Thus the 
" new man " in Eph. 2 : r5 (kainos) is new in differing in charactcr ; so 
in 4: 24 (see No. l) ; but the "new man" in CoL 3 : 10 (neos) stresses the 
fact of the believer's new experience, recently begun, and still proceeding. 
" The old man in him . . . dates as tar back as Adam ; · a ncw man has 
been born, who thereforn is fitly so called" [i.e„ neos], Trench, Syn. §lx, 
The new Covenant in. Heb. 12: 24 is new (neos)compared with the Mosaic, 
nearly fifteen hundred years before ; it is new (kainos) compared with the 
Mosaic, which is old ·in character, ineffective, 8 : 8, 13 ; 9 : r5. 

The new wine of.Matt. 9: 17; Mark 2: 22.; Luke 5: 37-39, is neos, 
as being of recent production ; the new wine of the Kingdom, Matt. 26 : 29 ; 
Mark 14: 25, is kainos, since it will be of a different character from that 
of this world. The rendering "new" (neos) is elsewhere used meta
phorically in I Cor. 5: 7, "a new lump.''. See YouNG, YoUNGER. 

3. PROSPHATOS (7rp6acfoaTos-), originally signifying freshly slain, 
acquired the general sense of new, as applied to flowers, oil, misfortune, 
etc. lt is used in Heb. IO: 20 of the "living way" which Christ 
" dedicated for us . . . through the veil . . . His flesh " (which stands 
for His expiatory death by the offering of His body, ver. lt>).~ In the 
Sept„ Numb. 6 : 3 ; Deut. 32 : 17 ; Psa. 81 : 9 ; EccL l : 9.~ Cp. the 
adverb prosphatös, lately, recently, Acts r8 : 2. ~ 

Note: In Matt. 9: 16 and Mark 2: 21, A.V., agnaphos is translated 
"ncw" (R.V„ "undressed "). Moulton and Milligan give an instance 
in the papyri of its use in respect of a "newwhite shirt." See UNDRESSED. ~ 

For NEWBORN, l Pet.2 :2, seeBEGET, C, No. 2 

NEWNESS 
KAINOTi!:S (Katv6'T'1}s-), akin · to kainos, is used in the phrases (a) 

" newness of life," Rom. 6 : 4, i.e„ life of a new quality (see NEW, No. l) ; 
th~ believer, being a new creation (2 Cor. 5 : 17), is to behave himself 
consistently with this in contrast to his former manner of life; (h) nP.wnP.ss 

• From Notes·on Galatians by Hugg and Vine, JJP· 337, 338. 
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of the spirit, R.V., Rom. 7: 6, said of the believer's manner of serving 
the Lord. While the phrase stands for the new life of the quickened 
spirit of the believer, it is impossible. to dissociate this (in an objective 
sense) from the operntion of the Holy Spirit, by whose power the ~ervice 
is rendered. ~ 

NEXT 
I. HEX:~S (lgfis), an adverb (akin to echö, to have) denoting ' in 

order,' successively, next, is used adjectivally, qualifying the noun" day" 
in Luke 9: 37; Acts 2I : I, R.V., "next" (A.V., "following ") ; 25 : I7, 
R.V., "next" (A.V., "on the morrow ") ; in 27 : I8, with hemera, day, 
understood ; in Luke 7 : :i:I, in the best mss„ with the word chronos, time, 
understood, "soon afterwards" (marg., "on the next day," according 
fo some ancient authorities). See AFTER, FoLLOW, Note (3). MORROW. 

2. METAXU (µ.€Taev) signifies between, "next,'' in Acts I3: 42. 
See BETWEEN, No. 2. 

3. ECHO (lxw), to have, in the Middle Voice, sometimes signifies to 
be. next to, said of towns, in Mark T : 38; of a day, Acts 2T : 26; in 
20: I5 (2nd part), hemera, day, is unexpressed. See HAVE. 

4. ERCHOMAI (lpxoµ.ai), to come, is used in the present participle 
in Acts I3 : 44, " (the) next (sabbath)." See CoME. 

Note: In Acts 7: 26, A.V., epeimi, to come on or after, used with 
kemera, day, is translated "next" (R.V., "following ") ; so with hemera, 
understood, Acts I6: II; 20: I5 (Ist part); in 2I: I8, R.V. and A.V., 
"following." 

NEXT DAY 
Notes: {I) For aurion, to~morrow, translated "next day" in Acts 

4 : 3, and epaurion, on the morrow,_ Matt. 27 : 62 ; John I : 29, 35 ; I2 : I2; 
Acts I4 : 20; 25 : 6, see MoRROW. (2) For echö, Acts 20 : I5, see NEXT, 
No. 3. (3) For epeimi, without the noun hemera, "day," see NEXT (end 
of Note). (4) In Acts 20 : 15 (mid. of verse) heteros, other, signifies" next," 
with hemera, understood. (5) In Acts 28 : 13 (end of ver.) the adjective 
deuteraios, second, is used in the masculine plural adverbially, signifying 
" the second (day)," R.V„ A.V., " the next (day)." 

NIGH 
A. Adverbs. 

r. ENGUS (lyytfs), nigh or near, is translated in both ways in Matt. 
24: 32, 33 and Mark I3: 28, 29, A.V. (R.V„ "nigh" in both); in Acts 
r : 12, with echon, present participle neuter of echö, to have, R.V„ "nigh 
unto ... off" (A.V„ " from "). See NEAR, No. I; 

2. PARAPLESION (?Tapa1T1\~aiov), the neuter of the adjective 
paraplesios, para, beside, plesios, near, nearly resembling, is translated 
" nigh unto," with reference to dcath, in Phil. 2 : 27., 
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B. Verb. 
ENGIZO (lyyl{w) : see APPROACH. 

C. Preposition. 
PARA (7Tap0.), beside, alongside of, is translated "nigh unto" in 

Matt. 15 : 29; in Mark 5 : 21, R.V., "by" (A.V., "nigh unto "). 
Note: In Mark 5 : II, A.V., pros, towards, on the side of, is translated 

"nigh unto (the mountain)," R.V., " on (the mountain) side ; " the 
swine were not simply near the mountain. 

NIGHT (by, in the) 
NUX (11ve) is used (I) literally, (a) of the alternating natural period to 

tliat uf the day, e.g., Matt. 4 : 2 ; xz : 40 ; z Tim. l : 3 ; Rev. 4 : 8 ; (b) 
of the period of the absence of light, the time in which something takes 
place, e.g., Matt. 2: 14 (27: 64, in some mss.); Luke 2: 8; John 3: 2 
(7 : 50, in some mss.) ; Acts 5 : 19 ; 9 : 25 ; (c) of point of time, e.g., 
Matt. 14: 27 (in some mss.), 30; Luke 12 : 20; Acts 27 : 23; (d) of dura
tion of time, e.g., Luke 2 : 37; 5: 5; Acts 20: 31 ; 26 : 7 (riote the 
difference in the phrase ·in Mark 4 : 27) ; (II) mctaphorically, (a) of the 
period of man's alienation from God, Rom. 13 : 12 ; l Thess. 5 : 5, lit., 
'not of night,' where "of" means 'belonging to;' cp. "of the Way,'' 
Acts 9: 2; "of shrinking back" and "of faith," Heb. IO: 39, marg.; 
(b) of death, as the time when work ceases, John 9: 4. 

NIGHT AND A DA Y (A) 
NUCHTHEMEROS (vvxO~/LEPos), an adjective denoting lasting a 

night and a day (from nux, night, and hemera, a day), is used in 2 Cor. 
II : 25, in the neuter gender, as a noun, the object of the verb poieö, to 
do, lit., ' 1 have done a night-and-a-day.'~ · 

NINE 
ENNEA (lvvla) is found. in Luke 17: 17, and in connection with 

"ninety" (see below).~ 

NINETY 
ENENEKONTA, or ENNEN-(lvE~KoVTa) is found in Matt. 18: 12, 

13; Luke 15: 4, 7.~ 

NINTH 
ENATOS, or ENN-(lva'tos) is found in reference (a) to the ninth hour 

(3 o'clock, p.m.) in Matt. 20 : 5 ; 27 : 45, 46 ; Mark 15 : 33, 34; Luke 
23 : 44; Acts 3: l ; IO: 3, 30; (b) to the topaz as the ninth foundation 
of the city wall in the symbolic vision in Rev. 21 (ver. 20). ~ 

NO: see t p. 9· 
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NO LONGER, NO MORE 
l. OUKETI (o~Klri), a negative adverb of time, signifies no longer, 

no more (ou, not, k, euphonic, eti longer), denying absolutely and directly, 
e.g., Matt. 19 : 6 ; John 4 : 42, " now ... not ; "6 : 66 ; Acts 20 : 25, 38 ; 
2 Cor. l : 23, A.V., "not as yet; " Eph. 2 : 19; with another negative, to 
strengthen the negation, e.g., Matt. 22 : 46 ; Mark 14 : 25 ; 15 : 5, R.V., 
"no more (anything)," A.V., "yet ... no (thing) ; '' Acts 8: 39; 
Rev. 18 : II, 14. 

2. MEKETI {µ.711Cln), with the same meaning as No. l, but generally 
expressing a prohibition, e.g., Matt. 21 : 19; John 5 : 14; Rom. 14 : 13 ; 
Eph. 4: 28; 1 Tim. 5: 23; I Pet. 4: 2; indicating some condition 
expressed or implied, e.g., l Thess. 3 : 5; or non-existence, when the 
existence might have been possible under certain conditions, e.g., Mark 
1 : 45; 2: 2, R.V., "no longcr" (A.V., "no "). See HENCEFORTH. 

Notes: (1) The double negative ou me, by no mcans, in no wise, 
followed by eti, longer, still, yet, is rendered " no more " in Heb. 8 : 12 ; 
ro: 17; Rev: 3: 12. (2) ln John 15: 4, A.V., houtös, so, followed by oude, 
neither, is translated "no more" (R.V., "so neither "). 

NO MAN, NO ONE, NEITHER ANY MAN 
Note: Oudeis and mMe.is, no one, no man, are related to one another 

in much the same way as indicated above under ouketi and meketi. 
Instances of oudeis are Matt. 6: 24; 9 : 16; 24: 36 (R.V., "no one ") ; 
John l : t8 ; 3 : 2, 13, 32 ; 14 : 6 and 16 : 22 (R.V., " no one ") ; 2 Cor. 
7 : 2 {thrice) ; Heb. 12 : 14 ; l John 4 : 12 ; Rev. 2 : 17, R.V., " no one ; " 
so 5: 3, 4; 19: 12; in 3: 7, 8 and 15: 8 (R.V., "none "); in 7: 9 and 
14: 3, "no man." In all these cases "man" stands for "person." 
The spelling outheis occurs occasionally in the mss. ; Westcott and Hort 
adopt it in 2 Cor. II : 8, in the genitive case outhenos. 

Instances of medeis are Matt. 8: 4 {almost all those in the Synoptists 
are cases of prohibition or admonition) ; Acts 9 : 7 ; Rom. 12 : 17 ; 
I Cor. 3 : 18, 21 ; Gai. 6 : 17 ; Eph. 5 : 6 ; Col. 2 : 18 ; I Thess. 3 : 3 ; 
I Tim. 4: 12; Rev. 3: II, R.V., "no one." 

Notes: (1) In some mss. the negative me and the indefinite pronoun 
tis, some one, anyone, appear as one word, metis (always separated in the 
best mss.), e.g., Matt. 8 : 28, "no man ; " so in I Cor. 16 : II ; 2 Cor. 
II: 16; 2 Thess. 2: 3. The words are separated also in Matt. 24: 4; 
2 Cor. 8 : 20 (R.V., "any man," after" avoiding ") ; Rev. 13 : 17. These 
instances represent either impossibility or prohibition (see under No 
LONGER, No. 2) ; contrast ouch (i.e., ou) ... tis in Heb. 5 : 4, "no man 
(taketh)," where a direct negative statement is made. (2) In 2 Cor. II : IO 

the negative ou, " not," is translated "no man " (A.V. marg. "not ") ; 
in l Cor. 4 : 6, e.g., the negative me is translatcd "no one ; " in Rom. 
14 : 13, the negative me, used in an admonition, is translated " no man." 
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NO WISE (in), ANYWISE (in) 
r. OU ME (ov µ~). a double negative, strongly expressing a negation, 

is translated "in no wise" in Matt. 5 : r8, 20, R.V. (A.V., "in no case "); 
ro: 42; Luke r8: r7; John 6: 37; Acts r3: 4r; Rev. 2r: 27; in 
Matt. r3 : r4 (twice, R.V. ; A.V., " not ") ; so in Mark 9 : r ; Luke 9 : 27 ; 
John 4 : 48 ; Acts 28 : 26 (twice) ; r Thess. 4: r5 ; in Luke ro : r9, 
R.V. " (nothing) ... in any wise" (A.V., "by any means "). 

Note: In 2 Thess. 2: 3, R.V., "(no man) ... in any wise" (A.V., 
" by any means "}, the double negative is me . . . medena. 

2. OUDAMOS (ov8aµws-), akin to the adjective oudamos, not even one 
(not in the N.T.), denotes by no means, in no wise, Matt. 2: 6.~ 

3. OU PANTÖS (ov 7TclVTWS'), lit., 'not altogether,' i.e., 'wholly not' 
(from pas, all), is rendered "in no wise" in Rom. 3 : 9. 

Note: In Luke 13: II the phrase eis to panteles,Iit., unto the complete 
end (pas, all, telos, an end), i.e., c:ompMely, utterly, preceded by the 
negative me, is translated "in no wise" (' who was utterly unable to lift 
herself up '). Cp. Heb. 7 : 25, where the same phrase is used without a 
negative, signifying " to the uttermost." 

For ON THIS WISE see THUS (b) 

NOBLE 
r. EUGEN:ES (EVyEV~S'), an adjective, lit., well born. (eu, well, and 

genos, a family, race), (a) signifies noble, l Cor. l : 26; (b) is used with 
anthröpos, a man, i.e., a nobleman, in Luke 19: r2.~ In the Sept., 
Job1:3.~ 

2. EUGENESTEROS (EVyEvlcrrEpoS'), the comparative degree of No. r, 
occurs in Acts r7: II, "more noble," i.e., more noble-minded., 

3. KRATISTOS (KpdwrroS') is translated "most noble" in the A.V. 
of Acts 24: 3 and 26: 25 (R.V., "most excellent"). See EXCELLENT. 

NOBLEMAN 
BASILIKOS (ßauJ..~Kos-), an adjective, royal, belonging to a king 

(basileus), is used of the command, 'thou shalt love thy neighbour as 
thyself,' "the royal law," Jas. 2 : 8 ; this may mean a law which covers 
or governs other Ia:ws and therefore has a specially regal character (as 
Hort suggests), or because it is made by a King (a meaning which 
Deissmann assigns) with whom there is no respect of persons; it is used 
with the pronoun tis, a certain one, in John 4: 46, 49, of a courtier, one in 
the service of a king, "a nobleman" (some mss. have the noun basiliskos, 
a petty king, in these two verses). lt is used of a country in Acts 12 : 20, 
'' the king's (country)," and of royal apparel in ver. 2r. See KING, 
ROYAL., 

Note: For eugenes in Luke 19: 12, see NOBLE, No. r. 
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NOISE 
A. Adverb. 

NOT 

RHOIZEDON (poi,1186v), from rhoizos, the whistling of an arrow, 
signifies 'with rushing sound,' as of roaring flames, and is used in 2 Pet. 
3: IO, of the future passing away of the heavens.1[ 

B. Verbs. 
I. AKOUÖ (aKovw), to hear, is translated " it was noised" in Mark 

2 : I (Passive Voice), of the rapid spread of the information that Christ 
was " in the house 11 in Capernaum. See HEAR. 

2. DIALALEO (Sial\al\lw), lit., to speak through, is rendered " were 
noised abroad 11 in Luke l : 65. See COMMUNE. 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 6: l, A.V., phöne, a voice or sound, is translated 
"noise" (R.V., "voice ") ; it is used with ginomai in Acts 2: 6, A.V., 
" (this) was noised abroad," R.V., " (this) sound was heard." (2) In 
Matt. 9: 23, A.V., thorubeö, to make a tumult or uproar, in the Middle 
Voice, as in Mark S : 39 and Acts 20: IO, is translated "making a noise 11 

(R.V., "making a tumult 11
). See ADo, TROUBLE, TUMULT, UPROAR. 

NO ISO ME 
KAKOS (KaKos), cvil, is translated "noisome 11 m Rev. 16: 2. See 

BAD. 

For NONF. see NO MAN 

NOON 
MESEMBRIA (µE<TTJµßpla), Iit., middle-day (mesos, middle, and hemera, 

a day), signifies (a) noon, Acts 22: 6; (b) the south, Acts 8: 26.1[ 

NOR : see t p. 9 

NORTH 
BORRAS (ßoppas), primarily Boreas, the North Wind, came to denote 

the north (cp. Borealis), Luke 13: 29; Rev. 21: 13.1[ 

NORTH EAST, NORTH WEST 
CHÖROS (xwpos). Lat., corus, the Latin name for the north-west wind, 

hence, the north-west, occurs in Acts 27 : 12, A.V;, R.V., " (north-east 
and) south-east," as the _N.W. wind blows towards the S.E.1[ 

Note: In the same ver., lips, the south-west (lit., Libyan) wind, hence, 
the south-west (so A.V.), is rendered "north-east 11 in R.V., as the S.W. 
wind blows towards the N.E. The difficulty is that Lutro (commonly 
identified with Phrenix) faces E., not W. But there is a harbour opposite 
Lutro which does look S.W. and N.W., bearing the name Phineka (R.V. 
marg. renders the whole phrase literally). This seems the best solution. 

NOT : see t p. 9 
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NOTABLE, OF NOTE 
I. GNOSTOS (yvwaT&s), an adjective, signifying 'known' (from 

ginöskö, to know), is used (a) as an adjective, most usually translated 
"known," whether of facts, e.g., Acts I : I9; 2 : I4; 4: IO; or persons, 
John I8 : I5, I6; it denotes " notable " in Acts 4 : I6, of a miracle ; 
(b) as a noun, "acquaintance," Luke 2 : 44 and 23 : 49. See ACQUAIN
TANCE, KNOWN. 

2. EPISEMOS (l1TlCTT}µ.os) primarily meant bearing a mark, e.g., of 
money, ' stamped,' ' coined,' (from epi, upon, and sema, a mark, a sign ; 
cp. semainö, to give a sign, signify, iudicate, and semeioö, to note; 
see below) ; it is used in the N.T., metaphorically, (a) in a good sense, 
Rom. I6: 7, "of note,'' illustrious, said of Andronicus and Junias; 
(b) in a bad sense, Matt. 27 : I6, " notable,'' of the prisoner Barabbas.1f 
In the Sept., Gen. 30 : 42 ; Esth. 5 : 4 ; 8 : I3, toward the end of the 
verse, "a distinct (day) ".~ 

3. EPIPHANES (~m</>avr/s), illustrious, renowned, notable (akin to 
epiphainö, to show forth, appear; Eng., epiphany), is translated 
"notable" in Acts 2 : 20, of the great Day of the Lord. The appropriate
ness of this word (compared with Nos. I and 2) to that future occasion is 
obvious., 

NOTE (Verb) 
SEMEIOO (cnJµ.n&w), from semeion, a sign, token, signifies to mark, 

to note, in the Middle Voice, to note for oneself, and is so used in 2 Thess. 
3 : I4, in an injunction to take cautionary note of one who refuses obedience 
to the Apostle:s word by the Epistle. ~ In the Sept. Ps. 5 : 6. ~ 

NOTHING 
I. OUDEN (oü8lv), the neuter of oudeis, no one, occurs, e.g., in Matt. 

5 : I3 ; IO : 26 ; 23 : I6 ; adverbially, e.g., in Matt. 27 : 24; 2 Cor. 
I2 : II (Ist part), " in nothing; " I Tim. 4 : 4; in the dative case, after 
en, " in," Phil. r : 20. Westcott and Hort adopt the spelling outhen in 
Luke 22 : 35 ; 23 : I4 ; Acts IS : 9 ; I9 : 27 ; 26 : 26 ; I Cor. 13 : 2. 

2. MEDEN (µ.118lv), the neuter of medeis, no one, is related to No. I, 
in the same way as the masculine genders are ; so with the negatives au 
and me, not, in all their usage and connections (see under No MAN). Thus 
it is found, not in direct negative statements, as with No. I, but in warnings, 
prohibitions, etc., e.g., Matt. 27: I9; Acts i9: 39; in expressions 
conveying certain impossibilities, e.g., Acts 4 : 2I ; comparisons, e.g., 
2 Cor. 6 : IO ; intimating a supposition to the contrary, I Tim. 6 : 4 ; 
adverbially, e.g., 2 Cor. II : 5, "not a whit." Westcott and Hort adopt 
the spelling methen in Acts 27: 33. 

3. OU (oü), not, is translated "nothing" in Luke 8: I7; II : 6; 
I Cor. 9 : I6; 2 Cor. 8 : I5 (in each case, an absolute and direct negative). 

4. M~ (p.~). not, is translated "nothing" in John 6: 39 in a clause 
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expressing purpose; in the A.V. of Luke 7: 42 (R.V., "not"), in a 
temporal clause. 

5. OU ... TI (oll ... Tl), followed by the. subjunctive mood, 
" (have) nothing (to eat)," lit„ ' (they have) not what (they should eat),' 
in Matt. 15 : 32 (in some mss. in Mark 6 : 36) ; Mark 8 : 2 ; the phrase 
conveys more stress than the simple negative (No. 3). 

6. M:E ... TI (µ~ ... Tl), followed by the subjunctive mood, 
" (thcy had) nothing (to eat)," R.V., " (having) nothing (to eat)," A.V„ 
lit„ 'not (having) what (they should eat),' in Mark 8: l; the negative 
is me here because it is attached to a participle, ' having; 'whereas in No. 5 
the negative ou is attached to the indicative mood, ' they have.' 

7. M:E TI (µ.'7 T,), lit„ 'not anything,' not used in simple, direct 
negations (see under No MAN), occurs in John 6: 12 in a clause of purpose; 
in l Cor. 4 : 5, in a prohibition. 

8. OUDE TI (ov81! T,), not even anything, is found in l Tim. 6: 7 (2nd 
part); it is a more forceful expression than the simple ouden in the lst 
part of the verse, as if to say, ' it is a fact that we brought nothing into the 
wurld, and most certainly w~ can carry out not evcn thc slightcst thing, 
whatever we may have possessed.' 

Notes: (1) For "nothing" in Luke l: 37, A.V. see WORD, No. 2 

(R.V.). (2) In John II : 49 the double negative ouk (not) ... ouden 
(nothing) is translated "nothing at all." (3) In Acts II : 8 pan, every
thing, with oudcpotc, not even ever, is rendered "nothing ... ever,'' 
R.V„ A.V„ "nothing ... at any time." (4) In l Cor. l : 19, A.V„ 
atheteo, to set aside, make void, reject, is translated "I will bring to 
nothing" (R.V„ "will I reject "). 

For NOTICE BEFORE, 2 Cor. 9: 5, A.V„ see AFOREPROMISED 

NOTWITHSTANDING 
Note: T}lis is the A.V. rendering of (1) alla, but, in Rev, 2 : 20 (R.V„ 

" but ") ; (2) plen, howbeit, yet, except that, in Luke 10 : II, 20, and 
Phil. l : 18 (R.V„ "only that ") ; in 4: 14, A.V., "notwithstanding" 
(R.V„ " howbeit "). 

NOUGHT (for, bring to, corile to, set at) 
A. Pronoun. 

OUDEN (ov8lv), nothing (the neuter of oudeis, no one), is translated 
"nought" in Acts 5 : 36. See NoTHING. 

B. Adverb. 
DOREAN (8wp€&v), freely, as a gift, is translated " for nought" in 

Gal. 2 : 21, R.V. (A.V„ "in vain ") ; in 2 Thess. 3: 8, in a denial by the 
Apostle that he lived on the hospitality of others at Thessalonica. See 
FREELY. 
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C. Verbs. 
l. KATARGEÖ (Ka:rapylw) is used in l Cor. l: 2'8, "(that) He might 

bring to nought; " l Cor. 2: 6 (Passive Voice in t}te original) ; l Cor. 
6: 13, R.V„ ''will bring to nought" (A.V. "will destroy "); so 2 Thess. 
2 : 8 and Heb. 2 : 14. See ABOLISH. 

2. EXOUTHENEÖ (€gov8Hew), to set at nought, treatwith utter 
contempt, despise, is translated "set at nought" in Luke 18: 9, R.V. 
(A.V„ "despised ") ; in 23: n, "set (Hirn) at nought ; " "was set at 
nought" in Acts 4: II ; in Rom. 14: 3, R.V„ "set at nought " (A.V„ 
'' despise ") ; ver. ro, " set at nought." See AccoUNT, DESPISE. 

3. EXOUDENEÖ or EXOUDENOÖ (€gova€·vlw) ·. has the same 
meaning as No. 2, and is virtually the same word (outhen being another 
form of ouden, nothing), i.e„ to treat as nothing (ex, intensive), and is 
translated " be set at nought " in Mark 9 : 12. if 

4. EKPIPTÖ (€K1Tl1TTw), to fall out, is used in Rom. 9 : 6 in the sense 
of falling from its place, failing, of the word of God, R.V„ "hath come to 
nought" (A.V„ "hath taken none effect "). See FALL. , 

5. ATHETEÖ (a8€-rlw), to set aside, reject, is translated "set at 
nought" in Heb. ro : 28, R.V. (A.V„ "despised ") ; so Jude 8. See 
NOTHING, Note (4). ' . 

Notes: (1) In Acts 5 : 38, A.V„ kataluö, Iit„ to loosen down, hence, 
to overthrow, is translated "it will come to nought ·: (R.V„ "it will be 
overthrown "). See DESTROY. (2) In Rev. 18: 17, A.V„ eremoö, to make 
desolate, is translated " is come to nought " (R. V„ " is made desolate "). 
See DESOLATE. (3) In Acts 19: 27, A.V„ the accusative case of 
apelegmos, confutation, disrepute, preceded by the verb erchomai, to come, 
and eis, unto or into, is translated " be set at nought " (R.V„ " come into 
disrepute "). See DISREPUTE. i! 

NOURISH, NOURISHMENT 
l. TREPHÖ (Tpl<f>w), to rear, feed, nourish, is translated by the verb 

to nourish in Jas. 5 : 5 (of luxurious living) ; Rev. r2 : 14 (of God's care for 
Israel against its enemies) ; so ver. 6, R.V. (A.V„ "feed ") ; in Acts 
12: 20, R.V„ "was fed" (A.V.; "was nourished "). See FEED. 

2. ANATREPHÖ (avaTpl<f>w), to nurse, bring up (ana, up, and No. l), 
is translated "nourished" in Acts 7 : 20 (A.V„ "nourished up ") ; in 
21, "nourished," A.V. and R.V. See BRING. 

3. EKTREPHÖ (li<Tpl<f>w), ek, from, out of, and No. l, primarily used 
of children, to nurture, rear, is translated " nurture " of the care of one's 
own flesh, Eph. 5: 29, andin Eph. 6: 4, R.V. (A.V„ "bring ... up "). 
See BRING. ir 

4. ENTREPHÖ (lVTpl<f>w), to train up, nurture, is used metaphorically, 
in the Passive Voice, in l Tim. 4: 6, of being nourished in the faith.~ 

For NOURISHMENT MINISTERED, Col. 2 : 19, see SUPPLY 
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NO VICE 
NEOPHUTOS (vEo</>VTos), an adjective, lit., newly-planted (from neos, 

new, andphuö, to bring forth, produce), denotes anew convert, neophyte, 
novice, l Tim. 3 : 6, of one who by inexperience is unfitted to act as a 
bishop or overseer in a church.~ In the Sept., Job 14: 9; Psa. 128: 3; 
144 : 12 ; ls. 5 : 7. ~ 

NOW 
A. Adverbs. 

1. NUN (viiv) is used (a) of time, the immediate present, whether in 
contrast to the past, e.g., John 4: 18; Acts 7: 52, or to the future, e.g., 
John 12 : 27 ; Rom. I:t : 3I ; sometimes with the article, singular or 
plural, e.g., Acts 4 : 29 ; 5 : 38 ; (b) of logical sequence, often partaking 
also of the character of (a); now therefore, now however, as it is, e.g., 
Luke II : 39; John 8: 40; 9: 41 ; 15 : 22, 24; l Cor. 5 : II, R.V. marg., 
"as it is.'.' 

Note: Under (a) comes the phrase in 2 Cor. 8: 14, with kairos, a time, 
all governed by en, in, or at, A.V., "now at this time " (R.V., "at this 
present time "). 

2. NUNI (vvvl), a strengthened form of No. l, is used (a) of time, e.g., 
Acts 22 : l (in the best mss.) ; :z4 : 13 ; Rom. 6 : 22 ; 15 : 23, 25 ; (b) with 
logical import, e.g., Rom. 7 : 17 ; l Cor. 13 : 13, which some regard as 
temporal (a) ; but if this is the significance, " the clause means, ' but 
faith, hope, love, are our abiding possession now in this present life.' 
The objection to this rendering is that the whole course of thought has been 
to contrast the things which last only for the present time with the things 
which survive; And the main contrast so far has been between love and 
the special [then] present activity of prophecy, tongues, knowledge. 
There is something of disappointment, and even of bathos, in putting as a 
climax to these contrasts the statement that in this present state faith, 
hope, love abide; that is no more than can be said of [the then existing] 
prophecies, tongues and knowledge. If there is to be a true climax the 
' abiding ' must cover the future as well as the present state. And that 
involves as a consequence that nuni must be taken .in its logical meaning, 
i.e., 'as things are,' 'taking all into account • ... This logical sense of 
nuni . . . is enforced by the dominant note of the whole passage " 
(R. St. John Parry, in the Cai:nb. Greek Test.). 

lt is certain that love will continue eternally ; and hope will not 
cease at the Parousia of Christ, for hope will ever look forward to the 
accomplishment of God's eternal purposes, a hope characterised by 
absolute assurance; and where hope is in exercise faith isits concomitant. 
Faith will not be lost in sight. 

3. EDE (Tj871) dcnotcs alrcady, now alrcady, "the subjective present, 
with a suggested reference to some other time, or to some expectation " 
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(Thayer), e.g., Matt. 3: 10; 14: 24; Luke 11 : 7; John 6 : 17; Rom. 
1 : 10 ; 4 : 19 ; 13 : II ; Phil. 4 : 10. 

4. ARTI (äpn}, expressing coincidence, and denoting strictly present 
time, signifies 'just now,' this moment, in contrast (a) to the past, e.g., 
Matt. II : 12 ; John 2 : IO ; 9 : 19, 25 ; 13 : 33 ; Gal 1 : 9, 10 ; (b) to the 
future, e.g„ John 13 : 37; 16: 12, 31 ; 1 Cor. 13: 12 (cp. No. 2 in ver. 13) ; 
2 Thess. 2 : 7 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 6, 8 : (c) sometimes without necessary reference 
to either, e.g„ Matt. 3 : 15 ; 9 : 18 ; 26 : 53 ; Gal. 4 : 20 ; Rev. 12 : 10. 

5. APARTI (a11apn}, sometimes written separately, ap'arti, i.e„ apo, 
froui, aud No. 4, denotes 'from now,' henceforth, John 13: 19; 14: 7; 
Rev. 14: 13. See HENCEFORTH.~f 

6. LOIPON (Aour6v}, the neuter of loipos, the rest, from now, is used 
adverbiaÜy with the article and translated " now " in Mark 14 : 41. 

B. Conjunctions and Particles. 
1. OUN (0J11}, therefore, so then, is somelimes used in conti.nuing a 

narrative, e.g„ Acts 1 : 18; 1 Cor. 9: 25 ; or resuming it after a digression, 
usually rendered " therefore," e.g„ Acts II : 19 ; 25 : 1, R.V. (A.V., 
"now "). In the following it is absent from the best mss„ Mark 12 : 20; 

Luke 10 : 36 ; John 16 : 19 ; 18 : 24 ; 19 : 29. 
Note: In 2 Cor. 5: 20 oun .is simply "therefore," as in R.V. (A.V„ 

" now then "). 
2. DE (Sl), but, and, now, often implying an antithesis, is rendered 

"now" in John 19: 23; I Cor. IO: II ; 15 : 50; Gal. I : 20; Eph. 4: 9; 
in Acts 27: 9 (ist part), R.y., "and" (A.V„ "now ") ; in Gai. 4: l, 
R.V„ "but" (A.V. "now "). 

3. D:R (S~), a consecutive particle, giving stress to the word or words 
to which it is attached, sometimes with hardly any exact Eng. equivalent, 
is translated " now " in Luke 2 : 15, in the words of the shepherds ; in 
Acts 15: 36, R.V. (A.V., "and "). Some mss. have it in 2 Cor. 12: l; 
see R.V. marg. 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. 4: 7, A.V„ B, Nö. 2, followed by kai, and, is trans
lated "now" (R.V;, "but "). (2) In Rom; 14: 15 and Philm. 16, A;V„ 
ouketi, no longer, is translated "now ... not" and "not now" (R.V„ 
"no longer "); cp. John 4: 42 and 21 : 6, "now ... not." (3) The particle 
ara1then, expressing a more.informal inference than oun (B, No. l above), 
is often in Paul's Epistles coupled with oun, the phrase meaning" so then," 
as A.V. and R.V. in Rom. 7 : 3, 25 ; 9 : 16 ; 14 : 12 ; in R.V. only (A.V„ 
" therefore "), Rom. 5 : 18; 8 : 12 ; 9 : 18 ; 14 : 19 ; Gal. 6 : 10 ; l Thess. 
5 : 6; 2 Thess. 2 : 15. In Eph. 2.: 19 the A.V. renders it "now therefore." 
(4) In l Tim. l : 4, the R.V. "so do I now" (A.V., "so do '') is added to 
complete the sentence. (S) In Heb. 9: 9, R.V„ the perfect participle of 
enistemi, to be present, is translated " (the time) now present " (A.V., 
"thcn prcscnt," which misscs thc mcaning). See CoME, (AT) HAND, 
PRESENT. 
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NU:MBER 
A. Nouns. 

NUR 

r. ARITHMOS (api0µ6s), number, a number (Eng., arithmetic, etc.), 
occurs in Luke 22 : 3; John 6 : ro ; Rom. 9: 27; elsewhere five times 
in Acts, ten times in the Apocalypse. 

2. OCHLOS (oxAos), a multitude, is translated "number" in Luke 
6: 17, R.V. (A.V., "multitude "); in Mark 10: 46 and Acts l: 15 the 
renderings are reversed. See CoMMON, COMPANY, CROWD, MULTIT.UDE, 
PEOPLE. 

B. Verbs. 
l. ARITHMEO (apiOµiw), akin to A, is found in Matt. 10: 30; Luke 

12:7; Rev.7:9.~ 
2. KATARITHMEÖ (KarapiOµiw), to number or count among (kata, 

and No. 1), is used in Acts l: 17.1[ 

3. ENKRINÖ (€yKplvw), to reckon among (en, in, krinö, to judge or 
reckon), is translated " to number ... (ourselves) with" in 2 Cor. 10 : 12 

(R.V. marg.," to judge ourselves among or ... with "), of the Apostle's 
dissociation of himself and his fellow-missionaries frorn those who 
commended themselves. ~ 

4. SUNKATAPSEPHIZO (rroyKarai/rYJ<fol~w), to vote or reckon (one) 
a place among (sun, with or among, kata, down, and psephizö, to count or 
vote, originally with pebbles, psephos, a pebble), is used of the numbering 
of Matthias with the elevcn Apostlcs, Acts l : 26. ~ 

Notes: (1) Some mss. have verse 28 in Mark 15 (A.V.), where logizomai, 
to reckon, is translated" He was numbered." (2) For katalegö l Tim. 5: 9 
(A.V., "let ... be taken into the number "), see TAKE, Note (18). 
(3) In Mark 5 : 13 see the italicised words in R.V. (4) In Heb. 7: 23, 
R.V., the adjective pleiön, more, many, is translated " many in number" 
(A.V., "many ") ; in Acts 28: 23, R.V., "a great number" (A.V„ 
"many "). 

NURSE 
TROPHOS (rpo<fo6c;), translated" nurse "in l Thess. 2: 7, there denotes 

a nursing mother, as is clear from the statement " cherishcth her own 
children; " this is also confirmed by the word epios, gentle (in the same 
verse), which was commonly used of the kindness of parents towards 
children. Cp. trephö, to bring up (see NouRISH). 

For NURTURE (Eph. 6 : 4) see CHASTENING 
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OATH 
l. HORKOS (~pKos) is primarily equivalent to kerkos, a fence, an 

enclosure, that which restrains a person; hence, an oath. The Lord's 
command in Matt. 5 : 33 was a coqdemnation of the minute and arbitrary 
restrictions imposed py the scribes and ,Pharisees in the matter of adjura
tions, by which God's Name was profaned. The injunction is repeated in 
Jas. 5 : 12. The langnagft of tt.wApostlP. Pani, e.g., in Gai. I : 20 and 
l '.fhess. 5.: 27 was not inconsistent with Christ's prohibition, read in the 
light of its context. Contrast, the. oaths mentioned in Matt. 14 : 7, 9 ; 
26.: 72; Mark 6: 26. 

Heb. 6 : 16 refers to the confirmation of a compact among men, 
guaranteeµig the discharge of liabilities ; in their disputes " the oath is 
:final for confirmation." This is referred to in order to illustrate the 
greater subject of God's oath to Abraham, confirming His promise ; cp. 
Luke l : 73; Acts 2 : 30. 1f Cp. the verbs horkizö, and exorkizö, under 
AD JURE. . . . 

2. HORKOMOSIA (&pKwµ.oula.) denotes an affirmation on oath (from 
No. l and amnumi, to swear). This is used in Heb. 7: 20, 21 (twice), 28, 
of the establishment of the Priesth,ood of Christ, the Son of God, appointed 
a Priest after the order of Melchizedek, and "perfected for evermore."1f 
In the Sept., Ezek. 17: 18, 19.1f . . 

Note: For anatkematizö in Acts 23: 21, A.V., "have bound .(them
selves) with an oath," see CuRSE. 

OBEDIENCE, QBEDIENT, OBEY 
A. Nouns. 

l. HUPAKOt (1hro.Ko~). o_bedience (hupo, under, akouö, to hear), is 
used (a) in general, Rom. 6: 16 (1stpart), RV.," (unto) obedience," A.V., 
" (tq) obey ; " here obedieIJ;ce is not personified, as in the next part of the 
verse, "servants ... of obedience " [see (c)], but is simply shown to 
be the effect of the presentation mentione<l ; (b) of the fulfilment of 
apostolic. counsels, 2 Cor. 7 : 15 ; ro : 6 ; Philm. 21 ; .(c) of the fulfilment 
of God's cla:ims or commands, Rom. l · 5 and 16 : 26, " obedience of faith," 
which grammatically might be objettive, to the faith (marg.), or subjec
tive, as in the text. Since faith is one of the main subjects of the Epistle, 
and is the initial act of obedience in the new life, as weil as an essential 
characteristic thereof, the text rendering is to be preferred; Rom. 6: 16 
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(20d part) ; 15 : 18 , R.V. " (for) the obedience," A.V., 11 (to make) 
obedient ; " 16 : 19 ; l Pet. l : 2, 14, R.V., " (children of) obedience," 
i.e., characterized by obedience, A.V., "obedient (children) ; " ver. 22, 

R.V., "obedience (to the truth)," A.V., "obeying (the truth) ; " (d) of 
obedience to Christ (objective), 2 Cor .. IO: 5; (e) of Christ's obedience, 
Rom. 5 : 19 (referring to His death ; cp. Phil. 2 : 8) ; Heb. 5 : 8, which 
refers to His delighted experience in constant obedience to the Father's 
will (not to be understood in the sense that He learned to obey). ~ 

2. HUPOTAGt (v1ToTayrj), subjection (hupo, under, tasso, to order), 
is translated "obetlieuce" in 2 Cor; 9: 13, R.V: (A.V., 11 subjeetion "). 
See SuBJECTION. 

B.·Verbs. 
I. HUPAKOUÖ (V?TaKovw), t61isten, attend (as in'Acts 12: 13), arid 

so, to submit, to obey, is used of obedience (a) tö God, Heb. 5 : 9 ; II : 8 ; 
(b) lo Christ, by natural elements, ·Matt. 8 : 27 ; Mark I : 27 ; 4 : 4r; 
Luke 8 : 25 ; · (c) to disciples of Christ, Luke 17 : 6; (d) to the faith, Acts 
6 : 7 ; the Gospel, Rom. 10 : 16 ; 2 Thess. l : 8 ; Christian' doctrine, 
Rom. 6 : 17 (as to a form or mould of teaching) ; (e) to apostolic injunctions, 
Phil. 2 : 12 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 14 ; (f) to Abraham by Sarah, l Pet. J : 6 ; 
(g) to parents by children, Eph. 6 : l ; Cot 3 : 20 ; (h) to masters by 
servants, Eph. 6 : 5 ; Col. 3 : 22 ; (i) to sin, Rom. 6 : 12 ; (j) in general, 
Rom. 6 : 16. ~ · , · 

2. PEITHÖ (irttl8w); lo persuade, to win dver, in the Passive and 
Middle Voices, to be persuaded, to listen to, to obey, is so used with this 
meaning, in the Middle Voice, e.g„ fo Acts 5 : 36, 37 (in ver. 40, Passive 
Voice, "they agteed "); Rom. 2: 8; Gal. 5: 7; ·Heb. 13: 17; Jas. 3: 3. 
The obedience suggested is not by submission to authority, but resultng 
from persuasion. , 

"Peithö and pisteuö, 'to trust,' are closely related etymologically; 
the difference in meaning is that the former implies the obedience that is 
produced by thc latter, cp. Heb. 3 : 18, 19, where the disobedience of the 
Israelites is said tobe the evidence of their unbelief. Faith is of the heart, 
invisible t.o men ; obedience· is of the cönduct and may be observed. 
When a man obeys God he gives the only possible evidence that in his heart 
he believes God. Of course it is persuasion of the truth that results in 
faith (we believe because we are persuaded that the thing is true, a thing 
does not become true because it is believed), but peithö, in N.T. suggests 
an actual and outward result of the inward · persuasion and consequent 
faith."* See AssuRANCE, B, No. 3. · 

3. PEITHARCHEÖ (1Ttti8apxlw), to obey one iff authority (No. 2, 

and arche, rule), is franslated 11 obey" in Acts 5 : 29, 32; "tobe obedient," 
Tit. 3 : l, R.V. (A.V., "to obey magistrates ") ; in Acts 27: 21, 11 hear-
kened.'' See HEARKEN.~ . 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp; 254, 255. 
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4. APEITHEO (&.7Tn8lw), to disobey, be disobedient (a, negative, and 
No. 2), is translated "obey not '' in Rom. 2 : 8; l Pef. 3 : l ; 4 : 17. See 
DISOBEDIENT. 

Note: In l Cor. 14: 34, A.V., hupotassö, tobe in subjection (R.V;), 
is translated "to be under obedience; " so Tit. 2: 5, R.V., "being in 
subjection" (A.V., "obedient ") ; and ver. 9, R.V. (A.V., "to be 
obedient "). See SUBJECTION. 

C. Adjective. 
HUP:E:KOOS (v~icoos), obedient (akin to A, No. 1), giving ear, subject, 

occurs in Acts 7: 39, R.V ..• " (would ·not be) obedient," A.V., " (would 
not) obey;" 2 Cor. 2 : 9; Phil. 2 : 8, where the R.V. "even" is useful 
as making clear that the obedience was not to death but to the Father., 

For the verb OBJECT, Acts 24: 19, see ACCUSATION, B, No. 4 

For OBJECTS, R.V.; in Acts 17 : 23, see WORSHIP 

OBSERVATION, OBSERVE 
A. Noun. 

PARAT:~R:E:SIS (7rapariJfYTJais), attentive watching (akin to paratereö, 
to observe), is used in Luke 17: 20, of the manner in which the Kingdom 
of f:r0d (i.e., the operation of the spiritual Kingdom in the hearts of men) 
does not come, "in such a manner that it can be watched with the 
eyes" (Grimm-Thayer), or, as A.V. marg., "with otitwanl show.", 

B, Verbs. 
l. ANATHEOREÖ (&.va8Ewplw), to observe carefully, .::cnsider well 

(ana, up, intensive, and theöreö, to behold), is used in Acts 17 : 23, R.V., 
"observed" (of Paul's notice .of the objects of Athenian worship), and 
Heb. 13: 7, "considering." See BEHOLD.i! 

2. TEREO (7'7/fllw) : see KEEP, No. l. 

3. SUNTEREO (avVT7Jplw) : see KEEP, No. 3. 
4. PARATEREÖ (7rapaTTJplw), to watch closely, observe narrowly 

(para, used intensively, and No. 2), is translated '.' ye observe " in Gal. 
4: 10, where the Middle Voice suggests that their religious observance of 
days etc. was not from disinterested motives, but with a view to their 
own advantage. See WATCH. Cp. phroneö (to {hink), " regardeth " in 
Rom. 14: 6, where the subject is connected with the above, though the 
motive differs. 

5. PHULASSO (<f>v>..aaaw) : see KEEP, No. 4. 
6. POIEO (7r<1ilw), to do, is translated " to observe " in Acts 16 : 2r. 

See Do. 

OBTAIN, OBTAINING 
A. Verbs. 

l. TUNCHANO ('rvyxavw), to meet with, light upon, also signifies to 
obtain, attain to, reach, get (with regard to things), transfa.ted to obtain 
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in Acts 26 : 22, of " the help that is from God ; " 2 Tim. 2 : 10, of " the 
salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory;" Heb. 8 :.6, of the 
ministry obtained by Christ ; II : 35, of " a better resurrection." See 
CHANCE. 

2. EPITUNCHANO (l1Tt1"Vj'x&vw); primarily, to light upon (epitupon, 
and No. 1), denotes to obtain, Rom; II : 7 (twice); Heb. fr: 15 ;· II : 33 ; 
Jas. 4:2.~ 

3. LANCHANO (i\an&vw), to obtain by lot, is translated "that have 
obtained" in 2 Pet. I: I; in Acts I: 17, A.V., "had obtained" (R.V., 
"received "), with kleros, a lot or portion. See LOTS. 

4. KTAOMAI (KT4oµ.m}, to procure for oneself, get, gain, acquire, is 
translated " obtained" in Acts I : 18, R.V. (A.V., " purchased ") ; 
8: 20, R.V. (A.V., "may be purchased "); 22: 28. See PossEss, 
PROVIDE, PuRCHASE. 

5. KRATEO (1epaTlw), tobe strong, also means to get possession of, 
obtain, e.g., in Acts 27: 13, "they had obtained (their purpose)." See 
HOLD. 

6. LAMBANO (i\aµ.ß&vw), to take, to receive, is translated by the verb 
to obtain in I Cor. 9 : 25 ; Phil. 3 : 12, R.V.," (not that) I have (already) 
obtained" (contrast katantaö, to attain, ver. II) ; Moule translates it 
' not that I have already received,' i.e., the prize ; the verb does not 
signify to attain; Heb. 4' 16, A.V., "obtain." See AccEPT, No. 4, 

7. HEURISKO (d1plu1ew) denotes to find; in the Middle Voice, to 
find for oneself, to procure, get, obtain, .with the suggestion of accom
plishing the cild which had been in view.; so in Heb. 9: 12, "having 
obtained (eternal redemption)." 

Notes: (r) In I Cor. 9: 24, A.V., katalambanö, a strengthened form of 
No. 6 (kata, used intensively), is translated "obtain" (R.V., "attain "), 
(2) In Heb. II : 2, 4, 39, A.V., martureö, to bear witness, and in the 
Passive Voice, to have witness borne to one, is translated to obtain a. good 
report, or to obtain witness (R.V., " had witness borne "). See WITNESS. 
(3) For the A.V. of Heb. I : 4, "He hath by inheritance obtained" (R.V., 
" He hath inherited "), and of Eph. I : II, see INHERIT. (4) For the 
phrase to obtain mercy, the Passive Voice of eleeö in Matt. 5: 7; Rom. 
I:i : 30, 31 ; I Cor. 7: 25; 2 Cor. 4: 1 (R.V.) ; I Tim. I : 13, 16; 1 Pet. 
2 : IO (twice), see MERCY. 

B. Noun. 
PERIPOI~SIS (1TEpt1Tol71uts), lit., a making around (peri, around, 

poieö, to do ör make), denotes (a) the act of obtaining anything, as of salva
tion in its completeness, I Thess. 5 : 9 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 14 ; (b) a thing 
acquired, an acquisition, possession, Eph. I : 14, R.V., " (God's own) 
possession" [some would put this under (a)] ; so I Pet. 2 : 9, R.V„ A.V., 
"a peculiar (people) ; " cp. Js. 43: 21; (c) preservation; this may be the 
meaning in Heh. ro : 39, " saving" (R.V. · marg., "gaining ") ; cp. the 
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corresponding verb in Luke 17: 33 (in the best texts), "preserve."~ 
In the Sept. the noun has the meaning (b) in Hag. 2: 10 and Mal. 3: 17, 

(c) in 2 Chron. 14 : 13., 

OCCASION 
APHORME (a<f>opµ.1]), properly a starting point, was used to denote a 

base of operations in war. In the N.T. it occurs as follows: " (a) the Law 
provided sin with a base of operations for its attack upon the soul, Rom. 
7 : 8, II ; (b) the irreproachable conduct of the Apostle provided 
his friends with a base of operations against his detiactors, 2 Cor. 
5 : 12 ; (c) by refusing temporal support at Corinth he deprived these 
detractors of their base of operations against him, 2 Cor. 11 : 12 ; (d) 
Christian freedom is not to provide a base of operations for the flesh, 
Gal. 5: 13; (e) unguarded behaviour on the part of young widows (and 
thP. samP. is true of all believers) would provide Satan with a base of 
operations against the faith, 1 Tim. 5 : 14."*, 

The word is fuuml frequeully i.u the vavyii with meaning:s whid1 
illustrate those in the N.T. In the Sept.', Prov. 9 : 9; Ezek. 5 : 7., 

Notes: (1) For the R.V. renderings "occasion (or 'occasions ') of 
stumbling," "occasion of falling," see FALLING, B, Note (3), ÜFFENCE. 

(2) In 2 Cor. 8: 8, A.V„ the phrase "by octasion of" translates the 
preposition dia, through, by means of (R.V„ "through ''). 

For OCCUPATION, Acts 18 : 3, A.V„ see TRADE 
Notes: The phrase "of like occupation" in Acts 19: 25 translates 

the phrase peri (about) ta (the) toiauta (such things), i.e„ lit„ ' (occupied) 
about such things.' 

OCCUPY 
PERIPATEO (11~pma-rlw), to walk, is sometimes used of the state in 

which one is living, or of that to which a person is given, e.g„ Heb. 13 : 9, 
" (meats, wlierein they that) occupied themselves," R.V. (marg„ 
"walked;" A.V„ "have been occupied "), i.e„ exercising themselves 
about different kinds of food, regarding some as lawful, others as unlawful 
(referring especially to matters of the ceremonial details of the law). 

Notes: (i) For "occupy," in the A.V. of Luke 19: 13, see TRADE. 
(2) For "occupieth," in the A.V. of l Cor. 14: 16, see FILL, No. 2. 

ODOUR 
OSM:E (Juµ.1]), a smell, an odour (akin to ozö, to smell), is translated 

" odour" in John 12 : 3 ; it is used metaphorically in Eph. 5 : 2, R.V„ 
" an odour (of a sweet smell)," A.V„ " (a sweet smelling) savour," of the 
effects Godward of the Sacrifice of Christ ; in Phil. 4 : 18 of the effect of 

• Fmm Notes on Ga.la.tians by Hogg and Vine, p. 269. 
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sacrifice, on the part of those in the church at Philippi, who sent material 
assistance to the Apostle in his imprisonment. The word is translated 
" savour" in 2 Cor. 2 : 14, 16 (twice). ~ 

Note: For thumiama, incense, translated "odours" in the A.V. of 
Rev. 5 : 8 (R.V„ "incense "), see INCENSE. For amömon (quoted in 
R.V. marg. in the LatinizeQ. form amomum) in Rev. 18: 13, see SPICE. 

OF 
Note: (1) In addition to the rendering of a number of prepositions, 

" of " translates the genitivc casc of nouns, with various shades of meaning. 
Of these the subjective and objective are mentioned here, which need 
careful distinction. Thus the phrase '' the love of God," e.g„ in l John 
2 : 5 and 3 : 16, is subjective, signifying " God's love ; " in l John 5 : 3, 
it is objective, signifying our love to God. Again, "the witness of God," 
e.g., l John 5: 9, is subjective, signifying the witness which God Himself 
has given; in Rev. l : 2, 9, and 19: IO, F..g., "thF. tF.stimony of Jr.sus" 
is objective, signifying the testimony borne to Hirn. In the A.V. "the 
faith of " is sometimes ambiguous ; with reference to Christ it is objective, 
i.e„ faith in Hirn, not His own faith, in the following passages in which 
the R.V., "in" givcs the corrcct meaning; Rom. 3 : 22; Gal.. 2 : 16 
(twice), 20, R.V„ "I live in faith, thc faith which is in the Son of 
God; " 3 : 22 ; Eph. 3 : 12 ; Phil. 3 : 9 (cp. Col. 2 : 12, " faith in the 
working of God "). In Eph. 2 : 20, " the foumlation of the. aposlles and 
prophets " is subjective, i.e„ the foundation laid by the apostles and 
prophets (" other foundation can no man lay than ... Jesus Christ," 
I Cor. 3 : II). (2) In the A.V. of John 16: 13, "He shall not speak of 
Himself, " the preposition is apo, " from," as in the R.V. ; the Spirit of 
God often speaks of Himself in Scripture, the Lord's assurance was that 
the Holy Spirit would not be the Source of His utterances. So with 
regard to Christ's utterances, John 7 : 17, R. V„ " 1 speak from (apo) 
Myself: " and 14: IO. (3) In John 6: 46; 15 : 15; 17 : 7; Acts 17 : 9, 
the R.V., " from" is to be observed, as rightly translating para (A.V„ 
" of "). (4) The following are instances in which " of" translates ek, 
or ex, out of, from, Matt. 21 : 25 (R.V„ "from ") ; l Cor. l : 30; 15 : 6 ; 
2 Cor. 5 : l (R.V„ " from "); Jas. 4: l. (5) In the following, peri, 
concerning, is so translated in the R.V. (for A.V„ "of "), e.g., Acts 5 : 24; 
I Cor. l : II; I John l : l (the R.V. is important) ; cp. John 16: 8. 
(6) Epi, over, is so translated in Matt. 18: 13, R.V. ; "concerning" in 
Acts 4: 9. (7) Huper, on behalf of, is so rendered in 2 Cor. 7: 4, R.V. 
(A.V., " of ") ; (8) For hupo, by, see the R.V. of Matt. l : 22 ; 2 : 16; 
II: 27; Luke 9: 7; Acts 15: 4; I Cor. 14: 24; 2 Cor. 8: 19; Phil. 
3: 12. (9) For other prepositions, etc„ see t p. 9. 

OFF : see t p. 9 
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OFFEN CE 
A. Nouns. 

OFF 

l. SKANDALON (uK&vSa.\ov} originally was" the name of the part of 
a trap to which the bait is attached, hence, the trap .or snare itself, as in 
Rom. II: 9, R.V., 'stumblingblock,' quoted from Psa. 69: 22, and in 
Rev. 2 : 14, for Balaam's device was rather a trap for Israel than a 
stumblingblock to them, andin Matt. 16 : 23, for in Peter's words the Lord 
perceived a snare laid for Hirn by Satan. 

" In N.T. skandalon is always used metaphorically, and ordinarily of 
anything that arouses prejudice, or becomes a hindrance to others, or 
causes them to fall by the way. Sometimes the hindrance is in itself 
good, and those stumbled by it are the wicked."* 

Thus it is used (a) of Christ in Rom. 9: 33, " (a rock) of offence; " 
so l Pet. 2 : 8; l Cor. l : 23 (A.V. and R.V„ "stumblingblock "), and of 
His Cross, Gal. 5 : II (R.V., ditto) ; of the "table" provided by God for 
Israel, Rom. II : 9 (see above) ; (b) of that which is evil, e.g„ Matt. 13 : 41, 
R.V„ "things that cause '>tumbling" (A.V., "things tha.t offend ''.), 
lit., 'all stumblingblocks;' 18: 7, R.V., "occasions of stumbling" and 
"occasion;" Luke 17: l (ditto) ; Rom. 14: 13, R.V., "an occasion of 
falling " (A. V„ " an occasion to fall "), said of such a use of Christian 
Iiberty as proves a hindrance to another; 16: 17, R.V., " occasions of 
stumbling," said of the teaching of things contrary to sound doctrine ; 
r John 2 : ro, " oc.c.asion of stnmhling," of the ahsence of this in the case 
of one who loves his brother and thereby abides in the light. Love, then, 
is the best safeguard against the woes pronounced by the Lord upon those 
who cause others to stumble. See FALL, B, Note (3).~ Cp. the Sept. in 
Hos. 4 : 17, " Ephraim partaking with idols hath laid stumblingblocks in 
his own path." 

2. PROSKOMMA (7rpouKoµ.µ.a), an obstacle against which one may 
dash his foot (akin to proskopto, to stumble or cause to stumble; pros, 
to or against, koptö, to strike), is translated "offence" in Rom. 14 : 20, 

in ver. 13, "a stumblingblock," of the spiritual hindrance to another 
by a selfish use of liberty (cp. No. l in the same verse) ; so in l Cor. 8 : 9. 
It is uscd of Christ, in Rom. 9: 32, 33, R.V., " (a stonc) of stumbling," 
and l Pet. 2: 8, where the A.V. also has this rendering.~ Cp. the Sept. 
in Ex. 23 : 33, " these (the gods of the Canaanites) will be an offence 
(stumblingblock) unto thee." 

3. PROSKOPt (7rpouKomj), Hke No. 2, and formed from the satne 
combination, occurs in 2 Cor. 6 : 3, R.V., "occasion of stumbling " (A.V., 
"offence "), something which leads others into error or sin., Cp. the 
Sept. in Prov. 16 : 18, " a haughty spirit (becomes) a stumblingblock " 
(i.e., to oneself). 

Notes: (1) In the A.V. of Rom. 4: 25; 5: 15 (twice), 16, 17, 18, 20, 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 262. 
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paraptöma, a trespass, is translated "offence." See TRESPASS. (2) In 
2 Cor. II : 7, A.V., hamartia, a sin, is trarislated" an offence." See SIN. 

B. Adjective. 
APROSKOPOS (a1TpOaKo1Tos), akin to A, No. 3, with a, negative, 

prefixed, is used (a) in the Active sense, not causing to stumble, in I Cor. 
IO : 32, metaphorically of refraining from doing anything to lead astray 
either Jews or Greeks or the church of God (i.e„ the local church), R.V.; 
"no oc.c.asion of stumbling" (A.V., "none offence ") ; (b) in the Passive 
sense, blameless, without stumbling, Acts 24 : I6, " (a conscience) void of 
offence;" Phil. 1: IO, "void of (A.V., without) offence." The adjective 
is found occasionally in the papyri writings.~ 

OFFEND 
SKANDALIZÖ (aKavSa>.l,w), from skandalon (0FFENCE, No. I), 

signifies to put a snare or stumblingblock in thP. way, ::i lw::iys mP.taphoric.ally 
in the N.T., in the same ways as the noun, which see. lt is used I4 times 
in Matthew, 8 m Mark, tw1ce in Luke, twice in John; elsewhere ih t Cor. 
8 : I3 (twice) ::inci 2 C:or. TI : 29. lt is absent in the most authentic mss. 
in Rom. I4: 2I. The R.V. renders it by the verb to stumble, or cause 
to stumble, in every place save the following, where it uses the verb to 
offend, Matt. 13 : 57 ; 15 : I2 ; 26 : JI, 33 ; Mark 6 : 3 ; 14 : 27, 29. 

Notes: (I) In Jas. 2 : IO; 3: 2 (twice), A.V., ptaiü, tu slumble, is 
translated "offend;" see FALL, STUMBLE. (2) In Acts 25: 8, A.V., 
hamartanö, to sin, is translated "have I offended; " see Sm. 

OFFENDER 
OPHEILETES (~1;t>.l'T'T]s), a debtor, is translated' "offenders" in 

Luke 13: 4, R.V. (R.V. and A.V. marg., "debtors;" A.V., "sinners "). 
See · DEBTOR. 

Note: In Acts 25: II, A.V., adikeö, to do wrong, is translated" be an 
offender" (R.V., "am a wrong-doer "). 

OFFER, OFFERING 
A. Verbs. 

I. PROSPHERO (7rpoa<f>lpw), primarily, to bring to (pros, to, pherö, 
to bring), also denotes to offer, (a) of the sacrifice of Christ Himself,. Heb. 
8 : 3 ; of Christ in virtue of his High Priesthood (R. V „ " this high 
priest; "A. V.," this man''); 9: I4, 25 (negative); 28; 10: I2; (b) of 
offerings under, or according to, the Law; e.g., Matt. 8 : 4; Mark l : 44; 
Acts 7 : 42 ; 2I : 26 ; Heb. 5 : l, 3 ; 8 : 3 ; 9 : 7, 9 ; IO : l, 2, 8, II ; (c) of 
offerings previous to the Law, Heb. II : 4, 17 (of Isaac by Abraham) ; 
(d) of gifts offereci to Christ, Matt. 2 ; n,' R.V., "offered" (A.V„ 
"presented unto "); (e) of prayers offered by Christ, Heb. 5: 7; (/) of 
the vinegar offered to Hirn in muckery by lhe soldiers at the Cross, Luke 
23 : 36 ; (g) of the slaughtcr of disciples by persecutors, who think they 
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are 'offering' service to God, John 16 : 2, R.V. (A.V„ "doeth ") ; (h) of 
money offered by Simon the sorcerer, Acts 8: 18. See BRING, A, No. 8, 
DEAL WITH, No. 2. 

2. ANAPHERÖ (&.vmplpw), primarily, to lead or carry up (ana), also 
denotes to offer, (a) of Christ's sacrifice, Heb. 7 : 27 ; (b) of sacrifices under 
the Law, Heb. 7 : 27; (c) of such previous to the Law, Jas. 2 : 21 (of Isaac 
by Abraham) ; (d) of praise, Heb. 13 : 15 ; (e) of spiritual sacrifices in 
general, l Pet. 2: 5. See BEAR, No. 3, BRING, A, No. 2. 

3. DIDÖMI (8l8wµ.,), to give, is translated " to offer " in Luke 2 : 24 ; 
. R 8 · · A V " ff " (R V " dd · " " . ") S G m ev. . 3, . „ o er . -„ a , marg„ g1ve . ee IVE. 

4. PARECHÖ (7raplxw), to furnish, offer, present, supply, is used in 
Luke 6 : 29, of offering the other cheek to be smitten after receiving a 
similar insult ; for the A.V. marg., in Acts 17 : 31, see AssURANCE, A, 
No. l. See BRING, A, No. 2r. 

5. SPENDÖ (u7rlv8w), to pour out as a drink offering, make a libation; 
is used figuratively in the Passive Voice in Phil. 2: 17, "offered" (R.V. 
marg„ "poured out as a drit1.K offering; "A.V. marg„ "poured forth "). 
In 2 Tim. 4: 6, "I am already being offered," R.V. (marg„ "poured out 
as a drink-offering "), the Apostle is referring to his approaching death, 
upon the sacrifke of his mmiStry. ~ This use of the word is exemplified 
in the papyri writings. 

Notes: (1) In Luke II : 12, A.V, epididömi, to give (epi, over, in the 
sense of mstead of, and No. 3), is translated "will he offer" (R.V„ aml 
A.V. marg„ "will he give "). (2) In Acts 7 : 41, A.V„ anagö, to lead up 
or• bring up, is rendered "offered" (R.V., "brought "). (3) In Acts 
15: 29; 21 : 25 and l Cor. 8: l, 4, ro; ro: 19, A.V„ eidölothutos, sacrificed 
to idols, is translated " offered to idols" (thuö denotes to sacrifice). See 
SACRIFICE. 

B. Nouns. 
l. PROSPHORA (7rpoucpop&.), lit„ a bringing to (akin to A, No. l), 

hence an offering, in the N.T, a sacrificial offering, (a) of Christ's-sacrifice, 
Eph. 5 : 2; Heb. ro: 10 (of His body) ; ro: 14; negatively, of there bemg 
no repetition, ro : 18 ; (b) of offerings under, or according to, the Law, 
Acts 21 : 26 ; Heb. 10 : 5, 8; (c) of gifts in kind conveyed to needy Jews, 
Acts 24: J.7; (d) of the presentation of believers themselves (saved from 
among the Gentiles) to God, Rom. 15 : 16. ~ 

2. HOLOKAUTÖMA (oAoKavTwµ.a), a burnt offering : see BURNT. 
3. ANATHEMA (av&.871µ.a) denotes a gift set up in a temple, a votive 

offering (ana, up, tithemi, to place), Luke 21 : 5, R.V. "offerings" (A.V„ 
"gifts '.'). ~ Cp. anathema (see CuRsE). 

Notes: (1) In Luke 21 : 4, A.V., the plural of döron, a gift, is translated 
"offerings" (R.V„ "gifts "). (2) In Rom. 8: 3 and Heb. 13 : II~ the 
R. V„ " as an ojfering " is added to complete the sacrificial meaning of 
peri. 
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OFFICE 
A. Nouns. 

OFF 

I. PRAXIS (7Tpa.g,,), a doing, deed (akin to prassö, to do or practise), 
also denotes an acting or function, translated " office " in Rom. I2 : 4. 
See DEED. 

2. HIERATEIA {lEpaTEla.), or hieratia, denotes a priest's o:ffice, 
Luke r : 9; Heti. 7: 5, R.V., "priest's office" (A.V., "office of the 
priesthood "). ~ 

B. Verb. 
HIERATEUO ([EpawJw), to .officiate as a priest (akin to A, No. 2), 

is translated "he executed the priest's office" in Luke r : 8. The word 
is frequent in Inscriptions. ~ 

Notes: (r) In Rom. Lt : r3, A.V., diakonia, a ministry, is translated 
" ofüce" (R.V., " ministry "). (2) In Acts r : 20, R.V., episkope, an 
overseership, is translated "office " (marg., " overseership ; " A.V., 
" bishoprick "). (3) In I Tim. 3 : r, tbe word" office," in the phrase " the 
office of a bishop," has nothing to represent it in the original ; the R.V. 
marg. gives " oversecr" for " bishop," and the phrase lit. is ' overseer
ship; ' so in vv. ro, r3, where the A.V. has "use (and 'used ') the o:ffice 
of a deacon," the R.V. rightly omits " office," and jranslates the verb 
diakoneö, to serve, "let them serve as deacons" and " (they that) have 
served (well) as deacons." . 

OFFICER 
I. HUPERETES ({11171plr'1>), for the original of which see MINISTER, 

A, No. 3, is translated "officer," with the following applications, (a) to a 
magistrate's attendant, Matt. 5 : 25; (b) to o:fficers of the Synagogue, or 
officers or bailiffs of the Sanhedrin, Matt. 26 : 58 ; Mark r4 : 54, 65 ; 
John 7: 32, 45, 46; r8: 3, I2, r8, 22; r9: 6; Acts 5: 22, 26. See 
MINISTER, SERVANT. 

2. PRAKTOR (7rpdKTwp), lit„ one who docs, or accomplishes (akin to 
prassö, to do), was usc:d in Athens of one who exacts payment, a collector 
(the word is frequently used in the papyri of a public accountant) ; 
hcnce, in general, a court officer, an attcndant in a court of justice (so 
Deissmann) ; the word is used in Luke r2 : 58 (twice). ~ In the Sept„ 
Isa. 3: r2.~ 

OFFSCOURING 
PERIPSEMA (1TEplifr'lµ,a), that.which is wiped off (akin to peripsaö, to 

wipe oft all round; peri, around, psaö, to wipe), hence, offscouring, is 
used metaphorically in r Cor. 4 : r3. This and tne synonymous word 
perikatharma, tefuse, • rubbish, "were used especially of condemned 
criminals of the lowest classes, who were sacrificed as expiatory offerings 
.. because of their dcgraded life " (Lightfoot). ~ 
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OFFSPRING 
r. GENNEMA (ylW7Jµa), akin to gennao, to beget, denotes the off

spring of men and animals, Matt. 3: 7; r2: 34; 23: 33; Luke 3: 7, 
R.V., "offspring" (A.V., "generation "). See FRUIT.~ 

2. GENOS (ylvo>), a race, family (akinto ginomai, to become), denotes 
an offspring, Acts r7: 28, 29; Rev. 22: r6. See GENERATION, KIND. 

OFT, OFTEN, OFTENER, OFTENTIMES, OFT-TIMES 
A. Adverbs. 

r. POLLAKIS (1ToAAaKi>), akin to polus, much, many, is variously 
translated, e.g., "oft-times," Matt. 17: 15 (A.V., "oft," 2nd part) ; 
"many times," 2 Cor. '8 : 22, R.V. (A.V., "oftentimcs ") ; " oft," 2 Cor. 
II : 23 ; "often" (ver. 26). . 

2. POLLA (7roMa), the neuter plural of polits, is translated "oft" in 
Matt. 9: r4; sume aucieut authorities omit it here (see R.V. marg.); 
in Rom. l;): 221 with the article, R.V„ "these many timfs" (A.V„ 
" 1nuch "). · 

3. POSAKIS (11uutLKt!>), an intenogalive uumeral a<lverb, how many 
times, how oft (or often)? occurs in Matt. r8: 2r; 23: 37; Luke r3: 34.~ 

4. HOSAKIS (oaaKi>), a relative adverb, as often (or oft) as, r Cor. 
II: 25, 20; fö~v. TT: 6.~ 

5. PUKNA (1TvKva), the neuter plural of puknos (see B), liscd 
adverbially, is trn.nslatcd " oftcn " in Luke 5 : 33. 

6. PUKNOTERON (1TvKv6TEpov), the neuter singular of the com
parative degree of puknos (cp. No. 5, and see B), very often, or so much the 
oftener, Acts 24 : 26, " the oftener. "~ 

Notes: (r) In Luke 8: 29, the phrase pollois chronois, lit., 'many 
times,' is translated "oftentimes" (R.V. marg., "of a long time"). 
(2) For the rendering "oft" in Mark 7: 3, see DrLIGENTLY, D, No. 2. 

B. Adjective. 
PUKNOS (1TvKv6.-) primarily signifies close, compact, solid; hence, 

frequent, often, I Tim. 5 : 23. Cp. A, Nos. 5 and 6. 

OIL 
ELAION (;Aaiov), olive-oil, is mentioned over 200 times in the Bible. 

Different kinds were known in Palestine. The "pure," R.V. (A.V„ 
"beaten "), mentioned in Ex. 27: 20; 29: 40; Lev. 24: 2; Numb. 28: 5 
(now known as virgin oil), extracted by pressure, without heat, is .called 
"golden" in Zech. 4: 12. There were also inferior kinds. In the N.T. 
the uses mentioned were (a) for lamps, in which the oil is a symbol of the 
Holy Spirit, Matt. 25 : 3, 4, 8 ; (b) as a medicinal agent, for healing, 
Luke ro : 34 ; (c) for anointing at feasts, Luke 7 : 46 ; (d) on festive 
occasions, Heb. I : 9, where the reference is probably to the consecration 
of kings; (e) as an accompaniment of miraculous power, Mark 6: 13, or 
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of the prayer of faith, Jas. 5 : 14. For its general use in commerce, see 
Luke 16 : 6 ; Rev. 6 : 6 ; 18 : 13. ~ 

OINTMENT 
MURON (µ:opov), a word derived by the ancients from murö, to flow, 

or from murra, myrrh-oil (it is probably of foreign origin ; see MYRRH). 
The ointment is mentioned in the N.T. in connection with the anointing 
of the Lord on the occasions recorded in Matt. 26 : 7, 9, 12; Mark 14 : 3, 4; 
Luke 7 : 37, 38, 4-6; John II : 2; 12 : 3 (twice), 5. The alabaster cruse 
,mentioned in-the passages in Matthew, Mark aml Luke was the best of 
its kind, and the spikenard was one of the costliest of perfumes. Oint
ments were used in pn~parlng a body for burial, Luke 23 : 56 (" ointments "). 
Of the act of the woman mentioned in Matt. 26 : 6-13, the Lord said, 
"she did it to prepare Me for burial; "her devotion led.her to antedate the 
customary ritual after death, by showing both her affection anci hr.r 
understanding of what was impending. For the use of the various kinds 
of ointmcnts as articles of commerce, see Rcv. 18 : 13. ~ 

OLD 
A. Adjectives. 

l. ARCHAIOS (dpxatos), original, ancient (from arche, a beginning: 
Eng,, archaic, archreology, etc.), is used (a) of persons belonging tu a former 
agr.," (to) thcm of old time," Matt. 5 : 21, 331 R.V. ; in some mss. ver. 27; 
the R. V. rendering is right; not ancient teachers are in view; what was said 
to them of old time was "to be both recognized in its significance and 
estimated in its temporary limitations, Christ intending His words to be 
regarded not as an abrogation, but a deepening and fulfilling" (Cremer) ; 
of prophets, Luke 9: 8, 19; (b) of time long gone by, Acts 15 : 21; (c) of 
days gone by in a person's experience, Acts 15 : 7, "a good while ago," 
lit., ' from old (days),' i.e., from the first days onward in the sense of 
originality, not age ; (d) of Mnason, " an early disciple," Acts 21 : 16, 
R.V„ not rr.ferring to age, but to bis being one of the first who bad 
accepted the Gospel from the beginning of its proclamation ; (e) of things 
which are old in relation lo the new, earlier things in contrast to things 
present, 2 Cor. 5 : 17, i.e„ of what characterized and conditioned the time 
previous to conversion in a believer's experience, R.V., "they are become 
new," i.e., they have taken on a new complexion and are viewed in an 
entirely different way; (/) of tbe world (i.e., the inhabitants of tbe 
world) just previous to the.Flood, 2 Pet .. 2: 5; (g) of the Devil, as "that 
old serpent," Rev. 12: 9; 20: 2, old, not in age, but as characterized for 
a long period by the evils indicated. ~ 

Note: For thr. ciiffr.rr.nce between this and No. 2, see below. 
2. PALAIOS (mi>.at&s), akin to C, No. l (Eng., palreology, etc.), of 

wbat is of long duration, old in years, etc., a garment, wine (in contrast to 
neos; see NEW), Matt. 9 : 16, 17; Mark 2 : 21, 22 (twice); Luke 5 : 36, 37, 
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39 {twice) ; of the treasures of Divine truth, Matt. 13 : 52 (compared with 
kainos: see NEW) ; of what belongsto the past, e.g„ the believer's former 
self before his conversion, his "old man," old because it has been super
seded by that-which is new, Rom. 6 : 6; Eph. 4 : 22 (in contrast to kainos) ; 
Col. 3 : 9 (in contrast to neos) ; of the covenant iii connection with the 
l.aw, 2 <:or. 3 : 14; of leaven, metaphorical of moral evil, l Cor. 5 : 7, 8 
{in contrast to neos) ; of that which was giveri long ago and remains in 
force, an old commandment, l John 2: 7 (twice), that which was familiar 
and well known in contrast to that which is fresh (kainos).~ 

Note: Palaios denotes old, " without the reference to beginning and 
origin contained in archaios" (Abbott-Smith), a distinction observed in 
the papyri (Moulton and Milligan). While sometimes any difference 
seems almost iridisting1lishable, · yet " it is evident that wherever an 
emphasis is desired to be laid on the reaching back to a beginning, what
ever that beginnirig may be, archaios will be preferred (e.g., of Satan, 
Rev. 12 : 9; 20 : 2, see No. 1). That which ... is oldin the sense of 
more or less worn out . . . is always palaios " {Trench). 

3. PRESBUTEROS ·(1Tpi:uß&-ri:pos), older, elder, is used in the plural, 
u a noun, in Acts 2 : 17, " old men.'! See ELDER. 

B. Nouns. 
l. GERÖN (yEpwv) denotes an old man (from the same root comes 

Eng., grey), John 3 : 4. ~ 
2. PRESBUT:ES (7rpi:ußiYn]s), "an old man," Luke I : 18, is translated 

"aged " in Tit. 2 : 2 ; Philm. 9 (for this, however; see the R.V. marg. 
See AGED. 

3. GERAS (yr;pa.s), old age, occurs in Luke I : 36. ~ 
Note: Augustine (quoted by Trench, §cvii, 2) speaks of the distinction 

observed among Greeks, that presbutes conveys the suggestion of gravity. 
C. Adverbs. 

I. PALAI (mUa.,) denotes long ago, of old, Heb. l : l, R.V„ "of old 
time" (A.V., "in time past ") ; in Jude 4, "of old;" it is used as an 
adjective in 2 Pet. l : 9," (his) old (sins)," lit., ' his sins of old.' See 
WHILE. 

2. EKPALAI (;K7TaAa.,), from.of old, for a long time (ek, from, and 
No. l), occurs in 2 Pet. 2 : 3, R.V„ " from of old" (A.V., " of a long 
time") ; 3 : 5. See LONG, B, Note (2). 

Note: In l Pet, 3: 5, A.V., the particle pote, once, formerly, ever, 
sometime, is translated" in the old time " (R.V., " aforetime 11

) ; in 2 Pet. 
" . Id t' II (R V " ") A V " t t' II l: 21, m o 1me .. , ever , .. marg., a any 1me. 

D. Verbs. 
l. PALAIOÖ (77aAatow), akin to A, No. 2, denotes, in the Active Voice, 

to make or declare old, Heb. 8: 13 (rst part) ; in the Passive Voice, to 
become old, of things worn out by time and use, Luke I2 : 33 ; Heb. 
I: II, "shall wax old," lit., 'shall be made old,' i.e„ worn out; in 8: 13 

(::.md part), R.V., "is becoming old" (A.V. "decayeth ") ; here andin the 
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ist part of the verse; the verb may have the meaning to abrogate; for 
the next verb in the verse, see No. 2. 41[ 

2. GERASKO (i'7JpaaKw), from geras, old age (akin to B, No. 1), to 
grow old, is transla~ed "thou shalt be old," in John 21 : 18; "waxeth 
aged," Heb. 8: 13, R.V. (A.V., "waxeth old ~'). 41[ 

Notes: (1) In John 8: 57, echö, to have, is used with" fifty years" as 
the object, signifying, "Thou art (not yet fifty years) old," lit., 'Thou 
hast not yet fifty years.' (2) In Mark 5 : 42, R.V., the verb eimi, to be, 
with the phrase 'of twelve years' is translated "was ... old" (A.V., 
' was of the .age .of '). 

OLDNESS 
PALAIÖTES (m11\ai6'TT/S'), from palaios (see A, No. 2, above), occurs 

in Rom. 7 : 6, of "the letter," i.e., the law, with its rules of conduct, mere 
outward conformity to which has yielded place in the believer's service 
to a response to the inward operation of the Holy Spirit. The word is 
contrasted with kainotes, newness.41[ 

OLD WIVES' 
GRAÖDES (ypaw371S'), an adjective, signifying old-womanish (from 

graus, an old woman), is said of fahles, in I Tim. 4: 7.41[ 

OLIVES (OLIVE BERRIES), OLIVE TREE 
l. ELAIA (JAala) denotes (a) an ·olive tree, Rom. II : t7, 24; Rev. 

II : 4 (plural) ; the Mount of Olives was so called from the numerous 
olive-trees there, ana indicates the importance attached to such; .the 
Mount is mentioned in the N.T. in connection only with the Lörd's life on 
earth, Matt. 21 : I ; 24 : 3 ; 26 : 30 ; Mark II : l ; 13 : 3 ; 14 : 26 ; 
Luke 19: 37; 22 : 39; John 8: l ; (b) an olive, Jas. 3 : 12, R.V. (A.V., 
" olive berries "). 41[ 

2. ELAIÖN (JAaiwv), an olive-grove or olive-garden, the ending -ön, 
as in this dass of nmm, here indicates " a place set with trees of the kind 
designatcd by the primitive" (Thayer) ; hence it is applied to the Mount 
of Olives, Luke 19 : 29 ; 21 : 37 ; Acts r : 12 (" Olivet ") : in the first 
two of these and in Mark II : l, some mss. have the form of the noun 
as in No. r.41[ 

3. KALLIELAIOS (1((1AAii'AatoS'), the garden olive (from kallos, beauty, 
and No. l), occurs in Rom. II : 24, "a good olive tree."41[ 

4. AGRIELAIOS (äypii'AatoS'), an adjective (from agrios, growing in 
the fields, wild, and No. l), denoting 'of the wild olive,' is used as a noun 
in Rom. II : 17, 24, "a wild olive tree" (R.V., in the latter verse).~ 

For OMITTED (Matt. 23 : 23, A.V.) see LEAVE (undone), No. l 

For OMNIPOTENT (Rev. 19: 6) see ALMIGHTY 
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ON :see f, p~ 9 

ONCE (at ; for all) 

ONE 

r. HAPAX (a1Tas) denotes· (a) once, one time, 2·Cor. II: ·25; Heb~ 
9: 7, 26, 27; 12 : 26, 27; in the..phrase "once and again," lit., ' once and 
twice,' Phil. 4 ·: 16 ; l Thess. 2 : 18; (b) once for all, of what is of perpetual 
validity, not requiring repetition, Heb. 6 : 4 ; 9 : 28 ; ro : 2 ; l Pet.. 
3: 18; Jude>3, R.V„ "once forall" (A.V,, "once"); ver. 5 (ditto); in 
some mss. l Pet. 3: 20 (so the A.V.).~ 

2 .. EPHAPAX (i<f>d.7To.g), a strengthened form of No. I (epi, uvuu), 
signifies (a) once for all, Rom. 6: IO; Heb. 7: 27, R.V. (A.V., " once ") ; 
9: 12 (ditto); ro: ro; (b) at once, l Cor. 15: 6.~ 

3. POTE (1ToTl) denotes once upon a.time, formerly, sometime, e.g„ 
Rom. 7 : 9; Gal. l : 23, lst part, R.V„ '' oncc" (A.Y., "intimes past ") ; 
2nd part,A.V. and R.V„" once; ".,Gal. 2: 6, R.V. marg„" what they once 
were" (tobe preferred to the text," whatsoever they were "), thereference 
probably being to the association of the twelve Apostles with the Lord 
during His min~stry on earth ; upon this their partisans based their claim 
for the exclusive authority of these Apostles, which Paul vigorously 
repudiated; ··in Eph. 5·~ 8, R.V., "once" (A.V„ "sometimes "). See 
AFORETIME, LAST, LENGTH (at), TIME (past). 

Note: In Luke 23 : 18, A.V„ pamplethei, denoting with the whole 
multitude (pas, all, plithos, a multitude), is rendered "all at once.'' 
R.V., "all together ").~ 

ONE 
A. Numeral. 

REIS (€ts), the first cardinal numeral, masculine (feminine and neuter 
nominative forms are mia andhen, respectively), isused to signify (1) (a) one 
in contrast to many, e.g„ Matt. 25 : 15 ; Rom. 5 : 18, R.V„ " (fürough) 
one (trespass)," i.e., Adam's transgression, in contrast to the "one act of 
righteou!t!Pess," i.e„ the Death of Christ (not as A.V„" the offence of one," 
and" the righteousness of one '') ; (b) metaphorically, union and concord, 
e.g„ Jolm rn: 30; 11 : 52 ; 17 : II, 21, 22: Rom. 12 : 4, 5 ; Phil.L: 27 ; 
(2) emphatically, (a) a single (one), to the exclusion of others, e.g„ Matt. 
21 : 24; Rom. 3: 10; l Cor. 9: 24; I Tim. 2 : 5 (twice) ; (b) one, alone, 
e.g„ Mark 2 : 7, R.V. (A.V„ " only ") ; ro : 18 ; Luke 18 : 19 ; (c) one and 
the same, e.g„ Rom. 3: 30, R.V„ "God is one," Le„ there is not one God 
for the Jew and one for the Gentile; cp. Gal. 3 : 20, which means that in a 
promise there is no other party ; l Cor. 3 : 8 ; II : 5 ; 12 : II ; . l John 
5: 8' (lit„ 'and the three are into.one,' i.e„ united in one and the same 
witness) ; (3) a certain one, in.tqe same sense as the indefinite pronoun 
tis (see B, No. l), e.g„ Matt. 8: 19, R.V„ "a (scribe)," marg„ "one 
(scribe)," A.V„ " a certain (seribe) ; " 19 : 16, " one ; "·in Rev. 8 : 13, 
R.V. marg„ "one (eagle) ; " heis tis are used together in Luke 22 .: 50 ; 
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John II : 49; this occurs frequently in the papyri (Moulton, Pro!., p. 96) ; 
(4) distributively, with hekastos, each, i.e„ every one, e.g., Luke 4 : 40 ; 
Acts 2 : 6, " every man " (lit., ' every one ') ; in the sense of ' one . . . 
and one,' e.g., John 20: 12; or one ... followed by allos or heteros, the 
other, e.g., Matt. 6: 24; or by a second heis, e.g., Matt. 24: 40, R.V., 
" one ; " John 20 : 12 ; , in Rom, 12 : 5 heis is preceded by kata (kath') 
in the sense of" severally (members) one (of another),'' R,V, (A.V., "every 
one ... one ") ; cp. Mark 14: 19 ; in 1 Thess. 5 : II the phrase in the 
2nd part, "each other," R.V. (A.V., "one another "), is, lit., 'one the 
one ; ' (5) as an ordinal number, equiva:lent to prütos, fin;t, iu the phrase 
" thc first day of the week," lit. and idiomatically1 ' one of sabbaths,' 
signifying' the first day after the sabbath,' e.g., Matt: 28 : l ; Mark 16 : 2 ; 

Acts 20 : 7 ; l Cor. 16 : 2. Moulton remarks on the tendency for certain 
cardinal numerals to replace ordinals (Pro!., p. 96). 

B. Pronouns. 
l. TIS (Tts), an indefinite pronoun signifying a certain one, some one, 

any onc, onc ·(the neuter form ti denotes a certain thing), is used (a) hke a 
noun, e.g„ Acts 5: 25 ; 19: 32; 21 : 31 ; · l Gor. J: 4; or. with the 
meaning 'someöne,' e.g., Acts 8: 31, R.V., "some one" (A.V., "some 
man ") ; Rom. 5 : 7 ; (b) as an adjective ; see CERTAIN, Note· (3), SoME. 

2. HOS {ös), as a relative pronoun,.signifies "who;" as a demonstra
tive pronoun, " this," or "the one" in contrast with " the other;'' or 
"another,'' r..g„ Rom. 14: 2, A.V. (R.V., "one miin ''); l Cor. 12: 8. 

Notes: (r) The R.V. often substitutes "one '' for "man," e.g., Matt. 
17 : 8 (oudeis, no one) ; l Cor. 3 : 21 (i.e., ' no person ') ; l Cor. 15 : 35 ; 
l Thess. 5 : 15 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 16 ; l John 2 : 27 ; 3 : 3. (2) The pronoun 
houtos is sometimes translated" this one,'' e.g., Luke 7: 8. (3) In l Pet. 
3: 8, A.V., homophrön, "likeminded" (R.V.),is translated" of one mind" 
(lit., ' of the same mind '). (4) In Acts 7 : 26, " at. one," is, lit.; ' unto 
peace ' (see PEACE). (5) For " every one" in Acts 5 : 16 see EvERY, 
No. 2. (6) In Mark 9 : 26 nekros, dead, is translated" one dead." (7) In 
Acts 2 : r "in one place" translates epi to auto, lit., 'to the sa:Qte,' which 
maymean' forthe same (purpose); 'in l Cor. II: 20and14: 23, the R.V. 
translates it " together." · (8) In Mark 1 : 7, A.V., the article ho, the; is 
rendered "one" (R.V., "he that "). (9) In Mark 7: :14, A.V., the plural 
ofpas, "all" (so R.V.), is translated" every one;" in Matt. 5 : 28; A.V;, 
pas, with the article, is translated" whosoever" {R.V. " every one who "). 
(ro) In Acts l : 24, A.V., "whether" is, lit., and as the R.V., "the one 
whom/' (II) In 2 Thess. 2: 7, the article is rendered "one that,'' R.V; 
(A.V., " he who "). 

See also AccoRD, CoNSENT, B, No. 1~ END, C,,Note (6), EYE (with 
one), GREAT, HoLY, LITTLE, MIND, NATION, WICKED. 

ONE ANOTHER or ONE ... ANOTHER, ONE ... THE OTHER 
Notes: (r) This lra.nslates a number of words anq phrases, (a) allelön, 
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a reciprocal pronoun in the genitive plural, sign,ifying of, or from, one 
another (akin to allos, another), e.g., Matt. 25 : 32 ; .John 13 : 22 ; Acts 
15 : 39; 19.: 38; 1 Cor. 7: 5; Gai. 5: 17; the accusative allelous denotes 
" one another," e.g., Acts 7 : 26, lit., ' why do ye wr-0ng one another ? ' ; 
2 Thess. 1: 3, R.V.; in Eph. 4: 32 and Col.. J: 13, e.g., R.V., "each 
other;" in 1 Thess. 5 : 15, ... one (toward) another," R.V. ; the dative 
allelois denotes " one to another," e.g., Luke 7 : 32 ; (b) different forms of 
the plural of heautou, of himself, used as a reciprocal pronoun, e.g„ 
Eph. 5 : 19, R.V., "one to another" (A.V., and R.V. marg., "to your
selves ") ; see also Note (5) ; (c) allos pros allon, " one to another," 
Acts 2 : 1_2 ; (d) allos . . . heteros, -I Co:r. 12 : 8 (for the difference between 
allos and heteros, see ANOTHER) ; (e) ho,s men ... hos de (in various forms 
of the pronoun), lit., ' this indeed ... but that,' • e.g., Luke 23 : 33 ; 
Rom. 9 : 21 ; 14 : 5 ; 1 Cor. II : 21 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 16 ; Phil. 1 : 16, 17 ; 
(/) heteros . . . heteros, one . . . another, 1 Cor. 15 : 40; (2) In Matt. 
24 : 2 ;. Mark 13 : 2 ; Luke 19 : 44, and 21 : 6, " one (stone upon) another " 
is, lit., ' stone upon stone.' (3) In Heb. 10 : 25, " one anot~er " is necessarily 
added in English to r.omplete the sense of parakaleö, to exhort. (4) In 
1 Pet. 3 : 8, A.V., '-' one of another " represents nothing in the original 
(the R.V., "compassionate." sufficiently translates the adjective sum
pathes: see CoMPASSION; C.). (5) In Mark 9 : 10, A.V., pros heautous, 
"among yourselves" (R.V.), is translated "one with another.!' (6) In 
1 Tim. 5: 21, A.V., the accusative case of prosklisis, partiality, preceded 
by kata, accordingto, is translated" preferring one before another" (R.V., 
" prejudice ; " marg.1 " preference," lit., 'according to partiality '). 

ONLY 
A. Adjectives. 

1. MONOS (µ&vos), alone, solitary, is translated" only," e.g.1 in Matt. 
4 : 10 ; 12 : 4 ; 17 : 8 ; 1 Cor. 9 : 6 ; 14 : 36 ; Phil. 4 : 15 ; Col. 4 : II ; 

2 John 1; it is used as an attribut~ of God in John 5: 44; 17; 3; Rom. 
16: 27; 1 Tim. 1 : 17; 1 Tim. 6: 15, 16; Jude 4, 25; Rev. 15 ; 4. See 
ALONE, A. 

2. MONOGEN:~S (µ.ovoyt:injs), only begotten (NO'. r and genvs, 
offspring), has the meaning "only," of human offspring, in Luke 7: 12; 
8: 42; 9: 38; the term is one of endearment, as well as of singleness. 
For Heb. II : 17 see ONLY BEGOTTEN. 

B. Adverbs. 
1. MONON (µ&vov), the neuter of A, No. r, only, exclusively, is 

translated "only," e.g., in Matt. 5 : 47; 8 : B ; John 5 : 18 ; II : 52 ; 
12 : 9 ; i3 : 9; frequently in_Acts, _Romans and Galatians~ See ALONE, 
B, No. 1. 

2. PL:i!;N (1T,\~v), howbeit, except that, is translated." only that-'' in 
the R.V. of Phil. 1 : 18 (A.V., -" notwithstanding") ; "only" in 3: 16 

(AN., "ncvcrthclcss "). 
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Notes: (1) In Mark 2: 7, A.V., heis, "one" (so R.V.), is translated 
"only;" in Jas. 4: 12, R.V., "one only" (A.V., "one "). (2) For 
"only that" in Acts 21 : 25; A.V., see the R.V. (3) The conjunction ei, 
if, with the negative me, not, is translated " but only " in 'Luke 4 : 26, 
R.V. (A.V.," save "); 4: 27 (A.V .• "saving"); "only" in l Cor;·7: r.7 
(A.V., "but "); in some mss. in ~cts 21 : 25 (A.V. " save only "). 

ONL Y BEGOTTEN 
MONOGENES (µovoy1:in]s) is used five tii:nes, all in the writings of the 

Apostle John, of Christ as the Son of God; it is translated "only 
begotten " in Heb. l'I : 17 of t.he relationship of Isaac to Abraham. 

With reference to Christ, the phrase "the only begotten from the 
Father," John l : 14, R.V. (see also the marg.), indicates that as the Son 
of God He was the sole representative of the Being and character of the 
One who sent Hirn. In the original the definite artkle is omitted both 
before "only begotten" and before "Father," and its absence in eaeh 
case serves to lay stress upon the characteristics·referred toin the terms 
used. The Apostle's object is to demonstrate what sort of glory it was 
that he and his fellow-Apostles had seen. That he is not merely making a 
comparison with earthly relationships is indicated by para, "from." 
The glory was that of a unique relationship and the word " begotten " does 
not imply a beginning of His Sonship. lt suggests relationship indeed, 
but must be distinguished from generation as applied to man. 

·· We can only rightly understand the term " the only begotten " when 
used of theSon; in the sense of unodginatedrelationship. " The begetting 
is not an event of time, however remote, but a fact irrespective of time. 
The Christ did not become, but necessarily and eternally is the Son. He, 
a Person, possesses every attribute of pure Godhood. This necessitates 
eternity, absolute being; in this respect He is not 'after' the Father" 
(Moule). The expression also suggests the thought of the deepest affection, 
as in the case of the O.T. word yachid, variously rendered, "only one," 
Gen. 22 : 2, 12 ;· "only son," Jer. 6: 26; Arnos 8 : 10; Zech. 12 : 10; 
"only beloved," Prov. 4: 3, and "darling," Psa. 22 : 20; 35: 17. 

In John l : 18 ·the dause " The Only Begotten Son, which is in the 
bosom of the Father," expresses both His eternal union with the Father 
in the Godhead and the ineffable intimacy and love between them, the 
Son sharing all the Father's counsels and enjoying all His affections. 
Another readiug is monogenes Theos, 'God only-begotten.' In John 
3 : 16 the statement, " God so loved the world that He gave His Only 
Begotten Son," must not be taken to mean that Christ became the Only 
Begotten Son by Incarnation. The value' and the greatness of the gift 
lay in the Sonship of Hirn who was given. His Sonship was not the 
effect of His being given. In John 3 : r8 the phrase "the Name of the 
Only Begotten Son of God " Iays stress upon the full revelation of God's 
character and will, His Iove and grace, as conveyed in the Name of One 
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who, being in a unique relationship to. Bim, was provided by Hirn as the 
Object of faith. In l John 4 : 9 the statement " God hath sent His Only 
Begotten Son into the world" does not mean that God sent out into the 
world one who at His birth in Bethlehem had become His Son. Cp. the 
parallel statement, "God sent forth the Spirit of His Son," Gal. 4: 6, 
R.V., which could not mean that God sent forth One who became His 
Spirit when He sent Hirn., 

For ONSET, Acts 14: 5, R.V., see ASSAULT and IMPULSE 

For ONWARD, 2 John 9, R.V., see GO, No. 10 

OPEN, OPENING (for OPENLY, see below) 
A. Verbs. 

r. ANOIGÖ (d11olyw} is used (1) transitively, (a) literally, of a door or 
gate, e.g., Acts 5 : 19 ; graves, Matt. 27 : 52 ; a sepulchre, Rom. 3 : 13 ; 
a book, e.g„ Luke 4 : 17 (some mss. have No. 4) ; .Rev. 5 : 2~5 ; IO : 8 ; 
the seals of a roll, e.g:, fü~v. 5 : <) ; fi : T ; the eyes, Acts 9 : 40 ; the rnouth 
of a fish, Matt. 17: 27; "the pit of thc abyss," Rev. 9: 2, R.V.; heaven 
and the heavens, Matt. 3 : 16 ; Luke 3 : 21 ; Acts 10 : II (for 7 : 56, see 
No. 2); Rev. 19: II ; "the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in 
heaven," Rev. l5: 5; by metonymy, for that which contained treasures, 
Matt. 2 : II ; (b) metaphorically, e.g„ Matt. 7 : 7, 8 ; 25 : rr ; R.ev. 3 : 7 ; 
Hebraistically, to open the mouth, of beginning to speak, e.g„ Matt. 
5 : 2 ; 13 : 35 ; Acts 8 : 32, 35 ; 10 : 34 ; 18 : 14; Rev. 13 : 6 (cp„ e.g„ 
Numb. 22 : 28 ; Job. 3 : l ; Isa. 50 : 5) ; and of recovering speech, Luke 
l : 64; of the earth opening, Rcv. 12 : 16 ; of the opening of the eyes, 
Acts 26 : 18 ; the ears, Mark 7 : 35 (in the best mss. ; some have No. 2) ; 
(2) intransitively (perfect tense, activc, in the Greek), (a) literally, of the 
heaven, John l : 51, R.V., "opened; " (b) metaphoric:ally, of speaking 
freely, 2 Cor. 6 : n. 

2. DIANOIGO (o,a.volyw}, to opfm 11p completely (d1:a, through, 
intensive, and No. l), is used (a) literally, Luke 2.: 23 ; Acts 7 : 56, in 
the best mss. ; (b) metaphorically, of the eyes, Mark 7 : 34 ; Luke 24: 31 ; 
of the Scripturcs, ,ver. 32 and Acts 17: 3; of the mind, Luke 24: 45, 
R.V. (A.V., "understanding "); of the heart, Acts 16: 14., 

3. AGÖ (ayw), to lead, or to keep or spend a day, is so used in Acts 
19: 38: see KEEP, Note (2). 

4, ANAPTUSSÖ (dva7T'TUuuw), to unroll (ana, back, ptusso, to roll), 
is found in some mss. in Luke 4: 17 (of the roll of Isaiah), and translated 
"He had opened" (A.V.); see No. I., 

Notes: (1) For Heb. 4: 13, "laid open," R.V. (A.V., "opened ") sec 
LAY, No. 18. (2) In 2 Cor. 3 : 18, A.V., anakalupto, to unveil, is translated 
"open" (R.V., "unveiled," which consistently continues the metaphor 
of the vcil upon the heart of Israel). (3) In Mark l : ro, A.V., schizö, to 
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rend or split, is translated " opened," of the heavens, R.V., " rent 
asunder," A.V. marg., "cloven, or, rent." . (4) For prodelos, in r Tim. 
5 : 24, A.V., " open beforehand," 1see EVIDENT, A, No. 3. (5) For " be 
opened " see EPHPHATHA. (6) For " open (your hearts)," 2 Cor. 7 : 2, 

R.V., see RECEIVE, No. r8. 
B. Nouns. 

r. ANOIXIS (avoieis), an opening (akin to A, No. r); is usedfo Eph. 
6 : r9, metaphorically of the opening of the mouth as in A, No. I (2), (b). ~ 

2. OPE {cJmj), an opening, a hole, is used in Jas. 3 : II, of the orifice 
of a fountain: see CAVE, HOLE, PLAcE. 

OPENLY 
I. PARRH~SIA (TTapfYYJula), freedom of speech, boldness, is used 

adverbially in the dative case and translated " openly " in Mark 8 : 32, 
of o. so.ying of Christ; in John 7: IJ, of a public statement i in II : 54, 
of Christ's public appearance ; in 7 : 26 and r8 : 20, of His public 
testimony ; preceded by the preposition en, in, John 7 : 4, lit., ' in bold
ne~s' (cp. veir. 10, R.V., "publicly "). See Bow, B. 

2. PHANEROS (c/>avf.pws), manifestly, openly : see EVIDENT, B. 
Notes: (;i:) In Gal. 3 : r, " openly set forth" translates the verb 

prographö, lit., 'to write before,' as of the O.T:, Rom. 15 : 4 (cp. Jude 4), 
and of a previous letter, Eph. 3 : 3. In Gal. 3 : r, however, " it is probably 
used in another sense, unexampled in the Scriptures but not uncommon 
in the language of the day,=' proclaimed,' 'placarded;' as a magistrate 
proclaimed the fact that an execution bad been carried out, placarding 
his proclamation in a public place. The Apostle carries on his metaphor 
of the '. evil eye;' as a preventive of such :niischief it was common to·post 
up charms on the walls of houses, a glance at which was supposed to 
counteract any evil influence to which a person may have been subjected. 
' Notwithstanding,' he says, in effect, ' that the fact that Christ had been 
crucified was placarded before your very eyes in our preaching, you have 
allowed yourselves to be . . . fascinated by the enemies of the Cross of 
Christ, when you had only to look at Hirn to escape their malignant 
influence;' cp. the interesting aml instructivt! paralld in Num. 21: 9."• 
(2) In some mss. in Matt. 6 : 4, 6, r8, the phrase en te phanere. lit., ' in 
the manifest,' is found (A.V„" openly ") ; see the R.V. (3) For emphanes, 
rendered "openly" in Acts 10 : 40, P,...V., see MANIFEST. (4) In Acts 
r6: 37, A.V., the dative case of the adjective demosios, belonging to the 
people (demos, a people), "public " (so R.V.), used adverbially, is 
franslated "openiy;" in r8: 28 and 20: 20, "publicly." For the 
adjective itself, " public," see Acts 5 : r8. See PuBLIC. ~ 

For OPERATION see WORKING. 

• From Notes on Ga.latians by Hogg anu Vine, pp. 106, 107. 
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OPPORTUNITY (lack) 
A. Nouns. 

ORA 

l. KAIROS (Kaip&s), primarily, a due measure, is used of a fixed and 
definite period, a time, season, and is translated " opportunity " in Gal. 
6 : lO and Heb. II : 15. See SEASON, TIME, WHILE. 

2. EUKAIRIA (EilKaipla), a fitting time, opportunity (eu, weil, and 
No. l), occurs in Matt. 26 : 16 and Luke 22 : 6., Cp. eukairos, seasonable; 
see CoNVENIENT. 

3. TOPOS (T01Tos), a place, is translated "opportunity" in Acts 
25 : 16, R.V. (A.V., "licence "). See PLAGE, RooM. 

B. Verbs. 
l. EUKAIREO (EilKatplw), to have time or leisure (akin to A, No. 2), 

is translated " he shall have opportunity" in l Cor. 16 : 12, R.V. (A.V., 
"convenient time"). See LEISURE. 

2. AKAIREOMAI (aKaiploµ.at), to have no opportunity (a, negative, 
and kairos, season), occurs in Phil. 4: 10., 

OPPOSE 
1. ANTIKEIMAI (aVTlKEtµ.at} : see ADVERSARY, B. 
2. ANTITASSO (aVTLTaaaw) is used in the Middle Voice in the sense 

of setting oneself against (anti, against, tassö, to order, set}, opposing 
oncsclf to, Acts 18 : 6; clscwhcrc rcildcrcd by thc vcrb to n~sist, Rom. 
13 : 2 ; Jas. 4 : 6 ; 5 : 6 ; l Pet. 5 : 5. See RESIST., 

3. ANTIDIATITHRMI (d.m8taTl071µ.t) signifi.es to place oneself in 
opposition, oppose (anti, against, dia, through, intensive, tithemi, to place), 
2 Tim. 2: 25. The A.V. and R.V. translate this as a Middle Voice, 
"them (A.V., those) that oppose themselves." Field (Notes on the Trans. 
of the N.T.) points out that in the only other known instance of the verb 
it is Passive. The sense is practically the same if it is rendered ' those 
who are opposed.', 

OPPOSITIONS 
ANTITHESIS (aVTl0EtM), a conlrary position (anti; against, tithemi, 

to place; Eng., antithesis), occurs in l Tim. 6: 20., 

OPPRESS 
l. KATADUNASTEUO (KaTa8vvaaTEvw), to exercise power over 

(kata, down, dunastes, a potentate: dunamai, to have power), to oppress, 
is used, in the Passive Voice, in Acts 10: 38; in the Active, in Jas. 2: 6.1[ 

2. KATAPONEO (KaTa1Tovlw) : see DISTRESS, B, No. 4. 

OR: see t p. 9 

ORACLE 
LOGION {My,ov), a diminutive of logos, a word, narrative, statement, 

denotes a Divine response or utterance, an oracle ; it is used of {a} the 
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contents of the Mosaic Law, Acts 7 : 38 ; (b) all the written utterances 
of God through O.T. writers, Rom. 3 : 2 ; (c) the substance of Christian 
doctrine, Heb. 5 : 12 ; (d) the utterances of God through Christian 
teachers, l Pet. 4: II.~ 

Note: Divine oracles were given by means of the breastplate of the 
High Priest, in connection with the service of the Tabernacle, and the 
Sept. uses the associated word logeion in Ex. 28 : 15, to describe the 
breastpla te. 

ORATION 
D:EMEGOREO ('871p:'Jyop€w), from demos, the people and agoreuö, 

to speak in thc public assembly, to deliver an oration, occurs in Acts 
12: 21.~ 

ORATOR 
RHETOR (MTwp), from an obsolete present tense, rheö, to say (cp. 

Eng., rhetoric), denotes a pul>lic speaker, an orator, Acts 24: 1, of 
Tertullu~. Such a person, distinct from the professional lawyer, was 
hired, as a professional.speaker, to make a skilful presentation of a case in 
court. His training was not legal but rhetorical. ~ 

ORDAIN 
l. TITH:E:MI (-rl8'1)µL), to put : see APPOINT, No. 3. 
2. KATHISTRMI (Ka8tU7TJJL'), from kata, down, or over against, and 

histemi, to cause to stand, to set, is translated to ordain in the A.V. of 
Tit. l : 5 ; Heb. 5 : l ; 8 : 3. See APPOINT,' No. 2. 

3. TASSO (Taauw) is translated to ordain, in Acts 13: 48 and Rom. 
I3: .z. See APPOINT, No. 5. 

4. DIATASSO ('8ianfouw) is translated to ordain in l Cor. 7: 17; 
9 : 14 ; Gal. 3 : 19, the last in the sense of ' administered.' Cp. diatage, 
under DISPOSITION. See APPOINT, No. 6. 

5. HORIZO (&pl,w) is twice used of Christ as Divinely " ordained " to 
be the Judge of men, Acts 10 : 42 ; 17 : 31. See DETERMINE, No. 2. 

6. KRINÖ (Kplvw), to divide, separate, decide, judge, is translated 
" ordained " in Acts 16 : 4, of the decrees by the Apostles and elders in 
J~rusalem. See ]UDGE. 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. 2 : 7, A.V., proorizö, to foreordain (see R.V.) 
is translated "ordained." Sf<!e DETERMINE, No. 3. (2) In Mark 3 : q, 
A.V., poieö, to make, is translated "ordained" (R.V., "appointed "). 
(3) In Heb. 9: 6, A.V., kataskeuazö, to prepare (so R.V.), is translated 
"were ... ordained." See PREPARE. (4) In Acts 14: 23, A.V., 
ch1irotoneö, to appoint (R.V.), i!ii translated "thPy h;id orrl;:iirn~rl " SP.P. 
APPOINT, No, II, (5) In Eph. 2 : IO, A.V., proetoimazö, to prepare before, 
is translated "hath before ordained" (R.V., "afore prepared ") ; see 
PREPARE. (6) In Jude 4, A.V., prographö, Iit., to write before, is 
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translated "were before ordained" (R.V„ "were set forth "). 
See SET (forth). (7) In Acts l : 22, A.V., ginomai, to become, is translated 
"be ordained" (R.V.," become !'). (8) In Rom. 7: ro, A.V., "ordained" 
represents no word in the original (see R.V.). 

ORDER (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. TAXIS (r&eiS'), an arranging, arrangement, ordet (akin to tassö, 
to arrange, draw up in order), is used in Luke l : 8 of the fixed succession 
of the course of the pricsts; of duc ordcr, in contrast to confusion, in the 
gatherings of a local church, l Cor. l4 : 40 ; of the general condition of 
such, Col. 2 : 5 (some give it a military significance here) ; of the Divinely 
appointed character or nature of a priesthood, of Melchizedek, as fore
shadowing that of Christ, Heb. 5 : 6, ro ; 6 : 20 ; 7 : II (where also the 
character of the Aaronic priesthood is set in contrast) ; 7 : 17 (in some 
mss., ver. 21). ~ · 

2. TAGMA (rayµa), a more concrete form of No. 1, signifying that 
which has been arranged in order, was especially a military term, denoting 
a company; it is used metaphorically in l Cor. 15 : 23 of the various 
classes of those who have part in the first resurrection.if 

B. Verbs. 
I. ANATASSOMAI (avarauuoµai); to arrange in order (ana, up, and 

the Middle Voice of tassö, to arrange), is used in Luke I : I, A.V., "toset 
forth in order" (R.V., "to draw :up "); the probable meaning is to 
bring together and so arrange details in order. ~ 

2. DIATASSO (füaTauuw), to appoint, arrange, charge, give orders to, 
is used, in the Middle Voice, in Acts 24: 23, "gave order" (R.V.) ; 
I Cor. II : 34, "will I setin order; " in the Active Voice, in 1 Cor. 16: I, 

" I gave order" (R.V.). See CoMMAND, No. I. 

3. EPIDIORTHOO (lm8iop8&w), to set in order (epi, upon, dia, 
through, intensive, and orthos, straight), is used in Tit. 1 : 5, in the sense 
of setting right again what was defective, a commission to Titus, not to 
add to what the Apostle himself had clone, but to restore what had fallen 
into disorder since the Apostle had labourcd in Crctc ; this is suggcsted 
by the epi.if 

C. Adverb. 
KATHEX~S (Ka8E:eijS') ü~ translated "in order" in Luke r: 3; Acts 

II: 4, R.V. (A.V., "by order "); Acts 18: 23. See AFTERWARD, No. 3. 
Note: In 2 Cor. u: 32, R.V., the phrase "in order to" (as with the 

A.V., "desirous to ") represents nothing in the original: the infinitive 
mood.of the verb piazö expresses the purpose, viz., "to take." 

ORDERLY 
KOSMIOS (1e&uµioS'), an adjective signifying decent, modest, orderly 

(akin to kosmos, order, adornment), is translated "modest" in I Tim. 
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2 : 9; " orderly" in 3 : 2, R.V. (A.V., " of good behaviour "). See 
MODEST.~ 

Note: For stoicheö, in Acts 21: 24," thouwalkest orderly," see WALK. 

ORDINANCE 
A. Nouns. 

l. DIKAIOMA (StKalwµ.a) : see ]USTIFICATION, No. 2. 
2. DIATAG:E: (füaTayi}) is translated "ordinances," in Rom. 13 : 2. 

See DISPOSITION. 
3. DOGMA (s&yµ.a) is translated " ordinances '! · in Eph. 2 : 15 and 

Col. 2·: · 14· See DECREE. 
4. KTISIS (1<-rtu~s), a creation, creature, is translated "ordinance" 

in l Pet. 2 : 13. See CREATE, B, No. l. 

Note: In l Cor. II : 2, A.V., paradosis, a tradition (marg., and R.V., 
"traditions "), is translated "ordinances." See TRADITION. 

B. Verb. 
DOGMATIZO (Soyµ.aTl,w), akin to A, No. 3, to decree, signifies, in the 

Middle Voice, to subject oneself to an ordinance, Col. 2: 20.~ In the 
Sept., Esth. 3 : 9 ; in some texts, Dan. 2 : 13, 15., 

OTHER 
·. · l. ALLOS (ä.Uos) indicates numeral distinction of objects of similar 

character, and is use<l (a) absolutely, e.g., Matt. 20: 3 (plural) ;· (b) attached 
to a noun, e.g., Matt. 21 : 36 ; (c) with the article, e.g. Matt. 5 : 39 ; l Cor. 
14: 29 (plural, R.V.) ; in Matt. 13 : 5; Luke 9 : 19; John 9 : 9,. e.g., 
R.V., "others" (A.V„ "some "); in Matt. 25 : 201 R.V., "other" (A.V., 
"beside them ... more "). See ANOTHER, MORE, B, Note (1), SoME. 

2. HETEROS (€T€pos) indicates either nunierical distinction, e.g., 
Luke 4 : 43 ; 5 : 7 ; or generic distinction, different in character, etc., 
e.g .• Luke 9: 29, " (the fashion of His countenance) was altered," lit., 
'became other;' 23: 32, "two others, (malefactors)," R.V., where the 
plural serves to make the necessary distinction between them and Christ; 
Acts 2 : 4; 19: 39 (" other matters" ) ; l Cor. 14: 21, A.V., "other" 
(R.V., "strange ") ; 2 Cor. II: 4 (2nd and3rd parts, R.V., "different; " 
in the ist clause, allos," another "). For the distinction between this and 
Np. 1, see under ANOTHER. 

3. LOIPOS (.Aonr&s) signiftes remaining, the rest. lt is translated 
" other," or " others," e.g., in Matt. 25 : II ; Mark 4 : 19 ; Luke 18 : 9 ; 
24: 10 (in ver. 9, "the rest ") ; but in Luke 8: ro; Acts 28: 9; Rom. 
1 : 13 ; 1 Cor. 9 : S ; Eph. 2 : 3 ; 1 Thess. 4 :. 13 ; 5 : 6 ; 1 Tim; 5 : 20, 
e.g., the R.V. renders this word" the rest " (A.V., " other"' or ~· others ") ; 
in Eph. 4: 17, some mss. have loipa, neuter plural, A.V., " other 
(Gentiles);" see the R.V. See REMNANT, REST (the). 

4. ALLOTRIOS (d.u&Tptos), belonging to another, not one's own, is 
translated " other men's " in 2 Cor. 10 : 15 ; 1 Tim. 5 : 22 ; in Heb, 
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9: 25, R.V., "not his own" (A.V., "oJ others "). See ALIEN, MA:t-r's, 
Note (1), STRANGE, STMNGER. 

5. ALLELON (d,\,\~.\wv), in Rom. l: 12, used in the dative case, is 
translated in the R.V. " (each of us by the) other's" (A.V„ " mutual") ; 
the accusative is translated "other" in Phil. 2 : 3. See MUTUAL and 
ÜNE ANOTHER. 

6. REIS (t-Cs), one, is sometimes translated !' other" when expressing 
the second of a pair, e,g,, Matt, 24: 40, A.V. (R.V., "one "). See ÜNE, 
A (4). 

7. EKEINOS (l1u'lvo~). signiiyi11g. lhal um~. imvlyi11g remuteuess as 
compared with houtos, this, is translated " the other," e.g„ in Matt. 
23 : 23 ; Luke II : 42 ; 18 : 14. 

Notes: (1)· In Acts 26: 22, A.V., ouden ektos, lit„ 'nothing besides' is 
translated " none other things '·' (R.V., " nothing but "). (2) The plural 
of the definite artkle is trnnsl:=iteci " others" in Arts r7 : 3?.; in Jncie ?.3, 
A.V„ "others" (R.V„ "some "). (3) In Luke 24: 1, the plural of tis, 
a certa.ln öne, is fmmd in some mss„ arid translated "certain öthers" in 
the A.V. 

F6r OTHER SIDE and OTHER WAY see SIDE and W AY 

OTHERWISE 
· I. ALLOS (äA.\os) is used, in its neuter form, allo, in Gal. 5 : 10, lit„ 

'another thing,' with the meaning "otherwise." · See ÜTHER, No. I. 

2. ALLOS (äA.\ws), the adverb corresponding fö No. 1, is translated 
" otherwise " in 1 Tim. 5 : 25 ; the contrast is not with works that are not 
good (No. 3 would signify that), but with good works which are not 
evident.~ 

3. HETEROS (l-rlpws) is used in Phil. 3 : 15, "otherwise (minded)," 
i.e. differently minded. ~ Contrast No. 2, and for the corresponding 
differen.ce between the adjectives allos and heteros, see ANOTHER. 

4. EPEI (brEl), when used of time, means since or when; used of 
cause, it mcans since, because ; used elliptically it means otherwise or 
else; "otherwise" in Rom. II : 6 (the 2nd part of the ver. is absent 
from the most authentic µiss.) ; ver. 22; in Heb. 9: 17, A.V., "other
wise (it is of no strength at all)," R.V., "for (doth it ever avail ?)." See 
ELSE. 

Note: The phrase ei, if, de, but, mege, not indeed, i.e., 'but if not 
indeed,' is translated "otherwise „ in the .A.V .. of Matt. 6: l ; Luke 
5: 36 (R.V,, „·else," in each place); in 2'cor. II: 16, A.V.," if otherwise" 
(R.V„ "but if ye do "). See also TEACH. 

For the pronmm OTJGHT (A.V.) see AUGHT 

OUGHT (Verb) 
I. DEI (8Ei) denotes ' it is neccssary,' onc must ; in Luke 24 : 26, 
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A.V., "ought" (R.V„ "behoved it ") ; . the neuter of the present par
ticiple, used as a noun, is translated " things which they ought (not) " 
in l Tim. 5 : 13 ; in Acts 19 : 36, " ye ought " (see NEED). See MusT, 
No. l. 

2. OPHEILÖ (d<foEl>.w), to owe, is translated "ought," with various 
personal pronouns, in John 13 : 14; 19: 7; Acts 17 : 29; Rom. 15 : l ; 

Heb. 5: 3, A.V. (R.V„ "he is bound ") ; 5: 12 ; l John 3: 16; 4: II ; 

3 John 8 ; with other subjects in T Cor. tI : 7, IO; 2 Cor. 12 : 14; Eph. 
5: 28; l John 2: 6. See BEHOVE, OwE, etc. 

3. CHR~ (xp'l}), an impersonal verb (akin to chraomai, lu use), occurs in 
Jas. 3 : ro, " (thcsc things) ought (not so to be)," lit,, ' it is not befitting, 
these things so to be.'1f 

OUR, OURS 
Notcs: (1) This usually tram;latcs hemön, the genitive of hemeis, "we," 

lit„ ' of us,' e.g„ Matt. 6 : 9, II, 12. lt is translated " ours,'' e.g„ in 
Mark 12 : 7; Luke 20 : 14; l Cor. l : 2; 2 Cor. l : 14· (2) In I John 
4: 171 the phrase meta hemön, rendered "our (low) " in the A.V., is 
accurately translated in the R.V. " (herein is loye made perfect) with 
us," i.e., Divine love in Christ finds its expression in our manifestation 
of it to others. (3) In Luke 17 : 5, " increase our faith " is, lit., ' adtl 
faith to us.' {4) In Luke 24 : 22, " of our compa11y " is, lit., ' Irom 
among us.' (5) H6meteros, a possessive pronoun, more emphatic than 
hemeis, is used in Luke ::i;6 : 12, in the best mss. (some have humeteros, 
' your own ') ; Acts 2 : II ; 24 : 6, in some mss. ; 26 : 5 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 15 ; 
Tit. 3 : 14. " ours; " I John I : 3 ; 2 : 2, " ours." (6) In Luke 23 : 41, 
" of our deeds," is, lit„ ' of what things we practised.' (7) In I Cor. 
9: 10, "for our sake," R.V. (twice), is, lit., 'on account of us.' 

OUR OWN 
I. HEAUTON (.!<iV'TWV) is .sometimes used as a reflexive pronoun of 

the rst person plural, signifying our own selves, translated " our own " 
in I Thess. 2 : 8, lit„ ' (the souls) of ourselves.' 

2. IDIOS (ifüos), one's own, signifies " our own " in Acts 3 : 12 ; 
l Cor. 4 : 12 ; in Acts 2 : 8, with hemön, forming a strong possessive, 
lit„ ' each in his own Ianguage of us.' 

OURSELVES 
Notes: (1) This translates (a) autoi, the plural of autos, seif, 1,1sed 

emphatically either a.lone, e.g., John 4 : 42 ; Rom. 8 : 23 (ist part) ; 
2 Cor. I : 4 (last part) ; I : 9, R.V., " we ourselves" (1st part) ; or joined 
with the plural pronouns, e.g., hemeis, we, Rom. 8 : 23 (2nd part) ; (b) the 
plural hemeis alone, e.g„ Tit. 3 : 3; in 2 Cor. 4 : 7, R.V., ex hemön, is 
translated "from ourselvcs" (A.V., "of us ") ; (c) heautön, governcd by 
the preposition apo, from, e.g., 2 Cor. 3 : 5 (ist part), lit., ' from ourselves' 
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(" of ourselves," in the text) ; (d) heautois, the dative case of (c), e.g., 
Rom. 15: I; governed by en,in, 2 Cor. l: 9 (rst part); by epi, on (2nd part). 
(e) heautous, the accusative case, e.g., Acts 23 : 14; 2 Cor. 3 : l; 4 : 2, 5. 
(2) In Acts 6: 4, A.V., proskartereö, to continue stedfastly (R.V.), is 
translated "give ourselves continually." (3) In 2 Cor. 10: 12, A.V., 
enkrinö, to number (R.V.), is translated "to make ourselves of the 
number." 

OUT, OUT OF 
Notes: (r) The·prepusitiun ek (or ex), which frequently signifies "out 

of" or "from the midst of," has a variety of meanings, among which 
is " from," as virtually equivalent to apo, away from, e.g., 2 Cor. l : 10, 

" who delivered us out of so great a death, and will deliver ; " since death 
was not actually experienced, but was impending, ek here does not signify 
"out of the midst of." In Acts 12: 7 it is used in the statement "his 
chains fell off from his hands." In Matt. 17 : 9 it is used of descending 
from a mountain, not ' out of ; ' " we are not to suppose that they had 
been in a cave" (Dr. A. T. Robertson, Gram. of the Greek N;T.). In 
l Thess. l : ro, "even Jesus, which delivereth us from the wrath to come," 
R.V., the question whether ek here means' out of the midst of' or' away 
from,' is to be determined by some statei;nent of Scripture where the 
subject is specifically mentioned; this is provided, e.g., in 5 : 9, the context 
of which makes clear that believers are to be delivered from (not ' out 
of ') the Divine wrath to be executed on the nations at the end of the 
present age. (2) For the phrase ek mesou, " out of the way," see MrnsT, 
Note (r), (e). (3) In Luke 8 : 4, A.Y, the phrase kata polin is translated 
"out of every city" (R.V., "of every city," to be taken in connection 
with " they "). (4) Ektos, outside of, is translated " out of" in 2 Cor. 
12 : 2; in r2 : 3 the best mss. have chöris, "apart from," R.V. (A.V., 
ektas, " out of "). (4) For other prepositions, and adverbs, see t p. 9. 

OUTER 
EXOTEROS (€gclmpos), the comparative degree of exö, without, is 

used of the outer darkness, Matt 8: 12; 22: 13; 25: 30.~ 

OUTGO 
PROERCHOMAI (1Tpolpxoµai), to go forward, go in advance, outgo, 

is used of time in Mark 6: 33, "outwent," of the people who in their 
eagerness reached a spot earlier than Christ and His disciples. See Go, 
No. 17. 

OUTRUN 
PROTRECHO (1Tpcn:plxw), primarily, to run forward (pro, forward 

or before, trechö, to run), is used withtachion, more quickly, in John 20: 4, 
" outran," R.V. (A.V., "did outrun "), lit., 'ran forward more quickly;' 
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in Luke 19: 4, "he ran on before," R.V. (A.V., "ran before "). See 
RuN., In the Sept., l Sam. 8: II; in some texts, Job 41: 13, 
"destruction runneth before him," in the Eng. Versions, ver. 22., 

OUTSIDE 
l. EXOTHEN (lfw8w), an adverb formed from e:xö, without, properly 

signifies ' from without,' Mark 7 : 18 (in ver. 15 it is used as a preposition) ; 
with thc articlc it is equivalent to a noun, " the outside," Matt. 23 : 25 
(for ver. 27, see OuTWARD, No. 2) ; Luke II : 39; in ver. 40, R.V., "the 
outside" (A.V., "that which is without "). See ÜUTWARD, OUTWARDLY, 
WITHOUT. 

2. EKTOS (E1<T&s) is once used with the article, "the outside," Matt. 
23 : 26. See ExcEPT, No. l~ 

OUTWARD, OUTWARDLY 
l. EXO (lfw), without, is used metaphorically of the physical frame, 

"the outward man," 2 Cor. 4 : 16. See WITHOUT. 
2. EXÖTHEN (lfw8€v) is translated "outward" in Matt. 23: 27 

(R.V„ "outwardly ") ; it is used with the article, adjectivally, in l Pet. 
3: 3, of outward adorning. See OUTSIDE, No. l. 

Notes: (1) The phrase en t§ phaner§, lit., 'in the open • (manifest), 
is rendered "outwardly" in Rom. 2 : 28. (2) For "with outward 
shew," A.V., marg., Luke 17: 20, see OBSERVATION~ (3) For the A.V., 
of z Cor. ro: 7, "outward appearance," see FACE, No. r. 

OVEN 
KLIBANOS (1<A.lßa.vos) is mentioned in Matt. 6 : 30 and Luke 12 : 28. 

The form of oven commonly in use in the east indicates the kind in use as 
mentioned in Scripture. A hole is sunk in the ground about 3 feet deep 
and somewhat less in diameter. The walls are plastered with cement. 
A fire is kindled inside, the fuel being grass, or dry twigs, which heat the 
oven rapidly and blacken it with smoke and soot (see Lam. 5: rn). When 
sufficiently heated the surface is wiped, and the dough is moulded into 
broad thin loaves, placed one at a time on the wall of the oven to fit its 
concave inner circle. The baking takes a few seconds. Such ovens are 
usually outside the house, and often the same oven serves for several 
families (Lev. 26 : 26). An oven of this sort is doubtless referred to in 
Ex. 8: 3 (see Hastings, Bib. Die.)., 

OVER, OVER AGAINST : see Note t p. 9 

OVER (to be, to have) 
l. PROIST~MI (7rpol1rrr11u), lit., ~ to stand before,' hence to lead, to 

direct, attend to, is translated 'rule,' with reference to the family, in 
I Tim. 3 : 4, 5, 12 ; with reference to the church, in Rom. 12 : 8 ; r Thess. 
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5 : 12, " are over ; " I Tim. 5 : 17. In Tit; 3 : 8, 14, it signifies to maintain. 
See MAINTAIN., . 

2. PLEONAZO. (?TA1:ovcf,w), used intransitively, signifies to abound, 
to superabound ; in 2 Cor. 8 : 15 it is used with the negative ou, " had 
nothing over," lit„ ' had not more ' (pleon, the comparative degree of 
polus, much). · 

For OVERBOARD, Acts 27 : 18, R.V:, see FREIGHT, and; in 
27 : 43, R.V., see CAST, No. II. 

OVERCHARGE 
l. BAREO (ßa.plw), or barunö; is rendered "overcharged" in Luke 

21 : 34. See BuRDEN, B, No. l. 

2. EPIBAREÖ (lmßaplw) is rendered "overcharge" in 2 Cor. 2: 5, 
A.V. See BURD:EN, B, No. 2, and PRESS. 

OVERCOME 
l. NIKAÖ (viic&w) is used (a) of God, Rom. 3: 4 (a law term), R.V., 

"mightest prevail;" (b) of Christ, John 16: 33; Rev. 3 : 21; 5: 5; 
17 : 14 ; (c) of His followers, Rom. 12 : 21 (2nd part) ; l John 2 : 13; 14 ; 
4: 4; 5 : 4, 5; Rev. 2 : 7, II, 17, 26; 3: :;, 12, ·21; 12 : II ; l:S : 2; 
21 : 7 ; (d) of faith, l John 5 : 4; (e) of evil (Passive Voice), Rom. 12 .: 21 ; 
(/) of predicted human potentates, Rev. 6: 2; II: 7; t3: 7., 

2. H~TTAOMAI Nn&oµ.ai), to be made inferior, be enslaved, is 
rendered " is (are) overcome," in 2 Pet. 2 : lg, 20. See INFERIOR. 

3. KATAKURIEUO (icaTaicvp1.€vw) is translated "overcome" in 
Acts 19 : 16 ; see MASTER, B. 

OVERFLOW, OVERFLOWING 
A. Verbs. 

I. HUPERPERlSSEUO (v?TEpm;pwuEvw), to abound more exceedingly, 
Rom. 5: 20, is used in the Middle Voice in 2 Cor. 7: 4, R.V„ " 1 overfiow 
(with joy)," A.V„ "I am cxcccding (joyful)." Se~ ABUNDANCE, B, No. 2. 

2. KATAKLUZO (icaTaic.\V,w), to inundate, deluge (kata, down, 
kluzö, to wash or dash over, said, e.g„ of the sea), is used in the Passive 
Voice in 2 Pet. 3: 6, of the Flood., 

B. Noun. 
PERISSEIA (1TEpwuEla) is translated "overfiowing" in Jas. I: 21, 

R.V .. See ABUNDANCE, A, No .. 2. 

OVERLAY 
PERIKALUPTO (1TEpi1eaAv1T7'w) denotes to cover around, cover up, 

or over ; it is translated " overlaid " in Heb. 9 : 4. See BLINDFOLD, 
COVER. 
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OVERLOOK 
HUPEREIDON (~1TEpEt8ov}, to overlook (an aorist form), is used in 

Acts 17: 30, R.V. (A.V., "winked at ''), i.e., God bore with them without 
interposing by way of punishment, though the debasing tendencies of 
idolatry necessarily developed themselves. 1 

OVERMUCH 
PERISSOTEROS (1TEptuuunpuS'), the comparative degree of perissos, 

abundant, is translated" overmuch" in 2 Cor. 2.: 7. See ABUNDANCE, C, 
No. 2. 

Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. 10: 14, R.V., the verb huperekteinö, to stretch 
out over, is translated "we stretch (not ourselves) overmuch" (A.V., 
... beyond our measure "). See STRETCH.~ (2) In 2 Cor. 12: 7 
(twice), R.V., huperairö, in the Middle Voice, to uplift oneself, is translated 
"1 should (not) be exalted overmuch," A.V., " ... above measure." 
See EXALT. 

OVER-RIPE 
X~RAINO (e11palvw} denotes to dry up, wither, translated in Rev. 

14: 15, "over-ripe," R.V. (A.V., "ripe "), said figuratively of the harvest 
of the earth, symbolizing the condition of the world, political, especially 
connected with Israel (Joel 3 : 9, 14), and religious, comprehensive of the 
whole scene of Christendom (Matt. 13 : 38). See DRY: 

For OVERSEER see BISHOP 

OVERSHADOW 
1. EPISKIAZO (tmaKt&,w}, to throw a shadow upon (epi, over, 

skia, a shadow), to overshadow, is used (a) of the bright cloud at t?:ie 
Transfiguration, Matt. 17 : 5 ; Mark 9 : 7 ; Luke 9 : 34; (b) metaphorically 
of the power of " the Most High " upon the Virgin Mary, Luke l : 35 ; 
{c) of the Apostle Peter's shadow upon the sick, Acts 5 : 15. 1 

2. KATASKIAZO (KaTdaK,&Cw), lit., to shadow down, is used of the 
"overshadowing" (R.V.) of the cherubim of glory above the mercy-seat, 
Heb. 9: 5 (A.V., "shadowing '').1 

OVERSIGHT (exercise, take) 
EPISKOPEO (t1TWKo1Tlw), lit„ to look upon (epi, upon, skopeö, to look 

at, contemplate), is found in l Pet. 5 : 2 (some ancient authorities omit it), 
"exercising the oversight," R.V. (A.V., "taking ... ") ; "exercising" 
is the right rendering ; the word does not imply the entrance upon such 
responsibility, but the fulfilment of it. lt is not a matter of assuming a 
position, but of the discharge of the dutics. Thc word is found elsewhere 
in Heb. 12: 15, "looking carefully," R.V. See LooK.1 Cp. episkope 
in l Tim. 3 : l (see BISHOP, No. 2). 
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OVERTAKE 
l. KATALAMBANÖ (ica:raAaµ.ßavw), to layhold of, has the signifi.cance 

of overtaking, metaphorically, in John 12 : 35 (R.V., "overtake," A.V., 
"come upon ") and r Thess. s : 4. See APPREHEND, No. r. 

2. PROLAMBANO (TTpo"A.aµ.ßcivw), to anticipate (pro, before,Jambanö, 
to take), is used of the act of Mary, in Mark I4: 8 [see COME, Not~ (2)]; 
of forestalling the less favoured at a social meal, .:c,Cor. II : 21 ; of being 
overtaken in any trespass, Gal. 6 : l, where the meaning is not that of 
detecting a pcrson in the act, but of his being caught by the trespass, 
through bis being off his guard (see 5 : 21 and contrast the premeditated 
practice of eviUn 5 : 26). The modern Greek Version is ' even if a- man, 
through lack of circumspection, should fall into any sin.' See TAKE.,-

OVERTHROW (Noun .and Verb) 
A. Noun . 

. KATASTROPHE (icaTacrrpoi>~). lit., a turning down, (kata1. down, 
strophe, a turning ; Eng., catastrophe), is. used (a) literally, :2 Pet. 2 : 6; 
(b) metaphorjcally, 2. Tim. 2 : 14, '.' subverting,".i.e., the overthrowing of 
faith. f Cp. kathairesis, a pulling down, 2 Cor. 10 : 4, 8; 13 : 10. ,-

.· B. -Verbs. ·· . · 
I. KATASTREPHO (icaT,acrrpltf>w.), akin to A, lit. and primarily, 

to turn down or turn over, as, e.g., the soil, denotes to overturn, over~ 
throw, Matt. 21 : 12 ; Mark n: 15 ; in Acts 15 : 16, Passive Voice, 
"ruins," lit., ' the ov~thrown (things) of it ' (some mss. have kataskaptö, 
to dig down). See RUIN., 

2. ANASTREPHO (d.vacrrplcpw) is found in some mss. in John 2: 15 

(see No. 3). See ABIDE, No. 8. 
3. ANATREPÖ (d.vaTplTTw), lit., to turn up or over (ana, up, trepö, to 

turn), to upset, is used (a) literally, in the most authentic mss., in John 
2 : 15 (see No. 2) ; (b) metaphorically, in 2 Tim. 2 : 18, " overthrow (the 
faith of some) ; " in Tit. I : II, R.V., "overthrow (whole houses)," A.V., 
" subvert ... ," i.e„ households. Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.) give 
an apt illustration from a 2nd cent. papyrus, of the complete upsetting 
of a family by the riotöus conduct of a member., 

4. KATALUO (icaTaAJw), lit., to loosen down, signifies to overthrow in 
Acts 5: 38, R.V., "it will be overthrown" (A.V., "it will come to nought"); 
Rom. 14: 20, R.V., "overthrow" (A.V., "destroy "). See DESTROY. 

5. KATASTRONNUMI (ica:r:acrrpwvvvµ.i), primarily, to strew br spread 
over (kata, down, stronnumi, or strönnu0, to spread), then, to overthrow, 
has this meaning in l Cor. lo : 5, " they were overthrown.''~ In the 
Sept., Numb. 14: 16; Job 12: 23., 

OWE 
A. Verbs. 

I. OPHEILO (&<f>EIAw), to owe, to be a debtor (in the Passive Voice, 
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to be owed, to be due), is translated by the verb to owe in Matt. 18 : 28 
(twice) ; Luke 7: 41: ; 16: 5, 7; Rom. 13: 8; in 15 : 27, R.V., "they 
(Gentile converts) owe it" (A.V., "itis their duty") ; Philm. 18. See 
BEHOVE, DEBT, DuE, DuTY, GuILTY, INDEBTED, MusT, NEED, ÜUGHT. 

2. PROSOPHEILÖ (7rpouo<f>eCAw), to owe besides (pros, in addition, 
and No. 1), is used in Philm. 19, "thou owest (to me even thine own seif) 
besides," i.e;, ' thou owest me already as much as Onesimus' <lebt, and in 
addition even thyself ' (not ' thou owest me much more '). 

B~ Norin. 
OPHEILETES (oc/>nMr?s), a debtor (akin to A, No; 1), is translated 

"which owed" in Matt. 18: 24, lit., 'a debtor (of ten thousand talents).' 
See DEBTOR. . . 

OWN (Adjective) 
Notes: (1) Gnesios, primarily, lawfully begotten, and hence 'true,' 

';genuine,' is translated" own" in the A. V. of I Tini. I : 2 and Tit. ± : 4 
(R.V., "true "). See SI,NCERITY, TRu~. (2) In Acls 5: 4, '' wasit not 
thine own .? " is, lit., ' did it not remain (menö) to thee ? ' (3) In Jude 6 
(ist part), A.V., heautön, of themselves,. ~· their own" (R.V.), is rendered 
"their;" in the 2nd part, R.V., idios, 'one's own, is translated " their 
proper" (A.V„ "their own '!). (4) In Gal. r : 14, R.V., sunelikiötes, is 
rendered " of mine own age" (A.l, "my equals;" marg., "equals in 
years ").if (5) For" its own"in I im. 2: 6, R.V., see DuE, A. (6) For 
association with other words see Ac ORD, BUSINESS; COMPANY, CONCEITS, 
COUNTRY. 

OWNER 
I. KURIOS (KJpios}, one having power (kuros) or authority, a lord, 

master, signifies an owner in Luke 19 : 33; See LORD, MASTER, SIR. 
2. NAUKLEROS (vai1KA1Jpos), a ship owner (naus, a ship, kleros, a lot), 

a shipmaster, occurs in Acts 27: II, "(the) owner of the snip."1f 

OWNETH 
Note: In Acts 21 : II, "that owneth this girdle," is lit., 'whose is 

(esti) this girdle.' 

ox 
I. · BOUS (ßovs} denotes an ox or a cow, Luke 13 : 15 ; 14 : 5, 19 ; 

John 2 : 14, 15 ; I Cor. 9 : 9 (twice) ; I Tim. 5 : 18, 1f 
2. TAUROS (-ravpos}, Latin taurus, is translated "oxen" in Matt. 

2:1 : 4 and Acts 14 : 13 ; " bulls " in Heb. 9 : 13 and i:o : 4. 1f 
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PAIN (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

PAL 

1. PONOS (7Tovos) is translated " pain" in Rev. 16 : 10 ; 21 : 4; 
"pains " in 16 : II. See LABOUR. 

2 •. ODIN (w8lvh a birth pang, travail-pain, is rendered "travail," 
metaphorically, in Matt; 24 : 8 and Mark 13 : 8, R.V. (A.V., " sorrows ' 1) ; 

by way of comparison, in 1 Thess. 5: 3; translated "pains (of death)," 
Acts 2 : 24 (R.V., "pangs "). Sec SoRROW, TRAVAIL.1[ Cp. ödinö, to 
travail in birth. 

B. Verb. 
BASANIZO (ßa.aa.vl{w) primarily. signifies to rub on the touchstone, 

to put to the test (from basanos, a touchstone, a dark stone used intesting 
metals) ; hence, to examine by torture, and, in general, to distress ; in 
Rcv. 12: 2, "in pain," R.V. (A.V„ "pained "), in connection wilh 
parturition. See TORMENT. (In the Sept., 1 Sam. 5 : 3.1[). 

Note: For Rom. 8: 22, "travaileth in pain together," see TRAVAIL. 

For PAINFULNESS (2 Cor. II: 27, A.V.) see TRAVAIL 

PAIR 
ZEUGOS ({Eiiyos), a yoke (akin to zeugnumi, to yoke), is used (a) of 

beasts, Luke 14 : 19 ; (b) of a pair of anything ; in Luke 2 : 24, of turtle
cioves. See YoKE.1[ 

Note: In Rev. 6: 5, A.V„ zugos, a yoke (akin to zeugos), is translated 
"a pair of balances" (R.V., "a balance "). See BALANCE, YoKE. 

PALACE 
1. AUL:lt (a.i}~~), a court, dwelling, palace: see COURT. 
2. PRAITORION (7rpa.m.Opwv) signified originally a general's (prretor's) 

tent. Then it was applied to the council of army officers ; then to the 
official residence of the Governor of a Province ; finally, to the imperial 
bodyguard. In the A.V. the word appears only once,Mark 15: 16, "the 
hall, called Prretorium" (R.V„" within the court which is the Prretorium," 
marg., "palace ") ; in the Greek pf the N.T. it also occurs in Mritt. 27: 27, 
A.V., '' the common hall," marg., "the governor's house;" R;V„ 
'palace,'' seemarg.; John 18: 28 (twice), A.V„ "the hall of judgment;" 
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and "judgment hall," marg., "Pilate's house," R.V., "palace;" I8 : 33 
and 19: 9, A.V., "judgment hall," R.V., "palace," see marg. ; so in 
Acts 23 : 35; in Phil. l : 13, A.V., ".in all the palace," marg., "Cresar's 
court," R.V., "throughout the whole prretorian guard," marg., "in the 
whole Prretorium." 

"In the Gospels the term denotes the official residence in Jerusalem 
of the Roman governor, and the various translations of it in our versions 
arose from a desire either to indicate the special purpose for which that 
residence was used on the occasion in question, or to explain what par
ticular building was intended. Hut whatever building the governor 
occupied was the Prretorium. lt is most probable that in Jerusalem 
he resided in the well-known palace of Herod. . . . Pilate's residence 
has been identified with the castle of Antonia, which was occ1lpied · by 
the regular garrison. The probability is that it was the same as Herod's 
palace. Herod's palace in Cresarea was used as the Prretorium there, and 
the expression in Acts 23 : 35, marg.,' Herod's prretorium,' is abbreviated 
from ' the .prretorium of Herod's palace.' " (Hastings' Bib. Die.). 

In Phil. l : 13, marg., "thc wholc Prretorium" has bccn variously 
explained. lt has been spoken of as ' the palace,' in connection with 
4 : 22, where allusion is made to believers who belong. to Cresar's house
hold. Others h::ive nnrlerstood it of the barracks of the prretorian guard, 
but Lightfoot shows that this use of the word cannot be established, 
neithcr can it be rega.rded a.s referring to the barracks of the palace guard. 
The phrase ' and to all the rest ' in l : 13 indicates that persons are meant. 
Mommsen, followed by Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, p. 357) regards it 
as improbable that the Apostle was committed to the prretorian guard and 
holds the view that Julius the centurion, who brought Paul to Rome, 
belonged to a corps drafted from legions in the provinces, whose duty it 
was to supervise the corn supply and perform police service, and that 
Julius probably delivered his prisoners to the Commander of his corps. 
Eventually Paul's case came before the prietorian council, which is the 
prretorium alluded to by the Apostlc, and thc phrasc " to all thc rcst " 
refers to the audience of the trial., 

Note: Some scholars, believing that this Epistle was written during 
an Ephesian imprisonment, take the Prretorium here to be the residence 
in Ephesus of the Proconsul of the Province of Asia, and "Cresar's 
household" tobe the local Imperial Civil Service (Deissmann etc.). 

PALE 
CHLÖROS (x>.wp&s), pale green, is translated "pale" (of a horse} 

in Rev. 6 : 8, symbolizing death. See GREEN. 

PALM (of the hand) 
Note: For rhapizo, to strike with a rod or with the palm of the hand, 

Matt. 26: 67 (cp. 5: 39), see SMITE., For rhapisma, a blow, with didömi, 
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to give, translated " did strike (and, struck) with the palm of his 
band" {A.V., in Mark 14: 65; John 18: 22), see BLOw. 

PALM (palm tree) 
PHOINIX (ef>oivif) denotes the date palm ; it is used of palmJrees in 

John I2: 13, from which branches were taken; of the branches them
selvesin Rev. 7 : 9. ~ The palm gave its name to Phrenicia and to Phrenix 
in Crete, Acts 27 : 12, R.V. Jericho was the city of palm trees, Deut. 
34: 3 ; Judg. 1 : 16 ; 3 : 13 ; 2 Chron. 28 : 15. They were plentiful 
there in the time of Christ. 

PALSY {sick of) 
A. Adjective. 

PARALUTIKOS (1Tapa.-\tl'TucoS'), paralytic, sick of the palsy, isfound in 
Matt. 4: 24 (R.V., "p11.lsied '') ; 8: 6; 9: 2 (twicc), 6; Mark 2 : J, 4, 5, 9, 
10 ; in some mss. Luke 5 : 24 °(see B). ~ 

B. Verb. 
PARALUO (1Tapa.-\vw), lit., toloose fromthe side, hence, toset free, is 

used in the Passive Voice of being enfeebled by a paralytic stroke, palsied, 
Luke 5 : 18, R.V., "palsied" (A.V., " taken with a palsy '') ; 5 : 24 
(ditto), in the best mss. ; Acts 8: 7 (ditto) ; 9: 3,1, R.V.," he was palsied ~· 
(A.V., "was sick of the palsy ") ; Heb. 12 : 12, R. V., "palsied (knees)," 
A.V., "Ieeule." See FEEBLE., 

For PANGS, Acts 2: 24, R.V., see PAIN 

For PAPS see BREAST 

PAPER 
CHARTRS (xdprYJS'), a sheet of paper made of strips of papyrus (whence 

Eng., "paper "), Eng., chart, charter, etc. ; the word is used in 2 John 
12. ~ The papyrus reed grew in ancient times in great profusion in the 
Nile and was used as a material for writing. From Egypt its use spread to 
<>ther countries and it was the universal material for writing in general in 
Greece and Italy during the most flourishing periods of their literature. 

The pith of the stem of the plant was cut into thin strips, placed side by 
side tö form a sheath. Another layer was laid upon this at right angles 
to ii. The two layers were united by moisture and pressure and frequently 
with the addition of glue. The sheets, after being dried and polished, 
were ready for use. Normally, the writing is on that side of the papyrus 
on which the fibres lie horizontally, parallel to the length of the roll, hut 
where the material was scarce the writer used the other side also (cp. Rev. 
5 : 1). Papyrus continued to he use<l until the seventh cent., A.D., when 
the conquest of Egypt by the Arabs led to the disuse of the material for 
literary purposes and-the use of vellum till the 12th century. 
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PARABLE 
l. PARABOL~ {1Tapaßo>..~), lit. denotes a placing beside (akin to 

paraballö, to throw or lay beside, to compare). lt signifies a placing of 
one thing beside another with a view to comparison (some consider that 
the thought of comparison is not necessarily contained in the word); In 
the N.T. it is found outside the Gospels, only in Heb. 9 : 9 and II : 19. 
lt is generally used of a somewhat lengthy utterance ör narrative drawn 
from nature or human circumstances, the object of which is to set forth 
a spiritual lesson, e.g., those in Matt. 13 and Synoptic parallels ; some
times it is used of a short saying or proverb, e.g., .Matt. 15 : 15 ; Mark 
3 : 23 ; 7 : 17 ; Luke 4 : 23 ; 5 : 36 ; 6 : 39. lt is the lesson that is of 
value ; the hearer must catch the analogy if he is to be instructed (this is 
true also of a proverb). Such a narrative or saying, dealing with earthly 
things with a spiritual meaning, is distinct from a fable, which attributes 
to things what does not belong to them in nature. , 

Christ's parables most frequently convey truths connected with the 
subject of the Kingdom of God. His withholding the meaning from His 
hearers as He did from the multitudes, Matt. lJ : j4, was a Divine judg
ment upon the unworthy. 

Two dangers are to be avoided in seeking to interpret the parables in 
Scripture, that of ignoring the important features, and that of trying to 
make all the details mean something. 

:z. PAROIMIA (1Ta.po,µ.la.) denotes a wayside saying (from paroimos, 
by the way), a byword, maxim, or problem, 2 Pet. 2: 22. The word is 
sometimes spoken of as a parable, John 10: 6, i.e., a figurative discourse 
(R.V. marg., "proverb ") ; see also 16: 25, 29, where the word is rendered 
"proverbs" (marg. "parables") and "proverb."~ 

PARADISE 
PARADEISOS (1Tapa0Ewo1;) is an Oriental word, first used ~y the 

historian Xenophon, denoting the parks of Persian kings and nobles. 
lt is of Persian origin (Old Pers. pairidceza, akin to Gk. peri, around, 
and teichos, a wall) whence it passed into Greek. See the Sept„ e.g., in 
Neh. 2 : 8; Eccl. 2 : 5 ; S. of Sol. 4 : 13. The Sept. translators used it 
of the garden of Eden, Gen. 2 : 8, andin other respects, e.g., Numb. 24 : 6 ; 
Is. l : 30 ; Jer. 29 : 5 ; Ezek. 31 : 8, 9. 

In Luke 23 :43, the promise of the Lord to the repentant robber was 
fulfilled the same day; Christ, at His death, having committed His spirit 
to the Father, went in spirit immediately into Heaven itself, the dwelling 
place of God (the Lord's mention of the place as Paradise must have been 
a great comfort to the malefactor ; to the oriental mind it expressed the 
sum totai of blcsscdncss). Thither the Apostle Paul was caught up, 
2 Cor. 12 : tj, spoken of as "the thir<l heaven" (ver. 3 does not introduce 
a different vision), beyond the heavens of the natural creation (see Heb. 4: 
14, R.V., with reference to the Ascension). The same region is mentioned 
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in Rev. 2: 7, where the "tree of Iife," the figurative antitype of that in 
Eden, held out to the overcomer, is spoken of as being in " the Paradise 
of God" (R.V.), marg„ "garden," as in Gen. 2: 8.~ 

For PARCEL see GRÖUND, No. 4 

PARCHMENT 
MEMBRANA (µ€µßpavt;J.} is a Latin word, properly an adjec.tiw~, from 

membrum, a limb, but denoting skin, parchment. The Eng. word 
' parchment ' is a form of pergamena, an adjective signifying ' of 
Pergamum,' the city in Asia Minor where parchment was either invented 
or brought into use. The word membrana is found in 2 Tim. 4 : 13, where 
Timothy is asked to bring to the Apostle " the books, especially the 
parchmcnts." The writing material was prepared from the skin of the 
sheep or goat. The skins were first soaked in lime for the purpose of 
removing the hair, and then shaved, washed, dried, stretched and ground 
ör smoothed with fine chalk or lime and pumice-stone. The finest kind 
is called vellum, and is made from the skins of calves or kids. ~ 

PARENTS 
I. GONEUS (yov€Vs}, a begetter, a father (akin to ginomai, to come 

into being, become), is used in the plural in the N.T., Matt. 10: 21; 
Mark 13 : 12 ; six times in Luke (in Luke 2 : 43, R.V., " His parcnts," 
A.V., "Joseph and His mother "); six in John; elsewhere, Rom. l: 30; 
2 Cor. 12: 14 (twice); Eph. 6: l; Col. 3: 20; 2 Tim. 3: 2.~ 

2. PROGONOS (77p6yovos}, an adjective signifying born before (pro, 
before, and ginomai, see No. l), is used as a noun, in the plural, (a) of 
ancestors, "forefathers," 2 Tim. l : 3; (b) of Iiving parents, l Tim. 5 : 4. 
See FoREFATHER. ~ . 

3. PATER (1Tan]p), a father, is used in Heb. 11 : 23, in the plural, 
of both father and mother, the "parents" of Moses. See FATHER. 

PART (Noun, a portion; Verb, to give or divide, partake) 
A. Nouns. 

I. MEROS (µlpos} denotes (a) a part, portion, of the whole, e.g., 
John 13 : 8 ; Rev. 20 : 6 ; 22 : 19 ; hence, a lot or destiny, e.g., Rev. 
21 : 8 ; in Matt. 24 : 51 and Luke 12 : 46, " portion ; " (b) apart as opposite 
to the whole, e.g„ Luke II : 36; John 19: 23 ; 21 : 6, "side; " Acts 
5 : 2 ; 23 : 6 ; Eph. 4 : 16 ; Rev. 16 : 19 ; a party, Acts 23 : 9 ; the 
divisions of a province, e.g., Matt. 2 : 22 ; Acts 2 : lO ; the regions belong
ing to a city, e.g., Matt. 15 : 21, R.V., "parts" (A.V„ "coasts ") ; 16: 13 
(ditto) ; Mark 8: IO, A.V. and R.V„ "parts; " "the lower parts of the 
earth," Eph. 4: 9; this phrase means the regions beneath the earth 
(see LOWER, A, No. I) ; (c) a dass, or category (with en, in, "in respect 
of "), Col. 2 : 16 ; " in this respect," 2 Cor. 3 : IO ; 9 : /3, R.V. (A.V., 
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"in this behalf"). See BEHALF, COAST, CRAFT, PIECE, PORTION, RESPECT. 
2. MERIS {µ€plS') denotes (a) a part or portion, Luke lO: 42; Acts 

8: 21 ; 2 Cor. 6: 15 (R.V., "portion ") ; in Col. I : 12, "partakers," 
lit., ' unto the part of; ' (b) a district or division, Acts 16 : 12, R.V., 
"district" (A.V., "part "). See DISTRICT, PARTAKER.~ 

3. KLIMA (icAlµ.a), primarily an incline, slope (Eng., clime, climate), 
. d f . R A V " t " (R V " . ") is use o a reg10n, om. 15 : 23, . ., par s . ., reg10ns ; 
2 Cor. II : 10, A.V. and R.V., "regions;" Gal. l : 21 (ditto). See 
REGION., 

4. ESCHATOS (laxa"ToS'), an adjective signifying last, utmost, extreme, 
is often used as a noun ; in Acts 13 : 47, R.V., "uttermost part " (A.V., 
" ends "). See END, LAST, LOWEST, UTTERMOST. 

5. TOPOS (T01TOS'), a place, is translated "parts" in Acts 16: 3, R.V. 
(A.V., "quarters "). See PLACE, etc. 

6. The plural of the artide, followed first by the particle men, indeed, 
and then by de, but, is translated "'part ... and part" in Acts 14: 4. 

7. PERAS' (1Tlpas), an end, boundary, is translated "utmost parts" 
in the A.V. of Matt. 12 : 42 and Luke II : 31. See END, A, No. 3. 

Notes: (1) Meros is used with certain prepositions in adverbial phrases, 
(a) with ana, used distributively, l Cor. 14 : 27, " in turn," R.V., A.V., " by 
course" ; (b) with kata, according to, Heb. 9 : 5, R.V., " severally" 
(A.V., "particularly ") ; (c) with apo, from, "in part," Rom. II : 25; 
2 Cor. l : 14 ; 2 : S (see also MEASURE) ; (d) with ek, from, l Cor. 13 : 9, 
10, 12; in l Cor. 12 : 27, R.V., "severally," marg., "each in his part" 
(A.V., "in particular "). (2) In Mark 4: 38 and Acts 27: 41, A.V., 
prumna, a stern, is translated " hinder part " (R.V., " stern "). (3) In 
Acts l : 17, A.V., kleros, a lot, is translated "part" (R.V., "portion;" 
marg., "lot "), of that portion allotted to Judas in the ministry of the 
Twelve. See INHERITANCE, LOT. (4) In Acts l : 25, where the best mss. 
have topos, a place, R.V., " (to take) the place (in this ministry)," some 
texts have kleros, which the A.V. translates "part." (5) In Mark 9: 40, 
A.V., the preposition huper, on behalf of, is translated " on (our) part," 
R.V., "for (us)." (6) In l Pet. 4: 14, A.V., "on (their) part," "on 
(your) part," represents the preposition kata, according to, followed by the 
personal pronouns ; the statements are not found in the most authentic 
mss. (7) In Acts 9: 32, A.V., the phrase dia pantön, lit., 'through all,' 
is rendered "throughout all quarters" (R.V., "throughout all parts "). 
(8) In l Cor. 12 : 23, the R.V. has "parts" for " members ,·" A.V. and 
R.V. have "parts " in the end of the ver. ; see also ver. 24. (9) In 2 
Cor. 10: 16, the R.V. translates the neuter plural of the article "the 
parts" (A.V., "the regions "). (10) For "inward part " see INWARD. 

B. Verbs. 
l. MERIZO (µ.cplCw), to divide, to disttibute (akin to A, No. 1), is 

translated "divided (A.V., gave) a ... part" in Heb. 7: 2, R.V. See 
DEAL. 
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2. METECHÖ (µn·lxw), to partake of, share in, Heb. 2 : 14: see 
PARTAKE. 

3. PARAGINOMAI (TTapaytvoµai), tobe beside, support (Para, beside, 
ginomai, to become), is rendtred" took (my) part" in 2 Tim. 4: 16 (A.V„ 
"stood with "); some mss. have sunparaginomai. See CoME, No. 13, Go, 
PRESENT (to be). 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 6: 8, tetartos, a fourth, is rendered "the fourth 
part." (2) See GREATER, RINDER, INWARD, MORE, TENTH, TnrnD, 
UTMOST, UTTERMOST. 

PART (Verb, to separate) 
r. DIAMERIZÖ (füaµ~pl,w), to part among, to distributc, is trans

lated by the verb to part (a) in the Middle Voice, with reference to the 
Lord's garments, Matt. 27 : 35, Ist part (in some mss„ 2Ild part) ; Mark 
15: 24; Luke 23: 34; John 19: 24; (b) iu lhe Aclive Voice, of the 
proceeds of the sale of possessions and goods, Acts 2 : 4.'i ; (c) in the 
Passive Voice in Acts 2 : 3, of the "parting asunder" (R.V.) of tongues 
Iike fire (A.V., "cloven "). See CLOVEN, DrvmE, No. 7. 

2. DIIST~MI (Sil071Jµi), toset apart, separate (dia, apart, histemi, to 
cause to stand), is used in the Active Voice in Luke 24: 51, R.V., " He 
parted (from them)," A.V„ "was parted." See Go, SPAr.F.. 

3. APOSPAO (dTToaTTcfw), to draw off or tear away, is used in the 
Jla.s.sive Voice in Luke :2:2 : 41, R.V„ "He was parted" (A.V„ "was with· 
drawn "), Iit. ' He was torn away,' indicating the reluctance with which 
Christ parted from the loving sympathy of the disciples. Moulton and 
Milligan suggest that the ordinary use of the verb does not encourage this 
stronger meaning, but since the simpler meaning is not found in the N.T., 
except in Acts 21 : r, and since the idea of withdrawal is expressed in 
Matt. by anachöreö, Luke may have used apospaö here in the stronger 
sense. See DRAw, A, No. 6. 

4. CHÖRIZÖ (xwpt,w), in Philm. 15, R.V„ "parted:" see DEPART, 
No. 13. 

5. APOCHÖRIZÖ (d1Toxwpl,w), to part from, Acts 15 : 39, R.V. : 
see DEPART, No. 14. 

PARTAKE, PARTAKER 
A. Nouns. 

I. KOINCNOS (icowwv&s-), an adjective, signifying having in common 
(koinos, common), is used as a noun, denoting a companion, partner, 
partaker, translated "partakers" in Matt. 23 : 30; I Cor. 10 : 18, A.V. 
(see CoMM:UNION, B); 2 Cor. I: 7; Heb. IO: 33, R.V. (see CoMPANION, 
No. 2) ; 2 Pet. I : 4; "partaker" in I Pet. 5 : r. See PARTNER. 

2. SUNKOINONOS (avyicowwv6s-) denotes partaking jointly with 
(sun, and No. 1), Rom. II : r7, R.V„ " (didst become) partaker with 
them" (A.V„ "partakest ") ; I Cor. 9 : 23, R.V ., "a joint partaker," 
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i.e., with the Gospel, as co-operating in its activity; the A.V. misplaces 
the "with" by attaching it to the superfluous italicised pronoun "you"; 
Phil. r : 7, "partakers with (me of grace)," R.V., and A.V. marg. ; not 
as A.V. text, "partakers (of my grace);" Rev. 1 : 9, "partaker with 
(you in the tribulation, etc.)," A.V., "companion." See CoMPANION. ~ 

3. METOCHOS (µhoxo!>): see FELLOW, No. 3, PAJUNER. 
4. SUMMETOCHOS (avµµlroxo!>), partaking together with (sun, 

with, and No. 3), is used as a noun, a jointcpartaker, Eph. 3: 6, R.V., 
"fellow-partakers" (A.V., "partakers ") ; in 5 : 7, R.V. and A.V., 
"partakers."~ 

Notes: (1) For antilambanö, to partake of, rendered "partakers" 
in 1 Tim. 6: 2, A.V., see B, No. 4. {2) For the phrase "to bc par
takers," Col. 1 : 12, see PART, A, No. 2. 

B. Verbs. 
1. KOINÖNEÖ (Kowwvlw), to have a share of, to share with, take part 

in (akin to A, No. r), is translated to be partaker of in 1 Tim. 5: 22 ; 

Heb. 2 : 14 (ist part), A.V., "are partakers of," R.V., "are sharers in" 
(for the 2nd part see No. 3); r Pet. 4: 13; 2 John II, R.V.; "partaketh 
in" (A.V., "is partaker of"); in the Passive Voice in Rom. 15 : 27. See 
COMMUNICATE, DISTRIBUTE. 

2. SUNKOINONEÖ (avyKoivwvlw) : see FELLOWSHIP, B, No. 2. 

3. METECHO (µETtxw), to partake of, share in (meta, with, echö, to 
have), akin tu A, Nu. 3, is translattd "of partaking" in I Cor. 9: 10, 

R.V. (A.V., "be partaker of ") ; "partake of" in 9: 12, R.V. (A.V., 
"be partakers of ") ; so in 10 : 17, 21; in ver. 30 "partake" ; in Heb. 
2 : 14, the A.V. "took part of" is awkward; Christ "partook of" 
flesh and blood, R.V. ; cp. No. 1 in this verse; in Heb. 5 : 13, meta
phorically, of receiving elementary spiritual teaching, R.V., "partaketh 
of (milk)," A.V., "useth;" in Heb. 7: 13, it is said of Christ (the antitype 
of Melchizedek) as 'belonging to' (so R.V.) or 'partaking of' (R.V. 
marg.) another tribe than that of Levi (A.V., "pertaineth to "). See 
PERTAIN, UsE.~ See PARTNER, Note. 

4. ANTILAMBANÖ (am>-.aµß&.vw), to take hold of, to lay hold of 
something before one, has the meaning to partake of in I Tim. 6: 2, R.V., 
"partake of," marg., "lay hold of," A.V., "are ... partakers of" 
(anti, in return for, lambanö, to take or receive) ; the benefit mentioned 
as partaken of by the masters would seem to be the improved quality of 
the service rendered ; the benefit öf redemption is not ·in view here. 
See HELP~ 

5. METALAMBANO (µera>-.aµß&.vw), to have, or get, a share of, is 
translated tobe partaker (or partakers) of in 2 Tim. 2: 6 and Heb. 12 : 10. 

See EAT, HAVE, RECEIVE, TAKE. · 
6. SUMMERIZO (avµµ,tpl{w), primarily, to distribute in shares (sun, 

with, meros, a part), in the Middle Voice, to have a share in, is used in 
I Cor. 9 : 13, A.V., "are partakers with (the altar)," R.V., " have their 
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portion with," i.e„ they feed with others on that which, having been 
sacrificed, has been placed upon an altar ; so the believer feeds upon 
Christ (who is the altar in Heb. 13: ro).~ 

PARTIAL, PARTIALITY 
A. Verb. 

DIAKRINO (8,a1Cp[vw), to separate, distinguish, discern, judge, decide 
(dia, asunder, krinö1 to judge), also came to mean to be dividcd in one's 
miod, to hesitate, doubt, and had this significance in Hellenistic Greek 
(though not so found in the Sept.). For the A.V., "are ye (not) partial" 
in Jas. 2: 4, see D1vmE, No. 4. "' This meaning seems to have had its 
beginning in near proximity to Christianity.' lt arises very naturally 
out of the general sense of making distinctions" (Moulton and Milligan). 

B. Noun. 
PROSKLISIS (11p6a1C~'a'S') denotes inclination (pros, towards, klinö, 

toJean) ; it is used with kata in l Tim. 5 : 21, Iit., 'according to partiality.'~ 
C. Adjective. 

ADIAKRITOS (a8'&1Cp,ToS') primarily signifies not to be parted (a, 
negative, and an adjectival form akin to A), hence, without uncertainty, 
or indecision, Jas. 3 : 17, A.V., "without partiality" (marg. 
"wrangling "), R.V., "without variance" (marg., "Or, doubtfulness Or, 
partiality "). See VARIANCE.~ In the Sept„ Prov. 25: r.~ 

For PARTICULAR and PARTICULARLY see EVERY, No. 3, 
SEVERALLY 

Note : In Acts 21 : 19, for the A.V. "particularly" the R.V. has 
" one by one," translating the phrase. Iit„ 'according to each one.' 

For PARTING see HIGHWAY 

PARTITION 
PHRAGMOS (tf>payµ6s), primarily a fcncing in (akin to phrassö, to 

fence in, stop, close), is used metaphorically in Eph. 2 : 14, of" the middle 
wall of partition ; " " the partition " is epexegetic of " the middle wall," 
i.e„ 'the middle wall, namely, the partition' between Jew and Gentile. 
J. A. Robinson suggests that Paul had in mind the barrier between the 
outer and inner courts of the Temple, notices fixed to which warned 
Gentiles not to proceed further on pain of death (see Josephus, Antiq. 
xv. II. 5 ; B. ]. v. 5. 2 ; vi. 2. 4; cp. Acts 21 : 29). See HEDGE. 

PARTLY 
Notes: (1) In the statement "I partly believe it," I Cor. II : 18, 

"partly" represents the phrase 'meros (part) ti (some),' used adver
bially, i.e., ' in some part,' ' in some measure.' (2) In Heb. ro : 33, 
" partly . . . partly " is a translation of the antithetic phrases ' touto 
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men, this indeed,' and 'touto de, but this,' i.e., ' on the one hand . 
and on the other hand.' 

PARTNER 
r. KOINONOS tKoivwvoS'), an adjective, signifying having in common 

(koinos), is used as a noun, " partners" in Luke 5 : IO, " partner" in 2 

Cor. 8 : 23 ; Philm. 17 (in spiritual life and business). See COMMUNION, 
B, CoMPANiöN, No. 2, PARTAKltR. 

2. METOCHOS (µhoxoS'), an adjective, signifying having with, sharing, 
is used as a rtoun, "partners" in Luke 5: 7. See FELLOW, PARTAKER. 

Note : Koinonos stresses the fact of having something in common, 
metochos, the fact of sharing; the latter is less thorough in effect than 
the former. 

PASS, COME TO PASS (see Notes below) 
l. PARERCHOMAI (7raplpxoµai), from para, by, erchomai, to come or 

go, denotes (1), literally, to pass, pass by, (a) of persons, Matt. 8 : 28; 
Mark 6 : 48 ; Luke r8 : 37 ; Acts 16 : 8; (b) uf things, Matt. 26 : 39, 42; 
of time, Matt. 14: 15; Mark 14: 35; Acts 27 : 9, A.V„ " past" (R.V„ 
"gone by ") ; l Pet. 4: 3; (II), rnetaphorically, (a) to pass away, to 
pcrish, Matt. 5 : 18; 24; 34, 35; Mark 13 : 30, 31; Luke 16 : 17; 21 : 32, 
33; 2 Cor. 5 : 17; Jas. l : IO; 2 Pct. 3 : IO; (b) to pass by, disregard, 
neglect, pass over, Luke II : 42; 15 : 29, "tra:nsgressed." For the 
meaning to come forth or come, see Luke 12: 37; 17: 7, R.V. (Acts 
24: 7 in some mss.). See CoME, No. 9.~ 

2. DIERCHOMAI (Sdpxoµai) denotes to pass through or over, (a) of 
persons, e.g„ Matt. 12 : 43, R.V„ " passeth (A.V., walketh) through;" 
Mark 4: 35, A.V., "pass (R.V„ go) over; " Luke 19: l, 4; Heb. 4: r4, 
R.V„ "passed through" (A.V. "into ") ; Christ passed through the 
created heavens to the Throne of God ; (b) of things, e.g., Matt. 19 : 24, 
" to go through ; " Luke 2 : J5, " shall pierce through " (metaphorically 
of a sword). See CoME, No. 5. 

3. APERCHOMAI (chlpxoµai), to go away, is rendered to pass in 
Rev. 9 : 12 ; II : 14; " passed away" in Rev. 21 : 4. See DEPART, No. 4. 

4. PROERCHOMAI (7rpolpxoµai), to go forward, is translated" passed 
on " in Acts 12 : IO. See Go. 

5. ANTIPARERCHOMAI (dvrmaplpxoµai) denotes to pass by 
opposite to (anti, over against, and No. l), Luke IO: 31, 32. ~ 

6. DIABAINÖ (Siaßalvw), to step across, cross over, is translated 
"to pass" in Luke 16 : 26 (of passing across the fixed gulf: for the A.V. 
in the 2ndpart of the ver„ sec No. 13); in Heb. II: 29, "passed through.'' 
Sec CoME, No. 18. 

7. METABAINO lJ.4€Taßo.lvw), to pass over from one place to another 
(meta, implying change), is translated "we have passed out of" (A.V., 
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"from ") in I John 3: r4, R.V., as to the change from death to life. 
See REMOVE, No. I. 

~- ANASTREPHO (dvacrrplcpw), lit., to turn back (ana, back, strephö, 
to turn), in the Middle Voice, to conduct oneself, behave, live, is translated 
" pass (the time) " in I Pet. I : r7. See ABIDE, No. 8. 

9· PARAGO (11"apayw), to pass by, pass away, in Matt. 9: 9, R.V., 
"passed by" (A.V., "forth "), is used in the Middle Voice in I John 2 : 8, 
R.V., "is passing away" (A.V., "is past "), of the passing of spiritual 
darkness through the light of the Gospel, and in ver. 17 of the world. 
See DEPART, No. 2. 

10. PARAPOREUOMAI (17"apa17"op€voµai), primarily, to go beside, 
accompany (para, hr.side, poreuomai, to procccd), denoks to go past, pass 
by, Matt. 27 : 39; Mark 9 : 30, "passed through" (some mss. have 
poreuomai) ; II : 20; 15 : 29; in Mark 2 : 23, "going ... through." 
See Go.~ 

II. DIAPOREUOMAI (ota17"op€voµai), to pass across, joumey through, 
1s used in the Middle Voicc, translated "pass by" in Luke 18: 36, A.V., 
R V, " going by;'' See Go. 

12. HUPERBALLO (Ü17"€pßa>.Aw), in Eph. 3 : 19, "passeth: " see 
ExcEED, A, No. r. 

13. HUPERECHÖ (v17"€plxw), "passeth" in Phil. 4: 7: see BETTER 
(be), No. 4. 

14. DIAPERAÖ (füa17"€paw), to pass over, cross over (used in Luke 
16: 26, 2nd part : see No. 6) : see CROSS. 

15. DIODEUO (oioo€vw), to travel through, or along (dia, through, 
hodos a way), is translated "they had passed through" in Acts 17: I, 
lit., 'having passed through ; ' in Luke 8 : I, "He went about," R.V. 
(A.V., "throughout ").~ 

16. CHÖREO (xwplw), used intransitively, signifies to make room, 
retire, pass; in Matt. 15 : 17, R.V., "passeth (into the belly}," A.V., 
"goeth." See CoME, No. 24. 

17. KATARGEO (1Ca.Ta.pylw) is translated "was passing away" in 
2 Cor. 3: 7 (A.V., "was tobe done away "); '' passeth away" in 3: II, 

R.V. (A. V., "is done away "). See ABOLISH. 
18. PAROICHOMAI (17"apotxoµai), to have passed by, tobe gone by, is 

used in Acts 14: r6, of past generations, A.V., " (in times) past," R.V., 
" (in the generations) gone by. "~ 

Notes: (1) Ginomai, to become, take place, is often translated to come 
to pass; frequently in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts (note the R.V. of 
Luke 24: 21) ; elsewhere in John 13 : 19; 14: 22, R.V., " (what) is come 
to pass ... ? " A.V., " (how) is it ... ? "; I4: 29 (twice) ; I Thess. 
3 : 4 ; Rev. 1 : 1. (2) In Acts z : 17, 21 ; 3 : 23 and Rom. 9 : 26, the 
A.V. translates the future of eimi, tobe, "it shall comc to pass" (R.V., 
"it shall be "). (3) In Acts 5: 15, A.V., erchomai, to come, is translated 
"passing by" (R.V., "came by "). (4) For the A.V., "passing" in Acts 
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27: 8, see COASTING, C. (5) In Mark 6: 35„ A.V.," the time is far passed" 
(R.V.," the day is .. far spent ") is, lit.,' the hour is much (polus).' (6) 
For huperakmos in l Cor. 7: 36, R.V., "past the flower of her age," see 
FLOWER. 

PASSING OVER 
PARESIS (7TCl.p€ut<;), primarily a letting go, dismissal (akin to pariemi, 

to Jet alone, looscn), dcnotcs a passing by or pnetermission (of sin), a 
suspension of judgment, or withholding of punishment, Rom. 3 : 25, 
R.V., "passing 0-ver" (A.V., "remission "), with reference to sins com
mitted previously to the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, the passing by not 
being a matter of Divine disregard but of forbearance. -,r 

PASSION 
A. Nouns. 

r. PATH:E:MA (7TCl.871µa), a suffering or a passive emotion, is translated 
"passions" in Rom. 7 : 5, R.V., " (sinful) passions," A.V., "motions,' 
and Gal. 5 : 24, R.V. ; see AFFECTION, A, No. 3, AFFLICT, B, No. 3. 

2. PATHOS (m1.8o<;} : see AFFECTION, A, No. l. 

B. Verb. 
PASCHÖ (mfoxw}, to suffer, is used as a noun, in the aorist infinitive 

with the article, and translated " passion " in Acts l : 3, of the suffering of 
Christ at Calvary. Sec SUFFER. 

C. Adjective. 
HOMOIOPATHES (oµoio?Ta8~<;}, of like feelings or affections (homoios, 

like, and A, No. 2; Eng., homceopathy), is rendered" of like passions" in 
Acts 14: 15 (R.V. marg., "nature") ; in Jas. 5 : 17, R.V., ditto (A.V., 
" subject to like passions "). -,r 

PASSOVER 
PASCHA (mfoxa}, the Greek spelling of the Aramaic word for the 

Passover, from the Ilebrew päsach, to pass ovcr, to spare, a feast instituted 
by God in commemoration of the deliverance of Israel from Egypt, and 
anticipatory of the expiatory sacrifice of Christ. The word signifies 
(I) the Passover Feast, e.g., Matt. 26 : 2 ; John 2 : 13, 23 ; 6 : 4 ; II : 55 ; 
12 : l ; 13 : l ; 18 : 39 ; 19 : 14 ; Acts 12 : 4 ; Heb. 1.1 : 28 ; (II) by 
metonymy, (a) the Pascha! Supper, Matt. 26 : 18, 19 ; Mark 14 : 16 ; 
Luke 22 : 8, 13 ; (b) the Pascha! lamb, e.g„ Mark 14 : 12 (cp. Ex. 12 : 21) ; 
Luke 22 : 7 ; (c) Christ Himself, l Cor. 5 : 7. 

PAST 
A. Verbs. 

r. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become, come to. pass, is translated "was 
past" in Luke 9: 36, A.V., and R.V. marg. (R.V., "came "),of the voice 
of God the Father at the Transfiguration ; " is past," 2 Tim. 2 : 18. 
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2. DIAGINOMAI (oiaylvoµai), d_ia, through, a stronger form than No. l, 
used of time, denotes to intervene, elapse; pass, Mark 16 : l, " was past ; " 
Acts 25 : 13, R.V., "were passed; " 27: 9, "was spent."-,r 

3. PROGINOMAI (7rpoyl11oµai), to happen before (pro, before, and 
No. r), is used in Rom. 3: 25, A.V., "that ai-e past" (R.V., "done afore
time "), of sins committed in times previous to the atoning sacrifice · of 
Christ (see PASSING ÜVER).~ 

Note: For the past tense of the verb to pass, see PASS, e.g., Nos. l 
änd 17. 

B. Particle. 
POTE (1ToT€J, once, formerly, sometime, is translated " in time (or 

times) past," in Rom. II: 30; Gal. r.: 13; ver. 231 A.V. (R.V., ".once "); 
Eph. 2 : 2; II (R.V., "aforetime ") ; ver. 3 (R.V., "once ") ; Philm. II 
(R.V., "aforetime ") ; l Pet. 2 : ro. 

'PASTOR 
POIMEN (7Totµ~11), a sbepherd, one who tends herds or flocks (not 

merely one whofeeds them), is used metaiihorically of Christian " pastors," 
Eph. 4 : rr. Pastors guide as well as feed the Bock ; cp. Acts 20 : 28, 
which, with ver, 17, indicates that this was the service committed to 
elders (overseers or bishops) ; so also b. l Pet. 5 : l, 2," tend the flock ... 
exercising the oversight," R.V. ; this involves tender care and vigilant 
superintei;idence. See SHEPHERD. 

PASTURE 
NOME (110µ~) denotes (a) pasture, pasturage, figuratively in John 

ro : 9 ; (b) grazing, feeding, figuratively in 2 Tim. 2 : 17, of the doctrines 
of false teachers, lit., • their word will have feeding as a gangrene.' See 
EAT., 

PATH 
l. TRIBOS (Tplßos), a beaten traek(akin to tribö, to ruh, wear down), 

a path, is used in Matt. 3: 3; Markl: 3; Luke 3: 4., 
2. TROCHIA (Tpoxla), the track of a. wheel (trochos, a wheel ; ttechö, 

to run), hence, a track, path, is used figuratively in Heb. 12 : 13., In 
the Sept., Prov. 2: 15; 4: II, 26, 27; 5: 6, 21; in some texts, Ezek. 
27: 19., 

PATIENCE, PATIENT, PATIENTLY 
A. Nouns. 

l. HUPOMONE (~170µ0~). lit., an abiding under (hupo, under, 
meno, to abide), is almost invariably rendered "patience." " Patience, 
which grows only in trial, Jas. l : 3, may be passive, i.e.,= endurance, as, 
(a) in trials, generally, Luke 21 : 19 (which is to be understood hy Matt. 
24: 13); cp. Rom. 12: 12; Jas. l : 12; (b) in trials incident to service in 
the gospel, 2 Cor. 6 : 4 ; 12 : 12 ; 2 Tim. 3 : ro; (c) under chastisement, 
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which is trial viewed as coming from the hand of God our Father, Heb. 
12 : 7 ; (d) under undeserved affiiction, I Pet. 2: 20; or active, i.e.= 
persistcnce, persever;ance, as (e) in well doing, Rom. 2: 7 (A.V., 'patient 
continuance ') ; (f) in fruit bearing, Luke 8 : 15 ; (g) in running the 
appointed race, Heb. 12 : I. 

"Patience perfects Christian character, Jas. I : 4, and fellowship in 
the patience of Christ is therefore the condition upon which believers are 
to be admitted to reign with Hirn, 2 Tim. 2 : 12 ; Rcv. I : 9. For this 
patience believers are ' strengthened with ali power,' Col. I : II, 'thröugh 
His Spirit in the inward man,' Eph. 3 : 16. 

"In 2 Thess. 3: 5, the phrase 'the patience of Christ,' R.V., is possible 
of three interprdations; (a) the patient waiting for Christ, so A.V. para
phrases the words, (b) that they might be patient in their sufferings as 
Christ was in His, sec Heb. 12 : 2, (c) that since Christ is ' expecting till 
His enemies be made the footstool of His fcet,' Heb. IO : 13, so they might 
be patient also in thcir hopes of His triumph and their deliverance, While 
a too rigid exegesis is to be avoided, it may, perhaps, be permissible to 
paraphrase: 'the Lord teach and enable you to love as God loves, and 
to be patient as Christ is patient.' "* 

In Rev. 3 : IO, " the word of My patience" is the word which tells of 
Christ's patience, c;.nd its effects in producing patience on the part of those 
who are His (see above on 2 Thess. 3 : 5). 

2. MAKROTIIUMIA (µaKpoBuµla), long-suffering (sec B, No. 2), is 
rendered "patience" in Heb. 6 : 12 ; Jas. S : IO; see LoNGSUFFERING. 

B. Verbs. 
I. HUPOMENÖ (viroµlvw), akin to A, No. I, (a) .used intransitively, 

means to tarry behind, still abide, Luke 2 : 43; Acts 17 : 14; (b) transi
tively, to wait for, Rom. 8: 24 (in some mss.), to bear patiently, endure, 
translated " patient " (present participle) in Rom. 12 : 12 ; " ye take it 
patiently," I Pet. 2 : 20 (twice). See also under A, No. I. 

2. MAKROTHUMEÖ (µaKpoBuµlcµ), akin to A, No. 2, to be long
tempered, is translaleu lo ha ve patience, or tobe patient, in Matt. 18 : 26, 
29; I Thess. :'): 14, A.V. (R.V., "be longsuffering "); Jas. 5: 7 (rst part, 
" be patient ; " znd part, R.V., "being patient," A.V., "hath long 
patience ") ; in Heb. 6 : 15, R.V., " having (A.V., after he had) patiently 
endured." See LONGSUFFERING. 

C. Adjecüves. 
Notes: (1) For epieikes, translated "patient" in I Tim. 3: 3, A.V., 

see GENTLE. (2) F0r anexikakos, translated "patient" in 2 Tim. 2 : 24, 

A.V., see FoRBEAR.~i 
D. Adverb. 

MAKROTHUMÖS (µaKpo8vµwi;), akin to A, No. 2, and B, No. 2, 

uenotes "patiently," Acts 26: 3., 
• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 222, 285. 
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PATRIARCH 
PATRIARCHRS (1TaTp«lpx71S'), from patria, a family, and archö, to 

rule, is found in Acts 2: 29; 7: 8, 9; Heb. 7: 4.~ In the Sept., l Chron. 
24: 31; 27: 22; 2 Chron, 19: 8; 23: 20 ;_ 26: 12., 

PATTERN 
A. Nouns. 

l. TUPOS (Tv?Tos-) is translated "pattern" in Tit. 2 : 7, A.V. ; Heb. 
8: 5 (A.V. and R.V.). See ENSAMPLE. 

2. HUPOTUPOSIS (v?ToTV?TwaiS') is translated " pattern " in l Tim. 
r: 16, A.V.; 2 Tim. l: 13, R.V. 'See ENSAMPLE, FORM.~ 

3. HUPODEIGMA (ti,,.6öe-~yµ.a) is translated " pattcrns " in Heb. 
9: 23, A.V.. See COPY. 

B. Adjective. 
ANTITUPOS (ci.VT[.,.u,,.oS') is translatcd "1ikc m pattcrn " in Heb. 

9 : 24, R.V. See FIGURJ1:, No. 2. 

PAVEMENT 
LITHOSTROTOS (A,86UTpwToS'), an adjective, denoting paved with 

stones (lithos, a stone, and strönnuö, to spread), especially of tessellated 
work, is used as. a noun in John 19 : 13, of a place near the Prretorium in 
Jerusalem, called Gabbatha, a Greek transliteration of an Aramaic word. ~ 
In the Sept., 2. Chron. 7: 3; Esth. l: 6; S. of Sol. 3: ro.~ 

PAY (Verb), PAYMENT 
l. APODIDOMI (a?To8l8wµ.i), to give back, to render what is due, to 

pay, used of various obligations in this respect, is translated to pay, to 
make payment, in Matt. S : 26; 18: 25 (twice), 26, 28, 29, 30, 34; 20: 8, 
R.V. (A.V., "give "). See DELIVER. 

2. TELEO (Tt"Alw), to bring to an end, complete, fulfil, has the meaning 
to pay in Matt. 17 : 24 and Rom. 13 : 6. See AccoMPLISH. 

Notes: (r) In Matt. 23: 23, A.V.; apodekatoö, to tithe, is translatcd 
"ye pay tithe" (R.V., "ye tithe "). (2) In Heb. 7 : 9, dekatoo (Passive 
Voice), to pay tithe, is translated" hath paid tithes," R.V. (perfect tense). 
See TITHE. 

PEACE, PEACEABLE, PEACEABL Y 
A. Noun. 

EIRRNR (€lP'IV7J) "occurs in each of the books of the N.T., save 
l John and save in Acts 7 : 26 [' (at) one again '] it is translated " peace " 
in the R.V. lt describes (a) harmonious relationships between men, 
Matt. 10: 34; Rom. 14: 19; (b) between nations, Luke 14: 32; Acts 
12 ; 20 ; Rev. 6 : 4 ; (c) friendliness, Acts 15 : 33 ; 1 Cor. 16 : II ; Heb. 
II : 31 ; (d) freedom from molestation, Luke II : 21 ; 19 : 42 ; Acts 
9: 31 (R.V„ 'peace,' A.V„ 'rest ') ; 16: 36; (e) order, in the State, 
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Acts 24 : 2 (R.V„ ' peace,' A.V„ ' quietness ') ; in the churches, l Cor. 
14 : 33 ; (f) the harmonised relationships between God and man, 
accomplished through the gospel, Acts IO : 36 ; Eph. 2 : 17 ; (g) the sense 
of rest and contentment consequent thereon, Matt. lO : 13 ; Mark 5 : 34 ; 
Luke l : 79 ; 2 : 29 ; John 14 : 27 ; Rom. l : 7 ; 3 : 17 ; 8 : 6 ; in certain 
passages this idea is not distinguishable from the last, Rom. 5 : l."* 

"The God of peace " is a title used in Rom. 15 : 33 ; 16 : 20; Phil. 4 : 9; 
I Thess. 5 : 23 ; lieb. 13 : 20 ; · cp. l Cor. 14 : 33 ; 2 Cor. 13 : II. Thc 
corresponding Heb. word shalom primarily signifies wholeness : see its 
use in Josh. 8 : 31, "unhewn;" Ruth 2 : r2, "full; " Neh. 6 : 15, 
"finished;" Is. 42 : 19, marg„ "made perfect." Hence there is a close 
conncction bctween the title in r Thess. s : 23 ancl the worcl holoklervs, 
"entire," in that verse. In the Sept. shalom is often rendered by söteria, 
salvation, e.g., Gen. 26 : 31 ; 41 : 16; hence the " peace-offering " is 
called the "salvation offering." Cp. Luke 7: 50; 8: 48. In 2 Thess. 
3 : 16, the title " the Lord of peace " is best understood as referring to 
the Lord Jesus. In Acts 7 : 26, "would have set them at one" is, lit., 
' was reconciling lht!m (coualive impei'focl leuse, expressiug au earnest 
effort) into peace.' 

B. Verbs. 
I. EIRENEUÖ (elp7]vnJw), primarily, to bring to peace, reconcile, 

denotes in the N.T„ to keep peace or tobe at peace : in Mark 9: 50, R.V„ 
the Lord bids the disciples " be at peace " with one another, gently 
rebuking their ambitious desires; in Rom. 12 : t8 (R.V ., "be at peace," 
A. V„" live peaceably ") the limitation " if it be possible, as much as in 
you lieth," seems due to the phrase "with all men," but is not interided 
to excuse any evasion of the obligation imposed by the command ; in 
2 Cor. 13 : II it is rendered "live in peace," a general exhortation to 
believers; in l Thess. 5 : 13, "be at peace (among yourselves)."~ 

2. EIRENOPOIEO (elP7JV01Toilw), to make peace (eirene, and poieö, to 
make), is used in Col. l: 20.~ In the Sept., Prov. ro: 10.~ 

C. Adjective. 
EIRENIKOS (dP'T}vtKos), akin to A, denotes peaceful. lt is used 

(a) of the fruit of righteousness, Heb. 12 : II,'' peaceable" (or' peaceful ') 
because it is produced in communion with God the Father, through His 
chastening; (b) of "the wisdom that is from above,'' Jas. 3: 17.~ 

Note: In l Tim. 2: 2, A.V., hesuchios, quiet, is trarislated" peaceable" 
(R.V., "quiet "). 

PEACE (hold one's) 
l. SIGAO (aiyd:w) signifies (a), used intransitively, to be silent (from 

sige, silence), translated to hold one's peace, in Luke 9: 36; 18: 39; 
20 : 26 ; Acts 12 : 17 ; 15 : 13 (in ver. 12, " kept silence ; " similarly 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 154. 
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rendered in l Cor. 14: 28, 30, A.V., "hold his peace," 34) ; (b) used 
transitively, to keep secret; in the Passive Voice; tobe kept secret, Rom. 
16: 25, R.V., "hath been kept in silence." See SECRET, SILENCE. 

2. SIOPAO (uu.>7rcki), to be silent or still, to keep silence (from siope, 
silence), is translated to hold one's peace, in Matt. 20: 31; 26: 63; Mark 
3 : 4 ; 9 : 34 ; 10 : 48 ; 14 : 61 ; Luke 19 : 40 ; Acts 18 : 9 ; in the Lord's 
command to the sea, in Mark 4 : 39, it is translated " peace " (for the next 
word" be still" see No. 4) ; in Luke l : 20, R.V., "thou shalt bc silent" 
(A.V., "dumb "). See DUMB, B.~ 

3. HESUCHAZÖ (~uvxa,w) signifies to be still ; it is used of holding 
one's peace, being silent, Luke 14 : 4 ; Acts II : 18 ; 21 : 14, " we ceased." 
See CEASE, A, No. 3, QUIET. 

4. PHIMOÖ (<fiµ,&w); to muzzle, is used metaphorically in the Passive 
Voice, in Mark l : 25 and Luke 4 : 35, " hold thy peace ; " in Mark 
4: 39, "bc still." Sec MUZZLE. 

PEACEMAKER 
EIRltNOPOIOS (clp71vofToi6s), •an adjectivc signifying peace-ma.king 

(eirene, and poieo, to make), is used in Matt. 5: 9, "peacemakers." Cp. 
PEACE, B, No.2.if 

PEAH.L 
MARGARITl!:S (µapyaplTT/s), a pearl (Eng., Margaret), occurs in Matt. 

7 : 6 (proverbially and figuratively) ; 13 : 45; 46 ; l Tim. 2 : 9 ; Rev. 
17 : 4 ; 18 : 12, 16 ; 21 : 21 (twice). if 

For PECULIAR see POSSESSION, B, No. 3, and C 

PEN 
KALAMOS (KQ..\aµ.os), a reed, reed-pipe, flute, staff, measurlng rod, 

is used of a writing-reed or pen in 3 John 13. This was used on papyrus. 
Different instruments were used on different materials; the kalamos may 
have been used also on leather. " Metal pens in the form of a reed or 
quill have been found in thP. so-called Grave of Aristotle at Eretria." See 
REED. 

PENCE, PENNY, PENNYWORTH 
DtNARION (B~vapiov), a Roman coin, a denarius, a little less than the 

value of the Greek drachme (see PIECE), now estimated as amounting to 
about 9!d. in the time of our Lord, occurs in the singular, e.g., Matt. 20: 2; 
22 : 19; Mark 12 : 15; Rev. 6 : 6; in the plural, e.g., Matt. 18 : 28; Mark 
14 : 5; Luke 7 : 41; 10 : 35; John 12 : 5; "pennyworth" in Mark 6 : 37 
and John 6; 7, lit., '(loaves of two hundred) pence.' Considering the 
actual value, "shilling" would have been a more accurate translation, as 
proposed by the American translators, retainirig "peniiy" for the as, and 
" farthing " for the quadrans. 
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PENTECOST 
PENTEKOSTOS (11€VT7/1COO'TOs), an adjective denoting fiftieth, is used 

as a noun, with" day" understood, i.e., the fiftieth <lay after the Passover, 
counting from the second day of the Feast, Acts 2: l; 20: 16; l Cor. 
16: 8., For the Divine instructions .to Israel see Ex. 23: 16; 34: 22; 
Lev. 23 : 15-21; Num. 28: 26-31 ; Deut. 16: 9-II. 

For PENURY (Luke 21 : 4, A.V., R.V., "want") see LACK 

PEOPLE 
l. LAOS (Aoos) is used of,(a) the people a:t !arge, especially of people 

assembled, e.g., Matt. 27 : 25 ; Luke l : 21 ; 3 : 15 ; Acts 4 : 27 ; (b) a 
people of the same race and language, e.g., Rev. 5 : 9; in the plural, e.g., 
Luke 2 : 31 ; ·. Rom. 15 : II ; Rev. 7 : 9 ; II : 9 ; especially of Israel, 
e.g., Matt. 2 : 6; 4: 23; Julm II : 50; Acts 4: 8; Heb. 2 : 17; in 
distinction from their rulers and priests, e.g., Matt. 26: 5 ; Luke 20 : 19 ; 
Heb. 5 : 3; in distinction from Gentiles, e.g., Acls 26: 17, 23 ; Rum. 
15 : :ro ; (c) of Christians as the people of God, e.g., Acts 15 : 14 ; Tit. 
2 : 14 ; Heb"'4 : 9 ; l Pct. 2 : 9. 

2. OCHLOS (oxAos), a crowd, throng: see CRown, MULTITUDE. 
3. DEMOS (Sijµ.os-), the r.ommon people, the people generally (Eng., 

demagogue, democracy, etc.), especially the mass of the people assembled 
in a public place, Acts IZ : 22 ; 17 : 5 ; 19 : 30, 33., 

4. ETHNOS (UJvos) denotes (a) a nation, e.g., Matt. 24 : 7 ; Acts 
10: 35; the Jewish people, e.g., Luke 7: 5 ; Acts 10 : 22 ; 28 : 19; (b) in 
the plural, the rest of mankind in distinction from Israel or the Jews, 
e.g., Matt. 4 : 15 ; Acts 28 : 28; (c) the people of a city, Acts 8 : 9 ; (d) 
Gentile Christians, c.g., Rom. 10 : 19 ; II : 13 ; 15 : 27 ; Gal. 2 : 14· 
See GENTILES, NATION. 

5. ANTHROPOS (äv8pw11os), man, without distinction of sex (cp. 
aner, a male), is translated" people „ in John 6: IO, R.V. (A.V„ „ mcn "). 

PERADVENTURE 
A. Adverb. 

TACHA (T4xa.), primarily quickly (from tachus, quick), signifies" perad
venture " in Rom. 5 : 7 ; in Philm. 15, " perhaps." See PERHAPS., 

B •. Conjunction. 
MEPOTE (µ.~11ou), often written as two words, usually signifies 

lest ever, lest haply, haply; in indirect questions, 'if haply' or 'whether 
haply,' e.g., Luke 3 : 15, R.V. ; in Matt, 25 : 9, R.V., " peradventure " 
(A.V., "lest") ; "if peradventure," in 2 Tim. 2 : 25. See HAPLY. 

PERCEIVE 
I. GINÖSKÖ (yivwu1Cw), to know by experience and observation, is 

translated to perceive in Matt. 12: 15, R.V. (A.V., "knew "); 16: 8; 
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21 : 45 ; 22 : 18; 26: 10, R.V., (A.V„ "understood ") ; Mark 8: 17; 
12 : 12 and 15 : 10, R.V. (A.V., "knew ") ; so Luke 9: II ; 18 : 34; 
in Luke 7: 39, R.V. (A.V., "known "); 20: 19 (cp. No. 7 in ver. 23); 
John 6: 15; 8: 27, R.V. (A.V., "understood "); 16: 19, R.Y.. (A.V., 
"knew ") i Acts 23: 6; Gal. 2 : 9; in I John 3: 16, A.V., "perceive" 
(R.V., "know," perfect tense, lit., 'we have perceived,' aRd therefore 
know). See KNOW. 

2. EPIGINOSKO (lmywwuKw), a strengthened form of No. I, to gain 
a full knowledge of, to become fully acquainted with, is translated to 
perceive in Mark 5: 30, R. V., (A. V., "knowing "); Luke 1: 22; 5: 22; 
Acts 19: 34, R.V. (A.V., "knew "). See ACKNOWLEDGE, KNOW. 

3. EIDON (€l8ov) (akinto oi·da, to know), an aorist form used to supply 
that tense of horaö, to see, is translated to perceive in Matt. 13 : 14 ; 
Mark 4: 12; .Acts 28: 26; in Luke 9: 47,.A.V. (R.V., "saw ") ; in Acts 
I4: 9, A.V., "perceiving" (R.V., "seeing "). See BEHOLD, No. I. 

4. THEOREO (8€wptw), tobe a spectator of, look at, discern, is trans
lated to perceive in John 4: 19 (indicating the woman's earnest contempla
tion of the Lord) ; so Acts 17 : 22; in John 12 : 19, R.V., "behold" 
(A.V., "perceive ye "). See BEHOLD, No. 6. 

5. AISTHANOMAI (alu8avoµa,), to perceive, to notice, understand, 
is used in Luke 9 : 45, R.V., " (that they should not) perceive," A.V., 
" (that) they perceived ... (not)."~ 

6. NOEO (voJw), to perceive with the rnind, to understand, is trans
lated to perceive in Matt. 15 : 17, R.V. (A.V., "understand ") ; so 16: 9, 
II; John 12 : 40; Rom. I : 20; Eph. 3: 4; in Mark 7 : 18 and 8: 17, 
A.V. and R.V., "perceive." See CoNSIDER, No. 4. 

7. KATANOEO (Kamvotw), a strengthened form of No. 6, to take note 
of, consider carefully, is translated to perceive in Luke 6: 41, A.V. (R.V., 
"considerest ") ; 20: 23 ; Acts 27: 39, R.V. (A.V., "discovered "). 
See BEHOLD, No. II. 

8. KATALAMBANO (Ka'Ta.>..aµßavw), to lay hold of, apprehend, corn
prehend, is translated to perceive in Acts 4 : 13 ; 10 : 34. Sec APPRE

HEND, No. I. 

Notes: (1) ln Mark 12 : 28 the best mss. have oida, to know (so R.V.), 
for eidon, to see, perceive (A.V.). (2) In Acts 8: 23, A.V., horaö, to see, 
is translated" I perceive" (R.V., "I see "). (3) In 2 Cor. 7: 8, A.V., blepö, 
to look at, consider, see, is translated " I perceive " (R.V., " I see "). 
(4) In Acts 23 : 29, A.V., heuriskö, to find, is translated "perceived" 
(R.V., "found ''). 

For PERDITION see DESTRUCTION, No. 1 

PERFECT (Adjective and Verb), PERFECTLY 
A. Adjectives. 

I. TELEIOS (TtA€ws) signifies having reached its end (telos), finished, 
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complete, perfect. lt is used (I) of persons, (a) primarily of physical 
development, then, with ethical import, fully grown, mature, l Cor. 
2 : 6 ~ 14 : 20 (" men ; 11 marg., " of full age 11

) ; Eph. 4 : 13 ; Phil. 3 : 15 ; 
Col. l : 28 ; 4 : 12 ; in Heb. 5 : 14, R.V., " fullgrown 11 (marg.," perfect 11

), 

A.V., "of full age 11 (marg., "perfect 11
) ; (b) complete; .conveying the 

idea of goodness without necessary reference to maturity or what is 
expressed under (a), Matt. 5 : 48; 19: 21; Jas. l : 4' (2nd part); 3: 2. 
lt is used thus of God in Matt. 5 : 48 ; (II) of things, complete, perfcct, 

·Rom. ·12 : 2 ; l Cor. 13 : ro (referring to the complete revelation of God's 
will and ways, whether in the completed Scriptures or in the hereafter) ; 
Jas. l : 4 (of the work of patience) ; ver. 25 ; l John 4: 18. ~ 

2. TELEIOTEROS (Te..\ewTepoS'), the comparative dcgree of No. l, is 
used in Heb. 9: II, of the very presence of God.~ 

3. ARTIOS (ci'.pnoS') is translated "perfect 11 in 2 Tim. 3 : 17 : see 
CUMl:'LE'l'E, B. 

B. Verbs. 
l. TELEIOÖ (n·..\o6w), to bring to an end by completing or perfecting, 

is used (I) of accomplishing (see FINISH, FULFIL} ; (II) of bringing to 
completeness, (a) of persons: of Christ's assured completion of His 
earthly course, in the accomplishment of the Father's will, the successive 
stages culminating in His Death, Luke 13 : 32 ; Heb. 2 .: ro, to make Him 
perfect, legally and officially, for all that.He would be to His people on the 
ground of His sacrificc ; cp. 5 : 9 ; 7 : 28, R.V., "perfected 11 (A.V., 
" consecrated 11

) ; of His saints, John 17 : 23, R.V., " perfected 11 (A.V., 
"made perfect 11

); Phil. 3: 12; Heb. ro: 14; II : 40 (of resurrection 
glory) ; 12 : 23 (of the departed saints) ; l John 4: 18; of fotmer priests 
(negatively), Heb. 9 : 9; similarly of Israelites under the Aaronic priest
hood, 10: l; (b) of things, Heb. 7: 19 (of the ineffectiveness of thc Law) ; 
Jas. 2 : 22 (of faith made perfect by works) ; l John 2 : 5, of the love of 
God operating through him who keeps His word; 4 : 12,of the love of God 
in the case of those who love one another ; 4 : 17, of the love of God as 
" made perfect with 11 (R.V.) those who abide in God, giving them to bc 
possessed of the very character of God, by reason of which ' as He is, 
even so are they in this world.' 

2. EPITELEÖ (€-"mMw), to bring through to the end (epi, intensive, 
in the sense of' fully,' and teleö, to complete), is used in the Middle Voice 
in Gal. 3 : 3, "are ye (now) perfected, 11 continuous present tense, in
dicating a process, lit., '.are ye now perfecting yourselves ; ' in 2 Cor. 7 : l, 
." perfecting (holiness) ; 11 in Phil. l : 6, R.V., "will perfect (it), 11 A.V., 
"will perform. 11 See AccoMPLISH, No. 4. 

3. KATARTIZÖ (KaTapn~µ.i), to render fit, complete (artios), "is 
used of mending nets, Matt. 4 : 21 ; Mark r : 19, and is translated 
'restore' in Gal. 6: r. lt does not necessarily imply, however, that 
that to which it is applied has been damaged, though it may do so, as in 
these passages; it signifies, rather, right ordering and arrangement, 
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Heb. II : 3, ' framed ; ' it points out the path of progress, as in Matt. 
21 : 16 ; Luke 6 : 40 ; cp. 2 Cor. 13 : 9 ; Eph. 4 : 12, where corresponding 
nouns occur. lt indicates the close relationship between character and 
destiny, Rom. 9: 22, 'fitted.' lt expresses the pastor's desire for the 
flock, in prayer, Heb. 13 : 21, and in exhortation, l Cor. l : 10, R.V., 
' perfected' (A.V., 'perfectly joined ') ; 2 Cor. 13 : II, as well as bis con
viction of God's purpose for them, l Pet. 5 : 10. lt is used of the lncarna
tion of the Word in Heb. 10: 5, 'prepare,' quoted from Ps. 40: 6 (Sept.), 
where it is apparently intended to describe the unique creative act involved 
in the Virgin Birth, Luke l : 35. In l Thess. 3 : 10 it means to supply 
what is necessary, as the succeeding words show.''* See FIT, B, No. 3.~ 

Note: Cp. exartizo, rendererl" furnished completely," in 2 Tim. 3 : 17, 
R.V. ; see AccOMPLISH, No. r. 

C. Adverbs. 
I. AKRIBOS (d.NptßCJ~). accuralely, is lrauslalecl "ve1fedly " in 1 

Thess. 5 : 21 where it suggests that Paul and his companions were careful 
minislers of the Word. See AccuRATELY, an<l see Nole (2) below. 

2. AKRIBESTERON (d.NpißlO'Tt:pov) 1 lhe cumvafä.tive degree of Nu. 
l, Acts 18: 26; 23: 15: see CAREFULLY, EXACTLY. 

3. TELEIÖS (Tt:..\t:lws'), perfectly, is so translated in l Pet. l : 13, 
R.V. (A.V., "to the end"), of setting one's hope on coming grace. See 
END.~ 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 3 : 2, A.V., pleroö, to fulfil, is translated "perfect" 
(R.V„ "fulfilled "). (2) For the adverb akribös in Luke l : 3, A.V., see 
AccURATELY; in Acts 24: 22, A.V., see EXACT. (3) For the noun akribeia 
in Acts 22 : 3, see MANNER. 

PERFECTION, PERFECTING (noun), PERFECTNESS 
A. Nouns. 

I. KATARTISIS (KaTCfpnais), a making fit, is used figuratively in an 
ethical sense in 2 Cor. 13 : 9, R.V., "perfecting" (A.V., "perfection "), 
implying a process leading to consummation (akin to katartizö,see PERFECT, 
B, No. 3).~ 

2. KATARTISMOS (KaTap·nuµos) denotes, in much the same way as 
No. l, a fitting or preparing fully, Eph. 4 : 12. ~ 

3. TELEIOSIS (Tt:..\t:lwais) denotes a fulfilment, completion, per
fection, an end accomplished as the effect of a process, Heb. 7 : II ; in 
Luke l: 45, R.V., "fulfilment" (A.V., "perfonnance ").~ 

4. TELEIOTES (Tt:..\t:'67'7)s) denotes much the same as No. 3, but 
stressing perhaps the actual accomplishment of the end in view, Col. 3 : 14, 
"perfectness;" Heb. 6 : I, "perfection."~ In the Sept., Jnclg. 9: t6, 
19; }>rov.II:3; Jer.2:2.~ 

• From Notcs on Thcssalonians by Hogg and Vinc, p. 101. 
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B. Verb. 
TELESPHOREO (-rEAtffr</Joplw), to bring to a completion or an end in 

view (telos, an end, pherö, to bear), is said of plants, Luke 8 : 14.~ 

PERFORM, PERFORMANCE 
r. TELEÖ (-rEMw), to finish, is translated" performed" in Luke 2 : 39, 

A.V. : see AccoMPLISH, No. 3. · 
2. APOTELEO (d7To-rEMw), to bring to an end, accomplish, is trans

lated "1 perform" in Luke 13 : J2, R.V. (A.V., " 1 do ") ; somc mss. 
have No. 3 ; in Jas. l : 15, it is used of sin, "fullgrown " R.V. (A.V„ 
„ finished "). See FINISH, Note 2.~ 

3. EPITELEÖ (E7Tm>.lw), Rom. 15 : 28, A.V„ "performed" (R.V., 
"accomplished ") ; 2 Cor. 8 : II, A.V., "perform" (R.V„ "complete ") ; 
Phil. l: 6, A.V„ "perform" (R.V., "perfect "): see AccoMPLISH, No. 4. 

4. POIEÖ (1Toilw), to do, is translated "to perform" in Rom. 4: 21 ; 
in Luke l : 72, A.V. (R.V„ "to 3hcw "). Sec Srmw. 

5. APODIDÖMI (a1ToSlSwµi), to give back, or in full, is translated 
" thou ... shalt perform " in Matt. 5 : 33. See DELIVER. No. 3. 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 7: 18, A.V„ katergazomai, to work, is translated 
" to perform" (R.V., " to do ; " marg„ " work "). (2) In Luke l : 20, 
A.V., ginomai, to come to pass (R.V.),is translated" shall be performed." 
(3) For "performance" in Luke l : 45, sec FuLFILMENT, 

PERHAPS 
r. T ACHA ('raxa.) is translated " perhaps " in Philm. 15. See 

PERADVENTURE. 
2. ARA (apa), a particle, 'then,' sometimes marking a result about 

which some uncertainty is felt, is translated " perhaps " in Acts 8 : 22. 
Note: In 2 Cor. 2 : 7, A.V„ pös, anyhow, "by any means" (R.V.), 

is translated "perhaps." 

PHRIL, see DANGER, Note: PERILOUS see GRIEVOUS 

PERISH 
I. APOLLUMI (a1TOAAvµi), to destroy, signifies, in the Middle Voice, 

to perish, and is thus used (a) of things, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 29, 30 ; Luke 5 : 37 ; 
Acts 27: 34, R.V„ "perish" (in some texts piptö, to fall, as A.V.) ; Heb. 
l : II ; 2 Pet. 3 : 6 ; Rev: 18 : 14 (2nd part), R.V„ " perished " (in 
some texts aperchomai, to depart, as A.V.) ; (b) of persons, e.g., Matt. 
8: 25; John 3 : (15), 16; ro: 28; 17: 12, R.V„ "perished" (A.V„ "is 
lost ") ; Rom. 2 : 12 ; l Cor. l : 18, lit„ ' thc perishing,' where the per 
fectiw~ fnrr.e of the verh implies the completion of the process of 
destruction (Moulton, Proleg., p. II4) ; 8 : II ; 15 : 18 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 9 ; 
Jude rr. For the meaning of the word see DESTROY, No. I. 
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2. SUNAPOLLUMI (avva116.U.vf'i), in the Middle Voice, denötes to 
perish together (sun, with, and No. l), Heb. II: 31.4U 

3. APOTHNESKO (a1108n}aKw), to die; in Matt. 8: 32 "perished." 
See DIE, No. 2. 

4. APHANIZO (acpavl,w), to make unseen (a, negative, phainö, to 
cause to appear), in the Passive Voice, is translated "perish" in Acts 
13: 41 (R.V„ marg., "vanish away" ). See DISFIGURE. 

5. DIAPHTHEIRO (8iacp9Elpw), to corrupt, is rendered "perish" 
in 2 Cor. 4: 16, A.V. (R.V., "is decaying "). See CORRUPT, No. 3, DECAY. 

Notes: (r) In Acts 8: 201 " (thy money) perish" is a translation of a 
phrase, lit, • be unto destruction,' apöleia; see DESTRUCTION, B, (II), 
No. l. (2) In Col. 2 : 22, "to perish" is a translation of the phrase 
eis pthoran, lit., 'unto corruption; ' see CoRRUPT, B, No. I. (3) For 
"shall utterly pcrish," in 2 Pet. 2: 12, A.V., see CoRRUPT, B, No. l (b). 

For PERJURED PERSON see FORSWEAR 

PERMISSION 
SUNGNOMß (avyyvwf.'71), lit., a joint opinion, min<l ur understanding 

(sun, with, gnöme, an opinion), a fellow-feeling, hence, a concession, allow
ance, is translated "permission," in contrast to "commandment," in 
I Cor. 7: 6.4U 

PERMIT 
EPITREPO (l11iTpl11w), Iit., to turn to (epi, to, trepö, to turn), to cn

trust, signifies to permit, Acts 26: r ; r Cor. I4: 34; r Cor. 16 : 7; 
I Tim. 2: 12, R.V." permit" (A.V.," suffer ") ; Heb. 6: 3. See LEAVE. 

Fo.r PERNICIOUS, 2 Pet. 2 : 2, A.V., see LASCIVIOUS 

PERPLEX, PERPLEXITY 
A. Verbs. 

I. APOREÖ (a11oplw) is rendered " perplexed " in 2 Cor. 4 : 8, an<l 
in the most authentic mss. in Luke 24 : 4; see DouBT, A, No. I. 

2. DIAPOREO (81a11oplw), "was much perplexed" in Luke 9 : 7; 
see DoUBT, A, No. z. 

B. Noun. 
APORIA (&.11opla), akin to A, No. r, is translated " perplexity" in 

Luke 21 : 25 (lit., • at a loss for a way,' a, negative, poros; a way, resource), 
of the distress of nations, finding no solution to their embarrassments ; 
papyri illustrations are in the sense of being at one's wit's end, at a loss 
how to proceed, without resources. 4U 

PERSECUTE, PERSECUTION 
A. Verbs. 

I. DIOKO (BiwKw) has the meauiugs (a) tu put to flight, drive away, 
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(b) to pursue, whence the meaning to persecute, Matt. 5 : l0-12, 44 ; 
ro: 23; 23: 34; Luke II: 49 (No. 2 in some mss.); 21: 12; John 
5 : 16 ; 15 : 20 (twice) ; Acts 7 : 52 ; 9 : 4, 5, and similar passages ; 
Rom. 12: 14; l Cor. 4: 12; 15: 9; 2 Cor. 4: 9, A.V. (R.V.," pursued "); 
Gal. l : 13, 23; 4: 29; Gal. 5 : II, R.V., "am ... persecuted" (A.V., 
" suffer persecution ") ; so 6 : 12 ; Phil. 3 : 6 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 12, " shall 
suffet persecution ; " Rev. 12 : 13. See FOLLOW, PuRSUE. 

2. EKDIÖKÖ (fl/(S,c..J/(w), ek, out, and No. l, is used in l Thess. 2: 15, 
A.V., "persecuted" (R.V., " drave out"). See also No: I. See DRIVE, 
No. 2.ir 

B. Noun. 
DIÖGMOS (OiwyµOS'), akin to A, No. r, occurs in Matt. 13 : 21 ; Mark 

4 : 17 ; ro : 30 ; Acts 8 : I ; I3 : 50 ; Rom. 8 : 35 ; 2 Cor. I2 : ro ; 2 Thess. 
l: 4; 2. Tim. 3: II, twice (for ver. 12, see A, No. l).~ In the Sept., 
Prov. II: 19; Lam. 3: 19.if 

Note: In Acts II : 19, A.V., thlipsis, " tribulation" (R.V.), is trans
lated "persecution." 

PERSECUTOR 
DIÖKT:f!:S (füwl(Tl)S'), akin to diökö (see above), occurs in I Tim. r: 

13.ir 

PERSEVERANCE 
PROSKARTER:f!:SIS (7rpouKafYl"l.PTJ<rtS') occurs in Eph. 6 : 18. Cp. the 

verb (and the formation) under ATTEND, No. 2.ir 

PERSON 
l. PROSÖPON (7rpouw1Tov), for the meaning of which see APPEAR

ANCE, No. 2, is translated "person" or "persons" in Matt. 22 : I6; 
Mark 12 : 14 ; Luke 20 : 21 ; 2 Cor. I : II ; 2 Cor. 2 : ro ; Gal. 2 : 6 ; 
Jude I6, lit., '(admiring, or shewing respcct of, R.V.) persons.' 

2. ANTHRÖPOS (ö.1t8pw1ToS'), a gcncric name for man, is translated 
" " . R · R V (A V " ") persons m ev. II . 13, . . . ., men . 

Notes: (1) In Heb. l : 3, A.V., hupostasis, substance, is translated 
"person;" see SuBSTANCE. (2) In Matt. 27 : 24, R.V., toutou, "of this ... 
(man)," is translated "of this ... person" (A.V.). (3) In Philm. I2, the 
pronoun autos, he, placed in a position of strong emphasis, is translated 
"in his own person," R.V., stressing the fact that in spite of the Apostle's 
inclination to- retain Onesimus, he has sent him, as being, so to speak, 
'his very heart,' instead of adopting some other method. (4) In l Cor. 
5: 13, A.V., the adjective poneros, wicked, used as a noun, is translated 
"wicked person" (R.V., " ... man"). (5) In 2 Pet. 2 : 5, A.V., ogdoos, 
" eighth," is translated " the (lit., an) eighth person " (R.V„ " with seven 
others "). (6) Various adjectives are used with the word "persons," 
e.g., devout, perjured, profane. 
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.PEH.SONS (respect of) 
A. Nouns. 

PER 

I. PROSÖPOLEMPTES (1Tpoaw1To>.~µ:rr-rTJs) denote~ a respecter of 
persons (prosöpon, a face or person, lambanö, to lay hold of), Acts 10: 34., 

2. PROSÖPOL~MPSIA (in inferior texts without the letter m) 
(7rpoaw1To>.w1.1pla) denotes respect of persons, partiality (akin to No. l), the 
fault of one who, when responsible to give judgment, has respect to the 
position, rank, popularity, or circumstances of llll!H, iusl!!ad of their 
intrinsic conditions, preferring the rich and powerful to those who are not 
so, Rom. 2: II; Eph. 6: 9; Col. 3: 25; Jas. 2: l., 

B. Verb. 
PROSÖPOLRMPTEÖ (7rpoaw1To>.TJIL1T'Tlw), to have respect of persons 

(see above), occurs in Jas. 2: 9., 
C. Adverb. 

APH.OSOPOLEMPTOS (a7rpoaw1To>.~µ1T'Tws), without respect of 
pn<>on<>, impartially (a, negative), occurs in l Pet. l : 17. if 

PERSUAbE 
I. PEITHÖ (1TEl8w) in the Active Voice, signifies to apply persuasion, 

to prevail upon or win over, to persuade, bringing about a change of mind 
by the influence of reason or moral considerations, e.g., in Matt. 27: 20; 
28 : 14; Acts 13: 43; !9: 8; in the Passive Voice, to be persuaded, 
believe (see BELIEVE, No. 2, and ÜBEY), e.g., Luke 16 : 31 ; 20 : 6 ; 
Acts 17 : 4, R.V. (A.V., " believed ") ; 21 : 14; 26 : 26 ; Rom. 8 : 38 ; 
14 : 14 ; 15 : 14 ; 2 Tim. l : 5, 12 ; Heb. 6 : 9 ; II : 13, in some mss. ; 
13 : 18, R.V. (A.V., " trust "). See AssURANCE, B, No. 3. 

Note: For Acts 26: 28, A.V., " thou persuadest," see FAIN, Note. 
2. ANAPEITHÖ (civa1TEl8w), to persuade, induce, in an evil sense 

(ana, back, and No. l), is used in Acts 18: 13., In the Sept., Jer. 29: 8., 
Note: For plerophoreö, rendered "being fully persuaded," in Rom. 

4: 21and14: 5, A.V., see AssuRANCE, B, No. 2. 

PERSUASIVE, PERSUASIVENESS 
A. Adjective. 

PEITHOS (1Tn86s), an adjective (akin to peithö), not found elsewhere, 
is translated " persuasive " in l Cor. 2 : 4, R.V. (A.V., " enticing ") ; 
see ENTICE, B., 

B. Noun. 
PITHANOLOGIA (m8avo>.oyla), persuasiveness of speech, is used in 

Col. 2: 4, R.V. See ENTICE, B, Note., 

PERSUASTON 
PEISMON:l! (;Ewµo~), akin to peithö, is used in GaL 5: 8, where the 

meaning is 'this influence that has won you over, or that seems likely to 
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do so; ' the use of peitM, in the sense of to obey, in ver. 7, suggests a 
play upon words here. ~ 

PERTAIN TO 
METECHÖ (µE-rtxw), Heb. 7 : 13, A.V. ; see BELONG, Note (c), 

PARTAKE, B, No. 3. 
Notes: (1) In Rom. 15 : 17, the phrase ta pros, lit., ' the (things) 

towar<ls ' is translated ff things pertaining to," R. V. (A.V., ff those things 
which pertain to ") ; in Heb. 2 : 17 and 5 : l, R.V. and A.V., ff things 
pertaining to." (2) In Acts l : 3, A.V., the phrase ta peri, ff the (things) 
concerning" (R.V.), is translated ff the things pertaining to." (3) In 
Rotn. 9 : 4, the R.V. rightly translates the relative pronoun kön, lit„ ' of 
whom ' (from hos, who), by ff whose is" (A.V., "to whom pertaineth "). 
(4) In Rom. 4: l, A.V., kata, ff according to" (R.V.), is translated 
"as pertaining to." (S) For l Cor. 6: 3, 4, see LIFE, B, No. I. 

PERVERSE, PERVERT 
T. APOSTREPHÖ (chro<T'Tptcfow), to turn away (apo, from, strepkö, 

to turn), is used metaphorically in the sense of perverting in Luke 23: 14 
(cp. No. 2 in ver. 2). See BRING, No. 22. 

2. DIASTREPHÖ (S,acrrptcpw), to distort, twist (dia, through, and 
strepkö), is translated to pervert in Luke 23 : 2 (cp. No. 1 in ver. 14) ; 
Acts 13 : :i;o [in ver. 8, "to turn aside " (A.V., ff away ")] ; in the perfect 
participle, Passive Voice, it is translated "perverse," lit., 'turned aside,' 
' corrupted,' in Matt. 17 : 17 ; Luke 9 : 41 ; Acts 20 : 30 ; Phil. 2 : 15. ~ 

3. METASTREPHO (p.€-raa-rptcpw), to transform into something of 
an opposite character (meta, signifying a change, and strephö,) as the 
Judaizers sought to "pervert the gospel of Christ," Gal. r : 7; cp. "the 
sun shall be turned into darkness," Acts 2 : 20 ; laughter into mourning 
and joy to heaviness, Jas. 4: 9. See TURN.~ 

4. EKSTREPHO (JKa-rptcfow), to turn inside out (ek, out), to change 
entirely, is used metaphorically in Tit. 3 : II, R.V., "is perverted" 
(A.V., "is subverted "). See SUBVERT. ~ 

Note: For "perverse disputings," r Tim. 6: 5, A.V., see DISPUTE, 
A, No. 3. 

PESTILENCE, PESTILENT FELLOW 
LOIMOS (.\o,µ.&s-), a pestilence, any deadly infectious malady, is used 

in the plural in Luke 21 : II (in some mss., Matt. 24: 7) ; in Acts 24: 5, 
metaphorically, " a pestilent fellow." See FELLOW.~ 

PETITION 
AIT~MA (at'T'T}µa), from aitelJ, to ask,is rendered" petitions "in 1 John 

s : 15 : see AsK, B, and cp. the distinction between A, Nos. 1 and 2. 4lf 
Cp. deesis (see PRAYER). 
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PHARISEES 
PHARISAIOS (cf>apum'io>), from an Aramaic word peras (found in 

Dan. 5 : 28), signifying to separate, owing to a different manner of life 
from that of the general public. The Pharisees and Sadducees appear as 
distinct parties in the latter half of the 2nd cent. B.C., though they represent 
iendencies traceable much earlier in Jewish history, tendencies which 
became pronounced after the return from Babylon (537 B.c.). The 
immediate progenitors of the two parties were, respectively, the Hasidreans 
and the Hellenizers; the latter, the antedecents of the Sadducees, aimed 
at removing Judaism from its narrowness and sharing in the advantages 
of Greek life and culture. The Hasidreans, a transcription of the Hebrew 
chasidim, i.e., pious ones, were a society of men zealous for religion, who 
acted under the guidance of the scribes, in opposition to the godless 
Hellenizing party ; they scrupled to oppose the. legitimate High Priest 
cvcn whcn he wus on the Creek side. Thus the Hellenizers were a 
political sect, while the Hasid:eans, whose fundamental principle was 
complcte separation from non-Jewish elements, were the strictly legal 
party among the Jews, and were ultimately the more popular and 
influential party. In their zeal for the Law they almost deified it and 
their attitude became merely externa:l, formal, and mechanical. They 
laid stress, not upon the righteousness of an action, but upon its formal 
correctness. Consequently their opposition to Christ was inevitable ; 
lfo~ manner of life and teaching was essentially a c.ondenmation of theirs ; 
hence His denunciation of them, e.g., Matt. 6 : 2, 5, 16 ; 15 : 7 and 
chapter 23. 

While the Jews continued to be divided into these two parties, the 
spread of the testimony of the Gospel must ha ve produced what in the 
public eye seemed to be a new sect, and in the extensive development 
which took place at Antioch, Acts II : 19-26, the name "Christians" 
seems to have become a popular term applied to the disciples as a sect, 
the primary cause, however, being their witness to Christ (see CALL, A, 
No. II). The opposition of both Pharisees and Sadducees (still mutually 
antagonistic, Acts 23 : 6-10) agaim the new "sect" coutinued unabated 
during apostolic times. 

PHILOSOPHER 
PHILOSOPHOS (cf>i).6uo</>o>), lit., loving wisdom (philos, loving, sophia, 

wisdom), occurs in Acts 17: 18.~ 

PHILOSOPHY 
PHILOSOPHIA (cf>i>.ouocf>la) denotes the love and pursuit of wisdom, 

hence, philosophy, the investigation of truth and nature ; in Col. z : 8, 
the so-called philosophy of false teachers. " Though essentially Greek 
as a name and as an idea, it had found its way into Jewish circles 
Josephus speaks of the three Jewish sects as three 'philosophies' ... 
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lt is worth observing that this word, which to the Greeks denoted the 
highest effort of the intellect, occurs here alone in Paul's writings ... 
the Gospel had deposed the term as inadeqU:ate to the higher standard 
whether of knowledge or of practice, which it had introduced" (Light
foot). if 

PHYLACTERY 
PHULAKT:E:RION (ef,v>.a.1<T~pio11), primarily an outpost, or fortifica

tion (phulax, a guard), then, any kind of safeguard, became used especially 
to denote an atl)ulet. In the N.T. it denotes a prayer-fillet, a phylacte::y, 
a small strip of parchment, wilh portions of the Law written on it ; it was 
fastened by a lcathern strap either to the forehea<l or to the left arm over 
against the heart, to remind the wearer of the duty of keeping the 
commandments of God in the head and in the heart ; cp. Ex. 13 : 16 ; 
Deut. 6 : 8 ; 11 : 18. ll wa~ ~upposed to have potcncy as a charm against 
evils and demons. The Pharisees broadened their phylacteries to render 
conspicuous their superior eagerness to be mindful of God's Law, Matt. 
23: 5.~ 

PHYSICIAN 
IATROS (laTp6s), akin to iaomai, to heal, a physician, occurs in MatL 

9 : 12 ; Mark 2 : 17 ; 5 : 26 ; Luke 4 : 23 ; 5 : 31 (in some mss., 8 : 43) ; 
Col. 4: 14.~ 

PIECE 
I. EPIBLEMA (J1Tlß>.71,...a) primarily denotes that which is thrown over. 

a cover (epi, over, ballö, to throw) ; then, that which is put on, or sewed on, 
to cover a rent, a patch, Matt. 9 : 16 ; Mark 2 : 21 ; in the next sentence, 
R.V., " that which should fill" (A.V., "the new piece that filled "), 
there is no word representing " piece " (lit., ' the filling,' pleröma) ; see 
FILL, B ; Luke 5 : 36. ~ 

2. DRACHME (opax/J.~), a drachma, fi.rstly, <\J1 Attic weight, ;:is mnch 
as one can hold in the hand (connected with drassomai, to grasp with the 
hand, lay hold of, I Cor. 3 : 19), then, a coin, nearly equal to the Roman 
denarius (see PENNY), is translated " pieces of silver" in Luke 15 : 8, 
lSt part ; " piece," 2nd part and ver. 9. if 

3. MEROS (,...tpos), a part, is translated "a piece (of a broiled fish) " 
in Luke 24: 42. See BEHALF, PART. 

4. KLASMA (1<>.aa,...a), a broken piece (from klaö, to break), is used 
of the broken pieces from the feeding of the multitudes, R.V., " broken 
pieces," A.V., "fragments," Matt. 14: 20; Mark 6 : 43; 8 : 19, 20; 
Luke 9 : 17 ; John 6 : 12, 13 ; in Matt. 15 : 37 and Mark 8 : 8, R.V., 
"broken pieces" (A.V., "broken meat ").~ 

5. ARGURION (ci.pyvpwv), which frequently denotes "money," also 
represents a silver coin, of the value of a shekel or tetradrachmon (four 
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times the drachme, see No. 2) ; it is used in the plural in Matt. 26: 15; 
27 : 3-9. In Acts 19 : 19, " fifty thousand pieces of silver," is; lit., ' fifty 
thousand of silver' (probably drachmas). See.MONEY, SlLVER. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 27 : 44, for A.V., "broken pieces," the R.V. 
translates epi (on) tinön (certain things) tön (the, i.e., those namely) by 
" on other things ; " there is no word in the original representing " pieces." 
(2) For the phrase to break to (in) pieces, Matt. 21 : 44, R.V., and Mark 
5: 4, see BREAK, A, Nos. IO and 5 respectively. (3) In Luke 14 : 18, 
A.V., agros, a field (R.V.), is translated "a piece of ground." (4) In 
Matt. 17 : 27, A.V., stater, a shekel (R.V.), a tetradrachmon (see No. 5, 
above), is translated "a piece of money." 

PIER CE 
l. DIIKNEOMAI (SiiKvloµai), to go through, penetrate (dia, through, 

ikneomai, to go), is used of the power of the Word of God, in Heb. 4: 12, 
"piercing. "i! In the Sept., Ex. 26 : 28. if 

2. DIERCHOMAI (Sdpxoµai), to go through, is translated '' shall 
pierce through" in Luke 2 : 35. See CoME, No. 5. 

3. EKKENTEO (iKKEVTlw), primarily, to prick out (ek, out, kenteö, 
to prick), signifies to pierce, John 19: 37; Rev. l : 7. if 

4. NUSSÖ (v6uuw), to pierce or pierce through, often of inflicting 
severe or deadly wounds, is used of the piercing of the side of Christ, 
John 19: 34 (in some mss., Matt. 27: 49).if 

5. PERIPEIRÖ (1TEpm1dpw), to put on a spit, hence, to pierce, is used 
rnetaphorically in l Tim. 6 : 10, of torturing one's soul with many sorrows, 
"have pierced (thernselves) through."if · 

PIETY (to shew) 
EUSEBEO (€Öu€ß€w), to reverence, to show piety towards any to whom 

dutiful regard is due (akin to eusebes, pious, godly, devout), is used in 
l Tim. 5 : 4 of the obligation on the part of children and grandchildren 
(R.V.) to express in a practical way their dutifulncss " towards their own 
family;" in Acts 17: 23 of worshipping God. See WoRSHIP.if 

For PIGEON see DOVE, No. l 

PILGRIM 
PAREPIDtMOS (11ap€11lS71µos), an adjective signifying 'sojourning 

in a strange place, away frorn one's own people' (para, from, expressing a 
contrary condition, and epidemeö, to sojourn; demos, a people), is used of 
O.T. saints, Heb. II : 13, " pilgrirns" (coupled with xenos, a foreigner) ; 
of Christians, l Pet. l: l, "sojourners (of the Dispersion)," RV.; 2: u, 
"pilgrirns" (coupled with paroikos, an alien, sojourner) ; thc word is 
thus used metaphorically of those to whorn Heaven is their own country, 
and who are sojourners on earth. 41f 
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PILLAR 
STULOS (a'TvAoS'), a column supporting the weight of a building, is 

used (a) metaphorically, of those who bear responsibility in the churche's, 
as of the elders in the church at Jerusalem, Gal. 2 : 9 ; of a local church 
as to its responsibility, in a collective capacity, to maintain the doctrines 
of the faith by teaching and practice, I Tim. 3 : 15 ; some would attach 
this and the next words to the statement in ver. 16; the connection in the 
Eng. Versions seems preferable; (b) flguratively in Rev. 3 : 12, indicating 
a firm and permanent position in the spiritual, heavenly and eternal 
Temple of God; (c) illustratively, of the feet of the angel in the vision in 
Rev. 10: l, seen as flames rising like columns of fire indicative of holiness 
and consuming power, and thus reflecting the glory of Christ as depicted 
in I : 15 ; cp. Ezek. l : 7., 

PILLOW 
PROSKEPHALAION (TTpoaKtief>d.\aiov) denotes a pillow, a cushion for 

the head (pros, to, kephale; a head), Mark 4: 38 (R.V., "cushion ")., 
In the Sept„ Ezek. 13 : 18., 

PINE AWAY 
XERAINÖ (fripalvw), to dry up, wither, is rendered "pineth away" 

in Mark 9 : 18. See DRY. 

PINNACLE 
PTERUGION ('1T'T€pvyiov) denotes (a) a little wing (diminutive of 

pterux, a wing) ; (b) anything like a wing, a turret, battlement, of the 
temple in Jerusalem, Matt. 4: 5 and Luke 4: 9 (of the hieron, the entire 
precincts, or parts of the main building, as distinct from the naos, the 
sanctuary). This "wing" has been regarded (1) as the apex of the 
sanctuary, (2) the top of Solomon's porch, (3) the top of.the Royal Portico, 
which Josephus describes as of tremendous height (Antiq. xv. rr.5)., lt 
is used in the Sept. of thr. fins of fishes, e.g .• Lev. II ; 9-12; of the part 
of a dress, hanging down in the form of a wmg, Ruth 3 : 9; I Sam. 24: 5. 

PIPE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

AULOS (av.\6S'), a wind instrument, e.g,, a flute (connected with 
aemi, to blow), occurs in I Cor. 14: 7., 

B. Verb. 
AULEÖ (av.\lw), to play on an aulos, is used in Matt. II: 17; Luke 

7: 32; l Cor. 14: 7 (2nd part)., 

For PIPERS, Rev. 18 : 22, A.V„ see FLUTE-PLAYERS 

PIT 
r. PHREAR (ef>plap), a well, dug for water (distinct from pege, a 
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fountain), denotes a pit in Rev. 9: l, 2, R.V„ "the pit (of the abyss)," 
"the pit," i.e„ the shaft leading down to the abyss, A.V., "(bottomless) 

. " . L k R V " II " (A V " 't ") . J h p1t ; m u e 14 : 5, . „ we . ., p1 ; m o n 4 : II, 12, 
"well." See WELL.~ 

2. BOTHUNOS (ß68vvos) is rendered " pit " in Matt. 12 : II : see 
DITCH. 

3. ABUSSOS (ö.ßvaaos) : see BoTTOMLESS, B .. 
4. HUPOLENION (v1ToA~viov) denotes a vessel or trough beneath a 

winepress, to receive the juice, Mark 12 : l, R.V„ "a pit for the wine
press" (A.V., "a place for ... the wine-fat ").~ 

Note: For "pits," 2 Pet. 2: 4, R.V„ see CHAIN Note (1). 

PITCH (Verb) 
PE.GNUMI (1T~yvvµ.i), to make fast, to fix (cp. prospegnumi, Acts. 2 : 23, 

of crucifi.xion), is used of pitching a tent; in Heb. 8: 2, of the "true 
tabernacle," the Heavenly and spiritual, which "the. Lord pitched."~ 

PITCHER 
KERAMION (i<epdµ.iov), an earthen vessel (keramos, potter's clay), 

a jar or jug, occurs in Mark 14 : 13 ; Luke 22 : IO. ~ 

PITIABLE (most) 
ELEEINOTEROS (J>.mvoTepos), the cofnparative degree of eleeinos, 

miserable, pitiable (eleos, pity), is used in l Cor. 15 : 19, " most pitiable" 
(R.V.), lit., 'more pitiable than all men.' See MISERABLE.1 

PITIFUL, PITY 
I. POLUSPLANCHNOS (7ToAVa7TAayxvos) denotes very pitiful or full 

of pity (polus, much, splanchnon, the heart; in the plural, the affections), 
occurs in Jas. 5: II, R.V„ "full of pity."~ 

2. EUSPLANCHNOS (ev0'1TAayxvos), compassionate, tenderhearted, 
lit„ 'of good heartedness' (eu, well, and splanchnon), is translated 
"pitiful "in l Pet. 3: 8, A.V„ R.V„ "tenderhearted," as in Eph. 4: 32.~ 

PLACE (Noun, Verb, Adverb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. TOPOS (T07Tos), Eng„ topic, topography etc„ is used of a region or 
locality, frequently in the Gospels and Acts ; in Luke 2 : 7 and 14 : 22, 
" room ; " of a place which a person or thing occupies, a couch at table, 
e.g„ Luke 14 : 9, IO, R.V„ "place " (A.V„ "room ") ; of the destiny of 
Judas Iscariot, Acts l : 25 ; of the condition of the "unleamed" or non
gifted in a church gathering, l Cor. 14 : 16, R.V., " place ; " the sheath of 
a sword, Matt. 26: 52; a place in a book, Luke 4: 17; see also Rev. 
2 : 5; 6 : 14; r2 : 8; metaphorkally, of concfüion, occasion, opportunity 
Acts 25 : 16, R.V., "opportunity" (A.V„ "licence ") ; Rom. 12: 19; 
Eph. 4: 27. See OPPORTUNITY, RooM. 
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2. CHÖRION (xwplov), a region (a diminutive of chöra, a land, 
country), is used of Gethsemane, Matt. 26: 36 ; Mark 14 : 32. See 
FIELD. 

3. HUPEROCHE (v1T€pox~), "high place," l Tim. 2: 2: see 
AuTHORITY, No. 3. 

4. PERIOCHE (7r€ptox~), primarily a circumference, compass (peri, 
around, echö, to have), hence denotes a portion circumscribed, that which 
is contained, and in rcference to a writing or book, a portion or passage of 
its contents, Acts 8: 32, "(the) place.", 

5. AKROATERION (dKpoa-njpwv) denotes a place of audience 
(akroaomai, to listen), Acls 25: 23, "place of hearing.", 

6. PRÖTOKLISIA ('rrpw-roK~iula) : see CHIEF, B, No. 7. 
Noks: (1) For ope, a hole, Jas. 3 : II, A.y„ "place," see ÜPENING: 

see also CAVE. (2) For "place of toll," Matt. 9: 9; Mark 2 : 14, see 
CuSTOM ('fuu.), No. :t. (3) In Heb. 4: 5 "in this place" is, lit„ •in 
this,' i;e.,' in this (passage).' (4) In Luke 6: 17, R.V„ topos, with pedinos, 
level, is translated "level place" (A.V„ " plain "). (5) For amphodon, 
rendered "a place wherc two ways mct," Mark II : 4 (R.V„ "the open 
street "), see STREET., (6) For eremia, a desert place, see DESERT, A. 
(7) In l Cor. II : 20 and 14: 25, A.V., the phrase epi to auto, lit„ 'to the 
same,' is translated "into one place," R.V., "together;" perhaps = 'in 
assembly .' (8) For "secret place,'' Luke II : 33, A.V., see CELLAR. 
(9) For "placc of prayer," Acts 16: .i3, R.V„ see PRAYER. (ro) For 
Phil. l : l3 (A.V„ "in all other placesu), R.V„ "to all the rest," see 
PALACE. (II) For "rocky places," Mark 4: 16, see RocKY. 

B. Verbs. 
l. ANACHÖREÖ {dvaxwplw), to withdraw (ana, back, chöreö, to make 

room, retire), is translated "give place" in. Matt. 9: 24. See DEPART, 
No. 10. 

2. EIKÖ {€iKw), to yield, give way, is rendered "gave place" in Gal. 
2: 5., 

3. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.a,), to become, take place, is translated " {a death) 
having taken place" in Heb. 9: 15, R.V., A.V., "by means of (death)," 
referring, not to the circumstances of a testamentary disposition, but to 
the sacrifice of Christ as the basis of the ncw covenant. 

Note: For chöreö in John 8: 37, A.V„" hath ... place," see 
COURSE, B. 

C. Adverbs, etc. 
l. HODE (<L8€), here, hither, is translated "to (unto, R.V.) this 

place " in Luke 23 : 5. See HERE. 
2. PANTACHOU (1Tavraxoii), everywhere, is translated" in all plac·es" 

in Acts 24: 3. See EVERYWHERE, No. z. 
Notes: (1) For "in divers places,'' Matt. 24: 7, et~ .• see DIVERS, 

B, Note. (2) In the following the R.V. gives the correct meaning: in 
Mark 6: IO, ekeithen, " thence" {A.V., "from that place ") ; in Heb. 
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2 : 6 and 4: 4, pou, "somewhere" (A.V„ "in a certain place ") ; in 
Matt. 12 : 6, höde, "here " (A.V., " in this place ") ; in Mark 6 : IO, 

hopou ean, "wheresoever" (A.V., "in what place soever "). (3) The 
adjective entopios, "of that place," occurs in Acts 21 : 12.if (4) In Jas. 
2: 3 kalös, well (A.V., marg.), is rendered "in a good place." See 
DwELLING, HEAVENLY, HoLY, MARKET, SKULL, STEEP, YoNDER. 

PLAGUE 
r. MASTIX (µ.&.crn~). a whip, scourge, Acts 22: 24, "by scourging;" 

Heb. II : 36, "scourgings," is used metaphorically of disease or suffering, 
Mark 3 : IO ; 5 : 29, 34 ; Luke 7 : 2r. See ScouRGING. ~ 

2. PLEGE (7T.\17y7}), a stripe, wound (akin to ptessö, to smite), is used 
metaphorically of a calamity, a plague, Rev. 9 : 20 ; II : 6 ; 15 : l, 6, 8 ; 
16 : 9, 21 (twice) ; 18 : 4, 8 ; 21 : 9 ; 22 : 18. See STRIPE, WOUND. 

For PLAIN (Noun) see PLACE, A, Note (4) 

PLAIN (Adverb), PLAINLY, PLAINNESS 
l. ORTHÖS (&p8ws), rightly (from orthos, straight), is translated 

"plain," in Mark 7: 35, of restored speech. See RIGHTLY. 
2. PARRHESIA (7Tapp71ula), boldness, is used adverbially in its dative 

case and rendered "plainly" in John 10: 24; II : 14; 16: 25 ; 16: 29 
(with en, Iit., 'in plainness '). See RoLD, R, where see a.Iso "plainness 
of speech," 2 Cor. 3: 12 .• R.V. 

PLAIT 
PLEKÖ (7TMKw), to weave, twist, plait, is used of the crown of thorns 

inflicted on Christ, Matt. 27 : 29 ; Mark 15 : 17 ; John 19 : 2. i! 

For PLAITING (of the hair) see BRAIDED, Note (1) 

For PLANK see BOARD 

PLANT (Noun, Verb, Adjective) 
A. Noun. 

PHUTEIA (tPVTEla), firstly, a planting, then that which is planted, a 
plant (from phuö, to bring forth, spring up, grow, phuton, a plant), 
occurs in Matt. 15 : 13. if In the Sept., 2 Kings 19 : 29 ; Ezek. 17 : 7 ; 
Mic. l: 6.if 

B. Verb. 
PHUTEUÖ (,PVTEVw), to plant, is used (a) literally, Matt. 21 : 33 ; 

Mark 12 : l ; Luke 13 : 6 ; 17 : 6, 28 ; 20 : 9 ; l Cor. 9 : 7 ; (b) meta
phorically, Matt. 15: lJ; 1 Cor. 3: 6, 7, 8.if 
- C. Adjective. 

SUMPIIUTOS (uvf"Pv70~·), firstly, congenital, innate (from sumphui>, to 
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make to grow together), then, planted or grown along with, united with, 
Rom. 6: 5, A.V:," planted together," R.V.," united withHim," indicating 
the union of the believer with Christ in experiencing spiritually " the 
likeness of His death." See UNITED.il Cp. empkutos, Jas. l: 21, R.V., 
" implanted" (marg., " inborn "). See ENGRAFTED. 

PLATTER 
I. PAROPSIS (1Tapoi/Jls), firstly, a sidc-dish of daintics (para, beside, 

opson, cooked) ; then, the dish itself, Matt. 23 : 25 ; ver. 26, in some mss. ~ 
2i PINAX (1Tlvq.~) is translated platter in Luke II : 39; see CHARGER. 

PLAY 
PAIZO (?Tal,w), properly, to play as a child (pais), hence deriotes to 

play as in dancing and making merry, l Cor. 10: 7.~ Cp. empaizö, 
to mock. 

PLEAD 
ENTUNCHANO (t1VTvyxavw), to make petition, is used of the pleading 

of Elijah against Israel, Rom. II : 2, R.V., " pleadeth with " (A.V., 
"maketh intercession to ''). See DEAL WITH, INTERCESSIONS. 

PLEASE, PLEASING (Noun), WELL-PLEASING, PLEASURE · 
A. Verbs. 

l. ARESKO (&.plaKw) signifies (a) to be pleasing to, be acceptable to, 
Matt. 14 : 6 ; Mark 6 : 22 ; Acts 6 : 5 ; Rom. 8 : 8 ; 15 : 2 ; l Cor. 7 : 
32-34 ; Gal. l : io ; l Thess. 2 : 15 ; 4 : l (where the preceding kai, 
"and," i~ epexegetical, 'even,' exp!aining the 'walking,' i.e., Christian 
rnanner of life, as 'pleasing God;' in Gen. 5: 22; where the Hebrew has 
" Enoch walked with God," the Sept. has " Enoch pleased God; " 
cp. Mic. 6 : 8 ; Heb: n: : 5) ; 2 Tim. 2 : 4 ; (b) to endeavour to please, 
and so, to render service .• doing so evilly in one's own interests, Rom. 
15 : l, which Christ did not, ver. 3; or unselfi:shly, l Cor. 10: 33; l Thess. 
2 : 4. This sense of the word is .illustrated by Moulton and Milligan 
(Vocab.) from numerous Iriscriptions, especially describing "those who 
have proved themselves of use to the commonwealth."~ 

2. EUARESTEO (evapeUTlw) sigriifies to be well-pleasing (eu, well, 
and a form akin to No. l); in the Active Voice, Heb. II: 5, R.V., "he 
had been ·well-pleasing (unto God)," A.V., "he pleased; " so ver. 6; 
in the Passive Voice, Heb. 13: 16.~ 

3. EUDOKEO. (evSoKlw) signifies (a) to be well pleased, to think it 
good [eu, well, and dokeö, see. Note (1) below], not merely an under
standing of what is right and good as in dokeo, but stressing the willing
ness and freedom of an intention or rcsolyc rcgarding what is goöd, e.g., 
Luke 1.2 : 32, "it is (your Father's) good pleasure;" so Rom. 15 : 26, 
27, R.V.; l Cor. l: 21; ~al. l: 15; Col. l: 19; l Thess. 2: 8, R.V.," we 
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were well pleased" (A.V., "we were willing "); this meaning is frequently 
found in the papyri in legal documents; (b) to be well pleased with, or 
take pleasure in, e.g., Matt. 3 : 17 ; 12 : 18 ; 17 : 5 ; I Cor. 10 : 5 ; 2 Cor. 
12 : 10; 2 Thess. 2 : 12 ; Heb. 10 : 6, 8, 38 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 17. 

4. THELO (lW1w), to will, wish, desire, is translated "it pleased 
(Hirn) " in I Cor. 12 : 18; 15 : 38, R.V. See DESIRE, B, No. 6. 

5. SPATALAO (a1TaTa,\aw), to live riotously, is translated "giveth 
herself to pleasure" in 1 Tim. 5 : 6, R.V, (A.V., "liveth in pleasure ") ; 
" taken .your pleasure " in Jas. 5 : 5, kV., " been wanton."~ 

Notes: (1) In Acts 15 : 22, A.V., dokeö, lo seem guutl Lu (R.V.), is 
translated "it pleased" (in some mss., ver. 34) ; in Heb. 12 : 10, A.V., 
" (after their own) pleasure," R.V.," (as) seemed good (to them)." (2) For 
suneudokeö, rendered "have pleastire in" in Rom. · I : 32, A.V., · see 
CoNSENT, No. 6. (3) For truphaö, rcndered "lived in pleasure " in Jas. 
5: 5, A.V., see DFI.ICATELY. . 

B. Adjectives. 
· I. ARESTOS (apea-r6S') denotes pleasing, agreeable, John 8: 29, 

R.V .. " (the things that are) pleasing," A.V., " {those things that) plP.::iSP. ; " 

A.V. and R.V. in I John 3 : 22 ; in Acts 6 : 2, " fit " (R.V. marg., " pleas
ing ") ; 12 : 3, " it pleased," lit., ' it was pleasing.' See FIT.~ 

2. EUARESTOS (evapea-roS'), eu, well, and No. 1, is translated "well
pleasing" in the R.V. except in Rom. 12 : I, 2 (see marg., however). 
See AccEPT, B, No. 4. 

C. Noun. 
ARESKEIA (or -ia) (&.peaKela), a "pleasing," a giving pleasure, Col. 

I : 10, of the purpose Godward of a walk worthy of the Lord (cp. I Thess. 
4 : 1). lt was used frequently in a bad sense in classical writers. Moulton 
and Milligan illustrate from the papyri its use in a favourable sense, and 
Deissmann (Bible Studies) fröm an inscription. ~ In the Sept., Prov. 
31: 30.~ 

PLEASURE 
A. Nouns. 

1. HEDONE Wlovi]), p:leasure, is used of the gratificatiün of the natural 
desire or sinful desires (akin to hedomai, to be glad, and hedeös, gladly), 
Luke 8 : 14; '.J'it. 3 : 3; Jas. 4: I, 3, R.V., "pleasures" (A.V., "lusts ") ; 
in the singular, 2 Pet. 2 : 13. See LusT.~ 

2. EUDOKIA (evSoKla), good pleasure (akin to eudokeö, PLEASE, 
No. 3), Eph. I: 5, 9; Phil. 2: 13; '2 Thess. I: II. See DESIRE, A. No. 2. 

3.· APOLAUSIS (a1T6Aav<itS'), enjoyment, is used with echö, to have, 
and rendeted " enjoy the pleasilres" (lit., 'pleasure ') in Heb. II : 25. 
See ENJOY. 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 4: II; A.V., thelema, a will, is translated " (for 
Thy) pleasure," R.V., " (because of Thy) will." (2) For charis, trans
fa.ted "pleasure" in the A.V. of Acts 24: 27 and 25: 9, see FAVOUR, A. 
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B. Adjective. 
PHILtDONOS (</>~~8ovos), loving pleasure (philos, loving, and A, 

No. 1}, occurs in 2 Tim. 3: 4, R.V„ "lovers of pleasure" (A.V„ ". 
pleasures "). See LOVER.i1 

Note : In 1 Tim. 5 : 6 the R.V. renders spatalaö " giveth herself to 
pleasure." 

PLENTEO:CJS · 
POLUS (1ToAvs-), much, is rendered "plenteous" in Matt. 9: 37, of 

a harvest of souls, and Luke ro : 2, R.V. (A.V„ "great "). See GREAT. 

PLENTIFU.LL Y 
Note: This translates the prefixeu (well) of the verheuphoreö, to pro

duce weil, in Luke ::tz": 16, " brought forth plentifully."i-/ 

PLOT 
EPIBOUJ.,E (~mßovA~). Iit„ a plan against (epi, against, boule, a counsel, 

plan), i:;; translated "plot " in the R.V„ (A.V., "laying await " and 
"lying in wait ")in Acts 9: 24·; 20: 3, 19; 23 : 30.~ 

PLOUGH, PLOW 
A. Noun. 

AROTRON (Ü1lo·rpov), from aroö, to plough, occurs in Luke 9: 62., 
B. Verb~ 

AROTRIAO (apoTpicfw), akin. to A, .a later form of aroö, to plough, 
occurs in Luke 17 : 7 and 1 Cor. 9 : 10. i1 

PLUCK (out) 
1. TILLO (Tl.Uw) is used of plucking ofi ears of com, .Matt; 12: 1; 

Mark 2: 23 ; Luke 6: l.1[ In the Sept., Isa. 18: 7.1[ 
2. HARPAZO (ap1Tcf{w), to seize, snatch, is rendered "pluck" in 

John 10: 28, 29, A.V„ R.V„ "snatch." Forthe me:rning, see CAT<:H, No. r. 
3. EXAIREO (~gaiplw). to take out (ex for ek, out, haireö, to take), 

is translated " pluck out,'' of the eye as the occasion ofsin, in Matt. 5 : 29 ; 
18 : 9, indicating that, with determination and proniptitude, we are to 
strike at the roqt of unholy inclinations, ridding ourselves of whatever 
would stimulate them. Cp. Note (2) befow. - See DELIVER, No. 8. 

4. EXORUSSO (~~opvuuw), to dig out or up, is rendered "ye would 
have plucked out (your eyes) " in Gai. 4 : :rs. an indication of their feelings 
of gratitude to, and love for, the Apostle. The metaphor affords no .real 
ground for the supposition öf a reference to some weakness of his sight, 
and certainly not to the result of his temporary blindness at his con~ 
version, the recovery from which must have been as complete as the 
inftiction. There would be some reason for such an inference had the 
pronoun " ye " been stressed ; but the stress is on the word ·~ eyes ; ''. 
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their devotion prompted a readiness to part with their most treasured 
possession on his behalf. For Mark 2 : 4 see BREAK, No. 14, D1G, No. l, 

Note (2).~ In the Sept„1Sam.II:2; Prov. 29: 22.~ 
5. EKRIZOÖ'(lKpi{&w), to pluck up by the roots (ek, out, rhiza; a root), 

is so translated in Jude 12 (figuratively), and,in the A.V. in Luke 17: 6, 
R.V„ "rooted up;" "root up," Matt. 13: 29; "shall be rooted up," 
15 : 13. See ROGT. ~ 

Notes: (1) In Mark 5 : 4, A.V., diaspaö, to rend asunder (R.V.), is 
translated " plucked asunder," said of chains. (2) In Mark 9 : 47, A.V„ 
ekballö, to cast out (R.V.), is translated "pluck ... out." Cp. No. 31 

above. 

POET 
POll!T:E:S (11'ot71rqs-), primarily a maker, later a doer (poiw to make, 

to do), was used, in classical Greek, of an author, especially a poet; so 
Acts 17 : 28. See DOER. 

POINT, POINTS 
A. Phrases. 

Notes: (1) In Heb. 4: 15, "in all points" represents the phrase 
kata with the neuter plural of pas, all, lit„ ' according to all (things).' 
(2) ' To be at the point of death ' is a translation (a) of the verb mellö, 
to be about, with teleutaö, to end one's life, die, Luke 1 : 2 ; see DIE, 
No. 4; (b) of mellö with apothneskO, to die, John 4 : 47 ; (c) of the phrase 
mentioned under DEATH, C, Note. (3) In Jas. 2: 10, en heni (the dative 
case of heis, one), lit„ 'in one,' is rendered" in one point." 

B. Noun. 
KEPHALAION (K€c/>d>.aiov), the neuter of the adjective kephalaios, of 

the head, is used as a noun, signifying (a) a sum, amount, of money, Acts 
22 : 28 ; (b) a chief point, Heb. 8 : I, not the summing up of the subject, 
as the. A.V. suggests, for the subject was far from being finished in the 
Epistle; on the contrary, in all that.was being set forth by the writer 
"the chief point" consisted in the fact that believers have "a High 
Priest " of the .character already described. See SuM. ~ . 

C. Verb. 
D:E:LOÖ (S71Aow), to make plain (delos, evident), is translated "did 

point unto" in l Pet. l : II, R.V. (A~v„ "did signify "), of the operation 
of" the Spiritof Christ " in the prophets of the Old Testament in ·pointing 
on to the time and its characteristics, of the sufferings of Christ and 
subsequent glories. See SHEW, SIGNIFY. 

POISON 
IOS (l6s-) denotes something active as (a) rust, as acting on metals, 

affecting their nature, Jas. 5 : 3; (b) poison, as of asps, acting destructively 
on living tissues, figuratively of the evil use of the lips as the organs of 
spccch, Rom. 3 : 13 ; so of thc tonguc, Jas. 3 : 8. ~ 
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For POLLUTE see DEFILE, A, No. r 

POLLUTION 
ALISG~MA (d.Al0')'77µ.a), akin to a late verb alisgeö/ to pollute, denotes 

a pollution, contamination, Acts 15 : 20, " pollutions of idols," i.e„ all the 
contaminating associations connected with idolatry includi.ng meats from 
sacrifices offered to idols. ~ 

Note: For miasma, A.V„ "pollutions," in 2 Pet. 2 : 20, sec DEFILE
MENT, B, NO. L,[ 

POMP 
PHANTASIA (cf>av-raala), as a philosophic term, denoted an imagina

tion ; then, an appearance, like phantasma, an apparition ; later, a show, 
display, po~p (Eng„ phantasy), Acts .. 25 : 23. ~ In the · Sept„ Hab. 
2 : 18 ; · 3 : ro ; 'Zech. 10 : I. ~ 

POND ER 
SUMBALLO (auµ,ßaA>..w), to throw together, confer, etc„ has the 

meaning to ponder, i.e„ to put one thing with another in considering 
Circumstances, in Luke 2 : 19. See CoNFER. 

POOL 
KOLUMRETHRA (1eo>.uµ,ß~Opa) denotes a swimming pool (akin to 

kolumbaö, to swim, Aets 27: 43), John 5: 2 (ver. 4 in some mss.), 7; 9: 7 
(ver. II in some mss.).~ 

POOR 
A. Adjectives. 

I. PTÖCHOS (1T'Twx6s), for which see BEG, B, has the broad sense of 
"poor," (a) literally, e.g„ Matt. II : 5 ; 26 : 9, II ; Luke Zl : 3 (with 
stress on the word, ' a conspicuously poor widow ') ; John 12 : 5, 6, 8 ; 
13: 29; Jas. 2 : 2, 3, 6; the poor are constantly thc s:ibjccts of injunc
tions to assist them, Matt. 19 : 21 ; Mark 10 : 21 ; Luke 14 : 13, 21 ; 
18 : 22 ; Rom. 15 : 26 ; Gal. 2 : 10 ; (b) metaphorically, Matt. 5 : 3 ; 
Luke 6 : 20 ; Rev. 3 : 17. 

2. PENICHROS (7rmxp6s), akin to B, needy, poor, is used of the 
widow in Luke 21: 2 (cp. No. I, of the same woman, in ver. 3); it is used 
frequently in the papyn. ~ In the Sept„ Ex. 22 : 25 ; Prov. 28 : 15 ; 

29: 7.~ 
B. Noun. 

PENtS (TrlVT)s), a labourer (akin to penomai, to work for one's daily 
bread), is translated " poor " in 2 Cor. 9 : 9. ~ 

C. Verb. 
PTÖCHEUÖ (7r-rwx€vw), to be poor as a beggar (akin to A, No. 1), 

to be destitute, is said of Christ in 2 Cor. 8 : 9. ~ 
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PORCH 
I. STOA (UToa), a portico, is used {a) of the porches at the pool of 

Bethesda, John 5 : 2 ; (b) of the covered colonnade in the Temple, called 
Solomon's porch, ·John 10: 23; Acts 3: II; 5: 12, a portico on the 
eastern side of the temple ; this and the other porches existent in the 
time of Christ were almost certainly due to Herod's restoration. Cp. 
Stoies (Acts 17 : 18), 'philosophers of the porch.'~ 

2. PULÖN (?TV..\<Üi•), akin to pi,le, a gate (Eng., pylon), is used of a 
doorway, porch or vestibule of a house or palace, Matt. 26: 71. In the 
parallel passage Mark 14: 68, No. 3 is used, and pulön doubtless stands 
in Matt. 26 for proaulion. See GATE, No. 2. 

3. PROAULION (1Tpoa&..\,ov), the exterior court or vestibule, between 
the door and the street, in the houses of well-to-do folk, Mark 14: 68, 
"porch" (R.V. marg., "forecourt ").~ 

PORTER 
THUROROS (8vpwp6s), a door-keeper (thura, a door, ouros, a guardian), 

is translated" porter" in Mark 13 : 34; John 10: 3; it is used of a female 
in John 18: 16, 17, translated ''. (her) that kept the door.''~ In the 
Sept., 2 Sam. 4: 6; 2 Kings 7: II; Ezek. 44: II.~ 

PORTION 
A. Nowis. 

I. MEROS (µlpos), a part, is translated " portion " in Matt. 24 : 51 ; 
Luke 12: 46; 15: 12. See PART. 

z. KL~ROS, (1e..\fjpos), a lot, is translated "portion" in Acts I: 17, 
R.V. See CHARGE, lNHERITANCE, LOT. 

3. MERIS (µirpls), a part, is translated " portion " in 2 Cor. 6 : 15, 
R.V. See PART. 

Note: For "portion of food," Luke 12: 42, R.V., see FooD, No. 4. 
B. Verb. 

SUMMERIZÖ (avµµ11pl,w), to have a part with (akin to A, No. 3), is 
translated "have their portion with" in I Cor. 9: 13, R.V. See PAR
TAKER.~ 

C. Adverb. 
POLUMERÖS (1To..\vµirpws) signifies •in many parts' or portions 

(polus, many, and A, No. 1), Heb. 1': I, R.V. (A.V., "'at sundry times ") ~; 

POSSESS, POSSESSION -· 
A. Verbs. 

I. KATECHÖ (1ea:rlxw), to hold fast, hold back, signifies to possess, 
in I Cor. 7 :-30 and 2 Cor. 6: 10. See HOLD. 

2. KTAOMAI (IC"Taoµai), to procure for oneself, acquire, obtain, hence, 
to possess (akin to B, No. 1), has this meaning in Luke 18: 12 and I Thess. 
4: 4; in Luke 21: 19, R.V., "ye shallwin" (A.V„ "possess ye "), where 
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the probable meaning is ' ye shall gain the mastery over your souls.' 
i.e., instead of giving way to adverse circumstances. See 0BTAIN. 

3. HUPARCHO (lnrapxw), tobe in existence, and, in a secondary sense, 
to belong to, is used with this meaning in the neuter plural of the. present 
participle with the article signifying one's possessions, "the things which 
he possesseth," Luke 12 : 15 ; Acts 4 : 32 ; in Heb. lO : 34, R.V., " pos
sessions" (A.V., "goods ") ; cp. B, No. 4. See GooDs. 

4. DAIMONIZOMAI (oaiµ.ovl,oµ.ai), to be possessed of a demon or 
demons: see DEMON, B. 

Note: In Acts 8: 7 and 16: 16, A.V., echö, have, is translated to be 
possessed of, in the sense o! No. 4,above, R.V., "had" and "having." 

B. Nouns. · 
l. KTEMA (IC'rijµ.a.), akin to A, No. 2, denotes a possession, property, 

Matt. 19: 22; Mark IO: 22; Acts 2: 45; s·: l.~ 
2. KATASCHESIS (l(a.TdaxEats), primarily a holding back (akin to 

A, No. l), then, a holding fast, denotes a possession, Acts 7: 5, or taking 
possession, ver. 45, wilh lhe article, lit., ' in the (i.e., their) taking 
possession. ·~ 

3. PERIPOIESIS (7TEpmot11ms), an obtaining, an acquisition, is trans
lated " (God's own) possession" in Eph. l : 14, R.V., which may mean 
'acqnisitic>n,' A.V., "pnrc.hasedpossession;" 1Pet.2:9, R.V„ "God's 
own possession ", A.V., "a peculiar (people)." See 0BTAIN. 

4. HUPARXIS (l17ra.pets), prirnarily suLsisleuce (akin to A, No. 3), 
later denoted substance, property, " possession " in Heb. ro : 34, R.V. 
(A.V., "substance "). See Goovs, SUlbTANCE. 

Note: In Acts 28: 7, A.V., chöria, lands (R.V.), is translated 
" possessions." 

C. Adjective. 
PERIOUSIOS (m;piovaios), of one's own possession, one's own,qualifies 

the noun laos, people, in Tit. 2 : 14, A.V., "peculiar," see R.V.if In the 
Sept., Ex. 19 : 5 ; 23 . 22 ; Deut. 7 : 6 ; 14 : 2 ; 26 : 18. if 

POSSESSOR 
KT:E:TOR (1<rr}Twp), a possessor, an owner (akin to ktaoma-i, see 

PossEss, No. 2), occurs in Acts 4: 34.~ 

POSSIBLE 
A. Adjective. 

DUNATOS (ovva..,.&s), strong, mighty, powerful, able (to do), in its 
neuter form signifies " possible," Matt. 19 : 26 ; 24 : 24 ; 26 : 39 ; Mark 
9 : 23 ; 10 : 27 ; 13 : 22 ; 14 : 35, 36 ; Luke 18 : 27 ; Acts 2 : 24 ; 
20 : 16 (27 : 39, in some mss. ; diinamai, tobe able, in the rnost authentic, 
R.V., "they could "); Rom. 12: 18; Gal. 4: 15. See ABLE. 

B. Verb. 
EIMI (Elµ.l), to be, is used in the third person singular, impersonally, 
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with the meaning " it is possible," negatively in I Cor. II : 20, R.V. 
(A.V„ "it is not"), and Heb. 9: 5, "we cannot," lit„ 'it is not possible.' 

Note: For Heb. ro: 4, A.V„ "it is not possible," see l:MPOSSIBLE. 

POT 
I. XEST:RS (elCT'T'TJs) was a Sicilian corruption of the Latin liquid 

measure sextarius, about a pint; in Mark 7: 4 (ver. 8 also in some mss.) 
it denotes a pitcher, of wood or stone. ~ 

2. STAMNOS (crraµvo>), primarily an earthen jar for racking off 
wine, hence, any kind of jar, occurs in Heb. 9: 4.~ 

For POTENTATE, uscd of God, I Tim. 6: 15, see AUTHORITY, Nu. 4 

POTT ER 
A. Noun. 

KERAMEUS (KEpa.µw>), a potter (from kerannumi, to mix, akin to 
keramos, pottcr's clay), is used (a) in connection with the "potter's 
field," Matt. 27 : 7, IO ; (b) illustratively of the potter's right over the clay, 
Rom. 9: 21, where the introductory "or" suggests the alternatives that 
either there mnst be a recognition of the absolqte discretion and power of 
God, or a denial that the potter has power over the clay. Thern is no 
suggestion of the creation of sinful beings, or of the creation of any simply 
in order to punish them. What the passage sets forth is God's right to 
deal with sinful beings according to His own counsel. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
KERAMIKOS (KEpa.µiKo>) denotes 'of (or made by) a potter' (Eng., 

ceramic), earthen, Rev. 2: 27.'IJ 

POUND 
r. LITRA ().hpa.) was a Sicilian coin, the equivalent of a Latin libra 

or as (whence the metric unit, litre) ; in the N.T. it is used as a mcasure of 
weight, a pound, John 12: 3; 19: 39.~ 

2. MNA (µvli.), a Semitic word, both a weight and a suni of money, 
IOO shekels (cp. l Kings ro: 17, maneh; Dan. 5 : 25, 26, mene), in Attic 
Greek IOO drachmai, in weight about 15 oz., in value near about f4 lS. 3d. 
(see PIECE), occurs in Luke 19: 13, 16 (twice), r8 (twice), 20, 24 (twice), 
25.~ 

POUR 
I. BALLO (ß&».w), to throw, is used of pouring liquids, Matt. 26: 12, 

R.V., marg., "cast " (of ointment) ; John 13 : 5 (of water). See CAST, 
No. l. 

2. KATACHEO (ica.Taxlw), to pour down upon (kata, down, cheö, 
to pour), is used in Matt. 26 : 7 (cp. No. r in ver. 12) and Mark r4 : 3, of 
ointment. ~ 
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3. EKCHEÖ (€Kxtw), to pour out (ek, out), is used (a) of Christ's act 
as to the changers' money, John 2 : 15; (b) of the Holy Spirit, Acts 2 : 17, 
18, 33, R.V., ''He hath poured forth" (A.V., " ... shed forth ") ; 
Tit. 3: 6, R.V., "poured out" (A.V., "shed ") ; (c) of the emptying 
of the contents of the bowls (A.V., vials) of Divine wrath, Rev. 16 : 
l-4, 8, IO, 12, 17 ; (d) of the shedding of the blood of saints by the foes of 
God, Rev. 16: 6, R.V., "poured out" (A.V., " shed ") ; some mss. 
have it in Acts 22: 20. Sec RTJN, SHED, SPILL. 

4. EKCHUNÖ (€Kxovw) or ekchunnö, a Hellenistic form of No. 3, is 
used of the blood of Christ, Luke 22: 20, R.V., "is poured out" (A.V., 
" is shed ") ; of the Holy Spirit, Acts ro : 45. See GusH OUT, RUN, 
SHED, SPILL. 

5. EPICHEÖ (€7Ti-xlw), to pour upon (epi), is used in Luke IO: 34, of 
the oil and wine used by the good Samaritan on the wounds of him who 
had fallen among robbers. ~ 

Note: For the A.V„" poured out" in Rev. 14: IO (R.V.," prepared"), 
see MINGLE, No. 2. 

POVERTY 
PTÖCHEIA (7r7wxEla), destitution (akin to ptöcheuö, see PooR), is 

used ·of the poverty which Christ voluntarily experienced on our behalf, 
2 Cor. 8: 9; of the destitute condition of saints in Judrea, ver. 2; of the 
condition of the church in Smyrna, Rev. 2: 9, where the word is used in 
a general sense. Cp. synonymous words under POOR. ~ 

For POWDER see GRIND 

POWER (Noun, and Verb, to have, bring under) 
A. Nouns. 

I. DUNAMIS (SOvaµts), for the different meanings of which see 
ABILITY, MIGHT, is sometimes used, by metonymy, of persons and things, 
e.g., (a) of God, Matt. 26 : 64 ; Mark 14 : 62 ; (b) of angels, e.g., perhaps 
in Eph. l : 21, R.V., "power," A.V., "might" (cp. Rom. 8 : 38; l Pet. 
3: 22) ; (c) of that which manifests God's power: Christ, l Cor. l : 24; 
the Gospel, Rom. l: 16; (d) of mighty works (RV., marg., "power" 
or "powers "), e.g., Mark 6: 5, "mighty work;" so 9: 39, R.V. (A.V., 
" miracle ") ; Acts 2 : 22 (ditto); 8: 13, "miracles; " 2 Cor. 12 : 12, 
R.V., "mighty works" (A.V„ "mighty deeds "). 

Note: For different meanings of synonymous terms, see Note under 
DOMINION, A, No. l. 

2. EXOUSIA (€govala) denotes freedom of action, right to act ; used 
of God, it is absolute, unrestricted, e.g., Luke 12 : 5 (R.V. marg„ 
" authority ") ; in Acts l : 7 ' right of disposal ' is what is indicated; 
used of men, authority is delegated. AngP.lic hPings ::ire called" powers" 
in Eph. 3 : 10 (cp. l : 21) ; 6 : 12 ; Col. l : 16; 2 : 15 (cp. 2 : 10). See 
AUTHORITY, No. l, see also PRINCIPALITY. 
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3. ISCHUS (loxos), ability, force, strength, is nowhere translated 
"power" in the R.V. (A.V. in 2 Thess. l: 9). See ABILITY, No. 2; 

4. KRATOS (Kpcfros) is translated " power" in the R.V. and A.V. 
in l Tim. 6: 16; Heb. 2 : 14; in Eph. l : 19 (last part) ; 6 : ro, A.V., 
"power" (R.V., "strength '') : see DOMINION, A, · No. ·l, STRENGTH, 
A, No. 3. 

5 DUNATON (ovvaT6v), the neuter of the adjective dunatos, powerful 
(akin to No. l); is used as anoun with the article in Rom. 9; 22," (to make 
His) power (known)." See ABLE. 

6. ARCHE (dpx.7]), a beginning, rule, is translated "power" in Luke 
20: 20, A.V. (R.V., "rule "). See BEGINNING, B. 

B. Verb. 
EXOUSIAZO (Jgovuia,w}, to exercise authority (akin to A, No. 2), 

is used (a) in the Active Voice, Luke 22 : 25, R.V., "have authority" 
(A.V., "exercise authority "), of the power of rulcrs; l Cor. 7 : 4 (twice), 
of marital relations and conditions; (b) in the Passive Voice, l Cor. 6: 12, 

to be brought under the power of a thing ; here, this verb and the preced
ing one connected with it, exesti, present a paronomasia, which Lightfoot 
br1ngs out as follows : ' All are within my power ; but I will not put 
myself under the power of any one of all things.' See AuTHORITY, B, 
No. I.~ 

Notes :· (1) In Rev. 13: 14, 15, A.V., didömi, to give, is translated 
" (he) had power;" R.V., "it was given (him) " and "it was give11 
unto him; " the A.V. misses the force of the permissive will of God in the 
actings of the Beast. (z) In Rom. 16 : 25, A.V., dunamai, to be able, is 
translated "that is of power" (R.V., "that is able "). See ABLE. 
(3) The subject of power in Scripture may be viewed under the following 
heads: (a) its original source, in the Persons in the Godhead; (b) ·its 
exercise by God in creation, its preservation and its government; (c) 
special manifestations of Divine power, past, present and future; (d) 
power existent in created beings, other than man, andin inanimate nature; 
(e) committed to man, and misused by him; (f) committed to those who, 
on becoming believers, were empowered by the Spirit of God; are indwelt 
by Hirn, and will cexercise it hereafter for God's glory. 

POWERFUL, POWERFULLY 
A. Adjectives. 

1. ENERGES (evEms): see AcTIVE. 
2. ISCHUROS (luxvp6s), strong, mighty, akin to ischus (see POWER, 

A, No. 3), is translated "powerful '' in 2 Cor. ro: IO, A.V. (R.V., 
"strong "). See STRONG. · 

B. Adverb. 
EUTONÖS (EÜT6vws) signifies vigorously, vehemi>ntly (eu, weil, teinö, 

to stretch), Luke 23 : 10, " vehemenlly," of the accusation of the chief 
priests and scribes against Christ; Acts I8: 28, R.V.; "powerfully" 
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(A.V., "mightily "), of Apollos in confuting Jews.1[ In the Sept., 
Josh. 6: 8.1[ 

Note: For "is powerful," z Cor. 13 : 3, R.V., see MIGHTY, C. 

For PRACTICES see COVETOUS, B; No. 3 

PRACTISE 
PRASSO ('"pauuw) is translated by the verb to ptactise in: the R.V. 

in the following passages (the A.V. nowhere renders the verb thus) : 
John 3: 20 (marg.) ; 5 : 29 (marg.) ; Acts 19: 19; Rom. l : 32 (twice) ; 
2 : l, 2, 3 ; 7 : 15, 19 ; Gai. 5 : 21. See Do, No; 2. 

For PRJETORIUM and PRJETORIAN GUARD see PALACE 

DRAISE 
A. Nouns. 

1, AINOS (alvos), primarily a tale, narration, came to denote praise; 
in thc N:T. only of prai!.;e to God, Matt. 21 : 16 ; Luke 18 : 43. ~ 

2. EPAINOS (l'"ai"' -~. a strengthenerl form of No. l (epi, upon), 
denotes approbation, commendation, praise ; it is used (a) of those on 
ac:c:ount of, and by reason of, whom as God's heritage, praise is to be 
ascribed to God, in respect of His glory (the exhibition of His character 
and operations), Eph. l : 12 ; in ver. 14, of the whole company, the 
Church, viewed as "God's own possession" (R.V.); in ver. 6, with par
ticular reference to the glory of His grace towards them ; in Phil. l : II, 

as the result of " the fruits of righteousness " manifested in them through 
·the power of Christ; (b) of praise bestowed by God, upon the Jew 
spiritually (Judah = praise), Rom. 2: 29; bestowed upon believers 
hereafter at the Judgment-Seat of Christ, l Cor. 4: 5 (where the definite 
article indicates that the praise will be exactly in accordance with each 
person's actions) ; as the issue of present trials, "at the revelation of 
Jesus Christ," l Pet. l : 7 ; . (c) of whatsoever is praiseworthy, Phil. 4 : 8; 
(d) of the approbation by churches of those who labour faithfully in the 
ministry of the Gospel, 2 Cor. 8 : 18 ; (e) of the approbation of well-doers 
by human rulers, Rom. 13: 3; l Pet. 2: 14.1[ 

3. AINESIS (aivl'uis), praise (akin to No. 1), is found in Heb. 13 : 15, 
where it is metaphorically represented as a sacrificial offering.1[ 

Notes: (1) In l Pet. 2: 9, A.V., arete, virtue, excellence, is translated 
"praises" (R.V., "excellencies "). (2) In the following the A.V. trans~ 
lates doxa, glory, by "praise" (R.V., "glory ") ; John 9: 24, where 
"give glory to God" signifies 'confess thy sins' (cp. Josh. 7: 19, indicat
ing thc genuine confcssion of facts in one~s life which gives glory to God) ; 
12 ; 43 (twice) ; I Pet. 4 : II. 

B. Verbs. 
I. AINEÖ (alvlw), to speak in praise of, to praise (akin to A, No. l), 
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is .always used of praise to God, (a) by angels, Luke 2 : 13 ; (b) by men, 
Luke 2 : . ; 19 : 37 ; 24 : "3 ; Acts 2 : 20 47 ; 3 : 8, 9 ; Rom. 15 : ü 
(No. 2 in some texts) ; Rev~ 19: 5.~ 

2. EPAINEO (€1Taw€w), akin to A, No; 2, isrendered" praise," l Cor. 
II : 2, 17, 22 : see CoMMEND, No. I. 

3. HUMNEO (vµvlw) dcnotes (a) transitively, to sing, to laud, sing to 
thc praise of (Eng„ hymn), Acts 16: 25, A.V.; "sang praises" (R.V„ 
;, singing hymns ") ; HPh. ?. : TZ, R.V., " will I sing (Thy) praise," A.V„ 
"will I sing praise (unto Thee)," lit„ 'I will hymn Thee; ' (b) intransi
tively, to sing, Matt. 26 : 30 ; Mark 14: 26, in both places of the singing of 
the paschal hymns (Psa. n3-n8~ and 136), called by Jews the Great 
Hallel.~ 

4.· PSALLÖ (iflri>J..w), primarily, to twitch or twang (as a bowstring, 
etc.), then, to play (a stringed ·instrument with the fingers), in the Sept., 
to sing psalrns, denotes, in the N.T., to sing a hymn, sing praisc ; in 
Jas. 5 : 13, R.V., "sing praise" (A;V„ ''sing psalms "). See MELODY, 
SING .. 

5. EXOMOLOGEÖ (€goµoAoy€w)· in Rom. _15 : 9, R.V„ "will I give 
praise" (A.V.; and R.V. :cp.arg„." I will confess "): see CoNFESS, A, 
No. 2 (c). 

Note: In Luke l : 64, A.V:; eulogeö, to bless, is translated "praised" 
(R.V„ " blessing "). 

PRATE 
PHLUAREÖ (cfoAvaplw) signifies to talk nonsense (frotn phluö, to 

babble ; cp. the adjective phluaros, babbling, garrulous, "tattlers," 
r Tim. 5: 13), to raise false accusations, 3 John IO., 

PRAY, PRAYER 
A. Verbs. 

I. EUCHOMAI (dlxoµai), to pray (to God), is used with this meaning 
in 2 Cor. 13 : 7; ver. 9, R.V., "pray" (A.V„ "wish ") ; Jas. 5 : 16; 
3 John 2, R.V., ? pray" (A.V., wish). Even when the ·R.V. and A.V. 
translate: by "I would/' 'Acts 26: 29, or ~· wished for/' Acts 27: 29 
(R.V., marg„ "prayed "), or "could wish/' Rom. 9: 3 (R.V., marg., 
"could pray "), the indication is that prayer is involved,, · 

2. PROSEUCHOMAI (1TpocmJxoµai), to pray, is always used of prayer 
to God, and is the most frequent word irr this respect, especially in the 
Synoptists arid Acts, once in Romans, 8 : 26 ; in Ephesians, 6 : 18 ; in 
Philippians, l : 9 ; in l Timothy, 2 : 8 ; in Hebrews, l} : lB ; in Jude, 
ver. 20. For the injunction in l Thess. 5 : 17, sce CEASE, C. 

3. ERÖTAÖ (€parrriw), to ask; is translated by the verb to. pray in 
Luke 14: 18, 19; 16: 27 ; .. John 4: 31; I4: 16; 16: 26; 17 :9, 15, 20; 
in Acts 23: 18, R.V.;~" asked" (A.V. "prayed "}; in l John 5: 16, R.V., 
''.should makerequest "(A.V. "shallpray "). See AsK, A, No. 2. 
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4. DEOMAI (Slop.ai), to desire, in 2 Cor. 5 : 20 ; 8 : 4, R.V., " beseech" 
(A.V., "pray ") : se~ BESEECH, No. 3. 

Notes: (1) Parakaleö, to call to one's aid, is rendered by the verb to 
pray in the A;V. in the following: Matt. 26: 53 (R.V., "beseech "); so 
Mark 5 : 17, 18; Acts 16 : 9; in 24: 4, R.V„ '{ intreat;" in 27: 34, 
R.V„ "beseech." See BESEECH, No. r. (2) In l Thess. 5 : 23 and 2 Tim. 
4: 16, there is no word in the original for·" I pray," see the R.V. 

B. Nouns; 
l. EUCHE (t"vx~). akih to A, No. l, denotes a. prayer, Jas. 5 : 15; 

a vow, Acts 18: 18 and 21: 23. See Vow. ~ 
2 PROSEUCHE (11pout"vx~). akin to A, No. 2, denotes (a) prayer (to 

God), thc most frequent term, c.g., Matt. 21: 22; Luke 6: 12, where the 
phrase is not to be taken literally as if it meant; 'the prayer of God' 
(subjective genitive), but objectively, "prayer to God.", In Jas. 5 : 17, 
"He prayed fervently," RN., is, 1it., 'he prayed with prayer' (a 
Hebraistic form); in the following·the word is used with No. 3: Eph. 6: 
18; Phil. 4: 6; l Tim. 2 : l; 5 : 5; (b) "a place of prayer," Acts 16: 13, 
16, a place outside the city wafl, R.V. 

3. DEESIS (S€71uis), primarily a wanting, a. neetl· (akin to A, No. 
4), then, an asking, entreaty, supplication, in the N.T. is always 
addressed to God and always rendered" supplication "or" supplications" 
in the R.V. ; in the A.V. " prayer," or "prayers," in Luke l : 13; 2 : 37; 
5 : 33 ; Rom. ro : l ; 2 Cor. r : TI ; 9 : 14; Phil. l : 4 (in the znd part, 
" request ") ; I : 19; 2 Tim. l : 3; Heb. 5 : 7; Jas. 5 : 16; l Pet. 3 : 12. 

4. ENTEUXIS (evrt"veis) is translated "prayer" in l Tim. 4: 5; 
see lNTERCESSION. 

N otes : (1) Proseuche is used of pra yer in general ; deesis stresses the 
sense of need; it is used sometimes of request from man to man. (2) In 
the papyri enteuxis is the regular word for a petition to a superior. For 
the synonymous word aitema see PETITION; for hiketeria, Heb. 5 : 7, see 
SUPPLICA TION. 

(3). " Prayer is properly addressed to God thP. F;:ithP.r, Matt. 6 : 6 ; 
John rfr.: 23 ; Eph. l: 17; 3 : 14, and the Son, Acts 7: 59 ; 2 Cor. r2 : 8; 
but in rro instance in the N.T. is prayer addressed to the Holy Spirit 
distinctively, for whereas the Father is in Heaven, Matt. 6: 9, and the 
Son is at His right band, Rom .. 8 : 34, the Holy Spirit is in and with the 
believers, John 14: 16, 17. 

"Prayer is tobe offered in the Name of the Lord Jesus, John 14: 13, 
that is, the prayer must accord with His character, and must be presented 
in the. same spirit of dependence and submission that marked Hirn, Matt. 
n : 26 ; Luke 22 : 42. 

"The Holy Spirit, being the sole interpreter of the needs of the human 
hP.;:irt, makes His intercession therein ; and inasmuch as prayer is 
impossible to man apart from His help, Rom. 8 : 26, believers are exhorted 
to pray at all seasons in the Spirit, Eph. 6 : 18 ; cp. Jude 20, and Jas. 
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5 : I6, the last clause of which should probably be read ' the inwrought 
[i.e., by the Holy Spirit] supplication of a righteous man availeth much • 
(or 'greatly prevails,' 'ischuo, as in Acts 19 : I6, 20). 

".None the less on this account is the understanding tobe engaged in 
prayer, I Cor. 14 : IS, and the will, Col. 4 : I2 ; Acts I2 : 5 (where 
' earnestly ' is, lit., ' stretched out ') and so in Luke 22 : 21-4. 

"Faith is essential to prayer, Matt. 2I : 22 .; Mark II : 24 ; Jas. I : 5-8, 
for faith is the recognition of, and the committalof ourselves and our 
matters to, the faithfulness of God. 

"Where the Jews were numerous_, as at Thessalonica, they had ust1al1y 
a Synagogue; Acts I7: I; where they were-few, as at Philippi, they had 
merely a prose.uche, or 'place of prayer/ of much smaller dimensions, and 
commonly built. by a river for the .sake of the water necessary to the 
preliminary ablutions prescribed by Rabbinic tradition, Acts,I6: I3, I6."• 

PREACH, PREACHING 
A. Verbs. 

l. EUANGEl.IZO ((lldyy'M{w) is almusl always useu uf lhe guuu news 
concerning the Son Of God as proclaimed in the Gospel [ e:X:ceptions are, 
e.g., Luke I : I9; I Thess. 3: 6, in which the phrase" to bring (or shew) 
good (or glad) tidings" does not refer to the Gospel); Gal. I: 8 (2nd part). 
With reference to the Gospel thephrase to bring, or declare, good, or glad, 
tidings is used in Acts I3 : 32 ; Röm. ro : I5 ; Heb. 4 ! 2. 

lrt Luke 4: I8 the R.V. "to preach good tidings" gives the correct 
quotation from Isaiah, rather than the A.V. "to preach the Gospel." 
In the Sept.the verb isused ofany message intended to cheer the hearers, 
e.g., I Sam. 3I : 9; 2 Sam. I : 20. See GOSPEL, B, No. I. · 

2. K:E:RUSSÖ (KYJpvuu~) signifies (a) to be a herald, or, in genera1, fo 
proclaim, e.g., Matt. 3 : l ; Mark I : 45, " publish ; " in Luke 4 : I8, 
R.V., "to proclaim," A.V., " to preach ; " so verse 19; Luke 12 : 3 ; 
Acts lo : 37 ; Rom. 2 : 2I ·; Rev. 5: 2, In l Pet. 3 : 19 the probable 
reference is, not to glad tidings (which there is no real evidence that 
Noah preached, nor is there evidence that the spirits of antediluvian 
people are actually" in prison "), but to the act of Christafter His resur
rection in proclaiming His victory to fallen angelic spirits; (b) to preach 
the Gospel as a herald, e.g., Matt. 24 : 14; Mark 13 : ro, R.V., " be 
preached " (A.V., " be published ") ; 14 : 9 ; ·· 16 : 15, 20 ; Luke 8 : l ; 

9: 2; 24: 47; Acts 8: 5; 19: :t3; 28: 31; Rom. 10 :_14, present 
participle, lit., ' (one) preaching,' " a preacher; " IO : 15 (1st part) ; 
l Cor. l : 23; I5 : II, 12 ; 2· Cor. I : I9; 4 : 5 ; II : 4; Gal. 2 : 2 ; Phil. 
I: 15; Col. I: 23; I Thess. 2 : 9; I Tim. 3 : 16; (c) to preach the word, 
2 Tim. 4 : 2 ( of the ministry of ·. the Scriptures, with special reference to 
the Gospel). See PROCLAIM, PuBLISH. 

• From Note& on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 189, 190. 
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3. PROEUANGELIZOMAI (1Tpoeva:yye;>..ltoµ.a,) : see GosPEL, B, 
No. 2. 

4. PROKERUSSÖ (1TpoK7Jpvuuw), lit., to proclaim as a herald (pro, 
before, and No. 2), is used in Acts i3: 24, "had first preached." Some 
mss. have the verb in Acts 3 : 20; for the best see APPOINT, No. 12.~ 

5. PARRHESIAZOMAI (1TapPTJu,&.Coµ.a,), to be hold in speech, is 
translated to preach boldly in Acts 9 : 27 (2nd part) ; in ver. 29, R.V. 
(A.V., "he spake boldly "). See Born, A, No. 2. 

Notes: (1) For diangellö, translated "preach" in Luke 9: 60, see 
DECLARE, A, No. 3. (2) Katangellö, to proclaim, is always so translated 
in the R.V.; the A.V. renders it by to preach in Acls 4: ~; 13: 5, 38; 
15: 36; r7: 3, r::s; l Cur. 9: 14; Col. I : :z8. (3) Laleö, to speak, is 
ttanslated "preached," Mark 2: 2, A.V., "preached" (R.V., "spake ") ; 
in Acts 8: 25, Ist part, A.V. (R.V., "spoken ") ; so in 13 : 42 and 14: 25 ; 
" preaching " in Acts 11 : iy, A.V., 1.Jul whal is indkalt!d here is not a 
formal preaching by the believers scattered from Jerusalem, but a general 
testimony to all with whom they came into contact; in 16: 6, R.V., "to 
speak" (A.V., "to preach "). (4) For dialcgomai, in A.V. of Acts 20: 7, 
9, see D1scoURSE. (5) For A.V., "preached" in Heb. 4 : 2 (2nd part), see 
HEARING. (6) In Rom. 15: 19 pliroö, to fulftl (R.V., marg.), is rendered 
" I have fully preached." 

,,, B .. ·-Nowis. 
KERUGMA (K~pvyµ.a.), a proclamation by a herald (akin to A, No. 2), 

denotes a message, a preaching (the substance of what is preached as 
distinct from the act of preaching), Matt. 12 : 41 ; Luke II : 32 ; Rom. 
16 : 25 ; l Cor. I : 21 ; 2 : 4 ; 15 : 14 ; in 2 Tim. 4 : 17 and Tit. I : 3, 
R.V., "message," · marg., "proclamation," A.V., "preaching." See 
MESSAGE.~ In the Sept., 2 Chron. 30: 5; Prov. 9: 3; Jonah 3: 2.~ 

Note: In I Cor. l : 18, A.V., logos, a word, is translated "preaching," 
R.V., "the word (of the Cross)," i.e., not the act of preaching, but the 
substance of the testimony, all that God has made known concerning 
the subject. For Heb. 4: 2, A.V,, see HEAR, B, No. l. 

PREACHER 
KERUX (Kfjpvg), a hcrald (akin to A, No. 2 and B, abov'c), is used (a) of 

the preacher of the Gospel, 1 Tim. 2 : 7; 2 Tim. I : II ; (b) of Noah, as a 
preacher of righteousness, 2 Pet. 2 : 5. ~ 

Notes: (1) For" a preacher," in Rom. 10: 14, where the vcrb kerussö 
is used, see PREACH, A, No. 2. (2) Kerux indicates the preacher as giving 
a proclamation ; euangelistes points to his message as glad tidings ; 
apostolos suggests his relationship to Hirn by whom he is sent. 

PRECEDE 
PHTHANÜ (cp/J&.vw}, to anticipate, to come sooner, i~ translated 

" shall (in no wise) precede " in I Thess. 4 : 15, R.V. (A.V., " prevent "), 
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i.e„ 'shall in no wise obtain any advantage over' (the verb does not 
convey the thought of a mere succession of one event after another) ; 
the Apostle, in reassuring the bereaved concerning their departed fellow
believers, declares · that, as to any ad van tage, the dead in Christ will 
"rise ftrst." See ATTAIN, No. 3, CoME, No. 32. 

PRECEPT 
r. ENTOLE (lVToA~). a commandment, is translated "precept" 

in Mark ro: 5 (R.V., "commandment "); so Heb. 9: 19. See CoM
MANDMENT, No. 2. 

2. ENTALMA (lVT.) is always translated" precepts" in the R.V.; 
see COMMANDMENT, No. 3. 

PRECIOUS, PRECIOUSNESS 
r. TIMIOS (Tlµ.ios), translated "precious," e.g., in Jas. 5 : 7; r Pet. 

l : 19; 2 Pet. :t : 4; in l Cor. 3: 12, A.V. (R.V., "costly ") : see CosTLY, 
B, No. I, DEAR, No. I. 

2. ENTIMOS (bmµ.os}, "precious," l Pet. 2 : 4, 6 : see DEAR, No. 2. 
3. POLUTELES (?ToAVTEA~s), very expensive, translated !' very 

precious" in Mark 14: 3, A.V. (R.V., "very costly ") : see CosTLY, 
B, ?'Jo. 2. 

4. POLUXlMOS (?ToAJ.riµ.os), of great value; comparative degree in 
r Pet. r: 7; seeCöSTLY, B, No. 3, DEAR, No. r (for alessauthentic reading). 

5, BARUTIMOS (ßapJ.,iµ.os), of great value, exceeding precious 
(barus, weighty., time, value), is used in Matt. 26: 7., 

6. ISOTIMOS (lu&-riµ.os}, of equal value, held in equal honour (isos, 
equal, and time), is used in 2 Pet. r : r, "a like precious (faith)," R.V. 
(marg., "an equally precious ")., 

Note: In .I Pet. 2 : 7, A.V., the noun time, is translated "precious" 
(R.V., "preciousness "). See HoNOUR, No. r. 

PREDESTINATE. 
PROORIZÖ (?TpooplCw}: see DETERMINE. 
Note: This verbis tobe distinguishcd from progittoskö, to foreknow, 

the latter has special reference to the persons foreknown by God ; proorizo 
has special reference to that to which the subjects of His foreknowledge 
are predestinated. See FoREKNOW, A and B. 

PRE-EMINENCE (to have the) 
r. PRÖTEUQ (?TpwTE&w), to be first (prötos), to be pre-eminent, is 

used of Christ in relation to the Church, Col. r : 18. ~ 
2. PHILOPRÖTEUÖ (tf>iAo?TpwTE&w), lit., to lov" to be pre-eminent 

(philos, loving), to strive tobe first, is said of Diotrephes, 3 John 9., 
. PREFER, PREFERRING 

PROEGEOMAI (?Tp071yloµ.ai), to go before and lead, is used in Rom. 
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12 : 10, in the sense of taking the lead in showing deference one to another, 
" (in honour) preferring ·one another."~ 

Notes: (1) In John I : 15, 30, A.V.,. ginomai, to ,become, is translated 
"is preferted" (R.V.," is become ") ; some mss. have it again in ver. 27. 
(2) For prokrima, l Tim. 5: 21 (A.V., "preferring one before another "), 
see PREJUDICE. 

·PREJUDICE 
PROKRIMA (1TpoKpiµ.o.) denotes pre-judging (akin to prokrinö, to 

judge beforehand), l Tim. 5 : 21, R.V., "prejudice" (marg., " pre
fererice "), preferring one person, another being put aside, by unfavourable 
judgment due to partiality. ~ 

PREMEDITATE 
Note: This is the A.V. rendering of meletaö, to care for, which occurs 

in some mss. in Mark 13 : fr, " (neither) do ye premeditate." lt is absent 
from the best mss. See IMAGINE. 

PREPARATION, PREPARE, PREPARED 
A. Nouns. 

1. HETOIMASIA (f-roiµaula) denotes (a) readiness, (b) preparation ; 
il is found in Eph. 6 : 15, of having the feet shod with the preparation of 
the Gospel of peace ; it also has the meaning of firm footing (fotmdation), 
as in the Sept. of Ps. 89 : 14 (R.V.; " foundation ") ; if that is the meaning 
in Eph. 6: 15, the Gospel itself is tobe the firm footing of the believer, his 
walk being worthy of it and therefore a testimony in regard to it. See 
READY.~ 

2. PARASKEU:E (1TapauKetnj) denotes preparation, equipment. The 
day on which Christ died is cälled '' the Preparation" in Mark 15 : 42 
and John 19: 31 ; in John '19: 42 "the Jews' Preparation," R.V: ; 
in 19 : 14 it is described as "the Preparation of the Passover ; " in 
Luke 23: 54, R.V., "the day of the Prepafation (and the Sabbath drew 
on)." The same day is in view in Matt. 27 : 62, where the events recorded 
took place on "the day after 'the Prepatation" (RY), The reference 
would be to the 6th day of the week. The title arose from the need of 
preparing food etc. for the Sabbath. Appareiitly it was first applied only 
to the aftemoon of the 6th day; later, to the whole day; In regard 
to the phraseology in John 19: 14, :rilany hold this to indicate the pre
paration for the paschal feast. It probably mfans 'the Preparation 
day,' and thus falls in line with the Synoptic Gospels. In modern Greek 
and ecclesiastical Latin, Parasceve = Ftiday. ~ 

· B;''Verbs. 
1. HETOIMAZO (l-roi1L&.,w), to prepare, make ready, is used (I) abso

lutely, e.g., Mark 14 : 15 ; Luke 9 : 52 ; ,(II) with an object, e.g., (a) of 
those things which are ordained (1) by Gu<l, such as future positions of 
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authority, Matt. 20: 23; the coming Kingdom, 25: 34; salvation 
personified in Chdst, Luke 2 : 31 ; future blessings, l Cor. 2 : 9 ; a city, 
Heb. II : 16 ; a place of refuge for the Jewish remnant, Rev~ 12 : 6 ; 
Divine judgments. on the world, Rev. 8 : 6 ; 9 : 7, 15 ; 16 : 1;2 ; eternal 
fire, for the~Deyil and his angels, Matt. 25: 41; (2) by Christ: a place in 
Heaven for His followers, John 14: 2, 3; (b) of human preparation for 
the Lord, e.g., Matt. 3: 3; 26: 17, 19; Luke l : 17. (" make ready"), 
76; 3: 4, A.V. (R.V., "make ye ready"); 9; 52 (" to make ready") ; 
23 : 56 ; Rev. 19 : 7 ; 21 : 2 ; in 2 Tim. 2 : 21, of preparation of oneself 
for "every good work; •i. (c) of human preparations for _human objects, 
e.g., Luke 12: 20, KV., "tnou hast prepared " (A.V., "provided "); 
Acts 23 : 23 ; Philm. 22. 

2. KATARTIZO (Ka-rap-rl,w)„ to. furnish completely, prepare, is 
translated "didst Thou prepare" in Heb. IO: 5 (A.V., "hast Thou 
prepared "), of the body of the Lord Jesus. See FIT, B,-'No. 3. 

3. KATASKEUAZO (Ka-raaK€tia,w), to prepare, make ready (kata, 
usc<l intcnsivcly, skeue, cquiprncnt), is so translatc<l in Matt. 11 : io; 
Mark :t : :z ; Luke l : 17; 7 : :z7 i Heb. 9: :z, R.V. (A.V., "made ") i 
9: 6, R.V. (A.V„ "were ... ordained ") ; II : 7 ; I Pet. 3 : 20. See 
BuILD, No. 5. 

4. PARASKEUAZÖ (1TapaaKeva{w), to prepare, make ·ready (para, 
beside), is used of ma:kihg ready a meal, Acts IO : IO: in the Middle 
Voice, of prepa:ring oneself for war, I Cor. 14: 8, R.V. ; in the Passive 
Voice, of preparing an offering for the needy, 2 Cor. 9: 2, "hath been 
prepared," R.V. (A.V., "was ready") ; ver. 3, "ye may be prepared," 
R.V. (A.V., "ye may be ready"). See READY.~ - · 

5. PROETOIMAZO (7rpo€-rotf1-cf{w), to prepare beforehand (pro, before, 
and No. l), is used of good works which God" afore prepared," for fulfil~ 
ment by bdievers, Eph. 2 : lO, R.V. (A.V., "hath before ordained," 
marg;, "prepared "); of "vessels oJ mercy," as "afore prepared "- by 
God "unto glory," Rom. 9: 23: See ÜRDAIN.1[ · 

Notes: (1) .Etymologically, the difference. between. hetoimazö and 
paraskeuazö, is that the former is connected with what is real (etumos) 
or ready, 'the latter with skeuos; an arti~le ready to hand, an implement, 
vessel. (2) In Mark 14: 15, A.V., hetoimos; ready, is translated "pre
pared" (R.V., "ready"'). lt· is absent in some mss. See READY. 

For. PRESBYTERY ~ee ELDER, A and B 

PRESENCE 
A. Nouns. 

T. PROSOPON: (7rp&aw1Tov): see FACE, No. I (also APPEARANCE, 
No. 2). 

2. PAROUSIA (.,,.apovala) : see CoMING (Noun), No. 3. 
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B. Adverbs and . Prepositions. 
I. EMPROSTHEN (lp.7rpou8€v) : see BEFORE, A, No. 4, 

_ 2. ENÖPION (evIDmo11) is translated ".in the presence of " in Luke 
I : I9; I3: 26; 14: IO; I5 : IO; John 2o: 30; Rev. I4. IO (twice) !" 
in I Cor. I : 29, A.V., "in His presence" (R.V., "before God ") : see 
BEFORE, A, No. 9. 

3. KATENÖPION (KaT€VW7TtOJ'), kata, down, and No. 2, in the very 
presence of1 is translated "before the presence of" in Jude 24. See 
BEFORE, A, No. 10. 

4. APENANTI (a1Tlvav-ri), over against, opposite to, is transfated 
"in the presence of" in Acts: 3: I6. See BEFORE, A, No; 7. 

PRESENT (to be) 
A. Verbs. 

I. PAREIMI (TT&.p~ip.i) signifies (a) to be by, at hand or present, of 
persons; e.g., Luke I3: I; Acts Io: 33; 24: I9; I Cor. 5: 3; 2 Cor. 
Io : 2, II ; Gal. 4 : i:S:, 20; of things, Joha 7: 6, of a particular season in 
the Lord's life on earth, "is (not yet) come," or 'is not yet at hand ; ' 
Heb. I2 : II, ofchastening" (for the) present" (H1erneuter of the present 
participle, used as a noun) ; in I3 : 5 " such things as ye have " is,lit., 
' the. things that are present ; ' 2 Pet. I : .12, . of the truth " (which) is 
with(you) " (not as A. V.," the prese.µUruth," as if of special doct.rines 
applicable to a particnlar time) ; in ver. 9 " he. that lacke.tb." is lit;, ' to 
whom are not present ; ' (b) to have arrived or com,e, Matt. 26 : 50, " thou 
art come," R.V. ; John II : 28 ; Acts 10 : 21; Col. I : 6 .. 

2. ENiSTEMI (evlurqp.i), toset in, or, in the Middle Voice and per{ect 
tense .of the Active. V., to stand in, be present, is used of the present in 
contrast with the past, Heb. 9: 9, wliere the_ R.V., cop-ectly has " (for 
the tim,e) now preserit "; (for the incon;:ect A.V., "then pr."); in contrast 
to the future,. Rom. 8: 38 ;. I Cor. 3 : 22; Gal. _I : 4, "presen.t ~ '' 
I Cor. 7: 26, where "the present d.istress" is set in contrast to both the 
past and the future ; , 2 Thess. 2 : 2, where the :R,.V., ,''js .now present '' 
giv~sthe correct meaning (A.V., incorrectly, "is at band 'J; the saints 
at Thessalonica, owing to. their. heavy affiictions, were pussesseu . of the 
idea that" tlJ.e day of the Lord/' R.V. (not as A.V., "theday of Christ"), 
bad begt.i.n ; this mista'ke the Apostle corrects ; 2 Ti_m. 3 : I, "shaU come." 
See CoME, No. 26.~ ·-. · · ·· · · 

3. EPHISTEMI (etf>lq7T/Jf'), to set over, stand over, is translated 
"present" in Acts 28: 2. See AssAULT, A, CÜME, No. 27. 

4. PARAGINOMAI tTTapaylvop.ai), tobe beside (para, by, ginomai, to 
become), is translated" were presehf"inActs 21: 18. See COME, No. I3. 

5. PARAKEIMAI (7rap&Knp.ai};to lie beside (para, and keimai, to lie), 
to be near, is trahslated "is present" in Rom. 7: I8, 2I.~ · 

6. SUMPAREIMI (uvp.mfp€tp.i), to be present with (sun, wilh, and 
No. 1), is used in Acts 25 : 24. ~ 
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B. Adverbs. 
I. ARTI (cl.pn), just, just now, this moment, is rendered " (this) 

present (hour) " in I Cor. 4 : II ; in I Cor. I5 : 6, R.V., " now " (A.V., 
"this present "). See Now. 

2. NUN (vüv), now, is translated "present,'.' with reference to this 
age or period (" world "),in Rom. 8: I8; II : 5; 2 Tim. 4: IO; Tit. 2 : I2'. 
See HENCEFORTH, Now. 

Notes: (1) Endemeö, tobe at home, is so rendered in 2 Cor. 5 : 6 (A.V. 
and R.V.) ; in vv. 8, 9, R.V., " at home" (A.V., " present ''). See 
HoME. (2) In John 14: 25, A.V., menö, to abide, is translated "being 
present" (R.V„ "abiding "). (3) In Luke 5: '17 the ·R.V. has "with 
Hirn,'' for A.V., italicised, "present." 

PRESENT (Verb) 
I. PARISTEMI (1Taplo-rriµ.') denotes, when used transitively, to place 

beside (para, by, histemi, to set), to present, e.g„ Luke 2 : 22 ; Acts 1 : 3, 
" He shewed (Himself) ; " 9 : 41; 23 : 33; Rom. 6 : I3 (2nd part), R.V., 
"present," A.V„ " yield; " so 6 : 19 (twiC:e) ; 12 : 1 ; 2 Cor. 4 : I4; 
II: 2; Eph. 5: 27; Col. I: 22, 28; 2 Tim. 2: 15, R.V. (A.V., "shew "). 
See SHEW. 

2. PARISTANO (1Tap,0'1'&vw), a late present form of No. 1, is used in 
Rom. 6 : 13 (ist part) and ver. 16, R.V„ "present " (A~V„ " yield "). 

Notes: · (1) In Jude 24, A.V., histemi, to cause to stand, toset, is trans
lated" to present " (R.V., " toset "). (2) In Matt. 2 : II, A.V., prospherö, 
to offer, is translated " presented" (R.V., " offered "). 

For PRESENTL Y see FORTHWITH, No. 1, and .IMMEDIATEL Y, 
No. I 

PRESERVE 
I. TEREO (TTJplw) is translated to preserve in I Thess. 5 : 23, where 

the verb is in the singular number, as the threefold subject, " spirit and 
soul and body,'' is ·regarded as the unit, constituting the person. The 
aorist or ' point ' tense regards the continuous preservation of the believer 
as a single, complete a.ct, without reference to the time occupied in its 
accomplishment ; in Jude I, A.V. (R.V„ " kept "). See KEEP, No. I. 

2. SUNTEREO (avVT'T)ptw) : see KEEP, No. 3. 
3. ZÖOGONEO ({woyovlw), to preserve alive: see LIVE, No. 6. 
4. PHULASSÖ (<f>vM.aaw), to guard, protect, preserve, is tr~nslated 

" preserved" in 2. Pet. 2 .: 5, R.V. (A.V„ " saved "). See GuARD. 
Note: In 2 Tim. 4: I8; A.V., sözö, to save, is translated" willpreserve" 

(R.V., " will save "). 

For PRESS (Noun) see CROWD, A 
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PRESS (Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

PRE 

I. THLIBO (8'Alßw}, to press, distress, trouble, is translated" pressed" 
in 2 Cor. 4: 8, R.V. (A.V., "troubled "). See AFFLICT, No. 4 .. 

2. APOTHLIBÖ (aTTofJ)..lßw}; translated ''press " in Luke 8 : 45 (end) : 
see CRUSH. 

3. BIAZO (ßi&.,w}, in the Middle Voice, to press violently or force one's 
way into, is translated" presseth" in Luke 16: 16, A.V„ R.V„ "entereth 
violently," a meaning confirmed by the papyri. Moulton and Milligan 
also quote a passage from D. S. Sharp's Epictetus and the N.T„ speaking 
of "those who (try to) force their way in;" the verb suggests forceful 
cndeavour. See ENTER, Note (3), VIOLENCE, B, No. 2. 

4. SUNECHO (uvvlxw} : for the significance of this in Acts 18 : 5, 
" was constrained by the word," R.V., i.e„ Paul felt the urge of the 
wunl uf his le:>limony to theJews in Corinth, sec CoNGTRAIN, No; 3. lt 
is used with No. l in Luke 8: 45, RV„ "press" (A.V„ "throng "); 

5. ENECHÖ (lvlxw), lit„ to hold in, also signifies to sct oncsclf against, 
be. urgent against, as the scribes and Pharisees were regarding Christ, 
Luke II : 53, R.V„ "to pr<:ss upon," marg„ "set themselves vehemenHy 
against" (A.V„ "to urge "). See ENTANGLE, No. 3. 

fi. EPIKEIMAI (brl1mµ<.n), to lie upon, press upon, ü~ rendered 
" pressed upon " in Luke 5 : I. See IMPQSED. ·· 

7. EPIPIPTO (JTTittlfrrw), to fall ttpon, is rendered "pressed upon " 
in Mark 3 : 10. See FALL; B, No. 5. 

8. BAREO (ßaplw), to weigh down, burden, is rendered "we were 
pressed" in 2 Cor. I : 8, A.V. (R.V„ "we were weighed down"). See 
BuRDEN, B, No. r. 

9. EPIBAREO (JTTißaplw}, 2 Cor. 2: 5, R.V„ " I press ·(not) too 
heavily" (A.V„ " overcharge "). See BURDEN, B, No. 2, ÜVERCHARGE. 

IO. PIEZO (ml,w}, to press down together, is used in Luke 6: 38, 
"pressed down," of the character of the measure given in retum for 
giving.~ In the Sept., Mic. 6: 15.~ 

II. DIOKO (8twKw}, to pursue, is used as a metaphor from the foot
race, in Phil. 3 : 12; 14, of speeding on eamestly, 'R.V„ " 1 press on." 
See FoLLOW, No. 7. 

u. PHERO (rf>lpw), to bear, carry, is used in the Passive Voice in 
Heb. 6: I, "let us ... press on," R.V„ lit„ 'let us be borne on' (A.V„ 
"go on "). See Go, Note (2), (h). 

B. Noun. 
EPISTASIS (J11'lirrauis), primarily a stopping, halting (as of soldiers), 

then, an incursion, onset, rush, pressure (akin to ephistemi, to set upon), 
is so used in 2 Cor. II : 28, " (that which) presseth upon (me)," A.V., 
" cometh upon," lit„ ' (the daily} pressure (upon me) ; ' some have 
taken the word in its other meaning' attention,' which perhaps is accounted 
for by the variant reading of the pronoun (mou, ' my ', instead of tnoi, ' to 
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me,' ' upon me '), but that does not adequately describe the pressure or 
onset due to the constant call upon the Apostle for all kinds of help, 
advice, counsel, exhortation, decisions as to difficulties, disputes, etc. 
Cp. the other occurrence of the word in Acts 24 : 12, " stirring up," 
R.V. (A.V., " raising "), lit. 'making a stir ' (in some mss„ episustasis). 
See CoME, Notes at end (9).~ 

For PRESUMPTUOUS see DARING, B 

PRETENCE 
PROPHASIS (7rp&cpacm): see CLOKE (Pretence), No. 2 

PREVAIL 
l. ISCHUÖ (laxvw), to be strong, powerful, is translated to prevail 

in Acts 19 : 16, 20 ; Rcv. 12 : 8. See ABLE, B, No. 4. 
2. KATISCHUO (Ka-naxvw), to be strong against (kata, against, and 

No. l). is uscd in Matt. 16: 18, negatively of the gates of Hades; in Luke 
21 : 36 (in the most authentic mss. ; some have kat.ax1:oö, to count worthy; 
see A.V.), of prevailing to escape judgments at the close of this age; in 
Luke 23 : 23, of the voices of the chief priests, rulers and people against 
Pilate regarding the crucifixion of Christ.~ 

3. ÖPHELEÖ (wcpEMw), to benefit, do good, profit, is translated 
"prevailed" in Matt. 27: 24, R.V .. (A.V„ "could prevail "), of the 
conclusion formed by Pilate concerning the determination of the chief 
priests, elders and people. The meaning of the verb with the negative 
is better expressed by the phrase 'he would do no good;' so in John 
12 : 19, " ye prevail (nothing)," lit„ ' ye are doing no good.' See 
ADVANTAGE, BETTERED, PROFIT. 

4. NIKAÖ (viK<!w), to conquer, prevail, is used as a law term in 
Rom. 3: 4, "(that) Thou ... mightest prevail [A.V., 'overcome '] 
(when Thon comest into judgment);" that .the righteousness of the 
judge's verdict compels an acknowledgement on the part of the accused, 
is inevitable where God is the Judge. God's promises to Israel provided 
no guarantee that an unrepenta11t Jew would escape doom. In Rev. 5 : 5, 
A.V., "hath prevailed" (R.V., "hath overcome "). See CONQUER, 
No. l. 

For PREVENT, l Thess. 4 : 15, A.V„ see PRECEDE : Matt. 17 : 25, 

A.V., see SPEAK No. II 

PRICE 
A. Noun. 

TIM:f! (Tiµ.?j) denotes a valuing, hence, objectively, (a) price paid or 
receive<l, Malt. 27 : 6, 9; Acts 4: 34 (plural) ; 5 : 2, 3; 7: 16; R.V., 
" price (in silver)," A.V., " sum (of money) ; " 19 : 19 (plural) ; l Cor. 
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6 : 20 ; 7 : 23 ; (b) value, honour, preciousness. See HoNOUR, PRECIOUS-
NESS. 

B. Verb. 
TIMAO (Tiµ.aw), to fix the value, to price, is translated "was priced" 

and " did price '' in the R.V. of Matt. 27 : 9 (A.V., " was valued" and 
"did value "). See HONOUR. 

C. Adjectives. 
r. POLUTEL:E:S (7ToAvrEA~s), "of great price," l Pet. 3 : 4: see CosT, 

B, No. 2. 

2. POLUTIMOS (7ToAVr-iµ.os), " of great price," Matt. 13: 46: see 
CosT, B, No. 3. 

For PRICK (Noun) see GOAD 

PRICK· (Verb) 
KATANUSSO (KaTavuuuw), primarily, to strike or prick violently, to 

stun, is used of strong emotion, in Acts 2 : 37 (Passive Voicc), "they 
were pricked (in their heart).", Cp. katanuxis, stupor, torpor of mind, 
Rom. II: 8., 

PR IDE 
A. Nouns. 

l. ALAZONIA (or -EIA) (d.Aa,ovla) is translated "pridc" in l John 
2: 16, A.V. See BoAsT, B, No. 2, VAINGLORY. 

2; HUPEREPHANIA (~7TEp71ef>avla),pride,Mark 7: 22: see HAUGHTY., 
B. Verb. 

TUPHOO (Tvef>ow), "lifted up with pride," l Tim. 3 : 6, A.V. (R.V„ 
" puffed up "). See HIGH-MINDED. 

PRIEST 
r. HIEREUS (lEpEus), one who offers sacrifice and has the charge of 

things pertaining thereto, is used (a) of a priest of the pagan god Zeus, 
Acts 14 : 13 ; (b) öf Jewish priests, e.g„ Matt. 8 : 4; 12 : 4, 5 ; 
Luke l : 5, where allusion is made to the 24 courses of priests appöinted 
for service in the Temple (cp. l Chron. 24: 4ff.); John l : 19; Heb. 8: 4; 
(c) of believers, Rev. l : 6 ; 5 : IO ; 20 : 6. Israel was primarily designed 
as a nation to be a kingdom of priests, offering service to God, e.g., Ex. 
19: 6; the Israelites having renounced their obligations, Ex. 20: 19, the 
Aaronic priesthood was selected for the purpose, till Christ came to fulfil 
His ministry in offering up Himself; since then the Jewish priesthood 
has been abrogated, tobe resumed nationally, on behalf of Gentiles, in the 
Millennial Kingdom, Is. 61 : 6 ; 66 : 2r. Meanwhile all believers, from 
Jews and Gentiles, are constituted "a kingdom of priests," Rev. l : 6 
(see above), " a holy priesthood," l Pet. 2 : 5, and " royal," ver. 9. 
The N.T. knows nothing of a sacerdotal class in contrast to thc laity; all 
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believers are commanded to offer the sacrifices mentioned in Rom. 12 : l ; 

Phil. 2 : 17 ; 4: 18 ; Heb. 13 : 15, 16 ; l Pet. 2 : 5 ; (d) of Christ, Heb. 
5 : 6 ; 7 : II, 15, 17, 21 ; 8 : 4 (negatively) ; (e) of Melchizedek, as the 
foreshadower of Christ, Heb. 7: :I, 3. 

2. ARCHIEREUS (dpxi€p€vs) designates (a) the high priests of the 
Levitical order, frequently called "chief priests" in the N.T., and 
including ex-high priests and members of high priestly families, e.g„ 
Matt. 2 : 4 ; 16 : 21 ; 20 : 18 ; 21 : 15 ; in the singular, a "high priest," 
e.g., Abiathar, Mark 2 : 26 ; Annas and Caiaphas, Luke 3 : 2, where the 
R.V. rightly has "in the high-priesthood of A. and C." (cp. Acts 4: 6). 
As to the combination of the two in this respect, Annas was the high 
priest from A.D. 7-·14, and, by the time refcrred to, had been deposed for 
some years; his son-in-law, Caiaphas, the fourth high priest since his 
deposition, was appointed about A.D. 24. That Annas was still called the 
high priest is explaincd by the facts (1) that by the Mosaic law the high
priesthood was held for life, Numb. 35 : 25; his deposition was the 
capricious act of the Roman procurator, but he would still be regarded 
legally and religiously as high priest by the Jews; (2) that he probably 
still held the office of deputy-president of the Sanhedrin (cp. 2 Kings 
25: 18); (3) that he was·a man whose age, wealth and family connections 
gave him a preponderant influence, by which he held the real sacerdotal 
power ; indeed at this time the high-priesthood was in the hands of a 
cliqur. of some half aozen families ; the language of the writers of t11e 
Gospels is in accordance with this, in attributing the high-priesthood 
rather to a caste than a person ; (4) the high priests were at that period 
mere puppets of Roman authorities who deposed them at will, with the 
result that the title was used more loosely than in former days. 

The Divine institution of the priesthood culminated in the high priest, 
it being his duty to represent the whc,Ie people, e.g., Lev. 4 : 15, 16 ; 
eh. 16. The characteristics of the Aaronic high priests are enumerated 
in Heb. 5 : I-4 ; 8 : 3 ; 9 : 7, 25 ; in some mss., 10 : II (R.V., marg.) ; 
13; II. 

(b) Christ is set forth in this respect in the Ep. to the Hebrews, where 
He is spoken of as " a high priest," 4 : 15 ; 5 : 5, ru ; 6 : 20 ; 7 : 26 ; 
8 : l, 3 (R.V.) ; 9 : II ; " a great high priest," 4 : 14; " a great priest," 
10 : 21 ; " a merciful and faithf:ul high priest," 2 : 17 ; " the Apostle and 
high priest of our confession," 3 : l, R.V. ; "a high priest after the order 
of Melchizedek," 5 : 10. One of the great objects of this Epistle is to set 
forth the superiority of Chris~'s High Priesthood as being of an order 
different from and higher than the Aaronic, in that He is the Son of God 
(see especially 7 : 28), with a priesthood of the Melchizedek order. Seven 
outstanding features of His priesthood are stressed, (1) its character, 
5 : 6, 10 ; (2) His commission, 5 : 4, 5 ; (3) His preparation, 2 : 17 ; 10 : 5 ; 
(4) His sacrifice, 8 : 3 ; 9 : 12, 14, 27, 28 ; 10 : 4-12 ; (5) His sanctuary, 
4 : 14; 8 : 2 ; 9 : II, 12, 24 ; 10 : 12, 19 ; (6) lfü ministry, 2 : 18; · 4 : 15 ; 
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7 : 25 ; 8 : 6 ; 9 : 15, 24; (7) its effects, 2 : 15 ; 4 : 16 ; 6 : 19, 20 ; 7 : 16, 
25; 9: 14, 28; :W: q-17, 22, 39; 12 : l ; 13 : 13-17. 

Note : In Acts 4 : 6 the adjective kieratikos, high priestly, is trans
latea' "of the high priest." 

PRIESTHOOD, PRIEST'S OFFICE 
A. Nouns. 

I. HlERATEUMA (lEpaTEvµa) denotes a priesthood (akin tö Merateuö, 
see below), a body of priests, consisting of all believers, the whole Church 
(not a special order from among them), called" a holy priesthood," l Pet. 
2 : 5 ; " a royal priesthood," ver. 9 ; the former term is associa:ted with 
offering spmtual sacrifices, the latter with the royal dignity of shewing 
forth the Lord's excellencies (R.V.)~ In the Sept„ Ex. 19: 6; 23 : 22.~ 

2. HIERÖSUNE (lEpwatJvri), a priesthood, signiftes the office, quality, 
rank and ministry of a priest, Heb. 7: II, 12, 24, where the contrasts 
bctwccn thc Lcvitico1 pric!Jthood and that of Christ are set forth. ~ In 
the Sept„ l Chron. 29 : 22. ~ 

3. HIERATEIA (lEpaTEla), a priesthood, denotes the priest's office, 
Luke l: 9; Heb. 7. 5, R.V„ "priest's office."~ 

B. Verb. 
HIERATEUO (lf!pa.rn$w) significs to officiate as a priest, Luke l : 8, 

"he executed the priest's office."~ 

PRINCE 
I. ARCH~GOS (d.pX'ly6s), primarily an adjective signifying originating, 

beginning, is used as a noun, denoting a founder, author, prince or leader, 
Acts 3 : 15, " Prince " (marg„ " Author ") ; 5 : 31 ; see AUTHOR, No. 2. 

2. ARCHON (ä.pxwv), the present participle of the verb arckö, to rule, 
denotes a ruler, a prince. lt is used as follows (" p " denoting " prince," 
or " princes; " " r," " ruler" or " rulers ") : (a) of Christ, as " the 
Ruler (A.V„ Prince) of the kings of the earth," Rev. 1 : 5; (b) of rulers of 
nations, Matt. 20: 25, R.V„ "r," A.V., "p;" Acts 4: 26, "r;" 7: 27, 
"r;" 7: 35, "r" (twice); (c) of judges and magistrates, Acts 16: 19, 
" r ; " Rom. 13 : 3, " r ; " (d) of members of the Sanhedrin, Luke 14 i I, 
R.V., " r" (A.V„ " chief ") ; 23 : 13, 35, " r ; " so 24 : 20 ; John 3 : l ; 

7 : 26, 48 ; 12 : 42, R.V., " r" (A.V„ " chief r.") ; " r " in Acts 3 : 17 ; 
4 : 5, 8 ; 13 : 27 ; 14 : 5 ; (e) of rulers of synagogues, Matt. 9 : 18, 23, 
"r;" so Luke 8: 41; 18: 18; (J) of the Devil, as·" prince" of this 
worid, John 12 : 3+ ; 14 : 30 ; 16 : II ; of the power of the air, Eph. 2 : 2, 
" the air " being that sphere in which the inhabitants of the world live 
and which, through the rebellious and godless condition of humanity, 
constitutes the seat of his authority : (g) of Beelzebub, the prince of the 
demons, Matt. 9 : 24 ; 12 : 24 ; Mark 3 : 22 ; Luke II : 15. See CHIEF, 
B, No. 10.~ 
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3. HEGEMON (~y€µwv), a lea:der, ruler, is translated "princes" 
(i.e., leaders) in Matt. 2 : 6: see GovERNOR, A, No. I. 

Note: For megistan, Rev. 6: 15; 18: 23, R.V„ "princes," see LORD, 
No. 3 .. 

PRINCIPAL 
PRÖTOS (7rpw-ros-), first, is translated "principal men" in the R.V. 

'of Luke 19: 47 and Aets 25: 2. See CHIEF, A. 
Note: In Acts 25 : 23 the phrase kat' exochen, lit., 'a:ccording to 

eminence,' is ttanslated " principa:l (men) ; " exoche, primarily a pro
jection (akin to exechö, to stand out), is used here metaphorically of 
eminence.~ In the Sept., Job 39: 28.~ 

PRINCIPALITY 
ARCHE (äpxi1), beginning, government, rule, is used of supramundane 

beings who exercise rule, called " principalities ; " (a) of holy angels, 
Eph. 3 : ro, the Church in its formation being to them the gre(!.t expres~ion 
of "the manifold (or 'much-varied. ') wisdom of God;" Co!. l : 16; (b) of 
evil angels, Rom. 8: 38; Co!. 2 : 15, some would put this under (a), 
but see SPOIL, B, No. 4; (a) and (b) are indicated in Col. 2 : 10. In Eph. 
l : 21, the R.V. renders it "rule" (A.V., "principality ") andin Tit. 3 : 1.1 

"rulers" (A.V., "principalities "). In Jude 6, R.V., it signifies, not the 
first estate of fallen angels (as A.V.), but their authoritative power, 
" their own " indicating that which had been assigned to them by God, 
which they left, aspiring to prohibited conditions. See BEGIN, B. 

PRINCIPLES 
r. ARCHE (äpx~), beginning, is used. in Heb. 6: l, in its relative 

significance, of the beginning of the thing spoken of; here "the first 
principles of Christ," lit., 'the. account (or word) of the beginning of 
Christ,' denotes the teaching relating to the elementary facts concerning 
Christ. See BEGIN, B. 

2. STOICHEIÖN (u-roix€föv) is translated " principles '' in Heb. 5 : 12. 

See ELEMENTS. 

PRINT 
TUPOS (ro7ros-), for which see ENSAMPLE, No. l, is translated" print" 

in John 20: 25 (twice), of the marks made by the nails in the hands of 
Christ. 

PRISON, PRISON-HOUSE 
l. DESM(HERION (S€uµw~ptov), a place of bonds (from desmos, a 

bond, deö, to bind), a prison, occurs in Matt. II : 2 ; in Acts 5 : 21, 23 
d c. . c. R H " • h " '(A V " . ") tT an In . 20, . v „ pnson- ouse . ., pnson . 11 

2. PHULAKE (cf>vAaK~). for the various meanings of which see CAGE, 
denotes a prison, e.g., Matt. 14 : 10 ; Mark 6 : 17 ; Acts 5 : :t9 ; 2 Cor. 
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II : 23; in 2 Cor. 6: 5 and Heb. II : 36 it stands for the condition of 
imprisonment ; in Rev. 2 : 10 ; 18 : 2, " hold" (twice, R.V., marg., 
"prison;" in the 2nd case, A.V„ "cage ") ; 20: 7. 

3. TERESIS (rr}P1Jais}, a watching, keeping, then, a place of keeping, 
is translated " prison " in Acts 5 : 18, A.V. (R.V., " ward"). See 
KEEPING, B. 

Notes: (1) For oikema in Acts 12 : 7, A.V„ "prison," see CELL. 
(2) In Matt. 4 : 12, A.V., paradidomi, to betray, deliver up, is translated 
"was cast into prison" (R.V., "was delivered up ") ; see BETRAY. In 
Mark l: 14, Jti...V., "was put in prison," R.V., as in Matt. 4: 12; see 
PuT, No. 12. 

For PRISON-KEEPER see JAILOR 

PRISONER 
I. DESMIOS (3taµ.ios}, an adjective, primarily denotes binding, 

bound, · then, as a noun, the persoh bound, a captive, prisoner (a~in to 
deo', to bind), Matt. 27 : 15, 16 ; Mark 15 : 6 ; Acts 16 : 25, 27 ; 23 : 18 ; 
25: 14, R.V. (A.V., "in bonds "), 27; 28: 16, 17; Eph. 3: l ; 4: l ; 

2 Tim. l : 8; Philm. 1, 9; in Heb. 10 : 34 and 13 : 3, " in bonds." See 
BOND, No. 2., 

Note: The prison at Jerusalem (Acts 5) was controlled by the 
priests and probably attached to the high priest's palace, or the temple. 
Paul was imprisoned at Jerusalem in the fort Antonia; Acts 23: IO; at 
Cresarea, in Herod's Prretorium, 23: 35 ; probably his final imprisonment 
in Rome was in the Tullianum dungeon. 

2. DESMOTES (3eap.cliT7Js), akin to No. 1, occurs in Acts 27: 1, 42., 
3. SUNAICHMALÖTOS (avvaixµ.iUwTos), a fellow-prisoner, primarily. 

one of fellow-captives in war (from aichme, a spear, and haliskomai, to be 
taken), 'is used by Paul of Andronicus and Junias, Rom. 16: 7; of 
Epaphi'as, Philm. 23 ; of Aristarchus, Col. 4 : IO, on which Lightfoot 
rem2rks that probably his relations with the Apostle in Rome excited 
suspicion and led to a temporary confinement, or that he voluntarily 
shared his captivity by living with him. if · 

PRIVATE, PRIVATELY 
A. Adjective. 

IDIOS (Zfüos), one's own, is translated "private" in 2 Pet. l : 20 (see 
under INTERPRETATION). See BUSINESS, B. 

B. Adverbial Phrase. 
KAT' IDIAN (Ka'T' l3lav). is translated " privately" in Matt, 24 : 3 ; 

Mark 4: 34, R.V. (A.V„ "when they were alone "); 6: 32 {A.V. only); 
7: 33, R.V. ; 9 : 28 ; 13 : 3 ; Luke 10 : 23 ; Acts 23 : 19; Gal. 2 : 2. 
Contrast 2.: 14. 
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PRIVILY 
LATHR~ (M8pq.), secretly, covertly (from a root lath- indicating 

unnoticed, unknown, seen iwlanthanö, to escape notice, lethe, forgetful
ness), is translated "privily" in Matt. l : 19; 2 : 7; Acts r6 : 37; 
"secretly." in John II : 28 (in some mss., Mark 5: 33). See SECRETLY., 

Note: In Gal. 2 ·:4, pareisaktos, an adjective (akin to pareisagö, lit., 
to bring in beside, i.e., secretly, from para, by the side, eis, into, agö; to 
bring). is used, "privily brought in," R.V. (A.V., "unawares etc."), i.e. 1 

as spies or .traitors. Strabo, a Greek historian contemporary with Paul, 
uses the word of enemics introduced setretly into a city by traitors withirr,~ 
In the same verse the verb pareiserchomai (see CoME, No. 8) is translated 
"came in privily," of the same Judaizers, brought in by the circumcision 
party to fulftl füe design of establishing the ceremonial law, and thus to 
accomplish the overthrow of the faith; cp. in Jude 4 the verb pareisduo 
(or-du1iö), to slip in secretly, steal in, R.V„ "crept in privily" (A.V., 
" ... unawares "). See CREEP, No. 2. 

PRIVY 
SUNOIDA (uvvoioa) : see KNow, No. 6 

PRlZE 
I. BRABEION (ßpaß€1.ov), a prize bestowed in connection with the 

games (akin h> brtibe·us, an umpire, and br!ibi:.1.to, to decide, arbitrate, 
"rule," Col. 3: 15), l Cor. 9: 24, i'.s usedmetaphorically.of the reward to 
be obtained hereafter by the faithful believer, Phil. 3 : 14; the prepo
sition eis, "unto," indicates the position of the goal. The piize is not 
"the· high calling," but will be bestowed in virtue of, and relatiori to, it, 
the heavenly calling, Heb. 3 : I, which belongs to all believers and directs 
their minds and aspirations heavenward ; for the ptize sec especially 
2 Tim. 4 : 7. 8., 

2. HARPAGMOS (ap7r.a:yµ6s-), akin to harpazo, to scize, carry off by 
force, is found· in· Phil. 2 : 6, " (counted it not) a prize," R.Y (marg., 
"a thing tobe grasped "), A.V.," (thought it not) robbery;" it may have 
two meanings, (a) in the Active sense, the act of seizing, robbery, a 
meaning in accordance with a rule connected with its formation; (b) in 
the Passive sense, a thing held as a prize. The subject is capably treated 
by Gifford in "The Incarnation," pp. 28, 36, from which the following is 
quoted: 

"In order to express the meaning of the clause quite clearly, a slight 
alteration is required in the R.V„ 'Counted it not a prize to be on an 
equa1ity with God.' The form ' to be ' is ambiguous and easily lends itself 
to the erroneous notion that to be on equality with God was something 
to be acquired in the future. The rendering 'counted it not a prize that 
He was on an equality with God,' is quite as accurate and more free from 
ambiguity. , .. Assuming, as we now may, that the equality was some-
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thing which Christ possessed prior to His Incarnation, and then for a time 
resigned, we have . . . to choose between two meanings of the word 
harpagmos: (1) with the active sense 'robbery' or 'usurpation' we get 
the following meaning : ' Who because He was subsisting in the essential 
form of God, did not regard it as any- usurpation that He was on an 
equality of glory and majesty with God, but yet emptied Himself of that 
co-equal glory ..... ' (2) The passive sense gives a different meaning 
to the passage ; ' Who though He was subsisting in the essential form of 
God, yet did not regard His being .on an equality of glory and majesty with 
God as a prize and a treasure tobe held fast, but emptied himself thereof.'' 

After reviewing the arguments pra .and con Gifford takes the latter to 
be the right meaning, as conveying the purpose of the ,passage " to set 
forth Christ as the supr,eme example of humility and self-rertunciation." 

Note: For katabrabeuö (kata, down, and brabeuö, see No. l), translated 
" rob (you) of your prize," Col. 2 : 18, sec BEGUILE, Note. 

For PROBATION, R.V. in Rom. 5: 4, sec EXPERIENCE, No. 2 

PROCEED 
l. EKPOREUOMAI (tK11opE1foµ.a1), to go forth, is translated to pro

ceed out of in Matt. 4: 4; 15: II, R.V. ; l;'i: 18; Mark 7: l;'i, R.V.; 
7: 20,. R.V.; 7: 21; 7: 23, R.V.; Luke 4: 22; John 15: 26; Eph. 
4: 29; Rev. I : 16, R.V. ; 4: 5; 9: I7, 18, R.V. (A.V., "i!1sur.d ") : 
II : 5; 19: 15, R.V. ; 19: 21, A.V. (R.V., "came forth ") ; 22: I. See 
CoME, No. 33,. Go, Note (1). 

2. EXERCHOMAI (Jg€pxoµ.ai) is translated " proceed" in l'v1att. 15 : 
19, A.V. (R.V., " come forth ") ; John 8 : 42, R.V., '.' came forth ; " 
Jas. 3: ro. The verb to proceed is not so suitable. See COME, No. 3• 

3. PROKOPTO (11poK01TTw), lit., to cut forward (a way), is translated 
"will proceed" in 2 Tim. 2 : 16, R.V. (A.V., "will increase "} and" shall 
proceed" (both Versions) ·in 3: 9. See INCREASE~ 

4. PROSTITH:E:MI (11poa-rl87Jµ.1), to put to, to add, is translated 
"proceeded " in Acts 12 : 3 (a Hebraism). See Aoo, No; 2. 

PROCLAIM 
l. K:ftRUSSO (K7Jp&aaw) is translated to proclaim in the R.V„ for 

A.V., to preach, in Matt. 10 : 27 ; Luke 4: 19 ; Acts 8 : 5 ; 9 : 20. See 
PREACH, No. 2. 

2. KATANGELLO (KaTayy€AA.w), to declare, proclaim, is translated 
to proclaim in the R.V., for A.V., to shew, in Acts 16 : 17 ; 26 : 23 ; 
l Cor. II : 26, where the verb makes clear that the partaking of the 
elements at the Lord's Supper is a proclamation (an evangel) of the Lord's 
Death; in Rom. l : 8, for A.V., "spoken of;" in l Cor. 2 : l, for A.V;, 
" dedaring." See also PREACH, Note (2), and DECLARE, A, No. 4. 

3~ PLRROPHOREO (11'A7Jpo4'oplw), to b~·ing in full measure (pleris, 
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full, pherö, to bring), hence; to fulfil, accomplish, is translated "might be 
fully proclaimed," in 2 Tim. 4: 17, R;V„ with kerugma, marg„ " pro
clamation" (A.V. " ... known "). See AsSURE, B, No. 2, BELIEVE, C, 
Note (4), FULFIL, No. 6, KNOW, Note (2), PERSUADE, No. 2, Note, PROQF. 

PROCONSUL 
ANTHUPATOS (civ8v1TaToS'}, from anti, instead of, and hupatos, 

stipreme, denotes a consul, one acting in place of a consul, a proconsul, the 
governor of a senatorial province (i.e„ one which had no stariäing army). 
The proconsuls were of two classes, (a) ex-c.onsuls, the ruiers of the 
provinces of Asia and Africa, who \Vere therefore proconsuls; (b) those 
who were ex-prretors or proconsuls of other senatorial, provinces (a prretor 
being virtually the same as a consul). To the förmer' 'belonged the 
proconsuls at Ephesus, Acts 19: 38 (A.Y„ "deputies "); to the latter, 
Sergius Paulus in Cyprus, Acts 13: 7, 8, 12, and Gallio at Corinth, 18: 12. 

In the N.T. times Egypt was governed by a prefect. Provinces in which 
a standing army was. kept were goverried by an imperial legate (e.g„ 
Quirinius in Syria, Luke 2 : 2) : see GovERNOR, A, No. l., 

Note: Anthupateö, tobe proconsul, is in some texts in Acts 18: 12. 

PROFANE (Adjective and Verb) 
A. Adjective. 

BEBELOS (ßlß71AoS'}, primarily, permitted to be trodden, accessible 
(from baino, to go, whence. belos, a threshold), hence, unhallowed, profane 
(opposite to hieros, sacred), is used of (a) persons, l Tim. l : 9; Heb. 
12 : 16 ; (b) things, l Tim. 4 : 7 ; 6 : 20 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 16. " The natural 
antagonism between the profane and the holy or divine grew into a moral 
antagonism .... Accordingly beb~los is that which lacks all relationship 
or affinity to God "(Cre:mer, who cpmpares koinos, common, in the sense 
of ritual uncleanness)., 

B. Verb. 
BEBELOO (ß€ß71>..6w), primarily, to cross the threshold (akin to A, 

which see), hence, t'O profane, pollute, occurs in Matt. 12: 5 and Acts 
24: 6 (the latter as in 21: 28, 29: cp. DEFILE, A, No. l; PARTITION)., 

PROFESS, PROFESSION 
A. Verbs. 

I. EPANGELLÖ (J11ayyl>..Aw), to announce, proclaim, profess, is 
rendered to profess in l Tim. 2 : 10, of godliness, and 6: 21, of "the 
knowledge ... falsely so called." See PROMISE. 

2. HOMOLOGEO (oµ.o>..oylw} is translated to profess in Matt. 7 : 23 
and Tit. l : 16 ; in l Tim. 6 : 12, A.V. (R.V., "confess "). See CoNFESS. 

3. PHASKO (</>cfuKw), to affirm, assert: see AFFIRM, No. 3. 
B. Noun. 

HOMOLOGIA (oµ.o.\oyla); akin to A, No. 2, con1ession, is translated 
"profession" and J.• professed" in the A.V. only. See CONFESS. 
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PROFIT (Noun and Verb), PROFITABLE, PROFITING 
A. Nouns. 

PRO 

r. ÖPHELEIA. (wef>tAEta) primarily denotes assistance ; then, advan
tage, benefit, "profit," Rom. 3 : I. See ADVANTAGE, No. 3. 

2. OPHELOS (oef>EAos), "profit" in Jas. 2: 14, 16: see ADVANTAGE, 
No. 2. 

3. SUMPHERON (uvp.ef>tpov), the neuter form of the present par
ticiple of sumpherö (see B, No. 1), is used as a noun with the article in 
Heb. 12 : IO, " (for our) profit; " in some mss. in I Cor. 7: 35 and IO : 33 
(see No. 4) ; in I Cor. 12 : 7, preceded by pros, with a view to, towards, 
translated " to profi.t withal," lit., ' towards the profiting.'~ 

4. SUMPHOROS (cn5p.ef>opos), akin fo No. 3, an adjective, signifying 
profitable, uscful, expedient, is used as a noun, and found in the best 
texts, with the article, in I Cor. 7: 35 (see No. 3) and 10: 33 (Ist part), 
the word being understood in the 2nd part. ~ 

5. PROKÖPE (?rpoKomj), translated "profiting" in I Tim. 4: 15, 
A.V. (R.V., " progress ") ; see FURTHERANCE. 

B. Verbs. 
1. SVMPHERÖ (uvp.ef>t1pw), to be " profitable," Matt. 5 : 29, 30; 

Acts 20 : 20 : see EXPEDIENT. 
2. ÖPHELEO (wef>EMw), akin to A, No. 1, is translated ' to profit ' in 

Matt. 15 : 5 ; 16: 26; Mark 7: II ; 8 : 36; Luke 9: 25, R.V. ; John 
6 : 63 ; Rom. 2 : 25 ; I Cor. 13 : 3 ; 14 : 6 ; Gal. 5 : 2 ; Heb. 4 : 2 ; 13 : 9. 
See ADVANTAGE, BETTERED, PREVAIL. 

3. PROKOPTÖ (1TpoK01T'Tw) is translated " I profited" in Gal. I : 14, 
A.V. See ADVANCE. 

C. Adjectives. 
l. CHRESIMOS (xp~atp.os), useful (akin to chraomai, to use), is trans

lated as a noun in 2 Tim. 2 : 14, "to (no) profit," lit., 'to (nothing) 
profitable.'~ 

2. EUCHRESTOS (Ei1XfY11aTos), useful, serviceable (eu, well, chrestos, 
serviceable, akin to chraomai, see No. 1), is used in Philm. II, " profitable," 
in contrast to achrestos, "unprofitable" (a, negative), with a delightful 
play upon the name "Onesimus," signifying "profitable" .(from onesis, 
profit), a common name among slaves. Perhaps the prefix eu should 
have been brought out by some rendering like 'very profitable,' 'very 
serviceable,' the suggestion being that whereas the runaway slave had done 
great disservice to Philemon, now after his conversion, in devotedly 
serving the" Apostle in his confinement, he had thereby already become 
particularly serviceable to Philemon himself, considering that the latter 
would have most willingly rendered service to Paul, had it been possible. 
Oncsimus, who had belied his name, was now true to it on h~half of his 
erstwhilc master, who also owed his conversion to the Apostle. 

It is translated "meet for (the master's) use" in 2 Tim. 2 : 21 ; 
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"useful" in 4: II, R.V. (A.V., "profitable"). See UsEFUL.~ In the 
Sept., Prov. 31 : 13., 

3. ÖPHELIMOS (wcpl>..,µoi;), useful, profitable (akin to B, No. 2), is 
translated "profitable" in I Tim. 4: 8, both times in the R.V. (A.V., 
" profiteth " in the Ist part), of physical exercise, and of godliness ; in 
2 Tim. 3: 16 of the God-breathed Scriptures ; in Tit. 3 : 8, of maintaining 
good works., 

PROGRESS 
PROKOP~ (77poicom7) is translated " progress '' in l'hil. 1 : 12, 25 

and I Tim. 4: 15: see FURTHERANCE., 

PROLONG. 
PARATEINÖ (7rapaTElvw), to stretch out along (para, along, teinö, to 

stretch), is lrauslaled 11 prolonged" in Acts 20: 7, R.V„ of Paul's disu 
course : see CoNTINUE, Note (i)., 

PROMISE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. EPANGELIA (~?TayyEAla), primarily a law term, denoting a 
snmmons (epi, upon, angeUö, to proclaim, announce), also meant an 
undertaking to do or give something, a promise. Except in Acts 23 : 21 
it is used only of the promises of God. lt frequently stands for the tliing 
proniised, and so signifies a gift graciously bestowed, not a pledge secured 
by negotiation ; thus, in Gal. 3 : 14, " the promise of the Spirit " denotes 
' the promised Spirit : ' cp. Luke 24 : 49 ; Acts 2 : 33 and Eph. 1 : 13 ; 
so in Heb. 9 : 15, " the promise of the etemal inheritance " is' the promised 
etE>rnal inheritance.' On the other hand, in Acts 1 : 4, " the promise of 
the Father," is the promise made by the Father. 

In Gal. 3: 16,.the plural "promises" is used because the one promise 
to Abraham was variously repeated (Gen. 12 : 1-3 ; 13 : 14-17 ; 15 : 18 ; 
17: 1-14; 22: 15-18), and because it contained the germ of all subse
quent promises; cp. Rom. 9: 4; Heb. 6: 12; 7: 6; 8: 6; II: 17. 
Gal. 3 is occupied with showing that the promise was conditional upon 
faith and not upon the fulfilment of the Law. The Law was later than, 
and inferior to, the promise, and did not annul it, ver. 21; cp. 4: 23, 28. 
Again, in Eph. 2: 12, "the covenants of the promise" does not indicate 
diffe.rent covenants, but a covenant often renewed, all centring in Christ 
as the promised Messiah-Redeemer, and comprising the blessings to be 
bestowed through Hirn. 

In 2 Cor. I : 20 the plural is used of every promise made by God : 
cp. Heb. II: 33; in 7: 6, of special promises mentioned. For other 
applications of the word, see, e.g., Eph. 6 : 2 ; 1 Tim. 4 : 8 ; 2 Tim. 1 : r ; 
Heb. 4 : 1 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 4, 9; in 1 John I : 5 some mss. have this word, 
instead of angelia, "message." 
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The occurrences of the word in relation to Christ and what centres 
in Hirn, may be arranged under the headings (1) .the contents oLthe 
promise, e.g„ Ads 26 : 6 ; Rom. 4 : 20 ; l Joh11' 2 : 25 ; (2) the heirs, e.g., 
Rom. 9 : 8 ; 15 : 8 ; Gal. 3 : 29 ; lieb. II : 9 ; (3) the conditions, e.g., 
Rom. 4 : 13, 14 ; , Gal. 3 : 14-22 ; Heb. 10 : 36. 

2. EPANGELMA (l11ayy€Aµa.) denotes a promise made, 2 Pet. l : 4; 
3: 13.~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. EPANGELLÖ (l11a.yyl..U.w), to announce, proclaim, has in the N.T. 

the two meanings to profess and to promise, each used in the Middle Voice; 
to promise (a) of promises of God, Acts 7 : 5 ; Rom. 4 : 21 ; in Gal. 3 : 19, 

Passive Voice; Tit. l : 2; Heb. 6: 13; IO: 23; II : II ; 12 : 26; 
Jas. l : 12 ; 2 : 5 ; l John 2 : 25 ; (b) made by men, Mark 14 : II ; 2 Pet. 
2 : 19. See PROFESS. 

2. PROEPANGELLÖ (7rpo€TTa.yyl..U.w), in the Middle Voice, to promise 
before (pro, and No. l), occurs in Rom. l : 2; 2 Cor. 9 .; 5. See AFORE
PROMISED:~ 

3. HOMOLOGEÖ (&µo>.oylw), to agree, confess, signifies to promise 
m Matt. 14: 7. Sec CoNFESS. 

Note: For exomologeö in Luke 22: 6, see CoNSENT, No. l. 

PRON OUNCE 
LEGÖ (Myw), to say, declare, is rendered "pronounceth (blessing) " 

in Rom. 4: 6, R.V., which necessarily repeats the verb in ver. 9 (it is absent 
from the original),· for A.V., "cometh" (italicised). See AsK, A, No. 6. 
DESCRIBE, No. 2, SAY. 

PROOF 
r. DOKIME (Soinµ~} : see ExPERIENCE, No. 2. 

2. DOKIMION (ooKLµiov), a tcst, a proof, is rendered "proof" in Jas. 
l: 3, R.V. (A.V., "trying "); it is regardcd by somc as equivalent to 
dokimcion, a cruciblc, a test ; it is the ncutcr form of the adjective 
dokimios, used as a rioun, which has been taken to denote the means by 
which a man is tested and proved (Mayor), in the same sense as dokf/me 
(No. l) in 2 Cor. 8 : 2 ; the same phrase is used in l Pet. l : 7, R.V., "the 
proof (of your faith)," A.V., "the trial;" where the meaning probably is 
'that which is appi:oved [i.e., as genuine] in your faith;' this inter
pretation, which was suggested by Hort, and may hold good for Jas. l: 3, 
ha:s becn confirmed from the papyri by Deissmann (Bible Studies, 
p. 259, ff). Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.) give additiünal instances.~ 

3. ENDEIXIS (lvoEieis-) : see DECLARE, · B. Cp. the synonymous 
word endeigma, a token, z Thess. l : 5, which refers rather to the thing 
proved, while endeixis points to the act of proving. 

4. TEKMERION {-r€Kf'~piov), a sure sign, a positive proof (from 
tekmar, a mark, sign), occurs in Acts l : 3, R.V., "proofs" (A.V., "in-
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fallible proofs;" a proof does not require to be described as infallible, 
the adjective is superfiuous)., 

Note: For the A.V. in 2 Tim. 4: 5, "make full proof," R.V.," fulfi.l" 
(plerophoreö), see FULFIL. 

PROPER 
l. ASTEIOS (cwTfiios) is translated " proper " in Heb. II : 23, R.V., 

"goodly: " see BEAUTIFUL, No. 2. 

2. IDIOS (i:8ws), one's own, is found in some mss. in Acts l : 19, A.V„ 
" proper ; " in l Cor. 7 : 7, R.V., " own " (A.V„ " proper ") ; in Jude 6, 
R.V., "their proper (habitation)," A.V., "their own." 

PROPHECY, PROPHESY, PROPHESYING 
A. Noun. 

PROPHETEIA (7rpo</>'rJTEla) signifies the speaking forth of the mind 
and counsel of God (pro, forth, phemi, to speak : see PROPHET) ; in the 
N.T. it is uscd (a) of the gift, e.g., Rom. 12 : 6; l Cor. 12 : IO ; 13: 2 ; 

(b) either of the exercise of the gift or of that which is prophesied, e.g., 
Matt. 13 : I4; l Cor. 13: 8; I4: 6, 22 and l Thess. 5 : 20, "prophesying 
(s) ; " l Tim. l : 18 ; 4 : 14 ; 2 Pet. l : 20, 21 ; Rev. l : 3 ; II : 6; 
19: IO; 22: 7, IO, 18, 19.~ 

"Though much of O.T. prophecy was purely predictive, see Micah 
5: 2, e.g., and cp. John II : 51, prophecy is not necessarily, nor even 
primarily, fore-telling. lt is the declaration of that which cannot be known 
by natural means, Matt. 26 : 68, it is the forth-telling of the will of God, 
whether with reference to the past, the present, or the future, see Gen. 
20 : 7 ; Deut. 18 : 18 ; Rev. ro : II ; II : 3. . . . 

·" In such passages as l Cor. 12 : 28; Eph. 2 : 20, the 'prophets' are 
placed after the ' Apostles,' since not the prophets of Israel are intended, 
but the ' gifts ' of the ascended Lord, Eph. 4 : 8, II ; cp. Acts 13 : l ; 

.......... ; the purpose of their ministry was to edify, to comfort, 
and to encourage the believers, l Cor. 14 : 3, while its effect upon unbe
lievers was to show that the 1>ecrets of a man's heart are known to God, 
to convict of sin, and to constrain to worship, vv. 24, 25. 

" With the completion of the canon of Scripture prophecy apparently 
passed away, l Cor. 13: 8, 9. In his measure the teacher has taken the 
place of the prophet, cp. the signifi.cant change in 2 Pet. 2 : r. The 
difference is that, whereas the message of the prophet was a direct_revela
tion of the mind of God for the occasion, the message of the teacher is 
gathered from the completed revelation contained in the Scriptures.."* 

B. Adjective. 
PROPHETIKOS (7rpoc/>ri·rncos), of or relating to prophecy, or proceeding 

• From Notes on Thessalonia.ns by Hugg and Vine, pp. 196, 197. 
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from a prophet, prophetic, is used of the O.T. Scriptures, Rom. 16: 26, 
"of the prophets," lit., ' (by) prophetic (Scriptures) ; ' 2 Pet. l : 19, 
"the word of prophecy (made more sure) ", i.e., confirmed by the Person 
and work of Christ (A.V., "a more sure etc."), lit., 'the prophetic word.', 

C. Verb. 
PROPH:E:TEUÖ (7rpot/nJTEÜw), to be a prophet, to prophesy, is used 

(a) with .the primary meaning of telling forth the Divine counsels, e.g., 
Matt. 7 : 22 ; 26 : 68 ; l Cor. II : 4, 5 ; 13 : 9 ; 14 : l, 3-5, 24, 31, 39 ; 
Rev. II : 3 ; (b) of foretelling the future, e.g., Matt. 15 : 7 ; John II : 51 ; 
l Pet. l: 10; Jude 14. 

PROPHET 
l. PROPHETES (7rpo</>~TYJS), one who speaks forth or openly (see 

PROPHECY, A), a proclaimer of a divine message, denoted among the 
Greek5 an interpreter of the oracles of the gods. 

In the Sept. it is the translation of the word roeh, a seer; l Sam. 9: 9, 
indicating that the prophet was one who had immediate intercourse with 
God. lt also translates the word näbht, meaning either one in whom the 
message from God springs forth or one to whom anything is secretly 
communicated. Hence, in general; the prophet was one upon whom the 
Spirit of God rested, Numb. II : 17-29, one, to whom and through whom 
God speaks, Numb. I2 : 2; Arnos 3 : 7, 8. In the case of the O.T. prophets 
their messages were very largely the proclamation of the Divine purposes 
of salvation and glory to be accomplished in the future ; the prophesying 
of the N.T. prophets was both a preaching of the Divine. counsels of grace 
already accomplished and the fore-telling of the purposes of God in the 
future. 

In the N.T. the word is used (a) of the O.T. prophets, e.g., Matt. 5: 12; 
Mark 6 : 15 ; Luke 4 : 27 ; John 8 : 52 ; Rom. II : 3 ; (b) of prophets 
in general, e.g., Matt. 10 : 41 ; 21 : 46 ; Mark 6 : 4 ; (c) of John the 
Baptist, Matt. 21 : 26; Luke l : 76; (d) of prophets in the churches, 
e.g., Acts 13 : I ; 15 : 32 ; 21 : 10 ; l Cor. 12 : 28, 29 ; 14 : 29, 32, 37 ; 
Eph. 2: 20; 3: 5; 4: II; (e) of Chr.ist, as the afore-promised Prophet, 
e.g.,John I : 21 ; 6: 14; 7 : 40; Acts 3: 22 ; 7: 37, or, without the article, 
and, without reference to the Old Testament, Mark 6 : 15, Luke 7 : 16 ;, 
in Luke 24 : 19 it is used with aner, a man ; John 4 : 19 ; 9 : 17 ; (f) of 
two witnesses yet to be raised up for special purposes, Rev. II : 10, 18 ; 
(g) of the Cretan poet Epimenides, Tit. l: 12; (h) by metonymy, of the 
writings of prophets, e.g., Luke 24: 27; Acts 8: 28. 

2. PSEUDOPROPHETES (i/1Ev801rpo~TYJs), a false prophet, is used of 
such (a) in O.T. times, Luke 6 : 26; 2 Pet. 2 : l ; (b) in the present period 
since Pentecost, Matt. 7 : 15 ; 24: II, 24; Mark 13 : 22 ; Acts 13 : 6 ; 
l John 4: l ; (c) with reference to a false prophet destined to arise as the 
supporter of the " beast " at the close of this age, Rev. 16 : 13 ; 19 : 20 ; 
20: 10 (himself described as "another beast," 13: II)., 
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PROPHETESS 
PROPHETIS (1Tpocf>fi'ris), the feminine of prophetes (see above), is 

used of Anna, Luke 2 : 36 ; of the self-assumed title of " the woman 
Jezebel" in Rev. 2 : 20. ~ 

PROPITIATION 
A. Verb. 

HILASKOMAI (lA&.a1Coµai) was used arnongst the Greeks with the 
significance to make the gods propitious, to appease, propitiate, inasmuch 
aS thPir ßOOn will WrtS not c.onr,pjypf1 rtS thPir Tirttnral rtttitnnP, hnt SOmP
thing to be earned first. This use of the word is foreign to the Greek 
Bible, with respect to God, whether in the Sept. or in the N.T. lt is never 
used of any act whereby man brings God into a favourable attitude or 
gracious disposition. lt is God who is propitiated by the vindication of 
His holy and righteou,s character, whereby, through the provision He has 
niade in the vicarious and expiatory sacrifice of Christ, He has so dealt 
with sin that He can shew mercy to the believing sinner in the removal 
of.his guilt and the remission of his sins 

Thus in Luke 18 : 13 it signifies to be propitious or rnerciful to (with 
the person as the object of the verb), andin Heb. 2 : 17 to expiate, to make 
propitiation for (the object of the verb being sins) ; here the R.V„" to 
make propitiation" is an important correction of the A.V., "to make 
reconciliation." Through the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, he who 
believes upon Hirn is by God's own act delivered from justly deserved 
wrath, and comes under the covenant of grace. Never is God. said tobe 
reconciled, a fact itself indicative that the enmity exists on man's part 
alone, and that it is man who needs to be reconciled to God, and not God 
to man. God is always the same and, since He is Himself immutable, 
His relative attitude does change towards those who change. He can act 
differently towards those who come to Hirn by faith, and solely on the 
ground of the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, not because He has changed, 
but because He ever acts according to His unchanging righteousness. 

The expiatory work of the Cross is therefore the means whereby the 
barrier which sin interposes between God and man is broken down. By 
the giving up of His sinless life sacrificially, Christ annuls the power of 
sin to separate between God and the believer. 

In the O.T. the Hebrew verb kaphar is connected with kopher, a 
covering (see MERCY-SEAT), and is used in connection with the burnt 
offering, e.g., Lev. l : 4; 14: 20; 16 : 24, the guilt offering, e.g., 
Lev. 5 : 16, 18, the sin offering, e.g„ Lev. 4 : 20, 26, 31, 35, the sin 
offering and burnt offering together, e.g., Lev. 5 : 10; 9: 7, the meal 
offering and peace offering, e.g., Ezek. 45 : 15, 17, as weil as in other· 
respects. lt is used of the ram offered at the consecration of the high 
priest, Ex. 29 : 33, and of the blood which God gave upon the altar to 
make propitiation for the l)oul::; oI lhe people, and that because " the life 
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of the flesh is in the blood," Lev. 17: II, and" it is the blood that maketh 
atonement by reason of the life" (R.V.). Man has forfeited bis ·life on 
account of sin and God has provided the one and only way whereby eternal 
life could be bestowed, namely, by the voluntary laying down of His 
life by His Son, under Divine retribution. Of this the former sacrifices 
appointed by God were foreshadowings. 

B; Nouns. 
!. HILASTERION (lAa<TT~piov), akin to A, is regartled as the neuter of 

an adjective signifying propitiatory. In the Sept. it is used adjectivally 
in connection with epithema, a cover, in Ex. 25 : 17 and 37: 6, of the lid 
of the ark (see MERCY-SEAT), but it is used as a noun (without epithema), 
of locality, in Ex. 25 : 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 ; 31 : 7 ; 35 : 12 ; 37 : 7, 8, 9 ; 
Lev. :t6 : 2, 13, 14, 15 ; Numb. 7 : 89, and this is its use in Heb. 9 : 5. 

Elsewhere in the N.T. it occurs in Rom. 3: 25, where it is used of 
Christ Himself; the R.V. text and punctuation in this verse are impor
tant : " whom Gorl set forth to be a propitiation, through faith, by His 
blood." The phrase " by His blood" is to be taken in immediate 
connection with "propitiation." Christ, through His expiatory death, 
is the Personal means by whom God shows the mercy of His justifying 
grace to the sinner who believes. His " blood " stands for the voluntary 
giving up of His life, by the shedding of His blood in expiatory sacrifice, 
under Divine judgment righteously due to us as sinners, faith being the 
sole conditiori on man's µart. 

Note: "By metonymy, 'blood' is sometimes put for 'death,' inas
much as, blood being essential to life, Lev. 17: II, when the blood is shed 
life is given up, that is, death takes place. The fundamental principle 
on which God deals with sinners is expressed in the words ' apart from 
shedding of blood,' i.e., unless a death takes place, 'there is no remission' 
of sins, Heb. 9 : 22. 

"But whereas the essential of the type lay in the fact that blood was 
shed, the essential cif the antitype lies in this, that the blood shed was 
that of Christ. Hence, in conneclion with Jewish sacrifices, ' the blood' 
is mentioned without reference to the victim from which it ßowed, but in 
connection with the great antitypical sacrifice of the N.T. the words 'the 
blood ' never stand alone ; the One Who shed the blood is invariably 
specified, for it is the Person that gives value to the work ; the saving 
efficacy of the Death depends entirely .upon the fact that He Who died 
was the Son of God."* 

2. HILASMOS (l>iauµ.6s) 1 akin to hileös (merciful, propitious), signifies 
an expiation, a means whereby sin is covered and remitted. lt is used in 
the N.T. of Christ Himself as" the propitiation," in I John 2 : 2 and 4: IO, 

signifying that He Himself, through the expiatory sactifice of His Death, 
is the Personal means by whom God shows rhcrcy to the sinner who believes 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 168. 
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on Christ as the One thus provided. In the former passage He is described 
as " the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only, but also for the 
whole world." The italicised addition in the A.V., "the sins oj," gives a 
wrong interpretation. What is indicated is that provision is made for the 
whole world, so that no one is, by Divine pre-determination, excluded 
from the scope of God's mercy; the efficacy of the propitiation, however, 
is made actual for those who believe. In 4: 10, the fact that God" sent 
His Son to be the propitiation for our sins," is shown to be the great 
expression of God's love toward man, and the reason why Christians should 
love one another. ~ In the Sept., Lev. 25 : 9 ; Numb. 5 : 8-; l Chron. 
28: 20; Ps. 130: 4; Ezek. 44: 27; Arnos 8: 14--J 

PROPORTION 
ANALOGIA (avctAoyla), Eng., analogy, signified in classical Grcck 

"the right relation, the coincidence or <1greement existing or demanded 
according to the standard of the several relations, not agreement as 
cquality" (Cremer). It is used in Rom. !2 : 6, where "let us prophesy 
according to the proportion of our faith," R.V., recalls ver. 3. lt is a 
warning against going beyond what God has given and faith receives. 
This meaning, rather than the other rendering, "according tu the analogy 
of the faith," is in keeping with the context, The word analogia is not 
tobe rendered literally. "Proportion'' here represents its true meaning. 
The fact that there is a definite article before " faith " in the original does 
not necessarily afford an intimation that the faith, the body o(Christian 
doctrine, is herein view. The presence of the definite article is due to the 
fact that faith is an abstract noun. The meaning " the faith" is not 
relevant to the context. ~ 

PROSELYTE 
PROSitLUTOS (11pocn].\vros), akin to proserchomai, to come to, 

primarily signifies one who has arrived, a stranger; in the N.T. it is used 
of converts to Judaism, or foreign converts to the Jewish religion, Matt. 
23 : 15 ; Acts 2 : IO ; 6 : 5 ; lJ : 43. ~ There seems to be no connexion 
necessarily with Palestine, for in Acts 2 : IO and 13 : 43 it is used of those 
who lived abroad. Cp. the Sept., e.g., in Ex. 22: 21; 23: 9; Deut. 
IO : 19, of the " stranger " living: among the children of Israel. 

PROS PER 
EUODOO {Evo8&w), to help on one's way (eu, well, hodos, a way or 

journey), is used in the Passive Voice signifying to have a prosperous 
joumey, Rom. r : 10 ; metaphorically, to- prosper, be prospered, r Cor. 
16: 2, R.V., " (as) he may prosper," A.V., " (as God) hath prospered 
(him)," lit„ 'in wh::itever he m::iy he prnsperPn,' i.e„ in m::itni::il thines; 
the continuous tense suggests the successive circumstances of varying 
prosperity as week follows week; in 3 John 2, of the prosperity of physical 
and spiritual hcalth. ~ 
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PROTEST 
Note: In l Cor. 15 : 31; " I protest by" is a rendering of ne, a particle 

of strong affirmation used in oaths. ~ In the Sept., Gen. 42 : 15, 16. ~ 

PRO UD 
HUPEREPHANOS (imf.p~<f>a.vos) signifies showing oneself above others, 

pre-eminent (huper, above, phainomai, to appear, be manifest) ; it is 
always used in Scripture in the bad sense of arrogant, disdainful, proud, 
Luke l: 51; Rom. l: 30; 2 Tim. 3: 2; Jas. 4: 6; l Pet. 5: 5.~ 

Note : For the A. V. renderings of the verb tuphoö, in l Tim. 3 : 6 ; 
6 : 4 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 4, see HIGH-MINDED. 

PROVE 
A. Verbs. 

l. DOKIMAZO (So1uµ.a{w). to test, prove, with the expectation of 
approving, is translated to prove in Luke 14: 19; Rom. 12 : 2; l Cor. 
3 : 13, R.V. (A.V., "shall try ") ; II : 28, R.V. (A.V., "examine "); 
2 Cor. 8: 8, 22 ; lJ : 5; Gal. 6: 4; Eph. 5 : IO; l Thess. 2 : 4 (2nd part), 
R.V. (A.V., "trieth ") ; 5: 21; l Tim. 3: IO; in some mss., Heb. 3: 9 
(the most authentic have the noun dokimasia, a proving~) ; l Pet. l : 7, 
R.V. (A.V,, "tried ") ; l John 4: l, R.V. (A.V., "try "). See APPROVE. 

2. APODEIKNUMI (a1ToSf.lKvvµ.i), to show forth, signifies to prove in 
Acls 25 : 7. See APPROVE, No. 3. 

3. PARISTEMI (1Ta.pla77Jµ.i), to present, signifies to prove in Acts 
24: 13. See CoMMEND, No. 4. 

4. PEIRAZÖ (7r'-'pa{w), to try, either in the sense of attempting, 
e.g., Acts 16: 7, or of testing, is rendered "to prove" in John 6: 6. See 
EXAMINE, TEMPT. 

5. SUMBIBAZÖ (uvµ.ßißa{w), to join together, signifies to prove in 
Acts 9: 22. See CoMPACTED, No. 2. 

6. SUNISTEMI or SUNISTANÖ (uvvla77Jµ.L), to commend, to prove, 
is translated " I prove (myself a transgressor) " in Gai. 2 : 18 (A.V., 
"I make "). See CoMMEND. 

B. Noun. 
PEIRASMOS (7T€tpa.uµ.6s), (a) a trying, tcsting, (b) a temptation, is uscd 

in sense (a) in l Pet. 4: 12, with the preposition pros, towards or with a 
view to, R.V., "to prove" (A.V., "to- try "), lit., 'for a testing.' See 
TEMPTATION. 

Notes: (r) In Luke 10: 36, R.V., ginomai, to become, come tobe, is 
translated '' proved (neighbour)," A.V., "was ... ; " so in Heb. 2 : 2. 

(2) In Rom. 3: 9, A.V., proaitiaomai, to accuse beforehand, is translated 
"we have before proved" (marg., "charged ") i for the R.V., see 
CHARGE, C, No. 9. 

For PROVERB see PARABLE, No. z 
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PROVIDE, PROVIDENCE, PROVISION 
A. Verbs. 

PRO 

r. HETOIMAZO (E-roiµ.&.{w), to prepare, is translated "hast provided" 
in Luke 12: 20, A.V. See PREPARE. 

2. KTAOMAI (KT&.oµ.a,), to get, to gain, is rendered "provide" in 
Matt. 10: 9. See OBTAIN, PossEss. 

3. PARISTEMI (7raplC177Jp.t), to present, signifies to provide in Acts 
2J : 24. See CoMMEND, PROVE, No. 3. 

4. PROBLEPO (7rpoßM1Tw), to foresee, is translated " having pro
vided " in Heb. II : 40. See FoRESEE. ~ 

5. PRONOEO (7rpovolw), to take thought for, provide, is translated 
"provide ... for" In l Tim. 5 : 8; in Rom. 12 : 17 and 2 Cor. 8 : 21, 

R.V., to take thought for (A.V., to provide).~ 
Note: In Luke 12: 33, A.V., poieö, to make (R.V.), is translated 

" provide." 
B. Noun. 

PRONOIA (7rp0voia), forethought (pro, before, noeö, to think), is trans
lated " providence " in Acts 24 : 2 ; " provision " in Rom. 13 : 14. ~ 

PROVINCE 
l. EPARCHEIA, or -IA (E1Ta{lxf:la) was a teehnical term for the 

administrative divisions of the Roman Empire. The original meaning 
was the district within which a magistrate, whether consul or prretor, 
exercised supreme authority. The word provincia acquired its later 
meaning when Sardinia and Sicily were added to the Roman territories, 
227 B.c. On the establishment of the Empire the proconsular power over 
all provinces was vested in the Emperor. Two provinces, Asia and 
Africa, were consular, i.e., held by ex-consuls; the rest were prretorian. 
Certain small provinces, e.g. Judrea and Cappadocia, were governed by 
procurators. They were usually districts recently added to the Empire 
and not thoroughly Romanized. Judrea was so governed in the intervals 
between the rule of native kings; ultimately it was incorporated in the 
province of Syria." The province mentioned in Acts 23 : 34 and 25 : l 
was assigned to the jurisdiction of an eparchos, a prefect or governor 
(cp. GOVERNOR, PROCONSUL).~ In the Sept., Esth. 4: II.~ 

2. KANON (icavwv) ciriginally denoted a straight rod, used as a ruler 
or measuring instrument, or, in rare instances, the beam of a ba1ance, the 
secondary notion being either (a) cif keeping anything straight, as ofa rod 
used in weaving, or (b) of testing straightness, as a carpenter's rule; hence 
its metaphorical use to express what serves tö measure or determine 
anything. By a common transition ih the meaning of words, that which 
measures, was used for what was measured; thus a certain space at 
Olympia was called a kanön. So in music, a canon is a, composition in 
which a giveri melody is the model for the formation of all the parts. In 
general the word thus came to serve for anythiug regulating the actions 
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of men, as a standard or principle. In Gal. 6 : 16, those who " walk by 
this rule (kanön) " are those who make what is stated in vv. 14 and 15 
their guidiRg line in the matter of salvation through faith in Christ alone, 
apart from works, whether following the principle themselves or teaching 
it to others. In 2 Cor. 10 : 13, 15, 16, it is translated " province," R.V. 
(A.V., "rule" and "line of things" ; marg., "line; '' R.V. marg., 
" limit " or " measuring rod.") Here it signifies the limits of the respon
sibility in gbspel service as measured and appointed by God.if 

For .PROVlNG (elenckos) see REPROOF, A 

PROVOCATION, PROVOKE 
A. Nouns. 

l. PARAPIKRASMOS (1Ta.pa.mKpa.uµ.6s), from para, amiss or from, 
used intensively, and pikrainö, to make bitter (pikros, sharp, bitter), 
provocation, occurs in Heb. 3: 8, 15.if In the Sept., Psa. 95: 8.if 

2. PAROXUSMOS (1Tapo€uuµ.6s) denotes a stimulation (Eng., 
paroxysm), (cp. B, No. 2) : in Heb. 10; 24, "to provoke," lit., 'unto a 
stimulation (of love).' See CoNTENTION, No. 2. 

B. Verbs. 
l, PARAPIKRAINÖ (1TapamKpa.lvw), to embitter, pr-0voke (akin to 

A, No. l), occurs in Heb. 3: 16.~ 
:2. PAROXUNO (wu.pu€011w), primarily, to RhiirpP-n (akin to A, No. 2), 

is used met~phorically, signifying to rouse to anger, to provoke, in the 
Passive Voice, in Acts 17: 16, R.V., "was provoked" (A.V., "was 
stirred ") ; in l Cor. 13 : 5, R.V., " is not provoked" (the word " easily " 
in A.V., represents no word in the original). See STIR.~ 

3. ERETHlZÖ (Jpf8l,w), to excite, stir up, provoke, is used (a) in a 
good sense in 2 Cor. 9: 2, A.V., "hath provoked," R.V., "hath stirred 
up;" (b) in an evil s.ense in Col. 3: 21, "provoke." See STIR.if 

4. PARORGIZO (1Ta.popylCw), to provoke to wrath: see ANGER, B, 
No. 2. 

5. PARAZtLOÖ (7ra.pa,17,\6w), to provoke to jealousy: see jEALOUSY. 
6. APOSTOMATIZÖ (a1To0'7'oµ.a'Tl,w) in classical Greek meant to speak 

from memory, to dictate to a pupil (apo, from, stoma, a mouth) ; in later 
Greek, to catechize; in Luke II : 53, ".to provoke (Hirn) to speak."~ 

7. PROKALEO (1TpoKaMw), to call forth, as to a contest, hence to 
stir up what is evil in another, occurs in the MiddleVoice in Gal. 5: 26.if 

PRUDENCE, PRUDENT 
A. Nouns. 

l. PHRONESIS (tf>poll"Juis), akin to phroneö, to have understanding 
(phren, the mind), denotes practical wisdom, prudence in the management 
of affairs. lt is translated " wisdom " in Luk:e l : 17 ; " prudence " in 
Eph. l: 8. See WISDO~.~ 
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2. SUNESIS (aVvEuL>), understanding, is rendered "prudence '' in 
l Cor. l: 19, R.V. (A.V., "understanding "); it suggests quickness of 
apprehension, the penetrating consideration which precedes action. 
Cp. B, in the same verse. See KNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTANDING. 

B. Adjective. 
SUNETOS (uvvm>.) signifies intelligent, sagacious, understanding 

(akin to suniemi, to perceive), translated "prudent" in Matt. II : 25, 
A.V. (R.V., "understanding ") ; Luke 10: 21 (ditto) ; Acts 13 : 7, R.V., 
" (a man) of understanding;" in l Cor. l: 19," prudent," R.V. and A.V.,
<:p. asunetas, „ withm1t nnnerstanding." 

PSALM 
PSALMOS (ifa.>..µo>) primarily denoted a striking or twitching with the 

fingers (on musical strings) ; then, a sacred song, sung to musical accom
paniment, a psalm. lt is used (a) of the O.T. book of Psalms, Luke 
20: 42 ; 24: 44; Acts r : 20; (b) of a particular psalm, Acts 13 : 33 
(cp. ver. 35) ; (c) of psalms in general, l Cor. 14 : 26 ; Eph. S : I9 ; Col. 
3: l6.41f 

Note: For psallö, rendered "let him sing psalms" in Jas. 5 · 13, see 
MELODY, SING. 

PUBLIC, PUBLICL Y 
A. Adjective. 

D:RMOSIOS (871µouLo>), belonging to the people (demos, the people), 
is translated "public" in Acts 5 : 18, R.V., "public (ward) ", A.V., 
"common (prison)." 

B. Adverbs. 
PHANERÖS (</>avEpw>): see ÜPENLY, No. 2. 

Note: For a form of demosios used as an adverb, "publicly," see 
ÜPENLY, Note (4). 

PUBLICAN 
TELÖNES (nAwV7Js) primarily denoted a farmer of the tax (from 

telos, toll, custom, tax), then, as in the N.T., a subsequent subordinate of 
such, who collected taxes in some district, a tax-gatherer; such were 
naturally hated intensely by the people ; they are classed with " sinners ", 
Matt. 9 : 10, II ; II : 9 ; Mark 2 : 15, 16 ; Luke 5 : 30 ; 7 : 34 ; 15 : l ; 

with harlots, Matt. 21 : 31, 32 ; with " the Gentile," Matt. 18 : 17 ; some 
mss. have it in Matt. 5 : 47, the best have ethnikoi, " Gentiles." See also 
Matt. 5: 46; IO: 3; Luke 3.: 12; 5: 27, 29; 7: 29; 18: 10, II, 13.~ 

Note: For architelönes, a chief publican, see CHIEF, B, No. 4. 

PUB LI SH 
l. K~RUSSÖ (K7Jpvuuw), to be a hcrald, to proclaim, preach, is 

translated to publish in Mark l : 45 ; 5 : 20 ; 7 : 36 ; 13 : 10, A.V. (R.V., 
" preached ") ; Luke 8 : 39. See PREACH, PROCLAIM. 
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2. DIAPHERÖ (Sia.<f>€pw), to bear through, is translated "was pub
lished" in Acts 13: 49, A.V. (R.V., "was spread abroad "). See BETTER 
(be), No. r. 

3. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.a.i), to become, come to be, is translated "was 
published" in Acts ro: 37, lit., 'came to be.' 

4. DIANGELLÖ (S1.a.yy€llw), to publish abroad; is so translated in 
Luke 9: 60, R.V. (A.V., "preach "), and Rom. 9: 17. See DECLARE, 
A, No. 3. 

PUFF (up) 
l. PHUSIOÖ (<f>vaww), to puff up, blow up, inflate (from phusa, 

bellows), is used metaphorically in the N.T., in the sense of being puffed 
up with pride, l Cor. 4 : 6, 18, 19 ; 5 : 2 ; 8 : l ; 13 : 4 ; Col. 2 : 18. ~ 

2. TUPHOÖ (Tv</>ow} is always rendered to puff up in the R.V. See 
HIGH-MINDED, PROUD. 

PULL (down) 
KATHAIREO (Ka.8a.iplw}, to take down, is translated •" I will pull 

down" in Luke 12 : 18. See DESTROY, No. 3. 
Notes: (1) In Jude 23, A.V., harpazö, to seize, snatch away, is rendered 

" pulling ... out." See SNATCH. (2) Tn Ac:ts 23 : 10, A.V„ diaspaö, to 
rend or tear asunder, is translated "should have been pulled in pieces" 
(K V., " should be torn in pieces "). (3) Ekballö, to cast out, is lianslated 
to pull out in Matt. 7: 4 and Luke 6: 42 (twice), A.V. (R.V., "cast out"). 
See CAST, No. 5. (4) For anaspaö, rendered "pull out " in Luke 14: 5, 
A.V., see DRAW, No. 5. (5) For kathairesis, a casting down, 2 Cor. 
10: 4, sec CAST, A, No. 14, Note. 

PUNISH 
I. KOLAZO (KoAa,w) primarily denotes to curtail, prune, dock 

(from kolos, docked) ; then, to check, restrain, punish; it is used in the 
Middle Voice in Acts 4: 21 ; Passive Voice in 2 Pet. '.l: 9, A.V., to be 
punished (R.V., "under punishment," lit., 'being punished '), a futurative 
present tense. ~ 

2. TIMOREO (nµ.wplw), primarily, to help, then, to avenge (from 
time, value, honour, and ouros, a guardian), i.e., to help by redressing 
injuries, is used in the Active Voice in Acts 26: II, R.V., "punishing" 
(A.V., " I punished ") ; Passive V. in 22 : 5, lit., ' (that) they may be 
punished.' Cp. No. 5, below., 

Note: For 2 Thess. l.: 9, "shall suffer punishment," R.V., see 
JusncE. See SuFFER, Note (10). 

PUNISHMENT 
r. EKDIKESIS (eK'ölK7/ats) : for l Pet. 2 : 14, A.V., "punishment" 

(R.V., "vengeance "), see AvENGE; B, No. 2. 
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2. EPITIMIA (Emnµla) in the N.T .. denotes penalty, punishment, 
2 Cor. 2 : 6. if Originally it signified the enjoyment of the rights and 
privileges of citizenship; then it became used of the estimate (time) 
fixed by a judge on the infringement of such rights, and hence, in general, 
a penalty. 

3. KOLASIS (K6Aaais), akin to kolazö (PUNISH, No. r), punishment, is 
~ed in Matt. 25 : 46, "(eternal) punishment," and I John 4: r8, "(fear 
hath) punishment," R.V. (A.V., "torment "), which there desr.ribes a 
process, not merely an effect ; this kind of fear is expelled by perfect love ; 
where God's love is being perfccted in us, it gives no room for the fear of 
meeting with His reprobation ; the punishment referred to is the im
mediate conscquence of the sense of sin, not a holy awe but a slavish fear, 
the negation of the enjoyment of love.if 

4. DIKE (SlK7J), justice, or the .execution of a sentence, is translated 
"punishmcnt" in Jude 7, R.V. (A.V., "vengeance "). See JusncK. 

5. TIMORIA (nµwpla), primarily help (see PuNISH, No. 2), denotes 
vcngeance, punishment, Heb. IO: 29.~J 

Note.: The distinction; sometimes snggesterl, hetween No. 3 as heing 
disciplinary, with special reference to the sufferer, and No. 5, as being 
penal, with reference to the satisfaction of him who inflicts it, cannot be 
maintained in the Koine Greek of N.T. times. 

PURCHASE 
r. KTAOMAI (KTaoµai) : see ÜBTAIN, A, No. 4. 
2. PERIPOIEÖ (7TEpmodw) signifies to gain or get for oneself, 

purchase; Middle Voice in Acts 20: 28 and I Tim. 3: r3 (R.V„" gain "); 
see GAIN. 

3. AGORAZÖ (ayopa,w) is rendered to purchase in the R.V. of Rev. 
5 : 9 ; r4: 3, 4. See Buv, No. r. 

Note: For peripoiesis, "purchased possession," Eph. r : q, see 
POSSESSION. 

PURE, 2URENESS, PURITY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. HAGNOS (ayv6s), pure from defilement, not contaminated (from 
the same root as hagios, holy), is rendered "pure" in Phil. 4: 8; l Tim. 
5 : 22 ; Jas. 3 : 17 ; l John 3 : 3 ; see CHASTE. 

2. KATHAROS (Ka0ap6s), pure, as being cleansed, e.g., Matt. 5: 8; 
l Tim. l : 5 ; 3 : 9 ; 2 Tim. r : 3 ; 2 : 22 ; Tit. I : 15 ; Heb. IO : 22 ; 
Jas. l : 27; l Pet. l : 22; Rev. r5 : 6; 21 : 18; 22 : I (in some mss.). 
See CHASTE, Note, CLEAN, A. 

Note : In l Pet. l : 22 the A.V., " with a pure heart," follows1 those 
mss. which have this adjective {R.V., "from the heart "). 

3. EILIKRINES (dAiKpwr]s) signifies unalloyed, pure ; (a) it was nsed 
of unmixed substances; (b) in the N.T. it is used of moral and ethical 
purity, Phil. l : ro, "sincere;" so the R.V. in 2 Pet. 3: l (A.V., "pure"). 
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Some regard the etymological meaning as ' tested by the sunlight ' 
(Cremer).~ See CHASTE, Note, SINCERE. 

Note: Wine mixed with water may be hagnos, not being contaminated; 
it is not katharos, when there is the admixture of any element even 
though the latter is pure in itself. 

B. Nouns. 
l. HAGNOTES (ayvo'T'1)s), the state.of being hagnos (A, No. l), occurs 

in 2 Cor. 6 : 6, " pureness ; " II : 3, in the best mss„ " (and the) purity," 
R.V.~ 

2. HAGNEIA (ayvEla), synonymous with No. 1, "purity ", occurs 
in 1 Tim. 4 : 12 ; 5 : 2, where it denotes the chastity which excludes all 
impurity of spirit, manner, or act.~ 

PUR GE 
I. KATIIAIRÖ (l(ci8alpw), akin to katharos (sec PURE, A, No. 2), to 

cleanse, is used of pruning, John r5: 2, A.V„ ·~ purgeth" (R.V., 
"cleanseth ").~ In the Sept„ 2 Sam; 4: 6; lsa. 28: 27; Jcr. J8: 28.~ 

2. EKKA THAIRO (JKKa8alpw), to cleanse out, cleanse thoroughly, is 
said of purging out leaven, l Cor. 5 : 7 ; in 2 Tim. 2 : 21, of purging oneself 
from those who utter "profane babblin,gs," vv. 16-18., 

3. DTAKATHAIR<) (oLaKa8alpw), to cleanse thoroughly, is translated 
"will throughly purge" in Luke 3: 17, A.V. (R.V„ " thoroughly to 
clcanse; "less authentic mss. have Nu. 5).~ 

4. KATHARIZO (Ka8apl,w), to cleanse, make clean, is translated 
" purging (all meats)," in Mark 7 : 19, A.V„ R.V„ "making (all meats) 
clean;" Heb. 9: 14„ A.V„ "purge" (R.V„ "cleanse "); so 9: 22 (for 
ver. 23, see PuRIFY) and IO: 2. See CLEAN, B, No. I. 

5. DIAKATHARIZO (oLaKa8apl,w), to cleanse thoroughly, is trans
lated "will throughly purge" in Matt. 3 . 12, A.V. See CLEAN, B, No. 2. 

Cp. the synonymous verb No. 3.~ 
Notes: (1) For Heb. I : 3, A.V„ "ltad purged," see PuRIFICATION. 

(2) For the A.V. ren<lering of the noun katharismos, cleansing, " that he 
was purged," see CLEAN, C, No. I. 

PURIFICATION, PURIFY, PURIFYING 
A. Nouns. 

T. KATHARISMOS (Ka8ap1uµ6s) is rendered a cleansing (akin to 
No. 4, above), Markl : 44; Ltike 5 : 14; in Heb. l : 3, R.V„ "purifica
tion ". 

2. KATHAROT.E:S (Ka8apo'T'1)s), cleansing, Heb. 9: 13. See CLEAN, 
C, No. 2.~ 

3. HAGNISMOS (ayvwµos) denotes a ceremonial purification, Acts 
21 : 26, for the circurnstances of which with reference to the vow of a 
Nazirite (R.V.), ~ee Numb. 6: 9-lJ.~ 
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. . B. Verbs. . . 
I. HAGNIZO (&.yvl,w). akin to hagnos, pure (see CHASTE), to purify, 

cleanse from defilement, is used Qf purifying (a) ceremonially, John 
II: 55 ; Acts 2r : 24, 26 (cp. No. 3above) ; 24: r8; (b) morally, the heart, 
Jas, 4: 8; the soul, r Pet. I: 22; oneself, r John J: 3.~ . „ 

z, KATHARIZÖ (Ka8a.pl,w), to cleanse, make free from admixture, is 
translated to purify in Acts I5 : 9, A.V. (R.V., " cleansing n; Tit. 2 : I4 ; 
Heb. 9 : 23, A.V. (R.V., " clean.sed "). .See CLl~AN, B, No. 1. 

PURLOIN 
NOSPHIZO (voaifol,w) is translat:>d " purfoining" in Tit. 2 : ro. See 

KEEP, A, No. IO. · 

PURPLE 
A. Noun. 

PORPHURA (7ropifoopa) originally denoted the purple-fish, theri, 
purple dye (extracted from certain shell fish) : hence, a purple garment, 
Mark r5: r7, 20; Luke r6: r9; Rev. r8: 12.~ 

B. Adjective. 
PORPHUREOS (7ropifovp€os), purple, a reddish purple, is used of the 

robe put in mockery on Christ, John r9: 2, 5; in Rev. 17: 4 (in the best 
texts; some have No. r); 18: 16, as .a noun (with himation,·a garment, 
understood). ~ 

PURPLE (seller of) 
PORPHUROPOLIS (7ropifovpo1TwAls) denotes a seller of purple fabrics 

(from porphura, and pöleö, to sell), Acts r6: 14.~ 

PURPOSE (Noun and Verb) 
A.NoWis. 

1. BOUL:1;;MA (ßovA17µa.), a purpose or will (akin to boulomai, to will, 
wish, purpose), a deliberate intentiön, occurs in Acts 27 : 43, "purpose;" 
Rom. 9: r9, "will;" l Pet. 4: 3, in the best mss. (some have thelema), 
A.V„ "will," R.V., "desire." See WILL.~ 

2. PROTHESIS (7rpo8€ats), a setting forth (used of the" shewbread "), 
a purpose (akin to B, No. 3), is used (a) of the purposespf God, Rom.8: 28; 
9 : II ; Eph. l : II ; 3 : ·II ; .2 Tim. r : 9 ; (b) of human purposes, as to 
things material, Acts 27 : r3 ; spiritual, Acts II : 23 ; 2 Tim. 3 : ro. 
See SHEWBREAD. 

3. GNOM~ (yvcf>µ17), an opinion, purpose, judgment, is used in the 
genitive case with ginomai, to come to be, in Acts 20 : 3, " he purposed," 
A.V. (R.V„ "he determined "), lit., 'he came to be of purpose.' 

Notes: The following phrases.are translated with the word" purpose:" 
(a) eis auto touto, "for this same (or very) purpose," lit., 'unto this same 
(thing),' Rom. 9 : r7 ; Eph. 6 : 22 ; Col. 4 : 8 ; (b) eis touto, " for this 
purpose," Acts 26: 16, A.V. (R.V„ "to this end"), lit„ 'unto this;' .so 
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I John 3 : 8; (c) eis ti," to whatpurpose," Matt. 26 : 8, lit.,' unto what;' 
Mark 14: 4, R.V;, "to what purpose" (A.V., "why "). 

B. Verbs. 
I. BOULEUÖ (ßov>.~Jw), to take counsel, resolve, always in the Middle 

Voice in the N.T., to take counsel with oneself, to determine with oneself, 
is translated '' I purpose " in 2 Cor. I : 17 (twice). See CouNSEL, B, No. 1. 

2. TITHEML (-rl871µ.,), to put, place, is used in the .Middle Voice in 
Acts 19: 21, "purposed," in the sense of resolving. 

3. PROTITHEMI (rrpo-rl8711i.i), to set before, set forth (pro, before, 
a.nd No. 2, akin to A, No. 2), is used in Rom. 3 : 25, "set forth," 
R.V. marg., "purposed," A.V. marg., "foreordained," Middle Voice, 
which lays stress upon the Personal interest which God had in so doing; 
either meaning, to set forth or to purpbse, would convey a Scriptural 
view, but the context bears out the former as being intended here; in 
Rom. I : 13, "I purposed;" Eph. I : 9, " He purposed (in Hirn)," 
R.V. See SET.~ 

4. POIEÖ (7Toufw), to make, is translated "He purposed" in Eph. 
3: II (for the noun prothesis, in the same verse, see A, No. 2). See Do, 
No. 1. . 

5. PROAIREO (1Tpoaiplw), to bring forth·or forward, or, in the Middle 
Voice, to take by choice, prefer, .purpose, is translated "He hath pur
posed" in 2 Cor. 9: 7, R.V. (A.V., "he purposed ").~ 

For PURSE see BAG, No. 2 and Note 

PURSUE 
DIOKO (oiw1<w), to put to fiight, pursue, persecute, is rendered to 

pursue in 2 Cor. 4: 9, R.V. (A.V., "persecute "), and is used metaphori
cally of seeking eagerly after peace in 1 Pet. 3 : II, R.V. (A.V,, "ensue "). 
See FoLLOW. 

PUT 
r. TITH.f:MI (-rl87Jµ.i), to place, lay, set, put, is translated to put in 

Matt. ·5: 15; 12: 18; in Matt. 22: 44, R.V., "put (underneath Thy 
feet) ; " Mark 4: 21 (1st part), in the 2nd part, R.V., "put " (in 
some texts, No. 4, A.V., "set ") ; IO: 16, A.V. (R.V., "laying ") ; 
Luke 8 : 16 (ist part) ; 2nd part, R.V. (A.V., " setteth ") ; II : 33; 
John 19 : 19; Acts I : 7, A.V. (R.V., "set ") ; 4: 3; 5 : 18, 25; 12 : 4; 
Rom. 14: 13; I Cor. 15: 25 ; 2 Cor. 3: 13; I Tim. I : 12, A.V. (R.V., 
"appointing ") ; Rev. II : 9, A.V. (R.V., "laid "). See APPOINT, 
No. 3. 

2. PERITITff~MI (1T~p,-rlfh]µ.i), to put around or on (peri, armmd, 
and No. l), is so used in Matt. 27: 28; Mark 15 : 17, R.V., "put on" 
(A. V., " ... about ") ; 15 : 36 ; John 19 : 29. See BESTOW, No. 5. 
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3. PARATITHEMI (1TapaTlBT,µi), toset before (para, beside or-before), 
is rendered to put forth (of a parable) in Matt. 13: 24, 31, A.V. (R.V„ 
"set before "). See SET. 

4. EPITITHEMI (J1TiTl0-,,p.i), to put on, upon, is so rendered in 
Matt. 19: 13, A.V. (R.V., "lay ") ; so Mark 7: 32; 8: 25 (some mss. 
have No. l, here) ; Matt. 21 : 7; 27 : 29; John 9 : 15; 19 : 2 (1st part); 
Acts 9: 12 (R.V., "laying ... on ") ; 15 :-ro. See ADD, No. 1. 

5. APOTITHEMI (a1ToTl8'T/P.'), alwaysin the Middle Voice in the N.T., 
to put off (apo) fro.m onr.self, is renrlr.red "to put away" in the R.V. in 
the following: Eph. 4: 22 (A.V., "put off ") ; Col. 3: 8 (A.V., ditto).; 
Eph. 4: 25; Jas. l : 21 (A.V., "laying apart") ; l Pet. 2 : l (A.V., 
"laying aside "). See CAST, No. 16. 

6. BALLÖ (ß&».w), to throw, cast, put, is translated to put, in Matt. 
9 : 17 (twice) ; is : 27 ; 27 : 6 ; Mark 2 : 22 ; 7 : 33 ; Luke 5 : 37 ; 
John 5 : 7; 12 : 6; 13 : 2 (of putting into the heart by the Devil) ; 18: II 

(uf vultiug U.lJ a sword); 20: 25 (R.V. twice, A.V.," put "and" lluust "); 
ver. 27, R.V. ; Jas. 3 : 3 ; Rev. 2 : 24 (R.V., " cast "). See CAST, No. l. 

Note : BL:l'.tTEOS (a gerundive form from ballö), meaning ' (that which) 
one must put,' is found in Luke 5: 38, and, in some mss., Mark 2: 22.~ 

7. EKBALLÖ (lKß&».w), to cast out, is trans1ated to put.forth or out 
in Matt. 9 : 25 ; Mark 5 : 40 (Luke 8 : 54 in some mss.) ; John 10 : 4 ; 
Acts 9: 40. See CAST, No. 3. 

8. EPIBALLO (l1Tiß&».w), to put to or unto, is so translated in Matt. 
9 : 16 ; Luke 5 : 36 ; 9 : 62 ; in Acts 12 : 1, R.V., " put forth (his 
hands)," A.V., "stretched forth." See CAST, No. 7. 

9. PERIBALLO (1TEpiß&».w), to put or throw around, is translated 
"put on" in John 19: 2, A.V. (R.V., "arrayed ... in"). See CAST, 
No. 10, CLOTHE, No. 6. 

10. PROBALLO (1Tpoß&».w), to put forward, is so used in Acts 19: 33. 
See SHOOT FORTH. 

II. DIDÖMI (8~wp.i), to give, is rendered to put in Luke 15 : 22, of 
the ring on the retumed prodigal's finger; 2 Cor. 8 : 16 and Rcv. 17 : 17, 
of putting into the heart by God ; Heb. 8 : 10, of laws into the mind 
(A.V., marg., "give "); 10: 16, of laws on (R.V.: A.V., "into ") the 
heart. · See G1vE. 

12. PARADIDÖMI (1Tapa8l8wp.i), to give or hand over, is rendered 
"put in prison" in Mark l : 14, A.V. (R.V., "delivered up "). See 
BETRAY. 

lJ. POIEO (?Toilw), to do, make, is translated " to put " (with exö, 
" forth ") in Acts 5 : 34, lit., ' do (them) outside.' 

14, CHÖRIZÖ (xwpl{w), to separate, divide (cp. chöris, apart, separate 
from), is translated to put asunder in Matt. 19: 6; .Mark 10: 9, of putting 
away a wife. 
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15. EKPHUÖ (l1Ct/n)w), to cause to grow out; put forth (ek, out, 
phuö, to bring forth, produce; heget), is used of the leaves of a tree, Matt. 
24: 32; Mark 13: 28, "putteth forth."1f 

i6. APOLUO (chroMw), to seHree, let go, is rendered to put aw~y in 
reference to one who. is betrothed, Matt. l : 19 ; a wife, 5 : Jl, 32 (twice ; 
in 2nd part, R.V.; A.V., "is divorced ") ; 19: 3, 7, 8, 9 (twice) ; Mark 
10 : 2, 4, u, 12 .; Luke 16 : 18 (twice). See DISMISS .. 

Note: In l Cor. 7 : II, 12, A.V., aphiemi, to send away, is translated 
to put away (R.V., "leave "), of the act of thc husband toward the wife; 
in ver. 13, " leave," of the act of the wife toward the husband. 

. ~7· AIRO (a.tpw), to take up, remove,· is rendered "put away," of 
bitterness, wrath, anger, clamour, railirig and malice, Eph. 4 : 31 ; in 
l Cor. 5: i of the Divirte effects ofchurch discipline. See. BEAR, No. 9. 

18. EXAIH.Ö (lea.lpw), to put away from the midst of (ek, from, and 
No. 17),_is nsr.d of r.hurch discipline, I. Cor. 5: l3.1f 

·. 19. ~ATARGEO (Ka.-ra.pyew) is rendered "1 put away" in l Cor: 
13 : II ; in 15 : 24, A. V., " shaH have put down " {R.V., '.' a.bolished "). 
See ABOLISH. · · · 

20. KATHAIREO (1Ca.Oa.ipe~). to take down, put down, is rendered 
' 1 He hath put down" in Luke l: 52. See CAST, A, Nu. 14. 

u. APOSTELLO (a'IToO'Tt.Uw), to send. forth (apo, from or fortlJ;, 
stellö, to send), is said of using the sickle, Mark 4: 29, R.V., "he putteth 
forth,'; marg., "sendeth forth" (A.V., "putteth in"). See SEND, SET. 

22. APEKDUO (a1TE1~8Jw), to strip off clothes or arms, is used ,in the 
Middle Voice in the N.T., Col. 2 : 15, R.V., " having put off from Himself," 
(A.V., "having spoiled ") ; in 3 : 9 .• " ye have put off," of" the old man " 
(see MAN). See SPOIL.1f 

23. METHIST.RMI or METHISTANO (µ.c:8lcrrqµ.i), to change, remove 
(meta, implying change, histemi, to cause to stand), is used of putting 
a .man out of his stewardship, Luke 16: 4 (Passive Voice). See REMOVE, 
TRANSJ..ATE, TURN (away). 

24. ANAGO (av&yw), to lead or bring up, is.used nautically of' putting 
out to sea,' Acts 27: 2, 4, R.V. See LAUNCH. 

25. EPANAGO (l1Tav&yw), to bring up or back, is used in the same 
sense as No. 24, in Luke 5 : 3, 4: See LAuNcH. 

26. ENDUO (lvMw), used in the Middle Voice, of putting on oneself, 
or on another, is translated to put on (a) literally, Matt. 6 : 25 ; 
27 : 3i ; Mark 6 : 9 ; 15 : 20 ; Luke 12 : 22 ; 15 : 22 ; (b) metaphorically, 
of putting on the armour of light, Rom. 13: 12; the Lord Jesus Christ, 
13 :·14; Christ, Gal. 3: 27; incorruption and immm;tality (said of the 
body of the believer), l Cor. 15: 53, 54; the new man, Eph. 4: 24·; 
Col. 3 : lO ; the whole armom: uf God, Eph. 6 : II ; the breastplate of 
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righteousness, 6: 14, R.V. ; the breastplate of faith and love, l Thess. 
5: 8; various Christian qualities, Col. 3: 12. See CLOTHE, No. ·2. 

27. EMBIBAZO (lµ.ßiß&.{w}, to put in (en, in, bibazö, not found in the 
N.T.}, is used of putting persons on board ship, Acts 27: 6.~ ·In the 
Sept., 2 Kings 9: 28; Prov. 4: II.~ 

28. PROBIBAZO (1Tpoßiß&.{w}, to put forward, hence, to induce, incite, 
is rendered " being put forward" in Matt. 14 : 8, R.V. (A.V., " being 
before instructed ").~ In the Sept., Ex. 35: 34; Deut. 6: 7.~ 

29. APOSTREPHÖ (a1Tocrrplq,w), to turn away, remove, return, is 
used of ' putting up again ' a sword into its sheath, Matt. 26 : 52. See 
BRING, A, No. 22. 

Notes: (1) Ekteinö, to stretch forth (always so translated in the 
R.V„ save in Acts 27 : 30, "lay out," of anchors), is rendered to put forth 
in the A.V. of Matt. 8: 3; Markl: 41; Luke 5: 13. (2) In Luke I4: 7, 
A.V., legö, to speak (see R.V.), is translated" He put forth." (3) In Acts 
13: 46, A.V., apötheö, to thrust away (R.V.), is rendered "put ... 
from; " in l Tim. l : 19, A.V.," having put aw:ay" (R.V.," having thrust 
from "), Middle Voice in each; so in Acts 7: 27, A.V. and R.V., "thrust 
away." See CAST, No. 13, THRUST. (4) For " to put away " in Heb. 
9 : 26, see PUTTING, Note (below). (5) In Acts 7 : 33, A.V., luö, to loo,i>e 
(R.V.), is translated "put off." See LOQSE. (6) For the A.V. of 
hupotassö, "put under " in l Cor. 15 : 27, 28 ; Eph. l : 22 ; Heb. 2 : 8, see 
SUBJECT, and for the connected negative adjective anupotaktos, rendercd 
"not put under" in Heb. 2 : 8, A.V., see DISOBEDIENT, B, (Note). 
(7) In John 19: 29, A.V„ prospherö, to bring to, is translated "they put 
it to (His mouth)," R.V„ "they brought it ... " (8) For anamimneskö, 
to put in remembrance, l Cor. 4: 17, R.V., see REMEMBRANCE. (9) 
For apokteinö, to kill, rendered " put to death " in Mark 14 : l, etc„ see 
DEATH, C, No. 4. (rn) For l Thess. 2 : 4, A.V„ " to be put in trust," 
see INTRUST. (n) For the phrase "put ... to ... account" in Philm. 18, 
see ACCOUNT, A, No. 2. (12) In Acts 15 : 9, A.V„ diakrinö, to make a 
distinction (R.V.), is translated "put (no) diffcrence." (13) In Matt. 
9: 16, A.V., pleröma, thc fulness or filling, is rendered " (that) which is 
put in to fill it up," R.V., " (that) which should fill it up." See FILL. 
(14) For paradeigmatizö, to put to an open shame, Heb. 6 : 6, see SHAME. 
(15) For phimoö, to put to silence, see SILENCE. (16) For " I will put My 
trust," Heb. 2 : 13, see TRUST. 

PUTTING 
l. ENDUSIS (1MlvutS'}, a putting on (akin to enduö, PuT, No. 26), is 

used of apparel, l Pet. 3: 3.~ In the Sept., Esth. 5: l; Job 41: 4.~ 
2. EPITHESIS (J17{QfcM), a putting on (akin to epitithemi, PuT, No. 4), 

is used of the putting or laying on of hands; in 2 Tim. l : 6, R.V.," laying" 
(A.V„ "putting "). See LAYIN<; UN. 
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3. APOTHESIS (&.?To8~ais-), a putting off or away (akin to apotithemi, 
PUT, No. 5), is used metaphorically in l Pet. 3 : 21, of the" putting away" 
of the filth of the flesh; in 2 Pet. l : 14, R.V., of" the putting off" of the 
body (as a tabernacle) at death (A.V., "I must put off ").~ 

4. APEKDUSIS (&.1Tl1e8vais-), a putting off, stripping off (akin to 
apekduo, PuT, No. 22), is used in Col. 2 : II, of " the body of the flesh " 
(R.V., an important rendering).~ 

Note: For athetesis, a putting away; translated "to put away " in 
Heb, 9: 26, lit., '(unto) a setting aside,' see DISANNUL, B.~ 
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QUAKE 
l. ENTROMOS (lvrpoµ.os), an adjective signifying trembling with 

fear (en, in, tremö, to tremble), is used with eimi, to be, in Heb. 12: 21 

(some mss. have ektromos, with the same meaning), "I quake," lit., 
' I am trembling.' lt is used with ginomai, to become, in Acts 7 : 32, 
"trembled," lit., 'became trembling,' and 16: 29, R.V., "trembling for 
fear" {A.V;, "came trembling "). See TREMBLE. ~ 

2. SEIÖ (CTElw), "did quake," Matt. 27: 51, and 28 : 4, R.V. (A.V., 
"ditl sha.ke "). St:e Mow, No. 3, SHAKE, TREMMR. 

For QUARREL see COMPLAINT, No. 2, and SET, No. 15, Mark 

6 : 19, R.V. 

QUARTER 
PANTOTHEN (7r&vro8Ev), from all sides, is translated "from every 

quarter" in Mark I : 45. See EVERY SIDE, RouND ABOUT. 
Notes: (1) In Rev. 20: 8, A.V., gönia, an angle, corner, is rendered 

"quarter" (R.V., "corner "). (2) In Acts 16: 3, A.V., topois, "parts" 
(R.V.) is translated" quarters." (3) In Acts 9: 32 the phrase dia pantön, 
Iit., 'throughout all,' is rendered "throughout all parts," R.V. (meros, a 
part, being understood), A.V., "throughout all quarters." (4) For 
"quarters" in Acts 28 : 7, A.V., sec NEIGHBOURHOOD. 

QUATERNION 
TETR.f\.DION (TETp&Swv}, a group of four (tetra-, four), occurs in 

Acts 12 : 4. A quaternion was a set of four men occupied in the work of 
a guard, two soldiers being chained to the prisoner and two keeping watch ; 
alternatively one of the four watched while the other three slept. The 
night was divided into four watches of three hours each ; there would be 
one quaternion for each watch by day and by night.~ Cp. the "guard" 
in Matt. 27 : 65 and 28 : II. 

QUEEN 
BASILISSA (ßaal>..waa), the feminine of basileus, a king, is used 

(a) of the Queen of Sheba, Matt. 12 : 42 ; Luke II : 31 ; of Candace, 
Acts 8: 27; (b) metaphorically, of Babylon, Rev. 18: 7.~ 
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QUENCH, UNQUENCHABLE 
A. Verb. 

QU:E 

SBENNUMI (aßlvvvµ.i) is used (a) of quenching fire or things on fire, 
Matt. 12 : 20, quoted from Is. 42 : 3, figurative of the condition of the 
feeble; Heb. II : 34; in the Passive Voice, Matt. 25 : 8, of torches (see 
LAMP), R.V„ "are going out," lit„ 'are being quenched; ' of the retri
butive doom hereafter of sin unrepented of and unremitted in this life, 
Mark 9: 48 (in some mss. in vv. 44, 46); (b) melaphurically, uf quenchi11g 
the fire-tipped darts of the evil one, Eph. 6 : 16 ; of quenching the Spirit, 
by hindering His operations in oral testimony in the church gatherings of 
believers, l Thess. 5 : 19. " The peace, order, and edification of the 
saints were evidence of the minislry of lhe Spirit among lhem, I Cor. 
I4 : 26, 32, 33, 40, but if, through ignorance of His ways, or through failure 
to recognise, or refusal to submit to, them, or through impatience with the 
ignorance or seif-will of others, the Spirit were quenched, these happy 
rc.snlts wo111ci he ahsent. For there was always the <langer that the 
impulses of the flesh might usurp the place of the energy of the Spirit in 
the a!';!';ernbly, and the endeavour to restraiu lhis evil Ly natural means 
would have the effect of hindering His ministry also. Apparently then, 
this irtjunction was intended to warn believers against the substitution 
of a mechanical order for the restraints of the Spirit."*~ Cp. S. of Sol. 
8: 7. 

B. Adjective. 
ASBESTOS (O.aß€a-ros), not quenched (a, negative, and A), is used of 

the doom of persons described figuratively as "chaff," Matt. 3: 12 and 
Luke 3 : 17, "unquenchable ; " of the fire of Gehenna (see HELL), Mark 
9: 43, R.V.; "unquenchable fire" (in some mss. ver. 45).~ In the Sept., 
Job 20:26.~ 

QUESTION (Noun and Verb), QUESTIONING 
A. Nouns. 

r. ZETESIS ('~'"lais), primarily a seeking, search (zeteö, to seek), 
for which see DISPUTATION, is used in John 3 : 25; Acts 25 : 20, R.V„ 
" (being perplexed) how to inquire (concerning these things)," A.V. 
" (because I doubted of such manner) of questions," lit„' being perplexed 
as to the enquiry (or discussion) concerning these things; ' in l Tim. l : 4 
(in some mss.); 6: 4; 2 Tim. 2 : 23; Tit. 3: 9. See lNQUIRY. 

2. ztTEMA ('~-r77µ.a.), synonymous with No. l, but, generally speaking, 
suggesting in a more concrete form the subject of an enquiry, occurs in 
Acts 15: 2; 18: 15; 23: 29; 25 : 19; 26: 3.~ 

3. LOGOS (..\oyos), a word, is translated "question" in Matt. 21 : 24 
(A.V., "thing "); in Mark II: 29 (R.V„ marg„ "worcl ") and Lt1ke 
20 : 3, A.V„ " one thing : " there is no word in the original for " one," 
hence the R.V„ "a question." 

• From Notes oll Thessalonians, by Hogg and Vine, p. 196. 
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4. EKZ:E:T~SIS {lK,1jTl)a,s), a questioning, is found in the best texts 
in l Tim. l : 4 (see R.V.); cp. No. I.~ 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 22: 41, there is no word in the original for 
" question." (2) For suzetesis or sunzetesis, a questioning together 
(sun, with), see DISPUTATION. · (3) In Acts 19: 40, A.V., enkaleö, to bring 
a charge against, is translated "to be called in question" (R.V., "to 
be accused "). 

B. Verbs. 
I. SUZ:ETEÖ (av,71-rlw) .or SUNZETEÖ, to search together (cp. Note, 

above), to discuss, dispute, is translated to question (or q. with or together) 
in Mark I: 27; 8: II ; 9: 10, 14, 16; 12 : 28, R.V. (A.V., "reasoning 
together ") ; Luke 22 : 23, R.V. (A.V., '' enquirc ") ; 24: 15, R.V. (A.V., 
"reasoned "). See DISPUTE, B, No. J, INQUIRE, REASON. 

2. EPERÖTAÖ (E1T€pw-raw), to ask, is translated "asked ... a 
question," in Matt. 22 : 35, 41; in Luke 2 : 46, "asking ... questions;" 
"questioned" in Luke 23 : 9. See AsK, A, No. 3. 

For QUICK, see DISCERN, C, LIVE, No. 3, Note 

QUICKEN 
1. ZÖOPOIEÖ ('wo170,lw), to make alive: sec LIFE, C. 
2. ZÖOGONEO ('woyovcfw), to endue with life,. produce alive, preserve 

alive: see LIVE, No. 6. 
3. SUZÖOPOIEÖ (av,wo7Todw) or SUNZÖOPOIEÖ, to quicken 

together with, make alive with (sun, with and No. 1), is used in Eph. 
2: 5; Col. 2 : 13, of the spiritual life with Christ, imparted to believers 
at their conversion.~ 

QUICKLY 
I. TACHU {-raxif), the neuter of tachus, swift, quick, signifies quickly, 

Matt. 5: 25; 28: 7, 8; Mark 9: 39, R.V. (A.V., "lightly ") ; Luke 
15: 22; John II: 29; Rev. 2: r6 (ver. 5 in some mss.); 3: II; II: 14; 
22: 7, 12, 20. See LIGHTLY.~ 

2. TACHEION (-rax€wv), the comparative degree of No. 1, is trans
lated " quickly '' in John 13 : 27 ; " out(ran) " in 20 : 4, R.V., lit., ' (ran 
before) more quickly (than Peter) ; ' " shortly" in l Tim, 3 : 14 and 
Heb. 13: 23; in 13: 19, "{the) sooner." See SHORTLY.~ 

3. TACHEÖS (-raxlws), akin to No. l, is translated "quickly" in 
Luke 14: 21; 16: 6; John II : 31, R.V. ; " shortly" in l Cor. 4: 19; 
Phil. 2 : 19, 24 ; 2 Tim 4 : 9 ; with a suggestion of rashness in the following, 
Gal. l : 6, R.V„ " quickly " (A.V„ " soon ") ; 2 Thess; 2 : 2 ; and l Tim. 
5: 22, "hastily," (A.V., "suddenly "). See HASTILY, C.~ 

4. EN TACHEI (lv -rax€c), lit., in, or with, swiftness, with speed (en, 
in, and the dative case of tachos, speed), is translated "quickly" in Acts 
12 : 7 ; 22 : 18 ; " speedily " in Luke 18 : 8 ; " shortly " in Acts 25 : 4 ; 
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Rom. 16: 20; l Tim. 3: I4 in some texts; Rev. l : l; 22 : 6. In the 
last two places, "with speed" is probably the meaning. See SHORTLY, 
SPEEDILY., 

QUICKSANDS 
Note: This is the A.V. rendering in Acts 27: 17 of Surtis, "Syrtis" 

(R.V.). The Syrtes, Major and Minor, lie on the North coast of Africa, 
between the headlands of Tunis and Barca. They have been regarded 
as dangerous to mariners from very early times, both from the character 
of the sanrls anrl from the cross currents of the adjoining waters. In the 
voyage described in this chapter the vessel had left the shelter of the 
island of Cauda and was drifting before the N.E. wind Euraquilo. The 
mariners might well fear that they would be driven on the Syrtes on the 
leeward of their course. The changing character of the tempest, however, 
drove them into the sea of Adria., 

QUIET, QUIETNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. EREMOS (7fp€µ.os), quiet, tranquil, occurs in l Tim. 2: 2, R.V., 
" tranquil" (A.V., " quiet ") ; it indicates tranquillity arising from with
out., 

2. H~SUCHIOS (7]avxws) has much the same meaning as No. l, but 
indicates tranquillity arising from within, causing 110 dü;lurl>am.:e lu 
others. lt is translated "quiet" in l Tim. 2 : 2, R.V. (A.V., "peace
able ") ; " quiet " in l Pet. 3 : 4, where it is associated with " meek," 
and is to characterize the spirit or disposition. See PEACEABLE., 

B. Verbs. 
l. HESUCHAZÖ (1]avxa{w), akin to A, No. 2, to be still, to live 

quietly: see CEASE, A, No. 3., 
2. KATASTELLO (KaTaUTtAAw) denotes to quiet: see APPEASE. 

C. Nouns. 
I. EIRENE (€lpi]V'I)), pcacc, is translated "quietness" in Acts 24: 2, 

A.V. (R.V., " peace "). See PEACE (e). 
2. HESUCHIA (1]avxla), akin to A, No. 2; and B. No. l, denotes 

quietness, 2 Thess. 3: 12 ; it is so translated in the R.V. of l Tim. 2 : II, 12 

(A.V., "silence ") ; in Acts 22 : 2, R.V., " (they were the more) quiet," 
A.V.," (they kept the more) silence," lit.,' they kept quietness the more.', 

QUIT 
l. APALLASSO (anaMdaaw), to free from, is used in the Passive Voice 

in Luke 12: 58, R.V., "to be quit" (A.V., "to be delivered "). See 
DELIVER, A, No. 6. 

2. ANDRIZO (dv3pl{w) signifies to make a man of (aner, a man) ; 
in the Middle Voice, in l Cor. 16: lJ, to play the man, "quit you like 
men.'', 
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RABBI 
RABBEI or RABBI (paßß1d), from a word rab, primarily denoting 

·' master " in contrast to a slave ; this with the added pronominal suffix 
signified " my master " and was a title of respect by which teachers were 
addressed. The suffix soon lost its specific force, and in the N.T. the 
word is used as courteous title of address. lt is applied to Christ in 
Matt. 26: 25, 49; Mark 9: 5; II: 21; 14: 45; John I: 38 (where it is 
interpreted as didaskalos, "master," marg„ "teacher" (see also 
" Rabboni" in John 20: 16) ; ver. 49; 3: 2; 4: 31 ; 6: 25; 9: 2 ; 

II : 8; to John thc Baptist in John 3 : 26. In Matt. 23 : 7, 8 Christ 
forbids his disciples to covet or use it. In the latter verse it is again 
explained as didaskalos, "master" (some mss. have katliegetes, a guidc)., 

RABBONI 
RABBOUNEI or RABBÖNI (paßßowEl), formed in a similar way 

to the above, was an Aramaic form of a title almost entirely applied to 
the president of the Sanhedrin, if such was a descendant of Hillel. lt 
was even more respectful than Rabbi, and signified 'My great master;' 
in its use in the N.T. the pronominal force of the suffix is apparently 
retained (contrast Rabbi above) ; it is found in Mark IO : 51 in the best 
texts, R.V., " Rabboni" (A.V., "Lord"), addressed to Christ by blind 
Bartimreus, and in John 20 : 16 by Mary Magdalene, where it is inter
:preted by didaskalos, "Master" (marg., "Teacher ")., 

For RABBLE see COURT, No. I 

RACA 
RAKA (paKa) is an Aramaic word akin to the Heb. req, empty, the 

first a being due to a Galilrean change. In the A.V. of 16;u it was speit 
racha ; in the edition of 1638, raca. lt was a word of utter contempt, 
signifying empty, intellectually rather than morally, empty-headed, like 
Abimelech's hirelings, Judg. 9: 4, and the "vain" man of Jas. 2 : 20. 

As condemned by Christ, Matt. 5: 22, it was worse than being angry, 
inasmuch as an outrageous utterance is worsc than a fccling unexpressed 
or somewhat controlled in expression ; it does not indicate such a loss of 
self-control as the word rendered "fool," a godless, moral reprobate.~I 
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For RACE (kindred) see KIND 

RACE (contest) 
l. AGON (ciywv) is translated " race " in Heb. 12 : l, one of the modes 

of athletic contest, this being the secondary meaning of the word. See 
CoNFLICT. 

2. STADION (07&:8,ov), a stadiurh, denotes a racecourse, l Cor. 9: 24. 

The stadium (about 600 Greek feet or ! of a Roman mile) was thc lcngth 
of the Olympic course. See FURLONG. 

Note: No. l signifies the race itself; No. 2 the course. 

RAGE, RAGING 
A. Verb. 

PHRUASSÖ (tf>pvaaa~) was primarily used of the snorting, neighing 
and prancing of horses ; hence, metaphorically, of the haughtiness and 
insolence of men, Acts 4 : 25. ~ In the Sept., Psa. 2 : l. ~ 

B. Noun; 
KLUDÖN (KAv8wv), a billow, surge (akin to kluzö, "to wash over," 

said of the sea; cp. kludönizomai, tobe tossed by the waves, Eph. 4: 14), 
is translated " raging" in Luke 8 : 24; in Ja~;, l : 6, R.V., " surge " 
(A.V., "wave ").~ 

Note: In Jude 13, A.V., the adjective agrios, wild, is translated 
"raging" (R.V., "wild"). See WILD. 

RAIL, RAILER, RAILING 
A. Verb. 

BLASPH~MEÖ (ßAo.ucfnJµlw), to blaspheme, rail, revile (for the 
meanings of which see BLASPHEME), is translated to rail at, or on, in 
Matt. 27 : 39, R.V. (A.y., " reviled ") ; Mark 15 : 29 ; ~uke 23 : 39 ; 
2 Pet. 2 : 10, R.V. (A.V., "to speak evil of ") ; 2 : 12, R.V. (A.V., "speak 
evil of "). Cp. loidoreö, to revile (see REVILE), and B, No. 2 and C, No. 2. 

B. Nouns. 
I. BLASPHEMIA (ßAaatf>71µla) is translated" railings ''in Matt. 15 : 19, 

R.V.; l Tim. 6: 4, A.V. and R.V.; "railing" in Mark 7: 22, R.V.; 
Col. 3: 8, R.V.; Jude 9, A.V. and R.V., lit., 'judgment of railing;' in 
Eph. 4 : 31, R.V. (A.V., " evil speaking "). See BLASPHEMY. 

2. LOIDORIA (Ao,8bpla), abuse, railing, reviling, is rendered 
"reviling" in the R.V., l Pet. 3 : 9 (twice) ; in I Tim. 5 : 14, A.V. marg„ 

"" for their reviling." See REVILE, C.~ 
C. Adjectives. 

l. BLASPH~MOS (ßAaacfnJµos), akin to A, and B, No. l; see 
BLASPHEME, C. 

2. LOIDOROS {A!ll8opos), an adjective denoting reviling, railing 
(akin to B, No. 2), is used as a noun, "a railer," t Cor. 5 : II. See 
REVII.E. 
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RAIMENT 
Notes: (1) For himation, rendered "raiment" in Matt. 17: 2, A.V. 

(R.V., "garments "), so Matt. 27: 31 ; Mark 9 : 3; Luke 23: 34; John 
19: 24; Acts 22 : 20; Rev. 3 : 5, 18 ; 4: 4; A.V. and R.V., Acts 18: 6, 
see CLOTHING, No. 2 and ROBE. Himatismos is rendered "raiment" in 
Luke 9 : 29 ; enduma in Matt. 3 : 4 ; 6 : 25, 28 ; 28 : 3 and Luke 12 : 23. 
For esthes, translated" raiment "in Jas.2: 2 (2nd part), A.V., see APPAREL. 
(2) For skepasma, a covering, rendered "raiment " in l Tim. 6 : 8, A.V., 
see COVER, B, No. 2. 

RAIN (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

L HUETOS (vETos), from huö, to rain, is used especially, but not 
entirely, of showers, and is found in Acts I4 : 17 ; 28 : 2 ; Heb. 6 : 7 ; 
Jas. S: 7 (see EARLY AN'.D LATTER); 5: 18; Rev. II: (i (see ß).~ 

2. BROCHE (ßpox~), ,akin to B, below, lit., a wetting, hence, rain, 
is used m Mall. 7: 25, 27.~ In the Sept., Ps. 68: 9; 105: 32.i! lt is 
founci in thr. papyri in conncction with. irrigation in Egypt (Dci~~mann, 
Light from the Ancient East). 

B. Verb. 
RRECHÖ (ßplxw), akin to A, No. 2, signifies (a) to wet, Luke 7: 38, 

44, R.V. (A.V., to wash) ; (b) to send rain, Matt. 5 : 45 ; to rain, Luke 
17: 29 (of fire aml brimstoue) ; J:u;. 5: 17, useu impersoually (twice) ; 
Rev. II : 6, where huetos (A, No. l) is used as the subject, lit., ' (that) rain 
rain (not).'~ 

RAINBOW 
IRIS (tpis), whence Eng., iris, the flower, describes the rainbow seen 

in the heavenly vision, "round about the throne, like an emerald to look 
upon," Rev. 4: 3, emblematic of the fact that, in the exercise of God's 
absolute sovereignty and perfect counsels, He will remember His covenant 
concerning the earth (Gen. 9: g-17) ; in Rev. IO: I, "the rainbow," 
R.V., the definite article suggests a connection with the scene in 4: 3; 
hcrc it rests upon thc hcad of an angcl who dcclares that "thcrc shall be 
delay no langer" (ver. 6, R.V. marg., the actual meaning) ; the mercy 
to be shown to the earth must be preceded by the execution of Divine 
judgments upon the nations who defy God and His Christ. Cp. 
Ezek. I : 28. ~ 

RAJSE (up) 
I. EGEIRÖ (JyElpw), for the various meanings of which see ARISE, 

No. 3,is used (a) of raising the dead, Active and Passive Voices, e.g. of the 
resurrection of Christ, Matt. 16 : 21 ; 17 : 23 ; 20 : 19, R.V. ; 26 : 32, 
R.V., "(after) I am raised up" (A.V., " ... risen again "); Luke 9: 22; 
20: 3J.; John 2: 19; Acts 3: 15; 4: 10 [not 5: 30, see (c) below]; 10: 40 
[not 13: 23 in the besttexts; see (c) below] ; 13: 30, 37; Rom. 4: 24, 25; 
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6 : 4, 9; 7 : 4; 8 : II (twice) ; 8 : 34, R.V. ; IO : 9 ; I Cor. 6 : I4 
(Ist part); 15: 13; 14, R.V.; 15: 15 (twice), 16, 17; 15: 20, R.V.; 
2 Cor. 4: 14; Gal. l : l ; Eph. l : 20 ; Col. 2 : 12 ; I Thess. l : IO ; 

l Pet. l : 21 ; in 2 Tim. 2 : 8, R.V., " risen" ; (b) of the resurrection of 
human beings, Matt. IO: 8; II: 5; Matt. 27: 52, R.V. (A.V.," arose "); 
Mark 12 : 26, R.V. ; Luke 7: 22; John 5 : 21 ; 12 : I, 9, 17; Acts 26: 8; 
l Cor. 15 : 29 and 32, R.V.; 15: 35, 42, 43 (twice), 44, 52; 2 Cor. l : 9; 
4 : 14 ; Heb. II : 19 ; (c) of raising up a person to occupy a place in the 
midst of a people, said of Christ, Acts 5: 30; in 13: 23, A.V. only (the 
best texts hav« agö, to bring, R.V., "hath ... brought ") ; of David, 
Acts 13 : 22 (for ver. 33 see No. 2) ; (d) metaphorically, of a hom of 
salvation, Luke l : 69; (e) of children, from stones, by creative power, 
Luke 3: 8; (f) of the Temple, as the Jews thought, John 2: 20, R.V., 
" wilt Thou raise (it) up" (A.V., "rear ") ; (g) of lifting up a person, 
from physical infirmity, Mark l : 31, R.V., '' raised ... up" (A.V., 
"lifted ") ; so 9; ~7; Acts 3: 7; 10: 26, R.V. (A.V„ "took "} ; Jas. 
5 : 15, " shall raise ... up ; " (h} metaphorically, of raising up affiiction, 
Phil. l: 17, KV. (in the best texts; the A.V., ver. I6, following those 
which have epipherö, has "to add "). See AwAKE, No. l. 

2. ANISTEMI (av{uTl}µ.t}, for the various applications of which see 
ARISE, No. I, is translated to ra1~r. or raiRr. np, (a} of thc rcsurrection of 
the dead by Christ, John 6: 39, 40, 44, 54; (b) of the resurrection of Christ 
from the dead, Acts 2 : 24 (for ver. 30 see R.V., kathizö, to set, as in the 
best texts) ; 2 : 32; 13 : 34, see (c} below; Acts 17 : 31; (c) of raising 
up a person to occupy a place in the midst of a nation, said of Christ, 
Acts 3 : 26; 7: 37; 13 : 33, R.V., "raised up Jesus," not here by 
resurrection from the dead, as the superfluous" again" of the A.V. would 
suggest; this is confirmed by the latter part of the verse, which explains 
the raising up as being by way of His Incarnation, and by the contrast 
in ver. 34, where strcss is laid upon His being raised "from the dead," 
the same verb being used : (d} of raising up seed, Matt. 22 : 24 ; (e) of 
being raised from natural sleep, Matt. l : 24, A.V., "being raised" (R.V., 
i• arose ") ; here some mss. have diegeirö, to arouse completely; see 
ARISE, No. 4. 

Note: For the contrast between No. I and No. 2 see ARISE, No. 3 
(parag. 2). 

3. EXEGEIRÖ (lg"'Y"{pw), ek, out of, and No. l, is used (a) of the 
resurrection of believers, l Cor. 6 : 14 [2nd part ; see No. l (a) for the 
Ist part] ; (b) of raising a person to public position, Rom. 9: 17, "did 
I raise thee up," R.V., said of Pharaoh.~ 

4. EXANISTEMI (€gav{UT1}µ.t), ek, out of, and No. 2, is used of raising 
up secd, Mark 12 : I9 ; Luke 20 : 28 ; elsewhere, Acts 15 : 5, to rise up. 
See RISE.~ 

5. SUNEGEIRÖ (uvvEy*'{pw), to raise together (sun, with, and No. l), 
is used of the believer's spiritual resurrection with Christ, Eph. 2 : 6; 
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Passive Voice in Col. 2 : 12, R.V., "ye were ... raised (with Hirn)," 
A.V., ." ye are risen ; " so 3 : l. See RISE. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 13 : 50, A.V., epegeirö, to rouse up, excite, is trans
lated "raised "· (R.V., "stirred up/' as in A.V. and R.V. in 14: 2); (2) 
In Acts 24: 12, poieö, to make, is used with epistasis, a collection of people, 
and translated "stirring up (a crowd)," R.V„ lit„ 'making a collection 
(of a crowd)'; some mss. have episustasis, a riotous throng, A.V., "raising 
up (the people)." (3) In Heb. II : J5. A.V„ the noun anastasis, a resurrcc
tion, preceded by ex (i.e„ ek), out of, or by, instrumental, is translated 
"raised to life again" (a paraphrase), R.V., "by a resurrection." 

For RAN see RUN 

RANKS 
PRASIA (11pa<7,&), a garden-bed or plot (probably fromprason, a leek), 

is used metaphorically in Mark 6 : 40 of ranks of persons arranged in orderly 
groups.~ 

RANSOM 
I. LUTRON (,\Jrpov), lit., a means of loosing (from luö, to loose), 

occurs frequently in the Sept., where it is always used to signify 
equivalence. Thus it is used of the ransom for a life, e;g„ Ex. 21 : 30, 
of the redemption price of a slave, e.g„ Lev. 19: 20, of land, 25 : 24, of 
the price of a captive, Isa. 45: 13. In the N.T. it occurs in Matt. 20 : 28 
and Mark ro: 45, where it is used of Christ's gift of Himself as "a ransom 
for many." Some interpreters have regarded the ransom price as being 
paid to Satan ; others, to an impersonal power such as death, or evil; 
or " that ultima:te necessity which has made the whole course .of things 
what it has been." Such ideas are largely conjectural, the result of an 
attempt to press thc details of certain Old Testament illustrations beyond 
the actual statements of New Testament doctrines. 

That Christ gave up Hislife in expiatory sacrifice.under God's judgment 
upon sin and thus provided a ransom whereby those who receive Hirn 
on this ground obtain deliverance from the penalty due to sin, is what 
Scripture ·teaches. What the Lord states in the two passages mentioned 
involves this essential character of His death. In these passages the 
preposition is anti, which has a vicarious significance, indicating that the 
ransom holds good for those who, accepting it as such, no longer remain 
in death since Christ suffered death in their stead. The change of 
preposition in l. Tim. 2 : 6, where the word antilutron, a substitutionary 
ransom, is used, is significant. There the preposition is huper, on behalf 
of, and the statement is made that He "gave Himself a ransom for all," 
indicating that the :r;ansom was provisionally universal, while being of a 
vicarious character. Thus the three passages consistently show that while 
the provision was universal, for Christ died for all men, yet it is .actual 
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for those only who accept God's cortditions, and who are described in the 
Gospel statements as " the many." The giving of His life· was the 
giving of His entire Person, and while His death undet Divine judgment 
was alone expiatory, it cannot be dissociated from the character of His life 
which, being sinless, gave virtue to His death and was a testimonyto the 
fact that His death must be of a vicarious nature., 

2. ANTILUTRON (avrlAvrpov), l Tim. 2: 6. See under No. l., 

For RASH, RASHL Y see HEADSTRONG 

RATHER 
A.··Adverb. 

MALLON (µ.ii.Mov), the comparative degree of mala, very, very much, 
is frequently translated "rather," e.g„ Matt. 10: 6, 28; l Cor. 14: l, 5; 
sometimes followed by "than," with a connecting particle, e.g„ Matt. 
18 : 13 (" more than ") ; or without, e.g., John 3 : 19 ; Acts 4 : 19, R.V. 
(A.V„ " more ") ; in l Cor. 9 : 12, A.V„ "rather " (R.V., " yet more ") ; 
12 : 22, R.V., " rather " (A.V„ " more ") ; 2 Cor. 3 : 9 (ditto) ; Philm. 16 

(ditto) ; in 2 Pet. l .: 10, A.V., "the rather" (R.V., " the more "). See 
MeRE. 

B .. Verb. 
THELO (81.\w), to will, wish, is translated "I had rather" in 

l Cor. 14: 19. See DESIRE, B, No. 6. 
C. Preposition. 

PARA (m1pci), beyond, in comparison with, is translated" rather than" 
in Rom. l : 25, R.V. (A.V„ "more than;" marg., "rather "). 

D. Conjunction. 
ALLA (dMci), but, on the contrary, is translated '\ and rather" in 

Luke 17: 8. 
Notes: (1) In Heb. 13 : 19, A.V., perissoterös," the more exceedingly" 

(R.V.), is translated "the rather." (2) In Luke II : 41 and 12 : 31, A.V., 
plen, an adverb signifying yet, howbeit, is translatcd "rather" (R.V., 
" howbeit "). (3) In Rom. 3 : 8, A.V„ the negative particle me, " not," 
is translated with "rather" in italics (R.V., ' 1 why not"). {4) In Luke 
10 : 20, A.V.," rather rejoice," there is no word in the original for" rather " 
(see the R.V.). 

RAVEN 
J(ORAX (Kopa~}. a raven (perhaps onomatopreic, representing the 

sound), occurs in the plural in Luke 12 : 24. The Heb. oreb and the 
Arabic ghurab are from roots meaning ' to be black ; ' the Arabic root 
also has the idea of leaving home. Hence the evil omen attached to the 
bird. lt is the first bird mentioned in the Bible, Gen. 8: 7. Christ 
used the ravens to illustrate and enforce the lesson of God's provision 
and care., 
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RAVENING 
A .. Adjective. 

REA 

HARPAX (apTTa,), an adjec:tive signifying rapacious, 1s translated 
'' ravening" (of wolves) in Matt. 7: 15 : see EXTORT, C. 

B. Noun. 
HARPAGE (apTTay~) is translated "ravening" in Luke II : 39, 

A.V.: see EXTORT, B, No. I. 

REACH 
I. AKOLOUTHEO (a1<0.\ov8lw), to follow, is translated "have 

reached," in Rev. 18: 5, of the sins of Babylon. Some mss. have the 
verb kollaomai, to cleave together, R.V.; .marg.; see FOLLOW. 

2. OREGÖ (oplyw), to reach or stretch out, is rendered "reached 
after" in l Tim. 6: rn, RV.·; see DESIRE, B, No. 5• 

3. PHERÖ (ef>lpw), to bear, carry, is used of reaching forth the hand 
in John 20 : 27 (twice). See BEAR, No. z. 

4. EPHIKNEOMAI (E</>it<Vtoµai), to come to, reach, is used in 
2 Cor. lO: 13, 14.~ 

5. KATANTAÖ (t<aTaVTaw), to come to a place,is translated "reach" 
in Acts 27 : 12, R.V: (A.V., "attain to "). See COME, No. 28. 

Note: In Phil. 3: 13, A.V., epekteinö, in the Middle Voice, to streich 
forward, is translated "reaching forth" (R.V., "stretching forward "). 

READ, READING 
A. Verb. 

ANAGINOSKÖ (avayivwa1<w), primarily, to know certainly, to know 
again, recognize (ana, again, ginöskö, to know), is used of reading written 
chatacters, e.g., Matt. 12 : 3, 5 ; 21 : 16 ; 24 : 15 ; of the private reading 
of Scripture, Acts 8 : 28, 30, 32 ; of the public reading of Scripture, 
Luke 4 : 16 ; Acts 13 : 27 ; 15 : 21 ; 2 Cor. 3 ; 15 ; Col. 4 : 16 {thrice) ; 
l Thess. 5 : 27 ; Rev. l : 3. In 2 Cor. l ·: 13 there is a · purposive play 
upon words; firstly, "we write none other things unto you, than what 
ye read (anaginöskö) " signifies that there is no hidden or mysterious 
meaning in his Epistles; whatever doubts may have arisen and bcen 
expressed In this respect, he means what he says; then follows the similar 
verb epiginöskö, to acknowledge, "or even acknowledge, and I. hope 
ye will acknowledge unto the end/' The paronomasia can hardly be 
reproduced in English. Similarly, in 3 : 2 the verb ginöskö, to know, and 
anaginöskö, to read, are put in that order; and metaphorically applied to 
the church at Corinth as being an epistle, a message to the world, written 
by the Apostle and his fellow-missionaries, through their ministry of the 
gospel and the consequent cha:nge in the lives of the converts, an epistle 
"known and read of all men." For othcr instances of paronomasia 
see, e.g., Rom. 12: 3, phroneö, huperphroneö, söphroneö; l Cor. 2: 13, 14. 
sunkrinö, anakrinö; 2 Thess. 3 : II, ergaiomai, and periergazomai ,· l Cor. 
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7 : 31, chraomai and katachraomai; II : 31, cliakrinö and krinö ; 12 : 2, 
agö and apagö ,· Phil. 3 : 2, 3, katatome and peritome. 

B. Noun. 
ANAGNÖSIS (civ<fyvwats) in non-Biblical Greek d~noted recognition 

or a survey (the latter found in the papyri); then, reading; in the N.T. 
the public reading of Scripture, Acts 13 : 15 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 14 ; l Tim. 4 : 13, 
where the context makes clear that the reference is to the care required in 
reading the ~criptures to a company, a duty ever requiring the exhortation 
"take heed." Later, readers in churchcs were called anagnöstai., In 
the Sept., Neh. 8: 8., 

READINESS 
l. PROTHUMIA (TTpo8vµ.la), eagerness, willingness, readiness (pro, 

forward, thumos, mind, disposition, akin to prothumos, READY, A, No. 2), 
is translated " readiness of mind '' in Acts 17 : II, " readiness" in 2 Cor. 
8: II ; in ver. ra, ~.V. (A.V., "a. willing mind ") ; in vt;>r. r9, R V. 
" (our) readiness," A.V„" (your) ready mind; "in 9: 2, R.V„ "readiness" 
(A.V., "forwardness of ... mind;" see FoRWARDNESS, Note (4)., 

2. HETOIMOS (l'Totµ.os), an adjective {see READY, A, No. l), is used 
with echö, to have, and en, in, idiomatically, as a noun, in 2 Cor. 10 : 6, 
R.V„" being in re;:i<liness" (A.V„ "having in readiness "), of the Apostle's 
aim for the church tobe obedient to Christ. Cp. READY, C. 

READY 
A. Adjectives. 

l. HETOIMOS (l'Totµ.os), prepared, ready (akin to hetoimasia, prepar
ation), is used (a) of persons, Matt. 24: 44; 25 : IO; Luke 12 : 40 ; 
22 : 33 ; Acts 23 : 15, 21 (for 2 Cor. 10 : 6, see above) ; Tit. 3 : l ; l Pet. 
3 : 15 ; (b) of things, Matt. 22 : 4 (2nd part), 8; Mark 14: 15, R.V„ 
"ready" (A.V., "prepared "); Luke 14: 17; John 7 : 6; 2 Cor. 9 : 5 ; 
10: 16, R.V., "things ready" (A.V., "things made ready"); l Pet. l : 5. 
See PREPARE, No. 5, Note (2)., 

2. PROTHUMOS (7rpo8vµ.os). predisposed, willing (akin to prothumia, 
see READINEss), is translated "ready" in Rom. l : 15, expressive of 
willingness, eagerness: in Mark 14: 38, R.V„" willing" (A.V.," ready") ; 
in Matt. 26: 41. "willing." See WILLING., 

B. Vwbs. 
1. MELLO (µ.€.Uw), to be about to, is translated to be ready in 

2 Pet. l : 12, R.V„ where the future indicates that the Apostle will be 
prepared, as in the past and the present, to remind his readers of the 
truths they know (some mss. have ouk amelesö, "I will not be negligent," 
A.V.; cp„ however, ver. i5. Field, in Notes on the Translation of the N.T., 
suggests that the truc rcading is melesö, the future of melö, to be a care, 
or an object of care) ; in Rev. 3: 2, R.V„ "were ready " (some texts have 
the present tense, as in the A.V.). Elsewhere, where the A.V. has the 
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rendering to be ready, the R.V. gives renderings in accordance with the 
usual significance as follows: Luke 7 : 2, "was ... at the point of; " 
Acts 20 : 7, "intending; " Rev. 12 : 4, "about (to)." 

2. HETOIMAZÖ (~Toiµd.,w), make ready : see PREPARE, B, No. r. 
3. PARASKEUAZÖ (1TapaaKwci,w), to prepare, make ready: see 

PREPARE, B, No. 4. 
Note: On the difference between No. 2 and No. 3, see PREPARE, 

Nute (1) under No. 5. 
C. Adverb. 

HETOIMOS (€Tolµws) readily (akin to A, No. l), is used with echö, 
to have, lit„ 'to have readily,' i.e„ to be in readiness, to be ready, Acts 
21: 13; 2 Cor. 12: I4; I Pet. 4: 5.iJ 

Notes: (1) In Heb. 8: 13, A.V„ engus, near, is translated "ready" 
(R.V„ "nigh "). See NrGH. (2) For "ready to distribute," l Tim. 6 : 18, 
see DISTRIBUTE, B. (3) In 2 Tim. 4: 6, A.V., spendomai, " I am being 
offered," R. V„ with ede, " already," is translated " I am now ready to 
be offered." See OFFER. (4) In l Pet. S : 2 prothumös, willingly, with 
alacrity, is rendered " of a ready mind. "~ 

REAP 
THERIZO (fhpt,w), to reap (akin to theros, summer, harvest), is used 

(a) litr.rally, Matt. 6: 26; 25 : 24, 26; Luke 12 : 24; 19 : 21, 22 ; Jas. S : 4 
(2nd part), A.V., "have reaped" ; (b) figuratively or in proverbial 
expiessions, John 4: 36 (lwice), 37, 38, with immediate reference to 
bringing Samaritans into the Kingdom of God, in regard to which the 
disciples would enjoy the fruits of what Christ Himself had been doing 
in Samaria; the Lord's words arc, however, of a general application in 
respect of such service; ih l Cor. 9: II, with reference to the right of the 
Apostle and his fellow-missionaries to receive material assistance from thc 
church, a right which he forbore to exercise; in 2 Cor. 9: 6 (twice), with 
reference to rendering material help to the needy, either " sparingly " 
or "bountifully," the reaping being proportionate to the sowing; in Gal. 
6: 7, 8 (twice), of reaping "corruption," with special reference, according 
to the context, to that which is naturally shortlived transient (though 
the statement applies to every form of sowing to the fiesh), and of reaping 
eternal life (characteristics and moral qualities being in view), as a result 
of sowing "to the Spirit," the reference probably being to the new nature 
of the believer, which is, however, under the controlling power of the 
Holy Spirit, ver. 9, the reaping (the effect of weil doing) being accomplished, 
to a limited extent, in this life, but in complete fulfilment at and beyond the 
Judgment-Seat of Christ ; diligence or laxity here will then produce 
proportionate results; in Rev. 14: 15 (twice), 16, figurative of the dis
criminating judgment Divinely to be fulfilled at the close of this age, 
whcn thc whcat will be separated from the tares (see Matt. 13: 30).~ 

For REAP DOWN, Jas. 5 : 4, see MOW 
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REAPER 
THERISTRS (B€pto-nJs), a reaper (akin to therizö, see above), is used of 

angels in Matt. 13: 30, 39.~ 

For REAR UP, John 2 : 20, see RAISE, No. l (f) 

REASON (Noun) 
LOGOS (,\oyos), a word, etc., has also the significance of the inward 

thought itself, a reckoning, a regard, a reason, translated " reason " 
in Acts 18: 14, in the phrase "reason would," kata logon, lit., 'according 
to reason (I would bear with you) ; • in l Pet. 3 : 15, "a reason (con
cerning the hope that is in you)." See WORD. 

Note: In Acts 6: 2, A.V., the adjective arestos, pleasing, agreeable, 
is translated "reason" (R.V., "fit," marg., "pleasing "). See FIT, No. 2. 

For the prepositions rendered BY REASON OF see tp. 9 

REASON (Verb) 
r. DIALOGIZOMAI (StaAoyl,oµ.a.t), to bring together different 

reasons and reckon them up, to reason, is Qsed in the N.T. (a) chiefly of 
thoughts and considerations .which are more or less objectionable, e.g., 
of the disciples who reasoned together, through a mistaken view of Christ's 
teaching regarding leaven, Matt. 16: 7, 8 and Mark 8 : 16, 17; of their 
reasoning as to who was the greatest among them, Mark 9: 33, R.V., 
" were ye reasoning," A.V„ " ye disputed" (for ver. 34, see DISPUTE) ; 
of the Scribes and Pharisees in criticising Christ's claim to forgive sins; 
Mark 2 : 6, 8 (twice) and Luke 5 : 21, 22; of the chief priests and elders 
in considering how to answer Christ's question regarding John's baptism, 
Matt. 21 : 25 ; Mark II : 31 (some mss. have logizomai, here, which is 
nowhere eise rendered " to reason ") ; of the wicked husbandmen, and 
their purpose to murder the heir and seize his inheritance, Luke 20 : I4 ; 
of the rich man who" reasoned" withih himself, R.y. (A.V., " thought "), 
as to where to bestow his fruits, Luke 12 : 17 (some mss. have it in 
John II : 50, the best have logizomai; see ACCOUNT, No. 4) ; (b) of 
considerations not objectionable, Luke l : 29, " cast in (her) mind ; " 
3 : 15, R.V., and A.V., marg., " reasoned" (A.V„ " mused "). See 
CAST, No. 15, DISPUTE, B, No. 2.~ 

2. DIALEGOMAI (S,a,\l!yoµ.a.t}, to tliink different things with oneself, 
to ponder, then, to dispute with others, is translated to reason in Acts 
17: 2, A.V. and R.V.; 17: 17, R.V.; 1.8: 4, 19, A.V. and R.V.; 19: 8, 9, 
R.V. ; 24: 25, A.V. and R.V. ; Heb. 12 : 5, R.V., "reasoneth (with 
you}," A.V., "speaketh (unto you)." See DrsPUTE, B, No. l. 

3, SULLOGIZOMAI (uvAAoyl,oµ.a.t}, to compute · (sun, with, and 
logizomai; cp. Eng., syllogism), also denotes to reason, and is so rendered 
iu Luke 20 : 5. ~ 
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4. SUZETEÖ (uv,17r,w), to seek or examine together (sun, with, 
zeteö, to seek), to discuss, is translated "reasoning" in Mark 12 : 28, A.V. 
(R.V.," questioning "); similarly in Luke 24 : 15. See DISPUTE, B, No. 3. 

REASONABLE 
LOGIKOS (,\oytKos}, pertaining to the reasoning faculty, reasonable, 

rational, is used in Rom. 12 : l, of the service (latreia) to be rendered by 
believers in presenting their bodies "a living sacriftce, holy, acceptable 
to God.'' Thc sacrifice is to be intelligent, in contrast to those offered 
by ritual and compulsion ; the presentation is to be in accordance with 
the spiritual intelligence of those who are new creatures in Christ and are 
mindful of "the mercies of God." For the signiftcance of the word in 
1 Pet. 2: 2 1 see under MILK.1[ 

REASONING 
DIALOGISMOS (füa,\oytup.os), a thought, reasoning, inward question

ing [akin to dialogizomai, see REASON (Verb), No. l], is translated 
"reasoning" or "reasonings" in Luke 5 : 22, R.V. (A.V., "thoughts ") ; 
9: 46; ver. 47, R.V. (A.V„ "thoughts "); 24: 38 (A.V., "thoughts ") ; 
Rom. l : 21. (A.V„ "imaginations "); l Cor. 3 : 20 (A.V., 11 thoughts "). 
See DISPUTE, A, No. I. 

Note: In those mss. which contain Acts 28: 29, occurs suzetesis, 
a disputation, which is translated "reasoning" (A.V.).~[ 

REBUKE (Verb and Noun) 
A. Verbs. 

I. EPITIMAÖ (lmnp.dw), primarily, to put honour upon, then, to 
adjudge, hence signifies to rebuke. Except for 2 Tim. 4: 2 and Jude 9, 
it is confined in the N.T. to the Synoptic Gospels, where it is frequently 
used of the Lord's rebukes to (a) evil spirits, e.g., Matt. 17 : 18 ; Mark 
I: 25; 9: 25; Luke 4 : 35, 4T; 9: 42; (b) winds, Matt. 8: 26; 
Mark 4 : 39 ; Luke 8 : 24 ; (c) fever, Luke 4 : 39 ; (d) disciples. 
Mark 8: 33; Luke 9: 55; contrast Luke 19: 39. For relmkes by 
others see Matt. 16 : 22 ; 19 : 13 ; 20 : 31 ; Mark 8 : 32 ; rn : 13 ; 16 : 48, 
R.V., "rebuked" (A.V„ "charged ") ; Luke 17 : 3 ; 18 : 15, 39; 23 : 40. 
See CHARGE, C, No. 7. 

2. ELENCHÖ (lMyxw), to convict, refute, reprove, is translated 
to rebuke in the A.V. of the following (the R.V. always has the verb to 
reprove) : l Tim. 5 : 20 ; Tit. l : 13 ; 2: 15; Heb. 12 : 5 ; Rev. 3 : 19. 
See CONVICT, No. I. 

Note: While epitimaö signifies simply a rebuke which may be either 
undeserved, Matt. 16 : 22, or ineffectual, Luke 23 : 40, elenchö implies a 
rebuke which carries conviction. 

3. EPIPLl!SSÖ (Jmn,\1/uuw), to strikc at (epi, upon or at, plessö, to 
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strike, smite), hence, to rebuke, is used in the injunction against rebuking 
an elder, l Tim. 5: l,~ 

Note: In Phil. 2 : 15, the best texts have amömos, without blemish 
(a, negative, mömos, a blemish, a moral disgrace), R.V„ "without 
blemish;" some mss. have amömetos (a, negative, and mömaomai, to 
blame), A.V„ " without rebuke." Contrast amemptos in the same verse, 
blameless on account of absence of inconsistency or ground of reproof, 
whcrcas amömos indicates absence of stain or blemish. We may have 
blemish, with freedom from blame. 

B. Noun. 
ELENXIS (V1Eyfis), akin to A, No. 2, tlenotes rebuke; in 2 Pet. 2 : 16, 

it is used with echö, to havc, and translated " he was rcbuked," lit., ' he 
had rebuke.'if In the Sept„ Job 21 : 4, "reproof; "23 : 2, "pleading."~ 

For RECEIPT see CUSTOM (Toll), No. 2 

RECEIVE, RECEIVING 
A. Verbs. 

I. LAMBANÖ (>.aµßavw) denotes either to take or to receive, (l) 
literally, (a) without an object, in contrast to asking, e.g., Matt. 7 : 8; 
Mark II : 24, R.V., "have received" (the original has no object); (b) 
in contrast to giving, e.g„ Matt. 10 : 8 ; Acts 20 : 35 ; (c) with objects, 
whethcr things, e,g„ Mark JO: 30 ; T.11kP. 18 : 30, in thP. hP.st mss. (some 
have No. 4) ; John 13 : 30; Acts 9: 19, R.V„ "took" (A.V„ 
"received ") ; l Cor. 9: 25, R.V., "receive" (A.V„ "obtain ") ; or 
persons, e.g., John 6: 21; 13: 20; .16: 14, R.V„ "take;" 2 John 10; 

in Mark 14: 65, R.V., "received (Hirn with blows of their hands) ; " 
this has been styled a vulgarism ; (II) metaphorically, of the word of God, 
Matt. 13 : 20 ; Mark 4: 16; the sayings of Christ, John 12 : 48 ; the 
witness of Christ, John .3 : II ; a hundredfold in this life, and eternal 
life in the world to come, Mark IO: 30; mercy, Heb. 4: 16, R.V., "may 
receive" (A.V., "may ohtain ") ; a person (prosöpon, see FACE), Luke 
20: 21, "acceptest," and Gal. 2 : 6, "accepteth," an expression used in 
the O.T. either in the sense of being gracious or kind to a person, e.g., 
Gen. 19 : 21 ; 32 : 20, or (nega.tively) in the sense of bcing impartial, 
e.g., Lev. 19: 15 ; Deut. 10 : 17; this latter is the meaning in the two 
N.T. passages just mentioned. See AccEPT, A, No. 4, TAKE, etc. 

Lambanö and prosöpon are combined in the nouns prosöpolempsia, 
resp~ct of persons, and prosöpotemptes, respecter of persons, and in the 
verb prosöpotemptö, to have respect of persons: see PERSON. 

2. PARALAMBANÖ (7rapa>.aµßavw), to receive from another (Para, 
from beside), or to take, signifies to receive, e.g., in Mark 7 : 4; John 
l : II ; 14 : 3 ; l Cor. II : 23 ; 15 : 1 1 3 ; Gal. l : 9 1 12 ; Phil. 4 : 9 ; 
Col. 2 : 6 ; 4 : 17 ; l Thess. 2 : 13 (ist part) ; 4 : i: ; 2 Thcss. 3 : 6 ; 
Heb. 12: 28. See TAKE. ·· 
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3. ANALAMBANÖ (&.va.Aaµ.ßavw), to take up (ana), to take to oneself, 
receive, is rendered to receive in Mark 16: 19; Acts l : 2, II, 22, R.V., 
" He was received up" (A.V., "taken ") ; ro : 16; r Tim. 3 : 16. See 
TAKE. 

4. APOLAMBANO (a1To;\aµ.ßavw} signifies to receive from another, 
(a) to receive as one's due (for Luke 18 : 30, see No. l) ; Luke 23 : 41 ; 
Rom. l : 27 ; Col. 3 : 24; 2 John 8 ; (b) without the indication of what 
is due, Luke 16 : 25; Gal. 4: 5 (in somc mss. 3 John 8, for No. 7) ; (c) t!) 

receive back, Luke 6 : 34 (twice) ; 15 : 27. For its other meaning, to take 
apart, Mark 7: 33, see TAKE.~ 

5. PROSLAMBANÖ (1Tpou;\aµ.ßcivw) denotes to take to oneself (pros, 
to) or to receive, always in the Middle Voicc, signifying a spccial interest 
on the part of the receiver, suggesting a welcome, Acts 28: 2 ; 
Rom. 14 : l, 3; 15 : 7; Philm. 12 (in some mss. ; the best omit it) ; 
ver. 17. See TAKE. 

6. METALAMBANÖ (µ.€TaAaµ.ßcivw), to have or get a share of, partake 
of (meta, with), is rendered "receiveth" in Heb. 6: 7. See EAT, HAVE, 
PARTAICE, TAim. In the Sept., Esth. 5: I., 

7. HUPOLAMBANO (imo;\aµ.ßavw}, to take or bear up (hupo, under), 
to receive, is rendered "received" in Acts l : 9, of the cloud at the 
Ascension; in 3 John 8, R.V., "welcome" (A.V., "receive "). See 
ANSWER, B, No. 3, SUPPOSE, WELCOME. 

8. DECHOMAI (olxoµ.a,), to receive by deliberate and ready reception 
of what is offered, is used of (a) taking with the hand, taking hold, taking 
hold of or up, e.g., Luke 2 : 28, R.V., "he received (Hirn)," A.V., " took 
he (Hirn) up ; " 16 : 6, 7 ; 22 : 17 ; Eph. 6 : 17 ; (b) receiving, said of a 
place receiving a person, of Christ into the Heavens, Acts 3 : 21 ; or of 
persons in giving access to someone as a visitor, e.g., John 4: 45 ; 2 Cor. 
7: 15 ; Gal. 4: 14; Col. 4: 10; by way of giving hospitality, etc., e.g., 
Matt. ro : 14, 40 (four times), 41 (twice) ; 18: 5; Mark 6: II ; 9: 37; 
Luke 9 : 5, 48, 53 ; ro : 8, ro ; 16 : 4 ; ver. 9, of reception, " into the 
eternal tabernacles," said of followers of Christ who have used " the 
mammon of unrighteousness " to render assistance to (" make . . . 
friends of ") others ; of Rahab's reception of the spies, Heb. II : 31 ; 
of the reception, by the Lord, of the spirit of a departing believer, Acts 
7: 59; of receiving a gift, 2 Cor. 8: 4 (in some mss. ; R.V. follows those 
which omit it) ; of the favourable reception of testimony and teaching, 
etc„ Luke 8 : 13 ; Acts 8 : I4 ; II : l ; 17 : II ; l Cor. 2 : 14 ; 
2 Cor. 8: 17; l Thess. l : 6; 2: 13, where paralambanö (No. 2) is used 
in the lst part, "ye received," dechomai in the 2nd part, "ye accepted," 
R.V. (A.V., "received "), the former refers to the ear, the latter, adding 
the idea of appropriation, to the heart ; Jas. l : 21 ; in 2 Thess. 2 : ro, 
"the love of the truth," i.e., love for the trnth ; cp. Matt. rr : 14, " if 
ye are willing to receive it," an elliptical construction frequent in Greek 
writings; uf receiving, by way of bearing with, enduring;2 Cor. II : r6; 
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of receiving by way of getting, Acts 22 : 5 ; 28: 21 ; of becoming partaker 
of benefits, Mark ro : 15 ; Luke 18 : 17 ; Acts 7 : 38 ; 2 Cor. 6 : l ; II : 4 
(last clause " did accept : " cp. lambano in previous clauscs) ; Phil. 4 : 18. if 

Note : There is a certain distinction between lambano and dechomai 
(more pronounced in the earlier, classical use), in that in many instances 
lambano suggests a self-prompted taking, whereas dechomai more frequently 
indicates "a welcoming or an appropriating reception '' (Grimm-Thayer). 

9. ANADECHOMAI (avaSixoµ,iu), to receive gladly, is used in 
Acts 28 : 7, of thc reception by Publius of the shipwrecked company in 
Mclita; in Heb. II: 17, of Abraham's reception of God's promi5P5, R V, 
"gladly (ana, up, regarded as intensive) received." Moulton and Milligan 
point out the frequency ot this verb in lhe papyri in the legal sense of 
taking the responsibility of something, becoming security for, under
taking, and say "The predominance of this meaning suggests its 
application in Heb. II : 17. The statement that Abraham had ' under
taken,' ' assurned the respomihility of,' thP. prnmises, would not perhaps 
be alien to the thought." The responsibility would surely be that of his 
faith in receivmg thc promiscs. In Classical Greek it hau lhe me<!uiug 
of receiving, and it is a little difficult to attach any other sense to the 
circumstances, savc perhaps that Abraham's faith undertook to exercise 
the assurnn~P. of thP. fnlfilment of the promises . .,-i 

ro. APODECHOMAI (a7roS€xoµai), to welcome, to accept gladly 
(apo, from), to receive withoul rese1 ve, is used (a) literally, Luke 8: 40, 
R.V„ "welcomed; " 9: II (in the best texts, some have No. 8) ; Acts 
18 : 27 ; 21 : 17 ; 28 : 30 ; (b) metaphorically, Acts 2 : 41 ; 24 : 3, 
"we accept," in the sense of acknowledging, the term being used in a 
tone of respect. See AccEPT, A No. 2 . .,-i 

II. EISDECHOMAI (ElaSlxoµ,at), to receive into (eis), is used only 
in 2 Cor. 6 : 17, where thP. verb does not signify to accept, but to admit 
(as antithetic to "come ye out," and combining Isa. 52 : II with Zeph. 
3: 20) . .,-r 

12. EPIDECHOMAI (lmSlxoµ,ai), lit., lo accept besides (epi, upon), 
to accept (found in the papyri, of accepting the terms of a lease), is used 
in the sense of accepting in 3 John 9; in ver. ro, in the sense of receiving 
with hospitality, in each verse said ncgativcly concerning Diotrephes . .,-i 

13. PARADECHOMAI (7rapa'i'iF.xo1iai), to receive or admit with 
approval (para, beside), is used (a) of persons, Acts 15 : 4 (in 
some texts, No. ro) ; Heb. 12 : 6; (b) of things, Mark 4 : 20, A.V„ 
" receive " (R.V„ " accept ") ; Acts 16 : 21 ; 22 : 18 ; l Tim. 5 : 9. ~ 
In the Sept., Ex. 23: l; Prov. 3: 12 . .,-i 

14. PROSDECHOMAI (7rpoaS€xoµ,ai), to receive to oneself, to receive 
favourably, also to look for, wait for, is nsetl of receiviug in Luke ij : 2 ; 

I{om. 16 : 2 : Phil. 2 : 29. Sec AccEPT, A, No. J, ALLOW, LooK (for), 
TAKE, WAIT. 

15. HUPODECHOMAI (imoUxoµai) denotes to receive under one's 
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roof (hupo, under), receive as a guest, entertain hospitably, Luke IQ: 38 ; 
19:6; Acts 17:7; Jas. 2:25.~ 

16. KOMIZO (Koµ,l~w) denotes to bear, carry, e,g., Luke 7 : 37; in 
the Middle Voice,-to bear for oneself, hence (a) to receive, Heb. 10 : 36; 
II : 13 (in the best texts; some have lambanö, No. 1), 39;. l Pet. l : 9; 
5 : 4 ; in some texts in 2 Pet. 2 : 13 (in the best niss. adikeomai, " suffering 
wrong," R.V.) ; (b) to receive back, recover, Matt. 25 : 27; Heb. II : 19; 
mctaphorically, of requital, 2 Cor. 5 ; IQ ; Col. 3 : 25, of 'receiving back 
again' bythe believer at the Judgment-Seat of Christ hereafter, for wrong 
done in this life; Eph. 6: 8, of receiving, on the same occasion, "whatso
ever good thing each one doeth," R.V.; see BRING, No. 20.~ 

17. APECHÖ (chrexw) denotes (a) transitively, to have in full, to have 
received; so the R.V. in Matt. 6: 2, 5, 16 (for A.V., "they have '') ; 
Luke 6: 24, A.V., and R.V. ; in all these instances the present tense 
(to which the A.V. incorrectly adheres inthe Matt. 6 verses) has a perfec
tive force, consequent upon the combination with the prefix apo (from), 
not that it stands for the perfect tense, but that it views the action in 
its accomplished result; so in Phil. 4: 18, where the A.V. and R.V. 
translate it "I have; '' in Philm. 15, " (that} thou shouldest have (him 
for ever)," A.V., "shouldest receive;" see HAVE, No. 2, and the reference 
to illustrations from the papyri of the use of the'Verb in receipts; (b) 
intransitively, to be away, distant, used with porrö, Jar, Matt. 15 : 8 ; 
Mark 7: 6; with makran, .fa:r off, afar, Luke 7: 6; T5 : 20; without an 
accompanying adverb, Luke 24: 13, "which was from." See ABSTAIN, 
ENOUGH, HAVE. 

18. CHOREÖ (xwp€w), to give space, make room for (chöra, a place), 
is used metaphorically, of receiving with the mind, Matt. 19: II, 12; 
into the heart, 2 Cor. 7: 2, R.V., "open your hearts," marg., "make 
room" (A.V.," receive "). SeeCOME, No. 24, CoNTAIN, No. 1, COURSE, B. 

19. LANCHANO (~a'l'Xavw), to obtain by lot, is translated" received" 
in Acts l : 17, R.V. (A.V., "had obtained "). See LOT. 

Notes: (1) In Mark 2 : 2, A.V., chöreö is translated "there was (no) 
room to receive" [R.V., " there was (no longer) room (for)]." (2) In 
Rev. lJ: 16, A.V., didömi is translated " to receive " (marg., " to give 
them "),. R.V„ " (that) there be given (them)." (3) In 2 Cor. 7 : 9, A.V., 
zemioö, to suffer loss (R.V.), is translated "ye might receive damage." 
(4) In Luke 7 : 22, R.V., anablepö, to recover sight, is translated "receive 
their sight " (A.V.," see "). (5) For" received (R.V„ hath taken) tithes," 
Heb. 7 : 6, see TITHE. (6) For eleeö, in the Passive Voice, 2 Cor. 4 : 1, 

A.V., "having received mercy" (R.V., "obtained "), sce MERCY. 

(7) For patroparadotos, in l Pet. l : 18, A.V., " received by tradition 
from your fathers," see HANDED DowN. (8) In the A.V. of Matt. 13 : 19; 
20, 22, 23, speiro, to sow seed, is translated "received seed; " see Sow. 

B. Nouns. 
I. LEPSIS or L~MPSIS {Mjµi/Jt>), a receiving (akin to lambanö, 1' 
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No. l), is used in Phil. 4: 15-~ In the Sept., Prov. 15 : 27, 29.~ 
2. ANALE(M)PSIS (d110J..1)µi/ns), a taking up (ana, up, and No. l), 

is used in Luke 9 : 51 with reference to Christ's Asccnsion ; " that He 
should bc received up" is, lit., 'of the receiving up (of Hirn).' ~ lt has 

3. METAL~(M)PSIS (µE-r0J..1)µrpLs), a participation, taking, receiving, 
is used in l Tim. 4 : 3, in connection with food, " to be received," lit„ 
' with a view to (eis) reception. ·~ 

4. PROSLE(M)PSIS (77poaA1)µif;is), pros, to, and No. l, is uscd in 
Rom. II : 15, of the restoration of Israel. ,1 

RECKON, RECKONING 
r. LOGIZOMAI (>.oyl~oµai) is propcrly uscd (a) of numerical calcu

lation, e.g„ Luke 22 : 37 ; (b) metaphorically, by a reckoning of character
istics or reasons, to take into account, Rom. 2 : 26, "shall ... be 
reckoned," R.V. (A.V„ "counted "), of rcckoning uncircumcision for 
circumcision by God's estimate in contrast to that of the Jew regarding 
his own condition (ver. 3) ; in 4 : 3, 5, 6, 9, II, 22, 23, 24, of reckoning 
faith for righteousness, or reckoning righteousness to persons, in all of 
which the R.V. uses the vcrb to reckon instead of the A.V. to count 
or to impute; in ver. 4 the subject is treated by way of contrast betwcen 
gracc and <lebt, which latter involves the reckoning of a reward for works ; 
what is owed as a <lebt cannot bc reckoned as a favour, but the faith 
of Abraham and his spiritual children sets them outside the category of 
those who seek to be justified by self-effort, and, ·vice versa, the latter 
are excluded from the grace of righteousness bestowed on the sole condition 
of faith; so in Gal. 3 : 6 (R.V„ "was reckoned," A.V„ "was accounted "); 
since Abraham, like all the natural descendants of Adam, was a sinner, 
he was destitutc of righteousncss in the sight of God ; if, then, his 
relationship with God was to be rectified (i.e„ if he was to bc justified 
beforc God), the rectification could not be brought about by works of merit 
on his part; in Jas. 2 : 23, R.V„ "reckoncd," the subject is viewed from 
a different standpoint (see undcr JusTIFICATION, B, last four paragraphs) ; 
for other instances of reckoning in this respect see Rom. g: 8, R.V„ "are 
reckoned" (A.V„ " are counted ") ; 2 Cor. 5 : 19, R.V„ " (not) reckoning 
(trespasses)," A.V., "imputing;" (c) to consider, calculate, translated 
to reckon in Rom. 6: II ; 8: 36; 2 Cor. ro: II, R.V„ "let (such a one) 
reckon (this) ; " (d) to suppose, judge, deem, translated to reckon in 
Rom. 2: 3, "reckonest thou (this)," R.V. (A.V„ "thinkest ") ; 3 : 28 
(A.V„ "we conclude ") ; 8 : 18 ; 2 Cor. II : 5 (A.V„ " I suppose ") ; sec 
AccOUNT, A, No. 4, CoNSIDER, No. 6, COUNT, No. 3, SuPPOSE; (e) to 
purpose, dccide, 2 Cor. lö : 2, R.V„ " count" (A.V„ " think ") ; sec 
CouNT, No. 3. 

2. LEGO (Myw), to say, speak, also has the meaning to gather, reckon, 
account, used in this sense in Heb. 7: ll, R.V„ "be reckoned" (A.V., 
"l.Je called "). See AsK, A, No. 6. 
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3. SUNAIRO (avvalpw), to take up together (sun, with, airö, to take), 
is used with the noun logos, an account, signifying to settle accounts, 
Matt. 18 : 23, R.V., " make a reckoning " (A.V„ " take account ") ; ver. 
24, A.V. and R.V„ "to reckon" (logos being understood) ; 25 : 19, R.V„ 
"maketh a reckoning" (A.V„ "reckoneth "). This phrase occurs not 
infrequently in the papyri in the sense of settling accounts (see Deissmann, 
Light from the Ancient East, II8).~ In the Sept. the verb occurs in its 
literal sense in Ex. 23 : 5, "thou shalt help to raise " (lit„ 'raise with ').~ 

RECLINE 
ANAKEIMAI (avd.1<Etµat), lit„ and in classical usage, to be laid up, 

laid, denotes, in the N.T„ to recline at table; it is translated" reclining" 
in John 13 :. 23, R.V. (A.V„ "leaning "); cp. anapiptö in ver. 25, R.V„ 
"leaning back." See also ver. 12, marg. See LEAN, Sn, TABLE (at the) 

For RECOMMEND, Acts I4: 26; 15: 401 A.V„ see COMMEND, No. 2 

RECOMPENCE, RECOMPENSE 
A. Nouns. 

I. ANTAPODOMA (aVTa116Soµa), akin to antapodidömi, to recompense 
(see below), lit„ a giving back in return (anti, in return, apo, back, didömi, 
to give), a requital, recompence, is used (a) in a favourable sense, Luke 
14: 12; (b) in an unfavourahle sense, Rom. IT: 9, inrlic;iting thcit the 
present condition of the Jewish nation is the retributive effect of their 
transgressions, on account of which that which was designed as a blessing 
(" their table ") has become a means of judgment. ~ 

2. ANTAPODOSIS (avTa1168oa,s), derived, like No. l, from 
antapodidömi, is rendered "recompense" in Col. 3: 24, R.V. (A.V„ 
" reward "). ~ 

3. ANTIMISTHIA (avnµ,aBla), a reward, requital (anti, in return, 
misthos, wages, hire), is used (a) in a good sense, 2 Cor. 6 : 13; (b) in a bad 
sense, Rom. l: 27.~ 

4. MISTHAPODOSIA (µta8a1108oula), a payment of wages (from 
misthos, see No. 3, and apodidömi, B, No. 2), a recompence, is used 
(a) of rcward, Heb. ro : 35 ; II : 26 ; (b) of punishment, Heb. 2 : 2. ~ 
Cp. misthapodotes, a rewarder, Heb. II : 6.~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. ANTAPODIDÖMI (avTa7ro8t8wµ,), akin to A, No. l and No. 2, 

to give back as an equivalent, to requite, recompense (the anti expressing 
the idea of a complete return), is translated "render" in l Thess. 3 : 9, 
here only in the N.T. of thanksgiving to God (cp. the,Sept. of Ps. II6: 12) ; 
elsewhere it is used of recompense, "whether between men (but in that 
case only of good, not of evil, see No. 2 in l Thess. 5 : l 5), Luke 14: I4 
a, cp. the corresponding noun in v. 12 ; or between God a nd evil-doers, 
Rom. 12 : :r9, R.V. (A.V„ ":repay "); Ileb. ro: 30, cp. the noun in Rem. 
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II : 9 ; or between God and those who do well, Luke 14 : 14 b ; 
Rom. II : 35, cp. the noun in Col. 3 : 24 ; in 2 Thess. l : 6 both reward 
and retribution are in view."*~ 

2. APODIDÖMI (chroSlSwµ.i), to give up or back, restore, return, 
is translated " shall recompense " in the R.V. of Matt. 6 : 4, 6, 18 (A.V., 
"shall reward ") ; in Rom. 12 : 17, A.V., "recompense" (R.V., 
"render "); in l Thess. 5: 15, "render." See DELIVER, GIVE, PAY, 
PERFORM, RENDER, REPAY, REQUITE, RESTORE, REWARD, SELL, YIELD. 

RECONCILE, RECONCILIATION 
A. Verbs. 

l. KATALLASSÖ (Ka-raMaaaw) properly denotes to change, exchange 
(especially of money) ; hence, of persons, to change from enmity to friend
ship, to reconcile. With regard to the relationship between God and 
man, the use of this and connected words shows that primarily recon
ciliation is what God accomplishes, exercising His grace tow.ards sinful 
man on the ground of the death of Christ in propitiatory sacrifice under 
the judgment due to sin, 2 Cor. 5: 19, where both the verband the noun 
are used (cp. No. 2, in Col. l : 21). By reason of this men in their sinful 
condition and alienation from God are invited to be reconciled to Hirn ; 
that is to say, to change their attitude, and accept the provision God has 
made, whereby their sins can be remitted and they themselves be justified 
in His sight in Christ. 

Rom. 5 : 10 expresses this in another way: " For if, while we were 
enemies, we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son ... ; " 
that we were " enemies " not only expresses man's hostile attitude to 
God but signifies that until this change of attitude takes place men are 
under condemnation, exposed to God's wrath. The death of His Son 
is the means of the removal of this, and thus we " receive the recon
ciliation," ver. II, R.V. This stresses the attitude of God's favour 
toward us. The A.V. rendering "atonement" is incorrect. Atonement 
is the offering itself of Christ under Divine judgment upon sin. We do 
not receive atonement. What we do receive is the result, namely, 
" reconciliation." 

The removal. of God's wrath does not contravene His immutability. 
He always acts according to His unchanging righteousness and loving
kindness, and it is because He changes not that His relative attitude 
does change towards those who change. All His acts show that He 
is Light and Love. Anger, where there is no personal element, is a sign 
of moral health if, and if only, it is accompanied by grief. There can be 
truest love along with righteous indignation, Mark 3 : 5, but love and 
enmity cannot exist together. lt is important to distinguish " wrath " 
and "hostility." The change in God's relative attitude toward those who 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 226. 
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receive the reconciliation only proves His real unchangeableness. Not 
once is God said to be reconciled. The enmity is alone on our part. 
lt was we who needed to be reconciled to God, not God to us, and it is 
propitiation, which His righteousness and mercy have provided, that 
makes the reconciliation possible to those who receive it. 

When the writers of the N.T. speak upon the subject of the wrath of 
God, "the hostility is represented not as on the part of God, but of man. 
And this is the reason why the Apostle never uses diallassö [a wortl u~etl 
only in Matt. 5 : 24, in the N.T.) in this connection, but always katallassö, 
because the former word denotes mutual concession after mutual 
hostility [frequently exemplified in the Sept.], an idea absent from 
katallassö" (Lightfoot, Notes on the Epistles of Paul, p. 288). 

The subject finds its great unfolding in 2 Cor. 5 : 18-20, which states 
that God "reconciled us (believers) to Himself through Christ," and that 
" the ministry of reconciliation " consists in this, " that God was in Christ 
reconciling the world unto Himself." The insertion of a comma. in the 
A.V. after the word "Christ '' is misleading; the doctrine stated 
he1e is uuL LhaL God was iu Ch1ist (the unity of the Gotllw<ttl is not 
here in view), but that what God has done !n the matter of recon
ciliation He has done in Christ, and this is based upon the fact that " Hirn 
who knew no sin He made to be sin on our behalf ; that we might become 
the righteousness of God in Hirn." On this ground the command to 
men is " be ye reconciled to God." 

The verbis used elsewhere in l Cor. 7: II, of a woman returning 
to her husband. ~ 

2. APOKATALLASSO (a7TOKaTaAAaO'O'W), to reconcile completely 
(apo, from, and No. l), a stronger form of No. l, to change from one 
condition to another, so as to remove all enmity and leave no impediment 
to unity and peace, is used in Eph. 2 : 16, of the reconciliation of believing 
Jew and Gentile" in one body unto God through the Cross;" in Col. l : 21 

not the union of Jew and Gentile is in view, but the change wrought 
in the individual believer from alienation and enmity, on account. of evil 
works, to reconciliation with God ; in ver. 20 the word is used of the 
Divine purpose to reconcile through Christ " all things unto Himself . . . 
whether things upon the earth, or things in the heavens," the basis of 
the change being the peace effected " through the blood of His Cross." 
lt is the Divine purpose, on the ground of the work of Christ accom
plished on the Cross, to bring the whole universe, except rebellious 
angels and unbelieving man, into full accord with the mind of God, 
Eph. l : IO. Things " under the earth," Phil. 2 : IO, are subdued, not 
reconciled. ~ 

3. DIALLASSÖ (SiaAA.auuw}, to effect an alteration, to exchange, and 
hence, to rcconcilc, in cascs of mutual hostility yielding to mutual con
cession, and thus differing from No. l (under which see Lightfoot's 
remarks), is used in the Passive Voice in Matt. 5 : 24, which illustrates 
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the point. There is no such idea as " making it up " where God and man 
are concerned. ~ 

B. Noun. 
KATALLAG.E: (KaTnAAayi)), akin to A, No. l, primarily an exchange, 

denotes reconciliation, a change on the part of one party; induced by a.n 
action on the part of another; in the N.T„ the reconciliation of men to 
God by His grace' and love in Christ. The word is used in Rom. 5 : II 

and II : 15. Thc occasioning cause of the world-wide proclamation 
of reconciliation through the Gospel, was the casting away (partially and 
temporarily) of- Israel. A new relationship Godward is oftered to the Gen
tiles in the Gospel. The word also occurs in 2 Cor. 5 : 18, 19, where " the 
ministry of rcconciliation" and "the word of reconciliation" are not the 
ministry of teaching the doctrine of expiation, but that of beseeching 
men to be reconciled to God on the ground of what God has wrought in 
Christ. See No. 1, al>ove. ~ 

Note: In the O.T. in some passag~s the A.V. incorrectly has "recon
ciliation," the R.V. rightly changes the translation to "atonement," 
e.g„ Lev. 8 : 13 ; Ezek. 45 : 20, R.V„ " makc atonement for " (A.V„ 
" reconcile "). 

For RECONCILIATION (MAKE), Heb. 2: 17, A.V„ see PROPITIATION 

For RECORD (A.V.) see TESTIFY, No. 3, TESTIMONY, No. 2 

RECOVER 
l. SÖZO (aw~w), to save, is sometimes used of healing or restoration 

to health, the latter in John II : 12, R.V„ "he will recover," marg„ 
" be saved" (A.V„ "he shall do well "). See REAL, PRESERVE, SAVE, 
WHOLE. 

2. ANANEPHÖ (dvain)cf>w), to return to soberness, as from a state of 
delirium or drunkenness (ana, back, or again, nephö, to be sober, to be 
wary), is used in 2 Tim. 2 : 26, "may recover themselves" (R.V. marg., 
"return to soberness," A.V. marg„" awake "), said ofthose who, opposing 
the truth through accepting perversions of it, fall into the snare of the 
Devil, becoming intoxicated with error ; for these recovery is possible 
only by "repentance unto the knowledge of the truth." For a trans
lation of the verse see CAPTIVE, B, No. 3.,-i 

Notes: (r) For "recovering of sight," Luke 4: 18, see S1GHT. 
(2) In Mark 16 : 18, the phrase echö kalös, lit„ ' to have well,' i.e„ " to 
be well," is rendered " they shall recover." 

RED 
A. Adjectives. 

r. PURRHOS (rrvppos) denotes fire-coloured (pur, fire), hern:e, fiery 
red, Rev. 6: 4; 12 : 3, in the latter passage said of the Dragon, indicative 
of the cruelty of the Devil. ~ 
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2. ERUTHROS (€pv8p6s) dcnotcs red (the ordinary colour) ; thc 
root rudh- is seen, e.g., in the Latin rufus, Eng., ruby, ruddy, rust, etc. 
lt is applied to the Red Sea, Acts 7: 36; Heb. II: 29.if Thc origin of 
the namc is uncertain ; it has been regarded as due, e.g., to the colour 
of the corals which cover the Red Sea bed or line its shores, or to the tinge 
of the mountains which bordcr it, or to the light of the sky upon its waters. 

B. Verb. 
PURRHAZÖ (1Tvpp&.~w), to be üery red (akin to A, No. l), is uscd of 

the sky, Matt. 16: 2, 3.if In the Sept., purrhizö, Lev. 13: 19, 42, 43, 49; 
14: 37.if 

REDEEM, REDEMPTION 
A. Verbs. 

r. EXAGORAZÖ (Jgayop&.~w), a strengthened form of agorazö, to 
buy (see BuY, No. l), denotes to buy out (ex for ek), especially of purchasing 
a slave with a view to his freedom. lt is used metaphorically (a) in Gal. 
3 : 13 and 4: 5, of the deliverance by Christ of Christian Jews from the 
Law and its curse; what is said of lutron (RANSOM, No. l) is true of this 
verb and of agorazö, as to the Death of Christ, that Scripture does not 
say to whom the price was paid; the various suggestions made are purely 
speculative ; (b) in the Middle Voice, to buy up for oneself, Eph. 5 : 16 
and Col. 4: 5, of " buying up the opportunity" (R.V. marg. ; text, 
" redeeming the time," where " time" is kairos, a season, a time in which 
something is seasonable), i.e., making the most of every opportunity, 
turning each to the best advantage since none can be recalled if misscd.if 

Note: In Rev. 5 : 9; 14: 3, 4, A.V., agorazö, to purchase (R.V.) is 
translated "redeemed." See PuRCHASE. 

2. LUTROÖ (>.tl'Tpow), to release on receipt of ransom (akin to lutron, 
a ransom), is used in the Middle Voice, signifying to release by paying a 
ransom price, to redeem (a) in the natural sense of delivering, Luke 24: 21, 
of setting Israel free from the Roman yoke ; (b) in a spiritual sense, Tit. 
2 : 14, of the work of Christ in redeeming men "from all iniquity" 
(anomia, lawlessness, the bondage of self-will which rejects the will of 
God) ; l Pet. l : 18 (Passive Voice), " ye were redeemcd," from a vain 
manner of life, i.e., from bondage to tradition. In both instances the 
Death of Christ is stated as the means of redemption.if 

Note: While both No. l and No. 2 are translated to redeem, exagorazö 
does not signify the actual redemption, but the price paid with a view 'to 
it, lutroö signifies the actual deliverance, the setting at liberty. 

B. Nouns. 
r. LUTRÖSIS (>.vrpwuis), a redemption (akin to A, No. 2), is uscd 

(a) in the gencral sense of deliverance, of the nation of Israel, Luke l : 68, 
R.V., "wrought redemption ; " 2 : 38; (b) of the redemptive work of 
Christ, Heb. 9 : 12, bringing deliverance throm;h His death, from thc guilt 
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and power of sin.~ In the Sept„ Lev. 25: 29, 48; Numb. 18: 16; 
Judg. 1:15; Ps. 49,:8; II1:9; 130:7; Isa. 63:4.~ 

2. APOLUTRÖSIS (d-rro,\vTpwais), a strengthened form of No. l, lit., 
a releasing, for (i.e„ on payment of) a ransom. lt is used of (a) " deliver
ance " from physical torture, Heb. II : 35, see DELIVER, B, No. l ; (b) 
the deliverance of the people of God at the Coming of Christ with His 
glurifred saints, " in a cloud with power and great glory," Luke 21 : 28, 
a redemption to be accomplished at the ' ontshining of His Parousia,' 
2 Thess. 2 : 8, i.e., at His Second Advent; (c) forgiveness and justification, 
redemption as the result of expiation, deliverance from the guilt of sins, 
Rom. 3 : 24," through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus;" Eph. l : 7, 
defrned as "the forgiveness of our trespasses," R.V. ; so Col. l : 14, 
"the forgiveness of our sins," indicating both the liberation from the 
guilt and doom of sin and the introduction into a life of liberty, 
" newness of life " (Rom. 6 : 4) ; Heb. 9 : 15, " for the redemption of 
t~ie transgressions that were under the frrst covenant,'' R.V„ here 
"redemption of" is equivalent to ' redemption from,' the genitive case 
being used of the object from which the redemption is effected, not 
from the consequence of the transgressions, but from the transgressions 
themselves ; (d) the deliverance of the believer from the presence and 
power of sin, and of his body from bondage to corruption, at the Coming 
(the Parousia in its inception) of the Lord Jesus, Rom. 8 : 23 ; l Cor. t : 30; 
Eph. l : 14; '1 : 30 ~ s~~ also PROPITIATION. 

For REDOUND, 2 Cor. 4: 15 (R.V„ "abound "), see ABUNDANCE, 
B, No. l (c) 

REED 
KALAMOS (Ka,\aµos) denotes (a) the reed mentioned in Matt. II : 7 ; 

12 : 20; Luke 7 : 24, the same as the Heb„ qäneh (among the various reeds 
in the O.T.), e.g„ Isa. 42: 3, from which Matt. 12: 20 is quoted (cp. Job 
40 : 21 ; Ezek. 29 : 6, a reed with jointed, hollow stalk) ; (b) a reed-staff, 
staff, Matt. 27 : 29, 30, 48; Mark 15 : 19, 36 (cp. rhabdos, a rod; in 2 Kings 
18: 21, rhabdos kalamine) ; (c) a measuring reed or rod, Rev. II : l ; 

21: 15, 16; (d) a writing reed, a pen, 3 John 13; see PEN-.~ 

REFINED 
PUROOMAI (7rvp6oµai), to burn, is translated" refrned," as of metals, 

in Rev. l : 15 and 3 : 18, R.V. (A.V„ "burned," and "tried "). See 
BuRN, No. 4. 

For REFLECTING, 2 Cor. 3 : 18, R.V„ see BEHOLD, No. 12 

REFORMATION 
DIORTHÖSIS (8t6p8wm·), properly, a making straight (dia, through, 
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orthos, straight ; cp. diorthöma in Acts 24: 2 ; see CoRRECTION, No. r), 
denotes a "reformation" or reforming, Heb. 9: IO; the word has the 
meaning either (a) of a right arrangement, right ordering, or, more usually, 
(b) of restoration, amendment, bringing right again ; what is hcre indicated 
is a time when the imperfect, the inadequate, would be superseded by a 
better order of things, and hence the meaning (a) seems to be the right 
one; it is thus to be distinguished from that of Acts 24: 2, mentioned 
above. ~ The word is used in thc papyri in the other sense of the 
rectification of things, whether by payments or manner of life. 

REFRAIN 
r. PAUÖ (Travw), to stop, is used in the Active Voice, in the sense 

of making to cease, restraining in I Pet. 3 : ro, of causing the tongue to 
refrain from evil; elsewhere in the Middle Voice, see CEASE, No. r. 

2. APHISTEMI (clcf>lcn-riµ'), lo cause lu depart, is used intransitively, 
in the sense of departing from, refraining from, Acts 5: 38. See DEPART, 

No. 20. 

REFRESH, REFRESHING 
A. Verbs. 

I. ANAPAUÖ (avaTravw), to give intermission from labour, to give 
rest, refresh (ana, back, pauö, to cause to cease), is translated to refresh 
in l Cor. 16 : 18 ; 2 Cor. 7 : lJ ; Philm. 7, 20. See REST. 

2. SUNANAPAUOMAI (avvavaTravoµaL), to lie down, to rest with (sun, 
with, and No. l in the Middle Voice), is uscd metaphorically of being 
refreshed in spirit with others, in Rom. 15 : 32, A.V., "may with (you) 
be refreshed" (R.V„ " ... find rest "). ~ In the Sept„ Isa. II : 6. ~ 

3. ANAPSUCHO (dvaifivxw), to make cool, refresh (ana, back, 
psuchö, to cool), is used in 2 Tim. l : 16 (cp. B).~ In the papyri it is 
used of taking relaxation. 

Note: In Acts 27: 3, the verb tunchanö, to obtain or receive, with 
the object epimeleia, care,is translated " to refresh. himself" (R.V„ marg„ 
" to receive attention," i.e„ to enjoy the kind attention of his friends). 

B. Noun. 
ANAPSUXIS (dv&.ipvg,s), a refreshing (akin to A, No. 3), occurs 

in Acts 3 : 19. ~ In the Sept„ Ex. 8 : 15. ~ In the papyri it is used of 
obtaining relief. 

For REFUGE see FLEE, No. 3 

REFUSE (Verb) 
l. ARNEOMAI (apvloµaL), to deny, renounce, reject, in late Greek 

came to signify to refuse to acknowledge, to disown, and is translated 
to refuse in Acts 7 : 35 ; Heb. II : 24. See DENY, No. I. 

2. PARAITEOMAI (TrapaLTeoµ.aL), for the various meanings of wliich 
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see Avom, No. 3, denotes to refuse in Acts 25: II; l Tim. 4: 7; 5: II; 

2 Tim. 2 : 23, R.V. (A.V., "avoid ") ; Tit. 3 : IO, R.V. (marg., "avoid; " 
A.V., " reject ") ; Heb. 12 : 25 (twicc), perhaps in the sense of begging 
off. See ExcusE, lNTREAT, REJECT. 

3. DOKIMAZÖ (ooKiµa~w), to prove, to approve, used with a negative 
in Rom. l : 28, is translated "they refused," R.V. (A.V., "they did not 
like ") ; R.V. marg., "did not approvc." See APPROVE, No. r. 

Nvtes: (1) For purul~uui5, lo rcfusc to hear, R.V. in Matt. 18 : 17 
(twice), see HEAR, A, No. 7. (2) In l Tim. 4: 4, A.V., apobletos, "rejected" 
(R.V.), i5 tr:rns];:itf'n "rdnsP.n." SP.P. REJECT. 

REG ARD 
r. BLEPÖ (ßM7Tw), to behold, look, perceive, see, has the sense of 

regarding by way of partiality, in Matt. 22 : 16 and Mark 12 : 14. See 
BEHOLD, No. 2. 

2. RNTREPÖ (ivTplrrw), to turn about (en. in, trepö, to turn), is 
metaphorically used of putting to shame, e.g„ l Cor. 4 : 14 ; in thc 
Middle Voice, io reverence, rega1d, lra11slaled" regard" in Luke 18 : 2, 4. 
See ASHAMED, REVERENCE, SHAME. 

3. PHRONEÖ (.ppovlw), to think, set the mind on, implying moral 
interest and refiection, is translated to regard in Rom. 14 : 6 (twice) ; 
the second part in the A.V. represents an interpolation and is not part 
of ll1e original. The Scripturc does not spcak of not rcgarding a day. 
See CARE, B, No. 6, MIND, SAVOUR, THINK, UNDERS!AND. 

4. EPIBLEPÖ (€mßM7Tw), to look upon (epi, upon, and No. l), in 
the N.T. to look on with favour; is used in Luke l: 48, A.V„ "hath 
regarded" (R.V., "hath looked upon "); in Jas. 2: 3, R.V., "ye have 
regard to" (A.V., " ye have respect to "). See LOOK, No. 6, RESPECT. 

5. OLIGÖREÖ (oAiywplw) denotes to think little of (oligos, little, öra, 
care), to regard lightly, Heb. lZ : 5, R.V. (A.V„ "clespise "). See 
DESPISE, Note (3).if In the Sept., Prov. 3: lI.if 

6, PROSECHÖ (7Tpouexw), to take or give heed, is translatcd " thcy 
had regard" in Acts 8: II, A.V. (R.V., " they gave heed "). Sec 
ATTEND, No. I. 

7. AMELEÖ (aµEMw), not to care, is translated " I regarded 
not " in Heb. 8 : 9. See NEGLECT. 

Notes: (1) In Gal. 6: 4, R.V„ eis, into, is translated "in regard of 
(himself)," A.V„ "in;" so in 2 Cor. 10: 16; Eph. 5: 32. (2) In Rom. 
6 : 20, the dative case of dikaiosune, righteousness, signifies, not " from 
righteousness," A.V„ but "in regard of righteousness," R.V„ lit., 'free 
to righteousness ; ' i.e„ righteousness laid no sort of bond upon them, 
they had no relation to it in any way. (3) In 2 Cor. 8 : 4 the accusative 
case of charis and koi"nönia is, in the best texts, used absolutely, i.e„ 
not as the objects of an expressed verb; hence the R.V., "in regatd to" 
(A. V., " that we would receive," where the verb is the result of a supple-
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mentary gloss). (4) For "not regarding" in Phil. 2 : 30, A.V. (R.V., 
"hazarding "), see HAZARD, No. 2. 

REGENERATION 
PALINGENESIA (7Ta.\.tvyE11Eala), new birth (palin, again, genesis, 

birth), is used of spiritual regeneration, Tit. 3 : 5, involving the com
munication of a new life, the two operating powers to produce which are 
" the word of truth," Jas. 1 : i8; l Pet. l : 23, and the lloly Spirit, 
John 3 : 5, 6 ; the loutron, the laver, the washing, is explained in Eph. 
5 : 26, " having cleansed it by the washii:J.g (loutron) of water with the 
word." · · 

The new birth and regeneration do not represent successive sfages in 
spiritual experience, they refer to the same event but view it in different 
aspects. The new birth stresses the co:inmunication of spiritual life in 
contrast to antecedent spiritual death; regeneration stresses the inception 
of a new state of things in contrast with the old ; hence the connection 
of the use of the word with its application to Israel, in Matt. 19 : 28. 
Some regard the kai in Tit. 3 : 5 as epexegetic, ' even ; ' but, as Scripture 
marks two distinct yet a~sociated operating powers, there is not sufficient 
ground for this interpretation. See under EvEN. 

In Matt. 19; 28 the word is used, in the Lord's discourse, in 
the wider sense, of the "restoration of all things" (Acts 3 : 21, R.V.), 
when, as a resull of the Second Advent of Christ, Jehovah 'scts His 
King upon His holy hill of Zion' (Ps. 2 : 6), and Israel, now 'in 
apostasy, is restored to its destined status, in the recognition and under 
the benign sovereignty of its. Messiah. Thereby will be accomplished 
the deliverance of the world from the power and deception of Satan 
and from the despotic and antichristian rulers of the nations. This 
restitution will not in the coming Millennial age be universally a retum to 
the pristine condition of Edenic innocence previous to the Fall, but it will 
fulfil the establishment of God's Covenant with Abraham conceming his 
descendants, a veritable re-birth of the nation, involving the peace and 
prösperity of the Gentiles. That the worldwide subjection to the authority 
of Christ will not mean the entire banishment of evil, is clear from Rev. 
20: 7, 8. Only in the new heavens and earth, "wherein dwelleth 
righteousness," will sin and evil be entirely absent., 

REGION 
I. CHORA (xwpa), a space lying between two limits, a country, land, 

is translated" region" in Matt. 4: 16; Luke 3: l ;· Acts 8: l; 13: 49; 
16: 6; 18: 23, R.V. In the last three passages it has the technical sense 
of a subdivision of a Roman Province, Lat. regio; as also No. 2 in Acts 
14 : 6. See CouNTRY, No. 3. 

2. PERICHÖROS (7TEplxwpos), a country or region round about (peri), 
is transfated " region round about " in Matt. 3 : 5 ; 14 : 35, R.V. ; Mark 
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I: 28 (in some mss. Mark 6: 55); Luke 3: 3, R.V.; 4: 14; 4: 37, 
R.V.; 7: 17; Acts 14: 6 (see No. l). See CouNTRY, No. 4. 

3. KLIMA (1Ci\lµa.), an inclination, slope, is translated "regions" 
in Rom. 15: 23, R.V.; 2 Cor. II: 10; Gal. l: 21. See PART, A, No. 3.~ 

Note: For "regions beyond," 2 Cor. 10 : 16, A.V„ see PART, A. 
Note (9). 

REGRET 
A. Verb. 

METAMELOMAI (µn·a.µli\oµa.i), to regret, to rcpcnt one, is trans
lated to regret in 2 Cor. 7 : 8, R.V. (twice), A.V„ " repent." 
See REPE~T. 

B. Adjective. 
AMETAMELtTOS (aµETa.µli\rrros), not repented of (a, negative, and 

A), iS translated " which bringeth no regret " in 2 Cor. 7 : 10, R.V„ said 
of repentance (A.V„ "not to be repented of ") ; elsewhere, in Rom. 
II: 29. See REPENT.~ . . 

For REGULAR, Acts 19: 39, R.V„ see LAW, C, No. 2 

REHEARSE 
1. ANANGELLÖ (&.va.yyli\i\w}, to bring back word (ana, baclc, angellD, 

to announce}, is translated to rehearse in Acts 14: 27; 15: 4, R.V. 
See ANNOUNCE. 

2. EX::EGEOMAI (lg.qyloµa.i), primarily, to lead, show the way, is used 
metaphorically with the meaning to unfold, declare, narrate, and is 
translated to rehearse in the R.V. of Luke 24: 35 ; Acts 10 : 8 ; 15 : 12, 
and 14, R.V. See DECLARE, No. 8. 

Note: In Acts II: 4, the A.V. translates the middle Voice of archO, 
to begin, "rehearsed ... from the beginning," R.V„ "began, (and)." 

. REIGN (Verb and Noun) 
I. BASILEUÖ (ßa.uii\ww}, to reign, is used (1) literally, (a) of God, 

Rev. II : 17; 19 : 6, in each of which the aorist tense (in the latter, 
translated "reigneth ") is "ingressive," stressing the point of entrance ; 
(b) of Christ, Luke l : 33 ; I Cor. 15 : 25 ; Rev. II : 15 ; as rejected by 
the Jews, Luke 19 : 14, 27 ; (c) of the saints, hereafter, I Cor. 4 : 8 (2nd 
part}, where the Apostle, casting a reflection upon the untimely exercise of 
authority on the part of the church at Corinth, anticipates the due time for 
it in tlle future (see No. 2) ; Rev. 5 : 10; 20 : 4, where the aorist tense is 
not simply of a "point "character, but "constative," that is, regarding a 
whole action as having occurred, without distinguishing any steps in its 
progress (in this instance the aspect is future) ; ver. 6 ; 22 : 5 ; (d) of 
earthly potentates, Matt. 2 : 22 ; l Tim. 6 : 15, where " kings " is, lit„ 
'them that reign;' (II) metaphorically, (a) of believers, Rom. 5: 17, 
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where " shall reign in life " indicates the activity of life in fellowship with 
Christ in His sovereign power, reaching its fulness hereafter; I Cor. 4: 8 
{Ist part}, of the carnal pride that laid claim to a power not tobe exercised 
until hereafter; (b) of Divine grace, Rom. 5 : 2I ; (c) of sin, Rom. 5 : 2I ; 
6: I2; (d) of death, Rom. 5: 14, 17., 

2. SUMBASILEUÖ (u~µ.ßaut~€6w}, to reign together with (sun, with, 
and No. l}, is used of the future reign of believers together and with 
Christ in the Kingdom of God in manifestation, l Cor. 1: 8 (3rd part); 
of those who endure 2 Tim. 2: 12, cp. Rev. 20: 6., 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 15 : 12, A.V., archö, to rule t(R.V., is transiated 
" to reign." (2) In Rev. 17 : 18, echö, to have, with basileia, a kingdom, 
fo tmm;Jntcd" rcigneth," lit.,' hath u kingdom,' suggestivo of a distinction 
between the sovereignty of mystic Babylon and that of ordinary sovereigns. 

(3) In Luke 3 : l, Mgemonia, rule, is rendered " reign."~ 

RE INS 
NEPHROS (mpp&s), a kidney (Eng., nephritis, etc.), usually in the 

plural, is used metaphorically of the will and the affection!'\, föw. ?. : 23, 
" reins" (cp. Ps. 7 : 9 ; Jer. II : 20 ; 17 : 10 ; 20 : 12). The feelings 
and emotions were regarded as having their seat in the kidneys., 

REJECT 
A. Verbs. 

I. APODOKIMAZÖ (d11080Ktµ.a{w}, to reject as the result of 
examination and disapproval (apo, away from, dokimazö, to approve), 
is used (a) of the rejection of Christ. by the eltlers and chief priests of the 
Jews, Matt. 21 : 42 ; Mark 8 : 31 ; 12 : 10 ; Luke 9 : 22 ; 20 : I7 ; I Pet. 
2: 4, 7 (A.V., "disallowed ") ; by the Jewish people, Luke 17: 25; 
(b) of the rejection of Esau from inheriting " the blessing," Heb. 12 : I7. 
See DrsALLOW.~ Cp. and contrast exoutheneö, Acts 4 : II. See DESPISE. 

2. ATHETEO (d8erlw), properly, to do away with what has been laid 
down, to make atheton (i.e., without place, a, negative, tithemi, to place), 
hence, besides its meanings to set aside, make void, nullify, disannul, 
signifies to reject ; in Mark 6: 26, regarding Herod's pledge to Salome, it 
almost certainly has the meaning 'to break faith with' (cp. thc Sept. of 
Jer. 12: 6, and Lam. l : 2, "dealt treacherously "). Moulton and 
Milligan illustrate this meaning from the papyri. Field suggests ' dis
appoint." In Mark 7 : 9 " ye reject (the commandment) " means ' ye 
set aside; 'in Luke 7: 30, "ye reject" may have the meaning of nullifying 
or making void the counsel of God; in Luke IO: 16 (four times), 
"rejecteth," R.V. (A.V., "despiseth ") ; "rejecteth" in John 12 : 48; 
" reject " in l Cor. l : 19 (A.V., " bring to nothing ") ; I Thess. 4: 8, to 
despise, where the reference is to the charges in ver. 2; in I Tim . .5 : 12, 
R.V., "have rejected" (A.V., "have cast off "). See DESPISE, Notes (1), 
DISANNUL, No. 1. 
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3. EKPTUÖ (€K1TTvw), to spit out (ek, out, and ptuö, to spit), i.e., to 
abominate, loathe, is used in Gal. 4: 14, "rejected" (marg., "spat out "), 
where the sentence is elliptical : ' although my disease repelled you, you 
did not refuse to hear my message.''if 

4. PARAITEOMAI ('rrapai'Tloµai), besides the meanings to beg from 
another, Mark 15 : 6 (in the best texts) ; to entreat that ... not, Heb. 
12 : 19; to beg off, ask to be excused, Luke 14 : 18, 19.; 12 ': 25 (see 
RLFUSE, No. 2), is tr'auslaled to reject in Tit. 3: 10, A.V. See ExcusE, 
lNTREAT, REFUSE. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. ADOKIMOS (dooKiµos), not standing the test (see CAST, C), is 

translated "rejected" in 1 Cor. 9: 27, R.V.; Heb. 6: 8, A.V. and R.V. 
See REPROBATE. 

2. APOBLETOS (d7r6ß>..71Tos), lit., cast away (apo, from, ballö, to 
throw), occurs in 1 Tim. 4: 4, R.V., "rejected" (A.V., "refused "). 
See REFUSE. 'if 

REJOICE 
I. CIIAIRÖ (xalpw}, to rejoice, is most frcqucntly so translated. 

As to this verb, the following are grounds and occasions for rejoicing, on 
the part of believers: in the Lord, Phil. 3 : 1 ; 4 : 4 ; His Incarnation, 
Luke 1: 14; His power, Luke 13: 17; His presence with the Father, 
John 14: 28; His presence with them, John 16: 22; 20: 20; His 
ultimate triumph, 8 : 56 ; hearing the gospel, Acts 13 : 48 ; their salvation, 
Acts 8: 39; receiving the Lord, Luke 19 : 6; their enrolment in Heaven, 
Luke 10 : 20 ; their liberty in Christ, Acts 15 : 31 ; their hope, Rom. 12 : 12 
(cp. Rom. 5: 2; Rev. 19: 7); their prospect of reward, Matt. 5: 12; 
the obedience and godly conduct of fellow-believers, Rom. 16: 19, R.V., 
"I rejoice" (A.V., " I am glad ") ; 2 Cor. 7: 7, 9; 13: 9 ; Col. 2 : 5 ; l 

Thess. 3 : 9; 2 John 4; 3 John 3 ; the proclamation of Christ, Phil. l : 18; 
the gospel harvest, John 4: 36; suffering with Christ, Acts 5 : 41 ; l Pet. 
4 : 13 ; suffering in the cause of the gospel, 2 Cor. 13 : 9 (1st part) ; Phil. 
2 : 17 (1st part) ; Col. l : 24 ; in persecutions, trials and affiictions, Matt. 
5 : 12; Luke 6: 23 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 10; the manifestation of grace, Acts 
II : 23; meeting with fellow-believers, l Cor. 16: 17, R.V., "I rejoice;" 
Phil. 2 : 28 ; receiving tokens of love and fellowship, Phil. 4 : 10 ; thc 
rejoicip.g of others, Rom. 12 : 15 ; 2 Cor. 7: 13 ; learning of the well
being of others, 2 Cor. 7: 16. See FAREWELL, GLAD, GREETING, etc. 

2. SUNCHAIRÖ (avyxatpw), to rejoice with (sun, and No. 1), is used 
of rejoicing together in the recovery of what was lost, Luke 15 : 6, 9; 
in suffering in the cause of the gospel, Phil, 2: 17 (2nd part), 18; in the 
joy of another, Luke l : 58; in the honour of fellow-believers, l Cor. 
12 : 26; in the triumph of the trulh, i Cur. 13 : G, R.V.," rejoiceth with."~ 

3. AGALLIAÖ (dya>..Aidw), lo rejoice greatly, to exult, is used, (I) in 
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the Acti~ Voice, of rejoicing in God, Luke l: 47; in faith in Christ, 
l Pet. l : 8, R.V. (Middle V. in some mss.), "ye rejoice greatly;" in the 
event of the marriage of the Lamb, Rev. 19 : 7, "be exceeding glad," 
R.V.; (II) in the Middle Voice, (a) of rejoicing in persecutions, Matt. 
5 : 12 (2nd part) ; in the light of testimony for God, John 5 : 35 ; in 
salvation received through the gospel, Acts 16: 34, "he rejoiced greatly," 
R.V. ; in salvation ready tobe revealed, l Pct. l : 6; at the revelation of 
His glory, l Pet. 4: 13, "with exceeding joy," lit., 'ye may n~joke (see 
No. l) exulting;' (b) of Christ's rejoicing (greatly) "in the Holy Spirit," 
Luke ro: 21, R.V.; said of His praise, as foretold in Ps. r6: 9, quoted 
in Acts 2 : 26 (which follows thc Sept., "My tongue ") ; (c) of Abraham's 
rejoicing, by faith, to see Christ's day, John 8: 56.if 

4. EUPHRAINÖ (d1<f>palvw}, in the Active Voicc, to cheer, gladden 
(eu, well, phren, the mind), signifies in the Passive Voice to rejoice, make 
merry ; it is translated to rejoice in Acts 2 : 26, R.V., " was glad," A.V., 
"did ... rejoice," of the heart of Christ as foretold in Ps. 16 : 9 [cp. No. 
3, II (b)] ; in Acts 7 : 41, of Israel's idolatry ; in Rom. 15 : ro (quoted 
from the Sept. of Deut. 32 : 43, where it is a command to the Gentiles to 
rejoice with the Jews in their future deliverance by Christ from all their 
foes, at the establishment of the Messianic Kingdom) the Apostle applies 
it to the effects of the gospel ; in Gal. 4 : 27 (touching the barrenness 
of Sarah as referred to in ls. 54: l, and there pointing to the ultimate 
restoration of Isrnel to Goci's favour, cp. 51 : 2), the word is applied to 
the effects of the gospel, in that the progeny of grace would greatly 
exceed the number of those who had acknowledged allegiance to the Law; 
grace and faith are fruitful, law and works are barren as a means of 
salvation; in Rev. 12 : 12, it is used in a call to the heaveIJ.S to rejoice at 
the casting out of Satan and the inauguration of the Kingdom of God 
in manifestation and the authority of His Christ ; in 18 : 20, of a call to 
heaven, saints, apostles, prophets, to rejoice in the destruction of Babylon. 
See GLAD, No. 3, MERRY, No. I. 

5. KAUCHAOMAI (Kavxcioµ.ai}, to boast, to glory, is rendered to 
rejoice, (a) Rom. 5 : 2, in hope of the glory of God; (b) 5 : 3, R.V. (A.V. 
"glory "), in tribulation; (c) 5 : II, R.V. (A.V„ "we joy "), in God; 
(d) Phil. 3 : 3, R.V., "glory" (A.V., "rcjoice ") in Christ Jesus; 
(e) Jas. l : 9 (R.V., "glory," A.V., "rejoice "), the brother of low degree 
in his high estate ; the rich brothcr in being made low ; ( f) Jas. t : 16, 
of evil glorying. See GLORY (to boast). 

Notes: (1) In Jas. 2: 13, A.V., katakauchaomai,to glory, boast against, 
is translated " rejoiceth against " (R.V., " glorieth against "). See 
GLORY (to boast), A, No. 2. (2) The nouns kauchema, kauchesis, signifying 
glorying, boasting, are always so rendered in the R.V., where the A.V. has 
"rejoicing," the former in.2 Cor. l: 14; Gal. 6: 4; Phil. I: 26; 2: 16; 
Heb. 3 : 6 ; the latter in I Cor. 15 : 31 ; 2 Cor. I : 12 ; I Thess. 2 : 19; 
Jas. 4: 16. See GLORY, B, Nos. r und 2. 
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RELEASE 
APOLUO (a1To.\Vw), to loose from, is translated to release in Matt. 

18: 27, R.V. (A.V.," loosed ") ; 27 : 15, 17, 21, 26; Mark 15 : 6, 9, II, 15 ; 
Luke 6: 37 (twice), R.V. (A.V., "forgive" and" ye shall be forgiven ") ; 
23 : 16 (ver. 17, in some mss.), 18, 20, 25 ; 23 : 22, R.V. (A.V., "let ... 
go ") ; John 18 : 39 (twice); 19 : ro; in 19 : 12, in the rst part, A.V. and 
R.V. ; in the 2nd part, R.V., "release" (A.V., "let ... go ") ; so in 
Acts 3: 13. See DEPART, D1sM1ss. 

Note: For aphesis, "release," Luke 4 : 18, R.V., see DELIVERANCE. 

RELIEF 
r. DIAKONIA (8ta.1tovla.), ministry, is translatcd " relief" in Acls 

II : 29 [R.V., marg., "for (eis) ministry "]. 
2. ANESIS (äv€ais), a loosening, relaxation (akin to aniemi, to 

send away, let go, loosen), is translated "relief" in 2 Cor. 2: 13 and 7: 5 
(A,V., "rest ")., See REST. 

RELIEVE 
EPARKEO (~1TapKew) signifies to be strong enough for, and so either 

to ward off, or to aid, to relieve (a strengthened form of arkeö, which has 
the same three meanings, epi being intensive) ; it is used in r Tim. 5 : ro, 
16 (twice).~ 

RELIGION 
I. THRRSKEIA (8p'YJaK€la) signifies religion in its external aspect 

(akin to threskos, see below), religious worship, especially the ceremonial 
service of religion ; it is used of the religion of the Jews, Acts 26 : 5 ; of 
the "worshipping" of angels, Col. 2 : 18, which they themselves repudiate 
(Rev. 22 : 8, 9) ; " there was an officious parade of humility in selecting 
these lower beings as intercessors rather than. appealing directly to the 
Throne of Grace" (Lightfoot) ; in Jas. r : 26, 27 the writer purposely 
uses the word to set in contrast that which is unreal and deceptive, and 
the " pure religion " which consists in visiting " the fatherless and widows 
in their aftliction," and in keeping oneself "unspotted from the world." 
He is " not herein affirming . . . these offices to be the sum total, nor 
yet the great essentials, of true religion, but declares them tobe the body, 
the threskeia, of which godliness, or the love of God, is the informing 
soul" (Trench). ~ 

2. DEISIDAIMONIA (8€iai8aiµ.ovla) primarily denotes fear of the 
gods (from deidö, to fear, daimön, a pagan deity, Eng., demon), regarded 
whether as a religious attitude, or, in its usual meaning, with a con
demnatory or contemptuous significance, superstition. That is how 
Festus regarded the Jews' religion, Acts 25 : 19, A.V. and R.V. marg., 
"superstition" (R.V., "religion "). See RELIGIOUS, Note (r), and under 
SUPERSTITIOUS. ~ 
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Notes: (1) Threskeia is external, theosebeia is the reverential worship 
of God (see GODLINEss), eusebeia is piety (see GoDLINESS), eulabeia the 
devotedness arising from godly fear (see FEAR). (2) For "the Jews' 
religion," Gal. l : 13, 14, see ]EWS, B. 

RELIGIOUS 
THRE:SKOS (OpfjaKoS'), religious, careful of the externals of divine 

service, akin to threskeia (sec abovc), is uscd in Jas. l : 26.if 
Notes: (1) For deisidaimön, Acts 17: 22, R.V„ marg„ "religious," 

see 5uPERSTITious. (2) For "religious (proselytes)," A.V. in Ar.ts r3 : '13. 
see DEVOUT, No. 3. 

RE MAIN 
I. MENÖ (µlvw), to stay, abide, is frequently rendered to remain, 

e.g„ Matt. II : 23; Luke IO : 7; John l : 33, A.V. (R.V„ "abiding ") ; 
9: 41 (in 15 : II, the best texts have the verb to be, see R.V.) ; 15 : 16, 
A.V. (R.V„ "abide ") ; 19: 31 ; Acts 5 : 4 (twice), RV„ "whiles it 
rcmaincd, did it (not) remain (thine own) ? ; " 27: 4r ; r Cor. 7 : II ; 

15 : 6; 2 Cor. 3 : II, 14; 9 : 9, A.V. (R.V„ "abideth "); Heb. 12 : 27; 
l John 3 : 9. See ABIDE. 

2. DIAMENÖ (Siaµlvw), to remain throughout (dia, through, and 
No. l), is translated to remain in Luke l : 22 ; Heb. l : II, A.V. (R.V„ 
"Thou continuest "). See CoNTINUE, No. 4. 

3. APOLEIPÖ (a1ToAEl7Tw), in the Passive Voice, to be reserved, to 
remain, is translated" remaineth" in Heb. 4: 6, 9; 10 : 26. See LEAVE, 
No. 4. 

4. PERILEIPÖ (1TEpLAEl1Tw), to leave over, used in the Middle Voice, 
is translated "remain" in l Thess. 4: 15, 17, A.V. (R.V„ "are left "), 
where it stands for the living believers at the coming (the beginning 
of the Parousia) of Christ. if 

5. PERISSEUÖ (m;piaaEvw), to abound, to be over and above, to 
remain over, is rendered "(that which) remained over" in Matt. 14: 20, 

R.V. ; and Luke 9: 17, R.V. (A.V„ "remained ") ; John 6: 12, 13 (A.V„ 
" ... over and above "). See ABUNDANCE, B, No. I. 

Notes: (r) In Mark 8: 8, per,issewma, au abuw.lam;e, is usetl in the 
plural, R.V„ "(of bröken pieces) that remained over" (A.V. "that was 
left "). (2) In l Cor. 7: 29, A.V„ to loipon, lit„ ' (as to)' what is left,' 
' (as for) the rest,' is translated "it remaineth" (R.V„ "henceforth ") ; 
in Rev. 3 : 2, ta loipa, the plural, "the things that remain." 

REMEMBER, REMEMBRANCE, REMINDED 
A. Verbs. 

r. MTMNESKÖ (1u1ivr}aKw), from t·he older form mnaomai, in the 
Active Voice signifies to remind ; in the Middle Voice, to remind oneself 
of, hence, to remember, to be mindful of ; the later form is found only 
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in the present tense, in Heb. 2 : 6, "are mindful of," and 13 : 3, "remem
ber;" the perfcct tense in l Cor. II : 2 and in 2 Tim. l: 4 (R.V., 
"rcmembering," A.V., "being mindful of "), is used with a present 
meaning. R.V. variations from the A.V. are, in Luke l : 54, R.V., " that 
He might rcmembcr" (A.V., " in rcmcmbrancc of ") ; 2 Pet. 3 : 2, 

"remcmber" (A.V., "be mindful of ") ; Rev. 16: 19 (Passive Voice), 
"was remcmbered" (A.V., "came in remembrance "). The Passive 
Vuice is used aL5o in Acts IO : 31, A.V. and R.V., "arc had in 
remembrance." See MrNDFUL OF (to be). 

2. MNEMONEUO (p.V7J/WVEvw) signifies to call to mind, remember; 
it is used absolutcly in Mark 8 : 18 ; everywhere else it has an object, (a) 
persons, Luke 17 : 32 ; Gal. 2 : IO ; z Tim. 2 : 8, wherc the R.V. rightly 
has "remember Jesus Christ, risen from the dead; " Paul was not 
reminding Timothy (nor did he need to) that Christ was raised from the 
dead (A.V.), what was necdful for him was to remember (to keep in min<l) 
the One who rose, thc Source and Supplier of all his requiremcnts; 
(b) things, e.g., Matt. 16: 9; John 15 : 20; 16: 21; Acts 20: 35; Col. 
4 : i8; l Thess. 1 : 3; 2 : g; Heb. II : 15, "had been mindful of; " 
13 : 7 ; Rev. 18 : 5 ; (c) a clause, representing a circumstance etc., 
John 16: 4; Acts zo: 31; Eph. 2: IT; 2 Thess. 2: 5; Rev. 2: 5; 3: 3; 
in Heb. II: 22 it significs to make mcntion of. Sec MENTION.if 

3. ANAM1MNESKO (dvaµ.ip.v~aKw), ana, back, and No. l, signifies 
in the Activc Voice to rcmind, call to one's mind, r Cor. 4: 17, " put 
(A.V., bring) ... into remembrance ; " so 2 Tim. l : 6 ; in the Passive 
Voice, to remember, call to (onc's own) mind, Mark II : 21, "calling 
to remembrance; " 14: 72, "callcd to mind;" 2 Cor. 7 : 15, "rcmem
bereth;" Heb. 10: 32, "call to rcmembrance."if 

4. HUPOMIMNESKO (v1Top.ip.v~aKw) signifies to cause one to 
rcmember, put one in mind of (hupo, under, often implying suggestion, 
and No. l), John 14: 26, "shall ... bring ... to (your) remcm
brance ; " 2 Tim. 2 : 14, " put . . . in remembrancc ; " Tit. 3 : l, " put 
... in mind;" 3 John IO, R.V., "I will bring to remembrance" (A.V., 
" I will remembcr ") ; Jude 5, "to put ... in remembrance." In 
Luke 22 : 61 it is uscd in thc Passive Voicc, " (Peter) remembcred," 
lit., ' was put iu mi11<l.'il 

5: EPANAMIMNESKO (€1Tavap.ip.v~aKw), to remind again (epi, upon, 
and No. 3), is uscd.in Rom. 15 : 15, R.V., "putting (you) again in rcmem
brance," A.V., "putting (you) in mind.'' See Mrnn.if 

Note: In l Tim. 4: 6, A.V„ hupotithemi, to lay under, to suggest, 
is translatcd " put in rcmcmbrance" (R.V., " put in mind "). 
See MIND. 

B. Nouns. 
l. ANAMNESIS (dvap.V7Jais), a rememhranc.e (ana, up, or again, and 

A, No. l), is used (a) in Christ's command in thc institution oi the Lord's 
Supper, Luke 22 : i9 ; l Cor. II : 24, 25, not ' in memory of ' but in an 
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affectionate calling of the Person Himself to mind ; (b) of the remem
brance of sins, Heb. ro: 3, R.V„ "a remembrance" (A.V„ "a remem
brance again ;" but the prefix ana does not here signify again) ; what is 
indicated, in regard to the sacrifices under the law, is not simply an 
external bringing to remembrance, but an awakening of mind. ~ In the 
Sept., Lev. 24: 7; Numb. ro: ro; Pss. 38 and 70, Titles.~ 

2. HUPOMNESIS (inr6µ11'1}uts) denotes a reminding, a reminder; in 
2 Tim. l : 5 it is used with lambanö, to receive, lit„ 'having received a 
reminder,' R.V., " having been reminded" (A.V., " when I call to remem
brance ") ; in 2 Pet. l : l,3 and 3 : l," remembrance."~ 

Note: A distinction has been drawn between Nos. l and 2, in that 
anamnesis indicates an unassisted recalling, hupomnesis, a remembrance 
prompted by another. 

3. MNEIA (µv€la) denotes a remembrance, or a mention. See 
MENTION. 

4. MNEME (µvi}µ.71) denotes a memory (akin to mnaomai, A, No. l), 
remembrance, mention, 2 Pet. l : 15, "remembrance; " here, however, 
it is uscd with poieö, to makc (Middle Voice), and some suggest that the 
meaning is ' to make mention. ·~ 

REMISSION, REMIT 
A. Nouns. 

I. APHESIS (acp€uLs), a dismissal, relea~ (from aph1:emi, B), is usf'ti 
of the forgiveness of sins and translated " remission " in Matt. 26 : 28 ; 
Mark l : 4; Luke l : 77; 3 : 3; 24: 47; Acts 2 : 38; 5 : 31 (A.V„ "for
giveness "); ro: 43; 13 : 38, R.V. (A.V.," forgiveness "); 26 : 18 (ditto); 
Heb. 9 : 22 ; ro : 18. See FoRGIVE, B, and A, No. I. 

2. PARESIS (ml.pwis), a passiilg by of <lebt or sin, Rom. 3: 25, A.V., 
"remission" (R.V. and A.V. marg., "passing over "). See PASSING 
ÜVER.~ 

Note: No. 2 is a matter of forbearance, No. l a matter of grace. 
B. Verb. 

APHIEMI (dtf>l71µi), to send away (akin to A, No. l), is translated to 
remit in John 20: 23 (twice), A.V. (R.V., to forgive). Scripture makes 
clear that the Lord's words could not have been intended to bestow the 
exercise of absolution, which Scripture declares is the prerogative of God 
alone. There is no instance in the N.T. of this act on the part of the 
Apostles. The words are to be understood in a " declaraüve " sense ; 
the statement has regard to the effects of their ministry· of the gospel, 
with its twofold. effects of remission or retention. They could not, 
nor could anyone subsequently, forgive sins, any more than that 
Joseph actually restored the butler to his office and hanged the baker 
(Gen. 41 : 13). or any more than that the prophets actually accomplished 
things when they declared that they were about tobe done (]er. I: IO; 

Ezek. 43: 3). See FoRGIVE, No. I. 
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REMNANT 
I. LOIPOS (A.onr&s), an adjective (akin to leipö, to leave) signifying 

remaining, is used as a noun and translated" the rest" in the R.V., where 
the A.V. has" the remnant," Matt. 22 : 6 ; Rev. II : 13 ; 12 : 17 ; 19 : 21. 
See ÜTHER, REsmuE, REST (the). 

2. LEIMMA (A.Eiµµa}, that which is left (akin to leipö, to leave), 
a remnant, is used in Rom. II : 5, " there is a remnant," more lit., 
' thcre has comc to be a rcmnant,' i.c., thcrc is a spiritual remnimt 
saved by the gospel from the midst of apostate Israel. While in one 
sense there has been and is a considerable number, yet, compared 
with the whole nation, past arul present, the remnant is small, and 
as such is an evidence of God's electing grace (see ver. 4).~ In the Sept., 
2 Kings 19: 4.~ 

3. HUPOLEIMMA ({nrÖAEiµµa}, hupo, under, signifying diminution, 
and No. 2, is used in Rom. 9: 27: some mss. have kataleimma, which-has 
virtually the same meaning (kata, down, behind), a remnant; where the 
contrast is drawn between the number of Israel as a whole, and the small 
numberin it of those who are saved through the Gospel. The quotation 
is chiefty from the Sept. of Isa. 10: 22, 23, with a modification recalling 
Hosea l : 10, especia\Jy with regard to the word "number." The retum 
of the remnant is indicated in the na:me " Shear-Jashub," see Isa. 7 : 3, 
marg. The primary reference was to the retum of a remnant from cap
tivity to thcir own land and to God Himself; here the application is to 
the effects of the gospel. There is stress on the word "remnant." ~ 

REMOVE, REMOVING 
A. Verbs. 

I. METABAINÖ (µETaßalvw}, to pass over from one place to another 
(meta, il:nplying change, and bainö, to go), is translated to remove in 
Matt. 17: 20 (twice). See PASS, No. 7. 

2. METHISTEMI (µE8lC17'71µi} is used transitivcly in the sense of caus
ing to remove, in Acts 13: 22, of the removing of King Saul, by bringing 
about his death; in I Cor. 13 : z, of removing mountains. See PUT, 
No. 23, TRANSLATE, TURN. 

3. METATITHEMI (µETaTl871µi), to remove a person or thing from one 
place to another (meta, implying change, tithemi, to put), e.g., Acts 7: 16, 
"were catried over," signiffes, in the Middle Voice, to change oneself, and 
is so used in Gal. I : 6 "(I marvel that) ye are ... removing," R.V. 
(not as A.V., "removed "); the present tense suggests.that the defection 
of the Galatians from the truth was not yet complete and would continue 
unless they changed their views. The Middle Voice indicates that they 
were themselves responsible for their declension, rather than the Judaizers 
who had infiuenced them. See CARRY, No. 5. 

4. PARAPHERÖ (7rapacf>lpw), lit., to bring to or before (para, beside, 
pherö, to carry), to take or carry away, is translatcd "remove" in the 
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Lord's prayer in Gethsemane, Mark I4 : 36, R.V. (A.V., " take away ") ; 
Luke 22 : 42. See TAKE. In the Sept., I Sam. 2I : I3-~ 

5. METOIKIZÖ (µ.erotKl,w), to remove to a new abode, cause to 
migrate (meta, implying change, oikos, a dwelling place), is translated 
"removed" in Acts 7: 4; " I will carry ... away" (ver. 43). See 
CARRYING AwAY, B. 

6. APOCHÖRIZÖ (a7roxwpl,w), ·to separate, part asunder, is used in 
the Passive Voice iu Rev. 6: J4, "{lhe heaven) was removed," R.V. 
(A.V., "departed "). See DEPART, No. 14· 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 2I: 2I and Mark II: 23, airö, to lift, take np, is 
translated "be thou removed" (R.V., "be thou taken up "). (2) In 
Rev. 2 : 5, A.V., kineö, to move (R.V.), is translated "will remove." 
See MovE. 

B. Noun. 
METATHESIS {µ.m!Oecns}, change of position (transliterated in Eng., 

metathesis, a transposition of the letter of a word), from meta, implying 
change, and tithemi, to place, is used only in Hebrews and translated 
" remuviug " iu l!l : Z/ ; " lran::.lalion " in II : 5 ; " change " in 7 : I2. 
See ÜHANGE, A.~ 

REND, RENT (Verb and Noun) 
A. Verbs. 

I. RHEGNUMI (p~yvvµ.i), to tear, rend, is translated to rend in 
Matt. 7.: 6, of swine. See BREAK, A, No. 6. 

2. DIARRHESSÖ, or DIARESSÖ (8tap~aaw), a late form of diarr
hegnumi, to break asunder, rend (dia, through, and No. I}, is used of 
rending one's garments, Matt. 26 : 65 ; Mark I4 : 63 ; Acts I4 : 14. 
See BREAK, A, No. 7. 

3. PERIRRHEGNUMI, or PERIREGNUMI (1Teptp~yvvµ.i), to tear 
off all round (peri, around), is said of garments in Acts I6: 22.~ 

4. SCHIZÖ (axl,w}, to split, rend open, translated to rend in Matt. 
27 : 5I (twice) ; Mark I : 10, R.V., " rent asunder " (A.V., " open ") ; 
15·: 38; Luke 5: 36, R.V., "rendeth (from);" the A.V. follows the mss. 
which oniit it in the Ist part of this verse; 23 : 45 ; John I9 : 24; 2I : II, 

R.V., "rent" (A.V., "broken "), of a net. See BREAK, A, No. I2. 
5. DIASPAÖ (Oiaam.fw), to tear asunder, is translated" rent asunder" 

in Mark S : 4, R.V. (A.V., "vlucked asunder ") ; for Acts 23: 10, see 
TEAR.~ 

Note: In Mark 9: 26, A.V., sparassö, to tear (R.V.), is rendered 
" rent." See TEAR. 

B. Noun. 
SCHISMA (axlaµ.a), a rent, division (akin to A, No. 4), signifies a rent 

in wineskins in Matt. 9: I6; Mark 2 : 21. See :01v1s10N, No. 3. 

RENDER 
I. APODIDÖMI (a1To3l3wµ.i), to give up or back, is translated to 
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render, (a) of righteous acts, (1) human, Matt. 21 : 41 ; 22 : 21 ; Mark 
12 : 17; Luke 16: 2, R.V. (A.V., "give ") ; Luke 20 : 25 ; Rom. 13 : 7; 
l Cor. 7: 3; (2) Divine, Matt. 16 : 27, R.V„ "shall render" (A.V., "shall 
reward "), ah important R.V. change ; Rom. 2 : 6 ; 2 Tim. 4: 14, R.V. 
(A.V„ "reward ") ; Rev. 18: 6 (ditto) ; 22 : 12, R.V. (A.V„ "give ") ; 
(b) of unrighteous acts, Rom. 12 : 17, R.V. (A.V„ " recompense ") ; 
l Thess. 5 : 15; l Pet. 3 : 9. See DELIVER, A, No. 3, RECOMPENSE, B, 
Nu. 2. 

2. ANTAPODIDÖMI (d11TaTroolowfLt), to give in return for, is translated 
"render" in l Thess. 3: 9. See RECOMPENSE, REPAY. 

3. PARECHÖ (7rap€xw), to furnish, provide, supply, is translated 
"render" in Col. 4: I, R.V. (A.V., "give "), of what is due from masters 
to servants. See G1vE, No. 8. 

4. DIDÖMI (olowµ.i), to give, is translated "rendering" in 2 Thess. 
l : 8, R.V. (A.V„ "taking "), of the Divine execution of vengeance at the 
revelation of Christ from Heaven hereafter. See GIVE, No. r. 

RENEW, RENEWING (Verb and Nuun) 
A. Verbs. 

r. ANAKAINOÖ (dvaKaw6w), ,to make new (ana, back or again, 
kainos, new, not recent but different), to renew, is used in the Passive 
Voice in 2 Cor. 4: 16, of the daily renewal of "the inward man" (in 
cunirast to the physical frame), i.e„ of the renewal of spiritual power; 
in Col. 3 : 10, of " the new man " (in contrast to the old unregenerate 
nature), which "is being renewed unto knowledge," R.V. (cp. No. 3 in 
Eph. 4: 23), i.e„ the true knowledge in Christ, as opposed to heretical 
teachings. if 

Note: This word has not been found elsewhere in Greek writings 
as yet, though No. 2 is, which would prevent the supposition that the 
Apostle coined a new word. 

2. ANAKAINIZÖ (dvaKatvltw) is a variant form of No. I, used in Heb. 
6: 6, of the impossibility of renewing to repentance those Jews who 
professedly adhered to the Christian faith, if, after their experiences of it 
(not actual possession of its regenerating effects), they apostatized into 
their former Judaism.if In the Sept„ 2 Chron. 15: 8; Ps. 39: 2; 103: 5; 
104: 30; Lam. 5: 2r.if 

3. ANANEOÖ (dvav€6w), to renew, make young (ana, as in No. I, and 
neos, recent, not different), is used in Eph. 4 : 23, "be renewed (in the 
spirit of your mind)." The renewal here mentioned is not that of the 
mind itself in its natural powers of memory, judgment and perception, 
but 'the spirit of the mind,' which, under the controlling power of the 
indwelling Holy Spirit, directs its benl and energies Godward in the 
enjoymcnt of" fcllowship with the Father and with His Son, Jesus Christ," 
and of the fulfilment of the will of God. if The word is frequent in inscrip
tions and in the papyri. 
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B. Noun. 
ANAKAINÖSIS (&.vaKalvwai>), akin to A, No. l, a renewal, is used in 

Rom. 12 : 2, "the renewing (of your mind)," i.e„ the adjustment of the 
moral and spiritual vision and thinking to the mind of God, which is 
designcd to have a transforming effect upon the life; in Tit. 3 : 5, where 
" the rcnewing of the Holy Spirit " is not a fresh bestowment of the 
Spirit, but a revival of His power, developing the Christian life; this 
passage stresses the continual opcration of the indwclling Spirit of God; 
the Romans passage stresses the willing response on the part of the 
believcr.~ 

REN OUNCE 
I. APEIPON (a7T€t7Tov), lit., to tell from (apo, from, eipon, an aorist 

form uscd to supply parts of tegö, to say), signifies to renounce, 2 Cor. 
4: 2 (Middle Voice), of disowning "the hidden things of shame."~ In 
thc Sept. of l Kings II : 2 it signifies to forbid, a meaning found in the 
papyri. The meaning to renounce may thcreforc carry with it the 
thought of forbidding thc approach of the things disowncd. 

2. APOTASSÖ (d?ToTaaaw), toset apart, to appoint, a meaning found 
in the papyri (apo, from, tassö, to arrange), is uscd in the Middle Voice in 
the sense either of taking leave of, e.g., Acts 18 : 18, or forsaking, Luke 
14: 33, R.V., "renounceth" (A.V. "forsakcth "). Sec FORSAKE, LEAVE. 

REPAY 
I. APODIDÖMI (d?ToSlSwµi), to give back, is translated" I will repay" 

in Luke lO : 35. See DELIVER, A, No. 3, RECOMPENSE, B, No. 2, RENDER, 
No. i. 

2. ANTAPODIDÖMI (dv-ra?ToolSwµi), to give in return for, is translated 
"I will repay" in Rom. 12: 19, A.V. (R.V„ "I willrecompense "). See 
RECOMPENSE, B, No. l, RENDER, No. 2. 

3. APOTINÖ or APOTIÖ (d?ToTlvw), signifying to pay off (apo, off, 
tinö, to pay a fine), is used in Philm. 19, of Paul's promise to repay what
ever Onesimus owed Philemon, or to whatever extent the runaway slave 
had wronged his master. ~ The verb is very common in the papyri, 
e.g., in a contract of apprenticeship the father has to pay a forfeit for cach 
day of the son's absence from work. Moulton and Milligan, who draw this 
and other illustrations in the way of repayment, point out that "this 
verb is stronger than apodidömi (No. l), and carries with it the idea of 
repayment by way of a fine or punishment, a fact which lends emphasis 
to its use in Philm. 19." 

REPENT, REPENTANCE 
A. Verbs. 

I. METANOEÖ (µ€Tavolw), lit., to perceive afterwards (meta, after, 
implying change, noeö, lu pen:eive; nous, llte mind, lhe seat of moral 
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reflection), in contrast to pronoeö, to perceive beforehand, hence signifies 
to change one's mind or purpose, always, in the N.T., involving a change 
for the better, .an amendment, and always, except in Luke 17: 3, 4, of 
repentance from sin. The word is found in the Synoptic Gospels 
(in Luke, nine times), in Acts five times, in the Apocalypse twelve 
times, eight in the messages to the churches, 2 : 5 (twice), 16, 21 
(twice), R.V., "she willeth not to repent" (2nd part) ; 3 : 3, 19 (the only 
churches in those chapters which contain no exhortation in this respect 
are those at Smyrna and Philadelphia) ; elsewhere only in 2 Cor. 12 : 21. 
See also the general Note below. 

2. METAMELOMAI (µ€raµÜwµai), meta, as in No. l, and melö, to 
care for, is uscd in the Passive Voice with Middle Voice sense, signifying 
to regret, to repent oneseif, Matt. 21 : 29, R.V., "repented himself ; " 
ver. 32, R.V., "ye did (not) repent yourselves" (A.V., "ye repented 
not"); 27: 3, "repented himself;" 2 Cor. 7: 8 (twice), R.V., "reg,ret" 
in each case; Heb. 7: 21, where alone in the N.T. it is said (negatively) 
of God., 

B. Adjective. 
AMETAMELETOS (aµ.€raµl>.71ros}, not repented of, unregretted (a, 

negative, and a verbal adjective of A, No. 2), signifies' without change of 
purpose;' it is said (a) of God in regard to his "gifts and calling," Rom. 
II : 29; (b) of man, 2 Cor. 7 : IO, K V., "[repentance (metanoia, see C)] 
, .. which bringeth no reeret" (A.V., "not to be repented of ") ; the 
difference between metanoia and metamelomai, illustrated here, is briefly 
expressed in the contrast between repentance and regret., 

C. Noun. 
METANOIA (µm:f.voia), after-thought, change of mind, repentance, 

corresponds in meaning to A, No. l, and is used of repentance from 
sin or evil, except in Heb. 12 : 17, where the word "repentance" seems to 
mean, not simply a change of Isaac's mind, but such a change as would 
reverse the effects of his own previous state of mind. Esau's birthright
bargain could not be recalled, it involved an irretrievable loss. 

As regards repentance from sin, (a) the requirement by God on man's 
part is set forth, e.g., in Matt. 3: 8; Luke 3: 8; Acts 20: 21 ; 26: 20; 
(b) the mercy of God in giving repentance or leading men to it is set forth, 
e.g., in Acts S : 31 ; II : 18 ; Rom. 2 : 4 ; 2 Tim. z : 25. The most 
authentic mss. omit the word in Matt. 9: 13 and Mark 2: 17, as in the 
R.V. 

Note: In the O:T„ repentance with reference to sin is not so prominent 
as that change of mind or purpose, out of pity for those who have been 
affected by one's action, or in whom the results of the action .have not 
fulfilled expectations, a repentance attributed both to God and to man, 
e.g„ Gen. 6 : 6; Ex. 32 : 14 (that this does not imply anything contrary to 
God's immutability, but that the aspect of His mind is changed toward 
an object that has ilself changed, see under RECONCILE). 
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In the N.T. the subject chiefly has reference to repentance from sin, 
and this change of mind involves both a turning fröm sin and a turning to 
God. The parable of the prodigal son is an outstanding illustration of 
this. Christ began His ministry with a call to repentance; Matt. 4: 17, 
but the call is addressed, not as in the O.T. to the nation, but to the 
individual. In the Gospel of John, as distinct from the Synoptic Gospels, 
referred to above, repentance is not mentioned, even in connection with 
John the Baptist's preaching; in John's Gospel aml ist Epistle the 
effects are stressed, e.g., in the new birth, and, generally, in the active 
turning from sin to God by the exercise of faith (John 3: 3; 9: 38; l John 
l : 9), as in the N.T. in general. ----

REPETITIONS (use vain) 
BATTALOGEÖ or BATTOLOGEÖ (ßarra>-.oyew}, to rcpcat idly, is 

used in Matt. 6: 7, "use (not) vain repetitions;" the meaning to stammer 
is scarcely to be associated with this word. The word is probably from an 
Arama1c phrase and onomatopoe1c in character. The rendering of the 
Sinaitic Syriac is " Do not be saying battalatha, idle things," i.e., meaning
less and mechanically repeated phrases, the reference being to pagan (not 
Jewish} modes of prayer. Battalos, "the Gabbler," was a nickname for 
Demosthenes, the great orator, assigned to him by bis rivals., 

REPLY 
ANTAPOKRINOMAI (av-ra7ToKplvoµ,ai} is translated "repliest against" 

in Rom. 9 : 20 (anti, against, apokrinomai, to answer) ; in Luke 14 : 6, 
"answer again." See ANSWER, B, No. 2., 

REPORT (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. AKOR (aKo'7}, a hearing, is translated "report" in John 12: 38 
and Rom. IO : I6, and in the R.V. of Matt. 4 : 24 ; 14 : l ; Mark l : 28. 
See HEARING, B, No. I. 

2. EUPH:E:MIA (dJcf>1Jµ,la), a good report, good reputation (eu, weil, 
pheme, a saying or report), is used in 2 Cor. 6: 8. Contrast No. 3., 

3. DUSPHRMIA (8vucp71µla), evil-speaking, defamation (dus-, an 
inseparable prefix, the opposite to eu, well, see No. 2), is used in 2 Cor. 
6:8., 

4. LOGOS (>-.oyos), a word, is translated "report," i.e., a story, narra
tive; in Luke 5 : 15 (A.V„ "fame ") ; 7: 17 (A.V„ "rumour ") ; Acts 
II : 22 (A.V., " tidings "). See WORD. 

Note: For marturia, rendered "report" in l Tim. 3: 7, A.V., see 
TESTIMONY, WITNESS. 

B. Adjective. 
EUPHRMOS (EIJcforiµ.o~). akin tu A, Nu. 2, prirharily, utteriilg words 

or sounds of good omen, then, avoiding ill-omened words, and hence 
fair-sounding, "of good report," is so rendered in Phil. 4: 8., 
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C. Verbs. 
I. MARTUREÖ (µ.aprvplw), to be a witness, bear witness, testify, 

signifies, in the Passive Voice, tobe well testified of, to have a good report, 
Acts 6: 3, " of good (A.V., honest) report," lit., 'being well testified of; ' 
10 : 22 ; 16 : 2 ; 22 : r2 ; l Tim. 5 : 10 ; in Heb. II : 2, 39, A.V., 
" obtained a good report " (R.V., " had witness borne to them ") ; in 
3 John 12, A.V., "hath good report " (R.V„ "hath the witness "), lit„ 
• witness hath been borne.' See TESTIFY, WnNESs. 

2. APANGELLÖ (&:rrayylA.\w), to report (apo, from, angellö, to give a 
message), announce, declare (by a messenger, speaker, or writer), is 
translated "reported" in Acts 4: 23; 16: 36, R.V. (A.V., "told "); 
ver. 38 (some mss. have No. 3; A.V., "lold "); "report" in l Cor. 14: 25, 
A.V. (R.V., "declaring ") ; l Thess. l : 9, R.V., "report" (A.V„ 
" shew ") ; so Acts 28 : 2r. See DECLARE, No. 2. 

3. ANANGELLÖ (dvayylA.\w}, to bring back word, in later Greek came 
tohave the same meaning as No. 2, to announce, declare; it is translated 
"are reported" in l Pet. l : 12, A.V. (R.V., "have been announced "). 
See DEcLARE, No. l. 

4. AKOUO (aKovw), to hear, is used in the Passive Voice, impersonally, 
in l Cor. 5 : l, lit„ ' it is heard ' or ' there is heard,' translated " it is 
reported." See HEAR. 

5. BLASPHEMEO (ß>.aucfo'YJµ.lw}, to speak slanderously, impiously, 
profanely (blaptö, to injure, and pheme, a saying), is translale<l "we he 
slanderously reported "in Rom. 3: 8 (Passive Voice). See BLASPHEME, B. 

Note: In Matt. 28: 15, A.V., diaphemizö, to spread abroad (dia, 
throughout, pheme, a saying, report),is translated "is commonly reported" 
(R.V., "was spread abroad "). · See BLAZE ABROAD. 

REPROACH (Noun and Verb), REPROACHFULLY 
A. Nouns. 

r. ONEIDISMOS (dvdhuµ.6s), a reproach, defamation, is used in 
Rom. 15 : 3 ; l Tim. 3 : 7 ; Heb. ro : 33 ; II : 26 ; 13 : 13. ~ 

2. ONEIDOS (övnSos), akin to No. l, is used in Luke l :. 25 in the 
concrete sense of a matter of reproach, a disgrace. ~ To have no children 
was, in the Jewish mind, more than a misfortune, it might carry the 
implication that this was a Divine punishment for some secret sin. Cp. 
Gen. 30 : l ; .1 Sam. l : 6-ro. 

3. ATIMIA (dnµ.la}, dishonour,. is translated "reproach" in 2 Cor. 
II : 21, A.V. (R.V., "disparagement ''). See DISHQNOUR, SHAME, VrLE. 

Note: In 2 Cor. 12 : ro, A.V., hubris, insolence, injury, is translated 
"reproaches" (R.V„ "injuries "). See HARM. 

B. Verbs. 
1. ONEIDIZÖ (dv€t8l,U1), akin to A, Nos. l and 2, signifies (a), in thc 

Active Voice, to reproach, .upbraid, Matt. 5 : II, R.V., " shall reproach " 
(A.V., " shall revile ") ; II : 20, " to upbraid ; " 27 : 44, R.V„ "cast 
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... reproach" [A.V., "cast . in (His) teeth "]; Mark r5 : 32, R.V., 
" reproached" (A.V., " reviled ") ; 16 : 14, " upbraided ; " Luke 6 : 22, 
" shall reproach ; " Rom. 15 : 3 ; Jas. l : 5, " upbraideth ; " (b) in tlrn 
Passive Voice, to suffer reproach, be reproached, l Tim. 4: 10 (in some 
mss. in the 2nd part) ; l Pet. 4 : 14. il 

2. HUBRIZÖ (vßpl,w), akin to hubris (see A, Note), used transitively, 
denotes to outrage, insult, treat insolently ; it is translated " Thou 
reproachest " in Luke II : 45. The word is much stronger than to 
reproach; the significance is 'Thou insultest (even us),' i.e„ who are 
superior to ordinary Pharisees. The lawyer's imputation was unjust ; 
Christ's rebuke was not hubris, insult. What He actually said was by 
way of rcproach (01i1Jidizo). See DESPITEFULT.Y. 

Notes: (1) For anepileptos, "without reproach," R.V., in l Tim. 
3: 2 ; 5 : 7 ; 6: 14, see BLAMELESS, B, No. 5. (2) In l Tim. 5 : 14, 
A.V„ loidoria, rcviling (R.V.), uscd in the gcnitivc casc with charin, in 
respect of, "for," is translated "reproachfully" (R.V., " for rcviling "). 
Cp. loidoreö, to revile. See RAILING. 

REPROBATE 
ADOKIMOS (a86Kiµos), signifying 'not standing the test,' rejected 

(a, negative, dokimos, approved), was primarily applied to metals (cp. 
Is. l : 22) ; it is used always in the N.T. in a Passive sense, (a) of things, 
Heb. 6 : 8, " rejected," of land that bears thorns and thistles ; (b) of 
persons, Rom. l : 28, of a" reprobate mind," a. mind of which God cannot 
approve, and which must be rejected by Hirn, the effect of refusing 
"to have God in their knowledge; " in l Cor. 9: 27 (for which see CAST, 
REJECTED) ; 2 Cor. 13 : 5, 6, 7, where the R.V. rightly translatcs the 
adjective " reprobate " (A.V., " reprobates "), here the reference is to the 
great test as to whether Christ is in a person ; in 2 Tim. 3 : 8 of those 
"reprobate concerning the faith," i.e., men whose moral sense is perverted 
and whose minds are beclouded with their own speculations; in Tit. 
l : 16, of the defiled, who are "unto every good work reprobate," i.e., 
if they are put to the test in regard to any good work (in contrast to their 
profession), they can only be rejected.fi In the Sept., Prov. 25: 4; 
Isa. I: 22.it 

REPROOF, REPROVE 
A. Noun. 

ELEGMOS (€>1Eyµ6s), a reproof (akin to B), is found in the best texts 
in 2 Tim. 3 : 16 (some mss. have elenchos, which denotes a proof, proving, 
test, as in Heb. II: l, "proving," R.V. marg., "test ").i[ Cp. elenxis, 
rebuke, 2 Pet. 2 : 16 (lit„ ' had rebuke '). i1 

B. Verb. 
ELENCHÖ (JMyxw), to convict, rebuke, reprove, is translated to 

reprove in Luke 3 : 19; John 3 : 20, R.V. marg„ "convicted; " the real 
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meaning here is." exposed" (A.V. marg., "discovered ") ; Eph. 5: II, 

I3, where to expose is again the significance; in John I6: 8, A.V., "will 
reprove " (R.V., " will convict ") ; in I Cor. 14 : 24, R.V., " reproved " 
(A.V., '' convinced ") ; in the following the R.V. has 'to reprove,' for 
A.V., ' to rebuke,' I. Tim. 5 : 20 ; Tit. 2 : 15 ; Heb. 12 : 5 ; Rev. 3 : 19 ; 
for synonymous words see CoNVICT and REBUKE. 

REPUTATION, REPUTE 
DOKEÖ (8oKtw) signifies (a) tobe of opinion (akin to doxa, an opinion), 

to suppose, e.g., Luke 12 : 51; 13 : 2 (see SUPPOSE) ; (b) to seem, to be 
reputed; in Gal. 2 : 2, R.V., " who were of repute " (A.V., " which 
were of reputation "}; in 2: 6 (twice), and 9, R.V., "were reputed" and 
"were of repute" (A.V., "seemed ") ; in each case the present participle 
of the verb with the article is used, lit., ' (well) thought of ' by them, 
persons held in consideration; in ver. 6, R.V., "(those) who were reputed 
to be somewhat " (A.V., " who seemed to be somewhat ") ; so ver. 9, 
where there is no irony [cp. the rendering "are accounted" in Mark 
10 : 42 (i.e., not rulers nominally)], Paul recognized that James, Cephas, 
and John were, as they were reputed by the church at Jerusalem, its 
responsible guides ; (c) impersonally, to think, to seem good. See 
SEEM and TRINK. 

The first meaning, to suppose, implies a subjective opinion based on 
thought ; the second meaning, exerriplified in the Galatians passages, 
expresses, from the standpoint of the observer, his own judgment about a 
matter (Trench, Syn., § lxxx). 

Notes: (1) In Acts 5: 34, A.V., timios, honoured, had in honour (R.V.), 
is translated " had in reputation." (2) In Phil. 2 : zg, A.V„ entimos, 
honourable, with echö, to have, i.e., to hold in honour, is translated 
" hold ... in reputation " (R.V., " hold ... ·in honour "). (3) For 
kenoö, in Phil. 2 : 7, A.V., " made (Himself) of no reputation," see EMPTY. 

REQUEST (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. AITEMA (at'"lµ.a) denotes that which has becn a.sked for (akin 
to aiteö, to ask); in Luke 23 : 24, R.V., "what they asked for" (A.V., 
"as they required "). lit„ 'their request (should be done, ginomai) ; ' 
in Phil. 4: 6, "requei;ts; " in l John 5 : 15, "petitions." See PETITION, 
REQUIRE.~ 

2. DEESIS (81-T/a~s), an asking, entreaty, supplication, is translated 
"request" in Phil. I : 4, A.V. (R.V., "supplication "). See PRAYER, 
SUPPLICATION. 

B. Verbs. 
I. DEOMAI (81oµai), akin to A, No. 2, to beseech, pray, request, is 

translated to make request in Rom. I : IO. . See BESEECH, No. 3. 
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2. AITE6 (alrew), t~ ask, is translated to make request in Col. I : 9, 
R.V. (A.V., "to desire "). See AsK, No. r. 

3. ERÖTAO (Jpwr&.w), to ask, is translated to make request in 
I John 5: I6. See AsK, No. 2 and remarks an the difference between 
Nos. I and 2. · 

REQUIRE 
r. ZETEO ({71rcw), to seek, seek after, also signifies to rcquirc, 

demand, "shall be required," Luke I2 : 48 ; in I Cor. 4 : 2, " it is required 
(in stewards)." See DESIRE, Note (2), ENDEAVOUR, Go, Note (2) (a), SEEK. 

2. EKZETEO (eK{71rlw), to seek out (ek, out, and No. r),also denotes 
to dcmand, require, Luke II : 50, 5r, of ex<:)cuting vengeance for the 
slaughter of the prophets (cp. 2 Sam. 4: II; Ezek. 3: r8). See SEEK. 

3 .. APAITEO (a?Tairew), to ask back, demand back (apo, from, or back, 
aiteö, to ask), is translate.d " shall be required" in Luke I2 : 20, lit. 'do 
they require,' in the impersonal sense; elsewhere, Luke 6: :10. to ask 
agairi.~ . lt is used in the papyri frequenlly in lhe sense of deman<ling, 
mnking dcmo.nds. 

4. PRASSÖ (1Tp&.uuw), to da, practise, perform, is used financially 
in the sense of exacting payment, in Luke I9: 23. See EXTORT, A. 

Notes: (i:) In Luke 23 : 23, A.V., aiteö, to ask (Middle Voice) is trans
lated "requiring" (R.V., ~· asking ") ; so in I Cor. I : 22 (Active Voice), 
A.V., "require '' (R.V., "ask "). (2) In Luke 23: 24, A.V., the noun 
aitema (see REQUEsT), that which is asked for, is translated " as they 
required" (R.V., "what they asked for ") .. (3) In l Cor. 7: 36 the 
rendering "need so requireth" (R.V.) represents the phrase houtös 
(thus) opheilei (it ought) genesthai (to become, i.e., to be done). 

REQUITE 
AMOIBE (dµ.oiß~)., a requital, recompence (akin to ameibomai, to repay, 

not found in the N.T.), is used with the verb apodidömi, to render, in I Tim. 
5 : 4, and translated " to requite."~ This use is illustrated in the papyri 
by way of making a return, conferring a benefaction in return for some
thing (Maulton and Milligan). 

RESCUE 
EXAIREO (€,aipew), to take out (ek, from, haireo, to take), is used of 

delivering from persons and circumstances, and translated " rescued " 
in Acts 23 : 27. See DELIVER, No. 8, PLUCK. 

For RESEMBLE, Luke I3: r8, A.V., see LIKEN, B, No. r. 

RESERVE 
T:i:tREO (T1Jplw), to guard, keep, preserve, give heed to, is translated 

to reserve, (a) with a happy issue, r Pet. I : 4 ; (b) with a retributive 
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issue, 2 Pet. 2 : 4; ver. 9, A.V. (RV., "keep ") ; 2 : 17; 3 : 7; Jude 
6, A.V. (R.V., "hath kept ") ; ver. 13 ; (c) with the possibility either 
of deliverance or execution, Acts 25 : 21, A.V. (R.V., " kept ~'). See KEEP. 

Note: In Rom. II : 4, A.V., kataleipö, to leave behind, leave remaining, 
is translated " I have reserved" (R.V., " I have left "). See LEAVE. 

RESIDUE 
KATALOIPOS (KaTrtAomos), an adjective derioting 'left remaining' 

(kata, after1 behiml, leij1ö, 1.o leave), akin to the verh in the Note ahove, 
is translated "residue" in Acts 15: 17, from the Sept. of Arnos 9: l2.i1 

Note: In Mark i6 : 13, A.V., the plural of loipos, left, is translated 
" residue" (R.V;, "rest "). 

RES IST 
l. ANTHISTEMI (dv6lar1)µi), to set against (anti, against, histemi, 

to cause to stand), used in the Middle (or Passive) Voice and in the 
intransitive 2nd aorist and perfect Active, signifying fo withstand, 
oppose, resist, is translated tö resist in Matt. 5 : 39; .Acts 6 : ro, 
A.V. (R.V., "withstand ") ; Rom. 9 : 19, A.V. (R.V., "withstandeth ") ; 
13 : 2 (2nd and 3rd parts; for lSt part, see No. 3), A.V. (R.V.," withstand
cth " and "withstand ") ; Gal. 2 : II, R.V. (A.V., "withstood ") ; 
2 Tim. 3: 8 (2nd part), A.V. (R.V„ "withstand "); Jas. 4: 7; l Pet.' 
5 : 9, A.V: (R.V„ " withstand ") ; to withstand in Acts 13 : 8 ; Eph. 6 : 13 ; 
2 Tim. 3: 8 (ist part) ; 4: l5.i1 

2. ANTIKATHISTEMI (amKa6laT'fJµi), to stand firm against (anti, 
against, kathistemi, to set down, kata), is translated " ye have (not) 
rrsisted" in Heb. 12: +i1 In the Sept„ Deut. 31: 21; Josh. 5: 7; 
Mic. 2: 8.,-i 

3. ANTITASSÖ (dvnni'.auw), anti, against, tassö, to arrange, originally 
a rnilitary term, to range in battle against, and frequently so found 
in the papyri, is used in the Middle Voice signifying toset oneself against, 
resist, (a) of men, Acts 18 : 6, " opposed themselves; "elsewhere to resist, 
of resisting human potentates, Rom. 13 : 2 ; (b) of God, Jas. 4 : 6 ; 5 : 6, 
negatively, of leaving persistent evildoers to pursue their self-determined 
course, with eventual retribution ; l Pet. 5 : 5. See ÜPPOSE. i1 

4. ANTIPIPTO (dvrnrl7TTw), lit., and primarily, to fall against or 
upon (anti, against, piptö, to fall), then, to strive against, resist, is used 
in Acts 7 : 51 of resisting the Holy Spirit. i1 

RESOLVE 
GINÖSKÖ (yivwuKw), to come to know, perceive, realize, is used in 

the 2nd aorist tense in T.11ke r6 : 4, " I am resolved," expressing the 
dcfinitcness of the steward's realization, and his consequent determination 
of hii:i course of action. See KNow. 
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RESORT 
r. ERCHOMAI (€pxoµ.ai), to come, is translated "resorted" in 

Mark 2 : 13 ; in John IO: 41 (R.V., "came "). Sec CoME, No. r. 
2. EPIPOREUOMAI (€m7ropE1foµ.ai), to travel or journey to a place 

(epi, to, poreuomai, to go), is translated " resorted" in Luke 8 : 4, R.V. 
(A.V., "were come '').~ 

3. SUNAGÖ (avvayw), to gather or bring .together (sun, with, agö, 
to bring), in the Passive Voice, to be gathered or come together, is trans
lated "resorted" in John 18: 2 (the aorist tense cxpressing rcpeated 
action viewed cumulatively). See AssEMBLE, GATHER, LEAD, Not( (r). 

Notes: (r) In the A.V. of John 18 : 20 and Acts 16 : 13, sunerchomai, 
to come together (R.V.)1is translated to resort. · (2) In Mark TO: r, A.V., 
sumporeuomai, to come together (R.V.), is translated "resort." 

RESPECT (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

MEROS (µ.lpos), a part, has occasionally thc mcaning of a dass or 
category, and, used in the dative case with en, in, signifies ' in respect of,' 
2 Cor. 3: rn, "in (this) respect;" 9: 3, R.V., A.V., "in (this) behalf;" 
Col. 2 : 16, "in respcct of (a feast day)." 

B. Verbs. 
r. APOBLEPÖ (cboßMTTw), to look away from all eise at onc object 

(apo, from), hence, to look stedfastly, is translated " hc had rcspect " 
in Heb. II : 26, A.V. (R.V., "looked "). See LOOK. 

2. EPIBLEPÖ (€mßAE7rw), to look upon (epi), is translated "have 
respect " in Jas. 2 : 3 (R.V. "rcgard ") ; see LooK, No. 6. 

Notes: (r) The following prepositions are translated "in respect 
of : "peri, concerning, in John 16 : 8, R.V. ; epi, upon, over, in Heb. II : 4, 
R.V. ; marg., 'over (his gifts) ; ' kata, in regard to, in Phil. 4: rr. 
(2) For "respect of persons" and "respecter of persons" see PERSON. 

REST (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. ANAPAUSIS (dvaTTava,s), cessation, refrcshment, rest (ana, up, 
pauö, to make to cease), the constant word in the Sept. for the Sabbath 
rest, is used in Matt. II : 29; here the contrast seems tobe to the burdens 
imposed by the Pharisees. Christ's rcst is not a rcst from work, but in 
work, " not the rest of inactivity but of the harmonious working of all the 
faculties and affections-of will, heart, imagination, conscience-because 
each has found in God the ideal sphere for its satisfadion and develop
ment " (].Patrick, in Hastings' Bib. Die.) ; it occurs also in Matt. 12 : 43; 
Luke II: 24; Rev. 4: 8, R.V.," (they have no) rest" fA.V., "(they) 
rest (not)"], where the noun is the object of the vcrb· echö, to have; so 
in 14: II.~ 
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2. KATAPAUSIS (KaTa1Tavais), in classical Greek, denotes a causing 
to cease or putting to rest ; in the N.T„ rest, repose; it is used (a) of God's 
rest, Acts 7 : 49; Heb. 3 : II, 18; 4: l, 3 (twice), R.V. (1st part), 
" that rest " (the A.V„ "rest," is ambiguous), 5, II ; (b) in a gen:eral 
statement, applicable to God and man, 4: lO.~ 

3. ANESIS (&'.vwis), for the significance of which see EASE, B, is trans
lated "rest" in 2 Cor. 2 : 13, A.V. (R.V„ "relief ") ; 7: 5 (ditto) ; in 
2 Thess. I : 7, the subject is not thc rcst tobe granted fo the saints, but the 
Divine retribution on their persecutors; hence the phrase "and to you 
that are affiicted rest with us," is an incidental extension of the idea of 
recompense, and to be read parenthetically. The time is not that at 
which thc saints will be rclicvcd of persecution, as in l Thess. 4: 15-17, 
when the Parousia of Christ begins, but that at which the persecutors 
will be punished; namely, at the epiphany (or out-shining) of His Parousia 
(2 Thess. 2 : 8). For similar pareülheses characteristic of epistolary 
writings see ver. ro ; l Thess. l : 6; 2 : 15 .• 16. 

4. SABBATISMOS (aaßßanaµ6s), a Sabbath-keeping, is used in Heb. 
4: 9, R.V„ "a sabbath rest," A.V. marg„ "a kccping of a sabbath" 
(akin to sabbatizö, to keep the sabbath, used, e.g„ in Ex. 16 : 30, not in 
the N.T.) ; here the sabbath-keeping is the perpetual sabbath rest to be 
enjoyed unint~rruptedly by believers in their fellowship with the Father 
and the Son, in contrast to the weekly Sabbath under the Law. Because 
this sabbath rcst is thc rest of God Himself, 4 : lO, its full fruition is yet 
future, though believers now enter into it. In whatever way they enter 
into Divine rest, that which they enjoy is involved in an indissoluble 
relation with God. ~ 

5. KOIMESIS (Kolµ'T)ai>), a resting, reclining (akin to keimai, to lie), 
is used in John II: 13, of natural sleep, translated "taking rest," R.V.~ 

Note: In Acts 9: 31, A.V„ eirene, peace (R.V.), is translated "rest." 
B. Verbs. 

r. ANAPAUÖ (dva1Tat/w), akin to A, No. l, in the Active Voice, signi
fies to give intermission from labour, to give rest, to refresh, Matt. n : 28 ; 
l Cor. 16: 18, "have refreshed;" Philm. 20, "refresh; "·Passive Voice, 
to be rested, refreshed, 2 Cor. 7 : 13; " was refreshed ; " Philm. 7, 
"are refreshed ; '' in the Mi<l<lle V uice, to take or enjoy rest, Matt. 26 : 45 ; 
Mark 6 : 31 ; 14 : 41 ; Luke 12 : 19, " take thine ease ; " l Pet. 4 : 14 ; 
Rev. 6: II; 14: 13. See REFRESH.~ In the papyri it is found as an 
agricultural term, e.g„ of giving land rest by sowing light crops upon it. 
In inscriptions it is found on gravestones of Christians, followed by the 
date of death (Moulton and Milligan). 

2. KATAPAUO (Ka/ra1Ta&w), akin to A, No. 2, used trans.itively, 
signifies to cause to cease, rcstrain, Acts 14 : 18 ; to cause to rest, 
Heb. 4 : 8 ; intransitively, to rest, Heb. '1 : 4, rn. See CEASE, A, No. 6, 
RESTRAIN.~ 

3. EPISK.f:NOÖ (€11wK7Jv6w), to spread a tabernacle over (epi, upon, 
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skene, a tent), is used metaphorically in 2 Cor. 12: 9, "may rest upon 
(me)," R.V„ marg;, "cover," "spread a tabernacle over."~ 

4. KATASKENOÖ (KaTaUK1Jv6w), to pitch one's tent, lodge, is trans
lated" shall rest,'„in Acts 2 : 26, A.V. (R.V., "shall dwell "). See LODGE. 

5. HESUCHAZO (~uvxa~w), to be still, to rest from labour, is 
translated" they rested" in Luke 23 : 56. See PEACE hold one's). No. 3. 

6. EPANAPAUO (lrravarravw), to cause to rest, is used in the Middle 
Voice, metaphorically, signifying to resl upo11 (epi, upon, and No. 1), 
in Luke 10: 6 and Rom. 2: 17.~ 

Note : For "find rest,'' Rom. 15 : 32, R.V., see REFRESH, No. 2. 

REST (the) 
I. LOIPOS (..\om6s), remaining (for which see REMNANT), is frequently 

used to mean "the rest," and is generally so translated in the R.V. (A.V., 
" others " in Luke 8 : 10 ; Acts 28 : 9 ; Eph. 2 : 3 ; I Thess. 4 : 13; 5 : 6 ; 
I Tim. 5 : 20 ; A.V., " other" in Luke 18 : II ; Acts 17 : 9 ; Rom. 
I : 13 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 13 ; 13 : 2 ; Gal. 2 : 13 ; Phil. I : 13 ; 4 : 3) ; the 
neut. plur., lit., ' remaining things,' is uscd in Luke 12 : 26 ; I Cor. II : 34. 

2. EPILOIPOS (lrrl..\oirros), signifying still left, left over (epi, over, 
and No. 1), is used in the neuter with the article in I Pet. 4: 2, "the 
rest (of your time)."~ 

For RESTITUTION see RESTORATION 

RESTLESS 
AKATASTATOS (aKaTaUTaTos), unsettled, unstable, disorderly (a, 

negative, kathistemi, toset in order), is translated" unstable "in Jas. I : 8; 
"restless" in 3 : 8, R.V. [in the latter, the A.V. "unruly" represents 
the word akataschetos, signifying 'that cannot be restrained' (a, negative, 
katechO, to hold down, restrain). In the Sept„ Job 31 : II~]. See 
UNRULY, UNSTABLE.~ In the Sept., Isa. 54: II.~ 

RESTORATION 
APOKATASTASIS (d.rroKaTaumuis), from apo, back, again, kathistemi, 

toset in order, is used in Acts 3 : 21, R.V., " restoration " (A.V., " restitu
tion "). See under REGENERATION, concerning Israel in its regenerated 
state hereafter. In the papyri it is used of a temple cell of a goddess, 
a repair of a public way, the restoration of estates to rightful owners, a 
balancing of accounts. Apart from papyri illustrations the word is found 
in an Egyptian reference to a consummating agreement of the world's 
cyclical periods, an idea somewhat similar to that in the Acts passage 
(Moulton and Milligan).~ 

RESTORE 
I. APODIDÖMI (arro8l8wµi), to give back, is translated " I restore" 

in Luke 19: 8. See DELIVER, A, No. 3. 
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2. APOKATHISTEMI or the alternative form APOKATHISTANÖ 
(a7T0Kaßlar71µi) is used (a) of restoration to a former condition of health, 
Matt. 12 : 13 ; Mark 3 : 5 ; 8 : 25 ; Luke 6 : ro ; (b) of the Divine restor
ation of Israel and conditions affected by it, including the renewal of the 
Covenant broken by them, Matt. 17: II ; Mark 9 : 12 ; Acts l : 6 ; (c) of 
giving or bringing a person back, Heb. 13 : 19. ~ In the papyri it is used 
of financial restitution, of making good the breaking of a stone by a 
workman by his substituting another, of the reclamation of land, etc. 
(Moulton and Millig:m). 

3. KATARTIZÖ (Karaprl~w), to mend, to furnish completely, is 
translated " restore " in Gal. 6 : I, metaphorically, of the restoration, 
by those who are spiritual, of one overtaken in a trespass, such a one 
being as a dislocated member of the spiritual body. The tense is the 
continuous present, suggesting the necessity for patience and perseverance 
in the process. See FIT, MEND, PERFECT. 

RESTRAIN 
I. KATAPAUÖ (Kara7Tavw); see .REST, B, No. 2. 
2. KATECHÖ (Kari!xw), to hold fast or down, is translated 

"restraineth" in 2 Thess. 2 : 6 and 7. In ver. 6 lawlessness is spoken 
of as being restrained in its development : in ver. 7" on~ that restraineth" 
is, lit., ' the restrainer ' (the article with the present participle, ' the res
training one ') ; this may refer to an individual, as in the sirnilar cu11-
struction in l Thess. 3 : 5," the tempter" (cp. l : ro, lit.,' the Deliverer ') ; 
or to a number of persons presenting the same characteristics, just as 'the 
believer' stands for all believers, e.g., Rom. 9: 33 ; l John 5 : ro. 
Ver. 6 speaks of a principle, ver. 7 of the principle as embodied in a person 
or series of persons ; cp. what is said of " the power " in Rom. 13 : 3, 4, 
a phrase representing all such rulers. Probably such powers, i.e., ' con- · 
stituted governments,' are the restraining influence here intimated 
(specifications being designedly withheld). For an extended exposition 
see Notes on Thessalonians, by Rogg and Vine, pp. 254-261. 

RESURRECTION 
I. ANASTASIS (avaarauis) denotes (I) a raising up, or nsmg (ana, 

up, and histemi, to cause to stand), Luke 2 : 34, "the rising up; " the 
A.V. "again" obscures the meaning; thc Child would be like a stone 
against which many in Israel would stumble while many others would 
find in its strength and firmness a means of their salvation and spiritual 
life ; (II) of resurrection from the dead, (a) of Christ, Acts I : 22 ; 2 : 31 ; 
4 : 33 ; Rom. I : 4 ; 6 : 5 ; Phil. 3 : ro ; I Pet. I : 3 ; 3-: 21 ; by 
metonymy, of Christ as the Author of resurrection, John II : 25 ; (b) of 
those who are Christ's at His P'arousia (see COMING), Luke I4: 14, "thc 
resurrection of the just; " Luke 20: 33, 35, 36; John 5 : 29 (Ist part), 
" the resurrection of life ; " II : 24 ; Acts 23 : 6 ; 24 : 15 (1st part) ; 
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l Cor. 15: 21, 42; 2 Tim. 2: 18; Heb. II : 35 (2nd part), see RAISE, 
Note (3) ; Rev. 20: 5, "the first resurrection;" hence the insertion 
of " is " stands for the completion of this resurrection, of which Christ 
was " the firstfruits; " 20 : 6 ; (c) of " the rest of the dead," after the 
Millennium (cp. Rev. 20 : 5); John 5 : 29 (2nd part), "the resurrection of 
judgment ; " Acts 24:·15 (2nd part), " of the unjust ; " (d) of those who 
were raised in more immediate connection with Christ's resurrection, 
and thus had part already in the first resurrection, Acts 2G : 23 an<l Rom. 
l : 4 (in each of which " dead" is plural ; see Matt. 27 : 52) ; (e) of the 
resurrection spoken of in general terms, Matt. 22 : 23 ; Mark 12 : 18 ; 
Luke 20 : 27 ; Acts 4 : 2 ; 17 : 18 ; 23 : 8 ; 24 : 21 ; l Cor. 15 : 12, 13 ; 
Heb. 6 : z ; (f) of those who wcrc raised in O.T. times, tu <lie again, 
Heb. II : 35 (1st part), lit„ 'out of resurrection.'~ 

2. EXANASTASIS (lgavd.UTaais), ek, from or out of, and No. l, 

Phil. 3 : II, followed by ek, lit„ 'the out-resurrection from among the dead.' 
For the significance of this see ATTAIN, No. r.~ 

3. EGERSIS (€yEpais), a rousing (akin to egeirö, to arouse, to raise), 
is used of the resurrecliuu uf Cluisl, iu Malt. '47 : 53. ~ 

RETAIN 
KRATEÖ (1<paTlw), tobe strong, obtain, hold, hold fast, is translated 

to rctain, of sins, John 20: 23 (twice) ; see on REMIT. See HOLD, KEEP, 
ÜBTAIN, TAKE. 

Notes: (1) In Philm. 13, A.V„ katechö, to hold fast, hold back, detain, 
is translated to retain (R.V„ to keep). (2) In Rom. l : 28, A.V„ echö, 
"to have" (R.V.), is translated "to retain." 

RETURN 
l. ANALUÖ (ava,\vw), to depart in Phil. l : 23, signifies to return 

in Luke 12 : 36, used in a simile of the return of a lord for his servants 
after a marriage feast (R.V.). See DEPART, No. 16.~ 

2. ANASTREPRÖ (avaaTplcf>w), to turn back, is translated to return 
in Acts 5: 22 and 15: 16. See ABIDE, BEHAVE. 

3. EPISTREPHÖ (lma7plcf>w), to turn about, or towards, is translated 
to return in Matt. 12 : 44; 24: 18; Mark 13 : 16, R.V. (A.V„ "turn back 
again "); Luke 2 : 39; 8 : 55, K V. (A.V„ "came again "); 17: 31; Acts 
15: 36, R.V. (A.V„ "go again'"). See CoNVERT, A, No. 2, TURN. 

4. HUPOSTREPHÖ (vTToUTplcf>w), to turn l:iehind, or back (hupo, 
under), is translated to return (in some texts in Mark 14: 40) in Luke 
l : 56; 2 : 20, 43; ver. 45, R.V. (A.V„ "turned back again "); 4: l, 14; 
7: lO; 8: 37; IO: 17; II : 24, A.V. (R.V„ "I will turn back") ; 
17 : 18 ; 19 : 12 ; 23 : 48, 56 ; Acts l : 12 ; 12 : 25 ; 13 : 13 ; 13 : 34 ; 
20: 3; 21 : 6; 22 : i7, R.V. (A.V., "was come again "); 23 : 32; Gai. 
l : 17 ; Heb. 7 : r. Sec TURN (back). 

5. ANAKAMPTÖ (ava1Caµ.TTTw), to turn or bend back, occurs in Matt. 
2 : 12 ; Luke 10 : 6 (i.e„ as if it was unsaid) ; Acts 18 : 21 ; Heb. r:i: : 15. ~ 
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5. EPANAGÖ (t7Tavdyw), to bring up or back (primarily a nautical 
term for putting to sea; see LAUNCH, PUT), is used intransitively, in Matt. 
21 : 18, " He returned." · 

Note: In Luke 19: 15, A.V„ epanerchomai, to come back again 
(R.V.) is translated "returned." See CoME, No. 4. 

REVEAL 
I. APOKALUPTÖ (d7ToKaAV7TTw) signifies to uncover, unveil (apo, 

from, kalupto, to cover) ; both verbs are used in Matt. IO : 26; in Luke 
12 : 2, apokalupto is set in contrast to sunkaluptö, to cover up, cover 
completely. "The N.T. occurrences of this word fall under two heads, 
subjective and objective. The subjective use is that in which something 
is presented to the mind directly, as, (a) the meaning of the acts of God, 
Matt. II : 25 ; Luke IO : 21; (b) the secret of the Person of the Lord 
Jesus, Matt. 16: 17; John l:i : 38; (c) the character of God as Father, 
Matt. II : 27 ; Luke 10 : 22 ; (d) the will of God for the conduct of His 
children, Phil. 3 : 15 ; (e) the mind of God to the prophets of Israel, l Pet. 
l : 12, and of the Church, l Cor. 14 : 30 ; Eph. 3 : 5. 

"The objective use is that in which something is presented to the senses, 
sight or hearing, as, rcferring to the past , (f) the truth declared to men 
in the gospel, Rom. l : 17 ; l Cor. 2 : 10 ; Gal. 3 : 23 ; (g) the Person of 
Christ to Paul on the way to Damascus, Gal. l : 16; (h) thougl\ts before 
hidden in the heart, Luke 2 : 35 ; referring to the future, (i) the coming 
in glory of thc Lord Jesus, Luke 17 : 30 ; (j) the salvation and glory that 
await the believer, Rom. 8 : 18 ; l Pet. l : 5 ; 5 : l ; (k) the true value of 
service, l Cor. 3 : 13 ; (l) the wrath of God (at the Cross, against sin, and, 
at the revelation of thc Lord Jesus, against the sinner), Rom. l : 18; 

(m) the Lawless One, 2 Thess. 2 : 3, 6, 8."* ~ 
2. CHR:E:MATIZÖ (xP71µ.a-rl~w), to give Divine admonition, instruction, 

revelation, is translated "it had been revealed," in Luke 2 : 26. See 
ADMONITION, B, No. 3, CALi.. 

REVELATION 
APOKALUPSIS (a7ToKdAvl{lis}, an uncovering (akin to apokaluptö ,· 

see above), "is used in the N.T. of (a) the drawing away by Christ of the 
veil of darkness covering the Gentiles, Luke 2 : 32 ; cp. Isa. 25 : 7 ; 
(b) 'the mystery,' the purpose of God in this age, Rom. 16: 25 ; 

Eph. 3 : 3 ; (c) the communication of the knowledge of God to the soul, 
Eph. l : 17 ; (d) an expression of the mind of God for the instruction 
of the church, l Cor. 14 : 6, 26, for the instruction of the Apostle Paul, 
2 Cor. 12 : l, 7; Gal. l : 12, and for his guidance, Gal. 2 : 2 ; (e) the Lord 
Jesus Christ, to the saints at His Parousia, l Cor. l : 7, R.V. (A.V., 
'coming '); l Pct. l: 7, R.V. (A.V„ 'appearing '), 13; 4: 13; (/) the 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. •P, 42. 
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Lord Jesus Christ when He comes to dispense the judgments of God, 
2Thess. l : 7; cp. Rom. 2 : 5 ; (g) the saints, to thecreation; in association 
with Christ in His glorious reign, Rom. 8: 19, R.V., 'revealing' (A.V., 
' manifestation ') ; (h) the symbolic forccast of the final judgments of 
God, Rev. l : l (hence the Greek title of the book, transliterated 'Apoca
lypse' and translated ' Revelation ')."* See APPEARING, CoMING, 
LIGHTEN, B, Note, MANIFESTATION.~ 

REVEL, REVELLING 
r. TRUPHE (Tpu.cp~). luxuriousness, daintiness, revelling, is translated 

freely by the verb '' to revcl" in 2 Pct. 2 : 13, R.V. (A.V„ '' to riot "), lit., 
' counting revelling in the daytime a pleasure.' In Luke· 7 : 25 it is used 
with en, in, and translated '' delicately." See DELICATELY, Rmr.~( 

2, KÖMOS (Kwµ.os), a revel, carousal., füe concomitant and conse
quence of drunkenness, is used in the plural, Rom. 13 : 13, translated by 
the singular, R.V., " revelling " (A.V., " rioting ") ; Gal. ;'i : 21 and l 

Pct. 4: 3, "reveUings.'' See RIOT. ~ 
Note: For entriephaö, z Pet. 2 : lJ, R.V., "to rcvcl," see SPORTING. 

For RE YEN GE and REVENGER see A VENGE and A VENGER 

REVERENCE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

r. ENTREPO (ivTp€7Tw). lit., to turn in (i.c., upon oneself), to put to 
shame, denotes, when used iri the Passive Voice, to feel respect for, to show 
deference to, to reverence, Matt. 21 : 37; Mark 12 : 6; Luke 20 : 13 ; 
Heb. 12 : 9. See AsHAMED, A, No. 4, REGARD. 

z. PHOBEO (cpoß€w), to fear, is used in the Passive Voice in the 
N.T.; in Eph. 5: 33 ofreverentialfear on the part of a wifefor a husband, 
A.V., "reverence" (R.V., "fear "). See FEAR, D, No. r. 

B. Noun. · 
El]LABEIA (d.1A6.ßHa), caution, reverence, is translated "reverence" 

in Heb. 12 : 28 (1st part in the best mss; some have aidös). See FEAR. 

REVERENT 
HIEROPREPES (l€po1Tpm~s), suited to a sacred character, reverend 

(hieros, sacred, prepo, to be fitting), is translated " reverent " in Tit. 
2 : 3, R.V. (A.V., " as becometh holiness "). See BECOME, B.~ 

REVILE, REVILING, REVILER 
A. Verbs. 

r. LOIDOREO (AotOop€w) denotes to abuse, revile, John 9 : 28; Acts 
23 : 4 ; r Cor. 4 : r2 ; r PP.t. 2 : 23 (1st dause).~ 

• Frum Nutes un Thessalunians by Hogg a.nd Vine, pp. 228, 229. 
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2. ONEIDIZÖ (6vnöt~w), to reproach, upbraid, is translated to revile 
in Matt. 5 : II, A.V., and Mark 15 : 32 (R.V., "reproach "). See 
REPROACH. 

3. BLASPHEMEÖ W>..au</>riµ.€w), to speak profanely, rail at, is trans
lated" reviled" in Matt. 27: 39, A.V. (R.V., "railed on ") ; Luke 22 : 65, 
R.V., " reviling" (A.V., " blasphemously "). 

4. ANTILOIDOREÖ (avn>..oiÖop€w), to revile back or again (anti, 
and No. l), is found in l Pet. 2: 23 (2nd clause).~ 

Note: For epireazo, l Pet. 3 : 16, R.V„" revile," see AccusE, B, No. 3. 
B. Acüective. 

LOIDOROS (>..olöopos), akin to A, No. I, abusive, railing, reviling, is 
use<l as a Houu, 1 Cui. S : II, R.V., " a reviler " (A.V. " a railer ") ; 6 : 10, 
"revilers."~ In the Sept., Prov. 25: 24; 26: 21; 27 : 15. ~ 

C. Noun. 
LOIDORIA (>..oiÖopla), akin to A, No. l, and B, abuse, railing, is used in 

l Tim. 5 : 14, R.V., "for (charin, for the sake of) reviling " (A.V., "to 
speak reproachfull y "-a para phrase) ; l Pet. 3 : 9 ( twice), R. V., 
"reviliilg" (A.V., "railing "). See RAIL, B.~ 

RE VIVE 
I. ANATHALLÖ (ai•a8aMw), to flourish anew (a.na, ag:iin, :rnew, 

thallö, to flourish or blossom), hence, to revive, is used metaphorically in 
Phil. 4: 10, K V., " ye have revived (your thought for :tne)," A.V., " (your 
care of me) hath flourished again."~ In the Sept., Psa. 28 : 7 ; Ezek. 
17 : 24 ; Hos. 8 : 9. ~ 

2. ANAZAÖ (dva~aw), to live again (ana, and zaö, to live), to regain 
life, is used of moral revival, Luke 15 : 24, " is alive again ; " (b) of sin, 
Rom. 7 : 9, "revived," lit., 'lived again' i.e., it sprang into activity, 
manifesting the evil inherent in it ; here sin is personified, by way of 
contrast to the man himself. Some mss. have it in Rom. 14: 9, for zaö, 
as in the R.V., which italicises "again."~ 

REWARD (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

MISTHOS (µiu86s), primarily wages, hire, and then, generally, reward, 
(a) received in this life, Matt. 5 : 46; 6: 2, 5, 16 ; Rom. 4: 4; l Cor. 
9: 17, 18; of evil rewards, Acts l : 18; see also HIRE; (b) tobe received 
hereafter, Matt. 5 : 12 ; IO : 41 (twice), 42 ; Mark 9: 41 ; Luke 6: 23, 
35; l Cor. 3: 8, 14; 2 John 8; Rev. II: 18; 22: 12. See WAGES. 

Notes: (1) In Luke 23 : 41, axios, worthy, befitting, used in the 
plur., is rcndcred " the due reward," lit„ ' things worthy.' (z) For 
antapodosis, ren<lererl "reward" in Col. 3 : 24, A.V., see RECOMPENSE. 
(3) For katabrabeuö, to rob of a reward, Col. 2: 18, see BEGVILE, Note, 
and RoB. 
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B. Verb. 
APODIDOMI (a7Toolowp.i), to give back, is nowhere translated to 

reward in the R.V.; A.V., Matt. 6: 4, 6, 18 (see RECOMPENSE, B, No. 2); 
Matt. 16: 27; 2 Tim; 4: 14; Rev. 18: 6 (see RENDER). 

REWARDER 
MISTHAPODOTES (p.ia8a7ToOo7'7)s), one who pays wages (misthos, 

wages, .apo, back, didomi, to give), is used by metonymy in Heb. IT : 6, 
of God, as the " Rewarder" of those who "seek after Hirn" (R.V.). ~ 
Cp. misthapodosia, recompence. ----

RICH, RICHES, RICHL Y, RICH MAN 
A. Adjective. 

PLOUSIOS (m\ovaios), akin to B, C, No. l, rich, wealthy, is used 
(1) literally, (a) adjectivally (with a noun expressed separately) in Matt. 
27: 57; Luke 12: 16; 14: 12; 16: l, 19; (without a noun), 18: 23; 19: 2; 
(b) as a noun, singular, a rich man (the noun not being expressed), Matt. 
19: 23, 24; Mark 10: 25 ; .12 : 41 ; Luke 16 : 21, 22 ; 18 : 25 ; Jas. l : 10, 

II," the rich,"" thc rich (man) ; "plural, Mark 12 : 41, lit„ 'rich (ones) ; ' 
Luke 6 : 24 (ditto) ; 21 : l ; l Tim. 6 : 17, " (them that are) rich," lit„ 
'(the) rich; ' Jas. 2 : 6, R.V„ "the rich; " 5 : l, R.V„ "ye rich;" 
Rev. 6 : 15 and 13 : 16, R.V., " the rich ; " (II) metaphorically, of God, 
Eph. 2 : 4 ("in mercy ") ; of Christ, 2 Cor. 8 : 9; of believers, Jas. 2 : 5, 
R.V., " (tobe) rich (in faith) ; "Rev. z : 9, of spiritual enrichment genernlly; 
3: 17, of a false sense of enrichment.~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. PLOUTEO (7TAov'T€w), to be rich, in the aorist or point tense, to 

bccome rich, is used (a) literally, Luke l : 53, "the rich," ·present parti
ciple, lit„ ' (ones or those) being rich ; ' l Tim. 6 : 9, 18 ; Rev. 18 : 3, 
15, 19 (all three in the aorist tense) ; (b) metaphorically, of Christ, Rom. 
10: 12 (the passage stresses the fact that Christ is Lord; see ver. 9, and 
the R.V.) ; of the enrichment of believers through His poverty, 2 Cor. 
8 : 9 (the aorist tense expressing completeness, with permanent results) ; 
so in Rev. 3 : 18, where the spiritual enrichment is conditional upon 
righteousness of life and conduct (see GOLD, No. 2) ; of a false sense. of 
enrichment, l Cor. 4: 8 (aorist); R.V„ "ye are become rich" (A.V., 
" ye are rich ") ; Rev. 3 : 17 (perfect tense, R.V„ " 1 ... have gotten 
riches," A.V„ "1 am ... increased with goods "), see Goons, Note 
(3) ; of not being rich toward God, Luke 12 : 21. ~ 

2. PLOUTIZÖ (7TAoVTL{w), to make rich, enrich, is rendered "making 
(many) rich" in 2 Cor. 6 : 10 (metaphorical of enriching spiritually). 
See ENRICH .. 

C. Nouns. 
l. PLOUTOS (77.\oV-ros) is used in the singular (1) of material riches, 

used evilly, Matt. 13 : 22 ; Mark 4: 19 ; Luke 8 : 14 ; l Tim. 6 : 17 ; 
Jas. 5 : 2; Rev. i8: 17 ; (II) uf spiritual and mural riches, (a) possessed 
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by God and exercised towards men, Rom. 2: 4, "of His goodness and 
forbearance and longsuffering ; " 9 : 23 and Eph. 3 : 16, " of Hi; glory " 
(i.e., of its manifestation in grace towards believers) ; Rom. II : 33, of 
His wisdom and knowledge ; Eph. l : 7 and 2 : 7, " of His grace ; " l : 18, 
" of the glory of His inheritance in the saints ; " 3 : 8, " of Christ ; " Phil. 
4: 19, "in giory in Christ Jesus," R.V. ; Col. l : 27, "of the glory ofthis 
mystery ... Christ in you, the hope of glory ;" (b) to be ascribed to 
Christ, Rev, 5 : 12 ; (c) of the effects of the gnspel 11pon the Gentiles, 
Rom. II: 12 (twice) ; (d) of the full assurance of understanding in regard 
to the mystery ot God, even Christ, Col. 2 : 2, R.V. ; {e) of the liberality of 
the chur~hes of Macedonia, 2 Cor. 8: 2 (whcrc" the riches" stands for the 
spiritual and moral valnP. of their liberality) ; (f) of " the reproach of 
Christ " in contrast to this world's treasures, Heb. II : 26. ~ 

2. CHREMA (xpfJµa), what one uses or needs (chraomai, to use), 
a matter, business, hence denotes riches, Mark ro : 23, 24; Luke 18 : 24; 
see MoNEY, No. 2. 

D. Adverb. 
PLOUSIÖS (7T.\ovcriws), richly, aburtdantly, akin tn A; is ll'>Pd in l.ol. 

3 : 16 ; r Tim. 6 : 17 ; Tit. 3 : 6, R.V.," richly " (A. V., " abundantly ") ; 
2 Pet. l: II (ditto).il 

For RID see CARE, A, No. l, Note 

RIDE 
EPIBAINÖ (imßalvw), to go upon (epi, upon, bainö, to go), is used of 

Christ's riding irito Jerusalem, Matt. 21 : 5, R.V„ "riding '' (A.V., 
" sitting "). See CüME, No. 16. 

RIGHT (opp. to left), RIGHT HAND, RIGHT SibE 
DEXIOS (S"g,6s), an adjective, uscd (a) of the right as opposite to the 

left, e.g., Matt. 5 : 29, 30 ; Rev. ro : 5, R.V., " right hand; " in con
nection with armour (figuratively), 2 Cor. 6: 7; with en, followcd by the 
dative plural, Mark 16 : 5 ; with ek, and the genitive plural, e.g., 
Matt. 25 : 33, 34 ; Luke l : II ; (b) of giving the right band of fellowship, 
Gal. 2 : 9, betokening the public .expression of approval by leaders at 
Jerusalem of the course pursued by Paul and Barnabas among the Gentiles; 
the act was often the sign of a pledge, e.g., 2 Kirigs ro: 15; l Chron. 29: 24, 
marg. ; Ezra ro : 19 ; Ezek. 17 : 18 ; figuratively Lam. 5 : 6 ; it is 
often so used in the papyri ; (c) metaphorically of power or authority, 
Acts 2 : 33 ; with ek, signifying " on;" followed by the genitive plural, 
Matt. 26 : 64; Mark 14 : 62 ; Heb. l : 13 ; (d) siinilarly of a place of 
honourin the Messianic Kingdom, Matt. 20: 21; Mark ro: 37. 

RIGHT (not wrong~Noun and Adjective), RIGHTLY 
· A. Noun. · 

EXOUSIA (lgovala), authority power, is translated "right" in the 
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R.V., for A.V., "power," in John l : 12 ; Rom. 9: 21 ; l Cor. 9 : 4, 5, 6, 
12 (twice), 18 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 9, where the right is that of being maintained 
by those among whom the ministers of the gospel had laboured, a right 
possessed in virtue of the ' authority ' given them by Christ, Heb. 13 : 10 ; 

Rev. 22: 14. 
Exousia first denotes freedom to act and then authority for the action. 

This is first true of God, Acts l : 7. lt was exercised by the Son of God, as 
from, andin conjunction with, the Father when the Lord was upon earth, 
in the days of His flesh, Matt. 9: 6; John 10: 18, as well as in resurrection, 
Matt. 28: 18; John 17: 2. All others hold their freedom to act from 
God (though some of them have abused it), whether angels, Eph. l : 21, 

or human potentates, Rom. 13: r. Satan offered to delegate his <inthority 
over earthly kingdoms to Christ, Luke 4: 6, who, though conscious of His 
right to it, refused, awaiting the Divinely appointed time. See 
AuTHORITY, No. 1, and for various synonyms see DOMINION, No. r, Note. 

B. Adjectives. 
1. DIKAIOS (8lKaws), just, righteous, that which is in accordance with 

dike, rule, right, justice, is translated "right " in Matt. 20 : 4 ; ver. 7, 
A.V. only (R.V. omits, according to the most authentic mss., the clause 
having been inserted from ver. 4, to the detriment of the narrative) ; 
Luke 12 : 57; Acts 4: 19; Eph. 6: l ; Phil. r : 7, R.V. (A.V., "meet ") ; 
2 Pet. l : 13 (A.V., "meet "). See JusT, RIGHTEOUS. 

2. EUTHUS (EdBvs), straight, hence, metaphorically, right, is so 
rendered in Acts 8 : 21, of the heart ; 13 : 10, of the ways of the Lord ; 
2 Pet. 2 : 15. See STRAIGHT. 

C. Adverb. 
ORTHOS (opOws), rightly (akin to orthos, straight, direct), is translated 

"plain" in Mark 7: 35 ; in Luke 7: 43 and 20: 21, "-rightly;" in Luke 
10 : 28, "right.", 

Notes: (1) For "right mind" see MIND, B, No. 5. (2) For the A.V., 
"rightly" in 2 Tim. 2 : 15, see DIVIDE, A, No. 8. 

RIGHTEOUS, RIGHTEOUSL Y 
A. Adjective. 

DIKAIOS (alKa~os) signifies 'just,' without prejudice or partiality, 
e.g., of the judgment of God, 2 Thess. l : 5, 6 ; of His judgments, Rev. 
16 : 7 ; 19 : 2 ; of His character as Judge, 2 Tim. 4 : 8 ; Rev. 16 : 5 ; 
of His ways and doings, Rev. 15 : 3. See further under JusT, A, No. r, 
RIGHT, B, No. l. 

In the following the R.V. substitutes "righteous" for the A.V. 
" just ; " Matt. l : 19 ; 13 : 49 ; 27 : 19, 24 ; Mark 6 : 20 ; Luke 2 : 25 ; 
15: 7; 20: 20; 23: 50; John 5: 30; Acts 3: 14; 7: 52; 10: 22; 
22: 14; Rom. l: 17; 7: 12; Gal. 3: II; Heb. 10: 38; Jas. 5: 6; 
l Pet. 3 : 18 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 7 ; l John l : 9 : Rev. 15 : 3. 
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B. Adverb. 
DIKAIÖS (füKalws) is translated " righteously " in I Cor. 15 : 34, 

R.V„ " (awake up) righteously," A.V„ " (awake to) righteousness; " 
I Thess. 2 : IO, R.V. (A.V„ "justly ") ; Tit. 2 : 12 ; I Pet. 2 : 23. See 
JusTLY. 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 22 : II the best texts have dikaiosune, righteous
ness, with poieö, to do, R.V„ "let him do righteousness; " the A.V. 
follows those which have the P<issive Voice of dikaioö and renders it "let 
him be righteous," lit„ 'let him be made righteous.' (2) Dikaiokrisia, 
"righteous judgment" (dikaios, and krisis), occurs in Rom. '.l: 5.~ 

RIG HTEOUSNESS 
I. DIKAIOSUNE (füKaioavll?J) is the character or quality of being right 

or just; it was formerly spelled 'rightwiseness,' which clearly expresses 
the meaning. lt is used to denote an attribute of God, e.g„ Rom. 3 : 5, 
the context of which shews that " the righteousness of God " means 
essentially the same as His faithfulness, or truthfulness, that which is 
consistcnt with His .:>wn nature and promises ; Rom. 3 : 25, 26 speaks of 
His righteousness as exhibited in the Death of Christ, which is sufficient 
to shew men that God is neither indifferent to sin nor regards it lightly. 
On the contrary, it demonstrates that quality of holiness in Hirn which 
must find expressiön in His condemnation of sin. 

"Di:kaiasune is frnmrl in the sayings of the Lord Jesus, (a) of whatever 
is right or just in itself, whatever conforms to the revealcd will of God, 
Matt. 5 : 6, IO, 20; John 16: 8, IO; (b) whatever has been appointed 
by God to be acknowledged and obeyed by man, Matt. 3 : 15; 21 : 32; 
(c) the sum total of the rcquirements of God, Matt. 6 : 33 ; (d) rcligious 
duties, Matt. 6: I (distinguished as almsgiving, man's duty to his neigh
bour, vv. 2-4, prayer, his duty to God, vv. 5-15, fasting, the duty of self
control, vv. 16-18). 

"In the preaching of the Apostles recorded in Acts the word has the 
same general meaning. So also in Jas. I : 20; 3 : 18, in both Epp. of 
Peter, 1st John and the Revelation. In 2 Pet. I : I, 'the righteousness 
of our God and Saviour Jesus Christ,' is the righteous dealing of God with 
sin and with sinners on the ground of the Death of Christ. 'Word of 
righteousness,' Heb. 5 : 13, is probably the gospel, and the Scriptures as 
containing the gospel, wherein is declared the righteousness of God in all 
its aspects. 

" This meaning of dikaiosune, right action, is frequent also in Paul's 
writings, as in all five of its occurrences in Rom. 6 ; Eph. 6 : 14, etc. 
But for the most part he uses it of that gracious gift of God to men whereby 
all who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ are brought into right relation
ship with God. This righteousness is unattainable by obedience to any law, 
or by any merit of man's own, or any other condition than that of faith in 
Christ. . . . The man who trusts in Christ becomcs ' the righteousness of 
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God in Hirn,' 2 Cor. 5 : 21, i.e„ becomes in Christ all that God requires a 
man to be, all that he could never be in himself. Because Abraham 
accepted the Word of God, making it his own by that act of the mind and 
spirit which is called faith, and, as the sequel showed, submitting himself 
to its control, therefore God accepted him as one who fulfilled the whole 
of His requirements, Rom. 4 : 3. . . . 

" Righteousness is not said to be imputed to the believer save in the 
sense that faith is imputed (' reckoned ' is the better word) for righteous
ness. lt is clear that in Rom. 4: 6, II, 'righteousness reckoned' must be 
understootl in lhe light of the context, 'faith reckoned for righteousness,' 
vv. 3, 5, 9, 22. ' For' in these places is eis, which does not mean ' instead 
of,' but ' with a view to.' The faith thus exercised brings the soul into 
vital union with God in Christ, and inevitably produces righteousness of 
life, that is, conformity to the will of God.''* 

2. DIKAIÖMA (StKalwp.a) is the concrete expression of righteousness : 
see JusTIFICATION, A, No. 2. 

Note: ln Heb. r: 8, A.V., euthutes, straightness, uprightness (akin to 
f.uthus, straight, right), is translated "righteousness" (R.V„ "upright
ncss ; " A.V„ marg., "rightness, or straighmess "). 

RING 
DAKTULIOS (8a1<TVAL0S"), a finger-ring, occurs in Luke 13 : 22. if 

Note: Chrusodaktulios, an adjective signifying "with a gold ring," 
a gold-ringed (person), from chrusos, gold, and daktulos, a finger, occurs 
in Jas. 2 : 2.if 

RINGLEADER 
PRÖTOSTATES (TTpwToCT'TaTTJS"), one who stands first (prötos, first, 

histemi, to cause to stand), was used of soldiers, one who stands in the 
front rank; hence, metaphorically, a leader, Acts 24 : 5. if 

RIOT, RIOTING, RIOTOUS, RIOTOUSL Y 
A. Nouns. 

r. ASÖTIA (auwTla), prodigality, a wastefulness, profligacy (a, 
negative, sözö, fo save), is rendered "riot" in Eph. 5 : 18, R.V. (A.V„ 
" excess ") ; Tit. l : 6 and r Pet. 4 : 4 (A.V. and R.V„ " riot "). The 
corresponding verh is fonn<l in a papyrns writing, telling of 'riotous living' 
(like the adverb asötös, see B).if In the Sept., Prov. 28: 7.if Cp. the 
synonymous word aselgeia (undtr LASCIVIOUSNESS). 

2. KÖMOS {Kwp.oS"), a revel, is rendered "rioting" in Rom. 13: 13, 
A.V. ; see REVEL. 

3. TRUPHE (Tpv<f>'T)), luxuriousness, is rendered "riot" in 2 Pet. 
2 : 13, A.V. ; see DELICATELY, REVEL. 

4. STASIS (CT'Tauts), primarily a standing (akin to histemi, to cause to 

• From Notcs on Galutians by Hogg and Vinc, pp. 246, 247. 
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stand), then ari insurrection, is translated "riot" in Acts 19: 40, R.V. 
(A.V., "uproar"). See D1ssENSION, lNSURRECTION, SEDITION, UPROAR. 

B. Adverb. 
ASOTÖS ( auCÜTws}, wastefully (akin to A, No. 1), is translated "with 

riotous living" in Luke 15 : 13; though the word does not necessarily 
signify ' dissolutely,' the parable narrative makes clear that this is the 
meaning here. ~ In the Sept., Prov. 7 : II.~ 

Note: The verb ekchunö, a Hellenistic form of ekcheö (though the form 
actually used is thl( regular classical aorist passive of ekcheö), to pour out, 
shed, is translated "ran riotously" in Jude II, R.V. (A.V„ "ran 
greedily ") ; see POUR, SHED. 

RIPE (to be fully) 
1. AKMAZÖ (aKµa~w}, to be at the prime (akin to akme, a point), 

to bt> ript>, is translated " are fully ripe " in Rev. 14 : 18. iJ 
2. XERAINÖ (g71palvw), to dry up, wither, is used of ripened crops in 

Rev. 14: 15, R.V., "over-ripe," A.V., "ripc" (marg., "dricd "). Sec 
DRY, B, ÜVER-RIPE, WlTHER. 

3. PARADIDÖMI (Trapaolowµ.i}, to givc over, commit, deliver, etc., 
also signifies to permit ; in Mark 4 : 29, of the ripe condition of corn, 
R.V., and A.V. marg., " is ripe ; " R.V. marg., "alloweth " (the nearest 
rendering) ; A.V„ "is brought _!orth." 

RISE, RISING 
Notes: (1) For the various verbs anistemi, exanistemi, egeirö, anabainö, 

anatellö, sunephistemi, see under ARISE. (2) For the A.V„ "should rise" 
in Acts 26: 23, see RESURRECTION. (3) Exanistemi, transitively, to raise 
up (ek, out, from, out of), is used intransitively in Acts 15 : 5, " there rose 
up," i.e., from the midst of a gathered company. See RAISE. (4) For 
the A.V. and R.V. of sunegeirö, to raise together with, and in the Passive 
Voice in Col. 2 : 12; 3 : I, see RAISE. (5) For the word "rising," which 
is used to translate the verbs anatellö in Mark 16 : 2, and anistemi, in 
Mark 9 : IO, see under ARISE, Nos. 9 and l respectively. (6) For katephis
temi, Acts 18 : 12, R.V., see INSURRECTION, B. (7) Epanistamai, to rise 
up against, occurs in Matt. IO: 21; Mark 13: 12.iJ (8) Anastasis, is 
rcndered "rising up " in Luke 2 : 34, R.V. 

RIVER 
POTAMOS (TroTaµ6s) denotes (a) a stream, Luke 6: 48, 49; (b) a 

flood or floods, Matt. 7 : 25, 27 ; (c) a river, natural, Matt. 3 : 6, R.V. ; 
Mark l : 5 ; Acts 16 : 13 ; 2 Cor. II : 26, R.V. (A.V., " waters ") ; Rev. 
8: lo; 9: 14; 16: 4, 12 ; symbolical, Rev. 12 : 15 (ist part), R.V., 
"rivcr" (A.V., "flood "); so ver. 16; 22 : l, 2 (cp. Gen. 2 : lO; Ezek. 47); 
figuratively, John 7: 38, the effects of the operation of the Holy Spirit in 
and through the believer. See FLOOD, WATER.~ 

Note: For potamophoretos in Rev. 12: 15, sec FL.OOD, B. 
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ROAR, ROARING 
A. Verbs. 

ROB 

r. MUKAOMAI (JwKdoµai), properly of oxen, a:n onomatopceic word, 
to low, bellow, is used ofa lion, Rev. ro : 3. ~ 

2. ÖRUOMAI (wp1Joµai), to howl or roar, onomatopceic, of animals 
or men, is used of a lion, l Pet. 5: 8, as a simile of Satan.~ 

B. Noun. 
ECHOS (~xos), a .noise or sound (Eng., echo). is used of the roaring of 

the sea in Luke 21 : 25, in the best mss., "for the roaring (of the sea and 
the billows)," R.V. ; some mss. have the present participlc of echeö, to 
sound, A.V., " (thc sea and the waves) roaring." See RuM:ouR, SOUND. 

ROB 
r. SULAÖ (av..\dw), to plundcr, spoil, is translated " I robbcd" in 

2 Cor. II : 8. ~ Cp. sulagögeö, to make spoil of, Col. 2 .: 8. ~ 
2. KATABRABEUO (Ka-raßpaßcvw), to give · judgment against, to 

condemn (kata, against, and brabeus, an umpire; cp. brabeion, a prize in 
the games, l Cor. g : 24 ; Phil. 3 : 14, and brabeuö, to act as an U:mpire, 
arbitrate, Col. 3 : 15), occurs in Col. 2 : 18, R.V., "let (no man) rob (you) 
of your prize" (A.V., " ... beguile ... of your reward "), said of 
false teachers who would frustrate the faithful adherence of the believers 
to the truth, causing them to lose their reward. A110llwr 1ellllt~ri11g, doser 
to the proper meaning of the word, as given above, is ' let no man decide 
for or against you' (i.e., without any notion of a prize) ; this suitably 
follows the word " judge " in ver. 16, i.e., ' do not give yourselves up to 
the judgment and decision of any man' (A.V., marg., "judge against ").~ 

ROBBER 
I. L~STES (>..71a-r~s), a robber, brigand (akin to leia, booty), one 

who plunders open:Iy and by violence (in contrast tu kleptes, a thief, see 
below), is always translated "robber" or "robbers" in the R.V., as the 
A.V. in John ro: l, 8; 18 : 40; 2 Cor. II : 26; the A.V. has "thief" or 
"thieves" in Matt. 21 : 13, and parallel passages; 26: 55, and parallel 
passages ; 27 : 38, 44 and Mark 15 : 27 ; Luke ro : 30, 36 ; but " thief " 
is the meaning of kleptes. See TRIEF. 

2. HIEROSULOS {tcp6av>..os), an adjcctive signifying robbing temples 
(hieran, a temple, and sulaö, to rob), is found in Acts 19: 37.~ Cp. 
hierosuleö, to rob a temple, Rom. 2 : 22, A.V., "commit sacrilege."~ 

For ROBBERY see PRIZE 

ROBE 
r. STOLE (a-ro>..~), for which see CLOTHING, No. 8, is translated 

"rohe" in Mark 16: 5, R.V. (A~V., "garment ") ; " long robes" in 
Luke 20: 46. 
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2. CHLAMUS (x.\aµ,t5s), a cloak, is translated" rohe "in Matt. 27 : 28, 

3r. See CLOTHING, Note (4).~ 
3. HIMATION {tµ,a:riov) is translated "rohe" in the ·A.V. of John 

19 : 2, 5 (R.V., "garment "). .See APPAREL, No. 2, CLOTHING, No. 2, 
GARMENT. 

4. ESTHES (tu8~s), apparel, is translated "rohe" in Luke 23 : II 
(R.V., " apparel "). See APPAREL, No. r. 

ROCK 
l. PETRA (1Tfrpa) denotes a mass of rock, as distinct from petros, 

a detached stone or boulder, or a stonc that might bc thrown or casily 
moved. For the nature of pr.tra, sec M:;itt, 7 ; 2.1, 25 ; 27; 51, 60; Mark 
15: 46; Luke 6: 48 (twice), a type of a sure foundation (here the true 
reading is as in the R.V., "because it ha<l been well builded ") ; Rev. 
6 : 15, 16 (cp. Is. 2 : 19, ff. ; Hos. IO : 8) ; Luke 8 : 6, 13, used illustratively; 
l Cor. IO : 4 (twice), figuratively, of Christ ; in Rom. 9 : 33 and l Pet. 
2 : 8, metaphorically, of Christ; in Matt. 16 : 18, metaphorically, of Christ 
anrl thP. tf~stimony concerning Hirn; here the distinction between petra, 
conceming the Lord Himself, and Petras, the Apostle, is clear (see above).~ 

2. SPILAS (um.\as), a rock or reef, over which the sea dashes, is used ih 
Jude 12, "hidden rocks," R.V., metaphorical of men whose conduct is a 
<langer to others. ~ A 1ate meaning ascribed to it is that of " spots," 
(A,V.), but that rendering seems to have been infl.uenced by the parallel 
passage in 2 Pet. 2 : 13, where spiloi, " spots," occurs. 

ROCKY 
PETRODES (1T€Tpc.M'iris), rock-like (petra, a rock, eidos, a form, appear

ance), is used of rock. underlying shallow soil, Matt. 13 : 5, 20, R.V., 
"the rocky places" (A;V., "stony places ") ; Mark 4: 5, R.V., "the 
rocky ground" (A.V., "stony ground ") ; ver. 16, R.V., "r9cky places" 
(A. V., " stony ground "). ~ 

Note: In Acts 27: 29, A.V., the phrase tracheis topoi, lit., 'rough 
places,' is translated "rocks" (R.V., "rocky ground ")• 

ROD 
A. Noun. 

RHABDOS (paßSos), a staff, rod, sceptre, is used (a) of Aaron's rod, 
Heb. 9 : 4; (b) a staff used on a joumey, Matt. 10 : 10, R.V., " staff " 
(A.V., "staves ''.) ; so Luke 9: 3; Mark 6: 8, " staff;" Heb. II : 21, 
" staff; " (c) a ruler's staff, a " sceptre," Heb. l : 8 (twice) ; elsewhere a 
rod, Rev. 2 : 27 ; 12 : 5 ; 19 : 15 ; (d) a rod for chastisement (figuratively), 
l Cor. 4: 21; (e) a measuring rod, Rev. II: l. See STAFF.~ 

B. Verb. 
RHABDIZO (paßSl,w), to beat with a rod, is used in Acts 16: 22, 

R.V., "to beat ... with rods;" 2 Cor. II : 25. Thc rods wcrc those of 
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the Roman lictors or " serjeants" (rhabdouchoi, lit., rod-bearers) ; the 
Roman beating with rods is distinct from the J ewish infliction of stripes. ir 
In the Sept.,Judg., 6: II; Ruth 2: 17.ir Cp; Matt. 26: 67, R.V. marg.; 
John 18 :.22 (A.V. marg., and R.V. marg.); 19: 3, R.V. marg.; see 
SMITE. 

ROLL (Noun and Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

r. APOKULIÖ or APOKULIZÖ (d7To1<V.\lw), to roll away (apo, from, 
kulio, to roll;· cp. Eng., cylinder, etc.), is used of the sepulchre-stone, 
Matt. 28: 2; Mark 16: 3 (ver. 4 in some mss.; see No. 2); Luke 24: 2.ir 
In the Sept., Gen. 29: 3, 8, 10.ir 

2. ANAKULIÖ (dva1Cv.\lw), to roll up or back (ana), is found in the 
best texts, in Mark 16 : 4 (see No. 1)., 

3. PROSKULIÖ (7rpoa1CvAlw), to roll up or to (pros), is used in Matt. 
27 : 60 ; Mark 15 : 46, of the sepulchre-stone. ir 

4. HEILISSÖ, or HELISSÖ (€.\laaw), to roll, or roll up, is used (a) of 
the rolling up of a mantle, illustratively of the heavens, Heb. l : 12, R.V. ; 
(b) of the rolling up of a scroll, Rev. 6 : 14, illustratively of the removing of 
the heaven.ir 

5. EN!ULISSÖ (€vrvAlaaw), to wrap up, roll round or about, is trans
lated "rolled up" in John 20 : 7, R.V., of the cloth or "napkin" that had 
been wrapped around thc hcad of thc Lord before burial. Both the R.V. 
and the A.V., "wrapped together," might suggest that this cloth had been 
rolled or wrapped up and put in a certain part of the tomb at the Lord's 
resurrection, whereas, as with the body wrappings, the head cloth was 
lying as it had been rolled round His head, an evidence, to those who 
looked into the tomb, of the fact of His resurrection without any 
disturbance of the wrappings either by friend or foe or when the change 
took place. lt is followed by en, in, and translated " wrapped " in · 
Matt. 27 : 59, a meaning and construction which Moulton and Milligan 
illustrate from the papyri ; in Luke 23 : 53 it is followed by the dative · of 
the noun sindön, linen cloth, used instrumentally. See WRAP.ir 

B. Noun. 
KEPHALIS (KEcpa.\ls), lit., a little head (a diminutive of kephale, a 

head; Lat., capitulum, a diminutive of caput), hence, a capital of a column, 
then, a roll (of a book), occurs in Heb. ro: 7; R..V., "in the roll" (A.V., 
"in the volume "), lit., 'in the heading of the scroll' (from Ps. 40: 7).ir 

ROMAN 
RHÖMAlOS ('Pwµa'ios) occurs in John II : 48; Acts 2 : IO, R.V., 

" from Rome " (A.V., " of Rome ") ; 16 : 21, 37, 38 ; 22 : 25, 26, 27, 
29; 23: 27 .; 25: 16; 28: 17.~ For a note on l{oman citizenship see 
CITIZEN, No. 3. 
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ROOF 
STEGE (aTly'I)), a covering (stegö, to cover), denotes a toof, Mark 

2 : 4; said of entering a house, Matt. 8 : 8 ; Luke 7 : 6. iJ 

ROOM 
A. Nouns. 

I. TOPOS (T67Tos), a place, is translated "room" in Luke 2 : 7 and 
14: 22, i.e., place; in the A.V. in Luke 14: 9, 10, R.V., "place" 
(of a couch at a feast); of a position or condition which a person occupies, 
l .Cor. 14: 16 (R.V., "place "). See OPPORTUNITY, PLACE. 

2. PRÜTOKLISIA (7rpwT01<'A.wla), the chief reclining place at table, 
is rendered "uppermost rooms," in Matt. 23: 6, A.V. (R.V., 
"chief pla<;e ") ; in Mark 12 : 39, " uppermost rooms," A.V. (R.V., 
" chief places ") ; in Luke 14: 7, "chief rooms," A.V. (R.V., "chief 
seats "); in ver. 8, A.V., "highest room" (R.V., "chief seat "); in 20: 
46, A.V., "highest seats" (R.V., "chief seats "). See CHIEF, B, No. 
7, PLAGE, No. 5.iJ 

3. ANAGAION or ANÖGEON (d.vayawv), an upper room (ana, above, 
gc, ground), occurs in Mark 14: 15 ; Luke 22 : 12, a chamber, often over a 
porch, or conriected with the roof, where meals were taken and privacy 
obtained.~ 

4. HUPER(>ON (vm;pcpov), the neuter of the adjective huperljos, 
upper (from huper, above), used as a noun, denoted in classical Greek an 
upper storey or room where the women resided; in the Sept. and the 
N.T., an upper chamber, a roof-chamber, built on the flat roof of the house, 
Acts l : 13, R.V., "upper chamber" (A.V. "upper room ") ; see 
CHAMBER, No. 2. 

B. Verb. 
CHÖREÖ (xwp.fw), to make room, is translated "there was ... 

room" in Mark 2 : 2. See CoNTAIN, No. I. 

C. Preposition. 
ANTI (avTl), in place of, instead of, is translated "in the room of" 

in Matt. 2 : 22. 

Notes: (1) In Luke 12 : 17, A.V., pou, anywhere or where, with a 
negativr., is translatr.ci "no room" (R.V., "not whr.re "). (2) In Acts 
24: 27, A.V., diadochos, a successor; with lambanö, to receive, is translated 
"came into (Felix') room," R.V.," (Felix) was succeeded by.'' Diadochos 
often meant a deputy, a temporary successor. ,-i 

ROOT 
A. Noun. 

RHIZA (pl~a) is used (a) in the natural sense, Matt. 3 : 10 ; 13 : 6, 21 ; 
Mark 4 : 6, 17; II : 20 ; Luke 3 : 9 ; 8 : lJ ; (b) metaphorically (1) of 
cause, origin, source, said of persons, ancestors, Rom. II : 16, 17, 18 
(twice) ; of things, evils, r Tim. 6 : 10, R.V., of the love of money as a 
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f II "k" d f .I.. ( " ·1 " A V " "I ") b" root o a m s o ev1 marg., ev1 s; . ., ev1 ; itterness, 
Heb. 12 : 15; (2) of that which springs from a root, a shoot, said of 
offspring, Rom. 15 : 12; Rev. 5 : 5; 22 : 16. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. RHIZOO (pi~6w), to cause to take root, is used metaphorically in 

the Passive Voice in Eph. 3 : 17, of being rooted in Iove; Col. 2 : 7, in 
Christ, i.e., in the sense of being firmiy pianted, or estabiished.~ In the 
Sept., Is. 40 : 24 ; Jer. 12 : 2. ~ 

2. EKRIZOÖ (€Kpi~6w), to root out orup (ek, out, and No. l), is rendered 
to root up in Matt. 13 : 29 ; 15 : 13 ; see PLUCK. 

ROPE 
SCHOINION (oxoivtov), a diminutive of schoinos, a rush, is used of 

the small cords of which Christmade a scourge, John 2 : 15 ; of the ropes 
of a boat, Acts 27: 32. See CORD.~ 

I'or ROSE see RISE 

ROUGH 
I. SKLEROS (C1KA7Jp6s), hard, is translated "rough" in Jas. 3 : 4, 

R.V., of winds (A.V., " fierce "). See AUSTERE, FIERCE, Note (1). 
2. TRACHUS (rpaxvs), rough, uncvcn, is used of paths, Luke 3 : 5; 

of rocky piaces, Acts 27 : 29. See RocKY. ~ 

ROUND, ROUND ABOUT 
l. KUKLOTHEN (KvKA68ev), from kuklos, a circle, ring (Eng., cycle, 

etc.), occurs in Rev. 4: 3, 4; in ver. 8, R.V., "round about," with 
reference to the eyes. ~ 

2. PANTOTHEN (m:fvro8ev), on all sides (from pas, all), is translated 
"round about" in Heb. 9: 4. See EvERYWIIERE, No. 3. 

3. PERIX (17'pig), from the preposition peri, around, occurs in Acts 
5: 16, "round about" (of cities).~ 

4. KUKLQ (KVKAcp), the dative case of the noun kuklos, a ring; is used 
as an adverb, and transiated " round about " in Mark 3 : 34, A.V. (R.V., 
"round ") ; 6: 6, 36; Luke 9: 12; Rom. 15: 19; Rev. 4: 6; 7: II.~ 

Note: For combinations with other words see, e.g., CoME, No. 38, 
CouNTRY, A, No. 6, A, No. 4, DwELL, No. 5, Go, No. 9, HEDGE, LooK, 
A, No. 3, REGION, SHINE, STAND, B, No. 5. 

ROUSE 
EXUPNOS (~gv7TVos-), roused out of sleep (ek, out of, hupnos, sleep), 

occurs in Acts 16: 27.~ Cp. exupnizo, AWAKE, No. 4. 

ROW (Verb) 
ELAUNÖ (€;\avvw), to drive, is used of rowing or sailing a boat, Mark 

() : 48 ; John 6 : 19. See DRIVE. 
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ROYAL 
I. BASILEIOS (ßaal>,€ios), from basileus, a king, is used in I Pet. 2 : 9 

of the priesthood consisting of all believers.i! Cp. Luke 7 : 25, for which 
see COURT, No. 3. In the Sept„ Ex. 19 : 6; 23 : 22 ; Deut. 3 : roir. 

2. BASILIKOS (ßaaiAiK6s), belonging to a king, is translated" royal" 
in Acts 12: 2r; Jas. :<.: 8. See KING B, No. 2 NOBLEMAN. 

RUB 
PSÖCHÖ (if;wxw), to rub, to rub to pieces, is used in Luke 6: I. ~ 

RUDDER 
PEDALION (1T7/oa>.wv), a rudder (akin to pedos, the blade of an oar), 

occurs in Jas. 3 : 4, R.V., " rudder" (A.V., "helm ") 1 and Acts 27: 40, 
plural, R.V.," (the bands of) the rudders," A.V., " the rudder (bands)."if 

The pedalia were actually steering-paddles, two of which were used as 
rudders in ancient ships. 

RUDE 
IDIÖTES (l0twT77s), for which see IGNORANT, No. 4, is translated 

" rude " in 2 Cor. II : 6. 

RUDIMENTS 
STOICHEION (aToixdov), one of a row or series, is translated "rudi

ments" in the R.V. of Gal. 4: 3, 9; Heb. 5 : 12, and the A.V. aml R.V. 
of Col. 2 : 8, 20. See ELEMENTS. 

RUE 
PEGANON (1T~yavov), a shrubby plant with yellow flowers and a heavy 

smell, cultivated for medicinal purposes, is mentioned in Luke II: 42.~ 

RUIN 
I. RHEGMA (pfjyµa), akin to rhegnumi, to break, denotes a cleavage, 

fracture (so in the Sept., e.g., r Kings II : 30, 31) ; by metonymy, that 
which is broken, a ruin, Luke 6 : 49.if 

2. KATESTRAMMENA (KaTwTpaµµlva), the neuter plural, perfect 
participlc, Passive, of katastrephö, to overturn, is translated " ruins " 
in Acts r5 : 16 ; cp. DIG, No. 3. See ÜVERTHROW. 

RULE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. ARCHE (apx~), a beginning etc„ denotes rule, Luke 20: 20, R.V., 
"rule" (A.V., "power"); I Cor. 15 : 24; Eph. I : 21, R.V., "rule" 
(A.V„ "principality "). See BEGINNING, B. 

2. KANÖN (Kavwv) is translated " rule " in the A.V. of 2 Cor. ro : 13, 
15; in Gal. 6: 16, A.V. and R.V. ; in Phil. 3 : 16, A.V. (R.V., in italics) : 
see PROVINCE, No. 2. 
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B. Verbs. 
I. ARCHÖ (IJ.pxw), (akin to A, No. l), in the Active Voice denotes 

to rule, Mark 10: 42 and Rom. 15 : 12, R.V., "to rule" (A.V., "to 
reign "). See BEGIN, A, No. r. 

2. OIKODESPOTEÖ (olKoSw1To-rlw), from oikos, a house, and despotes, 
a master, signifies to rule the household; so the R.V. in l Tim. 5: 14 
(A.V., "guide the house "). See GurnE, B, Note (1).~ Cp. oikodespotes, 
a houscholder. 

3. PROISTEMI (1Tpol<1'TTJµi), lit., 'to stand before,' hence, to lead, 
attend to (indicating care and diligence), is translated to rule (Middle 
Voice), with reference to a local church, in Rom. 12 : 8; perfect Active 
iu l Tim. 5: l/; will11de1e11ce Lu a family, I Tim. 3: 4 anu 12 (Miuule 
Voice); ver. 5 (2nd aorist, Active). See MAINTAIN. 

4. HEGE()MAI (~yloµai), to lead, is translated to rule in Heb. 
13 : 7, 17, 24 (A.V. marg., in the first two, "are the guides "and" guide." 

5. POIMAINO (1Toiµalvw), to act as a shepherd, tend flocks; is trans
lated to rule in Rev. 2 : 27 ; 12 : 5 ; 19 : 15, all indicating that the 
governing power exercised by the Shepherd is to be of a firm character ; 
in Matt. 2 : 6, A.V„ " shall rule " (R.V., " shall be shepherd of "). See 
FEED. 

6. BRABEUÖ (ßpaßevw), properly, to act as an umpire (brabeus), 
hcnce, generally, to arbitrate, decide, Col. ~: 15, "rule" (R.V., marg„ 
" arbitrate "), reprcscnting "the pcacc of Christ" (R.V.) as deciding 
all matters in the hearts of believers ; some regard the meaning as that of 
simply directing, controlling, ruling., Cp. katabrabeuö ; see RoB. 

RULER 
r. ARCHÖN (IJ.pxwv), a ruler, chief, prince, is translated "rulers," 

e.g., in l Cor. 2 : 6, 8, R.V. (A.V„ "princes ") ; "ruler," Rev. l : 5 (A.V., 
"prince "). See MAGISTRATE, PRINCE, No. 2. 

2. ARCHE (apx~). a rule, sovereignty, is rendered "rulers" in Luke 
12 : II, R.V. (A.V., "magistrates "). See BEGINNING. 

3. KOSMOKRATÖR (KocrµoKpa-rwp) denotes a ruler of this world 
(contrast pantokratör, almighty). In Greek literature, in Orphic hymns, 
etc„ and in Rabbinic writings, it signifies a ruler of the whole world, 
a world-lord. In the N.T. it is used in Eph. 6: 12, "the world-rulers 
(of this darkness),'' R.V., A.V., "the rulers (of the darkness) of this 
world." The context ("not against flesh and blood ") shows that not 
earthly potentates are indicated, but spirit powers, who, under the 
permissive will of God, and in consequence of human sin, exercise Satanic 
and therefore antagonistic authority over the world in its present con
dition of spiritual darkness and alienation from God. The suggested 
rendering ' the rulers of this dark world ' is amhiguons and not phraseo
logically requisite. Cp. John 12: 31; 14: 30; 16: II; 2 Cor. 4: 4.~ 

4. POLIT ARCHES (1ToAi-rapx:rJ>), a ruler of a city (polis, a city, archö, 
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to rule), a politarch, is used in Acts 17 : 6, 8, of the magistrates in Thessa
lonica, before whom the Jews, with a mob of market idlers, dragged Jason 
and other converts, under the charge of showing hospitality to Paul and 
Silas, and of treasonable designs against the Emperor. Thessalonica was 
a " free " city and the citizens could choose their own politarchs. The 
accuracy of Luke has been vindicated by the use of the term, for while 
classical authors use the terms poliarchos and politarchos of similar rulers, 
the form used by Luke is supportcd by inscriptions discovered at Thcssa
lonica, one of which mentions Sosipater, Secundus, and Gaius among the 
poiitarchs, names occurring as those of Paul's companions. Prof. Burton 
of Chicago, in a paper on "The Politarchs," has recorded r7 inscriptions 
which allesl Lheir exisleuce, Lhirlccu uI which ucluug Lu Maeeuuuia auu 
five presumably to Thessalonica itself, illustrating the influence of Rome 
in the municipal organization of thc place. ~ 

5. ARCHITRIKLINOS (dpxtTplKAtvos) denotes the superintendent of 
a banquet, whose duty lay in a.rranging the tables and food (arche, ruler, 
triklinos, lit„ a room with thrce couches), John 2: 8, 9.if 

Notes: (r) In Mark IJ : 9 and Luke 2r : I2, A.V., hegemön, a leader, 
a govemor of a Province, is translated "ruler" (R.V„ "govemor "). 
See GovERNOR, PRINCE, No. 3. (2) For ruler of the synagogue, see 
SYNAGOGUE. (3) In Matt. 24: 45, A.V„ kathistemi, to appoint, is trans
lated" hath made ruler " (R.V„ " hath set ") ; so in ver. 47 ; 25 : 2r, 23 ; 
Luke 12 : 42, 44. 

RUMOUR 
I. AKOt (dKo~), a hearing, is translated "rumour" in Matt. 24: 6; 

Mark r3 : 7. See HEARING, B, No. I. 

2. ECHOS (7Jxos), a noisc, sound, is translated "rumour" in Luke 
4 : 37, R.V. (A.V„ " fame "). See RoAR, SOUND. 

Note: In Luke 7: 17, A.V„ logos, a word, is translated "rumour" 
(R.V., "report "). 

RUN, RAN 
I. TRECHO (Tplxw), to run, is used (a) literally, e.g„ Matt. 27: 48 

(dramön, an aurist participle, from an obsolete verb dramö, but supplying 
certain forms absent from trechö, lit., 'having run,' 'running,' expressive 
of the decisiveness of the act) ; the same form in the indicative mood is 
used, e.g„ in Matt. 28: 8; in the Gospels the literal meaning alone is 
used; elsewhere in r Cor. 9 : 24 (twice in rst part) ; · Rev. 9 : 9, A.V.~ 
" running " (R.V„ " rushing ") ; (b) metaphorically, from the illustration 
of runners in a race, of either swiftness or effort to attain an end, Rom. 
9 : r6, indicating that salvation is not due to human effort, but to God's 
sovereign right to exercise mercy; r Cor. 9: 24 (2nd part), and ver. 26, 
of persevering activity in the Christian course with a view to obtaining the 
reward; so Heb. r2 : r; in Gai. 2 : 2 (1st part), R.V„ "(lest) l should be 
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running," continuous present tense, referring to the activity of the special 
service of his mission to Jerusalem; (2nd part), "had run," aorist tense, 
expressive of the continuous past, referring to the activity of his 
antagonism to the Judaizing teachers at Antioch, and his consent to submit 
the case to the judgment of the church in Jerusalem; in 5 : 7 of the erst
while faithful course doctrinally of the Galatian believers ; in Phil. 2 : r6, 
of the Apostle's manner of life among the Philippian believers; in 2 Thess. 
3 : r, of the free and rapid progress of " the wor<l of the Lord." 

2. PROSTRECHÖ (TTpoaTpExw), to run to (pros, to, and No. r), is 
used in Mark 9: 15; ro: 17; Acts 8: 30.if . 

3. PERITRECHÖ (m;piTpExw), to run about (peri, around, and No. r), 
is used in Mark 6: 55, R.V., "ran round about" (A.V., "ran through ").if 

4. SUNTRECHÖ (avvTpExw), to run together with (sun, with), is used 
(a) literally, Mark 6 : 33; Acts 3 : II ; (b) inetaphorically, r PeL 4 : 4, 
of running a course of evil with others. if In the Sept., Psa. 50 : r8. if 

5. PROTRECHÖ (TTpoTpExw), to run before, Luke rg: 4: see ÜUTRUN. 
6. EISTRECHÖ (daTpE)(w), to run in (eis, in), occurs in Acts 12: 14.~ 
7. HUPOTRECHÖ (i11T0Tpl.xw), to run under (hupo, under). is used 

nautically in Acts 27 : r6. if 
8. EPISUNTRECHÖ (€mavvTpExw), to run together again (epi, upon, 

or again, and No. 4), occurs in Mark 9: 25.if 
9, EKCHUNNO or EKCHUNÖ (€Kxvvvw), to shed, is translated "ran 

rioto11sly" in Jn<le rr, R.V. (A.V., "ran greedily "). See RIOTOUSLY, 
Note. See SHED, SPILL. 

ro. HUPEREKCHUNNÖ (ilTTEpEKXvvvw), a late form of huperekcheö, 
to overflow, is rendered " running over " in Luke 6 : 38. if 

II. EPIKELLÖ or EPOKELLÖ (€mKEAAw), to drive upon, is used in 
Acts 27 : 41 of running a ship ashore. if 

Notes: (r) HormaiJ, to set in motion, urge on, but intransitively, 
to hasten on, rush, is always translated to rush in the R.V.; A.V., "ran 
violently," Matt. 8 : 32 ; Mark 5 : 13 ; Luke 8 : 33 ; " ran," Acts 7 : 57 ; 
"rushed ", rg: 29. See RusH.if (2) In Acts 21 : 30, sundrome, a running 
together, with ginomai, to become, take place, is translated" ran together," 
lit., ' a running together took place.' (3) In Matt. 9: 17, A.V„ ekcheö, 
to pour out, used in the Passive Voice (R.V„ "is spilled "), is translated 
"runneth out." (4) In Acts 14: 14, R.V., ekpedaö, to spring forth, is 
translated " sprang forth" (this verb is found in the papyri) ; the A.V., 
" ran in " translates the mss. which have eispedaö, to spring in. (5) 
Katatrechö, to run down, occurs in Acts zr : 32.~ 

RUSH, RUSHING . 
r. HORMAO (opµaw), for which see RUN, Note (r), with refs„ is 

akin to horme (see AssAULT) and hormema, a rushing (see VroLENCE). 
2. PHERO (ef>Epw), to bear, is used in the present participle, Passive 

Voice, in Acts 2 : 2, and translatcd "rushing," R.V., "the rushing (of 
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a mighty wind)," A.V„" a rushing (mighty wind),'' lit., 'a violent wind 
borne (along).' 

3. TRECHÖ (Tp€xw), to run, is translated "rushing (to war) " in 
Rev. 9: 9, R.V., A.V., "running (to battle)." 

RUST (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. BRÖSIS (ßpwais), :rn ~ating (akirr to bibröskö, to P::tt), is ns~cl 
metaphorically to denote "rust" in Matt. 6: 19, 20. See EAT, B, No. 1, 

Foon, MEAT, MORSEL. . 
2. IOS (los), poison, denotes rust in Jas. 5 : 3. See PorsoN. 

B. Verb. 
KATIOÖ (KaTiow), an intensive form of ioö, to poison (akin to A, 

No. 2), strengthene<l by kata, down, to rust over, andin the Passive Voice, 
to become rusted over, occurs in Jas. S : 3, R.V., " are rusted" (A.V., 
"are cankered ").if Cp. gangraina, a gangrene, 2 Tim. 2: 17, R.V.if 
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s 
SABACHTHANI 

SABACB:THANEI (aaßax6avE{), an Aramaic word signifying 'Thou 
hast forsaken Me,' is recorded as part of the utterance of Christ on the 
Cross, Matt. 27 : 46 ; Mark 15 : 34, a quotation from Ps. 22 : I. Recently 
proposed renderings which differ from those of the A.V. and R.V. have 
not been sufficiently established to require acceptance. 

SABAOTH 
SABAÖTH (aaßawß) is the transliteration of a Hebrew word which 

denotes hosts or armies, Rom. 9 : 29 ; Jas. 5 : 4. ~ While the word 
"hosts" probably had special reference to angels, the title " the LORD 
of hosts " became used to designate Hirn as the One who is supremc over 
all the innumerable hosts of spiritual agencies, or of what are descrihecl 
as " the armies of heaven." Eventually it was used as equivalent to 
'the LORD all-sovereign.' In the prophetical books of the O.T. the 
Sept. sometirnes has Kurios Sabaöth as the equivalent of "the LORD of 
hosts," sometimes Kurios Pantokratör; in Job, it uses Pantokratör to 
render the Hebrew Divine title Shadday (see ALMIGHTY). 

SABBATH 
r. SABBATON (aaßßa-rov) or SABBATA: the latter, the plural form, 

was transliterated from the Aramaic Word, which was mistaken for a 
plural; hence the singular, sabbaton, was formed frorn it. The root means 
to cease, desist (Heb., shäbath; cp. Arab., sabata, to intercept, interrupt) ; 
the doublcd b has an intensive force, implying a complete cessation or a 
making to cease, probably the former. The idea is not that of relaxation 
or refreshment, hut cessation from activity. 

The observation of the seventh day of the week, cnjoined upon Israel, 
was 'a sign' between God and His earthly people, based upon the fact 
that after the six days of creatjve operations He rested, Ex. 31 : 16, 17, 
with 20: 8-n. The O.T. regulations were developed and systematized 
to such an extent that they became a burden upon the people (who 
otherwise rejoiced in the rest provided) and a byword for absurd extra
vagance. Two treatises of the Mishna (the Shabbäth and •Erübin) are 
entirely occupied with regulations for the observance ; so with the 
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discussions in the Gemara, on Rabbinical opm10ns. The effect upon 
current opinion explains the antagonism roused by the Lord's eures 
wrought on the Sabbath, e.g., Matt. 12: 9-13; John 5: 5-16, and explains 
the fact that on a Sabbath .the sick were brought to be healed after 

. sunset, e.g., Mark I : 32. According to Rabbinical ideas, the disciples, 
by plucking ears of corn (Matt. 12 : I ; Mark 2 : 23), and rubbing them 
(Luke 6: r), broke the sabbath in two respects; for to pluck was to reap, 
and to ruh was to thresh. The Lord's attitude to\vards the sabbath was 
by way of freeing it from these vexatious traditional accretions by which 
it was made an end in itself, instead of.a means to an end (Mark 2 : :27). 

In the Epistles the only di.rect mentions are in Col. 2 : 16, " a sabbath 
day," R.V. (which rightly has the singular, see rst parag., above), where 
it is listed among things that were " a shadow of the things to come " 
(i.e., of the age introduced at Pentecost), andin Heb. 4: 4-II, where the 
perpetual sabbatismos is appointed for believers (see REST) ; inferential 
references are in Roni. 14: 5 and Gal. 4: 9-rr. For the first three 
centuries of the Christian era the first day of the week was never con
founded with the sabbath; the confusion of the Jewish and Christian 
institutions was due to declension from apostolic teaching. 

Notes: (r) In Matt. 12 : I and II, where the plural is used, the A.V. 
(as the R.V.) rightly has the singular, "the sabbath day; " in ver. 5 the. 
A.V. has the plural (see above). Where the singular is used the R.V. 
omits the word "day," ver. 2; 24: 20; Mark 6: 2; Luke 6: r (" on a 
sabbath ") ; J4: 3; John 9 : 14 (" it was the sabbath on the day 
when . . . "). As to the use or omission of the article the omission does 
not always require the rendering ' a sabbath ; ' it is absent, e.g., in 
Matt. 12 : 2. (2) In Acts 16: 13, "on the sabbath day," is, Iit., 'on the 
day of the sabbath' (plural). (3) For Matt. 28 : I, see LATE. (4) For 
"the first day of the week" see ÜNE, A, (5). 

2. PROSABBATON (7rpoaaßßaTov) signifies "the day before the 
sabbath" (pro, before, and No. r), Mark 15: 42; some mss. have prin, 
before, with sabbaton sepa;.-ately). ~ 

SACK CLOTH 
SAKKOS (aaKKos), a warm material woven from goat's or camel's 

hair, and hence of a dark colour, Rev. 6 : 12 ; Jerome renders it saccus 
cilicinus (being made from the hair of the black goat of Cilicia, the 
Romans called it cilicium) ; cp. Isa. 50: 3; it was also used for saddle
cloths, Jos. 9: 4; also for making sacks, e.g., Gen. 42 : 25, and for 
garments worn as expressing mourning or penitence, Matt. II : 21 ; Luke 
IO: 13, or for purposes of prophetic testimony, Rev. II: 3., 

SACRED 
HIEROS {ZEpos) denotes consecrated to God, e.g., the Scriptures, 

2 Tim. 3: 15, R.V., "sacred" (A.V. "holy ''.) ; it is used as a noun in the 
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neuter plural in l Cor. 9 : 13, R.V„ "sacred things" (A.V„ "holy 
things ").~ The neuter singular, hieron, denotes a temple. See TEMPLE. 
For a comparison of this and synonymous terms see HoLY, B, No. 1 (b) 
and Note (2). 

SACRIFICE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

THUSIA (8vala) primarily denotes the act of offering; then, objec
tively, that which is offered (a) of idolatrous sacrifice, Acts 7 : 41 ; (b) of 
animal or other sacrificcs, as offcrcd undcr thc Law, Matt. 9 : 13 ; 12 : 7 ; 
Mark 9: 49; 12: 33; Luke z: 24; 13: I; Acts 7: 42; l Cor. IO: 18; 
Heb. S : 1: 7: 27 (R.V„ plural); 8: 3: 9: 9: 10: 1, 5, 8 (R.V„ plural), 
II ; II : 4; (c) of Christ, in His sacrifice on the Cross, Eph. 5 : 2 ; Heb. 
9 : 23, where the plural antitypically comprehends the various forms of 
Levitical sacrifices in their typical character; 9: 26; 10: 12, 26; (d) meta
phorically, (r) of the body of the believer, presented to God as a living 
sacriftce, Rom. 12 : 1 ; (2) of faith, Phil. 2 : 17 ; (3) uf malerial assiMam:e 
rendered to servants of God, Phil. 4 : 18 ; (4) of praise, Heb. 13 : 15 ; 
(5) of doing good to others and cummunicating with their needs, Heb. 
13 : 16 ; (6) of spiritual sacrifices in general, offered by believers as a holy 
priesthood, l Pet. 2 : 5. ~ 

B. Verb. 
THUÖ (8vw) is used of sacrificing by slaying a victim, (a) of the 

sacrifice of Christ, l Cor. 5 :_ 7, R.V„ "hath been sacrificed" (A.V„ "is 
sacrificed ") ; (b) of the Passover sacrifice, Mark 14 : 12, R.V„. " they 
sacrificed" (A.V„ "they killed ") ; Luke 22 : 7, R.V„ " (must) be 
sacrificed," A.V„ " (must) be killed ; " (c) of idolatrous sacrifices, Acts 
14: 13, 18; l Cor. 10: 20 (twice). See KILL, No. 3. 

Note: For eidölothutos, sacrificed to idols, see IDOLS (offered to), 
No. 1. 

For SACRILEGE see ROBBER, No. 2, Rom. 2: 22 

For SAD see COUNTENANCE 

For SADDUCEES see under PHARISEES 

SAFE, SAFELY, SAFETY 
A. Adjective. 

ASPHALES (da<foa,\~s), certain, secure, safe (from a, negative, and 
sphallö, to trip up), is translated " safe " in Phil. 3 : r. See CERTAIN, B. 

· B. Nouns. 
I. ASPHALEIA (datf>rÜEm), certainty, safety (akin to A), is translated 

"safety" in Acts 5 : 23 ; l Thess. 5 : 3. See CERTAIN, A. 
2. SÖTERIA (aw77Jpla), salvation, is translated "safety" in Acts 

27: 34, R.V. (A.V„ "health "). See HEALTH, Note. 
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. C. Adverb. 
ASPHALÖS (dvrpaAws), safely (akin to A, and B, No. l), is so rendered 

in Mark 14 : 44 and Acts 16 : 23. See AssuRANCE, C. In the Sept., 
Gen. 34 : 25. 'tf 

D. Verbs. 
I. DIASÖZÖ (füaaw~w). to bring safely through <langer, and, in the 

Passive Voice, to come safc through (dia, through, sözö, to save), is 
translated " bring safe " in Acts 23 : 24 ; " escaped safc " in 27 : 44. 
See EscAPE, HEAL, SAVE, WHOLE. 

2. HUGIAINÖ (vyialvw), tt> be sound, healthy (Eng., hygicne, etc.), 
is translatcd "safe and sound" in Luke 15 : 27, lit., 'being healthy.' See 
HEALTH, SOUND, WHOLE. 

For SAIL (Noun, Acts 27 : 17, A.V.) see GEAR 

SAIL (Verb) 
I. PLEÖ (77Mw), to sail, occurs in Luke 8 : 23; Acts 21 : 3 ; 27 : 2, 6, 

24; Rev. 18: 17, R.V., "sailelh" (fur the A.V. sec CoMPANY, A, No. 7).'tf 
2. APOPLEÖ (d7To7TMw), to sail away (apo, from, and No. l), occurs in 

Acts 13 : 4 ; 14 : 26 ; 20 : 15 ; 27 : I. 'tf 
3. EKPLEÖ (€K1TMw), to sail from, or thence (ek, from), occurs in 

Acts 15 : 39 ; 18 : 18 ; 20 : 6.'tf 
4. PARAPLEÖ (7TapanM.w), to sail by (para), occur3 in Acts 20: 16.'tf 
5. DIAPLEÖ (Öia7TMw), to sail across (dia, through), occurs in 

Acts 27: 5.'t[ 
6. HUPOPLEÖ (v1To1TMw), to sail under (hupo), i.e„ under the lee of, 

occurs in Acts 27: 4, 7.'t[ 
7. ANAGÖ (dvayw), to lead up, is used of putting to sea, Acts 13 : 13 ; 

lÜ : II ; 18 : 21 ; 20 : 3, 13 ; 21 : l ; 27 : 21 ; 28 : IO, II ; see LAUNCH. 
8. PARALEGÖ (77apaMyw), to lay beside (para), is used in the Middle 

Voice, of sailing past in Acts 27 : 8, R.V„ "coasting along" (A.V„ 
"passing "); ver. lJ, R.V„ "sailcd along" (A.V„ "sailed ").'tf 

9. DIAPERAÖ (owm;paw), to cross over, is translated" sailing over" 
in Acts 21 : 2, A.V. (R.V„ "crossing over "). See PASS. 

IO. BRADUPLOEÜ (ßpaÖv7TAo.fw), to sail slowly (brudus, slow, plous, 
a voyage), occurs in Acts 27: 7.'tf 

For SAILING see VOY AGE 

for SAILORS see MARINERS 

SAINT(S) 
HAGIOS (äyios), for the meaning and use of which see HoLY, B, 

No. l, is nsed as a noun in the singular in Phil. 4: 21, where pas, "every ,'' 
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is used with it. In the plU:ral, as used of believers, it designates all such 
and is not applied merely to persons of exceptional holiness, or to thosc 
who, having died, were diaracterized by exceptional acts of saintliness. 
See especially 2 Thess. l : ro, where " His saints" are also described as 
" them that believed," i.e., the whole number of the redeemed. They 
are called "holy ones" in Jude J4, R.V. For the term as applied to the 
Holy Spirit see HOLY SPIRIT. See also SANCTIFY. 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 15 : 3 the R.V. follows those texts which have 
aiönön, " ages,'' and assigns the reading ethnön, " nations," to the margin·; 
the A. V. translates those which have the inferior reading hagiön, " saints," 
and puts " nations " and " ages " in the margin. (2) In Rev. 18 : 20, 
thc best tcxts havc hagioi and apostoloi,cach with the article, euch bcing 
preceeded by kai, "and," R.V., "and ye saints, and ye apostles; " the 
A.V., "and ye holy apostles" follows those mss. from which the 2nd 
kai and the article are absent. (3) In Rev. 22 : 21, the R.V. follows those 
mss. which have hagiön, with the article," (with) the saints ; " the A. V. 
those which simply have pantön, all, but adds "you" (R.V., marg., 
" with all "). 

SAKE (for the) : see t p. 9 

SALT (Noun, Adjective and Verb), SALTNESS 
A. Noun. 

HALAS (äAas), a late form of hals (found in some mss. in Mark 9: 49), 
is used (a) literally in Matt. 5 : 13 (2nd part) ; Mark 9 : 50 (1st part, twice) ; 
Luke 14: 34 (twice); (b) metaphorically, of believers, Matt. 5 : 13 (1st 
part) ; of their character and condition, Mark 9 : 50 (2nd part) ; of 
wisdom exhibited in their. speech, Col. 4 : 6. ~ 

Being possessed of purifying, perpetuating and antiseptic qualities, 
salt became emblematic of fidelity and friendship among eastem nations. 
To eat of a person's salt and so to share his hospitality is still regarded 
thus among the Arabs. So in Scripture, it is an emblem of the covenant 
between God and His people, Num. 18: 19; 2 Chron. 13: 5; so again 
when the Lord says "Have salt in yourselves, and be at peace one with 
another" (Mark 9: 50). In the Lord's teaching it is also symbolic of that 
spiritual health and vigour essential to Christian virtuc and counteractive 
of the corruption that is in the world, e.g., Matt. 5 : 13, see (b) above. 
Food is seasoned with salt (see B) ; every meal offering was to contain it, 
and it was to be offered with all offerings presented by Israelites, as 
emblematic of the holiness öf Christ, and as betokening the reconciliation 
provided for man by God on the ground of the Death of Christ, Lev. 2 : 13. 
To refuse God's provision in Christ and the efficacy of His expiatory 
sacrifice is to expose oneself to the doom of being "salted with fire," 
Mark 9: 49. 
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While salt is used to fertilize soil, excess of it on the ground produces 
sterility (e.g„ Deut. 29: 23; Judg. 9: 45; Jer. 17: 6; Zeph. 2: 9). 

B. Verb. 
HALIZO (aAt,w), akin to A, signifies to sprinkle or to season with 

salt, Matt. 5: 13; Mark 9: 49 (see under A).~ Cp. SAVOUR, B. 
C. Adjectives. 

r. HALUKOS (a.\v«6s) occurs in Jas. 3 : 12, '' salt (water)."~ 
2. ANALOS (cl'.va.\os) denotes saltless (a, negative, n. euphonic, and A), 

insipid, Mark 9 : 50, " have lost its saltness," lit„ ' have become (ginomai) 
saltless (analos) ; " cp. mörainö in Luke 14: 34 (see SAVOUR, B). 

For SALUTATION and SALUTE see GREET 

SALVATION 
A. Nouns. 

l. SOTERIA (uwTTJpta) denotes deliverance, preservation, salvation. 
Salvation is used in the N.T. (a) of material and temporal deliverance 
from <langer and apprehension, (1) national, Luke l : 69, 71 ; Acts 7: 25, 
R.V. marg., "salvation" (text, "deliverance ") ; (2) personal, as from 
the sea, Acts 27: 34; R.V., "safety" (A.V., "health "); prison, 
Phil. l : 19 ; the flood, Heb. II : 7 ; (b) of the spiritual and eternal 
deliverance granted immediately by God to those who accept His con
ditions of repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus, in whom alone it is to 
be obtained, Acts 4 : 12, and upon cortfession of Hirn as Lord, Rom. 
lO: IO; for this purpose the gospel is the saving instrument, Rom. 
l : 16 ; Eph. l : 13 (see further under SAVE) ; (c) of the present experience 
of God's power to deliver from the bondage of sin, e.g., Phil. 2 : 12, where 
the special, though not the entire, reference is to the maintenance of peace 
and harmony ; l Pet. l : 9 ; this present experience on the pait of 
believers is virtually equivalent to sanctification ; for this purpose, God 
is able to make them wise, 2 Tim. 3 : 15 ; they are not to neglect it, 
Heb. 2 : 3 ; (d) of the -future deliverance of believers at the Parousia of 
Christ for His saints, a salvation which is the object of their confident 
hope, e.g., Rom. 13 : II ; l Thess. 5 : 8, and ver. 9, where salvation is 
assured to them, as being deliverance from the .wrath of God destined to 
be executed upon the ungodly at the end of this age (see i Thess. l : lO) ; 

2 Thess. 2 : 13 ; Heb. l : 14; 9 : 28 ; l Pet. l : 5 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 15 : (e) 
of the deliverance of the nation of Israel at the Second Advent of 
Christ at the time of 'the epiphany (or shining forth) of His Parousia' 
(2 Thess. 2 : 8) ; Luke l : 71 ; Rev. 12 : IO ; (f) inclusively, tö sum up 
all the blessings bestowed by God on men in Christ through the Holy 
Spirit, e.g., 2 Cor. 6: 2; Heb. 5·: 9; l Pet. l: 9, IO; Jude 3; (g) occasion
ally, as standing virtnally for the Saviour, e.g., Luke 19: 9; cp. John 
4: 22 (see SAvrouR) ; (h) in ascriptions of praise to God, Rev. 7 : IO, and 
as that which it is His prerogative to bestow, 19: l (R.V.). 
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2. SOTERION (awr-r}piov), the neuter of the adjective (see B), is used 
as a noun in Luke 2 : 30 ; 3 : 6, in each of which it virtually stands for the 
Saviour, as in No. l (g); in Acts 28: 28, as in No. l (b); in Eph. 6: 17, 
where the hope of salvation [see No. l (d)] is metaphorically described as 
a helmet.,-i 

B. Adjective. 
SOTERIOS (awr-r}pios), saving, bringing salvation, describes the grace 

of God, in Tit. 2 .: II.i-f 

SAME 
1. AUTOS (aVi-6s) denotes 'the same' when preceded by the article, 

and either with a noun following, e.g„ Mark 14 : 39; Phil l : 30 ; l Cor: 
12: 4, or without, e.g., Matt. 5: 46, 47; Rom. 2: l; Phil. 2: 2; 3: l; 
Heb. l : 12; 13 : 8. lt is thus tobe distingnished from uses as a personal 
and a reflexive pronoun. 

2. HOUTOS (ovros), this (person or thing), or he (and the feminine and 
neuter forms), is sometimes translated "the same," e.g., John 3 : 2, 26; 
7: 18; Jas. 3 : 2; sometimes the R.V. translates it by " this" or 
"these," e.g., John 12: 21, "these" (A.V., "the same ") ; 2 Cor. 8: 6, 
'' this" (A.V., "the same "). 

SANCTIFICATION, SANCTIFY 

A. Noun. 
HAGIASMOS (ayiaaµ6s), sanctification, is used of (a) separation to 

God, l Cor. l : 30 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 13 ; l Pet. l : 2 ; (b) the course of life 
befitting those so separated, l Thess. 4 : 3, 4, 7 ; Rom. 6 : 19, 22 ; l Tim. 
2: 15; Heb. 12: 14.i-f "Sanctification is that relationship with God 
into which men enter by faith in Christ, Acts 26: 18; l Cor. 6 : II, and 
to which their sole title is the death of Christ, Eph. 5 : 25, 26 ; Col. l : 22 ; 
Heb. 10 : 10, 29 ; 13 : 12. 

"Sanctification is also used in N.T. of the separation of thc believer 
from evil things and ways. This sanctification is God's will for the 
believer, l Thess. 4 : 3, and His purpose in calling him by the gospel, 
ver. 7; it must be learned from God, ver. 4, as He teaches it by His Word, 
John 17: 17, 19; cp. Ps. 17: 4; n9: 9, and it must be pursued by the 
believer, earnestly and undeviatingly, l Tim. 2 : 15 ; Heb. 12 : 14· For 
the holy character, hagiösune, l Thess. 3 : 13, is not vicarious, i.e., it cannot 
be transferred or imputed, it is an individual possession, built up, little by 
little, as the result of obedience to the Word of God, and of following the 
example of Christ, Matt. II: 29; John 13: 15; Eph. 4: 20; Phil. 2: 5, 
in the power of the Holy Spirit, Rom. 8 : 13 ; Eph. 3 : 16. 

"The Holy Spirit is the Agent in sanctification, Rom. 15 : 16; 2 Thess. 
z : 13 ; 1 Pet. i :.2 ; cp. i Cor. 6 : H .... The sanctification of the 
Spirit is associated with the choice, or election, of God; it is a Divine 
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act preceding the acceptance of the Gospel by the individual."* 
For synonymou~ words see HoLINESS. 

B. Verb. 
HAGIAZÖ (ayicf~w), to sanctify, "is used of (a) the gold adorning the 

Temple and of the gift laid on the altar, Matt. 23 : 17, 19 ; (b) food, 
l Tim. 4: 5 ; (c) the unbelieving spouse of a believer, l Cor .. 7 : 14; 
(d) the ceremonial cleansing of the Israelites, Heb. 9: 13 ; (e) the Father's 
Name, Luk~ II: 2; (/) the consecralion of the Son by the Father, 
John 10: 36; (g) the Lord Jesus devoting Himself to the redemption 
of His people, John 17 : 19 ; (h) the setting apart of the believer for God, 
Acts 20 : 32 ; cp. Rom. 15 : 16 ; (i) the effect on the believer of the Death 
of Christ, Heb. ro : ro, said of God, and 2 : lI ; 13 : 12, said of the Lord 
Jesus; (j) the separation of the believer from the world in his behaviour
by the Father through the Word, John 17: 17, 19; (k) the believer who 
turns away from such things as dishonour God and His gospel, 2 Tim. 
?, : ?,T ; (l) thf' ;irknowlf'rlemP.nt of thr. Lorrlship of Christ, t PP.t. 3 : 15. 

'' Since every believer is sanctified in Christ Jesus, l Cor. l : 2, cp. 
Heb. ro: ro, a common N.T. designation of all believers is 'saints,' 
hagioi, i.e., ' sanctified' or' holy ones.' Thus sainthood, or sanctification, 
is not an attainment, it is the state into which God, in grace, calls sinful 
men, and in which they begin their course as Christians, Col. 3 : 12 ; 

Heb. 3 : l."t 

SANCTUARY 
l. HAG ION (äyiov), the neuter of the adjective hagios, holy, is used 

of those structures which are set apart to God, (a) of the Tabernacle in the 
wilderness, Heb. 9 : l, R.V., " its sanctuary, a sanctuary of this world" 
(A.V., "a worldly sanctuary ") ; in ver. 2 the outer part is called 11 the 
Holy place," R.V. (A.V., "the sanctuary "); here the neuter plural 
hagia is used, as in verse 3. 

Spcaking of the absence of the article, Westcott says "The anarthrous 
form "Ayia (literally Holies) in this sense appears to be unique, as also 
äyia aylwv below, if indeed the reading is correct. Perhaps it is chosen to 
fix attenti0n on the character of the sanctuary as in other cases. The 
plural suggests the idea of the sanctuary with all its parts : cp. Moulton
Winer, p. 220." In their margin, Westcott and Hort prefix the article 
ta t.o hagia in vv. z and 3. In ver. 3 the inner part is called 11 the Holy 
of holies," R.V. (A.V., "the holiest of all") ; in ver. 8, "the holy place" 
(A.V., " the holiest of all"), lit., ' (the way) of the holiest;' in ver. 24 
"a holy place," R.V. (A.V., 11 the holy places "), neuter plural; so in 
ver. 25, "the holy placc" (A.V. and R.V.), and in 13 : II, R.V„ "the 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 115, 271. 
t From Notcs on Thcssalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 113, 11.4. 
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holy place" (A.V., "the sanctuary ") ; in all these there is no separate 
word topos, place, as of the Temple in Matt. 24 : 15 ; (b) of" Heaven itself," 
i.e., the immediate presence of God and His Throne, Heb. 8: 2, "the 
sanctuary" (R.V:, marg., "holy th:ngs "); the neut. plur. with the 
article points to the text as being right, in view of 9 : 24, 25 and 13 : II 
(see above), exegetically designated "the true tabernacle; " neut. plur. 
in 9: 12, "the holy place;" so ro: 19, R.V. (A.V., "the holiest;" 
there are no separate compartments in the antitypical and Heavenly 
sanctuary), into which believers have " boldness to enter '' by faith. iJ 

2. NAOS (va6s-) is used of the inner part of the Temple in Jerusalem, 
in Matt. 23 : 35, R.V., " sanctuary." See TEMPLE. 

SAND 
AMMOS (aµµos-), sand or sandy ground, describes (a) an insecure 

foundation, Matt. 7 : 26; (b) numberlessness, vastness, Rom. 9 : 27 ; 
Heb. II: 12; Rev. 20: 8; (c) symbolically in Rev. 13: r, R.V., thc 
position taken up by the Dragon (not, as in the A.V., by John), in view of 
the rising of the Beast out of the sea (emblematic of the restless condition 
of nations ; see SEA). iJ 

SAND AL 
SANDALION (aavS&Aiov), a diminutive of sandalon, probably a 

Persian wortl, Mark 6 : 9 ; Acts 12 : 8. The sandal usually had a wooden 
sole bound on by straps round the instep and ankle. iJ 

SAPPHIRE 
SAPPHEIROS (aam/mpos-) is mentioned in Rev. 21: 19 (R.V., marg., 

" lapis lazuli ") as the second of the foundations of the wall of the 
heavenly Jerusalem (cp. Is. 54 : II). iJ lt was one of the stones in the 
high priest's breastplate, Ex. 28: r8; 39: II; as an intimation of its 
value see Job 28: 16; Ezek. 28 : 13. See also Ex. 24: ro; Ezek. l : 26; 
lO: l. The sapphire has various shades of blue, and ranks next in hardness 
to the diamond. 

SARDIUS, SARDINE (A.V.) 
SARDION or SARDINOS (aapfüov) denotes the sardian stone. Sardius 

is the word in the best texts in Rev. 4: 3 (R.V., "a sardius "), where it 
formed part of the symbolic appearance of the Lord on His Throne, 
setting forth His glory and majesty in view of the judgment to follow. 
There are two special varieties, one a yellowish brown, the other a trans
parent red (like a cornelian). The beauty of the stone, its transparent 
brilliance, the high polish of which it is susceptible, made it a favourite 
among the ancients. lt forms the sixth foundation of the wall of the 
heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 21 : 20. iJ 
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SARDONYX 
SARDONUX (aap36vvg), a name which indicates ihe formation of the 

gern, a layer of sard, and a layer of onyx, marked by the red of the sard 
and the white of the onyx. lt was used among the Romans both for 
cameos and for signets. lt forms the fifth foundation of the wall of the 
heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 21: 20.~ 

SATAN 
SATANAS p:::aTavas), a Greek form derived from the Aramaic (Heb., 

Sätän), an adversary, is used (a) of an angel of Jehovah in Nuni. 22 : ?.?. (thP. 
first occurrence of the word in the O.T.); (b) of men, e.g., l Sam. 29: 4; 
Psa. 38 : 20; 71 : 13 ; four in Ps. 109; (c) of Satan, the Devil, some 
seventeen or eighteen times in the O.T. ; in Zech. 3: l, where the name 
receives its interpretation, " to be (his) adversary," R.V. (see marg. ; 
A.V., " to resist him "). 

In the N.T. the word is always 11serl of Srit;rn, thP. rinvP.rsriry (a) of God 
and Christ, e.g., Matt. 4 : 10 ; 12 : 26 ; Mark l : 13 ; 3 : 23, 26 ; 4 : 15 ; 
Luke 4: 8 (in: some mss.); II : 18; 22 : 3; John 13 : 27; (b) of His people, 
e.g., Luke 22 : 31 ; Acts 5 : 3; Rom. 16 : 20; l Cor. 5 : 5 ; 7 : 5; 2 Cor. 
2 : II ; II : 14 ; 12 : 7 ; l Thess. 2 : 18 ; l Tim. l : 20 ; 5 : 15 ; Rev. 
2: 9, 13 (twice), 24; 3: 9; (c) of mankind, Luke 13: 16; Acts 26: 18; 
2 Thess. 2: 9; Rev. 12: 9; 20: 7. 

His doom, sealed at the Cross, is fore1.old iu its stages in Luke 
10 : 18 ; Rev. 20 : 2, ro. Believers are assured of victory over him, 
Rom. 16: 20. 

The appellation was given by the Lord to Peter, as a Satan-like man, 
on the occasion when he endcavoured to dissuade Hirn from death, 
Matt. 16: 23; Mark 8: 33.~ 

Satan is not simply the personification of evil infl.uences in the heart, 
for he tempted Christ, in whose heart rto evil thought could ever have 
arisen (John 14 : 30; 2 Cor. 5 : 21 ; Heb. 4 : 15) ; moreover his personality 
is asserted in both the O.T. and the N.T., and especially in the latter, 
whereas if the O.T. language was intended to be figurative, the N.T. 
would havc made this evident. See DEVIL. 

SATISFY 
r. CHORTAZÖ (xopra~w), to fill or satisfy with food, is translated 

"satisfy" in Mark 8: 4, A.V. (R.V., "to fill "). See FILL, No. 8. 
2. EMPIPLEMI or EMPLETHÖ (lµ1Tl1TA71µi), to fill up, fill full, satisfy 

(en, in, pimplemi or plethö, to fill), is used metaphorically in Rom. 15 : 24, 
of taking one's fill of the company of others, R.V., " I shall have been 
satisfied" (A.V., "I be ... fi.lled "). See FILL~ No. 6. 

For SATISFYING, Col. 2: 23, A.V., sec INDULGENCE 
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For SAVE (Preposition) see t p. 9 

SAVE, SAVING 

A. Verbs. 

SAV 

l. SÖZÖ (aw~w), to save, is used (as with the noun söteria, salvation) 
(a) of material and temporal deUverance from <langer, suffering, etc„ 
e.g., Matt. 8 :25; Mark 13: 20; Luke 23: 35; John 12: 27; l Tim. 2: 15-; 
2 Tim. 4: 18 (A.V„ "preserve ") ; Jude 5 ; from sickness, Matt. 9 : 22, 
"made ... whole '' (R.V„ marg„ "saved "); so Mark 5: 34; Luke 8: 48; 
Jas. 5 : 15; (b) of the spiritual and eternal salvation granted immediately 
by God to those who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, e.g„ Acts 2: 47, 
R.V. " (those that) were being saved; " 16: 31 ; Rom: 8 : 24, R.V„ 
" were we saved ; "· Eph. 2 : 5, 8 ; l Tim. 2 : 4; 2 Tim. 'r : 9 ; Tit. 3 : 5 ; 
of human agency in this, Rom. II : 14; l Cor. 7 : 16; 9: 22 ; (c) of the 
present experiences of God's power to deliver from the bondage of sin, 
e.g„ Matt. 1:21; Rom. 5:10; l Cor.15:2; Heb.7:25; Jas.1:21; 
r Pet. 3 : 21; of human agency in this, l Tim. 4 : 16; (d) of the future 
deliverance of believers at the Second Coming of Christ for His saints, 
being deliverance from the wrath of God to be executed upon the ungodly 
at the close of this age and from eternal doom, e.g„ Rom. 5 : 9 ; (e) of the 
deliverarice of the nation of Israel at the Second Advent of Christ, e.g„ 
Rom. II : 26 ; {j) inclusively for all the blessings bestowed by God ori 
men in Christ, e.g„ Luke 19: ro; John 10: 9; r Cor. ro: 33; r Tim. 
I : 15 ; (g) of those who endurc to the end of the time of the great tribu
lation, Matt. 10: 22; Mark 13 : 13; (h) ofthe individual believei, who, 
though losing his reward at the Judgment-Seat of Christ hereafter, will not 
lose his salvation, I Cor. 3 : 15 ; 5 : 5 ; (i) of the deliverance of the 
nations at the Millennium, Rev. 21: 24 (in some mss.). See SALVATION. 

2. DIASÖZÖ (Siaaw~w), to bring safely through (dia, through, and 
No. r), is used (a) of the healing of the sick by the Lord, Matt. 14: 36, 
R.V„ "were made whole" (A.V. adds "perfectly ") ; Luke 7 : 3; (b) of 
bringing safe to a destination, Acts 23 : 24 ; (c) of keeping a person safe, 
27: 43; (d) of escaping through the perils ofshipwreck, 27 : 44; 28 : l, 4, 
Passive Voice; (e) through the Flood, l Pet. 3 : 20. See EscAPE, WHOLE.~ 

Note: In 2 Pet. 2 : 5, A.V„ phulassö, to guard, keep, preserve, is 
translated "saved" (R.V„ "preserved "). In Luke 17: 33 some mss. 
have sözö (A.V., "save "), for the R.V.: see GAIN, B, No. 3. For" save 
alive," Luke 17 : 33, R.V„ see LIVE, No. 6. 

B. Noun. 
PERIPO!:E:SIS (7r€ptTrolTJais), (a) preservation, (b) acquiring or gaining 

something, is used in this latter sense in Heb. 10: 39, translated" saving" 
(R.V. marg„ "gaining ") ; the reference here is to salvation in its com
pleteness. See ÜBTAIN, PossEsSION. 

Note: In Heb. u : 7 söteria is rendered "saving.'' See SALVATION. 
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SA VING (Preposition) 
PAREKTOS (7rapEKTos), used as a preposition, denotes "saving," 

Matt. 5: 32 (in some mss., 19: 9), See ExcEPT.if 
Note: In Luke 4: 27 and Rev. 2 : 17, A.V., ei me (lit., 'if not '), is 

translated " saving " (R.V., " but orily " and " but "). 

SAVIOUR 
SOTER (uwrr}p), a saviour, deliverer, preserver, is used (a) of God, 

Luke l : 47; l Tim. l : l ; 2: 3; 4: IO (in the sense of Preserver, since 
He gives " to all life and breath and all things ") ; Tit. l : 3 ; 2 : ro; 
3 : 4; Jude 25; (b) of Christ, Luke 2 : II ; John 4: 42; Acts 5 : 31; 
13 : 23 ( of Israel) ; Eph. 5 : 23 (the Sustainer and Preserver of the Church, 
His " body ") ; Phil. 3 : 20 (at His return to receive the Church to Him
self) ; 2 Tim. l : IO (with reference to His Incarnation, " the days of His 
flesh ") ; Tit. l : 4 (a title shared, in the context, with God the Father) ; 
2 : 13, R.V., "our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ," the pronoun 
" our," at the beginning of the whole dause, includes all the titles ; 
Tit. 3 : 6; 2 Pet. 1 : l, "our God and Saviour Jesus Christ;' R.V., where 
the pronou.o. "our," coming immediately in connection with "God/' 
involves the inclusion of both titles as referring to Christ, just as in the 
parallel in ver. II, "our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ" (A.V. and 
R.V.) ; these passages are therefore a testimony to His Deity; 2 Pet. 
2: 20; 3: 2, 18; l John 4: 14.if 

SA VOUR (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. EUÖDIA (EvwSla), fragrance (eu, well, ozö, to smell), is used 
metaphorically (a) of those who in the testimony of the gospel are to God 
"a sweet savour of Christ," 2 Cor. 2 : 15 ; (b) of the giving up of His life 
by Christ for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God for an odour (osme, 
see No. 2) of "a sweet smell," Eph. S : 2, R.V. [A.V., "a sweet smelling 
(savour) "]; (c) of material assistance sent to Paul from the church at 
Philippi" (an odour) of a sweet smell," Phil. 4 : 18. In all three instances 
the fragrance is that whith ascends to God through the Person, and as a 
rcsult of the Sacrifice, of Christ. if 

2. OSME (ouµ~), a smell, odour (from ozö, to smell; Eng., ozone), 
is translated "odour" in John 12 : 3 ; it is used elsewhere in connection 
with No. I, in the three passages mentioned, as of an odour accompanying 
an acceptable sacrifice ; in 2 Cor. 2 : 14, 16 (twice), of the "savour" of 
the knowledge of Christ through Gospel testimony, in the case of the 
perishing" a savour from death unto death," as of that which arises from 
what is dead (the spiritual condition of the unregenerate) ; in the case of 
the saved "a savour from life unto life,''. as from that which arises from 
what is instinct with life (the spiritual condition of the regenerate) ; in 
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Eph. 5: 2, "a (sweetsmelling) savour;" in Phil. 4: 18, "an odour (of 
a sweet smell);" cp. No. I. See ÜDOUR.~ 

B. Verb. 
MÖRAINO (µ.wpalvw), primarily, tobe foolish, is used of salt that has 

lost its savour, Matt. 5 : 13; Luke 14: 34. See FooLisH, B, No. I. 
Note: In the A.V. of Matt. 16: 23 and Mark 8: 33, phroneö, to think, 

to mind, is translated "thou savourest" (R.V., "thou mindest "). 

SAW ASUNDER 
PRIZÖ or PRIÖ (7rpl,w), to saw asunder, occurs in Heb. II : 37. 

Some have seen here a reference to the tradition of lsaiah's martyrdom 
under Manasseh.~ In the Sept., Arnos I: 3.~ Cp. diapriö, .to cut to 
the heart, Acts 5 : 33 ; 7 : 54. ~ 

SAY 
I. LEGÖ (Myw), primarily, to pick out, gather, chiefly denotes to say, 

speak, attirm, whether of actual speech, e.g., Matt. II : 17, or of unspoken 
tho11ght, P.g., Matt. 3: 9, or of a message in writing, e.g., 2 Cor. 8: 8. 
The 2nd aorist form eipon is used to supply that tense, which is lacking 
in legö. 

Concerning the phrase "he answered and said," it is a well known 
peculiarity of Hebrew narrative style that a speech is introduced, not 
simply by ' and he said,' but by prefixing " and he answered " 
(apokrinomai, with eipon). In Matt. I4 : 27, " saying," and Mark 6 : 50, 
"and saith," emphasis is perhaps laid on the fact that the Lord, hitherto 
silent as He moved over the lake, then addressed His disciples. That 
the phrase sometimes occurs where no explicit question has preceded 
(e.g., Matt. II : 25 ; 17: 4 ; 28 : 5 ; Mark II : 14 ; 12 : 35 ; Luke 13 : 15 ; 
14: 3; John 5 : 17, 19), illustrates the use of the Hebrew idiom. 

Note: A characteristic of legö is that it refers to the purport or 
sentiment of what is said as well as the connection of the words; this is 
illustrated in Heb. 8: l, R.V., " (in the things which) we are saying," 
A.V.," (which) we have spoken." In comparison with laleö (No. 2), 
legö refers especially to the substance of what is said, laleö, to the words 
conveying the utterance ; see, e.g., John 12 : 49, " what I should say 
(legö, in the 2nd aorist subjunctive form eipö), and what I should speak 
(laleö) ; " ver. 50, " even as the Father hath said (legö, in the perfect 
form eireke) unto Me, so I speak " (laleö) ; cp. l Cor. 14 : 34, " saith 
(legö) the law; " ver. 35, "to speak" (laleö). Sometimes laleö signifies 
the utterance, as opposed to silence, legö declares what is said; e.g., 
Rom. 3 : 19, " what things soever the law saith (legö), it speaketh 
(laleö) to them that are under the law; " see also Mark 6 : 50; Luke 24 : 6. 
In the N.T. laleö never has the meanihg to cha,tter. 

2. LALEÖ (~a~.t!w), to speak, is sometimes translated to say; in the 
following where the A.V. renders it thus, the R.V. alters it to the verb to 
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speak, e.g., John 8 : 25 (3rd part), 26 ; 16 : 6 ; 18 : 20 (2nd part), 21 (ist 
part) ; Acts 3 : 22 (2nd part) ; I Cor. 9 : 8 (ist part) ; Heb. 5 : 5 ; in 
the following the R.V. uses the verb to say, John 16: 18; Acts 23 : 18 
(2nd part) ; 26 : 22 (2nd part) ; Heb. II : 18. See Note above; and 
SPEAK, TALK, TELL,·UTTER. 

3. PHEMI (<frrlµ.l), to declare, say, (a) is frequently used in quoting 
the words of another, e.g., Matt. 13 : 29 ; 26 : 6r ; (b) is interjected into 
the recorded words, e.g., Acts 23: 35; (c) is used impersonally, 2 Cor. 
10: 10. 

4. EIRÖ (€ipw), an obsolete verb, has the future tense ereö, used, e.g., 
in Matt. 7 : 4; Luke 4 : 23 (znd part) ; 13 : 25 (last part) ; Rom. 3 : 5 ~· 
4 : l ; 6 : I ; 7 ; 7 (rst part) ; 8 : 31 ; 9 : q, 19, 20, 30 ; II : 19 ; 1 Cor. 
15 : 35; 2 Cor. 12 : 6; Jas. 2 : 18. The perfect is used, e.g., in John 
12 : 50; see No. 1, Note. The Ist aorist passive, "it was said," is used 
in Rom. 9: 12, 26; Rev. 6: II. See SPEAK, No. 13. 

5. PROEIPON (11po€foov} and proereö, to say before, used as aorist 
and future respectively of prolegö (pro, before, and No. 1), is used (a) of 
prophecy, e.g., Rom, 9 : 29 ; ' to tell before,' Matt. 24 : 25 ; Mark 13 : 23 ; 
"were spoken before," 2 Pet. 3: 2 ; Jude 17; (b) of saying before; 
2 Cor. 7: 3; 13: 2, R.V. (A.V., to tell before and foretell) ; Gal. I : 9; 
5 : 21 ; in l Thess. 4: 6, "we forewarned," R.V. See FoRETELL,; 
FOREWARN, TELL. 

6. ANTEIPON (aVT€t1Tov), to say against (anti, against, and No. 1), 
is so rendered in Acts 4: 14· See GAINSAY. 

Notes: (1) Phaskö, to affirm, assert, is translated "saying" in Acts 
24: 9, A.V. (R.V., "affirming "), and Rev. 2: 2 in some mss. (A.V.). 
See AFFIRM, No. 3. (2) In Acts 2 : 14, A.V., apophthengomai, to speak 
forth (R.V.), is rendered" said." (3) The phrase taut 'esti (i.e., touto esti), 
"that is," is so translated in Matt. 27: 46, R.V. (A.V„ "that is to say ") ; 
so Acts I: 19; in Heb. 9: 11and10: 20, A.V. and R.V.," that is to say;" 
in Mark 7 : II the phrase is ho esti, lit., 'which is; ' the phrase ho legetai, 
lit., 'which is said,' John I : 38 and 20: 16, is rendered "which is to 
say." (4) In Luke 7: 40 and Acts 13: 15, the imperative mood of eipon 
and legö, respectively, is rendered "say on." (5) In Mark 6: 22, A.V., 
autes, " herself,'' R.V., is rendered " the said," (6) In Heb. 5 : II, "we 
have many..things,to say" is, lit., 'much (polus) is the ward (or discourse, 
logos) for us.' 

SAYING 
1. LOGOS (Aoyos), a ward, as embodying a conception or idea, denotes 

among its various meanings, a saying, statement .. or declaration, uttered 
(a.) by God; R.V., "wor<l" or "wor<ls" (A.V., "saying "), e.g., in 
John 8 : .55 ; Rom. 3 : 4; · Rev. rg : 9 ; 22 : 6, 7, 9, 10 ; (b) by Christ; 
e.g., Mark 8: 32; 9 i IO; 10: 22; Luke 9 : 28; John 6: 60; 21 : 23; 
th~ R.V. appropriately substitutcs "word" or "words" for A.V., 
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"saying" or "sayings," especially in John's Gospel, e.g., 7: 36, 40; 
8 : SI, 52 ; IO: I9; I4: 24; I5 : 20 ; I8: 9, 32 ; I9: I3; (c) by an 
angel, Luke I: 29; (d) by O.T. prophets, John I2: 38 (R.V., "word ") ; 
Rom. I3 : 9 (ditto) ; I Cor. I5 : 54; (e) by the Apostle Paul in the Pastoral 
Epp., I Tim. I: IS; 3: I; 4: 9; 2 Tim. 2: II; Tit. 3: 8; (/) by other 
men, Mark 7: 29; Acts 7: 29; John 4: 37 (in general). See ACCOUNT, 
and especially WORD. 

2. RHEMA (pijµa), that which is said, a word, is rendered "saying" 
or "sayings" in Mark 9: 32 ; Luke I : 65 ; 2 : I7, 50, 51 ; 7 : I ; 9: 45 
(twice) ; I8 : 34. S~e \VoRD. 

Note: In Acts 14: 18, "with these sayings" is, lit„ 'saying (legö) 
these things.' For lalia, "saying," John 4: 42, A.V„ see SPEECH, No. 2. 

SC ALE 
LEPIS (.\mls), from lepö, to peel, occurs in Acts 9: I8. ~ 

For SCARCE, SCARCEL Y see DIFFICULTY 

SCARLET 
KOKKINOS (K6KKtvos) is dcrived from lwkkos, used of the ' berries ' 

(clusters of the cggs of an insect) collected from the i'lex coccifera; the 
colour, however, is obtained from the cochineal insect, which attaches 
itself to the leaves and twigs of the coccifera oak; another species is raised 
on the leaves of the cactus ficus. The Arabic name for this insect is 
qirmiz, whence the word crimson. lt is used (a) of scarlet wool, Heb. 
9 : I9 ; cp., in connection with the cleansing of a leper, Lev. I4 : 4, 6, 
" scarlet ; " with the offering of the red heiter, Numb. I9 : 6 ; (b) of the 
rohe put on Christ by the soldiers, Matt. 27 : 28 ; (c) of the " beast " seen 
in symbolic vision in Rev. I7 : 3, " scarlet-coloured ; " (d) of the clothing 
of the " woman " as seen sitting on the " beast/' I7 : 4; (e) of part of the 
merchandise of Babylon, 18: I2; (f) figuratively, of the glory of the city 
itself, I8 : I6 ; the neuter is used in the last three instances. ~ 

SCATTER 
A. Verbs. 

I. SKORPIZO (uKop7Tl~w) is used in Matt. I2: 30; Luke II: 23; 
John IO: I2; 16: 32; 2 Cor. 9: 9, R.V. See DISPERSE, No. 2.~ 

2. DIASKORPIZÖ (SiaaKop7Tl~w), to scatter abroad, is rendered to 
scatter in Matt. 25 : 24, 26, R.V. (A.V., "strawed ") ; 26: 31 ; Mark 
I4: 27; Luke l: 51; John II: 52; Acts 5: 37, R.V. See DISPERSE, 
No. 3. 

3. DIASPEIRO (Siaa7Telpw), to scatter abroad (dia, throughout, 
speirö, to sow seed), is .used in Acts 8: l, 4; II: 19, all of the church 
in Jerusalem scattered through persecution ; the word in general is 
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suggestive of the effects of the scattering in the sowing of the spiritual 
seed of the Word of life. See DISPERSE, No. 4. ir 

4. RHIPTÖ (pl1Trw), to throw, cast, hurl, to be cast down, prostrate, 
is used in Matt. 9: 36 of people who were scattered as sheep without a 
shepherd. See CAST, No. 2, THROW. 

5. LIKMAÖ (A.iKµaw), to winnow (likmos, a winnowing-fan), is rendered 
"will scatter ... as dust" in Matt. 21 : 44 and Luke 20: r8, R.V. 
(A.V., "will grind ... to powder "). See GRIND, Note.ir 

6. DIALUÖ (öiaA.uw), to dissolve, is translated " scattered" in Acts 
.5: 36, A.V.; see DISPERSE, No. I.if 

· B. Noun. 
DIASPORA (oiaarropa), a dispersion, is rendered " scattered abroad" 

in Jas. r : r, A.V. ; "scattered" in r Pet. r : r, A.V. ; see DISPERSION, B. 

For SCEPTRE see ROD 

SCHI SM 
SCHISMA (O-xlnti.n.), ri n~nt, rlivision, is translated "schism" in 

r Cor. 12 : 25, metaphorically of the contrary con<lition to that which 
God has <lesigned for a local church in ' tempering the body together ' 
{ver. 24), the members having "the same care one for another" (" the 
same" being emphatic). See DIVISION, No. 3, RE:NT. 

SCHOOL 
SCHOLE (oxoA.~) (whence Eng„ school) primarily denotes leisure, 

then, that for which leisure was employed, a disputation, lecture; hence, 
by metonymy, the place where lectures are delivered, a school, Acts 
19: 9.if 

For SCHOOLMASTER, Gal. 3 : 24, 25, see INSTRUCTOR, B, No. r 

SCIENCE 
GNÖSIS (yvwais) is translated" science" in the A.V. of r Tim. 6: 20; 

the word simply means "knowledge" (R.V.), where the reference is to 
the teaching of the Gnostics (lit„ the knowers) 'falsely called knowledge.' 
Science in the modern sense of the word, viz., the investigation, discovery 
and classification of secondary laws, is unknown in Scripture. See 
KNOW, C, No. r. 

SCOFF 
EKMUKTERIZÖ (€KµVKrYJplCw), to hold up the nose in derision at 

(ek, from, used intensively, mukterizo, to mock; from mukter, the nose), 
is translated "scoffed at" in Luke r6: 14, R.V. (A.V„ "derided "), of 
the Pharisees in their derision of Christ on account of His teaching ; in 
23: 35 (ditto), of the mockery of Christ on the Cross by the rulers of the 
people. ir In the Sept„ Ps. 2 : 4 ; 22 : 7 ; 35 : r6. ir 
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For SCOFFERS, 2 Pet. 3: 3, A.V., see MOCKERS 

SCORCH, SCORCHING 
A. Verb. 

sco 

KAUMATIZÖ (Kavµ.aTl,w), to scorch (from kauma, heat}, is used 
(a) of seed that had not much earth, Matt. 13 : 6 ; Mark 4 : 6 ; (b) of men, 
stricken retributively by the sun's heat, Rev. 16 : 8, 9. ~ 

B. Noun. 
KAUSÖN (Kat~awv), burning heat (akin to kaiö, to burn), is translated 

" scorching heat" in Matt. 20: 12 (A.V., "heat ") ; Luke 12 : 55 (ditto) ; 
in Jas. l: II, R.V., "scorching wind" (A.V.," burning heat "), here the 
reference is to a hot wind from the east (cp. Job l: 19). See HEAT.~ 
In the Sept., Job 27: 21 ; Jer. 18: 17 ; 51 : l ; Ezek. 17 : ro; 19 : 12 ; 
Hos. 12: l; 13: 15; Jonah 4: 8.~ 

For SCORN see LAUGH 

SCORPION 
SKORPIOS (aKop7Tlos), akin to skorpizö, to scatter (which see), is a 

small animal (the largest of the several species is 6 in. long) like a lobster, 
but with a long tail, at the end of which is its venomous sting ; the pain, 
the position of the sting and the effect are mentioned in Rev. 9: 3, 5, ro. 
The Lord's rhetorical question as to the provision of a scorpion instead 
of an egg, Luke II : 12, is, firstly, an allusion to the egg-like shape of the 
creature when at rest ; secondly, an indication of the abhorrence with 
which it is regarded. In Luke ro: 19, the Lord's assurance to the disciplcs 
of the authority given them by Hirn to tread upon serpents and scorpions 
conveys the thought of victory over spiritually antagonistic forces, the 
powers of darkness, as is shown by His reference to the " power of the 
enemy" and by the context in vv. 17, 20.~ 

SCOURGE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

PHRAGELLION (cppayt:V..iov), a whip (from Latin, flagellum), is used 
of the scourge of small cords which the Lord made and employed before 
cleansing the Temple, John 2: 15. However He actually used it, the 
whip was in itself a sign of authority and judgment. if 

B. Verbs. 
r. PHRAGELLOÖ (cppay€:V..6w) (akin to A : Latin, flagello; Eng., 

flagellate), is the word used in Matt. 27: 26, and Mark 15 : 15, of the 
scourging endured by Christ and administered by the order of Pilate. 
Under the Roman method of scourging, the person was stripped and tied 
in a bending posture to a pillar, or strekhect on a frame. The scourge 
was made of leathern thongs, weighted with sharp pieces of hone or lead, 
which tore the flesh of both the back and the breast (cp. Psa. 22 : 17). 
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Eusebius (Chron.) rccords his having witncsscd the suffering of martyrs 
who died under this treatment. if 

Note: In John .19: l the scourging of Christ is dcscribed by Verb 
No. 2, as also in His prophecy of His sufferings, Matt. 20 : 19; Mark 
rn : 34; Luke 18: 33. In Acts 22 : 25 the similar punishment about to 
be administered to Paul is described by Verb No. 3 (the scourging of Roman 
citizens was prohibited by the Porcian law of 197, B.c.). 

2. MASTIGOÖ (µaany6w), akin to mastix (see bclow), is used (a) as 
mentioncd under No. l ; (b) of Jewish scourgings, Matt. IO: 17 and 23 : 34; 
(r.) mdaphorir.ally, in Heb. 12 : 6, of the chastening by the Lord 
administered in love to His spiritual sons. if 

Note: The Jewish melhot.l of scourgiug, as t.lesc1i1Jet.l iu ll1e Mislma, 
was by the use of three thongs of leather, the offender rcceiving thirteen 
stripcs on the bare breast and thirteen on each shoulder, the "forty 
stripes savc one," as administered to Paul five timcs (2 Cor. II : 24). 
See also ScouRGINGS (below). 

3. MASTIZÖ (µaarl~w), akin to No. 2, occurs in Acts· 22: 25 (see 
No. i, aLove).if fo ll1e Seµl., NumL. 22: 25.if 

SCOURGING (-S) 
MASTIX (µaanf). a whip, scourge, is used (a) with the meaning 

scourging, in Acts 22: 24, of the Roman method (see above, B, No. l, 

Note) ; (b) in Heb. II : 36, of the sufferings of saints in thc O.T. times. 
Among the Hebrews the usual mode, legal and dornestic, was that of beating 
with a rod (see 2 Cor. II : 25) ; (c) metaphorically, of disease or suffering : 
see PLAGUE, No. r. 

SCRIBE (-S) 
GRAMMATEUS (ypaµµarnJs), from gramma, a writing, denotes a 

scribe, a man of letters, a teacher of the law; the scribes are mentioned 
frequently in the Synoptists, especially in connection with the Pharisees, 
with whom they virtually formed one party (see Luke 5: 21), sometirnes 
with the chief priests, e.g„ Matt. 2 : 4 ; Mark 8 : 31 ; ro : 33 ; II : 18, 27 ; 
Luke 9: 22. They are mentioned only once in John's Gospel, 8: 3, three 
times in the Acts, 4 : 5 ; 6 : 12 ; 23 : 9 ; elsewhere only in I Cor. l : 20, 

in the singular. They were cohsidered naturally qualified to teach in the 
Synagogues, Mark I : 22. They were arnbitious of honour, e.g., Matt. 
23 : 5-II, which they dernanded especially frorn their pupils, and which 
was :-eadily granted them, as well as by the people generally. Like Ezra 
(Ezra 7: 12), the scribcs were found originally arnong the priests and 
Levites. The priests bcing the official interpreters of the Law, the scribes 
ere Iong l>e<.:arne an independent company; though lhey never held 
political power, thcy bccamc Icadcrs of thc people. 

Their functions regarding the Law were to teach it, develop it, and use 
it in conncction with the Sanhedrin and various local courts. They also 
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occupied themselves with the sacred writings both historical and didactic. 
They attached the utmost importance to ascetic elements, by which the 
nation was especially separ;üed from the Gentiles. In their regime 
piety was reduced to external formalism. Only that was of value which 
was governed by external precept. Life under them became a burden ; 
they themselves sought to evade certain of their own precepts, Matt. 
23 : 16, ff. ; Luke II : 46; by their traditions the Law, instead of being 
a help in moral and spiritual life, became an instrument for preventing 
true access to God, Luke II : 52. Hence the Lord's stern denunciations of 
them and the Pharisees (see PHARISEEs). 

Note: The word grammateus' is used of the town clerk in Ephesus, 
Acts 19: 35. . 

For SCRIP see WALLET 

SCRIPTURE 
l. GRAPHE (ypa<f>~), akin to graphö, to write (Eng., graph, graphic, 

P.tc.), primarily denotes a drawing, painting; then a writing, (a) of the 
O.T. Scriptures, (1) in the plural, the whole, e.g., Matt. 21 : 42 ; 22 : 29; 
John 5 : 39; Acts 17 : II; 18 : 24; Rom. l : 2, where "the prophets" 
comprises the O.T. writers in general ; 15 : 4; 16 : 26, lit., '. prophetic 
writings,' expressing the character of all the Scriptures; (2) in the singular 
in reference to a particular passage, e.g., Mark 12 : ro ; Luke 4 : 21 ; 
John 2: 22; ro: 35 (though applicable to all) ; 19: 24, 28, 36, 37; 20: 9 ; 
Acts l : 16 ; 8 : 32, 35 ; Rom. 4 : 3 ; 9 : 17 ; ro : II ; II : 2 ; Gal. 3 : 8, 
22 ; 4 : 30; l Tim. 5 l 18, where the 2nd quotation is from Luke ro : 7, 
from which it may be inferred that the Apostle included Luke's Gospel 
as " Scripture " alike with Deuteronomy, from which the first quotation 
is taken; in reference to the whole, e.g. Jas. 4: 5 (see R.V., a separate 
rhetorical question from the one which follows) ; in 2 Pet. l : 20, "no 
prophecy of Scripture," a description of all, with special application to 
the O.T. in the next verse; (b) of the O.T. Scriptures (those accepted by 
the Jews as canonical) and all those of the N.T. which were tobe accepted 
by Christians as authoritative, 2 Tim. 3 : 16; these latter were to be 
discriminated from the many forged epistles and other religious writings 
already produced and circulated in Timothy's time. Such discrimination 
would be directed by the fact that "every Scripture," characterized by 
inspiration of God, would be profitable for the purposes mentioned; so 
the R.V. The A.V. states truth concerning the completed Canon of 
Scripture,.but that was not complete when the Apostle wrote to Timothy. 

The Scriptures are frequently personified by the N.T. writers (as by 
the Jews, John 7: 42), (a) as speaking with Divine authority, e.g., John 
19 : 37 ; Rom. 4: 3 ; 9 : 17, where the Scripture is said to speak to 
Pharaoh, giving the message actually sent previously by God to him 
through Moses; Jas. 4: 5 (see above) ; (b) as possessed of the sentient 
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quality of foresight, and the active power of preaching, Gal. 3 : 8, where the 
Scripture mentioned was written more than four centuries after the 
words were spoken. The Scripture, in such a case, stands for its Divine 
Author with an intimation that it remains perpetually characterized as the 
living voice of God. This Divine agency is again illustrated in Gal. 3 : 22 
(cp. ver. ro and Matt. II : 13). 

2. GRAMMA (ypcfµµa), a lcttcr of the alphabet, etc. is used of the 
Holy Scriptures in 2 Tim. 3 : 15. For the various uses of this word sec 
LETTER. 

SC ROLL 
BIBLION (ßiß>..lov), the diminutive of biblos, a book, is used in Rev. 

6 : 14, of a scroll, the rolling up of which illustrates the removal of the 
heaven. See BooK, No. 2. 

SEA 
A. Nouns. 

1. THALASSA (8&.,\aaaa) is used (a) düefly literally, e.g., the Red 
Sea, Acts 7 : 36 ; l Cor. ro : l ; Heb. II : 29 ; thc sea of Galilcc or 
1)berias, Matt. 4 : 18 ; 15 : 29 ; Mark 6 : 48, 49, where the acts of Christ 
testified to His Deity; John 6: l ; 21 : l ; in general, e.g., Luke 17: 2; 
Acts 4 : 24 ; Rom. 9 : 27 ; Rev. 16 : 3 ; 18 : 17 ; 20 : 8, 13 ; 21 : l ; in 
combjnation with No. 2, Matt. 18: 6; (b) metaphorically, of the ungodly 
mcn dcscribcd in Jude 13 (cp. Is. 57 : 20) ; (e) symbolically, in the apo~ 
calyptic vision of" a glassy sea like unto crysta1:·• Rev. 4: 6, emblematic 
of the fixed purity and holiness of all that appertains to the authority and 
judicial dealings of God; in 15 : 2, the same, "mingled with fire," and, 
standing by it (R.V.) or on it (A.V. and R.V. marg.), those who bad 
"comc victorious from thc bcast" (chapt. 13) ; of the wild and restless 
condition of nations, Rev. 13 : l (see 17: l, 15), where "he stood" (R.V.) 
refers to the dragon, not John (A.V.); from the midstof this state arises 
the beast, symbolic of the final Gentile power dominating the federated 
nations of the Roman world (see Dan.,, chapts. 2, 7, etc.). 

Note: For the change from" the sea" in Deut. 30: 13, to" the abyss" 
in Rom. ro : 7, see BOTTOM, B. 

z. PELAGOS (m!,\ayos-), the deep sea, the deep, is translated " the 
depth" in Matt. 18: 6, and is used of the Sea of Cilicia in Acts 27: 5. 
See DEPTH, No. 2. ~ Pelagos signifies" the vast expanse of open water," 
thalassa, " the sea as contrasted with the land" (Trench, Syn,, § xiii). 

B. Adjectives. 
I. ENALIO$ (lv&.Aws-), "in the sea," lit., of, or belonging to, the salt 

water (from hals, salt), occurs in Jas. 3: 7.~ 
2. PARALIOS {7Tapcf,\iös-), by the sea, Luke 6: 17: see CoAsT.iJ 
3. PARATHALASSIOS (1Tapa8a,\cfaa,os-), by the sea, Matt. 4: 13, 

see CoAsT, Note 2.~ 
4. DITHALASSOS (8i8&.Aaaaos-) primarily signifies divided into two 
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seas (dis, twice, and thalassa) ; then, dividing the sea, as.of a reef or rocky 
projection running out into the sea, Acts 27 : 4I. if 

SEAL (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

SPHRAGIS (crcppayls) denotes (a) a seal or signet, Rev. 7 : 2, " the seal 
of the living God," an emblem of ownership and security, here combined 
with that of destination (as in Ezek. 9: 4), the persons tobe sealed being 
secured from destruction and marked for reward; (b) the impression of a 
seal or signet, (1) literal, a seal on a book or roll, combining with the ideas 
of security and destination those of secrecy and postponement of dis
dusures, Rev. S: I, 2, 5, 9; 6: I, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12; 8: l; (2) metaphorical, 
Rom. 4: II, said of circumcision, as an authentication of the righteousness 
of Abraham's faith, and an external attestation of the covenant made 
with him by God ; the Rabbis called circumcision " the seal of 
Abraham;" in l Cor. 9: 2, of converts as a seal or authentication of 
Paul's apostleship; in 2 Tim. 2 : HJ," the firm foundation of God standeth, 
having this seal, The Lord knoweth them that are His," R.V., iüdicatiug 
ownership, authentication, security and destination, " and, Let every one 
that nameth the Name of the Lord depart from unrighteousness," indica
ting a ratification on the part of the believer of the determining counsel of 
God concerning him; Rev. 9: 4 distinguishes those who will be found 
without the seal of God on their foreheads [see (a) above and B, No. l].ir 

B. Verbs. 
r. SPHRAGIZÖ (acppaylCw), to seal (ak1n to A), is used to indicate 

(a) security and permanency (attempted but impossible), Matt. 27: 66; 
on the contrary, of the doom of Satan, fixed and certain, Rev. 20 : 3, 
R.v:, "sealed it over;" (b) in Rom. 15: 28, "whcn ... I have ... scaled 
to them this fruit," the formal ratification of the ministry of the churches 
of the Gentiles in Greece and Galatia to needy saints in Judrea, by Paul's 
faithful delivery of the gifts to them ; this material help was the fruit of 
his spiritual ministry to the Gentiles, who on their part were bringing 
forth the fruit of their having shared with them in spiritual things; the 
metaphor stresses the sacred formalities of the transaction (Deissmann 
illustrates this from the papyri of Fayyum, in which th~ sealing of sacks 
guarantees the full complement of the contents) ; (c) secrecy and security 
and the postponement of disclosure, Rev. rn : 4 ; in a negative command, 
22 : IO ; (d) ownership and security, together with destination, Rev. 7 : 3, 
4, 5 (as with the noun in ver. 2 ; see A) ; the same three indications are 
conveyed in Eph. I : 13, in the metaphor of the sealing of believers by 
the gift of the Holy Spirit, upon believing (i.e., at the time of their 
regeneration, not after a lapse of time in their spiritual life, "having 
also believed "-not as A.V., "after that ye bclieved "-; thc aorist
participle marks the definiteness and completeness of the act of faith) ; 
the idea of destination is stressed by the phrase " the Holy Spirit of 
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promise " (see also ver. 14) ; so 4 : 30, " ye were sealed unto the day of 
redemption;" so in 2 Cor. l : 22, where the Middle Voice intimates the 
special interest of the Sealer in His act ; (e) authentication by the believer 
(by receiving the witness of the Son) of the fact that "God is true," 
John 3: 33; authentication by God in sealing the Son as the Giver of 
eternal life (with perhaps a figurative allusion to the impress of a mark 
upon loaves), 6: 27.~ 

Note: In Rev. 7, after the 5th vcrse (first part) the original does not 
repeat the mention of the sealing except in ver. 8 (last part) (hence the 
omission in the R.V.). 

2. KATASPHRAGIZO (Ka-raacppayl,w), No. l, strengthened by kata, 
intensive, is usetl uf thebook seen in the vision in Rev. 5 : l, R.V., "closc 
sealed (with seven seals)," the successive opening of which discloses the 
events destined to take place throughout the period covered by chapters 
6 to 19.~ In the Sept., Job 9: 7; 37: 7-~ 

SEAM (without) 
ARAPHOS or ARR,HAPHOS (ä.po.rf>or;) denotes " withont sfä1m " 

(a, negative, and rhapto, to sew), John 19: 23.~ 

SEARCH 
I. ERAUNAO or EREUNAO, an earlier form, (Jpo.vvdw), to search, 

examine, is used (a) of God, as searching the heart, Rom. 8 : 27 ; (b) of 
Christ, similarly, Rev. 2 : 23 ; (c) of the Holy Spirit, as searching all 
things, l Cor. 2: 10, acting in the spirit of the believer; (d) of the O.T. 
prophets, as searching their own writings concerning matters foretold of 
Christ, testified by the Spirit of Christ in them, l Pet. l : II (cp. No. 2) ; 
(e) of the Jews, as commanded by the Lord to search the Scriptures, 
John 5: 39, A.V., a11d R.V. marg., "search," R.V. text, "ye search," 
either is possible grammatically ; (f) of Nicodemus as commanded 
similarly by the chief priests and Pharisees, John 7: 52.~ 

2. EXERAUNAO (lg€pavv&.w), a strengthened form of No. l (ek, or 
ex, out), to search out, is used in l Pet. l : 10, " searched ,diligently; " 
cp. No. l (d).~ · 

3. EXETAZO (lg€-r&.,w), to examine closely, inquire carefully (fröm 
etazo, to examine), occurs in Matt. 2: 8, R.V., "search out;" so Matt. 
10: II, R.V. : see INQPIRE, No. 4. 

Note: For anakrino, rendered "searched" in Acts 17: II, A.V., see 
EXAMINE. 

For SEARED see BRANDED 

SEASON (Noun) 
A. Nouns. 

l. KAIROS (Kaip&r;), primarily, due measure, fitness, proportion, is 
used in the N.T. to signify a season, a time, a period possessed of ccrtain 
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characteristics, frequently rendered" time " or" times; " in the following 
the R.V. substitutes "season" for the A.V. "time," thus distinguishing 
the meaning from chronos (see No. 2) : Matt. II : 25; 12 : l ; 14: l; 
21: 34; Mark II: 13; Acts 3: 19; 7: 20; 17: 26; Rom. 3: 26; 
5 : 6; 9: 9; 13: II; l Cor. 7: 5; Gai. 4: ro; l Thess. 2: 17, lit., 'for 
a season (of an hour); ' 2 Thess. 2 : 6; in Eph. 6: 18, "at all seasons" 
(A.V., " always ") ; in Tit. l : 3, "His own seasons" (marg., "its; " 
A.V., "in due times ") ; in the preceding clause chronos is used. 

The characteristics of a period are exemplified in the use of the term 
with regard, e.g., to harvest, Matt. 13 : 30 ; reaping, Gai. 6 : 9; punish
ment, Matt. 8 : 29 ; discharging duties, Luke 12 : 42 ; opportunity for 
doing anything, whether good, e.g., Matt. 26 : 18 ; Gai. 6 : 10 (" oppor
tunity ") ; Eph. 5 : 16; or evil, e.g., Rev. 12 : 12 ; the fulfilment of 
prophecy, Luke l : 20; Acts 3 : 19; l Pet. l : II ; a tiµie suitable for a 
purpose, Luke 4: 13, lit., 'until a season;' 2 Cor. 6: 2; see further 
under No. 2. See ALWAYS, Note, 0PPORTUNIT.Y, TIME, WHlLE. 

2, CHRONOS (xpovos), whence Eng. words beginning< with chron-, 
denotes a space of time, whether long or short : (a) it implies duration, 
whether langer, e.g., Acts l : 21, " (all the) time ; " Acts 13 : 18 ; 20 : 18, 
R.V., " {all the) time" (A.V., "at all seasons ") ; or shorter, e.g., Luke 
4: 5; (b) it sometimes refers to the date of an occurrence, whether past, 
e.g., Matt. 2 : 7, or future, e.g., Acts 3 : 21 ; 7: 17. 

Broadly speaking, chronos expresses the dnration of a period, kairos 
stresses it as marked by certain features; thus in Acts l : 7, "the Father 
has set within His own authority" both the times (chronos), the lengths 
of the periods, and the seasons (kairos), epochs characterized by certain 
events; in l Thess. 5 : l, " times" refers to the length of the interval 
before the Parousia takes place (the presence of Christ with the saints 
when He comes to receive them to Himself at the Rapture), and to the 
length of time the Parousia will occupy ; " seasons " refers to the special 
features of the period before, during, and after the Parousia. 

Chronos marks quantity, kairos, quality. Sometimes the distinction 
between the two words is not sharply defined as, e.g., in 2 Tim. 4: 6, 
though even here the Apostle's '' departure" signalizes the time (kairos). 
The words occur together in the Sept. only in Dan. 2 : 21 and Eccl. 3 : l. 
Chronos is rendered "season" in Acts 19: 22, A.V. (R.V., "a while ") ; 
20: 18 (R.V., "all the time," see above); Rev. 6: II, A.V. (R.V., 
"time") ; so 20: 3. In Luke 23 : 8 it is used with hikanos in the plural, 
R.V., "(of a long) time," more lit., '(for a sufficient number) of times.' 

In Rev. ro: 6 chronos has the meaning "delay" (R.V., marg.), an 
important rendering for the understanding of the passage (the word being 
akin to chronizö, to take time, to linger, delay, Matt. 24: 48; Luke 
12 : 45). See DELAY, B, Note, SPACE, TIME, WHILE. 

3. HÖRA (wpa), an hour, is translated "season" in John 5 : 35; 
2 Cor. 7 : 8 ; Philm. 15 : see HouH. 
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B. Adjective. 
PROSKAIROS (-rrpoaKaipos), temporary, transient, is rendered "for 

a season " in Heb. II : 25. See TEMPORAL, TIME, WHILE. 
C. Adverbs. 

l. AKAIRÖS (aKalpws) denotes " out of season," unseasonably 
(akin to akairos, unseasonable, a, negative, and A, No. l), 2 Tim. 4: 2.il 

2. EUKAIRÖS (evKalpws), "in season" (eu, well), 2 Tim. 4: 2; 
it occurs also in Mark 14 : II, " conveniently."il 

Note: For oligon, I Pet. 1 : 6, A.V„ "for a season," see WHILE. 

SEASON (Verb) 
ARTUÖ (apn5w), to arrange, make ready (cp. artios, fitted), is used of 

seasoning, Mark 9 : 50 ; Luke 14 : 34 ; Col. 4 : 6. il 
SEAT (Noun and Verb) 

· A. :Nouns. 
r. KATHEDRA (icafN8pa), from kata, down, and hedra, a seat, denotes 

a seat (Eng„ cathedral), a chair, Matt. 21 : 12 ; Mark II : 15 ; of teachers, 
Matt. 23 : 2. il 

2. PRÖTOKATHEDRIA (npwToKa8e8pla), the first seat, Matt. 23 : 6; 
Mark 12.: 39; Luke II: 43; 20: 46; see CHIEF, No. 6. Cp. RooM.iJ 

Note: For thronos, sometimes translated "seat" in the A.V., see 
THRONE. 

B. Verb. 
KATHEMAI (Ka87Jµai), to sit, be seated, is translated "shall ... 

be seated" in Luke 22 : 69, R.V. ; "is seated," Col. 3 : l, R.V. (A.V„ 
" shall . . . sit " and " sitteth "). See Sn. 

SECOND, SECONDARILY, SECONDLY 
l. DEUTEROS (8eth-epos) denotes second in order with or without the 

idea of time, e.g„ Matt. 22 : 26, 39 ; 2 Cor. 1 : 15 ; Rev. 2 : II ; in 
Rev. 14 : 8, R.V. only (" a second angel ") ; it is used in the neuter, 
deuteron, adverbially, signifying a second time, e.g„ John 3 : 4; 21 : 16; 
Acts 7: 13; Rev. 19: 3, R.V. (A.V„ "again ") ; Jude 5, "afterward" 
(R.V., marg„ "the second time") ; used with ek (of) idiomatically, 
the preposition signifying "for (the second time)," Mark 14: 72; 
John 9 : 24 and Acts II : 9, R.V. (A.V„ " again ") ; Heb. 9 : 28 ; in 
l Cor. 12 : 28, A.V„ "secondarily," R. V„ " secondly." 

Note: In Acts 13 : 33 some mss. have prötos, " (in the) first (psalm) ; " 
the rst and 2nd Psalms were originally one, forming a prologue to the 
whole book; hence the numbering in the Sept. 

2. DEUTERAIOS (8evTepafos), an adjective with an adverbial sense 
(from No. l), is used in Acts 28 : 13, R.V„ "on the second day" (A.V„ 
"the next day "), lit., 'second day (persons we came).'~ 

Note: In Luke 6: l, the A.V. translates those mss. which have 
deuteroprötos, lit„ 'second-first,' said of a sabbath (see R.V. marg.).iJ 
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SECRET, SECRETLY 
A. Adjectives. 

SEC 

r. KRUPTOS (Kpv1n6s), secret, hidden (akin to kruptö, to hide), 
Eng., crypt, cryptic etc„ is used as an adjective and rendered" secret" in 
Luke 8 : 17, A.V. (R.V„" hid ") ; in the neuter, with en, in, as an adverbial 
phrase, "in secret," with the article, Matt. 6: 4, 6 (twice in each ver.) ; 
without the article, John 7 : 4, IO; 18 : 20; in the neuter plural, with the 
article, "the secrets (of men}," Rom. 2 : 16; of the heart, l Cor. 14: 25; 
in Luke II : 33, A.V„ "a secret place" (R.V„ "cellar "). See CELLAR, 
HIDDEN, !NWARDLY. 

2. APOKRUPHOS (1h6Kpv</>os} (whence Apocrypha), hidden, is 
translated "kept secret" in Mark 4: 22, A.V. (R.V„ "made secret "); 
"secret" in Luke 8: 17, R.V. (A.V„ "hid "). See HmE, B, No. 2. 

3. KRUPHAIOS {Kpv</>a.fos) occurs in the best mss. in Matt. 6 : 18 
(twice; some have No. l).if 

B. Adverbs. 
l. KRUPHI:; (Kpv</>r1), akin to A, No. l, secretly, in secret, is used in 

Eph. S : 12. if 
2. LATHR1- (A.a8pq.), akin to lanthanö, to escape notice, be hidden, is 

translated "secretly" in John II : 28. See PRIVILY. 
C. Verb. 

KRUPTÖ (Kpi'7rrw}, to hide, is translated "secretly" in John 19: 38 
[perfect participle, Passive Voice, lit„ ' (but) having been hidden '], 
referring to Nicodemus as having been a secret disciple of Christ ; in 
Matt. 13: 35, A.V„ it is translated "kept secret" (R.V„ "hidden "). 

Notes: (1) For tameion, translated" secret chambers "in Matt. 24: 26, 
see CHAMBER, No. I. (2) For the A.V. rendering of sigaö, in Rom. 16: 25, 
" kept secret," see PEACE (hold one's), No. 2, and SILENCE. ~3) For 
" I have learned the secret," see LEARN, No. 4. 

SECT 
HAIRESIS (aipEais}, a choosing, is translated "sect" throughout the 

Acts, except in 24: 14, A.V„ "heresy" (R.V„ "sect ") ; it properly 
denotes a predilection either for a particular truth, or for a perversion of 
one, generally with thc cxpcctation of personal advantage; hence, a 
division and the formation of a party or sect in contrast to the uniting 
power of "the truth," held in toto; a sect is a division developed and 
brought to an issue ; the order " divisions, heresies " (marg. " parties ") 
in "the works of the fiesh" in Gal. 5 : 19-21 is suggestive of this. Sec 
HERESY. 

SECURE (Verb) 
PERIKRATf:S (77EpiKpaT~s), an adjective, signifies 'having full 

command of' (pe:ri, armmn, :ihont, krateö, to he strong, to rule}; it is 
used with ginomai, to become, in Acts 27 : 16, R.V„ " to secure (the boat)," 
A.V„ " to come by."~l 
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Note: In Matt. 28: 14, A.V., amerimnos, without anxiety, with 
poieö, to make, is translated "we will ... secure (you)," R.V„ "we 
will ... rid (you) of care." The Eng. "secure" is derived from the 
Latin se, free from, and cura, care. See CARE. 

SECURITY 
HIKANOS (tKav6s), sufficient, is used in its neuter form with the 

article, as a noun, in Acts 17 : 9, " (when they had taken) security," 
i.e., satisfaction, lit., ' the sufficient.' The use of hikanos in this con
struction is a Latinism in Greek. See Moulton, Proleg., p. 20. Probably 
the bond given to the authorities by Jason and his friends included an 
undertaking that Paul would not return to Thessalonica. Any efforts to 
have the bond cancelled were unsuccessful ; hence the reference to the 
hindrance by Satan (1 Thess. 2: 18). See ABLE, C, No. 2. 

SEDITION 
A. Nouns. 

l. STASIS (CM"aais), a dissension, an insurrection, is translated 
"sedition ~·in Acts 24: 5, A.V. (R. V.," insurrections "). See D1ssENSION, 
INSURRECTION. 

2. DICHOST ASIA (oixoCM"aala), lit., a standing apart (dicha, asunder, 
apart, stasis, a standing), hence a dissension, division, is translated 
"seditions" in Gal. 5 : 20, A.V. See DIVISION, No. 2. 

B. Verb. 
ANASTATOÖ (avaaTaT6w), to excite, unsettle, 'to stir up to sedition,' 

is so translated in Acts 21 : 38, R.V. (A.V„ "madest an uproar ") ; in 
17 : 6, "have turned (the world) upside down," i.e„ causing tumults; 
in Gal. 5 : 12, R.V., " unsettle " (A.V., " trouble "), i.e., by false teaching 
(herein the continuous present tense, lit„' those who are unsettling you '). 
The word was supposed not to have been used in profane authors. lt 
has been found, however, in several of the papyri writings. See TURN, 
UNSETTLE.~ 

SEDUCE, SEDUCING 
A. Verbs. 

I. PLANAÖ (1TAavaw), to cause to wander, lead astray, is translated 
to seduce in l John 2 : 26, A.V. (R.V„ "lead ... astray ") ; in Rev. 
2: 20, to seduce. See DECEIT, C, No. 6. 

2. APOPLANAÖ (a1To1TAavaw) is translated" seduce" in Mark 13 : 22 

(R.V., "lead astray "); see LEAD, No. 13. 

B. Adjective. 
PLANOS (1TAavos), akin to A, lit„ wandering, then, deceiving, is 

translated "seducing" in l Tim. 4: l. · See DECEIVRR, No. I. 

For SEDUCERS see IMPOSTORS 
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SEE, SEEING 
A. Verbs. 

r. BLEPÖ (ßM1Tw), to have sight, is used of bodily vision, e.g., Matt. 
II : 4; and mental, e.g., Matt. 13 : 13, 14; it is said of God the Father in 
Matt. 6: 4, 6, 18; of Christas seeing what the Father doeth, John 5: 19. 
lt especially stresses the thought of the person who sees. For the various 
uses see BEHOLD, No. 2; see Note below. 

2. HORAÖ (opaw), with the form eidon, serving for its aorist tense, 
and opsomai, for its future tense (Middle Voice), denotes to see, of bodily 
vision, e.g., John 6: 36; and mental, e.g., Matt. 8: 4; it is said of Christ 
as seeing the Father, John 6: 46, and of what He had seen with the 
Father, 8 : 38. lt especially indicates the direction of the thought to the 
object seen. See BEHOLD, No. l. 

Note: "Horaö and blepö both denote the physical act : horaö, in 
general, blepo, the single look; horaö gives prominence to the discerning 
mind, blepö to the particular mood or point. When the physical side 
recedes, horaö denotes perception in general (as res11lting principally from 
vision) . , . Btepö, on the other band, when its physical side recedes, gets 
a purely outward sense, look (open, incline) towards [as of a situation]" 
{Schmidt, Grirnm~Thayer). 

3. APHORAÖ (a</>opaw), with apeidon serving as the aorist tense, to 
look away from one thing so as to see another (apo, from, and No. 2), as 
in Heb. 12: 2, simply means to see in Phil. 2: 23.if 

4. KATHORAÖ (Ka8opaw), lit., to look down (kata, and No. 2), denotes 
to discern clearly, Rom. r : 20, " are clearly seen."if In the Sept., Numb. 
24: 2; Job 10: 4; 39: 26.,j 

5. DIABLEPÖ (8iaßM1Tw), to see clearly (dia, through, and No. l), 
is used in Matt. 7: 5; Luke 6: 42; in Mark 8: 25, R.V., "he looked 
stedfastly" (No. 6 is used inthe next clause; No. l in ver. 24, and No. 2 
in the last part). ~ 

6. EMBLEPÖ (EµßAl1Tw), to look at (en, in, and No. l), used of 
earnestly looking, is translated "saw" in Mark 8 : 25 (last part) ; "could 
(not) see" in Acts 22 : II. See BEHOLD, No. 3. 

7. ANABLEPÖ (avaßM7Tw), to look up, is translated "see," of the 
blind, in Luke 7: 22, A.V. (R.V., "receive their sight "). See SIGHT. 

8. THEAOMAI (8~&.oµai), to view attentively, to see with admiration, 
desire, or regard, stresses more especially the action of the person beholding, 
as with No. l, in contrast to No 2 ; it is used in Matt. II ; 7 (R.V., " to 
behold "), while idein, the in:finitive of eidon (see under No. 2), is used in 
the questions in the next two verses ; inverse 7 the interest in the onlooker 
is stressed, in vv. 8, 9, the attention is especially direcfed to the object seen. 
The verbis translatedto see in the A.V. and R.V. of Matt. 6: l; Mark 
16: II, 14; John 6: 5; Acts 8: 18 (in some mss.); 21: 27; Rom. 15: 24; 
elsewhere, for the A.V., to see, the R.V. uses the verb to behold, bringing 
out its force more suitably. See BEHOLD, No. 8. 
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9. THEÖREÖ (Oewplw) denotes to be a spectator of, indicating the 
carcful pcrusal of details in the object; it points especially, as in No. l, 

to the action of the person beholding1 e.g., Matt. 28: l; the R.V. fre
quently renders it by to behold, for the A.V., to see, e.g., John 14 : 17, 19; 
16 : 10, 16, 17, 19; The difference between this verband Nos. l and 2 is 
brought out in John 20: 5, 6, 8; in ver. 5 blepö is used of John's sight of 
the linen cloths in the tomb, without his entering in; he saw at a glance 
the Lord was not there ; in ver. 6 the closer contemplation by Peter is 
expressed in the verb theöreö. But in ver. 8 the grasping by John of the 
significance of the undisturbed cloths is denoted by eidon (see No. 2, and 
see WRAP). 

IO. MUÖPAZÖ (µ.vwml.~w), tobe short-sighted (muö, to shut, öps, the 
eye; cp. Eng., myopy, myopic: the root mu signifies a sound made with 
closed lips, e.g., in the words mutter, mute); occurs in 2 Pet. l : 9, R.V., 
"seeing only what is near" (A.V., "and cannot see afar oft") ; this does 
not contradict the preceding word "blind," it qualifies it; he of whom 
it is true is blind in that he cannot discern spiritual things, he is near
sighted in that he is occupif~cl in n~garcling worldly affairs. ~ 

II. PHAINÖ (<f>alvw), to cause to appear, andin the Passive Voice, to 
appear, be manifest, is rendered " (that) they may be seen "in Matt. 6 : 5 ; 
"it was (never so) seen," 9 : 33. See APPEAR. 

Notes: (1) For ide and idou, regularly rendered "behold" in the 
R.V., see BEHOLD, No. 4. (2) For optanö, in Acts l : 3, A.V., "being 
seen," see APPEAR, A, No. 7. (3) For historeö, in Gal. l : 18, A.V., to see, 
see VISIT. (4) For prooraö, and proeiddn, to see before, see FoRESEE. 
(5) For " make ... see" see ENLIGHTEN. 

B. Noun. 
BLEMMA (ßMµ.µ.a}, primarily, a look, a glance (akin to A, No. l), 

denotes sight, 2 Pet. 2: 8, rendered "seeing; " some interpret it as 
meaning " look ; " Moulton and Milligan illustrate it thus from the papyri ; 
it seems difficult, however to take the next word "hearing" (in the 
similar construction) in this way.~ 

SEED 
I. SPERMA (cnrlpµ.a}, akin to speirö, to sow (Eng., sperm, spermatic 

etc.), has the following usages, (a) agricultural and botanical, e.g., Matt. 
13 : 24, 27, 32 (for the A.V. of vv. 19, 20,22; 23, see Sow, as in the R.V.) ; 
l Cor. 15 : 38 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 10 ; (b) physiological, Heb. II : II ; (c) meta
phorical and by metonymyfor offspring, posterity, (1) ofnatural offspring, 
e.g., Matt. 22 : 24, 25, R.V., "seed" (A.V., "issue "); John 7; 42; 
8: 33, 37; Acts 3 : 25; Rom. l : 3; 4: 13, I6, 18; 9 : 7 (twice), 8, 29; 
II : l ; 2 Cor. II : 22 ; Heb. 2 : 16 ; II : 18 ; Rev. 12 : 17 ; Gal. 3 : r6, 
19, 29; in the 16th ver., " He saith not, And.to seeds, as of many; but 
as of one, And to thy seed, which is Christ," quoted from the Sept. of 
Gen. 13 : 15 and 17 : 7, 8, thcrc is cspecial stress on the word "seed," as 
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referring to an individual (here, Christ) in fulfilment of the promises to 
Abraham~a unique use of the singular. While the plural form "seeds," 
neither in Hebrew nor in Greek, would have been natural any more than 
in English (it is not so used in Scripture of human offspring ; its plural 
occurrence is in l Sam. 8 : 15, of crops), yet if the Divine intention had been 
to refer to Abraham's natural descendants, another word could have,been 
chosen in the plural, such as 'children; ' all such words were, however, 
set aside, 'seed' being selected as one that could be used in the singular, 
with the purpose of showing that the " seed " was Messiah. Some of the 
Rabbis had even regarded " seed,'' e.g,, in Gen. 4 : 25 and Is. 53 : IO, as 
referring to the Coming One. Descendants were given to Abraham by 
other than natural means, so that through him Messiah might come, and 
the point of the Apostle's argument is that since the fulfilment of the 
promises of God is secured alone by Christ, they only who are "in Christ" 
can receive them ; (2) of spiritual offspring, Rom. 4 : 16, 18 ; 9 : 8 ; here 
" the children of the promise are reckoned for a seed " points, firstly, to 
Isaac's birth as bcing not according to the ordinary course of nature but 
by Divine promise, and, secondly, by analogy, to the fact that all believers 
are children of God by spiritual birth ; Gal. 3 : 29. 

As to l John 3 : 9, "his seed abideth in him," it is possible to 
understand this as meaning that children of God (His seed) abide in Hirn, 
and do not go on doing (practising) sin (the verb to commit does not 
represent the original in this passage). Altematively, the seed signifies 
the principle of spiritual life as imparted to the believer, which abides in 
him without possibility of removal or extinction ; the child of God remains 
eternally related to Christ, he who lives in sin has never become so related, 
he has not the principle of life in him. This meaning suits the context 
and the general tenor of the Epistle. 

2. SPOROS (cnr6pos), akin to No. 1, properly a sowing, denotes seed 
sown, (a) natural, Mark 4 : 26, 27; Luke 8 : 5, II (the natural being 
figuratively applied to the Word of God) ; 2 Cor. 9: IO (1st part) ; 
(b) metaphorically of material help to the needy, 2 Cor. 9 : IO (2nd part), 
R.V„ " (your) seed for sowing" (A.V„ "seed sown "Mf 

3. SPORA (u?Top&.), akin to No. l, and like No. 2, a sowing, seedtime, 
dcnotcs sccd sown, l Pet. l : 23, of human offspring. ~ In the Sept., 
2 Kings 19 : 29. ~ 

SEEING, SEEING TRAT (conjunction), see t p. 9. 

SEEK 
I. ZETEÖ "11-rlw) signifies (a) to seek, to seek for, e.g., Matt. 7: 7, 8; 

13: 45; Luke 24: 5; John 6: 24; of plotting against a person's life, 
Matt. 2. 20; Acts 21: 31; Rom. II: 3; metaphorically, to seek by 
thinking, to seek how to do something, or what to obtain, e.g., Mark 
11 : 18 ; Luke 12 : 29; to seek to ascertain a meaning, John 16 : 19, " do 
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ye inquire;" to seek God, Acts 17: 27, R.V.; Rom. IO: 20; (b) to seek 
or strive after, endeavour, to desire, e.g., Matt. 12 : 46, 47, R.V.," seeking" 
(A.V., "desiring ") ; Luke 9: 9, R.V., "sought" (A.V., "desired "); 
John 7 : 19, R.V., "seek ye" (A.V., "go ye about ") ; so ver. 20; Rom. 
IO : 3, R.V., "seeking" (A.V., "going about !') ; of seeking the kingdom 
of God and His righteousness, in the sense of coveting earnestly, striving 
after, Matt. 6: 33; "the things that are above," Col. 3: l ; peace, 
l Pet. 3 : Ii ; (c) to require or demand, e.g., Mark 8 : 12 ; Luke II : 29 
(some mss. have No. 4) ; l Cor. 4 : 2, " it is required; " 2 Cor. 13 : 3, 
"ye seek." See ABOUT, B, Note, DESIRE, B, Note (2), ENDEAVOUR, 
Go, Note (2) (a); INQUIRE, REQUIRE. 

2. ANAZETEO (ilva,71Tlw), to seek carefully (ana, up, used intensively, 
and No. l), is used of searching for human beings, difficulty in the effort 
being implied, Luke 2: 44; 45 (some mss. have No. l in the latter ver.); 
Acts II : 25 ; numerous illustrations of this particular meaning in the 
papyri are given by Moulton and Milligan;~ In the Sept., Job 3: 4; 
IO: 6.~ 

3. EKZETEO (eK,7JTlw) significs (a) to seek out (ek) or aft.er, to search 
for; e.g., God, Rom. 3 : II ; the Lord, Acts 15 : 17 ; in Heb. II : 6, 
R.V;, "seek after" (A.V., "diligently seek "); 12 : 17, R.V., "sought 
diligently" (A.V., " sought carefully ") ; l Pet. l : IO, R.V., ·~ sought " 
(A.V., "have inquired "), followed by exeraunaö, to search diligently; 
(b) to require or demand, Luke II : 50, 5r. See INQUIRE, Note (3), 
REQUIRE.~ 

4. EPIZETEO {em{71Tlw), to seek after (directive, epi, towards), is 
always rendered in the R.V., by some form of the verb to seek, Acts 13: 7, 
"sought" (A.V., "desired "); 19: 39, "seek" (A.V., "inquire "); 
Phil. 4: 17, "seek for" (A.V., "desire "), twice; elsewhere, Matt. 6: 32; 
12 : 39; 16 : 4; Mark 8 : 12 (in some texts) ; Luke 12 : 30; Acts 12 : 19; 
Rom. II: 7; Heb. II: 14; 13: 14; See DESIRE, lNQUIRE.~ 

5. OREGÖ (oplyw), to reach out, or after, used in the Middle Voice 
is translated "seeketh" in l Tim. 3 : l, R.V., of 'seeking overseership' 
(A.V., "desireth "). See DESIRE, No. 5. 

Note: For the R.V. renderifigs of zeloö, in Gal. 4: 17, 18, "they 
zealously seek," "ye may seek," "to be zealously sought," see AFFEC'f, 
Note, and ZEALous. 

SEEM 
DOKEÖ (ooKlw) denotes (a) to be of opinion (akin to doxa, opinion), 

e.g., Luke 8 : 18, R:v., " thinketh " (A.V., " seemeth ") ; so l Cor. 3 : 18; 
to think, suppose, Jas. l : 26, R.V., "thinketh himself" (A.V., "seem ") ; 
see SUPPOSE, THINK; (b) to seem, tobe reputed, e.g., Acts 17 : 18; l Cor. 
II : 16 ; 12 : 22 ; 2 Cor. 10 : 9 ; Heb. 4: l ; 12 : II ; for Gai. 2 : 2, 6, 9, 
see REPUTE; (c) impersonally (r) to think (see THINK), (2) to seem good, 
Luke I : 3; Acts 15 : 22, R.V., "it seemed good" (A.V., "it pleased "); 
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15 : 25, 28 (ver. 34 in some mss.) ; in Heb. 12 : ro, the neuter of the 
present participle is used with the article, lit., ' the (thing) seeming good,' 
R.V., " (as) seemed good," A.V., "after (their own) pleasure." See 
AccoUNT, No. r. 

Notes: In Matt. II: 26 and Luke ro: 21, eudokia, good pleasure, 
satisfaction (eu, well, and dokeo), is used with ginomai, to become, and 
translated "it seemed good," A.V. (R.V., "it was well-pleasing "). 
(2) In Luke 24: II, A.V„ phaino, to appear (Passive Voice), is trans
lated "seemed" (R.V., "appeared "). 

For SEEMLY, R.V„ see COMELY, B, and Note (2) 
Note: In l Pet. 2: 12, R.V„ kalos, good, fair, is rendered "seemly." 

SEIZE 
r. SULLAMBANÖ (avMaµßd.vw), lit., to take together (sun, with, 

lambano, to take or lay hold of), chiefly signifies to seize as a prisoner; in 
the following the R.V. substitutes the more suitable and forceful verb, to 
seize, for A.V„ to take: Matt. 26: 55; Mark 14: 48; Luke 22: 54; 
John 18: 12 ; Acts 12 : 3; 23 : 27; 26: 21 ; in Acts l : 16, R.V. and 
A.V., "took." See CATCH, No. 8, CoNCEIVE, HELP. 

2. SUNARPAZÖ (avvap1T&.~w) is translated "seized" in the R.V. of 
Luke 8: 29; Acts 6: 12 ; 19: 29; see CATCH, No. 7. 

Note: In Matt. 21 : 38, the best texts have echö, to have (to take, 
R.V.) ; some have katechö, to lay hold of (A.V„ "seize on "). 

SELF, SELVES 
r. AUTOMATOS (a?rr6µa-ros), of oneself (Eng., automatic, automaton, 

etc.), is used in Mark 4: 28; Acts 12: ro. See AccoRD, B, No. 2.~ 
2. AUTOS (aü-r6s), he, also means self, in the reflexive pronouns 

myself, thyself, himself, etc. (see, e.g„ HE), expressing distinction, 
exclusion, etc. ; it is usually emphatic in the nominative case, e.g„ 
Luke 6: 42; II : 4; John 18: 28; Rom. 8: 16, R.V., "Himself." 

Note: In John 16: 27, "the Father Himself (autos)," Field (Notes 
on the Translation of the N.T.) remarks that autos stands for automatos. 

For SELF-CONDEMNED see CONDEMN, C, No. l 

SELF-CONTROL (without) 
AKRATES (aKpan]s), powerless (a, negative, kratos, strength), is 

rendered" without self-control," in 2 Tim. 3 : 3, R.V. ; see INCONTINENT.~ 

SELFSAME 
Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. 5 : 5, A.V., auto touto, this thing itself, "this very 

thing," R.V„ is rendered " the seltsame;" in 2 Cor. 7: II, R.V. and 
A.V„ "this selfsame thing." (2) In Matt. 8: 13, A.V„ ekeinos, with 
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the article, " that," R.V., is rendered "that selfsame." (3) In l Cor. 
12: II, A.V., the article with autos, "the same," R.V., is rendered "the 
seltsame." 

SELF-WILLED 
AUTHADES (aü8ao71s), self-pleasing (autos, self, hedomai, to please), 

denotes one who, dominated by self-interest, and inconsiderate of others, 
arrogantly asserts his own will, " self-willed," Tit. l : 7 ; 2 Pet. 2 : ro 
(the opposite of epieikes, gentle, e.g., l Tim. 3 : 3), "one so far overvaluing 
any determination at which he has himself once arrived that he will not 
be removed froni it" (Trench, who compares and contrasts philautos, 
loving seif, selfish; Syn. §xciii).~ In the Sept., Gen. 49: 3, 7; Prov. 
21: 24.~ 

SELL 
l. PÖLEO (TTwMw), to exr.hange or harter, to seil, is used in the latter 

sense in the N.T., six times in Matthew, three in Mark, six in Luke; in 
John only in connection with the cleansing of the Temple by lhe Lord, 
2 : 14, 16 ; in Acts only in connection with the disposing of property for 
distribution among the community of believers,. 4 : 34, 37 ; 5 : l ; else
where, l Cor. ro: 25; Rev. 13: 17. 

2. PIPRASKÖ (TTmpaaKw), from an earlier form, perao, to carry across 
the sea for the purpose of selling or to export, is used (a) literally, Matt. 
13: 46; 18: 25; 26: 9; Mark 14: 5; John 12: 5; Acts 2: 45; 4: 34; 5: 4; 
(b) metaphorically, Rom. 7: 14, "sold under sin," i.e., as fully under 
the domination of sin as a slave is under his master ; the statement 
evinces an utter dissatisfaction with such a condition ; it expresses, not 
the condemnation of the unregenerate state, but the evil of bondage to a 
corrupt nature, involving the futility of making use of the Law as a 
means of deliverance. ~ 

3. APODIDÖMI (aTToolowµ.i), to give up or back, also means, in the 
Middle Voice, to give up of one's own will; hence, to sell; it is so used in 
Peter's question to Sapphira as to selling the land, Acts 5: 8; of the act of 
Joseph's brothers, 7 : 9 ; of Esau's act in selling his birthright, Heb. 12: 16. 

Note: In Jas. 4: 13, A.V., emporeuomai, to trade (R.V.), is rendered 
"buy and sell." 

For SELLER see PURPLE 

SENATE 
GEROUSIA (y€povala), a council of elders (from gerön, an old man, 

a term which early assumed a political sense among the Greeks, the 
notion of age being merged in that of dignity), is used in ~cts 5 : 21, 
apparently epexegetically of the preceding word sunedrion, " council," 
the Sanhedrin. ~ 
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SEND 
r. APOSTELLÖ (a?ToaTlM.w), lit., to send forth (apo, from), akin to 

apostolos, an apostle, denotes (a) tosend on service, or with a commission. 
(1) of persons ; Christ, sent by the Father, Matt. IO : 40 ; 15 : 24 ; 21 : 37 ; 
Mark 9: 37; 12: 6; Luke 4: 18, 43; 9: 48; IO: 16; John 3: 17; 
5 : 36, 38 ; 6 : 29, 57 ; 7 : 29 ; 8 : 42 ; I0 : 36 ; II : 42 ; 17 : 3, 8, 18 
(ist part), 21, 23, 25 ; 20: 21 ; Acts 3 : 20 (future) ; 3 : 26; 1 John 4: 9, 
IO, 14; the Holy Spirit, Luke 24: 49 (in some texts; see No. 3) ; 
1 Pet. I: 12; Rev. 5: 6; Moses, Acts 7: 35; John the Baptist, John 
1 : 6 ; 3 : 28 ; disciples and apostles, e.g„ Matt. rn : r6 ; Mark II : 1 ; 
Luke 22 : 8 ; John 4 : 38 ; 17 : 18 (2nd part) ; Acts 26 : 17 ; servants, 
c.g., Matt. 21 : 34 ; Luke 20 : 10 ; officers and officials, Mark 6 : 27; 
John 7: 32; Acts 16: 35; messengers, e.g., Acts IO: 8, 17, 20; 15: 27; 
evangelists, Rom. IO : 15 ; angels, e.g., Matt. 24 : 31 ; Mark 13 : 27 ; 
Luke 1 : 19, 26 ; Heb. 1 : 14 ; Rev. I : 1 ; 22 : 6 ; demons, Mark 5 : IO ; 

(2) of things, e.g., Matt. 21 : .1; Mark 4: 29, R.V„ marg„ "sP.nrleth forth," 
text," putteth forth" (A.V.," ... in ") ; Acts IO: 36; II : 30; 28: 28; 
(b) to send uway, dismiss, e.g., Mark 8 : 2G ; 12 ; 3 ; Luke 4 : 18, "to set 
(at liberty)." See Note below, No. 2. 

2. PEMPÖ (?Tlµ.?Tw), to send, is used (a) of persons: Christ, by the 
Father, Luke 20: 13; John 4: 34; 5 : 23, 24, 30, 37; 6: 38, 39, (40), 44; 
7 : 16, 18, 28, 33 ; 8 : 16, 18, 26, 29 ; 9 : 4 ; 12 : 44, 45, 49 ; 13 : 20 
(2nd part) ; 14: 24 ; 15 : 21 ; 16 : 5 ; R<}Jn. 8 : 3 ; the Holy Spirit, 
John 14 : 26 ; 15 : 26; 16 : 7 ; Elijah, Luke 4 : 26 ; John the Baptist, 
John l : 33; disciples and apostlcs, e.g., Matt. II : 2; John 20 : 21 ; 
servants, e.g., Luke 20: 11, 12; officials, Matt. 14: IO; messengers, e.g., 
Acts 10 : 5, 32, 33 ; 15 : 22, 25 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 3 ; Eph. 6 : 22 ; Phil. 2 : 19, 
23, 25; l Thess. J: 2, 5 ; Tit. 3 : 12; a prisoner, Acts 25 : 25, 27; 
potentates, by God, l Pet. 2: 14; an angel, Rev. 22: 16; demons, 
Mark 5 : 12 ; (b) of things, Acts II : 29 ; Phil. 4 : 16 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 11 ; 

Rev. l : II ; 11 : 10; 14: 15, 18, R.V.," send forth" (A.V.," thrust in"). 
Notes: (1) Pempo is a more general term than apostellö; apostello 

usually " suggests official or authoritative sending" (Thayer). A com
parison of the usages mentioned above shows how nearly (in some cases 
practically quite) interchangeably they are used, and yet on close con
sideration the distinction just mentioned is discernible ; in the Gospel of 
John, cp. pempo in 5 . 23, 24, 30, 37, apostello in 5 : 33, 36, 38; pempö 
in 6 : 38, 39, 44, apostellö in 6 : 29, 57 ; the two are not used simply for 
the sake of variety of expression. Pempo is not used in the Lord's prayer 
in chapt. 17, whereas apostello is used six times. 

(2) The sending of the Son by the Father was from the glory which He 
had with the Father into the world, by way of the Incarnation, not a 
sending out into the world after His birth, as if denoting His mission 
among and His manifestation to the people. " Hofmann, in support of 
his view that Jesus is called the Son of God only in virtue of His being 
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born of man, vainly urges that the simple accusative after apostellö 
also denotes what the Person is or becomes by being sent. What he 
states is true but only when the name of the object spoken of is chosen 
to correspond with the purposed mission, as e.g., in Mark I : 2 ; 
Luke I4 : 32 ; I9 : I4. We can no more say, ' God sent Jesus that He 
should be His Son' than we can render 'he sent his servants,' Matt. 
2I : 34, in this manner. That the Sonship of Christ is anterior to His 
mission to the world ... is clear from John I6: 28; cp. especially also 
the double accusative in I John 4: 14, 'the Father sent the Son the 
Saviour of the world.' The expression that Jesus is sent by God den0tes 
the mission which He has to fulfil and the authority which backs Hirn " 
(Cremer; Lexicon of N.T. Greek). 

3. EXAPOSTELLÖ (lga1ToUT€Mw) denotes (a) tosend forth: of the 
Son by God the Father, Gal. 4 : 4 ; of the Holy Spirit, 4 : 6 ; Luke 24 : 49 
in the best texts (some have No. 1) ; an angel, Acts 12 : II; the ancestors 
of Israel, Acts 7 : 12 ; Paul to the Gentiles, 22 : 21 ; of the word of 
salvation, 13 : 26 (some mss. have No. l) ; (b) tosend away, Luke I : 53; 
20 : IO, II ; Acts 9.: 30 ; II : 22 ; 17 : 14. ~ 

4. ANAPEMPÖ (&.va7T€µ.7Tw) denotes (a) tosend up (ana, up, and No. 2), 
to a higher authority, Luke 23: 7, 15; Acts 25 : 21 (in the best texts; 
some have No. 2); this meaning is confirmed by examples from the 
papyri (Moulton and Milligan), by Deissmann (Bible Studies, p. 229) ; 
see also Field, Notes on the Trans. of the N.T. ,· (b) to send back, Luke 
23 : II ; Philm. 12. ~ 

5. EKPEMPÖ (lK1TfJL7TW) denotes tosend forth (ek, out of), Acts 13: 4, 
" being sent forth " ; 17 : IO, " sent away."~ 

6. BALLÖ (ßa.Mw), to cast, throw, is translated "to send (peace) " 
in Matt. IO: 34 (twice), (R.V., marg., "cast "). See CAST. 

7. EKBALLÖ (lKßaMw), to cast out, or send out, is translated "sent 
out" in Mark I : 43, R.V, (A.V., "sent away "), and in A.V. and R.V. 
in Jas. 2: 25. See CAST, No. 5. 

8. APOLUÖ (d7ToMw), to set free, to let go, is translated to send 
away in Matt. 14: 15, 22, 23 ; Mark 6 : 36, 45 ; 8 : 3, 9 ; Luke 8 : 38 ; 
Acts 13 : 3, where the sending is not that of commissioning, but of letting 
go, intimating that they would gladly have retained them (contrast 
ekpempö, the act of commissioning by the Holy Spirit in ver. 4). 

9. METAPEMPÖ (p.€-ra7T€µ7rw), tosend after or for, fetch (meta, after), 
is used only in the Acts; in the Middle Voice, translated to send for in 
IO: 22, 29 (2nd part: Passive Voice in the Ist part) ; 20: I, R.V. only 
(some texts have proskaleö); 24: 24, 26; 25 : 3; in IO: 5 and II : 13, 
R.V., "fetch." See FETCH.~ 

IO. BRUÖ (ßpvw), to be full to bursting, was used of the earth in 
producing vegetation, of plants in putting forth buds; in Jas. J: II it 
is said of springs gushing with water, "(doth the fountain) send 
forth ... ? "~ 
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II. SUNAPOSTELLO (uvva7ToO'T€Mw), tosend along with, is used in 
2 Cor. 12: 18., In the Sept., Ex. 33 ::2, 12., 

12. SUNPEMPÖ (uvV7T€f.L7TW), to send along with, is used in 2 Cor. 
8:18, 22., 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 13 : 36, A.V., aphiemi, to leave, is translated 
"He sent ... away " (R.V., "He left ") ; so in Mark 4: 36, A.V.," they 
had sent away," R.V., "leaving." (2) In Mark 6 : 46, apotassomai, to 
t.:i.ke leave of (R.V.) is translated "He had sent ... away." (3) In 
John 13 : 16 apostolos is rendered "one (A.V., he) that is sent,.''. R.V. 
marg., "an apostle ". (4) Paristemi is rendered "Sf!nd "in Matt. 26: 53, 
R.V. 

For SENSELESS see FOOLISH, No. 4 

SENSES 
AISTHET:itRION (alufhi~pwv), sense, the faculty of perception, the 

organ of sr.nsr. (::ikin to aisth.anomai·, to perceive), is uscd in Heb. 5: 14, 
"senses," the capacities for spiritual apprehension., In the Sept., 
Jer. 4: 19, ' (I am pained ... in the) sensitive powers (of my heart).', 

For SENSUAL see NATURAL, A, No. 2 

SENTEN CE 
A. Nouns. 

l. KRIMA (1<plµa), a judgment, a decision passed on the faults of 
others, is used especially of God's judgment upon men, and translated 
"sentence" in 2 Pet. 2: 3, R.V. (A.V., "judgment "). See JuDGMENT, 
No. 2. 

2. KATADIK1!: (KaTa8l1C7J), a judicial sentence, condemnation, is 
translated "seiitence" in Aets 25 : 15, R.V. (A.V., "judgment ") ; some 
mss. have dike., 

3. APOKRIMA (a7TOKpiµa) is translated "sentence" in 2 Cor. l : 9, 
A.V. (R.V., "answer "). See ANSWER, No. 2., 

B. Verbs. 
I. KRINÖ (Kp{vw), to judge, to adjudge, is translated" (my)' sentence 

is " in Acts 15 : 19, A.V., R.V„ " (my) judgment is," lit., ' I (egö, 
emphatic) judge,' introducing the substance or draft of a. resolution. 
See jUI>GE, B, No. I. 

2. EPIKRINÖ (€mKpww), to give sentence, is used in Luke 23 : 24.~ 

SEPARATE 
A. Verbs. 

l. APHORIZO (acf>opl,w), to mark off by bounds (apo, from, horizö, 
to determine; horos, a limit), to separate, is 1.ised of " (a) the Divine 
action in setting men apart for the work of the gospel, Rom. I : I ; Gal. 
I : 15; (b) the Divine judgmentupon men, Matt. 13: 49; 25 : 32; (c) thc 
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separation of Christians .from unbelievers, Acts 19: 9; 2 Cor. 6: 17; 
(d) the separation of believers 'by unbelievers, Luke 6: 22; (e) the 
withdrawal of Christians from their brethren, Gal. 2 : 12. In (c) is 
described what the Christian must do, in (d) what he must be prepared 
to suffer, and in (e) what he must avoid."4U* 

2. CHÖRIZÖ (xwpi,w), to put asunder, separate, is translated to 
separate in Rom. 8: 35, 39; in the Middle Voice, to separate oneself, 
depart (see DEPAln) ; in the Passive Voice in Heb. 7: 26, R.V., 
"separated·" (A.V., "separate"), the verb here relates to the resurrec~ 
tion of Christ, not, as A.V. indicates, to the fact of His holiness in the days 
of His flesh ; the list is progressive in this respect that the first three 
qualities apply to His sinlessness; the next to His Resurrection, the last 
to His Ascension. See Pur, No, 14. 

3. APODIORIZÖ (a?To8iopl,w), to mark off (apo, from, dia, asunder, 
horizö, to limit), hence denotes metaphorically to make · separations, 
Jude 19, R.V. (A.V., " separate themselves "), of persons who make 
divisions (in contrast with ver. 20) ; there is no pronoun in the original 
representing "themselves."~ 

B. Preposition. 
CHÖRIS (xwpis), apart from, without (cp. aneu, without, a rarer word 

than this), is translated" separate from "in Eph. 2: 12 (A.V.," without "). 
See APART, BESIDE, WnHout. 

For SEPARATIO:N"S see No. 3, above 

SEPULCHRE 
1. TAPHOS (Tacf>os), akin to thaptö, to bury, originally a burial, then, 

a place for burial, a tumb, occurs in Matt. 23 : 27; ver. 29, R.V. (A.V., 
"tombs "); 27: 6I, 64, 66; 28: 1; metaphorically, Rom. 3: 13.~ 

2 and 3. MNEMA ·(µvfjµa) and MNEMEION (µ11'11µ.E'iov): see GRAVE. 

SERJEANT (-S) 
RHABDOUCHOS (paß8ovxos), a rod-bearer (rhabdos, a rod, echö, to 

hold), one who carries a staff of office, was, firstly, an umpire or judge, 
later, a Roman lictor, Acts 16 : 35, 38. The duty of these officials was to 
attend Romanmagistrates to execute their orders, especially administering 
punishment by scourging or beheading ; they carried as their sign of 
office the fasces (whence "Fascist"), a bundle of rods with an axe 
inserted. At Philippi they acted under the strategoi or prators (see 
MAGISTRATF., No. 1.)~ 

SERPENT 
1. OPHIS (ocf>is) : the characteristics of .the serpent as alluded to in 

• From Nötes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, p. 83. 
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Scripture are mostly evil (though Matt. IQ : I6 refers to its caution in 
avoiding <langer) ; its treachery, Gen. 49 : 17 ; 2 Cor. II : 3 ; its vcnom, 
Psa. 58: 4; I Cor. IQ: 9; Rev. 9: I9; its skulking, Job 26: I3; its 
murderous proclivities, e.g., Psa. 58 : 4; Prov. 23 : 32 ; Eccl. IO: 8, II ; 

Arnos 5 : I9 ; Mark I6 : I8 ; Luke 10 : I9 ; the Lord used the word 
metaphorically of the Scribes and Pharisees, Matt. 23 : 33 (cp. echidna, 
viper, in Matt. 3 : 7 ; I2 : 34). The general aspects of its evil character 
are intimated in the Lord's rhetorical question in Matt. 7 : IO and Luke 
II : II. Its characteristics are concentrated in the arch-adversary of 
God and man, the Devil, metaphorically described as the serpent, 2 Cör. 
II : 3 ; Rev. I2 : 9, I4, 15 ; 2Q : 2. The brazen serpent lifted up by 
Moses was symbolical of the mea:ns of salvation provided by God, in Christ 
and His vicarious death under the Divine judgment upon sin, John 3: 14. 
While the living serpent symbolizes, sin in its origin, hatefulness and 
deadly effect, the brazen serpent symbolized the bearing away of the 
curse and the judgment of sin ; the metal was itself figurative of the 
righteousness of God's judgment.~ 

2. HERPETON (€p11u6v), a creeping thing (from herpö, to creep), a 
reptile, is rendered "serpents" in Jas. 3: 7, A.V. (R.V„ "creeping 
things," as elsewhere). See CREEP, B. 

SERVANT 
A. Nouns. 

I. DOULOS {8oii.\oS'), an adjective, signifying 'in bondage,' Rom. 
6: 19 (neuter plural, agreeing with mele, members), is used as a noun, and 
as the most common and general word for "servant ", frequently 
indicating subjection without the idea ofbondage; it is used (a) of natural 
conditions, e.g„ Matt. 8 : 9; I Cor. 7 : 21, 22 (ist part) ; Eph. 6 : 5 ; 
Col. 4 : I ; 1 Tim. 6 : I ; frequently in the four Gospels ; (b) metaphorically 
of spiritual, moral and ethical conditions: servants (1) of God, e.g„ 
Acts 16 : 17; Tit. I : I ; I Pet. 2 : I6; Rev. 7 : 3 ; 15 : 3 ; the perfect 
example being Christ Himself, Phil. 2: 7; (2) of Christ, e'.g„ Rom. 1: 1; 
I Cor. 7 : 22 (2nd part) ; Gal. I : 10 ; Eph. 6 : 6 ; Phil. I : I ; Col. 4 : 12 ; 
Jas. I : I; 2 Pet. I : 1; Jude I; (3) of sin, John 8: 34 (R.V„ "bond
servants ") ; Rom. 6: 17, 2Q; (4) of corruption, 2 Pet. 2 : 19 (R.V„ 
"bondservants ") ; cp. the verb douloö (see B). See BoND:MAN. 

2. DIAKONOS (8ufKovoS'), for which see DEACON: and Note there on 
synonymous words, is translated " servant " or " servants " in Matt. 
22 : 13 (R.V. marg., "ministers ") ; 23: II (R.V. maig„ ditto) ; Mark 
9 : 35, A.V. (R.V., " minister ") ; John 2 : 5, 9; 12 : 26 ; Rom. 16 : I. 

3. PAIS {77atS'), for which see CHILD, No. 4, also denotes an attendant; 
it is translated "servant" (a) of natural conditio,ns, in Matt. 8: 6, 8, 
13 ; I4: 2 ; Luke 7 : 7 (" menservants" in 12 : 45) ; 15 : 26 ; (b) of 
spiritual relation to God, (I) of Israel, Luke I : 54; (2). of David, Luke 
I : 69; Acts 4: 25 ; (3) of' Christ, so declared by God the Father, Matt. 
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12 : 18; spoken of in prayer, Acts 4: 27, 30, R.V. (A.V., "child ") ; 
the argument advanced by Dalman for the rendering " Child " in these 
passages, is not sufficiently valid as against the R.V., " Servant " il1 
Acts 4, and the A.V. and R.V. in Matt. 12 (cp„ e.g„ the use of pais in the 
Sept. of Gen. 41: 38; Jer. 36: 24). The Matt. 12 passage by direct 
quotation, and the Acts 4 passages by implication, refer to the ·ideal 
"Servant of Jehovah" (Sept., pais Kuriou), of Is. 42: l and following 
passages, thus identifying the Servant with the Lord Jesus ; for the same 
identification, cp. Acts 8 : 35. 

4. OIKETES (ol1CJT1'Js), a hduse~servant (oikeö, to dwell, oikos, a house), 
is translated "servant" in Luke 16: 13 (R.V. marg„ "household
servant '') ; so Rom. 14: 4 and l Pet. 2: 18; in Acts 10: 7, A.V. and 
R.V„ "household-servants."1[ 

5. HUPERETES (v1T7Jp€T'T}s), for which see MINISTER, No. 3, and 
ÜFFICER, is translated "servants" in the A.V. of Matt. 26: 58; Mark 
14: 65· (R.V., "officers ") ; in John 18: 36, A.V. and R.V. (R.V., marg„ 
" officers "). 

6. THERAPÖN (8€pamwv), akin to therapeuö, to serve, to heal, an 
attendant, servant, is a term of dignity and freedom, used of Moses in 
Heb. 3: 5.1[ 

7. SUNDOULOS (avvSovAos), a fellow-servant, is used (a) of natural 
conditions, Matt. 18 : 28, 29, 31, 33 ; 24: 49; (b) of servants of the same 
Divine Lord, Col. l : 7 ; 4 : 7 ; Rev. 6 : II ; of angels, Rev. 19 : IO ; 

22:9.1[ 
Note: For misthios and misthötos, see HIRED SERVANT. 

B. Verb. 
DOULOÖ (SovA6w), to enslave, to bring into bondage (akin to A, 

No. l), e.g„ r Cor. 9: 19, R.V., "I brought (myself) under bondage (to 
all)," A.V„ " I made myself servant," denotes in the Passive Voice, tobe 
brought into bondage, to become a slave or servant, rendered" ye became 
servants (of righteousness) " in Rom. 6 : r8 ; " being ... become 
servants (to God)," ver. 22. See BONDAGE, B, .No .. 2. 

SEI~VE . 
l. DIAKONEÖ (Sta1<ov€w), to minister (akin to diakonos, No. 2, 

above), to render any kind of service, is translated to serve, e.g., in 
Luke 10 : 40 ; 12 : 37 ; 17 : 8 i 22 : 26, 27 (twice) ; see MINISTER, B, 
No. r. 

2. DOULEUÖ (SovA€vw), to serve as a doulos (No. l, above), is used 
(a) of serving God (and the impossibility· of serving mammon also), 
Matt. 6 : 24 and Luke 16 : 13; Rom. 7 : 6; in the gospel, Phil. 2 : 22 ; 
(b) Christ, Acts 20 : 19 ; Rom. 12 : II ; 14 : 18 ; 16 : 18 ; Eph. 6 : 7 ; 
Col. 3 : 24 ; (c) the Law oJ God, Rom. 7 : 25 ; (d) one another, Gal. 5 : 13, 
R.V„' "be servants to" (A.V., "serve ") ; (e) a father, Luke 15: 29 
(with a suggestion of a:cting as a slave) ; (f) earthly masters, Matt. 6: 24; 
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Luke 16: 13; I Tim. 6: 2, R.V., "serve;" (g) the younger by the elder, 
Rom. 9 : 12 ; (h) of being in bondage to a nation, Acts 7 : 7 ; Gal. 4 : 25, 

to the Romans, actually, though also spiritually to Judaizers; (i) to idols, 
Gal. 4: 8, R.V., "were in bondage" (A.V., "did service ") ; (j) to "the 
weak and beggarly rudiments," ver. 9 (R.V.), "to be in bondage" 
(aorist tense in the best texts, suggesting 'to enter into bondage '), i.e., 
to the religion of the Gentiles (" rudiments " being nsed in ver. 3 of the 
religion of the Jews) ; (k) sin, Rom. 6: 6, R.V., "be in bondage" (A.V., 
"serve ") ; (l) " divers lusts and pleasures," Tit. 3 : 3 ; (m) negatively, 
to any man-a proud and thoughtless denial by the Jews, John 8: 33.~ 

3. LATREUÖ (AaTp€Üw), primarily to work for hire (akin to latris, a 
hired servant), signifies (1) to worship, (2) to serve; in thc latter sense it 
is used of service (a) to God, Matt. 4 : IO ; Luke I : 74 (" without fear ") ; 
4: 8; Acts 7: 7; 24: 14, R.V., "serve" (A.V., "worship ") ; 26 : 7; 
27 : 23 ; Rom. I : 9 (" with my spirit ") ; 2 Tim. 1 : 3 ; Heb. 9 : 14 ; 
12: 28, A.V., "we may serve," R.V., "we may offer service;" Rev. 
7: 15; (b) to God and Christ (" the Lamb "), Rev. 22 : 3; (c) in the 
tabernacle, Heb. 8 : 5, R.V. ; 13: 10; (d) to "the host of heaven," 
Acts 7: 42, R.V., "to serve" (A.V., "to worship ") ; (e) to "the 
creature," instead of the Creator, Rom. I : 25, of idolatry: see WoRSHIP. 

Note: In Luke 2 : 37 the R.V. has "worshipping," for A.V., 
"served;" in Heb. 9: 9, "the worshipper," for A.V., "that did the 
service." 

4. HUPERETEÖ (inr1Jp€Ttw), for which see MINISTER .. B, No. 3, is 
translated to serve in Acts 13 : 36 ; there is a contrast intimated between 
the service ofDavid, lasting for only a generation, and the eternal character 
of Christ's ministry as the One who not having seen corruption was 
raised from the dead. 

SERVICE, SERVING 
I. DIAKONIA (SiaKovla) is rendered " service " in Rom. 15 : 31, 

A.V. ; "serving" in Luke 10: 40. See MINISTRY, A, No. I. 

2. LEITOURGIA (AnTovpyla) is rendered " service " in 2 Cor. 9 : 12 ; 

Phil. 2 : 17, 30. See MINISTRY, A, No. 2. 

3. LATREIA (AaTp€la), akin to latreuö (see No. 3, above), primarily 
hired service, is used (a) of the service of God in connection with the 
Tabernacle, Rom. 9 : 4 ; Heb. 9 : 1, "Divine service ; " ver. 6, plural, 
R.V., " services" (A.V., " service ", and, in italics, "of God ") ; (b) of 
the intelligent service of believers in presenting their bodies to God, a 
living sacrifice, Rom. 12 : I, R.V. marg., "worship;" (c) of imagined 
service to God by persecutors of Christ's followers, John 16: 2.~ 

Note : For "soldier on service," 2 Tim. 2 : 3, R.V., see SoLDIER, H. 
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A. Verbs. 

SET 

r. HIST:E:MI ·(foT'T]µ,), to cause to stand, is translated to set in Matt. 
4: 5 (aorist tense in the best texts; some have the present, as in A.V.) ; 
18: 2; 25: 33; Mark 9: 36; Luke 4: 9; 9: 47; John_ 8; 3: Acts 
4: 7; 5: 27; 6: 6; ver. 13, "set up;" 22: 30; in Jude 24, R.V„ 
"to set" (A.V„ "to present "). See ABIDE. No. IO. 

2. KATHISTEMI (t<a8lc:n71µ,), lit„ to set down (kata, down; and 
No. l), to appoint; constitute, is translated to set in Matt. 24: 45, 47; 
25: 21, 23, R.V. (A.V., "made "); so Luke 12: 42, 44; it is found in some 
mss. in Heb. 2 : 7, and translated "set over" (A.V.). See APPOINT, No. 2. 

3. TITHE:MI (.,./8'71"'), to put, to place, is translatcd to sct in Acts l: 7, 
of times and seasons (A.V„ " put ") ; Acts 13 : 47 ; Rev. ro : 2 ; 
"setteth on" (of wine) in John 2 : lO, R.V. (A.V„ "doth set forth ") ; 
in the A.V. of Mark 4 : 21 (2nd part) and in Luke 8 : 16 it is rendered 
"set " (R.V„ "put "), of a lanip (some texts have No. 6 in both). In 
Mark 4 : 30 it is used of setting forth by parable the teaching concerning 
the Kingdom of God, R.V„ "shall we set (it) forth" {A.V„ "compare "), 
See APPOINT, No. 3. · 

4. PARATITHEMI (TTaparl871µ'), to place beside (para, beside, and 
No. 3), toset forth, of a parable, Matt. 13 : 24, R.V. (A.V„" put forth"); 
toset before, of food, Mark 6 : 41 ; 8 : 6 (twice), 7; Luke 9 : 16; 'lO : 8; 
II : 6; Acts 16 : 34 ; I Cor. 10 : 27. See ALLEGE, No. l, PUT, No. 3. 

5. PERITI'fHRMI (m:p,rl871µ,), to place or püt around (peri, around, 
and No. 3), is translated to set about (of a hedge) in Mark 12 : I. See 
BESTOW, No. 5, PuT. 

6. EPITITHRMI (e1ml871µ,), to put, set or lay upon, is used of the 
placing over the head of Christ on the Cross "His accusation," Matt. 
27 : 37, "sct up; " of attacking a person, Acts 18 : 10, "shall set on." 
See' ADD, No. r. 

7. PROTITH~MI (TTporl871µ,), to set before (pro, before, and No. 3), 
is used in the Middle Voice, translated "set forth," of Christ, in 
Rom. 3 : 25 (R.V. marg., "purposed "). See PURPOSE, B, No. 3 . 

. 8. DIDÖMI (olowµ,), to give, is translated "I have set before" in 
Rev. 3 : 8 (R.V. mar9„ "given "). See G1vE. 

In the following pages t indicates that the word referred to (preposition, con
junction, or particle) is not dealt with in this volume. 

it indicates that all the N.T. occurrences of the Greek word under coilsideration 
are mentionerl Under the heading or sub-hea.ding, 
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9. KATHIZÖ (Ka.Ol,w), used transitively, signifies to cause to sit down, 
set, appoint, translated toset in Acts 2: 30, R.V. (A.V., incorrectly, "to 
sit ") ; in l ~or. 6 : 4, of appointing, i.e., obtaining the services of, judges 
in lawcourts ; in Eph. l : 20, R.V., "made (Hirn) to sit" (A.V., "set "). 

Note: In Heb. 8 : l, kathizö is used intransitively, R.V., "sat down" 
(A.V., " is set ") ; so in 12 : 2, R.V., " hath sat down " (A.V., " is set 
down ") ; Rev. 3 : 21, R.V., " 1 . ; . sat down " (A.V., "am set down "). 
So epikathizö in Matt. 21 : 7 (last part), R.V„ " He sat" [some mss. 
have the plural in a transitive sense, A.V., "they_ set (Hirn)]." See 
SIT, No. 8. 

rn. TASSÖ (-raaaw), to arrange, assign, order, is translated "set 
(under authority) " in Luke 7 : 8. ,In l .Cor. 16 : 15, R.V., "have set 
(themselves)," A.V.,." addicted." See APPOINT, No. 5. 

II. ANATASSOMAI (dva.-raaaoµa.i), t.o arrange in order, draw up in 
order (ana, up, and the Middle Voice of No. 10), occurs in Luke l : l, 

A.V., "toset forthin order," R.V„ "to draw up." Sec DRAw, No. 9.~ 
1:.t. DUNÖ (Bvvw), to sink into, .1s uscd of the !:>etting of the Sl/O, 

Mark l : 32, "did set; " Lnkr. 4 : 40, "was setting.". The sun, moon 
and stars were conceived of as sinking into the sea when they set. ~ 

13. SUNALLASSÖ (avva.A.\O.aaw), to reconcile (sun, together, allassö, 
to change or exchange), is translated "he ... would have set (tliem 
at one, lit., 'into peace ') again" in. Acts 7 : 26 (the imperfect lense being 
conative, expressing an attempt) ; some mss. have sunelaunö, to drive 
together, force togethcr. ~ ' · 

. 14. KATANGELLÖ (Ka.-ra.yylA.\w), to declare, prciclaim, i~ translated 
"set forth" in Acts 16 : 21, R.V. (A.V., "teach ~·) ; '' set 1 forth" 
in Acts 17 : 23, R.V. (A.V., "declare 1 "). See DECLARE, No. 4. 

15. ENECHO (lvlxw), to hold in, has a secondary significance of 
setting oneself against a person, being urgent against, Mark 6 : 19; 
Luke H: 53 (R.V„ marg.). See ENTANGLE, .No. 3, QUARREL, URGE. 

16. PROPEMPÖ (TTpoTTtµTTw), lit., to send forward (pro, forward, 
pempö, to send), is translated "set forward" in Tit. 3 : 13, R.V. (A.\T.., 
"bring") and in 3 John 6, R.V. (A.V„ "bring forward ''), of practical 
assistance to servants of God in their joumeys. See ACCOMPANY, No. 4. 

17. APODEIKNUMI (dTTo8dKvvµi), to show forth, declare, is 
translated "set forth" in l Cor. · 4 : 9, here, .a technical term, used for 
exhibiting gladiators in an arena, "last of all" referring to the grand 
finale, to make the most thrilling sport for the spe~tators (cp. 15 : 32) ; 
prophets and others had preceded the apostles · in the spectade ; in 
2 Thess. ~: 4 it is used of the man of sin, who will" set (himself) forth (as 
God)," A.V., "shewing." Elsewhere Acts 2: 22.; 25: 7. See APPROVE, 
P1wvK~ The word is frequently usedin thc papyri of the proclamation 
of the accession of a king or the appointment of an official. Cp. apodeixis, 
" demonstration," l Cor. 2 : 4.~ · 

18. EPIBIBAZÖ (~mßißa,w), to place npon, is used of causing persons 
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to mount animals for riding, Luke 10 : 34 ; 19 : 35 ; Acts 23 : 24. ~ 
19. STERIZÖ (CTTTJpl,w), to fix, eshtblish, is rendered "He stedfastly 

set (His face) " in Luke 9 : 51. See EsTABLISH, No. 1. 

20. ANORTHOÖ (dvop86w), to set straight, set up (ana, up, orthos, 
straight), is used in Acts 15 : 16 in God's promise to set up the fallen 
tabernacle (skene, tent) of David. The word is used in the papyri of 
rearing buildings again. See LIFT, No. 6, STRAIGHT. 

21. KEIMAI (KE'iµai), to lie, to be laid (used as the Passive Voice of 
tithemi, No. 3), is translated to be set, e.g., in Matt. 5: 14 (of a city); 
Luke 2 : 34 (of Christ) ; John 2 : 6 (of waterpots) ; 19 : 29 (of a vessel 
of vinegar) ; Phil. 1 : 16, R.V. (ver. 17, A.V.) (of the Apostle Paul) ; 
Rev. 4 : 2 (of the Throne in Heaven). See APPOINT, LAY, Lrn. 

22. ANAKEIMAI (dvaKEtµat), to be laid up (anii, up), to recline at 
a meal, is so used in John 6 : 11, "(to them) that were set down." See 
LEAN, LIE, Note (1) Sn, No. 3. 

23. PROKEIMAI (7rp6imµat) signifies (a) tobe set before (pro, before, 
and No. 21), and-is so rendered in Heb. 6: 18 of the hope of thc believer; 
12 : 1, of the Christian race; ver. 2, of the joy set before Christ in the days 
of His flesh and at His death; (b) to be set forth, said of Sodom and 
Gomorrah, in Jude 7. lt is used elsewhere in 2 Cor. 8 : 12, for which 
see FIRST, D, Note (2).~ 

24. PROGRAPHÖ (7rpoypacfow), to write before, is translated "were 
set forth (unto this condemnation) "in Jude 4, R.V. (A.V., "ordained ") ; 
the evil teachers were 'designated of old for this judgment' (cp. 2 Pet. 
2 : 3). For the meaning of this verb in Gal. 3 : 1, R.V., "openly set 
forth," see ÜPENLY, No. 2, Note. See WRITE. 

B. Adjective. 
TAKTOS (TaKT6s), an adjective (from tassö, A, No. 10), ordered, fixed, 

"set," is said of an appointed day, in Acts 12 : 21.~ In the Sept., Job 
12: 5.~ . 

Notes: (1) For" toset at liberty" (apoluö and apostellö), see LrnERTY. 
(2) In Acts 21: 2, A.V., anagö, toset sail (R.V.), is translated "set forth;" 
see LAUNCH. (3) In Luke 22 : 55, A.V., sunkathizö, to sit down together 
(R.V.), is translated "were set down together." See Sn, No. 10. 
(4) For Acts 7 : 5, "toset his foot on," see FooT, A, No. 1, Note. (5) In 
Acts 13 : 9, A.V., atenizö, to look fixedly, gaze, is n:ndered "set his eyes 
on" (R.V., "fastened his eyes on "). See FASTEN, No. 1. (6) In Matt. 
27 : 19, A.V., kathemai, to sit, is rendered " he was set down " (R.V., 
"he was sitting "). See SIT, No. I. (7) In John 13 : 12, A.V., anapiptö, 
to recline at table, is translated "was set down " (R.V., "sat down; " 
inarg., " reclined ") . See RECLINE. (8) In :Matt. 27 : 66 there is no 
word in the Greek representing the A.V. "setting; " the R.V. has "the 
guä.rd being with them," lit., 'with (meta) the guard.' (9) The verb is 
combined with öther words, e.g., AFFECTION, FIRE, MIND, NoUGl:!T, 
ORDER, SEAL, UPROAR, VARIANCE. 
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SETTER FORTH 
KATANGELEUS (KaTayyEAEÜS'), a proclaimer, herald (akin to 

katangellö, to proclaim), is used inActs 17 : 18, "a setter forth (of strange 
gods)." lt is found in Inscriptions in connection with proclamations 
made in public places. ~ 

SETTLE 
TITH:RMI (Tl871µi), to put, place, is translated "settle (it therefore 

in your hearts) " in Luke 21 : 14, Active Voice in the best texts (some 
have the Middle), the aorist tense signifying complete decision, i.e., 
' resolve ' (not ' consider ') ; cp. Acts 5 : 4, to conceive in the heart, and 
contrast Luke l : 66, 'to lay up' (both have aorist tense, Middle Voice). 
See APPOINT, No. 3. 

Notes: (1) In l Pet. 5 : ro, some texts have themelioö, to lay a 
foundation, used metaphorically, and translated " settle," A.V. (2) In 
Col. l : 23, A.V., hedraios, lit., seated (hedra, a seat), is translated 
"settled" (R.V., "stedfast "). (3) For epituö see DETERMINE, No. 4. 

SEVEN 
HEPTA (;7rTa), whence Eng. words beginning with hept-, corresponds 

to the Heb. sheba' (which is akin to säba', signifying tobe full, abundant), 
somchmes used as an expression of fulness, e.g., Ruth 4 : 15 : it generally 
expresses completeness, and is used most frequently in the Apocalypse ; 
it is .not found in the Gospel of John, nor between the Acts and the 
Apocalypse, except in Heb. II : 30 (in Rom. II : 4 the numeral is 
heptakischilioi, seven thousand) ; in Matt. 22 : 26 it is translated 
"seventh" (marg., "seven "). 

Note: In 2 Pet. 2 : 5, R.V.," Noah with seven others "is atransla:tion 
into idiomatic English of the Greek idiom "Noah the eighth person" 
(so A.V., translating literally). See EIGHTH. 

SEVENTH 
HEBDOMOS (€ßSoµoS') occ.urs in John 4 : 52; Heb. 4: 4 (twice); 

Jude 14; Rev. 8: l; 10: 7; II: 15; 16: 17; 21: 20.~ 

SEVEN TIMES 
HEPTAKIS (;7rTaKtS') occurs in Matt. 18: 21, 22 ; Luke 17 : 4 

(twice).~ 

SEVENTY 
HEBDOME:KONTA (;ßS0µ1}Ko11Ta) occurs in Luke ro: l, 17; in Acts 

7 : 14 it precedes pente, five, lit., 'seventy-five,' rendered "threescore 
and fifteen; " for the details see FIFTEEN, Note (1) ; in 23 : 23 it is 
translated "threescore and ten;" in 27 : 37 it precedes hex, six, lit., 
'seventy-six,' rendered "threescore and sixteen."~ 
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SEVENTY TIMES 
HEBDOMEKONTAKIS (ißooµ.711<ovTa1<i>) occurs in Matt. 18 : 22, 

where it is followed by hepta, seven, "seventy times scvcn ;" R.V. marg. 
has "seventy times and seven," . which rnany have regarded as the 
meaning; cp. Gen. 4 : 24 (Winer, in Winer-Moulton, Gram., p. 314, 
remarks that while this would be the strict meaning, it "would not 
suit the passage; " his translator, W. F. Moulton, in a footnote, expresses 
the opinion that it would. So also J. H. Moulton, Prol., p. 98, says: 
" A definite allusion to the Genesis story is highly probable: Jesus 
pointedly sets against the natural man's craving for seventy-sevenfold 
revenge the spiritual man's ambition to exercise the privilege of seventy
sevenfold forgiveness "). 

The Lord's reply "until seventy times seven" was indicative of 
completeness, the absence of any limit, and was designed to turn away 
Peter's mind from a merely numerical standard. God's forgiveness is 
limitless; so should man's be.~ 

SE VER 
l. KATARGEO (KaTapylw), lit., to reduce to inactivity (see ABOLISH, 

where all the occurrences are given), is rendered "ye are severed (from 
Christ)" in Gal. 5 : 4, R.V. ; the aorist tense indicates that point of time 
at which there was an acceptance of the Judaistic doctrines; to those 
who accepted these Christ would be of no profit, they were as branches 
severed from the tree. 

2. APHORIZÖ (dcpopl~w), to separate from, is used of the work of the 
angels at the end of this age, in severing the wicked from among the 
righteous, Matt. 13 : 49, a pre-millennial act quite distinct from the 
Rapture of the Church as set forthin l Thess. 4. See DIVIDE, No. l. 

SEVERAL 
IDIOS (t'füo>), one's own, is translated "several (ability)," in Matt. 

25: 15. 
Note: For Rev. 21 : 21, "the several gates," R.V., see EvERY, No. 3. 

SEVERALLY 
IDIJ\ (lolq.), the dative case, feminine, of idios (see above), is used 

adverbially, signifying "severally," in r Cor. 12 : rr. 
Notes: (r) In Rom. 12 : 5, kata (kath') followed by the numeral heis, 

one, and preceded by the article, signifies" severally," R.V. (A.V.," every 
one "). Cp. EvERY, Note (r). (2) In l Cor. 12 : 27, R.V., the phrase 
ek merous, lit., out of a part (meros), is rendered "severally ,, (A.V., "in 
particular "). (3) In Heb. 9 : 5, R.V., the phrase kata meros, Iit., according 
to apart, is rendered" severally." (4j For Eph. 5 : 33, R.V.," severally," 
see EVERY, No. 3. 
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SEVERITY 

SHA 

I. APOT0:\1IA (a7ToToµ{a), steepness, sharpness (apo, off, temno, 
to cut; tome, a cutting), is used metaphorically in Rom. II : 22 (twice) 
of" the severity of God," which lies in His temporary retributive dealings 
with Israel.~ In the papyri it is used of exacting to the full the provisions 
of a statute. Cp. the adverb apotomos, sharply (which see). 

2. APHEIDIA (dcpno{a), primarily extravagance (a, negative, 
pheidomai, to spare), hence, unsparing treatment, severity, is used in 
Col. 2: 23, R.V„ "severity (to the body)," A.V., "neglecting of" (marg., 
"punishing, not sparing ") ; here it refers to ascettr disriplinP; it was 
often used among the Greeks of courageous exposure to hardship and 
danger.il 

SEW 
EPIRAPTÖ or EPIRRHAPTÖ (€mpa7TTw) (epi, upon, rhapto, to sew or 

stitch), is used in Mark 2 : 2I. ~ 

SIIADOW (Noun) 
l. SKIA (aKLa) is used (a) of a shadow, caused by the interception 

of light, Mark 4 : 32, Acts 5 : 15 ; metaphorically of the darkness and 
spiritual death of ignorance, Matt. 4 : 16; Luke l : 79; (b) of the image 
or outline cast by an object, Col. 2 : 17, of ceremonies under the Law; 
of the Tabernacle and its appurtenances and offerings, Heb. 8 : 5 ; of 
these as appointed under the Law, Heb. IO: I.~ 

2. APOSKIASMA (a7ToaKlaaµa), a shadow, is rendered "shadow that 
is cast" in Jas. l : 17, R.V.; the A.V. makes no distinction between 
this and No. I. The probable significance of this word is overshadowing 
or shadowing-over (which apo may indicate), and this with the genitive 
case of trope, " turning," yields the meaning ' shadowing-over of 
mutability' implying an alternation of shadow and light; of this there 
are two alternative explanations, namely, overshadowing (1) not caused by 
mutability in God, or (2) caused by change in others, i.e., "no changes 
in this lower world can cast a shadow on the unchanging Fount of 
light" [Mayor, who further remarks, "The meaning of the passage 
will then be, 'God is alike incapable of change (parallage) and incapable 
of being changed by the action of others ' "]. 

For SHADOWING, Heb. 9 : 5, A.V„ see OVERSHADOW 

SHAKE 
I. SALEUO (aaAEt5w), to agitate, shake, primarily of the action of 

stormy winds, waves, etc„ is used (a) literally, of a reed, Matt. II : 7 ; 
LukP. 7 : 24; a vessel, shaken in filling, Luke 6 : 38 ; a building, Luke 
6 : 48 ; Acts 4 : 31 ; 16 : 26 ; the natural forces of the heavens and 
heavenly bodies, Matt. 24 : 29 ; Mark 13 : 25 ; Luke 21 : 26 ; the 
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earth, Heb. 12 : 26, "shook; " (b) metaphorically, (1) of shaking 
so as to make insecure, Heb. 12 : 27 (twice) ; {2) of casting down from a 
sense of security, Acts 2 : 25, " I should (not) be moved ; " (3) to stir up 
(a crowd), Acts 17 : 13 ; (4) to unsettle, 2 Thess. 2 : 2, "(to the end that) 
ye be not (quickly) shaken (from your mind)," i.e„ from their settled 
conviction and the purpose of ·heart begotten by it, as to the return of 
Christ before the Day of the Lord begins; the metaphor may be fäken 
from the loosening of a ship from 'its moorings by a storm. See MovE, 
STIR.~ 

2. SEIO (aElw), to shake to and fro, is reridered. to shake in Matt. 
28: 4, A.V.; Heb. ;12: 26, A.V.; Rev. 6: 13, A.V. and R.V.; see 
MovE, No. 3. . 

3. APOTINASSO (cl.7ronvdaaw), to shake off (apo, from, tinassö, to 
shake), is used in Luke 9 : 5, of dust from the feet; Acts 28 : 5, of a 
viper from the band.~ In the Sept., Judg. 16 : 20 ; l Sam rn : 2 ; · Lam. 
2: 7·~ 

4. EKTINASSO (lKnvaaaw), to shake out, is used of shaking oft the 
dust from the feet, Matt.'ro : 14; Mark 6 : I!; Acts 13 : 5r; of shaking 
out one's raiment, Acts 18: 6.~ 

SHALL 
MELLO (µüJ„w), tobe about (tobe or do), is used of purpose, certainty, 

compulsion or necessity. lt is rendered simply by " shall " or " should " 
(which frequently represent elsewhere part of the foture tense of the 
verb) in the following (the R.V. sometimes translates differently, as noted ): 
Matt. 16 : 27 (1st part), lit„ ' is about to come; ' 17 : 12, 22 ; 20 : 22, 
R.V., " am about ; " 24 : 6; Mark 13 : 4 (2nd part), R.V., "are about ;" 
Luke 9 : 44; 21 : 7 (2nd part), R.Y.," are about; "ver. 36; Acts 23: 3; 
24: 15; 26: 2, R.V., "1 am (to);" Rom. 4: 24; 8: 13 (1st part), 
R.V., "must; "ver. 18; 2 Tim. 4 : l ; Heb. I : 14; IO : 27 ; Jas. 2 : 12, 
R.V., "are to;" l .Pet. 5: l; Rev. l : 19; 2.: IO (1st and 2nd parts), 
R.V., "art about," "is about; "3: IO, R.V., "is (to);" 17: 8 (1st part), 
R.V., "is about." See ABOUT, B. 

Notes: (1) The use of shall, shalt, is frequently part of the rendering 
of a future tense of a verb. (2) The phrase "it ~.hall come to pass" is 
the rendering of the future tense of eimi, tobe, in Acts 2 : 17, 21 ; 3 : 23 ; 
Rom. 9: 26. 

SHAMBLES 
MAKELLON (µd1<E.Uov), a term of late Greek borrowed from the 

Latin macellum, denotes a meat-market, translated "shambles" in 
I Cor. IO : 25. The word is found in the koine, or vernacular Greek 
covering the time of the N.T., illustrating this passage (see Deissmann, 
Light from the Ancient East, 274). A plan, drawn by Lietzmann, of a 
forum in Pompeii, shows both the slaughter-house and the. meat-shop 
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next to the chapel of Cresar. Some of the meat which had been used for 
sacrificial purposes was afterwards sold in the markets. The Apostle 
enjoins upon the believer to enter into no enquiry, so as to avoid the 
troubling of conscience (contrast ver. 28).~ 

SHAME (Noun, and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. ATIMIA (dnµia) signifies (a) shame, disgrace, Rom l: 26, "vile 
(passions)," R.V., Jit„ '. (passions) of shame;' l Cor. II: 14; (b) 
dishonour, e.g„ 2 Tim. 2 : 20, where the idea of disgrace or shame does 
not attach to the use of the word; the meaning is that while in a great 
house some vessels are designed for purposes of honour, others have 
no particular honour (time) attached to their use (the prefix a simply 
negatives the idea of honour). See DISHONOUR. 

2. AISCHUNE (alaxüV1J) : see AsHAMED, B, No. I. 
3. ENTROPE (t11Tpo1T~). I Cor. 6 : 5 and r5 : 34. See AsHAMED, B, 

No. 2.~ • 

4. ASCHEMOSUNE (dax'Y/µoaüv'Y/) denotes (a) "unseemliness," Rom .. 
r: 27, R.V. (A.V., "that which is unseemly "); (b) shame, nakedness, 
Rev. r6: r5, a euphemism for No. 2.~ 

B. Adjective. 
AISCHROS (a.laxp6;·), base, shamcful (akin to aischos, shame), of that 

which is opposed to modesty or purity, is translated as a noµn in I Cor. 
II : 6; 14 : 35, A.V. (R.V., "shameful ") ; 'Eph. 5 : 12 ; in Tit. I : II, 

"filthy (lucre)," lit„ 'shameful (gain).' See FILTHY. ~ 

C. Verbs. 
r. ATIMAZÖ (dnµa~w), to dishonour, put to shame (akin to A, 

No. 1): see DrsHONOUR, C, No. I. 

2. ENTREPÖ (€11Tpl7rw), lit., to turn in upon, to put to shame 
(akin to A, No. 3), is translated "to shame (you)" in I Cor. 4: 14. See 
AsHAMED, A, No. 4. 

3. KATAISCHUNÖ (Karniaxüvw), to put to shame (kata, perhaps 
signifying utterly), is translated "ye ... shame (them) " in I Cor. 
r1: 22, A:V., R.V„ "ye ... put (them) to shame." See ASHAMED, 
A, No. 3. 

4. PARADEIGMATIZO (1TapaÖHyµaTL~w) signifies to set forth as an 
example (para, beside, deiknumi, to show), and is used in Heb. 6: 6 of 
those Jews, who, though attracted to, and closely associated with, the 
Christian faith, withcmt having experienced more than a tasting of the 
heavenly gift and partaking of the Holy Ghost (not actually receiving 
Hirn), were tempted to apostatize to Judaism, and, thereby crucifying 
the Son of God a sccond time, would "put Hirn to an open shame." 
So were criminals exposed.~ In the Sept., Numb. 25 : 4; Jer. 13 : 22; 

Ezek. 28: 17.~ 
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SHAMEFASTNESS (A.V., SHAMEFACEDNESS) 
AIDOS (alSws), a sense of shame, modesty, is used regarding the 

demeanour of women in the church, l Tim. 2 : 9 (some mss. have it in 
Heb. 12 : 28 for deos, "awe:" here only in N.T.). "Shamefastness is 
that modesty which is 'fast ' or rooted in the character . . . The change 
to ' shamefacedness ' is the more to be regretted because shamefacedness 
... has come rather to describe an awkward diffidence, such as we 
sometimes call sheepishness" (Davies; Bible English, p. 12). 

As to aidös and aischune (see AsHAMED, B, No. l), aidös is more 
objective, having regard to. others; it is the stronger word. "Aidös 
would always restrain a good man from an unworthy act, aiscliune would 
sometimes restrain a bad one" (Trench, Syn. § § xix, xx). 

SHAMEFULL Y (ENTREAT) 
Note: This forms part of the rendering of (a) atimazö, Mark 12 : 4, 

T.nkP 2n: II, see DrsHONOUR, C, No. l, ENTREAT, Note, HANDLE, 
No. 4; (b) hubrizö, to insult, Acts 14 : 5, R.V. ; l Thess. 2 : 2, "were 
(R.V„ having been) shamefully entreated." See SPITEFULLY. 

SHAPE 
I. EIDOS (t"Z'aos), rendered "shape" in the A.V. of Luke 3 : 22 and 

John 5: 37: see FORM, No. 4. 
2. HOMOIÖMA (6µolwµa), rendered "shapes" in Rev. 9: 7: see 

LIKENESS, No. I. 

For SHARERS (Heb. 2: 14) see PARTAKE, B, No. I. 

SHARP, SHARPER; SHARPLY, SHARPNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. OXUS (ofüs-) denotes (a) sharp (Eng„ oxy-), said of a sword, Rev. 
l : 16; 2: 12; 19: 15; of a sickle, 14: 14, 17, 18 (twice); (b) of motion, 
swift, Rom. 3 : 15. See SWIFT.~ 

:i. TO::\IOS (Toµ6s), akin to temnö, to cut [Eng„ (ana)tomy, etc.], 
is used metaphorically in the comparative degree, tomöteros, in Heb. 
4 : 12, of the Word of God.i/ · 

B. Adverb. 
APOTOMÖS (a1ToToµws) signifies abruptly, curtly; lit„ in a manner 

that cuts (apo, from, tcmnü, to rnt), hence sharply, severely, 2 Cor. 13: ro, 
R.V„" (that 1 may not .... deal) sharply," A.V„ "(use) sharpness;" 
th~ pronoun ". you " is to be unclcrstood, i.e„ ' that I may not use (or 
deal with) .. ·. sharply; 'Tit. l : 13, of rebuking. ~ Cp. apotomia, severity. 

SHAVE 
XURAÖ (tvpaw), a late form of xureö, or xurö, from xuron, a razor, 

occurs in Acts.21: 24 (Middle Voice), in connection witli a vow (Numb. 
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6 : 2-18 ; cp. Acts 18 : 18 : see SHEAR) ; l Cor. II : 5, 6 (2nd part in 
each).~f 

SHE 
Note : The words und er HE in their feminine forms are used for this 

pronoun. 

SHEAR, SHEARER, SHORN 
KEIRO (KElpw) is used (a) of shearing sheep, Acts 8: 32, "shearer," 

lit., 'the (one) shearing; ' (b) in the Middle Voice, to have one's hair cut 
off, be shorn, Acts 18 : 18 ; 1 Cor. II : 6 (twice ; cp. xuraö, to shave ; 
see above).~ 

SHEATH 
TH:f:KE (87JK?J), a place to put something in (akin to tithemi, to put), 

a receptacle, ehest, case, is used of the sheath of a sword, John 18 : II.~ 

SHED 
I. EKCHEÖ (€Kxlw), to pour out, is translated to. shed or to shed 

forth in Acts 2 : 33; Tit. 3 : 6, A.V.; of shedding blood in murder, 
Rom, 3 : 15. See PouR, No. 3. 

2. EKCHUNÖ, or EKCHUNNÖ (JKxvvw), a later form of No. 1, is used 
of the voluntary giving up of His life by Christ through the sheddirig 
of His blood in crucifixion as an atoning sacriftce, Matt. 26 : 28 ; Mark 
14: 24; Luke 22: 20, A.V., "is shed," R.V., "is poured out;" th.ese 
passages do not rcfer to the effect of the piercing of His side (which 
took place after His Death) ; of the murder of servants of God, 
Matt. 23 : 35 ; Luke II : 50 ; Acts 22 : 20 (in the best texts ; others 
have No. l) ; of the love of God in the hearts of believers through the 
Holy Spirit, Rom. 5 : 5. For the ' pouring out ' of the Holy Spirit, Acts 
10 : 45, see PouR, No. 4. (The form in the last two passages might equally 
well come from No. I, above.) See GusH OUT, RUN, SPILL. 

SHEEP 
l. PROBATON t?Tpoßa7ov}, · from probainö, to go forward, i.e., of the 

movement of quadrupeds, was used among the Greeks of small cattle, 
sheep and goats; in the N.T., of sheep only (a) naturally, e.g., Matt. 
12 : u, 12 ; (b) metaphorically, of those who belong to the Lord, the 
lost ones of the house of Israel, \IT att. 10 : 6 ; of those who are under the 
care of the Good Shepherd, e.g., Matt. 26: 31; John 10 : 1, lit., 'thefold 
of the sheep,' and vv. 2-27; 21: 16; 17 in some texts; Heb. 13 : 20; 
ofthose who in a future day, at the introduction of the Millennial Kingdom, 
have shewn kindness to His persecuted earthly people in their great tribula
tion, Matt. 25 : 33 ; of the clothing of false shepherds, Matt. 7 : 15 ; 
(c) figuratively, by way of simile, of Christ, Acts 8 : 32 ; of the disciples, 
e.g., Matt. 10 : 16 ~ of true followers of Christ in general, Rom. 8 : 36 ; 
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of the former wayward condition of those who had come under His 
Shepherd care, I Pet. 2 : 25 ; of the multitudes who sought the help of 
Christ in the days of His flesh, Matt. 9 : 36; Mark 6 : 34. 

2. PROBATION (1Tpoßamov), a diminutive of No. 1, a little sheep, is 
found. in the best texts in John 21 : 16, 17 (some have No. 1) ; distinct 
from arnia, lambs (ver. 15), but used as a term of endearment.~ 

Note: For "keeping sheep,'' Luke 17: 7, R.V., see CATTLE. 

For SHEEPFOLD see FOLD 

SHEEP GATE, SHEEP MARKET 
PROBATIKOS (1TpoßanK6s), an adjective, used in the grammatically 

feminine form, in John 5 : 2, to agree with pule, a gate, understood, R.V„ 
"sheep gate" (not with agora, a market, A.V., "sheep market" ).~ 
In the Sept., Neh. 3 : 1, 32; 12: 39.~ This sheep gate was near the 
Temple ; the sacrifices for the Temple probably entered by it. 

SHEEPSKIN 
M:E:LOT:E: (µ.11.\wr~), from melon, a sheep or goat, occurs in Heb. 

II : 37.~ In the Sept., I Kings 19: 13, 19; 2 Kings 2 : 8, 13, 14.~ 

SHEET 
OTHONE (086111]) primarily denoted fine linen, later, a sheet, Acts 

10: 11; II : 5.~ Cp. othonion, linen. 

SHEKEL, HALF SHEKEL 
I. STATER (urar~p), a tetradrachmon or four drachmae, originally 224 

grains, in Tyrian currency, but reduced in weight somewhat by the time 
recorded in Matt. 17 : 24; the value was about three shillings, and would 
pay the Temple tax for two persons, Matt. 17 : 27, R.V., "shekel" (A.V„ 
"a piece of inoney "); in some mss„ 26: 16; see MoNEY, Note.~ 

2. DIDRACHMON (olopaxµ.011), a half-shekel (i.e„ dis, twice, drachme, 
a drachma, the coin mentioned in Luke 15 : 8, 9), was the amount of the 
tribute in the ISt cent., A.D„ due from every adult Jew for the maintenance 
of the Temple services, Matt. 17: 24 (twice).~ This was based on Ex. 
30 : 13, 24 (see also 38 : 24-26; Lev. 5 : 15; 27 : 3, 25 ; Numb. 3 : 47, 
50 ; 7 : IJ ff. ; 18 : 16). 

SHEPHERD 
POIMEN (1To'µ.~v) is used (a) in its natural significance, Matt. 9 : 36; 

25 : 32; Mark 6 : 34; Luke 2 : 8, 15, 18, 20; John 10 : 2, 12; (b) 
metaphorically of Christ, Matt. 26; 31; Mark 14: 27; John IO: II, 

14, 16 ; Heb. 13 : 20 ; I Pet. 2 : 25 ; (c) metaphorically of those who 
act as pastor:; in the churches, Eph. 4: u.ir See PASTOR. 

For CHIEF SHEPHERD see CHIEF, B, No. 3 
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SHEW (SHOW) 
I. DEIKNUMI, or DEIKNUÖ, (SEl1<11vµ.i) denotes (a) to shew, exhibit, 

e.g., Matt. 4 : 8; 8 : 4; John 5 : 20; 20 : 20; l Tim. 6 : 15 ; (b) to 
shew by making known, Matt. 16: 21; Luke 24: 40; John 14: 8, 9; 
Acts IO : 28 ; l Cor. 12 : 31 ; Rev. l : l ; 4 : l ; 22 : 6 ; (c) to shew by 
way of proving, Jas. 2 : 18 ; 3 : 13. 

2. ANADEIKNUl\U (ava8El1<11vµ.t) signifies (a) to lift up and shew, 
shew forth, declare (ana, up, and No. l), Acts l : 24; (b) to appoint, 
Luke lO : I. See APPOINT, No. 14.~ 

3. ENDEIKNUMI (€118El1<11vµ.i) signifies (1) to shew forth, prove (Middle 
Voice), said (a) of God as to His power, Rom. 9 : 17; His wrath, 9 : 22; 

the exceeding riches of His grace, Eph. 2 : 7 ; (b) of Christ, as to His 
longsuffering, l Tim. l : 16 ; (c) of Gentiles, as lo " the work of the Law 
written in their hearts," Rom. 2 : 15 ; (d) of believers, as to the proof 
of their love, 2 Cor. 8 : :24; all good fidelity, Tit. 2 : IO; meekness, 3 : 2; 

love toward God's Name, Heb. 6 : ro; diligence in ministering to the 
saints, ver. II ; (2) to manifest by evil acts, 2 Tim. 4 : 14, " did (me 
much evil)," marg „ " shewe<.1. "if 

4. EPIDEIKNUl\U (€möd1<vvµ.t), epi, upon, intensive, and No. l, 

signifies (a) to exhibit, display, Matt. 16 : l ; 22 : 19 ; 24 : l ; Luke 
17 : 14 (in some mss. 24 : 40; No. l in the best texts) ; in the Middle 
Voice, to display, with a special interest in one's own action, Acts 9 : 39; 
(b) to point out, prove, demonstrate, Acts 18 : 28; Heb. 6 : 17.if · 

5. HUPODEIKNUMI (vrro8El1<11vµ.i), primarily, to shew secretly 
(lmpo, under), or by tracing out, hence, to make known, warn, is translated 
to shew in Luke 6: 47; Acts 9: 16; in 20: 35, A.V. (R.V., "I gave ... 
an example "). See ExAMPLE, WARN. 

6. POIEO (rrotE'w), to make, to do, is translated ." He hath shewed" 
in Luke l : 51 ; " to shew (mercy)," ver. 72, RV. (A.V., " perform ") ; 
"shewed (mercy)," 10 : 37; John 6: 30, A.V., "shewest Thou," R.V., 
" doest Thon (for a sign) ; " Acts 7 : 36, A.V., "shewed," R.V., 
" wrought; " Jas. 2 : 13, "shewed (no mercy) ; " in Mark 13 : 22 in the 
best te;xts (some have didümi), "sliall shew (signs)." See-Do, No. i:. 

7. MENUÖ (µ.YJvvw), to disclose, make known (what was secret), is 
rendered to shew in Luke 20: 37; I Cor. lO: 28; in a forensic sense, 
John II : 57; Acts 23: 30, R.V. (A.V., "it was told "). See TELL.~! 

8. PARISTEl\II (rrapl.aTYJp.t), to shew, in Acts l : 3; 2 Tim. 2 : 15 
(A.V.) : see PRESEN'r, No. L 

9. PARECHO (rrapExw), to afford, give, shew, etc., in the Active Voice, 
is transla ted " shcwed " in Acts 28 : 2 ; in the l\liddle V oice, " shewing " 
in Tit .. 2 : 7 (rst part). See BRING, No. 2I. 

10. EXANGELLÖ (€gay)'E..V.w), to teil out, proclaim abroad, to 
publish completely (ek, m: ex, out, angellö, to proclaim), is rcndered" shew 
forth" in l Pet. 2 : 9 ; it indicates a complete proclamation (verbs 
compounded with rk often suggest what is tobe done fully).,I 
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II. DIDOMI (ötöwµi), to give, is rendered to shew in Matt. 24 : 24. 
See also No. 6. 

Notes: The A.V. translates the following words by the verb to shew 
in the pas.sages indicated. The R.V. gives the better renderings: (1) 
apodeiknumi (to demonstrate), 2 Thess. 2 : 4, "setting (himself) forth," 
see SET, No. 17; (2) anangellö (to declare), Matt. II: 4, "tell;" John 
16 : 13-15, "declare; " 16 : 25, "shall tell; " Acts 19 : 18 and 20 : 20, 
" declaring; " (3) katangellö, Acts 16 : 17; 26 : 23 ; l Cor. II : 26, "pro
claim; " in the last passage the partaking of the elements at the Lord's 
Supper is not a showing forth of His death, but a proclamation of it; 
(4) phaneroö, John 7 : 4; 21 : l (twice), 14; Rom. l : 19, to manifest; 
(5) deloö, (to make plain), 2 Pet. l : 14, " signify ; " (6) diegeomai (to 
recount), Luke 8 : 39, "declare; " (7) emphanizö (to manifest), Acts 
23 : 22, "hast signified; " (8) euangelizö, Luke l : 19, "to bring glad 
tidings;" (9) katatithemi (to lay up), Acts 24 : 27, " to gain; " (10) legö 
(to tell), l Cor. 15 : 51," I tell; "(II) energeö, Matt. 14: 2 and Mark 6 : 14, 
"work;" (12) öphthe (lit., 'was seen '), Acts 7: 26, "He appeared;" 
(13) ginomai (to become), Acts 4 : 22, "was wrought; " (14) in Acts 
IO: 40, emphanes, manifest, with didömi to give, and ginomai, to become, 
"gave ... to be made manifest" (A.V. "shewed ... openly ") ; 
(15) apangellö (to announce), Matt. II : 4, " tell; " 12 : 18, " declare ; " 
28 : II, "·told; " Luke 14 : 21, "told; " Acts 26 : 20, " declared; " 
28 : 21, "report;" l Thess. l : 9, "report;" l John l : 2, "declare;" 
(16) In Luke l : 58, A.V„ megalunö, to magnify (R.V.). is rendered 
"shewed great." (17) See also SHEWING. 

For SHEW BEFORE see FORESHEW 

SHEWBREAD 
Note : The phrase rendered " the shewbread " is fornied by the 

combination of the nouns prothesis, a setting forth (pro, before, tithemi, 
to place) and qrtos, a loaf (in the plural), each with the article, Matt. 12 : 4; 
Mark z : 26 and Luke 6 : 4, lit., 'the loaves of the setting forth; ' in 
Heb. 9 : 2, lit., 'the setting forth of the loaves.'~ The corresponding 
O.T. phrases are lit., 'bread of the fare,' Ex. 25 : 30, i.e., the presence, 
referring to the Presence of God (cp. Isa. 63 : 9 with Ex. 33 : 14. 15) .; 
'the bread of ordering,' l Chron. 9 : 32, marg. In Numb. 4: 7 it is 
called " the continual bread; " in l Sam. 21 : 4, 6, "holy bread" 
(A.V., "hallowed "). In the Sept. of l Kings 7 : 48, it is called " the 
bread of the offering" (prosphora, a bearing towards). The twelve loaves, 
representing the tribes of Israel, were set in order every Sabbath day 
before the Lord," on the behalf of the children," Lev. 24: 8, R.V. (marg„ 
and A.V., "from "), "an everlasting covenant." The loaves symbolized 
the fact that on the basis of the sacrificial atonement of the Cross, 
believers are accepted before God, and nourished by Hirn in the Person 
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of Christ. The shewbread was partaken of by the priests, as repre
sentatives of the nation. Priesthood now being eo-extensive with all who 
belong to Christ, l Pet. 2 : 5, 9, He, the Living Bread, is the nourishment 
of all, and where He is, there, representatively, they are. 

SHEWING 
ANADEIXIS (dvaoEigis'), a shewing forth (ana, up or forth, and 

deiknumi, to show), is translate.d "shewing" in Luke l: 80.~ 
Note: For "shewing," Rom. 3: 25, 26, R.V., see D.ECLAl<E, B. 

SHIELD 
THUREOS (BvpEos) formerly meant a stone for closing the entrance 

of a cave; then, a shield, large and oblong, protecting every part of the 
soldier; the word is used metaphorically of faith, Eph. 6 : 16, which the 
believer is to take up 'in (en in the original) all' (all that hasjust been 
mentioned), i.e., as affecting the whole of his activities. if ' 

SHlNE, SHlNlNG 
A. Verbs. 

r. PHAINÖ (cf>alvw), to cause to appear, denotes, in the Active Voice, 
to give light, shine, John l : 5; 5 : 35; in Matt. 24: 27, Passive Voice; 
so Phil. 2 : 15, R.V.," ye are seen" (for A.V., "ye shine ") ; 2 Pet. l : 19 
(Active) ; so l John 2 : 8 ; Rev. l : 16; in 8 : 12 and 18 : 23 (Passive) ; 
21 : 23 (Active). See APPEAR. · 

2. EPIPHAINÖ (bncf>alvw), to shine upon (epi, upon, and No. l), 
is so translated in Luke l : 79, R.V. (A.V., " to give light"). See 
APPEAR, No. 2. 

3. LAMPÖ (>-.aµ7Tw), to shine as a torch, occurs in Matt. 5: 15, 16; 
17: 2; Luke 17: 24; Acts 12: 7; 2 Cor. 4: 6 (twicc).~: see LIGHT, B, 
No. 3. . 

4. STILBO (<rrl>-.ßw), to shine, glisten, is use<.1 m Mark 9 : 3 of the 
garments of Christ at His Transfiguration, R.V., "glistering," A.V., 
"shining.", Cp. exastraptö, "dazzling," in Luke 9: 29, R.V. 

5. EKLAMPO (€KM.µ7Tw), to shine forth (ek, out, and No. 3), is use<l 
in Matt. 13 : 43, of the future shining forth of the righteous " in the 
Kingdom of their Father.", 

6. PERILAMPÖ (77Epi>-.aµ7Tw), to shine around (peri, around, and 
No. 3), is used in Luke 2 : 9, "shone round about," of the glory of the 
Lord; so in Acts 26: 13, of the light from Heaven upon Saul of Tarsus., 

7. PERIASTRAPTÖ (77Epia<rrpa7TTw), to flash around, shine round 
about (peri, and astrape, shining brightness), is used in Acts 9 : 3 and 
22 : 6 of the same circumstance as in 26 : 13 (No. 6)., 

8. EPIPHAUSKÖ or EPIPHAUÖ (imcf>aou1<w), to shine forth, is uscd 
figuratively of Christ upon the slumbering believer who awake!> and 
arises from among the dead, Eph. 5 : 14, R.V., "shall shine upon thee" 
(A.V., "shall give thee light")., 
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B. Noun; 
ASTRAPE (daTpa77~) denotes (a) lightning, (b) bright shining, of a 

lamp, Luke II : 36. See LIGHTNING. C.p. No. 7, above, and Note (1) 

below. 
Notes: (1) In Luke 24 : 4, A.V., astraptö, to lighten, is translated 

"shining" (R.V., "dazzling "). (2) In 2 'Cor. 4 : 4, A.V., augazö, to 
shine forth, is translated "shine" (R.V., "dawn ").~ 

SHIP, SHIPPING 
I.. PLOION (771\ofov), akin to pleö, to sail, a boat or a ship, always 

rendered appropriately "boat " in the R.V. in the Gospels; "ship" 
in the Acts; elsewhere, Jas. 3: 4; Rev. 8: 9; 18: 17 (in some mss.), 19. 
See BoAT, No. 2. 

2. PLOIARION (77Aoiapiov), a diminutive form of No. l, is translated 
"ship" in the A.V. of Mark 3 : 9; 4 : 36 and John 21 : 8; " (took) 
shipping" in John 6: 24, A.V., R.V. "(got into the) boats." See BoAT, 
No. I. 

3. NAUS (vavs) denotes a sh1p (Lat. navis, Eng. nautical, naval, etc.), 
Acts 27 : 4r.~ Naus, in classical Greek the or<linary wor<l for a ship, 
survived in Hellenistic Greek only as a literary word, but disappeared 
from popular speech (Moulton, Proleg., p. 25). Blass (Philology of the 
Gospels, p. 186) thinks the solitary Lucan use of naus was due to a 
reminiscence of the Homeric phrase for beaching a ship. 

Note: For epibainö, Acts 21: 6, "we took ship," see TAKE, Note (16). 

For OWNER OF THE SHIP see OWNER, No. 2 

For SHIPMEN see MARINERS 

For ~SHIPMASTER see MASTER, A, No. 7. 

SHIPWRECK 
NAUAGEÖ (vavaylw) signifie~ {a) literally, to suffer shipwreck (naus, a 

ship, agnumi, to break), 2 Cor:· II : 25 ; (b) metaphorically, to make 
shipwreck, l Tirri. l : 19, " concerning the faith," as the result of thrusting 
away a good conscience (both verbs in this ver. are in the aorist tense, 
signifying the definiteness of the acts).~ 

For SHIVERS (Rev. i : 27) see BREAK, A, No. 5 

For SHOD see BIND, No. 3 

SHOE 
HUPODEMA (1hroS7Jµ.a) denotes a sole bound under the foot (hupo, 

under, deö, to bind; cp. hupodeö, to bind under), a sandal, always trans
lated " shoes," e.g., Matt. 3 : I1 ; 10 : 10 ; Mark l : 7. 
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SHOOT :FORTH 
PRObALLÖ (1Tpoß&»..w), lit.; to throw before, is used of the putting 

forth of leaves, blossom, fruit, said of trees in general, Luke 2I : 30, 
"shoot forth." See Pur (forward), Acts rg: 33. ~ , 

Note: In Mark 4: 32, A.V., poieö, to do, make, is rendered "shootet11 
out/' R.V„ "putteth out." 

For SHORE see BEACH and LIP 

For SHORT (Adjective and Adverb) see LITTLE, A, No 2 and B, No. 2 

Note: In l Thess. 2: lJ, "a short season," is lit„ 'a season of an hour' 
(höm; see Hül'R, SEASON, No. r. · · 

SHORT (come, cut), SHORTEN 
I. KOLOBOÖ (KoAoßow) denotes to cut off, amputate (kolobos, docked); 

hence, to curtail, shorten, said of the shortening by God of the time of the 
great tribulation, Matt. 24: 22 (twice) ; Mark 13: 20 (twice).1! In the 
Sept., z Sam. 4: 12.~ 

2. SUSTELLÖ (uvuTifMw) denotes {a) to dtaw together (sun, together, 
stellö, to bring, gather), to contract, shorten, l Cor. 7: 29, R.V„ " (the 
time) is shortened" (A.V„ " ... is short "}; the coming of the Lord 
is always tobe regarded as nigh for thc bclicver, who is tobe in constant 
expectation of His return, ahd thus is to keep himself from bcing the 
slave of carthly conditions and life's relationships ; (b) to wrap up, of 
enshrouding a body for burial, Acts 5 : 6, R.V„ "they wrapped (A.V„ 
wound) ... up."~ 

3. SUNTEMNÖ (uvvTlµ,vw), primarily, to cut in pieces (sun, together, 
temnö, to cut), then, to cut down, cut short, is used metaphorically in 
Rom. 9: 28 (twice in some texts), " the Lord will execute His word (logos, 
not work, as A.V.) upon the earth, finishing it and cutting it short," 
i.e„ in the fulfilment of His judgments pronounced upon Israel, a remnant 
only being s:i.ved; the cutting short of His word is suggestive of the 
summary and decisive character of the Divine act.~ · 

Note: For hustereö, to corne short, fall short, see FALL, No. IO. 

SHORTLY 
I. EUTHEÖS {ei38€ws), straightway, directly, is translated" shortly" 

in 3 John 14. The gencral use of the word suggests something sooner than 
"shortly." Sec FORTHWITH, STRAIGHTWAY. 

2. TACHEÖS (rnx€ws) : see QuICKLY, No. 3. 
3. TACHEION (Taxnov): see QUICKLY, No. 2. 

4 .. EN TACHEI (Ev Taxei): sce Qu1cKLY, No. 4. 
Note: In 2 Pet. l : 14, A.V„ tachinos, an adjective denoting swift 

(akin to the above), is trapslated "shortly" (R.V„ "swiftly "), lit„ 'the 
putting off of my tabernacle is swift ' (i.e„ in its approach). Cp. 2 : r. 
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SHOULD 
Note: This is frequently part of the translation of the tense of a verb. 

Otherwise it translates the following : · 
I. MELLÖ (µ_€),).w), to be about to (for the significance of which see 

SHALL), e.g., Mark 10: 32, R.V., "were to;" Luke rg: II, R.V., "was 
to;" "should ''-in 22: 23; 24: 21; John 6: 71; 7: 39, R.V., "wcre 
to; " II : 51 ; 12: 4, 33; 18: 32; Acts II : 28; 23 : 27; R.V„ " was 
about (to be slain) ; " l Thess. 3 : 4, R.V., "are to; " Rev. 6: II. See 
ABOUT, B. 

2. DEI (cM), it needs, it should, e.g„ Matt. 18 : 33; Acts 27 : 21 : see 
MusT. 

Note: In I Cor. 9: 10, A.V„ opheilö, to owe, is rendered "should" 
(R.V., "ought to "). 

SHOULDER 
ÖMOS (wµos) occurs in Matt. 23 : 4 and Luke 15 : 5, and is suggestive 

(as in the latter passage) of strength and safety. ~ 

SHOUT (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nolµi. 

KELEUSMA (KÜ1waµa), a call, summons, shout of command (akin to 
keleuö, to command), is used in 1 Thess. 4: 16 of the shout with which 
(en, in, denoting the attendant circumstances) the Lord will descend from 
heaven at the time of the Raplure of the saints (those who have fallen 
asleep, and the living) to meet Hirn in the air. The shout is not here said 
to be His actual voice, though this indeed will be so (John 5 : 28). ~ In 
the Sept„ Prov. 30 : 27, " (the locusts ... at the) word of command 
(march in rank)."~ 

B. Verb. 
EPIPHÖNEÖ (bmf>wv,w), to call out (epi, upon, phöneö, to utter a 

sound), is translated "shouted" in Acts 12 : 22, R.V. (A.V„ "gave a 
shout "). See CRY, B, No. 8. 

SHOW (Noun) 
LOGOS (.\6yos), a word, is sometimes used of mere talk, the talk which 

one octasions; hence, repute, reputation; this seems to be the meaning 
in Col. 2: 23, translated "a show (A.V. 'shew ') of wisdom," i.e., 'a 
reputation for wisdom,' rather than' appearance,' ' reason 'etc. See WORD. 

Note: ·In Luke 20: 47, A.V„ prophasis, a pretence (R.V.), is trans
lated "shew." See CLOKE (Pretcnce), No. 2. 

SHOW (make a) 
I. DEIGMATIZÖ (8Eiyµa-rl~w), to make a show of, expose, is used 

in Col. 2 : 15 of Christ's act regarding the principalities and powers, 
displa~•ing them " as a victor displays his captives or trnphies in a 
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triumphal procession" (Lightfoot). Some regard the meaning as being 
that He showed the angelic beings in their true inferiority (see under 
TRIUMPH). For its other occurrence, Matt. l : 19, see ExAMPLE, B, 
No. 1., 

2. EUPROSÖPEÖ {E:'1nrpoawTTew} denotes to look well, make a fair 
show (eu, well, prosöpon, a face), and is used in Gal. 6 : 12, "to make a fair 
show (in the flesh)," i.e., to make a display of religious zeal. Deissmann 
illustrates the metaphorical use of this word from the papyri in Light 
from the Ancient East, p. 96., 
_ Note: For parateresis, A.V. marg. in Luke 17: 20, "outward shew," 
see OBSERVATION., 

SHOWER 
OMBROS (öp.ßpos} denotes a heavy shower, a storm of rain, Luke 

12:54., 

. For SHRANK and SHRINK see DRAW (B}, No. 4 

SHRINE 
NAOS (va6s), the inmost part of a temple, a shrine, is used in the 

plural in Acts 19 : 24,. of tl~e silver ·models of the pagan shrine in which 
the image of Diana (Greek Artemis) was preserved. The models were 
large .or small, and were signs of wealth and devotion on the part of 
purchasers. The variety of forms connected with the en'lbellishment of 
the image provided " no little business " for the silversmiths. See 
TEMPLE. 

SHUDDER 
PHRISSÖ (cpp{aaw}, primarily, to bc rough, to bristle, theo, to shiver, 

shudder, tremble, is said of demon:s, Jas. 2 : 19, R.V., " shudder" (A.V., 
"tremble ")., Cp. Matt. 8: 29, indicating a cognizance of their 
appointed doom. 

For SHUN see AVOID, No. 4, and DRAW, (B),No. 4 

SHUT, SHUT UP 
I. KLEIÖ (KA1dw} is used (a) of things material, .Matt. 6 :6; 25: 10; 

Luke II : 7 ; John 20 : 19, 26 ; Acts 5 : 23 ; 21 : 30 ; Rev. 20 : 3 ; 
figuratively, 21 : 25 ; (b) metaphorically, of the Kingdom of Heaven, 
Matt. 23 : 13 ; of heaven, with consequences of famine, Luke 4 : 25 ; 
Rev. II : 6; of compassion, l John 3 : 17, R.V. (A.V., "bowels of com
passion ") ; of the blessings accruing from the promises of God regarding 
David, Rev. 3 : 7 ; of a door for testimony, 3 : 8., 

2. APOKLEIÖ (1ho1<Adw), to shut fast (apo, away from, and No. 1), 
is used in Luke 13 : 25, expressing the impossibility of entrance after the 
closing., 
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3. KATAKLEIÖ (Ka-raKA€lw}, lit., to shut down (the kata has, however, 
an intensive use), signifies to shut up in confinement, Luke 3 : 20 ; Acts 
26: 10.~ In the Sept., Jer. 32: 3.~ 

4. SUNKLEIÖ (avyKAElw} : see INCLOSE. 

SICK, SICKLY, SICKNESS 

A. Verbs. 
I. ASTHENEÖ (cia8€vlw), lit., tobe weak, feeble (a, negative, sthenos, 

strength), is translated to be sick, e.g., in Matt. 10: 8, " (the) sick;" 
25 : 36 ; ver. 39 in the best texts (some have B, No. l} ; Mark 6 : 56; 
Luke 4: 40; 7: 10 (R.V. omits the word); 9: 2; John 4: 46; 5: 3, 
R.V. (A.V., "impotent folk ") ; ver. 7; 6: 2, R.V. (A.V., "were 
diseased ") ; 11 : 1-3, 6 ; Acts 9 : 37 ; 19 : 12 ; Phil. 2 : 26, 27 ; 2 Tim. 
4: 20; Jas. 5 : 14. See DISEASED, B, No. l, IMPOTENT, and, especially, 
WEAK. 

:z. KAMNÖ (KJ.µvw}, primarily, to work, hcncc, from thc cffcct of 
constant work, to be weary, Heb. 12 : 3, is rendered " (him) that is sick," 
in Jas. 5 : 15, R.V., A.V. " (thc) sick." Thc choicc of this verb instead 
of the repetition of No. l (ver. 14, see above), is suggestive of the common 
accompaniment of sickness, weariness of mind (which is the meaning of 
this vcrb), which not infrequently hinders physical recovery; hence this 
special cause is here intimated in the general idea of sickness. In some mss. 
it occurs in Rev. 2 : 3. iJ In the Sept., Job l.O : l ; 17. : 2. ~ 

3. SUNECHÖ (avvlxw), to hold in, hold fast, is used, in the Passive 
Voice, of being seized or affiicted by ills, Acts 28: 8, "sick" (of the falher 
of Publius, cp. Matt. 4: 24; Luke 4: 38," taken with "). See CoNSTRAIN, 
No. 3. 

Notes: (r) Noseö, tobe sick, is used metaphorically of mental ailment, 
in l Tim. 6 : 4, " doting " (marg., " sick "). (2) The adverb kakös, evilly, 
ill, with echö, to hold, to have, is rendered to be sick, in Matt. 4 : 24, R.V., 
" that were sick ; " 8 : 16 ; 9 : 12 ; 14 : 35 and Mark l : 32, R.V. (A.V., 
" diseased ") ; r : 34 ; 2 : 17 ; 6 : 55 ; Luke 5 : 31 ; 7 : 2. (3) For 
"sick of the palsy," Luke 5: 24; Acts 9: 33, sec PALSY (sick of). 

B. Adjectives. 
I. ASTHENES (cia8€v~s-), lit., without strength, hence, feeble, weak, 

is used of bodily debility, Matt. 25 : 43 (for ver. 39, see A, No. l), 44; 
some texts have it in Luke 9: 2 (the best omit it, the meaning being to heal 
in general) ; 10 : 9 ; Acts 5 : 15, 16 ; in 4 : 9 it is rendered " impotent." 
See FEEBLE, IMPOTENT, WEAK. 

2. ARRHÖSTOS (ö.ppwa-ros-), feeble, sickly (a, negative, rhönnumi, to 
be strong), is translated " sick" in Matt. 14 : 14; Mark 16 : 18 ; " sick 
folk " in Mark 6 : 5 ; " that were sick " in 6 : 13 : " sickly " in l Cor. 
II: 30, here also of the physical state.~ In the Sept., l Kings 14: S; 
Mal. l: 8.~ 
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C. Nouns. 
l. ASTHENEIA (aalJlvEia), weakness, sickncss (akin to A, No. l and 

B, No. l), is translated "sickness" in John n : 4. See DISEASE, No. l, 
INFIRMITY, \VEAKNESS. 

2. NOSOS (voaos) : see DISEASE, No. 3. 

SICKLE 
DREPANON (Spl1Tavov), a pruning-hook, a sickle (akin to drepö, to 

pluck), occurs iri Mark 4: 29; Rev. 14: q, 15, 16, lJ, 18 (twicc), 19., 

SIDE 
A. Noun. 

PLEURA (1TA€vpd), a side (cp. Eng., pleurisy), is used of the side of 
Christ, into which the spear was thrust, John 19: 34; 20 : 20, 25, 27 
(some mss. have it in Matt. 27: 49; see R.V. marg.) ; elsewhere, in Acts 
12: 7., 

B. Adverb. 
PERAN (7ilpav), an adverb, signifying beyond, on the other side, is 

used (a) as a preposition and translated "on the other sidc of," e.g., in 
Mark 5: l ; Luke 8 : 22 ; John 6 : l, R.V. ; 6 : 22, 25 ; (b) as a noun 
with the article, e.g., Matt. 8 : 18, 28 ; 14 : 22 ; 16 : 5. See BEYOND, 
No. 2. 

Notes: (1) In Luke 9: 47, the preposition para, by the side of, with the 
dative case of the pronoun heautou, is rendered "by His side," R.V. 
(A.V., "by Hirn"). (2) See also EITHER, EVERYWHERE, No. 3, HIGH
WAY, RIGHT. 

SIFT 
SINIAZÖ (aivia,w), to winnow, sift (sinion, a sieve), is used figuratively 

in Luke 22 : 3r. ~ 

SIGH 
I. STENAZÖ (a-rt"vd,w), to groan, is translated " He sighed" in 

Mark 7: 34. See GRIEF, GROAN. 
2. ANASTENAZÖ (avaanva,w), to sigh deeply (ana, up, suggesting 

'deep drawn,' and No. l), occurs in Mark 8: 12.~ In the Sept., Lam. 
l: 4.~ 

SIGHT 
A. Nouns. 

l. EIDOS (€l0os) is translated " sight " in 2 Cor. S : 7 ; see 
APPEARANCE, No. I. 

2. THEÖRIA (9€wpla) denotes a spectacle, a sight (akin to theöreö, to 
gaze, behold ; see BEHOLD), in Luke 23 : 48. ~ 

3. HORAMA (5pa1U1.), that whkh is seen (akin to horaö, to see), 
bcsides its meaning, a vision, appearance, denotes a sight, in Acts 7: 31. 
See VISION. 
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4. OPHTHALMOS (ocp8a.Aµ6s), an eye (Eng., ophthalmic, etc.), in 

Acts I : 9 is translated " sight " (plur., lit. ' eyes '). See EYE. 
5. ANABLEPSIS (ri.vaßAE«/ns) dcnotes "recovering of sight" (ana, 

again, blepö, to see), Luke 4: 18.if In the Sept., Isa. 61: i.-,i 
Notes: (1) For horasis (akin to No. 3), translated "in sight" in Rev. 

4: 3, A.V. (R.V., "to look upon "), sce LooK, B. (2) In Luke 7: 21, the 
infinitive mood of blepö, to see, is uscd as a noun, "(He bestowed,A.V., 
'gave ') sight." In Acts 9: 9 it is used in the present participle with 
me, not, "without sight" (lit., 'not seeing '). (3) In Heb, 12: 21 phan
tazomai, to make visible, is used in the present participle as a noun, with 
the article, " (the) sight."if (4) In Luke 21 : II, A.V., phobetron (or 
phobethron), plur., is translated "fearful sights" (R.V., "terrors ").~ 

B. Verb. 
ANABLEPÖ (rivaßM7Tw), to look up, also denotes to receive or recover 

sight (akin to A, No. 5), e.g., Matt. II : 5; 20: 34; Mark IO: 51, 52; 
Luke 18: 41-43 ; John 9: II, 15, 18 (twice) ; Acts 9: 12, 17, 18; 22 : 1J. 

SIGHT OF (in the) 
I. ENÖPION (Jvwmov), for which see BEFORE, No. 9, is translated 

' in thesight of ' in the R.V. (for A.V., " before ") in Luke 12 : 6 ; 15 : 18 ; 
16 : 15 ; Acts 7 : 46 ; IO : 33 ; 19 : 19 ; I Tim. 5 : 4, 21 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 14 ; 
4: I ; Rev. 13 : 12 .. The R.V. is more appropriate in most passages, as 
giving the real significance of the word. 

2. KATENÖPION (KaTEvwmov), see BEFORE, No. 10, is translated 
" in the sight of" in 2 Cor. 2 : 17 (in some texts) ; Col. I : 22, A. V. 

3. EMPROSTHEN (€µ7Tpoa8Ev), see BEFORE, No. 4, is translated "in 
the sight of " in Matt. n : 26 ; Luke IO : 21 ; I Thess. 1 : 3, A. V. 

4. ENANTION (JvavTfov), sec BEFORE, No. 5, is translated "in the 
sight of " in Acts 7 : IO. 

5. ENANTI (k'vaVTi), see BEFORE, No. 6, is translated" in the sight of" 
in Acts 8 : 21, A.V. 

6. KATENANTI (KaTivavn), sec BEFORE, No. 8, is found in the best 
texts in 2 Cor. 12 : 19, "in the sight of," R.V., andin 2 : 17. 

SIGN 
1. SEMEION (cniµE'fov), a sign, mark, indication, token, is used 

(a) of that which distinguished a person or thing from others, e.g., Matt. 
26 : 48; Luke 2 : 12 ; Rom. 4 : II ; 2 Cor. 12 : 12 (ist part) ; 2 Thess. 
3: 17, "token," i.e., his autograph attesting the authenticity of his 
letters; (b) of a sign as awarning or admonition, e.g., Matt. 12: 39, "the 
sign of (i.e., consisting of) the prophet Jonas;" 16: 4; Luke 2 : 34; 
II : 29, 30 ; (c) of miraculous acts (1) as tokens of Divinc authority and 
power, e.g., Matt. 12 : 38, 39 (rst part) ; John 2 : II, R.V., "signs;" 
3: 2 (ditto); 4: 54, "(the second) sign," R. V.; IO: 41 (ditto); 20: 30; 
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in I Cor. I : 22, "the Jews ask for signs," R.V„ indicates that the Apostles 
were met with the same demand from Jews as Christ had been: "signs 
were vouchsafed in plenty, signs of God's power and love, but these were 
not the signs which they sought .... They wanted signs of an outward 
Messianic Kingdom, of temporal triumph, of material greatness for the 
chosen people .... With such cravings the Gospel of a 'crucified 
Messiah ' was to them a stumblingblock indeed " (Lightfoot) ; I Cor. 
I4: 22; (2) by demons, Rev. I6: I4; (3) by false teachers or prophets, 
indications of assumed authority, e.g„ Matt. 24: 24; Mark I3: 22; 
(4) by Satan t}l.rough his spccial agents, 2 Thess. 2 : 9 ; Rev. I3 : ß, I4 ; 
I9 : 20 ; (d) of tokens portending future events, e .;„ Matt. 24: 3, where 
"the sign of the Son of Man" signifies, subjectively, that the Son of Man 
is Himself the sign of what He is about to do ; Mark I3 : 4 ; Luke 2I : 7, 
II, 25; Acts 2: I9; Rev. I2: I, R.V.; 12: 3, R.V.; I5: I. 

Signs confirmatory of what God had accomplished in the atoning 
sacrifice of Christ, His resurrection and ascension, and of the sending of 
the Holy Spirit, were given to the Jews for their recognition, as at 
Pentecost, and supernatural acts by apostolic ministry, as well asby the 
supernatural operations in the churches, such as the gift of tongues and 
prophesyings ; there is no record of the continuance of these latter after 
the circumstances recorded in Acts I9: I-20. 

2. PARASEMOS (napaar11Lo>}, an adjective meaning 'marked at the 
side' (para, beside, sema, a mark), is used in Acts 28 : 11 as a noun denoting 
the figure-head of a vessel. ~ 

SIGNS (to make) 
ENNEUÖ (.!vvEvw), to nod to (en, in, neuö, to nod), denotes to make a 

sign to in Luke I:62.~ Inthe Sept„ Prov. 6:I3; Io:rn.~ 
Note: For dianeuö, Luke I : 22, R.V„ see BECKON, No. 2. 

For SIGNIFICATION, I Cor. I4: rn, see DU.MB, No. 2 

SIGNIFY 
I. SEMAINÖ (UYJµalvw}, to give a sign, indicate (sema, a sign : cp. 

SIGN, No. I}, to signify, is so translated in John I2 : 33; I8: 32 ; 2I : I9; 
Acts II : 28; 25 : 27; Rev. I : r, where pcrhaps the suggestion is that 
of expressing by signs. ~ 

2. DELOÖ (Ö7JA6w}, to make plain (delos, evident), is translated to 
signify in I Cor. I : II, R. V„ "it hath been signified " (A. V„ " declared ") ; 
Heb. 9: 8; I2 : 27; ·I Pet. I : II, A.V. (R.V., "point unto ") ; 2 Pet. 
I: I4, R.V„ "signified" (A.V,, "hath shewed "). See POINT (unto). 

3. EMPHANIZÖ (.!µcpavl,w}, to manifest, make known, is translated 
"signify" in Acts 23: I5 ; ver. 22, R.V. (A.V., "hath shewed "). See 
Al'l'EAR, No. 5. 

Note: In Acts 2I : 26, A.V„ diangellö, to announce, is rendered "to 
signify" (R.V., "declaring "). 
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SILEN CE 
A. Noun. 

SIM 

SIGE {cny~} occurs in Acts 21 : 40; Rev. 8: l, where the silence is 
introductory to the judgments following the opening of the seventh seal. 1 

Note: For hesuchia, A.V., "silence," in Acts 22.: 2 a:nd l Tim. 2: II, 

12, see Qurnnmss. 
B. Verbs. 

I. PHIMOÖ (qnµ.6w), to muzzle, is rendered "to put to silence" in 
Matt. 22: 34; l Pet. 2: 15. See MuzZLE, PEACE {hold), SPEECHLESS, 
STILL. 

2. SIGAÖ (uiydw}, to be silent: see PEACE (hold), No. I. 

For SILENT, Luke l : 20, R.V., see DUMB, B 

SILK .. 
SERIKOS .or SI.RIKOS (aipiK6s), silken, an adjective derived from the 

Seres, a people of India, who seem to ha.ve prutlucetl silk origiually as a 
marketablc commodity, is used as a noun with the article, denoting 
silken fabric, Rev. 18 : 12.1 

For SILLY, 2 Tim. 3: 6, see WOMAN, No. 2 

SILVER 
A. Nouns. 

I. ARGURION (dpyvpiov} is rendered "silver" in Acts 3 : 6; 8: 20, 
R.V. (A.V., "money "); 20: 3:3; l Cor. 3: 12 (metaphoricalr; l Pet. 
l : 18. See MoNEY, PIECE. 

2. ARGUROS (apyvpos), akin to argos, shining, denotes silver. In 
each occurrence in the N.T. it follows the mention of gold, Matt. 10: 9; 
Acts I7: 29; Jas. 5: 3; Rev. 18: 12.1 

Note: For drachme, Luke 15: 8, see PIECE. 
B. Adjective. 

ARGUREOS (dpyvp€os} signifies made of silver, Acts 19: 24; 2 Tim. 
2 : 20 ; Rev. 9 : 20. 1 

SILVERSMITH 
ARGUROKOPOS (dpyvpoK61ros}, from arguros (see above) and koptö, 

to beat, occurs in Acts 19: 24.1 · In the Sept., Judg. J.7: 4; Jer. 6: 29.1 

SIMILITUDE 
Note: For homoiöma, rendered 11 similitude" in Rom. 5: 14, A.V., 

see LIKENESS, No. r. For homofotes, "siniilitude" in Heb. 7: T5 A.V., 
see LIKE, C, Note (1), and LIKENESS, No. 3. For homoiösis, "similitude" 
in Jas. 3: 9, A.V., see LlKENEss, No. 2. 

For SIMPLE see GUILELESS, No. 2, and HARMLESS 
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For SIMPUCITY see LIBERALITY 

SIN (N oun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

SIN 

l. HAMARTIA (aµap-rta.) is, lit„ a missing of the mark, but this 
etymological meaning is largely lost sight of in the N.T. lt is the most 
comprehensive term for moral obliquity. lt is used of sin as (a) a principle 
or source of action, or an inward element producing acts, e.g., Rom. 
3 : 9; 5 : 12, 13, 20; 6: l, 2; 7: 7 (abstract for concrete) ; 7: 8 (twice), 
9, II, 13, "sin, that it might be shewn tobe sin," i.e„ ' sin became death 
to me, that it might be exposed in its heinous character : ' in the last 
clause, "sin might become exceeding sinful," i.e„ through the holiness of 
the Law, the true nature of sin was designed to be manifested to the 
conscience ; 

(b) a governing principle or power, e.g„ Rom. 6: 6, " (the body) of 
sin ", here !lin is spoken of as an organized power, acting through thP 
members of the body, though the seat of sin is in the will (the body is the 
organic instrument) ; in the next clause, and in other passages, as follows, 
this governing principle is personifi.ed, e.g„ Rom. 5 : 21 ; 6: 12, 14, 17; 
7 : II, 14, 17, 20, 23, 25 ; 8 : 2; l Cor. 15 : 56; Heb. 3: 13 ; II : 25 ; 
12 : 4; Jas. l : 15 (2nd part); 

(c) a generic term (distinct from specific terms such as No. 2, yct 
sometimes inclusive of concrete wrong cloing, e.g„ John 8: 21, 34, 46; 
9 : 41 ; 15 : 22, 24; 19 : II) ; in Rom. 8: 3, "God, sending His own Son 
in the likencss of sinful flesh," lit„ ' flcsh of sin,' 1.he flesh stands for the 
body, the instrnment of indwclling sin [Christ, pre-existently the Son of 
God, assumed ·human flesh, " of the substance of the Virgin Mary ; " 
the reality of incarnation was His, without lairit of sin (for homoiöma, 
likeness, see LIKENEss)], "and as an ojfering for sin," i.e„ 'a sin
offering' (so the Sept„ e.g„ in Lcv. 4: 32 ; 5 : 6, 7, 8, 9), "condemned 
sin in the flesh," i.e„ Christ, having taken human nature, sin apart (Heb. 
4: 15), and having lived a siniess life, died under the condemnation and 
judgment due to our sin ;· for the generic sense sec further, e.g„ Heb. 9: 26; 
10: 6, 8, 18; 13: II ; l John l : 7, 8; 3 : 4 (rst part; in the 2nd part, 
sin is defined as "lawlessness," R.V.), 8, 9; in these verses .the A.V. use 
of the verb to commit is misleading ; not the committal of an act is in 
view, but a continuous course of sin, as irdicated by the R.V„ "docth." 
The Apostle's use of the prcsent tense of poieö, to do, virtually expresses 
the meaning of prassö, to practise, which John does not use (it is not 
infrequent in this sense in Paul's Epp„ e.g„ Rom'. l : 32, R.V.; 2 : 1; 

Gal. 5: zr ; Phil. 4: 9) ; l Pct. 4: l (singula.r in the best t<:xls), lit., 
'has been 1'.nade to cease from sin,' i.e„ as a result of suffering in Lhe 
flesh, the mortifying of our members, and of obcdience to a Saviuur 
who suffered in flesh. Such no longer lives in the flesh, "to the lusts of men, 
but to the will of God ; " sometimes the word is used as virtually 
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equivalent to a condition of sin, e.g., John I : 29, "the sin (not sins) of 
the world; " I Cor. I5 : I7; or a course of sin, characterized by con
tinuous acts, e.g., I Thess. 2 : I6; in I John 5 : I6 (2nd part) the R.V. 
marg., is probably tobe preferred, "there is sin unto death," not a special 
act of sin, but the state or condition producing acts; in ver. I7, "all 
unrighteousness is sin " is not a definition of sin (as in 3 : 4), it gives a 
specification of the term in its generic sense ; 

(d) a sinful deed, an act of sin, e.g., Matt. I2 : 3I ; Acts 7 : 60 ; Jas. 
I : I5 (Ist part) ; 2 : 9; 4: I7; 5 : I5, 20; I John 5 : I6 (Ist part). 

Notes: · (I) Christ is predicated a.s having been without sin in every 
respect, e.g., (a), (b), (c) above, 2 Cor. 5 : 2I (Ist part) ; I John 3 : 5; 
John I4: 30; (d) John 8: 46; Heb. 4: I5; I Pet. 2: 22. (2) In Heb. 
9 : 28 (2nd part) the reference is to a sin offering. (3) In 2 Cor. 5 : 2I, 
" Hirn . . . He made to be sin " indicates that God dealt with Hirn 
as He must deal with sin, and that Christ fulfilled what was typified 
in the guilt offering. (~) For the phrase " m;:in of sin " in 2 Thess. z : 3, 
see INIQUITY, No. I. 

2. HAMARTEMA (öp.&p7'7J/La.), akin to No. I, denotes an ad of dis
obedience to Divine law [as distinct from No. I (a), (b), (c)] ; plural in 
Mark 3 : 28 ; Rom. 3 : 25 ; 2 Pet. I : 9, in some texts ; sing. in Mark 
3 : 29 (some mss. have krisis, A.V., " damnation ") ; I Cor. 6 : I8. ~ 

Notes: (I) For paraptoma, rendered" sins" in the A.V. in Eph. I : 7; 
2 : 5; Col. 2 : I3 (R.V., "trespass "), see TRESPASS. In Jas. 5 : I6, the 
best texts have No. I (R.V., "sins "). (2) For synonymous terms see 
DrsoBEDIENCE, ERROR, FAULT, INIQUITY, TRANSGRESSION, UNGODLINESS. 

B. Adjective. 
ANAMARTETOS (cl.vaµcipT7JTo>), without sin (a,negative, n, euphonic, 

and C, No. I), is found in John 8: 7.~ In the Sept., Deut. 29: I9.~ 
C. Verbs. 

I. HAMARTANÖ (aµapTcivw), lit., to miss the mark, is used in the 
N.T. (a) of sinning against God, (r) by angels, 2 Pet. 2: 4; (2) by man, 
Matt. 27 : 4; Luke I5 : r8, 2I (Heaven standing, by metonymy, for God) ; 
John 5 : 14 ; 8 : II ; 9 : 2, 3 ; Rom. 2 : I2 (twice) ; 3 : 23 ; 5 : I2, I4, I6 ; 
6 : 15 ; I Cor. 7 : 28 (twice), 36; I5 : 34; Eph. 4 : 26 ; I Tim. 5 : 20 ; 
Tit. 3: II; Heb. 3: I7; IO: 26; I John I: IO; in 2: I (twice), the 
aorist tense in each place, referring to an- act of sin ; on the contrary, in 
3 : 6 (twice), 8, 9, the present tense indicates, not the corrtmittal of an act, 
but the continuous practice of sin [see on A, No. I (c)] ; in 5 : I6 (twice) 
the present tense indicates the condition _resulting from an act, "unto 
death" signifying 'tending towards death; ' (b) against Christ, I Cor. 
8: I2 ; (c) against man, (I) a brother, Matt. I8: I5, R.V„ "sin" (A.V., 
"trespass ") ; ver. 2I ; Luke I7 : 3, 4, R.V., "sin" (A.V., "trespass ") ; 
I Cor. 8 : I2; (2) in Luke I5 : I8, 21, against the father by the prodigal 
son, " in thy sight " being suggestive of befitting reverence ; (d) against 
Jewish law, the Temple, and Cresar, Acts 25 : 8, R.V., "sinned" (A.V., 
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"offended ") ; (e) against one's own body, by fomication, I Cor. 6: 18; 
(f) against earthly masters by servants, I Pet. 2 : 20, R.V., " (when) ye 
sin (and are buffeted for it)," A.V.," (when ye be buffeted) for your faults," 
lit., ' having sinned.'~ 

2. PROAMARTANO (?Tpoaµap-r&.vw), to sin previously (pro, before, 
and No. 1), occurs in 2 Cor. 12 : 21 ; 13: 2,. R.V. in each place, "have 
sinned heretofore" (so A.V. in the 2nd; in the Ist, "have sinned 
already ").~ 

SINCE : see t p. 9· 

SINCERE, SINCERELY, SINCERITY 
A. Adjectives. 

I. ADOLOS (ä8oft.os), guileless, pure, is translated "sincere" in 
I Pet. 2 : 2, A.V., "without guile," R.V. See GuILELESS, No. I. 

2. GNESIOS (y1•~aios), true, genuine, sincere, is used in the ne11ter, 
as a noun, with the article, signifying " sincerity," 2 Cor. 8: 8 (of love). 
See OwN, TRUE. 

3. EILIKRINES (€lAiKpw~s) . see PURE, A, No. 3. 
B. Adverb. 

HAGNÖS (d.yvws) denotes with pure motives, akin to words under 
PURE, A, No. I, and B, Nos. I and 2, and is rendered "sincerely" in 
Phil. I: i7, R.V. (ver. I6, A.V.).~ 

C. Noun. 
EILIKRINIA (or -EIA) (elft.iKpwla), akin to A, No. 3, denotes 

sincerity, purity; it is described metaphorically in I Cor. 5 : 8 as "un
leavened (bread) ; " in 2 Cor. I : 12, "sincerity (of God)," R.V., A.V., 
" (godly) sincerity," it describes a quality possessed by God, as that which 
is to characterize the conduct of believers ; in 2 Cor. 2 : 17 it is used of 
the rightful ministry of the Scriptures. ~ 

Notes: (1) For 2 Cor. 8: 8, see A, No. 2. (2) In Eph. 6: 24, A.V., 
aphtharsia, incorruption, is translated " sincerity" (R.V., " uncorrupt
ness," A.V. marg., "incorruption") ; some inferior mss. have it in 
Tit. 2 : 7, A.V. ; the R.V. follows those in which it is absent. 

SINFUL 
HAMARTÖLOS (aµap-rwft.6s), an adjective, akin to hamartanö, to sin, 

is used as an adjective, "sinful" in Mark 8: 38; Luke S: 8; 19 : 7 
(lit., 'a sinful man'); 24: 7; John 9: 16, and 24 (lit., 'a man sinful '); 
Rom. 7: 131 for which see Sm, A, No. 1 (a). Elsewhere it is used as a 
noun : see SINNER. The noun is frequently found in a common phrase 
in sepulchral epitaphs in the S.W. of Asia Minor, with the threat against 
any desecrator of the tomb, ' let him be as a sinncr bcforc the subterranean 
gods' (Moulton and Milligan}. · 

Notes: (1} In Rom. 8: 3, "sinful flesh" is, lit., 'fiesh of sin' (R.V. 
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marg.): see SIN, No. I (c). (2) For the R.V. of Rom. 7: 5, "sinful 
passions," see PASSION, No. I. 

SING, SINGING 
I. ~DÖ (q.8w) is used always of praise to God, (a) intransitively, 

Eph. 5 : 19 ; Col. 3 : 16 ; (b) transitively, Rev. S : 9 ; I4 : 3 ; 15 : 3. 1 
2. PSALLÖ (,PQ).).w): see MELODY. 
3. HUMNEO (vµvlw) : see HYMN, B. 

SINGLE 
HAPLOUS (&.m\ovs), simple, single, is used in a moral sense in Matt. 

6 : 22 and Luke II : 34, said of the eye ; singleness of purpose keeps us 
from the snare of having a double treasure and consequently a divided 
heart. 1 The papyri provide instances of its use in other than the moral 
sense, e.g., of a marriage dowry, tobe repaid pure and simple by a husband 
(Moulton and Milligan). In the Sept., Prov. n: 25.1 

SINGLENESS 
1. APHELOTES (d</>€AOT'7}s) denotes simplicity, Acts 2 : 46, "single

ness," for which Moulton and Milligan, from papyri examples, suggest 
" unworldly simplic:ity ; " the idea here is that of an unalloyed bene
volence expressed in act. 1 

2. HAPLOTES (a'ITA~s) : see BouNTY, No. 2. 

SINK 
1. BUTHIZÖ (ßv8l{w) is used literally in Luke 5: 7. See DROWN, 

No. I. 

2. KATAPONTIZÖ (KaTa'IToVTl{w) is translated to sink in Matt. 
14: 30 (Passive Voice). See DROWN, No. 3. 

3. TITHEMI (Tl87Jp.i), to put, is rendered "let . sink" in Luke 
9: 44, R.V. (" let ... sink down," A.V.). See APPOINT, LAY. 

Note: In Acts 20: 9 (2nd part), A.V„ kataphero, to bear down, is 
translated "he sunk down" (R.V., "beiug borne down") ; in the Ist 
part it is rendered " being fallen," A.V., " borne down," R.V. 

SINNER 
HAMARTÖLOS (clµapTwA&s), lit., one who misses the mark (a meaning 

not to be pressed), is an adjective, most frequently used as a noun (see 
SINFUL) ; it is the most usual term to describe the fallen condition of 
men ; it is applicable to all men, Rom. 5 : 8, 19. In the Synoptic Gospels 
the word is used not infrequently, by the Pharisees, of publicans (tax
collectors) and women of ill repute, e.g., "a woman which was in the 
city, a sinner," Luke 7 : 37; "a man that is a sinncr," 19 : 7. In Gal. 
2 : 15, in the clause " not sinners of the Gentiles," the Apostle is taking 
the Judaizers on their own ground, ironically reminding them of their 
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claim to moral superiority over Gentiles ; he proceeds to show that the 
Jews are equally sinners with Gentiles. 

Note: In Luke 13: 4, A.V., opheiletes, a debtor, is translated" sinners" 
(R.V., " offenders; " R.V. and A.V. marg., " debtors "). 

SIR(-S) 
I. KURIOS (KÜp1.0s) : see LoRD. 
2. ANER (äv~p), a man, is translated " sirs " in Acts 7 : 26 ; 14 : 15 ; 

19 : 25 ; 27 : 10, 21, 25. See MAN. 
NotB: In John 21 : 5 the A.v: marg. has" sirs" for paidia," children." 

SlST.El{ 
ADELPHE (d8€.\<f>~) is used (a) of natural relationship, e.g., Matt. 

19: 29; of the sisters of Christ, the children of Joseph and Mary after 
the Virgin Birth of Christ, e.g., Matt. 13: 56; (b) of spiritual kinship with , 
Christ, an affinity marked by the folfilment of the will of the Father, 
Matt. 12 : 50; Mark 3 : 35; of spiritual relationship based upon faith 
in Christ, Rom. r6: l ; I Cor. 7 : 15 ; 9: 5, A.V. and R.V. marg. ; 
Jas. 2: 15; Philm, 2, R.V. 

Note: In Col. 4: IO, A.V„ anepsios (cp. Lat„ nepos, whence Eng„ 
nephew), a cousin (so, R.V.), is translated "sister's son.'' See CousIN.~ 

SIT 
I. KATHEMAI (K&.871µ.ai) is used (a) of the natural posture, e:g., 

Matt. 9 : 9, most frequently in the Apocalypse, some 32 times ; frequeritly 
in the Gospels and Acts; elsewhere only in l Cor. 14: 30; Jas. 2 : 3 
(twice) ; and of Christ's position of authority on the throne of God, 
Col. 3 : l, A.V., "sitteth" (R.V„ "is, seated ") ; Heb. l : 13 (cp. Matt. 
22: 44; 26: 64 and parallel passages in Mark and Luke, and Acts 2: 34); 
often as antecedent or successive to, or accompanying, another act 
(in no case a superfluous expression), e.g., Matt. 15 : 29; 27: 36; Mark 
2 : I4 ; 4 : l ; (b) metaphorically in Matt. 4 : 16 (twice) ; Luke l : 79 ; 
of inhabiting a place (translated" dwell "), Luke 21 : 35 ; Rev. 14 : 6, R.V. 
marg„ "sit" (in the best texts: some have katoikeö, to dwell). See 
DWELL. 

2. SUNKATHEMAI (uvyK&.871µ.ai), to sit with (sun, with, and No. l), 
occurs in Mark 14 : 54; Acts 26 : 30. ~ In the Sept., Ps. 101 : 6," dwell."~ 

3. ANAKEIMAI (ävdK€iµ.ai), to recline at table (ana, up, keimai, to 
lie), is rendered to sit at meat in Matt. 9: IO (R.V., marg„ "reclined ") ; 
26 : 7 ; 26 : 20, R.V„ " He was sitting at meat " (A.V„ " He sat down ") ; 
Mark 16: 14; in some mss. Luke 7 : 37 (see No .. 'i) ; 22 : 27 (twice) ; 
in Mark 14: 18, "sat; " in John 6: II, "were set down;" John 12 : 2 
in thc best tcxts (sec No. 4). Sec GuEST, LEAN, Lrn, Note (1), SET, No. 22, 
TABLE (at the). 

4. SUNANAKElMAl (uvvavdK€iµ.ai), to recline at table with or 
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together (sun, and No. 3), to sit at meat or at table with, occurs in Matt. 
9: ro, "sat down;" I4: 9; Mark 2 : I5, R.V„ "sat down with" 
(A.V., " sat ... together with ") ; 6 : 22 ; Luke 7 : 49 ; I4 : ro, IS ; 
John I2 : 2 (in s0me texts). ~ 

5. KATAKEIMAI (KaraKEiµ.ai), to lie down (kata, down, and keimai, 
cp. No. 3), is used of reclining at a meal, Mark 2 : I5 ; I4: 3 ; Luke 5 : 29, 
R.V„ "were sitting at meat" (A.V„ "sat down") ; 7: 37 (in the best 
texts) ; I Cor. 8 : ro. See KEEP, Lrn. 

6. ANAKLINÖ (avaKAlvw), to cause to recline, make to sit down, is 
uscd in thc Activc Voicc, in Luke I2 : 37 (also in 2 : 7, of 'laying' the 
infant Christ in the manger) ; in the Passive, Matt. 8: II ; I4: I9; 
Mark 6 : 39 (in the best texts) ; in some texts, Luke 7 : 36 and 9 : I5 
(see No. 7); I3: 29. See LAY.~ 

7. KATAKLINÖ (KarnKAlvw) is used only in connection with meals, 
(a) in the Active Voice, to make recline, Luke 9: I4, I5 (in the best texts) ; 
in the Passive Voice, to recline, Luke 7: 36 (in the best texts), " sat down 
to meat;" I4: 8; 24: 30 (R.V„ "had sat down ... to meat ").~ 

8. KATHIZÖ (Ka8l,w) is used (a) transitively, to make sit down, 
Acts 2 : 30 (see also SET, No. 9) ; (b) intransitively, to sit down, e.g„ 
Matt. 5 : I, R.V„ "when (He) had sat down" (A.V„ "was set ") ; 
I9 : 28 ; 20 ·: 2I, 23 ; 23 : 2 ; 25 : 3I ; 26 : 36 ; Mark II : 2, 7 ; r2 : 4r ; 
Luke I4: 28, 3I ; I6: 6; John I9: I3 ; Acts 2 : 3 (of the tongues of 
fire) ; 8: 31; I Cor. 10: 7; 2 Thess. 2 : 4, "he sitteth," aorist tense, 
i.e„ ' he takes his seat ' (as, e.g„ in Mark I6 : I9) ; Rev. 3 : 21 (twice), 
R.V„ "to sit down" and "sat down;" 20: 4. 

9. PARAKATHEZOMAI (7rapaKafN,oµ.ai), to sit down beside (para), 
in a Passive Voice form, occurs in the best mss. in Luke ro: 39.~ Some 
texts have the verb parakathizö, toset beside, Active form in Middle sense. 

ro. SUNKAiHIZO (avyKa8l,w) denotes (a) transitively, to make to 
sit together, Eph. 2 : 6; (b) intransitively, Luke 22 : 55, R.V„ "had sat 
down together" (A.V„ "were set down").~ 

II. ANAKATHIZÖ (avaKa8l,w), to set up, is used intransitively, to 
sit up, of two who were raised from the dead, Luke 7 : I5 ; Acts 9 : 40. ~ 

I2. ANAPIPTÖ (avaTrlTrrw), to fall back (ana, back, piptö, to fall), 
denotes, in the N.T„ to recline for a repast, Matt. I5 : 35 ; Mark 6 : 40; 
8: 6; Luke II : 37; I4: IO; 17 : 7; 22 : I4; John 6: ro (twice) ; 
13: 12; in John I3 : 25 and 21 : 20 it is used of leaning on the bosom of 
Christ. See LEAN. ~ In the Sept„ Gen. 49: 9. ~ 

13. KATHEZOMAI (Ka8e,oµ.ai), to sit (down), is used in Matt. 
26: 55; Luke 2: 46; John 4: 6; II: 20; 20: 12; Acts 6: I5. ~ 

Note: For epibainö, "sitting upon," Matt. 2I : 5, A.V„ see RmE. 

srx 
HEX (ig_), whence Eng. prefix, hex-, is used separately from other 

numerals in Matt. I7 : I ; Mark 9 : 2 ; Luke 4 : 25 ; I3 : I4; John 2 : 6 ; 
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12 : l ; Acts II : 12 ; 18 : II ; Jas. 5 : 17 ; Rev. 4 : 8. lt sometimes 
suggests incompleteness, in comparison with the perfect number seven. 

Notes: (1) In combination with tessarakonta, forty, it occurs in John 
2 : 20 ; with hebdomekonta, seventy, Acts 27 : 37, " (two hundred) three
score and sixteen." (2) lt forms the first syllable of hexekonta, sixty 
(see below), and hexakosioi, six hundred, Rev. 13 : 18 (see SIXTY, Note); 
14: 20. 

SIXTH 
REKTOS (lKTu~·) is m~ed (a) of a month, Luke l : 26, 36 ; (b) an hour, 

Matt. 20: 5; 27: 45 and parallel passages; John 4: 6; (c) an angel, 
Rev. 9 : 13, 14; 16 : 12 ; (d) a seal of a roll, in vision, Rev. 6 : 12 ; (e) of 
the sixth precious stone, the sardius, in the foundations of the wall of the 
heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 21 : 20. 

SIXTY, SIXTYFOLD 
HEXEKONTA (lg~Kovm) occurs in Matt. 13: 8, R.V. (A.V., "sixty

fold ") ; 13 : 23 ; Mark 4 : 8, where the R. V. and A. V. reverse the trans
lation, as in Matt. 13 : 8, while in Mark 4 : 20 the R.V. has "sixtyfold ", 
A.V., "sixty"; in Rev. 13: 18, R.V.," sixty" (A.V., "threescorc "). lt 
is rendered "threescore" in Luke 24: 13; l Tim. 5 : 9; Rev. TI : 3; 
12:6.if 

Note: In Rev. 13: 18, the number of the "Beast," the human poten
tate destined to rule with Satanic power the ten-kingdom league at the 
end of this age, is given as" six hundrcd and sixty and six" (R.V.), and 
described as " the number of (a) man." The number is suggestive of 
the .acme of the pride of fallen man, the fullest development of man 
under direct Satanic control, and standing in contrast to seven as the 
number of completeness and perfection. 

SKIN 
ASKOS (ao-K6s), a leather bottle, wineskin, occurs in Matt. 9: 17 

(four times) ; Mark 2 : 22 (four times) ; Luke 5 : 37 (three times), 38; 
in each place, R.V., "wineskins" or "skins," for A.V., "bottles." A 
whole goatskin, for example, would be used with the apertures bound 
up, and when filled, tied at the neck. They were tanned with acacia 
hark and left hairy on the outside. New wines, by fermenting, would 
rend old skins (cp. Josh. 9: 13; Job 32 : 19). Hung in the smoke to 
dry, the skin-bottles become shrivelled (see Ps. II9 : 83). if 

Note: For " (a girdle) of a skin," Mark l : 6, see LEATHERN. 

SKULL 
KRANION (Kpavlov), Lal., cranium (akin to kara, the head), is used of 

the scene of the Crucifixion, Matt. 27: 33 ; Mark 15 : 22 ; John 19: 17; 
in Luke 23: 33, R.V., " (the place which is called) The skull," A.V., 
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"Calvary" (from Latin calvaria, a skull: marg., "the place of a skull "). 
The locality has been identified by the traces of the resemblance of the 
hill to a skull.~ In the Sept., Judg. 9: 53; 2 Kings 9: 35.~ 

For SKY see HEAVEN 

SLACK (Verb), SLACKNESS 
A. Verb. 

BRADUNÖ (ßpa.Svvw), used intransitively signifies to be slow, to 
tarry (bradus, slow), said negatively of God, 2 Pet. 3 : 9, "is (not) slack;" 
in l Tim. 3: 15, translated "(if) r tarry." See TARRY.~ In the Sept., 
Gen. 43 : ro ; Deut. 7 : lO ; Isa. 46 : 13. ~ 

B. Noun. 
BRADUTES (ßpa.Svrr]s), slowness (akin to A), is rendered" slackness" 

in 2 Pet. 3 : 9. ~ 

ST.ANDERER 
DIABOLOS (SufßoAos), an adjective, slanderous, accusing falsely, is 

used as a noun, translated " slanderers " in l Tim. 3 : II, where the 
reference is to those who are given to finding fault with the demeanour and 
conduct of others, and spreading their innuendos and criticisms in the 
church; in 2 Tim. 3: 3, R.V. (A.V., "false accusers ") ; Tit. 2 : 3 (ditto) : 
see ACCUSER, DEVIL. 

For SLANDEROUSL Y see REPORT, C, No. 5 

SLAUGHTER 
I. SPHAG:t;: (ucpa.yli) is used in two quotations from the Sept., Acts 

8 : 32 from Isa. 53 : 7, and Rom. 8 : 36 from Psa. 44 : 22 ; in the latter 
the quotation is set in a strain of triumph, the passage quoted being an 
utterance of sorrow. In Jas. 5 : 5 there is an allusion to Jer. 12 : 3, the 
luxurious rich, getting wealth by injustice, spending it on their pleasures, 
are "fattening themselves like sheep unconscious of their doom."~ 

2. KOPE (Ko?T~), a stroke (akin to koptö, to strike, to cut), signifies 
a smiting in battle, in Heb. 7: I.~ In the Sept., Gen. 14: i7; Deut. 
28: 25; Josh. ro: 20.~ 

3. PHONOS (<f>&vos), a killing, murder, is rendered "slaughter" in 
Acts 9: l; see MuRDER. 

SLAVE 
SOMA (u<Vµa.), a body, is translated "slaves" in Rev. 18 : 13 (R.V. 

and A.V. ma1·g., "bodies "),an inthnation of the unrighteous control over 
the bodily activities of slaves ; the next word " souls " stands for the 
whole being. See BonY. 
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SLAY, SLAIN, SLEW 
l. APOKTEINO (&.110KTelvw), the usual word for to kill, is so trans

lated in the R.V. wherever possible (e.g., for A.V., to slay, in Luke II : 49; 
Acts 7 : 52 ; Rev. 2 : 13 ; 9 : 15 ; II : 13 ; 19 : 21) ; in the following the 
verb to kill would not be appropriate, Rom. 7 : II, "slew," metaphorically 
of sin, as using the commandment ; Eph. 2 : 16, " having slain," said 
metaphorically of the enmity between Jew and Gentile. See KILL, No. I. 

Note: Some mss. have it in John 5 : 16 (A.V„ "to slay "). 
2. ANAIREO (&.vaiplw), to take away, destroy, kill, is rendered to 

slay in Matt. 2 : 16; Acts 2 : 23; 5 : 33, 36; .9: 29, A.V. (R.V„ to kill) ; 
10: 39; 13 : 28; 22 : 20; 23: 15, R.V. ; in 2 Thess. 2 : 8 the best texts 
have this verb (for analiskö, to consume, A.V. and R.V. marg.); hence the 
R.V„ "·shall slay," of the destruction of the man of sin. See KILL, No. 2. 

3. SPHAZO or SPHATTO (u</><frTw), to slay, especially of victims for 
sacrifi.ce (akin to sphage: see SLAUGHTER), is used (a) of taking human 
life, l John 3: 12 (twice) ; Rev. 6: 4, R.V„ "slay" (A.y„ "kill") ; 
in 13 : 3, probably of assassination, R.V„ "smitten (unto death)," A.V„ 
"wounded (to death)," R.V. marg„ "slain;" 18: 24; (b) of Christ, as 
the Lamb of sacrifi.ce, Rev. 5: 6, 9, 12; 6: 9; 13: 8. See KILL, No. 7. ~ 

4. KATASPHAZÖ (KaTau<f>d~w), to kill off (kata, used intensively, 
and No. 3), is used in Luke 19: 27.~. In the Sept„ Ezek. 16: 40; 
Zech. II : 5. ~ 

5. DIACHEIRIZÖ (Siaxcripl~w), to lay hands on, kill, is translatcd 
"slew" in Acts 5 : 30. See ·KILL, No. 6. 

6. PHONEUO (<f>ovevw), to kill, to murder, is rendered "ye slew" 
in Matt. 23 : 35. See KILL, No. 4. 

Note: For thuö, Acts II: 7, A.V„ "slay" (R.V„ "kill"), see KILL, 
No. 3. 

For SLAIN BEASTS see BEAST, No. 5 

For SLEEP see ASLEEP 

SLEIGHT 
KUBIA (or -EIA) (Kvßla) denotes dice-playing (from kubos, a cube, 

a die as used in gaming) ; hence, metaphorically, trickery, sleight, 
Eph. 4: 14. The Eng. word is connected with 'sly' (not with slight).~ 

For SLIP see DRIFT 

SLOTHFUL 
I. NOTHROS (vw8p6s), indolent, sluggish, is rendered "slothful" in 

Heb. 6: 12, A.V. See DuLL, and synonymous words there, and SLUGGISH. 
2. OKNEROS (oKV7Jp6s), shrinking, irksome, is translated "slothful " 

in Matt. 25 : 26, and Rom. 12 : II, where "in diligence not slothful," 
R.V„ might be rendered 'not flagging in zeal.' See GRIEVOUS, Note (2). 
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SLOW 
BRADUS (ßpa8vs) is used twice in Jas. 1: 19, in an exhortation to 

be slow to speak and slow to wrath ; in Luke 24 : 25, metaphorically of 
the understanding. ~ 

Note: For "slow" (argos) in Tit. 1 : 12, see IDLE. 

For SLOWLY (sailed) see SAIL, No. 10 

SLUGGISH 
NÖTHROS (vw8p6s), for which see SLOTHFUL, is translated" sluggish" 

in Heb. 6 : 12, R.V. ; here it is set in contrast to confident and constant 
hope ; in 5 : II (" dull ") to vigorous growth in knowledge. See DuLL. ~ 

For SLUMBER (Noun) see STUPOR 

SLUMBER (Verb) 
NUSTAZÖ (vV<n'a~w) denotes to nod in sleep (akin to neuö, to nod), 

fall asleep, and is used (a) of natural slumber, Matt. 25 : 5 ; (b) meta
phorically in 2 Pet. 2 : 3, negatively, of the destruction awaiting false 
teachers.~ 

SMALL 
1. MIKROS (µucpos), little, small (of age, quantity, size,. space), is 

translated " small " in Acts 26 : 22 ; Rev. II : 18 ; 13 : 16 ; 19 : 5, 18 ; 
20 : 12. See LITTLE. 

2. OLIGOS (d.\lyos), little, small (of amount, number, time), is trans
lated " small" in Acts 12 : 18; 15 : 2 ; 19: 23; ver. 24, A.V. (R.V., 
" little ") ; 27 : 20. 

Notes: (1) For "very small" and "smallest" see LEAST. (2) For 
combinations with other words, see CORD, FISH, ISLAND. 

For SMELL see SAVOUR 

SMELLING 
OSPHRE:SIS (ou<f>pTJuis) denotes the sense of smell, l Cor. 12: 17, 

" smelling."~ 

SMITE 
l. PATASSÖ (1TaTauuw), to strike, smite, is used (1) literally, of giving 

a blow with the hand, or fist or a weapon, Matt. 26 : 51., R.V., " smote " 
(A.V., "struck ") ; Luke 22 : 49, 50; Acts 7: 24; 12 : 7; (II) meta
phorically, (a) of judgment meted out to Christ, Matt. 26 : 31 ; Mark 
14: 27; (b) of the infliction of disease, by an angel, Acts 12 : 23; of 
plagues to be infl.icted upon men by two Divinely appointed witnesses, 
Rev. II: 6; (c) of judgment tobe executed by Christ upon the nations, 
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Rev. 19: i5, the instrument being His Word, described as a sword., 
2. TUPTO (roTT-rw), to strike, smite, beat, is r.endered to smite in 

Matt. 24: 49, A.V. (R.V., "beat ") ; 27 : 30; Mark I5 : 19; Luke 6: 29; 
I8 : 13 ; in some texts in 22 : 64 (1st part : R.V. omits; for the 2nd part 
see No. 3) ; 23 : 48 ; Acts 23: 2, 3 (twice). See BEAT, No. 2. 

3. PAIÖ (TTalw) signifies to strike or smite (a) with the hand or fist, 
Matt. 26: 68; Luke 22 : 64 (see No. 2) ; (b) with a sword, Mark 14: 47; 
John I8: 10, A.V. (R.V., "struck ") ; (c) with a sting, Rev. 9: 5, 
" striketh."~ . 

4. DERÖ (8t1pw), to fiay, to beat, akin to derma, skin, is translated to 
smite in Luke 22 : 63, A.V. (R.V., "beat ") ; John I8 : 23; 2 Cor. II : 20. 
See BEAT, No. I. 

5. PLESSÖ (·m\~aaw), akin to plege, a plague, stripe, wound, is used 
figuratively of the effect upon sun, moon and stars, after the sounding 
of the trumpet by the fourth angel, in the series of Divine judgments 
upon the world hereafter, Rev. 8 : 12. ~ 

6. RHAPIZÖ (paTTl,w), primarily to strike with a rod (rhapis, a rod), 
then, to strike the face with the palm of the hand or the clenched fist, 
is used in Matt. 5 : 39 ; 26 : 67, where the marg. of A.V. and R.V. has 
"with rods." Cp. rhapisma, Note (2), below.~ 

7. KATABALLÖ (Ka-raß&.AAw), to cast down, is translated "smitten 
down " in 2 Cor. 4 : 9, R.V. See CAST, No. 8. 

8. PROSKOPTÖ (TTpoaKoTT-rw), to beat upon, is translated "smote 
upon" in Matt. 7 : 27. See BEAT, No. 6. 

9. SPHAZÖ (a<pa.,w), to slay, is translated "smitten unto death" 
in Rev. 13: 3; see KILL, SLAY. 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 26: 51, A.V., aphaireö, to take away, take off, 
is translated " smote off" (R.V., " struck off "). (2) The noun rhapisma, 
a blow, in the plural, as the object of didömi, to give, in John 19 : 3 is 
translated "smote (Hirn) with their hands" (R.V., "struck etc."), lit., 
'gave ... blows' (R.V. marg., " with rods ") ; in I8 : 22 (where the 
phrase is used with the singular of the noun) the R.V. renders it "struck 
... with his hand" (A.V., "struck ... with the palm of his hnd "), 
marg. of both, " with a rod." 

The same word is used in Mark i4 : 65, " (received Hirn) with blows 
(of their hands) ", R.V. [A.V., "did strike Hirn with the palms (of their 
hands)," R.V. margin, "strokes of rods "]. See BLOW (Noun)., Cp. 
No. 6, above, re Matt. 26 : 67. 

SMOKE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

KAPNOS (KaTTvos), smoke, occurs in Acts 2: 19 and 12 times in the 
Apocalypse., 

B. Verb. 
TUPHO (rorfow), to raise a smoke [akiI1 to tuphos, smoke (not in the 
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N.T.), and tuphoö, to puff up with pride, see HIGH-MINDED], is used in 
the Passive Voice in Matt. 12 : 20, "smoking (flax)," lit., 'caused to 
smoke,' of the wick of a lamp which has ceased to burn clearly, figurative 
of mere nominal religiousness without the Spirit's power.~ The Sept. 
uses the verb kapnizö (akin to A). 

SMOOTH 
LEIOS (.\efos), smooth, occurs in Luk~ 3 : 5, figurative of the change 

in Israel from self-righteousness, pride and other forms of evil, to repen
tance, humility and submission. ~ In the Sept., Gen. 27 : II ; l Sam. 
17 : 40 ; Prov. 2 : 20 ; 12 : 13 ; 26 : 23 ; Isa. 40 : 4. ~ 

Note : Chrestologia (chrestos, good, lego, to speak) is rendered 
"smooth ... (speech)," in Rom. 16: 18, R.V. (A.V., '' good words "). ~ 

SN ARE 
I. PAGIS (nayls), a trap, a snare (akin to pegnumi, to fix, and pagideuö, 

to ensnare, which see), is used metaphorically of (a) the allurements to evil 
by which the Devil ensnares one, l Tim. 3 : 7 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 26 ; (b) seduc
tions to evil, which ensnare those who " desire to be rich," l Tim. 6 : 9 ; 
(c) the evil brought by Israel upon themselves by which the special 
privileges Divinely granted them and centring in Christ, became a snare 
to them, their rejection of Christ and the Gospel being the retributive 
effect of their apostasy, Rom. II : 9; (d) of the sudden judgments of God 
to come upon those whose hearts are " overcharged with surfeiting, and 
drunkenness, and cares of this life," Luke 21-:34 (ver. 35 in A.V.).~ 

2. BROCHOS (ßp6xos), a noose, slip-knot, halter, is used meta
phorically in l Cor. 7: 35, "a snare" (R.V„ marg., "constraint," 
"noose ").~ In the Sept„ Prov. 6: 5; 7: 21; 22: 25.~ 

SNATCH 
HARPAZO (aprraCw), to snatch, is translated to snatch in the R.V. 

only, in Matt. 13 : 19, A.V., "catcheth away;" John IO: 12, A.V., 
" catcheth ; " IO : 28, 29, A. V„ " pluck ; " Jude 23, A. V„ " pulling." 
See CATCH, No. l. · 

SNOW 
CHION (xiwv) occurs in Matt. 28: 3; Rev. l: 14. Some mss. have 

it in Mark 9: 3 (A.V.).~ 

so 
Notes: (1) Houtös or houtö, thus, is the usual word (see THus). 

(2) Some form of houtos, this, is sometimes rendered "so," e.g„ Acts 
23 : 7 ; Rom. I2 : 20. (3) lt translates homoios, likewise, e.g„ in Luke 
5 : IO ; oun, therefore, e.g„ John 4 : 40, 53. (4) For " so many as," see 
M.1rnv-; for ''-su-muclras;'-' see MucH. (srSmnbaino,when usectof events, 
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signifies to come to pass, happen ; in Acts 21 : 35 it is rendered " so it 
was." See BEFALL, HAPPEN. (6) In l Pet. 3 : 17, thelö, to will, is trans
lated" should so will," lit., 'willeth.' (7) In 2 Cor. 12 : 16, the imperative 
mood, 3rd person singular, of eimi, to be, is used impersonally, and 
signifies " be it so." (8) In Heb. 7 : 9 epos, a word, is used in a phrase 
rendered " so to say; " see WORD, Note (1). (9) In l Tim. 3 : II, 

hösautös, likewise, is translated " even so." (10) Hös, as, is rendered 
"so" in Heb. 3 : II (R.V.," as "). For association with other words 
see t p. 9. 

SOBER, SOBERL Y, SOBERMINDED 
A. Adjective. 

SOPHRÖN (adJ<ppwv) denotes of sound mind (sözö, to save, phren, 
the mind) ; hence, self-controlled, soberminded, always rendered " sober
minded" in the R.V.; in l Tim. 3 : 2 and Tit. l : 8, A.V., "sober;" 
in Tit. 2 : 2, A.V., "temperate;" in 2: 5, A.V., "discreet."~ 

Note: For nephalios (akin to B, No. l), translated" sober" in l Tim. 
3 : II ; Tit. 2 : 2, sce TEMPERATE. 

B. Verbs. 
i. NEPHO (vl]<f>w) signifies tobe free from the infiuence of intoxicants; 

in the N.T., metaphorically, it does not in itself imply watchfulness, but 
is used in association with it, l Thess. 5 : 6, 8; 2 Tim. 4: 5; l Pet. l : 13; 
4: 7, R.V. (A.V„ "watch ") ; 5 : 8.~ Cp. eknephö ;:incl anancphö, under 
AWAKE, No. 3 and Note. 

2. SOPHRONEO (aw<f>povl.w), akin to A, is rendered to think soberly, 
Rom. 12 : 3 ; to be sober, .2 Cor. 5.: 13 ; to be soberminded, Tit. 2 : 6 ; 
in l Pet. 4: 7, A.V. "be ye sober" (R.V., "of sound mind ") ; see 
MIND, B, No. 5. 

3. SOPHRONIZÖ (aw<f>povl{w) denotes to cause to be of sound mind, 
to recall to one's senses; in Tit. 2 : 4, R.V., it is rendered " they may 
train" (A.V., " they may teach ... to be sober," marg., "wise ") ; 
" train " expresses the meaning more adequately ; the training would 
involve the cultivation of sound judgment and prudence. ~ 

C. Adverb. 
SOPHRONOS (awcpp6vws), akin to A and B, Nos. 2 and 3, soperly, 

occurs in Tit. 2 : 12 ; it suggests the exercise of that self-restrajnt that 
governs all passions and desires, enabling the believer to be conformed to 
the mind of Christ.~ 

Note: For the phrase to think soberly, see B, No. 2. 

SOBERNESS, SOBRIETY 
SOPHROSUNE (aw<f>poaVVTJ) denotes soundness of mind (see SoBER, 

A), Acts 26: 25, "soberness;" l Tim. 2 : 9, 15, "sobriety;" 'sound 
judgment' practically expresses the meaning; "it is that habitual 
inner self-government, with its constant rein on all the passions and 
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desires, which would hinder the temptation to these from arising, or at 
all events from arising in such strength as would overbear the checks and 
barriers which aidos (shamefastness) opposed to it" (Trench Syn. § xx, 
end).~ 

For SOFT see EFFEMINATE 

For SOFTLY see BLOW (Verb), No. 2 

SOJOBRN, SOJOURNER, SOJOURNING 
A. Verbs. 

I. PAROIKEO (7rapotKlw) denotes to dwell beside, among or by (para, 
beside, oikeo, to dwell) ; then, to dwell in a place as a paroikos, a stranger 
(see below), Luke 24: 18, R.V., "Dost thou (alone) sojourn ... ? " 
[marg.," Dost thou sojourn (alone)" is preferable], A.V., "art thou (unly) 
a stranger ? " (mornos, alone, is an adjective, not an adverb) ; in Heb. 
II : 9, R.V., "he became a sojourner" (A. V., "he so1ourned "), the 
R.V. gives the force of the aorist tense.~ 

2. EPIDEMEÖ (emSrudw) is rendered to sojourn in Acts 17: 21, R.V. 
B. Adjectives. 

l. PAROIKOS (7TCfpoiKos), an adjective, akin to A, No. I, lit., dwelling 
near (see above), then, foreign, alien (found with this meaning in Inscrip
tions), hence, as a noun, a sojourner, is used with eimi, tobe, in Acts 7: 6, 
"should sojourn," lit., 'should be a sojourner;' in 7: 29, R.V., 
"sojourner" (A.V., "stranger "); in Eph. 2: 19, R.V., "sojourners" 
(A.V„ "foreigners "), the preceding word rendered '" strangers" is xenos; 
in l Pet. 2: II, R.V., ditto (A.V., "' strangers ").~ 

2. APODEMOS (cb6817µos), gone abroad (apo, from, demos, people), 
signifies "sojourning in another country," Mark 13: 34, R.V. (A.V., 
" taking a far journey "). ~ 

3. PAREPIDEMOS (7rapml817µos), sojourning in a strange place, is 
used as a noun, denoting a sojourner, an exile, l Pet. l : l, R.V., "so
journers" (A.V.,, " strangers "). See PILGRIM.~ 

C. Noun. 
PAROIKIA (1TapoiKla), a sojourning (akin to A and B, Nos. l), occurs 

in Acts 13 : 17, rendered " they sojourned," R.V., A.V., " dwelt as 
strangers," lit., 'in the sojourning;' in r Pet. I: 17, "sojourning."~ 

SOLDIER 
A. Nouns. 

I. STRATIÖTES (O'TpaTu.OT'T}s), a soldier, is used (a) in the natural 
sense, e.g., Matt. 8 : 9; 27 : 27 ; 28 : 12 ; Mark 15 : 16 ; Luke 7 : 8 ; 
23 : 36 ; six times in John ; thirteen times in Acts ; not again in the 
N.T. ; (b) metaphorically of one who endures hardship in the cause of 
Christ, 2 Tim. 2 : 3. 
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2. STRATEUMA (CT'Tpcfrwµ.a), an army, is used to denote a company 
of soldiers in Acts 23: 10; in ver. 27, R.V., "the soldiers," A.V., "an 
army;" in Luke 23: II (plural), R.V., "soldiers," A.V., "men of war." 
See ARMY. 

3. SUSTRATIÖTES (avCT'TpanciiT71s), a fellow-soldier (sun, with, and 
No. 1), is used metaphorically in Phil. 2 : 25 and Philm. 2, of fellowship in 
Christian service. ~ 

B. Verb. 
STRATEUÖ (aTpan:vw), always in the Middle Voice in the N.T., is 

used (a) literally of serving as a soldier, Luke 3: 14, "soldiers" (R.V., 
marg., "soldiers on service," present participle) ; l Cor. 9: 7, R.V., 
" (what) soldier ... serveth," A.V., " (who) goeth a warfare;" 2 Tim. 
2: 4, R.V„ "soldier on service," A.V„ '·'man that warreth," lit., 'serving 
as a soldier ; ' (b) metaphorically, of spiritual confiict : see WAR. 

Notes: (1) For spekoulatör, Mark 6: 27, R.V., "soldier of his guard," 
see GuARD.~ (2) In 2 Tim. 2: 4 stratologeö is rendered " hath chosen 
(him) to be a soldier," A.V. (R.V., "enrolled (him) as a soldier ").~ 

SOLID 
STEREOS (CT'TEpEÖs), for which see FIRM, No. 2, has the meaning 

"solid" in Heb. 5 : 12, 14, of food (A.V„ "strong "). As solid food 
requires more powerful digestive organs than are possessed by a babe, so 
a fuller knowledge of Christ (especially here with refon~nc.e to His 
Melchizedek priesthood) required that exercise of spiritual intelligence 
which is derived from the practical appropriation of what bad already 
been received. 

For SOLITARY, Mark l: 35, A.V„ see DESERT, B 

SOME, SOMEONE, SOMETHING, SOMEWHAT 
Notes: (1) Various forms of the article and certain pronouns, followed 

by the particles men and de denote "some." These are not enumerated 
here. (2) The indefinite pronoun tis in its singular or plural forms, 
frequently means "some," "some one" (translated "some man," in 
the A.V., e.g., of Acts 8: 31 ; l Cor. 15: 35), or "somebody," Luke 8: 46; 
the neuter plural denotes " some things" in 2 Pet. 3 : 16 ; the singular 
denotes "something," e.g., Luke II : 54; John 13 : 29 (2nd part) ; Acts 
3 : 5 ; 23 : 18 ; Gal. 6 : 3, where the meaning is ' anything,' as in 2 : 6, 
"somewhat." lt is translated" somewhat," in the more indefinite sense, 
in Luke 7 : 40 ; Acts 23 : 20 ; 25 : 26 ; 2 Cor. ro : 8 ; Heb. 8 : 3. See 
also ONE, B, No. I. (3) Meros, a part, a measure, preceded by the pre
position apo, from, is translated "in some measure" in Rom. 15: 15, 
R.V. (A.V„ "in some sort "), and ver. 24 (A.V., "somewhat "). (4) In 
the following alloi, others (" some " in the A. V.), is translated " others " 
in the R.V„ Matt. 13 : 5, 7; Mark 4: 7 (" other ") ; 8: 28; Luke 9: 19; 
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John 9: 9. Followed by a correlative expression it denotes "some," 
e.g., Acts 19 : 32 ; 21 : 34 ; see ÜTHER, No. l. 

For SOMETIMES sec TIME 

SOMEWHERE 
POU (17ou), a particle, signifies "somewhere" in Heb. 2 : 6 and 4: 4, 

R.V. (A.V., " in a certain place ") ; the writer avoi<ls mP.ntioning the 
place to add stress to his testimony. See HAPLY, No. 5, VERILY. 

SON 
HUIOS (vlos) primarily signifies the relation of offspring to parent 

(see John 9 : 18-20 ; Gal. 4 : 30). lt is often used metaphorically of pro
minent moral characteristics (see below). "lt is used in the N.T. of 
(a) male offspring, Gal. 4 : 30 ; (b) legitimate, as opposed to illegitimate, 
offspring, Heb. 12 : 8 ; (c) descendants, without reference to sex, Rom. 
9 : 27 ; (d) friends attending a wedding, Matt. 9 : 15 ; (e) those who 
enjoy certain privileges, Acts 3: 25; (/) those who act in a certain way, 
whether evil, Matt. 23 : 31, or good, Gal. 3 : 7; (g) those who manifest 
a certain character, whether evil, Acts 13 : ro; Eph. 2: 2, or good, Luke 
6: 35; Acts 4: 36; Rom. 8: 14; (h) the destiny that corresponds with 
the character, whether evil, Matt. 23 : 15 ; John 17: 12; 2 Thess. 2 : 3, 
or good, Luke 20 : 36 ; (i) the c'lignity of the relationship with God where · 
into men are brought by the Holy Spirit when they believe on the Lord 
Jesus Christ, Rom. 8: 19; Gal. 3: 26 .... 

"The Apostle John does not use huios,' son,' of the believer, he reserves 
that title for the Lord ; but he does use teknon, ' child,' as in his Gospel, 
l : 12 ; l John 3 : l, 2 : Rev. 21 : 7 (huios) is a quotation from 2 Sam. 
7: 1 4· 

"The Lord Jesus used huios in a very significant way, as in Matt. 5: 9, 
' Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the sons of God,' 
and vv. 44, 45, ' Love your enemies, and pray for them that persecute 
you; that ye may be (become) sons of your Father which is in heaven.' 
The disciples were to do these things, not in order that they might become 
children of God, but that, being children (note 'your Father' throughout), 
they might make the fact manifest in their character, might' become sons.' 
See also 2 Cor. 6 : 17, 18. 

" As to moral characteristics, the following phrases are used : (a) sons 
of God, Matt. 5 : 9, 45 ; Luke 6 : 35 ; (b) sons of the light, Luke 16 : 8 ; 
John 12 : 36; (c) sons of the day, l Thess. 5 : 5 ; (d) sons of peace, Luke 
IO : 6 ; (e) sons of this world, Luke 16 : 8 ; (f) sons of disobedience, 
Eph. 2 : 2 ; (g) sons of the evil one, Matt. 13 : 38, cp. ' of the Devil,' 
Acts 13 : ro; (h) son of perdition, John 17 : 12; 2 Thess. 2: 3. Tt is also 
used. to describe characteristics other than moral, as : (i) sons of the 
resurrection, Luke 20: 36; (j) sons of the Kingdurn, Matt. 8 : 12; 13 : 38; 
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(k) sons of the bridechamber, Mark 2: 19; (l) sons of exhortation, Acts 
4: 36; (m) sons of thunder, Boanerges, Mark 3: 17."* 

Notes: (1) For the synonyms teknon and teknion see under CHILD. 
The difference between believers as ' children of God ' and as ' sons of 
God' is brought out in Rom. 8 : 14-2r. The Spirit bears witness with 
their spirit that they are "children of God," and, as such, they are His 
heirs and joint-heirs with Christ. This stresses the fact of their spiritual 
birth (vv. 16, 17). On the othcr hand, "as muny us ure led by the Spirit 
of God, these are sons of God," i.e„ 'these and no other.' Their conduct 
gives evidence of the dignity of their relationship and their likeness to 
His character. (2) Pais is rendered "sun" in John 4: 51. For Acts 
13: 13, 26 see below. 

The Son of God 
In this title the word Son is used sometimes (a) of relationship, 

sometimes (b) of the expression of character. "Thus, e.g., when the 
disciples so addressed Hirn, Matt. 14: 33; 16: 16; John l : 49, when 
the centurion so spoke of Hirn, Matt. 27 : 54, they probably meant that 
(b) He was a manifcstation of God in human form. But in such passages 
as Luke l : 32, 35 ; Acts 13 : 33, which refer to the humanity of the 
Lord Jesus, ... the word is used in sense (a). 

"The Lord Jesus Himself used the full title on occasion, John 5 : 25 ; 
9: 35 [some mss. have 'the Son of man;' see KV. marg.]; II: 4, 
und on the more frequent occasions on which He spoke of Himself as 
'the Son,' the words are to be understood as an abbreviation of 'the 
Son of God,' not of' the Son of Man;' this latter He always expressed in 
full; see Luke ro: 22 ; John 5 : 19, etc. 

"John uses both the longer and shorter forms of the title in his Gospel, 
see 3 : 16-18 ; 20 : 31, e.g„ and in his Epistles ; cp. Rev. 2 : 18. So 
does the writer of Hebrews, l : 2; 4: 14; 6: 6, etc. An eternal relation 
subsisting between the Son and the Father in the Godhead is tobe under
stood. That is to say, the Son of God, in His eternal relationship with 
the Father, is not so entitled because He at any time began to derive His 
being from the Father (in which case He could not be co-eternal with the 
Father), but because He is and ever has been the expression of what the 
Father is ; cp. John 14 : 9, 'he that huth seen Me hath seen the Father.' 
The words of Heb. l: 3, 'Who being the effulgence of His (God's) glory, 
and the very image of His (God's) substance' are a definition of what is 
meant by ' Son of God.' Thus absolute Godhead, not Godhead in a 
secondary or derived sense, is intended in the title."t 

Other titles of Christ as the Son of God are: "His Son," l Thess. 
l : ro (in Acts 13: 13, 26, R.V„ pais is rendered "servant "); "His 
own Son '', Rom. 8 : 32 ; " My beloved Son," Matt. 3 : 17 ; " His Only 
Begotten Son," John 3 : 16; "the Son of His love,.'' Col. l : 13. 

• From Notes on Galatians, by Hogg and Vine, pp. 167-169, and on Thessalonians, 
pp. 158, 159· t From Notes on Gaiatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 99, loo. 
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"The Son is the eternal object of the Father's love, John 17: 24, and 
the sole Revealer of the Father's character, John l : 14; Heb. l : 3. 
The words, 'Father' and 'Son,' are never in the N.T. so used as to 
suggest that the Father existed before the Son ; the Prologue to the 
Gospel according to John distinctly asserts that the Word existed 'in 
the beginning,' and that this Word is the Son, Who 'became fiesh and 
dwelt among us.' "* 

In addressing the Father in His prayer in John 17 He says, "Thou 
lovedst Me before the foundation of the world." Accordingly in the 
timeless past the Father and the Son existed in that relationship, a 
relationship of lovc, as well as of absolute Dcity. In this passage the 
Son gives evidence that there was no more powerful plea in the Father's 
estimation than that co-eternal love existing between the Father and 
Himself. 

' The declaration "Thou art My Son, this day have 1 begotten Thee," 
Psa. 2 : 7, quoted in Acts 13 : 33 ; Heb. l : 5 ; 5 : 5, refers to the birth of 
Christ, not to His rcsurrcction. In Acts 13: 33 the vcrb "raisc up" is 
used of the raising up of a person to occupy a. special position in the 
nation, as of David in verse 22 (so of Christ as a Prophet in 3 : 22 and 
7: 37). The word "again" in the A.V. in ver. 33 represents nothing in 
the original. The R.V. rightly omits it. In ver. 34 the statement as to 
the resurrection of Christ receives the greater stress in this respect through 
thP. P.mphrttir. contrnst to that in vf:r. 33 as to His hf:ing raisf:n 11p in thP. 
nation, a stress imparted by the added words "from the dead." Accor
dingly ver. 33 speaks of His Incarnation, ver. 34 of His resurrection. 

In Heb. l : 5, that the declaration refers to the Birth is confirmed by 
the contrast in verse 6. Here the word " again " is rightly placed in the 
R.V., "when He again bringeth in the Firstborn into the world." This 
points on to His Second Advent, which is set in contrast to His first 
Advent, when God brought His Firstborn into the world the fi.rst time 
(see FIRSTBORN}. t 

So again in Heb. 5 : 5, where the High Priesthood of Christ is shown 
to fulfi.l all that was foreshadowed in the Levitical priesthood, the passage 
stresses the facts of His humanity, the days of His fiesh, His perfect 
obcdicncc and His sufferings. 

Son of Man 
In the N.T. this is a designation of Christ, almost entirely confi.ned to 

the Gospels. Elsewhere it is found in Acts 7 : 56, the only occasion 
where a disciple applied it to the Lord and in Rev. l : 13 ; 14 : 14 (see 
below). 

* From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 46, 47. 
t The Western text of Luke 3: 22 reads "Thou art My Son, this dayhave I begatten 

Thee," instead of "Thou art My beloved Son, in Thee I am well pleased," There 
is probably some connection between this and those early heresies which taught that 
n11r Lord'R DP.ity bflgan at His Raptism. 
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"Son of Man" is the title Christ used of Hirnself; John 12 : 34 is not 
an exception, for the quotation by the rnultitude was frorn His own 
staternent. The title is found especially in the Synoptic Gospels. The 
occurrences in John's Gospel, l : 51 ; 3 : 13, 14; 5 : 27 ; 6 : 27, 53, 62 ; 
8 : 28 (9 : 35 in sorne texts) ; 12 : 23, 34 (twice) ; 13 : 31, are not parallelto 
those in the Synoptic Gospels. In the latter the use of the title falls into 
two groups, (a) those in which it refers to Christ's hurnanity, His earthly 
work, sufferings and death, e.g., Matt. 8 : 20 ; II : 19 ; 12 : 40 ; 26 : 2, 
24 ; (b) those which refer to His glory in resurrection and to that of His 
future Advent, e.g., Matt. IO : 23 ; 13 : 41 ; 16 : 27, 28 ; 17 : 9 ; 24 : 27, 
30 (twice}, 37, 39, 44· 

While it is a Messianic title it is evident that the Lord applied it to 
Himself in a distinctive way, for it indicates rnore than Messiahship, even 
universal headship on the part of One who is Man. lt therefore stresses 
His rnanhood, rnanhood of a unique order in cornparison with all other 
rnen, for He is declared to be of heaven, l Cor. 15 : 47, and even while 
here below, was "the Son of Man, which is in Heaven," John 3 : 13. 
As the Son of Man He rnust be appropriated spiritually as a condition of 
possessing eternal life, John 6: 53. In His death, as in His life, the 
glory of His Manhood was displayed in the absolute obedience and sub
rnission to the will of the Father (12 : 23; 13 : 31), and, in view of this, 
all judgment has been committed to Hirn, who will judge in full under
standing experimentally of h11m;in r.on<litions, sin apart, and will exercise 
the judgrnent as sharing the nature of those judged, John 5 : 22, 27. Not 
only is He man, but He is " Son of man," not by human generation but, 
according to the Semitic usage of the expression, partaking of the 
characteristics (sin apart) of manhood belonging to the category of 
mankind. Twice in the Apocalypse, l : 13 and 14 : 14, He is described 
as "One like unto a Son of man," R.V. (A.V., " ... the Son of Man"). 
cp. Dan. 7 : 13. He who was thus seen was indeed the Son of Man, but 
the absence of the article in the original serves to stress what morally 
characterizes Hirn as such. Accordingly in these passages He is revealed, 
not as the Person known by the title, but as the One who is qualified to 
act as the Judge of all men. He is the same Person as in the days of His 
flesh, still continuing His humunity with His Deity. The phrase " like 
unto" serves to distinguish Hirn as there seen in His glory and majesty 
in contrast to the days of His humiliation. 

SONG 
QD:E: (c/>8~). an ode, song, is always used in the N.T. (as in the Sept.), 

in praise of God or Christ ; in Eph. 5 : 19 and Col. 3 : 16 the adjective 
" spiritual " is added, because the wor<l in itself is generic and might be 
used of songs anything but spiritual ; in Rev. 5 : 9 and 14 : 3 (1st part) 
the descriptive word is "new" (kainos, new in reference to character and 
form: see NEw), a song, the signifi.cance of which was confincd to those 
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mentioned (ver. 3, and 2nd part) ; in 15 : 3 (twice)," the song of Moses ... 
and the song of the Lamb," the former as celebrating the deliverance of 
God's people by His power, the latter as celebrating redemption by atoning 
sacrifice., 

For SOON see IMMEDIATELY, No. l and QUICKLY, No. 3. 

AS SOON AS : see t p. 9 

For SOONER see QUICKL Y, No. 2 

SOOTHSA YING 
MANTEUOMAI (µavrnJoµai), to divine, practise divination (from 

mantis, a seer, ·diviner), occurs in Acts 16: 16., The word is allie<:l to 
mainomai, to rave, and mania, fury displayed by those who were possessed 
by the evil spirit (represented by the pagan god or goddess) while deliver
ing their oracular messages. Trench (Syn. §vi) draws a distinction between 
this verband propheteuö, not only as to their meanings, but as to the fact 
of the single occurrence of manteuomai in the N.T., c:ontrasted with the 
frequency of propheteuö, exemplifying the avoidance by N.T. writers 
of words the employment of which " would tend to break down the 
distinction between heathenism and revealed religion." 

SOP 
PSÖMION (ifiwµlov), a diminutive of psömos, a morsel, denotes a 

fragment, a sop (akin to psömizö; see FEED), John 13 : 26 (twice), 27, 30. 
lt had no connection with the modern meaning of sop, something given 
to pacify (as in the classical expressi01;1 ' a sop to Cerberus')., 

SORCERER 
l. MAGOS (µayo>), (a) one of a Median caste, a magician : see WrsE ; 

(b) a wizard, sorcerer, a pretender to magic powers, a professor of the arts 
of witchcraft, Acts 13: 6, 8, where Bar-Jesus was the Jewish name, Elymas, 
an Arabic word meaning "wise." Hence the name Magus, "the magician," 
originally applied to Persian priests. In the Sept„ only in Dan. 2 : 2, 10, 

of the "enchanters," R.V. (A.V„ "astrologers "), of Babylon. The 
superior Greek version of Daniel by Theodotion has it also at I : 20 ; 2 : 27 ; 
4 : 7 ; 5 : 7, II, 15., 

2. PHARMAKOS (cpapµa1<6>), an adjective signifying 'devoted to 
magical arts,' is used as a noun, a sorcerer, especially one who uses drugs, 
potions, spells, enchantments, Rev. 2r : 8, in the best tcxts (some have 
pharmakeus), and 22 : 15., 

SORCERY 
A. Nouns. 

r. PHARMAKIA (or -EIA) (cpapµa.1<la) (Eng„ pharmacy etc.) primarily 
signified the use of medicine, nrugs, spells; then, poisoning; then, 
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sorcery, Gal. 5: 20, R.V., "sorcery" (A.V„ "witchcraft "), mentioned 
as one· of "the works of the fiesh." See also Rev. 9 : 21 ; 18 : 23. ~ In 
the Sept., Ex. 7: II, 22; 8: 7, 18; Isa. 47: 9, 12.~ in sorcery, the use 
of drugs, whether simple or potent, was·generally accompanied by incanta
tions an.d appeals to occult powers, with the provision of various charms, 
amulets, etc., professedly designed to keep tbe applicant or patient from 
the attention and power of demons, but actually to impress the applicant 
with the mysterious resources and powers of the sorcerer. 

2. MAGIA (or -EIA) (µ.ayla), the magic art, is used in the plural in 
Acts 8: II, "sorceries" (see SoRCERER, No. I}.~ 

B. Verb. 
MAGEUO (µ.ay€vw), akin to A, No. 2, to practise magic, Acts 8: 9, 

"used sorcery," is used as in A, No. 2, of Simon Magnus.~ 

SORE (Noun, Adjective, Adverb), SORER 
· A. Noun. 

HELKOS ([AKos), a sore or ulcer (printarily a wound), occurs in 
Luke 16 : 21 ; Rev. 16 : 2, II.~ 

B. Verb. 
HELKOO (J..\Kow}, to wound, to ulcerate, is used in the Passive Voice, 

signifying to suffer from sores, tobe "full of sores," Luke 16: 20 (perfect 
participle). ~ 

C. Adjectives. 
I. HIKANOS (ZKavos), used of things, occasionally denotes "much," 

translated "sore" in Acts 20 : 37, lit., 'there was much weeping of all.' 
See ABLE, C, No. 2. 

2. CHEIRON (x€lpwv), worse (used as a compa·rative degree of kakos, 
evil), occurs in Heb. 10 : 29, " sorer.'' See WoRSE. 

D. Adverbs. 
I. LIAN (Alav), very, exceedingly, is translated "sore" in Mark 6: 51 

(of amazement). See ExcEED, B, No. I. 

2. SPHODRA (acf>6Spa), very, very ntuch, is translated "sore" in 
Matt. 17: 6 (of fear). See GREATLY, Note (1). 

Notes: (1) For the A.V., "sore vexed" in. Matt. 17 : 15, see 
GRIEVOUSLY, B, No. 2, Note (2). (2) In Luke 2: 9 megas, great, is used 
with phobos, fear, as the object of the verb to fear, " (they were) sore 
(afraid)," lit., ' (they feared) a great (fear).' (3) In Mark 9: 26, A.V., 
polla, much (R.V.), the neuter plur. of polus, used as an adverb, is trans
lated " sore.'' (4) In Matt. 21 : 15, aganakteö, to be moved with indig
nation (R.V.), is translated "they were sore displeased.'' (5) For the 
R.V., "sore troubled," Matt. 26: 37 and Mark 14: 33 (A.V., "very 
heavy "), see TROUBLE, B, No. 12. (6) For A.V., "were sore amazed" in 
Mark 14: 33, see AMAZE, B, No. 4. (7) In Luke 9: 39, R.V., suntribö, to 
break, bruise, is rendered "bruiseth sorely.'' See BREAK, A, No. 5. 
(8) In Mark 9 : 6, ekphobos is rcndcrcd " sorc afraid.'' 
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SORROW (Noun and Verb), SORROWFUL 
A. Nouns. 

SOU 

I. LUPE (AJ1717), grief; sorrow, is translated" sorrow "in Luke 22 : 45; 
John 16: 6, 20-22; Rom. 9: 2, R.V. (A.V., "heaviness "); 2 Cor. 2: I, 
R.V. ; 2 : 3, 7 ; 7 : 10 (twice) ; Phil. 2 : 27 (twice). See GRIEF. 

2. ODUNE (dovll'f]), pain, consuming grief, distress, whether of body 
or mind, is used of the latter, Rom. 9: 2, R.V., "pain;" I Tim. 6: 10., 

3. ÖDIN (wolv), a birth-pang, travail, pain, "sorrnws," Matt. 24: 8; 
Mark 13: 8; see PAIN, A, No. 2. 

4. PENTHOS (1Tlv8os), mourning, "sorrow," Rev. 18 : 7 (twice); 
21 : 4 : see MOURN. 

B. Verbs. 
I. LUPEÖ (Av1Tlw), akin to A, No. I : see GRIEF, B, No. I, SoRRY, 

A {below). 
2. ODUNAÖ (dovv&w), to cause pain (akin to A, No. 2), is used in the 

Middle Voice in Luke 2: 48; Acts 20: 38: see ANGUISH, B, No. 3. 
C. Adjectives. 

I. PERTLUPOS (77Ffll>umnr), VPry s::irl, nPPply griPved (pe.ri, intensive), 
is used in Matt. 26 : 38 and Mark 14: 34, "exceeding sorrowful;" 
Mark 6: 26; Luke 18: 23 (ver. 24 in some mss.)., 

2. ALUPOS (aAv1Tos) denotes free from grief (a, negative, lupe, grief), 
comparative degree in Phil. 2 : 28, "less sorrowful," their joy would 
mean the rem~val of a burden from his heart., 

SORRY 
A. Verb. 

LUPEÖ (Av1Tlw) is rendered tobe sorry (Passive Voice) in Matt. 14: 9, 
A.V. (R.V., "grieved ") ; 17 : 23 ; 18 : 31 ; 2 Cor. 2: 2 [Ist part, Active 
V., "make sorry" (as in 7: 8, twice) ; 2nd part, Passive] ; 2 : 4, R.V., 
"made sorry;" 9: 9 and II, R.V., "ye were made sorry." See GRIEVE, 
B, No. 1. 

B. Adjective. 
PERILUPOS (77€plAv1Tos) is translated "exceeding sorry" in Mark 

6 : 26 : see SoRROWFUL, C, No. 1. 

SORT 
A. Adjective. 

HOPOIOS (677ofos), of what sort, is so rendered in I Cor. 3 : 13. See 
MANNER, SUCH AS. WHAT. 

B. Noun. 
MEROS (µlpos), a part, is used with apo, from, in Rom. 15: 15 and 

rendered" (in some) sort," A.V. (R.V., " ... measure "). See BEHALF. 
Note : See BASE, No. 3, GoDLY, C, Notes (2) and (3). 

For SOUGHT see SEEK 
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SOUL 
PSUCHE (ifroxfi) denotes the breath, the breath of life, then the soul, 

in its various meanings. The N.T. uses "may be analysed approximately 
as follows: 

(a) the natural life of the body, Matt. 2 : 20; Luke I2 : 22; Acts 
20 : IO ; Rev. 8 : 9 ; I2 : II. ; cp. Lev. I7 : II ; 2 Sam. I4 : 7 ; Esth. 
8 : II ; (b) the immaterial, invisible part of man, Matt. IO : 28 ; 
Acts 2: 27; cp. I Kings 17 : 2I ; (c) the disembodiP-rl (or '11nclothed' or 
' naked,' 2 Cor. 5 : 3, 4) man, Rev. 6 : 9 ; (d) the seat of personality, 
Luke 9 : 24, explained as = ' own self,' ver. 25 ; Heb. 6 : 19 ; Io : 39 ; 
cp. Isa. 53 : IO with I Tim. 2 : 6 ; (e) the seat of the sentient element in 
man, that by which he perceives, rr.flects, feels, desires, Matt. II : 29 ; 
Luke I: 46; 2: 35; Acts I4: 2, 22; cp. Ps. 84: 2; I39: I4; Isa. 26: 9; 
(f) the seat of will and purpose, Matt. 22: 37; Acts 4: 32; Eph. 6: 6; 
Phil. I : 27 ; Heb. I2 : 3 ; cp. Num. 21 : 4; Deut. II : I3 ; (g) the seat 
of appetite, Rev. I8 : I4; cp. Ps. rn7 : 9 ; Prov. 6 : 30 ; Isa. 5 : I4 
(' desire ') ; 29: 8; (h) persons, individuals, Acts 2: 4I, 43 ; J.{om. 2 : 9; 
Jas. 5: 20; I Pet. 3: 20; 2 Pet. 2: T1; c.p. Gen. T?.: 5; r4: ?.T ('per
sons ') ; Lev. 4 : 2 (' any one ') ; Ezek. 27 : I3 ; of dead bodies, Num. 
6 : 6, lit., ' dead soul; ' and of animals, Lev. 24 : I8, lit., ' soul for soul' ; 
(i) the equivalent of the personal pronoun, used for emphasis and effect :'
Ist person, John IO : 24 (' us ') ; Heb. IO : 38 ; cp. Gen. 12 : 13 ; Num. 
23 : TO; Jnrl. r6: 30; Ps. 120: 2 (' me ') ; 2nd person, 2 Cor. I2 : I5 ; 
Heb. I3 : I7 ; Jas. I : 2I ; I Pet. I : 9 ; 2 : 25 ; cp. Lev. I7 : II ; 26 : I5 ; 
I Sam. I : 26 ; 3rd person, I Pet. 4 : I9 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 8 ; cp. Ex. 30 : I2 ; 
Job 32 : 2, Heb. 'soul,' Sept. 'self' ; (j) an animate creature, human or 
other, I Cor. I5 : 45; Rev. I6: 3; cp. Gen. I : 24; 2 : 7, I9; (k) 'the 
inward man,' the seat of the new life, Luke 2I : I9 (cp. Matt. IO : 39) ; 
I Pet. 2: II; 3 John 2. 

"With (j) compare a-psuchos, soulless, inanimate, I Cor. I4: 7. if 
"With (f) compare di-psuchos, two-souled, Jas. I : 8 ; 4: 8 ;if cligo

psuchos, feeble-souled, I Thess. 5 : I4 ;if iso-psuchos, like-souled, Phil. 
2: 20 ;if sum-psuchos, joint-souled (' with. one accord '), Phil. 2: 2.if 

" The language of Heb. 4 : I2 suggests the extreme difficulty of dis
tinguishing between the soul and the spirit, alike in their nature and in 
their activities. Generally speaking the spirit is the higher, the soul the 
lower element. The spirit may be recognised as the life principle bestowed 
on man by God, the soul as the resulting life constituted in the individual, 
the body being the material organism animated by soul and spirit .... 

" Body and soul are the constituents of the man according to Matt. 
6 : 25 ; IO : 28 ; Luke I2 : 20 ; Acts 20 : IO ; body and spirit according 
to Luke 8: 55; I Cor. 5: 3; 7: 34; Jas. 2: 26. In Matt. 26: 38 the 
emotions are associated with the soul, in John I3 : 2I with the spirit ; 
cp. also Ps. 42 : II with I Kings 2I : 5. In Ps. 35 : 9 the soul rejoices in 
God, in Luke I : 47 thc spirit. 
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" Apparently, then, the relationships may be thus summed up, 
' Soma, body, and pneuma, spirit, may be separated, pneuma and psuche, 
soul, can only be distinguished' (Cremer).''* 

SOUND (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. PHONE (cpwv~), most frequently "a voice," is translated "sound" 
in Matt. 24: 31 (A.V. marg.," voice ") ; John 3: 8, A.V. (R.V., "voice "); 
so l Cor. 14 : 7 (1st part), 8 ; Rev. l : 15 ; 18 : 22 (2nd part, R.V., 
"voice ") ; A.V. and R.V. in 9: 9 (twice) ; in Acts 2 : 6, R.V., " (this) 
sound (was heard)," A.V., " (this) was noised abroad." 

2. ECHOS ('l}xos), a noise, a sound of any sort (Eng., echo), is trans
lated "sound" in Acts 2: 2; Heb. 12: 19. See ROARING, B, RuMOUR. 

3. PHTHONGOS (cfo06yyos), akin to phthengomai, to utter a voice, 
occurs in Rom. IO: 18; l Cor. 14: 7.~ In the Sept., Psa. Ig: 4.~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. ECHEO Mxlw), akin to A, No. 2, occurs in l Cor. 13 : I, "sounding 

(brass) ; " in some mss., Luke 21 : 25. See RoARING. ~ 
2. EXECHEÖ (€,71xlw), to sound forth as a trumpet or thunder 

(ex, out, and'No. l), is used in l Thess. l: 8, "sounded forth," Passive 
Voice, lit., 'has been sounded out.'~ In the Sept., Joel 3: 14.~ 

3. SALPIZÖ (ua.\'lTl,w), to sound a lrumpet (salpinx), occurs in Matt. 
6 : 2 ; I Cor. 15 : 52, " the trumpet shall sound ; " Rev. 8 : 6-8, rn, 12, I3 ; 

9: l, I3; IO : 7; II : 15. ~ . 
4. BOLIZÖ (ßoA.t,w), to heave the lead (bolis, that which is thrown 

or hurled, akin to ballo, to throw; sounding-Iead), to take soundings, 
occurs in Acts 27: 28 (twice). ~ 

Note: In Luke l: 44, A.V., ·ginomai, to become, is rendered 
"sounded" (R.V., "came "). 

SOUND (Adjective), BE SOUND 
A~ Adjective. 

HUGIES (ryi~s), whole, healthy, is used metaphorically of "sound 
speech," Tit. 2 : 8. See WHOLE. 

B. Verb. 
HUGIAINÖ (vyialvw), to be healthy, sound in health (Eng., hygiene 

etc.), translated" safe and sound" in Luke 15 : 27, is used metaphorically 
of doctrine, l Tim. l : IO ; 2 Tim. 4 : 3 ; Tit. I : 9 ; 2 : I ; of words, 
I Tim. 6: 3, R.V. (A.V., "wholesome," R.V. marg., "healthful ") ; 
2 Tim. I : 13 ; " in the faith," Tit. I : 13 (R.V. marg., " healthy ") ; 
"in faith," Tit. 2 : 2 (R.V. marg., ditto). 

Note: For "sound mind" in 2 Tim. I : 7, A.V., see D1scIPLINE; in 
I Pet. 4: 7 (A.V., "sober "), see Mrnn, B, No. 5. 

• Frnm Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 205-207. 
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SOUND NESS 
HOLOKLERIA (ÖAoKA7Jpla), completeness, soundness (akin to 

holokleros, see ENTIRE), occurs in Acts 3 : 16. ~ In the Sept., Isa. l : 6. ~ 

SOUTH, SOUTH WIND 
NOTOS (v6Tos-) denotes (a) the south wind, Luke 12 : 55 ; Acts 27 : 13 ; 

28 : 13 ; (b) south, as a direction, Luke 13 : 29 ; Rev. 21 : 13 ; (c) the 
South, as a region, Matt. 12 : 42 ; Luke II : 31. ~ 

Note: For mesembria, Acts 8: 26, see NooN. 

SOUTH WEST 
LIPS (A.lif), lit„ Libyan, denotes the S.W. wind, Acts 27 : 12, " (looking) 

north-east (and south-east)," R.V., lit., ' (looking down) the south-west 
wind (and down the north-west wind) ; ' to look down a wind was to look 
in the. direction in which it blows. A S.W. wind blows towards the N.E:. ; 
the aspect of the haven answers to this. See also under NORTH EAST, 
NORTH WEST.~ 

SOW (Noun) 
HUS (vs-), swine (masc. or fern.), is used in the fern. in 2 Pet. 2: 22.~ 

SOW (Verb), SOWER 
SPEIRÖ (amdpw), to sow seed, is used (1) literally, especially in the 

Synoptic Gospels; elsewhere, l Cor. 15 : 36, 37; 2 Cor. 9: 10, "the 
sower ; " (2) metaphorically, (a) in proverbial sayings, e.g., Matt. 
13 : 3, 4; Luke 19 : 21, 22 ; Jolin 4 : 37 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 6 ; (b) in the inter
pretation of parables, e.g., Matt. 13 : 19-23 (in these vv., R.V., " was 
sown," for A.V., "received seed ") ; (c) otherwise as follows: of sowing 
"spiritual things" in preaching and teaching, l Cor. 9: II; of the 
interment of the bodies of deceased believers, r Cor. 15 : 42-44 ; of 
ministering to the necessities of others in things temporal (the harvest 
being proportionate to the sowing), 2 Cor. 9: 6, 10 (see above) ; of sowing 
to the flcsh, Gal. 6 : 7, 8 (" that" in ver. 7 is emphatic, ' that and that 
only,''what was actually sown); in ver. 8, eis, "unto," signifies 'in the 
interests of'; of the "fruit of righteousness" by peacemakers, Jas. 3 : 18. 

SPACE 
A. Noun. 

DIASTEMA (8taa'T7}µa.), an interval, space (akin to B), is used of 
time in Acts 5: 7.~ 

B. Verb. 
DIISTEMI (Sda'T7]µi), to set apart, separate (dia, apart, histemi, to 

cause to stand), see A, is rendered "after the space of" in Luke 22 : 59; 
in Acts 27 : 28, with brachu, a little, R.V., " after a little space " (A.V., 
"when they had gone a little further "). See PART. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 15: 33 and Rev. 2 : 21, A.V„ chronos, time (R.V.), 
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is translated " space." (2) In Acts I9 : 8 and IO, epi, for or during (of 
time), is translated" for the space of;" in I9: 34, "about the space of." 
(3) In Acts 5 : 34, A.V., brachu (the neuter of brachus, short), used 
adverbially, is translated " a little space " (R.V. " ... while "). (4) In 
Gal. 2 : I, dia, through, is rendered "after the space of," R.V., stressing 
the length of the period mentioned (A.V., "after," which would represent 
the preposition meta). (S) In Jas. 5 : I7 there is no word in the original 
representing the phrase "by the space of," A.V. (R.V., "for "). (6) Tn 
Rev. I4: 20, A.V„ apo, away from, is translated "by the space of" (R.V., 
"as far as "). (7) In Rev. IJ: IO, A.V., origon, "a little while" (R.V.), is 
rendered " a slwrt space." 

SPARE, SPARINGLY 
A. Verbs. 

PHEIDOMAT (c/>ELooµai), to spare, i.e., to forego the infliction of that 
evil or retribution which was designed, is used with a negative in Acts 
20 : 29 ; Rom. 8 : 32 ; n : 21 (twice) ; 2 Cor. I3 : 2 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 4, S ; 
positively, in I Cor. 7: 28; 2 Cor. I : 3; rendered "forbear" in 2 Cor. 
I2 : 6. See Fo1rnEAR. ~ 

Note: In Luke I5 : I7, perisseuö, to abound, have abundance, is 
translated "have enough and to spare." 

B. Adverb. 
PHEIDOMENÖS (cpEtOoµlvws), akin to A, "sparingly,'' occurs in 

2 Cor. 9: 6 (twice), of sowing and reaping.~ 

SPARR.OW 
STROUTHION (rrrpov8lov), a diminutive of strouthos, a sparrow, 

occurs in Matt. IO : 29, 3I ; Luke I2 : 6, 7.~ 

SPEAK 
I. LEGÖ (Myw), to say, speak: see SAY, No. I. 
2. LALEÖ (.>ia.Mw), for which see SAY, No. 2, is used several times in 

I Cor. 14; the command prohibiting women from speaking in a church 
gathering, vv. 34, 35, is regarded by some as an injunction against 
chattering, a meaning which is absent from the use of the verb everywhere 
else in the N.T. ; it is tobe understood in the same sense as in vv. 2, 3-6, 
9, II, I3, I8, I9, 2I, 23, 27-29, 39· 

3. PROSLALEÖ (1Tpoa>ia.Mw), t~ speak to or with (pros, to, and 
No. 2), is used in Acts I3: 43 and 28: 20.~ 

4. PHTHENGOMAI (cp8lyyoµa.i), to utter a sound or voice, is trans
lated to speak in Acts 4: I8 ; 2 Pet. 2: I6; in 2 : I8, A.V., "speak" 
(R.V., "utter "). 

5. APOPHTHENGOMAI (d1Tocp8lyyoµa.i), to speak forth (apo, forth, 
and No. 4), is so rendered in Acts 2 : I4, R.V. (A.V., "said "',and 26: 25; 
in 2 : 2 it denotes to give utterance. ~ 
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6. ANTILEGÖ (ä.mMyw}, to speak against, is so rendered in Luke 
2: 34; John 19: 12; Acts 13: 45, A.V. (R.V., "contradicted "); 
28: 19, 22. See CoNTRADICT, GAINSAY. 

7. KATALALEÖ (KaTa..\aMw), synonymous with No. 6 (kata, against, 
and No. 2), is always translated to speak against in the R.V. See 
BACKBITER, Note. 

8. KAKOLOGEÖ (KaKoAoycfw), to speak evil: see CURSE, B, No. 4. 
9. SULLALEÖ (av..\..\aMw), to speak together (sun, with, an<l No. 2), 

is iendered "spake together" in Luke 4: 36, R.V. See COMMUNE, 
No. 3, CoNFER, No. 2, TALK. 

10. PROEIPON (1Tpo€t1Tov}, to spcak ör say before (a 2nd aorist tense 
from an obsolete present), is rendered to speak before in Acts l : 16; 2 Pet. 
3: 2; Jude 17. See FoRETELL. 

II. PROPHTHANÖ (1Tpocp8dvw), to anticipate (an extension, by 
pro, before, of phthanö, which has thc same meaning), is rendered "spake 
first" in Matt. 17 : 25, R.V. (A.V., "prevented "). ~ 

12. PROSPIIÖNEÖ (7Tpoacpwvcfw}, to address, call to, is rendered 
" spake unto" (or " to ") in Luke 23 : 20 ; Acts 21 : 40; 22 : 2 ; ' to call 
unto ' (or ' to ') in Matt. II : 16 ; Luke 6 : 13 ; 7 : 32 ; 13 : 12. if 

13. EIRÖ (€Zpw), for which sec SAY, No. 4, has a Ist aorist, passive 
participle rhethen, " spoken " or " spoken of," used in Matt. 1 : 22 ; 
2 : 15, 17, 23; 3: 3; 4: 14; 8: 17; 12: 17; 13: 35; 21 : 4; 22 : 31 ; 
24 : 15 ; 27 1 9 (in some texts in 27 : 35 and Mark 13 : 14). 

Notes: (1) In Heb. 12: 5, A.V., dialegomai, to discus:>, to reason, is 
translated "speaketh" (R.V., "reasoneth "). (2) In Heb. 12 : 25, A.V. 
chrematizo, to warn, instruct, is translated "spake" (R.V., "warned ") : 
see ADMONISH. (3) In Eph. 4: 31, A.V., blasphemia is translated "evil 
speaking : " see RAILING. (4) In Heb. 12 : 19, prostithemi, to put to, add, 
used with logos, a word, is rendered " (that no word} more should be 
spoken," R.V. [A.V., " (that) the word should (not) be spoken (to them) 
any more "]. (S) In Acts 26: 24, A.V., apologeomai, to make a defence 
(R.V.), is rendered " spake for himself." See ANSWER, B, No. 4. (6) In 
Rom. 15 : 21. A.V., anangello, to bring back word (R.V., "tidings ... 
came "), is translated ff he was ... spoken of." (7) For " is spoken 
of" in Rom. I : 8, A.V., see PROCLAIM, No. 2. (8) For " spake out " in 
Luke l: 42, A.V., sec VOICE, Note. (9) In Gal. 4: 15, there is no verb in 
the original for the A.V., ff ye spake of" (see R.V.). (10) For "spoken 
against" in Acts 19: 36 see GAINSAY, C. (II} For" speak reproachfully," 
1 Tim. 5: J4, sec REVILE, C. (12) In Acts 21: 3, A.V., ginosko is trans
lated "speak," R.V., "know." 

SPEA KER (chief) 
Note: In Acts 14: 12 the verb hegeomai, to lead the way, be the chief, 

is used in the present participle with the article (together equivalent to a 
noun), followed by the genitive case of logos, spccch, with the article, the 
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phrase being rendered "the chief speaker," lit„ 'the Jeader of the dis 
course.' See CHIEF, C. 

SPEAKING (evil, much) 
POLULOGIA (17"0,\u,\oyla), loquacity, "much speaking" (polus, much, 

logos, speech), is used in Matt. 6 : 7. if In the Sept„ Prov. IO : Ig. if 
Note: For "evil speaking(s)," in Eph. 4: 31, see RAILING; in l Pet. 

2: l, see BACKBITING. For "shameful speaking" see COMMUNICATION, 
B, Note. 

SPEAR 
LONCHE (,\6yx71), primarily a spear-head, then, a lance or spear, 

occurs in John 19: 34; some texts have it in Matt. 27: 49 if As to 
John 19: 29, there is an old conjecture, mentioned by Field (Notes on the 
Trans. of the N.T.), to the effect that the sponge was put on a spear 
(hussos, a javelin, the Roman pilum, instead of hussöpos, hyssop). 

SPEARMAN 
DEXIOLABOS (8€gioMßos), from dexios, the right (hand), and 

lambanö, to lay hold of, is used in the plural in Acts 23 : 23, "spearmen." 
Some texts have dexiobolos, one who throws with his right hand (ballö, to 
throw), 'right-handed slingers.'if 

SPECIAL 
Note: Tuchön, the 2nd aorist participle of tunchanö, to happen, meet 

with, chance, is used with a negative signifying ' not common or ordinary,' 
special, Acts 19: II; so in 28: 2. See CoMMON, B, Note (3). 

For SPECIALLY see ESPECIALL Y 

SPECTACLE 
THEATRON (8€a-rpov), akin to theaomai, to behold, denotcs (a) a 

theatre (used also as a place of assembly), Acts 19: 29, 31 ; (b) a spcctacle, 
a show, metaphorically in l Cor. 4 : 9. See THEATRE. if 

SPEECH 
r. LOGOS (,\6yos), akin to legö (SPJ;:AK, No. l), most frequently rendered 

'word' (for an analysis see WORD), signifies speech, as follows: (a) dis
course, e.g„ Luke 20: 20, R.V„ "speech" (A.V„ "words ") ; Acts 
14 : 12 (see SPEAKER) ; 20 : 7 ; l Cor. 2 : l, 4; 4 : 19, A.V. (R.V„ 
"word ") ; 2 Cor. IO : IO; (b) the faculty of speech, e.g„ 2 Cor. II : 6; 
(c) the manner of speech, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 37, R.V„ "speech" (A.V„ "com
munication ") ; Col. 4 : 6 ; (d) manner of instruction, Tit. ·2 : 8 ; l Cor. 
14: 9, R.V. (A.V., "words ") ; Eph. 4: 29, R.V. (A.V„ "communica
tion "). See SA YING. 

2. LALIA (..\aAui), akin to laleö (SPEAK, No. z), denotes talk, speed1, 
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(a) of a dialect, Matt. 26 : 73 ; Mark 14 : 70 ; (b) utterances, John 4 : 42, 
R V " k. " (A V " . ") · 8 · .r . „ spea mg . ., saymg , . 43. 11 

3. EULOGIA (€ti.\oyla} has the meaning fair speaking, flattering 
speech in Rom. 16 : 18, R.V., " fair speech" (A.V., " fair speeches "). 
See BLESSING, C, No. I. 

4. CHRESTOLOGIA (xp'Yjaro.\oyla}, which has a similar meaning to 
No. 3, occurs with it in Rom. 16: 18 [R.V., "smooth ... (speech}" ]. 
See SMOOTH, Note.if 

Notes: (1) For "persuasiveness of speech," Col. .2: 4, R.V., see 
PERSUASIVE, B. (2) In Acts 14: II "the speech of Lycaonia" translates 
the adverb Lukaonisti. Lycaonia was a large country in the centre and 
south of the plateau of Asia Minor ; the villages retained the native 
language, but cities like Lystra probably had a Seleucid tone in their 
laws and customs (Ramsay on Galatians). 

SPEECHLESS 
l. ENEOS (or ENNEOS) (€v€6s}, <lumb, speechless, occurs in Acts 

9: 7.if In the Sept„ Prov. 17: 28; Isa. 56: 10.if 
2. KÖPHOS (Kw</;6s), which means either deaf or dumb (see DEAF), 

is translated " speechless '' in Luke 1 : 22. 
Note: For phimoö, translated "he was speechless" in Matt. 22 : 12, 

see MuzzLE, SILENCE. 

SPEED, SPEEDILY 
Notes: (1) In Acts 17: 15 "with all speed" is the rendering of the 

phrase hös, as, tachista, most speedily (the superlative of tachu, speedily), 
i.e., as speedily as possible. (2) For "speedily," en tachei, in Luke 
18: 8, see QurcKLY, No. 4. (3) For" God speed" see GREETING, A, No. 2. 

SPEND, SPENT 
1. DAPANAO (3a?Tavdw) denotes (a) to expend, spend, Mark 5: 26 

[for Acts 21 : 24 sce CHARGE, Note (5)] : 2 Cor. 12 : 15 (ist part: for 
" be spent," see No. 2) ; (b) to consume, squander, Luke 15 : 14 ; Jas. 
4: 3. See CONSUME, Note.if 

2. EKDAPANAÖ (€K3a?Tavdw), lit„ to spend out (ek), an intensive 
form of No. 1, to spend entirely, is used in 2 Cor. 12 : 15, in the Passive 
Voice, with reflexive significance, to spend oneself out (for others), " will 
... be spent," R.V. marg., "spent out" (see No. 1).if. 

3. PROSDAPANAÖ (?Tpoa3a?Tavaw), -to spend besides (pros, and 
No. 1), is used in Luke IO: 35, "thou spendest more."if 

4. PROSANALISKÖ (?Tpouava.\laKw), to spend besides, a strengthened 
form of analiskö, to expend, consume (see CoNSUME, No. 1), occurs in most 
texts in Luke 8 : 43. il 

5. DIAGINOMAI (3iaylvoµai), used of time, to intervene, elapse, is 
rendered "was spent" in Acts 27 : 9. See PAsT. 
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6. PROKOPTO (7rpoic67T7·w), to cut forward a way, advance, is 
translated " is far spent," in Rom. 13 : 12, said !Uetaphorically of " the 
night," the whole period of man's alienation from God. Though the 
tense is the aorist, it must not be rendered 'was far spent,' as if it referred, 
e.g., to Christ's first Advent. The aorist is hcre perfective. See ADVANCE. 

7. KLINÖ (ic>ilvw), to lean, decline, is said of the decline of day in 
Luke 24: 29, "is (now) far spent," lit., 'has declined.' See Bow (Verb). 

8. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become, occur, is rendered" was far spent" 
in Mark 6 : 3,,5. lit., ' much hour (i.e., many an hour) having taken place.' 

9. POIEO (TToiiw), to do, is translated "have spent (but one hour)," 
in Matt. 20: 12, RV. (A.V., "have wrought ") lit., as in lhe Eng. idiom, 
'have done one honr; ' so in Acts 20: 3, R.V., "when he had spent (lit., 
'had done ') three months" (A.V., "abode "). 

ro. EUKAIREÖ (€VKaiplw). to have leisure or devote one's leisure to, 
is translated " spent thcir time," in Acts 17 : 21. See LEISURE. 

II. CHRONOTRIBEÖ (xpovoTpißlw), to spend time (chronos, time, 
tribö, to rub, to wear oul), occurs in Acts 20: 16.~ 

Note: Polus, much, is rendered "far spent " twice in Mark 6 : 35, R. V. 

SPEW (A.V„ SPUE) 
EMEÖ (Jµlw), to vomit (cp. Eng., emetic), is used in Rev. 3: lfi, 

figuratively of the Lord's utter abhorrence of the condition of the church 
at Laodicea. ~ In the Sept„ Tsa. 19 : 14. ~ 

SPICE(S) 
r. ARÖMA (apwµa), spiee, occurs in Mark 16: r, R.V. "spices" 

(A.V., "sweet sp.''); Luke 23: 56; 24: l ; John 19: 40.~ A papyrus 
document has it in a list of articles for a sacrifice. 

2. AMÖMON (aµwµov), amomum, probably a word of Semitic origin, 
a fragrant plant of India, is translated " spiee " in Rev. 18 : 13, R. V. 
(A.V., " odours ")., 

SPIKENARD 
NARDOS (vdpBo~) is derived, through the Semitic languages (Heb. 

nerd, Syriac nardin), from the Sanskrit nalada, a fragrant oil, procured 
from the stem of an Indian plant. The Arabs call it the Indian spike. 
The adjective pistikos is attached to it in the N.T., Mark r4: 3 ; John 
12 : 3 ; pistikos, if taken as an ordinary Greek word, would signify 
'genuine.' There is evidence, however, that it was regarded as a technical 
term. lt has been suggested that the original reading was pistakes, i.e., 
the Pistacia Terebinthus, which grows in Cyprus, Syria, Palestine, etc., 
and yields a resin of very fragrant odour, and in such inconsiderable 
quantities as to be very costly. "Nard was frequently mixed with 
aromatic ingredients . . . so when scented with the fragrant resin 
of the pistake it would quitc weil be called nardos pistakes" (E. N. Ben nett, 
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in the Classical Review for 1890, Vol. iv, p. 319). The oil used for the 
anointing of the Lord's head was worth about.f12, and must have been 
of the most valuable kind.~ In the Sept., S. of Sol. I: 12; 4: 13, 14.~ 

SPILL 
EKCHUNNÖ (or EKCHUNÖ) (EKxvvvw), to pour out, shed, is rendered 

"be spilled" in Luke S: 37. See PouR, SHED. 
Note: Some texts have ekcheö in Mark 2: 22 (so A.V.). Tue form in 

Luke 5: 37 might also come from ekcheö. 

SPIN 
NETIIÖ (in)8w), to spin, is found in Matt. 6: 28 and Luke 12 : 27, of 

the lilies of the fi.eld (see LILY). ~ 

SPIRIT 
PNEUMA (1TVfvµa) primarily denotes the wind (akin to pneö, to 

breathe, blow) ; also breath ; then, especially the spirit, which, like the 
wind, is invisible, immaterial and powerful. The N.T. uses of the word 
may be analysed approximately as follows : 

" (a) the wind, John 3 : 8 (where marg. is, perhaps, to be preferred) ; 
Heb. I : 7 ; cp. Arnos 4 : 13, Sept. ; (b) the breath, 2 Thess. 2 : 8 ; Rev. 
II : II ; 13 : 15 ; cp. Job 12 : 10, Sept. ; (c) the immaterial, invisible 
part of man, Luke 8: 55 ; Acts 7: 59; 1 Cor. 5: S; Jas. 2: 26; cp. 
Ecc. 12 : 7, Sept.; (d) the disembodied (or 'unclothed,' or 'naked,' 
2 Cor. 5 : 3, 4) man, Luke 24 : 37, 39 ; Heb. 12 : 23 ; I Pet. 4 : 6 ; (e) the 
resurrection body, l Cor. 15 : 45 ; I Tim. 3 : 16; I Pet. 3 : 18 ; (f) the 
sentient.element in man, that by which he perceives, refl.ects, feels, desires, 
Matt. 5 : 3 ; 26 : 41 ; Mark 2 : 8 ; Luke I : 47, So ; Acts 17 : 16 ; 20 : 22 ; 
I Cor. 2 : II ; S : 3, 4 ; 14 : 4, 15 ; 2 Cor. 7 : I ; cp. Gen. 26 : 35 ; Isa. 
26: 9; Ezek. 13 : 3; Dan. 7 : 15; (g) purpose, aim, 2 Cor. 12 : 18; 
Phil. I: 27; Eph. 4: 23; Rcv. 19: 10; cp. Ezra I : S; Ps. 78: 8; 
Dan. 5 : 12; (h) thc cquivalcnt of the personal pronoun, used for emphasis 
and effect: Ist pcrson, l Cor. 16: 18; cp. Gen. 6 : 3; 2nd person, 2 Tim. 
4 : 22 ; Philm. 25 ; cp. Ps. 139 : 7 ; 3rd person, z Cor. 7 : 13 ; cp. Isa. 
40: 13; (i) character, Luke I: 17; Rom. I: 4; cp. Num. 14: 24; 
(j) moral qualities and activitics : bad, as of bondage, as of a slave, 
Rom. 8 : 15 ; cp. Isa. 61 : 3 ; stupor, Rom. II : 8 ; cp. Isa. 29 : IO ; 

timidity, 2 Tim. I : 7; cp. Josh. 5 : I ; good, as of adoption, i.e., liberty 
as of a son, Rom. 8 : 15 ; cp. Ps. 51 : 12 ; meekness, l Cor. 4 : 21 ; cp. 
Prov. 16 : 19 ; faith, 2 Cor. 4 : 13 ; quietness, I Pet. 3 : 4 ; cp. Prov. 
14: 29; (k) the Holy Spirit, e.g., Matt. 4: I (see below) ; Luke 4: 18; 
(l) 'the inward man' (an expression used only of the believer, Rom. 
7 : 22 ; z Cor. 4 : T6; F.ph. 3 : 16) ; thc new life, Rom. 8: 4-6, 10, 16; 
Heb. 12 : 9 ; cp. Psa. 51 : IO ; (m) unclean spirits, demons, Matt. 8 : 16 ; 
Luke 4 : 33 ; I Pet. 3 : 19 ; cp. 1 Sam. 18 : IO ; (n) angels, Heb. I : 14; 
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cp. Acts 12 : 15 ; (o) divine gift for service, l Cor. 14 : 12, 32 ; (p) by 
metonymy, those who claim to be depositories of these gifts, 2 Thess. 2 : 2 ; 

l John 4: 1~3 ; (q) the signifi.cance, as contrasted with the form, of words, 
or of a rite, John 6: 63; Rom. 2 : 29; 7: 6; 2 Cor. 3: 6; (r) a vision, 
Rev. l : ro; 4: 2; 17: 3; 21 : ro."* 

Notes: (1) For phantasma, ren.dered "spirit," Matt. 14 : 26; Mark 
6: 49, A.V., see APPARITION. (2) For the distinction between spirit and 
soul, see under SOUL, last three paragraphs. 

The Holy Spirit 
The Holy Spirit is spoken of under various titles in the N.T. ('Spirit' 

and ' Ghost ' are renderings of lhe same word pneuma ; the advantage 
of the rendering 'Spirit' is that it can always be used, whereas 'Ghost' 
always requires the word 'Holy' prefi.xed.) In the following list the 
omissi'on of the definite article marks its omission in the original (con
cerning this see below) : " Spirit, Matt. 22 : 43 ; Eternal Spirit, Heb. 
9 : 14 ; the Spirit, Matt. 4 : l ; Holy Spirit, Matt. l : 18 ; the Holy 
Spirit, Matt. 28 : 19 ; the Spirit, the Holy, Matt. 12 : 32 ; the Spirit of 
promise, the Holy, Eph. l : 13 ; Spirit of God; Rom. 8 : 9 ; Spirit of 
(the) living God, 2 Cor. 3 : 3 ; the Spirit of God, l Cor. 2 : II ; · the Spirit 
of our God, l Cor. 6 : II ; the Spirit of God, the Holy, Eph. 4 : 30 ; the 
Spirit of glory and of God, l Pet. 4 : 14 ; the Spirit of Hirn that raised up 
Jesus from the dead (i.e., God), Rom. 8: II ; the Spirit of your Father, 
Matt. lO : 20 ; the Spirit of His Son, Gal. 4 : 6 ; Spirit of (the) Lord, 
Acts 8 : 39; the Spirit of (the) Lord, Acts 5 : 9 ; (the) Lord, (the) Spirit, 
2 Cor. 3 : 18 ; the Spirit of Jesus, Acts 16: 7; Sp~rit of Christ, Rom. 8 : 9; 
the Spirit of Jesus Christ, Phil. l : 19 ; Spirit elf adoption, Rom. 8 : 15 ; 
the Spirit of truth, John 14 : 17 ; the Spirit of Iife, Rom. 8 : 2 ; the Spirit 
of grace, Heb. ro: 29."t 

The use or absence of the article in the original where the Holy Spirit 
is spoken of cannot always be decided by grammatical rules, nor can the 
presence or absence of the article alone determine whethcr the reference 
is to the Holy Spirit. Examples where the Person is mcant whcn the 
article is absent are Matt. 22 : 43 (the article is used in Mark 12 : 36) ; 
Acts 4 : 25, R.V. (absent in some texts) ; 19 : 2, 6 ; Rom. 14 : 17 ; 
r Cor. 2 : 4; Gal. 5 : 25 (twicc) ; l Pet. l : 2. Sometimes the absence 
is to be accounted for by the fact that Pneuma (like Theos) is substantially 
a proper name, e.g., in John 7: 39. As a general rule the article is present 
where the subject of the teaching is the Personality of the Holy Spirit, 
e.g., John 14 : 26, where He is spoken of in distinction from the Father 
and the Son. See also 15 : 26 and cp. Luke 3 : 22. 

In Gai. 3 : 3, in the phrase " having begun in the Spirit," it is difficult 
to say whether the reference is to the Holy Spirit or to the quickened 
spirit of the believer ; that it possibly refers to the latter is not to be 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by'Hogg and Vine, pp. 204, 205 
t From Notes on Calatians by Hogg aud Vine, p. 193. 
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determined by the absence of the article, but by the contrast with " the 
fiesh ; " on the other band, the contrast may be between the Holy Spirit 
who in the believer sets His seal on the perfect work of Christ, and +he 
fiesh which seeks to better itself by works of its own. There is no pre
position before either noun, and if the reference is to the quickened spirit 
it cannot be dissociated from the operation of the Holy Spirit. In 
Gal. 4 : 29 the phrase " after the Spirit " signifies ' by supernatural 
power,' in contrast to "after thc ficsh," i.e., 'by natural power,' and the 
reference must be to the Holy Spirit; so in 5 : 17. 

The full title with the article before both pneuma and hagios (the 
"resumptive" use of the article), lit., 'the Spirit the Holy,' stresses the 
character of the Person, e.g., Matt. 12 : 32 ; Mark 3 : 29 ; 12 : 36 ; 13 : II ; 
Luke 2: 26; 10: 21 (R.V.); John 14: 26; Acts l: 16; 5: 3; 7: 51; 
10 : 44, 47 ; 13 : 2 ; 15 : 28 ; 19 : 6 ; 20 : 23, 28 ; 21 : II ; 28 : 25 ; 
Eph. 4 : 30 ; Heb. 3 : 7 ; 9 : 8 ; 10 : 15. 

The Personality of the Spirit is emphasized at the expense of strict 
grammatical procedure in John 14: 26; 15 : 26; 16: 8, 13, 14, where 
the emphatic pronoun ekeinos, "He," is used of Hirn in the masculine, 
whereas the noun pneuma is neuter in Greek, while the corresponding 
word in Aramaic, the language in which our Lord probably spoke, is 
feminine (ruchd, cf. Heb. ruach). The rendering " itself" in Rom. 
8: 16, 26, due to the Greek gender, is corrected to" Himself" in the R.V. 

Thc subject of the Holy Spirit in the N.T. may be considered as to His 
Divine attrl.butes; His distinct Personality in the Godhead; His opera
tion in connection with the Lord Jesus in His Birth, His life, His baptism, 
His Death ; His operations in the world; in the Church ; His having been 
sent at Pentecost by the Father and by Christ; His operations in the 
individual believer ; in local churches ; His operations in the production 
of Holy Scripture ; His work in the world, etc. 

SPIRITUAL 
A. Adjective 

PNEUMATIKOS (7Tvwµ.anK6s) "always connotes the ideas of in
visibility and of power. lt does not occur in the Sept. nor in the Gospels; 
it is in fact an after-Pentecost word. In the N.T. it is used as follows: 
(a) the angelic hosts, lower than God but higher in the scale of being than 
man in his natural state, are ' spiritual hosts,' Eph. 6 : 12 ; (b) things that 
have their origin with God, and which, therefore, are in harmony with 
His character, as His law is, are ' spiritual,' Rom. 7 : 14 ; (c) ' spiritual' 
is prefixed to the material type in order to indicate that what the type 
sets forth, not the type itself, is intended, l Cor. 10 : 3, 4 ; (d) the 
purposes of God revealed in the gospel by the Holy Spirit, l Cor. 2 : 13a, 
and the words in which that revclation is expressed, are 'spiritual,' 13b, 
matching, or combining, spiritual things with spiritual words [or, 
alternatively, ' interpreting spiritual things to spiritual men,' see (e) 
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below]; 'spiritual songs' are songs of which the burden is the things 
revealed by the Spirit, Eph. 5 : 19; Col. 3 : 16; 'spiritual wisdom and 
understanding ' is wisdom in, and understanding of, those things, 
Col. r : 9; (e) men in Christ who walk so as to please God are 'spiritual,' 
Gal. 6: l; l Cor. 2: l3b [but see (d) above], 15; 3: l; 14: 37; (/) the 
whole company of those who believe in .Christ is a ' spiritual house,' 
l Pet. 2 : 5a ; (g) the blessings that accrue to regenerate men at this 
present time are called 'spiritualities,' Rom. 15 : 27; l Cor. 9: II ; 
' spiritual blessings,' Eph. l : 3 ; ' spiritual gifts,' Rom. l : II ; (h) the 
activities Godward of regenerate men are : spiritual sacrifices,' l Pet. 
2 : 5b ; Lheir appoiutetl activities in the churches are also called ' spiritual 
gifts,' lit., ' spiritualities,' l Cor. u : I ; 14 : I ; ('i) lhu wsuueclion body 
of the dead in Christ is ' spiritual,' i.e., such as is suited to the heavenly 
environment, l Cor. 15 : 44 ; (j) all that is produced and maintained 
arnuug rneu Ly lhe uperaliuus of lhe Spirit of God is ' spiritual,' I Cor. 
15: 46 .... 

" The spiritual man is one who walks by the Spirit both in the sense 
of Gal. 5 : 16 and in that of 5 : 25, and who himself manifests the fruit of 
the Spirit in his own ways .... 

" According to the Scriptures, the ' spiritual ' state of soul is normal 
for the believer, but to this state all believers do not attain, nor when it 
is attained is it always maintained. Thus the Apostle, in l Cor. 3 : l-3, 
suggests a contrast betweeu lhis spiritual state and that of the babe in 
Christ, i.e., of the man who because of immaturity and inexperience has 
not yet reached spirituality, and that of the man who by permitting 
jealousy, and the strife to which jealousy always leads, has lost it. The 
spiritual state is reached hy diligence in the Word of God andin prayer; 
it is maintained by obedience and self-judgment. Such as are led by the 
Spirit are spiritual, but, of course, spirituality is not a fixed or absolute 
condition, it admits of growth ; indeed growth in ' the grace and know
ledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,' 2 Pet. 3 : r8, is evidence of 
true spirituality."* 

B. Adverb. 
PNEUMATIKOS (7rvwµanKws), spiritually, occurs in l Cor. 2: 14, 

with the meaning as (j) above, and Rev. II: 8, with the meaning as 
in (c). Some mss. have it in l Cor. 2 : 13. if 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 8: 6; the ·R.V. rightly renders the noun pneuma 
" (the mind) of the spirit,'' A. V., " spiritual (mind)," (2) In l Cor. 14 : 12 
the plural of pneuma, "spirits," R.V„ marg., stands for "spiritual 
gifts" (text). (3) In I Pet. 2 : 2, the R.V. renders iogi'kos "spiritual." 

SPIT 
r. PTUÖ (m·ti'w), to spit, occurs in Mark 7: 33; 8: 23; John 9: 6.if 

In the Sept., Numb. I2 : 14. ~I 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 308-310. 
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2. EMPTUÖ (€µ7TTvw), to spit upon (en, in, and No. r), occurs in 
Matt. 26 : 67 ; 27 : 30 ; Mark IO : 34 ; I4 : 65 ; 15 : 19 ; Luke 18 : 32. ~ 
In the Sept., Numb. 12: 14, in some texts; Deut. 25: 9.~ 

SPITEFULL Y (ENTREAT) 
HUBRIZÖ (vßpl~w), used transitively, denotes to outrage, treat 

insolently; to entreat shamefully in Matt. 22 : 6, RV. (A.V., "spite
fully ") ; so in Luke 18: 32, R.V. ; in Acts 14: 5 (A.V., "use despite
fully "); in I Thess. 2: 2, A.V. and R.V.; in Luke II: 45, "reproachest." 
Sec DEBPITEFULLY, ENTREAT, REPROACH, SHAMEFtTLL Y. ~ 

SPITTLE 
PTUSMA (7TTvaµa), akin to ptuö, to spit, occurs in John 9 : 6. 41! 

S.POIL (Noun and Verb), SPOILING 
A. Nouns. 

I. SKULON (aKvAov), used in the plural, denotes arms stripped from 
a foR ; " spoils " in Luke II : 22. ~ 

2. AKROTHINION (aKpofJlviov), primarily the top of a heap (akros, 
highest, top, and this, a heap), hence firstfruit offerings, and in war the 
choicest spoils, Heb. 7 : 4. ~ 

3. HARPAGE (ap7Tay~), pillage, is rendered "spoiling" in Heb. 
IO: 34. See EXTORT, B, No. I. 

B. Verbs. 
I. DIARPAZÖ (ömpmf~w), to pluilder, is found in Matt. I2 : 29, 

2nd part (the Ist has harpazö, in the best texts), lit., ' (then) he will 
completely (dia, intensive) spoil (his house) ; ' Mark 3 : 27 (twice). ~ 

2. HARPAZÖ (d.pmf~w), to seize, snatch away, is rendered "spoil" 
in Matt. 12 : 22a (see No. r). See CATCH, No. I. 

3. SULAGOGEÖ (avAaywy€w), to carry off as spoil, lead captive 
(sule, spoil, ago, to lead), is rendered "maketh spoil of" in Col. 2 : 8, R.V. 
(A.V., "spoil "), rather 'carry you off as spoil.' Thc false teacher, 
through his "philosophy and vain deceit," would carry them off as so 
much hoc .y.~ 

4. APEKDUÖ (a7T€KDVw), in the Middle Voice is transI.ated "having 
spoiled" fo Col. 2: 15, A.V., R.V., _„ having put off from Himself (thc 
principalities and the powers)." These are regarded by some as the 
unsinning angels, because they are mentioned twice before in the Epistle 
(I : 16; 2 : rn). lt is also argued that the verb apekduö, rendered 
"having put off from Himself," in 2 : 15, is used in a somewhat different 
sense in 3 : 9. Such representations do not form a sufficiently cogent 
reason for reganliug lhe principalities and the powers herc mcntioncd 
as thosc of light, rathcr than thosc of darkness. 

Others think that the reference is to the holy angels, which were in 
attendance at the giving of the Law (Acts 7: 53; Gal. 3 : 19), and that 
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Christ wrought His work on the Cross, without any such attendance ; 
or, again, that, even apart from the Law and its circumstances, the 
Lord stripped Himself of those who usually ministered to Hirn, as, e.g., in 
the wilderness and in the Garden of Gethsemane. 

The exposition given by Lightfoot and others seems to be the right 
one. There is no doubt that Satan and his hosts gathered together to 
attack the soul of Christ, while He was enduring, in propitiatory sacrifice, 
thc judgmcnt duc to our sins, and fulfilling the great work of rcdcmption. 
There is an intimation of this in Psa. 22 : 21, " Save Me from the lion's 
mouth; yea, from the horns of the wild-oxen" (cp. vv. 12, 13). Doubtless 
the powers of darkness galhered againsl the Lord al that time, fiercely 
assaulting Hirn to the utmost of their power. He Himself had said, 
"This is your hour, and the power of darkness" (Luke 22 : 53). The 
metaphor of putting off from Himself these powers need not be pressed 
to the extent of regarding them as a garment clinging about Hirn. 
lt seems to stand simply as a vivid description of His repulsion of their 
attack and ot the power by which He completely. overthrew them. 

SPONGE 
SPONGOS (a7T6yyos) was the medium by which vinegar was carried 

to the mouth of Christ on the Cross, Matt. 27: 48; Mark 15: 36; 
John 19: 29.~ 

SPORTING 
ENTRUPHAÖ (ev-rpvcfo&.w) occurs in 2 Pet. 2: 13 (R.V., "revel "). 

SPOT (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. SPILOS (a7TtAos), a spot or stain, is used metaphorically (a) of 
moral blemish, Eph. 5 : 27 ; (b) of lascivious and riotous persons, 
2 Pet. 2: 13.~ 

2. SPILAS (am.\&.s) is rendered " spots" in Jude 12, A.V. : see 
RocK, No. 2. 

B. Verb. 
SPILOÖ (am,\6w), akin to A, No. l, is uscd in Jude 23, in the clause 

"hating even the garment spotted by the flesh," the garment representing 
that which, being brought into contact with the polluting element of the 
flesh, becomes defiled: see CLOTHING, No. 3 (last par.). See DEFILE, No. 4. 

C. Adjec\.ive. 
ASPILOS (aam.\os), unspotted, unstained (a, negative, and .A), is 

used of a lamb, l Pet. l : 19 ; metaphorically, of keeping a commandment 
without alteration and in the fulfilment of it, l Tim. 6 : 14 ; of the 
believer in regard to the world, Jas. l : 27, and free from all defilement 
in the sight of God, z Pet. 3 : 14. ~ 

Nute: Fur arnömos, in Heb. 9 : q, A.V., see DLEJ\lISH, n. 
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SPREAD 
I. STRÖNNUO or STRÖNNUMI (UTpwvvvw), to spread, is so rendered 

in Matt. 21 : 8, R.V., twice; Mark II : 8, R.V., once. See FURNISH. 
2. HUPOSTRÖNNUÖ (tmoaTpwwvw), to spread under (hupo), of 

clothes, is used in Luke 19 : 36. ~ 
3. DIANEMÖ (8iaveµw), to distribute, is used in the Passive Voice 

in Acts 4: 17, "spread," lit., 'be spread about' (dia).~ In the Sept„ 
Deul. 29: 26, tu assign ur <livi<le (cuncerning the wurship of other gods).~ 

4. DIAPHERÖ (8iacf>epw), to carry about, sprcad abroad: see 
PUBLISH, No. 2; for other meanings of the word see BETTER (be), No. I. 

5. EKPETANNUMI (lK7T€Tavvvµi), to spread out (as a sail), is rendered 
"did I spread out" in Rom. IO: 21, R.V. (A.V., "I have stretched 
forth "). ~ 

Notes: (1) In Mark l : 28 and l Thess. l : 8, A.V., exerchomai, to go 
out or forth (R.V.), is rendered to spread abroad. (2) In Mark 6: 14, 
A.V., gi'nomai, to become, with phaneros, manifest, is translated "had 
spread abroad" (R.V., "had become known "). (3) In 2 Cor. 8: 18, 

the R.V. "is spread" (A.V., "is ") represents nothing in the original. 
(4) For R.V., "spread His tabernacle over," Rev. 7 : 15, see DwELL, 
No. 9. (5) For Mark l : 45, see BLAZE ABROAD. 

SPRING (Noun and Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

I. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become, is used in the best texts in 
Heb. II : 12, "sprang" (some have gennaö, in the Passive Voice, rendered 
in the same wa y). 

2. ANATELLÖ (avaTeMw), to arise, is rendered by the verb to spring, 
or spring up, in Matt. 4: 16 and Heb. 7 : 14. See ARISE, No. 9. 

3. EXANATELLÖ (lgavaTIMw), el~ ur ex, out, and No. 2, is used of 
the springing up of seeds, Matt. 13 : 5; Mark 4: 5 (No. 7 in ver. 8). ~ 

4. PHUÖ (cf>vw}, used transitively, to bring forth, produce, denotes, 
in the Passive Voiq!, to spring up, grow, of seed, Luke 8: 6, 8, A.V., 
"was sprung up" and "sprang up" (R.V., "grew ") ; in the Active 
Voice, intransitively, in Heb. 12 : 15, of a root of bitterness. See GRow. ~ 

5. SUMPHUÖ (avµcf>uw), to cause to grow together (sun, with, and 
No. 4), occurs in Luke 8 : 7, R.V., "grew with," A.V., "sprang up 
with."~ 

6. BLASTANÖ (ß>.aaTavw}, to sprout, is rendered to spring up in 
Matt. 13 : 26, of tare-blades, and Mark 4 : 27, of seed. See BRING, A, 
No. 26, Bun. 

7. ANABAINÖ (avaßalvw}, to go up, is rendered "sprang up" in 
Matt. 13 : 7, A.V., of thorns, and Mark 4 : 8, of seed (R.V., "grew up "). 
See GROW, No. 4. 

8. HALLOMAI (ciMoµai}, to leap, spring, is rendered "springing 
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up," of well-water, in John 4: 14, figurative of the Holy Spirit in the 
believer. See LEAP. 

9. EISPEDAÖ (i:lcnr7186.w), to spring or leap in, occurs in Acts 16: 29, 
" sprang in."if In the Sept„ Arnos 5 : I9. if 

10. EKPEDAÖ (€K7r7Js&w), to spring forth, occurs in Acts 14: 14, in 
the best texts. See RuN, Note (4). 

B. Noun. 
PEGE (7r7JY']) is rendered "springs" in 2 Pet. 2: lJ, R.V. : see 

FouNTAIN. 
Note: For epiginomai, Acts 28: 13, see BLOw (verb). 

SPRINKLE, SPRINKLING 
A. Verb. 

RHANTIZO (pavrLtw), to sprinkle (a later form of rhainö), is used 
in the Active Voice in Heb. 9: 13, oi sprinkling with blood the unclean, 
a token of the efficacy of the expiatory ~::icrifice of Christ, His blood 
signifying the giving up of His life in the·shedding of His blood (cp. 9: 22) 
under Divine judgment upon sin (the voluntary act to be distinguished 
from that which took place after His death in the piercing of His side) ; 
so again in vv. 19, 21 (see B) ; in Heb. IO: 22, Passive Voice, of the 
pnrging (on thP. r,ronnd of the same efficacy) of thc hcn.rts of believer1'i 
from an evil conscience. This application of the blood of Christ is 
necessary for bclicvers, in respect of their comrnittal of sins, which on 
that ground receive forgiveness, l John l : 9. In Mark 7 : 4, the verb 
is found in the Middle Voice "in some ancient authorities" (R.V. marg.) 
instead of baptizö. In Rev. 19: 13, the R.V„ "sprinkled" follows those 
texts which have rhantizö (marg„ "some anc. auth. read 'dipped in,' " 
baptö; so Nestle's tcxt).if This requires mention as a variant text in 
Rev. 19 : 13 under DIP. 

B. Nouns. 
I. RHANTISMOS (pavriaµ6S'), sprinkling, akin to A, is used of the 

sprinkling of the blood of Christ, in Heb. 12 : 24 aml I Pet. l : 2, an 
allusion to the use of the blood of sacrifices, appointed for Israel, typical 
of the sacrifice of Christ (see under A).if 

2. PROSCHUSIS (7rpoaxvatS'), a pouring or sprinkling upon, occurs 
in Heb. II : 28, of the sprinkling of the blood of the Passover lamb. if 

For SPUE see SPEW 

SPY (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. ENKATHETOS (lyK6.Bi:roS'), an adjective denoting suborned to 
lie in wait (en, in, kathiemi, to send down), is used as a noun in Luke 
20; 20, "spies,"if In the Sept„ Job. 19: 12; 31: 9.if 
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2. KATASKOPOS (KaTaaKorro>) denotes a spy (kata, down, signifying 
closely, and skopeö, to view), Heb. II: 3r.~ 

B. Verb. 
KATASKOPEO (KarnaKorrew), to view closely (akin to A, No. 2), 

spy out, search out with a view to overthrowing, is used in Gal. 2 : 4.'i[ 
In the Sept., 2 Sam. ro : 3 ; r Chron. r9 : 3. ~ 

For STABLISH see ESTABLISH 

STAFF, STAVES 
r. RHABDOS (paßllo>), rendered " staff" or " staves" in Matt. 

10 : IO, parallel pa!l!lage!I, and Heb. II : 2r : sec Ron. 
2. XULON (gv.:\ov), wood, then, anything made of wood, e.g., a 

cudgel or staff, is rendered "staves" in Matt. 26: 47, 55 and parallel 
passages. See STOCKS, TREE, Woon. 

For STAGGER see WAVER 

ST AIR 
ANABATHMOS (dvaßa8µ6>), an ascent (akin to anabainö, to go up), 

denotes a fiight of stairs, Acts 2r : 35, 40. These were probably the steps 
leading down from the castle of Antonia to the Temple. (See Josephus, 
B.j., v., 5, 8.)~ In the Sept., it is used, e.g„ in the titles of the Songs 
of Ascents, Psa. r20-r34. 

For STALL see MANGER 

STANCH 
HISTEMI (foTriµi), transitively, to cause to stand, is used intransitively 

(to stand still) in Luke 8 : 44, translated " stanched." See STAND. 

STAND (Noun and Verb), STANDING, STOOD 
A. Noun. 

LUCHNIA (Auxvla), a lampstand, is translated "stand" in Matt. 
5 : r5 and parallel passages (A.V., "candlestick "). See LAMPSTAND. 

B. Verbs. 
I. HISTEMI (iaTTJµi), (a) transitiv~ly, denotes to cause to stand, 

to set; in the Passive Voice, to be made to stand, e.g., Matt. 2 : 9, lit„ 
'was made to stand; ' so Luke II : r8; r9 : 8 (Col. 4: r2 in some mss.) ; 
in Rev. r3 : r the R.V. follows the best texts, "he stood" (not as A.V„ 
"I stood ") ; the reference is to the Dragon. In the Middle Voice, to 
take one's stand, place oneself, e.g„ Rev. r8 : rs ; (b) intransitively, in 
the 2nd aorist and perfect Active, to stand, stand hy, stand still, e.g„ 
Matt. 6 : 5 ; 20 : 32, " stood still ; " in Luke 6 : 8, " stand forth " and 
"stood forth; " metaphorically, to stand firm, John 8: 44 (negatively), 
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in the truth (see No. 7) ; Rom. 5 : 2, in grace; 1 Cor. 15 : 1, in the 
gospel ; Rom. II : 20, " by thy faith," R. V. ; 2 Cor. 1 : 24, " by faith" 
(marg„ " by your faith ") ; of stedfastness, 1 Cor. 7 : 37 ; Eph. 6 : II, 

13, 14; Col. 4: 12 [some mss. have the Passive, see (a)]. See APPOINT, 
ESTABLISH, SET. 

2. ANISTEMI (dv{aT'T/µi), to raise, intransitively, to rise, is translated 
to stand up in Matt. 12: 41, R.V.; Mark 14: 60; Luke 4: 16; ro: 25; 
Acts l : 15 ; 5 : 34 ; 10 : 26 ; II : 28 ; 13 : 16 ; in 14 : 10, " stand 
upright." See ARISE, No. r. 

3. EPHISTEMI (J</Jl<7TTJµi) (epi, upon, and No. 1), used intransitively, 
denotes to stand upon or by, be present, Luke 2 : 9 and Acts 12 : 7, "stood 
by," R.V. (A.V„ "came upon ") ; Luke 4: 39, "stood over; " 24: 4 and 
Acts 23 : II, " stood by; " Acts IO : 17, " stood ; " 22 : 13, " standing 
by (me)," R.V.; so ver. 20, A.V. and R.V. See AssAULT, COME, No. 27, 
HAND (AT), B, Note (2), INSTANT, PRESENT. 

4. PARISTEMI (7raplaT71µi), intransitively, denotes to stand by or 
beside (para, by, and No. 1), Mark 14: 47, 69, 70; 15 : 35, 39 (R.V„ 
"stood by ") ; Luke 19 : 24; John 18 : 22 ; 19: 26; Acts l : IO; 9: 39; 
23 : 2, 4 ; 27 : 23 ; in 27 : 24, " stand before ; " in 4 : IO, " doth .. . 
stand here; " in Luke l : 19, "stand; " Rom. 14: IO, "we shall .. . 
stand before" (Middle Voice) ; 2 Tim. 4: lJ, R.V„ "stood by" (A.V„ 
" ... with "). See CoMMEND, No. + 

5. PERIISTEMI (1T€pdaT71µi), intransitively, to stand around (peri), is 
so used in John II : 42; Acts 25: 7. See Avom, No. 4. 

6. SUNISTEMI (avvlaT71µi), intransitively, denotes to stand with 
(sun), Luke 9: 32; for 2 Pet. 3 : 5, A.V„ "standing," see CoMPACTED, 
No. l: for other meanings see APPROVE, A, No. 2. 

7. STEKÖ (aT~Kw). a late present tense from hesteka, the perfect of 
histemi, is used (a) literally, Mark 3 : 31 ; II : 25 ; John l : 26, in the 
best texts (in some texts Rev. 12 : 4) ; (b) figuratively, Rom. 14 : 4, 
where the context indicates the meaning ' standeth upright ' rather than 
that of acquittal; of standing fast, l Cor. 16: 13, "in the faith," i.e„ by 
adherence to it; Gal. 5 : r, in freedom from legal bondage; Phil. l : 27, 
" in one spirit ; " Phil. 4 : l and l Thess. 3 : 8, " in the Lord," i.e„ in 
the willing subjection to His authority; 2 Thess. z : 15, in the Apostle's 
teaching; some mss. have it in John 8: 44, the most authentic have 
histemi, R.V„ "stood" (A.V„ "abode ").~ 

8. MENÖ (µ€vw), to abide, remain, is rendered "might stand," in Rom. 
9 : II, of the purpose of God, i.e., might abide for the permanent 
recognition of its true character. See ABIDE, No. r. 

9. KUKLOÖ (i<v1<.\6w), "stood round about," Acts 14: 20 : see 
CoMPAss, No. 2. 

Notes: (1). In Mark 3: 3, egeirö, to raise, followed by the phrase 
eis to meson, 'into the midst,' is translated" stand forth." (2) In 2 Tim. 
4: 16, A.V„ paraginomai (in some texts, sumparaginomai), to come up 
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to assist, is rendered" stood with (me),'" R.V., "took (my) part." (3) In 
Heb. 9: 8, R.V., "is ... standing" (A.V., "was ... standing ") 
represents the phrase echö, to have, stasis, a standing, lit.,' has a standing.' 
(4) For " stand ... in jeopardy " see DANGER. 

STAR 
l. AST~R (dCTT~P)ta star, Matt. 2: 2-10; 24: 29; Mk. 13: 25; l Cor. 

15: 41; Rev. 6: lJ ; 8: 10-12; 9: l; 12: l, 41 is used metaphorically, (a) of 
Christ, as "the morning star," figurative of the approach of the day when 
He will appear as the " sun of righteousness," to govern the earth in 
peace., an event tobe preceded by the Rapture of the Church, Rev. 2: 28; 
22 : 16, the promise of the former to the overcomer being suggestive of 
some special personal interest in Himself and His authority; (b) of the 
angels of the seven churches, Rev. l : 16, .20 ; 2 : l ; 3 : 1 ; (c) of certain 
false teachers, described as "wandering stars," Jude 13, as if the stars, 
intended for light and guidance, became the means of deceit by irregular 
rnovements. ~ 

2. ASTRON (ämpov), practically the sarne as No. l, is used (a) in the 
sing. in Acts 7 : 43, "the star of the god Rephan," R.V., the syrnbol or 
" figure," probably of Saturn, worshipped as a god, apparently the same 
as Chiun in Arnos 5 : 26 (Rephan being the Egyptian deity corresponding 
to Saturn, Chiun the Assyrian) ; (b) in the plur., Luke 21 : 25 ; Acts 
27: 20; Heb. II: 12.~ 

For STATE see ESTATE, Notes 

For STATURE see AGE, A, No. 3 

For ST A VES see STAFF 

STAY 
l. KATECHO (Ka-rlxw), to hold fast, hold back, is used in the sense 

of detaining in Luke 4: 42, "would have stayed (Hirn)," R.V. See 
HOLD. 

z. EPECHÖ (~7Tlxw) has the meaning to wait in a place, to stay, in 
Acts 19 : 22. See HEED, HOLD, MARK. 

3. KÖLUÖ (KwAvw), to hinder, is rendered " stayed" in Acts 27: 43, 
R.V. (A.V., " kept ") ; so in 2 Pet. 2 : 16, R.V. (A.V., "forbad "). See 
RINDER. 

For STEADFAST see STEDFAST 

STEAL 
KLEPTO (K>..E7T-rw}, to steal, akin to kleptes, a thief (cp. Eng., klepto

mania), occurs in Matt. 6: 19, 20; 19: 18; 27 : 64; 28: 13 ; Mark 
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IO : 19; Luke 18 : 20; John 10: ro; Rom. 2 : 21 (twice) ; 13 : 9; 
Eph. 4 : 28 (twice). ~ 

STEDFAST, STEDFASTLY, STEDFASTNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. BEBAIOS (ß€ßmor;), firm, secure (akin to bainö, to go), is translated 
"stedfast" in 2 Cor. l : 7; Heb. 2 : 2; 3 : 14, A.V. (R.V„ "firm") ; 
6 : 19. See FIRM, FORCE, SuRE. 

2. HEDRAIOS (€3pa'ior;) primarily denotes seated (hedra, a seat) ; 
hence, stedfast, metaphorical of moral fixity, l Cor. 7 : 37; 15 : 58; 
Col. l: 23, R.V. (A.V„ "setllecl ").~ 

3. STEREOS {cmpEo>), firm, is rendered "stedfast" in l Pet. 5: 9. 
See FIRM:, No. 2. 

B. Nouns. 
I. STEREÖMA (u-rEp€wp.a), primarily a support, foundation, denotes 

strength, stedfastness, Col. 2: 5.~ In the Sept., in Gen. l : fi, ann 
Ezek. I : 22, it is used of the fi.rmament, which was believed to be a solid 
canopy. Thr. c1.111 e~pum.liug Hel.t. worcl Y(1qta' mP.:i.ns 'expanse,' from 
räqa', to spread out. 

2. STERIGMOS (u7"1)ptyp.6r;), a setting firmly, supporting, then 
fixedness, stedfastness (akin to sterizö, to establish), is used in 2 Pet. 
3: 17.if 

Note: For STEUFASTLY see BEHOLD, No. 10, CONTINUE, No. 9, 
FASTEN, No. l, LOOK, No. 15, SET, No. 19. 

STEEP 
KREMNOS (KpTJp.vor;), a steep bank (akin to kremannumi, to hang), 

occurs in Matt. 8: 32; Mark 5 : 13; Luke 8: 33, R.V„ "the steep" 
(A. V„ " a steep place "). if In the Sept„ 2 Chron. 25 : 12. if 

For STEERSMAN see GOVERNOR, B, Note 

STEP (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

ICHNOS (i:'xvor;), a footstep, a track, is used metaphorically of the 
steps (a) of Christ's conduct, l Pet. 2 : 21 ; (b) of Abraham's faith, Rom. 
4: 12; (c) of identical conduct in carrying on the work of the Gospel, 
2 Cor. 12: 18.~ 

B. Verb. 
KATABAINÖ (Ka-raßalvw), to go, or come, down, is translated 

"steppeth down" in John 5: 7. See CoME, No. 19. 
Note: Many ancient authorities have the passage in the A.V. in 

John 5 : 4, which contains embainö, rendered "stepped in." See COME, 
No. 21. 
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STERN 
PRUMNA (7rpvµva), the feminine form of the adjective prumnos, 

hindmost, is rendered " stern" in Acts 27 : 29; and in the R.V. in 
ver. 41 and Mark 4: 38. See PART, A, Note (2).if 

STEWARD, STEWARDSHIP 
A. Nouns. 

I. OIKONOMOS (olKov6µos) primarily denoted the manager of a 
household or estate (oikos, a house, nemö, to arrange), a stewatd (such 
were usually slaves or freedmen), Luke 12 : 42; 16 : l, 3, 8; l Cor. 4: 2; 
Gal. 4 : 2, R.V. (A.V., "governors ") ; in Rom. r6 : 23, the "treasurer" 
(R.V.) of a city (see CHAMHEl{LAlN, Nule); il is usell rnelavliu1ü.:ally, i11 
the wider sense, of a steward in general, (a) of preachers of the Gospel 
and teachers of the Word of God, r Cor. 4: I ; (b) of elders or bishops 
in churches, Tit. l : 7 ; (c) of believers generally, l Pet. 4 : ro. 'if 

2. EPITROPOS (l-rrfrporros) is rendered "steward" in Matt. 20: 8; 
Luke 8: 3: see GUARDIAN. 

3. OIKONOMIA (olKovoµla) is rendered "stewardship" in Luke 
16: 2, 3, 4, andin the R.V. in I Cor. 9: 17: see DISPENSATION. 

B. Verb. 
OIKONOMEÖ (olKovoµlw), akin to A, Nos. I and 3, signifies to be a 

house steward, Luke 16 : 2. 'if In the Sept., Psa. II2 : 5. if 

STICK 
PHRUGANON (<f>pvyavov} denotes a dry stick (from phrugö, to parch); 

in the plural, brushwood, Acts 28 : 3. 'if 

STICK FAST 
EREIDÖ (Jp"low), primarily to prop, fix firmly, is used intransitively 

in Acts 27 : 41 of a ship driving ashore, R.V., "struck."if 

STIFFNECKED 
SKLEROTRACHELOS (aKAYJpoTpaX'JAos), from skleros, harsh, hard, 

trachelos, a neck, is used metaphorically in Acts 7 : 5r. if 

STILL (Verb) 
PHIMOÖ (</>iµ6w), in the Passive Voice, is rendered "be still" in 

Mark 4: 39: see MuzzLE. 

STILL (Adverb) 
ETI (;Tt), yet, as yet, still, is translated " still" in the R.V. in r Cor. 

12: 31; 2 Cor. l : ro; Gal. r : rn anc'I S : TI ; A.V. and R.V. in Rev. 
22 : II (four times), where the word indicates the permanent character, 
condition and desiiny of lhe unrighteous and the filthy, the righteous 
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and the holy (for the verbs see the R.V.) ; in John II : 30, the best mss. 
have the word; so R.V. (A.V. omits). 

Note: For combinations see ABIDE, IGNORANCE, B, No. r, STAND. 

For STING see GOAD 

STINK 
OZO (otw}, to emit a smell (cp. Eng., ozöne), ocr.ms in John II: 39.1f 

In the Sept., Ex. 8 : 14. 1f 

STIR, STIR UP (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

TARACHOS (rapaxos}, akin to tarache, trouble, and tarasso, to trouble, 
is rendered " stir " in Acts 12 : r8 ; 19 : 23. 1f 

B. Verbs. 
r. ANAZOPUREO (dvatw7rvp,w} denotes to kindle afresh, or keep 

in full flame (ana, up, or again, zoos, alive, pur, fire), and is used mcta
phorically in 2 Tim. I : 6, where "the gift of God" is regarded as a fire 
capable of dyirig out through neglect. ~[ The verb was in common use 
in the vernacular of the time. 

2. EPEGEIRÖ (€7rE)'Elpw), "stirred up" in Acts 14 : 2. See RAISE. 
3. bIEGEIRO (liiEydpw}, "stir up" in 2 Pet. r : 13; 3 : l : see 

ARISE, No. 4. 
4. SEIO (adw}, to move to and fro, is rendered "was stirred" in 

Matt. 21: ro, R.V. (A.V., "was moved "). See MovE, QUAKE, SHAKE. 
5. ANASEIÖ (dvaaElw} primarily denotes to shake back or out, move 

to and fro; then, to stir up, used metaphorically in Mark 15 : II, R.V„ 
"stirred ... up" (A.V., "moved "), and Luke 3: 14; 23: 5.1f 

6. SALEUÖ (aaAEvw}, "stirred up" in Acts 17: 13 : see SHAKE. 
7. PAROTRUNÖ (7raporpvvw}, from para, used intensively, beyond 

measure, and otruno, to urge on, rouse, occurs in Acts 13 : 50, "stirred 
up."1f 

8. SUNKINEO (avyKw,w}, to move together (sun, together, kineo, to 
move), to stir up, excite, is used metaphorically in Acts 6: 12.~ 

9. SUNCHEÖ (avyx'w}, to pour together, is used metaphorically 
in Acts 21 : 27, "stirred up." See CONFOUND, B, No. r. 

ro. PAROXUNÖ (7rapogvvw}, " stirred" in Acts 17 : r6: see 
PROVOKE, No. 2. 

rr. ERETHIZÖ (€pE8ltw}, "hath stirred" in 2 Cor. 9: 2, R.V. 
See PROVOKE, No. 3. 

12. ANASTATOÖ (dvaarar6w}, to excite, unsettle (akin to anistemi, 
to raise up, and anastasis, a raising), is used (a) of stirring up to sedition, 
and tumult, Acts 17 : 6, "turned ... upside down; " 21 : 38, R.V., 
" stirred up to sedition," A.V., " madest an uproar ; " (b) to upset by 
falsc tcaching, Gal. 5: 12, R.V., "unsettle" (A.V., "trouble ").1[ 
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Note: In Acts 24: 12, poieö, to make, with epistasis, a stopping (in 
some texts episustasis), signifies to collect (a crowd), A.V., "raising up 
(the people)," R.V., "stirring up (a crowd)." See CoME, Note (9). 

For STOCK see KIND 

STOCKS 
XULON (ev>.ov), wood, is used of stocks in Acts r6 : 24. See STAFF, 

TREE, Wooo. 

STOMA CH 
STOMACHOS (ar6µ.axoS'), properly a mouth, an opening, akin to stoma, 

a month, denotes the stomach in l Tim. 5 : 23., 

STONE (Noun, Verb, and Adjective) 
A. Nouns. 

l. LITHOS (>.lBoS') is used (I) literally, of (a) the stones of the ground, 
e.g., Matt. 4 : 3, 6; 7 : 9 ; (b) tombstones, e.g., Matt. 27 : 60, 66; (c) 
building stones, e.g., Matt. 21 : 42 ; (d) a millstone, Luke 17 : 2 ; cp. 
Rev. 18 : 21 (see MILLSTONE) ; (e) the tables (or tablets) of the Law, 
2 Cor. 3 : 7 ; (f) idol images, Acts 17 : 29 ; (g) the treasures of 
commercial Ba hylon, R.P-v. r8 : r2, rfi ; (TI) metaphoric.ally,. of (a) Christ, 
Rom. 9: 33; I Pet. 2 : 4, 6, 8; (b) believers, I Pet. 2 : 5; (c) spiritual 
ediftcation by Scriptural teaching, l Cor. 3 : 12; (d) the adornment 
of the foundations of the wall of the spiritual and heavenly Jerusalem, 
Rev. 21: 19; (e) the adornment of the seven angels in Rev. 15: 6, R.V. 
(so the best texts; some have linon, linen, A.V.) ; (/) the adornment of 
religious Babylon, Rev. 17 : 4; (III) figuratively, of Christ, Rev. 4 : 3 ; 
21 : II, where " light " stands for ' Light-giver ' (phöster). 

2. PSEPHOS (i/sfjt/>oS'), a smooth stone, a pebble, worn smooth as by 
water, or polished (akin to psaö, to rub), denotes (a) by metonymy, a 
vote (from the use of pebbles for this purpose; cp. jJsephizö, to count), 
Acts 26: IO, R.V. (A.V., "voice ") ; (b) a (white) stone to be given to 
the overcomer in the church at Pergamum, Rev. 2 : 17 (twice) ; a white 
stone was often used in the social life and judicial customs of the ancients ; 
festal days were noted by a white stone, days of calamity by a black; 
in the courts a white stone indicated acquittal, a black condemnation. 
A host's appreciation of a special guest was indicated by a white stone 
with the name or a message written on it ; this is probably the allusion 
here., 

Note: In John l : 42 petros stands for the proper name, Peter, as the 
R.V. (A.V., "a stone" ; marg., " Peter") ; petros denotes a piece of 
a rock, a detached stone or boulder, in contrast to petra, a mass of rock. 
See RocK. 
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B. Verbs. 
I. LITHOBOLEÖ ()i.i8oßoMw), to pelt with stones (A, No. 1, and 

ballö, to throw), to stone to death, occurs in Matt. 21 : 35 ; 23 : 37; 
Luke 13: 34 (John 8: 5 in some mss.: see No. 2); Acts 7: 58, 59; 14: 5; 
Heb. 12 : 20. ~ 

2. LITHAZÖ (.\i8a,w), to stone, virtually equivalent to No. l, but 
not stressing the casting, occurs in John 8 : 5 (in the most authentic 
mss.) ; IO: 31-33 ; II : 8; Acts 5 : 26; 14: 19; 2 Cor. II : 25; 
Heb. II : 37. ~ 

3. KATALITHAZÖ (KaTai\i8a,w), an intensive form of No. 2, to cast 
stones at, oc:curs in Luke 20 : 6. ~ 

C. Adjective. 
LITHINOS (.\l8wos), of stone (akin to A, No. l), occurs in John 2 : 6; 

2 Cor. 3:3; Rev. 9:20.~ 

For STONY see ROCKY 

STOOP 
I. KUPTO (Kv1T"Tw), to .bow the head, stoop down, occurs in Mark 

1:7; John8:6,8.~ 
2. PARAKUPTÖ (7rapaKV1TTw) is rendered to stoop down in Luke 

24: 12; John 20: 5, II, R.V„ "stooping and looking in" : see LooK, 
No. 10. 

STOP 
I. PHRASSÖ (<f>pauuw), to fence in (akin to phragmos, a fence), close, 

stop, is used (a) metaphorically, in Rom. 3 : 19, of preventing all excuse 
from Jew and Gentile, as sinners; in 2 Cör. II : IO, lit„ 'this boasting 
shall not be stopped to me; ' Passive Voice in both; (b) physically, of the 
mouths of lions, Heb. II: 33 (Active Voice).~ 

2. SUNECHÖ (uvvlxw), to hold together, is rendered "stopped (their 
ears) " in Acts 7: 57. See HoLD. 

3. EPISTOMIZÖ (EmuToµl,w), to stop the mouth, Tit. 1 : II : see 
MouTH, B.~ 

STORE (Verb) 
l. THESAURIZÖ (Brwavpl,w), to lay up, store up, is rendered "in 

store" (lit., 'storing '), with a view to help a special case of need, 1 Cor. 
16: 2 ; said of the heavens and earth in 2 Pet. 3 : 7, R.V„ "have been 
stored up (for fi.re)," marg., "stored (with fi.re)," A.V., "kept in store 
(reserved unto fire)." See LAY, No. 17, TREASURE. 

2. APOTHESAURIZÖ (,l.?To8rwavpl,w), to treasure up, store away 
(apo), is used in I Tim. 6: 19, of "laying up in store" a good foundation 
for the hereafter by being rich in good works. ~ 

For STORE-HOUSE, STORE-CHAMBER, see CHAMBER 
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STORM 
LAILAPS (A.al).aif;), a hurricane, whirlwind, is rendered "storm" in 

Mark 4: 37; Luke 8: 23; 2 Pet. 2: lJ, R.V. (A.V„ "tempest "). See 
TEMPEST.~ 

STORY 
TRISTEGOS (Tplcm;yo>), an adjective denoting of three stories 

(freis, thrcc, stcgc, a roof), occurs in Acts 20 : 9 (with 01'kema, a dwelling, 
understood), R. V., " the third story " (A. V„ " the third loft "). ~ 

STRAIGHT 
A. Adjectivcs. 

I. EUTHUS (Ev8J,), direct, straight, right, is translated "straight," 
figuratively, of the paths of the Lord, Matt. 3 : 3 ; Mark l : 3 ; Luke 
3 ; 4 ; iu ve1 . .) uf tl1e rediücation of the crookcd, with rcfcrcncc to morn.l 
transformation; in Acts 9 : II, the name of a street in Damascus, still 
one of the principal thoroughfa.res. See RIGHT. 

2. ORTHOS (op86s). uscd of height, denotes "upright," Acts 14: ro; 
of line of direction, figuratively, said of paths of righteousness, Heb. 
12: 13.~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. EUTHUNÖ (EvBJvw), akin to A, No. l, is used of the directing of a 

ship by the steersman, Jas: 3 : 4 (see GovERNOR, B, Notf~}; metaphoric.ally, 
of making straight the way of the Lord, John l : 23.~ 

2. ANORTHOÖ (d.vop86w), toset up, make straight: see LIFT, No. 6. 

For STRAIGHT COURSE, see COURSE, B, Note (1) 

For STRAIGHTWAY see FORTHWITH, Nos. l, 2, 3, 
and IMMEDIATELY, No. l 

STRAIN OUT 
DIÜLIZÖ (öiü>..l~w), primarily denotes to strain thoroughly (dia, 

through, intensive, hulizö, to strain), then, to strain out, as through a 
sieve or strainer, as in the case of wine, so as to remove the unclean midge, 
Matt. 23: 24, R.V. (A.V., "strain at ").~ In the Sept., Arnos 6: 6.~ 

For the Adjective STRAIT see NARROW 

STRAIT (be in a), STRAITENED 
I. SUNECHÖ (avv,xw), to hold together, constrain, is translated " I 

am in a strait " in Phil. l : 23 (Passive Voice), l.e„ being restricted on 
hoth sirleR, nnrler a pressure which prevents a rlefinite c.hoice ; so in Luke 
12: 50, " (how) am I straitened," i.e., pressed in. See CoNSTRAIN, A, 
No. 3. 
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2. STENOCHÖREÖ (aTEvoxwplw), to be pressed for room (stenos, 
narrow, choros, a space), is rendered to be straitened in 2 Cor. 4: 8, R.V. 
(A.V., "distressed ") ; 6: 12 (twice). See ANGUISH, B, No. r. ~ 

3. THLIBÖ (8Mßw), for which see AFFLICT, No. 4, is used in the perfect 
participle Passive of a narrowed way, in Matt. 7 : 14, R.V., "straitened," 
A.V., "narrow," of the way "that leadeth unto life," i.e„ hemmed in 
like a narrow gorge between rocks. 

STRAITEST 
AKRIBESTATOS (dKpißlamTO>), the superlative degree of akribes, 

accurate, exact (cp. akribOs, see AccURATELY and associated wor<ls there), 
occursin Acts 26: 5, "the straitest (sect)," R.V. (A.V„" most straitest ").~ 

STRAITLY 
Notes: (r) For polla, A.V., "straitly" in Mark 3: 12; 5: 43, see 

MucH (R.V.). (2) In Acts 4: 17 some mss. have apeile, a threat, with 
apeileo (Middle Voice), lit„ 'let us threaten them with a threat,' A.V., 
"let us straitly threateri; " the best texts omit the noun (so R.V.). 
Moulton and Milligan (Vocab.), arguing for the presence of the noun, 
consider that it " clearly reflects the literal rendering of a Scmitic original 
reported to Luke from an eye-witness-was it Paul ? " (3) A similar 
construction, parangettö with the noun parangelia, occurs in Acts 5 : 28, 
"wc stmitly r.hargr.rl yon," lit„ 'we charged you with a charge.' See 
CHARGE, A, No. 6. (4) For embrimaomai, A;V., "charge straitly" (R.V., 
"strictly ") in Matt. 9 : 30; Mark r : 43, see CHARGE, C, No. 4. 

For STRAKE, Acts 27: 17, A.V. (R.V., ·" lowered "), see LET DOWN, 
No. 2. 

STRANG.E 
A. Adjectives. 

l. XENOS (elvo>) denotes (a) foreign, alien, Acts 17 : 18, of gods; 
Heb. 13 : 9, of doctrines; (b) unusual, r Pet. 4 : 12, 2nd part, of the 
fiery trial of persecution (for rst part, see B). See STRANGER. 

2. ALLOTRIOS (d,\,\6Tpw>) denotes (a) bclonging to another (allos), see 
MAN's, Note (r) ; (b) alien, foreign, strange, Acts 7: 6; Heb. II : 9, A.V., 
R.V.," (a land) not his own.'' See ALIEN, STRANGER. 

3. PARADOXOS (7rap6.Sogo>), contrary to received opinion (para, 
beside, doxa, opinion; Eng. paradox, - ical), is rendered "strange 
things " in Luke 5 : 26. ~ 

4. EXÖ (€gw), outside, is rendered "strange" in Acts 26: II, A.V. : 
see FOREIGN. 

Note: In r Cor. 14: 21 (Ist part), R.V., heteroglossos, signifying of a 
different tongue (heteros, another, glossa, a tongue) is translated "of 
strange (A.V., other) tongues."~ 
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B. Verb. · 
XENIZO (g€vl,w) denotes to think something strange, l Pet. 4: 4, 

12, Passive Voice, i.e., 'they are surprised,' and ' be (not) surprised; ' 
in Acts 17: 20, the present participle, Active, is rendered "strange," 
i.e., ' surprising.' See ENTERTAIN, LoDGE. 

STRANG ER 
A. Adjectives (used as nouns). 

I. XENOS (g€vos), strangc (sec No. l above), denotes a stranger, 
foreigner, Matt. 25 : 35, 38, 43, 44; 27 : 7; Acts 17 : 21 ; Eph. 2: 12, 
19; Heb. II: 13; 3 John 5. 

2. ALLOTRIOS (lli6Tpios), "strangers," Matt. 17 : 25, 26; John 
IO: 5 (twice) : sec No. 2, above. 

3. ALLOGENES (illoy€vijs) (allos, another, genas, a race) occurs in 
Luke 17 : 18, of a Samaritan. Moulton and Milligan illustrate the use 
of the word by the inscription on the Temple barrier, "let no foreigner 
enter within the screen and endosure surrounding the sanctuary ; " 
according to Mommsen this inscription was cut by the Romans : cp. 
PARTITION.~ 

Notes: (1) For paroikos, in A.V., see SOJOURN, B, No. I. For 
parepidemos, in A.V., see PILGRIM. (2) The pronoun heteros, other, is 
translated" strangers "in l Cor. 14: 21 (2nd part), R.V. (A.V.," other ") ; 
cp. STRANGE, A, Note. 

B. Verb. 
XENODOCHEO (g€vo8ox€w), to receive strangers (xenos, No. l, above, 

and dechomai, to receive), occurs in l Tim. 5 : 10, R.V., " (if) she hath 
used hospitality to strangers," A.V., " (if) she have lodged strangers."~ 

Note: For epidemeö, in A.V., see SOJOURNER, A, No. 2. For 
paroikeö, in A.V., see SOJOURN, A, No. 1. 

C. Noun. 
PHILOXENIA (<fn'Aog€vla), love of strangers, occurs in Rom. 12: 13, 

"hospitality,'' and Heb. 13 : 2, R.V., "to shew love unto strangers," 
A.V., "to entertain strangers.'' See ENTERTAIN, Note.1[ 

Note: For paroikia in Acts 13 : 17, see SOJOURN, C. 

STRANG LED 
PNIKTOS (11'v,KT6s), from pnigö, to choke, occurs in Acts 15 : 20, 29; 

21 : 25, of the fl.esh of animals killed by strangling, without shedding their 
blood (see, e.g., Lev. 17 : 13, 14). ~ 

For STRAWED see FURNISH and SCATTER, No. 2 

For STREAM see RIVER 
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STREET 
I. PLATEIA (11'.\aTEia), grammatically the feminine of platus, broad, 

is used as a noun (hodos, a way, being understood, i.e., a broad way), a 
street, Matt. 6 : 5 ; I2 : r9 (in some texts, Mark 6 : 56) ; Luke 10 : ro ; 
13 : 26 ; 14 : 21 ; Acts 5 : r5 ; Rev. II : 8 ; 2r : 2r ; 22 : 2. ~ 

2. AMPHODON (äµ,cpoSov), properly a way around (amphi, around, 
hodos, a way), occurs in Mark II : 4, R.V., "the open street" (A.V., 
" where two ways met "). ~ 

Note: For rhume, see LANE. For agora, see MARKET. 

STRENGTH, STRENGTHEN 
A. Nouns. 

I. DUNAMIS (SVvaµ,ts) is rendered "strength" in the R.V. and 
A.V. of Rev. l: r6; elsewhere the R.V. gives the word its more appro
priate meaning "power," for A.V„ "strength," r Cor. 15 ; ~6; 2 Cor. 
l : 8 ; 12 : 9 ; Heb. II : II ; Rev. 3 : 8 ; 12 : 10. See ABILITY, No. l, 

.POWER, No. r. 
2. ISCHUS (loxvs), ability, strength, is rendcrcd "strength" in 

Mark 12: 30, 33; Luke IO: 27; in Rev. 5: 12, A.V. (R.V., "might "). 
See ABILITY, No. 2, MIGHT. 

3. KRATOS (Kp&:ros), force, might, is rendered "strength" in Luke 
I: 51, R.V. and A.V.; RV„" strength" (A.V.," power") in Eph. I: 19 
and 6: ro. See DOMINION, No. I, Pow1~R, No. 4. 

Note: In Rev. 17: 13, A.V„ exousia, freedom of action, is rendered 
"strength" (R.V„ "authority "). 

B. Verbs. 
I. DUNAMOÖ (8vvaµ,6w), to strengthen, occurs in Col. I : II, and in 

thc best tcxts in Heb. II : 34, "were made strong" (some have No. 2) ; 

some have it in Eph. 6: IO (the best have No. 2).~ In the Sept., Psa. 
52: 7; 68_: 28; Ec<;l. IQ: ro; Dan. 9: 27.~ 

2. ENDUNAMOÖ (E118vvaµ,6w), to make strong, is rendered" increased 
. . . in strength " in Acts 9 : 22 ; to strengthen in Phil. 4 : 13 ; 2 Tim. 
2: r, R.V„ "be strengthened;" 4: 17. See ENABLE, STRONG, B. 

3. ISCHUÖ (luxvw), akin to A, No. 2, to have strength, is so rendered 
in Mark 5 : 4, R.V. (A.V„ "could ") ; in Luke 16: 3, R.V., "I have not 
strength to" (A.V., "I cannot"). See AVAIL. 

4. ENISCHUÖ (Evtuxvw), akin to A, No. 2, a strengthened form of 
No. 3, is used in Luke 22: 43 and Acts 9: 19.~ 

5. KRATAIOÖ (KpaTat6w), to strength.en, is rendered "to be 
strengthened " in Eph. 3 : r6. See STRONG, B. 

6. STHENOÖ (u8Ev6w), from sthenos, strength, occurs in l Pet. 5: IO, 

in a series of future tenses, according to the best texts, thus constituting 
Divine promises. ~ 

Notes: (r) For ischuö, Heb. 9: 17, see AVAIL. (2) For sterizö, Luke 
22 : J2, see EsTADLISH, No. I. (3) For stereoö, Ads 3 : 7, see EsTABLlSH, 
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No. 2. (4) Episterizö is found in some texts in Acts 18 : 23, A.V., 
"strengthening." See CONFIRM, A, No. 2, EsTABLISH, No. r. (5) For 
" without strength," Rom. 5 : 6, A.V., see WEAK. 

STRETCH 
l. EKTEINÖ (JKTElvw), to stretch out or forth, is so rendered in Matt. 

12 : 13 (twice), 49; 14: 31 ; 26 : 51 ; Mark 3 : 5 (twice) ; Luke 6 : ro; 
in Matt. 8 : 3 ; Mark l : 41 and Luke 5 : 13, R.V. (A.V., " put forth ") ; 
Luke 22 : 53 ; John 21 : 18; Acts 4; 30; 26: r. For Acts 27: 30 see 
LAY, No. 13.ir 

2. EPEKTEINÖ (€1TEKTElvw). an intensive form of No. l (epi, forlh), 
is used in Phil. 3 : 13, R.V., " stretching forward " (A.V., " reaching 
forth "), a metaphor probably from the foot race (rather than the chariot 
race), so Lightfoot, who quotes Bengel's paraphrase, 'the eye goes before 
aml uiaws uu the hauu, ll1e hauu gue~ before and draws 011 the foot.'if 

3. HUPEREKTEINÖ (imEpEKTdvw), to stretch out oeyond (huper, 
over, and No. l), occurs in 2 Cor. 10 : 14, R.V., "we stretch (not) 
overmuch " (A. V., " ... bcyond our measure "). if 

Note: For ekpetannumi, Rom. ro: 21, see SPREAD, No. 5. For 
epiballö, Acts 12 : l, see PuT, No. 8. 

STRICKEN (in years) 
PROBAINÖ (1Tpoßali•w), to go forward, is used metaphorically of age, 

in Luke l : 7, 18, with the phrases" in their (her) days," translated "well 
stricken in years" (see marg.) ; in 2 : 36, "of a great age" (marg., 
"advanced in many days "). See Go, No. 20. 

For STRICT, R.V., see MANNER, A, No. 5. For STRICTLY, 
R.V., see STRAITLY 

STRIFE 
l. ERIS (;pi>), strife, contention, is the expression of enmity, Rom. 

l : 29, R.V., "strife" (A.V., "debate ") ; 13 : 13; l Cor. l : II, 

"contentions" (R.V. and A.V.) ; 3 : 3; 2 Cor. 12: 20, R.V., "strife" 
(A.V., "debates ") ; Gal. 5 : 20, R.V., "strifc" (A.V., "variance ") ; 
Phil. l : 15 ; l Tim. 6 : 4; Tit. 3 : 9, R.V., "strifes" (A.V., "conten
tions "). See CONTENTION, A, No. r.if 

2. ERITHIA (or -EIA) (€pi8ta) ; see FACTION. 
3. ANTILOGIA (dvn.\oyla), "strife," Heb. 6: 16, A.V.: see DISPUTE, 

A, No. 4. 
4. MACH:E (µ.ax71), „ strifes," 2 Tim. 2: 23: see FIGHTING, A. 
5. PHILONEIKIA (<f>i>..ovEtKla), "strife," Luke 22 : 24, A.V. : see 

CoNTENTION, A, No. 3.if 
6. LOGOMACHIA (>..oyoµ.axla), "strife of words," l Tim. 6: 4: see 

DISPUTE, A, No. 2.if 
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STRIKE 
Notes: (1) In Rev. 7: 16, piptö, to fall, is rendered "strike" in the 

R.V., A.V., "light (on)." (2) In Acts 27: 41, ereidö, to fix firmly, is used 
of a ship driving ashore, R.V„ "struck" (A.V„ "stuck fast ").if (3) For 
paiö, to smite, Rev. 9: 5, A.V„ "striketh," see SMITE, No. 3. (4) For 
patassö, to smite, Matt. 26: 51, A.V„ "struck," see SMITE, No. r. (5) 
For chalaö, to let go, Acts 27: 17, A.V., "strake," sec LET DowN, No. 2. 
(6) In Luke 22 : 64 some rnss. have tupto, to beat, imperfect tense, 'they 
were beating.' (7) For rhapizö, Matt. 26 : 67, and rhapisma, Mark 14: 65, 
see BLOW, SMITE, No. 6 and Note (2). Some mss. have oallö, "struck.'' 

STRIKER 
PLEKTES (m\~KT1JS'), a striker, a brawler (akin to plessö, to strike, 

smite), occurs in l Tim. 3: 3; Tit. l: 7.~ 

For STRING see BOND, No. l 

STRIP 
EKDUÖ (JKSiiw), to take off, strip off, is used especially of clothes, 

and rendered to strip in Matt. 27 : 28 (some mss. have enduö, to clothe), 
and Luke ro : 30 ; to take off, Matt. 27 : 31 ; Mark 15 : 20 ; figuratively, 
2 Cor. 5 : 4, "unclothed" (Middle Voice), of putting off the body at 
death (the heliever's state of being unclothed does not refer to the bocty 
in the grave but to the spirit, which awaits the " body of glory " at the 
resurrection). ~ 

STRIPE 
I. MÖLÖPS (µ.WA.wifo), a bruise, a ,wound from a stripe, is used in 

:r Pet. 2 : 24 (from the Sept. of Is. 53 : 5), lit„ in the original, 'by whose 
bruise,' not referring to Christ's scourging, but figurative of the stroke 
of Divine judgment administered vicariously to Hirn on the Cross (a 
comforting reminder to these Christian servants, who were not in
frequently buffeted, ver. 20, by their masters).~ 

2. PLEGE (7TA.17y~), a blow, stripe, wound (akin to plessö, to strike, 
and plektes, a striker), is rendered "stripes" in Luke 12 : 48 (the noun 
is omitted in the original in ver. 47 and the 2nd part of ver. 48) ; Acts 
16 : 23, 33 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 5 ; II : 23. See PLAGUE, WoUND. 

STRIVE 
r. AGÖNIZOMAI (aywvt,oµfü}, to contend (Eng„ agonize), is rendered 

to strive in Luke 13 : 24; I Cor. 9: 25 ; Col. I : 29; 4: 12, R.V. (A.V., 
"labouring fervently "). In I Tim. 4: ro, the best texts have this verb 
(R.V„ "strive ") for oneidizomai, to suffer reproach, A.V.; see FIGHT, 
B, No. r. 

2. MACHOMAI (µ.&.xoµ.at), to fight, to quarrcl, disputc, is rendered 
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to strive in John 6: 52; Acts 7 : 26; 2 Tim. 2: 24. See FIGHT, B, 
No. 3. 

3. DIAMACHOMAI (Siaµaxoµai), to struggle against (dia, intensive, 
and No. 2), is used of contending in an argument, Acts 23 : 9, "strove.", 

4. ERIZO (epl{w), to wrangle, strive (eris, strife), is used in Matt. 
12: 19., 

5. LOGOMACHEÖ (Aoyoµaxlw), to strive about words (logos, a word, 
and No. 2), is used in 2 Tim. 2: 14., 

6. ANTAGÖNIZOMAI (aVTaywvl{oµai), to struggle against (anti), 
is used in Heb. 12 : 4, " striving against.'', 

7. SUNAGÖNIZOMAI (uvvaywvl{oµat), to strive together with (sun), 
is used in Rom. 15 : 30., 

8. SUNATHLEÖ (uvva8Mw), to strive together, Phil. 1: 27: see 
LABOUR, B, No. 3. 

Notes: (1) In 2 Tim. 2 : 5, A.V., athle&, to contend in games, wrestle 
(athlos, a contest), is rendered "strive." See CoNTEND. (2) For 
philotimeomai, Rom. 15: 20, see AIM. 

For STRIVINGS, Tit. 3 : 9, A.V., see FIGHTING 

STROLLING 
PERIERCHOMAI (7rEptlpxoµai), to go about, as an itinerant (peri, 

around, er,homai, to go), is used of certain Jews in Acts 19: IJ, R.V., 
"strolling" (A.V., "vagabond "). See CoMPASS, No. 6, WANDER. 

STRONG, STRONGER 
A. Adjectives. 

1. DUNATOS (SvvaToS'), powerful, mighty, is translated "strong," 
in Rom. 15 : 1, where the "strong" are those referred to in eh. 14, in 
contrast to " the weak in faith," those who have scruples in regard to 
eating meat and the observance of days ; 2 Cor. 12 : IO, wpere the 
strength lies in bearing sufferings in the realization that the endurance is 
for Christ's sake; 2 Cor. 13 : 9, where "ye are strong" implies the good 
spiritual condition which the Apostle desires for the church at Corinth 
in having nothing requiring his exercise of discipline (contrast No. 2 in 
1 Cor. 4: 10). See ABLE, C, No. 1, MrGHTY, PossIBLE, PowER. 

2. ISCHUROS (luxvpoS"), strong, mighty, is used of (a) persons: 
(1) God, Rev. 18 : 8 ; (2) angels, Rev. 5 : 2 ; IO : 1 ; 18 : 21 ; (3) men, 
Matt. 12: 29 (twice) and parallel passages; Heb. II : 34, A.V., 
"valiant" (R.V., "mighty ") ; Rev. 6 : 15 (in the best texts; some have 
No. 1) ; 19 : 18, " mighty; " metaphorically, (4) the church at Corinth, 
1 Cor. 4: 10, where the Apostle reproaches them ironically with their 
unspiritual and self-complacent condition; (5) of young men in Christ 
spiritually strong, through the Word of God, to overcome the evil one, 
1 John 2 : 14.; of (b) things : (1) wind, Matt. 14 : 30 (in some mss.), 
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"boisterous;" (2) famine, Luke 15 : 14; (3) things in the mere human 
estimate, l Cor. l : 27 ; (4) Paul's letters, 2 Cor. 10 : 10 ; (5) the Lord's 
crying and tears, Heb. 5 : 7; (6) consolation, 6: 18; (7) the voice of an 
angel, Rev. l~: 2 (in the best texts; some have megas, "great ") ; 
(8) Babylon, Rev. 18 : 10 ; (9) thunderings, Rev. 19 : 6. See BmsTEROUS, 
MIGHTY. 

3. ISCHUROTEROS (laxvp6-rEpos), the comparative degree of No. 2, 

is used (a) of Christ, Matt. 3 : II ; Mark l : 7 ; Luke 3 : 16 ; (b} of " the 
weakness of God," as men without understanding regard it, l Cor. l : 25 ; 
(c) oI a man of superiur physical strength, Luke II : 22 ; (d) in .t <:or. 
10 : 22, in a rhetorical question, implying the impossibility of escaping 
the jealousy of God when it is kindled. ~ 

Notes: (1) For "strong delusion," 2 Thess. 2 : II, A.V., see ERROR, 
No. I. (2) For "strong (meat)," Heb. 5 : 12, 14, A.V., see SOLID. 

B. Verbs. 
I. ENDUNAMOÖ (lvSvvaµ.6w), to make strong (en, in, dunamis, 

power), to strengthen, is rendered "waxed strong" in Rom. 4: 20, R.V. 
(A.V., "was strong "); "be strong," Eph. 6: 10; "were made strong," 
Heb. II: 34. See ENABLE, STRENGTH, B, No. 2. 

2. KRATAIOO (1<pa-rai&w), to strengthen (akin to kratos, strength), 
is rendered (a) to wax strong, Luke l : 80; 2: 40; "be strong," l Cor. 
r6: .t3, lit., 'l>e strengtheue<l; ' " to be streugtheue<l," Eph. 3 : .t6 
(Passive Voice in each place). See STRENGTHEN.~ 

3. STEREOÖ (a-rEpE6w) : see EsTABLISH, No. 2. 

STRONGHOLDS 
OCHURÖMA (dxvpwµ.a), a stronghold, fortress (akin to ochuroö, to 

make firm), is used metaphorically in 2 Cor. 10: 4, of those things in 
which mere human confidence is imposed. ~ 

S'fUBBLE 
KALAM~ (1<aAaµ.71), a stalk of corn, denotes straw or stubble; in 

l Cor. 3 : 12, metaphorically of the effect of the most worthless form of 
unprofitable doctrine, in the lives and conduct of those in a church who 
are the subjects of such teaching ; the teachings received and the persons 
who receive them are associated ; the latter are " the doctrine exhibited 
in concrete form" (Lightfoot). ~ 

For STUCK see STICK 

STUDY 
Notes: For philotimeomai, "study," l Thess. 4: II, see AIM. For 

spoudazö, 2 Tim. 2 : 15, A.V., see DILIGENCE, B, No. I. 

For STUFF, Luke 17: 31, A.V., see GOODS, No. 4 
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STUMBLE 
I. PROSKOPTO (TTpouK6TTrw}, to strike against, is used of stumbling, 

(a) physically, John II : 9, IO; (b) metaphorically, (1) of Israel in regard 
to Christ, whose Person, teaching, and atonini,· Death, and the Gospel 
relating thereto, were contrary to all their ideas as to the means of 
righteousness before God, Rom. 9 : 32 ; I Pet. 2 : 8; (2) of a brother in 
the Lord in acting against the dictates of his conscience, Rom. 14: 21. 
See BEAT, No. 6. 

2. PTAIO (TTralw), to cause to stumble, signifi.es, intransitively, to 
stumble, used metaphorically in Rom. 11 : II, in lhe sense (b) (1) in No. 1 ; 
with moral signifi.cance in Jas. 2: 10 and 3: 2 (twice), RV„ "stumble" 
(A.V., "offend "); in 2 Pet. l: IO, R.V„ "st11mhle" (A.V., "fall").~ 

Note: For aptaistos, "from stumbling," Jude 24, R.V., see FALL, 
B, Nole (6). 

For STUMBLING, STUMBLING BLOCK, STUMBLING-STONE, 
see Of+:FENCE, A, Nos. r, 2, 3 and B 

STUPOR 
KATANUXIS (Karavvg,s-), a pricking (akin to katanussö, to strike or 

prick violently, Acts 2: 37), is used in Rom. II: 8, R.V., "stupor" (A.V., 
" slumber "). It is suggested that this meaning arose from the infl.uence 
of the verb katanustazö, to nod or fall asleep (Field, Notes on the Translation 
of the N.T.). Evidently what is signifi.ed is the dulling of the spiritual 
sense.~ In the Sept., Psa. 60 : 3 ; Isa. 29 : 10. ~ 

SUBDUE 
KATAGONIZOMAI (Karaywvl~oµai), primarily, to struggle against 

(kata, against, agön, a contest), came to signify to conquer, Heb. II : 33, 
" subdued." ~ 

Note: For hupotassö, A.V„ to subdue, in l Cor. 15 : 28 and Phil. 3 : 21, 
see SUBJECT. 

SUBJECT, SUBJECTION (Verb, Adjective, Noun) 
A. Verb. 

HUPOTASSÖ (vTTorauuw), primarily a military term, to rank under 
(hupo, under, tassö, to arrange), denotes (a) to put in subjection, to 
subject, Rom. 8 : 20 (twice) ; in the following, the R.V., has to suLject 
for A.V„ to put under, l Cor. 15 : 27 (thrice), 28 (3rd clause) ; Eph. l : 22 ; 
Heb. 2 : 8 (4th clause) ; in l Cor. 15 : 28 (1st clause), for A.V. "be 
subdued; " in Phil. 3 : 21, for A.V., " subdue ; " in Heb. 2 : 5, A.V., 
"hath ... put in subjection; " (b) in the Middle or Passive Voice, to 
snbject oneself, to obey, be subject to, Luke 2 : 51 ; 10 : lJ, 20 ; Rom. 
8 : 7; 10 : 3, R.V„ "did (not) subject themselves" [A.V„ "have (not) 
submitted themselves "]; 13: l, 5; l Cor. 14: 34, R.V„ "be in 
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subjection" (A.V„ "be under obedience ") ; 15 : 28 (znd clause) ; 16 : 16, 
R.V„ "be in subjection" (A.V., "submit, etc."); so Col. 3 : 18; Eph. 
5 : 21, R.V., " subjecting yourselves " (A.V., " submitting, etc. ") ; ver. 
22, R.V. in italics, according to the best texts; ver. 24, " is subject ; " 
Tit. 2 : 5, 9, R.V., "be in subjection" (A.V., "be obedient ") ; 3: I, R.V., 
" to be in subjection " (A.V., " to be subject ") ; Heb. 12 : 9, " be in 
subjection; " Jas. 4: 7, R.V., "be subject" (A.V., "submit your
selves ") ; so 1 Pet. 2 : 13 ; ver. 18, R.V., " be in subjection ; " so 3 : 1, 
A.V. and R.V. ; ver. 5, similarly; 3 : 22, "being made subject; ~· 
5 : 5, R.V., "be subject" (A.V., "submit yourselves ") ; in some texts 
in the 2nd part, as A.V. See ÜBEDIENT, SuBMIT. 

Note: For doulagögeö, I Cor. 9 : 27, A.V., " bring into subjection," 
see BONDAGE, B, No. 3. For anupotaktos, "not subject," Heb. 2: 8, 
see DISOBEDIENT, B, Note. 

B. Adjective. 
ENOCHOS (€voxos}, held in, bound by, in Heb. 2 : 15, "subject to : " 

see DANGER, B, No. 1. 
Note: For "suhject to like passions," Jas. 5: 17, A.V., see. PASSION. 

C. Noun. 
HUPOTAGE (v?To'Tay~}, subjection, occurs in 2 Cor. 9: 13 ; Gal. 2 : 5; 

I Tim. 2 : II ; 3 : 4. ~ 

SUB MIT 
HUPEIKO (vmdKw}, to retire, withdraw (hupo, under, eikö, to yield), 

hence, to yield, submit, is used metaphorically in Heb .. 13 : 17, of sub
mitting to spiritual guides in the churches. ~ 

Note: For hupotassö, see SUBJECT, A. 

SUBORN 
HUPOBALLO (v?Toßa>J.w}, to throw or put under, to subject, denoted 

to suggest, whisper, prompt ; hence, to instigate, translated " suborned" 
in Acts 6: II. To suborn in the legal sense is to procure a person who 
will take a false oath. The idea of making suggestions is probably 
present in this use of the word. ~ 

SUBSTANCE 
I. OUSIA (ovala), derived from a present participial form of eimi, 

to be, denotes substance, pruperty, Luke 15 : 12, 13, R.V., "substance," 
A.V., "goods" and "substance."~ 

2. HUPARCHONTA (v1TapxoV'Ta), the neuter plural of the present 
participle of huparchö, to be in existence, is used as a noun with the 
article, signifying one's goods, and translated" substance" in Luke 8 : 3. 
See Goons, PossEss, A, No. 3. 

3. HUPARXIS (vTrapgis}, existence (akin to No. 2), possession: see 
PossEss, B, No. 4. 
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4. HUPOSTASIS (v7T0<7'TaaiS"), for which see CoNFIDENCE, A, No. 2, 

is translated " substance " (a) in Heb. l : 3, of Christ as " the very 
image" of God's "substance; " here the word has the meaning of the 
real nature of that to which reference is made in contrast to the outward 
manifestation (see the preceding clause) ; it speaks of the Divine essence 
of God existent and expressed in the revelation of His Son. The A.V., 
" person " is an anachronism ; the word was not so rendered till the 
4th cent. Most of the earlier Eng. Versions have "stibstance; " (b) in 
Heb. II : l it has the meaning of confidence, '' assurance" (R.V.), marg., 
"the giving substance to," A.V., "substance," something that could not 
equally be expressed by elpis, hope. 

SUBTILLY 
KATASOPHIZOMAI (Ka-raaocf>l,oµai), to deal subtilly (from kata, 

against, undcr, sophos, wisc, subtle, uscd in thc Sept. in 2 Sam. 13: 3, of 
Jonadab), occurs in Acts 7: 19., In the Sept., Ex. l: IO., 

SUBTILTY 
Note: For dolos, Matt. 26: 4; Acts 13 : IO, see GUILE. For panourgia, 

2 Cor. II: 3, see CRAFTINESS. 

SUBVERT, SUBVERTING 
A. Verb. 

ANASKEUAZO (dvaaK€vcf,w), primarily, to pack up baggage (ana, 
up, skeuos, a vessel), hence, from a military point of view, to dismantle 
a town, to plunder, is used metaphorically in Acts 15 : 24, of unsettling 
or subverting the souls of believers. In the papyri it is used of going 
bankrupt., 

Note: For anatrepö, Tit. l: II, see ÜVERTHROW, B, No. 3. For 
ekstrephö, Tit. 3 : II, see PERVERT, No. 4. 

B. Noun. 
KATA.STROPHE (Ka'ra<7'Tporp~), an overthrow, 2 Pet. 2: 6 (Eng., 

catastrophe), is rendered " subverting" in 2 Tim. 2 : 14. See ÜVER
THROW., 

For SUCCEED, Acts 24: 27, R.V., see ROOM, Note (2) 

For SUCCOUR see HELP, B, No: 4 

SUCCOURER 
PROSTATIS (1TpoaT6:ns-), a feminine form of prostates, denotes a 

protectress, patroness ; it is used metaphorically of Phcebe in Rom. 16 : 2. 

It is a word of dignity, evidently chosen instead of others which might 
have been used (see, e.g., under HELPER), and indicates the high esteem 
with which she was reganletl, as une who bad beeu a prutedress uf many. 
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Prostates was the title of a citizen in Athens, who had the responsibility 
of seeing to the welfare of resident aliens who were without civic rights. 
Among the Jews it signified a wealthy patron of the community.if 

For SUCH see t p. 9. 

SUCH AS 
Notes: (1) In Acts 2 : 47, A.V., the article with the present participle, 

Passive, of sözö, to save, Iit., the (ones), i.e., those, being saved, is 
translated "such as (should be saved) ; " the R.V., " those that (were 
being saved)," gives the correct meaning, marking the kind of persons 
who were added to the company: (2) „ such as" is a rendering of certain 
relative pronouns : hoios, what sort of, e.g., Matt. 24 : 21 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 20 
(twice) ; Rev. 16 : 18 ; hostis, whoever, e.g., Mark 4 : 20 ; hopoios, of 
what sort, preceded by toioutos, of such a sort, Acts 26: 29; (3) deina, 
M;itt ?.fi: 18, rltmntP<; <;11r.h a nnP. (whom onP. cannot, or will not, name).~ 
(4) In Heb. 13 : 5, "such things as ye have" represents the phrase ta 
paronta,' the (things) present' (present participle of pareimi) ; (5) in 
Luke II : 41, ta enonta, A.V., " such things as ye have," lit., ' the (things) 
within' (eneimi, to be in), R.V., "those things .which are within" (A.V. 
marg., "as you are able," R.V., ma.rg., "ye r.a.n "), perhaps signifying not 
outward things such as lustrations, but ' what things ye have within 
your cups an<l platters,' i.e., your possessions. 

SUCK (GIVE SUCK), SUCKLING 
TH:E:LAZÖ (811Aa,w), from thele, a breast, is used (a) of the mother, to 

suckle, Matt. 24 : 19 ; Mark 13 : 17 ; Luke 21 : 23 ; in some texts in 
23 : 29 (the best have trephö) ; (b) of the young, to suck, Matt. 21 : 16, 
" sucklings ; " Luke II : 27. if 

SUDDEN, SUDDENLY 
A. Adjective. 

AIPHNIDIOS (alefwlfüo~). sudden, occurs in l Thess. 5 : 3, where it 
has the place of emphasis at the beginning of the sentence, as olethros, 
destruction, which the adjective qualifies, has at the end; in Luke 21 : 34, 
it is used adverbially, R.V., "suddenly" (A.V., "unawares "). See 
UNAWARES.if 

B. Adverbs. 
l. APHNÖ (a<f>vw), suddenly, occurs in Acts 2: 2; 16: 26; 28: 6.if 
2. EXAIPHNES (e~al<f>V1J~), a strengthened form, akin to No. l, occurs 

in Mark .r3 : 36 ; Luke 2 : 13 ; 9 : 39 ; Acts 9 : 3 ; 22 : 6. if 
3. EXAPINA (ee&.mva), a later form of No. 2, occurs in Mark 9 : 8. ~ 
Note: F or tacheös in I Tim. 5 : 22, A. V., " suddenly," R. V „ " hastily," 

see QurcKLY, No. 3. 
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For SUE see LAW, B, No. 2 

SUFFER 
A. Verbs. 

(a) to Permit 

SUF 

l. EAO (Jdw), to let, permit, is translated to suffer in Matt. 24: 43 ; 
Luke 4 : 41 ; 22 : 51 ; Acts 14 : r6 ; r6 : 7 ; 19 : 30 ; 28 : 4 ; l Cor. 
10: 13. See LEAVE (a) No. 9, LET, No. 4. 

2. PROSEAÖ (7Tpou€aw}, to permit further (pros, and No. 1), occurs 
in Acts 27: 7.~ 

3. EPITREPÖ (€mTpE7Tw}, for which sec lEAVE, (b), is rcndcrcd to 
suffsr in A.V. and R.V. in Matt. 8 : 21 ; Mark IO : 4; Luke 9: 59; 
Acts 28 : r6; R.V. only, Luke 9: 6r (A.V„ "let ") ; A.V. only, Acts 
21 : 39; in some texb, Matt. 8: 31, A.V. only. See LIBERTY, C, Note, 
PERMIT. 

4. APHIEMI (acf>(TJµi), to send away, signifies to permit, suffer, in 
Matt. 3 : 15 (twice) ; Matt. 19 : I4 ; 23 : 13 ; Mark l : 34 ; 5 : 19, 37 ; 
10: 14; II : r6; Luke 8 : SI ; I2 : 39, A.V. (R.V„ "left ") ; 18: 16 i 
John 12 : 7, R.V„ A.V. and R.V. marg„ "let (her) alone" ; Rev. II: 9. 
See FoRGIVE. 

Notes: (r) In Acts 2 : 27 and 13 : 35, A.V„ didömi, to give (R.V.), 
is rendered to suffer. (2) In r Cor. 6: 7, A.V„ apostereö, in the Passive 
Voice, is rendered "suffer yourselves to be defrauded" (R.V., "be 
defrauded "). (3) For köluö in Heb. 7: 23, A.V„ "were not suffered," 
see RINDER. 

(b) to endure suffering 
1. ANECHO (avexw), in the Middle Voice, to bear with, is rendered 

to suffer in Matt. 17: 17 and parallel passages; A.V. only, l Cor. 4: 12 
(R.V„ "endure ") ; 2 Cor. II : 19, 20 and Heb. 13 : 22 (R.V„ "bear 
with "). See BEAR, ENDURE. 

2. PASCHÖ (7Tauxw), to suffer, is used (1) of the sufferings of Christ 
(a) at the hands of men, e.g., Matt. r6 : 21 ; 17 : 12 ; l Pet. 2 : 23 ; 
(b) in His expiatory and vicarious sacrifice for sin, Heb. 9: 26; 13 : 12 ; 
l Pet. 2: 21; 3: 18; 4: r; (c) including both (a) and (b), Luke 22: 15; 
24 : 26, 46 ; Acts r : 3, " passion ; " 3 : 18 ; 17 : 3 ; Heb. 5 : 8 ; (d) by 
the antagonism of the evil one, Heb. · 2: 18; (II) of human suffering, 
(a) of followers of Christ, Acts 9 : 16 ; 2 Cor. I : 6 ; Gal. 3 : 4 ; Phil. l : 29; 
l Thess. 2 : 14 ; 2 Thess. r : 5 ; 2 Tim. l : 12 ; l Pet. 3 : 14, 17 ; S : IO ; 

Rev. 2 : ro; in identification with Christ in His crucifixion, as the 
spiritual ideal to be realized, r Pet. 4 : r ; in a wrong way, 4 : 15 ; (b) of 
others, physically, as the result of demoniacal power, Matt. 17 : 15, R.V„ 
"suffereth (grievously)," A.V., "is (sore) vexed; " cp. Mark S : 26; 
in a dream, Matt. 27: 19; through maltreatment, Luke 13: 2; l Pet. 
2 : 19, 20 ; by a serpent (negatively), Acts 28: 5, R.V„ "took" (A.V„ 
"felt: " see FEEL, Nott>) ; (c) of the effect upon the whole body through 
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the suffering of one member, I Cor. 12 : 26, with application to a church. 
3. PROPASCHÖ (1Tpo1Taoxw), to suffer before (pro, and No. 2), occurs 

in I Thess. 2: 2., 
4. SUMPASCHÖ (<7vµ.1Taaxw), to suffer with (sun, and No. 2), is used 

in Rom. 8 : 17 of suffering with Christ ; in I Cor. 12 : 26 of joint suffering 
in the members of the body., 

5. HUPECHÖ (v11'lxw), to hold under (hupo, under, ecltö, to have or 
hold), is used metaphorically in Jude 7 of suffering punishment., In 
the Sept.,Ps. 89: 50; Lam. 5: 7., 

6. KAKOUCHEÖ (KaKovxlw), to ill-treat (kakps, evil, and echö, to 
have), is used in the Passive Voice in Heb. II : 37, R.V., "evil entreated" 
(A.V., "tormented ") ; in 13 : 3, R.V., "are evil entreated" (A.V., 
" suffer adversity ")., 

7. SUNKAKOUCHEOMAI (<1vyKaKovxloµ.ai), to endure adversity 
with, is used in Heb. II: 25 (sun, with, and No. 6), R.V., "to be evil 
entreated with," A.V., "to suffer affliction with.", 

8. MAKROTHUMEO (µ.aKpo8vµ.lw) ·is rendered "suffereth long" 
in I Cor. 13 : 4. See PATIENCE. ' 

9. ADIKEÖ (afüKlw), to do wrong, injustice (a, negative, dike, right), 
is used in the Passive Voice in 2 Pet. 2: 13, R.V., "suffering wrong" 
(some texts have komüö, to receive, A.V.); there is a play upon words 
here which may be brought out thus, 'being defrauded (of the wages of 
fraud),' a use of the verb illustrated in the papyri. See HURT. 

Notes: (1) In I Cor. 9: 12, A.V., stegö, to bear up under, is translated 
"suffer" (R.V., "bear ") ; see BEAR, No. II. (2) For hupomenö, 
rendered to suffer in 2 Tim. 2 : 12, see ENDURE, No. 2. (3) For suffer 
hardship, suffer trouble, see HARDSHIP, Nos. I and 2. (4) For suffer need, 
Phil. 4: 12, see WANT. (5) For suffer loss, 2 Cor. 7: 9, R.V., see LosE, 
No. 2. (6) · For suffer persecution, see PERSECUTION. (7) For suffer 
shipwreck, see SHIPWRECK. (8) For tropophoreö in Acts 13 : 18, " suffered 
... manners," see MANNER, E. (9) For "suffereth violence," biazö, 
see FORCE, B, No. I, VIOLENCE, B, No. 2. (10) In 2 Thess. I: 9, R.V., 
tinö, to pay a penalty, is rendered "shall suffer (punishment).", 

B. Adjective. 
PATHETOS (7Ta871-r6s), akin to paschö, denotes one who has suffered, 

or subject to suffering, or destined to suffer ; it is used in the last sense of 
the suffering of Christ, Acts 26 : 23., 

SUFFERING 
PATH!tMA (1Ta871µ.a) is rendered "sufferings" in the R.V. (A.V., 

" afflictions ") in 2 Tim. 3 : II ; Heb. 10 : 32 ; I Pet. 5 : 9 ; in Gal. 5 : 24, 
"passions" (A.V., "affections "). See AFFLICTION, B, No. 3. 

Note: For kakopatheia, Jas. 5 : IO, R.V., "suffering," see AFFLICTION, 
B, No. 1. 
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SUFFICE, SUFFICIENT 
A. Verbs. 

SUM 

r. ARKEÖ (apKlw), to suffice, is rendered "is sufficient" in John 
6: 7; 2. Cor. 12 : 9; "it sufficeth" in John 14: 8. See CONTENT, 
ENOUGH. 

Note: For I Pet. 4: 3, see B, No. 2. 

2. HIKANOÖ (lKav6w), to make sufficient, render fit, is translated 
"made (us) sufficient" in 2 Cor. 3 : 6, R.V. (A.V., "hath made ... 
able "). See ABLE, B, No. 6, Note. 

B. Adjectives. 
l. HIKANOS (lKav6s-), akin to A, No. 2, enough, sufficient, fit, etc. is 

translated " sufficient " in 2 Cor. 2 : 6, 16 ; 3 : 5. See ABLE, C, No. 2. 

2. ARKETOS (apKeT6s-), akin to A, No. l, used with eimi, to be, is 
translated" may suffice" in l Pet. 4: 3. See ENOUGH, A, No. l. 

SUFFICIENCY 
l. AUTARKElA (avTapKeta) (aietos, self, arkeö, see A, above ; Eng., 

autarchy), "contentment," l Tim. 6: 6, is rendered "sufficiency" in 
2 Cor. 9: 8.~ 

2. HIKANOTES (lKav6T7}s-) is rendered" sufficiency" in 2 Cor. 3: 5.~ 

For SUIT (make), Acts 25 : 24, R.V., sec DEAL WITH, Note (1) 

SUM (Noun), SUM UP 
A. Noun. 

Note: For kephalaion, Acts 22: 28; Heb. 8: l, see POINT, B.~ For 
time, Acts 7 : 16, see PRICE, A. 

B. Verb. 
ANAKEPHALAIOÖ (avaKe<foaA.at6w), to sum up, gather up (ana, up, 

kephale, a head), to present as a whole, is used in the Passive Voice in 
R.om. 13 : 9, R.V., "summed up" (A.V., "briefly comprehended "), 
i.e., the one commandment expresses all that the Law enjoins, and to 
obey this one is to fulfil the Law (cp. Gal. 5 : 14) ; Middle Voice in 
Eph. I: rn, R.V. 1 "sum. up" (A.V., "gather together "), of God's purpose 
to sum up all things in the heavens and on the earth in Christ, a con
summation extending beyond the limits of the Church, though the latter 
is to be a factor in its realizahon. il 

SUMMER 
THEROS (Olpos), akin to therö, to heat, occurs in Matt. 24: 32; 

Mark 13 : 28 ; Luke 21 : 30. ~ 

SUMPTUOUS, SUMPTUOUSLY 
A. Adjective. 

LAMPROS (>..aµ.7Tp6s-), bright, is rendered "sumptuous" in Rev. 
18: 14, R.V. See BRIGHT, GooDLY, Not!:!. 
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B. Adverb. 
LAMPROS (>-.aµ.TTpws-), the corresponding adverb, is used in Luke 

16: 19, 11 sumptuously."~ 

SUN 
HELIOS (7j>iios-), whence Eng. preftx helio-, is used (a) as a means 

of the natural benefüs of light and heat, e.g„ Matt. 5 : 45, and power, 
Rev. l : 16 ; (b) of its qualities of brightness and glory, e.g„ Matt. 13 : 43 ; 
17 : 2 ; Acts 26 : 13 ; l Cor. 15 : 41 ; Rev. IO : l ; 12 : l ; (c) as a means 
of destruction, e.g„ Matt. 13 : 6 ; Jas. l : II ; of physical misery, Rev. 
7 : 16 ; (d) as a means of judgment, e.g., Matt. 24 : 29 ; Mark 13 : 24 ; 
Luke 21 : 25 ; 23 : 45 ; Acts 2 : 20 ; Rcv. 6 : 12 ; 8 : rn ; 9 : 2 ; 16 : 8. 

Note: In Rev. 7: 2 and 16: 12, anatole, rising, used with helios, is 
translated "sunrising," R.V. (A.V„ 11 east "). 

For SUNDER (Asunder) see CUT, No. 6 

For SUNDRY see PORTION, C 

SUP 
DEIPNEO (SnTTvlw), to sup (said of taking the chief meal of the day), 

occurs in Luke 17 : 8 ; 22 : 20 (in the best texts), lit„ ' (the) supping ; ' 
so l Cor. II : 25 ; metaphorically in Rev. 3 : 20, of spiritual commnnion 
between Christ and the faithful believer. ~ 

For SUPERFUJTTY SP.P. ARlJNDANCE, A, No. 2, B, No. l 

SUPERFLUOUS 
PERISSOS (TTEpiaaos-), abundant, more than sufficient, is translated 

11 superfluous" in 2 Cor. 9: I. See ABUNDANT, C, No. l, ADVANTAGE, 

MORE, B, No. 2. 

SUPERSCRIPTION 
EPIGRAPHE (~TTiypm/>~). lit„ an over-writing (epi, over, graphö, to 

write) {the meaning 'Of the anglicized Latin word 11 superscription "), 
denotes an inscription, a title. On Roman coins the Emperor's name 
was inscribed, Matt. 22 : 20 ; Mark 12 : 16 ; Luke 20 : 24. In the Roman 
Empire, in the case of a criminal on his way to execution, a board on 
which was inscribed the cause of his condemnation, was carried before 
him or hung round his neck; the inscription was termed a title (titlos). 
The four Evangelists state that at the crucifixion of Christ the title was 
affixed to the cross, Mark (15 : 26) and Luke (23 : 38) call it a " super
scription ; " Mark says it was " written over " (epigraphö, the 
corresponding verb). Matthew calls it 11 His accusation; " John calls 
it " a title " {a technical tenn). The wording varies : the essential words 
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are the same, and the variation serves to authenticate the narratives, 
shewing that there was no consultation leading to an agreement as to 
the details. See further under TITLE. ~ 

For SUPERSTITION see RELIGION 

SUPERSTITIOUS 
DEISIDAIMÖN (Si:icnSalµ.wv), reverent to the deity (deidö, to fear; 

daimön, a demon, or pagan god), occurs in Acts 17 : 22 in the comparative 
degree, rendere.d "somewhat superstitious," R.V. (A.V., "too s.;'), a 
meaning which the word sometimes has ; others, according to its 
comparative form, advocate the meaning 'more rdigiuus (thau uthe1s),' 
'quite religious' (cp. the noun in 25 : 19). This is supported by Ramsay, 
who renders it ' more than others respectful of what is divine ; ' so 
Deissmann in Light from the Ancient East, and others. lt also agrees 
with the meaning found in Greek writers ; the context too su~gests that 
the adjective is used in a good sense; perhaps, after all, with kindly 
ambiguity (Grimm-Thayer). An ancient epitaph has it in the sense 
of' reverent' (Moulton and Milligan).~ 

SUPPER 
DEIPNON (Stöi?rvov) denotes a supper or feast (for an analysis of the 

uses see FEAST, No. 2). ln John I3 : 2 the R. V., following certain texts, 
has "during supper" (A.V„ "supper heing ended "). 

Note: For" supper" in Luke 22 : 20 see SuP. 

SUPPLICATION 
I. DEESIS (8€11uiS') is always translated" supplication," or the plural, 

in the R.V. See PRAYER, B, No. 3. 
2. HIKETERIA (tKETYJpta) is the feminine form of the adjective 

hiketerios, denoting ' of a suppliant,' and used as a noun, formerly an 
olive-branch carried by a suppliant (hiketes), then later, a supplication, 
used with No. l in Heb. 5: 7.~ In the Sept., Job 40: 22 (Eng. Vers. 
41 : 3).~ 

SUPPLY (Noun and Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

r. CHOR.RGEÖ (xop11y€w) primarily, among the Greeks, signified to 
lead a stage chorus or dance (choros, and hegeomai, to lead), then, to defray 
the expenses of a chorus ; hence, later, metaphorically, to supply, 2 Cor. 
9: ro (2nd part ; see also No. 2), R.V„ "supply " (A.V. "minister ") ; 
I Pet. 4: II, R.V., "supplieth" (A.V„ "giveth "). See GIVE, Note (4), 
MINISTER, B, Note (1).~ 

2. EPICHOREGEO (€mxop11y€w), to supply fully, abundantly (a 
strengthened form of No. i), is rendered lo supply iu the R.V. of 2 Cor. 
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9: 10 (ist part} and Gal. 3 : 5 (for A.V., to minister), where the present 
continuous tense speaks of the work of the Holy Spirit in all His ministra
tions to believers individually and collectively; in Col. 2 : 19, R.V., 
"being supplied" (A.V„ "having nourishment ministered "), of the work 
of Christas the Head of the Church His body; in 2 Pet. I : 5, "supply" 
(A.V„" add ") ; in ver. II, "shall be ... supplied" (A.V„ "shall be 
ministered "), of the reward hereafter which those are to receive, in 
regard to positions in the Kingdom of God, for their fulfilment here of the 
conditions mentioned. ~ 

Note: ln 2 Cor. 9 : 10 (see Nos. I and 2 above) the stronger verb 
No. 2 is used where the will and capacity to receive are in view. 

3. ANAPLEROÖ (ava1TA17p6w), to fi.11 up, fulfil, is rendcred to supply 
in I Cor. 16 : 17 and Phil. 2 : 30. See FILL, FULFIL, ÜCCUPY. 

4. PROSANAPLEROÖ (1Tpouava1TA17p6w), to fi.11 up by adding to, 
to supply fully (pros, to, and No. 3), i:. l!a.11:.la.leu "supplielh " in 2 Cor. 
9: 12, A.V. (R.V„ "fi.lleth up the measure of "} ; in II : 9, R.V. and 
A.V„ /1 supplied."~ 

Note: In Phil. 4.: 19, A.V„ pzeroö, to fulfil (R.V.), is rendered "shall 
supply." 

B. Noun. 
EPICHOREGIA (€mxop17yla), a full supply, occurs in Eph. 4: 16, 

" supplieth," lit„ ' by the supply of every joint,' metaphorically of the 
mP.mhP.rs of the Church, the Body of which Christ is the Head, and 
Phil. I : 19," the supply (of the Spirit of Jesus Christ) ", i.e.,' the bountiful 
supply; ' here "of the Spirit" may be taken either in the subjective 
sense, the Giver, or the objective, the Gift.~ 

SUPPORT 
Notes: (1) In Ac.ts 20: 35, A.V„ antilambanomai, to help (R.V.), 

is translated "support." See HELP, B, No. I. (2) In I Thess. 5 : 14, 
antechomai signifies to support : see HOLD, No. 3. 

SUPPOSE 
I. NOMIZÖ (voµl{w), to consider, suppose, think, is rendered to 

suppose in Matt. 20 : 10 ; Luke 2 : 34 ; 3 : 23 ; Acts 7 : 25 ; 14 : 19 ; 
16: 27; 21 : 29; I Tim. 6: 5; in I Cor. 7: 26, A.V. (R.V„ " I think ") ; 
in Acts 16: 13, the R.V. adheres to the meaning" to suppose," "(where) 
we supposed (there was a place of prayer) ; " this word also signifies 
'to practise a custom' (nomos) and is commonly so used by Greek writers. 
Hence the A.V„ "was wont (to be made) ; " it is rendered to think in 
Matt. 5: 17; IO: 34; Acts 8: 20; 17: 29; I Cor. 7: 36. See THINK.~ 

2. DOKEÖ (801Ctw), to be of opinion, is translatcd to suppose in 
Mark 6: 49; Luke 24: 37; John 20: 15; Ads 27: 13; in the following, 
A.V. " suppose," R V „ " think," Luke 12 : 51 ; 13 : 2 ; Heb. IO : 29. 
lt is most frequently ren<lered to think, always in Matthew; always in 
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John, except II : 31, "supposing," R.V. [where the best texts have this 
verb (for legö, A.V„ "saying ")], and 20: 15 (see above). 

3. HUPOLAMBANÖ (u1ToAaµ,ßavw), when used of mental action, 
signifies to suppose, Luke 7 : 43, and Acts 2 : 15. See ANSWER, RECEIVE. 

4. HUPONOEÖ (u1Tovo.fw), to ~uspect, to conjecture, is translated 
"suppose ye" in Acts 13 : 25, R.V. (A.V„ "think ye ") ; "I supposed" 
in 25 : 18. See DEEM. 

5. OIOMAI or OIMAI (otoµ.ai) signifies to expect, imagine, suppose; 
it is rendered to suppose in John 21 : 25 ; Phil. 1 : 17, R.V. (A.V„ ver. 
16, "thinking "); "think" in Jas. 1: 7. See TRINK.~ 

Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. II : 5, A.V„ logizomai, to reckon (R.V.), is 
rendered "I suppose;" so in 1 Pet. 5: 12, A.V„ R.V„ " (as) I account 
(him) ; " Silvanus was not supposed by Peter to be faithful, he was 
reckoned or regarded so. (2) In Phil. 2 : 25, A.V., hegeomai, to reckon, 
deem, is rendered "I supposed" (R.V., " I counted "). 

SUPREME 
HUPERECHÖ (u1TEplxw), to be superior, to excel, is translated 

"supreme" in 1 Pet. 2: 13 : see ExcEL, No. 3. 

SURE 
A. Adiectives. 

I. ASPHALES (au,Pa.A'ljs), safe, is translated " sure" in Heb. 6: 19. 
See CERTAIN, B. 

i. RERA TOS (ßlßn.üis), firm, stedfast, is used of (a) God's promise to 
Abraham, Rom. 4 : 16 ; (b) the believer's hope, Heb. 6 : 19, " stedfast ; " 
(c) the hope of spiritual leaders regarding the welfare uf cuuverl~. 2 Cor. 
l : 7, "stedfast ; " (d) the glorying of the hope, Heb. 3 : 6, "firm; " 
(e) the beginning of our confi.dence, 3 : 14, R.V„ "firm" (A.V„ "sted
fast ") ; (f) the Law given at Sinai, Heb. 2 : 2, " stedfast ; " (g) the 
testament (or covenant) fulfilled after a death, 9 : 17, "of force; " 
(h) the calling and election of believers, 2 Pet. 1 : 10, tobe made "sure" 
by the fulfilment of the injunctions in vv. 5-7; (i) the word of prophecy, 
"made more sure," 2 Pet. 1 : 19, R,.V„ A.V„ "a more sure (word of 
prophecy) ; " what is mcant is not a comparison between the prophecies 
of the O.T. and N.T„ but that the former have been confirmed in the 
Person of Christ (vv. 16-18). See FIRM.~ 

3. PISTOS (m0'7'6s), faithful, is translated " sure" in Acts 13 : 34. 
See F AITHFUL. 

· Note: In z Tim. 2 : 19, A.V„ stereos, firm, is translated "sure," and 
connected with " stamleth," R.V„ " lhe film (Ioumlation of God 
standcth)," i.c„ 'however much the faith may be misrepresented or 
denied, the firm foundation of God's knowledge and truth, with its 
separating power, remains.' 
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B. Verb. 
ASPHALIZÖ (aacpaA.t~w), to make safe or sure (akin to A, No. l), is 

rendered to make sure in Matt. 27 : 64, 65, 66, of the sepulchre of Christ ; 
elsewhere, Acts 16: 24, of making feet fast in the stocks. See FAST. if 

Note: In the A.V. of John 16: 30; Rom. 2: 2 and 15: 29, the verb 
oida, to know, is translated to be sure (R.V., in each place, to know). So 
with ginöskö, to know, in John 6: 69. For the difference between the 
verbs see KNow. 

SURELY 
Notes: (1) In the A.V. of Matt. 26: 73 ; Mark I4: 70 ; John 17: 8, 

alethös, truly, is rendercd "surcly" (R.V., "of a truth ") ; so punlü!i, at 
all events, altogether, in Luke 4: 23 (R:V., "doubtless "), and nai, yea, 
in Rev. 22 : 20 (R.V., "yea "). (2) In Heb. 6 : 14, "silrely" represents 
the phrase ei men (so the best texts; some have e men). (3) For Luke 
l : l, A.V., see BELIEVE, C, Note (4). (4) For " surely" in 2 Pet. 2 : 12, 
R.V., see CoRRUPT, A, No. 2 (b). 

SURETY (Noun) 
ENGUOS (eyyvo>) primarily signi:fies bail, the bail who personally 

answers for anyone, whether with his lif~ or his property (to be dis
tinguished from mesites, a mediator) ; it is used in Heb. 7 : 22, " (by so 
much also hath Jesus become) the Surety (of a better covenaf1t) ," referring 
to the abiding and unchanging character of His Melchizf.<lf.k priesthood, 
by reason of which His suretyship is established by God's oath (vv. 20, 21). 
As the Surety, He is the Personal guarantee of the terms of thP. nPw and 
better covenant, secured on the ground of His perfect sacri:fice 
(ver. 27).~ 

For SURETY (of a), Acts 12: II, A.V., see TRUE, D, No. l 

SURFEITING 
KRAIPAL~ (Kpat?T&A77) signi:fies the giddiness and headache resulting 

from excessive wine-bibbing, a drunken nausea, "surfeiting," Luke 
21 : 34. if Trench (Syn. § lxi) distinguishes this and the synonymous 
words, methe, drunkenness, oinophlugia, wine-bibbing (A.V., "excess of 
wine," I Pet. 4: 3), kömos, revelling. 

For SURGE, Jas. l: 6, R V.; see RAGE and WAVE 

For SURMISE, SURMISINGS, see DEEM 

STJRNAME 
EPIKALEÖ (€m1<aMw), to put a name upon (epi, upon, kaleö, to call), 

to surname, is used in this sense in lhe Passive Voice, in some texts in 
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Matt. ro: 3 (it is absent in the best) ; in Luke 22 : 3, in some texts (the 
best have kaleö, to call) ; Acts l : 23; 4 : 36; ro : 5, 18, 32 ; II : 13 ; 
12 : 12, 25 ; in some texts, 15 : 22 (the best have kaleö). 

Notes: (1) In Mark 3: 16, 17, "He surnamed" is a translation of 
epitithemi, to put upon, to add to, with onoma, a name, as the object. 
(2) In Acts 15 : 37, A.V., kaleö, to call (R.V„ "called "), is rendered 
"whose surname was." (3) The verb eponomazo, translated "bearest 
the name" in Rom. 2 : 17, R.V„ fi.nds a literal correspondence in the 
word 'surname' (epi, upon, = sur), and had this signifi.cance in Classical 
Greek.~ 

Fur SURPASS, 2 Cor. 3: 10, see EXCEED, A, No. I 

For SUSPENSE (hold in) see DOUBT, No. 6 

SUSTENANCE 
CHORTASMA (x6p-raaµ.a), fodder (akin to chortazo, to feed, fi.ll, see 

FEED, No. 4), is used in the plural in Acts 7: II, " sustenance."~ In 
the Sept., Gen. 24 : 25, 32 ; 42 : 27; 43 : 24; Deut. II : 15 ; Judg. 
19: 19.~· 

SWADDL1NG-CLOTHES 
SPARGANOO (a7rapya116w), to swathe (from sparganon, a swathing

band), signifies to wrap in swaddling-clothes in Luke 2 : 7, 12. The idea 
that the word means ' rags ' is without foundation. ~ In the Sept., 
Job 38: 9; Ezek. 16: 4.~ 

SWALLOW (Verb) 
KATAPINO (Ka-ra?Tlvw), to drink down (kata, and pino, to drink), 

to swallow, is used with this meaning (a) physically, but figuratively, 
Matt .. 23: 24; Rcv. 12 : 16; (b) metaphorically, in the Passive Voice, 
of death (by victory), l Cor. 15: 54; of being overwhelmed by sorrow, 
2 Cor. 2: 7; of the mortal body (by life), 5: 4. See DEVOUR, No. 3, 
DaowN, No. 2. 

SWEAR, SWORN 
OMNUMI (oµ.vvµ.i) or OMNUO (öµvvw) is used of affirming or denying 

by an oath, e.g„ Matt. 26 : 74 ; Mark 6 : 23 ; Luke l : 73 ; Heb. 3 : II, 18 ; 
4: 3; 7: 21; accompanied by that by which one swears, e.g., Matt. 
5: 34, 36; 23: 16; Heb. 6: 13, 16; Jas. 5: I2; Rev. ro: 6. Cp. 
AD JURE. 

Note: For "false swearers," l Tim. l : 10, see FoRSWEAR. 

SWEAT 
HIDROS (l8pwr) is used in Luke 22 : 44., In the Sept., Gen. 3 : 19., 
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SWEEP 
SAROO (aap&w) occurs in Matt. 12 : 44 ; Luke 11 : 25 ; 15 : 8., 

SWEET 
GLUKUS (y.\vKvs) (cp. Eng„ glycerine, glucose), occurs in Jas. 3: II, 

12 (A.V„ " fresh " in this verse) ; Rev. rn : 9, rn., 

For SWEET SMELLING see SAVOUR, No. 1 

SWELL, SWOLLEN 
PIMPREMI (1r{µ17p71µ,), primarily, to blow, to burn, later came to 

denote to causc to swell, and, in the Middle Voice, to become swollen, 
Acts 28: 6., In the Sept., Numb. 5: 21, 22, 27., 

Note: Some, connectingthe word prenes in Acts 1 : 18 with pimpremi, 
givc it thc meaning ' swt!lli.ug up : ' see HEADLONG. 

SWELLING 
1. PHUSIOSIS (</>valwa,s) denotes a puffing np, swelling with pride 

(akin to phusioö, to puff up), 2 Cor. 12: 20, "swellings."-U 
2. HUPERONKOS (lmlpoyKos), an adjective denoting of excessive 

weight or size, is used metaphorically in the sense of immoderate, 
especially of arrogant speech, in the neuter plural, virtually as a noun, 
2 Pet. 2 : 18; Jude 16, "great swelling words," doubtless with reference 
to Gnostic phraseology., 

SWERVE 
ASTOCHEO (aO"Toxlw), to miss the mark, is translated "having 

swerved" in 1 Tim. 1: 6. See ERR, No. 3. Moulton and Milligan 
illustrate the use of the verb from the papyri, e.g., of a man in extravagant 
terms bewailing the loss of a pet fighting-cock, " (I am distraught, for 
my cock) has failed (me)." 

SWIFT, SWIFTLY 
1. OXUS (&tvs) denotes " swift " in Rom. 3 : 15. See SHARP. 
2. TACHUS (Taxvs), swift, speedy, is used in Jas. 1: 19., Cp. 

tacheös, tachi1 and tachei01i, quickly, tackos, quickness, speed. 
3. TACHINOS ('raxwos), a poetical an<l late form of No. 2, of swift 

approach, is used in 2 Pet. 1 : 14, R.V., "swiftly" (A.V., "shortly "), 
lit., ' (the putting off of my tabernacle is) swift,' i.e., imminent ; in 2 : 1, 

"swift (destruction)."' In the Sept., Prov. 1 : 16; Is. 59: 7; Hab. 
1: 6., 

SWIM 
I. KOLUMBAO (Ko>i.vµßd.w), to dive, plunge, into the sea, hence, to 

swim, occurs in Acts 27 : 43., Cp. kolumbethra, a pool. 
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2. EKKOLUMBAO (€KKoAvfLß&.w), to swim out of (ek), occurs in 
Acts 27 : 42. ~ 

SWINE 
CHOIROS (xorpos-), a swine, is used in the plural, in the Synoptic 

Gospels only, Matt. 7 : 6; 8 : 30, 31, 32; Mark 5: II-13, 16; Luke 8: 32, 
33; Luke 15: 15, 16. lt does not occur in the O.T.~ 

SWORD 
I. MACHAIRA (/L&.xmpa), a short sword or dagger (distinct from No. 

2), e.g., Matt. 26: 47, 51, 52 and parallel passages; Luke 21 : 24; 22 : 38, 
possibly a knife (Field, Notes on the Translation of the N.T.); Heb. 4: 12 
(see Two-EDGED); metaphorically and by metonymy, (a) for ordinary 
violence, or dissensions, that destroy peace, Matt. IO: 34; (b) as the 
instrument of a rnagistrate or judge, e.g., Rom. 13 : 4; (c) of the Word 
of Gml, "thf! sword of the Spirit," probing the conscience, subduing the 
impulses to sin, Eph. 6 : 17. 

2. RHOMPHAIA (pofLcpala), a word of somewhat doubtful origin, 
denotcd a Thracian weapon of large size, whether a sword or spear is not 
certain, but usually longer than No. r ; it occurs (a) literally in Rev. 6: 8; 
(b) metaphorically, as the instrument of anguish, Luke 2 : 35 ; of judgment, 
Rev. r : 16 ; 2 : 12, 16 ; 19 : 15, 21, probably figurative of the Lord's 
judicial utterances. ~ 

SYCAMINE 
SUKAMINOS (av1af/Lwo~) occurn in Luke 17 : 6. ~ lt is generally 

recognized as the Black Mulberry, with fruit like blackberries. The 
leaves are too tough for silkworms and thus are unlike the White Mulberry. 
Neither kind is the same as the Mulberry of 2 Sam. 5 : 23, 24, etc. The 
town Haifa was called Sycaminopolis, from the name of the tree. 

SYCAMORE 
SUKOMOREA (avKofLopla) occurs in Luke 19 : 4. ~ This tree is 

of the fig species, with leaves like the mulberry and fruit like the fig. lt 
is somewhat less in height than the- sycamine and spreads to cover an 
area from 60 to So feet in diameter. lt is often planted by the roadside, 
and was suitable for the purpose of Zacchreus. Seated on the lowest 
brauch he was easily within speaking distance of Christ. 

SYNAGOGUE 
SUNAGOG:R (avvayaryn)), properly a bringing together (sun, together, 

agö, to bring), denoted (a) a gathering of things, a collection, then, of 
pcrsons, an asscmbling, of Jcwish rcligious gathcrings, e.g., Acts 9 : 2 ; 

an assembly of Christian Jews, Jas. 2 : 2, R.V., "synagogue " (A.V., 
marg. ; text, " assembly ") ; a company dominated by the power and 
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activity of Satan, Rev. 2 : 9 ; 3 : 9 ; (b) by metonymy, the building in 
which the gathering is held, e.g. Matt. 6 : 2 ; Mark l : 2r. The origin of 
the Jewish synagogue is probably to be assigned to the time of the 
Babylonish exile: Having no Temple, the Jews assembled on the 
sabbath to hear the Law read, and the practice continued in various 
buildings after the return. Cp. Ps. 74: 8. 

SYNAGOGUE (put out of the) 
APOSUNAGÖGOS (a1Toavvaywyos), an adjective denoting 'expelled 

from the congregation,' excommunicated, is used (a) with ginomai, to 
become, be made, John 9: 22 ; 12 : 42 ; (b) with poico, to make, John 
16 : 2. This excommunication involved prohibition not only from 
attendance at the synagogue, but from all fellowship with Israelites.if 

SYNAGOGUE (ruler of the) 
ARCHISUNAGÖGOS (apxiavvaywyos) denotes the administrative 

ofticial, with the duty ot preserving order and inviting persons to read or 
speak in the assembly, Mark 5 : 22, 35, 36, 38 ; Luke 8 : 49 ; r3 : I4 ; 
Acts r3: r5; "chief ruler" (A.V.) in Acts r8: 8, r7.if 

Note: In Luke 8: 4r, "ruler of the synagogue" represents arch6n, 
ruler, followed by the genitivc casc of thc article and sunagöge. 

SYROPHCENICIAN 
SUROPHOINIKISSA or SUROPHUNISSA ("Y:.vpo<foowl1aaaa) occurs 

in Mark 7 : 26 as the national name of a woman called " a Canaanitish 
woman" in Matt. r5 : 22 1 i.e., not a Jewess but a descendant of the early 
inhabitants of the coast-land of Phrenicia. The word probably denoted 
a Syrian rcsiding in Phccnicia proper. if There i11 a tradition that the 
woman's name was Justa and her daughter Bernice (Clementine Homilies, 
ii : 19; iii: 73). In Acts 2r : 2, 3, the two parts of the term are used 
interchangeably. 
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T 
TABERNACLE 

l. SK:E:N:E: (uK17vi7), a tent, booth, tabernacle, is used of (a) tents as 
dwellings, Matt. 17: 4; Mark 9: 5; Luke 9: 33; Heb. II : 9, A.V„ 
"tabernacles" (R.V„ "tents "); (b) the Mosaic Tabernacle, Acts 7: 44; 
Heb. 8: 5 ; 9: l (in some mss.) ; 9: 8, 21. termed" the tent of meeting," 
R.V. (i.e., where the people were called to meet God), a preferable des
cription to "the tabernacle of the congregation," as in the A.V. in the 
O.T. ; the outer part, 9 : 2, 6 ; the inner sanctuary, 9 : 3 ; (c) the Heavenly 
prototype, Heb. 8 : 2 ; 9 : II ; Rev. 13 : 6 ; 15 : 5 ; 21 : 3 (of its future 
descent) ; (d) the eternal abodes of the saints, Luke 16 : 9, R.V., 
"tabernacles" (A.V., "habitations ") ; (e) the temple in Jerusalem, as 
continuing the service of the tabernacle, Heb, 13 : 10; (f) the house of 
David, i.e., metaphorically of his people, Acts 15 : 16 ; (g) the portable 
shrine of the god Moloch, Acts 7 : 43. ~ 

2. SK:E:NOS (uKfjvos-), the equivalent of No. l, is used metaphorically 
of the body as the tabernacle of the soul, 2 Cor. 5 : l, 4. ~ 

3. SKENÖMA (ulC'l]vwµa.) occurs in Acts 7 : 46 ; 2 Pet. l : 13, 14; 
see HABITATION, No. 6.~ 

4. SKENOPEGIA (uK7]vo1rrryla.), properly the setting up of tents or 
dwellings (No. l, and pegnumi, to fix), represents the word" tabernacles" 
in "the feast of tabemacles," John 7 : 2. ~ This feast, one of the three 
Pilgrimage Feasts in Israel, is called " the feast of ingathering " in 
Ex. 23: 16; 34: 22; it took place at the end of the year, and all males 
were to attend at the tabernacle with their offerings. In Lev. 23: 34; 
Deut. 16 : 13, 16 ; 31 : lo ; 2 Chron. 8 : 13 ; Ezra 3 : 4 (cp. Neh. 8 : 14-18), 
it is called "the feast of tabernacles" (or booths, sukkOth), and was 
appointed for seven days at Jerusalem from the l5th to the 22nd Tishri 
(approximately October), to remind the people that their fathers dwelt 
in these in the wilderness journeys. Cp. Num. 29 : 15-38, especially 
vers. 35-38, for the regulations of the eighth or "last day, the great day 
of the feast" (John 7: 37). 

Note: For skenoö, to spread a tabernacle over, Rev. 7 : 15, R.V„ 
see DwELL, No. 9. 

TABLE 
l. TRAPEZA (-rpa'TT~ta.) is used of (a) a dining-table, Matt. 15 : 27; 

Mark 7 : 28 ; Luke 16 : 21 ; 22 : 21, 30 ; (b) the table of shewbread, 
Heb. 9 : 2 ; (c) by metonymy, of what is provided on the table (the word 
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being used of that with which it is associated), Acts 16: 34; Rom. II : 9 
(figurative of the special privileges granted to Israel and centring in 
Christ) ; r Cor. ro : 2r (twice), "the Lord's table," denoting all that is 
provided for believers in Christ on the ground of His Death (and thus 
expressing something more comprehensive than the Lord's Supper) ; 
"the table of demons," denoting all that is partaken of by idolaters as 
the result of the influence of demons in connection with their sacrifices ; 
(d) a money-changer's table, Matt. 2I : I2; Mark II : 15; John 2: rs; 
(e) a bank, Luke rg : 23 (cp. trapezites : see BANKERS) ; ( f) by metonymy 
for the distribution of money, Acts 6 : 2. See BANK.~ 

2. PLAX (77>..ag) primarily denotes anything flat and broad, hence, a 
flat stone, a tablct, 2 Cor. 3: 3 (twice); Heb. 9; 4.~ 

Note: Some texts have the word kline, a couch, in Mark 7: 4 (A.V„ 
" tables "). 

TABLE (at the) 
ANAKEIMAI (avaKnµai), tö recline at a meal table, is rendered 

"sat at the table" in John r2 : 2, A.V„ R.V„ "sat at meat" (some 
texts have sunanakeimai) ; " sat," of course does not express the actual 
attitude; in John 13: 23, R.V„ "at the table reclining;" A.V., 
"leaning; " in r3 : 28, "at the table" (A.V. and R.V.), lit„ 'of (those) 
reclining.' 

For TABLET see WRITING TABLET 

TACKLING 
SKEUE (uKi:v~) denotes gear, equipment, tackling (of a ship), Acts 

27: 19.~ 

TAIL 
OURA (ovp&.), the tail of an animal, occurs in Rev. 9: IO (twice), 

19; 12: 4·~ 

TAKE 
1. LAMBANÖ (>..aµ,ßavw), to take, lay hold of, besides its literal sense, 

e.g„ Matt. 5 : 40; 26 : 26, 27, is used metaphorically, of fear, in taking 
hold of people, Luke 7: r6, R.V. (A.V„ "came ... on "); of sin in 
"fmding (occasion)," R.V. (A.V., " taking "), Rom. 7 : 8, II, where 
sin is viewed as the corrupt source of action, an inward element using 
the commandment to produce evil effects ; of the power of temptation, 
r Cor. ro: r3; of taking an example, Jas. 5 : ro; of taking peace from 
the earth, Rev. 6: 4; of Christ in taking the form of a servant, Phil. 2 : 7; 
of taking rightfnl power (by the Lord, hereafter), Rev. II : 17. See 
AccEPT, No. 4. 

2. ANALAMBANO (&.va.A.aµßJ.vw) signifies (a) to take up (ana), 
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e.g„ Acts I : 2, II, 22 (R.V., "received ") ; (b) to take to oneself, Acts 
7 : 43 ; or to one's company, 20 : 13, 14 ; 23 : 31 ; 2 Tim. 4 : II ; of 
taking up spiritual armour, Eph. 6 : 13, 16. See RECEIVE. 

3. APOLAMBANÖ (a1ToAaµ.ß&.vw), besides its common meaning, to 
receive, denotes to take apart or aside, Mark 7 : 33, Middle Voice. lt 
is frequent in the papyri, and, in the sense of separation or drawing aside, 
is illustrated in a message of sorrow, concerning the non-arrival of one 
who with others had been ' shut up ' as recluses in a temple (Moulton 
and Milligan, Vocab.). See RECEIVE. 

4. EPILAMBANÖ (J'ITL>..aµ.ß&.vw), in the Middle Voice, to lay hold of, 
take hold of, is used literally, e.g., Mark 8 : 23 ; Luke 9 : 47 ; 14 : 4 ; 
metaphorically, e.g., Heb. 8 : 9, " (I) took them (by the hand) : " for 
other instances in each respect see HOLD, No. 7. 

5. KATALAMBANÖ (KaTaAaµ.ß&.vw), to lay hold of, is rendered to 
take, in Mark 9: 18; John 8: J, 4. Sec Arrnmurnn. 

6. METALAMBANÖ (p.ETaAaµß&.vw), to get, or have, a share of, is 
rcndcrcd " to take (food) " in Acts 2 : 46, R.V. (A.V., /1 did eat," see 
EAT, Note) ; 27: 33, i.e., to share it together. See HAVE, PARTAKE, 
RECEIVE. 

7. PARALAMBANÖ (1Ta.pa>..aµ.ß&.vw), besides its meaning to receive, 
denotes to take to (or with) oneself, of taking a wifc, c.g., Matt. I : 20, 24; 
of taking a person or persons with one, e.g., Matt. 2 : 13, 14, 20, 21 ; 
4 : 5, 8 ; of demons, 12 : 45 ; of Christ and His disciples, 17 : T ; 20 : 17 ; 
Mark 9 : 2 ; IO : 32 ; 14 : 33 ; of witnesses, Matt. 18.: 16 ; of the removal of 
persons from the earth in judgment, when "the Son of Man is revealed," 
Matt. 24 : 40, 41 ; Luke 17 : :H, 35 (cp. the means of the removal of 
corruption, in ver. 37); of the taking of Christ by the soldiers for 
scourging, Matt. 27 : 27, R.V., and to crucifixion, John 19: 16; see 
also Acts 15 : 39 ; 16 : 33 ; 21 : 24, 26, 32 ; 23 : 18. See RECEIVE. 

8. SUMPARALAMBANÖ (uvp.1Tapa'Aaµ,ß&.vw), sun, with, and No. 7, 
denotes to take along with oneself, as a companion, Acts 12 : 25 ; 15 : 37, 
38 ; Gal. 2 : I. ~ 

9. PROSLAMBANÖ (1Tpou>..aµ,ß&.vw), to take to oneself (pros), is used 
of food, Acts 27 : 33-36; .of persons, of Peter's act toward Christ, 
Matt. 16: 22; Mark 8: 32; for evil purposes, Acts 17: 5; for good 
purposes, 18: 26. See RECEIVE. 

10. PROLAMBANÖ (7rpo>..aµß&.vw) is rendered to take before in I Cor. 
II : 21. See CüME, Note (2) at end, ÜVERTAKE. 

II. SULLAMBANÖ (uv>..Aaµ.ß&.vw), to seize, take, is rendered to take 
in Matt. 26 : 55 and Mark 14 : 48, A.V. (R.V., " seize ") ; Luke 5 : 9 ; 
Acts I : 16; in 12 : 3 and 23: 27, A.V. (R.V., "seize "). See CATCH, 
CüNCEIVE, HELP. 

12. AIRÖ (atpw), to lift, carry, take up or away, occurs very frequently 
with its literal meanings. In John I : 29 it is used of Christas'' the Lamb 
of God, which takcth away thc sin of thc world," not the sins, but sin, 
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that which has existed from the time of the Fall, and in regard to which 
God has had judicial dealings with the world; through the expiatory 
sacrifice of Christ the sin of the world will be replaced by everlasting 
righteousness; cp. the plural, "sins ", in l John 3: 5. Righteous 
judgment was " taken away " from Christ at human tribunals, and 
His life, while voluntarily given by Himself (John 10 : 17, 18), was 
"taken (from the earth)," Acts 8: 33 (quoted from the Sept. of Isa. 
53: 8). In John 15 : 2 it is used in the Lord's statement "Every branch 
in Me that beareth not fruit, He taketh it away." This does not 
contemplate members of the " body " of Christ, but those who (just as 
a graft which being inserted, does not " abide " or " strikc ") are merely 
professed followers, giving only the appearance of being joined to the 
parent stem. 

The Law described in Col. 2 : 14 as " the bond written in ordinances 
that was against us," Christ "took" out of the wa.y a.t His Cross. In 
l Cor. 5 : .2, airö is used in the best texts (some have No. 14), of the Divine 
judgment which would have been exercised in 'taking away' from the 
church the incestuous delinquent, had they mourned before God. See 
AwAY, BEAR, No. 9, etc. 

13. APAIRO (amalpw), to lift off (apo, from, and No. 12), is used, in 
the Passive Voice; of Christ, metaphorically as the Bridegroom of His 
followers, Matt. 9 : 15 ; Mark 2 : 20 ; Luke 5 : 35. ~ 

14. EXAIRÖ (.Egalpw), to take away, is used of putting away a person 
in church discipline, l Cor. 5 : 13; for this verb as a variant reading in 
ver. 2, see No. 12.~ 

15. EPAIRO (.E1Talpw), to lift, raise, is used in the Passive Voice and 
rendered "He was taken up" in Acts l: 9. See EXALT, HOIST, LIFT. 

16. ANAIREÖ (civaipl.w), to take up (atia, up, and haireö, to takc), 
is used of Pharaoh's daughter in taking up the infant Moses, Acts 7 : 21 ; 

of God's act in taking away the typical animal sacrifices under the Law, 
Heb. lO: 9. See DEATH, C, No. 2, KILL, SLAY. 

17. APHAIREÖ (cirf>aipl.w), to takP. away (apo), is used with this 
meaning in Luke l: 25; 10: 42; 16: 3; Rom. II: 27, of thc rcmoval 
of the sins of Israel ; Heb. 10 : 4, of the impossibility of the removal oI 
sins by offerings under the Law; in Rev. 22: 19 (twice). See CuT, No. 8. 

18. KATHAIREÖ (Ka8aipl.w), to take down (kata), besides its meaning 
of putting down by force, was the technical term for the removal of the 
body after crucifixion, Mark 15 : 36, 46 ; Luke 23 : 53 ; Acts 13 : 29. 
See CAST, No. 14. 

19. PERIAIREO (7r€ptatpl.w), to take away that which surrounds 
(peri, around), is used (a) literally, of casting off anchors, Acts 27 : 40, 
R.V. (A.V., "having taken up ") ; 28: 13 in some texts, for perierchomai, 
to make a circuit; (b) metaphorically, of taking away the veil off the 
hearts of Israel, 2 Cor. 3 : 16; of hope of rescue, Acts 27: 20; of sins 
(negalively), Heb. 10: II.~ 
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20. DECHOMAI (8lxoµ.ai), to receive, is rendered "take (thy bond, 
R.V., A.V., bill) " in Luke 16: 6, 7; "take (the helmet of salvation)," 
Eph. 6 : 17, suggesting a heartiness in the taking. See AcCEPT, No. l, 

REcEIVE. 
21. PROSDECHOMAI (7rpou8lxoµ.ai), to receive favourably, is 

rendered " took " in Heb. 10 : 34. See AccEPT, No. 3. 
22. KRATEÖ (Kpa·dw), to take hold of, get possession of, is translated 

to take in Matt. 9 : 25 ; 22 : 6; 26 : 4; Mark l : 31 ; 5 : 41 ; 9 : 27; 
14: l, 44, 46, 49; Luke 8 : 54; Acts 24: 6. See HoLD, No. 6. 

23. DRASSOMAI (8p&.uuoµ.m), to grasp with the hand, take hold of, 
is used metaphorically in l Cor. 3 : 19, "taketh (the wisc in their 
crafliness).''~ 

24. DIDÖMI (8l8wµ.i), to give, found in the best texts in Mark 3 : 6, 
is rendered "took (counsel) ; " some have poieo, to make. 

25. KATECHÖ (1m'Tlxw), to hold, is rendered "to ta.ke (the lowest 
place) " in Luke 14 : 9. See HoLD. 

26. PIAZÖ (m&.,w), to lay or take hold of forcefully, is always rendered 
to take in the R.V. See APPREHEND, No. 2. 

27. PARAPHERÖ (7rapa<plpw), to bear away (para, aside, phero, to 
bear), remove, is rendered "take away" in Mark 14: 36, A.V., R.V., 
"remove," as in Luke 22: 42. See REMOVE.~ 

28. ECHÖ (lxw), to have, to hold, is used in Matt. 21 : 46 in the sense 
of regarding a person as something, "they took (Hirn) for (a prophet)." 
See HAvE. 

29. SUNAGÖ (uvv&.yw), to bring together, is used of taking a person 
into one's honse rec.eiving hospitality, " took ... in," Matt. 25 : 35, 
38, 43; so in Acts II : 26, R.V., "were gathered together," A.V., 
" assembled ; " perhaps the meauiug is ' lhey were eulertaiuetl.' See 
AssEMBLE, BEsTow, GATHER. 

30. EKDUÖ (€K8vw), to take off a garment from a person, is so rendered 
with reference to the soldiers' trea.tment of Christ, Matt. 27: 31 ; 
Mark 15: 20. See STRIP. . 

3i. EKBALLÖ (€icß&.>.>..w) has the meaning to bring or take out in 
Luke 10: 35, " took out (two pence)," a word perhaps chosen to express 
the wholeheartedness of the act (lit., to throw out). See CAST, No. 5. 

32. BASTAZÖ (ßaUT&.,w), to bear, lift, is used of taking up stones, 
John 10: 3i. As to Matt. 3: II, Moulton and Milligan supply evidences 
from the vemacular that the word signified to take off (the s<;1.ndals), which 
confirms Mark's word luo, to unloose (1 : 7). See BEAR, No. r. 

33. EPICHEIREÖ (lmxeiplw), to take in hand (epi, upon, cheir, the 
hand), to attempt, take upon oneself, is rendered "have taken in hand," 
Luke r : r ; " took upon (them)," Acts 19 : 13. See Go, No. 30. 

34. GINOMAI (ylvoµ.a.i), to become, to come tobe, is rendered" hebe 
taken" in 2 Thess. 2: 7, lit., ' (until) he, or it, become' (for a treatment 
of the whole passage see Notes on Thess. by Rogg and Vine). 
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Notes: (1) For sunairo m Matt. 18: 23, see RECKON. (2) Some 
texts have apagö, to take away, in Acts 24: 7. (3) In John 6: 24, A.V., 
embainö, to enter, is rendered "took (shipping)," R.V., "got into (the 
boats)." (4) In 2 Thess. l : 8, A.V., didömi, to give (R.V. "rendering "), 
is translated "taking." (5) In Rom. 3 : 5, A.V., epipherö, to bring 
against, is rendered" taketh (vengeance)," R. V., "visiteth (with wrath)." 
(6) In Luke 4: 5, A.V., anagö, to lead up (R.V., "led "), is rendered 
"took up." (7) In Acts ro: 26, A.V., egeirö, to raise (R.V.), is rendered 
" took ... up." (8) For taking up baggage, Acts 21 : 15, see BAGGAGE. 
(9) For "taken from" in l Thess. 2 : 17, A.V., see BEREAVED, No. r. 
(ro) Sunechö is translatcd "takcn with" in Matt. 4: 24; Luke 4: 38; 
8 : 37. See HOLDEN. (n) In 2 Prt, 2 : 12 "to be taken" tram11a.tes 
the phrase eis halösin, -lit., 'for capture' (halösis, a taking). (12) In l Pet. 
2 : 20, hupomenö, to endure, is rendered " ye take ... patiently." 
(13) In Matt. II : 12 ; John 6 : 15 ; Acts 23 : ro harpazö (see CATCH) 
is rendered" take ... by force." (14) For apotassomai, to take leave of, 
see LEAVE, (c) No. r. (15) For apaspazomai, rendered to take leave oi 
in Acts 21 : 6, A.V., see LEAVE, (c.) No. ?.. (r6) Tn Ar.ts ?.T : 6 somP. mss. 
have epibainö, A.V., "we took ship" (R.V., embainö, "we went on 
board ") : cp. Note (3), above. (17) For " untaken " in 2 Cor. 3 : 14 
see UNLIFTED. (18) In l Tim. 5 : 9, A.V., katalegö is rendered to take 
into the number (K V., " be enrolled "). ~ (19) For " take ... to 
record "see TF.STIFY. See also CAHJ::, HEim, JoURNEY, THOUGHT (lo Lake). 

TALENT 

A. Noun. 
TALANTON ('TnAn.vrnv), originally a balance, then, a talent in weight, 

was hence a sum of money in gold or silver equivalent to a talent. The 
Jewish talent contained 3,000 shekels of the sanctuary, e.g., Ex. 30 : 13 
(about 114 lbs.). In N.T. times the talent was not a weight of silver, 
but the Roman-Attic talent, comprising 6,ooo denarii or drachms, and 
equal to about f240. lt is mentioned in Matthew only, 18 : 24 ; 25 : 15, 
16, 20 (twice in the best texts), 22 (thrice), 24, 25, 28 (twice). In 18: 24 
the vastness of the sum, ro,ooo talents (f2AOO,ooo), indicates the 
impossibility of man's clearing himself, by his own efforts, of the guilt 
which lies upon him before God. ~ 

Note : That the talent denoted something weighed has provided the 
meaning of the Eng. word as a gift or ability, especially under the influence 
of the Parable of the Talents (Matt. 25 : 14-30). 

B. Adjective 
TALANTIAIOS ('TaAavTLato~) denotes 'of a talent's weight,' Rev. 

16: 2r.1f 

For TALES see TALK 
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TALJTHA 
TALEITHA or TALITHA (m.\n8a), an Aramaic feminine meaning 

maiden,' Mark 5 : 41, has been variously transliterated in the N.T. 
Greek mss. Koumi or Koum (Heb. and Aram.,qum, arise), which follows, 
is interpreted by "I say unto thee, arise." Koum is the better attested 
word; so in the Talmud, where this imperative occurs "seven times 
in one page" (Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus, i, p. 631).~ 

TALK (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. LOGOS (.\6yos-), a word, is translated "talk" in Matt. 22 : 15; 
Mark 12 : 13. See ACCOUNT, B. 

2. LEROS (.\f]pos-) denotes foolish talk, nonsense, Luke 24 : II, R.V., 
"idle talk" (A.V., "idle tales "). ~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. LALEÖ (.\aMw), to speak, say, is always translated to speak in the 

R.V., where the A.V. renders it by to talk, Matt. 12: 46; Mark 6: 50; 
Luke 24: 32; John 4: 27 (twice) ; 9: 37; 14: 30; Acts 26: 31; Rev. 
4: l ; 17: l; 21: 9, 15. The R.V. rendering is preferable; the idea of chat 
or chatter is entirely foreign to the N.T., and should never be regarded 
as the mcaning in l Cor. 14: 34, 35. See COMMUNE, Note, SAY, No. l, 

Note, and No. 2, SPEAK. 
2. SULLALEÖ (avMaMw), to speak with (sun), is translate<l to talk 

with, Matt. 17 : 3 ; Mark q: 4; Luke q : 30. See CoNFER, No. 2. 

3. HOMILEÖ (JµiMw), to be in company with, consort with (homilos, 
a throng ; homilia, company), hence, to converse with, is rendered to 
talk with, Acts 20 : II. See COMMUNE, No. 2. 

4. SUNOMILEÖ (awoµiMw), to convcrsc, talk with, occurs in Acts 
10: 27., 

T ALKERS (vain) 
MATAIOLOGOS (µaTaioAoyos-), an adjective denoting talking idly 

(mataios, vain, idle, legö, to speak), is used as a noun (plural) in Tit. l: 10.il 

TALKING (vain, foolish) 
r. MATAIOLOGIA (µamio.\oyla), a noun corresponding to the above, 

is used in l Tim. l: 6, R.V., "vain talking" (A.V., "vain jangling ")., 
2. MÖROLOGIA (µwpo.\oyla), from möros, foolish, dull, stupid, and 

legö, is used in Eph. 5 : 4; it denotes more than mere idle talk. Trench 
describes it as" that ' talk of fools ' which is foolishness and sin together " 
(Syn. § xxxiv)., 

TAME 
DAMAZÖ (Saµa{w), to subdue, tarne, is used (a) naturally in Mark 

5 : 4 and Jas. 3: 7 (twice) ; (b) metaphorically, of the tongue, in Jas. 
3: 8., In the Sept., Dan. 2: 40., 
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TANNER 
BURSEUS (ßvpa€v~). a tanner (from bursa, a hide), occurs in Acts 

9 : 43 ; I0 : 6, 32. ~ 

For TARE (Verb) see TEAR 

TARES 
ZIZANION (,i,avwv) is a kind of darnel, the commonest of the four 

species, being the bearded, growing in the grain fields, as tall as wheat and 
barley, and resembling wheat in appearance. It was credited among the 
Jews with being degenerate wheat. The Rabbis called it " bastard." 
The seeds are poisonous to man and herbivorous animals, producing 
sleepiness, nausea, convulsions and even death (they are harmless to 
poultry). The plants can be separated out, but the custorn, as in the 
parable, is to leave the cleaning out till near the time of harvest, Matt. 
13: 25-27, 29, 10, 16, 18, 40.~ The Lord describes the tares as "the 
sons of the evil one ; " false teachings are indissociable from their 
propagandists. For the Lord's reference to the Kingdorn see KINGDOM. 

TARRY 
r. MENÖ (µhw), to abide, is translated by the verb to abide, in the 

R.V„ for A.V„ to tarry, in Matt. 26: 38; Mark 14: 34; Luke 24: 29; 
John 4: 40; Acts 9: 43 ; 18 : 20; the R.V. retains the verb to tarry 
in John 21 : 22, 23 ; in Acts 20: 5, A.V., "tarried" (R.V„ "were 
waiting "). Some mss. have it in Acts 20: 15 (A.V., " tarried "). See 
AB IDE. 

2. EPIMENÖ (~mµ.lvw), to abide, continue, a strengthened form of 
No. l, is translated to tarry in Acts 10 : 48 ; 21 : 4, 10 ; ~8 : i~. i4 , 
l Cor. 16: 7, 8; Gal. l : 18, R.V. (A.V„ "abode "). See ABIDE, No. 2. 

3. HUPOMENÖ (vTToµ.lvw), to endure, is rendered "tarried behind" 
in Luke 2: 43. See ENDURE, No. 2. 

4. PROSMENÖ (11'poaµ.lvw), to abide still, continue, is translated 
" tarried " in Acts 18 : 18, suggesting patience and stedfastness in 
remaining after the circumstances which preceded; in l Tim. l : 3, R.V., 
"to tarry" (A.V., " to abide still"). See ABIDE, No. 6. 

5. DIATRIBÖ (Sta-rplßw), for which see ABIDE, No. 7, is invariably 
rendered to tarry, in the R.V. ; A.V., twice, John 3 : 22 ; Acts 25: 6; 
"continued" in John II : 54; Acts 15 : 35 ; "abode," Acts 12: 19; 
14: 3, 28; 20 : 6; "abiding," 16: 12 ; "had been," 25 : 14. ~ 

6. CHRONIZÖ (xpovl,w), to spend or while away time; to tarry, 
Matt. 2.)": 5; Luke l: 21; Heb. 10: 37. See DELAY, No. 2. 

7. BRADUNÖ (ßpaSvvw), to be slow (bradus, slow), is rendered " I 
tarry long," l Tim. 3 : 15 ; " is . . . slack," 2 Pet. 3 : 9. ~ 

8. KATHIZÖ (KaBt,w), to make to sit down, or, intransitively, to 
sit down, is translated " tarry ye " in Luke 24 : 49. See Srr. 
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9. MELLÖ (µ.l>.Aw), to be about to, is rendered " (why) tarriest 
thou?" in Acts 22: 16 .. See ABOUT, B. 

IO. EKDECHOMAI (EK8lxoµ.ai), to expect, await (ek, from, dechomai, 
to receive), is translated "tarry" in I Cor. II : 33, A.V. (R.V., "wait "). 
See EXPECT, LooK, WAIT. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 27: 33, A.V., prosdokaö, to wait, look for, is 
translated "have tarried" (R.V., "wait "). (2) In Acts I5 : 33, poieö, 
to make or do, is used with chronos, time, A.V.," they had tarried a space," 
R.V., "they had spent some time." 

TASTE 
GEUO (yc:vw), to makc to tuste, is used in the Middle Voice, signifying 

to taste (a) naturally, Matt. 27 : 34 ; Luke 14 : 24 ; John 2 : 9; Col. 
2 : 21; (b) metaphorically, of Christ's tasting death, implying His Personal 
experience in voluntarily undergoing death, Heb. 2 : 9; of believers 
(negatively) as to tasting of death, Matt. I6 : 28 ; Mark 9 : I ; Luke 9 : 27 ; 
John 8: 52; of tasting the heavenly gift (different from receiving it), 
Heb. 6: 4; "the good word of God, and the powers of the age to come," 
6: 5; "that the Lord is gracious," I Pet. 2 : 3. See EAT. 

TATTLER 
PHLUAROS (c/)>.vapos), babbling, garrulous (from phluö, to babble: 

cp. phluareö, to prate against), is translated" tattlers "in l Tim. 5 : 13., 

TAUGHT (Adjective) 
T. DIDAKTOS (oioaK"Tos). primarjly what can betaught, then, taught, 

is used (a) of persons, John 6 : 45 ; (b) of things, I Cor. 2 : I3 (twice), 
" (not in wunls which man's wisdom) teacheth, (but which thc Spirit) 
teacheth," lit., ' (not in words) taught (of man's wisdom, but) taught (of 
the Spirit).', 

2. THEODIDAKTOS (8c:oSl8aKTos), God-taught (Theos, God, and No. 
I), occurs in l Thess. 4 : 9, lit,, ' Gorl-taught (persons) ; ' while the 
missionaries hacl taught the convert5 to love one another, God had Himself 
been their Teacher. Cp. John 6: 45 (see No. I)., 

For TAXED, TAXING see ENROL, ENROLMENT 

TEACH 
A. Verbs. 

I. DIDASKO (füaduKw) is usecl (a) absolutely, to give instruction, 
e.g., Matt. 4 : 23 ; 9 : 35 ; Rom. I2 : 7 ; I Cor. 4 : 17 ; I Tim. 2 : I2 ; 
4 : II ; (b) transitively, with an object, whether persons, e.g., Matt. 5 : 2 ; 

7 : 29, and frequently in the Gospels and Acts, or things taught, e.g., 
Matt. 15 : 9 ; 22 : 16 ; Acts 15 : 35 ; I8 : Ii; both persons and things, 
e.g„ John 14: 26; Rev. 2: I4, 20. 
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z. PAIDEUO (-7Tat3€vw), to instruct and train: see INSTRUCT, No. 2. 
3. KATECHEÖ (Kar71x€w), for which see INFORM, No. 2, INSTRUCT, 

No. l, is rendered to teach in I Cor. 14: 19, A.V. (R.V., "instruct ") ; 
Gal. 6 : 6 (twice). 

4. HETERODIDASKALEÖ (lr€pofü3auKaMw), to teach a different 
doctrine (heteros, "different," to be distinguished from allos, another of 
the same kind: see ANOTHER), is used in l Tim. I. : 3 ; 6: 3, R.V„ A.V., 
"teach (no) other d." and" teach otherwise,'' of what is contrary to the 
faith.~ 

Notes: (1) For matheteuo, to teach, in the A.V. of Matt. 28: 19; 
Acts 14: 21, see D1sc1PLE, B. (2) In Acts 16: 21, A.V., katangello, to 
tleda1c, IJieJ.ch, is rendered " teach" (R.V„ "sct forth "). (3) For 
"teacheth" iri l Cor. 2: 13, see TAUGHT, No. l (b). 

B. Adjective. 
DIDAKTIKOS (3i3aKriKoS'), skilled in teaching (akin to No. l above : 

Eng., didactic), is translated " apt to teach" in I Tim. 3 : 2 ; 2 Tim. 
2: 24.~ 

TEACHER, FALSE TEACHERS 
r. DIDASKALOS (fü~cfuKaAoS') is rendered " teacher " or " teachers " 

in Matt. 23: 8, by Christ, of Himself; in John 3: 2 of Christ; of 
Nicodemus in Israel, 3 '. ro, R.V. ; of teachers of the truth in the churches, 
Acts lJ: l; r Cor. 12 : 281 29; Eph. 4: II; Heb. 5: 12; Jas. 3: T, 
R.V. ; hy Paul of his work among the churches, r Tim. 2 : 7 ; 2 Tim. 
r : II ; of teachers, wrongfully chosen by those who have "itching ears," 
7. Tim 4 : 3. See MASTER, RABBI. 

2; KALODIDASKALOS (KaAo3i3aaKaAos) denotes a teacher of what 
is good (kalos), Tit. 2 : J. ~ 

3. PSEUDODIDASKALOS (i/J€v3o3i36.uKaAoS'), a false teacher, occurs 
m the plural in 2 Pet. 2 : l. ~ 

For TEACH!NG (Noun) see DOCTRINE, Nos. l and 2 

TEARS 
DAKRUON or DAKRU (3d:Kpvov), akin to dakruo, to weep, is used 

in the plural, Mark 9 : 24 ; Luke 7 : 38, 44 (with the sense of washing 
therewith the Lord's feet) ; Acts 20 : 19, 31 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 4; 2 Tim. l : 4; 
Heb. 5: 7; 12: 17; Rev. 7: 17; 21 : 4.~ 

TEAR, TORN 
l. SPARASSO (a7rap1fouw), denotes to tear, rend, convulse, Mark 

r : 26; 9: 20 (in some mss.), 26, KV., "having ... torn" (A.V., 
"rent ") ; T.nke 9: 39.~ In the Sept., 2 Sam. 22: 8, of the foundations 
of heaven ; Jer. 4: 18, of the heart. ~ 

z. SUSPARASSO (uvuTTapduaw), to tear violently (sun, with, intensive), 
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convulse completely, a strengthened form öf No. I, is used in Mark 9: 20, 
in the best texts (some have No. 1); Luke 9: 42.ir 

3. DIASPAÖ (Siaa?Jaw), to break or tear asunder, is translated" should 
be torn in pieces" in Acts 23 : 10, R.V. (A.V., " ... pulled ... "). 
See REND, No. 5. 

4. RHEGNUMI (p~yvvµ.t), to break, is rendered " teareth " in 
Mark 9: 18, A.V. (R.V., "dasheth ... down"). See RINDER, No. I. 

TEDIOUS (to be) 
ENKOPTÖ (€vx:6rrTw), to hinder, is rendered to be tedious in Acts 

24: 4, of detaining a person unnecessarily. See RINDER, No. I. 

For TEETH see TOOTH 

TELL 
I. LEGÖ (Myw) and the 2nd aorist form eipon, used to supply this 

tense in legö, are frequently translated to tell, e.g., Matt. 2 : 13, R.V., 
" I tell," A.V., " I bring (thee) word" ; 10: 27. See SAY, No. 1. 

2. LALEÖ (A.aMw), for which see SAY, No. 2, is usually rendered to 
speak, in the R.V. (fur A.V., lo fell), e.g., Malt. 26: 13; Luke I: 45; 
2 : 17, 18, 20; Acts II : 14; 27: 25; but R.V. and A.V., fo tell in 
John 8: 40; Acts 9: 6; 22: 10. 

3. EKLALEÖ (€x:.:\aMw), to speak out (ek), is translated "tell" in 
Acts 23 : 22. i! 

4. EIRÖ (Etpw), for whir.h see SAY, No. 4, is rendered to tell in Matt. 
21 : 24; Mark II : 29; John 14: 29; Rev. 17: 7 . 

.). APANGELLÖ (d:rrayylfAA.w), to auuouuce, tleclare, rt!purt (usually 
as a messenger), is frequently rendered to tell, e.g., Matt. 8: 33; 14: 12. 

See BRING, No. 36. 
6. ANANGELLÖ (avayylfAA.w), to bring back word, announce, is somc

times rendered totell, e.g., John 5: 15; 2 Cor. 7: 7. See DECLARE, No. I. 

7. DIEGEOMAI (ot"]yloµ.ai), for which see DECLARE, No. 6, is rendered 
to tell, in the A.V. and R.V., in Mark 9: 9; Heb. II: 32. 

8. EXEGEOMAI (€g")ylfoµ.ai), for which see DECLARE, No. 8, is 
translated "told" in Luke 24: JS, A.V. (R.V., "rehearsed "). 

9. DIASAPHEÖ (otaamplfw), fo make clear (dia, throughout, saphes, 
clear), explain tully, is translated "told" in Matt. 18: 31. See .EXPLAIN. 

10. MENUÖ (µ.71vvw) is rendered "told" in Acts 23: 30, A.V.: see 
SHEW, No. 7. 

II. PROEIRÖ (PROLEGÖ) (7rpoElpw), to tell before, is so rendered 
in Matt. 24: 25: see FORETELL, FOREWARN. 

Note: In the following, oida, fo know, is translated "tell" in the 
A.V. (R.V., "know "), Matt. 21: 27; Mark II: 33; Luke 20: 7; 
John 3 : 8 ; 8 : 14; 16 : 18 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 2. 
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TEMPER TOGETHER 
SUNKERANNUMI (avyKi;pavvvµi), to mix or blend together, is used 

in l Cor. 12 : 24, of the combining of the members of the human body 
into an organic structure, as illustrative of the members of a local church 
(see ver. 27, where there is no definite article in the original). See 
MIXED (with). 

TEMPERANCE, TEMPERATE 
A. Noun. 

ENKRATEIA (eyKp&wa), from kratos, strength, occurs in Acts 
24: 25 : Gal. 5 : 23 ; 2 Pet. l : 6 (twice), in all of which it is rendered 
" temperance ; " the R. V. marg., " self-control 11 js the preferable rendering, 
as temperance is now limited to one form of self-control ; the various 
powers bestowed by God upon man are capable of abuse ; the right use 
demands the controlling power of the will under the operation of the 
Svirit of God; in Act!! 24: 25 thc word follows "rightcow.mcss,11 which 
represents God's claims, self-control being man's response thereto; in 
2 Pet. l : 6, it follows "knowledge," suggesting that what is learnt 
requires to be püt into practice. ~ 

B. Adjectives. 
l. ENKRAT:t!S (ly1<paT~s), akin to A, denotes cxcrcising self-control, 

rendcrcd " temperate 11 in Tit. l : 8. ~ 
2. NEPHALIOS (111Jcf>cl.Aios), for which see SoBER, is translated 

"temperate 11 in l Tim. 3: 2, R..V. (A.V., "vigilant 11
) ; in 3 : II and 

Tit. 2: 2, R.V. (A.V., "sober ").~ 
Note: In Tit. 2 : 2, AV., söphrön, sober, is rendered "temperate 11 

(R.V., " soberminded "). · 
C. Verb. 

ENKRATEUOMAI (lyKparnfoµai), akin to A and B, No. l, rendered 
"is temperate 11 in l Cor. 9 : 25, is uscd figurativ~ly of the rigid self-control 
practised by athletes with a view to gaining the prize. See CONTINENCY. 

TEMPEST 
l. THUELLA (Qoi;A.\a), a hurricane, cyclone, whirlwind (akin to 

thuö, to slay, and thumos, wrath), is used in Heb. 12: 18., In the Sept., 
Ex. 10 : 22 ; Deut. 4 : II ; 5 : 22., 

2. SEISMOS (ai;iaµos), a shaking (Eng., seismic, etc.), is used of a 
tempest in Matt. 8 : 24. See EARTHQUAKE. 

3. CHEIMÖN (xi;iµwv), winter, a winter storm, hence, in general, a 
tempest, is so rendered in Acts 27: 20. See: WRATHF.R, \VINTER. 

4. LAILAPS (>.aV..a.rp), "a tempest,"2 Pet. 2 : 17, A.V. : see STORM. 
Note: For "tossed with a tempest," Acts 27: 18, A.V., see LABOUR, 

B, No. 2. 
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TEMPESTUOUS 
TUPHÖNIKOS (TvcpwviKos), from tuphOn, a hurricane, typhoon, is 

translated " tempestuous " in Acts 27 : 14. ~ 

TEMPLE 
I. HIERON (Zt:pov), the neuter of the adjective hieros, sacred, is used 

as a noun denoting a sacred place, a temple, that of Artemis (Diana), 
Acts I9: 27; that in Jerusalem, Mark II : II, signifying the entire building 
with i-ts precincts, or some part thereof, as distinct from the naos, the inner 
sanctuary (see No. 2) ; apart from the Gospels and Acts, it is mentioned 
only in I Cor. 9 : I3. Christ taught in one of the courts, to which all the 
people had access. Hieron is never used figuratively. The Temple 
mentioned in the Gospels and Acts was begun by Herod in B.C. 20, and 
destroyed by the Romans in A.D. 70. 

2. NAOS (vaos), a shrine or sanctuary, was used (a) among the heathen, 
lo denote the shrine containing the idol, Acts I7 : 24 ; I9 : 24 (in the 
latter, miniatures) ; (b) among the Jews, the sanctuary in the Temple, 
into which only the priests could lawfully enter, e.g., Luke I : 9, 2I, 22 ; 
Christ, as being of the tribe of Judah, and thus not being a priest while 
upon the earth (Heb, 7: I3, 14; 8: 4), did not enter the naos; for 2 Thess. 
2: 4 see Note (below) ; (c) by Christ metaphorically, of His own 
physical body, John 2 : I9, 2I ; (d) in apostolic teaching, metaphorically, 
{I) of the Church, the mystical Body of Christ, Eph. 2 : 2I ; (2) of a local 
church, I Cor. 3 : I6, I7; 2 Cor. 6: I6; (3) of the present body of the 
individual believer, I Cor. 6 : I9 ; (4) of the Temple seen in visions ,in 
the Apocalypse, 3 : I2 ; 7 : I5 ; II : I9 ; I4 : I5, I7 ; I5 : 5, 6, 8 ; 
r6 : I, I7 ; (5) of the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb, as the Temple 
of the New and Heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 2I : 22. See SANCTUARY 
and HOLY, B (b), par. 4. 

Notes: (r) The temple mentioned in 2 Thess. 2 : 4 (naos), as the seat 
of the Man of Sin, has been regarded in different ways. The weight of 
Scr~pture evidence i'> in favonr of the view that it refers to a liternl t~mpl~ 
in Jerusalem, to be reconstructed in the future (cp. Dan. II : JI and 
12 : II, with Matt. 24 : r5). For a fuller examination of the passage, see 
Notes on Thessalonians by Rogg and Vine, pp. 250-252. (2) For oikos, 
rendered "temple," Lu'ke II : SI, A.V., see HousE, No. I. 

TEMPLE-KEEPER 
NEÖKOROS (vt:wKopos), Acts 19 : 35, R.V., and A.V. marg., "temple

keeper" (A. V., " worshipper "). is used in profane Greek of one who has 
charge of a temple. Coin inscriptions show that it was an honorary title 
given to certain cities, especially in Asia Minor, where the cult of some 
god or of a deified human potentate had been established, here to Ephesus 
in respect of the goddess Artemis. Apparently the Imperial cult also 
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existed at Ephesus. Josephus applies the word to Jews as worshippers, 
but this is not the meaning in Acts 19. ~ 

TEMPORAL 
PROSKAIROS (11p6aKaipos), for a season (Pros, for, kairos, a season), 

is rendered " temporal " in 2 Cor. 4 : 18. See SEASON, WHILE. 

TEMPT 
A. Verbs. 

I. PEIRAZO (7reipd.,w) signifies (1) to try, attempt, assay (see TRY) ; 
(2) to test, try, prove, in a good sense, said of Christ and of believers, 
Heb. 2 : 18, where the context shows that the temptation was the cause 
of suffering to Hirn, and only suffering, not a drawing away to sin, so 
that believers have the sympathy of Christ as their High Priest in the 
suffering which sin occasions to those who are in the enjoyment of 
communion with God ; so in the similar passage in 4 : 15 ; in all the 
temptations which Christ endured, there was uolhiug wilhiu Him lhat 
answered to sin. There was no sinful infirmity in Hirn. While He was 
truly man, and His Divine nature was not in any way inconsistent with 
His Manhood, there was nothing in Hirn such as is produced in us by the 
sinful nature which belongs to us; in Heb. II : 37, of the testing of O.T. 
saints ; in l Cor. IO : 13, where the meaning has a wide scope, the verb 
is used of testing as permitted by God, and of the believer as one who 
should be in the realization of his own helplessness and his dependence 
upon God (see PROVE, TRY) ; in a bad sense, to tempt (a) of al.lempts to 
ensnare Christ in His speech, e.g., Matt. 16 : l ; 19 : 3 ; 22 : 18, 35, and 
parallel passages; John 8 : 6; (b) of temptations to sin, e.g., Gal. 6 : l, 
where one who wonld restore :rn erring brother is not to ad as his judge, 
but as being one with him in liability to sin, with the possibility of finding 
himself in similar circumstances, Jas. l : 13, 14 (see note below) ; of 
temptations mentioned as coming from the Devil, Matt. 4 : l; and parallel 
pc..ssages; l Cor. 7 : 5; l Thess. 3 : 5 (sec TEMPTER) ; (c) of trying or 
challenging God, Acts 15 : ro; r Cor. 10 : 9 (2nd part) ; Heb. 3 : 9; the 
Holy Spirit, Acts 5 : 9 : cp. No. 2. 

Note: •"James l : 13-15 seems to contradict other statements of 
Scripture in two respects, saying (a) that 'God cannot be tempted with 
evil,' and (b) that ' He Himsclf tempteth no man.' But God tempted, or 
tried, Abraham, Heb. II : 17, and the Israelites tempted, or tried, God, 
l Cor. IO: 9. Ver. 14, however, makes it plain that, whereas in these 
cases the temptation or trial, came from without, James refers to 
temptation, or trial, arising within, from uncontrolled appetites and 
from evil passions, cp. Mark 7 : 20-23. But though such temptation 
does not proceed from God, yet does God regard His people while they 
endure it, and by it tests and approves them." 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 97. 
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2. EKPEIRAZÖ (eK7TEtpa~w), an intensive form of the foregoing, is 
used in much the same way as No. l (2) (c), in Christ's quotation from 
Deut. 6 : 16, in reply to the Devil, Matt. 4 : 7 ; Luke 4 : 12 ; so in 
l Cor. IO: 9, R.V„ "the Lord" (A.V„ "Christ"); of the lawyer who 
tempted Christ, Luke IO: 25. if In the Sept„ Deut. 6: 16; 8: 2, 16; 
Ps. 78: 18.if Cp. dokimazö (see PROVE). 

B. Adjective. 
APEIRASTOS (&.mdpacrros}, untempted, untried (a, negative, and A, 

No. l), occurs in Jas. l : 13, with eimi, to be, "cannot be tempted," 
' untemptable ' (Mayor). if 

TEMPTATION 
PEIRASMOS (7TEipaaµ.6s), akin to A, above, is used of (1) trials with 

a beneficial purpose and effect, (a) of trials or temptations, Divinely 
permitted or sent, Luke 22 : 28; Acts 20 : 19; Jas. l : 2 ; l Pet. l : 6; 
4: 12, R.V„ "to prove," A.V„ "to try; " 2 Pet. 2 : 9 (singular) ; Rev. 
3 : IO, R.V„ "trial" (A.V„ "temptation ") ; in Jas. l : 12, "temptation" 
apparently has meanings (1) and (2) combined (see below), and is used in 
the widest sense; (b) with a good or neutral significance, Gal. 4: 14, of 
Paul's physical infirmity, "a temptation" to the Galatian converts, 
of such a kind as to arouse feelings of natural repugnance; (c) of trials 
of a varied d1aracter, Matt. 6 : 13 and Luke II : 4, whcrc bclievcrs arc 
commanded to pray not to be led into such by forces beyon<l their own 
control; Matt. 26 : 41 ; Mark 14 : 38 ; Luke 22 : tjO, tj6, where they are 
commanded to watch and pray against entering into temptations by their 
own carelessness or dii;obedience ; in all such r.::t<;f'.<; Gorl prnvirle<; " the 
way of escape," l Cor. IO: :i;3 (where peirasmos occurs twice). (2) Of 
trial definitely designcd to lead to wrong doing, temptation, Luke 4 : 13 ; 
8 : 13 ; l Tim. 6 : 9 ; (J) of trying or challenging God, by men, Heb. 3 : 8. if 

TEMPTER 
Note: The present participle of peirazö, to tempt, preceded by the 

article, lit„ ' the (one) tempting,' is uscd as a noun, describing the Devil 
in this character, Matt. 4: 3 ; l Thess. 3 : 5. ~ 

TEN 
DEKA (SlKa), whence the Eng. prefix deca-, is regarded by some as 

the measure of human responsibility, e.g„ Luke 19 : 13, 17; Rev. 2 : IO; 

it is used in a figurative setting in Rev. 12: 3; 13: l; 17: 3, 7, 12, 16. 
Notes: (1) In Acts 23 : 23, hebdomekonta, seventy, is translated 

"threescore and ten." (2) For "ten thousand" see THOUSAND. 

For TEND, John 21 : 16; l Pet. 5 : 2, R.V., see FEED, No. 2 
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TENDER 
HAPALOS (&..rra.Ms-), soft, tender, is used of the branch of a tree, 

Matt. 24 : 32 ; Mark 13 : 28. ir 
Note: For Luke l : 78, "tender mercy; " Phil. l : 8; 2: l, "tender 

mercies," see BowELS. 

For TENDER-HEARTED see PITIFUL, No. 2 

TENTH 
r. DEKATOS (8t1KaTos-), an adjective from deka, ten, occurs in John 

I : 39 ; Rev. II : 13 ; 21 : 20. ir 
~. DEKATE (8t!Ka-ni). grammatically the feminine fuun uf Nu. l, 

with meris, a part, understood, is used as a noun, translated " a tenth 
part " in Heb. 7 : 2, " a tenth," ver. 4 ; " tithes " in vv. 8, 9. if 

For TENTS see TARERNACLE, No. r 

TENT-MAKERS 
SKRNOPOIOS (aK'lJV01Toi6s-), an adjective, 'tent-making' (::;kene, 

a tent, poieö, to make), is used as a noun in Acts 18: 3.if 

TERM (appointed) 
PROTHESMIOS (7rpa8laµios-), an adjective denoi.ing appointed 

beforehand (pro, before, tithemi, to put, appoint : see APPOINT, No. 3, 
Note), is used as a noun, prothesmia (grammatically feminine, with hemera, 
a day, understood), as in Greek law, a day appointed before, Gal. 4: 2, 

R.V„ "the term appointed," i.e., 'a stipulated date' (A.V„ "the time 
appointed "). if 

TERRESTRIAL 
EPIGEIOS (€7rlyeios-), on earth, earthly (epi, on, ge, the earth), is 

rendered" terrestrial" in l Cor,. 15 : 40 (twice), in contrast to epouranios, 
heavenly. See EARTHLY, No. 2. 

For TERRIBLE, Heb. 12 : 21, see FEARFUL, B, No. r 

TERRIFY 
A. Verbs. 

r. PTOEÖ (TTTolw), to terrify, is used m the Passive Voice, Luke 
21:9; 24:37.ir 

2. EKPHOBEÖ (€i<cf>oßlw), to frighten away (ek, out, phobos, fear), 
occurs in 2 Cor. ro: 9. ir 

3. PTURÖ (7TT&pw), to scare, Phil. l : 28: see AFFRIGHTED, B, 
No. r.ir 
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B. Adjective. 
EMPHOBOS (lp-<poßos), terrified. is so rendered in the R.V. of Acts 

24 : 25. See TREMBLE. 

TERROR 
I. PHOBOS (cfi6ßos), fear, is rendered "terror" in Rom. 13: 3; 

in 2 Cor. 5 : II and I Pet. 3 : 14, A.V. (R.V., "fear "). See FEAR, No. 1. 

2. PHOBETRON (cfi6ßrrrpo11), that which canses fright, .a terror, is 
translated "terrors" in Luke 21: II, R.V. (A.V„ "fearful sights ")., 
See FEAR, A, Note. For ptoesis; see AMAZEMENT. 

For TESTAMENT see COVENANT 

TESTATOR 
DIATITH~MI (8,aTl8'YJp.'), to arrange, dispose, is used only in the 

Middle Voice in the N.T. ; in Heb. 9: 16, 17, the present participle 
with the article, lit„ ' the (one) making a tcstament (or covenant),' 
virtually a noun, "the testator" (the covenanting one) ; it is used of 
making a covenant in 8 : :i:o and IO : 16 and Acts 3 : 25. In covenant
making, the sacrifice of a victim was customary (Gen. 15 : IO ; · Jer. 
34 : 18, 19). He who made a covenant did so at the cost of a life. While 
the terminology in Heb. 9 : 16, 17 has the appearance of being appropriate 
to the circumstart~es of making a wiH, lhere is excellent reason for adhering 
to the meaning 'covenant-making.' The rendering "the death of the 
testator "would make Christa Testator, which He was not. He did not 
die simply that the terms of a testamentary disposition might be fulfilled 
for the heirs. Here He who is " the Mediator of a new covenant " (ver. 
15) is IIimself the Victim whosc dcath was necessary. The idea of making 
a will destroys the argument of ver. 18. In spite of various advocacies 
of the idea of a will, the weight of evidence is confirmatory of what Hatch, 
in Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 48, says : "There can be little doubt that 
the word (diatheke) must be invariably taken in this sense of ' covenant ' 
in the N.T„ and especially in a book ... so impregnated with the 
language of the Sept. as the Epistle to the Hebrews" (see also Westcott, 
and W. F. Moulton). We may render somewhat literally thus: 'For 
where a covenant (is), a death (is) necessary to be brought in of the one 
covenanting ; for a covenant over dead ones (victims) is sure, since never 
has it force when the one covenanting lives '. [Christ being especially in 
view]. The writer is speaking from a Jewish point of view, not from 
that of the Greeks. "To adduce the fact that in the case of wills the 
death of the. testator is the condition of validity, is, of course, no proof 
at all that a death is necessaryto make a covenant valiiL ... To snpport 
his argument, proving the necessity of Christ's death, the writer adduces 
the general law that he who makes a covenant does so at the expense of 
life " (Marcus Dods). See APPOINT, MAKE. 
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TESTIFY 
1. MARTUREÖ (µ,a.pTvpew), for which see WrTNESS, is frequently 

rendered to bear witness, to witness, in the R.V., where A.V. renders 
it to testify, John 2: 25; 3: II, 32; 5: 39; 15: 26; 21: 24; 1 Cor. 
15: 15; Heb. 7: 17; II: 4; l John 4: 14; 5: 9; 3 John 3. In the 
following, however, the R.V., like the A.V., has the rendering to testify, 
John 4: 39, 44; 7 : 7; 13 : 21 ; Acts 26 : 5 ; Rev. 22 : 16, 18, 20. 

2. EPIMARTUREÖ (eTTiµ,aPTvpl.w), to bear witness to (a strengthened 
form of No. 1), is rendered "testifying" in l Pet. 5: 12.~ 

3. MARTUROMAI (µ,apTvpoµ,ai), primarily, to sumn:vn as witness, 
then, to bear witness (sometimes with thc suggestion of solemn protesta
tion), is rendered to testify in Acts 20: 26, R.V. (A.V., " I take ... to 
record ") ; 26: 22, in the best texts (some have No. 1), R.V. ; Gal. 5 : 3 ; 
Eph. 4: 17; 1 Thess. 2 : II, in the best texts (some have No. 1), R.V., 
"Le~lifying" (A.V., "chargcd ").~ 

4. DIAMARTUROMAI (Siaµ,apTvpoµ,ai), to testify or protest solemnly, 
an intensive form of No. 3, is translated to testiiy in·Lukc 16: 28; Acts 
2 : 40 ; 8 : 25 ; IO : 42 ; 18 : 5 ; 20 : 21, 23, 24 ; 23 : II ; 28 : 23 ; 
l Thess. 4 : 6 ; Heb. 2 : 6 ; to charge in 1 Tim. 5 : 21 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 14; 
4:1.~ 

5. PROMARTUROMAI (TTpoµ,apTvpoµ,ai), to testify beforehand, occurs 
in l Pet. l : II, where the pronoun " it " should be " He " (the " it " 
being due to the grammatically neuter form of pneumu; the Personality 
of the Holy Spirit requires the masculine pronoun).~ 

Note: In Rev. 22: 18 some texts have summartureo, to bear witness 
with. See WITNESS. 

TESTIMONY 
l. MARTURION (µ,apTvpiov), a testimony, witness, is a!most entirely 

translated '' testimony" in both A.V. and R.V. The only place where 
both have "witncss" is Acts 4: 33. In Acts 7 : 44 and Jas. 5 : 3, the 
R.V. has "testimony" (A.V., "witness "). 

In 2 Thess. 1 : ro, "our testimony unto you," R.V., rcfcrs to thc fact 
that the missionaries, besides proclaiming the truths of Lhe gospel, had 
borne witness to the power of these truths. Kerugma, the thing preached, 
the message, is objective, having especially to do with the effect on the 
hearers; marturion is mainly subjective, having to do especially with the 
preacher's personal expetience. In l Tim. 2: 6 the R.V. is important, 
"the testimony (i.e., of the gospel) to be borne in its own times," i.e., in 
the times Divinely appointed for it, namely, the present age, from 
Pentecost till the Church is complete. In Rev. 15 : 5, in the phrase, 
'' the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in Heaven," the testimony 
is the witness to the rights of God, denied and refused on earth, but 
about to be vindicated by the exercise of the judgments linder the pouring 
forth of ihe seven bowls or vials of Divinc rctribution. See WITNESS. 
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2. MARTURIA (µapTvpla), witness, evidence, testimony, is almost 
always rendered "witness" in the R.V. (for A.V„ "testimony" in John 
3 : 32, 33 ; 5 : 34; 8: 17; 21 : 24, and always for A.V., "record," e.g., 
l John 5: 10, II), except in Acts 22: 18 andin the Apocalypse, where 
both, with one exception, have " testimony," l : 2, 9 ; 6 : 9 ; II : 7 ; 
12 : II, 17; 19 : 10 (twice) ; 20: 4 (A.V., " witness "). ln 19 : 10, "the 
testimony of Jesus " is objective, the testimony or witness given to Hirn 
(cp. l: 2, 9; as to those who will bear it, see Rev. 12: 17, R.V.). · The 
statement "the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy," is to be 
understood in fhe light, e.g., of the testimony concerning Christ and 
Israel in the Psalms, which will be used by thc godly Jcwish remnant in 
the coming time of "Jacob's Trouble." All such testimony centrcs in 
and points to Christ. See WITNESS. 

TETRARCH 
A. Noun. 

TETRAARCHES or TETRARCHES (nTpa&px71s) denotes one of four 
rulers (tetra, four, arche, rule), properly, the governor of the fourth part 
of a region; hence, a dependent princeling, or any petty ruler subordinate 
to kings or ethnarchs; in the N.T„ Herod Antipas, Matt. 14: l; 
Luke 3 : 19 ; 9 : 7 ; Acts 13 : l. 4U 

B. Verb. 
TETRAARCHEÖ or TETRARCHEÖ (iupaapx'w), tobe a tetrarch, 

occurs in Luke 3: l (thrice), of Herod Antipas, his brother Philip and 
Lysanias. Antipas and Philip each inherited a fourth part of his father's 
do:minions. Inscriptions bear witness to the accuracy of Luke' s details. 4U 

THAN : see t p. 9 

TRANK, THANKS (Noun and Verb), THANKFUL, THANKFULNESS, 
THANKSGJVING, THANKWORTHY 

A. Nouns. 
r. CHARIS (xapis), for the meanings of which see GRACE, No. I, is 

rendered "thank" in Luke 6: 32, 33, 34; in 17 : 9, "doth he thank" 
is lit„ 'hath he thanks to; 'it is rendered" thanks (be to God) " in Rom. 
6: 17, R.V. (A.V„ "God be thanked ") ; "thanks" in l Cor. 15 : 57; 
in l Tim. l : 12 and 2 Tim. l : 3, " I thank " is, lit., 'I have thanks;' 
"thankworthy," l Pet. 2 : 19, A.V. (R.V„ "acceptable "). See AccEPT, 
D, No. 2. 

2. EUCHARISTIA ("vxapu:rrla), e'u, well, charizomai, to give freely 
(Eng„ eucharist), denotes (a) gratitude, "thankfulness," Acts 24: 3 ; 
(b) giving of thanks, thanksgiving, l Cor. 14 : 16 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 15 ; 9 : II, 12 
(plur.) ; Eph. 5 : 4; Phil. 4: 6; Col. 2 : 7 ; 4 : 2 ; l Thess. 3 : 9 
(" thanks ") ; l Tim. 2 : l (plur.) ; 4 : 3, 4; Rev. 4 : 9, " thanks ; " 
7: l2.4U 
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B. Verbs. 
I. EUCHARISTEÖ (€-rlxaptaTlw), akin to A, No. 2, to give thanks, 

(a) is said of Christ, Matt. 15 : 36; 26 : 27 ; Mark 8 : 6 ; 14 : 23 ; 
Luke 22 : 17, 19; John 6: II, 23; II : 41; l Cor. II : 24; (b) of the 
Pharisee in Luke 18: II in his self-complacent prayer; (c) is used by 
Paul at the beginning of all his Epistles, except 2 Cor. (see, however, 
eulogetos in l : 3), Gal., l Tim„ 2 Tim. (see, however, charin echö, l : 3), 
and Tit„ (1) for his readers, Rom. l : 8; Eph. l : ro; Col. l : 3; l Thess. 
l : 2 ; 2 Thess. l : 3 (cp. 2 : 13) ; virtually soin Philm. 4; (2) for fellow
ship shown, Phil. l : 3; (3) for God's gifts to- them, l Cor. l : 4; (d) is 
recorded (1) )f Paul elsewhere, Acts 27 : 35; 28 : 15; Rom. 7: 25; 
I Cor. l : 14 ; 14 : 18 ; (2) of Paul and othcrs, Rom. 16 : 4; l Thcss. 
2 : 13; of himself, representatively, as a practice, l Cor. 10 : 30; (3) of 
others, Luke 17: 16; Rom. 14: 6 (twice) ; l Cor. 14: 17; Rev. II : 17; 
(e) is used in admonitions to the saints, the Name of the Lord Jesus 
suggesting His character and example, Eph. S : 20; Col. l : 12 ; 3 : 17 ; 
l Thess. 5 : 18 ; (f) as the expression of a purpose, 2 Cor. l : 1'1, R. V. ; 
(g) negatively of the ungodly, Rom. l : 2I. if Thanksgiving is the 
expression of joy Godward, and is therefore the fruit of the Spirit 
(Gal. 5 : 22) ; believers are encouraged to abound in it (e.g„ Col. 2': 7, 
and see C, below). 

2. EXOMOLOGEÖ (€goµo>.oylw), in the Middle Voice, signifies to 
make acknowledgment, whether of sins (to confess), or in the honour of a 
person, as in Rom. 14 : II ; 15 : 9 (in some mss. in Rev. 3 : 5) ; this is the 
significance in the Lord's address to the Father, " I thank (Thee)," in 
Ma.tt. II : 25 and Luke 10; ;u, the roeaning being 'I roake thankful 
confession ' or ' I make acknowledgment with praise.' Sec CoNFESS, 
No. !l, CoN~E.NT, PROMISE. 

3. ANTHOMOLOGEOMAI (av8oµo>.oyloµai), to acknowledge fully, to 
celebrate fully (anti) in praise with thanksgiving, is used of Anna in Luke 
2:38.if 

Note: For homologeö, rendered "giving thanks" in Heb. 13 : 15 
(R.V„ "make cuufessiun "), see CoNFESS, A, No. I (d). 

C. Adjective. 
EUCHARISTOS (Evx&.piaTos), primarily, gracious, agreeable (as in the 

Sept„ Prov. II : 16, of a wife, who brings glory to her husbandif), then 
grateful, thankful, is so used in Col. 3 : 15. if 

THAT (Conjunction, etc.): see t p. 9 

For THAT (Demonstrative P~onoun), see THIS 

THEATRE 
THEATRON (8laTpov), a theatre, was used also as a place of assembly, 

Acts 19 : 29, 31 ; in l Cor. 4 : 9 it is used of a show or spectacle. See 
SPECTACLE. if 
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THEE 
Note : This translates the oblique forms of the pronoun su, thou. 

In 2 Tim. 4: II, it translates the reflexive pronoun seautou, thyself. 

THEFT 
r. KLOPE (icAo1T~), akin to klepto, to steal, is used in the plural in 

Matt. 15 : 19 ; Mark 7 : 22. ~ 
2. KLEMMA (icMµ.µ.a), a thing stolen, and so, a theft, is used in the 

plural in Rev. 9 : 21. ~ In the Sept., Gen. 31 : 39 ; Ex. 22 : 3, 4. ~ 

THEIR, THEIRS 
Note: These pronouns are the rendering of (1) auton, the genitive plur. 

of autos, he, e.g., Matt. 2 : 12 ; (2) heauton, of themselves, the genitive 
plur. of heautou, of himself, e.g., Matt. 8: 22 ; Rom. 16 : 4, 18, " their 
own; " or the accusative plur. heautous, e.g., 2 Cor. 8 : 5, "their own 
sP.lvP.s" (for John 20: rn, see HoMF., A, No. 3) ; (3) idious, the ar.r.nsative 
plur. of idios, one's own, e.g., I Cor. 14: 35, "their own;" (4) touton, 
lit., 'of these,' the gen. plur. of hau.tos, this, Rom. II : 30, "their (dis
obedience) ; " (5) ekeinon, the gen. plur. of ekeinos, that one (emphatic), 
e.g., 2 Cor. 8: 14 (twice), "their,'' lit., 'of those; ' 2 Tim. 3 : 9, "theirs." 

THEM, THEMSELVES 
Note: These translate the plural, in various forms, of (1) autos [see 

(1) above], e.g., Matt. 3.: 7; (2) heatou [sec (2) abovc], c.g., Matt. 15 : 30; 
(3) houtos (toutous) [see (4) above], e.g., Acts 21 : 24; (4) ekeinos [see (5) 
above], e.g., Matt. 13 : II. Regarding allelon, of one another, and its 
other forms, the R.V. substitutes "one another" for the A.V. "them
selves" in Mark 8 : 16; 9 : 34; Luke 4: 36; John 6 : 52; II : 56; 16 : 17; 
19: 24; Acts 26: 31 ; 28: 4; Rom. 2 : 15, but adheres to the rendering 
" themselves " in Mark 15 : 31 ; Acts 4 : 15 ; 28 : 25. 

THEN 
r. TOTE (-r6-rE), a demonstrative adverboftime, denoting at that time, 

is used (a) of concurrent events, e.g., Matt. 2 : 17 ; Ga!. 4 : 8, " at that 
time; " ver. 29, "then; " 2 Pet. 3 : 6, "(the world) that then was," lit., 
'(the) then (world);' (b) of consequent events, then, thereupon, e.g., 
Matt. 2 : 7; Luke II : 26; 16: 16, " [from (A.V., since)] that time;"· 
John II : 14; Acts 17 : 14; (c) of things future, e.g:, Matt. 7: 23; 
24: 30 (twice), 40; eight times in eh. 25 ; l Cor. 4: 5 ; Gal. 6: 4; 
1 Thess. 5: 3; 2 Thess. 2: 8. It occurs 90 times in Matthew, more than 
in all the rest of the N.T. together. 

2. EITA (El-ra) de'.1otes sequence (a) of time, then, next, Mark 4: 17, 
R.V., "then;" 4 : 28, in some texts; 8 : 25, R.V., "then" (A.V., "after 
that "); Luke 8: 12; John 13 : 5; 19: 27; 20: 27; in some texts 
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in 1 Cor. 12 : 28; 1 Cor. 15 : 5, 7, 24; 1 Tim. 2 : 13 ; 3 : 10; Jas. 1 : 15; 
(b) in argument, Heb. 12 : 9, " furthermore."ir 

3. EPEITA (€7TetTa) is used only of sequence, thereupon. thereafter, 
then (in some texts, Mark 7 : 5 ; kai, "and," in the best) ; Luke 16 : 7; 
John II : 7; 1 Cor. 12 : 28, R.V., "then" (A.V., "after that ") ; 15 : 6 
and 7 (ditto) ; ver. 23, R.V., A.V., "afterward" (No. 2 in ver. 24) ; 
ver. 46 (ditto); Gal. 1 : 18; ver. 21, R.V. (A.V., "afterwards "); 2 : 1 ; 
1 Thess. 4: 17; Heb. 7 : 2, R.V. (A.V., "after that ") ; ver. 27, 
Jas. 3: 17; 4: 14. See AFTER.ir 

4. LOIPON (A.omov), finally, for the rest, the neuter of loipos, (the) rest, 
used adverbially, is rendered" then "in Acts 27: 20, A.V. (R.V.," now."). 

5. OUN (ovv), a particle expressing sequence or consequence, is 
rendered " then," e.g., Matt. 22 : 43 ; 27 : 22 ; Luke II : 13. 

6. OUKOUN (otJKovv), an adverb formed from ouk, not, oun, therefore, 
with the negative element dropped, meaning 'so then,' is used in John 
18 : .17· ir 

Notes: (1) In James 2 : 24, where in some texts the inferential particle 
toinitn, thcrcfore, occurs, the A.V. renders it by" then" (R.V. follows the 
superior mss. whir.h omit it). (2) For conjunctions (ara, so; de, but ; 
gar, for; kai, and; te, and), sometimes translated "then," see t p. 9. 

THENCE (from) 
EKEITHEN (~KeUhv) is used (a) of place, e.g., Matt. 4 : 21, " from 

thence;" 5 : 26 ; in Acts 20: lJ, "there; " often preceded by kai, 
written kakeithen, e.g„ Mark 9: 30 and Luke II : 53 (in the best texts) ; 
Acts 7: 4; 14: 26; (b) of time, Acts 1.1: 21, "and afterward." See 
AFTER. 

Nute: In Acts 28 : 13, Jiothen, from whence, is t.ranslated "from 
thence.'' 

THENCEFORTH 
ETI (€Tt}, yet, stili, further, is rendered "thenceforth 11 in Matt. 5 : 13. 
Notes: (r) In Luke 13 : 9, R.V., the phrase eis to melton, lit., ' unto 

the about to be' (mellö, to be about to), is translated "thenceforth 11 

(A.V., "after that "). (2) In John 19: 12, A.V., ek toutou, from this, is 
ttanslated "from thenceforth" (R.V., "upon this "). 

THERE, THITHER 
1. EKEI (lKet) signifies (a) there, e.g., Matt. 2 : 13,. frequently in the 

Gospels; (b) thither, e.g„ Luke 17 : 37; in Rom. 15 : 24, "thitherward." 
2. EKEISE (lKefoe), properly, 'thither,' signifies "there 11 in Acts 

2I: 3; 22: 5.ir In the SP.pt„ Job 39: 29.ir 
3. EKEITHEN (lKeLfhv), thence, is rendered "there" in Acts 20: 13. 

See Tn.Et\CE. 
4. ENTHADE (lv8cf.Se), here, hither, is rendered "there" in Acts 

10 : 18. See HERE, HITHER. 
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5. AUTOU (avrov), the genitive case, neuter, of autos, he, lit., 'of it,' 
is used as an adverb, "there," in Acts 18: 19 ; 21 : 4 (in some texts in 
15 : 34). See HERE. 

Notes: (r) In Luke 24: 18 and Acts 9: 38, "there" translates the 
phrase en aut?, ' in it.' (2) In John 21 : 9, " there " is used to translate 
the verb keimai. (3) In Matt. 24: 23 (2nd part), A.V., höde, "hcre" 
(R.V.), is translated "there." (4) In Acts 17 : 21, "there " forms part 
of the translation of epidemeö, to sojourn, " sojourning there," R.V. 
(" which were there," A.V.). 

THEREABOUT 
Note: The phrase peri tuutuu, 'cum;erning this,' is rendered "there

about" in Luke 24: 4. 

THEREAT 
Note: The phrase di'autes, lit., 'by (dia) it,' is rendered "thereat" 

in Matt. 7: 13, A.V. (R.V., "thereby "). 

THEREBY 
Notes: (1) Di'autes (see above) occurs in Matt. 7 : 13 ; John II : 4; 

Heb. 12: rr. (2) Dia tautes, by means of this, "thereuy," uccurs in 
Heb. 12: 15; 13: 2. (3) En aut~, in, or by, it, is rendered "thereby" 
in Rom. ro : 5 ; m aute in Eph. 2 : .t6 (some texts have en heaute, 
'in Himself ') ; 1 Pet. 2 : 2. 

THEREFORE, t p. 9 

THEREIN, THEREINTO, THEREOF, THEREON, THEREOUT, 
THERETO, THEREUNTO, THEREUPON, THEREWITH 

Note : These translate various phrases consisting of a preposition 
with forms of either thc personal pronoun autos, hc, or the demonstrative 
houtos, this. 

For THESE sce THlS 

THEY, THEY THEMSELVES 
Note: When not forming part of the translation of the 3rd pcrs., 

plur. of a verb, (1) these translate the plural of the pronouns under HE, 
in their various forrns, autos, houtos, ekeinos, heautou. (2) In Acts 5 : 16, 
hoitines, the plural of hostis, anyone who, is translated " they ; " so in 
23 : 14, translated "an<l they; " in 17; II, "in that thcy" (some texts 
have it in Matt. 25 : 3). (3) Sometimes the plural of the article is rendcred 
"they," e.g., Phil. 4: 22 ; Heb. 13 : 24; in I Cor. II : 19, " they which 
are (approved) " is, lit., 'the approved; ' in Gal. 2 : 6, "they .. ~ 
(who were of repute)," R.V. 
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For THICK see GATHER, A, No. 8 

TRIEF, THIEVES 
I. KLEPTES (KMTTT'r]S") is used (a) literally, Matt. 6 : 19, 20 ; 24 : 43 ; 

Luke 12: 33, 39; John IO: l, IO; 12: 6; l Cor. 6: ro; l Pet. 4: 15; 
(b) metaphorically of false teachers, John IO : 8; (c) figuratively, (1) of 
the Personal coming of Christ, in a warning to a local church, with most 
of its mcmbers possessed of mere outward profession and defiled by the 
world, Rcv. 3 : 3; in retributive intervention to overthrow the foes of 
God, 16 : 15 ; (2) of the Day of the Lord, in Divine judgment upon the 
world, 2 Pet. 3 : ro and l Thess. 5 : 2, 4; in ver. 2, according to the order 
in the original "the word 'night ' is not to 1.Je rea<l wilh 'the day of the 
Lord,' but with' thief.' i.e., there is no reference to the time of the coming, 
only to the manner of it. To avoid ambiguity the phrase may be para
phrased, ' so comes as a thief in the night comes.' The use of the present 
tense instead of the future emphasises the certainty of the coming. . . . 
The unexpectedness of the coming of the thief, and the unpreparedness 
of those to whom he comes, are the essential elements in the figure ; 
cp. the entirely different figure used in Matt. 25 : l-13."iJ* 

2. LESTES (Azwn)s) is frequently rendered "thieves" in the A.V., 
e.g., Matt. 2r : r3. See ROBBER. 

THIGH 
MEROS (/L1Jpös) occurs in Rev. 19 : 16; Christ ;i,ppears there in the 

manifestation of His judicial capacity and action hereafter as the Executor 
of Divine vengeance upon the foes of God; His Name is spoken of 
figuratively as being upon His thigh (where the sword would be worn ; 
cp. Ps. 45 : 3), emblematic of His strength to tread down His foes, His 
action being the exhibition of His Divine attributes of righteousness and 
power.iJ 

For THINE sec THY 

THING(S) 
r. LOGOS (A6yos), a word, an account, etc., is translated "thing" 

in Matt. 21: 24, A.V. (1st part), and Luke 20: 3, A.V., R.V., "question" 
(in Matt. 21 : 24, 2nd part, "these things" translates tauta, the neut. 
plur. of houtos, this) ; Luke l : 4; Acts 5 : 24, A.V. (R.V., "words "). 
See AccouNT. 

2. PRAGMA (Trpayµ,a),• for which see MATTER, No. 2, is translated 
" thing" in Matt. 18: 19, as part of the word "anything,'' lit., 'every 
thing;' Luke l: I, A.V. only; Acts 5: 4; in Heb. 6: 18; 10: I, and 
II : l, " things." See BUSINESS, MATTER, WoRK. 

3. RHEMA (pijµ,a), a saying, word, is translated " thing" in Luke 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 153, 154. 
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2: 15; ver. 19, A.V. (R.V„ "saying ") ; in Acts 5 : 32, "things." See 
SAYING. 

Notes: (1) The neuter sing. and plur. of the article are frequently 
rendered " the thing " and " the things; " so with tauta, " these things," 
the neut. plur. of houtos, this. (2) So in the case of the neut. plur. of 
certain pronouns and adjectives without nouns, e.g„ all, base, heavenly, 
which. (3) When " thing " represents a separate word in the original, 
it is a translation of one or other of Nos. 1, 2, 3, above. (4) In Phil. 2: 10, 
"things" is added in italics to express the meaning of thethree adjectives. 

TRINK 
I. DOKEÖ {So1dw), to suppose, to think, to form an opinion, which 

may be either right or wrong, is sometimes rendered to think, e.g., 
Matt. 3: 9; 6: 7; see AccOUNT, No. 1, SuPPOSE, No. 2. 

2. ffEGEOMAI (~yloµai), for which see AccouNT, No. 3, is rendered 
to think in Acts 26: 2; 2 Gor. 9: 5, " I thought; " Phil. 2 : 6, A.V. 
(R.V., "counted "); 2 Pe.t. l: I3. 

3. NOEÖ (volw), to perceive, understand, apprehend, is rendered 
"think" in Eph. 3: 20. See PERCEIVE, UNDERSTAND. 

4. HUPONOEO (Ü1Tovolw), to suppose, surmise (hupo, under, and No. 
3), is rendered to think in Acts 13 : 25, A.V. (R.V„ "suppose "). See 
DEEM. 

5. LOGIZOMAI (>.oyl,oµai), to reckon, is rendered to think, in 
Rom. 2 : 3, A.V. (R.V., "reckonest "); l Cor. 13 : 5, AV., R.V., 
" taketh (not) account of," i.e„ love does not reckon up or calculatingly 
consider the evil done to it (something more than refraining from 
imputing motives) ; 13 : n, " I thought ; " in the following, for the 
A.V., to think, in 2 Cor. 3: 5, R.V„ "to account;" IO: 2 (twice), 
"count; " ro: 7, "consider; " IO : II, "rcckon;" I2 : 6, "account." 
In Phil. 4: 8, "think on (these things)," it signifies 'make those things 
the subjects of your thoughtful consideration,' or 'carefully reflect on 
them' (R.V. marg., "take account of "). See AccouNT, A, No. 4. 

6. NOMIZÖ (voµl,w), to suppose, is sometimes rendered to think, 
e.g., Matt. 5 : 17. See SuPPOSE, No. I. 

7. PHRONEÖ (cppovlw), to be minded in a certain way (phren, the 
mind), is rendered to · think, in Rom. 12: 3 (2nd and 3rd occurrences), 
R.V., "not to think of himself more highly (huperphroneo, see No. 13) 
than he ought to think (phroneo); but so to think (phroneo) as to think 
soberly [sophroneo, see Note (3)] ; " the play on words may be expressed 
by a literal rendering somewhat as follows: 'not to over-think beyond 
what it behoves him to think, but to think unto sober-thinking ; ' in 
l Cor. 4: 6, some inferior texts have this verb, hence the A.V." to think;" 
in the best texts, it is absent, hence the R.V., puts "go" in italics; lit., 
the sentence is ' that ye might learn the (i.e., the rule) not beyond what 
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things have been written.' The saying appears tobe proverbial, perhaps 
a Rabbinical 2.dage. Since, however, graphö, to write, was a current 
term for framing a law or an agreement (so Deissmann, Bible Studies, 
and Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.), it is quite possible that the Apostle's 
meaning is ' not to go beyond the terms of a teacher's · commission, 
thinking more of himself than the character of his commission allows ; ' 
this accords with the context and the whole passage, 3 : l-4: 5. In 
Phil. l: 7, A.V., "to think" (R.V., "to be ... minded "). See 
AFFECTION, B, Note (1) and list there. 

8. OIOl\IAI or OIMAI (o'toµai), to imagine, is rendered "I suppose" 
in John 21: 25; "thinking" in Phil. l: 17, R.V. (ver. 16, A.V., 
"supposing "); "let (not that man) think," Jas. l: 7. See SUPPOSE.~ 

9. PHAINÖ (<f>alvw), in the Passive Voice, to appear, is rendered 
" {what) think (ye) " in Mark 14 : 64, lit., ' what does it appear to you ? ' 
See APPEAR, No. l. 

lO. EUDOKEÖ (€VOoKlw}, tobe well-pleasing, is rendered" we thought 
it good" in l Thess. 3 : r. See PLEASE. 

II. AXIOÖ (&.gi6w), to regard as worthy (axios), to deem it suitable, 
is rendered " thought (not) good" in Acts 15 : 38. See WoRTHY, B. 

12. ENTHUMEOMAI (~118uµloµai), to reflect on, ponder, is uscd in 
Matt. l : 20; 9: 4: see No. 14. Cp. enthumesis, consideration (see 
TUOUGIIT).~ 

lJ; HUPERPHRONEÖ (v1T€p<f>povlw), tobe overproud, high-minded, 
occurs in Rom. 12 : 3, rendered 11 to think of himself more highly." See 
No. 7.~ 

14. DIENTHUMEOMAI (0t€118uµloµat), to consider deeply (dia, 
through, and No. 12), is uscd of Peter in Acts lO: 191 in the best texts 
(some have No. 12).~ 

15. EPIBALLÖ (Jmßcf.A>iw), to throw oneself upon, is used meta
phorically in Mark 14: 72, "when he thought t.hereon (he wept)," lit„ 
' thinking thereon,' but to think is an exceptional sense of the word (see 
BEAT, CAST, LAY, PuT) ; hence various suggcstions have been made. 
Field, following others, adopts the meaning 'pulling (his garment) over 
(his head),' as an expression of grief. Others regard it as having here 
the same meaning as archomai, to begin (at an early period, indeed, 
archomai was substituted in the text for the authentic epif:Jallö) ; Moulton 
confinns this from a papyrus writing. Another suggestion is to under
stand it as with dianoian, mirid, i.e., 'casting his mind thereon.' 

Notes: (r) In Acts 26: 8, A.V., krinö, to judge, reckon, is translated 
"should it be thought" (R.V., "is it judged "). (2) In Luke 12: 17, 
A.V., dialogizomai, to reason (R.V., "reasoned "), is translated" thought." 
(3) In Rom. 12 : 3, söphroneö, " to think soberly;'' R.V„ is .. lit., 'unto 
s6ber-thinking,' the infinitive mood of the verb being used as a noun 
(A.V. marg., "to sobriety "): cp. No. 7. See SOBER, B, No. 2. 
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THIRD, THIRDL Y 
TRITOS (TplTos) is used (a) as a noun, e.g., Luke 20 : 12, 31 ; in 

Rev. 8 : 7-12 and 9 : 15, 18, " the third part," lit., ' the third ; ' (b} as an 
adverb, with the article, "the third time," e.g., Mark 14: 41 ; John 
21 : 17 (twice) ; without the article, lit„' a third time,' e.g., John 21 : 14; 
2 Cor. 12 : I4 ; 13 : l ; in enumerations, in Matt. 26 : 44, with ek, from, 
lit., ' from the third time' (the ek indicates the point of departure, 
especially in a succession of events, cp. John 9: 24; 2 .Pet. 2 : 8) ; 
absolutely, in the accusative neuter, in l Cor. 12 : 28, " thirdly ; " (c) as 
an adjective (its primary use), e.g., in the phrase "the third heaven," 
2 Cor. 12: 2 [cp. HEAVEN, A, No. l (c}, PARADISE]; in the phrase "the 
third hour," Matt. 20: 3; Mark 15 : 25 ; Acts 2 : 15 (" ... of thc 
day "} ; 23 : 23 (" ... of the night "); in a phrase with hemera, a day, 
"on the third day" (i.e., 'the next day but one '), e.g., Matt. 16: 21 ; 
Luke 24 : 46 ; Acts lO : 40 ; in this connection the idiom " three days 
and three nights," Matt. 12 : 40, is explained by ref. to I Sam. 30 : 12, 13, 
and Esth. 4: 16 with 5: l; in Mark 9: 31 and IO: 34, the R.V., "after 
three days," follows the texts which have this phrase, the A.V., "the 
third day," those which have the same phrase as in Matt. 16 : 21, etc. 

Note: For "third story," Acts 20: 9, R.V., see STORY. 

THIRST (Noun and Verb), THIRSTY (to be), ATHIRST 
A. Noun. 

DIPSOS ('ött/ios), thirst (cp. Eng., dipsomania), occurs in 2 Cor. II; 27., 
B. Verb. 

DIPSAÖ ('ötr/;<5.w) is used (a) in the natural sense, e.g„ Matt. zs : 35, 
37, 42; in ver. 44," athirst" (lit.,' thirsting ') ; John 4: 13, 15 ; 19 : 28; 
Rum. I2: 20; I Cor. 4: II ; Rev. 7 : 16; (b) figuratively, of SIJÜilual 
thirst, Matt. 5 : 6; John 4: I4; 6: 35; 7: 37; in Rev. 21 : 6 and 
22: 17, " that is athirst." 

THIRTY, THIRTYFOLD 
TRIAKONTA (TpLaKoV'T"a.) is usually rendered "thirty," e.g., Matt 

13: 23; "thirtyfold,'' in Matt. 13 : 8, A.V. only; in Mark 4: 8, R.V. 
only; in Mark 4: 20, A.V. and RV. 

THIS, THESE 
Note : The singular and plural translate various forms of the following : 

(r} houtos, which is used (a) as a noun, this one, followed by no noun, 
e.g., Matt. :·r i7; translaletl iu Luke 2 : 34, " lhis •child; "'in I Cor. 5 : 3, 
R.V., "this thing ." (A.V., "this deed "} ; for "this fellow" see FELLOW, 
Note (3) ; in Acts 17 : 32 the R.V. rightly omits " matter; " in Heb. 4 : 5 
"place" is italicized; it is frequently rendered "this man," e.g., Matt. 
9: 3; John 6: 52; "of this sort," 2 Tim. 3 : 6, A.V. (R.V., "of these ") ; 
(b) as an adjective with a noun, either with the article and before it, e.g., 
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Matt. r2 : 32, or after the noun (which is preceded by the article), e.g„ 
Matt. 3 : 9 and 4: 3, "these stones; "or without the article often forming 
a predicate, e.g„ John 2 : II ; 2 Cor. r3 : r ; (2) ekeinos, that one, rendered 
" this " in Matt. 24 : 43 ; (3) autosi he, rendered " this " in Matt. II : r4, 
lit„ 'he; ' in John r2 : 7, A.V. (R.V„ "it ") ; in the feminine, Luke 
r3 : r6; (4) the article ho, Matt. 2r : 2r (to, the neuter), A.V. (R.V„ 
" what ") ; in Rom. r3 : 9 (rst part) ; Gal. S : 14; Heb. 12 : 27, the 
article to is virtually equivalent to ' the following.' 

The demonstrative pronouns THAT and the plural THOSE translate 
the same pronouns (1), (2), (3) mentioned above. In Heb. 7: 21, A.V„ 
"those" translates the article, which requires the R.V„ "they." 

THISTLE 
TRIBOLOS (Tplßo>..os) occurs in Matt. 7: 16 and Heb. 6: 8 (A.V.; 

'! briers ").~ In lhe Sevl., Geu. 3. r8, .2 Sam. 12; 31, Pwv. 22: 5; 
Hos. ro : 8. ~ Cp. THORNS. 

For THITHER, THITHERW ARD see THERE 
Note: In John 7: 34, 36, A.V„ hopou, "where" (R.V.), is amplified 

by the italicized word "thither." 

For THONG see LATCHET 

THORN, THORNS (of) 
A. Nouns. 

I. AKANTHA (äKav8a), a hri~r, a thorn (from ake, a point), is always 
used in the plural in the N.T„ Matt. 7: 16 and parallel passage in Luke 
6 : 44; Matt. 13 : 7 (twice), 22 and parallels in Mark and Luke; in 
Matt. 27 : 29 and John 19 : 2, of the crown of thorns placed on Christ's 
head (see also B) in mock imitation of the garlands worn by emperors. 
They were the effects of the Divine curse on the ground (Gen. 3 : 18 ; 
contrast Is. 55 : lJ). The thorns of the crown plaited by the soldiers, 
are usually identified with those of the Zizyphus spina Christi, sonie 20 
feet high or. more, fringing the Jordan and abundant in Palestine ; its 
twigs are flexible. Another species, however, the Arabian qundaul, 
crowns of which are plaited and sold in Jerusalem as representatives of 
Christ's crown, seems likely to be the- one referred to. The branches 
are easily woven and adapted to the torture intended. The word akantha 
occurs also in Heb. 6 : 8." 

2. SKOLOPS (uK6Amp) originally denoted anything pointed, e.g„ a 
stake; in Hellenistic vernacular, a thorn (so the Sept.~ in Numb. 33 : 55; 
Ezek. 28 : 24; Hos. 2 : 6~). 2 Cor. 12 : 7, of the Apostle's " thor:n in the 
fiesh; "his language indicates that itwas physical, painful, humiliating; it 
was also the effect ofDivinely permitted Satanic antagonism; the verbs 
rendered "that 1 should (not) be exalted overmuch" (R.V.) and "to 
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buffet" are in the present tense, signifying recurrent action, indicating a 
constantly repeated attack. Lightfoot interprets it as " a stake driven 
through the flesh," and Ramsay agrees with this. Most commentators 
adhere to the rendering" thorn." Field says" there is no doubt that the 
Alexandrine use of skolops for thorn is here intended, and that the ordinary 
meaning of 'stake' must be rejected." What is stressed is not the 
metaphorical size, but the acuteness of the suffering and its effects. 
Attempts to connect .this with the circumstances of Acts 14: 19 and 
Gal. 4 : 13 are speculative. 11 

B. Adjective. 
AKANTHINOS (aKavBtvosi), of thorns (from A, No. l), is used in 

Mark 15: 17 an<l John 19: 5.~ In the Sept., Isa. 34: lJ.11 

THOROUGHLY (THROUGHLY) 
Note: This is usually part of the translation of a verb, e.g., CLEANSE, 

FURNISH, PuRGE. In 2 Cor. II : 6, the phrase en panti, " in everything," 
R.V., is translated "throughly" in the A.V. 

For THOSE see THIS (last part of Note) 

THOU 
Note: Frequently this forms part of the translation of a verb in the 

2nd person, singular. Otherwise it translates (a) the pronoun su, used 
for emphasis or contrast, e.g., John l : 19, 21 (twice), 25, 42 (twice) ; 
8 : 5, 13, 25, 33, 48, 52, 53 ; Acts 9 : 5 ; in addressing a person or place, 
e.g., Matt. 2 : 6; Luke l : 76; John 17 : 5; perhaps also in the phra'>e 
su eipas, " thou hast said," e.g., Matt. 26 : 64 (sometimes without 
emphasis, e.g., Acts 13 : 33) ; (b) in the oblique cases, e.g., the dative soi, 
lit., to thee, e.g., Matt. 17: 25, "what thinkest thou? " (lit., 'what does 
it seem to thee ? ') ; (c) autos, self, e.g„ Luke 6 : 42 ; Acts 21 : 24, " thou 
thyself;" (d) the reflexive pronoun, seauton, Rom. 2 : 19," thou thyself." 

THOUGH : see t p. 9 

For THOUGHT (Verb) see THINK 

THOUGHT (Noun) 
r. EPINOIA (~7Tlvoia.), a thought by way of a design (akin to epinoeö, 

to contrive, epi, intensive, noeö, to consider), is used in Acts 8: 22.1f In 
the Sept., Jer. 20 : 10. 11 

2. NO~MA (vch]µ.a), a purpose, device of the mind (akin to noeö, see 
No. r), is rendered "thought" m 2 Cor. IO: 5, "thoughts" in Phil. 
4: 7, R.V. : see DEVICE, No. 2. 

3. DIANOtMA (8iav671µ.a), a thought, occurs in Luke II: 17, where 
the sense is that of machinations.1[ 
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4. ENTHUMESIS (MJVµ.71uis), is translated "thoughts" in Matt. 9: 4; 

12: 25; Heb. 4: 12: see DEVICE, No. r. 
5. LOGISMOS (,\oyiuµ.6S') is translated "thoughts" in Rom. 2: 15 : 

see IMAGINATION, No. I. 
6. DIALOGISMOS (8ia.Aoyiaµ.6s), reasoning, is translated" thoughts" 

in Matt. 15 : 19; Mark 7: 21 ; Luke 2 : 35 ; 6: 8; in 5 : 22, A.V., R.V., 
"reasonings; "in 9: 47, A.V., R.V., "reasoning," and 24: 38, A.V., R.V., 
'' reasonings;" so r Cor. 3 : 20; in Luke 9: 46, A.V. and R.V., 
"reasoning; " "thoughts" in Jas. 2: 4, A.V. and R.V. See DISPUT5, 
IMAGINATION, REASONING. 

THOUGH'f (to take) 
r. MERIMNAO (µ.€piµ.vaw) denotes to be anxious, careful. For the 

A.V., to take thought, the R.V. substitutes to be anxious in Matt. 
6 : 25, 27, 28, 31, 34 ; ro : 19 ; Luke 12 : II, 22, 25, 26.. See· CARE, 
B, No. r. 

2. PROMERIMNAÖ (7rpoµ.€piµ.vaw), tobe anxious beforehand, occurs 
in Mark 13: rr.if 

3. PHRONEÖ (</>povtw) : for Phil. 4: 10, R.V., "ye did take thought," 
see CARE, B, No. 6. 

4. PRONOEÖ (7rpovotw), to providc, is rcndcrcd to take thought in 
Rom. 12 : 17 and 2 Cor. 8 : 21. See PROVIDE. 

THOUSAND (-S) 
r. CHILIOI (xl\ioi), a thousand, occurs in 2 Pet. 3 : 8; Rev. II : 3; 

12:6; 14:20; 20:2-7.if 
2. CIIILIAS (xiAtu~·), one thousand, is always used in the plural, 

chiliades, but translated in the sing. everywhere, except in the phrase 
"thousands of thousands," Rev. 5 : rr. 

Notes; (1) The following compounds of No. r represent different 
multiples of a thousand : dischilioi, 2,000, Mark 5 : 13 ;if trischilioi, 
3,000, Acts 2 : 41 ;if tetrakischilioi, 4,000, Matt. 15 : 38 ; r6 : ro ; 
Mark 8 : 9, 20 ; Acts 21 : 38 ;if pentakischilioi, 5,000, Matt. 14 : 21 ; 
16: 9; Mark 6 : 44; 8: 19; Luke 9: 14; John 6 : ro ;if heptakischilioi, 
7,000, Rom. II: 4.if (2) Murias, a myriad, a vast number, "many 
thousands," Luke 12: r, R.V.; Acts 21: 20; it also denotes 10,000, Acts 
19: 19, lit., 'five ten-thousands; ' Jude 14, "ten thousands; " in Rev. 
5 : II "ten thousand times ten thousand" is, lit., 'myriads of myriads;' 
in Rev. 9: 16 in the best texts, dismuriades muriadön," twice ten thousand 
times ten thousand" R.V. (A.V., "two hundred thousand thousand ") : 
see INNUMERABLE. (3) Murioi (the plur. of murios), an adjective 
signifying numberless, is used in this indefinite sense in r Cor. 4 : 15 and 
14: 19; it also denotes the definite number "ten thousand," Matt. 
r8: 24.~ 
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THREATEN 
1. APEILEÖ (d1mMw) is used of Christ, negatively, in 1 Pet. 2 : 23 ; 

in the Middle Voice, Acts4: 17, where some texts have the noun apeile in 
addition, hence the A.V., "let us straitly threaten," lit., 'let us threaten 
... with threatening' (see THREATENING). ~ (See also STRAITLY.) 

2. PROSAPEILEÖ (TTpoaam:iMw), to threaten further (pros, and No. 
1), occurs in the Middle Voice in Acts 4: 21.~ 

THREATENING 
APEILE (dm:iA~), akin to apeileö (see above), occurs in Acts 4: 29 

(in some mss. ver. 17); 9: 1; Eph. 6: 9.~ 

THREE 
TREIS (-rpEr:s) is regarded by many as a number sometimes symbolically 

imlicating fulness of testimony or manifestation, as in thc Thrcc Pcrsons 
in the Godhead, cp. 1 Tim. 5 : 19; Heb. IO: 28; the mention in 1 John 
5 : 7 is in a verse which forrns no part of Lhe original; no Greek ms. earlier 
than the 14th century contained it ; no version earlier than the 5th cent. 
in any other language contains it, nor is it qi: -t~d by any of the Greek 
or Latin "Fathers" in their writings on the Trinity. That there are 
those who bear witness in Heaven is not borne out by any other Scripture. 
lt must be regarded as the interpolation of a copyist. 

In Mark 9: 31and10: 34 the best texts have meta treis hemeras, "after 
three days," which idiomatica'ly expresses the same thing as te trit' 
hemera, "on the third day," which some texts have here, as, e.g., the 
phrase " the third day" in Matt. 17 : 23 ; 20 : 19 ; Luke 9 : 22 ; 18 : :n. 
where the repetition of the article lends stress to the number, lit., 'the 
day the lhird; ' 24 : 7, 46; Acts IO : 40. For THREE T!MES see THRICE. 

THREE HUNDRED 
TRIAKOSIOI (-rpia1e6aioi) occurs in Mark 14: 5 and John 12: 5.~ 

For THREESCORE see SIXTY and SEVENTY 

For THREE THOUSAND see THOUSAN:O 

THRESH 
ALOAO (dAocfw), to thresh, is so rendered in 1 Cor. 9: 10; in ver. 9 

and 1 Tim. 5 : 18, "that treadeth out the corn."~ 

THRESHING-FLOOR 
HALON (dAwv), a threshing-floor, is so translated in Matt. 3 : 12, and 

Luke 3 : 17, R.V. (A.V., "floor "), perhaps by metonymy for the grain. ~ 

For THREW sec THROW 
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THRICE 
TRIS (Tpl~) occurs in Matt. 26: 34, 75 and parallel passages; in Acts 

IO : 16 and II : IO, preceded by epi, up to ; 2 Cor. II : 25 (twice) ; I2 : 8. 

THROAT (Noun), to take by the (Verb) 
A. Noun. 

LARUNX (>.apvyg), a throat (Eng., larynx), is used metaphorically 
of speech in Rom. 3 : I3. ~ 

B. Verb. 
PNIGÖ {-rrvlyw), lo choke, is rendered "took ... by the throat" in 

Matt. I8: 28. See CHOKE, No. I. 

THRONE 
L THRONOS (Op6vo~·), a: throne, a scat of authority, is uscd of the 

throne {a) of God, e.g., Heb. 4 : I6, "the throne of grace," i.e., from 
which grace proceeds; 8: 1 ; I2 : 2; Rev. I : 4; 3 : 2I (2nd part) ; 
4 : 2 {twice) ; 5 : I ; frequently in Rev. ; in 20: I2, in the best texts, 
" the throne" (some b:iw Theos, "God," A.V.) ; cp. 2I : 3 ; Matt. 5: 34; 
23: 22; Acts 7: 49; (b) of Christ, e.g., Heb. I : 8; Rev. 3 : 2I (Ist part) ; 
22 : 3 ; His seat uf authority in the Millennium, Matt. I9 : 28 (Ist part) ; 
(c) by metonymy for angelic powers, Col. I : I6 ; (d) of the Apostles in 
Millennial authority, Matt. I9: 28 (2nd part) ; Luke 22: 30; (e) of the 
elders in the Heavenly vision, Rev. 4: 4 (2nd and 3rd parts), R.V., 
"thrones" (A.V., "seats ") ; so II: I6; (/) of David, Luke I: 32; 
Ads ?. : 30; (g) of Satan, Rev. 2 : I3, R.V„ "throne" (A.V., "seat ") ; 
(h) of "the beast," the final and federal head of the revived Roman 
Empire, Rev. i3: 2; 16: 10. 

2. BEMA (ßfjµa), for which see ]UDGMENT-SEAT, is used of the throne 
or tribunal of Herod, Acts I2 : 21. 

THRONG (Verb) 
I. THLIBÖ (8>..lßw), to press, is rendered 11 throng," Mark 3: 9. See 

AFFLICT, No. 4. 
2. SUNTHLIBÖ (crvv8>.lßw), to press together, on all sides (sun, 

together, and No. I), a strengthened form, is used in Mark 5: 24, 3i.~ 
3. SUMPNIGÖ (crvµTTvlyw), to choke, is used of thronging by a crowd, 

Luke 8: 42. See CHOKE, No. 3. 
Note: For sunechö, to hold together, press together, Luke 8: 45 

(A.V., "throng "), see PRESS. 

THROUGH__ancLTHRGlt6iIOUT : see t p. 9 

For THROUGHL Y see THOROUGHL Y 
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THROW 
l. BALLÖ (ß&.Mw), to cast, to throw, is rendered to throw in Mark 

12: 42, A.V. (R.V., "cast ") ; so Acts 22: 23 (2nd part) ; to throw 
down, Rev. 18 :·21 (2nd part), A.V. (R.V., "cast down"). See CAST, 
No. l. 

2. RHIPTÖ (plmw), to hurl, throw, throw off, is rendered "had 
thrown ... down" in Luke 4: 35, R.V. (A.V., "had thrown "). See 
CAST, No. 2. 

3. KATAKREMNIZÖ (KamKp1)µvl,w), to throw over a precipice 
(kremnos), cast down headlong, is rendered "throw ... down" in 
Luke 4: 29 (A.V„ "cast ... down headlong ").~ 

4. KATALUÖ (KuTu>iVw), lit., to loosen down, is rcnde1etl. lu tluuw 
down (of the stones of the Temple) in Matt. 24: 2 and parallel passages. 
See DESTROY, No. 5. 

THRUST 
I. BALLÖ (ß&.Mw), for which cp. THROW, No. l, is rendered to thrust 

in John 20: 25, 27, A.V. (R.V„ "put ") ; Acts 16: 24, A.V. (R.V., 
rr cast ") ; so Rev. 14: 16, 19. See CAST, No. I. 

2. EKBALLÖ (€Kßillw), to cast out, is rendered "thrust ... 
out" in Luke 4: 29, A.V. (R.V., "cast ... forth ") ; so 13 : 28 and 
Acts 16 : 37. See CAST, No. 5. 

3. A.l:'ÖTHEO (d.1Tw(Jlw), to thrust away, is used in the Middle Voice, 
to thrust away from oneself, and translated "thrust away" in Acts 
7: 27, 39; "thrust ... from," 13 : 46, R.V. (A.V„ "put ... from ") ; 
"having thrust from t.hP.m," T Tim. I : 19, R.V. (A.V., rr having put 
away "). See CAST, No. 13. 

4. KATATOXEUÖ (Ka•raTofruw), to strike down with an arrow, 
shoot dead, occurs in Heb. 12: 20 in some mss. (in a quotation from 
Ex. 19: 13, Sept.).~ 

Notes: (1) In Matt. II : 23 and Luke IO: 15 lhc best texts have 
katabainö, to go down (R.V.), instead of katabibazö, in thc Passive Voice, 
tu be thrust down or brought down (A.V.). (2) In Acts 27: 39, A.V., 
exötheöi to drive out, is rendcred "to thrust in," R.V., "drive (the ship) 
upon (it [i.e„ the beach])." (3) In Rev. 14: 15, 18, A.V., pempö, to 
send (R.V., "send forth "), is translated "thrust in." (4) For Luke 
5 : 3, A.V., see LAUNCH, No. 2. 

THUNDER,THUNDERING 
BRONTE (ßpoVT~) : in Mark 3 : 17 " sons of thunder " is the 

interpretation of Boanerges, the name applied hy thP. T.orn to J;:imes 
and John ; their fiery disposition is seen in 9 : 38 and Luke 9 : 54 ; 
perhaps in the case of James it led to his execution. The name and its 
interpretation have caused much difficulty ; some suggest the meaning 
' the twins.' lt is however most probably the equivalent of the Aramaic 
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bene regesh, ' sons of tumult ; ' the latter of the two words was no doubt 
used of thunder in Palestinian Aramaic ; hence the meaning " the sons 
of thunder;" the cognate Hebrew word ragash, to rage, is used in Ps. 2 : l 
and there only. In John 12: 29 bronte is used with ginomai, to take place, 
and rendered "it had thundered; " lit., 'there was thunder; ' elsewhere, 
Rev.4:5; 6:1; 8:5; 10:3,4; II:19; 14:2; 16:18; 19:6.~ 

THUS 
HOUTOS or HOUTO (ovTws-), in this way, so, thus, is used (a) with 

reference to what precedes, e.g., Luke l : 25 ; 2 : 48 ; (b) with reference 
to what follows, e.g., Luke 19 : 31, rendered " on this wise," in Matt. 
l : 18; John 21: l, and before quotations, Acts 7: 6; 13: 34; Rom. 
10: 6, A.V. (R.V., "thus "); Heb. 4: 4; (c) marking intensity, rendered 
"so," e.g., Gal. l : 6; Heb. 12: 21; Rev. 16: r8; (d) in comparisons, 
rendered "so," e.g., Luke II : 30; Rom. 5: 15. See FASHION, B, 
LIKEWISE, Note (1), MANNER, C, No. 2, So, Note (1). 

Notes: (1) Touto, the neuter of houtos, this, is translated "thus" in 
2 Cor . .x, : 17; 5 : 14; Phil. 3: 15; the neuter plural, tauta, these things, 
e.g., in Luke 18: II; 19: 28; John 9: 6; II: 43; 13: 21; 20: 14; 
Acts 19: 41. (2) Tade, these things (the neuter plural of hode, this), is 
translated" thus" in Acts 21 : II. (3) In Luke 17: 30, A.V., kata tauta, 
lit., ' uccording to these things,' is rendered " thus " (R.V., " ~fti~r the 
same manner," follows the reading kata ta auta, lit., 'according to the 
same things '). 

THY, TRINE, TRINE OWN, THYSELF 
Noto: These are translations of (1) the possessive pronoun sn.c;, ~nci 

its inflections, e.g., Matt. 7 : 3 (1st part); it is used as a noun with the 
article, in the phrases to son, " that which is thine," Matt. 20 : 14 ; 25 : 25, 
" thine own ; " hoi soi, " thy friends," Mark 5 : 19; ta sa, " thy goods," 
Luke 6: 30, lit., 'the thine;' (2) one of the oblique cases of su, thou; sou, 
of thcc, c.g., Matt. l : 20; 7 : 3 (2nd pa.rt), "thint- own ; " sn·i, to thee, 
e.g., Mark 5: 9; with menö, to rcmain, Acts 5: 4 (1st part), "thine own," 
Iit., ' remain to thee ; ' in Matt. 26 : 18, pros se, " at thy house," lit., 
'with thee; ' (3) seauton, " (as) thyself," Rom. 13 : 9; seautou, of thyself, 
e.g., Matt. 4 : 6 ; seaute, to thyself, Acts 16 : 28 ; (4) heautou (with apo, 
from), John 18 : 34, "of thyself," lit., 'from thyself;' (5) autos, self, is 
sometimes used for "thyself," e.g., Luke 6: 42. 

THYINE (WOOD) 
THUINOS (Ovrvos-) is akin to thuia, or thua, an African aromatic and 

coniferous tree; in Rev. 18 : r2 it describes a wood whkh formed part 
of the merchandise of Babylon ; it was valued by Greeks and Romans 
for tables, being hard, durable and fragrant (A.V. marg., "sweet ").~ 
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TIDINGS 
A. Noun. 

TIM 

PHASIS (cf>ams), akin to phemi, to speak, denotes information, 
especially against fraud or other delinquency, and is rendered "tidings" 
in Acts 21 : 3r. ~ 

Note: In Acts II: 22, A.V„ logos, a word, a "report" (R.V.), is 
rendered " tidings." 

B. Verbs. 
I. EUANGELIZÖ (EÜayyEAl~w) is used of any message designed to 

cheer those who receive it; it is rendered to bring, declare, preach, or 
show good or glad tidings, e.g., Luke 1 : 19 ; 2 : IO ; 3 : 18, R.V. ; 
4: 43, R.V. ; 7 : 22; R.V. ; 8 : l ; Acts 8: 12 and IO: 3~, R.V. ; 14: 15, 
R.V.; in l Thess. 3: 6, "brought us glad (A.V., goqd) tidings; ;, in Heb. 
4: 2, R.V., "we have had good tidings preached; " similarly, 4: 6; 
in l Pet:-.1 : 25 rhema, a word, is coupled with this verll," lhe word of good 
tidings which was preached," R.V. (A.V., "the word which by the 
gospel is preached "). See PREACH, A, No. I. · 

?,. AN A NGF.T.LÖ (dvayyE!Mw), to annuunce, declare, is rendered 
"(no) tidings ... came," in Rom. r5: 2T, R.V„ A.V., "was (not) 
spöken of." See TELL. 

TIE 
r. DEÖ (o€w), to bind, is renderedJo tie in Matt. 21 : 2; Mark II : 2, 

4; Luke 19: 30. See BIND. 
2. PROTEINÖ (7TporElvw), to stretch out or forth, is used of prepara

tions for scourging, Acts 22 : 25, R.V., "had tied (him) up" (A.V., 
"bound ").~ 

TILES, ,TILING 
KERAMOS (K€paµoc;), potter's clay, or an earthen vessel, denotes 

in thc plural "tiles" in Luke 5 : 19, R.V., A.V., "tiling."~ In the 
Sept., 2 Sam. 17: 28.~ 

For TILL (Conjunction) see t p. 9 

TILL (Verb) 
GEÖRGEÖ (yEwpy€w), to till the ground, is used in the Passive Voice 

in Heb. 6: 7, R.V., «-it is tilled" (A.V., " ... dressed ").~ Moulton 
and Milligan point out that, agriculture being the principal industry in 
Egypt, this word and its cognates (geörgion, see HusBANDRY, and geörgos, 
see HusBANDMAN) are very common in the papyri with reference to the 
cultivation of private allotments and the crown lands. 

TIME 
A. Nouns. 

l. CHRONOS (XP6vos) denotes a space of time, whether short, e.g., 
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Matt. 2 : 7; Luke 4 : 5, or long, e.g., Luke 8 : 27; 20: 9; or a succession of 
times, shorter, e.g., Acts 20: 18, or longer, e.g., Rom. 16: 25, R.V., 
" times eternal; " or duration of time, e.g., Mark 2 : 19, 2nd part, R.V., 
"while" (A.V.," as long as "), lit., 'for whatever time.' For a fuller 
treatment see SEASON, A, No. 2. 

2. KAIROS (Kaip6s), primarily due measure, due proportion, when 
used of time, signified a fixed or definite period, a season, sometimes an 
opportune or seasonable time, e.g., Rom. 5 : 6, R.V., " season" ; Gal. 
6: 10, "opportunity." In Mark IO: 30 and Luke 18: 30, "this time" 
(kairos), i.e., in this lifetime, is contrasted with ' the coming age.' In 
l Thess. 5 : l, " the times and the seasons," " times " (chronos) refers to 
the duration of the inlerval previous to the Parousia of Christ and thc 
length of time it will occupy (see CoMING, No. 3, Vol. I, top of p. 209), 
as well as other periods ; " seasons " refers to the characteristics of these 
periods. See SEASON, A, No. l, and the contrasts between chronos and 
kairos under SEASON, A, No. 2. 

3. HÖRA (wpa.), primarily, any time or perio<l fixe<l uy ualun;, is 
translated " time " in Matt. 14 : 15 ; Luke 14 : 17 ; Rom. 13 : II, " high 
time ; " in the following the R.V. renders it " hour," for A.V., " time," 
Matt. 18: l; Luke l : IO; John 16: 2, 4, 25; l John 2: 18 (twice); 
Rev. 14 : 15 ; in Mark 6 : 35, R.V., " day ; " in r Thess. 2 : 17, R.V., 
"a short (season)," lit.,' (the season, A.V., time) of an hour.' See HouR. 

· B. · Adverbs. 
I. PÖPOTE (m.'mon-), ever yet, is rendered " at any time" in John 

r: 18 ; · 5 : 37 ; l John 4 : 12. For Luke 15 : 29 see Note (14) below. 
See NEVER. 

2. EDE (Tf&r]), already, now, is translated "by this time" in John 
II: 39. See ALREADY. 

3. PALAI (m:Ua.i.), long ago, of old, is rendered "of old time" in 
Heb. l : l (A.V., "in time past "). See ÜLD. 

Notes: (r) In Luke 9: 51 and Acts 8 : l, A.V„ hemera, a day, is 
translated "time," in Lhe former, plural, R.V., "the days; " in Luke 
23: 7 (plural), R.V. "(in these) days," A.V., "(at that) time." (2) In 
l Tim. 6 : 19 the phrase eis to mellon, lit., ' unto the about-to-be,' i.e., 
'for the impending (time),' is rendered "against the time to come." 
(3) In l Cor. 16: 12,A.V., nun," now" (R.V.), is rendered" at this time;" 
in Acts 24: 25, the phrase to nun echon, lit., 'the now having,' is rendered 
"at this time" (the verb i.s adjectival); the phrase is more expressive 
t]ian the simple "now." Cp. heös tou nun, "until now," Matt. 24: 21 
and Mark 13: 19, R.V., A.V., "unto (thi.s time)." (4) For polumerös, 
strangely rendered" at sundry times," in Heb. l : l, A.V., see POR'l:ION, C. 
(J) For "luug Li111c, 11 ::icc LONG. (6) For "nothing ... at a.ny time," !dcc 
NoTHING, Note (3). (7) For proskairos, rendered "for a time" in 
Mark 4: 17, A.V., see SEASON, WHILE. (8) In Matt., apo tote, "from that 
time," lit., ' from then,' occurs thrice, 4 : 17 ; 16 : 21 ; 26 : 16 ; in Luke 
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x6: x6, R.V. (A.V., "since that time") ; in John 6 : 66, A.V., "from 
that time" translates ek toutou, lit., 'from, or out of, this,' R.V., "upon 
this." (9) In Luke 4: 27, the preposition epi signifies "in the time of." 
(ro) For genea, rendered "times" in Acts x4: x6, "time" in x5: 2x, 
see AGE, No. 2 (R.V., "generations "). (n) For "at every time," 
2 Pet. I: x5, R.V., see ALWAYS, No. 2. (12) For "in time of need," 
Heb. 4: x6, see CoNVENIENT, and NEED, C, Note. (13) In Heb. 2 : l, 
pote signifies " at any time ; " in l Pet. 3 : 5, " in the old time ; " in 
2 Pet. I : 21, "in old time." See PAST. In the following where 
the A.V. has "sometimes" the R.V. has "once" in Eph. 2 : 13 
and 5 : 8; "aforetime" in Tit. 3: 3. (14) In Luke 15 : 29, A.V., 
"oudepote ," never, is rendered "neither ... at any time " (R.V., 
"never "). (15) For eukaire(J, to spend time, Acts lj: 21, see SPEND, 
No. ro. (16) For chronotribeo, to spend time, see SPEND, No. n. 
(x7) For prolego, rendered "told ... in time past," in Gal. 5 : 21, A.V., 
see FoREWARN. (18) In Luke 12 : l, "in the mean time" is a rendering 
of the phrase en hois, lit., 'in which (things or circumstances).' (19) In 
Rev. 5 : II there is no word representing "times: " see THOUSAND, 
Note (2). (20) In Gal. 4: 2 prothesmios (in its feminine form; with 
hemera, day, understood) is rendered " time appointed " (see APPOINT, 
No. 3 and Note, TERM). 

For TINKLING see CLANGING 

TIP 
AKRON (ä.Kpov), the top, an extremity, is translated "tip" in Luke 

16: 2+ Sec END, C, Note (6), ToP. 

For TITHES (Noun) see TENTH, No. 2 

TITHE (Verb) 
l. DEKATOÖ (ilt"KaT6w), from dekatos, tenth, in the Active Voice 

denotes to take tithes of, Heb. 7: 6, R.V., "hath taken (A.V., receiveJ) 
tithes; " in the Passive, to pay tithes, 7: 9, R.V., "hath paid (A.V , 
payed) tithes.",f In the Sept., Neh. ro: 37.,f 

2. APODEKATOÖ (a1TOOt"KaT6w) denotes (a) to tithe (a/>o, f;·::im, 

dekatos, tenth), Matt. 23 : 23 (A.V., "pay tithe of "); Luke II · +z; in 
Luke 18: 12 (where the best texts have the alternative form apodekatp,uo), 
" I give tithes ; " (b) to exact tithes from, Heb. 7 : 5. ,f 

3. APODEKATEUÖ (a1Toil1:KaTt"Vw), to give tithes, ii1 Luke 18: 12 

(some texts have No. 2).~ 
Note: Heb. 7: 4-9 shows the superiority of the Mf:lchizedek priesthood 

to the Levitical, in that (1) Abraham, the ancestu: of the Levites, paid 
tithes to Melchizedek (Gen. 14 : 20) ; (2) Mdchizedek, whose genealogy 
is outside that of the Levites, took tithes of Abraham; the recipient him.self 
of the Divine promises ; (3) whereas death is the natural lot of those who 
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receive tithes, the death of Melchizedek is not recorded; (4) the Levites 
who received tithes virtually paid them through Abraham to Melchizedek. 

TITLE 
TITLOS (TlT.\os-), from Latin titulus, is used of the inscription above the 

Cross of Christ, John 19: 19, 20. See SUPERSCRIPTION.~ 

TITTLE 
KERAIA or KEREA {KEpala), a little horn (keras, a horn), was used 

to denote the small stroke distinguishing one Hebrew letter from another. 
The Rabbis attached great importance to these ; hence the significance 
of the Lord's statements in Matt. 5: 18 and Luke 16: 17, charging the 
Pharisees with hypocrisy, because, while professing the most scrupulous 
reverence to the Law, they violated its spirit. 

Grammarians used the word to denote the accents in Greek words. ~ 

For TO see t p. 9 

TO-DA Y, THIS DA Y 
S~MERON (a~µEpov), an adverb (the Attic form is temeron), akin to 

hemera, a day, with the prefix t originally representing a pronoun. lt is 
used frequently in Matthew, Luke and Acts; in the last it is always 
rendered "this day; " also in Heb. l : 5, and the R.V. of 5 : 5 (A.V., 
" to day ") in the same quotation ; " to-day " in 3 : 7, 13, 15 ; 4 : 7 
{twice) ; 13 : 8; also Jas. 4: r3. 

The clause containing semeron is sometimes introduced by the 
conjunction hoti, ' that,' e.g., Mark 14 : 30 ; Luke 4 : 21 ; 19 : 9; some
times without the conjunction, e.g., Luke 22 : 34; 23 : 43, where " to
day " is to be attached to the next statement, " shalt thou be with 
Me ; " there are no grammatical reasons for the insistence that the 
connection must be with the statement "Verily 1 say unto tnee," nor is 
such an idea necessitatcd by examples from either the Sept. or the N.T. ; 
the connection given in the A.V. and R.V. is right. 

In Rom. II: 8 and 2 Cor. 3: 14, 15, the lit. rendering is 'unto the to-day 
da.y,' the ernphasii being brought out by the R.V.," 11nto (nntil) this 
ve.ry day." 

In Heb. 4: 7, the "to-day" of Ps. 95 : 7 is evidently designed to 
extend to the present period of the Christian faith. 

TOGETHER 
I. HOMOU (oµoii), used in connection ~ith place, in John 21: 2; 

Acts 2: I (in the best texts), R.V., "together" (A.V., "with one accord," 
translating the inferior reading homothumadon: see AccoRD, A), is used 
without the idea of place in John 4: 36; 20: 4.~ 

2. HAMA (äµa), at once, is translated "together" in Rom. 3 : 12; 

I Thess. 4: 17; 5: 10. See EARLY, Note, WITHAL. 

Notes: (1) For pamplethei, Luke 23: 18, R.V„ see ÜNCE, Note. 
(2) In I Thess. 5: II, A.V„ allelous, "one another" (R.V.J, is rendered 
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"yourselves together; " in Luke 23 : 12, A.V„ meta allelön, lit., with 
one another, is rendered "together" (R.V., "with each other ") ; so 
in Luke 24: 14, A.V., pros allelous, R.V., "with each other." (3) In 
the following, "together" translates the phrase epi to auto, lit., 'to (upon, 
or for} the same,' Matt. 22 : 34; Luke 17 : 35; Acts l : 15; 2 : 44 (3 : l, 
in some texts); 4: 26; l Cor. 7: 5; I4: 23, R.V.: see PLACE, A, Note (7). 
(4) In Acts I4: l, it translates kata to auto, ' at the same; ' it may mean 
'in the same way' (i.e., as they had entered the synagogue at Pisidian 
Antioch). (5) In many cases "together" forms part of another word. 

TOIL (Verb and Noun) 
A. Verbs. 

I. KOPIAÖ (Komcfw}, to be weary, to labour, is rendered to toil in 
Matt. 6 : 28; Luke 5 : 5 (12 : 27, in some mss.) ; in l Cor. 4: 12, R.V. 
(A.V„ "we labour "). See LABOUR. 

2. BASANIZÖ (ßaaavl,w), primarily, to rub on the touchstone, to 
put to the test, then, to examine by torture (basanos, touchstone, 
torment), hr~nce denotes to torture, torment, distress; in the Passive 
Voice it is rcndered "toiling" in Mark 6: 48, A.V. (R.V., "distressed "). 
See PAIN, ToRMENT, VEX. 

B. Noun. 
KOPOS (K6·iros), labour, troublc, is rcndcrcd "toil" in Rcv. 2 : 2, 

R.V. (A.V., "lal>our "). Sec LABOUR. 

TOKEN 
r. StMEION ('"1/'·Fi:rw), ;i sien, tokP.n or incli~;ition, is tnrnsfatP.c1 

"token "in 2 Thess. 3 : 17, of writing of the closing salutations, the Apostle 
using the pen himself instead of his iamanuensis, his autograph attesting 
the authenticity of his Epistles. See MIRACLE, S1GN. 

2. SUSSEMON (avaCT'T/l"ov), a fixed sign or signal, agreed upon with 
others (sun, with), is used in Mark 14: 44, "a token."~ In the Sept., 
Judg. 20 : 38, 40 ; Is. 5 : 26 ; 49 : 22 ; 62 : IO. ~ 

3. ENDEIGMA (€v/k'yl"a}, a plain token, a proof (akin to endeiknumi, 
to point out, prove), is used in 2 Thess. l: 5, "a manifest token,"' said 
of the patient endurance and faith of the persecuted saints at Thessalonica, 
affording proof to themselves of their new life, and a guarantee of the 
vindication by God of both Himsclf and them (see No. 4, Note).if 

4. ENDEIXIS (€vong,,), a pointing out, showing forth, is rendered 
"evident token "in Phil. l : 28. See DECLARE, B, PROOF. Cp. apodeixis, 
l Cor. 2: 4. 

Note: No. 4 refers to the act or process of proving, No. 3 to the thing 
proved. While the two passages, Phil. l : 28 and 2 Thess. l : 5, contain 
similar ideas, endeigma indicates the token as acknowledged by those 
referred to; endeixis points more especially to the inherent veracity 
of the token. 
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TOLERABLE 
ANEKTOS (av€KTos) (akin to anechö, in the Middle Voice, to endure, 

see ENDURE, No. 5) is used in its comparative form, anektoteros, in Matt. 
10 : 15; II : 22, 24; Luke IO: 12, 14; some texts have it in Mark 
6:1r.~ 

For TOLL see CUSTOM (Toll) 

TOMB 
I. MNEMEION (µJl7]µ€'iov) is almost invariably rendered "tomb" or 

"tombs" in thP. R.V„ nP.vP.r "grnve," sometimes "sep11khre;" in the 
A.V., "tomb" in Matt. 8: 28; 27 : 60; Mark 5 : 2 ; 6: 29. See 
GRAVE, No. 1, SEPULCHRE. 

2. MNEMA (µvi]µa), rendered "tombs" in Mark 5: 3, 5; Luke 8: 27: 
see GRAVE, No. 2, SEPULCHRE. 

3. TAPHÖS (T64os), akin to thaptö, to bury, is translated "tombs" 
in Matt. 23: 29; elsewhere "sepulchre." See SEPULCHRE. 

TO-MORROW 
AURION (avpwv) is used either without the article, e.g., Matt. 6: 30; 

1 Cor. 15 : 32 ; Jas. 4 : 13 ; or with the article in the feminine form, to 
agree with Mmera, day, e.g„ Matt. 6 : 34; Acts 4 : 3, R.V., " thc 
morrow" (A.V., "next day ") ; Jas. 4: 14; preceded by epi, on, e.g., 
Luke IO: 35; Acts 4: 5. 

TONGUE (-S) 
A. Nouns. 

I. GLÖSSA (y,\wuaa) is used of (1) the "tongues ... like as of 
fi.te" which appeared at Pentecost; (2) the tongue, as an organ of speech, 
e.g., Mark 7 : 33 ; Rom. 3 : 13 ; 14 : II ; 1 Cor. 14 : 9 ; Phil. 2 : II ; 
Ja:;. 1 : 26; 3 : 5, 6, 8; 1 Pet. 3 : ro; 1 John 3 : 18; Rev. 16 : IO; 

(3) (a) a language, coupled with phule, a tribe, laos, a people, ethnos, a 
nation, seven times in the Apocalypse, 5 : 9; 7 : 9; IO : II ; II : 9; 
13 : 7 ; 14: 6 ; 17 : 15 ; (b) the supernatural gift of speaking in another 
language without its having been learnt; in Acts 2 : 4-13 the circum
stances are recorded from the view-point of the hearers ; to those in whose 
language the utterances were made it appeared as a supernatural 
phenomenon ; to others, the stammering of drunkards ; what was uttered 
was not addressed primarily to the audience but consisted in recounting 
"the mighty works of God;" cp. 2 : 46; in 1 Cor., chapters 12 and 14, 
the use of the gift of tongues is mentioned as exercised in the gatherinr,s 
of local churchcs; 12 : IO speaks of the gift in general terms, and conples 
with it that of "the interpretation of tongues; "chapt. 14 gives instruction 
concerning the use of the gift, the paramount object being the edification 
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of the church ; unless the tongue was interpreted the speaker would 
speak "not unto men, but unto God," ver. 2 ; he would edify himself 
alone, ver. 4, unless he_interpreted, ver; 5, in which case his interpretation 
would be of the same value as the supetior gift of prophesying, as he would 
edify the church, vv. 4-6; he must pray that he may interpret, ver. 13; 
if there were no interpreter, he must keep silence, ver. 28, for all things 
were to be done "unto edifying," ver. 26. "If I come ... speaking 
with tongues, what shall I profit you,'' says the Apostle (expressing the 
great object in all oral ministry), "unless 1 speak to you either by way 
of revelation,or of knowledge, or of prophesying, or of teaching? " (ver. 
6). Tongues were for a sign, not to believers, but to unbelievers, ver. 22, 

and especially to unbelieving Jews (se~ ver. 21) : cp. the passages in 
the Acts. -· · __ 

There, is no evidence of the contiriuance of this gift after Apostolic 
timcs nor i.ndccd in thc latcr timcs of thc Apostlcs thcmsclvcs ; this 
provides confirmation of the fulfilment in this way of ~ Cor. 13 : 8, that 
this gift would cease in the churches, just as would 11 prophecies " and 
" knowledge " in the sense of knowledge received by immediate super
natural power (cp. 14: 6). The completion of the Holy Scriptures has 
provided the churches with all that is necessary for individual and 
collective guidance, insfruction, and edification. 

2. DIALEKTOS (8t&A€KTos), language (Eng„ dialeCt), is rendered 
"tongue" in the A.V. of Acts l : 19; 2 : 6, 8; 21 : 40; 22 : 2; z6: 14. 
See LANGUAGE. ~ 

B. Adjective. 
HETEROGLÖSSOS (;T~p6')'>.waaos) ·- is rendered "strange tongues" 

in l Cor. 14 : 21, R.V. (heferos, another of a different sort-see ANOTHER-
and A, No. 1), A.V„ "other tongues."~ · -

C. Adverb. 
HEBRAIST! (or EB~AISTI, Westcott and Hort) ('Eßpa.ünl} 

denotes (a) "in Hebrew,'' Rev. 9: II, R.V. (A.V„ "in the Hebrew tongue ") ; 
so 16: 16; (b) in the Aramaic vernacular of Palestine, John 5: 2, A.V„ 
"in the Hebrew tongue" (R.V„ ''in Hebrew ") ; in 19: 13, 17, A.V„ 
"in the Hebrew" (R.V„ "in Hebrew ") ; in ver. 20, A.V. and R.V„ 
''in Hebrew;" in 20: 16, R.V. only, "in Hebrew (Rabboni)."~ 

Note: Cp. Hellenisti, "in Greek,'' John 19: 20, R.V.; Acts 21: 37, 
"Greek."~ See also Rhömaisti, under LATIN. 

TOOTH, TEETH 
ODOUS (d8ous) is used in the sing. in Matt. 5 : 38 (twice) ; elsewhere 

in the plural, of-the gnashing of teeth, the. gnashing being expressive of 
anguish and indignation, Matt. 8 : 12 ; 13 : 42, 50 ; 22 : 13 ; 24 : 51 ; 
25 : 30 ; Mark 9 : 18 ; Luke 13 : 28 ; Acts 7 : 54 ; in Rev. 9 : 8, of the 
beings seen in a vision and described as locusts. ~ 
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TOP 
A. Noun. 

TOR 

AKRON (aKpov), for which see TIP, is used of Jacob's staff, Heb. n : 2r. 
B. Phrases. 

Note: In Matt. 27: ST and Mark 15: 38, apo anöthen, "from the top" 
(lit., 'from above '), is used of the upper part of the Temple veil. In 
John 19: 23, the different phrase ek tön anöthen is used of the weaving 
of the Lord's garment (the chitön: see CLOTHING), lit., 'from the parts 
above.' 

TOPAZ 
TOPAZION (-ro1Ta,iov) is mentioned in Rev. 21 : 20, as the ninth of 

the foundation stones of the wall of the Heavenly Jerusalem; the stone 
is of a yellow colour (though there are topazes of other colours) and is 
almost as hard as the diamond. It has the power of double refraction, 
and whcn hcatcd or rubbed becomes electric.~ In thP SPpt., Ex. 28: r7; 
39 : 10 ; Job 28 : I9 ; Ps. n9 : I27," (gold and) topaz " ; Ezek. 28 : IJ.1[ 

TOR CH 
LAMPAS (>..aµma>), a torch, is used in the plur. and translated 

"torches" in John I8: 3; in Rev. 8 : 10, R.V.," torch" (A.V., "lamp "). 
See LAMP. 

TORMENT (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

l. BASANISMOS (ßaaaviaµ.o>), akin to basanizö (see TOIL, No. 2), 
is used of Divine judgmcnts in Rcv. 9: S; 14: II; 18; 7, 10, 15.1[ 

2. BASANOS (ßaaavo>), primarily a touchstone, employed in testing 
metals, hence, torment, is used (a) of physical diseases, Matt. 4: 24: 
(b) of a condition of retribution in Hades, Luke r6 : 23, 28. ~ 

Note: In l John 4: 18, A.V., kolasis, "punishment" (R.V.), is 
rendered "tormenl." See PUNISHMENT, No. 3. 

B. Verbs. 
r. BASANIZÖ (ßaaavl,c.o), for which sec To1L, No. 2, is translated 

to torment, (a) of sickness, Matt. 8: 6; (b) of the doom of evil spirits, 
Mark S : 7 ; Luke 8 : 28 ; (c) of retributive judgments upon impenitent 
mankind at the close of this age, Rev. 9: S; II: IO; (d) upon those who 
worship the Beast and his image and receive the mark of his name, 
14 : IO ; (e) of the doom of Satan and his agents, 20 : IO. 

2. KAKOUCHEÖ (KaKovxlc.o), to treat evilly, in the Passive Voice is 
translated "tormented" in Heb. II : 37, A.V. (R.V., "evil entreated "). 
See SuFFER, No. 6. 

3. ODUNAÖ (6Svvac.o), for which see ANGUISH, B, No. 3, in the Passive 
Voice is rendered" I am (thou art) tormented" in Luke I6: 24, 25, A.V. 
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TORMENTOR 
BASANISTES (ßauavi!1Tl]s), properly, a torturer (akin to basanizö, see 

ToRMENT, B), one who elicits information by torture, is used of jailors, 
Matt. 18 : 34., 

TORTURE (Verb) 
TUMPANIZÖ (-rvµ.'1Tavl,w) primarily denotes to beat a drum (tumpanon, 

a kettle-drum, Eng„ tympanal, tympanitis, tympanum), hence, to 
torture by beating, to beat to death, Heb. II : 35., In the Sept., 1 Sam. 
21 : 13, " (David) drummed (upon the doors of the city).", The 
tympanum as an instrument of torture seems to have been a wheel
slia1ied frame upon which criminals were stretched and beale11 wilh 
clubs or thongs. 

TOSS 
1. RHIPIZÖ (pml,w), primarily to fan a fire (rhipis, a fan, cp. rhipe, 

twinkling), then, to make a breeze, is used in the Passive Voice in Jas. 
1 : 6, " tossed," of the raising of waves by the wind., 

2. KLUDÖNIZOMAI (K>..v8wvl,oµ.ai) signifies to be tossed by billows 
(kludön, a.billow) ; metaphorically, in Eph. 4: 14, of an unsettled condition 
of mind influenced and agitated by one false teaching and another, and 
characterized by that immaturity which lacks the firm conviction 
begottcn by thc truth.il ln the Sept., lsa: 57: 20.il 

Note: For "being . . tossed," Acts 27: 18, see LABOUR, B, No. 2. 

TOUCH (Verb) 
l. HAPTÖ (a'1T-rw), primarily, to fasten to, hence, of fire, to kindle, 

denotes, in the Middle Voice (a). to touch, e.g., Matt. 8: 3, 15; 9: 20, 21, 
29; (b) to cling to, lay hold of, John 20 : 17; here the Lord's prohibition 
as to clinging to Hirn was indicative of the fact that communion with 
Him would, after His ascension, be by faith, through the Spirit ; (c) to 
have carnal intercourse with a woman, l Cor. 7 : l ; (d) to have fellowship 
and association with unbelievers, 2 Cor. 6 : 17; (e) (negatively) to adhere 
to certain Levitical and ceremonial ordinances, in order to avoid 
contracting external defilement, or to practise rigorous asceticism, all 
such abstentions being of "no value against the indulgence of the flesh," 
Col. 2 : 21, A.V. (R.V., "handle") ; (f) to assault, in order to sever the 
vital union between Christ and the believer, said of the attack of the 
Evil One, l John 5 : 18. See HANDLE, No. 2, KINDLE, LIGHT. 

2. THINGANÖ (lhyyavw), to touch, a lighter term than No. l, though 
Heb. II : 28 approximates to it, in expressing the action of the Destroyer 
of the Egyptian firstborn; in Heb. 12 : 20 it signifies to touch, and is 
not to be interpreted by Ps. ro4 : 32, "He toucheth (No. l in the Sept.) 
the hills and they smoke ; " in Col. 2 : 21, R.V. (A.V., "handle "). See 
HANDLE, No. 2., 
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.3· PROSPSAUÖ (7rpoarfsavw), to fouch upon, to touch slightly, occurs 
in Luke II : 46., 

4. PS:ELAPHAÖ (r/sTJAacpaw}, to .feel, to handle, is rendered "that 
might be touched" in Heb. 12 : 18. See FEEL, No. 3, HANDLE, No. I. 

5 KAT AGÖ (Karayw), to bring down, is used of bringing a ship to land 
in Acts i.7 3. See BRING No. 16. 

6. SUMPAIHEÖ avµ,7TafUw), for which see CoMPASSION, A, No. 3, 
is rendered be touched w1th" in Heb, 4: 15. 

7. PARABALLÖ (7rapaßa.AAw), for which see ARRIVE, No. 4, CoMPARE, 
No. 2, is rendered "touched at" in Acts 20: IS, R.V. 

For TOUCHING (P1eµu!>iliu11) sec t JJ· 9 

For TOWARD (Preposition), see t p. 9 

TOWEL 
LENTION (Mniov} denotes a linen cloth or towel (Lat., linteum), as 

used by the Lord, John 13: 4, 5; it was commonly used by servants in 
a household~, 

TOWER 
PURGOS (7rvpyo~·} is used ofa·watch•towcr in a vincyard, Matt. 21 :. 33 ~ 

Mark I2 : I ; probably, too, in Luke 14 : 28 (cp. Is. 5: 2) ; in Luke I3 : 4, 
of the tower in Siloam, the modern Silwan, which is built on a steep 
escarpment of rock., 

TOWN 
I. KÖMOPOLIS (Kwµ67ToAis). denotes a country town, Mark I : 38, 

a large village usually without walls., 
2. KOM~ (KdiµTJ}, a village, or countty town without walls. The 

R.V. always renders this "village" ör "villages," A.V., "town" or 
"towns," Matt. IO: II; Mark 8 : 23, 26 (twice), 27; Luke 5 : 17; 
9: 6, l2; John 7: 42; I.I :.I, 30. See VILLAGE. 

TOWNCLERK 
GRAMMATEUS (ypaµµar€VS'}, a writer, scribe, is used in Acts 19: 35 

of a state clerk, an important official, variously designated, according to 
inscriptions found in Grreco-Asiatic cities. He was responsible for the 
form of decrees first approved by the Senate,· then sent for approval in 
the. popular assernbly, in which he often presided. The decrees having 
been passed, he sealed them with the public seal in the presence of 
witnesses. Such an assembly frequently-met in the theatre. The Roman 
administration viewed any irregular or unruly assembly as a grave and 
even capital offence, as tending to strengthen among the people the 
consciousness of their power and the desire to exercise it. In the 
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circumstances at Ephesus the townclerk feared that he might himself be 
held responsible for the irregular gathering. See ScRIBE. 

TRACE 
A. Verb. 

PARAKOLOUTHEÖ (7rapaKoAo'ufNw), to follow up, is used of 
investigating or tracing a course of events, Luke l : 3, where the writer, 
humbly differentiating himself from those who possessed an essential 
apostolic qualifi.cation, declares that he " traced the course of all things " 
(R.V.) about which he was writing (A.V., "having had ... under
standing, etc."). See FoLLow, No. 5. 

B. Adjective. 
ANEXICHNIASTOS (avEgixvlaqros) signifies 'that cannot be traced 

out' (a, negative, ex, for ek, out, ichnos, a track), is rendered "past 
tracing out" in Rom. II: 33, R.V. (A.V„ "past finding out") ; in Eph. 
3: 81 "unsearchable." See FIND, Note (3), UNSEARCHABLE.if In the 
Sept„ Job 5: 9; 9: IO; 34: 24.~ 

TRADE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Verbs. 

I. ERGAZOMAI (Jpyd.toµai), to work, is rendered" traded" in Matt. 
25 : 16; in Rev. 18: 17, A.V„ "trade," R.V„ "gain their living." See 
CoMMIT, Do, LABOUR, H, Note (1), MINISTER, WoRK. 

2. PRAGMATEUOMAI (7rpayµaTEvop.at) is rendered " trade ye " 
in Luke 19: 13, R.V„ which adds "herewith: "see OccUPY.~ 

3. DTAPRAGMATEUOMAI (Sta1Tpayµanvop.at), to accomplish by 
traffic, to gain by trading, occurs in Luke 19 : 15. ~ 

4. EMPOREUOMAI (Jµ1Topttfoµat) is iew.lerec.l" lrnde 11 in Jas. 4: r3, 
R.V. : see Buv, Note, MERCHANDISE, B. 

B. Nouns. 
l. TECHNE (rlxVTJ), an art (Eng„ techniquc, tcchnical), is used in 

Acts 18: 3 (2nd part) of a "trade," R.V. (A.V„ "occupation "). For 
the Ist part see Nute below. See ART. 

2. MEROS (µ€pos), a portion, is used of a trade in Acts 19: 27. See 
CRAFT, Nö. 5. 

Nots: For the adjective homot&chnos, "of the ii;ame trade," Acts 
18: 3, lst part, R.V„ see CRAFT, No. 4.~ 

TRADITION 
PARADOSIS (7rap&Socns), a handing down or on (akin to paradidumi, 

to hand over, deliver), denotes a tradition, and hence, by metonymy, 
(a) the teachings of the Rabbis, iilterpretations of the Law, which was 
thereby made void in practice, Matt. 15 : 2, 3, 6 ; Mark 7 : 3, 5, 8, 9, 13 ; 
Gal. l : 14; Col. 2: 8; (b) of apostolic teaching, I Cor. II: 2, R.V„ 
"traditions" (A.V„ "ordinances "), of instructions concerning the 
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gatherings of believers (instructions of wider scope than ordinances in the 
limited sense) ; in 2 Thess. 2 : 15, of Christian doctrine in general, where 
the Apostle's use of the word constitutes a denial that what he preached 
originated with himself, and a claim for its Divine authority (cp. para
lambano, to receive, I Cor. II : 23 ; 15 : 3) ; in 2 Thess. 3 : 6, it is used of 
instructions concerning everyday conduct. ~ 

For TRAIN, Tit. 2: 4, R.V., see SOBER, B, No. 3 

TRAITOR 
PRODOTES (7rpoo6rrw) denotes a betrayer, traitor; the latter term is 

assigned to Judas, virlually as a titlc, in Luke 6: 16; in 2 Tim. 3: 4 it 
occurs in a list of evil characters, foretold as abounding in the last days. 
See BETRAY, B. 

TRAMPLE 
KATAPATEÖ (KaTaTTaTlw), to tread down, trample under foot, is 

remlered " lramph:" iu Mall. 'J : G. Sec TREAD, Nu. 2. 

TRANCE 
EKSTASIS (EKCTTaCT'i;), for which see AMAZE, A, No. I, denotes a trance 

in Acts IO: IO; II : 5; 22 : 17, a condition in which ordinary conscious
ness and the perceptiou of natural circumslances were withheld, and the 
soul was susceptible only to the vision imparted by God. 

For TRANQTTTT., T Tim. ?. : ?., R V, SPP QTTTF.T, No T 

For TRANSFER (in a figure) see FASHION, C, No. 1, and FIGURE, 
Note (2). 

TRANSFIGURE 
METAMORPHOÖ (µETaµop<f6w), to change into another form (meta, 

implying change, and morphe, form: see FuRM, No. 1), is used in the 
Passive Voice (a) of Christ's transfiguration, Matt. 17 : 2; .Mark 9: 2; 
Luke (in 9: 29) avoids this term, which might have suggested to Gentile 
readers the metamorphoses of heathen gods, and uses the phrase egeneto 
heteron, "was altered 11

1 lit„ ' became (ginomai) different (heteros) ; ' 
(b) of believers, Rom. 12: 2, "be ye transformed," the obligation being to 
undergo a complete change which, under the power of God, will find 
expression in character and conduci:; morphe lays stress on the inward 
change, schema (see the preceding verb in that verse, suschematizo) lays 
stress on the outward (see FASlIION, No. 3, FORM, No. 2); the present 
continuous tenses indicate a process ; 2 Cor. 3 : 18 describes believers as 
being "transformed (R.V.) into the same image 11 (i.e„ of Christ in all 
His moral excellencies), the change being effected by the Holy Spirit.~ 
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TRANS FORM 
l. METAMORPHOÖ (µe-raµopcpow) is rendered "transformed" in 

Rom. 12 : 2 : see TRANSFIGURE. 
2. METASCHEMATIZÖ (µeTaux1JµaTl{w) in the Passive Voice is 

rendered to be transformed in the A.V. of 2 Cor. II : 13, 14, 15 : see 
FASHION, C, No. l. 

TRANSGRESS, TRANSGRESSION 
A. Verbs. 

l. PARABAINÖ (1Tapaßalvw), lit., to go aside (para), hence to go 
beyond, is chiefly use<l melaphorically of transgressing the tradition of 
the elders, Matt. 15: 2; the commandment of God, 15: 3; in Acts 
l : 25, of Judas, A.V., "by transgression feil" (R.V., "feil away ") ; 
in 2 John 9 some texts have this verb (A.V., "transgresseth "), the best 
have proagö (see Go, No. 10). ~ 

2. HUPERBAINÖ (vTTepßalvw), lit., to go over (hiiper), used meta
phorically and rendered "transgress" in l Thess. 4: 6 (A.V., ' 1 go 
beyond "), i.e., of overstepping the limits separating chastity from 
licentiousness, sanctification from sin. ~· 

3. PARERCHOMAI (1Tap€pxoµai), to come by (para, by, erchomai, 
tu cume), vass over, and hence, metaphorically, to transgrcss, is so uscd 
in Luke 15: 29. See COME, No. 9, PASS. 

B. Nouns. 
T. PARABASIS (1Tapaßa!rn;), akin to A, No. l, primarily a going 

aside, then, an overstepping, is used metaphorically to denote trans
gression (always of a breach of law) : (a) of Adam, Rom. 5 : 14; (b) of Eve, 
l Tim. 2 : 14 ; (c) negatively, where there is no law, since transgression 
implies the viulaliu11 uf law, uune lwving been e11ad~ci between Adam's 
transgression and those under the Law, Rom. 4: 15 ; (d) .of transgressions 
of the Law, Gal. 3 : 19, where the statement " it was added because of 
transgressions" is best undcrstood according to Rom. 4: T5; 5 : 13 and 
5: 20; the Law does not make men sinners, bnt makes them trans
gressors; hem:e siu Lecomes "exceeding sinful," Rom. 7 : 7, lJ. 
Conscience thus had a standard external to itself; by the Law men are 
taught their inability to yield complete obedience to God, that thereby 
they may become convincerl of their need of a Saviour; in Rom. 2 : 23, 
R.V., "transgression (of the Law)," A.V., "breaking (the Law) ; " Heb. 
2: 2; 9: 15.~ 

2. PARANOMIA (1Tapavoµla), law-breaking (para, contrary to, 
nomos, law), is rendered "transgression" in 2 Pel. 2: 16, R.V. (A.V., 
"iniquity ''). ~ 

Note: In l John 3: 4 (rst part), A.V., poieö, to do, with anomia, 
lawlessness, is rendered" transgresseth ... the law" (R.V., "doeth ... 
lawlessness ") ; in the 2nd part anomia alone is rendered " transgression 
of the law," A.V. (R.V„ "lawlessness "). 
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TRANSGRESSOR 
I. PARABATES (7rapaßa'T'T}s), lit. and primarily, one who stands 

beside, then, one who oversteps the prescribed limit, a transgressor (akin 
to parabainö, to transgress, see above) ; so Rom. 2 : 25, R.V. (A.V„ "a 
breaker ") ; ver. 27, R.V„ "a transgressor" (A.V„ "dost transgress ") ; 
Gal. 2: I8; Jas. 2: 9, II.~ 

Note: Hamartölos, a sinner, one who misses the mark, is applicable 
to all men without distinction ; parabates stresses the positive side of sin, 
and is applicable to those who received the Law. 

2. ANOMOS (avoµ.os), without law (a -, negative), is translated 
"transgressors" in Luke 22 : 37 (in some texts, Mark I5 : 28), in a 
quotation from Isa. 53 : I2. See LAW, C, No. 3, LAWLESS, A. 

TRANSLATE, TRANSLATION 
A. Verbs. 

I. METHISTEMI or METHISTANÖ (1-'eOlaT'TJl-'t), to change, remove 
(meta, implying change, histemi, to cause to stand), is rendered "hath 
translated " in Col. I : I3. See PUT, REMOVE, TURN (away). 

2. METATITHEMI (f'ETaTl071µ.i), to transfer to another place (meta, 
see above, tithemi, to put), is rendered to translate in Heb. II . 5 (twice). 
See CARRY, CHANGE, REMOVE, TURN. 

B. Noun. 
METATHESIS (µ.eTcl.8eais), a change of position (akin to A, No. 2), 

is rendered " translation " in Heb. II : 5. See CHANGE, REMOVING. 

For TRANSPARENT, Rev. 2I : 2I, see DA WN, A, No. 2, Note 

TRAP 
THERA (07]pa) denotes a hunting, chase, then, a prey; hence, 

figuratively, of preparing destruction by a net or "trap," Rom. II: g.~ 

TRAVAIL (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. MOCHTHOS (µ.&xOos), labour, involving painful effort, is rendered 
" travail" in 2 Cor. II : 27, R.V. (A.V„ " painfulness ") ; in I Thess. 
2 : g and 2 Thess. 3 : 8 it stresses the toil involved in the work. ~ 

2. ÖDIN (wolv), a birth pang, travail pain, is used illustratively in 
I Thess. 5 : 3 of the calamities which are to come upon men at the 
beginning of the Day of the Lord; the figure used suggests the inevitable
ness of the catastrophe. See PAIN, No. 2, SoRROW. 

B. Verbs. 
I. ODINÖ (wolvw), akin to A, No. 2, is used negatively in Gal. 4: 27, 

" (thou) that travailest (not)," quoted from Isa. 54: I ; the Apostle 
applies the circumstances of Sarah and Hagar (which doubtless Isaiah 
was recalling) to show that, whereas the promise by grace had temporarily 
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been replaced by the works of the Law· (see Gai. 3: 17), this was now 
reversed, and, in the fulfilment of the promise to Abraham, the number 
of those saved by the Gospel would far exceed those who owned allegiance 
to the Law. Isa. 54 has primary reference to the future prosperity of 
Israel restored to God's favour, but frequently the principles underlying 
events recorded in the O.T. extend beyond their immediate application. 

In 4 : 19 the Apostle uses it metaphorically of a second travailing on 
his part regarding the churches of Galatia; his first was for their 
deliverance from idolatry (ver. 8), now it was for their deliverance from 
bondage to Judaism. There is no suggestion here of a second re
generation necessitated by defectiou. There is a hint of reproach, as if 
hc was cnquiring whcthcr they had ever heard of a mother experiencing 
second birthpangs for her children. 

In Rev. 12 : 2 the woman is figurative of Israel; the circumstances 
of her birth-pangs are mentioned in Isa. 66 : 7 (see also Mitah 5 : 2, 3). 
Historically the natural order is reversed. The Man-child, Chris~, was 
utuughl fullh al His fusl At.lvenl; the travail fs destined to take place 
in " the time of Jacob's trouble," the "great tribulation," Matt. 24 : 21 ; 
Rev, 7 : 14· The object in 12 ; 2 in referring to thr. Rirth of Christ is to 
connect Hirn with His earthly people Israel in their future time of trouble, 
from which the godly remnanl, Lhe uudeus of the restored nation, is to 
be delivered (Jer. 30 : 7). ~ 

:2. SUNÖDINÖ (uvvw8lvw), to be m travail together, is used meta
phorically in Rom. 8: 22, of the whole creation.~ 

3. TIKTO (TlKTw), to beget, is rendered "travail" in John 16: 2I. 

For TRA VEL (companions in), Acts 19 : 29, and TRA VEL WITH, 
2 Cor. 8: 19, see COMPANION, Nu. r. 

TRAVEL 
DIERCHOMAI (8ilpxoµai), to go or pass through, is translated 

"travr.Ur.rl" in Acts TT : 19. See Co:ME, No. 5: 
Note: For apodemeö, rendered "travelling" in Matt. 25 : 14, A.V„ 

see Go, No. 27. · 

TREAD, TRODE, TRODDEN 
l. PATEO (1TaTlw) is used (a) intransitively and figuratively, of 

treading upon serpents, Luke 10 : 19 ; (b) transitively, of treading on, 
down or under, of the desecration of Jerusalem by its foes, Luke 21 : 24; 
Rev. II : 2; of lhe avenging, by the Lord in Person hereafter, of this 
desecration and of the persecution of the Jews, in Divine retribution, 
metaphorically spoken of as the treading of the winepress of God's wrath, 
Rev. 14 : 20 ; 19 : 15 (cp. Isa. 63 : 2, 3). ~ 

2. KATAPATEÖ (KaTa1TaTlw), to tread down, trample under foot, is 
used (a) literally, Matt. 5 : 13 ; 7 : 6 ; Luke 8 : 5 ; 12 : l ; (b) meta 
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phorically, of ' treading under foot ' the Son of God, Heb. 10: 29, i.e., 
turning away fr()m Hirn, to indulge in wilful sin.~ 

For TREADING out the corn, see THRESH 

TREASURE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. THESAUROS (BTJcravp6s) denotes (r) a place of safe keeping 
(possibly akin to tithemi, to put), (a) a casket, Matt. 2 : II ; (b) a ,store
house, Matt. 13 : 52 ; used metaphorically of the heart, Matt. 12 : 35, 
twice (R.V„ "out of his treasure ") ; Luke 6 : 45 ; (2) a treasure, 
Matt. 6 : 19, 20, 21 ; 13 : 44 ; Luke 12 : 33, 34 ; Heb. II : 26 ; treasure 
(in heaven or the heavens), Matt. 19: 21 ; Mark IO : 21 ; Luke 18: 22; 
in these expressions (which are virtually equivalent to that in Matt. 
6: l, "with your Father which is in Heaven ") the promise does not 
simply refer to the present life, but looks likewise to the hereafter; in 
2 Cor. 4: 7 it is used of "the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in 
the face of Jesus Christ," descriptive of the Gospel, as deposited in the 
earthen vessels of the persons who proclaim it (cp. ver. 4) ; in Col. 2 : 3, 
of the wisdom and knowledge hidden in Christ.~ 

2. GAZA (ycf{a), a Pcrsian word, signifying royal treasure, occurs in 
Acts 8: 27.~ 

B. Verb. 
THESAURIZÖ (BT7uavpl{w), akin to A, No. l, is used metaphorically 

in Rom. 2 : 5 ot treasuring up wrath. See LAY, No. ,17. 

For TR.EASURER see CHAMBERLAIN, Note 

TREASURY 
I. GAZOPHULAKION (ya{ocf>vM.1<iov}, from gaza, a treasurc, phulake, 

a guard, is used by Josephus for a special room in the women's court in 
the Ternµle in which gold and silver bullion was kcpt. This sccms to be 
referred to in John 8: 20; in Mark 12 : 41 (twice), 43 and Luke 21 : l 
it is used of the trumpet-shaped or ram's-horn-shaped chests, into which 
the temple-offerings of the people were cast. There were 13 chests, six 
for such gifts in general, seven for distinct purposes. ~ 

2. KORBANAS (Kopßaviis}, signifying the place of gifts, denoted the 
Temple treasury, Matt. 27 : 6. Scye CORBAN. ~ 

For TREATED, Ac:ts 27: 3, R.V„ see ENTREAT (to deal with) 

TREATISE 
LOGOS (>..&yos}, a word, denotes a treatise or written narrative in 

Acts l: I. See WoRD. 
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TREE 
I. DENDRON (SlvSpov), a living, growing tree (cp. Eng., rhodo

dendron, lit., rose-tree), known by the fruit it produces, Matt. 12: 33; 
Luke 6 : 44; certain qualities are mentioned in the N.T. ; "a good tree," 
Matt. 7: lJ, 18; 12: 33; Luke 6: 43; "a corrupt tree" (ditto); in 
Jude 12, metaphorically, of evil teachers, "autumn trees (A.V., trees whose 
fruit withereth) without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots," 
R.V.; in Luke 13: 19 in some texts, "a great tree," A.V. (R.V., "a 
tree ") ; for this and Matt. 13 : 3·2 see MusTARD ; in Luke 21 : 29 the 
fig tree is illustrative of Israel, "all the trees" indicating Gentile nations. 

2. XULON (tvA.ov) wood, a piece of wood, anything made of wood 
(see STAFF, STOCKS), is used, with the rendering "tree," (a) in Luke 
23 : 31, where " the green tree " refers either to Christ, figuratively of all 
His living power and excellencies, or to the life of the Jewish people while 
still inhabiting their land, in contrast to " the dry," a figure fulfilled in 
the horrors of the Roman rnassacre and devastation in A.D. 70 (cp. the 
Lord's parable in Luke 13 : 6-9 ; see Ezek. 20 : 47,.. and cp. 21 : 3) ; 
(b) of the Cross, the tree being the stauros, the upright pale or stake to 
which Romans nailed those who were thus to be exec11ted, Acts 5 : 30; 
10: 39; 13: 29; Gai. 3: 13; l Pet. 2: 24; (c) of the tree of life, Rcv. 
2: 7 ; 22: 2 (twice), 14, 19, R.V., A.V., "book." See Woon. 

TREMBLE, TREMBLING 
A. Verbs. 

I. TREMÖ (-rplµ,w), to tremble, especially with fear, is used in Mark 
5: 33; Luke 8 : 47 (Act!> 9: 6, in some mss.) ; 2 Pet. 2 : ro, R.V.," they 
tremble (not)," A.V., "they are (not) afraid."~ 

2. SEIÖ (u~lw), to move to and fro, shake, is rendered "will I make 
to tremble" in Heb. 12.: 26, R.V. (A.V.," I shake "). See QUAKE, SHAKE. 

Notes: (1) For phrissö in Jas. 2 : 19, A.V., "tremble," see SHUDDER. 
(2) For the adjective entrumos, trcmuling, Acts 7 : 32 ; 16 : 29, R.V., 
"trcmbling for fcar," sec QUAKE, No. I. (3) The adjective emphobos, 
used with ginomai, to become, is rendered " trembled " in Acts 24 : 25 
(R.V., "was terrifted ") ; in Luke 24: 5, R.V., "they were affrighted," 
A.V., "they were afraid." See AFFRIGHTED, A. 

B. Noun. 
TROMOS (-rp6µ,os), a trembling (akin to A, No. l), occurs in Mark 

I6 : 8, R.V., "trembling ( ... had come upon them);" I Cor. 2 : 3 ; 
2 Cor. 7 : 15 ; Eph. 6 : 5 ; Phil. 2 : I2. ~ 

TRENCH 
CHARAX (xapag), primarily a pointed stake, hence, a palisade or 

rampart, is rendered "trench" in Luke 19: 43, A.V. (R.V., "bank," 
marg., "palisade "). In A.D. 70, Titus, the Roman general, surrounded 
Jerusalem with a palisaded mound (Tyndale, l.c., renders it "mound "). 
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The Jews in one of their sorties destroyed this charax, after which Titus 
surrounded the city with a wall of masonry. ~ 

TRESPASS (N oun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

PARAPTÖMA (7rapanTwµ.a), primarily a false step, a blunder (akin 
to parapiptö, to fall away, Heb. 6: 6), lit., 'a fall beside,' used ethically, 
denotes a trespass, a deviation, from uprightness and truth, Matt. 6 : 14, 
15 (twice) ; r8: 35, in some mss.; Mark II : 25, 26; in Romans the R.V. 
substitutes "trespass" and "trespasses" for A.V., "offence" and 
"offences," 4: 25, "for (i.e., because of) our trespasses; " S : 15 (twice), 
where the trespass is that of Adam (in contrast to the free gift of righteous
ness, ver. 17, a contrast in the nature and the effects) ; 5 : I6, where 
"of many trespasses" expresses a contrast of quantity; the condemna
tion resulted from one trespass, the free gift is " of (ek, expressing the 
origin, and throwing stress upon God's justifying grace in Christ) many 
trespasses; " ver. 17, introducing a contrast between legal' effects and 
those of Divine grace; ver. r8, where the R.V„ "through one trespass," 
is contrasted with "one act of righteousness; " this is important, the 
difference is not between one man's trespass and Christ's righteousness 
(as A.V.), but between two acts, that of Adam's trespass and the vicarious 
Death of Christ; ver. 20 [cp. TRANSGRESSION, B, No. I (d)]; in 2 Cor. 
5 : I9, A.V. and R.V., "trespasscs; '' in Eph. r : 7, R.V., "trespasses" 
(A.V., "sins ") i in 2: r, R.V., "(dead through your) trespasses," A.V„ 
" (dead in) trespasses; " 2 : 5, R.V., " (dead through our) trespasses," 
A.V., "(dead in) sins;" so Col 2: 13 (rst part); in the 2nd piirt, A.V. 
and R.V., "trespasses." 

In Gai. 6: r, R.V.," (in any) trcspass" (A.V., "fault"), the reference 
is to "the works of the flesh" (S : 19), and the thought is that of the 
believer's being found off bis guard, the trespass taking advantage of him; 
in Jas. 5 : 16, A.V., "faults" (R.V., "sins" translates the wor:d 
hamartias, which is found in thc best texts), auricular confession to a priest 
is not in view here or anywhere else in Scripture; the command is compre
hensive, and speaks either of the acknowledgment of sin where one has 
wronged another, or of the unburdening of a troubled conscience to a 
godly brother whose prayers will be efficacious, or of open confession 
before the church. 

In Rom. II : II, I2, the word is used of Israel's "fall," i.e., their 
deviation from obedience to God and from the fulfilment of His will (to 
be distinguished from the verb ptaiö, "fall," in the rst part of ver. II, 

which indicates the impossibility of recovery). See FALL, A, No. 2. ~ 
B. Verb. 

HAMARTANO (aµ.apTavw} to sin, is translated to trespass, in the 
A.V. of Matt. r8 : 15, and Luke 17 : 3, 4 (R.V., to sin). 

Note: For the different meanings of words describing sin, see SIN. 
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Paraptöma, and hamartema (a sinful deed) are closely associated, with 
regard to their primary meanings : parabasis seems to he a stronger term, 
as the breach of a known law (see TRANSGRESSION). 

TRIAL 
l. DOKIME (8oKiµ~), for which see ExPERIENCE, No. 2, is rendered 

"trial" in 2 Cor. 8 : 2, A.V. (R.V„ " proof "). 
2. PEIRA (7Teipa), a making trial, an experiment, is used with 

lambanö, to receive or take, in Heb. II : 29, rendered " assaying," and 
ver. 36, in the sense of 'having experience of' (akin to peiraö, to assay, 
to try), "had trial."~ In the Sept., Deut. 28 : 56., 

3. PEIRASMOS (7Tetpaaµ6s), akin to No. 2, is rendered "trials" in 
Acts 20: 19, R.V. See TEMPTATION. 

4. PURÖSIS (m5pwais-), akin to puroö, to set on fire, signifies (a) a 
buming; (b) a refining, metaphorically in l Pet. 4: 12, "fiery trial," or 
rather ' trial by fire,' referring to the refining of gold (1 : 7). See 
BURNING. 

No"te: For dokimion, rendered "trial" in l Pet. l: 7, A.V., see 
PROOF, No. 2. 

TRIBE (-S) 
I. PHULE (ef,vA~), a company of people united by kinship or 

habitation, a clan, tribe, is used (a) of the peoples of the earth, Matt. 
24: 30; in the following the R.V. has" tribe(-s) "for A.V.," kindred(-s)," 
Rev. l : 7: 5 : 9: 7: 9: II : 9: 13 : 7: 14: 6; (b) of the tribes of Israel, 
Matt. 19 : 28 ; Luke 2 : 36 ; 22 : 30 ; Acts 13 : 21 ; Rom. II : l ; Phil. 
3: 5; Heb. 7: 13, 14; Jas. r: r; Rev. 5: 5; 7: 4-8; 21: 12.~ 

2. DÖDEKAPHULOS (8w8eKaef,vAos}, an adjective signifying 'of 
twelve tribes' (dödeka, twelve, and No. 1), used as a noun in the neuter, 
occurs in Acts 26 : 7 .1[ 

TRIBULATION 
THLIPSIS (9A'i,i/ns), for which see AFFLICTION, B, No. 4, is translated 

"tribulation" in the R.V. (for A.V„ "affiiction ") in Mark 4: 17; 
13 : 19; plural in 2 Thess. l : 4, A.V„" tribulations,'' R.V„" affiictions" ; 
in Acts 14: 22 "many tribulations" (A.V., "much tribulation ") ; in 
Matt. 24 : 9, " unto tribulation " (A.V., " to be affiicted ") ; in 2 Cor. 
l : 4; 7: 4; 2 Thess. l : 6, A.V„ "tribulation" for R.V„ "affiiction; " 
R.V. and A.V., "tribulation(-s)," e.g„ in Rom. 2: 9; 5: 3 (twice); 
8: 35 ; 12 : 12 ; Eph. 3 : 13 ; Rev. l : 9; 2 : 9, ro, 22. 

In Rev. 7: 14, "the great tribulation," R.V„ lit„ 'the tribulation, 
the great one' (not as A.V„ without the article), is not that in which all 
saints share; it indicates a definite period spoken of by the Lord in 
Matt. 24 : 21, 29 ; Mark 13 : 19, 24, where the time is mentioned as 
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preceding His Second Advent, and as a period in which the Jewish nation, 
restored to Palestine in unbelief by Gentile instrumentality, will suffer an 
unprecedented outburst of fury on the part of the antichristian powers 
confederate under the Man of Sin (2 Thess. 2: 10-12; cp. Rev. 
12: 13-17) ; in this tribulation Gentile witnesses for God will share 
(Rev. 7: 9), but it will be distinctly "the time of Jacob's trouble" 
(Jer. 30: 7) ; its beginning is signalized by the setting up of the 
"abomination of desolation" (Matt. 24: 15; Mark 13 : 14, with Dan. 
II : 31 ; 12 : II). 

Note: For the verb thlibo, in the Passive Voice rendered "suffer 
tribulation" in r Thess. 3 : 4, A.V. (R.V., "suffer affiiction "), see 
AFFLICT, No. 4. 

TRIBUTE 
r. PHOROS (<f>6pos), akin to phero, to bring, denotes tribute paid by a 

subjugutcd nation, Luke 20 : 22 ; 23 : 2 ; Rom. 13 ; 6, 7. ~ 
2. KENSOS (Kfjvuos), Lat. and Eng., census, denotes a poll tax, 

Matt. 17 : 25 ; 22 : 17, r9 ; Mark. r2 : 14. ~ 
3. DIDRACHMON (SlSpaxµov), the half-shekel, is rendered "tribute" 

in Matt. 17 : 24 (twice) : see SHEKEL, No. 2. ~ 

TRIM 
KOSMEO (Kouµlw), to arrange, adorn, is used of trimming lamps, 

Matt. 25 : 7. See AnoRN, GARNISH. 

TRIUMPH 
THRIAMB.EUO (fJpiaµßEuw) denotes (a) to lcad in triumph, uscd of a 

conqueror with reference to the vanquished, 2 Cor. 2 : 14. Theodoret 
paraphrases it 'He leads us about here and there and displays us to all 
the world.' This is in agreement with evidcnces from various sources. 
Those who are led are not captives exposed to humiliation, but are dis
played as the glory and devoted subjec~s of Hirn who leads (see the 
context). This is so even if there is a reference to a Roman "triumph." 
On such occasions the general's sons, with various officers, rode behind 
his chariot (Livy, xlv. 40). But there is no necessary reference here to a 
Roman" triumph" (Field, in Notes on tke Trans. of the N.T.). The main 
thought is that of the display, "in Christ" being the sphere ; its evidences 
are the effects of gospel testimony. 

In Col. 2 : r5 the circumstances and subjects are quite different, and 
relate to Christ's victory over spiritual foes at the time of His Death; 
accordingly the reference may be to the triumphant display of the 
defeated.~ 

For TRODE see TREAD 
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TROUBLE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. · 

TRO 

THLIPSIS (8Xi1/JL>), for which see AFFLICTION, No. 4, and TRIBULATION, 
is rendered" trouble" in the A.V. of l Cor. 7 : 28 (R.V., "tribulation ") ; 
2 Cor. l : 4 (2nd clause), 8 (R.V„ "affiiction "). 

Note: In some mss. tarache, an agitation, disturbance, trouble, is 
found in Mark 13 : 8 (plur.) and John 5 : 4 (R.V. omits). ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. TARASSÖ (-rap&uaw), akin to tarache (A, Note), is used (1) in a 

physical sense, John 5 : 7 (in some mss. ver. 4), (2) metaphorically, (a) of 
the soul and spirit of the Lord, John II : 33, where the true rendering is 
' He troubled Himself; ' (b) of the hearts of disciples, 14 : l, 27 ; (c) of the 
minds of those in fear or perplexity, Matt. 2 : 3 ; 14 : 26 ; Mark 6 : 50 ;· 
Luke l : 12 ; 24 : 38 ; l Pet. 3 : 14 ; (d) of subverting the souls of 
believers, by evil doctrine, Acts 15 : 24; Gal. l : 7; 5 : IO; (e) of stirring 
up a crowd, Acts 17: 8; ver. 13 in the best texts, "troubling (the 
multitudes)," R.V.~ 

2. DIATARASSÖ (8ia-rap&.aaw), to agitate greatly (dia, throughout, 
and No. l), is used of the Virgin Mary, Luke l: 29.~ 

3. EKTARASSÖ (€icTap&.aaw), to throw into great trouble, agitate, is 
used in Ads 16: 20, "do exceedingly trouble (our city)."~ In the Sept., 
Psa. 18 : 4 ; 88 : 16. ~ 

4. THLIBÖ (8>..lßw), to affiict, is rendered to trouble in the A.V., e.g„ 
2 Cor. 4: 8 (R.V„ "pressed ") ; 7 : 5, but never in the R.V.: see AFFLICT, 
No. 4, PRESS, STRAITENED, TRIBULATION. 

5. ENOCHLEÖ (JvoxMw), from ui, in, ocltlos, a throng, crowd, is 
used in Heb. 12 : 15 of a root of bitterness ; in Luke 6 : 18 (in the best 
texts; somehave ochleö), R.V.," were troubled" (A.V.," were vexed ").~ 

6. PARENOCHLEÖ (TTap€voxMw), to annoy concerning anything 
(para, and No. 5), occurs in Acts 15: 19, "we trouble (not them)."~ 

7. SKULLÖ (aicv.Uw), primarily to flay, hence, to vex, annoy (" there 
was a time when the Greek, in thus speaking, compared his trouble to the 
pains of flaying alive," Moulton, Proleg., p. 89) 1 is used in the Active Voice 
in Mark 5: 35; Luke 8: 49; in the Passive Voice, Matt. 9: 36, in the 
best texts, R.V„ "they were distressed" (some have ekluö, A.V., "they 
fainted "); in the Middle Voice, Luke 7: 6, "trouble (not thyself)."~ 
The word is frequent in the papyri. 

8. ANASTATOÖ (avaCTTa-row) is rendered "trouble" in Gal. 5: 12, 
A.V.: see STIR, No. 12, TURN, No. 15, UPROAR. 

9. THORUBEÖ (8opvßlw), akin to thorubos, a tumult, in the Middle 
Voice, to make an uproar, is rendered "trouble not yourselves" in Acts 
20: IO; A.V. See ADo, TUMULT. 

10. THROEÖ (8polw), to make an outcry (throos, a tumult), is used 
in the Passive Voice, Matt. 24: 6; Mark 13: 7; Luke 24: 37; 2 Thess. 
2: 2.~ In the Sept., S. of Sol. 5: 4.~ 
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II. THORUBAZO (8opvßa{w), to disturb, to trouble (akin to No. 9), 
is used in Luke 10: 41, in the best texts (in some, turbazö, with the same 
meaning).~ 

12. ADEMONEÖ (d.017µ.ovlw), tobe much troubled, distressed (perhaps 
from a, negative, and demön, knowing, the compound therefore originally 
suggesting bewilderment), is translated "sore troubled" in Matt. 26: 37 
and Mark 14: 33, R.V. (A.V„ "very heavy ") ; so the R.V. in Phil. 
2: 26 (A.V., "full of heaviness ") ; Lightfoot renders it "distressed," 
a meaning borne out in the papyri. See HEAVY.~ 

13. DIAPON.EÖ (Oia?Tovlw) denotcs to work out with toil, hence, to 
be "sore troubled;" so the R. V. in Acts 4: 2 and 16: 18 (A.V., 
"grieved "); Mark 14: 4 in sorne texts. ~ 

Notes: (1) The noun kopos, a striking, beating, then, laborious toil, 
trouble, used with parechö, to furnish, to supply, is rendered to trouble 
(lit., to give trouble to), in Matt. 26: IO; Mark 14: 6; Luke II : 7; 
r.8 : 5 ; Gal. 6 : 17 ; the mea:riing is to embarrass a person by distracting 
his attention, or to give occasion for anxiety. In the last passage the 
Apostle expresses his determination not to allow the Judaizing teachers to 
distract him any further. See LABOUR, A, No. I. (2) For "suffer 
trouble " in 2 Tim. 2 : 9, see HARDSHIP. 

TROW 
Note: Sorne mss. have dokeö, to think, in Luke 17: 9, A.V., " I trow 

(not)." 

For TRUCE-BREAKERS see IMPLACABLE 

TRUE, TRULY, TRUTH 
A. Adjectives. 

I. ALETHES (d.A178~s), primarily, unconcealed, manifest (a, negative, 
lethö, to forget,= lanthanö, to escape notice), hence, actual, true to fact, 
is used (a) of persons, truthful, Matt. 22 : 16; Mark 12 : 14; John 3 : 33 ; 
7: r8; 8: 26; Rom. 3 : 4; 2 Cor. 6; 8; (b) of things, true, conforming 
to reality, John 4 : 18, 11 truly," lit„ ' true ; ' 5 : 31, 32 ; m the best texts, 
6: 55 (twice), "indeed;" 8 : 13, 11 (ver. r6 in some texts: see No. 2), 
17 ; 10 : 41 ; 19 : 35 ; 21 : 24; Acts 12 : 9 ; Phil. 4 : 8 ; Tit. l : 13 ; 
l Pet. 5: 12; 2 Pet. 2: 22; l John 2: 8, 27; 3 John 12.~ 

2. ALETHINOS (d.A178tv6s), akin to No. 1, denotes true in the sense 
of real, ideal, genuine; it is used (a) of God, John 7 : 28 (cp. No. l in 
7: 18, above) ; 17 : 3 ; l Thess. l : 9; Rev. 6: IO; these declare that 
God fulfils the meaning of His Name, He is '' very God," in distinction 
from all other gods, false gods (alethes, see John 3 : 33 in No. r, signifü~s 
that He is vcracious, true to His utterances, He cannot lie) ; (b) of Christ, 
John l : 9 ; 6 : 32 ; 15 : l ; l John 2 : 8 ; 5 : 20 (thrice) ; Rev. 3 : 7, 14 ; 
19: II ; His judgment, John 8 : 16 (in the best texts, instead of No. l) ; 

(c) God's words, John 4: 37; Rev. 19: 9; 21 : 5; 22 : 6; the last three 
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are equivalent to No. l ; (d) His ways, Rev. 15 : 3; (e) His judgments, 
Rev. 16 : 7 ; 19 : 2 ; (f) His riches, Luke 16 : rr ; (g) His worshippers, 
John 4: 23; (h) their hearts, Heb. 10: 22 ; (i) the witness of the Apostle 
John, John 19: 35; (j) the spiritual, antitypical Tabernacle, Heb. 8: 2; 
9 : 24, not that the wilderness Tabernacle was false, but that it was a 
weak and earthly copy of the Heavenly. if 

Note: "Alethinos is related to alethes as form to contents or sub
stances; alethes denotes the reality of the thing, alethinos defines the 
relation of the conception to the thing to which it corresponds=genuine " 
(Cremer). 

3. GN:i!:SIOS (yvi)uioS'), primarily lawfully begotten (akin to ginomai, 
to become), hence, true, genuine, sincere, is used in the Apostle's exhorta
tion to his "true yoke-fellow" in Phil. 4: 3. See ÜWN, SINCERITY. 

Note: In the A.V. of 2 Cor. l : 18 and l Tim. 3 : 1, pistos, "faithful" 
(R.V.), is translated "true." 

B. Verb. 
AL.E:THEUO (ä.,\178.:vw} signifi.es to deal faithfully or truly with 

anyone (cp. Gen. '12: i6, Sept., "whether ye deal truly or no"), Eph. 
4: 15, "speaking the truth;" Gal. 3 : 16, "I tell (you) the truth," where 
probably the Apostle is referring to the' contents of his Epistle. if 

C. Noun. 
AL!THEIA (&.>.1]8na), truth, is used (a) objectively, signifying " the• 

reality lying at the basis of an appearance; the manifested, veritable 
essence of · a matter" (Cremer), e.g., Rom. 9: l ; 2 Cor. II : 10; 
especially of Christian doctrine, e.g„ Gal. 2 : 5, where " the trüth of the 
Gospel " denotes the true teaching of the Gospel, in contrast tö perversions 
of it ; Rom. l : 25, where " the truth of God " may be ' the truth con
cerning God ' or ' God whose existence is a verity ; ' but in Rom 15 : 8 
" the truth of God " is irtdicative of His faithfulness in the fulfilment of 
His promises as exhibited in Christ ; the word has an absolute force in 
John 14 : 6 ; 17 : 17 ; 18 : 37, 38 ; in Eph. 4: 21, where the R.V., " even 
as truth is in Jesus," gives the correct rendering, the meaning is not 
merely ethical truth, but truth in all its fulness and scope, as embodied 
in Hirn ; He was the perfect expression of the truth ; this is virtually 
equivalent to His statement in John 14: 6; (b) subjectively, truthfulness, 
truth, not merely verbal, but sincerity and integrity of character, 
John 8 : 44 ; 3 John 3, R.V. ; (c) in phrases, e.g., "in truth" (epi, on 
the basis of), Mark 12: 14; Luke 20: 21; with en, in, 2 Cor. 6: 7; 
Col. l : 6; l Tim. 2 : 7, R.V. (A.V., "in ... verity ") ; l John 3: 18; 
2 John 1, 3, + 

Note: In Matt. 15 : 27, A.V., nai, "yea" (R.V.), is translated 
"truth." 

D. Adverbs. 
1. AL:i!:THOS (ä.,\178wS'}, truly, surely, is rendered "of a truth " in 

Matt. 14: 33; 26: 73 and Mark 14: 70, R.V. (A.V., "surely"); Luke 
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9: 27; 12: 44; 21 : 3; John 6: 14; 7: 40; r7 : 8, R.V., "of a truth" 
(A.V., "surely ") ; Acts 12: II, R.V. (A.V., "of a surety ") ; "in truth," 
l Thess. 2 : 13 ; " truly," Matt. 27 : 54; Mark 15 : 39. See lNDEED, 
No. 3. 

2. GNESIÖS (y111Julws), sincerely, honourably (akin to A, No. 3), 
is rendered "truly" (marg., "genuinely ") in Phil. 2 : 20 (A.V., 
"naturally "). ~ 

Notes: (1) The particles ara, men, and de are sometimes rendered 
f' truly" in the A.V., but are differently rendered in the R.V. (2) In I 
Cor. 14: 25, A.V., ontös (R.V., "indccd ") is rendered "of a truth." 
See CERTAIN, C, No. l, lNDEED, No. 4. (3) In John 20: 30, A.V., the 
particle oun, therefore (R.V.), is rendered "truly." 

TRUMP, TRUMPET 
A. Noun. 

SALPINX (u&Amye) is used (1) of the natural instrument, l Cor. 
x4: 8; (2) of the supernatural accompaniment of Divine interpositions, 
(a) at Sinai, Heb. 12 : 19 ; (b) of thc acts of angels at the Second Advent 
of Christ, Matt. 24: 31 ; (c) of their acts in the period of Divinejudgments 
preceding this, Rev. 8: 2, 6, 13; 9: 14; (d) of a summons to John to 
the presence of God, Rev. I : 10; 4: l ; (e) of the act of the Lord in 
raising from the dead the saints who have fallen aslccp and changing the 
bodies of those who are living, at the Rapture of all to mcct Him in the 
air, I Cor. 15 : 52, where " the last trump " is a military allusion, familiar 
to Greek readers, and has no connection with the series in Rev. 8 : 6 to 
II : 15 ; there is a possible allusion to Num. lo : 2-6, with n~fPrPn~P. to 

the same event, l Thess. 4 : 16, " the (lit., a) trump of God" (the absence 
of the article suggests the meaning 'a trumpet such as is used in God's 
service '). ~ 

B. Verb. 
SALPIZO (uahl,w), to sound a trumpet, Matt. 6 : 2 ; as in (2) (c) 

above, Rev. 8 : 6, 7, 8, lO, 12, 13 ; 9 : l, 13 ; lO : 7; II : 15 ; as in (2) 

(e), l Cor. 15: 52.~ 

TRUMPETER 
SALPISTES (u~ma-n}s) occurs in Rev. 18: 22. ~ 

TRUST (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

PEPOITHESIS (·mmol871cns) is rendered" trust "in 2 Cor. 3 : 4, A.V. ; 
see CoNFIDENCE, No. l. 

B. Verbs. 
l. PEITHÖ (7rEl8w), intransitively, in the perfect and pluperfect 

Active, to have confidence, trust, is rendered to trust in Matt. 27: 43 ; 
Mark IO: 24; Luke II : 22; 18: 9; 2 Cor. l : 9; IO: 7; Phil. 2 : 24; 

3: 4, A.V. (R.V„ "to have confidence ") ; Heb. 2 : 13 ; in the present 
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Middle, Heb. 13 : 18, A.V. (R.V., "are persuaded "). See AGREE, No. 5, 
PERSUADE. 

· 2. PISTEUÖ (1Tia·m$w), to entrust, or, in the Passive Voice, to be 
entrusted with, is rendered to commit to one's trust, in Luke 16 : II ; 
l Tim. l: IT; to he pnt in trust with, l Thess. 2: 4, A.V. (R.V„ ''tobe 
intrusted "). 

Note: Wherever elpizö, to hope, is translated to trust in .the A.V„ 
the R.V. substitutes to hope. So proelpiz~, to hope before. See HoPE. 

For TRUTH see TRUE 

TRY, TRIED 
l. DOKIMAZÖ (801eiµa,w) is rendered to try in the A.V. in r Cor. 3 : 13; 

l Thess. 2: 4; l Pet. l: 7; l John 4: l: see PROVE, No. l. 

2. PEIRAZÖ (m:ipa,w) is rendered to try in Heb. II : 17 ; Rev. 2 : 2, 

IO; 3 : IO. In Acts 16: 7 it is rendered "assayed;" in 24: 6, R.V„ 
"assayed" . (A.V„ "hath gone about ") : see Go, Note (2) (b). See 
EXAMINE, PROVE, TEMPT. Cp. peiraö in Acts 26: 21, R.V„ "assayed" 
(A.V„ "went about "); see Go, Note (2) (c). 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 3 : 18, A.V„ puroö, in the Passive Voice, to be 
purified uy fire (R.V„ "refined "), is rendered " tried." (2) For 
dokimion, Jas. l : 3, A.V„ "trying," see PROOF. (3) For dokimos, Jas. 
l: 12, A.V„ "tried," see APPROVED. (4) In :x: Pet. 1: T?,, A.V., the 
phrase pros peirasmon, lit., ' for trial,' i.e., for testing, is rendered " to 
try (you) ", K V., "to prove (you)." 

TUMULT 
r. AKATASTASIA (a1ea-raaTaala) is rcndered "tumults" in Luke 

21 : 9, R.V. ; 2 Cor. 6: 5 ; 12 : 20. See CoNFOUND, A, Nö. r. 
2. THORUBOS (86pvßos), a noise, uproar, tumult, is rendered 

"tumult" in Matt. 27 : 24 and Mark 5 : 38 ; in Matt. 26 : 5, R.V. (A.V., 
"uproar"),soinMark14:2; inActs20:1, "uproar," A.V. and R.V.; 
in 24: 18, "tumult;" in 21 : 34, A.V., "tumult" (R.V„ "uproar "). ~ 

Note: For tkorubeö, R.V., to make a tumult, see N01sE 1 Note (2). · 

TURN 
r. STREPHÖ (aTpEcpw) denotes (1) in the Active Voice, (a) to turn 

(something), Matt. 5 : 39; (b) to bring back, Matt. 27: 3 (in the best 
texts; some have No. 2) ; (c) reflexively, to turn oneself, to turn the 
back to people, said of God, Acts 7 : 42 ; (d) to turn one thing into another, 
Rev. II : 6 (the only place where this word occurs after the Acts) ; (2) 
in the Passive Voice, (a) used reflexively, to turn oneself, e.g. Matt. 7 : 6; 
John 20 : 14, 16; (b) metaphorically, Matt. 18 : 3, R.V., "(except) ye 
turn" (A.V., " ... be converted "); John 12 : 40 (in the best texts; some 
have No. 4). See CONVERT, A, No. r. 

2. APOSTREPHÖ (a1Toa-rplcf>w) denotes (a) to cause to turn away 
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(apo), to remove, Rom. II: 26; 2 Tim. 4: 4 (rst clause); metaphorically, 
to turn away from allegiance, pervert, Luke 23 : 14; (b) to make to 
return, put back, Matt. 26 : 52 ; (c) in the Passive Voice, used reflexively, 
to turn oneself away from, Matt. 5 : 42 ; 2 Tim. I : 15 ; Tit. I : 14; 
Heb. 12: 25; in the Active Voice, Acts 3: 26. See PERVERT, PUT.~ 

3. DIASTREPHÖ (füaaTp€cf>w), to distort (dia, asunder), is rendered 
"to turn aside/' R.V. (A.V.," ... away "),in Acts 13 : 8. See PERVERT, 
No. 2. 

4. EPISTREPHÖ (€maTp€cf>w) is used (a) transitively„to make to turn 
towards (epi), Luke I : 16, 17; Jas 5 : 19, 20 (to convert); (b) intran
sitively, to turn oneself round, e.g., in the Passive Voice, Mark 5 : 30 
(see RETURN) ; in the Active Voice, Matt. 13 : 15, R.V., "turn again" 
(A.V., "be converted ") ; Acts II : 21 ; 14: 15 ; 15 : 19; I Thess. I : 9, 
"ye turned," the aorist tense indicating an immediate and decisive 
change, consequent upon a deliberate choice ; conversion is a voluntary 
act in n'\sponse to the presentation. of truth. See CoNVERT. 

5. METASTREPHO (µ,emaTp€cf>w) signifies, in t1ie Passive Voice, 
to be turned (of a change into something different, meta) in Acts 2 ; 20 

and Jas. 4: 9: see PERVERT, No. 3. 
6. HUPOSTREPHÖ (vTToaTp€cf>w) is used intransitively of turning 

back, behind (hupo), e.g., Luke 17: 15, "turned back; " in 2 : 45, R.V., 
"returned: " see RETURN. 

7. APOBAINO (ci.TToßalvw), to go from, is used metaphorically of 
events, to issuc, turn out, Luke 21 ; 13; Phil. I : 19. See Go, No. 21. 

8. METAGÖ (µ,eTayw}, to move from one side fo another, is rendered 
to turn about in Jas. 3: 3, 4.~ 

9. METATITHEMI (µ,eTaTLDru.1.i}, to change, is translated "turning 
(the grace of God) "in Jude 4. See CARRY, CHANGE, REMOVE, TRANSLATE. 

IO. ANAKAMPTÖ (ci.va1eaµ,1TTw), ana, back, kamptö, to bend, is 
rendered "shall turn ... again," in Luke 10: 6. See RETURN. 

II. EKTREPÖ (lKTPETTw), to cause to turn aside (ek, from, trepö, 
to turn), is userl in the Passive Voice, with Middle sense, in l Tim. l : 6; 

6 R V " t ' " (A V " 'd' ") r· 5 : 15 ; : 20, . ., urnmg away . ., avo1 mg ; 2 im. 4 : 4 
(~md clause) ; Heb. 12 : 13, "be (not) turned ont of the way" (R.V., 
marg., "put out of joint ") ; some adhere to the meaning to turn aside, 
go astray; the interpretation depends on the antithesis which follows, 
"but rather be healed" (R.V.), which is not the antithesis to turning 
aside or being turned out of the way ; accordingly the marg. is to be 
preferred (the Verbis often used medically).~ In the Sept., Arnos S: 8.~ 

12. APOTREPÖ (ci.TToTpETTw), to cause to turn away (apo), is used in 
the Middle Voice in 2 Tim. 3 : 5. ~ 

13. PERITREPÖ (7repiTpE1Tw), to turn about (peri), is rendered" doth 
turn (thee to madness)" in Acts 26: 24, R.V., A.V., "doth make (thee 
mad)."~ 

14. METHIST~MI (µ.e8laTTJp.i) is used metaphorically in Acts 19 : 26, 
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"turned away (much people)." See PUT, REMOVE, TRANSLATE. 
15. ANASTATOÖ (ävaa7'a7'6w), to stir up, excite, unsettle (ana, up, 

kistemi, to cause to stand), is rendered "have turned (the world) upside 
down " in Acts 17 : 6. See TROUBLE, UPROAR. 

16. GINOMAI (ytvoµai), to become, is rendered "shall be turned" 
in John 16: 20 (of sorrow into joy). 

17. EKKLINÖ (lKKAlvw), to turn aside (ek, from, klinö, to lean), 
is rendered "have ... turned aside" in Rom. 3 : 12 (A.V., " are ... 
gone out of the way ") ; 16: 17, R.V., "turn away" (A.V., " avoid ") ; 
I Pet. 3: II, R.V., ditto (A.V., "eschew ").if 

18. DIADECHOMAI (StaoExoµai), to receive through another, lo 
receive in turn (dia, through, dechomui, lo receive), occurs in Acts 7 : 45, 
R.V., "in their turn ... when they entered" (A.V., "that came 
after ") ; the meaning here is 'having received (it) after,' i.e., as from 
Moses under Joshua's leadership. In the papyri the word is used similarly 
of visiting as deputy (see also Field, Notes on the Trans. oj the N. T., II6). if 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 2 : 22, A.V., anachöreö, to retire, withdraw, is 
rendered " turned aside" (R.V., " withdrew "). (2) For " turned to 
flight," klinö, Heb. II : 34, see FLIGHT, B. (3) For the phrase "by turn" 
in I Cor. 14 : 27 see CouRSE, B, Note (3). 

TURN ING 
TROPE: (7pom]), used especially of the revolution of the heavenly 

orbs (akin to trepö, to turn), occurs in Jas. l : 17, "(neither shadow) 
that is cast by turning," R.V. (A. V., "of turning "). Fora more detailed 
treatment of the passage, see SHADOW, No. 2.if 

For TURTLE-DOVE sec DOVE 

For TUTOR see GUARDIAN and INSTRUCTOR, No. L 

TWAIN, TWO 
DUO (ovo) is rendered " twain " in Matt. 5 : 41 ; 19 : 5, 6 ; 21 : 31 ; 

27: 21, 51 ; Mark ro : 8 (twice) ; 15 : 38; in r Cor. 6 : 16 and Eph. 5 : 31, 
R.V. (A.V., "two ") ; Eph. 2 : 15 ; in Rev. 19: 20, R.V. (A.V., "both "). 

Notes: (r) In the following phrascs the numcral is used dis
tributively: (a) ana duo, "two apiece," John 2 : 6 (in some mss., Luke 
9 : 3) ; in Luke IO : l, "two and two" (' by twos ') ; (b) kata duo, "by 
two," I Cor. l4: 27; (c) duo duo, "by two and two," lit., 'two (and) 
two,' Mark 6 : 7 (not a Hebraism; the form of expression is use<l in the 
papyri) ; (d) eis duo, ' into two,' " in twain," Matt. 27 : 51 and Mark 
15 : 38 (see above). (2) In Luke 17 : 34 duo stands for " two men ; " iH 
ver. 35 for "two women." · 

TWELFTH 
DÖDEKATOS (8w8EKa7'os) occurs in Rev. 21: 20.if 
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TWELVE 
DÖDEKA (SwSEKa) is used frequently in the Gospels for the twelve 

Apostles, and in Acts 6 : 2 ; l Cor. 15 : 5 ; Rev. 21 : l4b ; of the tribes 
of Israel, Matt. 19: 28; Luke 22 : 30; Jas. l : l ; Rev. 21 : l2C (cp. 
7: 5-8; 12 : l) ; in various details relating to the Heavenly Jerusalem, 
Rev. 21 : 12-21 ; 22 : 2. The number in general is regarded as suggestive 
of Divine administration. 

TWENTY 
EIKOSI (Ei'.Koai) occurs in Luke 14: 31 ; John 6 : 19; Acts l : 15 ; 

27 : 28; l Cor. ro: 8; of the four and twenty elders, in Rev. 4: 4 (twice), 
ro ; 5 : 8 ; n : 16 ; 19 : 4 (combined in one numeral with tessares, four, 
in some mss.).4j[ 

TWICE 
DIS (Sfr) occurs in Mark 14 : 30, 72 ; Luke 18 : 12 ; Jude 12 ; combined 

with muriades, ten thousand, in Rev. 9: 16; rendered .'' again" in 
Pltil. 4 . 16 aml l The::.s. 2 ': 18. See AGAIN. ir 

TWINKLING 
RHIP:E: (pnr~). akin to rhiptö, to hurl, was used of any rapid move

ment, e.g., the throw of a javelin, the rush of wind or flame ; in l Cor. 
lS : 52 of the twinkling of an eye., 

For TWO see TWAIN 

TWO-EDGED 
DlSTUMUS (i:ilaToµ,os), lit., 'two-mouthed' (dis, and stoma, a mouth), 

was used of rivers and branching roads; in the N.T. of swords, Heb. 
4: 12 ; Rev. l : 16; 2 : 12, R.V., "two-edged" (A.V., "with two 
edges "). ir In the Sept., Judg. 3 : 16 ; Psa. 149 : 6 ; Prov. 5 : 4., 

For TWOFOLD MORE see DOUBLE 

TWO HUNDRED 
DIAKOSIOI (SiaKoaioi) occurs in Mark 6 : 37; John 6 : 7; 21 : 8; 

Acts 23: 23 (twice) ; 27: 37, "two hundred (threescore and sixteen) ; " 
Rev. II : 3, " (a thousand) two hundred (and threescore) ; " so 12 : 6. ,[ 

Note: In Acts 27 : 37, some ancient authorities read "about three
score and sixteen souls" (R.V., margin). The confusion was quite natural 
when the word d1'.akos1'.oi was not written in foll hnt represented by one 
Greek letter. The larger number is by no means improbable: Josephus 
sailed for Rome in A.D. 63 in a ship which had 600 on board (Life, eh. 3). 

For TWO THOUSAND see THOUSAND, Note (1) 
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u 
For UNAPPROACHABLE, l Tim. 6: 16, R.V., see APPROACH, B 

UNAWARES 
Notes: (1) In Heb. 13: 2, lanthanö, to escape notice, is used with the 

aorist participle of xenizö, to entertain, signifying " entertained ... 
unawarP.s" (an idiomatir. nsar,P. r.ommon in dassical Greek). (2) For 
aiphnidios, "unawares," in Luke 21 : 34, A.V., see SunDENLY. (3) In 
Gai. 2: 4, A.V„ pareisaktos, brought in secrelly, is n~1HlP.1P.tl " 1111awa1P.s 

brought in." See PRIVILY, Note: cp. BRING, No. lJ.~ (4) In Jude 4, A.V., 
pareisdunö, to slip in secretly, is rendered " crept in unawares." See 
CREEP, A, No. 2. ~· 

UN BELIEF 
l, APISTIA (amMla), "unbelief" 12 times, lmt. see BELIEF, C, 

Note (2) for references. 
2. APEITHE'rA (a7rEUhia) is always rendered " disobedience" in the 

R.V. ; in Rom. TT : 30, 32 and Heb. 4: 6, II, A.V., " unbelief." See 
DrsoBEDIENCE, A, No. r. 

UNBELIEVER 
APISTOS (äma-ros), an adjective, is used as a noun, rendercd "un

b:::liever" in 2 Cor. 6 : 15 aml l Tim. 5 : 8, R.V. ; plural in l Cor. 6: 6 
and 2 Cor. 6: 14; A.V. only, Luke 12·: 46 (R.V., "unfaithful "). See 
BELIEF, C, Note (3), FAITHLESS, INCREDIBLE. 

UNBELIEVING 
A. Adjective. 

APISTOS (äma-ros) : see BELIEF, C, Note (3). 
B. Verb. 

APEITHEÖ (a7rEL8lw) : see DISBELIEVE, DrsOBEDIENT, C. 

UNBLAMEABLE, UNBLAMEABLY 
A. Adjectives. 

r. AMEMPTOS (äµEp.7r-ros), "unblameable " (from a, negative, and 
memphomai, to find fault), is so rendered in l Thess. 3: 13, i.e., free from all 
valid charge. See BLAME, B, No. 3. 

2. AMÖMOS (äµwµos) : see BLEMISH, B. 
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B. Adverb. 
AMEMPTÖS (d.1dµ7TTws) is used in l Thess. 2 : lO, '.' unblameably," 

signifying that no charge could be maintained, whatever charges might 
be made. See BLAME, C. 

For UNCEASING see CEASE, B. For UNCEASINGLY, R.V„ in 
Rom. l : 9, see CEASE, C 

UNCERTAIN, UNCERTAINLY, UNCERTAINTY 
A. Adjective. 

ADELOS {ä377Aos) denotes (a) unseen ; with the article, translated 
"which appear not" (a, negative, delos, evident), Luke II : 44; (b) 
" uncertain," indistinct, l Cor. 14 : 8. ~ In the Sept., Ps. 51 : 6. ~ 

B. Adverb. 
ADELÖS (d.3?j.:l.ws), uncertainly (akin to A), occurs in l Cor. 9: 26.~ 

C. Noun. 
ADELOTES (d.S77A.ÖT77s), uncertainty (akin to A and B), occurs in l 

Tim. 6 : 17, " (the) uncertainty (of riches)," R.V. {the A.V. translates 
it as an adjective, "uncertain "), i.e., riches the special character of 
which is their uncertainty ; the Greek phrase is a rhetorical way of 
stressing the noun " riches ; " when a gcnitivc (hcre " of riches ") precedes 
the goveming noun (here " uncertainty ") the genitive receives emphasis. ~ 

UNCHANGEABLE 
APARABATOS (a:Tl'apaßaTos) is used of the priesthood of Chrisl, in 

Heb. 7 : 24, " unchangeable," unalterable, inviolable, R.V., marg. (a 
meaning found in the papyri) ; the more literal meaning in A. V. and 
R.V. margins, "that doth not pass from one to another," is not to he 
preferred. This active meaning is not only untenable, and contrary to 
the constant usage of the word, but does not adcquately fit wilh either the 
preceding or the succeeding context. ~ 

For UNCTRr:TJMCISED and UNCIRCUMCISION see CIRCUMCISION 

UN CLEAN 
A. Adjectives. 

I. AKATHARTOS (aKa8apTos), unclean, impure (a, negative, kat!tairö, 
to purify), is used (a) of unclean spirits, frequently in the Synoptists, not 
in John's Gospel; in Acts 5 : 16 ; 8: 7; Rev. 16 : 13 ; 18 : 2a (in the 
2nd clause the birds are apparently figurative of destructive Satanic 
agencies) ; (b) ceremonially, Acts ro : 14· 28; II : 8 ; l Cor. 7 : 14 ; (c) 
morally, 2 Cor. 6: 17, including (b), R.V.; "no unclcan thing; " Eph. 
5 : 5 ; Rev. 17: 4, R.V., "the unclean things" (A.V. follows the texts 
which have the noun akathartes, " the filthiness "). 

2. KOINOS (Koiv6s), common, is translated" unclean "in Rom. 14: 14 
(thrice) ; in Rev. 21 : 27, R.V. (A.V., "that defileth," follows the inferior 
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texts which have the verb koinoö : see B). See CoMMON, DEFILE, C, 
UNHOLY, No. 2. 

B. Verb. 
KOINOÖ (Koiv6w), to make koinos, to defile, is translated " unclean" 

in Heb. 9: 13, A.V., where the perfect participle, Passive, is used with 
the article, hence the R.V., "them that have been defiled." See DEFILE, 
A., No. i. 

C. Noun. 
AKATHARSIA (aKa8apula), akin to A, No. 1, denotes uncleanness, 

(a) physical, Matt. 23 : 27 (instances in the papyri speak of tenants keeping 
tiouses in good condition) ; (b) moral, Rom. l : 24 ; 6 : 19 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 21 ; 
Gal. 5 : 19 ; Eph. 4 : 19 ; 5 : 3 ; Col. 3 : 5 ; I Thess. 2 : 3 (suggestive 
of the fact that sensuality and evil doctrine are frequently associated) ; 
4: 7.~ 

Note: In 2 Pet. 2 : ro, A.V., miasmos, a defilement, is rendered "un
cleanness;" see DEFILEMENT, B, No. 2.~ 

For UNCLOTHED see STRIP 

UNCOMELY 
ASCHEMÖN (auX7/µ.wv), shapeless (a, negative, schema, a form), 

the opposite of euschemön, comely, is used in l Cor. 12 : 23. ~ In the 
Sept., Gen .. 34 : 7 .: Deut. 24 : 3. ~ 

Note: For the verb aschemoneö, rendered to behave oneself unc01:nely 
in l Cor. 7: 36, A.V., see BEHAVE, No. 4. 

UNCONDEMNED 
AKAT AKRITOS ( aKa7'aKpt7'0S), rendered " uncondemned „ in Acts 

16: 37; 22 : 25 (a, negative, katakrinö, to condemn), properly means 
' without trial,' not yet tried. Sir W. M. Ramsay points out that thc 
Apostle, in claiming his rights, would probably use the Roman phrase 
re incognita, i.e., 'without investigating our case ' (The Cities of St. Paul, 
p. 225).~ 

For UNCORRUPTIBLE see CORRUPT, C, No. 2. For UNCORRUPT
NESS, see CORRUPT, B, No. 4 

UN COVER 
APOSTEGAZÖ (a?ToaTi:ya,w) signifies to unroof (apo, from, stege, 

a roof), Ma1k 2: 4.~ 

For UNCOVERED, l Cor. II: 5, 13, see UNVEILED 

For UNCTION see ANOINT, B 
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UNDEFILED 
AMIANTOS (dµ.tavTDs), undefiled, free from contamination (a, negative, 

miainö, to defile), is used (a) of Christ, Heb. 7: 26; (b) of pure religion, 
Jas. l : 27 ; (c) of the eternal inheritance of believers, I Pet. I : 4 ; (d) 
of the marriage hr.<l as requiring to be free from unlawful sexual inter
course, Heb. 13: 4. ~ 

UNDER, UN~ERNEATH 
r. HUPOKATÖ (v1ToK<irw), an adverb signifying under, is used as a 

preposition and rendered " under " in Mark 6 : II ; 7 : 28 ; Luke 8 : 16 ; 
Heb. 2 : 8 ; Rev. 5 : 3, r3 ; 6 : 9 ; I2 : l ; " undcrneath " in Matt. 22 : 44, 
R.V. (Mark 12: 36 in some mss.); John I: 50, R.V. (A.V., "under").~ 

2. KATÖTERÖ (KaTwTEfpw), the comparative degree of katö, below, 
beneath, occurs in Matt. 2 : 16, "under." 

3. ELASSON (J,\aaaov), the neuter of .the adjective .elassön, less, is 
used adverbially in r Tim. 5: 9, "under" (or 'less than '), See LESS. 

Notes : (r) The prcposition epi, upon, is rendered " under" in Heb. 
7: II; 9: 15; 10: 28, A.V. (R.V„ "on the 111ord of"). (2) The prc
position en, in, is rendered" under" in Matt. 7 : 6; Rom. 3 : 19 (1st part). 
(3) The usual preposition is hupo. 

UNDERGIRD 
HUPOZÖNNUMI (v1To~wwvµi), hupo, under, zönnumi, lo gird, is used 

of üaµping a ship, Acts 27 : r7, bracing thc timbers of a vessel by means 
of strong ropcs. ~ 

UNDERSTAND, UNDERSTOOD 
A. Verbs. 

r. SUNIEMI (avvlr11u) 1 primarily, to bring or set together, is used 
metaphorically of perceiving, understanding, uniting (sun), so to speak, 
the perception with what is perceived, e.g., Matt. 13 : 13-15, I9, 23, 51 ; 
IS : ro ; r6 : 12 ; r7 : i3, aml ::;inülar passages in Mark and Luke ; 
Acts 7 : 25 (twice) ; 28 : 261 27 ; in Rom. 3 : II, the present participle, 
with the article, is used as a noun, lit„ 'there is not the understanding 
(one),' in a moral and spiritual sense ; Rom. 15 : 21 ; z Cor. ro : 12, R.V., 
" are (without) undcrstanding," A.V„ "are (not) wise ; ''. Eph. 5 : 17, 
R.V„ "understand." See CüNSIDER, Note (2). 

2. NOEÖ (vo€w), to perceive with the mind, as distinct from per
ception by fccling, is so used in Matt. 15 : 17, A.V„ "understand," R.V., 
"perceive; " 16 : 9, II ; 24: 15 (here rather- perhaps in the sense of 
considering) and parallels in Mark (not in Luke); John 12: 10; Rom. 
I : 20; r Tim. r : 7 ; Heb. II : 3; in Eph. 3 : 4, A.V., " may under
stand" (R.V., "can perceive "); 3: 20, "think;" z Tim. 2: 7, "con
sider." See CoNSIDER, No. 4.~ 

3. GINOSKÖ (ytvwaKw), to know, to come to know, is translated to 
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understand in the A.V. in Matt. 26: 10 and John 8 : 27 (R.V„ to perceive) ; 
A.V. and R.V. in John 8: 43 ; 10: 6; in 10: 38, R.V. (in some texts 
pisteuö, A.V., "believe "); A.V. and R.V. in 12: 16; 13: 7, R.V„ A.V., 
"know" (see Note under KNOW, No. 2) ; Acts 8: 30; in Phil. l : 12, 
A.V., R.V., "know" (in some texts, Acts 24: II, A.V.). See KNow, 
No. r. 

4. EPISTAMAI (e'ITlaTaµ.ai), to know well, is rendered to understand 
in Mark 14: 68; Jude 10, R.V., 2nd clause (A.V„ "know "). See 
KNow, No. 5. 

5. PUNTHANOMAI (7Tw0avoµ.ai), to inquirc, is rendered to under
stand in Acts 23 : 34. See lNQUIRE. 

6. GNÖRIZÖ (yvwpl~w), to make known, is rendered" I give ... to 
understand" in l Cor. 12 : 3. See KNow, No. 8. 

7. AGNOEÖ (dyvoew), to be ignorant, is rendered "they understood 
not" in Mark 9 : 32 ; Luke 9 : 45 ; in 2 Pet. 2 : 12, A.V., R.V., " they 
are ignorant of." See IGNORANT, B, No. r. 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. 13 : 2, A.V., oida, to know, to perceive, is rendered 
" understand " (R.V„ " know ") ; so in 14 : 16. (2) For manthanö, 
rendered "understand" in Acts 23 : 27, A. V„ see LEARN, No. 1. (3) 
In l Cor. 13 : II, A.V., phroneö, tobe minded, is rendered "I understood" 
(R.V., " I felt "). (4) For parakoloutheö, Luke l : 3, A.V„ "have perfect 
understanding of," see TRACE. 

B. Adiectives. 
l EUS°RMOS (n'fo711Los) primarily denotes conspicuous or glorious (as 

in Ps. 81 : 3, Sept. ; E.V., ·~ solemn "i!), then, distinct, clear to under
standing, l Cor. 14: 9, "easy to be understood" (A.V., marg., "signifi
cant "). i! 

2. DUSNOETOS (8vav671Tos), hard to be understood (dus, a prefix 
like Eng., mis- or un-, and A, No. 2), occurs in 2 Pet. 3: 16.i! 

UNDERSTANDING 
A. Nouns. 

r. NOUS (voiis), for which see MIND, No. l, is translated "under
standing" in Luke 24: 45, A.V. (R.V„ "mind ") ; l Cor. 14 : 14, 15 
(t,vice), 19; Phil. 4: 7; Rev. 13 : 18. 

2. SUNESIS (dvrnis), akin to suniemi, toset together, to understand, 
denotes (a) the understanding, the mind or intelligence, Mark 12 : 33; 
(b) understanding, reflective thought, Luke 2 : 47; l Cor. l : 19, R.V., 
"prudence; ''. Eph. 3 : 4, R.V. (A.V., "knowledge ") ; Col. l : 9; 2 : 2 ; 
2 Tim. 2 : 7 , See PRUDENCE, No. 2 .. 

3. DIANOIA (SiavoLa}, for which see MIND, No. 2, is rendered "under
standing" in Eph. 4: 18; l John 5: 20 (in some texts, Eph. l: 18, A.V., 
for kardia, "heart," R.V.). 

B. Adjective. 
ASUNETOS (davveTos), without understanding or discernment (a, 
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negative, sunetos, intelligent, understanding), is translated "without 
understanding " in Matt. 15 : 16 ; Mark 7 : 18 ; Rom. I : 3I ; IO : 19, 
R.V., "void of understanding" (A.V., "foolish ") ; in Rom. I : 2I, R.V., 
"senseless" (A.V., "foolish "). -,i 

Note: In I Cor. r4: 20, A.V., phren, the mind, is translated "under
standing" (twice), R.V., "mind." 

For UNDONE (leave) see LEA VE, No. l 

UNDRESSED 
AGNAPHOS (11.yvacf>os), uncarded (a, negative, knaptö, to card wool), 

is rendered "undressed," of cloth, in Matt. 9 : r6 and Mark 2 : 2I, R.V. 
(A.V., "new ").-,r 

For UNEQUALLY see YOKED 

UNFAITHFUL 
APISTOS (amuTos), unbelieving, faithless, is translated "unfaithful" 

in Luke I2 : 46, R.V. (A.V., "unbelievers "). See BELIEF, C, Note (3), 
F AITHLESS, lNCREDIBLE. 

For UNFEIGNED see DISSIMULATION, C 

For UNFRUITFUL see FRUIT, B, No. 2 

UNGODLINESS, UNGODL Y 
A. ·Noun. 

ASEBEIA (au(ßrnz.), impiety, ungodliness, is used of (a) general 
impiety, Rom. I : 18 ; II : 26 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 16 ; Tit. 2 : 12 ; (b) ungodly 
deeds, Jude 15, R.V., "works of ungodliness" ; (c) of lusts or desires 
after evil things, Jude I8. lt is the opposite of eusebeia, godliness. -,i 

Note: Anomia is disregard for, or defiance of, God's laws; asebeia 
is the same attitude towards God's Person. 

B. Adjective. 
ASEBES (dulß~s), impious, uugotlly (akin lo A), wilhoul reverence 

for God, not merely irreligious, but acting in contravention of God's 
demands, Rom. 4 : 5 ; 5 : 6 ; I Tim. l : 9 ; l Pet. 4 : i8 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 5 
(v. 6 in some mss.) ; 3 : 7; Jude 4, I5 (twice). -,i 

C. Verb. 
ASEBEÖ (aalßlw), akin to A and B, signifies (a) to he or live nngodly, 

2 Pet. 2 : 6 ; (b) to commit ungodly deeds, Jude r5. -,i 

UNHOLY 
I. ANOSIOS (av&uios) (a, negative, n, euphonic, hosios, holy), unholy, 

profane, occurs in l Tim. l: 9; 2 Tim. 3~ 2.-,i Cp. HoLY. In the Sept., 
Ezek. 22 : 9., 
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2. KOINON (Koiv6v), the neut. of koinos, common, is translated "an 
unholy thing" in Heb. ro.: 29. See CoMMON, DEFILE, C, UNCLEAN, A, 
No. 2. 

For UNITED, Rom. 6: 5, R.V., see PLANT, C; in Heb. 4 : 2, see 
MIXED (with), Note 

UNITY 
HENOTES (ev6'7"1/s), from hen, the neuter of heis, one, is used in 

Eph. 4: 3, lJ.~ 

UN JUST 
ADIKOS (äSiKos), not in conformity with dike, right, is rendered 

"unjust" in the A.V. and R.V. in Matt. 5 : 45 ; Luke 18 : II ; Acts 
24: 15 ; elsewhere for the A.V. "unjust" the R.V. has "unrighteous." 
See UNRIGHTEOUS. 

Note: For ad,ikeö, to be unrighteous, or do unrightcousncss, Rcv. 
22 : II, R.V., and adikia, " unrighteous," Luke 16 : 8 and 18 : 6, R.V., 
see UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. 

For UNKNOWN see IGNORANCE, B, No. 1, and KNOW, B, No. 4 

UNLADE 
APO PH 0 RTIZÖ ( a1TocpopTl'w), to discharge a cargo ( apo, frorn, phortizö, 

to !oad), is used in Acts 21: 3.~ 

UNLAWFUL 
ATHEMITOS (dfNµiTos), a late form for athemistos (themis, custom, 

right ; in classical Greek, divine law), contrary to what is right, is rendered 
" an unlawful thing " (neuter) in Acts ro : 28 ; in l Pet. 4 : 3, " abomin
able."~ 

Note: For 2 Pet. 2 : 8, A.V., see LAWLESS. 

UNLEAkNED 
I. AGRAMMATOS (dyp&p.1u1.Tn>), lit., unlettered (grammata, letters: 

graphö, to write), Acts 4: 13, is explained by Grimm-Thayer as meaning 
"unversed in the learning of the Jewish schools; "in the papyri, however, 
it occurs very frequently in a formula used by one who signs for another 
who cannot write, which suggests that the rulers, elders and scribes 
regarded the Apostles as " unlettered" (Moulton and Milligan). ~ 

2. AMATHES (dµa8~s), unlearned (manthanö, to learn), is translated 
"unlearned" in 2 Pet. 3: 16, A.V. (R.V., "ignorant").~ 

3. APAIDEUTOS (a1TalSwTos), uninstructed (paideuö, to train, teach), 
is translated "unlearned" in 2 Tim. 2: 23, A.V. (R.V., "ignorant").~ 

Note: For idiötes, rendered "unlearned" in l Cor. 14: 16, 23, 24, 
see IGNORANT, No, 4. 
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For UNLEAVENED see BREAD, No. 2 

For UNLESS see EXCEPT 

UNLIFTED 
ANAKALUPTÖ (dvaKaAV1T7w), to uncover, unveil, used in 2 Cor. 3: 14 

with the negative me, not, is rendered "unlifted," R.V., A.V., "untaken 
away" (a paraphrase rather than translation) ; the R.V. marg., 
"remaineth, it not being revealed that it is done away," is not to be 
preferred. The best rendering seems to be, 'the veil remains unlifted 
(for it is in Christ that it is done away).' Judaism does not recognise 
the vanishing of the glory of the Law as a means of life, under 
God's grace in Christ. In 3: 18 the R.V., "unveiled (face)" (A.V., 
"open "), continues t,he metaphor of the veil (vv. 13-17), referring to 
hindrances to the perception of spiritual realities, hindrances removed 
in the unveiling. if 

UNLOOSE 
LUO (Mw), to loose, is rendered to unloose in Markl : 7; Luke 3: I6; 

John l : 27; in Acts 13 : 25, R.V. : see LoosE. 

UNMARRIED 
AGAMOS (äyv.µ.t1•·), a, negative, ga.meö, to marry, occurs in I Cor. 

7 : 8, II, 32, 34· if 
UNMERCIFUL 

ANELEEMÖN (av>l!1\l!~fLwv), without mercy (a, negative, n, euphonic, 
eleemon, merciful), occurs in Rom. l: 2i.if 

For UNMIXED, Rev. 14: 10, R.V., see MIXTURE, Note 

For UNMOVEABLE, Acls 27: 41, see MOVE, B, No. I ; in l Cor. 15 :,58, 
MOVE, B, No. 2 

UNPREPAR.ED 
APARASKEUASTOS (a1TapaaKt:vaaTos-), from a, negative, and 

paraskeuazo (see PREPARE, B, No. 4), occurs in 2 Cor. g: 4.if 

UNPROFIT ABLE, UNPROFIT ABLENESS 
A. Adjectives. 

l. ACHREIOS (dxpt:fos-), useless (chreia, use), unprofitable, occurs 
in Matt. 25 : 30 and Luke 17 : IO. iI In the Sept„ 2 Sam. 6 : 22. if 

2. ACHRESTOS (äxp71aTos-), unprofitable, unserviceable (chrestos, 
serviceable), is said of Onesimus, Philm. II, antithetically to euchrestos, 
profitable, with a play on the name of the converted slave (from onesis, 
profit). if 
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Note: Achreios is more distinctly negative than achrestos, which 
suggests positively hurtful. 

3. ALUSITELES (ci.Avam:A~S'), not advantageous, not making good 
the expense involved (lusiteles, useful), occurs in Heb. 13: 17. ~ 

4. ANÖPHELES (dvwc/>EA~S'). not beneficial or serviceable (a, negative, 
n, euphonic, öpheleö, to do good, to benefit), is rendered "unprofitable" 
in Tit. 3 : 9 ; in the neuter, used as a noun, " unprofitableness," Heb. 
7 : 18, said of the Law as not accomplishing that which the " better hope " 
could alone bring.~ In the Sept., Prov. 28: 3; Isa. 44: ro; Jer. 2: 8.~ 

B. Verb. 
ACHREOÖ, or ACHREIOÖ (dxpE6w), akin to A, No. l, to make use

less, occurs in Rom. 3 ~ I2, in the Passive Voice, rendered" they have 
become unpr.ofitable. "~ 

For UNQUENCHABLE see QUENCH 

UNREASONABLE 
I. ALOGOS (a.\.oyoS"), without reason, irrational, is rendered "un

reasonable" in Acts 25 : 27. See B.lwTE. 
2. ATOPOS (aT01roS"), lit., 'out of place' (topos, a place), is translated 

" unreasonable " in 2 Thess. 3 : 2, when~ the meaning intended seems to 
be 'perverse,' 'truculent.' See AMISS. 

For UNREBUKEABLE see BLAME, B, No. 5 

UNRIGHTEOUS 
ADIKOS (a8iKoS"), not conforming to dike, right, is translated "un

righteous" in Luke 16: 10 (twice), R.V., ü; Rom. 3 : 5 ; I Cor. 6; I, 
R.V. ; 6: 9; Heb. 6 : ro; I Pet. 3 : 18, R.V. ; 2 Pet. 2 : 9, R.V. : see 
UN JUST. 

UNRIGHTEOUSNESS 
A. Noun. 

ADIKIA (dfüKia) denotes (a) injustice, Luke r8 : 6, lit., 'the judge of 
injustice;' Rom. 9: 14; (b) unrighteousness, iniquity, e.g., Luke 16 :'8, 
lit., "the steward of unrighteousness," R.V. marg., i.e., characterized by 
unrighteousness ; Rom. I : 18, 29 ; 2 : 8 ; 3 : 5 ; 6 : 13 ; I Cor. 13 : 6, 
R.V., " unrighteousness_; " 2 Thess. 2 : ro, " [ with all (lit., in every) 
deceit] of unrighteousness," i.e.,. deceit such as unrighteousness uses, and 
that in every variety; Antichrist and his ministers will not be restrained 
by any scruple from' words or deeds calculated to deceive ; 2 Thess. 
2 : 12, of those who have pleasure in it, not an intellectual but a moral 
evil ; distaste for truth is the precursor of the rejection of it ; 2 Tim. 
2 : 19, R.V. ; I John I : 9, which includes (c) ; (c) a deed or deeds violating 
law and justice (virtually the same as adikema, an unrighteous act), e.g„ 
Luke 13 : 27, "iniquity; "2 Cor. 12 : 13, "wrong," the wrong of depriving 
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another of what is his own, here ironically of a favour ; Heb. 8 : 12, 1st 
clause, "iniquities," lit., 'unrighteousnesses' (plural, not as A.V.) ; 
2 Pet. 2 : 13, 15, R.V„ "wrong doing," A.V„ " unrighteousness; " 
I John S : 17. See lNIQUITY. 

Notes: (1) In 2 Cor. 6 : 14, A.V„ anomia, lawlessness, is translated 
"unrighteousness" (R.V„ "iniquity "). (2) Adikia is the comprehensive 
term for wrong, or wrong-doing, as between persons; anomia, lawlessness, 
is the rejection of Divine law, or wrong committed against it. 

B. \'erb. 
ADIKEÖ (t.l.OiK'w), to do wrong, is rendered in Rev. 22 : II, R.V., 

firstly, · " he that is unrighteous," lit„ ' the doer of unrighteousness ' 
(present participle of the verb, with the artide), sccondly, "let him do 
unrighteousness (still)," the retributive and permanent effect of a per
sistent course of unrighteous-doing (A.V„ "he that is unjust, let him be 
unjust "). See HURT, ÜFFENDER, Note, WRONG. 

For UNRIPE, UNTIMELY, see FIG, No. 2 

UNRULY 
I. ANUPOTAKTOS (dvv1T6-raKToS'), not subject to rule (a, negative, 

n, euphonic, hupotassö, to put in subjection), is used (a) of things, Heb. 
2 : 8, R.V„ "not subject" (A.V„ "not put under ") ; (b) of persons, 
"unruly," I Tim. I : 9, R.V. (A.V„ "disobedient ") ; TiL I : u, 10. 
See D1sOBEDIENT, B. Note.~ 

2. ATAKTOS (aTaKToS') is rendered" unruly" in I Thess. S: 14, A.V. 
(marg. and R.V„ "di:;orderly "). See D1soRDERLY, A.~ 

Note: In Jas. 3 : 8, some texts have akataschetos, ' that cannot be 
restrained,' A.V., "unruly:" see H.ESTLESS.~ 

UNSEARCHABLE 
I. ANEXERAUNETOS, or ANEXEREUNETOS (dvetepavvri-roS"), 

a, negative, n, euphonic, ex (ek), out, eraunaö, to search, examine, is 
used in Rom. II: 33, of the judgments of God.iJ 

2. ANEX.ICHNTASTOS (nv"~'xvlarmis-), with the same prefixes as in 
No. I, and an adjectival form akin to ichneuö, to trace out (ichnos, a 
footprint, a track). is translated "unsearchable" in Eph. 3: 8, of the 
riches of Christ ; in Rom. II : 33, "past tracing out," of the ways of the 
Lord (cp. No. I, in the same verse). The ways of God are the outworkings 
of Ilis judgment. 9f the two questions in ver. 34, the first seems to have 
reference to No. I, the second to No. z. See FIND, Note (3), TRACE.~ 

UNSEEMLINESS, UNSEEML Y 
ASCHEMOSUNE (dax17µ.oaVVYJ), from aschemön, unseemly, is rendered 

"unseemliness" in Rom. I : 27, R.V. : see SHAME, No. 4. 
Note: For " behave ... unseemly" see BEHAVE, No. 4. 
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For UNSETTLE, Gai. 5 : 12, R.V„ see STIR, No. 12 

For UNSKILFUL, Heb. 5: 13, see EXPERIENCE, No. l 

UNSPEAKABLE 

UNV 

I. ANEKDIEGETOS (avEK8i~Y7JTos} denotes inexpressible (a, negative, 
n, euphonic, ekdiegeomai, to declare, relate), 2 Cor. 9: 15, "unspeakable" 
(of the gift of God) ; regarding the various explanations of the gift, it 
seems most suitable to view it as the gift of His Son. ~ 

2. ANEKLALETOS (dvEKAdA71Tos} denotes unable to be told out 
(eklaleö, to speak out), l Pet. l: 8, of the believer's joy.~ 

3. ARRHETOS (11.pp'T}Tos}, primarily, unspoken (a, negative, rhetos, 
spoken), denotes unspeakable, 2 Cor. 12 : 4, of the words heard by Paul 
when caught up into Paradise. ~ The word is common in sacred 
inscriptions especially in connection with the Greek Mysteries; hence 
Moulton and Milligan suggest the meaning ' words too sacred . to be 
uttered.' 

For UNSPOTTED see SPOT, C 

UNSTABLE, UNSTEDFAST 
l. ASTERIKTOS (aaT~PLKTos}, a, negative, sterizö, to fix, is used in 

2 Pet. 2 : 14; 3 : 16, A.V„ "unstable," R.V„ "unstedfast.''~ 
2. AKATASTATOS (aKaT&cTTaTos}, from kathistemi, to set in order, 

is rendered "unstable" in Jas. l : 8 : see RESTLESS. 

For UNTAKEN AWAY, 2 Cor, J.: J4, A.V., see UNLIFTED 

UNTHANKFUL 
ACHARISTOS (dxcf.pwTos} denotes ungrateful, thankless (charis, 

thanks), Luke 6 : 35 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 2. ~ 

UNTIL and UNTO: see t p. 9 

For UNTIMELY see FIG, No. 2 

For UNTOWARD see CROOKED 

UNVEILED 
AKATAKALUPTOS (aKaTaKdAV1TTos}, uncovered (a, negative, 

kaJakaluptö, to cover), is used in l Cor. II : 5, 13, R.V., "unveiled," 
with reference to the injunction forbidding women to be unveiled in a 
church gathering.~ Whatever the character of the covering, it is to be 
on her head as" a sign of authority" (ver. 10), R.V., the meaning of which 
is indicated in ver. 3 in the matter of headships, and the reasons for 
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which are given in vv. 7-9, and in the phrase " because of the angels," 
intimating their witness of, and interest in, that which betokens the 
headship of Christ. The injunctions were neither Jewish, which required 
men tobe veiled in prayer, nor Greek, by which men and women were alike 
unveiled. The Apostle's instructions were "the commandment of the 
Lord" (I4 : 37) and were for all the churches (vv. 33, 34). 

Note: For the verb anakaluptö, rendered "unveiled" in 2 Cor. 3 : I8, 
R.V„ see UNLIFTED (2nd ref.). 

UNWASHEN 
ANIPTOS (ävi11Tos-), unwashed (a, negative, niptö, to wash), occurs 

in Matt. IS: 20; Mark 7: 2 (ver. 5 in some mss.).~ 

UNWILLING 
Note: " I am unwilling" is the R.V. rendering of thelö, to will, with 

the negative ou, in 3 John I3 (A.V., " I will not"). 

UNWISE 
I. ANOETOS (clv611To~·) is translated "unwisc" in Rom. I : q, A.V. ; 

see FoousH, No. 2. 
2. APHRÖN (äcf>pwv) is translated "unwise" in Eph. 5 : 17, A.V.; 

see FooLISH, No. I. 
3. ASOPHOS (ä.aoc/>os-), a, negative, is rendered "unwise" in Eph. 

5: I5, R.V. (A.V., "fools ")., 

UNWORTHIL Y, UNWORTIIY 
A. Adverb. 

ANAXIÖS (dvaglws-) is used in I Cor. II : 27, of partaking of the 
Lord's Supper unworthily, i.e., treating it as a common meal, the bread 
and cup as common things, not apprehending their solemn symbolic 
import. In the best texts the word is not found in ver. 29 (see R.V.).~ 

B. Adjective. 
ANAXIOS (dva~ios), a, negative, n, euphonic, axios, worthy, is used 

in I Cor. 6: 2. In modern Grcek it signifies "incapable."~ 
Note: In Acts r3: 46, "unworthy" represents the adjective axios, 

preceded by the negative ouk. 

UP 
Notes: (I) In Matt. I3 : 6 and Mark 4: 6, A.V., anatellö, to rise 

(of the sun), is rendered "was up." See R1s:E. (2) The adverb is 
used with numerous Eng. verbs to translate single Greek verbs. In 
John II : 4I and Heb. I2 : r5, however, the adverb anö, up, is used 
separately : see ABOVE, BRIM, HIGH. 

For UPBRAID see REPROACH, B, No. I 
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UPHOLD 
PHERÖ (cf>lpw), to bear, carry, uphold, is rendered "upholding" 

in Heb. r : 3. See BEAR. 

UPON : see t p. 9 

For UPPER see CHAMBER, COUNTRY, B, No. r, ROOM 

UPPERMOST 
Note: In Luke II : 43 prötokathedria, a chief seat, is translated 

" uppermost seats," A.V. (R.V., " chief seats "). In Matt. 23 : 6 and 
Mark r2 : 39, A.V., prötoklisia, a chief place, is translated "uppermost 
rooms" (R.V., "chief place" and "chief places "). See CHIEF, B, Nos. 
6 and 7. 

UPRIGHT : see STRAIGHT, No. 2 ; UPRIGHTLY : see WALK, No. 6 

UPRIGHTNESS 
EUTHUT:ltS (€1'18v7"1/s), from euthus, straight, is rendered "upright

ness" in Heb. r : 8, R.V., A.V., " righteousness," marg., " rightness," 
or, "straightness."41f 

For UPROAR (Noun), thorubos, see TUMULT, and for stasis see RIOT 

. UPROAR (Verbs) 
THORUBEO (8opvßlw), used in the Middle Voice, denotes to make 

a noise or uproar, or, transitively, in the Active Voice, to trouble, throw 
into confusion, Acts 17: 5. See Aoo, NOISE, TROUBLE. 

Note: For suncheö, to confuse, .Acts 21 : 3r (A.V., "was in an up
roar "), see CoNFUSION; for anastatoö, Acts 21 : 38 (A.V., "madest an 
uproar "), see STIR UP. · 

For UPSIDE DOWN see TURN, No. r5 

URGE 
Notes: (1) In Acts 13: 50, A.V., parotrunö, to urge on (R.V.), is 

rendered "stirred up".41f (2) In Acts 13: 43, peithö, to persuade, is 
rendered "urged," R.V. (A.V., "persuaded"). (3) For enechö, rendered 
"to urge" in Luke II : 53, A.V., see ENTANGLE, No. 3. 

US 
The oblique cases of hemeis, we, are the genitive hemön, of us, the dative 

himin, to us, the accusative hemas, us. When the nominative himeis 
is used, it is always emphatic, e.g., John II : 16, " (let) us (go);" lit., 'we, 
Iet us go;' r Thess. 5 : 8, "let us ... be sober," lit., 'we ... }et us 
be sober.' Sometimes the oblique cases are governed by prepositions. 
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USE (Noun), USEFUL 
1. HEXIS (;g,S'), akin to echö, to have, denotes habit, experience, 

"use," Heb. 5: 14.~ 
2. CHREIA (xpEla), need, is translateil "uses" in Tit. 3 : 14; in Eph. 

4: 29, A.V., "(for the) use (of edifying)," R.V., "(as the) need (may be)." 
See NEcESSITY, NEED. 

3. CHRESIS (xpijaiS'), use (akin to chraomai, to use), occurs in 
Rom. 1: 26, 27.~ 

Notes: (1) In 2 Tim. 2: 2T, the adjective euchrestos, useful, serviceable 
(eu, weil, chraomai, to use), is translated" meet for ... use ; " in 4: u, 
"useful," R.V. (A.V., "profitable") ; in Philm. II, "profitable." See 
PROFITABLE, B, No. 2.~ (2) In 1 Cor. 8: 7 the best texts have the noun 
sunetheia, R.V., "being used," lit., 'by the custom (of the idol) ', i.e., by 
being associated. See CusTOM. In the Sept., Prov. 31 : 13.~ Contrast 
achrestos, unprofitable, Philm. 11. ~ 

USE (Verb) 
I. CHRAOMAI (xp&.oµ.ai), from ehre, it is necessary, denotes (a) 

to use, Acts 27: 17; I Cor. 7: 21, where "use it rather" means 'use 
your .bondservice rather;' 7: 31, where "they that use (this world) " 
is followed by the strengthened form katachraomai, rendered "abusing," 
or " using to the full" (R.V., marg.) ; 9 : 12, 15 ; 2 Cor. 1 : 17 ; 3 : 12 ; 

13 : 10 ; ·t Tim. 1 : 8, of using the Law lawfully, i:e., agreeably to its 
designs; I Tim. 5 : 23; (b) deal with, Acts 27: 3. Sec> ENTREAT (to treat). 
Cp. the Active chraö (or kichremi), to lend, Luke 11: 5. See LEND.~ 

2. ECHO (Zxw)';' to have, is rendered "using" in I Pet. 2 : 16 (marg., 
"having ") ; see HAvE. 

3. ANASTREPHÖ (ä.vaO"Tplcfow) chiefly denotcs to bchavc, to live in a 
certain manner, rendered " (were so) used" in Heb. 10 : 33 (Passive 
Voice) ; the verb, however, does not mean to treat or use; here it has the 
significance of living amidst sufferings, reproaches etC. See AHlUE, 
BEHAVE, LIVE, ÜVERTHROW, PASS, RETURN. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 19: 19, A.V'., prasso, to practise (R.V.), is rendered 
"used." (2) For Heb. 5 ; 13, A.V., "useth (milk)," see PA:B.TAKE, 
B, No. 3. (3) In :r Thess. 2 : 5, "were we found using " is the rendering 
of the verb ginomai, to become, with the preposition en, in, governing the 
noun, "words (or speech) [of flattery]; " this idiomatic phrase signifies 
to be engaged in, to resort to. A rendering close to the meaning of the 
Greek is ' for neither at any time did we fall into the use of flattering 
speech ; ' cp. 1 Tim. 2 : 14, " fallen into transgression." (4) To use is 
combined in Eng. with other words, e.g., I}ECEIT: DESPITEFULLY, Hos
PITALITY, .REPETITIONS. 

US ING 
APOCH~IS (cw&XP?J~> a strengthened form of chresis, a using, 
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and signifying a misuse (akin to apochraomai, to use to the full, abuse), 
is translated " using " in Col. 2 : 22 ; the dause may be rendered ' by 
their using up.' "The unusual word was chosen for its expressivehess ; 
the chresis here was an apochresis ; the things could not be used without 
rendering them unfit for further use" (Lightfoot).ir 

For USURP see AUTHORITY, B, No. 3 

USURY 
Note: The R.V., "interest," Matt. 25 : 27; Luke 19 : 23, is the 

preferable rendering of tokos here. See INTEREST. ~ 

For UTMOST PART see END„A, No. 3 

UTTER 
l .. LALEÖ (.\aMw), to speak, is rendered to utter in 2 Cor. 12 : 4 

and Rev. IO: 3, 4 (twice). See PREACH, SAY, SPEAK, TALK, TELL. 
2. EREUGOMAI (JpEVyoµai), primarily, to spit or spue out, or, of 

oxen, to bellow, roar, hence, to speak aloud, utter, occurs in Matt. 
13 : 35. ~ This affords an example of the tendency for certain words to 
become softened in force in late Greek. 

3. APHIEMI (d.ef>lT/µi), to send forth, is used of uttering a cry, Mark 
15: 37, of Christ's :final utterance on the Cross, R.V., '' uttered" (A.V„ 
"cried "). See FoRGIVE, LAY, Note (2), LEAVE, LET, ÜMITTED, PuT, 
REMIT, SUFFER, YIELD. 

4. DIDÖMI (ölöwµi), to give, is translated "utter" in l Cor. I4: 9. 
·see G1vE. 

5. PHTHENGOMAI (</>fNyyoµai), to utter a sound or voice., is trans
lated "uttering" in 2 Pet. 2 : 18, R.V.: see SPEAK, No. 4. 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 8: 26, alaletos, inexpressible (a, negative, laleö, 
to speak), is ren<lcrc<l " which cannot be uttered."~ (2) In Heb. 5 : II, 
A.V., dusermeneutos, followed by legö, to speak, [translated "hard of 
interpretation" (R.V.), dus (whence dys- in Eng., dyspeptic, etc.), a vrefix 
like Eng„ un-, or mis-, and hermeneuö, to interpret], is rendered "hard to 
be uttered."~ 

UTTERANCE 
LOGOS (.\6yos), a word, is translated "utterance" in l Cor. l : 5 ; 

2 Cor. 8 : 7 ; Eph. 6 : 19. See WORD. 
Notes: (1) In Co!. 4: 3, A.V., logos is rendered" (a door) of utterance." 

(z) For apophthengmnai, rendered "utterance" in Acts 2 : 4, see SPEAK, 
No. 5. 

For UTTERLY, l Cor. 6: 7, see ACTUALLY; 2 Pet. 2: 12, see CORRUPT, 
A, No. 2 (b) 
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UTTERMOST 
1. PANTELES (11'avr11Ms), the neuter of the adjective panteles, 

complete, perfect, used with eis to (' unto the '), is translated "to the 
uttermost" in Heb. 7: 25, where the meaning may be 'finally;' in 
Luke 13: II (negatively), "in no wise."~ 

2. TELOS (TlAos), an end, is rendered "the uttermost" in 1 Thess. 
2: 16, said of Divine wrath upon the Jews, referring to the prophecy 
of Deut. 28: 15--68; the nation as such, will yet, however, be delivered 
(Rom. Ir: 26; cp. Jer. 30 : 4-n). The full phrase is eis telos, to the 
uttermost, which is probably the meaning in John 13 : l, "to the end." 

Notes: (1) For "uttermost (farthing)," Matt. 5 : 26, A.V., see LAST. 
For" uttermost "in Acts 24 : 22, see DETERMINE, No. 5. (2) For" utter
most part (-s) ", see END, A, No. 3 (a) and C (b). 
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For VAGABOND see STROLLING 

F or V AIL see VEIL 

VAIN, IN VAIN, VAINLY 
A. Adjectives. 

VAi 

l. KENOS (Ki::vos}, empty, with special reference to quality, is trans
lated "vain" (as an adjective) in Acts 4: 25 ; I Cor. 15 : ro, T '1 (twke) ; 
Eph. 5 : 6; Col. 2 : 8; Jas. 2 : 20; in the following the neuter, kenon, 
follows the preposition eis, in, and denotes "in vain," 2 Cor. 6: l ; Gai. 
2: 2; Phil. 2: 16 (twice); l Thess. 3: 5. See EMPTY, B, where the 
applir.ations are enumerated. 

2. MATAIOS (µ.d.-raios}, void of result, is used of (a) idolatrous 
practices, Acts r4: 15, R.V., "vaiu Lhings" (A.V., "vanities ") ; (b) 
the thoughts of the wise, l Cor. 3 : 20 ; (c) faith, if Christ is not risen, 
l Cor. 15 : l7; (d) questionings, sl1ifes, elc., Tit. 3 : 9; (e) religion, with 
an unbridled tongue, Jas. l: 26; (.f) manner of life, l Pet. l: 18.~ 
For the contrast between No. land No. 2 see EMPTY. 

Note: For mataiologoi, Tit. l: ro, see TALKERS (vain).~ 
B. Verbs. 

l. MATAIOÖ (µ.aTaiow), to make vain, or foolish, corresponding in 
meaning to A, Nu. 2, ocr.nr.c;; in Rom. I : 21, " bccame vain."~ 

2. KENOÖ (KEvow), to empty, corresponding to A, No. l, is translated 
" should be in vain" in 2 Cor. 9: 3, A.V. See EFF.t;;CT, EMPTY, Vom. 

C. Adverbs. 
l. MATEN (µ.ciT71v), properly the accusative case of mate, a fault, a 

folly, signifi.es in vain, to no purpose, Matt. 15 : 9; Mark 7: 7. ~ 
2. DÖREAN (8wpi::civ), the accusative of dörea, a gift, is used 

adverbially, denoting (a) freely (see FREE, D) ; (b) uselessly, "in vain," 
Gai. 2 : 21, A.V. (R.V., "for nought "). See CAUSE, A, under "without 
a cause." 

3. EIKE (i::lKij} denotes (a) without cause, " vainly," Col. 2 : 18; (b} 
to no purpose, "in vain," Rom. 13 : 4; Gal. 3 : 4 (twice) ; 4: II. See 
CAUSE, A, Note (1), under " without a cause." 
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VAINGLORY, VAINGLORIOUS 

A. Nouns. 
l. KENODOXIA (icEvoSogta), from kenos, vain, empty, doxa, glory, 

is used in Phil. 2 : 3. ~ 
2. ALAZONEIA, or -IA (ci.Aa,ovEla) denotes boastfulness, vannting, 

translated "vainglory" in l John 2 : 16, R.V. (A.V„ " pride ") ; in 
Jas. 4: 16, R.V„ "vauntings" (A.V„ " boastings "). Cp. alazön, a 
boaster.~ 

B. Adjective. 
KENODOXOS (icEv6Sogos), akin to A, No. l, is rendered "vain

glorious" in Gal. 5: 26, R.V. (A.V„ "desirous of vain glory ").~ 

For VALIANT see MIGHTY, B, No. 2, STRONG, No. 2 (a) (3) 

VALLEY 
PHARANX (<f>apayg) denotes a ravine or valley, sometimes figurative 

of a condition of loneliness and <langer (cp. Psa. 23 : 4) ; the word occurs 
in Luke 3 : 5 (from the Sept. of Isa. 40 : 4). ~ 

VALUE 
A. Verb. 

DIAPHERO (8iaif>lpw), used intransitively, means to differ, to E'Xcel, 
hence to be of more value, Matt. 6: 26, R.V„ "are (not) ye of (much) 
more value" (A.V„ "better ") ; 12 : 12 and Luke 12 : 24, ditto; Matt. 
lO: 31 ; Luke 12 : 7. See BETTF'.R (h~). CARRY, No. 4, DIFFER, DRIVE, 
No. 7, EXCELLENT, MATTER, Note (1), PuBLISH, No. 2. 

Note: For timaö, rendered to value in Malt. ',1.7 . 9 (twice), A.V., sec 
PRICE. 

B. Noun. 
TIME (nµ.~) denoles a valuing, a price, honour; in Col. 2 : 23, R.V„ 

" (not of any) value (against the indulgence of the fiesh) " [A.V„ " (not 
in any) honour .. . "], i.e„ the ordinances enjoined by human tradition 
are not of any value to prevent (pros, against; cp. Acts 26: 14) indulgence 
of the flesh. See HoNOUR, PREcIOus, PRICE, SuM. 

V ANISH, V ANISHING 
A. Verb. 

APHANIZÖ (d<f>avl,w), to render unseen, is translated "vanisheth 
away" fü Jas. 4: 14 (Passive Voice, lit„ 'is made to disappear '). See 
CONSUME, DISFIGURE, PERISH. 

Note: In l Cor. 13 : 8, A.V„ katargeö, to abolish, is rendered" it shall 
vanish away" (R.V„ " ... be done away "). See ABOLISH. 

B. Noun. 
APHANISMOS (d<f>avwµ.6s), a, negative, phainö, to cause to appear 
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(akin to A), occurs in Heb. 8 : 13, R.V., " (nigh unto) vanishing away;" 
the word is suggestive of abolition. if 

Note: In Luke 24: 31, the adjective aphantos (akin to A and B), 
invisible, used with ginomai, to become, and followed by apo, from, 
with the plural personal pronoun, is rendered " He vanished out of their 
sight" (A.V., marg., "He ceased tobe seen of them "), lit„ 'He became 
invisible from them.'if 

VANITY 
MATAIOTES (µaTatO'T?JS), etnptiness as to results, akin to mataios 

(see EMPTY, VAIN}, is used (a) of the creation, Rom. 8: 20, as failing 
of the results designed, owing to sin; (b) of the mind which governs the 
manner of life of the Gentiles, Eph. 4 : 17 ; (c) of the " great $Welling 
words " of false teachers, 2 Pet. 2 : 18. if 

Note: For mataios, in the neut. plur. in Acts 14: 15, "vanities," 
see VAIN, A, No. 2 (a). 

VAPOUR 
ATMIS (d.Tµls) is used of smoke, Acts 2: 19; figuratively of human 

life, Jas. 4: 14.if 

VARIABLENESS, VARIATION 
PARALLAG~ (7rapa.UaYJ7) denotes, in general, a change (Eng., 

paraUax, the difference between the directions of a body as seen from 
two different points), a transmission from one condition to another; 
it occurs in Jas. 1 : 17, R.V., "yariation" (A.V., "variableness ") ; 
the reference may be to the sun, which varies its position in the sky. if 
In the Sept., 2 Kings 9 : 20. ~ 

VARIANCE 
DICHAZÖ (füxa~w), to cut apart, divide in two, is used metaphorically 

in Matt. ro : 351 " to set at variance."if 
Notes: (1) In Gal. 5 : 20, A.V., eris, strife (R.V.), is rendered 

"variance." (2) For adiakritos, Jas. 3 : 17, R.V., "without variance" 
(marg., " doubtfulness, or partiality "), A.V., " without partiality" 
(marg., "without wrangling ''), see PARTIAL. if 

VAUNT (ONESELF) 
PERPEREUOMAI (7TEp7TEpEvoµai), to boast or vaunt oneself (from 

perperos, vainglorious, braggart, not in the N.T.), is used in 1 Cor. 13: 4, 
negalively of love.if 

For VAUNTINGS see VAINGLORY 

For VEHEMENT see DESIRE, A, No. 3 
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VEHEMENTLY 
r. DEINÖS (8Eivws-), for which see GRrnvous, B, No. l, is rendered 

" vehemently " in Luke II : 53. 
2. EUTONÖS (E"~rovws-), vigorously, is translated " vehemently" in 

Luke 23 : 10, of accusations against Christ. See MIGHTY, D. 
3. EKPERISSÖS (Jii:7TE"piaaws-), formed from ek, out of, and the 

adverb perissös, exceedingly, the more, is found in Mark I4 : 31, 1n the 
best texts (some have ek perissou, the genitive case of the adjective 
perissos, more), R.V„ "exceeding vehemently" (A.V., "the mure 
vehemently "), of Peter's protestation of loyalty; the R.V. gives the 
better rendering. if 

Note: For "brake (A.V., beat) vehemently," Luke 6: 48, 49, see 
BEAT, No. 8. 

VEIL 
l. KATAPETASMA (1<ara11",raaµ.a), lit„ that which is spreatl out 

(petannumi) before (kata), hence, a veil, is used (a) of the inner veil of the 
Tabernacle, Heb. 6 : 19 ; 9 : 3 ; (b) of the corresponding veil in the Temple, 
Matt. 27 : 51 ; Mark 15 : 38 ; Luke 23 : 45 ; (c) metaphorically of the 
" flesh " of Christ, Heb. IO : 20, i.e., His body which He gave up to be 
crucified, thus by His expiatory Death providing a means of the spiritual 
access of believers, the "ncw and living way," into the presence of God.if 

2. KALUMMA (KaAvp.µ.a), a covering, is used (a) of the veil which Moses 
put over his face when descending Mount Sinai, thus preventing Israel 
from beholding the glory, 2 Cor. 3 : 13 ; (b) metaphorically of the 
spiritually darkened vision suffered retributively by Israel, until the 
conversion of thc nation to their Messiah takes place, vv. 14, 15, 16. 
See under u NLIFTED. ir 

3. PERIBOLAION (1TE"piß6/..aiov), rendered "a veil" in the A.V. 
marg. of l Cor. II: 15: see CoVER, B, No. l, VESTURE.if 

VENGEANCE 
EKDIKESIS (lK8{K71uis), lit., ' (that which proceeds) out of justice.' 

not, as often with human vengeance, out of a sense of injury or merely 
out of a feeling of indignation. The word is most frequently used of 
Divine vengeance, e.g., Rom. 12 : 19 ; Heb. ro : 30. For a complete 
list see AVENGE, B, No. 2. The judgments of God are holy and right 
(Rev. 16: 7), and free from any element of self-gratification or vindictive
ness. 

Notes: (1) Dike, justice, is translated "vengeance" in the A.V. of 
Acts 28 : 4 and Jude 7 : see JusTICE. (2) In Rom. 3 : 5, A.V., arge, wrath 
(R.V.), is rendered "vengeance": see ANGER, WRATH 

For VENOMOUS see BEAST, No. 2 
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VERILY 
l. AL:l!:THÖS (dA.178ws), truly (akin to aletheia, truth), is translated 

"verily" in l John 2: 5. See lNDEED, No. 3, SuRELY, TRULY. 
2. AMEN (aµ.~v), the transliteration of a Heb. word = ' truth,' is 

usually translated "verily" in the four Gospels; in John's Gospel the 
Lord introduces a solemn pronouncement by the repeated word "verily, 
verily" twenty-five times. See AMEN. 

3. ONTÖS (ÖVTws), really (connected with eimi, to be), is rendered 
"verily" in Mark II : 32, R.V., and Gal. 3 : 2I. See lNDEED, No. 4. 

Notes: (1) In Acts 16: 37, gar, for, is translated" V'crily." (2) In Heb. 
2 : 16, depou (in some texts de pou), a particle meaning of course, we know, 
is rendered "venly."~] (3) In Luke II: 5r, A.V., nai, yea (R.V.), is trans
lated "verily." (4) The particle men (see lNDEED, No. l) is rendered 
"verily,'' e.g., in l Cor. 5 : 3; 14: 17; Heb. 12 : IO; in the A.V„ 
Heb. 3: 5 ;· 7: 5, 18; l Pet. l: 20; in Acts 26: 9 it is combined with 
oun (therefore) : see YEA, No. 4 . 

.For VERlTY, l Tim. 2: 7, A.V., see TRUTH 

VERY 
Notes: (1) When "very" forms part of the translation of numerous 

other words (e.g., act, bold, many, precious, sorrowful, well), there is no 
separate word in the original. (2) For sphodra, exceedingly, sometimes 
rendered" very" in the A.V., see EXCEEnING, B, No. 2. (3) Occa:;iionally 
one of the forms of the pronoun autos, seif, same, is translated "very;" 
the R.V. rendering is somctimcs "himself" etc., c.g., l Thcss. 5 : 23, 
"(The God of peace) Himself; " see, however, John 14: II, 

" (the) very (works) ; " Rom. 13: 6 and Phil. r : 6," (this) very (thing) ;" 
Heb. 10 : l," (the) very (image) ; "and the R.V.," very" (A.V.," same ") 
in Luke 12 : 12 ; 20 : 19 ; 24 : 13, 33 ; Acts 16 : 18 ; Rom. 9 : 17 ; 
Eph. 6 : 22. (4) Sometimes it translates the conjunction kai, in the 
sense of •' even," e.g., Matt. rn : 30; in 24 : 24, A.V„ " very" (R.V., 
"even ") ; Luke 12 : 59. (5) In Philm. 12, R.V„ "my very" translates 
the possessive pronoun emos (in the neuter plural, ema) used with emphasis. 
(6) In Mark 8 : l some texts have pampollou, "very great," A.V. (from 
pas, all, polus, much), R.V., "a great (pollou) multitude" (after palin, 
again). (7) For "very great" in Matt. 21 : 8 see GREAT, Note (6). 
(8) The adverb lian is translated "very" in Mark 16: 2; 2 Cor. II: 5; 
12: II. See ExcEEDING, B, No. l. 

VESSEL 
l. SKEUOS (aKEiJos) is used (a) of a vessel or implement of various 

kinds, Mark II : 16; Luke 8 : 16; John 19: 29; Acts IO : II, 16; II : 5 ; 
27 : 17 (a sail) ; Rom. 9 : 21 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 20 ; Heb. 9 : 21 ; Rev. 2 : 27 ; 
18 : 12 ; (b) of goods or household stuff, Matt. 12 : 29 and Mark 3 : 27, 
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"goods;" Luke 17: 31, R.V„ "goods" (A.V., "stuff ") ; (c) of persons, 
(1) for the service of God, Acts 9: 15," a (chosen) vessel; "2 Tim. 2: 21, 

" a vessel (unto honour) ; " (2) the subjects of Divine wrath, Rom. 9 : 22 ; 

(3) the subjects of Divine mercy, Rom. 9 : 23 ; (4) the human frame, 
2 Cor. 4: 7; perhaps l Thess. 4: 4; (5) a husband and wife, l Pet. 
3 : 7; of the wife, probably, l Thess. 4: 4; while the exhortation to 
each one " to possess himself of his own vessel · in sanctification and 
honour" is regarded by some as referring· to the believer's body [cp. 
Rom. 6 : 13 ; l Cor. 9 : 27 ; see No. (4)], the view that the " vessel " 
signifies the wife, and that the reference is to the sanctified maintenance 
of the married state, is supported by the facts that in l Pet. 3 : 7 the 
sarne word time, honour, is used with regard to the wife; again in Heb. 
13: 4, timios, honourable (R.V., "in honour ") is used in regard to 
marriage; further, the prec:eding command in I Thess. 4 is against fornica
tion, and the succeeding one (ver. 6) is against adultery., In Ruth 4 : 10, 

Sept., ktaomai, to possess, is used of a wife. 
2. ANGOS (äyyos) denotes a jar or pail, Matt. 13 : 48, in the best 

texts (some have No. 3). It is used, in an inscription, of a cinerary urn., 
3. ANGEION (d.yyEfov) denotes a small vessel (a diminutive of No. 2), 

e.g., for carrying oil, Matt. 25: 4., 
Nntc : For phaitlos, Jas. 3: 16, R.V„ see EVIL, A, No. 3. 

VESTURE 
I. HIMATION (lµ.anov), an outer garment, is rendered "vesture" 

in Rev. 19: 13, 16, A.V. (R.V„ "garment "). See APPAREL, No. 2. 

2. HIMATISMOS (lµ.aTiaµ.6s), used of clothing in general, is translated 
"vesture" in Matt. 27: 35, A.V., in a quotation from Ps. 22 : 18 (R.V„ 
following the better texts, omits the quotation) ; in John 19: 24, A.V. 
and R.V.; see CLOTHING, No. 4. 

3. PERIBOLAION (7rEpiß6A.awv) is translated "vesture" in Heb. 
l : 12, A.V. (R.V., "mantle !'). See COVER, B, No. I. 

VEX 
I. OCHLEÖ (6xMw), to disturb, troublc, is uscd in the Passive Voice, 

of being troubled by evil spirits, Acts 5 : 16., 
2. BASANIZÖ (ßaaavi~w), to torment, is translated "vexed" in 

2 Pet. 2 : 8. See TORMENT. 
Notes: (1) In Luke 6: 18, the best texts have enochleö, R.V., 

"troubled." See TROUBLE, B, No. 5. (2) In 2 Pet. 2: 7, A.V., kataponeö. 
to wear down with toil, is translated "vexed." See DISTRESS, B, No. 4. 
(3) In Acts 12 : l, A.V„ ka.koö, to affiict (R.V.), is translated "to vex." 
See AFFLICT, No. I. (4) For Matt. 17 : 15, A.V„ " vexed," see GRIEV
OUSLY, B, Note (2). 

For VIAL see BOWL 
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VICTORY, VICTORIOUS 
A. Nouns. 

I. NIKE (vlKTJ), victory, is used in l John 5: 4., 
2. NIKOS (vi:Kos}, a later {orm of No. l, is used in Matt. 

l Cor. 15: 54, 55, 57., 
B. Verb. 

VIL 

12: 20; 

NIKAÖ (viKaw}, to conquer, overcome, is translated " (them) that 
come victorious (from) " in Rev. :D5: 2, R.V. (A.V„ "that had gÖtten the 
victory "). See CONQUER, ÜVERCOME, PREVAIL. 

VICTUALS 
EPISITISMOS (e1Tiamaµ.Os}, provisions, food (epi, upon, sitizo, to 

feed, nourish ; sitos, food), is translated " victuals" in Luke 9 : 12., 
Note: In Matt. 14: 15, A.V., broma, food, meat, is translated 

"victuals" (R.V., "food "). See MEAT. 

For VIGILANT, l Tim. 3: 2, see TEMPERATE; l Pet. 5: 8, see 
WATCHFUL 

VILE 
A. Noun. 

ATIMIA (anµla}, dishonour, is translated "vile" in Rom. l : 26, 
R.V„ marg., " (passions) of dishonour." Sec D1snoNOUR. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. RHUPAROS (pv1Tap6s), filthy, dirty, is used (a) literally, of old 

shabby clothing, Jas. 2 : 2, "vile;" (b) metaphorically, of moral defile
ment, Rev, 22: II (in the best texts)., In the Sept„ Zech. 3: 3, 4., 

2. PO NEROS (rroV7]p6s), evil, is translated " vile " in Acts 17 : 5, 
R.V. (A.V„ "lewd ''). See BAD, EvIL. 

Note: For "vile" in the A.V. of Phil. 3: 21, see HUMILIATION. 

VILLA GE 
KöMn (K<nµr1}. a village, or country town. primarily as distinct 

from a walled town, occurs in the Gospels ; elsewhere only in Acts 8 : 25. 
The difference betweeu pulis, a city, and korne, is maintained in the N.T„ 
as in Josephus. Among the Greeks the point of the distinetion was not 
that of size or fortification, but of constitution and land. In the O.T. 
the city and the village are regularly distinguished. The Mishna makes 
the three distinctions, a large city, a city and a village. 

The R.V. always substitutes "village(-s) " for A.V„ "town(-s)," 
Matt. 10: II; Mark 8: 23, 26, 27; Luke 5: 17; 9: 6, 12; John 7: 42; 
II : l, 30. See TowN. 

VILLANY 
I. RIL\DIOURGIA (pq.8iovpyla) lit. and primarily denotes ease in 

working (rhqdios, easy, ergon, work), easiness, laziness ; hence recklessness, 
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wickedness, Acts 13: 10, R.V., "villany," A.V., "mischief."~ In the 
papyri it is used of theft. 

2. RH.i\DIOURGEMA (pq_S,0JpY71µ.a), a reckless act (akin to No. l), 
occurs in Acts 18: 14, R.V., "villany" (A.V., "lewdness ").~ 

VINE, VINTAGE 
AMPELOS (äµ.m;.\os) is used (a) lit., e.g., Matt. 26 : 29 and parallel 

passages; Jas. 3 : 12; (b) figurativdy, (1) of Christ, John 15 : l, 4, 5 ; 
(2) of His enemies, Rev. 14: 18, 19, "the vine of the earth" (R.V., 
"vintage" in v. 19), probably figurative of the remaining mass of 
apostate Christendom.~ 

VINEDRESSER 
AMPELOURGOS (aµ?TeAovpyos-), a worker in a vineyard (from 

ampelos, a vine, and ergon), is rendered "vine-dresser" in Luke 13 : 7, 
R.V. (A.V., "dresser of the vineyard ").~ 

VINEGAR 
OXOS (ogo,-), akin to oxus, sharp, denotes sour wine, the ordinary 

drink of labourers and common soldiers ; it is used in the four Gospels 
of the vinegar offered to .the Lord at His crucifixion. IP Matt. 27 : 34 
the best texts have oinos," wine" (R.V.). Some have oxos (A.V., vinegar), 
bul Ma1k 1.:;: ~3 (A.V. ar11.l R.V.) coufirms the R.V. in the passagt'.' in 
Matthew. This, which the soldiers offered before crucifying, was refused 
by Hün, as it was designed to alleviate His sufferings; the vinegar is 
mentioned in Mark 15 : 36 ; so Luke 23 : 36, and .lohn 19 : 29, 10. ~ In 
the Sept., Numb. 6 : 3 ; Ruth 2 : 14 ; Ps. 69 : 21 ; Prov. 25 : 20. ~ 

VINEYARD 
AMPELÖN (aµ?Te-Awv) is uscd 22 timcs in the Synoptic Gospels; 

elsewhere in l Cor. 9 : 7. 

VIOLENCE, VIOLENT, VIOLENTLY 
A. Nouns. 

l. DIA (ßla) denotes fon.:e, viuleuce, ~aiu uJ meu, Ad~ 5 : :::6; u : 35 ; 
24: 7; of waves, 27: 4i.~ 

2. HORMEMA (öpµ'Y]µa), a rush (akin to hormao, to urge on, to rush), 
is used of the fall of Babylon, Rev. 18 : 21, A.V„ "violence," R.V., 
" mighty fall."~ 

3. BTASTES (ß,a177"~s), a forceful or violent man, is used in Matt. 
II: 12. See FORCE, B, No. l, Note.~ 

Note: In Heb. II : 34, A.V„ dunamis, power (R.V.), is rendered 
" violence." 

B. Verbs. 
l. DIASEIO (füauelw), to shake violently, is used i.n Luke 3 : 14, 

"do violence," including: intimidation.~ In the Sept., Job 4: 14.~ 
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2. BIAZÖ (ßui~w), in the Passive Voice, is rendered "suffereth 
violence " in Matt. II : 12 ; see FORCE, B, Nos. l and 2. Some, e.g., 
Cremer (Lexicon) and Dalman (Words of Jesus, pp. 139, ff.), hold that the 
reference is to the antagonism of the enemies of the Kingdom, but Luke 
16 : 16 (Middle Voice: R.V.," entereth violently ") indicates the meaning 
as referring to those who make an effort to enter the Kingdom in spite 
of violent opposition: see PRESS, A, No. 3.~ 

Note: For hormaö, rendered "ran violently," in Matt. 8 : 32 and 
parallels, see RuN, RusH. 

VIPER 
ECHIDNA (€xi8va) is probably a generic term for poisonous snakes. 

lt is rendered" viper" in the N.T., (a) of the actual creature, Acts 28 : 3; 
(b) metaphorically in Matt. 3: 7; 12: 34; 23: 33; Luke 3: 7.~ 

VIRGIN 
PARTHENOS (7rap8lvo>) is used (a) of the Virgin Mary, Matt. r : 23; 

Luke r : 27 ; (b) of the ten virgins in the parable, Matt. 25 : l, 7, II ; 

(c) of the daughters of Philip the evangelist, Acts 21 : 9 ; (d) those 
concerning whom the Apostle Paul gives instructions regarding marriage, 
I Cor. 7 : 25, 28, 34; in vv. 36, 37, 38, the subject passes to that of 'virgin 
daur:hters' (R.V.), which almost certainly formed one of the subjects 
upon whil::h the church at Corinth sent for instructions from the Apostle ; 
onc difficulty wa!l relative to thc discrcdit which might be brought upon a 
father (or guardian), if he allowed his daughter or war<l to grow old 
unmarried. The interpretation that this passage refers to a man and 
woman already in some kind of relation by way of a spiritual marriage 
and living together in a vow of virginity and celibacy, is untenable if 
only in view of the phraseology of the passage ; (e) figuratively, of a local 
church in its relation to Christ, 2 Cor. II : 2 ; (f) metaphorically, of chaste 
persons, Rev. 14 : 4. ~ 

VIRGINITY 
PARTHENIA (7rap8u1la), akin to the above, occurs in Luke 2: 36.~ 

In the Sept., Jer. 3: 4.~ 

VIRTUE 
ARETE (aper!]) properly denotes whatever procures pre-eminent 

estimation for a person or thing; hence, intiinsic eminence, moral good
ness, virtue, (a) of God, l Pet. 2 : 9, "excellencies" (A.V., "praises ") ; 
here the original and general sense seems to be blcndcd with thc imprcssion 
made on others, i.e., renown, excellence or praise (Hort) ; in 2 Pet. l : 3, 
"(by His own glory and) virtue," R.V. (instrumental dalive), i.e., the 
manifestation of His divine power; this significance is frequently 
illustrated in the papyri and was evidently common in current Greek 
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speech; (b) of any particular moral excellence, Phil. 4 : 8; 2 Pet. I : 5 
(twice), where virtue is enjoined as an essential quality in the exercise 
of faith, R.V., " (in your faith supply) virtue."~ 

Note: In the A.V. of Mark 5 : 30; Luke 6: I9; . 8: 46, dunamis, 
"power" (R.V.), is rendered "virtue." 

VISIBLE 
HORATOS (&paTos), frorn horaö, to see, occurs in Col. I: I6.~ 

VISION 
I. HORAMÄ (opaµa), that which is seen (horaö), denotes (a) a spectacle, 

sight, Matt. I7 : 9 ; Acts 7 : 3I (" sight ") ; (b) an appearance, vision, 
Acts 9 : IO (ver. I2 in some mss.) ; IO : 3, I7, I9 ; II : 5 ; I2 : 9 ; I6 : 9, 
I0; I8: 9.~ 

2. HORASIS (öpacns), sense of sight, is rendered " visions" in Acts 
2 : I7 : Rev. 9 : I7. See LOOK, B. 

3. OPTASlA (oTTTaula) (a late form of opsis, the act of seeing), from 
optanö, to see, a r.oming into view, clenotes a vision in Luke I : '2?.; 24 : 23 ; 
Acts 26: 19; 2 Cor. 12: I.~ 

VISIT 
I. EPISKEPTOMAI (€muK€1T'Toµai), primarily, to inspect (a late form 

of episkopeö, to look upon, care for, exercise ove:sight), signifies (a) to 
visit with help, of the act of God, Luke I : 68, 78 ; 7 : I6 ; Acts IS : 14 ; 
Heb. 2 : 6; (b) to visit the sick and affiicted, Matt. 25 : 36, 43; Jas. I : 27; 
(c) to go and see, pay a visit to, Acts 7 : 23 ; IS : 36 ; (d) to look out certain 
men for a purpose, Acts 6 : 3. See LOOK.~ 

Note: In thc Sept„ to visit with punishment, e.g„ l'sa. 89: 32; 
Jer. 9: 25. 

2. HISTOREÖ (luTop€w), from histör, one learned in anything, 
denotes to visit in order to become acquainted with, Gal. l : 18, R.V., 
"visit" (A.V„ "sce "), R.V. marg„ "become acquainted with."~ 

3. EPIPHERÖ (€mcp€pw), for which see BRING, No. 6, is rendered 
"visiteth (with wrath) "in Rom. 3: 5, R.V„ A.V.," taketh (vengeance)." 

VISITATION 
EPISKOPE (imuKoTT~). for which see BisHOP, No. 2, denotes a 

visitation, whether in mercy, Luke 19 : 44, or in judgment, I Pet. 2 : 12. 

For VOCATION, Eph. 4 : l, see CALL, B 

VOICE 
PHÖNE (<f>wv~). a sound, is used of the voice (a) of God, Matt. 3 : 17 ; 

John 5: 37; 12 : 28, 30; Acts 7: 3I; IO: I3, 15; II : 7, 9; Heb. 3 : 7, 
15 ; 4 : 7 ; 12 : 19, 26 ; 2 Pet. l : 17, 18; Rev. I8 : 4 ; 2I : 3 ; (b) of Christ, 
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(1) in the days of His flesh, Matt. 12: 19 (negatively) ; John 3 : 29; 
5 : 25 ; 10 : 3, 4, 16, 27 ; 11 : 43 ; 18 : 37 ; (2) on the Cross, Matt. 27 : 46, 
and parallel passages; (3) from heaven, Acts 9 : 4, 7 ; 22 : 7, 9, I4 ; 
26: 14; Rev. 1: 10, 12 (here, by metonymy, of the speaker), 15; 3: 20; 
(4) at the resurrection "to life ", John 5: 28; l Thess. 4: 16, where 
" the voice of the archangel " is, lit„ ' a voice of an archangel,' and 
probably refers to the Lord's voice as being of an archangelic character; 
(5) at the resurrection to judgment, John 5 : 28 [not the same event as (4)) ; 
(c) of human beings on earth, e.g„ Matt. 2 : 18 ; 3 : 3 ; Luke l : 42, in 
some texts, A.v„r voice ", and frequently in the Synoptists; (d) of angels, 
Rev. 5 : 11, and frequently in the Apocalypse ; (e) of the redeemed in 
heaven, e.g„ Rev. 6: 10; 18: 22 ; 19: l, 5; (f) of a pagan god, Acts 
12 : 22 ; (g) of things, e.g„ wind, John 3: 8, R.V„ "voice" (A.V„ 
" sound "). See SOUND. 

Notes: (1) In Luke 1 : 42 (1st part), A.V„ anaphöneö, to lift up one's 
voice; is rendered " spake out," R.V„ " lifted up (her) voice." (2) 
In Acts 26 : 10, A.V„ ''. I gave my voice" (R.V„ " ... vote ") : see 
STONE, No. 2. 

VOID 
r. KENOÖ (Ke-v6w), to empty, make of no effect, is rendered to make 

void, in Rom. 4: 14; 1 Cor. l : 17, R.V. ; 9 : 15; 2 Cor. 9 : 3, R.V. 
See EFFECT (of none), No. 3, EMPTY, VAIN, B, No. 2. 

2. ATHETEÖ (&.8erlw), for which see D1sANNUL, No. 1, is rendered 
to make void in Gal. 2 : 21, R.V. (A.V„ "frustrate "); 3: 15, R.V. 

3. AKUROÖ (aKvp6w), for which see D1sANNUL, No. 2, is rendered 
to make void in Matt. 15: 6; Mark 7: 13, R.V. 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 3 : 31, A.V., katargeö is translated to make void. 
See ABOLISH, EFFECT (of none), No. 2. (2) See also IMPOSSIBLE, B, 
ÜFFENCE, UNDERSTANDING. 

For VOLUME sec ROLL, B 

VOLUNTARY 
Note: In Col. 2: 18, thelö (for which see DESIRE, B, No. 6) is rendered 

" (in a) voluntary (humility)," present participle, i.e„ " being a voluntary 
(in humility)," A.V. marg„ R.V. marg„ "of his own mere will (by 
humility)," en, in, being rendered as instrumental; what was of one's 
own mere will, with the speciousness of humility, would mean his being 
robbed of his prize. 

VOMIT 
EXERAMA (~glpaµa), a vomit (from exeraö, to disgorge), occurs 

in 2 Pet. 2: 22., 
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For VOTE, Acts 26: 10, R.V., see STONE, No. 2 

VOUCHSAFE 
HOMOLOGEO (6µo.\oylw), to agree, is found in the best texts in 

Acts 7 : 17, and rcndered " vouchsafed," R.V., with referencc to God's 
promise to Abraham ; some mss. hav~ ömosen, " swore " (omnumi, to 
swear), as in A.V. See CoNFESS, PROFESS, PROMISE, THANKS, B, Note. 

vow 
EUCHE (€vx~) denotes also a vow, Acts 18 : 18 ; 21 : 23, with reference 

to the vow of the Nazirite (wrongly spelt Nazarite), see Numb. 6, R.V.; 
in Jas. 5 : 15, " prayer.'' Sec PRAYER., 

VOYAGE 
PLOOS or PLOUS ('ITAOo~) is rendered a voyage (pleö, to sail) in 

Acts 27: IO (A.V. and R.V.) ; in 21 : 7, R.V. (A.V., "course ") ; in 
27: 9, R.V. (A.V., "sailing "). See COURSE, B, Note (4).~ 
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w 
WAG 

KINEÖ (Kiviw}, to move, is used of those who mocked the Lord at 
His crucifixion, nodding their heads in the direction of the Cross as if sneer
ing at this supposed ending of His career, Matt. 27 : 39 ; Mark 15 : 29. 
Cp. 2 Kings 19 : 21 ; Job 16 : 4; Psa. 22 : 7 ; 109 : 25 ; Is. 37 : 22. 
See MovE, No. l. 

WAGES 
r. OPSÖNION (di/„fmov}, for which see CHARGE, A, No. 5, denotes 

(a) soldiers' pay, Luke 3 : I4 ; l Cor. 9 : 7 (" charges ") ; (b) in geueral, 
hire, wages of any sort, used metaphorically. Rom. 6 : 23, of sin ; 2 Cor. 
II : 8, of material support which Paul received from some of the churches 
which he had established and to which he ministered in spiritual things; 
their snpport partly maintained him at Corinth, where he forebore to 
receive such assistance (vv. 9, 10).~ 

2. MISTHOS (µia8&s), hire, is rendered "wages" in John 4: 36; 
in 2 Pet. 2: 15, A.V. (R.V., "hire "). See HrnE, A. 

WAIL, WAILING 
Notes: (1) For alalazö, rendered to wail in Mark 5 : 38, see CLANGING. 

(2) For koptö, rendered to wail in Rev. 1 : 7, A.V. (R.V., "shall mourn ") 
and 18: 9, R.V., "wail" (A.V., "lament "), see BEWAIL. (3) For pentheö, 
rendered to wail in Rev. 18 : 15, 19, A.V., see MOURN. (4) For klauthmos, 
rendered "wailing" in Matt. 13 : 42, 50, A.V., see W1<:1w. (5) Iu Matt. 
II : 17 an<l Luke 7: 32, A.V.,threneö, to wail (R.V.), is rendered to mourn. 
See BEWAIL, Note (1), MOURN. 

WAIT 
I. EKDECHOMAI (~KBlxoµai), for which see ExPECT, No. 1, is 

rendered to wait in John 5 : 3, A.V. ; Acts 17: r6; l Cor. II : 33, R.V. 
2. APEKDECHOMAI (d.7TEK8lxoµai), to await or expect eagerly, is 

rendered to wait for in Rom. 8 : 19, 23, 25 ; l Cor. l : 7 ; Gal. 5 : 5 ; 
Phil. 3 : 20, R.V. (A.V., "look for "); Heb. 9: 28, R.V. (A.V., "look for "), 
here " them that wait " represents believers in general, not a section of 
them; l Pet. 3: 20 (in the best texts; some have No. l). See Loox 
(for), Note (1).~ 

3. PROSDECHOMAI (7Tpoa8lxoµ.ai), to look for with a view to 
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favourable reception, is rendered to wait for in Mark 15 : 43 ; Luke 
2 : 25 ; 12 : 36 ; 23 : 5r. See LOOK (for), No. 2. 

4. PROSDOKAÖ (TTpoci'ooKaw), to await, is rendered to wait for in 
Luke l : 21; 8: 40; Acts ro: 24; in 27: 33, R.V., "ye wait" (A.V., 
" have tarried "). See LooK (for), No. r. 

5. ANAMENÖ (avaµhw), to wait for (ana, up, used intensively, and 
menö, to abide), is used in l Thess. l : ro, of waiting for the Son of God 
from Heaven ; the word carries with it the suggestion of waiting with 
patience and confident expectancy. ~ 

6. PERIMENÖ (TTepiµlvw), to await an cvcnt, is used in Acts l : 4, 
of waiting for the Holy Spirit, " the promise of the Father."~ In the 
Sept., Gen. 49 : 18. ~ 

7. PROSKARTEREÖ (TTpoaKap-replw), to continue stedfa:stly, is 
rendered to wait on, in Mark 3 : 9 and Acts ro : 7. See CoNTINUE, No. 9 
(in the Sept„ Numb. 13 : 21~). 

8. PAREDREUÖ (mtfl"~fl"1$"'), to sit r.onstantly heside (Para, beside, 
kedra, a seat), is used in the best texts in l Cor. 9: 13, R.V„ "wait upon 
(A.V„ at) (the altar)."~ In the Sept., Prov. l: 21; 8: 3.~ 

Notes: (1) In 2 Thess. 3 : 5, A.V„ hupomone, patience (so R.V.), is 
rendered "patient waiting" (marg„ "patience "). See PATIENCE. 
(2) For "lie in wait" in Eph. 4: 14, A.V., see WrLES. (3) For "lying 
in wait," Acts 20: 19, A.V., and "laid wait," 20: 3; 23 : 30, see PLOT. 

WAKE 
GREGOREÖ (yfYY}yoplw), translated "wake" in l Thess. 5 : ro, is 

rendered "watch" in thc R.V. marg., as in thc tcxt in ver. 6, and the 
R.V. in the twenty-one other places in which it occurs in the N.T. (save 
l Pet. 5 : 8, "be watchful "). lt is not used in the metaphorical sense of 
• to be alive ; ' here it is set in contrast with katkeudö1 ' to sleep,' which 
is never used by the Apostle with the meaning ' to be dead ' (it has this 
meaning only in the case of Jairus' daughter). Accordingly the meaning 
here is that of vigilance and expectancy as contrasted with laxity and 
indifference. All believers will live together with Christ from the time of 
the Rapture described in chap. 4 ; for all have spiritual life now, though 
their spiritual condition and attainment vary considerably. Those 
who are lax and fail tobe watchful will suffer loss (1 Cor. 3 : 15; 9: 27; 
2 Cor. 5 : ro, e.g.), but the Apostle is not here dealing with that aspect 
of the subject. What he does make clear is that the Rapture of believers 
at the Second Coming of Christ will depend solely on the Death of Christ 
for them, and not upon their spiritual condition. The Rapture is not a 
matter of reward, but of salvation. See W ATCH. 

WALK 
l. PERIPATEÖ (TTept7Ta-rlw) is used (a) physically, in the Synoptic 

Gospels (except Mark 7 : 5) ; always in the Acts except in 21 : 21 ; never in 
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.he Pauline Epistles, nor in those of John; (b) figuratively," signifying the 
~hole round of the activities of the individual life, whether of the unre
:enerate, Eph. 4: 17, or of the believer, l Cor. 7 : 17; Col. 2 : 6. lt is 
tpplied to the observance of religious ordinances, Acts 21 : 2I ; Heb. 13 : 9, 
narg., as well as to moral conduct. The Christian is to walk in newness 
lf life, Rom. 6 : 4, after the spirit, 8: 4, in honesty, 13 : 13, by faith, 2 Cor. 
5 : 7, in good works, Eph. 2 : IO, in love, 5 : 2, in wisdom, Col. 4 : 5, in 
truth, 2 John 4, after the commandments of the Lord, v. 6: And, 
o.egatively, not after the fiesh, Rom. 8 : 4 ; not after the manner of men, 
l Cor. 3 : 3 ; not in craftiness, 2 Cor. 4 : 2 ; not by sight, 5 : 7 ; not in the 
vanity of the mind, Eph. 4: 17; not disorderly, 2 Thess. 3: 6."* Sec 
Go, Note (2) (r). 

2. POREUÖ (1Topevw), for which see DEPART, No. 8, and Go, No. l, 

is used in the Middle Voice and rendered to walk in Luke l : 6, of the 
general activities of life; so in Luke 13: 33, A.V„" walk" (R.V., "go on 
My way ") ; Acts 9 : 31 ; 14 : 16 ; l Pet. 4 : 3 ; 2 Pet. 2 : IO ; Jude, 16, 18. 

3. EMPERIPATEÖ (€µ,1Tepma·r€w}, to walk about in, or among (en, 
in, and No. l), is used in 2 Cor. 6: 16, of the activities ot God in the Jives 
of believers. ~ 

4. STOICHEÖ (CT'T'oixlw}, from stoichos, a row, signifies to walk in line, 
and is used metaphorically of walking in relation to others (No. i is used 
more espedally of the individual walk) ; in Acts 2I : 24, it is translated 
" walkest orderly ; " in Rom. 4 : 12, " walk (in . . . steps) ; " in Gal. 
5 : 25 it is used of walking" by the Spirit," R. V., in an exhortation to keep 
step with one another in submission of heart to the Holy Spirit, and 
lherefore of keeping step with Christ, thc grcat mcans of unity and 
harmony in a church (contrast No. l in ver. 16 ; ver. 25 begins a new 
section which extends to 6 : 10) ; in 6 : 16 it is used of walking by the rule 
expressed in vv. 14, 15 ; in Phil. 3 : r6 the reference is to the course 
pursued by the believer who makes " the prize of the high calling " the 
object of his ambition. ~ In the Sept., Eccl. II : 6. ~ 

5. DIERCHOMAI (3dpxofiai), to go throngh (dia), is remleretl lo walk 
through in the A.V. of Matt. 12 : 43 and Luke II : 24 (R.V., "passeth 
through "). See CoME, No. 5, PASS, No. :;:, 

6. ORTHOPODEÖ (&p0o1To3lw}, to walk in a straight path (orthos, 
straight, pous, a foot), is used metaphorically in Gal. 2 : 14, signifying a 
course of conduct by which one leaves a straight track for others to 
follow (" walked ... uprightly "). ~ 

Note: In Mark I : 16, A.V., paragö, to pass along (R.V., "passing 
along "), is translated "walked." 

WALL 
I. TEICHOS ('rdxos}, a wall, especially one around a town, is used 

• From Notes on Thessalonians by Hogg and Vine, p. 67. 
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(a) literally, Acts 9 : 25 ; 2 Cor. II : 33 ; Heb. II : 30 ; (b) figuratively, 
of the wall of the Heavenly city, Rev. 21 : 12, 14, 15, lJ, 18, 19. ~ 

2. TOICHOS ('Toixos), awall, especially of a house, is used figuratively 
in Acts 23 : 3, " (thou whited) wall."~ 

3. MESOTOICHON (µ.Ea6'Totxo11), a partition wall (mesos, middle, 
and No. 2), occurs in Eph. 2 : 14, figuratively of the separation of Gentile 
from Jew in their unregenerate state, a partition demolished by the 
Cross for both on acceptance of the Gospel. Cp. PARTITION.~ 

WALLET 
PERA (11~pa), a traveller's leathern bag or pouch for holding provisions, 

is translated "wallet" in the R.V. (A.V., "scrip "), Matt. IO : ro; Mark 
6 : 8 ; Luke 9: 3 ; IO : 4 ; 22 : 35, 36. ~ Deissmann (Light from the Ancient 
East) regards it as an alms-bag. 

WALLOW (Verh :tnc:l Nmm) 
A. Verb. 

KULIÖ (KvAlw) in the Active Voice denotes to roll, roll along; in 
the Middle Voice in Mark 9: 20, rendered "wallowed."~ 

B. Noun. 
KULISMOS (KvAiaµ.6s), a rolling, wallowing, akin to A (some texts 

have kulisma), is used in 2 Pet. 2: 22, of the proverbial sow that had been 
washed.~ 

WANDER 
A. Verb. 

PLANAÖ (?TAavaw), for which see DECEIT, C, No. 6, is translated to 
wander in Heb. II: 38, Passive Voice, lit„ 'were made to wander.' 

Note: In the A.V. of l Tim. 5: 13 and Heb. II: 37, perierchomai, 
to go about or around, is translated to wander about. See Go, No. 29. 

B. Noun. 
PLANETES (?TAa~'T7)>), a wanderer (Eng„ planet), is used meta

phorically in Jude 13, of the evil teachers there mentioned as "wandering 
(stars)."~ In the Sept., Hos. 9: 17.~ 

WANT (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

I. HUSTERESIS (vaT€p71ais), akin to B, No. I (below), occurs in Mark 
12 : 14 and Phil. 4: II. if 

2. HUSTEREMA (vaT€p71µ.a) denotes (more concretely than No. l) 
(a) that which is lacking (sce LACK) ; (b) need, poverty, want, rendered 
"want" in Luke 21 : 4 (A.V„ ". penury ") ; 2 Cor. 8 : 14 (twice) ; 9 : 12; 
II : 9 (2nd occurrence), R.V„ "want" (A.V., ·~ that which was lacking "). 

3. CHREIA (xpEla) is rcndered "want" in Phil. 2 : 25, A.V. (R.V., 
" necd "). See BUSINESS. 
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B. Verbs. 
l. HUSTEREÖ (VU7Epl.w) signifies tobe in want, Luke 15 : 14; 2 Cor. 

II: 9 (rst occurrence); Phil. 4: 12, R.V. (A.V. "to suffer need "); 
in John 2 : 3, A.V„ "wanted" (R.V„ "failed "). See BEHIND, B, No. I. 

2. LEIPÖ (,\El7Tw), to lcavc, is rcndcrcd 'to br wanting' in Tit. r : 5 
and 3: 13, andin the A.V. in Jas. r: 4. See LACK, C, No. 3. 

WANTONNESS, WANTON, WANTONLY 
A. Nouns. 

I. ASELGEIA (dul.Ayna), lasciviousness, licentiousness, is rendered 
"wantonness" in 2 Pet. 2 : r8, A.V. ; see LASCIVIOUSNESS. 

2. STRENOS (uTpfjvos'), insolent luxury, is rendered "wantonness" 
in Rev. r8: 3, R.V. (marg„ "luxury;" A.V„ "delicacies," not a 
sufficiently strong rendering). ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. STRENIAÖ (uTp'Y}vtaw), akin to A, No. 2, to run riot, is rendered 

"waxed wanton" in Rev. r8 : 7, R.V„ and "lived wantouly" in ver. 8. 
See DELICATELY, Note (r). Thc root of thc vcrb is sccn in the Latin 
strenuus.~ 

2. KATASTRENIAÖ (Karn<TTp1Jvtaw), an intensive form of No. r, to wax 
wanton against, occurs in r Tim. 5 : rr. ~ 

WAR (Verb and Noun) 
A. Verbs. 

l. POLEMEÖ (7ToAEfdw) (Eng„ polemics), to fight. to make war, is 
usec.l (a) literally, Rev. 12 : 7 (twice), R.V. ; 13 : 4; 17 : 14; 19 : II ; 

(b) metaphorically, Rev. 2 : 16, R.V. ; (c) hyperbolically, Jas. 4: 2. See 
FIGHT, B, Note (r).~ 

2. STRATEUO (uTparnJw), used in the Middle Voice, to make war 
(from stratos, an encamped army), is translated to war in 2 Cor. ro : 3 ; 
metaphorically, of spiritual conflict, r Tim. r: r8; 2 Tim. 2: 3, A.V. ; 
Jas. 4: l ; r Pet. 2 : II. See SoLDIER, B. 

3. ANTISTRATEUOMAI (d.vnuTpanvn1Lat), not found in the Ar.tive 
Voice antistrateuö, to make war against (anti), occurs in Rom. 7: 23.~ 

Note: For "men of war," Luke 23 : II, A.V„ see SOLDIER, No. 2. 

B. Noun. 
POLEMOS (7T6AEµos), war (akin to A, No. r), is so translated in the 

R.V„ for A.V„ "battle," r Cor. 14: 8; Rev. 9 : 7, 9; r6: 14 ; 20: 8; 
for A.V„ "fight," Heb. II : 34; A.V. and R.V. in Jas. 4: r, hyperbolically 
of private quarrels; elsewhere, literally, e.g„ Matt. 24: 6; Rev. II : 7. 
See BATTLE. 

WARD 
I. PHULAKE (<fovAaK~), a guard, is used of the place where persons 

are kept under guard (akin to phulax, a keeper), and translated "ward" 
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in Acts 12 : 10. See CAGE, HOLD (Noun), lMPRISONMENT, PRISON, WATCH. 
2. TERESIS (-r~p71ai~) primarily denotes a watching (tereö, to watch) ; 

hence imprisonment, ward, Acts 4: 3 (A.V., "hold"); 5: 18, R.V., 
"(public) ward" [A.V., "(common) prison "]. See HOLD (Noun), KEEPING, 
B, PRISON. 

Note: For "were kept in ward," Gal. 3 : 23, see GUARD, B, No. 3, 
KEEP, No. 6. 

WARE OF 
PHULASSÖ (</>v'Aaaaw) denotes to guard, watch; in 2 Tim. 4: 15, 

"of (whom) be thou ware" (Middle Voice) : see BEWARE, No. 3. 
Note: For sunoida, translated "were ware" in Acts 14 : 6, A.V. 

(R.V., "became aware of it "), see KNow, A, No. 6. 

WARF ARE 
STRATEIA, or -TIA (a-rpa·nda), primarily a host or army, came to 

denote a warfare, and is used of spiritual conflict in 2 Cor. ro : 4; l Tim. 
l : 18.~ 

Note: For the ver!< • .: go a warfare, l Cor. 9 : 7, A.V., see SoLDIER, 
B, No. l. 

WARM (Verb) 
THERMAINO (fhpµalvw), to warm, heat (Eng. thermal etc.), when 

used in the Middle Voice, signifies to warm oncself, Mark 14: 54, 67; 
John 18: 18 (twice), 25; Jas. 2: 16.~ 

WARN 
I. NOUTHETEO (vov8E-rlw), to put in mind, warn, is translated to 

warn in the A.V., in thc passages mentioned under ADMONISH, B, No. l 

(which see) ; the R.V. always translates this word by the verb to admonish. 
2. HUPODEIKNUMI (inro8dKvvµi), primarily, to show secretly (hupo, 

under, deiknumi, to show), hence, generally, to teach, make known, is 
translated to warn in Matt. 3 : 7; Luke 3 : 7; rz : 5, R.V. (A.V., "fore
warn "). See FoREWARN, Note, SHEW. 

3. CHREMATIZÖ (xp71µa-rl{w), for which see ADMONISH, B, No. 3, 
is translated to warn in Matt. 2 : 12, 22 ; Acts ro : 22 ; Heb. 8 : 5, R.V. 
(A.V., "admonished ") ; II : 7; 12 :. 25, R.V. (A.V., "spake "). 

WAS, WAST, WERE, WERT 
Note: When not part of another verb, or phrase, these translate eimi, 

to be, e.g., Matt. l : 18, or the following : (a) ginomai, to become, e.g., 
Matt. 8 : 26; (b) huparchö, to exist, especially when referring to an already 
existing condition, e.g., Luke 8: 41 ; Acts 5 : 4 (2nd part) ; 16: 3; 
27 : 12 ; Rom. 4 : 19, A.V., " when he was" (R.V., " he being ") ; (c) 
cchö, to have, e.g., Acts 12 : 15 ; (d) apechö, tobe away, tobe distant; e.g., 
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Luke 7 : 6 ; 24 : 13 ; (e) mellö, to be about to, e.g., Luke 19 : 4 ; Acts 
21 : 27, 37, A.V. (R.V., "was about to ") ; (j) sumbainö, to come to pass, 
happen, e.g., Acts 21 : 35 ; (g) in Gal. 4 : 28, the preposition kata, according 
to, is rendered '1 was," in the phrase " as Isaac was," lit., ' like Isaac ; ' 
is Isaac's birth came by Divine interposition, so does the spiritual birth 
of every believer. 

WASH 
r. NIPTÖ (vl1Trw) is chiefly used of washing part of the body, John 

13: 5, 6, 8 (twice, figuratively in 2nd clausc), 12, 14 (twice) ; in l Tim. 
5 : ro, including the figurative sense; in the Middle Voice, to wash one
self, Matt. 6:17; 15:2; Mark 7:3; John 9:7, II, 15; l3:ro.~ 
For the corresponding noun see BASON. 

2. APONIPTÖ (111Tovl7TTw), to wash off, is used in the Middle Voice, 
in Matt. 27: 24.~ 

3. LOUÖ (.\ovw) signifies to bathe, to wash the bo<ly, (a) Active Voir.e, 
Acts 9: 37; 16: 33 ; (b) Passive Voice, John 13: 10, R.V., " bathed" 
(A.V., "washed ") ; Heb. IO : 22, lit., 'having been washed as to the 
body,' metaphorical of the effect of the Word of God upon the activities 
of the believer; (c) Middle Voice, 2 Pet. 2 : 22. Some inferior mss. have 
it instead of luö, to loose, in Rev. l : 5 (see R.V.).~ 

4. APOLOUÖ (a7ToAovw), to wash off or away, is used in the Middlc 
Voice, metaphorically, to wash oneself, in Acts 22 : 16, where the com
mand to Saul of Tarsus to wash away his sins indicatcs that by his public 
confession, he would testify to the removal of his sins, and to the complete 
change from his past lifc; this' washing away 'was not in itsclf thc actual 
remission of his sins, which had taken place at his conversion ; the Middle 
Voice implies his own particular interest in the ad (as with the preceding 
verb " baptize," lit., ' baptize thyself,' i.e., ' get thyself baptized ') ; 
the aorist tenses mark the decisiveness of the acts ; in l Cor. 6 : II, lit., 
'ye washed yourselves clean; ' here the Middle Voice (rendered in the 
Passive in A.V. and R.V., which do not distinguish between this and the 
next two Passives; see R.V. marg.) again indicates that the converts at 
Corinth, by thcir obedience to the faith, voluntarily gave testimony to the 
complete spiritual change Divinely wrought in them.~ In the Sept., 
Job 9:30.~ 

5. PLUNÖ (1TAvvw) is used of washing inanimate objects, e.g., ncts, 
Luke 5 : 2 (some texts have apoplunö) ; of garments, figuratively, Rcv. 
7 : 14; 22 : 14 (in the best texts; the A.V. translates those which have 
the verb poieö, to do, followed by tas entolas autou, " His command
ments ").~ 

6. RHANTIZÖ (pavrl~w), to sprinkle, is used in the Middle Voice in 
Mark 7 : 4, in some ancient texts, of the acts of the Pharisees in their 
assiduous attention to the cleansing of themselves after coming from the 
market place (some texts have baptizö here). See SPRINKLE. 
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7. BRECHÖ (ßp'xw), to wet, is translated to wash in Luke 7: 38, 
44, A.V. ; the R.V., "to wet" and "hath wetted," gives the correct 
rendering. See RAIN, B. 

8. BAPTIZÖ (ßa7T7'l~w) is rendered "washed" in Luke II : 38. See 
BAPTIZE. 

Note: With regard to Nos. 1, 3, 5, the Sept. of Lev. 15 : II contains all 
three with their distinguishing characteristics, No. l being used of the 
hands, No. 3 of the whole body, No. 5 of the garments. 

WASHING 
I. BAPTISMOS (ßa7T7'iaµ.6s) denotes the act of washing, ablution, 

with special reference to purification, Mark 7 : 4 (in some lexls, ver. 8) ; 
Heb. 6 : 2, "baptisms;" 9: lO, "washings." See BAPTISM. il 

2. LOUTRON (.\ovTpov), a bath, a laver (akin to louö, see above), 
is used metaphorically of the Word of God, as the instrument of spiritual 
cleansing, Eph. 5 : 26; in Tit. 3 : 5, of " the washing of regeneration" 
(see REGENERATION).i/ In the Sept., s. of Sol. 4: 2; 6: 6 .. ir 

WASTE (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

APOLEIA (chrc:ÜAEia), destruction, is translated "waste " in Mall. 
26: 8; Mark 14: 4. See DESTRUCTION; B, II, No. I. 

B. Verbs. 
I. DIASKORPIZÖ (Siamrnp1Tl,w), to scatter abroad, is used meta

phorically of squandering property, Luke 15 : 13; 16 : I. See DISPERSE, 
SCATTER. 

2. PORTHEÖ (1Top(Uw), to ra vage, is rendered "wasted" in Gal. 
l: 13, A.V.; see DESTROY, Note, HAVOCK. 

3. LUMAINÖ (.\vµ.alvw), to outrage, maltreat, is used in the Middle 
Voice in Acts 8: 3, of Saul's treatment of the church, R.V., "laid waste" 
(A.V., "made havock of ").i! 

WATCH (Noun and Verb), WATCHEJ{S, WATCHFUL, .. WATCHINGS 
A. No11ns. 

I. PHULAKE (<fvAaK~) is used (a) with the meaning 'a watch,' 
actively, a guarding, Luke 2 : 8, lit., ' (keeping, phulassö) watches; ' 
(b) of the time during which guard was kept by night, a watch of the 
night, Matt. 14 : 25 ; 24 : 43 ; Mark 6 : 48 ; Luke 12 : 38. See CAGE, 
HOLD, lMPRISONMENT, PRISON. 

Note: Among the Jews the night was divided into three watches 
(see, e.g., Ex, 14: 24; Judg. 7: 19), and this continnerl on through Roman 
times. The Romans divided the night into four watches ; this was 
recognized among the Jews (see Mark 13 : 35). 

2. KOUSTÖDIA (KovaTwola), from Lat., custodia (cp. Eng„ custody), 
is rendered :' watch " in Matt. 27 : 65, 66 and 28: II, A. V. : see GUARD. il 
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3. AGRUPNIA (dypv1Tvta), sleeplessness (akin to B, No. 4), is rendered 
"watchings" in 2 Cor. 6: 5; II: 27.~ 

B. Verbs. 
r. GREGOREÖ (ypriyoplw), to watch, is used (a) of keeping awake, 

e.g., Matt. 24: 43; 26: 38, 40, 41 ; (b) of spiritual alertness, e.g., Acts 
20 : 31 ; l Cor. 16 : 13 ; Col. 4 : 2 ; I Thess. 5 : 6, ro (for which see 
WAKE) ; l Pet. 5 : 8, R.V., " be watchful" (A.V., "be vigilant") ; 
Rev. 3 : 2, 3 ; 16 : 15. 

2. TEREÖ (TTJplw), to keep, is rendered to watch, of those who kept 
guard at the Cross, Matt. 27 : 36, 54; 2.') : 4, R.V., "watchers" (A.V., 
"kcepers "), lit.,' the watching ones.' See HOLD, No. 8, KEEP, ÜBSERVE, 
PRESERVE, RESERV~. 

3. PARATEREÖ (1Tapa-rrip€w), to observe, especially with sinister 
intent (Para, near, and No. 2), is rendered to watch in Mark 3 : 2 ; Luke 
6 : 7 ; 14 : r ;· 20 : 20 ; Acts 9 : 24. See ÜBSERVE. 

4. AGRUPNEÖ (dypv1Tv€w), to be sleepless (from agreuö, to chase, 
and hupnos, sleep), is used metaphorically, tobe watchful, in Mark 13 : 33; 
Luke 21 : 36; Eph. 6: 18; Heb. 13: 17. The word expresses not mere 
wakefulness, but the watchfulness of those who are intent upon a thing. ~ 

5. NEPHÖ (v~</>w), to abstain from wine, is used metaphorically of 
moral alertness, and translated to watch, in the A.V. of 2 Tim. 4 : 5. 
See SOBER. 

WATER (Noun and Verb), WATERING, WATERLESS 
A. Noun. 

HUDÖR (vowp), whence Eng. prefix, hydro-, is used (a) of the natural 
element, frequently in the Gospels; in the plural especially in the 
Apocalypse; elsewhere, e.g., Heb. 9: 19; Jas; 3: 12; in l John 5: 6, 
that Christ " came by water and blood," may refer either (r) to the 
elements that flowed from His side on the Cross after His Death, or, in 
view of the order of the words and the prepositions here used, (2) to His 
baptism in Jordan and His Death on the Cross. As to (r), the water would 
symbolize the moral and practical cleansing effected by the removal of 
dcfilcmcnt by our taking heed to the Word of God in heart, life and 
habit; cp. Lev. 14, as to the cleansing of the leper. As to (2), Jesus 
the Son of God came on His mission by, or through, water aud blood, 
namely, at His baptism, when He publicly entered upon His mission and 
was declared tobe the Son of God by the witness of the Father, and at the 
Cross, when He publicly closed His witness; the Apostle's statement thus 
counteracts the doctrine of the Gnostics that the Divine Logos united 
Himself with the Man Jesus at His baptism, and lcft him at Gcthsemane. 
On the contrary, He who was baptized and He who was crucified was the 
Son of God throughout in His coml>iued Deity and humanity. 

The word water is used symbolically in John 3: 5, either (1) of the 
Word of God, as in l Pet. l: 23 (cp. the symbolic use in Eph. 5: 26), 
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or, in view of the preposition ek, out of, (2) of the truth conveyed by 
baptism, this being the expression, not the medium, the symbol, not the 
cause, of the believer's identification with Christ in His Death, Burial 
and Resurrection. So the new birth is, in one sense, the setting aside 
of all that the believer was according to the flesh, for it is evident that 
there must be an entirely new beginning. Some regard the kai, "and," 
in John 3: 5, as epexegetic, = 'even,' in which case the water would 
be emblematic of the Spirit, as in John 7 : 38 (cp. 4 : 10, 14), but not 
in l John 5: 8, where the Spirit and the water are distinguished. "The 
water of life," Rev. 21 : 6 and 22 : l, 17, is emblematic of the maintenance 
of spiri~ual life in perpetuity. In Rev. 17 : l the waters are symbolic of 
nations, peoples, etc. 

Note: For potamos, rendered "waters" in 2 Cor. II : 26, see RIVER. 
B. Verb. 

POTIZÖ (11"0Tl~w), to give to drink, is used (a) naturally in Luke 13 : 15, 
"watcring," with reference to animals; (b) figuratively, with reference to 
spiritual ministry to converts, l Cor. 3 : 6-8. See DRINK, B, No. 3. 

Nntes: (1) For hudropoteö, to drink watf~r, r Tim. 5: ?.3, see DRINK, 
B, No. 5. (2) For the adjective anudros, waterless (R.V.), without water, 
see DRY, No. 2 .. 

WATERPOT 
HUDRIA (vopla) occurs in John 2: 6, 7; 4: 28., 

WAVE 
r. KUMA {KiJµ.a), from kuö, tobe pregnant, to swell, is used (a) literally 

in the plural, Matt. 8: 24; 14: 24; Mark 4: 37 (Acts 27 : 41, in some 
mss.) ; (b) figuratively, Jude 13., 

2. SALOS (aaAos) denotes a tossing, especially the rolling swell of the 
sea, Luke 21 : 25, A.V., "waves" (R.V., " billows ")., 

3. KLUDÖN (K,\vowv), a billow, is translated "wave" in Jas. l : 6, 
A.V. (R.V„ "surge ") ; in Luke 8: 24 it is translated "raging (of the 
water)." See RAGE, B., 

WAVF.R, WAVERING 
A. Adjective. 

AKLINES (aKAiv~s), without bending (a, negative, klinö, to bend), 
occurs in Heb. 10: 23, A.V., "without wavering," R.V., "that it waver 
not."fl 

B. Verb. 
DIAKRINÖ (oiaKplvw) is rendered to waver in Rom. 4: 20, R.V. 

(A.V., "staggcred ") ; in Jas. l : 6 (twice). See DouBT, No. 3. 

WAX 
l. PROKOPTÖ (11poK01T7'w), for which see ADVANCE, is rendered to 

wax in 2 Tim. 3 : 13. 
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2. GINOMAI (ylvoµ._ai), to become, is translated "waxed" in Luke 
13: 19, A.V. (R.V., "became ") ; in Heb. II : 34, A.V. and R.V., 
"waxed:" see CoME, No. 12, etc. 

Note: This verb forms part of the translation of certain tenses of other 
verbs; see, e.g., BOLD, A, No. 2, CoLD, C, CoNFIDENT, B, No. l, CORRUPT, 
A, No. 2, GRoss, OLD, D, No. 2, STRONG, B, No. 2, WANTON, B, Nos. 1 

and 2, WEARY, No. 2, WROTH, No. 1. 

WAY 
1. HODOS (cloos) denotes (a) a natural path, road, way, frequent in the 

Synoptic Gospels; elsewhere, e.g., Acts 8 : 26; I Thess. 3 : II ; Jas. 
2: 25 ; Rev. 16: 12; (b) a traveller's way (see JouRNEY) ; (c) metaphoric
ally, of a course of conduct, or way of thinking, e.g., of righteousness, 
Matt. 21 : 32 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 21 ; of God, Matt. 22 : 16, and parallels, i.e., 
the way instructed and approved by God; so Acts 18: 26 and Heb. 
3 : 10, " My ways " (cp, Rev. 15 : 3) ; of the Lord, Acts 18 : 25 ; " that 
leadeth to destruction," Matt. 7 : 13; " ... unto life," 7: 14 ; of peace, 
Luke l : 79 ; Rom. 3 : 17 ; of Paul's ways in Christ, l Cor. 4 : 17 (plural); 
"more excellent" (of love), l Cor. 12 : 31 ; of truth, 2 Pet. 2 : 2 ; of the 
right way, 2 : 15 ; of Balaam (id.) ; of Cain, Jude II ; of a way consisting 
in what is from God, e.g., of life, Acts 2 : 28 (plural) ; of salvation, Acts 
16: 17; personified, of Christ as the means of access to the Father, 
John 14: 6; of the course followed and characterized by the followers 
of Christ, Acts 9 : 2 ; 19: 9, 23 ; 24: 22. See HIGHWAY. 

Note: In Luke 5 : 19 and 19 : 4 the noun is not expressed in the 
original, but is understood. 

2. PARODOS (1Tlipooos). a passing or passage, is used with en, in, l 

Cor. 16: 7, "by the way" (lit, 'in passing ').if 
3. TROPOS (Tpo?Tos), a tnrning, a manner, is translated " way" 

in Rom. 3 : 2, " (every) way; " Phil. l : 18, " (in every) way." See 
CONVERSATION, MANNER, MEANS. 

Notes: (1) In Jas. l: II, A.V„ poreia, a journey, a going, is rendered 
" ways" (R. V„ "goings "). (2) In Heb. 12 : 17, topos, a place, is rer:.dered 
in A.V. marg„ "way (to change bis mind)." (3) For the A.V. rend„rinv, 01 

makran, a good (or great) way off, Matt. 8: 30; Luke 15: 20, see F.A.R, B, 
No. 1. (4) In Luke 14: 32,porrö is rendered" a great way off." (5) ia Heb. 
5: 2, A.V„ planaö, Middle Voice, to wander, is rendered "(them) that are 
out of the way," R.V., " (the) erring." (6) In Col. 2 : q "'1d 2 Thess. 
2: 7, ek mesou, is translated "out of the way; " see MmsT, Note (r) (e). 
(7) For" two ways "in Mark II : 4, A.V„ see STREET. (8) fo John ro : l, 
the adverb allachothen, from some other place (from allos, another), 
is translated "some other way ". (9) In 2 Pet. 3: I, the A.V. translates 
en "by way of" (" by '', R.V.). (ro) In Gal. 2 : 5, the renderings" by," 
A.V„ " in the way of," R.V„ serve to express the dative case of hupotage, 
subjection. (n) For propempö, to bring on one's way, Acts 15 : 3 ; 21 : 5, 
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and the A.V. of 2 Cor. I : I6 (R.V„ " tobe set forward on my journey "), 
see BRING, No. 25. (r2) Aperchomai, to go away, is rendered to go on,e's 
way, e.g„ Matt. I3 : 25 ; 20 : 4 ; Mark II : 4 ; 12 : I2 ; Luke 19 : 32 ; 
John II: 46; Acts 9: 17; Jas. l : 24: see Go, No. I4· (13) In Luke 
8: 14, A.V„ porcuomai, to go on one's way (R.V.), is rendered" go forth;" 
in 13 : 33, A.V„" walk" (R.V„ "go on my way ") ; in Matt. 24: I, A.V., 
it is rendered" departed" (R.V„ "was going on his way "): see DEPART, 
No. 8. (14} In_Acts 24: 3, pant~ is rendered "in all ways" (A.V„ 
"always "). ~ (15) In Rom. 3: 12, A.V., ekklinö, to turn aside (R.V.), 
is rendered "are gone out of the way." (16) See also EstAPE, B, 
LASCIVIOUS. 

WE 
Note: When this is not part of the tr:rnslation of a verh or phrase, it 

stands for some case of hemeis, the plural of egö, I ; this separate use of 
the pronoun is always emphatic. For "we ourselves," see ÜURSELVES. 

WEAK, WEAKENED, WEAKER, WEAKNESS 
A. Adjectives. 

I. ASTHENES (dalJEV7}s-), lit„ strengthless (see IMPOTENT), is translated 
" weak," (a) of physical weakness, Matt. 26 : 41 ; Mark I4 : 38 ; I Cor. 
l : 27 ; 4 : ro ; II : 30 (a judgment upon spiritual laxity in a church) ; 
2 Cor. ro : ro ; I Pet. 3 : 7 (comparative degree) ; (b) in the spiritual 
sense, said of the rudiments of Jewish religion, in their inability to justify 
anyoile, Gai. 4: 9; of the Law, Heb. 7: 18; in Rom. 5 : 6, R.V„ "weak" 
(A.V., "wilhoul strength "), of the inability of man to accomplish his 
salvation ; (c) morally or ethically, I Cor. 8 : 7, IO ; 9 : 22 ; (d) rhetorically, 
of God's actions according to the human estimate, I Cor. 1 : 25, "weak
ness," lit„ 'the weak things of God.' See FEEBLE, SrcK. 

2. ADUNATOS (dSvva,-os-), lit„ not powerful, is translated "weak" 
in Rom. r5 : I, of the infirmities of those whose scruples arise through lack 
of faith (see 14: 22, 23), in the same sense as No. 1 (c) ; the change in the 
adjective (cp. I4: l) is due to the contrast with dunatoi, the "strong," 
who ha ve not been specifically mentioned as such in chap. I4. See 
lMPOSSIIlLE. 

B. Verb. 
ASTHENEÖ (aa/Jn-Ew), to lack strength, is used in much the same way 

as A, No. I, and translated "being ... weak" in Rom. 4: lg, A.V. 
(R.V„ "being weakened ") ; 8 : 3 ; I4: I, 2 (in some texts, I Cor. 8 : 9) ; 
2 Cor. II : 21, 29 (twice) ; 12 : IO ; I3 : 3, 4, 9. See DrsEASED, IMPOTENT, 
SICK. 

C. Noun. 
ASTHENEIA (aa6€v1:ia), for which see INFIRMITY, is rendered" weak

ness," of the body, l Cor. 2: 3; 15: 43; 2 Cor. II : 30, R.V.; 12: 5 
(plural, R.V.), 9, ro, R.V. ; Heb. II : 34; in 2 Cor. · 13 : 4, " He was 
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crucifi.ed through weakness " is said in respcct uf .the physical sufferings 
to which Christ voluntarilv submitted in giving Himself up to the death 
of the Cross. 

WEALTH 
EUPORIA (Einropla), primarily facility (eu, well, poros, a passage), 

hence plenty, wealth, occurs in Acts 19: 25. ~ Cp. euporeö, to be well 
provided for, to prosper, Acts II: 29.~ 

Note: In l Cor. IO : 24, the A.V„ "wealth," R.V., "good," is, lit., 
' the (thing) of the other.' 

WEAPONS 
HOPLON (ö1r1\ov), always in the plur., is translated "weapons" 

in John 18: 3·and 2 Cor. ro: 4, the latter metaphorically of those used in 
spiritual warfare. See ARMOUR, INSTRUMENTS. 

WEAR, WEARING 
A. Verbs. 

r. PHOREÖ (</>opl.w), a frequcntative form of pherö, to bcar, and de
noting repeated or habitual action, is chiefly used of clothing, weapons, etc., 
of soft raiment, Matt. II : 8; fine clothing,. Jas. ~ : 3; the crown of 
thorns, John r9: 5. Sec BEAR, No. 7. 

2. ENDIDUSKÖ (€vOi8vaKw), to put on, is used in the Active Voice 
in Mark 15 : 17 (in goou mss. ; some have No. 3) ; in Luke 8 : 27 (Middlc 
Voice), in some texts; the best have No. 3. For Luke 16: 19, see 
CLOTHE, No. 3-~ 

:1· ENDUÖ (€v8vw) is rendered to wear in Luke 8 : 27 (Middle Voice; 
see No. 2). See CLOTHE, No. 2, PUT1 No. 26. 

4. KLINÖ (KAlvw), to bend, decline, is used of a <lay, wearing away, 
Luke 9: 12 (in 24: 29, "is far spent "). See Bow, No. 4, FLIGHT, B, 
LAY, No. 6, SPEND . 

.'). HUPÖPIAZÖ (o1Tw1Tui~w) is translated " wear (me) out" in Luke 
18: 5, R.V. (A.V„ "weary "). For this and the somewhat different 
application in l Cor. 9: 27, see BUFFET, No. 2.~ 

B. Noun. 
PERITHESIS (1TEplOwLs), a putting around or on (peri, around, 

tithemi, to put), is used in I Pet. 3: 3 of wearing jewels of gold (R.V.).~ 

For WEARINESS, 2 Cor. II : 27, R.V., see LABOUR, No. 1 

WEARY 
r. KOPIAÖ (Komaw), to grow weary, be beaten out (kopos, a beating, 

toil), is used of the Lord in John 4: 6 (used in His own word" labour "in 
:'..\latt. II: 28), in Rev. 2: 3, R.V. See, LABOUR, TOIL. 

2. KAMNÖ (Kaµvw), to be weary, is rendered to wax weary in Heb. 
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12: 3, R.V. See FAINT, No. 3, SrcK. 
3. EKKAKEO or ENKAKEO (€KKaK€w), for which see FAINT, No. :i, 

is rendered to be weary in Gal. 6 : 9 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 13. 
Note: For hupöpiazö, rendered to weary in Luke 18 : 5, A.V., see 

WEAR, A, No. 5. 

WEATHER 
I. EUDIA (1;üOta), akin to eudios, calm, denotes "fair weather," 

Matt. 16 : 2. ~ 
2. CHEIMÖN (xHµwv), winter, also a winter storm, is translated 

" foul weather .„ in Matt. 16: 3. See TEMPEST, WINTER. 

For WEDDING see MARRIAGE 

WEEK 
SABBATON (aaßßaTov) is used (a) in the plural in the phrase " the 

first day of the week," Matt. 28 : l ; Mark 16: 2, 9 ; Luke 24: l ; John 
20: l, 19; Acts 20 : 7 ; l Cor. 16 : 2. For this idiomatic use of the word 
sec ÜNE, A, (5) ; (b) in the singular, Luke 18: 12,." twice in the week," 
lit„ ' twice of the sabbath,' i.e„ twice in the days after the sabbath. See 
SABBATH. . 

WEEP, WEEPING 
A. Verbs. 

I. KLAIÖ (KAutw) is used of any loud expression of grief, esprcial\y 
in mourning for the dead, Matt. 2: 18; Mark 5 : 38, 39; 16: IO; Luke 
7: 13; 8 : 32 (twice) ; John II : 3r, 33 (twicc) ; 20 : II (twicc), 13, 15; 
Acts 9 : 39 ; otherwise, e.g., in exhortations, Luke 23 : 28 ; Rom. 12 : 15 ; 
Jas. 4: 9; 5 : l ; negatively, "weep not," Luke 7 : 13 ; 8: 52; 23: 28; 
Rev. 5: 5 (cp. Acts 2I: r3); in 18: 9, R.V., "shall weep·" (A.V., "be
wail "). See BEWAIL. 

2. DAKRUO (l>aKpvw), to shed tears (dakruon, a tear), is used only 
of thf! Lord Jesus.John n: 35.~ 

Note: Other, synonymous verbs are threneö, to mourn, of formal 
lamentation: see BEWAIL, Note (r) ; alalazö, to wail; stcnazö, to groan 
(oduromai, to lament audibly, is not used in N.T. ; see the noun odurmos, 
mourning). 

B. Noun. 
KLAUTHMOS (KAav8µ6s), akin to A, No. r, denotes weeping, crying, 

Matt. 2: 18; 8: 12; 13: 42, 50, R.V. (A.V„ "wailing "); 22: 13; 
24 : 5r ; 25 : 30 ; Luke r3 : 28 ; Acts 20 : 37. ~ 

WEIGH, WEIGHT, WEIGHTY, WEIGHTIER 
A. Verbs. 

I. BAREÖ (ßap€w), to weigh down, is so renderedin 2 Cor. I : 8, R.V.; 
see BURDEN, B, No. I. 
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2. HISTEMI (lu'1'17µ.i), to cause to stand, is used in Matt. 26 : 15, 
R.V., "they weighed (unto) " (of pieces of silver), A.V., metaphorically, 
" covenanted (with)." 

B. Nouns. 
l. BAROS (ßapo>), akin to A, is rendered "weight " in 2 Cor. 4: 17. 

See BURDEN, A, No. I. 

2. ONKOS (oyKo>) denotes a bulk or mass ; hence, metaphorically, 
an encumbrance, weight, Heb . .r2: l.~ 

C. Adjective. 
BAR US (ßapv>), heavy (akin toA and B, No. l), is rendercd" wcighty" 

in 2 Cor. IO : IO, of Paul's letters. The comparative degree is used in the 
neuter plural in Matt 23 : 23, " (the) weightier matters (of the Law)." 
See GRIEvous, HEAVY. 

WELCOME 
1. APODECHOMAI (d.?ToSlxoµ.ai), to receive gladly, is rendered to 

welcome in the R.V. of Luke 8: 40; 9: II. See RECEIVE. 
2. HUPOLAMBANÖ (imoAaµ.ßavw), to take up, to entertain, is 

rendered" to welcome "in 3 John 8, R.V., of a hearty welcome to servants 
of God. See RECEIVE. 

WELL (Noun) 
PHREAR (~plap), a pit, is translated a "well" in John 4: II, 12. 

See PtT. . 

Note: For pege, translated "well" in John 4: 6 (twice). 14; 2 Pet. 
2: 17, ::.ee FouNTAIN. 

WELL (Adverb) 
I. KALOS (KaAw>), finely (akin to kalos, good, fair), is usually transc 

lated "well," indicating what is done rightly; in the Epistles it is most 
frequent in l Tim. (3 : 4, 12, 13; 5 : 17); twice it is used as an exclamation 
of approval, Mark 12 : 32 ; Rom. II : 20 ; the comparative clegree 
kallion, " very well," occurs in Acts 25 : IO. See Gooo, C, No. l. 

Note: The neuter form of the adjective kalos, with the article and the 
present participle of poieo, to do, is translated "well-doing" in Gal. 6: 9. 

2. EU (1:v), primarily the neuter of an old worcl, eus, noble, good, is used 
(a) with verbs, e.g., Mark 14 : 7, " do (poieo) ... good; " Acts 15 : 29 
(prasso) ; Eph. 6: 3 (ginomai, to be); (b) in replies, good, "well done," 
Matt. 25 : 21, 23 ; in Luke 19: 17, eu ge (in the best texts). The word 
is the opposite of kakos, evilly. See Goon, C, No. z.~ 

Notes: (r) Tn 2 Tim. l : 18, beltion, the neuter form of what is used 
as the comparative degree of agathos, good, is used adverbially and trans
lated " very well."~ (2) For John 2 : 10, " have well drunk " (R.V., 
" freely "), see DRINK, B, No. 2. (3) Hos, as, with kai, also (and), is 
rendered "as well as" in Acts ro : 47 (kathös in some mss.) and I Cor. 
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9: 5. (4) In Heb 4: 2 kathaper, even as, with kai, is translated "as well 
as: " see EvEN, No. 8. 

WELL (do), WELL-DOING 
A. Verbs. 

l. AGATHOPOIEÖ (d.ya8o7Toi€w), to do good (agathos, good, poieö, 
to do), is used (a) of such activity in general, l Pet. 2 : 15, "well-doing; " 
ver. 20, " do well ; " 3 : 6, 17 ; 3 John II, " docth good; " (b) of acting 
for another's benefit, Mark 3 : 4; Luke 6: 9, 33, 35~, 

2. KALOPOIEÖ (KaAo7Todw), to do well, excellently, act honourably 
(kalos, good,poieö, to do), occurs in 2 Thess. 3: 13.,. The two parts of the 
word occur separately in Rom. 7: 21; 2 Cor. 13: 7; Gal. 6: 9; Jas. 
4: 1 7· 

Notes: (1) The distinction between Nos. l and 2 follows that between 
agathns and kalns (see Goon). (z) In John II · 12, A.V., sö:zö (Passive 
Voice, to be saved), is rendered "he shall do well" (R.V., "he will 
recover "). 

B. Noun. 
AGATHOPOHA (d.ya8oTroda), well-doing (akin to A, No. l), occurs 

in l Pet. 4: 19., 
C. Adjective. 

AGATHOPOIOS (d.ya8oTroi6s), doing good, beneficent, is translated 
"them that do well" in l Pet. 2 : 14, lit., 'well-doing (ones).', 

For WELL-BELOVED see BELOVED 

WELL-NIGH 
Note: This forms p:ut of the translation of siempleroö, to fulfil, in Luke 

9: 51, "were well-nigh" come (see CoME, No. 36), and pleroö, to fulfil, 
in Acts 7 : 23, " was well-nigh ... ," lit., ' a time (of forty years) was 
fulfilled (to him) ' (see FuLFIL, A, No. l). 

WELL PLEASED 
A. Noun. 

EUDOKIA (EvOoKla), good pleasure, occurs in the genitive case in 
Luke 2 : 14, lit.," (men) of good pleasure" (so R.V. marg.), R.V., " (men) 
in whom He is well pleased" (the genitive is objective) ; the A.V., "good 
will (toward men)," follows the inferior texts which have the nominative. 
See DESIRE, PLEASURE, SEEM, WELL-PLEASING, WILL. 

B. Verb. 
EUDOKEÖ (dooKlw), to be well pleased: see PLEASE, A, No. 3, 

WILLING, B, No. 3. 

WELL-PLEASING 
A. Adjective. 

EUARESTOS (EvapEaTos) is used in Rom. 12 : l, 2, translated 
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"acceptable" (R.V. marg., "well-pleasing ") ; in the following the R.V. 
has " well-pleasing," Rom. 14 : 18 ; 2 Cor. 5 : 9 ; Eph. 5 : 10 ; in Phil. 
4: 18 and Col. 3 : 20 (R.V. and A.V.) ; in Tit. 2: 9, R.V., "well-pleasing" 
(A.V., " please ... well ") ; in Heb. 13 : 21, R.V. and A.V. See 
AccEPTABLE., 

B. Verb. 
EUARESTEÖ (EvapEuTlw), akin to A, is rendered to be well-pleasing 

in Heb. II : 5, 6, R.V. (A.V., "please ") ; in Heb. 13 : 16, " is well 
pleased.", 

C. Noun. 
EUDOKIA (EvÖoKla), lit., 'good pleasure,' is rendered "well-pleasing" 

in Matt. 11 : '.t6 aml Luke w. 2I. See DESIRE, PLEASURE, SEEM, WELL 
PLEASED, WILL. 

For WENT see GO 

WEST 
DUSME (Svuµ7}), the quarter of the sun-setting (dusis, a sinking, 

setting; dunö, to sink), hence, the west, occurs in Matt. 8 : IT ; 24 : 27 ; 
Luke 12 : 54 (some regard this as the sunset); 13 : 29; Rev. 21 : 13., 

For WET, Luke 7: 38, 44, R.V., see WASH, No. 7 

WH ALE 
KETOS (K~Tos) denotes a huge fish, a sea-monster, Matt, 12: 40., 

In the Sept., Gen. r: 21; Job 3: 8; 9: 13; 26: 12; Jonuh I: 17 
(twice) ; 2 : I, IO. if 

WHAT 
Notes: (1) Most frequently this is a translation of some form of the 

relative pronoun hos or the interrogative tis. (2) Other words are (a) 
hoios, of what kind, e.g., 2 Cor. 10: II, R.V. (A.V., "such as ") ; r Thess. 
I : 5, "what manner of men;" 2 Tim. 3 : II (twice), lit., 'what sorts of 
things,' ' what sorts of persecutions; ' (b) poios, what sort of, l!.g., Matt. 
21 : 23, 24, 27 ; 24: 42, 43 ; Luke 5 : 19 ; 6 : 32-34 ; 20 : 2, 8 ; 24 : 19 ; 
John 12: 33, "what manner of;" so in 18: 32; 21: 19; Rom. 3: 27; 
I Cor. 15: 35·; in Jas. 4: 14, "what;" I Pet. 2: 20 and Rev. 3: 3 
(ditto) ; 1 Pet. 1 : II, "what manner of; " (c) hopoios, "what sort of," 
1 Cor. 3 : 13 ; "what manner of," I Thess. I : 9; (d) hosos, how great, 
Mark 6: 30 (twice), R.V., "whatsoever;" Acts 15: 12; Rom. 3: 19, 
"what things soever; " Jude IO (ist part), "what socvcr things," R.V. ; 
(2nd part) " what; " (e) posos, how great, how much, 2 Cor. 7 : II, " what 
(earnest care)," R.V. (posos here stands for the repeated words in the 
Eng. Versions, the adjective not being repeated in the original) ; (f) 
hostis, "what (things)," Phil. 3 : 7; (g) in Matt. 26: 40, houtös, thus, 
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so, is used as an exclamatory expression, translated " What " (in a word 
immediately addressed by the Lord to Peter), lit., ' So ; ' (h) for potapos, 
rendered "what" in Mark 13 : l (znd part), A.V., see MANNER; (i) in 
l Cor. 6: 16, 19, A.V ., the particle e," or" (R.V.), is rendered" What? "; 
in l Cor. 14: 36, A.V. and R.V., "what? " {j) in 1 Cor. II : 22, gar, in 
truth, indeed, has its exclamatory use "What ? ". (3) In John 5 : 19 
" but what " translates a phrase, lit., ' if not anything.' (4) In Matt. 
8: 33 "what" is, lit., 'the things' (neuter plural of the article). 

WHATSOEVER 
Note: For this see Notes on words under WHAT. Frequently by 

the addition of the particle an, or the conjunction ean, it, thc phrasc has 
the more general idea of "whatsoever," e.g., with hos, Matt. 10: 11 ; 
with hosos, Matt. 17 : 12 ; with hostis, neuter form, Luke IO : 35. 

For WHEAT see CORN 

For WHEEL, Jas. 3: 6, R.V., see COURS.l!:, A, No. 4 

For WHEN, WHENCE, WHENSOEVER, WHERE, etc., see t p. 9 

WHEREFORE 
Note: This represents (1) somc phrases introduced by the preposition 

dia, on account of, di'a touto, on account of this, e.g., Matt. 12 : 31 ; Rom. 
5: 12 ; Eph. 1: 15; 3 John ro; dia hen (the accusative feminine of hos, 
who), on account of which (aitia, a cause, being understood), e.g„ Acts 
ro : 21 (with aitia, expressed, Tit. 1 : 13 ; Heb. 2 : II) ; dia ti on account 
of what ? (sometimes as one word, diati), e.g., Luke 19 : 23; Rom. 9: 32 ; 
2 Cor. II : II ; Rev. 17 : 7; (2) dio = dia ho (the neuter of the relative 
pronoun hos), on account of which (thing), e.g., Matt. 27 : 8 ; Acts 15 : 19; 
20 : 31 ; 24 : 26 ; 25 : 26 ; 27 : 25, 34 ; Rom. 1 : 24 ; 15 : 7 ; 1 Cor. 
12 : 3 ; 2 Cor. 2 : 8 ; 5 : 9 ; 6 : 17 ; Eph. 2 : II ; 3 : r3 ; 4 : 8, 25 ; 5 : 14 ; 
Phil. 2: 9; l Thess. 5: II; Philm. 8; Heb. 3: 7, ro; ro: 5; II: 16; 
12 : 12, 28; 13 : 12; Jas. l : 21 ; 4 : 6; 1 Pet. l : 13 i 2 Pet. 1 : 10, 
12 ; 3 : 14 ; (3) dioper, for which very reason (a strengthened form of the 
preceding), 1 Cor. 8 : 13; ro: 14 (14: 13 in some mss.) ;~ (4) hothen 
(which denotes ' whence ', when used of direction or source, e.g., Matt. 
12 : 44), used of cause and denoting ' wherefore ' in Heb. 2 : 17 ; 3 : 1 ; 
7: 25; 8 : 3; (5) ti, what, why, John 9: 27; Acts 22: 30; Gal. 3: 19, A.V. 
(R.V., "what ") ; (6) heneka with tinos (the genitive case of ti), because 
of what, Acts 19 : 32 ; (7) charin with hou, thc gcnitive case, neuter of 
hos, for the sake of what, Luke 7 : 47 ; (8) eis, unto, with ti, what, Matt. 
14: 31 ; with ho, which (the accusative neuter of hos), 2 Thess. 1 : II, 

A.V. (R.V., "to which end"); (9) ara, so, 2 Cor. 7: 12, A.V. (R.V., 
"so"); with ge, at least, Matt. 7: 20, A.V. (R.V., "therefore "); (rn) 
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hina, in order that, with ti, what, Matt. 9 : 4; (II) toigaroun, therefore, 
rendered " wherefore " in Heb. 12 : .1, A.V. ; (12) in Matt. 26 : 50, epi, 
unto, with ho, as in No. (8) above, A.V„ "wherefore (art thou come) ? " 
R.V„ " (do that) for which (thou art come) ; " (13) oun, a particle 
expressing sequence or consequence, e.g„ Matt. 24 : 26 ; Acts 6 : 3 ; 
(14) höste, so that, " wherefore," e.g„ Rom. 7 : 12, 13 ; l Cor. IO : 12 .; 
II : 27, 33 ; 14 : 22, 39 ; 2 Cor. 5 : 16 ; Gal. 3 : 24 ; 4 : 7 ; Phil. 4 : l ; 

l Thess. 4 : 18 ; l Pet. 4 : 19. 

WHETHER: see t p. 9 

WHICH 
Notes: (1) This is the translation of (a) the article with nouns, 

adjectives, numerals, participles, ek, e.g„ " that which " etc. ; (b) the 
relative pronoun hos, " who," in one of its forms (a frequent use) ; (c) 
hostis, whoever, differing from hns hy n~forring to a subjec~ in general, 
as one of a dass, e.g„ Rom. 2 : 15; Gal. 4 : 24 (twice) ; 5 : 19 ; Rev. 
2 : 24 ; 20 : 4 ; (d) the interrogative pronoun tis, who ? which ? , e.g„ 
Matt. 6: 27; John 8: 46; (e) hoios, of what kind, e.g„ Phil. I : 30; 
(f) poios, the interrogative of (e), e.g„ John IO: 32 ; (g) hosos, whatsoever, 
etc. ; plural, how many, translated "which" in Acts 9 : 39. (2) In 
Acts 8: 26, A.V„ hau,te (the feminine of houtos, this), "the same" (R.V.), 
is translated "which." (3) In the triple title of God in Rev. l : 4, 8 ; 
4 : 8, " which " is the translation, firstly, of the article with the present 
participle of eimi, to be, lit., ' the (One) being,' secondly, of the article 
wilh the impcrfect tcnsc of oimi (impossible of lit. translation, the titlP 
not being subject to grammatical change), thirdly, of the article with the 
present participle of erchomai, to come, lit., ' the coming (One) ; ' in II : 17 
and 16 : 5 the wording of the A.V. and R.V. differs ; in II : 17 the A.V. 
follows the inferior mss. by adding "and art to come" (R.V. omits) ; 
in 16 : 5, the A.V„ " and shall be," represents kai (and) followed by the 
article and the future participle of mmi, to be, lit., 'and the (Onc) about 
to be; ' the R.V. substitutes the superior readmg "Thou Holy One," 
lit„' the holy (One) : ' see Hor.v, R, No. 2. (4) Tn Phil. 2 ; 21, A.V.," the 
things of Jesus Christ" (R.V.), is rendered "the things which are Jesus 
Christ's. 

WHILE, WHILES, WHILST 
Notes: (1) See LITTLE, B, No. l. (2) In Matt. 13 : 21, proskairos 

estin, lit„ 'is for a season,' is rendered "dureth (R.V.,- endureth) for a 
while." (3) Chronos, time, is rendered "while" in Luke 18: 4; John 
7 : 33; 12 : 35 (Ist part) ; l Cor. 16: 7 ; kairos, a season, " a while," 
Luke 8: 13 ; in Acts 19: 22, R.V„ "while" (A.V., "season ") ; for 
the different meanings of these words see SEASON. (4) In Acts 18: 18, 
A.V., "a good while," is, lit„ 'sufficient days,' R.V., "many days." 
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(5) In Acts 28: 6, A.V., epi polu, lit., 'upon much,' is rendered "a great 
while" (R.V., "long "). (6) For Mark 1 : 35 see DAY, B. (7) In Mark 
15 : 44 palai, long ago, is rendered "any while." (8) In Acts 27: 33 
and Heb. 3: 13 achri (or achris) followed by hou, the genitive case of the 
relative pronoun hos, lit., 'until' which,' is rendered "while;" cp. en 
hQ, in Mark 2 : 19; Luke 5 : 34; John 5 : 7; en tQ, in Luke 1 : 21, R.V., 
" while ; " in Heb. 3 : 15, " while it is said," is, lit., ' in the being said ' 
(en, with the article and the pres. infin., Passive of legö) ; so, e.g„ in Matt. 
13: 25 (9) In Heb. ro: 33, AV., "whilst ye were made,'' partly translating 
the present participle of theatrizomai, to become a gazing-stock, R.V., 
" being made; "in the 2nd part, ginomai, to become, is translated" whilSt 
ye became,'' A. V. (KV., "becoming "). ~I (10) The conjunctiQn heös, 
until, etc., has the meaning "while" in Matt. 14: 22 ; Mark 6: 45 ; 
14: 32; in some texts, John 9 : 4; 12 : 35, 36; with hotou, whatever (an 
oblique case, neuter, of hostis, whoever), "whiles," Matt. 5: 25. (II) In 
Acts 20: IT h1:kan.ns, snffir.ient, is rencforerl "a long while." (n~) Hös, 
as, "while" in Luke 24: 32 (twice) ; John 12: 35, 36; Acts 1 : 10; 
10 : 17. (13) Hotan, when, is rendered "while" in 1 Cor. 3 : 4, A.V. 
(R.V., "when "). (14) Hote, when, is rendered "while" in John 17 : 12; 
Heb. 9: 17. (15) In John 4: 31 metaxu, between, used with en IQ, 'in the,' 
is rendered " meanwhile ; " in Rom. 2 : r5 metaxu is itself rendered " the 
mean while" (R.V., "between "). (16) In Acts 18: 18, R.V., hikanos is 
rendered "many" (A.V., /1 good "). (17) In 1 Pet. 1 : 6, R.V., oligon, a 
littlc, is rcndcred /1 for a little while" (A.V., "for a season "). 

WHISPERER, WHISPERING 
1. PSITHURISTES (if;i8.vpicrrli>h a whisperer, occurs in an evil sense 

in Rom. 1: 29.~ 
2. PSITHURISMOS (if;dJvpiuµ.6>), a whispering, is used of secret slander 

in 2 Cor. 12 : 20. ~ In the Sept., Eccl. 10 : II, of a murmured enchant
ment. ~ 

Note: Synonymous with No. 1 is katalalos, a backbiter (Rom. 1 : 30~). 
the distinction being that this denotes one guilty of open calumny, 
psithuristes, one who <loes it danrlestinely. 

For WHIT see EVERY WHIT and NOTHING, No. 2 

WHITE (Adjective and Verb) 
A. Adjective. 

LEUKOS (AEvK6>) is used of (a) clothing (sometimes in the sense of 
bright), Matt. 17: 2; 28: 3; Mark 9: 3; 16: 5; Luke 9: 29; John 
20 : 12 ; Acts 1 : ro ; symbolicaliy, Rev. 3 : 4, 5, 18; 4 : 4; 6 : II ; 7 : 9, 
13 ; 19 : 14 (2nd part) ; (b) hair, Matt. 5 : 36 ; Christ's head and hair 
(in a vision; cp. Dan. 7 : 9), Rev. 1 : 14 (twice) ; ripened grain, John 
4: 35; a stone, Rev. 2 : 17, an expression of the Lord's special delight 
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in the overcomer, the new name on it being indicative of a secret com
munication of love and joy; a horse (in a vision), 6: 2 ; I9 : II, I4 (Ist 
part) ; a cloud, I4 : I4; the throne of God, 20 : II. if 

Note: Lampros, bright, clear, is rendered "white" in Rev. I5 : 6, 
A.V., of "white (linen) " (R.V., "bright," following those mss. which 
have lithon, stone) ; in I9: 8 (R.V., " bright "). See BRIGHT, CLEAR, 
GoooLY, Note, GoRGEous. 

B. Verbs. 
I. LEUKAINÖ (>.EvKalvw), to whiten, make white (akin to A), is used 

in Mark 9 : 3 ; figuratively in Rev. 7 : 14. if 
z. KONIAÖ (Koviaw), from konia, dust, lime, denotes to whiten, 

whitewash, of tombs, Matt. 23 : 27 ; figuratively of a hypocrite, Acts 
23 : 3. if In the Sept., Deut. 27 : 2, 4; Prov. 2I : 9. if 

WHITHER, WHITHERSOEVER, see t p. 9. 

WHO, WHOM, WHOSE 
Notes: These are usually the transb.tions of forms of the relative 

pronoun hos, or of the interrogative pronoun tis; otherwise of hostis, 
whoever, usually of a more general subject than hos, e.g., Mark I5 : 7 ; 
Luke 23: r9; Gal. 2: 4; hosos, as many as, Hep. 2: 15; in Acts I3: 7, 
A.V., ho11tos, this (man), i" translated "who," R.V., " the same." 

WHOLE (made), WHOLLY, WHOLESOME 
A. Adjectives. 

r. HOLOS (o>.os), for which see ALL, A, No. 3, and ALTOGETIIER, 
signifies " whole," (a) with a noun, e.g., Matt. 5 : 29, 30 ; Mark 8 : 36 ; 
I5 : I, I6, 33; Luke II : 36 (Ist part), though holon may here be used 
adverbially with phöteinon, 'wholly light' [as in the 2nd part, R.V., 
"wholly (full of light) "] ; John II : 50; I Cor. 12 : I7 (Ist part) ; I John 
2 : 2 ; 5 : 19 ; (b) absolutely, as a noun, e.g„ Matt. I3 : 33 ; I Cor. I2 : 17 
(znd part). 

2. PAS (m.ls), for which see ALL, A, No. I, is sometimes translated 
"the whule" when used with thc article, e.g„ Matt. 8 : 3.:z, 34; Rom. 
8: 22. 

3. HAPAS (chas), for which see ALL, A, No. 2, is rendered" the whole," 
e.g., in Luke 19 : 37 ; 23 : I. 

4. HOLOKLEROS (o>.0KA17pos), from No. I and kleros, a lot, is 
rendered " whole " in l Thess. 5 : 23 : see ENTIRE. 

5. HUGIES (vy~'ljs) (cp. Eng., hygiene) is used especially in the 
Gospels of making sick fulk " whole," Matt. 12 : I3 ; IS : 3I ; Mark 3 : 5 ; 
5: 34; Luke 6: IO; John 5: 4, 6, 9, II, I4, 15; 7: 23; also Acts 4: IO; 
of "sound (speech)," Tit. 2: 8. See SouND.if 

6. HOLOTELES (o>.oTEA'ljs), "wholly," I Thess. 5 : 23, is lit., 'whole
complete' (A, No. l, and telos, an end), i.e., 'through and through; ' 
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the Apostle's desire is that the sanctification of the believer may extend to 
every part of his being. The word is similar in meaning to No. 4; 
holokleros draws attention to the person as a whole, holoteles to the several 
parts which constitute him. ~ 

Note: In 1 Tim. 4: 15, the sentence freely rendered " give thyself 
wholly to them" is, lit„ ' be in these (things) '. 

B. Verbs. 
I. RUGIAINÖ (vyiaivw}, to be in good health, akin to A, No. 5, 

is rendered "they that are whole" in Luke 5 : 31 ; "whole" in 7 : 10 
(present participle) ; "wholesome "in 1 Tim. 6: 3, A.V. (R.V„" sound;" 
marg„ "healthful "). See REALTH, SOUND. 

2. SÖZÖ (aw,w), to save, is sometimes rendered to make whole, and, 
in the Passive Voice, tobe made whole, or tobe whole, e.g., Matt. 9: 21, 22 
(twice), and parallel passages; Acts 4: 9. See REAL, SAVE. 

3. IAOMAI (laop.ai), to heal, is rendered to make whole, Matt. 15 : 28; 
Acts 9 : 34, A.V. (R.V„ "healelh 11). See REAL. 

4. ISCRUÖ (laxvw), tobe strong, is rendered "they that are whole" 
in Matt. 9 : 12 and Mark 2 : 17. See ABLE, B, No. 4. 

5. DIASÖZÖ (Siaaw,w), to save thoroughly (dia), is used in the Passive 
Voice arid rendered "were made whole" in Matt. 14: 36, R.V. (A.V„ 
"were made perfectly whole "). See EscAPE, REAL, SAVE. 

For WRORE, WHOREMONGER see FORNICATION, HARLOT 

WIIOSO, WIIOSOEVER 
Note: The same pronouns as those under WHo are used for the above, 

often with the addition of the particle an and a change of construction 
when a generalisation is expressed. Some texts in Mark 15 : 6 have 
hosper, a strengthened form of hos, A.V„ "whomsoever." For sentences 
introduced by the conjunction ei or ean, if, see t p. 9. 

WHY : see t p. 9 

WICKED 
I. PONßROS (-71'oVl)p6s), for which see BAD, No. 2, EvrL, A and B, 

No. 2, is translated "wicked" in the A.V. and R.V. in Matt. 13 : 49; 
18 : 32 ; 25 : 26 ; Luke 19 : 22 ; Acts 18 : 14 ; 1 Cor. 5 : 13 ; in the 
following the R.V. substitutes "evil" for A.V„ "wicked: " Matt. 12 : 45 
(twice) ; 13 : 19 ; 16 : 4 ; Luke II : 26 ; Col. 1 : 21 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 2 ; 
and in the following, where Satan is mentioned as " the (or that) evil 
one : " Matt. 13 : 38; Eph. 6: 16; 1 John 2 : 13, 14; 3 : 12 (ist part) ; 
5 : 18; in ver. 19 for A.V„ "wickedness; " he is so called also in A.V. 
and R.V. in John 17: 15; 2 Thess. 3: 3; A.V. only in Luke II: 4; in 
3 John 10, A.V„ the word is translated "malicious," R.V .. "wicked." 
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2. ATHESMOS (ä8H1p.o>), lawless (a, negative, thesmos, law, custom), 
"wicked," occurs in 2 Pet. 2 : 7; 3 : 17., An instance of the use of the 
word is found in the papyri, where a father breaks off his daughter's engage
ment because he learnt that her fiance was giving himself over to lawless 
deeds (Moulton and Milligan, Vocab.). 

Notes: (1) In Matt. 21 : 41, A.V., kakos (for which see BAD, No. l, 

EVIL, A, No. l), is translated "wicked" (R.V., "miserable"). (2) In 
Acts 2: 23 and 2 Thess 2: 8, A.V„ anomos," lawless" (R.V.), istranslated 
" wicked." 

WICKEDNESS 
r. PON~RIA (7ToJl"Y/pta), akin to poneros (see above, No. r), is always 

rendered" wickedness" save in Acts 3: 26: see INI2UITY, No. 4. 
2. KAKIA (KaKla), evil, is rendered "wickedness" in Acts 8: 22 ; 

R.V. in Jas. I: 21, A.V„ "naughtiness." See EVIL, B, No. r, MALICE. 
Notes: (1) For the A.V. of l John 5: 19 see WICKED, No. r. (2) 

In Acts 25 : 5, A.V., the word atopos (R.V., "amiss ") is incorrectly 
rendered "wickcdness." 

For WIDE see BROAD 

WIDOW 
CHERA (x~pa), Matt. 28: 13 (in some texts); Mark 12 : 40, 42, 43 ; 

Luke 2 : 37 ; 4 : 25, 26, lit., ' a woman a widow; ' 7 : 12 ; 18 : 3, 5 ; 
20: 47 : 21 : 2, .3 ; Acts 6 : l ; q : 3q, 41 ; l Tim. 5 : 3 (twice), 4, 5, II, 
16 (twice) ; Jas. I : 27; l Tim. 5 : 9 refers to elderly widows (not an 
ecdesiastical " order "), recognizcd, for rclicf or mnintcnuncc by the 
church (cp. vv. 3, 16), as those who had fulfilled the conditions mentioned; 
where relief could be ministered by those who had relatives that were 
widows (a likely circumstance in large families), the church was not 
to be responsible ; there is an intimation of the tendency to shelve 
individual responsibility at the expense of church funds. In Rcv. 18 : 7, 
it is used figuratively of a city forsaken., 

WIFE, WIVES 
r. GUN:~ (yvvr/) denotes (1) a woman, married or unmarried (see 

WOMAN) ; (2) a wife, e.g., Matt. I : 20 ; I Cor. 7 : 3, 4 ; in I Tim. 3 : II, 

R.V., "women," the reference may be to the wives of deacons, as the 
A.V. takes it. 

2. GUNAIKEIOS (ywatKEtos), an adjective denoting womanly, female, 
is used as a noun in I Pet. 3 : 7, A.V., "wife," R.V., "woman."1f 

Note: In John 19: 25 the article stands idiomatically for "the 111i/e 
(of);" in Matt. I: 6, the article is rendered "her that had been tlu 'llJife 
(of).' 
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WIFE'S MOTHER 
PENTHERA (m:v8Epa} denotes a mother-in-law, Matt. 8 : 14; 

10: 35; Mark 1: 30; Luke 4: 38; 12: 53 (twice)., 

WILD 
AGRIOS {ctypios} denotes (a) of or in fields (agros, a field), hence, not 

domestic, said of honey, Matt. 3 : 4; Mark 1 : 6; (b) savage, fierce, Jude 
13, R.V„ metaphorically, "wild (waves)," A.V„ "raging."~ lt is used 
in the papyri of a malignant wound. 

Note: In Rev. 6: 8 the R.V. renders therion (plural) "wild beasts" 
(A.V„ " beasts "). 

WILDERNESS 
1. EREMIA (€p7711-la}, an uninhabited place, is translated "wilder

ness " in the A. V. of Matt. 15 : 33 and Mark 8 : 4 (R. V., " a desert place ") ; 
R.V. and A.V„ "wilderness" in 2 Cor. II : 26. See DESERT, A. (In 
the Sept„ Is. 60 : 20 ; Ezek. 35 : 4, 9. ~[) 

2. EREMOS (€p7711-o>), an adjective signifying desolate, deserted, 
lonely, is used as a noun, and rendered "wilderness" 32 times in the 
A.V. ; in Matt. 24: 26 and John 6: 31, R.V„ "wilderness" (A.V„ 
"desert "). For the R.V„" deserts" in Luke 5: 16 and 8: 29 see DESERT, B. 

WILES 
METHODIA, or -EIA (11-EBoola} denotes craft, deceit (meta, after, 

hodos, a way), a cunning device, a wile, and is translated "wiles (of 
error) " in Eph. 4: 14, R.V. [A.V. paraphrases it, "they lie in wait (to 
deceive) "], lit., ' (with a view to) the craft (singular) of deceit;' in 6: II, 

"the wiles (plural) (of the Devil.)"~ 

WILFULLY 
A. Adverb. 

HEKOUSIÖS (JKovalw>) denotes voluntarily, willingly, Heb. 10 : 26, 

(1;1f sinning) " wilfo lly; " in T Pet. 5 : ?., " willingly" (of exP.rr.ising over
sight over the flock of God).~ 

B. Verb. 
THELÖ (8D1w}, to will, used in the present participle in 2 Pet. 3 : 5, 

is rendered "wilfully (forget)" in the R.V„ A.V.," willingly (are ignorant 
of)," lit., ' this escapes them (i.e„ their notice) willing (i.e. of their own 
will).' See WILL, C, No. l, WILLING, B, No. l. 

WILL, WOULD 
A. Nouns. 

1. THELEMA (8l>..77µ.a) signifies (a) objectively, that which is willed, 
uf lhe will of God, e.g„ Matt. 18 : 14 ; Mark 3 : 35, the fulfilliug being a 
sign of spiritual relationship to the Lord; John 4: 34; 5: 30; 6: 39, 40; 
Acts 13: 22, plural, 'my desires;' Rom. 2: 18; 12: 2, lit., 'the will 
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of God, the good and perfect and acceptable ; ' here the repeated article 
is probably resumptive, the adjectives describing the will, as in the Eng. 
Versions; Gal. l : 4; Eph. l : 9; 5 : 17, "of the Lord;" Col. l : 9; 
4 : 12 ; l Thess. 4 : 3 ; 5 : 18, where it means ' the gracious design,' 
rather than ' the determined resolve ; ' 2 Tim. 2 : 26; which should read 
'which have been taken captive by him [(a1Jtou), i.e., by the Devil; the 
R.V.," by the Lord's servant "is an interpretation, it does not correspond 
to the Greek] unto His (ekeinou) will' (i.e., God's will; the different pro
noun refers back to the subject of the sentence, viz., God) ; Heb. 10 : 10 ; 

Rev. 4 : II, R.V., " because of Thy will; " of human will, e.g., l Cor. 
7 : 37; (b) subjectively, the will being spoken of as the emotion of being 
desirous, rather than as the thing willed; of the will of God, e.g., Rom. 
l : 10 ; l Cor. l : l ; 2 Cor. l : l ; 8 : 5 ; Eph. l : 1, 5, II ; Col. l : l ; 

2 Tim. I : l ; Heb. 10: 7, 9, 36; l John 2 : 17; 5 : 14; of human will, 
e.g;, John l : 13 ; Eph. 2 : 3, "the desires of the fiesh; " l Pet. 4: 3 
(in some texts); 2 Pet. 1; 21. See DESIRE, A, No. 5, PLEA.SURE, Note (1). 

2. THELESIS (8€A71ais) denotes a willing, a wishing Lsimilar to No. l 

(b)], Heb. ?, : '1 · ~ 
3. BOULEMA (ßovA71µa), a deliberate design, that which is purposed, 

Rom. 9: 19; l Pet. 4: 3 (in the best texts). See PuRPOSE, A, No. I. 

4. EUDOKIA (~vOoKla) (eu, well, dokeö, to think) is rendered "good 
will" in Luke 2 : 14, A.V. (see WELL PI..EASED) ; Phil. l : 15 : see DESIRE, 
PLEASURE, SEEM, WELL-PL'.EASING. 

5. EUNOIA (c:vvoia), good will (eu, well, nous, the mind), occurs in 
Eph. 6 : 7 (in some texts, l Cor. 7 : 3). ~ 

Notes: (1) In Acts lJ : 36, A.V., boiel8, "counsel" (R.V.), is translated 
"will." (2) In Rev. 17: 17, A.V., gnöme, an opinion, R.V., "mind," 
is translated " will." (3) For " will-worship," Col. 2 : 23, see WoRSHIP, 
B, No. 2. 

B. Adjectives. 
I. HEKÖN (~Kdiv), of free will, willingly, occurs in Rom. 8 : 20, R.V., 

".of its own will" (A.V., "willingly "); I Cor. 9: 17, R.V., "of my own 
will" (A.V., "willingly ").~[ In the Sept„ Ex. 21: 13; Job 36: 19.~I 

2. AKÖN (O'.Kc1w), a, negative, and No. 1, unwillingly, occurs in l Cor. 
9: 17, R.V., "not of mine own will" (A.V., "against my will").~ In 
the Sept., Job 14: 17.~ 

C. Verbs. 
When " will " is not part of the translation of the future tense of 

verbs, it represents one of the following : 
l. THELÖ (8€Aw), for the force of which see DESIRE, B, No. 6, usually 

expresses desire or design; it is most frequently translated by "will" 
or " would ; " see especially Rom. 7 :, 15, 16, 18-21. In l Tim. 2 : 4, 
R.V., "willcth" signifies the gracious dcsirc of God for all men to be 
saved ; not all are willing fo accept His condition, depriving themselves 
either by the self-established criterion of their perverted reason, or 
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because of their seif-indulgent preference for sin. In John 6 : 21, the A.V. 
renders the verb "willingly" (R.V„ "they were willing ") ; in 2 Pet. 
3 : 5, A.V., the present participle is translated " willingly" (R.V„ "wil
fully "). 

The following are R.V. renderings for the A.V., 'will:' Matt. 16: 24, 
25, "would;" "wouldest.'' 19: 21 and 20: 21 ; "would," 20: 26, 27; 
Mark 8 : 34, 35 ; 10 : 43, 44 ; " would fain," Luke 13 : 31 ; " would," 
John 6: 67; "willeth," 7 : 17; in 8 : 44, "it is your will (to do) ; " 
"wouldest," Rom. 13: 3; "would," l Cor. 14: 35 and l Pet. 3: 10. 

2. BOULOMAI (ßovft.oµai), for the force of which see DESIRE, B, 
No. 7, usually expresses the deliberate exercise of volition more strongly 
than No. 1, and is rendered as follows in the R.V„ where the A.V. has 
"will:" Matt. II : 27 and Luke 10: 22, "willeth;" Jas. 4: 4, "would;" 
in Jas. 3: 4, R.V., "willeth" (A.V„ "listeth "). In Jas. l : 18 the 
perfect participle is translated " of His own will," lit. ' having willed.' 

3. MF.J.LO (1dMm), to be about to, is translated "will " in Matt. 
2: 13 and John 7: 35 (twice) ; "wilt," John 14: 22; "will," Acts 17: 31 ; 
" wouldest," 23 : 20 ; " will," 27 : 10 and Rev. 3 : 16. See ABOUT, B. 

WILLING (Adjective and Verb) 
A. Adjectives. 

1. PROTHUMOS (7rp68vµoi;) is rendered "willing" in Matt. 26: 41; 
Mark 14: 38, R.V. See READY, No. 2. 

2. HEKOUSIOS (e1COVC1'0!:), Willing, is used with kata in Philm. 14, 
lit„ 'according to willing,' R.V„ "of free will" (A.V„ "willingly ").~ 

B. Verbs. 
1. THELO (8€ft.w) is rendered "ye were willing" in John 5 : 35. See 

WILL, C, No. r. 
2. BOULOMAI (ßovAo/Lai) is rendered" (if) Thou be willing" in Luke 

22 : 42; in 2 Pet. 3 : 9, A.V. (R.V„ "wishing "). See WILL, C, No. 2. 

3. EUDOKEO (EvSoKlw), to be well pleased, to think it good, is 
rendered " we are willing " in 2 Cor. 5 : 8 ; in l Thess. 2 : 8, A.V„ " we 
were willing" (R.V„ "we were well pleased "). See PLEASE, PLEASURE. 

Notes : (1) In 2 Cor. 8 : 3, A.V., ai,thairetos, of one's own accord 
(R.V.), is rendered "willing of themselves;" in ver. 17, "of his own 
accord." See AccoRD.~ (2) For "willing to communicate," r Tim. 
6: I8, see CüMMUNICATE, C. 

For WILLING MIND see READINESS 

WILLINGLY 
Notes: (1) For hekön see WILL, B, No. r. (2) For hekousios, see 

WILFULLY. (3) For Philm. 14 see WILLING, A, No .. 2. (4) For 2 Pet. 
3 : 5 see WILL, C, No. r. 

For WIN see POSSESS, A, No. 2 
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WIND (Noun) 
l. ANEMOS ( av€µoS'), besides its literal meaning, is used metaphorically 

in Eph. 4 : 14, of variable teaching. In Matt. 24 : 31 and Mark 13 : 27 
the four winds stand for the four cardinal points of the compass ; so in 
Rev. 7 : l, " the four winds of the earth " (cp. Jer. 49 : 36 ; Dan. 7 : 2) ; 
ehe contexts indicate that these are connected with the execution of 
Divine judgments. Deissmann (Bible Studies) and Moulton and Milligan 
(Vocab.) illustrate the phrase from the papyri. 

2. PNOE (?Tvo~). a blowing, blast (akin to pneö, to blow), is used of the 
rushing wind at Pentecost, Acts 2 : 2. See BREATH. 

3. PNEUMA (1Tv€vµa) is translated" wind" in John .1: 8 (R.V„ marg„ 
"the Spirit breatheth," the probable meaning); in Heb. l : 7 the R.V. 
has "winds" for A.V„ "spirits." See SPIRIT. 

Notes: (r) For pneö, to blow ("wind" in Acts 27: 40), sec Bww, 
No. I. (2) For anemizö, Jas. l : 6, "driven by the wind," see DRIVE, 
No. 8.~ 

WIND (Verb) 
I. DEÖ (olw), to bind, is translated "wound (it in linen clothes)," 

John 19: 40, A.V„ of the body of Christ (R.V„ "bound "). See BIND, 
No. l, TIE. 

2. SUSTELLÖ (av<TTlMw) is translated "wound ... up" in Acts 
5 : 6 (R.V„ "wrapped ... round "). See SHORTEN, No. 2, WRAP. 

3. ENEILEÖ (€vn.\Ew), to roll in, wind in, is used in Mark 15 : 46, 
of winci.ing the cloth around the Lord's body, R.V., "wound" (A.V„ 
"wrapped ")., 

WINDOW 
THURIS (8vpls), a diminutive of thura, a door, occurs in Acts 20 : 9; 

2 Cor. II : 33.~ 

WINE 
I. OINOS (olvo>) is the general word for wine. The mention of the 

bursting of the wiueskius, Mall. 9: 1/ , Ma1k 2 . 22; Luke S : 37, imµIies 
fermentation. See also Eph. S : 18 (cp. John 2 : 10 ; l Tim. 3 : 8 ; Tit. 
2 : 3). In Matt. 27: 34, the R.V. has "wine" (A.V„ "vinegar," trans
lating the inferior reading oxos). 

The drinking of wine could be a stumbling-block and the Apostle 
enjoins abstinence in this respect, ;is in others, so ;is to ;i:voifl giving an 
occasion of stumbling to a brother, Rom. 14: 21. Contrast l Tim. S: 23, 
which has an entirely different connection. The word is used meta
phorically (a) of the evils ministered to the nations by religious Babylon, 
I4 : 8; 17 : 2 ; 18 : 3 ; (b) of the contents of the cup of Divine wrath 
upon the nations and Babylon, Rev. 14: ro; r6: 19; 19: 15. 

2. GLEUKOS (y.\€vKoS'} denotes sweet "ncw winc," or must, Act$ 
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2 : 13, where the accusation shows that it was intoxicant and must have 
becn undergoing fermentation some time. ir In the Sept., Job 32 : 19., 

Note: In instituting the Lord's Supper He speaks of the contents 
of the cup as the " fruit of the vine." So Mark 14 : 25. 

For GIVEN TO WINE see BRA WLER, No. l 

WINE-BIBBER 
OINOPOTES (ol110TT6T7/>), a wine-drinker (oinos, and potes, a drinker), 

is used in Matt. II : 19; Luke 7 : 34. ir In the Sept., Prov. 23 : 20. ir 

For WINEBIBBINGS see EXCESS, Note (2) 

WINEPRESS, WINE-FAT 
r. LENOS (,\11116>) denotes a trough or vat, used especially for the 

trcading of grapes, Matt. 2r : 33. Not infrequently they were dug out in 
the soil or excavated in a rock, as in the rock-vats in Palestine to-day. 
In Rcv. 14 : 19, 20 (twice) and 19 : 15 (where oinos is added, lit., ' the 
winepress of the wine ') the word is used metaphorically with reference 
to the execution of Divine judgment upon the gathered foes of the Jews 
at the close of this age preliminary to the establishment of the Millennial 
kingdom.ir 

2. HUPOLENION (vTToA~11io11) w;,_s a vessel or trough beneath the press 
itself (hupo, beneath, and No. l), for receiving the juice, Mark 12 : l, 

R.V.; "a pit for the winepress."ir In the Sept., Isa. 16 : ro; Joel 3 : 13 ; 

Hag. 2 : 16 ; Zech. 14 : ro. ir 

For WINE-SKINS see SKIN 

\VING 
PTERUX (TTT€pvg) is used of birds, Matt. 23 : 37; Luke 13 : 34; 

symbolically in Rev. 12 : 14, R.V., "the two wings of the great eagle" 
(A. V., " two wings ·of a great eagle "), suggcsting the dcfinitcncss of the 
action, the wings indicating rapidity and protection, an allusion, perhaps, 
to Ex. 19 : 4 and Deut. 32 : rr, 12 ; of the " living creatures " in a vision, 
Rev. 4 : 8 ; 9 : 9. 'I! Cp. pterngion, a pinnacle. 

For WINK AT see OVERLOOK 

WINTER (Noun and Verb) 
A. Noun. 

CHEIMÖN (xnµwv) denotes winter, in Matt. 24 : 20 ; Mark 13 : 18 ; 

John IO: 22; 2 Tim. 4: 2r. See TEMPEST. 
B. Verb. 

PARACHEL\IAZÖ (7rapaxHµa~w) denotes to winter at a place (para, 
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at, and A), Acts 27: 12 (2nd part); 28: II; I Cor. 16: 6; Tit. 3: 12.,f 

Note: In Acts 27: 12 (1st part) paracheimasia, a wintering, is 
rendered " (to) winter in."'fi 

WIPE 
I. APOMASSÖ (a1Toµaaaw), to wipe off, wipe clean (apo, from, 

massö, to touch, handle), is used in the l\Iiddle Voicc, of wiping dust from 
the feet, Luke IO : l r. ~ 

2. EKMASSÖ (€Kµaaaw}, to wipe out (ek), wipe dry, is used of wiping 
tears fromChrist's feet, Luke 7: 38, 44; John II: 2; 12: 3; of Christ's 
wiping the disciples' feet, John 13: 5.~ 

3. EXALEIPHÖ (€ga>..El<fw), to wipe out or away (ek, or ex, out, 
aleiphö, to anoint), is used metaphorically of wiping away tcars from 
the eyes, Rev. 7: 17; 21: 4. See BLOT ÜUT. 

WISDOM 
I. SOPHIA (ao<fla) is used with reference to (a) God, Rom. II : 33 ; 

l Cor. l : 21, 24; 2 : 7 ; Eph. 3 : IO; Rev. 7 : 12 ; (b) Christ, Matt. 13 : 54; 
Mark 6 : 2 ; Luke 2 : 40, 52 ; l Cor. l : 30 ; Col. 2 : 3 ; Rev. 5 : 12 ; 
(c) wisdom personified, Matt. II : 19 ; Luke 7 : 35 ; II : 49 ; (d) human 
wisdom (1) in spiritual things, Luke 21 : 15 ; Acts 6 : 3, ro ; 7 : IO ; l Cor. 
z : 6 (rst part) ; 12 : 8 ; Eph. 1 : 8, 17; Col. 1 : 9, R.V„ " (spiritual) 
wisdom," 28 ; 3 : 16 ; 4: 5 ; Jas. I : 5 ; 3 : 13, 17; 2 Pet. 3 : 15 ; Rev. 
13 : 18 ; 17 : 9 ; (2) in the natural sphere, Matt. 12 : 42 ; Luke II : 31 ; 
Acts 7 : 22 : 1 Cor. l : 17, 19. 20, 21 (twice). 22 : 2 : 1, 4, 5, 6 (2nd part), 
13 ; 3 : 19 ; z Cor. 1 : 12 ; Col. 2 : 23 ; (3) in its most debased form, Jas. 
3 : 15, "earthly, sensual, devilish" (ma1g„ "demuuiacal "). ~ 

2. PHRONESIS (<fp6vriais), understanding, prudence, i.e„ a right use 
of phren, the mind, is translated" wisdom "in Luke l : 17. See PRUDENCE. 

Note: "While sophia is the insight into the true nature of things, 
phronesis is the ahility to discern modes of action with a view to their 
results ; while sophia is theoretical, phronesis is practical 11 (Lightfuol). 
Sunesis, understanding, intelligence, is the critical faculty; this and 
phronesis are particular applications of sophia. 

WISE, WISER, WISEL Y 
A. Adjectives. 

I. SOPHOS (ao<f6s) is used of (a) God, Rom. 16 : 27 ; in 1 Tim. l : 17 
and Jude 25 sophos is absent, in the best mss. (see the R.V.), the com
parative degree, sophöteros, occurs in l Cor. l : 25, where "foolislmess" 
is simply in the human estimate ; (b) spiritual teachers in Israel, Matt. 
23 : 34; (c) believers endowed with spiritual and pradical wisuum, 
Rom. 16: 19; l Cor. 3: IO; 6: 5; Eph. 5: 15; Jas. 3: 13; (d) Jewish 
teachers in the time of Christ, Matt. II : 25 ; Luke 10: 21 ; (e) the 
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naturally learned, Rom. l: 14, 22; l Cor. l: 19, 20, 26, 27; 3: 18-20.1 
2. PHRONIMOS (cfopoviµ.os), prudent, sensible, practically wise, Matt. 

7 : 24; 10 : 16 ; 24 : 45 ; 25 : 2, 4, 8, 9 ; Luke 12 : 42 ; 16 : 8 (com
parative degree, phronimoteros) ; l Cor. IO: 15; in an evil sense, "wise 
(in your own conccits)," lit„ 'wise (in yourselves),' i.e„ 'judged by the 
standard of your self-complacency,' Rom. II : 25 ; 12 : 16 ; ironically, 
1 Cor. 4 : 10 ; 2 Cor. II : 19. ~ 

B. Noun. 
MAGOS (µ.ayös) denotes a Magian, one of a sacred caste, originally 

Median, who apparently conformed to the Persian religion while retaining 
their old beliefs; it is used in the plural, Matt. 2 : 1, 7, 16 (twice), "wise 
men." See also SORCERER. 

C. Verbs. 
1. SOPHIZÖ (aocfoi~w) is rendered to make wise in 2 Tim. 3: 15: 

see DEVISED. 
2. SUNIEMI or SUNIÖ (uvvl11µ.i), to perceive, understand, is used 

negatively in .2 Cor. IO: 12, A. V„ " are not wise " (R. V„ " are without 
understanding "). See UNDERSTAND. 

D. Adverbs. 
PHRONIMÖS (cfopövlµws}, wisely (akin to A, .No. 2), occurs in Luke 

16: 8.~ 
WISE (IN NO) 

r. OU ME (ov µ.7]), a double negative, expressing an emphatic negation, 
' by no means,' is rendered " in no wise " in l\Iatt. IO : 42 ; Luke 18 : 17 ; 
Juhn 6 :37; Acts 13 : 41 ; Rev. 21 : 27. 

2. PANTOS (m:fvrws), altogether, by all means, is used with the 
negative oi' (not) in Rom. 3 : 9, stating a. complete denial, rendered 
" No, in no wise." See ALL, B, 3, ALTOGETHER, B, .1. 

3. PANTELES (1TavnMs'), the ncuter of panteles, is uscd with the 
negative me, and with eis to, 'unto the,' in Luke 13 : 11, and trans1ated 
" in no wise," lit„ ' not to the uttermost : ' see UTTERMOST, No. 1. 

For WISE (ON THIS) sec THUS 

WISH 
r. EUCHOMAI ("vxoµai) is rendercd to wish in Acts 27: 29 (R.V. 

marg., "prayed ") ; so Rom. 9 : 3 ; in 2 Cor. 13 : 9 and 3 John 2, R.V., 
" pray: " sec PRAY. 

2. BOULOMAI (ßovAoµai), in Mark 15 : 15, R.V., is translated "wish
ing" (A.V„ "willing "); so 2 Pet. 3: 9; in Acts 25: 22, R.V„ "could 
wish" (A.V„ "would "). Sec WILL, C, No. 2. 

3. THELO (81)..w), in l Cor. 16: 7, R.V., is translated "wish" (A.V., 
" will") ; Gal. 4 : zo, " I could wish " (A. V. " I desire "). See WILL, 
C. No. I. 
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WIST 
OIDA (otSa), to know, in the pluperfect tense (with imperfect meaning) 

is rendered" wist" (the past tense ofthe verb to wit: cp. WoT) in Mark 
9: 6; 14 : 40; Luke 2 : 49; John 5 : 13 ; Acts 12 : 9; 23 : 5. See 
KNow, No. 2. 

WIT (TO) 
A. Adverb. . 

HOS (~s), a relative adverb signifying 'as,' or 'how,' is used in 2 Cor. 
5 : 19 to introduce the statement " that God was ... ,'' and rendered 
" to wit," lit„ ' how.'· 

B. Verb. 
GNÖRIZÖ (yvwpl,cJ), to know, to make known, is rendered "we do 

(you) to wit" in 2 Cor. 8: 1, A.V„ R.V„ "we mak~ known (to you)." 
See KNOW, No. 8. 

Note : In Rom. 8 : 23 the italicized words " to wit " are added to 
specify the particular meaning of " adoption " there mentioned. 

For WITCHCRAFT see SORCERY 

WITH : see t p. 9 

WITHAL 
HAMA (/J.µa), at the same time, is rcndcred "withal" in Acts 24: 26, 

R.V. (A.V,, "also") ; l Tim. 5 : 13 (with kai, 'also ') ; Philm. 22. 

Notes: (r) ln Eph. 6: 16, R.V~. the phrase en pasin (en, in, and the 
dative plural of pas, all) is rightly rendered "withal" (A.V„ "above 
all") ; the shield of faith is to accompany the use of all the other parts 
of lhe spiritual equipment. (2) In l Cnr. 12 : 7 sumpherö is rendered 
"profit withal." See EXPEDIENT, PROFIT, B, No. I. (3) In Acts 25: 27, 
kai, also, is rendered "withal." 

WITHDRAW 
I. HUPOSTELLÖ (v1ToaTlAAw) i~ lranslated " withdraw " in Gal. 

2 : 12 : see DRAw (B), No. 4. 
2. APOSPAÖ (a1Toamiw), in the Passive Voice, is translated "was 

withdrawn" in Luke 22: 41, A.V.: see PART (Verb), No. 3. 
3. ANACHÖREÖ (dvaxwpifw) is translated to withdraw in the R.V. 

of Matt. 2 : 22 and John 6: 15; R.V. and A.V. in l\fatt. 12: l.') and 
Mark 3 : 7. See DEPART, No. ro. 

4. HUl'OCHÖREÖ (irrroxwpifw), to retire, is lrnnslated "withdrew 
Himself" in Luke 5 : 16; elsewhere in 9: IO, R.V„ "withdrew apart" 
(A.V., "went aside "). See Go, No. 16,~ 

5. STELLÖ (aTif,\,\w), to bring together, gather up (used of furling 
sails), hence, in the Middle Voice, signifies to shrink from a person or 
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thing, 2 Thess. 3 : 6, "withdraw;" elsewhere, 2 Cor. 8: 20, "avoiding." 
See Avom.~ Cp. No. 1. 

Note: In I Tim. 6: 5, some.texts have aphistemi, rendered" withdraw 
thyself," A.V. 

WITHER (away) 
XERAINÖ (g17paLvw}, to dry up, parch, wither, is translated to 

wither, (a) of plants, Matt. 13 : 6 ; 21 : 19, 20 ; Mark 4 : 6 ; II : 20, 
R.V. (A.V., "dried up "), 21 ; Luke 8 : 6; John 15 : 6; Jas. 1 : II ; 
I Pet. I : 24 ; (b) of members of the body, Mark 3 : I, and, in somc 
texts, 3. See DRY, B, ÜVER-RIPE, PINE AWAY, RIPE. 

Notes: (1) For the adjective xeros, dry, withered, see DRY, A, No. I. 
(2) For "whose fruit withereth," Jude 12, A.V., sce AuTUMN. 

WITHHOLD 
KÖLUÖ (KwAvw), to hinder, restrain, is translated "withhold (not) " 

in Luke 6: 29, R.V., A.V., "forbid (not) to take." See FoRBID, RINDER, 
KEEP, Note (7), SUFFER, WITHSTAND. 

Note: For "withholdcth" in 2 Thess. 2 : 6 see RESTRAIN. 

WITHIN 
Note: This is a translation of (a) entos: see INSIDE, No. 1 ; in Luke 

17: 21 the R.V. marg.," in the midst of," is tobe preferred; the Kingdom 
of God was not in the hearts of the Pharisees; (b) en, of thinking or saying 
within oneself, e.g., Luke 7: 39, 49 (marg., "among "); locally, e.g., 
Luke 19: 44; (c) esöthen, 2 Cor. 7 : 5 ; Rev. 4: 8; 5 : I ; "from within," 
Mark 7: 21, 23; Luke 11 : 7; "within ", Matt. ~3: 25; Luke II: 40, 
R.V., "inside; " in Matt. 23 : 27, 28, R.V., "inwardly;" (d) esö, John 
20 : 26 ; Acts 5 : 23 ; I Cor. 5 : 12 (i.e., within the church) ; (e) pros, 
to, or with, in Mark 14: 4, A.V., "within" (R.V., "among "); (f) 
dia, through, rendered" within (three days) "in Mark 14: 58, A.V. (R.V., 
"in," looking through the time to the event, and in keeping with the 
metaphor of building) ; (g) esöteros, Heb. 6: 19, the comparative degree 
of esö, used with the artide translated "that within," lit., 'the inner 
(part of the veil) ', i.e., inside: see INNER, No. 2; (h) in Luke II: 41, 
R.V., eneimi, tobe in, is rendered "are within" (A.V., "ye have "). 

WITHOUT 
Notes: (1) This is a translation of (a) exö, outside, e.g., Matt. 12 : 46, 

47; "(them that are) without," I Cor. 5: 12, 13; Col. 4: 5; I Thess. 
4 : 12 (the unregenerate) ; Heb. 13 : II-13 ; (b) exöthen, from without, 
or without, e.g., Mark 7 : 15, 18 ; Luke II : 40 ; 2 Cor. 7 : 5 ; I Tim. 3 : 7 ; 
as a preposition, Rev. II: 2 ; (c) chöris, apart from, frequently used as a 
preposition, especially in Hebrews [4: 15 ; 7: 7, 20, 21 ; 9: 7, 18, 22, 
28; II : 6; in II : 40, R.V., "apart from" (A.V., "without ") ; 12 : 8, 
14]; (d) aneu, like chöris, but rarer, Matt. 10: 29; Mark 13: 2; 
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l Pet. 3 : l; 4: 9; ~ (e) ater, Luke 22 : 6, marg., "without (tumult);" 
v.er. 35 ;~ (f) ektos, out of, outside, l Cor. 6 : 18: see ÜTHER, ÜUT, OUT
SIDE ; (g) parektos, besides, in addttion, 2 Cor. II : 28, " (those things that 
are) without," R.V., marg., " (the things which) I omit," or " (the things 
that come) out of course." (2) In Acts 5 : 26, ou, not, meta, with, is rendered 
"without (violence)." · (3) In Acts 25 : 17, A.V„ ''. without (any delay) " 
represents poieö, to make, and medemian, no, R.V., "I made no (delay)." 
(4) For "without ceasing," Acts 12: 5, A.V., see EARNESTLY1 C, No. r. 
(5) In many nouns the negative prefix a forms part of the word and is 
translated "without." 

WITHSTAND 
r. KÖLUÖ (Kw.:\Vw), to hinder, is rendered " withstand " in Acts 

II : 17. See FORBID, RINDER. 
2. ANTHISTEMI (dvBlUTTJµi), to set against, is translated to with~ 

stand in Acts 13 : 8 (Middle Voice) ; in the intransitive 2nd aorist, Active 
Voice, Eph. 6: 13; 2 Tim. 3 : 8 (1st part; Middle Voice in 2nd part ); 
4 : 15. See RESIST. 

WITNESS (Noun and Verb) 
· A. Nouns. 

l. MARTUS or MARTUR (µ.ap-rv>) (whence Eng·., martyr, onP whn 
bears witness by his death) denotes one who can or does aver what he has 
seen or heard or knows ; it is used (a) of God, Rom. l : 9 ; 2 Cor. l : 23 ; 
Phil. l : 8 ; lThess. 2 : 5, 10 (2nd part) ; (b) of Christ, Rev. l : 5 ; 3 : 14 ; 
(c) oi thosewho witness forChrist by theirdeath, Acts 22 : 20 ; Rev. 2 : 13 ; 
Rev. r7 : 6 ; (d) of the inte.rpreters of God's counsels, yet to witness in 
Jerusalem in the times of the Antichrist, Rev. II : 3; (e) in a forensic 
sense, Matt. 18 : 16 ; 26 : 65 ; Mark 14 : 63 ; Acts 6 : 13 ; 7 : 58 ; 2 Cor. 
13 : l ; l Tim. 5 : 19; Heb. ro : 28; (f) in a historical sense, Luke II : 48 ; 
24: 48; Ads l : 8, 22 ; 2 : 32 ; 3 : 15 ; 5 : 32 ; 10 : 39, 41 ; 13 : 31 ; 22 : 15 ; 
26 : 16 ; l Thess. 2 : 10 (1st part) ; l Tim. 6 : 12 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 2 ; Heb, 
12 : l, "(a cloud) of witnesses," here of those mentioned in chapt, TI, 

those whose lives and actions testified to the worth and effect of faith, 
and whose faith received witness in Scripture ; l Pet. 5 : r. 'lf 

2. MARTURIA (µa.p-rvpla.), testimony, a bearing witness, is translated 
"witness" in Mark 14: 55, 56, 59; Luke 22 : 71 ; John l : 7, 19 (R.V.) ; 
3 : II, 32 and 33 (R.V.) ; 5 : 31, 32, 34 (R.V.), 36; R.V. in 8 : 13, 14, 17; 
19: 35; 21: 24; A.V. in Tit. l: 13; A.V. and R.V. in l John 5: 9 
(thrice), roa; R.V. in rnb, II; 3John 12: see TESTIMONY, No. 2. 

3. MARTURION (µap-rvpiov), testimonyorwitness as borne, a declara
tion of facts, is translated "witness" in Matt. 24: 14, A.V.; Acts 4: 33; 
7: 44 (A.V.) ; Jas. 5 : 3 (A.V.) : see TES'fIMONY, No. r. 

4. PSEUDOMARTUS or -TUR (o/EvooµO.p-rvs) denotes a false witness, 
Matt. 26 : 60 ; l Cor. 15 : 15. ~ 
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5. PSEUDOMARTURIA (r/Hw8oµ.apTvpla), false witness, occurs in 
Matt. I5: I9; 26: 59.~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. MARTUREO (µ.apTvp€w) denotes (I) to be a martus (see A, No. I), 

or to bear witness to, sometimcs rendered to testify (see TESTIFY, No. I) ; 
it is used of the witness (a) of God the Father to Christ, John 5 : 32, 37; 
8: I8 (2nd part); I John 5 : 9, 10; to others, Acts I3: 22; I5 : 8; 
Heb. II : 2, 4 (twice), 5, 39; (b) ofChrist, John 3: II, 32; 4: 44; 5 : 31; 
7 : 7 ; 8 : I3, q, I8 {Ist part) ; 13 : 2I ; 18 : 37 ; Acts 14 : 3 ; I Tim. 
6: I3; Rev. 22 : I8, 20 ; of the Holy Spirit, to Christ, John I5 : 26; Heb. 
10: IS ; I John .5 : 7, 8, R.V., which rightly omits the latter part of ver. 7 
(it was a marginal gloss which crept into the original text : see THREE) ; it 
finds no support in Scripture; (c) of the Scriptures, to Christ, John 5 : 39; 
Heb. 7 : 8, I7; (d) of the works of Christ, to Hirnself, and of the cir
cumstances connected with His Death, John 5: 36; IO: 25; I John 
5 : 8 ; (e) of prophets and apostles, to the righteousness of God, Rom. 
3 : 21 ; to Christ, John l : 7, 8, 15, 32, 34; 3 : 26; 5 : 33, R.V. ; 15: 27; 
19: 35; 21 : 24; Acts 10: 43; 23 : II ; I Cor. I5 : I5 ; I John I : 2 ; 
4: 14; Rev. I : 2; to doctrine, Acts 26: 22 (in some texts, so A.V. ; 
see No. 2) ; to the Word of God, Rev. I : 2; (f) of othcrs, conccrning 
Christ, Luke 4: 22 ; John 4: 39; I2: 17; (g) of believers to one another, 
John J : 28 ; 2 Cor. 8: 3; Gal. 4: 15 ; .Col. 4 : 13; 1 ThP.55. z : TT (in 
some texts: see No. 2) ; 3 John 3, 6, 12 (2nd part) ; (h) of the Apostle 
Paul conceming Israel, Rom. IO : 2 ; (i) of an angel, to the churches, 
Rev. 22 : 16 ; (j) of unbelievers, concerning themselves, Matt. 23 : 31 ; 
concerning Christ, John 18: 23; concerning others, John 2 : 25 ; 
Acts 22 : 5 ; 26 : 5 ; (II) to give a good report, to approve of, 
Acts 6: 3; 10: 22 ; I6: 2; 22 : 12 ; 1 Tim. 5: 10; 3 John I2 (Ist part) ; 
some would put Luke 4 : 22 here. ~ 

2. MARTUROMAI (µ.ap1-vpoµ.ai}, strictly meaning to summon as a 
witness, signifies to affirm · solemnly, adjure, and is used in. the Middle 
Voicc only, rendcrcd to testify in Acts 20: 26, R.V. (A.V„ " I take ... 
to record ") ; 26: 22, R.V„ in the best texts [see No. I. (c)] ; Gal. 5 : 3; 
Eph. 4: 17; I Thess. 2: II, in the best texts [see No. I (g) ].~ 

3. SUMMARTUREO (avµ.µ.apTvp€w) denotes to bear witness with 
(sun), Rom. 2: I5; 8: I6; 9: I.~ 

4. SUNEPIMARTUREO (avvnnµ.apTvp€w) denotes to join in bearing 
witness with others, Heb. 2 : 4. ~ 

5. KATAMARTUREO (KaTaµ.apTvp€w) denotes to witness against 
(kiita), Matt. 26: 62; 27: 13; Mark I4: 60 (in some rnss., I5 : 4, for 
kategoreo, to accuse, R.V.).~ 

6. PSEUDOMARTUREO (r/Jfv8oµ.apTvp€w), to bear false witness 
(pseudes, false), occurs in Matt. I9: I8; Mark Io: 19; I4: 56, 57; 
Luke 18 : 20 ; in some texts, Rom. I3 : 9. ~ 
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C. Adjectives. 
AMARTUROS (&.µapTvpos) denotes without '"7itness (a, negative, and 

martus), Aets I4: 17., 

WOE 
OUAI (oval), an interjection, is used (a) in denuneiation, Matt. II : 21 ; 

18 : 7 (twice) ; eight times in eh. 23 ; 24 : 19 ; 26 : 24 ; Mark 13 : 17 ; 
14: 21 ; Luke 6: 24, 25 (twiee), 26; ro: 13; six times in eh. II ; 17: l ; 
21 : 23 ; 22 : 22 ; l Cor. 9 : 16 ; Jude II ; Rev. 8 : 13 (thrice) ; 12 : 12 ; 
as a noun, Rev. 9: 12 (twice) ; II : 14 (twiee) ; (b) in grief, "alas," 
Rev. 18: 10, 16, 19 (twiee in eaeh)., 

WOLF 
LUKOS (..\oicos) oeeurs in Matt. ro: 16; Luke ro: 3; John ro: 12 

(twice) ; metaphorically, Matt. 7 : 15 ; Acts 20 : 29., 

WO MAN 
I. GUNE (yvin]), for which see also WIFE, is used of a woman unmarried 

or married, e.g., Matt. II : II ; 14 : 21 ; Luke 4 : 26, of a widow ; Rom. 
7: 2; in the voeative ease, used in addressing a woman, it is a term not of 
reproof or severity, but of endearment or respeet, Matt. 15 : 28 ; John 2 : 4, 
where the Lord's words to His mother at the wedding in Cana, are neither 
rebuff nor rebuke. The question is, lit„ ' What to Me and to thee ? ' 
and the word "woman," the term of endearment, follows this. The 
meaning is ' There is no obligation on Me or you, but love will supply 
.the need.' She confide!! in Ilim, lle rcsponds to her faith. There was 
lovingkindness in both hearts. His next words about ' His hour ' suit 
this ; they were not unfamiliar to her. Cana is in the path to Calvary ; 
Calvary was not yet, but it made the beginning of signs possible. See 
also 4 : 21 ; 19 : 26. 

In Gal. 4 : 4 the phrase " born of a woman " is in aeeordance with the 
subject there, viz„ the real humanity of the Lord Jesus ; this the words 
attest. They declare the method of His Inearnation and " suggest the 
means whereby that humanity was made free from the taint of sin con
sequent upon the Fall, viz„ that He was not born through the natural 
proeess of ordinary generation, but was eonceived by the power of the 
Holy Spirit ... To have written ' born of a virgin ' would have earried 
the argument in a wrong direetion . . . Sinee that man is born of woman 
is a universal fact, the statement would be superfluous if the Lord Jesus 
were no more than man" (Notes on Galatians, by Rogg and Vine, pp. 
184 f.). 

2. GUNAIKARION (yvvaiicapiov), a diminutive of No. l, a little 
woman, is used eontemptuously in 2 Tim. 3 : 6, a silly woman., 

3. PRESBUTEROS (77p,;ußiYrr;pos), elder, older, in the feminine plural, 
denotes" elder women "in l Tim. 5 : 2. See ELDER, A, No. l. 
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4. PRESBUTIS (7rpw'ßiJns), the feminine of presbutes, aged, is used 
in the plural and translated "aged women" in Tit. 2 : 3.if 

5. THELEIA (B~AHa), the feminine of the adjective thelus, denotes 
female, and is used as a noun, Rom. l: 26, 27. See FEMALE. 

WOMB 
r. KOILIA (Koi.:\la) denotes the womb, Matt. 19 : 12 ; Luke l :. 15, 

41, 42, 44; 2 : 21 ; II : 27; 23 : 29; John 3 : 4; Acts 3: 2 ; 14: 8; 
Gal. l: 15. See BELLY, No. r. 

2. GASTER (yaaT~p), is rendered "womb" in Luke l : 3r. See 
BELLY, No. 2. 

3. METRA (µ~Tpa), the matrix (akin to meter, a mother), occurs in 
Luke 2· : 23 ; Rom. 4 : 19. if 

WONDER (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

r. TERAS (Tlpas), something strange, causing the beholdcr to marvel, 
is always used in the plural, always rendered "wonders," and generally 
follows semeia, "signs; " the opposite order occurs in Acts 2 : 22, 43; 
6: 8, R.V. ; 7: 36; in Acts 2 : 19 "wonders" occurs alone. A sign is 
intcndcd to appeal to the understanding, a wonder appeals to the imagina
tioii, a power (dimamis) indicates its source as supernatural. " Wonrl~rs" 
are manifestcd as Divine operations in thirteen occurrences (9 times in 
Acts) ; three timcs they are ascribed to the work of Satan through human 
agents, Matt. 24 : 24 ; Mark 13 : 22 and 2 Thess. 2 : 9. 

2. THAMBOS (/Jaµßos), amazement, is rcndered "wonder" in 
Acts 3 : 10. See AMAZE, A, No. 2. 

Notes: (1) For thauma, a wonder (rendered " admiration" in Rev. 
17: 6, A.V.), sec MARVEL. (2) In Rcv. 12: r, 3 and 13: TJ semeion, a · 
sign, is translated in the A.V., "wonder(s)," R.V., "sign(s)." (3) In 
Acts 3 : II ekthambos (ek, intensive, and No. 2) is translated "greatly 
wondcring,"~ (4) For pseudos, 2 Thcss. 2 : 9, " lying wonders," see 
FALSE, B. Cp. AMAZE, B, Nos. 3 and 4. 

B. Verbs. 
Note: For thaumazö, see MARVEL; for existemi, Acts 8: 13, A.V., 

see AMAZE, B, No. r. 

WONDERFUL (THING, WORK) 
Notes: (1) In Matt. 7: 22, A.V., dunamis (in the plural) is rendered 

"wonderful works" (R.V., "mighty works," marg., "powers" ). See 
POWER. (2) In Acts 2: rr, A.V., the adjective megaleios, magnifi.cent, in 
thc neuter plural with the article, is rendered "the wonderful works" 
(R.V., "the mighty works ").if (3) In Matt. 21: 15, the neuter plural 
of the adjective thaumasios, wonderful, i~ .„-~d as a noun, "wonderful 
things," lit., 'wonders.' 
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WONT 
ETHÖ (Ww}, to be accustomed, is used in the pluperfect tf' ..... se (with 

mperfect meaning), eiötha, rendered" was wont" in Matt. 27 : 15 ; Mark 
eo : r. See Cus1'oM, B, No. 2, MANNER, A, Note (1). 

Notes: (1) In Mark 15 : 8, "he was wont to do," R.V„ represents the 
mperfect tense of poieö, to do (A.V„ "he had ever done "). (2) In Luke 
~2: 39, A.V„ ethos, a custom, preceded by kata and tha article, lit„ 
· according to the (i.e„ His) custom ', is translated " as He was wont " 
(R.V„ "as Hiscustom was"): see CusTOM, A, No. l. (3) In Acts r6: 13 
the A.V„ "was wont ", translates the texts which have the Passive Voice 
of nomizö with its meaning to hold by custom; the R.V„ "we supposed," 
translates the texts which have the imperfect tense, Active, with the 
meaning to consider, suppose. 

WOOD 
l. XULON (ev.\ov} denotes timber, wood for any use l Cor. 3: 12; 

Rev. 18 : 12 (twice). See STAFF, STOCKS, TREE. 
2. HULE (v.\11) denotes a wood, a forcst, Jas. 3: 5 (A.V„ "matter", 

marg., "wood ").~ See MATTER, Note (3). 

WOOL 
ERION (ipw1•) occms in Heb. 9: Tl); RPv. T: r4.~ 

WORD 
r. LOGOS (AO-yos) denotcs (I) the expression of thought-not the 

mere name of an object-(a) as embodying a co11ceµliu11 01 iuea, e.g„ 
Luke 7 : 7 ; l Cor, 14: 9, 19 ; (b) a saying or statement, (1) by God, e.g„ 
John 15 : 25; Rom. 9: 9; 9: 28, KV., "word" (A.V„ "work ") ; 
Gal. 5 : 14; Heb. 4 : 12 ; (2) by Christ, e.g„ Matt. 24: 35 (plur.) ; John 
2 : 22 ; 4: 41; 14: 23 (plur.) ; 15 : 20. In connection with (1) and (2) 
the phrase "the word of the Lord," i.e., the revealed will of God (vcry 
frequent in thc O.T.), is used of a direct revelation given by Christ, l Thess. 
4 : 15 ; of the gospel, Acts 8 : 25 ; r3 : 49 ; 15 : 35, 36 ; 16 : 32 ; 19 : ro ; 
r Thess. l : 8 ; 2 Thess. 3 : r ; in this respcct it is thc mcssage from the 
Lord, delivered with His authority and made effective by His power 
(cp. Acts 10 : 36) ; for other instances relating to the gospel sec Acts 
13 : 26 ; 14: 3; 15 : 7; l Cor. l : 18, R.V. ; 2 Cor. 2 : 17 ; 4: 2; 5 : 19; 
6 : 7 ; Gal. 6 : 6 ; Eph. l : 13 ; Phil. 2 : 16 ; Col. l : 5 ; Heb. 5 : 13 ; 
somP.timPs it is used as the sum of God's utterances, c.g„ Mark 7 : 13 ; 
John ro : 35 ; Rev. l : 2, 9 ; (c) discourse, speech, of instruction etc„ 
e.g„ Acts 2 : 40 ; I Cor. :.! : 13 ; 12 : 8 ; 2 Cor. l : r8 ; l Thcss. l : 5 ; 
2 Thess. 2 : 15 ; Heb. 6: l, R.V„ marg. ; doctrine, e.g„ Matt. 13: 20; 

Col. 3: 16; l Tim. 4: 6; z Tim. l: 13; Tit. 1 : 9; r John 2: 7; 
(II) The Personal Word, a title of the Son of God; this identification 

is substantiated by the statements of doctrine in John l : r-.:18, decbring 
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in verses l and 2 (1) His distinct and superfinite Personality, (2) His 
relation in the Godhead (pros, with, not mere company, but the most 
intimate communion), (3) His Deity ; in ver. 3 His creative power; in 
ver. 14 His Incarnation (" became flesh," expressing His voluntary act; 
not as A.V., "was marle"), the reality and totality of His human nature, 
and His glory "as of the only begotten from the Father," R.V. (marg., 
"an only begotten from a father "), the absence of the article in each 
place lending stress to the nature and character of the relationship ; His 
was thc Shckinah glory in open manifestation; ver. 18 consummates the 
identification: " the only-begotten Son (R.V. marg., many ancient 
authorities read ' God only begotten,'), which is in the bosom of the 
Father, He hath declarcd Hirn," thus fulfilling the significance of the title 
"Logos," the Word, the personal manifestation, not of a part of the 
Divine nature, but of the whole Deity (see IMAGE). 

The title is used also in l John l, "the Word of life" combining the 
twu tledaralion!'. in John I: I and 4 and Rev. 19: 13 (for I John 5: 7 see 
THREE). 

2. RH~MA (Piiµ.a} denotes that which is sµoken, whal is uttered in 
speech or writing ; in the singular, a word, e.g., Matt. 12 : 36 ; 27 : 14 ; 
2 Cor. 12 : 4 ; 13 : l ; Heb. 12 : 19 ; in the plural, speech, discourse, e.g„ 
John 3 : 34 ; 8 : 20 ; Acts 2 : 14; · 6 : II, 13 ; II : I4 ; 13 : 42 ; 26 : 25 ; 
Rom. ro : 18 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 2 ; Jude 17 ; it is used of the gospel in Rom. 
ro: 8 (twice), 17, R.V., "the word of Christ" (i.e., the word which 
preaches Christ) ; ro : 18 ; l Pet. l : 25 (twice) ; of a statement, command, 
instruction, e.g., Matt. 26 : 75 ; Luke l : 37, R.V., " (no) word (from God 
shall be void of power) ; " ver. 38 ; Acts II : 16 ; Heb. II : 3. 

The significance of rhema (as distinct from logos) is exemplified in the 
injunction to take " the sword of the Spirit,, which is the word of God," 
Eph. 6 : 17 ; here the reference is not to thc whole Biblc as such, but to 
the individual scripture which the Spirit brings to our remembrance for use 
in time of need, a prerequisite being the regular storing of the mind with 
Scripture. 

Notes: (1) Epos, a word, is used in a phrase in Heb. 7: 9, lit., ' (as to 
say) a word,' R.V., "(su lu) say," A.V., "(as I may so) say;" logos is 
reasoned speech, rhema, an utterance, epos, "the articulated expression 
of a thought " (Abbott-Smith). (2) Io Rom. 16 : 18, A.V., chrestologia, 
useful discourse (chrestos, beneficial), is rendered "good words" [R.V., 
"smooth ... (speech) ").~ (3) Forlogikos, l Pet. 2: 2-(R.V., "spiritÜal "), 
rendered " of the word," A.V., sec MILK. (4) For the verb apangellö, 
rendered to bring word, sec BRING, No. 36. (5) In Matt. 2 : 13, A.V., 
eipon, to tell (R.V.), is rendered " bring ... word." (6) For "enticing 
words," Col. 2 : 4, see ENTICE and PERSUASIVENESS. (7) For "strifes 
of words," l Tim. 6: 4, A.V., and "strive .. -. about words," 2 Tim. 
2 : 14, see STRIFE, STRIVE. (8) For suntomös, Acts 24: 4, "a few words," 
see FEW, B.~ For the same phrase see FEw, A, Nos. l and 2. 
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WORK (Noun and Verb), WROUGHT 
A. Nouns. 

WOR 

l. ERGON (;pyov) denotes (I) work, employment, task, e.g., Mark 
13: 34; John 4 :·34; 17: 4; Acts 13 : 2 ; Phil. 2 : 30; l Thess. 5 : 13; 
in Acts 5 : 38 with the idea of enterprise ; (II) a dced, act, (a) of God, 
e.g., John 6 : 28, 29 ; 9 : 3 ; 10 : 37 ; 14: 10; Acts 13 : 41 ; Rom. 
14 : 20; Heb. l : 10; 2 : 7; 3: 9; 4 : 3, 4, 10; Rev. 15 : 3; (b) of Christ, 
e.g., Matt. II : 2 ; especially in John, 5 : 36 ; 7 : 3, 21 ; 10 : 25, 32, 33, 
38 ; 14 : II, 12 ; 15 ;,24 ; Rev. 2 : 26 ; (c} of believers, e.g.; Matt. 5 : 16; 
Mark 14 : 6 ; Acts 9 : 36 ; Rom. 13 : 3 ; Col. l : 10 ; l Thess. l : 3, " work 
of faith," here the initial act of faith at conversion (turning to God, ver. 9) ; 
in 2 Thess. l : II, "every work of faith," R.V., denotes every activity 
undertaken for Christ's sake; 2: 17; l Tim. 2 : 10; 5 : 10; 6: 18; 
2 Tim. 2 : 21; 3: 17; Tit. 2: 7, I4; 3 : l, 8, 14; Heb. 10: 24; 13 : 21 ; 
frequent in James, as the effect of faith [in l : 25, A.V„ "(a doer) 
of' the work," R.V., " (a doer) that worketh "] ; l Pet. 2: 12; Rev. 
2 : 2 and in several other places in chapts. 2 and 3 ; 14 : 13 ; (d) of un
believers, e.g., Matt. 2,S: 3, 5; John 7: 7; Acts 7: 41 (for idols) ; Rom. 
13: 12; Eph. 5: n; Col. l: 21; Tit. l: 16 (1st part); l John 3: 12; 
Jude 15, R.V. ; Rev. 2 : 6, R.V. ; of those who seek justification by 
works, e.g., Rom. 9 : 32 ; Gai. 3 : lo ; Eph. 2 : 9 ; described as the 
works of the law, e.g., Gai. 2 : 16 ; 3 : z, 5 ; dead works, Heb. 6 : l ; 

9: 14; (e) of Babylon, Rev. 18: 6; (/) of tbe Devil, John 8: 41; l John 
3 : 8. See DEED. 

2. ERGASIA (~pyaula) denotes a work or business, also a working, 
performance, Eph. 4: 19, where preceded by eis, tö, it is rendered "to 
work" (marg., "to m::ikr. a trncfo of "). See DILIGENCE, GAIN. 

Notes: (1) In Rom. 9: 28, A.V., logos, a word (R.V.), is rendered 
"work." (2) For pragma, Jas. 3 : 16, rendered " work" in A.V., the 
R.V. has "deed." (3) For praxis, a doing, Matt. 16: 27, R.V. marg., 
A.V., " works," see DEED. (4) For the A.V., " much work," Acts 27 : 16, 
see DIFFlCUI.-TY. (5) For" workfellow," Rom. 16 : 21, A.V., see WORKER, 
No. 2. (6) In Matt. 14: 2 and Mark 6: 14, A.V., dunameis, '' powers," 
R.V., is translated "mighty ~orks;" in Acts 2 : 22, R.V., "mighty 
works," A.V.," miracles." (7) For "wonderful works" see WONDERFUL, 
Note (2). 

B. Verbs. 
l. ERGAZOMAI (~pya~oµai) is used (I) intransitively, e.g., Matt. 

21 : 28 ; John 5 : 17 ; 9 : 4 (2nd part) ; Rom. 4 : 4, 5 ; l Cor. 4 : 12 ; 
9: 6; l Thess. 2: 9; 4: II ; 2 Thess. 3 : 8, to-12 (for the play upon words 
in ver. II see BusYBODY, A) ; (II) transitively, (a) to work something, 
produce, pedorm, e.g„ Matt. 26 : 10, " she hath wrought ; " John 6 : 28, 
30 ; 9 : 4 (1st part) ; Acts lO : 35 ; 13 : 41 ; Rom. 2 : 10 ; 13 : 10 ; 
l Cor. 16 : 10; 2 Cor. 7: loa, in the best texts, some have No. 2 ; Gal. 6: 10, 
R.V., "let us work; " Eph. 4 : 28 ; Heb. II : 33 ; 2 John 8 ; (b) to eam 
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by working, work for, John 6: 27, R.V., "work" (A.V., "labour "). 
See CoMMIT, Do, LABOUR, MINISTER, TRADE. 

2. KATERGAZOMAI (Ka-rEpyd~oµai), an emphatic form of No. l, 
signifies to work out, achieve, effect by toil, rendered to work (past tense, 
wrought) in Rom. l: 27; 2: 9, R.V.; 4: 15 (the Law brings men undei: 
condemnation and so renders them subject to Divine wrath) ; 5 : 3 ; 
7 : 8, 13; 15 : 18; 2 Cor. 4: 17; 5 : 5; 7: ro (see No. l), II ; 12 : 12; 
Phil. 2 ; 12, where "your own salvation" refers especially to freedom 
from strife and vainglory; Jas. l: 3, 20; l Pet. 413· See Do, No. 5. 

3. ENERGEÖ (.?11Epylw), lit., to work in (en, and A, No. l), to be 
active, operative, is used of " (a) God, l Cor. 12 : 6; Gal. 2 : 8; 3 : 5 ; 
Eph. l : II, 20; 3 : 20; Phil. 2 : l3a; Col. l : 29 ; (b) the Holy Spirit, 
l Cor. 12 : II; (c) the Word of God, l Thess. 2 : 13 (Middle Voice; A.V., 
'effectually worketh ') ; (d) supernaturn 1 power, nnrlefinerl, Matt. T 4 : 2 ; 
Mark 6: 14; (e) faith, as the energizer of love, Gal. 5 : 6; (/) the 
example of patience in suffering, 2 Cor. l : 6 ; (g) death (physical) and 
life (spiritual), 2 Cor. 4 : 12 ; (h) sinful passions, Rom. 7 : 5 ; (i) the spirit 
of the Evil One, Eph. 2: 2; (j) the mystery of iniquity, 2 Thess. 2: 7.''* 

To these may be added (k) the. active response of believers to the 
inworking of God, Phil. 2 : l3b, R.V., "to work (for)," A.V., "to do 
(of) ; " (l) the supplication of the righteous, Jas. 5 : 16, R.V., "in its 
workinr," (AV, "efü~r.twil forvent "). . 

4. POIEO (7Todw), to do, is rendered to work in Matt. 20: 12, A.V. 
(R.V„ "spcnt ") ; Acts 15 : rn, "hau wrnughl ; " i9. 11 ; u : iy; 
Heb. 13: 21; Rev. 16: 14; 19: 20; 21: 27, A.V. (R.V;, "maketh;" 
marg„ " doeth "). See Du. 

5. SUNERGEÖ (awEpylw), to work with or together (sun), occurs 
in Mark 16 : 20 ; Rom. 8 : 28, "work together ; " l Cor. 16 : 16, " helpeth 
with;" 2 Cor. 6: I, "workers together," present participle, 'working 
together;' the" with Him" represents nothing in the Greek; Jas. 2 : 22, 
" wrought with." See HELP. ~ 

6. GINOMAI (ylvoµai), to become, take place, is rendered" wrought" 
in Mark 6 : 2 ; Acts 5 : 12, " were ... wrought." 

WORKER, WORKFELLOW, FELLOW-WORKERS, .woRKMAN 
r. ERGATES (.?pydn7s) is translated "workers" in Luke 13: 27 

(" of iniquity ") ; 2 Cor. II : 13 (" deceitful ") ; Phil. 3 : 2 (" evil ") ; 
"workman," Matt. ro: ro, A.V. (R.V., "labourer ") ; "workman," 
2 Tim. 2 : 15 ; " workmen," Acts 19 : 25. See LABOURER. 

2. SUNERGOS (awEpy6s) denotes a worker with, and is rendered 
"workfellow" in Rom. 16: 21, A.V. 1 R.V„ "fellow-worker;" in Col. 
4: II,,., fellow-workers" (see R.V.). See the R.V„ "God's fellow-work
ers," in l Cor. 3: 9. Sec CoMPANION, IlELPER, LABOURER, Note. 

Note: For "workcrs at home," Tit. 2 : 5, see HoME, B. 

• From Notes on Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. u4, u5. 
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WORKING 
I. ENERGEIA (b•lpyHa) (Eng., energy) is used (1) of the power of 

God, (a) in the resurrection of Christ, Eph. l : 19; Col. 2 : 12, R.V., 
"working" (A.V., "operation "); (b) in the call and enduement of Paul, 
Eph. 3 : 7 ; Col. l : 29 ; (c) in His retributive dealings in sending " a 
working of error" (A.V., "strong delusion ") upon those under the rule 
of the Man of Sin who receive not the love of the truth, but have pleasure 
in umighteousness, 2 Thess. 2 : II ; (2) of the power of Christ (a) generally, 
Phil. 3 : 21 ; (b) in the Church, individually, Eph. 4 : 16 ; (3) of the 
power of Satan in energising the Man of Sin in his 'parousia,' 2 Thess. 
2 : 9, " coming."~ 

2. ENE.RGEMA (€vlpy71µa), what is wrought, the effect produced by 
No. l, occurs in l Cor. 12 : 6, R.V„ "workings" (A.V„ "operations ") ; 
ver. ro.~ 

For WORKMANSHIP see MADE, B 

WORLD 
r. KOSMOS (Kouµos-), primarily order, arrangement, ornament, adorn

ment (1 Pet. 3 : 3, see ADORN, B), is used to denote (a) the earth, e.g„ 
Matt. 13: 35; John 21: 25; Acts 17: 24; Rom. l : 20 (probably here 
the universe : it had this meaning among the Greeks, owing to the order 
observable in it) ; l Tim. 6 : 7 ; Heb. 4 : 3 ; 9 : 26 ; (b) the earth in 
cunlrasl wilh Heaven, 1 John 3 : 17 (perhaps also Rum. 4 : lJ) ; (c) l>y 
metonymy, the human race, mankind, e.g„ Matt. 5: 14; John l: 9 
[here " Lhal cumelh (R.V„ cumiug) iulu Lhe wurld" is said uf Chrisl, uul 
of " every man ; " by His coming into the world He was the light for all 
men] ; ver. ro; 3 : 16, 17 (thrice), 19; 4: 42, and frequently in Rom„ 
l Cor. and l John; (d) Gentiles as distinguished from Jews, e.g., Rom. 
II : 12, 15, where the meaning is that all who will may be reconciled 
(cp. 2 Cor. 5 : 19) ; (e) the present condition of human affairs, in alienation 
from and opposition to God, e.g„ John 7 : 7; 8 : 23; 14: 30 ; l Cor. 
2: 12; Gal. 4: 3; 6 : 14; Col. 2 : 8; Jas. l : 27; l John 4: 5 (thrice); 
5 : 19 ; (/) thc sum of temporal posscssions, Matt. 16 : 26 ; l Cor. 7: 31 
(rst part) ; (g) metaphorically, of the tongue as "a world (of iniquity)," 
Jas. 3 : 6, expressive of magnitude and variety. 

2. AIÖN (alwv), an age, a period of time, marked in the N.T. usage 
by spiritual or moral characteristics, is sometimes translatcd " world ; " 
the R.V. marg. always has "age." The following are details concerning 
the world in this respect ; its cares, Matt. 13 : 22 ; its sons, Luke 16 : 8 ; 
20: 34; its rulers, l Cor. 2 : 6, 8; its wisdom, r Cor. r : 20; 2 : 6; 3 : 18; 
its fashion, Rom. 12 : 2 ; its character, Gal. r : 4 ; its god, 2 Cor. 4 : 4. 
The phrase " lhe end uf Ure wurld " slwuld l>e rendered " the end of the 
age," in most places (see END, A, No. 2) ; in l Cor. ro : II, A.V„ "the 
ends (tele) of the world," R.V„ " the ends of the ages,'' probably signifies 
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the fulfilment of the Divine purposes concerning the ages, in regard to the 
Church [this would come under END, A, No. I, (c) ]. In Heb. II: 3 
[lit„ ' the ages (have been prepared) '] the word indicates all that the 
successive periods contain ; cp. I : 2. 

Aiön is always to be distinguished from kosmos, even where the two 
seem to express the same idea, e.g„ I Cor. 3 : 18, aiön, ver. 19, kosmos; 
the two are used together in Eph. 2 : 2, lit., 'the age of this world.' For 
a list of phrases containing aiön, with their respective meanings, see 
EVER, B. 

3. OIKOUMENE (olKovµ.lV7]}, the inhabited earth (see EARTH, No. 2), 
is used (a) of the whole inhabited world, Matt. 24: 14; Luke 4: 5; :ZI : 26; 
Rom. 10 : 18 ; Heb. I : 6 ; Rev. 3 : 10 ; 16 : 14 ; by metonymy, of its 
inhabitants, Acts 17 : 31 ; Rev. 12 : 9 ; (b) of the Roman Empire, the 
world as viewed by the writer or speaker, Luke 2 : l ; Acts II : 28 ; 
24 : 5 ; by metonymy, of its inhabitants, Acts 17 : 6 ; 19 : 27 ; (c) the 
inhabited world in a coming age, Heb. 2 : 5., 

Notes: (1) In Rev. 13 : 3, A.V„ ge, the earth (R.V.), is translated 
"world.'' (2) For phrases containing aiönios, e.g„ Rom. 16: 25; 2 Tim. 
l : 9 ; Tit. I : 2, see ETERNAL, No. 2. 

WORLDLY 
KOSMIKOS (Koaµ1KoS'), pertaining to this worlrt, is nserl (a) in Heb~ 

9: 1, of the tabernacle, A.V„ "worldly," R.V., "of this world" (i.e„ 
made ot mundane materials, adaptcd to this visible world, local and 
transitory) ; (b) in Tit. 2 : 12, ethically, of " worldly lusts," or desires., 

For WORLD-RULERS, Eph. 6 : 12, R.V„ see EULER, No. 3 

WORM 
1. SKÖLEX (aKw>.11g), a worm which preys upon dead bodies, iS used 

metaphorically by the Lord in Mark 9: 48; in some mss. vv. 44, 46, 
cp. Is. 66 : 24. The statement signifies the exclusion of the hope of 
restoration, the punishment being eternal., 

2. SKÖLEKOBRÖTOS (aKw>.11ic6ßpwTo>} denotes devoured by worms 
(skölex, and bibröskö, to eat), Acts 12: 23., 

WORMWOOD 
APSINTHOS (ai/Jw8o>} (Eng., absinth}, a plant both bitter and 

deleterious, and growing in desolate places, figuratively suggestive of 
calamity (Lam. 3 : 15) and injustice (Arnos 5 : 7), is used in Rev. 8: II 
(twice; in the rst part as a proper name)., 

WORSE 
A. Adjectives. 

1. CHEIRÖN (xElpwv}, used as the comparative degree of kakos, 
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evil, describes (a) the condition of certain men, Matt. 12 : 45; Luke 
II : 26 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 20 ; (b) evil men themselves and seducers, 2 Tim. 
3 : 13 ; (c) indolent men who refuse to provide for their own households, 
and are worse than unbelievers, l Tim. 5 : 8, R.V. ; (d) a rent in a 
garment, Matt. 9: 16; Mark 2: 21 ; (e) an error, Matt. 27: 64; (/) a 
person suffering from a malady, Mark 5 : 26; (g) a possible physical 
affiiction, John 5: 14; (h) a punishment, Heb. 10: 29, "sorer." See 
SORE.~ 

2. ELASSON or ELATTON (e>.cfo.awv) is said of wine in John 2: 10. 
See LEss. 

3. H:E:SSON or HETTON (Tjaawv), less, inferior, used in the neuter, 
after epi, for, is translated " worse " in l Cor. II : 17 ; in 2 Cor. 12 : 15 
the neuter, used adverbially, is translated " the less."~ 

B. Verbs. 
l. HUSTEREÖ (vaTEplw) is rendered "are we the worse" in l Cor. 

8: 8. See HEHIND, B, No. l, COME, No. 39, DESTITUTE, .FAIL, Note (2), 
LACK, WANT. 

2. PROECHÖ ('rrpolxw), to hold before, promote, is rendered "are we 
better" in Rom. 3: 9, A.V. (Passive Voice); R.V., "are we in worse 
case." See BETIER (be), Note (1).~ 

WORSHIP (Verband Noun), WORSHIPPING 
A. Verbs. 

I. PROSKUNEÖ (1TpoaKvvlw), to make obeisance, do reverence to 
(frum pru~. luwards, and kwneu, lo kiss), is lhe mosl frequeut wunl 
rendered to worship. lt is used of an act of homage or reverence (a) to 
God, e.g., Matt. 4: 10; John 4: 21-24; l Cor. 14: 25; Rev. 4: 10; 

5 : 14; 7 : II ; II : 16 ; 19 : 10 (2nd part) and 22 : 9; (b) to Christ, e.g., 
Matt. 2 : 2, 8, II ; 8 : 2 ; 9 : 18 ; 14 : 33 ; 15 : 25 ; 20 : 20 ; 28 : 9, 17 ; 
John 9: 38; Heb. l: 6, in a quotation from the Sept. of Deut. 32: 43, 
referring to Christ's Second Advent ; (c) to a man, Matt. 18 : 26 ; (d) to 
the Dragon, by men, Rev. 13: 4; (e) to the Beast, his human instrument, 
Rcv. 13 : 4, 8, 12 ; 14 : 9, II ; (/) thc image of the Beast, 13 : 15 ; 14 : II ; 

16 : 2 ; (g) to demons, Rev. 9 : 20 ; (h) to idols, Acts 7 : 43. 
Note: As to Matt. 18: 26, this is mentioned as follows, in the "List 

of readings and renderings preferred by the American Committee " 
(see R.V. Classes of Passages, IV) : " At the word 'worship' in Matt. 
2 : 2, etc., add the marginal note ' The Greek word denotes an act of 
reverence, whether paid to man (see chap. 18 : 26) or to God (see chap. 
4: 10) '." The Note to John 9: 38 in the American Standard Version 
in this connection is most unsound; it implies that Christ was a 
creature. ]. N. Darby renders the verb 'do homage' [see the Revised 
Preface to the Second Edition (1871) of his New Translation]. 

2. SEBOMAI (alßop.a.i), to revere, stressing the feeling of awe or 
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devotion, is used. of worship (a) to God, Matt. 15 : 9 ; Mark 7 : 7; Acts 
16: 14; 18: 7, 13; (b) to a goddess, Acts 19: 27. See DEVOUT, No. 3. 

3. SEBAZOMAI (aEßatoµai), akin to No. 2, to honour religiously, 
is used in Rom. l : 25. ~ 

4. LATREUÖ (>.aTp€1Jw), to serve, to render religiöus service or homage, 
is translated to worship in Phil. 3 : 3, " (who) worship (by the Spirit of 
God)," R.V., A.V., " (which) worship (God in the spirit) " ; the R.V. 
renders it to serve (for A.V., to worship) in Acts 7 : 42 ; 24: 14; A.V. 
and R.V., " (the) worshippers" in Heb. IO : 2, present participle, lit., 
' (the ones) worshipping.' See SERVE. · 

5. EUSEBEÖ (EVaEßtw), to act piously towards, is translated "ye 
worship " in Acts 17 : 23. See PIETY (to shew). 

Notes: (1) The worship of God is nowhere defined in Scripture. A 
consideration of the above verbs shows that it is not confined to praise ; 
broadly it may be regarded as the direct acknowledgement to God, of 
His nature, attributes, ways and claims, whether by the outgoing of the 
heart in praisc and thanksgiving or by deed done in such acknowledg
ment. (2) In Acts 17: 25 therapeuö, to serve, do service to (so R.V.), 
is rendered " is worshipped." See CURE, REAL. 

B. Nouns. 
l. SEBASMA (alßaaµa) denotes an object of worship (akin to A, 

No. 3) ; Acts 17 : 23 (see DEVOTION) ; in 2 Thess. 2 : 4, " that is wor
shipped; " every object of worship, whether the true God or pagan idols, 
will come under the ban of the Man of Sin. ~ 

2. ETHELOTHRESKEIA {or -IA) (€fh>.0Bp11aKEla), will-worship 
(ethelö, to will, thrcskoia, worship), occurs in Col. 2: 23, voluntarily adopted 
worship, whether unbidden or forbidden, not that which is imposed by 
others, but which one affects. ~ 

3. THRESKEIA (8p7JaKEla), for which see RELIGION, is translated 
"worshipping" in Col. 2 : 18. 

Note: In Luke 14: 10, A.V., doxa, "glory" (R.V.), is translated 
"worship." 

WORSHIPPER 
I. PROSKUNETES (?TpoaKVV7Jrr/>), akin to proskuneö (see WoRSHIP, 

A, No. l), occurs in John 4: 23.~ 
2. NEÖKOROS (vEwKopo>) is translated" worshipper" in Acts 19: 35, 

A.V.: see TEMPLE-KEEPER.~ 
3. THEOSEBES (BEoaEß~>) denotes 'reverencing God' (theos, God, 

sebomai, see \VoRsHIP, A, No. 2), and is rendered" a worshipper of God" 
in John 9: 31.~ Cp. theosebeia, godliness, l Tim. 2: 10.~ 

Note: For Heb. 10 : 2, see WORSHIP, A, No. 4. 
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WORTHY, WORTHIL Y 
A. Adjectives. 

WOR 

l. AXIOS (äg,os-), of weight, worth, worthy, is said of persons and 
their deeds: (a) in a good sense, e.g„ Matt. 10: 10, II, 13 (twice), 37 
(twice), 38; 22 : 8; Luke 7: 4; IO : 7; 15 : 19, 21 ; John l : 27 ; Acts 
13 : 25 ; l Tim. 5 : 18 ; 6 : l ; Heb. II : 38 ; Rev. 3 : 4 ; 4 : II ; 5 : 2, 
4, 9, 12 ; (b) in a bad sense, Luke 12 : 48; 23 : 15 ; Acts 23 : 29 ; 25 : II, 

25; 26: 31; Rom. l: 32; Rev. 16: 6. See MEET, REWARD. 
2. HIKANOS (iKav6s-), sufficient, is translated "worthy" in this 

sense in Matt. 3 : 'II (marg., " sufficient ") ; so 8 : 8 ; Mark l : 7 ; Luke 
3 : 16; 7: 6. See ABILITY, C, No. 2, etc. 

3. ENOClIOS (€voxos-), hel<l in, boun<l by, is translated " worlhy 
(of death)" in Matt. 26 : 66 and Mark 14: 64, R.V. (marg., "liable to; " 
A.V„ "guilty '.'). See DANGER. 

Notes: (1) In Jas. 2: 7, A.V., kalos, good, fair, is translated" worthy" 
(R.V., "honourable ''). (2) For the A.V. of Eph. 4: l ; Col. l : lO ; 

l Thess. 2 : 12, see C, below. 
B. Verbs. 

I. AXIOÖ (dg,6w), to think or count worthy, is used (1) of the 
estimation formed by God (a) favourably, 2 Thess. l : II, "may count (you) 
worthy (of your calling)," suggestive of grace (it does not say 'may make 
you worthy ') ; Heb. 3: 3, "of more glory," of Christ in comparison with 
Moses; (b) unfavourably, IO : 29, "of how much sorer punishment ; " 
(2) by a ccnturion (negatively) concerning himself, Luke 7 : 7; (3) by a 
church, regarding its elders, l Tim. 5 : 17, where "honour" stands 
probably for ' honorarium,' i.e., material suppurl. See also DE~IRE. B, 
No. l (Acts 28 : 22), THINK (Acts l.'i : .18). if 

2. KATAXIOÖ (KaTag,6w), a stre11gthened form of No. l, occurs in 
Luke 20 : 35 ; 21 : 36, in some texts ; Acts 5 : 41 ; 2 Thess. l : 5, if See 
AccouNT, A, No. 5. 

C. Adverb. 
AXIOS (ciftws-), worthily, so translated in the R.V. [with one exception, 

see (c) ], for A.V., "worthy " and other renderings, (a) " worthily of 
God," l Thess. 2 : 12, of the Christian walk as it should bc; 3 John 6, 
R.V., of assisting servants of God in a way which reflects God's character 
and thoughts ; (b) "worthily of the Lord," Col. l : IO ; of the calling of 
believers, Eph. 4: l, in regard to their "walk" or manner of life ; (c) 
"worthy of the gospel of Christ," Phil. l : 27, of a manner of life in 
accordance with what the gospel declares; (d) "worthily of the saints," 
R.V., of receiving a fellow-believer, Rom. 16 : 2, in such a manner as 
hefits those who bear the name of "saints."if Deissmann (Bible Studies, 
pp. 248 ff.) shows from various inscriptions that the phrase " worthily 
of the god " was very pupular al Pergamum. 

For WORTHY DEEDS, Acts 24 : 2, A.V., see CORRECTION 
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WOT 
Note : This form, the Ist person singular and the plural of the present 

tense of an Anglo-Saxon verb witan, to see or to know (for the past 
tense cp. W1sT), is a rendering of (1) oida, to know, in Acts 3: 17; 7: 40; 
Rom. II : 2 (sec KNOW, No. 2) ; (2) gnörizö, to come to know, in Phil. 
I : 22 (sec KNOW, No. 8). 

WOULD 
Notes: (1) This is often a translation of various inflections of a Greek 

verb. When it represents a separate word, it is always emphatic, and is a 
translation of one or other of the verbs mentioned under WILL. (2) 
Ophelon (the 2nd aorist tense of opheilö, to owe) expresses a wish, " 1 
would that," either impracticable, I Cor. 4: 8, R.V. (A.V., "would to 
God ") ; or possible, 2 Cor. II : I ; Gal. 5 : 12 ; Rev. 3 : 15. (3) Euchomai, 
to pray, with the particle an, expressing a strong desire with a remote 
possibility of fulfüment, is used in Acts 26 : 29, " 1 would (to God, that)." 

WOUND (Noun and Verb) 
A. Nouns. 

TRAUMA (-rpavµ.a), a wound, occurs in Luke 10 : 34. ~ 
Note: Plege, a blow, a stroke, is used in Luke 10: 30 with 

epitithemi, to lay on, lit., 'laid on blows,' R.V., " bcat" (A. V., 
" wounded "). In Rev. 13 : 3, 12, plege is used with the genitive case of 
thanatos, death, lit., 'stroke of death,' R.V., " death-stroke" (A.V., 
" deadly wound ") ; the rendering " wound " nor~ not aff.mately give 
the meaning; in ver. q, with the genitive of machaira, a sword, A.V., 
"wound" (R.V., "stroke "). 

B. Verbs. 
TRAUMATIZÖ (-rpavµ.a-rt~w), to wound (from A), occurs in Luke 

20 : 12 and Acts 19 : 16. ~ 

Note: In Rev. 13: 3, A.V., sphazö, to slay, is translated "woun<led," 
R.V., "smitten" (A.V. and R.V. marg., " slain "). 

For WOUND (wrapped) see WIND (Verb) 

WOVEN 
HUPHANTOS (vcpaVT6s), from huphainö, to weave (found in good 

mss. in Luke 12: 27), is used of Christ's garment, John 19: 23.~ 

WRANGLINGS 
DIAPARATRIBß ('BiaTTapa-rpißfi), foun<l in l Tim. 6: 5, deuotes 

constant strife, ' obstinate contests ' (Ellicott), ' mutual irritations' 
(Field), A.V., "perverse disputings" (marg., "gallings one of another "), 
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R.V. "wranglings.''• Some texts have paradiatribe. The preposition 
dia- is used intensively, indicating thoroughness, completeness. ~ The 
simple word paratribe (not found in the N.T.), denotes hostility, enmity. 
See DISPUTE, No. 3. 

WRAP 
l. ENEILEO (ivEi..\lw}, to roll in, wind in, occurs in Mark 15: 46; 

see WIND (Verb), No. 3.~ 
2. ENTULISSO (tVTV>.luaw}, to roll in, occurs in Matt. 27 : 59; Luke 

23: 53; John 20: 7: see ROLL, No. 5.~ 
3. SUSTELLO (u1107/N\w), to wrap or wind up, Acts 5 : 6 ; see WIND, 

No. 2; l Cor. 7: 29, see SHORTEN, No. 2.~ 

WRATH 
x. ORG!t (dp').t?/} : liee ANGER and Notes (1) and (2). 
2. THUMOS (811µ.oS'), hot anger, passion, for which see ANGER, Notes 

(1) and (2), is translated "wrath 11 in Luke 4: 28; Acts 19: 28; Rom. 
2 : 8, R.V. ; Gal. 5 : 20 : Eph. 4 : 31 ; Col. 3 : 8 ; Heb. II : 27 ; Rcv. 
12 : 12; 14 : 8, 10, 19; 15 : l, 7 ; 16 : l ; 18 : 3 ; " wraths 11 in 2 Cor. 
12: 20; '1 fierceness" in Rev. 16: 19; 19: 15 (followed by No. l).~ 

3. PARORGISMOS (7Tapopyiuµ.6S') occurs in Eph. 4: 26: see ANGER, 
A, Note (2)., 

Note: For the verb parorgizö, to provoke to wrath, Eph. 6: 4, A.V., 
see ANGER, B, No. 2. 

WREST 
STREBLOO (<rrpEßAow), to twist, to torture (from streble, a winch or 

instrument of torture, and akin to strephö, to turn), is uscd metaphorically 
in 2 Pet. 3 : 16, of wresting the Scriptures on the part of the ignorant 
and unstedfast.~ In the Sept., 2 Sam. 22: 27.~ 

WRESTLE, WRESTLING 
PALR (7T<L\71), a wrestling (akin to pallö, to sway, vibrate), is used 

figuratively in Eph. 6 : 12, of the spiritual conflict engagcd in by bclievers, 
R.V., " (our) wrestling," A.V., " (we) wrestle."~ 

WRETCHED 
TALAIPÖROS (-raAal7TwpoS'), distressed, miserable, wretched, is used 

in Rom. 7: 24 and Rev. 3: 17.~ Cp. talaipöria, misery, and talaipöreö 
(see AFFLICT). 

WRINKLE 
Rl:lUTIS (pllTlS'), from an obsolete verb rhuö, signifying to draw 
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together, occurs in Eph. 5 : 27, describing the fl.awlessness of the complete 
Church, as the result of the love bf Christ in giving Himself up for it, 
with the purpose of presenting it to Himself hereafter. ~ 

WRITE, WROTE, WRITTEN 
A. Verbs. 

I. GRAPHÖ (ypacf>w) is used (a) of forming letters on a surface or 
writing material, John 8 : 6; Gal. 6: II, where the Apostle speaks of his 
having written with large letters in his own hand, which not improbably 
mcans that at this point he took the pen from his amanuensis and finished 
the Epistle himself ; this is not negatived by the fact that the verb is in 
the aorist or past definite tense, lit., ' I wrote,' for in Greek idiom the 
writer of a letter put himsclf beside the readcr and spoke of it as having 
been written in the past; in Eng. we should say ' I am writing,' taking 
our point of view from the time at which we are doing it ; cp. Philm. 19 
(this Ep. is undoubtedly a holograph), where again the equivalent English 
translation is in the present tense (see also Acts 15 : 23; Rom. 15 : 15) ; 
possibly the Apostle, in Galatians, was referring to his having written 
the borly of the Epistle but the former alternative seems the more likely; 
in 2 Thcss. 3 : 17 he says that the closing salutation is written by his own 
hand and speaks of it as " the token in every Epistle " which some under
stand as a purpose for the future rather than a custom ; see, however, 
l Cor. 16 : 21 anrl Col. 4: 18, The absence of the token from the other 
Epistles of Paul can be explained differently, their authenticity not being 
dependent upon this ; (b) to commit to writing, fo record, e.g„ Luke 
l : 63; John 19: 21, 22 ; it is used of Scripture as a standing authority, 
" it is written," e.g„ Mark l : 2 ; Rom. l : 17 (cp. 2 Cor. 4 : 13) ; (c) of 
writing rlirections or giving information, e.g„ Rom. 10 : 5, " (Moses) 
writeth," R.V. (A.V„ "describeth ") ; 15 : 15 ; 2 Cor. 7 : 12 ; (d) o'f that 
which contained a record or message, e.g„ Mark 10 : 4, 5; John 19: 19; 
21 : 25 ; Acts 23 : 25. 

2. EPISTELLÖ (€manfAA.w) denotes to send a message by letter, to 
writc word (stellö, tosend; Eng., epistle), Acts 15: 20; 21: 25 (some mss. 
have apostellö, to send); Heb. 13: 22.~ 

3. PROGRAPHÖ (7rpoypacf>w) denotes to write before, Rom. 15 : 4 
(in the best texts; some have graphö) ; Eph. 3: 3. See SET (forth). 

4. ENGRAPHÖ (€yypacf>w) denotes to write in, Luke 10 : 20 ; 2 Cor. 
3: 2, 3.~ 

5. EPIGRAPHÖ (€mypacf>w) is rendered to write over or upon (epi) 
in Mark 15 : 26 ; figuratively, on the heart, Heb. 8 : 10 ; IO : 16; on the 
gates of the Heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. 21 : 12. See lNSCRIPTION. 

Notes: (1) For apographö, Heb. 12: 23, A.V., "written," see ENROL. 
(2) In 2 Cor. 3 : 7 " written " is a translation of en, in, with the dative 
plural of gramina, a letter, lit., ' in letters,' 
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B. Adjective. 
GRAPTOS (ypmrT6s), from A, No. l, written, occurs in Rom. 2: 15.~ 

WRITING 
GRAMMA (ypaµµa), from graphO, to write, is rendered "writings" 

in John 5 : 47. See LETTER, No. I. 

Notes: (1) For biblion, "writing," A.V. in Matt. 19 ~ 7, see BILL, 

No. I. (2) In John 19: 19, A.V., "the writing (was) " is a translation 
of the perfect participle, Passive Voice, of graphö, R.V., "(there was) 
written." 

WRITING TABLET (A.V., WRITING TABLE) 
PINAKIDION (mvaKlowv) occurs in Luke l : 63, a diminutive of 

pinakis, a tablet, which is a variant reading here.~ 

WRONG (Noun and Verb), WRONG-DOER, WRONG-DOING 
A. Nouns. 

1. ADIKIA (dfüKla), a, negative, dike, right, is translated "wrong" 
in 2 Pet. 2: 13 (2nd part), i5, R.V., "wrong-doing" (A.V., unrighteous
ness) ; in 2 Cor. 12 : lJ, it is used ironically. See lNIQUITY, UNJUST, 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. 

2. ADIKEMA (dS!K'YJ/Ln.) denotes a misdeed, injury, in the concrete 
sense (in contrast to No. l), Acts 18: 14, "a matter of wrong; " 24: 20, 
KV., "wrong-doing " (A.V., "evil tluing "). See INIQUITY. 

B. Verb. 
ADIKEÖ (aÖLKtw), to do wrong, is used (a) intransitively, to act un · 

righteously, Acts 25 : II, R.V., "I am a wrong-doer" (A.V., " ... an 
offender ") ; l Cor. 6 : 8 ; 2 Cor. 7 : 12 (1st part); Col. 3 : 25 (ist part) ; 
cp. Rev. 22: II (see UNRIGHTEOUSNESS, B) ; (b) transitively, to wrong, 
Matt. 20: 13; Acts 7: 24 (Passive Voice), 26, 27; 25 : IO; 2 Cor. 7: 2, 
ver. 12 (2nd part; Passive Voice); Gal. 4: 12, "ye did (me no) wrong," 
anticipating a possible suggestion that his vigorous language was due 
to some personal grif~vance ; the occasion referred to was that of his 
first visit; Col. 3: 25 (2nd part), lit., 'what he did wrong,' which brings 
consequences both in this life and at the Judgment-Seat of Christ; 
Philm. 18; 2 Pet. 2 : 13 (1st part) ; in the Middle or Passive Voice, to 
take or suffer wrong, to suffer (oneself) to be wronged, l Cor. 6: 7. See 
HURT, ÜFFENDER, UNJUST. 

WRONGFULLY 
ADIKÖS (d.olKws), akin to the above, occurs in l Pet. 2: 19.~ 
Note : For "exact wrongfully," Luke 3: 14, R.V., see AccusE, B, No. 5. 

WROTH (be) 
l. ORGIZÖ (opyl~w), always in the Middle or Passive Voice in the 
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N.T., is rendered "was (were) wroth" in Matt. 18: 34; 22: 7; Rev. 
II : 18, R.V., (A.V., "were angry ") ; 12 : lJ, R.V., "waxed wroth." 
See ANGER, B, No. l. 

2. THUMOO (8vµ.6w) signifies to be very angry (from thumos, wrath, 
hot anger), to be stirred into passion, Matt. 2 : 16, of Herod (Passive 
Voice).~ 

,3., CHOLAO (xo.\&w), primarily, to be melancholy (chole, gall), 
signifies to be angry, John 7: 23, R.V., "are ye wroth" (A.V., 
" ... angry ").1[ 

For WROUGHT see WORK 
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YE, YOU, YOURSELVES, YOUR OWN SELVES 
Notes: (1) These are most frequently the translations of various 

inflections of a verb ; sometimes of the article before a nominative used 
as a vocative, e.g., Rev. 18 : 20, " ye saints, and ye apostles, and yc 
prophets" (lit., 'the saints, etc.'). When the 2nd person plural pronouns 
are used sepa-rately from a verb, they are usually one or other of the 
forms of humeis, the plural of su, " thou," and are frequently emphatic, 
especially when they are subjects of the verb, an emphasis always to 
be noticed, e.g., Matt. 5 : 13, 14, 48 ; 6 : 9, 19, 20 ; Mark 6 : 31, 37 ; 
John 15: 27a; Rom. l: 6; l Cor. 3: 17, 23; Gal. 3: 28, 29a; Eph. 
l : l3a; 2 : 8; 2: II, 13; Phil. 2: 18; Col. 3: 4, 7a; 4: l; 1 Thess. 
l : 6; 2 : 10, 19, 20; 3 : 8; 2 Thess. 3 : 13 ; Jas. 5 : 8; I Pet. 2 : 9a; 
r John 2 : 20, 24 (ist and 3rd occurrences), 27a ; 1 · 1 ; Jmfo TJ, 20. 
(2) ThP. arlrlition of autoi, yourselves, to the pronoun marks especial 
emphasis, e.g„ Matk 6: 31; John 3: 28; r Cor. II: 13; r Thess. 4: 9. 
Sometimes autoi is used without the pronoun, e.g„ Luke II : 46, 52 ; 
Acts 2 : 22 ; 20 : 34 ; r Thess. 2 : I ; 3 : 3 ; 5 : 2 ; 2 Thess. 3 : 7 ; Heb. 
13 : 3. (3) The ieile.x.ive vrououn " yourselves" rcprcscnts thc vurious 
plural forms of the reflexive pronoun heautou (fJ:equently governed by 
some preposition), e.g., Matt. 3 : 9; 16 : 8; 23 : 31; 25 : 9; Mark 9 : 50 ; 
Luke 3 : 8 ; 12 : 33, 57 ; 16 : 9 ; 21 : 30, " of your own selves; " 21 : 34 ; 
Acts 5: 35; in Rom. II : 25, "in your own (conceits)," lit., 'in (en; 
some texts have para, among) yourselves ; ' so 12 : 16 (with para) ; 
I Pet. 4 : 8 ; Jude 20, 21 ; in Eph. 5 : rg, R.V„ " one to another" 
(A.V„ and R.V. marg„ "to yourselves "). 

Note: In r Thess. 5 : II, A.V., al/eloi1s, "one another" (R.V.), is 
rendered " yourselves together." 

YEA, YES 
I. NAI (val), a particle of affirmation, is used (a) in answer to a 

question, Matt. 9 : 28 ; II : 9 ; 13 : 51 ; 17 : 25 ; 21 : r6 ; Luke 7 : 26 ; 
John II : 27 ; 21 : 15, 16 ; Acts 5 : 8 ; 22 : 27 ; Rom. 3 : 29 ; (b) in 
assent to an assertion, Matt. 15 : 27, R.V. (A.V., "truth ") ; Mark 7: 28; 
Rev. 14: 13; 16: 7, R.V. (A.V., ". even so") ; (c) in confirmation of an 
assertion, Matt. II : 26 autl Luke 10 : 21, R.V. (A.V„ " cven so ") ; Luke 
II : 51, R.V. (A.V., " verily ") ; 12 : 5 ; Phil. 4 : 3 (in the best texts) ; 
Philm. 20; (d) in solemn asseveration, Rev. 1: 7 (A.V. and R.V., "even 
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so");· 22 : 20, R.V. (A.V„ "surely ") ; (e) in repetition for emphasis, 
Matt. 5 : 37 ; 2 Cor. l : 17 ; Jas. 5 : 12 ; (f) singly in contrast to ou," nay," 
2 Cor. l: 18, 19 (twice), 20, "(the) yea," R.V.~ 

2. ALLA (d.Ma}, but, is translated "yea" in John 16: 2 ; Rom. 
3 : 31, A.V. (R.V., " nay ") ; l Cor. 4 : 3 ; 2 Cor. 7 : II (six times) ; 
Gal. 4: 17, A.V. (R.V., "nay ") ; Phil. l : 18; 2 : 17; 3 : 8; Jas. 2 : 18. 

3. KAI (Kal), and, even, is rendered "yea," e.g., Luke 2 : 35; John 
16: 32; l Cor. 2 : 10; 2 Cor. 8: 3; in Acts 7: 43, A.V. (R.V., "and "). 

4. MEN OUN (µ.€v ovv), in some . texts menounge, i.e., men-oun-ge, 
"yea rather," occurs, e.g., in Luke II : 28; in Rom. IO : 18, "yea (A.V., 
yes) verily; "in Phil. 3: 8, R.V., "yea verily" (A.V., " yea doubtless "). 

Notes: (1) In l Cor. 15 : 15 the R.V. translates kai by ' 1 and" (A.V., 
".yea "). (2) In Luke 24: 22 the R.V. translates alla kai "moreover" 
(A.V„ " yea ... and "). (3) In l Cor. 16 : 6, A.V., e kai, " or even " 
(R.V.), is translated "yea, and." (4) In 2 Cor. 5 : 16, A.V„ the phrase 
ei km: (some texts have ei de kai'.) is translated "yea, though" (R.V., 
"even though "). (5) In Phil. 2 : 8, R.V„ the particle de, but, is trans
lated "yea" (A.V., "even "). 

YEAR 
A. Nouns. 

I. ETOS (€ToS') is used (a) to mark a point of time at or from which 
events take place, e.g„ Luke 3 : l (dJ.tes were frequently reckoned from the 
time when a monarch began to reign) ; in Gal. 3 : 17 the time of the giving 
of the Law is stated as 430 years after the covenant of promise given to 
Abraham ; there is no real discrepancy between this and Ex. 12 : 40 ; 

the Apostle is not concerned with the exact duration of the interval ; 
it certainly was not less than 430 years ; the point of the argument is that 
the period was very considerahle; Gal. r : r8 and 2 : l mark events in 
Paul's life; as to the former the point is that three years elapsed before 
he saw any of the Apostles ; in 2 : l the 14 years may date either from his 
couven;ion or from his visit to Peter mentioned in 1 : r8 ; the latter 
seems the more natural (for a full discussion of the subject see Notes on 
Galatians by Hogg and Vine, pp. 55 ff.) ; (b) to mark a space of time, e.g„ 
Matt. 9: 20; Luke 12: 19; 13: II; John 2: 20; Acts 7: 6, where the 
400 years mark not merely the time that Israel was in bondage in Egypt, 
but the time that they sojourned or were strangers there (the R.V. puts 
a comma after the word "evil ") ; the Genevan Version renders Gen. 
1:5 : 13 " thy posterity shall inhabit a strange land for 400 years ; " 
Heb. 3 : 17 ; Rev. 20 : 2-7 ; (c) to date an event from one's birth, e.g„ 
Mark 5: 42; Luke 2: 42; 3: 23; John 8: 57; Acts 4: 22; l Tim. 
5 : 9 ; (d) to mark recurring events, Luke 2 : 41 (with kata, used dis
tributivcly) ; lJ : 7 ; (e) of an unlimited humber, Heb. l : 12. 

2. ENIAUTOS (€viavT6S'), originally a cycle of time, is used (a) of a 
particular time marked by an event, e.g„ Luke 4: 19; John II: 49, 51; 
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18 : 13 ; Gal. 4 : IO ; Rev. 9 : 15 ; (b) to mark a space of time, Acts 
II : 26; 18: II ; Jas. 4: 13; 5 : 17; (c) of that which takes place every 
year, Heb. 9: 7; with kata [cp. (d) above], Heb. 9: 25 ;, 10: l, 3.~ 

3. DIETIA (Öt€Tla) denotes a space of two years (dis, twice, and No. 
l), Acts 24: 27; 28: 30.~ 

4. TRIETIA (Tpt€Tla} denotes a space of three years (treis, three, and 
No. l), Acts 20 : 31. ~ 

Note: In Luke l: 7, 18, hemera, a day, is rendered "years." 
B. Adiectives. 

I. DIETES (Öt€n)s}, akin to A, No. 3, denotes lasting two years, two 
years old, Matt. 2: 16.~ 

2. HEKATONTAET.RS (JKaTovTa€T~s) denotes a hundred years old, 
Rom. 4: 19.~ 

C. Adverb. 
PERUS! (7rlpvai), last year, a year ago (from pera, beyond), is used 

with apo, from 2 Cor. 8: 10; '): 2.~ 

Note: In Heb. II : 24, A.V„ ginomai, to become, with megas, great, 
is rendered "when he was come to years" (R.V„ "when he was grown 
up "). 

For YES, see Y EA 

YESTERDAY 
ECHTHES ur CHTIIES (ixB.fs) occurs in John 4: 52; Acts 7: 28; 

Heb. 13: 8.~ 

YET 
Notes: This represents (r) the adverb eti, implying addition or 

duration, e.g„ Matt. 12: 40; Rom. 3: 7; 5: 6, 8; 9: 19; in Heb. 12: 26, 
27, "yet ... more;" (2) alla, but, marking antithesis or transition, 
e.g„ Mark I4 : 29 ; l Cor. 4 : 4, 15 ; 9 : 2 ; (3) mentoi, nevertheless, 
.John 4: 27; 20: 5; (4) akmen, eveu lo lhis point of time (the accusative 
case of akme, a point), Matt. 15 : 16; ~ (5) ouketi, no longer, Mark 15 : 5, 
A.V„ "yet ... nothing" (R.V„ "no mon~ ... anything ") ; 2 Cor. 
l : 23, A.V., "not as yet; " "yet not," e.g. Gai. 2 : 20, A.V. ; (6) oupo, 
"not yet," John 7 : 39 and l Cor. 8 : 2 (oudepo, in sorne mss„ A.V., 
"nothing yet ") ; oudepo, John 19 : 41," never yet; "20 : 9," as yet ... 
not;" (7) mepo, not yet, Rom. 9 : II; Heb. 9 : 8; ~ (8) kai, and, even, 
also, "yet" in Luke 3 : 20; in Gal. 3 : 4, ei ge kai, A.V„ "if ... yet " 
(R.V., " if . . indeed ") ; (9) ge, a particle meaning ' indeed,' " yet," 
Luke II : 8; (ro) oudeis popote, 19: 30, R.V., "no man ever yet," A.V., 
" yet never man," lit., ' no one at any time (yet) ; ' (II) the following, in 
which the R.V. gives the corrcct meaning for the A.V„" yet : "ede," now," 
Mark 13: 28; pote, "ever," Eph. 5 : 29 (A.V., "ever yet ") ; kai ... 
de, Jolu1 8: r6, "yea and" (A.V., "and yet "); ou plet"ous, Acts 24: II, 
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"not more;" (12) mellö, to be about to, "are yet," Rev. 8: 13; 
(B) other combinations with AND, As, NoR, NoT. 

YIELD 
l. DIDÖMI (olowµi), to give, is translated to yield, i.e., to produce, 

in Matt. 13 : 8, R.V. (A.V., "brought forth ") ; Mark 4: 7, 8. See GIVE. 
2. APODIDÖMI (a?ToolOwµi), to give up or back, is translated to yield 

in Heb. 12 : II ; Rev. 22 : 2 (in each case, of bearing fruit). See DELIVER, 
A, No. 3, etc. 

3. PARISTEMI or PARISTANÖ (1TaplC177Jµi), to present, is translated 
to yield in Rom. 6: 13 (twice), 16, 19 {twice), R.V., to present, in each 
place. See COMMEND, etc. 

4. POIEÖ (1Toilw), to make, to do, is translated "yield" in Jas. 
3 : 12. See Do. 

5. APHIEMI (ci<f>l71µi), to send away, is translated "yielded up (His 
spirit) " in Matt. 27 : 50 (cp. paratitkemi, " I comrnend," Luke 23 : 46, 
and paradidömi, "He gave up," John 19: 30). See FORGIVE, etc . 

. 6. PEITHO (7TEt8w), to persuade, in the Passive Voice, tobe persuaded, 
is tran5lated "do (not) thou yicld," Acts 23 : 2I. Sec PERSUADE. 

Note: In Acts 5 : 10, A.V., ekpsuckö, to breathe one's last, expire 
(ek, out, psuche, the life), is translated " yielded up (R.V., gave up) the 
ghost." See GHOST (give up the), No. 2. 

YOKE, YOKF.D 
A. Noun. 

r. ZUGOS "vyos-), a yoke, serving to couple two things together, 
is used (1) metaphorically, (a) of submission to authority, Matt. II : 29, 
30, of Christ's yoke, not sirnply irnparted by Hirn but shared with Hirn; 
(b) of bondage, Acts 15 : rn and Gal. 5 : 1, of bondage to the Law as a 
supposed means of salvation ; (c) of boudservice to masters, l Tim. 6 : l ; 

(2) to denotc a balance, Rcv. 6 : 5. Sec BALANCE. t 
2. ZEUGOS ('Etlyos-), a pair of animals, Luke 14: 19. See PAIR. 

B. Verb. 
HETEROZUGEO (€-rEpo,vylw), to be unequally yoked (heteros, 

another of a different sort, and A, No. l), is used metaphorically in 2 Cor. 
6: 14., 

YOKE-FELLOW 
SUNZUGOS or SUZUGOS (uvv,vyoS'), an adjective denoting yoked 

together, is used as a noun in Phil. 4: 3, a yoke-fellow, fellow-labourer; 
probably here it is a proper name, Synzygus, addressed as "true," or 
genuine (gnesios), i.e., properly so-called., 

YONDER 
EKEI ('KEI:), there, is rendered" yonder" in Matt. 26: 36; " to yonder 

place," 17: 20. See THERE, THITHER. 
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For · YOU see YE 

YOUNG, YOUNG (children, daughter, man, men, woman, women) 
I. NEOTEROS (vEW1'Epos), the • comparative degree of neos, new, 

youthful, is translated" young" in John 21: 18; in the plural, Acts 5 : 6, 
"young men" (marg„ "younger ") ; Tit. 2 : 6, A.V„ R.V„ "younget 
men." See Y OUNGER. 

2. NEOS (vlos), in the feminine plural, denotes "young women,'' 
Tit. 2 : 4. See NEW, No. 2; 

3. NEANIAS (vEavlas), a young man, occurs in Acts 7: 58; 20: 9; 
23: 17, 18 (fo. some texts)., 

4. NEANISKOS (vEavluKos), a diminutive of No. 3, a youth, a young 
man, occurs in Matt. 19 : 20, 22 ; Mark 14 : 51 (xst part ; R.V. omits 
in 2nd part) : 16 : 5 ; Luke 7 : 14 ; Acts 2 : 17 ; 5 : 10 (i.e„ attendants) ; 
23: 18 (in the best texts), 22; I John 2: 13, 14, of the second branch 
of the spiritual fa.mily., 

5. NOSSOS or NEOSSOS (vouuos), a young bird (akin to No. 2), is 
translated " young " in Luke 2 : 24., Cp. nossia, a brood, Luke 13 : 34, 
and the noun nossion, used in the neuter plural, nossia, in Matt. 23 : 37, 
" chickens ; " nossion is the diminutive of nossos., 

Notes: (1) In Acts 20: 12, A.V., pais, a "lad" (R.V.), is translated 
"young man." (2) In Mark 7: 25, A.V„ thugatrion, a diminutive of 
thugater, a daughter, is rendered "young (R.V„ little) daughter." (3) 
In Mark 10: x3, A.V„ paidion, in the neuter plural, is rcndered "young 
(R.V„ little) children." (4) In Acts 7: 19, A.V„ brephos, in the neuter 
plural, is rendered "young chil<lren," R.V„ "babes." Sec BADE, No. x. 

YOUNGER 
I. NEOTEROS (vEW1'Epos), for which see No. 1, above, occurs in 

Luke 15: 12, 13; 22: 26; I Tim. 5: I (" younger men ") ; 5: 2, feminine; 
ver. II, "younger (widows) ; " ver. 14, "younger (widows)," R.V„ marg. 
and A.V„" younger (women)" {see Wmow); r Pet. 5: 5. ForTit. 2.: 6 
see YouNG, No. r., 

2. ELASSON (JMuuwv) is rendered "younger" in Rom. 9: 12: 
see LEss. 

YOUR, YOURS 
Notes: (1) "Your" is most frequently the translation of humön, 

lit., of you, the genitive plural of su, thou, you; it is translated" yours" 
in I Cor. 3 : 21, 22 ; in 8 : 9, " of yours; " 16 : 18 ; 2 Cor. 12 : 14. In 
the following the dative plural, humin, lit„ ' to you,' is translated" your; " 
Luke 16 : II, lit„ ' (who will entrust) to you ; ' in 21 : 15 " your adver
~ries " is, lit„ ' (those opposed) to you;' in T C:or. 6: 5 and I5 : 34, A.V., 
" (I speak to) your (shame)," R.V„" (I say this to move) you (to shame)," 
is, lit„ ' (I speak unto a shame) to you.' The accusative plural, humas, 
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preceded by kata, according to, is rendered in Acts 18 : 15 " your own 
(law)," R.V., A.V., "your (law)," lit., ' (of the law) according to you,' 
with emphasis and scorn ; in Eph. l : 15 the same construction is used 
of faith, but kata here means "among," as in the R.V., " (the faith .. . 
which is) among you," A.V.," your (faith) ; "in John 14: 26" He shall .. . 
bring to your remembrance 11 is, lit., ' He sh_all . . . put you in mind of.' 
(2) The possessive pronoun, humeteros, your, is used in Luke 6: 20; 
John 7: 6; 8: 17; 15: 20; Acts 27: 34; Rom. II: 31; l Cor. 15: 31; 
16 : 17 ; 2 Cor. 8 : 8 ; Gal. 6 : 13 ; in Luke 16 : 12, " your own. 11~ (3) In 
Rom. 16: 19, A.V., the phrase to epikumin, lit.,' the (matter) over you,' is 
rendered "on your behalf 11 (R.V., "over you, 11 following the mss. which 
omit the neuter article to). 

YOUTH 
NEOTES (v€ÖT7Js}, from neos, new, occurs in Mark 10: 20; Luke 

18: 21; Acts 26: 4; l Tim. 4: 12 (in some mss., Matt. 19: 20).~ 

YOUTHFUL 
NEÖTERIKOS (v€WT€piK6s}, from neöteros, the comparative degree 

of neos, new, is used especially qf qualities, of Iusts, 2 Tim. 2 : 22. ~ 
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z 
ZEAL 

ZELOS ('~Aos) denotes zeal in the following passages: John z: 17, 
with objective genitive, i.e., ' zeal for Thine house ; ' so in Rom. ro : 2, 

"a zeal for God:" in z Cor. 7: 71 R.V., "(your) zeal (for me)," A.V., 
" (your) fervent mind (toward me) ; " uscd absolutely in 7 : II ; 9 : z ; 
Phil. 3 : 6 (in Col. 4 : 13 in some texts; the best have ponos, "labour," 
R.V.). Sec ENVY, Note, FERVENT, C, Note (2), INDIGNATION, A, Note (3), 
JEALOUSY. 

ZEALOUS 
A. Noun. 

ZELÖTES ('71.\w,-~s) is used adjectivally, of bcing zealous (a) "of the 
Law," Acts 21 : 20; (b) "toward God," lit., 'of God,' 22 : 3, R.V., "fcr 
God;" (c) " of spiritual gifts," l Cor. 14: 12, i.e., for exercise of spiritual 
gifts (lit„ ' of spirits,' hnt not to he interpretcd literally) : (d) " for 
(A.V., of) the traditions of my fathers," Gal. l : 14, of Paul's loyalty to 
Judaism before his convcrsion; (e) "of good works," Tit. 2 : 14. 

The word is, lit., 'a zealot,' i.e., an uncompromising partisan. The 
" Zealots " was a name applied to an extreme sediun of the Pharisees, 
bitterly antagonistic to the Romans. Josephus (Antiq. xviii. I. l, 6; 
B.J. ii. 8. l) refers to them as the "fourth sect of Jewish philosophy" 
(i.e., in addition to the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes), founded by 
Judas of Galilee (cp. Acts 5 : 37). After bis rebellion in A.D. 6, the 
Zealots nursed the fires of revolt, which, bursting out afresh in A.D. 66, 
led to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70. To this sect Simon, one of the 
Apostles, had belonged, Luke 6 : 15 ; Acts 1 : 13. The equivalent 
Hebrew aml Aramaic term was "Cananrean" (Matt. ro: 4); this is not 
connected with Canaan, as the A.V. "Canaanite" would suggest, but is 
derived from Heb. qanna, jealous. ~ 

B. Verbs. 
I. ZELOÖ ('71.\6w), tobe jealous, also signifies to seek or desire eagerly ; 

in Gal. 4: 17, R.V., "they zealously seek (you)," in the sense of taking 
a very warm interest in; so in ver. 18, Passive Voice, "to be zealously 
sought" (A.V., "tobe zealously affecte<l "), i.e., tobe the ohjec:t of warm 
interest on the part of others; some texts have this verb in Rev. 3 : 19 
(see No. 2). See AFFECT, Note, CovET, DEsrnE, ENVY, JEALUlJS. 

2. ZELEUÖ ('71.\evw), a late and rare form of No. l, is found in the 
best texts in Rev. 3 : 19, "be zealous."~ 

Note: For spoudazö, Gal. 2 : rn, R.V., see DILIGENT, B, No. I. 
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ADDITIONAL NOTES. 
( l) ÜN THE P ARTICLE KAI ( Kal). 

(a) The particle kai, "and," chiefty uscd for connectiflg words, 
clauses and sentences (the copulative or conncctive use), not infrequently 
signifies "also." This is the adjunctive, or amplificatory, use, and it is 
to be distinguished from the purely copulative significance " and." A 
good illustration is provided in Matt. 8 : 9, in the words of the centurion, 
" I also am a man under authority." Other instances are Matt. 5 : 39, 40; 
8 : 9 ; ro : 18 ; 18 : 33 ; 20 : 4 ; Luke II : 49 ; 12 : 41, 54, 57 ; 20 : 3 ; 
John 5 : 26, "the Son also," R.V. ; 7: 3; 12: ro; I4: l, 3, 7, 19; 15: 9, 
27 ; 17 : 24; Acts II : 17 ; Rom. l : 13 ; 6 : II ; l Cor. 7 : 3 ; II : 25 ; 
15 : 30; Gal. 6: l ; Phil. 4: 12, " 1 know also," R.V. ; l Thess. 3: 12. 
In l Cor. 2 : 13 the kai phrase signifies ' which are the very things We 
speak, with the like power of the Holy Spirit.' 

This use includes the meanings "so," or "just so," by way of com
parison, as in Matt. 6: lO, <!.Ild "so also," e.g„ John 13: 33; cp. Rom. 
II : r6. In Heb. 7 : 26 the most autlientic mss. have kai iu the first 
sentence, which may be rendered ' for such a High Priest also became us.' 
Here it virtually has the meaning "precisely." 

(b) Occasionally kai tends towards an adversative meaning, expressing 
a contrast, "yet," almost the equivalcnt of atla, " but ; " see, e.g„ Mark 
12: 12, 'yet they feared; ' Luke 20: 19; John 18: 28, ., yet they them
selves entered not.' Some take it in this sense in .Rom. l : 13, where, 
however, it may be simply parenthetic. Sometimes in the English Ver
sions the "yet" has been added in italics, as in 2 Cor. 6: 8, 9, ro. 

(c) In some passages kai has the rneaning" and yet," e.g„ Matt. 3 : 14, 
'and yet comest Thou to rne? ; ' 6: 26, 'and yet (R.V. "and," A.V., 
"yet ") your Heavenly Father feedeth them; ' Luke 18 : 7. 'and yet 
He is longsuffering; ' John 3 : 19, 'and yet mcn loved the darkness; ' 
4: 20, 'and yet we say;' 6: 49, 'and yet they d1ed;' l Cor. 5: 2, 'and 
yet ye are puffed up; ' l John 2 : 9, 'and yet hateth his brother.' The 
same is probably the case in John 'l : 30, 'and yet no man laid hands on 
Hirn ; ' some rule this and similar cases out because of the negative in 
the sentence following the kai, but that seems hardly tenable. 

(d) In some passages it has a temporal significance, "then." In 
Luke 7: 12 the kai, which is untranslated in the English Versions, provides 
the meaning ' then, behold, there was carried out ; ' so Acts l : lO, ' then, 
bchold, two mcn stoc·d.' This usc is perhaps due to the inflm~nce oi the 
Septuagint, reflecting the Hebrew idiom, especially when idou. " beh.olc1 " 

follows the kai. 
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(e) There is also the inferential use before a question, e.g„ Mark 
IO : 26, " then who can be saved ? " R.V. This is cornmonly expressed 
hy the English "and," as in Luke ro: 29; John 9: 36. 

(f) Occasionally it has almost the sense of hoti, "that," e.g., Matt. 
26: 15 (first part); Mark 14: 40 (last part); Luke 5: 12, 17, wherc, if 
the kai had been translated, the clause might be rendered 'that, behold, 
a man ... ,' lit., ' and behold ... ; ' so ver. 17 ; see also 9 : 51, where 
kai, 'that,' comes before "He stedfastly set ; " in 12 : 15, 'take heed 
that ye keep.' What is said under (d), regarding the influence of the 
Septuagint, is applicable also to this significance. 

(g) Sometimes it has the consecutive meaning of "and so: " e.g., 
Matt. 5 : 15, ' and so it shineth ; ' Phil. 4 : 7, ' and so the peace ... ; ' 
Heb. 3 : 19, ' and so we see.' 

(h) The epexegetic or exptanatory use. This may be represented by 
the expressions 'narnely, ' 'again ,' ' and indeed,' 'that is to say; ' it is 
usually translated by ' and. ' In such cases not merely an addition is in 
view. In Matt. 21 : 5, 'and upon a colt' means 'that is to say, upon a 
colt.' In John l : r6 the clause "and grace for grace" is explanatory 
of the "fulness." In John 12 : 48, "and receiveth not My sayings," is 
not simply an addition to " that rejecteth Me," it explains what the 
rejection involves, as the preceding verse shows. In Mark 14 : l, 

"und thc unlcuvcncd bread" is perhaps an instance, since the P::i.;;snvpr 
feast is so defined in Luke 22: r. In Acts 23: 6 the rneaning is' the hope, 
namely, the resurrediun uf lhe dead:' In Rom. l : 5 "grace and apostle
ship" may signify 'grace expressed in apostleship.' In Eph. l : l " and 
the faithful " does not mark a d1stinct dass of believers, lt deftnes " the 
saints ; " hnt in this ~;ise it goes a little further than what is merely 
epexegetical, it adds a more distinctive epithet than the preceding and 
may be taken as meaning 'yes indeed.' 

For the suggestion as to the epexegetic use of kai in John 3: 5,' water, 
even the Spirit,' see Vol. IV, p. 202, 11. 6-9. 

In reg;ir<'l tn Titns 3 : 5, " the renewing of the Holy Ghost " is co
ordinate with " the washing of regeneration," and some would regard it 
as precisely explanatory of that phrase, laking the kai as signifying 
'namely. ' Certainly the "renewing" is not an addit10nal and separate 
impartation of the Holy Spirit ; but the scope of the renewal is surely 
not limited to regeneration ; the second clause goes further than what 
is merely epexegetic of the first. Just so in Rom. 12 : 2, "the renewing of 
your mind " is not a single act, accomplished once and for all, as in re
generation. See under RE::-.!EW, B. The Holy Ghost, as having been 
' shed on us,' continues to act in renewing us, in order to maintain by His 
power the enjoyment of the relationship into which He has broilght us. 
" The man is cleansed in connection with the new order of things ; but 
the Holy Ghost is a source of an entirely new life, entirely new thoughts ; 
not only of a new moral being, but of the communication of all that in 
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which this new being dcvelops itself . He ever communicates more 
and more of the things of this new world into which He has brought us 
. . . ' the renewing of the Holy Ghost ' embraces all this . . . so that 
it is not only that we are born of Hirn, but that He works in us, communi
cating to us all that is ours in Christ" (]. N. Darby). Both the washing 
and the renewing are His work. 

(i) The ascensive use. This is somewhat similar to the epexegetic 
significance. lt represents, however, an advance in thought upon what 
precedes and has the meaning "even." The context alone can detcrmine 
the occurrences of l:his use. The following are some instances. In Matt. 
5: 46, 47, the phrases "even the publrcans" and " even the Gentiles" 
represent an extension of thought in regard to the manner of reciprocity 
exhibited by those referred to, in comparison with those who, like the 
Pharisees, were considered superior to them. In Mark l : 27, " even the 
unclean spirits " represents an advance in the minds of the people con· 
ceming Christ's miraculous power, m comparison with the ;:rnthority 
exercised by the Lord in less remarkable ways. So in Luke IO: 17. In 
Acts 10 : 45, lhe ku:i, rendered " also," in thc phrase " on the Gentiles 
also," seems necessary to be regarded in the same way, in view of the 
amazement manifested by those of the circumcision, and thus the render· 
ing will be 'even on the Gentiles was poured out the gift; ' cp. II: l. 

ln Rom. 13 : 5, the danse " but also for conscience sake " should 
probably be taken in this sense. In Gal. 2 : 13, the phrase " even Barna
bas" represents an advance of thought in comparison with thc wayward
ness of others; as much as to say, 'the Apostle's closest associate, from 
whom something different might be expected, was surprisingly carried 
away.' In Phil. 4: 16 there are three occurrences of kai, the first ascensive, 
"even" ; the second (untranslated) meaning "both," before the word 
"once; " thc third meaning "and. " In l Thess. l : 5, in the cause 
"and in the Holy Ghost," the kai rendered "and," is ascensive, coh
veying an extension of thought beyond" power; " that is tu say, 'power 
indeed, but the power of the Holy Spirit.' In r Pet. 4 : T4 " the Spirit 
of God" is "the Spirit of glory.'' Here there is an advance in idea from 
the absliad to the Personal. The phrase " the Spirit of Goci " does 
more than define " the Spirit of glory ; " it is explanatory but ascensiye 
also. 

When preceded or followed by the conjunction ei, "if," the phrase 
signifies "even if," or "if even," e.g., Mark 14: 29; Phil. 2 : 17; l Pet. 
3: I. 
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ÜN THE PARTICLE DE (8t1) 

The particle de has two chief uses, (a) continuative or copulative, 
signifying 'and,' or 'in the next place,' (b) adversative, signifying 'but,' 
or 'on the other hand.' The first of these, (a), is well illustrated in the 
genealogy in Matt. l : 2-16, the line being simply reckoned from Abraham 
to Christ. So in 2 Cor. 6 : 15, 16, where the de anticipates a negative more 
precisely than would be the case if kai had been used. In l Cor. 15 : 35 ; 
Heb. 12 : 6, e.g., the de "and (scourgeth) " is purely copulative. 

(b) The adversative use distinguishes a word or clause from that 
which precedes. This is exemplified, for instance, in Matt. 5: 22, 28, 
32, 34, 39, 44, in each of which the egö, " I," stands out with pronounced 
stress by way of contrast. This use is very common. In Matt. 23 : 4 
the first de is copulative, "Yea, they bind heavy burdens" (R.V.), the 
second is adversative, " but they themselves will not . . . " 

In John 3 : l, R.V., it may not at first sight seem clear whether the 
de, "Now," is copulative, introducing an illustration of Christ's absolute 
knowledge, or adversative, signifying 'But.' In the former case the 
significance would be that, however fair the exterior might be, as exempli
fied in Nicodemus, he needs to be born again. In the latter case it 
introduces a c_:ontrast, in regard to Nicodemus, to what has just been 
stated, that "Jesus did not trust Himself" (2: 24) to those mentioned 
in v. 23. And, inasmuch as He certainly did afford to Nicodemus the 
opportunity of learning the truths of the new birth and the :t{ingdom 
of God, as a result of which he became a disciple (" secret " though he 
was), he may be introduced in the Apostle's narrative as an exception 
to those who believed simply through seei11g the signs accomplished by 
the Lord (2 : 23). 

In Rom. 3 : 22, in the clause "even the righteousness," the de serves 
to annexe not only an explanation, defining " a righteousness of God " 
(v. 21, R.V.), but an extension of the thought; so in 9: 30, "even the 
righteousness which is of faith.'' 

In 1 Cor. 2 : 6, in the clause "yet a wisdom," an exception (not an 
addition) is made to what precedes; some would regard this as belonging 
to (a) ; it seems, however, clearly adversative. In 4: 7 the first de is 
copulative, " and what hast thou . . . ? ; " the second is adversative, 
" but if thou didst receive . . . " 

In l Thess. :; : 21 " many ancient authorities insert ' hut ' " (see R.V. 
marg.), so translating de, between the two injunctions "despise not 
prophesyings" and "prove all things," and this is almost certainly the 
correct reading. In any case the injunctions are probahly thus contrast
ingly to be connected. 

In 2 Pet. l : 5-7, after the first de, which has the meaning "yea," 
the six which follow, in the phrases giving virtues tobe supplied, suggest 
the thought ' but there is something further to be done.' These are not 
merely connective, as expressed by the English "and," but adversative, 
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as indicating a contrast to the possible idea that to add virtue to our 
faith is sufficient for the moral purpose in view. 

De, in combination with the negatives ou and me (oude and mede, 
usually "but not," "and not," "neither ", "nor,"), sometimes has the 
force of "even," e.g„ oude in Matt. 6: 29, " eVf~n Solomon ... was not 
a1rayed ... ; " Mark 6: 31, lit., ' (they had) not even leisure to eat; ' 
Luke 7: 9, lit., 'not even in Israel have I found such faith ; ' John 7 : 5, 
" For even His brethren did not believe on Hirn; " Acts 4 : 32, lih, 'not 
even one of them;' I Cor. 5 : I, "not even among the Gentiles ; " mede, 
in Mark 2 : 2, "not even about the door; " I Cm; 5: II, lit., ''with such 
a one not even to eat.' 
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ÜN THE PREPOSITIONS ANTI (all'Ti) AND HUPER (vnep). 

The basic idea of anti is" facing." This may be a matter of opposition, 
unfriendliness or antagonism, or of agreement. These meanings are 
exemplified in compounds of the preposition with verbs, and in nouns. 
The following are instances: antiparerchomai in Luke IO: 31, 32, whcrc 
the verbis rendered "passed by on the other side," i.e., of the road, but 
facing the wounded man ; antiballö in Luke 24 : 17, where the anti 
suggests that the two disciples, in exchanging words (see R.V. marg.), 
turned to face one another, indicating the earnest nature of their con
versation. The idea of antagonism is seen in antidikos, an adversary, 
Matt. 5 : 25, anti'.christos, antichrist, l John 4: 3, etc. 

There is no instance of the uncompounded preposition signifying 
" against." Arising from the basic significance, however, there are 
several other meanings attaching to the separate use of the preposition. 
In the majority of the occurrences in the N.T., the idea is that of "in 
the pluce of," "ill5teud of," or of cxcho.ngc ; c.g., Matt. 5 : 38, "an eye 
for (anti) an eye; " Rom. 12 : 17, "evil for evil; " so l Thess, 5 : 15 ; 
l Pet. 3: 9, and;in the same verse, "reviling for reviling." The ideas uf 
substitution and exchange are combined, e.g., in Luke II : II, " for a 
fish . . . a serpent ; " Heb. 12 : 16, " for one mess of meat . . his own 
birthright." So in Matt. 17: 27," a shekel (stater) ... for thee and Me," 
where the phrase is condensed; that is to say, the exchange is that of the 
coin for the tax demanded from Christ and Peter, rather than for the 
persons themselves. So in l Cor. II : 15, where the hair is a substitute 
for the covering. 

Of special doctrinal importance are Matt. 20 : 28 ; Mark lO : 45, " to 
give His life a ransom (lutron) for (anti) many." Here the substitutionary 
significance, "mstead of," is clear, as also with the compound antilutron 
in l Tim. 2: 6, "who gave Himself a ransom (antilutron) for (huper) all; " 
here the use of huper, "on behalf of," is noticeable. Christ gave Himself 
as a ransom (of a substitutionary character), not instead of all men, 
but on behalf of all. The actual substitution, as in the passages in Matthcw 
and Mark, is expressed by the anti, instead of, "many." The unrepentant 
man should not be told that Christ was his substitute, for in that case the 
exchange would hold good for him and though unregenerate he would 
not be in the place of death, a condition in which, however, he exists 
while unconverted. Accordingly the '' many " are those who, through 
faith, are delivered from that condition. The substitutionary meaning 
is exemplified in Jas. 4: 15, where the A.V. and R.V. render the anti 
"for that" (R.V., marg., "instead of "). 

In Heb. 12 : 2, " for (anti) the joy that was set before Hirn endured 
the cross," neither the thought of exchange nor that of substitution is 
conveyed ; here the basic idea of facing is present. The cross and thc 
joy faced each other in the mind of Christ and He chose the one with the 
other in view. 
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In John l : 16 the phrase " grace fot grace " is used. The idea of 
'following upon' has been suggested, as wave follows wave. Is not the 
meaning that the grace we receive corresponds to the grace inherent in 
Christ, out of whose fulness we receive it? 

The primary mcaning of httper is "over," "above." lfence, meta
phorically, with the accusative case, it is used of superiority, e.g., Matt. 
IO: 24, "above his master" (or teacher) ; or of measure in excess, in the 
sense of beyond, e.g., l Cor. 4 : 6, " beyond the things that are written ; " 
or "than ", after a comparative, e.g., Luke 16: 8; Heb. 4: 12; or 
"more than,'' after a verb, e.g .. , Matt. ro: 37. With the genitive it means 
(1) on behalf of, in the interests of, e.g., of prayer, Matt. 5 : 44; of giving 
up one's life, and especially of Christ's so doing for man's redemption, 
e.g., John ro: 15; l Tim. 2: 6, 'on behalf of all' (see under Anti); 2 Thess. 
2: l, 'in the interest of (i.e., 'with a view to correctingyour thoughts 
about ') the Coming.' The difficult passage, l Cor. 15: 29, possibly comes 
here. With an alteration of the punctuation (feasible from the ms. point 
of view), the reference may be to baptism as taught elsewhere in the 
N.T., and the verse may read thus: 'Else what shall they do which are 
being baptized? (Le., what purpose can they serve ?) ; (it is) in thc 
interest of the dead, if the dead are not raised at all. Why then are they 
baptized in the interest of them? ' That is to say,, they fulfil the ordinance 
in the ip,terest of. a Cj:irist .who is dead and in' joint witness with (and 
therefore, in the interest of) believers who riever will be raised, whereas 
an essential element in baptism is its tesliu10uy lo the resurrection of 
Christ and of the believer. 

In some passages huper may l>e useu iu lhe substitutiori.ary sense, 
e.g., John :ro: II, 15 ; Rom. 8: 32; but it cannot be so taken in the 
majority of instances. Cp. 2 Cor. 5 : 15, in r.egard to which,. while it 
might be said that Christ died in place of US, it cannot be said that Christ 
rose again in the place of US. 
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ÜN THE PREPOSITIONS APO (d.7r6) AND EK (eK), 

The primary meaning of apo is " oft; " this is illustrated in such 
compounds as apokaluptö, to take the veil off, to reveal; apokoptö, to 
cut off; hence there are different shades of.meaning, the chief of which 
is " from " or " away from," e.g„ Matt. 5 : 29, 30 ; 9 : 22 ; Luke 24 : 31, 
lit., 'He became invisible from them;' Rom. 9: 3. 

The primary meaning of ek is "out of,'' e.g., Matt. 3: 17, "a voice 
out of the heavens" (R.V.); 2 Cor. 9: 7, lit., 'out of necessity.' Omit
ting such significances of ek as origin, söurce, cause, occasion, etc., our 
consideration will here be confined to a certain similarity between apo 
and ek. Since apo arid ek are both frequently to be tran5l:-1tPn hy " from " 
they often approximate closely in meaning. The· distinction is largely 
secn in this, tliat apo suggests a starting point from without, ek from 
within; this meaning is often involved in apo, but apo does not give 
prominence to the "within-ness," as ek usually does. For instance, apo 
is used.in Matt. 3: 16, where the R.V. rightly reads "Jesus ... weht 
up straightway from the water; " in Mark l : IO ek is used, "coming 
up .out of the water; "ek (~hich stands in conhast to ei's in v. 9) stresses 
more empha~ically than apo the fact ofHis haviI}g'been baptized in the 
wafer. In all instances.where these prepositions appear tobe used alter-
nately this diStinction is to be observed. · 

The litetal mea11i11g " oul. of" cauuul. be attached to ek in a considcr
able number of passages. lri several instances ek obviously has the 
significance of ' away from ; ' and where either meaning seems possible, 
the context, or some other passage, affords guidance: · The following are 
examples in which ek does not mean ' out of the midst of ' or ' out from 
within,' but J:i.as much thc snmc significance as apo: John 17: 15, "that 
Thou should~st keep them from the evil one; " l Cor. 9: 19, „ though 
I was free from all men ; " 2 Cor. l : 10, " who delivered us from so great 
a death" (A.V.) ; 2 Pet. 2: 21, "to turn back from tlie holy command
ment;" Rev. 15 : 2, "them that had come victorious from the beast, 
and from his imagc, and from the number of his name" (ek in each case). 

Concerning the use of ek, in I Thess. I : 10, " Jesus, which delivereth 
(the present tense, as in the R.V., is important) us from the wrath to 
come" [or, more closely to the original, 'our Deliverer (cp. the same 
phrase in Rom. II : 26) from the coming wrath '], the passage makes 
clear that the wrath signifies the calamities to be visited by God upon 
men when the present period of grace is closed. As to whether the ek 
here denotes ' out of the midst of ' or ' preservation from,' this is deter
mined by the statement in 5 : 9, that " God appointed us not unto wrath, 
but unto the obtaining of salvation; " the coulexl lhere shows that the 
salvation is from the wrath just referred to. Accordingly the ek signifies 
'preservation from' in the same sense as apo, and not 'out from the 
midst of.' 
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EN 

JN THE PREPOSITION EN (Ev). 
En, "in," is the most common preposition. lt has several meanings, 

~.g., of place (e.g., Heb. l : 3, lit., 'on the right band,' i.e., in that posi
tion), and time, e.g., in l Thess. 2: 19; 3: 13 ; l John 2: 28, in each 
~f which the phrase " at His coming" (inadequately so rendered, and 
lit., 'in His Parousia ') combines place and time; the noun, while de
uoting a period, also signifies a presence involving accompanying circum
stances, e.g., l Thess. 4 : 15. 

Further consideration must here be confined to the instrumental use, 
often rendered "with" (though en in itself does not mean " with "), 
e.g., Matt. 5 : lJ, "wherewith" (lit.,' in what,' i.e., by what means) shall 
it be salted;" 7: 2, "with what measure ye mete." Sometimes the 
instrumental is associated with the locative significance (which indeed 
attaches to most of its uses), e.g., Luke 22 : 49, "shall we smite with 
the sword ? " the smiting being viewed as located in the sword ; so in 
Matt. 26 : 52, " shall perish with the sword ; " cp. H.ev. 2 : 16 ; 6 : $ ; 
13: 10. In Matt. 12 : 24, "by lmarg., 'in') Beelzebub," indicates that 
the casting out is located in Beelzebub. Cp. Luke l : 51, "with His arm." 
In Heb. II : 37,. the statement " they were slain with the sword" is, 
lit., 'they died by (en) slaughter of the sword.' There is a noticeable 
change in Rom. 12 : 21, from hupo, by, to en, with, in this instrumental 
an<l locative sense; tl1e lil. rernleri11g is 'he not overcome by (hitplJ) 
evil, but overcome evil with (en) good,' en expressing both means and 
circumstances. A very important instance. of the instrumental en is in 
Rom. 3: 25, where the R.V., " faith, by His blood," corrects the A.V., 
"faith in His blood," and the commas which the R.V. inserts are neces
sary. Thus thc Gtatcmcnt rcads" whom God sct forth to bc a propitiation, 
through faith, by His blood." Christ is a propitiation, by means of His 
blood, i.e., His expiatory death. Faith is exercised in the living God, 
not in the blood, which provides the basis of faith. 
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INDEX 

Note: The English words in the Indexare not necessarily the meanings 
of the Greek words which are found under the English headings. 

ABAR:ES ADELPHOT:ES ADOKIMOS 
burdensome brotheihood cast 

ABBA AD:EMONEO reject 

abba heaviness reprobate 

ABUSSOS· heavy ADOLOS 

abyss trouble guileless 

bottom ADIAKRITOS sincere 

deep partiality ADUNATEO 
pit variance impossible 

ACHARISTOS ADIALEIPTOS ADUNATOS 
unthankful cease impossible 

ACHEIROPOI:ltTOS 
continual impotent. 
unceasing weak · 

hands (not made with) 
ADIALEIPTOS AEI 

ACHLUS i;eaioti always 
mist unceasingly ever 

ACHRE(l)OO ADlAl'H'fHORIA A.nR. 
unprofitable uncottuptness air 

ACHREIOS ADIK:ltMA AETOS 
unprofitable evil eagle 

ACHR~Sl'OS iniquity AGALLIAO 
unprofitable wrong glad 

ACHRI(S) ADIKEO joy 
hurt rejoice until in jure 

ACHURON AGALLIASIS offender gladness chaff suffer 
ADAPANOS unjust joy 

charge unrighteousness AGAM OS 
wrong unmarried 

AD:ELOS wrong-doer AGANAKTEO appear (not) 
ADIKIA displeased uncertain 

iniquity indignation 
AD:ELOS unjust AGANAKT:ESIS uncertainly unrighteousness indignation 
AD:ELOT:ES wrong 

AGAPAO 
uncertain ADIKOS beloved 
uncertainly unjust love 

ADELPH:E unrighteous 
AGAPE 

believer ADIKOS charity 
sistcr wrongfully dear 

ADELPHOS ~D~ feast 
brother sing love 
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,\GAPETOS AGÖN AICH:\TALOTOS 

belovcd conflict captive 
dear contention · AlDIOS 

AGATHOPOIEO fight eternal 
good (to do) race everlasting 
well AGONIA AIDOS well-doing agony ashamed 

AGATHOPOIIA AGONIZOMAI reverencc 
well-doing fen·cntly shamefastness 

AlGEIOS 
AGATHOPOIOS fight goat (skin) 

weil (do) labour AIGIALOS 
AGATHOS strive 

beach 
benefit AGORA shorc 
good market 

AINEO goods market-place 
praise kind street 

AGATHOSUNf: AGORAIOS AINESIS 

guud11ess basoer praise 
court AINIGMA AGATHOURGEO 

AGORAZO darkly good (to do) 
AGELf: buy AJNOS 

purchase praise heul redeem · AION AGENEALOGf:TOS AGRA age genealogy draught course 
AGEN:l!S 

AGRAMMATOS eternal 
base 

unlearned 
ever 

AGNAPHOS evermore 
AGRAULEO world new 

undrns~tl abide AIONIOS 
AGNOf:MA AGREVO eternal 

error catch everlasting 
ignorance AGRIELAIOS AIPHNIDIOS 

AGNOEO olive tree (wild) sudden 
ignorant AGRIOS unawares 
ignornntly raging AIRO 
know wild away 
understand AGROS bear 

AGNOIA country carry 
doubt (make to) ignorance farm 
hni~e up 

AGNOSJA field hoist up 
ignoranr.P. ground lift 

AGNOSTOS land loose 
known piece put 
unknown AGRUPNEO remove 

AGO 
watch suspense 

take bring AGRUPNIA 
AISCHROKERDf:S carry watching 

filthy go AICHMALOSIA lucre keep captivity 
lead AISCHROKERDOS 
open AICHMALOTEUO filthy 

AG0Gf: captive lucre 
conduct AICHMALOTIZO AISCHROLOGIA 
life captive communication 
manner captivity filthy 
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AISCHROS AKARPOS AKON 
filthy fruit will 
shame unfruitful AKOUO 

AISCHROTB.S AKATAGNOSTOS audience 
filthiness condemn ear 

AISCHUNB. AKATAKALUPTOS hear 
hearer dishonesty uncovered hearing shame unveiled hearken 

AISCHUNO AKATAKRITOS noise 
ashamed uncondemned report 

AISTHANOMAI AKATALUTOS AKRASIA 
perceive endless excess 

AISTHtl.SIS AKATAPAUSTOS 
incontinency 

judgment AKRAT:BS cease incontinent AISTH:l!Ttl.RION 
AKATASCHETOS self-control (without) sense 

AIT:l!:MA 
unruly AKRATOS 

ask AKATASTASIA mixture 
petition commotion unmixed 
request confusion AKRIBEIA 
require tumult manner 

AITEO AKATASTATOS strict 
ask restless AKRIB:l!S 
teg unstable straitest 
call AKATHARSIA' AKRIBESTERUN 
crave uncleanness carefully 
dt:sire 

AKATHART.tl.S. exact 
request t:xactly 
require foul perfectly 

AITiA unclean 
AKRIBESTATOS 

accusation AKATHARTOS stra~test 
case filthy aKRlBUO 
cause foul mqwre 
charge unclean learn 
crime ,A.KERAIOS AKk1B03 
fault harmless accurately 

AITIOMA simple carefully 
charge 

AKLINB.S 
circumspectly 

complaint diligently 
AITION, waver perfectly 

cause AKMAZO AKRIS 
fault ripe (to be fully) locust 

AITIOS AKMB.N AKROATtl.RION 
author yet hearing 

AKAIREOMAI AKOF. place 
opportunity (lack) ear AKROATB.S 

AKATROS fame hearer 
season hear AKROBUSTIA 

AKAKOS hearing uncircumcision 
guileless. message AKROGONIAIOS 
harmless report chief 
innacent rumour corner 
simple AKOLOUTHEO' AKRON 

AKANTHA follow end 
thorn(s) (of) reach tip 

AKANTHINOS AKOLUTOS top 
thorns (of) forbid uttermost part 
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t\KROTHINION ALISGEMA ALOPEX 

spoil pollution fox 
t\KUROO ALLA ALUPOS (-OTEROS) 

disannul nay sorrowful (less} 
eflect notwithstanding ALUSITELES void rather 

unprofttable 
ALABASTRON yea 

AMACHOS J>ox yet 
brawler cruse ALLACHOTHEN 

ALALAZO way AMAO 
clanging ALLACHOU mow 
tinkle elsewhere reap down 
wail ALLASSO AMARANTINOS 

ALALETOS change fade 
utter ALLEGOREO AMARANTOS 

ALALOS allegory fade 
dumb contain AMARTUROS 

ALAZON ALLELON witness 
boast each other AMATHES 
boast±ul mutual unlcarncd :· 

ALAZON(E)IA one another AMELEO 
boast other 

light of (m~ke} themselves , pride 
together neglect ··· · 

vainglory negligent 
vaunt yourselves 

regard 
ALEIPHO ALLOGENES 

AMEMPTOS anoint stranger 
blameless 

ALEKTOR ALLOPHULOS faultless 
cock nation unblameable 

ALEKTOROPHONIA ALLOS AMEMPTOS 
cock-crowing another blame (without) more blamele!! ALETHEIA one unblameably tnrn other (-s} 
truth otherwise AM~N 
verity some amen 

ALETHES AL LOS verily 
indeed otherwise AMERIMNÖS 
true ALLOTRIOEPISKOPOS care 
truly 

budcbody carefulne~s 
truth me dler rid 

ALETHEUO secure 
ALLOTRIOS truth alien AMETAKINnTOS 

ALETHINOS man's (another) move 
true other unmoveable 

ALETHO strange AMETAMELETOS 
grind stranger regret 

ALETHOS ALOAO repent 

indeed corn repentance 

surely thresh AMETANOETOS 
truLh tread impenitent 
true ALOE AMETATHETOS 
truly aloes immutable 
verily ALOGOS immutability 

ALEURON brute AMETHUSTOS 
meal unreasonable amethyst 
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AM:E:TOR ANABALLO ANAID(E)IA 

mother defer importunity 
AME1'ROS ANABATHMOS ANAIREO 

measure stair death 
AMIANTOS ANABIBAZO kill 

undefiled draw slay 
AMl\IOS ANABLEPO take 

sand look ANAIRESIS 
AMNOS receive death 

lamb see ANAITIOS 
AMOIB:E: sight blameless 

requite ANABLEPSIS guiltless 

AMOM:f.TOS sight ANAKAINIZO 
blameless ANABOAO renew 
rebuke cry ANAKAINOO 

AMOM ON ANABOLE: renew 
odour delay ANAKAINOSIS spiee ANACH0RE0 renewing 

AMOM OS depart ANAKALUPTO 1.Jlarne (without) gu opeh blemish place unlifted faultless l rn untaken unblameable v.1thdraw unveiled 
AMPELON ANACHUSIS ANAKAMPTO vineyard excess return 
AMPELOS AN AD ECHO MAI turn 

vine receive ANÄ.KATHIZO 
AMPELOURGOS ANADEIKNUMI· sit 

vinedresser appoint ANAKEIMAI 

AMPHIBALLO shew guest 

cast ANADEIXIS Jean 
ihewing lie 

A..1\1PHIBL:E:STRON recline 
net ANADIDOMI set 

AMPHIENNUMI 
deliver sit 

clothe ANAGAION, table (at the) 

AMPHODON 
see ANOGEON ANAKEPHALAIOO 

place ANAGENNAO comprehend 

street beget gather 

AMPHOTEROI borri sum up 
ANAKLIN() 

ID'1ster ANAGINOSKO 
lay 

AMUNO read 
sit 

defend ANAGNOmzo ANAKOPTO 
ANA known hinder 

apiece ANAGNOSIS ANAKRAZO 
each reading cry 
every ANAGO ANAKRINO 

ANABAINO bring ask 
arise depart discern 
ascend launch examine 
climb up lead judge 
come loose search 
enter offer ANAKRISIS go put 

examination grow sail 
rise set ANAKULIO 
spring take roll 
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ANAKUPTO ANANKAZÖ ANARITHMf:TOS 

lift compel innumerable 
look constrain ANASEIO 

ANALAMBANO ANANKf: move 
receive distress stir 
take necessary ANASKEUAZO 

ANALf:PSIS necessity subvert 
receive needs 

ANASPAO 
ANALISKO ANANTIRRHf<:TOS draw 

consume gainsay pul! 
ANALOGIA 

speak 
ANASTASIS 

proportion ANANTIRRHf:TöS raise 
gainsay resurrection ANALOGIZOMAI 

ANAPAll(l rising 
consider ease ANASTATOÖ 

refresh sedition 
ANALOS rest stir 

saltness 
ANAPAUSlS trouble 

ANALUO rest turn 
cltlpart uproar 

ANAPEITHÖ ANASTAUROÖ return 
persuade crncify ANALUSlS 

ANAPEMPO ANASTENAZÖ departure 
send sigh 

ANAMARTETOS 
ANAPf:(I)ROS' ANASTREPHO sin 

maimed abide 
ANAMENO 

ANAPHAINO behave 
wait convcrsation 

ANAMIMN!t5K0 
appear live discover ovcrthrow mind 

ANAPHERO pass remember 
bear return remembrancc 
bring use 

ANAMN.f:SlS carry ANASTROPHR remembrance Jead behaviour 
ANANEOO offot conversatipn 

renew ANAPHONEO life 

ANANf:PHÖ voice living 

.A.NAPIPTO manner awake 
ANATASSOMAI recover Jean 

sober set draw 
sit order ANANGELLO 

~NAPLf:ROÖ set (forth) 
announce 

fill ANATELLO declare 
fulfil arise rehearse 
supply rise report 

rising shew ANAPOLOGf:TOS 
spring speak excuse 

tel! inexcusable up 
ANATHALLÖ tidings ANAPSUCHO flourish 

ANANKAIOS refresh revive near ANAPSUXIS ANATHEMA necessary refreshing curse 
ANANKAIOTER<>S ANAPTO anathema 

needful kindle ANATHEMA 
ANANKASTOS ANAPTUSSO gift 

constraint open offering 
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ANATHEMA TIZO 
curse 
oath 

ANATHEOREO 
behold 
consider 
observe 

ANATITHEMI 
communicate · 
declare 
lay 

ANATOL:R 
dayspring 
east 

ANATREPHO 
bring · 
nourish 

ANATREPO 
overthrow 
subvert 

ANAXIOS 
unworthy 

ANAXIOS · 
unworthily 

ANAZAO 
alive 
live 
revive 

ANAZETEO 
seek 

ANAZONNUMI 
gird 

ANAZOPUREO 
stir 

ANDRAPODIST:ES 
men-stealers 

ANDRIZO 
men 
quit 

ANDROPHONOS 
manslaye:i: 

ANECHOMAI (or -CHO) 
bear 
endure 
forbear 
suffer 

ANEKDIEGETOS 
unspeakable 

ANEKLALETOS 
unspeakable 

ANEKLEIPTOS 
fail 

ANF.K(l 
befit 
convenient 
:fit 

ANEKTOS .. · "'\.. 
ANEKTOTEROS J 

tolerable 

ANELEEMON 
unmerciful 

ANELEOS (or ANIL-) 
mercy 

ANEMEROS 
fierce 

ANEMIZO 
drive 
wind· 

ANEMOS 
wind 

ANENDEKTOS 
impossible 

ANENKLETOS 
blameless 
unreprov&ble 

ANEPAISCHUNTOS 
ashamed 

ANEPIL:EPTOS 
blameless 
reproach 
unrebukeable 

ANEPSIOS 
cousin 
sister 

AN:ER 
fellow 
husband 
man 
sir 

ANERCHOMAL 
go 

ANESIS 
eased 
indulgenr.e 
liberty 
relief 
rest 

ANETAZO 
examine 

ANETHON.· 
anise 

ANEU 
without 

ANEURISKO 
find 

ANEUTHETOS 
commodious 

ANEXERAUNETOS 
(or -REU~) 

unsearchable 

ANO 

ANEXICHNIASTOS 
find 
trace 
unsearchable 

ANEXIKAKOS 
forbearing 
patient 

ANGAREUO 
compel 

ANGEION 
vessel 

ANGELIA 
message 

ANGELOS 
angel 
messenger 

ANGOS 
vessel 

ANI:RMI 
forbear 
leave 
loose 

ANIPTOS 
unwashen 

ANISTEMI 
arise 
lift . . ' 
raise (up) · 
rise 
stand 

ANKAL:E 
arm 

ANKISTRON 
hook 

AN KU RA 
anchor 

ANO 
abovc 
brim 
high 
up 

ANOCH:E 
forbearance 

ANO:ETOS 
fool 
foolish 
unwise 

ANOGEON 
room 

ANOIA 
folly 
ma<lness 

ANOIGO 
open 
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ANOIKODOMEO ANTECHO (-OMAI) ANTILAMBANO 

build hold (-OMA!) 
ANOIXIS support help 

open ANTEIPON partake 
opening gainsay partaker 

ANOMIA say support 

iniquity ANTHISTE:MI ANTILEGO 
lawlessness resist ans wer 
transgression withstand contradict 
unrighteousness ANTHOMOLOGEOMAI 

deny 
gainsay 

ANOMOS thanks gainsayer 
law ANTHOS speak 
lawless flower ANTILE:(M) PSIS transgressor 
unlawful ANTHRAKIA h~ll' 

wicked eo als ANTILOGIA 
ANOMOS ANTHRAX contradiction 

law coal dispute 

ANOPHELE:S ANTHROPARESKOS gainsaying 

unprofitable men-pleasers strife 

ANORTHOO ANTHROPINOS ANTILOIDOREO 

lift man's revile 

illt men ANTILUTRON 
straight ANTHROPOKTONOS 

ra.nsom 

ANOSIOS murderer ANTIMETREO 
unholy ANTHROPOS measure 

ANOTERIKOS mi1n ANTIMISTHIA 
upper people recompense 

ANOTERON person ANTIPARERCHOMAI 
above ANTHUPATEUO pass 
higher ANTIPIPTO 

ANOTHEN proconsul resist 
above ANTHUPATOS ANTTSTR A TElJOMAI again deputy 
anew proconsul 

war 

first ANTITASSO 
top ANTI oppose 

ANTAGONIZOMAI 
room resist 

sirive ANTIBALLO ANTITHESIS 

ANTALLAGMA 
have opposition 

exchange ANTICHRISTOS ANTITUPOS (-ON) 
ANTANAPLE:ROO Antichrist figure 

fill ANTIDIA TITHE:MI 
likeness 

ANTAPODIDÖMI oppose 
pattern 

recompense ANTIDIKOS 
ANTLf-MA 

render draw 
repay adversa:ry 

ANTLEO 
ANTAPODOMA ANTIKALEO draw 

recompense bid 
ANTOPHTHALMEO 

ANTAPODOSIS ANTIKATHISTE:MI 
recompense resist bear 
reward ANTIKEIMAI face 

ANTAPOKRINOMAI adversary ANUDROS 
ans wer contrary dry 
reply oppose water 
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ANUPOKRITOS APART! APEITH:RS. 

dissimulation henceforth disobedient 
hypocrisy now (from) APEKDECHOMAI. unfeigned APARTISMOS look 

ANUPOTAKTOS complete wait 
disobedient finish APEKDUO put APASPAZOMAI put subject bid farewell spoil unruly leave 

take APEKDUSIS AORATOS APATAO putting invisible beguile APELAUNO APAGO deceive drive bring APAT:E 
APELEGMOS carry deceit 

disrepute death deceitful 
lead deceitfulness nought 
take deceivableness APELEUTHEROS 

APAIDEUTOS APATOR freedma.n 
unlearned father APELPIZO 

APAIRO APAUGASMA despair 
take brightness hope 

APAITEO effulgence APENANTI 
requU:,e APECHO before 

APALGEO abstain contrary 

fecl enough presence 

APALLASSO 
have APERANTOS 
receive endless deliver was, etc. APERCHOMAl depart 

APEIDON come quit 
(ses APHORAO) depart APALLOTRIO 
APEIL:R go alien 

alienated otrnitly pass 
threaten way 

AP.A.NCHO threatening APERISPASTOS 
bang 

APEILEÖ distraction 
APANGELLO threaten APERITM:RTOS bring 

APEIMI uncircumcised d!lclare 
go absent APHAIREO 
1eport APEIMI cut 
Sh«W' go smite 
tell APEIPON 

take 
word renounce APHAN~S 

APANTAO APEIRASTOS 
manifest 

meet tempt APHANISMOS 
APANT~SlS APEIROS vanishing 

mect experience (without) APHANIZO 
APARABATOS unskilful consume 

unchangeable APEITHEIA coftupt 
disfigure 

APARASKEU ASTOS disobedience perish 
unprcpared unbelief va.nish 

APARCH~ APEITHEO APHANTOS 
:6.rstfruit(s) l:u~lifwe 

vani~h disobedient 
APARNEOMAI obey APHEDRON 

deny unlielieving draught 
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APHEIDIA APHORIZO APOBLEPO 
neglecting divide look 
severity separate respect 

APHELOTES sever APOBLf:To:; 
singleness APHORMF~ ref usc 

APHEO 
occasion reject 

(see APH!f:MI) APHRIZO APO BOLE 
foam 

APHESIS 
cast 

deliverance APHRON loss 

forgiveness - foolish APOCHOREO 
liUerly unwise <lepart 
release APHROS Al'OCHOR rzü 
remission foam <lepart 

APH!f:MI APIIROSUNE part 
alone folly removc 
cease foolishness APOCHR:E:;IS cry 
forgive foolishly using 
forsake APHTHAHSIA APODECHOMAI 
lay immortality accept 
lea\-e incoTruptiou receive 
Jet sincerity welcome 
put APHTHARTOS APODEIKNUMI remit immortal 
send incorruptible 

approve 

suffer prove 

utter APHTHORIA set 

yield uncorruptness shew 

A PHIKNEOl\IA l APHUPNO<) APO DEIXIS 

come asleep demonstration 

APHILAGATHOS APHUSTEREO APODEKc\TEU() 
despiser fraud tithe 
lover APISTEÖ APODEKATOO 

APHILARGUROS believe P"Y 
covetous disbelieve tithc 
covetou!nes~ faith APODEICTOS 
free 
lover APISTIA 

acceptable 

APHISTEMI belief APODEMEO 
<lepart faith country 
draw unbelief far 
fall APISTOS 

go 
reftain believe joumey 
withdmw faithless travel 

Al'HIXIS inciedible APO DEMOS 
departing infidel far 

APHNO unbeliever journey 

suddenly unbelieving sojourn 

APHOBOS 
unfaithful APODTD(>MT 

fear APO deliver 
far give 

.\PHOMOlOO space pay 
like APOBAINO 

perfonn 

APHONOS come 
recompense 

dumb get 
render 

signification repay go rcstore 
APHORAO (Al'ErnON) turn reward 

look APOBALLO sell 
~ee cast yiel<l 
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APODIORIZO APOKRUPTO APOLUO-contd. 
separate hide put 

APODOCHt APOKTEINO release 
acceptation death send 

APODOKIMAZO kill APOLUTROSIS 
disallow put deliverance 
reject slay redemption 

APOGINOMAI APOKUEO APOMASSO 
die beget wipe 

APOGRAPI-m 
bring 

APONEMO 
enrolment APOKULIÖ (or -IZO) give 

roll taxing 
APOLAMBANO 

APONIPTO 
APOGRAPHO wash 

enrol receive 

tax take APOPHERO 

write APOLAUSIS 
bring 

APOKALUPSIS enjoy 
carry 

appearing pleasure APOPHEUGO 

coming APOLEIA escape 

lighten destruction APOPHORTIZO 
manifestation perdition unlade 
revelation perish APOPHTHENGOMAI 

APOKALUPTO pernicious 
waste 

say 
reveal spea.k 

APOKARADOKIA APOLEICHO utterance 

expectation lick APOPIPTO 

A l:'U KATALLAS.S.0 
APOLEIPO fall 

leave 
reconcile remain APOPLANA.0 

APOKASTATASIS APOLLUMI 
err 
lead 

restitution destroy seduce 
re5toration destroycr 

APOKATHIST:E:MI die APOPLEO 

(or APOKATHISTANO) fall sail 

restore lose APOPLUNO 
marred wash 

APOKEIMAI 
appoint 

perish APOPNIGO 

lay APOLOGEOMAI choke 

APOKEPHALIZO 
answer APOPSUCHO 

behead 
defence fail 
excuse 

APOKLEIO speak APOREO 

shut APOLOGIA 
doubt 

APOKOPTO answer 
perplex 

cut clearing APORIA 

APOKRIMA defence perplexity 

answer APOLOUO APORPHANIZOMAI 
sentence wash bereave 

APOKRINOMAI APOLUO APORIPTO 
answer depart cast 

APO KRISIS dismiss APOSKEUAZO divorce answer forgive baggage 

APOKRUPHOS go 
carriage 

hid let APOSKIASMA 
hidden liberty cast 
secret loose shadow 
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APOSPAO AP0THE0 ARA-contd. 
draw cast perhaps 
get ::;>ut then 
part thrust truly 
withdraw APOTHESAURIZO ARAGE 

APOSTASIA store haply 
falling APOTHESIS ARCHANGELOS 
forsake putting archangel 

APOSTASION APOTHLIBO ARCHAIOS 
divorcement crush old 

APOSTEGAZO press ARCHE 
uncover APOTHNESKO beginning 

APOSTELLO 
die corner 
perish estate liberty 

APOTINASSO first put 
shake magistrate send 

set APOTINO (or -TIO) 
power 
princ:ipality 

APO STEREO repay principles 
bereft APOTITHEMI rule 
defraud cast ruler 
destitute lay AR CH EGOS 
fraud put author 
suffer APOTOLMAO captain 

APOSTOLE bold prince 
apostleship APOTOMIA ARCHIERATIKOS 

APOSTOLOS 
severity 

apostle APOTOMOS priest 
messenger sharply ARCHIEREUS 
send sharpness c.hief 

APOSTOMATIZO APOTREPO priest 
provoke turn ARCHIPOIMEN 

APOSTREPHO 
APOUSIA chief 

bring absence shepherd 

pervert APROSITOS ARCHISUNAGOGOS · 
put approach chief 
turn APROSKOPOS synagogue 

APOSTUGEO offence (ruler of the) 
abhor stumbling ARCHITEKTON 

AJ:'OSUNAGOGOS APROSOPOLEMPTOS. masterbuilder 
synagogue persons (respect of) -. ARCHITELO.N.E:s (put out of the) 

APSEUDES chief 
APOTASSO (-OMAI) lie publican 

bid farewell APSINTHOS ARCHITRIKLINOS 
farewell wormwood governor 
forsake ruler 
leave APSUCHOS 

ARCHO (-OMAI) renounce life 
send APTAISTOS begin 

take falling beginning 
rehearse 

APOTELEO stumbling reign 
do ARA rule 1inish curse ARCHON perform ARA chief 

APOTHEKE doubt (no) magistrate 
barn haply prince 
gamer manner ruler 
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AR:EN ARNION ASEBEIA 

lamb lamb ungodliness 
ARESKEIA AROMA ungodly 

pleasing spice(s) ASEBEO 
ARESKO ARCTRIAO ungodly 

please plough (plow) ASEB:ES 
ARESTOS AROTRON ungodly 

fit plough (plow) ASELGEIA 
please ARRABON filthy 
reason earnest lasciviousness 

ARET:E AR(RH)APHOS wantonness 
excellence seam (without) AS:EMOS 
praise ARR:EN (or ARS:EN) mean 
virtue male ASIARCH:ES 

ARG EO man chief 
linger ARRH:ETOS ASITIA 

ARGOS unspeakable abstinence 
barren ARRHOSTOS food 
idle sick ASITOS 
slow ARSENOKOIT:ES fasting 

ARGURION abuser ASKEO 
money ARTEMON 

exercise 
ASKOS piece foresail bottle silver mainsail skin 

ARGUROKOPOS ARTI ASMENOS silversmith henceforth gladly 
ARGUREOS hitherto 

ASO PH OS silver now 
present unwise 

ARGUROS 
ARTIGENN:ETOS ASOTIA silver 

newborn excess 
A1USTA0 

ARTIOS 
üot 

dine ASOTOS 
ARISTEROS 

r.nmplata 
tioluu1. perfect 

left 
ARTOS ASPASMOS 

ARISTON bread greeting 
dinner loaf salutation 

ASPAZOMAI ARITHMEO shewbread embrace number ARtUO farewell 
ARITHMOS season greet 

number ASALEUTOS leave 
salute ARKEO move 

ASPHALEIA content unmoveable certainty enough ASBESTOS safety suffice quench ASPHAL:ES sufficient unquenchable certain ARKETOS ASCH:EMON certainty enough uncomely safe suftice 
ASCH:EMONEO sure sufticient behave ASPHALIZO 

ARK(T)OS (Ad„ p. zsz) uncomely fast (to make) 
bear ASCH:EMOSUN:E sure 

ARNEOMAI shame ASPHALOS 
deny unseemliness assuredly 
refuse unseemly safely 
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ASPILOS ASUMPHONOS ATHOOS 
spot agree ipnocent 
unspotterl ASUNETOS ATHROIZO 

ASPTS foolish gather 
asp senseless 

ATHUMEO 
ASPONDOS understanding 

discourage 
implacable ASUNTHETOS 
truce-breakc·r covenant-breakers ATIMAO 

handle 
ASSARION ATAKTEO 

farthing behave ATIMAZO 
ASSON disorderly despise 

close ATAKTOS 
dishonour 

ASTATEO entreat 
certain disorderly handle 
dwelling (plac<)) unruly shame 

ASTEIOS ATAKTOS shamefully 

beautiful disorderly ATIMIA 
fair ATEKNOS dishonour 
goodly childless disparagement 
proper 

ATENIZO reproach 
AST:E:R behold shame 

star earnestly vile 

AST:E:RIKTOS fasten ATIMOS 
unstable look <lespised 

set dishonour 
ASTHENEIA 

ATER honour (without) 
disease 
infumity absence ATIMOTERO~ 
i;iclmess without honourable 
weakness ATHANASIA ATMIS 

ASTHEN:E:MA immorta.lit.y vapour 
infirmity ATHEMITOS ATOMOS 

ASTHENEO abominable mnm1mt 
diseased unlawful ATOPOS 
impotent ATHEOS a.miss 
sick God (without) harm 
weak ATHESMOS unreasonable 

ASTHEN::E:S wicked wickedness 
feeble ATHETEO AUCHMEROS 
impotent bring dark 
sick cast AUGA:ZO weak despise dawn 

ASTOCHE() diso.nnul shine 
err fmstrate 

AUGE swerve nothing 

ASTORGOS nought day 

aflection reject AUL:E: 
void court 

ASTRAPE ATHET:E:SIS fold 
lightnini; dioo.nnuling hall 
shining put palace 

ASTRAPTÜ ATHLEO 
prretorium 

dazzling contend AULEO 
lighten strive pipe 
shine ATHLESIS AULETES 

ASTRON conflict fiute-players 
star ftght pi per 
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AULIZOMAI AUXESIS BAREO 
abide increase burden 
lodge AXINE charge 

AULOS axe heavy 
pipe AXIOO 

overchargc 

AURION desire 
press 

roorrow think 
weigh 

next day worthy BARE OS 
to-morrow worthily dull 

AUSTEROS AXIOS BAR OS 
austere due burden 

AUTARKEIA meet weight 

contentroent rewa.rd BAR UNO 
sufficiency worthy overcharge 

AUTARKES AXIOS BAR US 
content become grievous 

AUTHADES 
godly heavy 

self-willed 
worthy weighty 

AUTHAIRETOS 
AZUMOS BARUTIMOS 

accord 
hmarl preciou& 

willing BASANISMOS 
AUTHENTEO t.orroent 

authority BASANISTES 
dominion torroentor 

AUTOCHEIR B 
hand (with one's own) BASANIZO 

AUTOKATAKRlTOS- BAION distress 

condemn branch pain 

AUTOl\IATOS BALLANTION toil 

accord bag torroent 

seif BALLO 
vex 

AUTOPT~S arh•e BASANOS 
eye-witness beat 

torroent 
AUTOS cast BASILEIA 

coropany dung kingdom 
halt lay 
he lie BASILEION 
here pour court 
myself put BASILEIOS 
ourselves send king 
same throw royal 
say thrust BASILEUO 
self 
their BAPTISMA king 

them baptism reign 

themselves BAPTISMOS BASILEUS 
there baptism king 
they washing BASILIKOS 
this BAPTISTES king 
thou 
thyself 

Baptist nobleman 

very BAPTIZO royal 

AUTOU 'baptize BASILISSA 

here BAPTO queen 
there dip BASIS 

AUXANO BARBAR OS foot 

grow barbarian BASKAINO 
jiicrease barbarous bewitch 
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BASTAZO BELTION BLASPiffiMOS 
bear weil (Adverb) blasphemous 
carry BEMA railing (-ers) 
take judgment-seat BLASTANO 

BATHEOS throne bring 
deeply BERULLOS bud 
early beryl spring 

BATHMOS BIA BLEMMA 
degree violence seeing 

BATHOS BIAIOS BLEPO 
deep mighty behold 
deepness BIASTES beware 
depth violence heed (take) 

BATHUNO violent lie 
deep BIAZO look 

BATHUS enter perceive 
deep force regard 

see 
BATOS press sight 

bramble suffer 
BLETEOS bush violence 

put 
BATOS BIBLARIDION 

book BOAO measure 
cry 

BATRACHOS BIBLION 
BOE frog bill 

book cry 
BATTOLOGEO scroll BOETHEIA repetitions writing help 
BDKl .• UGMA BIBLOS BO~THEO abomination book help 
BDELUKTOS BIBROSKO succour 

abominable eat BOETHOS 
.l:U>ELUSSO BIOO helper 

abhor live 
BOLE abominable BIOS cast 

BEBAIOO good(s) dart 
confirm life 
establish living BOLIS 
stablish BIOSIS dart 

BEBAIOS life BOLIZO 
firm DIOTIKOS dart 
force life sound 
sied fast BLABEROS BOMOS 
sure hurtful altar 

BEBAIOSIS BLAPTO BORBOROS. 
confirmation hurt mire 

BEBELOO BLASPHEMEO BORRAS 
profane blaspheme north 

BEBELOS defame BOSKO 
profane rail feed 

BELIAL, -AR 
report keep revile 

Belial 
BLASPHEMI.A BOTAN::E 

BELONE blasphemy herb 
needle evil speaking BOTHUNOS 

BELOS railing ditch 
dart speak pit 
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BOTRUS BREPHOS CHALAO 

cluster habe let down 
BOUL:E child lower 

advise infant strake 
counsel young strike 
will BROCH:E CHALAZA 

BOUL:EMA rain hail 
desire BROCHOS CHALEPOS 
purpose snare fierce 
will BROMA grievous 

BOULEUT:ES food perilous 
counsellor meat CHALINAGOG.b:O 

BOULEUO victuals bridle 
consult BRONT:E CHALINOS 
.;ounsel thunder bit 
minded BROSIMOS bridle 
purpose eat CHALK:EDON 

BOULOMAI meat chalcedony 
desire BROSIS CHALKEOS 
determine eating brCl.!!9 
disposed food CHALKEUS fain 
intend meat coppersmith 
list rust CHALKION 
minded BRUCHO brazen 
will gnash CHALKOLIBANON 
willing BRUGMOS brass 
wish gnashing CHALKOS 

BOUNOS BRUO .... , ",. bra.ss 
hill send money 

l::IOUS BURSE US CHAMAI ox tanner ground 
RRABETON 

prize BUSSINOS CHAH.A 
BRABEUO linen (fine) gladness 

rule BUSSOS greatly 

BRACHION linen (fine) joy 

arm BUTHIZO 
joyfulness 

BRACHUS drown CHARAGMA 
few sink graven 

further BUTHOS 
mark 

little deep 
CHARAKTltR 

space image 
while CHARAX 
words trench 

BRADUNO CHARIN 
slack cause 
tarry CHARIS 

BRADUPLOEO c acceptable 
benefit 

sail bounty 
BRADUS CHAIRO favour 

slow farewell gift 
BRADUT:ES glad grace 

slackness God~speed gracious 

BRECHO 
greeting liberality 
hail pleasure 

rain jor. thank(s) 
wash re101ce thankworthy 
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CHARISMA CHILIAS CHORION 
free thousand field 
gift CHILIOI ground 

CHARITOO thousands land 
parcel accepted CHI01' pass favour snow place 

CHARIZOMA1 CHITON possession 
bestow ciothe;; CHORIS deliver coat apart forgive gannent beside frankly 

CHLAMUS separate freely 
robe without give 

CHLEUAZO CHORIZO grant 
mnck depart 

CHA'.RTES 
CHLIAROS put 

paper 
lukewarm separate 

CHASMA 
CHLOROS CHOROS 

gulf 
green dancing 

CHEILOS pale CHOROS 
lip 

CHOlKOS north-west 
shore 

earthy CHORTASMA 
CHEIMARRHOS CHOINIX sustenarice 

brook measure CHORTAZO 
CHEIMAZO CHOIROS feed 

labour swine fill 
CHEIM01' CHOLAÖ satisfy 

tcmpoot angry CHORTOS 
weather wroth (be) blade 
winter gro.oa 

CHEIR CHOLE hay 
hand gall 

C:HRAO (-AOMAI) CHÖLOS CHEIRAGOGEO cripple deal with 
hanrl (lead by the) entreat hall !end CHEIRAGOGOS lame treat hand (lead by the) CHOOS (CHOUS) use 

CHEIROGRAPHOS dust 
CHRE 

bond CHÖRA ought 
handwriting coast 

country CHREIA 
CHEIRON field business 

sorer ground Jack 
worse land necessary 

CHEIROPOIETOS region necessity 
hands (made by) CHOREGEÖ need 

give needful 
CHEIROTONEO minister use 

appoint supply want 
choose CHOREO CHREMA ordain come money 

CHEROUBIM contain riches 
cherubim go CHR:EMATISMOS 

CHERA heart answer pass 
widow 

plac~ CHREMATIZO 
CHILIARCHOS rece1ve admonish 

captain room call 
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CHRBMA TIZO-contd. CHRUSION DANEIZO reveal gold borrow speak jewels lend warn 

CHRUSODAKTULIOS DAPANAO 
CHREOPHEILETtS gold ring charges 

debtor ring corisume 
CHRtSIMOS CHRUSOLITHOS spend 

pro fit chrysolite DAPANE 
CHRBSIS CHRUSOO cost 

use deck DE 
CHRtSTEUOMAI , CHRUSOPRASOS even 

kind (be) chrysoprasus moreover 
now 

CHRBSTOLOGIA CHR USOS truly 
word gold n:t;: 

CHRBSTOS CHTHES (or ECH-) now 
better yesterday 

DECHOMAI easy accept good receive goodness 
take gracious 

DEBSIS kind 

CHRESTOTtS prayer 
request gentleness D supplication good 

goodne~ DAIMÖN DEI 
kindness dcmon behove 

due CHRBZO devil nie et need DAIMONIODES must 
CHRIO needful 

anoint devilish needs 
CHRISMA DAIMONION ought 

anointing demon should 
unction DAIMONIZOMAI DEIGMA 

CHRISTOS demon example 

Christ possess DEIGMATIZO 

CHRISTIAN OS DAKNO example 

Christian bite show (make a) 

CHRONIZO 
DAKRU (or -UON) DEIKNUMI (or -NUi;>) 

dclny 
tear shew 

tarry DAKRUO DEILIA 
CHRONOS 

weep fear 
delay DAKTULIOS fearfulness 
season ring DEILIAO 
space DAKTULOS afraid 
time fing er fearful 
while DAMALIS DEI LOS 

CHRONOTRIBEO heifer fearful 
spend DAMAZO DEINA 
time tarne such as 

CHR OS DANEION DE!NOS 
body debt grievously 

CHRUSEOS DAN(E)ISTES vehemently 
gold creditor DEIPNEO 
golden lender sup 
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DEIPNON D:ENARION DEUTE 
feast pence come 
supper penny DEUTERAIOS 

DEISIDAIMON pennyworth next day. 
superstitious DENDRON .. second 

DEISIDAIMONIA 
tree DEUTEROPROTOS 

religion DEO second 
bind superstition knit DEUTEROS 

DEKA tie again 
ten wind seco.lld 

DEKADUO DEOMAI 
secondarily 

twelve beseech DEXIOLABOS 

DEKAPENTE 
pray spearman 

fifteen 
requcst DEXIOS 

DEOS right 
DEKATE awe right han.d 

tenth DEON right side 
tithe need DIA 

DEKATESSAR.ES DEPOU means (by) 
fourtccn verily occa.~ion 

DEKATOO space 
DERMA within pay goatskin DIABAINO tithe 

DEKATOS :OERMATINOS come 

tenth leathern pass 
DERO DIABALLO 

DEKTOS beat accuse 
acceptable smitc DIABEBAIOOMAi' 

DELAUGOS DESME affirm 
clearly bundle DIABLEPO 

DELEAZO DESMEO (or -EUÖ) clearly 
beguile · bind see 
entice DESMIOS DIABOLOS 

DELOO bond accuser 
declare prisoner devil 
point DESMOPHULAX slanderer 
shew ja;lor .. DIACHEIRIZO 
signify prison-keeper kill 

DELOS :OESMOS slay 
bewray band DIACHORIZO 
certain bond depart 
evident chain 

DIACHLEUAZO manifest· string 
mock 

DEM:EGOR.EO DESMOT:ERION 
oration prison DIADECHOMAI 

prison-house come 
DEMIOURGOS DESMOT:ES 

turn 
maker prisoner DIADEMA 

DEMOS DESPOT:ES crown 
people lord DIADIDOMI 

DEMOSIOS master distribute 
common DEURO divide 
openly come give 
public hither DIADOCHOS 
publicly hitherto room 
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DIAGINOMAI DIAKOSIOI DIAMENO 
past two h\mdred continue 
spent DIAKOUO remain 

DIAGINOSKO hear DIAMERISMOS 
determine DIAKRINO division 
inquire contend DIAMERIZO 
know decide cloven 

DIAGNORIZO di:fference divide 
known discem part 

DIAGNOSIS doubt DIANGELLO 
decision judge declare 
hearing partial preach 

DIA GO 
put publish 
stagger signify 

lP.a.cl wavcr DIANEMÖ live 
DIAKRISIS spread 

DIAGONGUZO decision DIANEUO murmur discem beckon 
DIAGREGOREO DIALALEO signs (to make) 

commune DIANOEMA awake noise thought 
DIAIREO DIALEGOMAI DIANOIA divide discourse imagination 
DIAIRESIS dispute mind 

difference preach understanding 
diversity reason 

DIANOIGO speak 
DIAKATELENCHOMAI DIALEIPO open 

confute cease DIANUKTifREUO 
convince 

DIALEKTOS continue 
DIAKATHAIRO language DIANUÖ 

purge tongue finish 
DIAKATHARIZO DIALLASSO DIA PANTDS 

cleanse reconcile always 
purge DIALOGISMOS continually 

DIAKOLUO disputation DIAPARATRIBE 
forbid disputing disputing 
hinder doubting wrangling 

DIAKONEO imagination DIAPERAO 
administer reasoning cross 
minister thought go 
office DIALOGIZOMAI pass cast serve 

consider sail 
DIAKONIA dispute DIAPHANES 

admi11istralio11 musing transparent 
minister reason DIAPHEMIZO 
ministration think blaze abroad 
ministering DIALUO commonly 
ministry disperse fame 
office scatter report 
relief DIAPHERO service DIAMACHOMAI better serving strive carry 

DJAKONOS DT AMA RTUROMAJ di1for 
deacon charge drive 
minister testify excellent 
servant witness matter 
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DIAPHERO-contd. DIASOZO DIATRIBO 
publish escape atiide 
spread heal continue 
value safe tarry 

DIAPHEUGO save DlATROPHF. 
escape whole food 

DIAPHOROS DIASPAO DIAUGAZO 
differing pluck dawn 
divers pull DIAZONNUMI 
excellent rend gird 

DIAPHOROTEROS tear DICHAZO 
excellent DIASPEIRO variance 

DIAPHTHEIRO scatter DICHOSTASIA 
corrupt DIASPORA division 
decay disperse sedition 
destroy scatter DICHOTOMEO .. 
perish DIAST;ELLO (cOMAI) cut 

DIAPHTHORA charge DIDACH:E: 
corruption command doctrine 

DIAPHULASSO DIAST:EMA 
teaching 

guard space DIDAKTIKOS 
keep teach 

DIAPLEO DIASTOLE DIDAKTOS 
sail difference taught 

DIA PO NEO 
distinction teach 

grieve DIASTREPHO DIDASKALIA 
trouble perverse doctrine 

DIAPOREO pervert learning 

doubt turn teaching 

perplex DIATAGE DIDASKALOS 

DIAPOREU6 (-01\IAI) disposition doctor 

go ordinance master 

joumey DIATAGMA 
teachcr 

pass comma.ndm1mt DIDASKO 
DIAPRAGMATEUOMAI teach 

gain DIATARASSO DIDOMI 
trade trouble add 

DIAPRIO DIATASSO adventure 
cut appoint bestow 

DIARPAZO command cause 
ordain commit 

spoil order deliver 
DIARRH:E:GN U.MI 

DIATELEO 
give 

(or DIARRH:E:SSO) grant 
break continue make 
rend DIAT:E:RE(l minister 

DIASAPHEO keep offer 

explain DIATHEK:E: 
power 

teil put 

DIASEIO 
covenant receive 
testament render 

fear set 
violence DIATI shew 

DIASKORPI7-0 
wherefore 6mite 

disperse DIATITH:E:MI suffer 
scatter appoint t.<1.ke 
strawed make utter 
waste testator yield 
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DIDRACHMON. ·· 
half-shekel 
tribute 

DIEGEIRÖ 
arise 
awake 
raise 
stir up 

DißGEOMA:l 
tleclare 
shew 
tell 

DißGßSIS 
declaration 
narrative 

DißNEKßS 
conti nuall y· 
ever 

DIENTHUMEOMAI 
think 

DIERCHOMAI 
come 
dcpart 
go 
pass 
pierce 
travel 
walk 

DIERM:ENEUÖ 
expound 
inle1·prel 
.interpretation 

OTF.RMRNETTTf.S 
interpreter 

DIEROTAO 
inquiry 

DIETßS 
year 

DIETIA 
year 

DIEXODOS 
highway 

DilKNEOMAI 
pierce 

DilSCHURIZOMAI 
affirm 

DIISTßMI 
go 
part 
space 

DIKAIOKRISIA 
judgment 
righteous 

DIKAIOMA 
act 
judgment 
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DIKAIO'.\lA-co11td. 
justification 
ordinance 
righteousness 

DIKAIOO 
free 
ju~tify 
justifier 
righteous 

DIKAIOS 
just 
meet 
right 
righteous 

DlKAIOS 
justly 
righteously , 
righteousness · 

DIKAIÖSIS 
jm>tification 

DIKAIOSUNf: 
righteousness 

DIKASTßS 
judge 

DIKf: 
judgment 
justice 
punishment 
vengeance 

DIKTUON 
net 

DILOGOS 
double-ton,gued 

DIO 
wherefore 

DIODEUO 
go 
pass 

DIOGMOS 
persecution 

DIOKO 
ensue 
follnw 
give 
persecute 
persecution 
press 
pursue 

DIOKTßS 
persecutor 

DIOPER 
wherefore 

DIOPETßS 
fall 

DlORTHOMA 
correction 
deed 

DIORTHOSIS 
reformation . 

DIORUSSO 
break 

DIPLOÜ 
double 

DIPLOUS 
double 
twofold 

DIPSAO 
thirst 

DIPSOS 
thirst 

DIPSUCHOS 
double-rninded 

DIS 
again 
twice 

DISCHILIOI 
thousand 

DISMURIADES 
thousand 

DISTAZO 
doubt 

DISTOMOS 
edge 
two-edged 

DITHAT.ASSOS 
sea 

DIÜLIZO 
· ·strain.out 
DOCHß 

feast 
DÖDEKA 

twelve 

DOK 

DODEI(ArlIULOS 
tri bes 

DÖDEKATOS' 
twelfth. 

DOGMA 
decree 
ordlnance 

DOGMATIZO 
ordinance 

DOKEO 
account 
please 
pleasure 
reputation 
repute 
seem 
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DOKEO-conld. DORON DUNAMIS.-conttl. 
suppose gift meaning 
think oilering might 
trow DOSIS miracle 

DOKIMAZO gift power 
allow DOTES 

st;rength 
violence approve giver virtue discern 

examine DOULAGOGEO wonderful (work) 
prove bondage work 
refuse subjection DUNAMOO 
tty DOUL:E strengthen 

DOKIM:E handmaid DUNAST:ES 
experience DOULEIA authority 
ti&periment bondnge mighty 
probation DOULEUO potentate 
proof bondage DUNATEO 
trial serve able 

DOKIMION DOULOO mighty 
proof 

-·· bondage DUNATOS (-ON) 
trial enslaved able 
try give mighty 

DOKIMOS servant possible 
approved DOULOS power 
tried bondman strong 

DOKOS bondservant DUNO 
beam servant set 

DOLIOO DOXA DUO 
deceit dignity twain 

DOLIOS. 
glory two 
honour DUSBA!:iTAKTOS deceitful praise grievous· 

DOLOO worship 
'' DUSENTERION 

deceitfully DOXAZO 
handle glorify dysentery 

DOLOS honour DUSERM_'ENEUTOS 

craft magnify utter 

deceit DRACHM:E DUSKOLOS 
guile piece hard 
subtilty DRAKON DUSKOLOS 

DOMA dragon hardly 
gift DRASSOMAI DUSME 

DOMA take west 
housetop DREPANON DUSNO~TOS 

DOREA 
sickle understood 

gift DROMOS DUSPHEMEO 

DOREAN 
course defame 

cause DUNAMAI DUSPHE.MIA 
freely able report 
no'!lght can 
vain may 

DOREMA 
possible 
power 

boon DUN AMIS 
gift ability 

DOREO abundance 
give deed 
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E EDAPHOS EILIKRINES 
ground pure 

E EDE sincere 
either already EIMI(to be) 

E now come 
what time have 
yea yet hold 

make 
EA EGEIRO mean 

ah! arise might 
alone awake pass 

EAO 
lift possible 

commit 
raise (up) was etc. rear 

leave stand EIPON 
let take bid 
suffer call 

ECHEO 
EGERSIS command 

resurrection say roar 
EGO speak so und 

1 tell 
ECHIDNA 

EIDEA (or IDEA) word 
v1per 

countenance EIRENE 
ECHO 

EIDOLION 
peace 

ability quietness 
able idol's temple rest 
accompany EIDOLOLATRE!A EIRENEUO can idolatry peace case 

EIDÖLOLATRES peaceably count 
do idolater EIRENIKOS 
fare EIDOLON peaceable 
follow: idol EIRENOPOIEO have 

EIDOLOTHUTOi\T peace hold 
keep idols (offered to) EIRENOPOIOS 
lie meat peacemaker 
next offer EIRO 
old sacrifice (ERO) 
possess EIDON make 
retain (see HORAO). say 
take EIDOS speak 
use appearance teil 

:ECHOS fashion EIS 
fame form regard (in . . . to) 
roar shape EISA GO rumour sight bring so und EIK:R lco.d 

ECHTHES caüse EISAKOUO yesterday vain (in) hear 
ECHTHRA vainly 

EISDECHOMAI 
enmity EIKO receive 
hatred place 

EISEIMI 
ECHTHROS EIKON enter 

enemy image go 
foe EIKOSI EISERCHOMAI 

EDAPHIZO twenty arise 
come 

dash EILIKRIN(E)IA enter 
ground sincerity go 
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EISKALEO· EKCHUN(N)O EKEINOS-co11td. 
call gush out them 

EISODOS pour they 
coming riotousiy this 
enter run EKEISE 
entering shed there 
entrance spill 

EKEITHEJ:\ 
EISP:EDAO EKDAPANAOMAI afterward 

run spend place 
spring EKDECHOMAl thence (from) 

EISPHERO 
expect there 
look EKGAMISKO bring tarry marriage (give in) lead wait 

EISPOREUOMAl EKD:t::LOS EKGAMIZ() 
COIDP. manifest marriage (give in) 
enter 

EKDEMECi EKGONOS 
F:O ab5ient grandchildren 

ElSTRECHO nephews 
run EKDIDOMI 

EKKAIO EITA let out 
afterward EKDIEGEOMAl 

burn 
furthermore declare EKKAKEO 
then 

EKDIKEÖ 
(see ENKAKEO) 

EK avenge EKKATHAIRO 
means (by) revenge purge 
of 

EKDIKESIS EKKENTEO out 
out uf avenge pierce 

punishment EKKLAO EKBAINO revenge break come vengeance 
EKKLEIO go EKDIKOS exclude 

EKBALLO dvenger 
EKKL:ESIA bring revenger 

1.;asl EKDlÖKO 
assembly 

drive drive 
church 

expel persecute. EKKLINO 
leave 

EKDOCH:E 
avoid 

pluck (out) eschew 
pull expectation go 
put looking turn 
send EKDOTOS way 
take deliver EKKOLUMBAO thrust EKDUO swim 

EKBASIS strip EKKOMIZO 
end Lake carry (out) 
escape unclothed 

EKKOPTO issue EKE1 cut 
EKBOL~ there hew 

freight thither hinder 
EKCHEO 

yonder 
EKKREMANNUMI 

pour EKEINOS attentive 
run he hang 
shed it 

EKLALEO othe1 spill 
she teil 

EKCHOH.EO that EKLAMPO 
depart their shine 
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EKLANTHANO:\IAI EKPIPTO EKTENESTERON 
forget cast earnestly 

EKLEGO effect 
choice fail EKTENOS 

choose fall earnestly 

EKLEIPO 
nought fervently 

fail EKPLEO EKTHAMBEO 

EKLEKTOS 
sail affright 

chosen EKPLEROO 
amaze 

elect fulfil EKTHAMBOS 

EKLOG~ EKPLEROSIS wonder 

chosen accomplishment EKTHAUMAZO 

election EKPL:ltSSO wonder 

EKLUO amaze RKTHETO:-:i 

fairit astonish cast 

EKMASSO 
EKPNEO EKTINASSO 

wlpe 
ghost (give up the) shake 

EKl\1UKTERlZ0 
EKPOREUO EKTITH:l;;MI 

deride 
come cast 

scoff 
depart expound 

EKNEPHO 
go 
issue EKTOS 

awake proceed except 

EKNEUO EKPORNEUÖ 
other 

convey fornication 
out of 
outside 

EKPALAI EKPSUCHO unless 

Iong g~ost (give up the) without 

old y1eltl . EKTREPHO 
EKPEDAO EKPTUO bring 

run reject nourish 
spring EKRIZOO EKTREPO 

EKPEIRAZO pluck 

tcmpt 
root avoid 

turn 

EKPEMPO 
EKSTASIS EKTROMA 

send 
amazement 
astonishment heget 

EKPERISSOS trance EKTROMOS 
vehemently EKSTREPHO fear 

EKPETANNUM! pervert EKZETEO 
spread subvert inquire 

stretch EKTARASSO require 

EKPHERO trouble seek 

bear EKTEINO EKZETESIS 

bring cast questioning 

carry lay ELACHISTOS 

EKPHEUGO put least 
stretch little 

escape 
flee EKTELEO small 

EKPHOBEO 
finish ELACHISTOTEROS 

terrify EKTENEIA least 

EKPHOBOS 
earnestly ELAIA 

fear 
instantly olive (berry} 

EKTENES olive tree 
EKPHUO cease ELAION 

put fervent oil 
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ELAION ELEUTHERIA EMOS 

Olives freedom me 
Olivet liberty my (mine) 

ELAPHRIA ELEUTHEROO very 
fi.ckleness deliver EMPAIGMON:E 
lightness free mockery 

ELAPHROS ELEUTHEROS EMPAIGMOS 
light free mocking 

ELASSON 
freeman EMPAIKT:ES 

less 
freewoman mocker 

und er 
liberty scoffer 

worse ELLOGEO (or . -AO) EMPAIZO 
younger account · mock 

ELATTONEO' 
impute EMPERIPATEO 

lack ELPIS walk 

ELATTOO 
faith EMPHAN:ES 

decrease 
hope manifest 

lower ELPIZO openly 

ELAUNO 
hope shew 
tru5t EMI'IIANIZO carry 

EMAUTOU drive appear 
row me declare 

ELEEINOS 
myself inform 

miserable EMBAINO manifest 
come shew 

ELEEINOTE'ROS enter signify 
miserable get EMPHOBOS 
pitiable (most) go affrighted 

ELE:EMON step tettify 

mcrciful take tremble 

ELE:EMOSUN:E 
EMBALLO EMPHUSAO 

nlmo 
Ci>.St breathe 

almsdeeds EMBAPTO EMPHUTOS 

ELEEO 
dip engrafted 

compassion EMBATEUO implanted 

mercy dwell EMPIPLAO 

obtain EMBIBAZO fill 

receive put EMPIPI,.:EMI 

ELEGMOS EMBLEPO fill 

reproof behold satisfy 

ELENCHO gaze EMPIPR:EMI or 
convict look EMPR:ETHO 
fault see burn 
rebuke EMBRIMAOMAI EMPIPTO 
reprove charge fall 

ELENCHOS groan EMPLEKO 
reproof (Ad„ p, a6o) 

murmur entangle 
straitly 

ELENXIS EME, EMOI 
EMPLOK:E 

rebuke me 
plaiting 

ELEOS EMEO 
EMPNEO 

m~rcy spue 
breathe 

ELEPHANTINOS EMMAINOMAI · 
EMPOREUOMAl 

ivory mad 
huy 
merchandise 

ELEUSIS EMMENÖ sell 
coming continue trade 
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EMPORIA ENDOM~IS ENERGEO 
merchandise building do 

EMPORION ENDOXAZO e.ffectual 
merchandise glorify mighty 

shew 
EMPOROS ENDOXOS work 

merchant glorious ENERG:ES 
EMPROSTHEN glory active 

before gorgeously e.ffectual 
presence honourable powerful 
sight of (in the) ENDUMA ENEULOGEOMAI 

EMPTUO clothing bless 
spit garment ENGIZO 

EN raiment 
approach 

under ENDUNAMOÖ come 
way (by . . . of) enable draw 
within strength hand (at) 

ENALIOS strengthen near 
sea strong nigh 

ENANKALIZOMAI END UNO ENGRAPHO 
arm (physical) creep write in 

ENANTI ENDUO ENGUOS 
before clothe surety 
sight of (in the) endue ENG US 

ENANTION have hand (at) 
before put near 
contrariwise ENDUSIS nigh 
sight of (in thc) putting ready 

ENANTIOS 
liNliCHO 

ENGUTERON 
contrary nearer 

ENARCHOMAI 
entangle 

ENIAUTOS press 
bcgin quauel year 

ENCHRIO set ENISCHUO 
anoint urge strengthen 

ENDECHOMAI ENEDRA (or -DRON) ENIST:EMI 
can lie in wait come 

ENDE~ ENEDREUO 
hand (at) 
now lack lie in wait present 

ENDEIGMA ENEILEO ENKAINIA token wrap dedication 
ENDEIKNUMI ENEIMI ENKAINIZO 

shew have consecrate 
ENDEIXIS within dedicate 

declare ENEN:EKONTA ENKAKEO 
proof ninety faint 
shew ENEOS weary token (see ENNEOS) 

ENKALEO 
END:EMEO ENERGEIA accuse 

home e.ffectual call 
pre11ent operation charge 

ENDIDUSKO strong implead 
clothe working question 
wear ENERG:EMA ENKATALEIPO 

ENDIKOS operation forsa.ke 
just working lea.ve 
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:::NKATHETOS ENOCHOS ENTOPIOS 

spy dang er place 
B:NKATOIKEO guilty ENTOS 

dwell subject inside 
B:NKAUCHAOMAI 

worthy within 
glory ENOIKEO ENTRF.PH() 

~NKENTRIZO 
dwell nourish 

graff ENOPION ENTREPO 
graft before ashamed 

ENKLEMA presence regard 
chargc sight of (in the) reverence 
crime ENORKIZO shame 
matter ad jure ENTROMOS 

ENKOMBOOMAl charge fear 
clothe ENOTIZOMAI quake 

ENKOPE hearken trembling 
hinder ENTALMA ENTROPE 
hindrance commandment shame 

ENKOPTO precept ENTRUPIJAO 
hin der ENTAPHIASMOS revel 

tedious (tobe) burying sport 

ENKRATE!A ENTAPHIAZO ENTULISSO 
bury roll 

temperance 
burial wrap 

ENKRATES ENTELLO (-OMAI) ENTUNCHANÖ 
temperate charge deal with 

ENKRATEUOMAI command intercessions 
contain enjoined plead 
continency ENTEUTHEN suit 
temperate either ENTUPOO 

ENKRINO hence engrave 
number ENTEUXIS ENUBRIZO 

ENKRUPTO intercessions despite 
hide prayer ENUPNIAZO 

ENKUOS ENTHADE dream 
child here ckeamer 

ENNATOS hither ENUPNION 
ninth there dream 

ENNEA ENTHEN EOIKA 
nine hence like 

ENNEOS ENTHUMEOMAI EPAGO 
speechless think bring 

ENNEUO ENTHUMESIS EPAGONIZOMAl 
sign.s ( to make) device contend 

ENNOIA thoµght earnestly 
intent ENTIMOS EPAINEO 
mind dear commend 

ENNOMOS honour praise 
law precious EPAINOS 
lawful reputation praise 
regular ENTIMOTEROS EPAIRO 

ENNUCHA honourable exalt 
day ENTOL:E hoist ~p 

ENOCHLEO commandment lift 
trouble precept take 
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EPAISCHUNOMAI EPAURION EPHEMERIA 
ashamed follow course 

EPAITEO (Ad., p. 252) morrow 
EPHEMER OS 

beg next day daily 
EPAKOLOUTHEO EPAUTOPHORO EPHEURETES 

follow act inventor 
EPAKOUO EPECHO 

EPHIKNEOMAI heed hear 
hold reach 

EPAKROAOMAI mark EPHISTEMI hear stay assault 
EPANAGO EPEGiElfü) come 

launch raise hand (at) 
put stir instant 
return 

EPEI present 
thrust 

else 
stand 

EPANAMIMN.E:SKO otherwise EPHPHATHA 
mind 

EPEIDON epbphatha 
remembrance 

look open 
El'ANANK:l!S El'EIMI EPI 

ot necessary follow respect EPANAPAUO next space rest neict day time 
EPANERCHOMAI EPEISAGOGE und er 

come bringing EPIBAINO 
rcturn EPEITA aboard 

EPANGELIA afterwar<l (s) come 
message then embark 
promise El'EKEINA enter 

EPANGELLO beyond foot 
go profess 

EPEKTEINO rir!P. promise 
reach ship 

EPANGELMA stretch sit 
promise 

EPENDUO take 
EPANISTAMAI clothe EPIBALLO 

EPENDUTES beat 
rise clothing cast 

EPANO fall 
above EPERCHOMAI lay 

come put more 
EPEREAZO stretch 

EPANORTHOSIS accuse think 
correction des:eitefully EPIBAREO EPAPHRIZO rovilo burden foam EPEROTAO chargeable 

EPARATOS a&k uv1:m.:ha1ge 
accursed demand press 

desire 
EPARCH(E)IA question EPIBIBAZO 

province EPERÖTEMA set 
EPARKEO answer EPIBLEMA 

relieve interrogation piece 
EPATHROIZO EPHALLOMAI EPIBLEPO 

gather leap look 
EPAULIS EPHAPAX regard 

habitation once respect 
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~PIBOAO EPIGINOSKÖ EPILOIPOS 
acknowledge rest (the) cry 
know EPILUO ~PIBOUL:E 
ltnow~edge determine plot 
perce1ve expound ~PICHEIREO 

EPIGNOSIS settle go 
acknowledgement EPILUSIS band (take in) 
know interpretation take 
knowledge 

EPIMARTUREO l!:PICHEO 
EPIGRAPH:E testify pour 

superscription 
EPIMELEIA &:PICHOR:EGEO 

EPIGRAPHO refresh add 
inscription 

EPIMELEOMAI minister 
write supply 

EPIKALEO \:lUe 

EPIMELOS EPICHOR:EGIA appeal 
diligently supply call 

EPICHRIO surname EPIMENO 
anoint EPIKALUMMA abide 

EPIDE clokc continue 
tarry behold EPIKALUPTO 

EPINEUO EPIDECHOMAI eo ver 
consent receive EPIKATARATOS 

EPINOIA EPIDEIKNUMI cursed 
thought shew EPIKATHIZO 

EPIORKEO EPID:BMEO set 
forswear stranger EPIKEIMAI 

EPIORKOS there impose<l 
perjured person instant EPIDIATASSO lay :EPIOS add lie gentle EPIDIDOMI EPIKELLO (or EPOK-) EPIOUSIOS deliver run daily give 

EPIKOURIA EPIPHAINO offer 
help appear EPIDIORTHOO EPIKRINO light order give 

EPIPHANEIA sentence EPIDUO 
EPILAMBANO appearing go 

catch brightness 
EPIEIKE!A hold EPIPHAN:ES clemency lay notable gentleness take 

EPIPHAUO EPIEIK:ES EPILANTHANOMAI (or -AUSKO) forbearance forget light gentle forgetful shine moderation EPILEGO EPIPHERO patient call bring EPIGAMBREUO choose take marry EPILElCHO visit 
EPIGEIOS lick EPIPHONEO 

earth EPILEIPO cry 
earthly fa.il shout terrestrial 

EPIL:ESMON:E EPIPHOSKO 
EPIGINOMAI forget dawn 

blow forgetful draw 
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EPIPIPTO EPISOREUO EPITASSO 
fall heap 
lie 

charge 

press EPISPAOMAI command 

EPIPLESSO 
uncircumcised enjoin 

rebuke EPISPHALES EPITEDEIOS 

EPIPOREUOMAI 
dangerous needfui 

come EPISTAMAI EPITELEO 
resort know accomplish 

EPIPOTHEO understand complete 

desire EPISTASIS do 

long come finish 

lust press make 

EPIPOTH'ESTS raise perfect 

desire stir perform 

longing EPISTATES EPITHANATIOS 

EPIPOTHETOS 
master appointed 

death 
long (verb) EPISTELLO doomed 

EPIPOTHIA 
write 

desire EPISTEMON 
EPITHESIS 

longing endue 
laying on 

EPIRRHAPTO 
knowledge 

putting 

sew 
understanding EP~THUMEO 

EPIRTPTÖ EPISTERIZO covet 

cast confirm desire 

strengthen fain 
EPISCHUO lust 

fierce EPISTOLE 

EPISEMOS 
epistle EPITHUMETES 
letter 

notable EPlSTOMIZO 
lust 

note mouth EPITHUMIA 
EPISITISMOS ntop concupiscence 

victuals EPISTREPHO 
coveting 

EPlSKf:NOO 
desire 

CUlllt: lust 
rest convert 

EPISKEPTOMAI go EPITIMAO 

look retum charge 

visit turn rebuke 

EPISKEUAZO EPISTROPHE EPITIMIA 

bag~age conversion punishment 

carnage EPISUNAGO EPITITHEMI 

EPISKIAZO gnthcr aclcl 

overshadow EPISUNAGOGE lade 

EPISKOPE assembling 
lay 

bishop gathering put 

bishoprick set 

office EPISUNTRECHO sumame 

visitation come EPITREPO 
EPlSKOPEO 

run leave 
caref~lly EP~SUSTASIS let 
exerc1se come liberty 
look pr~ss 

oversight 
licence 

ra1se permit 

EPISKOPOS EPITAGE suffer 

bishop authority EPITROPE 
overseer commandment commission 
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~PITROPOS EREMOS EROTAO-contd. 

guardian quiet desire 
steward tranquil intreat 
tutor EREMOSIS pray 
~PITUNCHANÖ desolation request 

obtain ERETHIZÜ ERUTHROS 
[PIZETEO anger red 

desire provoke ESCHATOS 
inquire stir end 
seek EREUGOMAI last 

[POIKODOMEO utter lowest 
build ERGASIA part 

EPONOMAZO business uttermost 

call craft ESCHATOS 
name diligence death 

EPOPTES 
gain 

ESO work 
eye-witness ERGATfü, inner 

EPOPTEUO labourer in ward 

behold worker within 
workrnan ESOPTRON 

EPOS ERGAZOMAI glass 
so commit mirror 
word do 

EPOURANIOS 
gain ESOTEROS 
labour inner celestial minister within heavenly trade ESOTHEN ERCHOMAI work illlii<le 

bring working in ward 
comc ERGON inwardly enter deed within fall labour 
go work F.STHF.S 
grow 

ERION 
apparel 

light (to ... upon) clothinl{ 
next wool raiment 
pass ERIPHION robe 
resort goat ESTHESIS 

ERAUNAO ERIPHOS apparel 
(or EREU-) goat garment 

search kid 
ESTHIO 

EREIDÖ ERIS devour 
stick fast contention eat 
strike debate live 

EREMIA 
strife 

ETHELOTHR.ESK(E)IA variance 
desert 

ERITH(E)IA 
worship 

place ETHIZO wilderness contention 
contentious custom 

EREMOO faction ETHNARCHES desolation strife governor desolate 
nought ERIZO ETHl:-<IKOS 

strive 
EREMOS Gentile(s) 

desert ERO (see ElRO) heathen 

desolate EROTAO ETHNIKOS 
solitary ask Gentiles 
wildemess beseech manner 
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ETHNOS EUCHE EULABEOMAI 
Gentiles prayer fear 
heathen vow godly 
nation EUCHOMAI moved 
people pray EULAB:ES 

ETHO wish devout 
custom would 

EULOGEO manner EUCHR:ESTOS bless wont vrofitable praise 
ETHOS use 

EULOG:ETOS custom EUDIA blessed manner fair 
wont weather EULOGIA 

ETHOS EUDOKEÖ blessing 
bounty manner please fair 

ETI pleasure speech 
also think 

EUMETADOTOS even Willing 
distribute further EUDOKIA 

longer desire EUNOEO 
more pleasure agree 
moreover seem EUNOIA still well-pleasing benevolence thenceforth will will yet Willing 

EUNOUCHIZO ETOS EUERGESIA eunuch 
yea1 benefit 

EUNOUCHOS EU deed 
eunuch good EUERGETEO 

EUODlA weil good (to do) 
EUANGELION EUERGET:ES savour 

smell gospel benefactor 
EUODOÖ EUANGELIST:ES EU GENES journey evangelist nohlr. ptosper 

EUANGELIZO nobleman 
EUONUMOS gospel EUGENESTEROS left preach noble 
EUPAREDROS shew EUKAIREO tidings attend leisure 

EUARESTEO opportunity EU.l!ElTHES 
please spend intreat 
well-pleasing time EUPERISTATOS 

EUARESTOS EUKAIRIA bes et 
acceptable opportunity easily 
well-pleasing EU KAIROS EUPH:EMIA 

EUARESTOS convenient report 
acceptably need EUPH:RMOS 

EUCHARISTEO EU KAIROS report 
thank convenienUy EUPHOREO thankful season bring 

EUCHARISTIA EUKOPOTEROS plentifully 
thanks easier EUPHRAINO thankfulness EULABEIA fa.re thanksgiving fear glad 

EUCHARISTOS godly merry 
thankful reverence rejoice 
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~UPHROSUNE EUTHETOS EXAKOLOUTHEO 
gladness fit follow 
joy meet 

mPOIEO EUTHUDROMEO 
EXALEIPHO 

good (to do) 
blot 

course wipe 
mPOilA EUTHUMEO EXALLOMAI 

good cheer leap 
mPOREO cheerful 

ability merry EXANASTASIS 

tlJPORIA EUTHUMOS 
resurrection 

wealth ehe er EXANATELLO 

WPREPEIA EUTHUMOS 
spring 

grace cheerfully EXANGELLO 

WPROSDEKTOS EUTHUMOTERON 
shew 

acceptable cheerfully EXANISTEMI 
accepted EUTHUNO r'.'-ise (up) 

füPROSEDROS governor nse 

attend straight (see ARISE) 

~UPROSOPEO steersman EXAPATAO 
fair EUTHUS (adj.) l;t;0~uile 

show (make a) right deceive 

EUPSUCHEO straight EXAPINA 
comfort EUTHUS (adv.) suddenly 

EURUCHOROS anon EXAPOREO 
broad forthwith des pair 

EUSCHEMON 
immediately 

EXAPOSTELLO 
comely 

straightway 
send 

estate EUTHUTES EXARTIZO 
honourable righteousness 

EUSCHEMONOS uprightness accomplish 
furnish 

docently EUTONOS 
honestly mightily EXA5TRAI'T0 

EUSCIIßMOSUNß powerfully dazzling 

comeliness vehemently glister 

EUSEBEIA EUTRAPELIA EXAUTES 

godliness jesting forthwith 

holiness EXAGO 
immediately 

EUSEBEO bring 
presently 

piety (to shew) fetch 
straightway 

worship lead EXECHEO 

EUSEBES EXAGORAZO 
so und 

devout redeem EXEGEIRÖ 

godly EXAIPHN:ES raise (up) 

EUSEBOS suddenly EXEGEOMAI 
godly EXAIREO declare 

EUSEMOS deliver rehearse 

understooq pluck tell 

EUSPLANCHNOS rescue EXEIMI 
pitiful EXAIRO depart 
tenderhearted put get 

EUTHEOS take go 

forthwith EXAITEO EXELENCHO 

immediately convict 
shortly ask EXELKO 
straightway desire draw 
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EXERAl\IA EXOTHEN GANGRAINA 
vomit outside canker 

EXERAUNAO outward gangrene 

search 
outwardly GAR 
without doubt (no) 

EXERCHOMAI EXOTHEO indeed 
come drive moreover 
depart thrust verily 
escape 

EXOUDENOO what 
get 

nought why 
go yea 
proceed EXOUSIA yet 
spread authority 

GASTER 
EXESTI jurisdiction 

belly 
lawful liberty 

gluttun 
Jet power 

womb 
may right 

EXETAZO 
strength GAZA 

EXOUSIAZO treasure 
ask 
inquire authority GAZOPHULAKION 
search exercise treasury 

EXISCHUO 
power GE 

able EXOUTHENEO yet 

EXIST:EMI 
a~count GE 
contemptible country amaze despise earth beside oneself esteem ground bewitch least land wonder nought world 

EXO EXUPNIZO GEENNA foreign a.wake lud! forth sleep 
outward EXUPNOS GEITON 
~trange rouse neighbour 
without 

sleep GELAO 
EXOCHE laugh 

principal GELOS 
EXODOS laughter 

decease GEMIZO departure fill 
EXOLOTHREmi G full 

destroy GEMO 
full 

EXOl\IOLOGEO GALA laden 
confess milk GENEA 
consent GALENE age 
praise calrn generation 
promise 

GAMEO nation 
thank time 

EXORKISTES 
marry 

GENEALOGEO 
exorcist GAMISKO descent 

EXORKIZO 
marriage (give in) genealogy 

GAMIZO ad jure marriage (give in) GENEALOGIA 
EXORUSSO GAMOS 

genealogy 
break feast GENEMA 
pluck marriage fruit 

EXOTEROS maniage feast GENESIA 
outer wedding birthday 
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:iENESIS GINOMAI GNAPHEUS 

generation arise fuller 
nature assemble GNESIOS natural become own 

GENETE befall sincerity behave true birth bring 
GNESIOS GENNAO come 

bear continue naturally 
divide truly beget 
do GNOME bring forth 

conceive end ad vice 
deliver fall agree 
gender far judgment 
made (be) finish mind 
spring follow purpose 

forbid will G:ENNEMA grow 
GNOPHOS fruit have 

blackneH generation keep 
offspring marry GNORIZO 

GENNESIS means (by . .. of) certlfy 
ordain declare birth 
pass know 

GENNETÖS past understand 
beget perform wit 

place (take) wot GEN OS prefer 
GNOSIS heget prove 

knowledge country publish 
science countrymen shew 

diversity so und GNOSTES generation spent expett kind spring GNOSTOS kindred take acquaintancc nation turn known offspring nRe notable stock was etc. 
GOES GE0RGEO wax 

dress work impostor 
till GINOSKO seducer 

GOMOS allow GEORG ION 
can burden husbandry 
feel merchandise 

GEORGOS know GONE US ·husbandman knowledge parents 
GERAS perceive 

GONGUSMOS resolve aged 
speak grudging old 
sure murmuring 

GERASKO understand GONGUSTES ·aged GLEUKOS murmurer old wine GONGUZO GER ON GLOSSA murmur old tongue GÖNIA 
GEROUSIA GLOSSOKOMON corner 

scnatc bag quarter 
GEUO GLUKUS GONU 

eat fresh knee 
taste sweet kneel 
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GONUPETEO H HAIRETIZO 

bow choose 
kneel H{\DES 

HALIEUO GRAMMA Hades 
fish hell bill 

HADR01'ES HALIEUS learning 
fisher letter abundance 
fisherman scripture bounty 

writing HAGIASMOS HALIZO 
GRAMMATEUS holiness salt 

scribe sanctifi.cation HALLELOUIA 
townclerk HAGIAZO Hallelujah 

GRAODES beloved 
HALLOMAI hallow old wives holy leap 

GRAPH:€ sanctify spring 
scripture HAG ION HALON 

GRAPHO sanctuary threshing-f!oor 
describe HAGIOS HALOSIS write holy take writing saint HAL(A)S GRAPTOS sanctuary salt written 

HAGIOSUNE HALUKOS GR~GOREO holiness salt vigilant 
HAGIOT:€S· HALUSIS wake 

holiness bonil watch 
watchful HAGNEIA chain 

GUMNASIA pnrity HAMA 
exercise HAGNISMOS early 

togethe1 GUMNAZO purification withal exercise 
HAGNIZO HAMARTANO l.TUMNlTEUO purify fault naked 
HAGNOS ofiend 

GUMNOS chaste sin 
bare clear trespass 
naked pure HAMARTEMA GUMNOTES HAG NOS sin nakedness sincerely HAMARTIA GU.NAlKAlUON 

HACNOTES ofience wo man 
pureness sin 

GUNAIKEIOS purity sinful 
wife 

HAIMA HAMARTOLOS GUN:€ blood sinful wife 
HAIMATEKCHUSIA sinn er woman 

bk>od HAPALOS 
HAIMORRHOEO tender 

blood HAPAS 
HAIREO all 

choose every 

HAIRESIS whole 
heresy HAPAX 
sect once 

HAIRETIKOS HAPH:€ 
heretical joint 
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BAPLOUS HEBDOMEKONTAKIS HEKATON 
single seventy times hundred 

HAPLOS HEBDOMOS hundredfold 
liberally seventh HEKATONTAETES 

HAPLOTES HEBRAIST! (or EBR-) 
year 

bountifulness HEKATONTAPLASION 
liberal 

tongue 
hundredfold (in Hebrew) 

liberality (in the Hebrew) HEKATONTARCHES simplicity 
HEDEOS centurion singleness 

HAPTO gladly HEKATONTARCHOS 
handle MEDISTA centurion 
kindle gladly HEKO 
light HEDON:B come 
touch lust HEKON 

HARMA pleasure will 
chariot 

HEDRAIOMA willingly 
HARMOS ground HEKOUSIOS 

joint 
HEDRAIOS will 

HARMOZO settled willingly 
espouse stedfast HEKOUSIOS 

HARPAGE 
HEDUOSMON 

wilfully 
extortion willingly 
ravening mint 

HEKTOS 
spoiling HEGEMON sixth 

HARPAGMOS govemor HELIKIA 
prize prince 

age 
robbery ruler 

stature 
HARPAX HEGEMONEUO 

H°F.T.TKOS extortioner govemor 
ravening HEGEMONIA 

great 

HARPAZÖ reign 
HELIOS 

catch sun 

furce Hli.GEOMAI HELKO 
pluck account drag 
pull chief draw 
snatch count HELKOO 
spoil esteem sore 
take governor 

HELKOS 
HEAUTOU (etc.) judge 

herself rule sore 

himself suppose HELKUO 
his think drag 
his-0wn HEILISSO (or HEL-) draw 
itself fold HELLEN 
one ... another roll Gentiles 
our own HEIS HE LOS ourselves first nail own one 
their only HEMEIS (etc.) 
them other company 
themselves our 
thyself HEKASTOS ourselves 
yourselves each US 

(see conceits) every we 

HEBDOMEKONTA HEKASTOTE HEMERA 
seventy always age 
ten time daily 
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H:RMERA-contd. H:RSUCHAZO HEURISKO 
day cease find 
ever peace (hold one's) get 
judgment quiet obtain 
time rest perceive 
~ear H:RSUCHIA HEX H METEROS 

quietness six our 
ours silence HEXAKOSIOI 

HitMIORON H:RSUCHIOS six hundred 
hour peaceable HEX:RKONTA 

H:RMISUS quiet sixty 
half HETAIROS 

sixtyfold 

H:RMITHAN:RS fellow HEX:RS 
(half) dead friend afterwards 

follow 
HENDEKA HETERODIDASKALEO morrow 

eleven teach next 
IIENDEI<ATOS HETE1<.0GL0SSOS IIEXIS 

eleventh strange use 
HENEKA tongue HIDROS 

cause HETEROS sweat 
HENOT:RS another HIERATEIA 

unity neighbour office 
HEORTAZO next day priesthood 

feast other priest' s office 

HEORT:R 
strange HIERATEUMA 

feast 
stranger priesthood 

HETEROS holy day otherwise HIERATEUO 
HEOS HETEROZUGEO execute 

far another office 
much (as) yoke priest' s office 

HEPTA HETOIMASIA HIERATIKOS 

seven preparation 
priest 

seventh HIEREUS 
HETOIMAZO priest 

HEPTAKIS hold Hl'ERON seven times prepare temple 
HEPTAKISCIIILIOI provide HIEROPREP:RS 

seven ready become 
thousand HETOIMOS holiness 

HERM:RNEIA prepared reverent 
interpretation readiness HI EROS 

ready holy 
HERM:RNEUO 

HETOIMOS sacred 
interpret HIEROSULEO 
interpretation ready cominit 

HERPETON H:RTTAOMAI sacrilege 
creeping inferior HIEROSULOS 

overcome robber serpent 
H:RTT:RMA HIEROSUN:R 

HESPERA defect priesthood 
evening diminishing HIEROURGEO eventide fault minister 

HESPERINOS loss HIKANOO evening H:RTTON able 
H:RSSON less meet 
(see H:RTTON) worse sufficient 
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HIKANOS HINA HODOIPORIA 
able albeit joumey 
content ?nd journeyings 
enough intent HODOS 
good lest highway 
great must highwayside 
!arge wherefore joumey 
long 

HIPPE US way 
many 

horsemen HOIOS meet 
manner much HIPPIKOS such as security horsemen what sore 
which sufficieu l HIPPOS 

worthy horse HOLOKAUTOMA 
burni: (offer!ng) HIKANOTf:S HIST:i?.Ml offering sufficiency abide HOLOKLERIA 

HIKET:i?.RIA appoint 
soundness 

Supplication bring 
HOLOKLEROS charge 

HILAROS continue entire 
cheer:tul covenant wholc 

HILAROT:i?.S establish HO LOS 
cheerfulness holden all 

present a!together 
HILASKOMAI set every whit 

merciful stand whole 
propitiation stanch IIOLOS reconciliation weigh actually 

HILASMOS HISTOREÖ all 
propitiation see altogether 

HILASTERION visit commonly 
utterly mercy-seat HO (1) 

HOLOTELP.S propitiation one (the) 
wholly 

HILEOS this 
IIOMEIROMAI far HO (2) 
(see HIMEIROMAI) merciful which 

HIMAS HODE (TODE) HOMICHLE 
mist latchet manner 

HOMILEÖ thong these 
HIMATION thtls commune 

talk apparel HODE 
HOMILIA clothes here 

garment hither communication 
raiment place company 
robe tht:!re HOMILOS 
vesture 

HOD:i?.GEO company 
HIMATISMOS guide HOMOIAZO 

apparel lead agree 
array 

HOD:RGOS HOMOIOMA clothing 
guide like (made) raiment likeness vesture Jeader 

shape 
HIMATIZO HODEUO similitude 

clothe journey HOMOIOO 
HIMEIROMAI HODOIPOREO like (make) 

afiection go liken 
desire jourüey resemble 
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HOMOIOPATH!.S HORA HOS 
passions day he that 

HOMOIOS hour one . . . another 
like instant what 

season whatsoever 
HOMOIOS short which 

likewise time who 
manner HORAIOS whosoever 
so beautiful HOS 

HOMOIOSIS HORAMA about 
likeness sight even as 
similitude vision like 

HOMOIOT:F.S HORAO (with EIDON wit (to) 
like as and OPTOMAI) while 
similitude appear HUSAKiS 

behold oft 
HOMOLOG EO consider often 

acknowledge heed (take) HOSANNA coness look Hosanna profess look (to) 
HOSAUTOS promise perceive thanks even so 

vouchsafe see 
likewise shew 

HOMOLOGIA manner 
HORASIS so cunfessiun look 

HOSEI profession sight 
professed viSion about 

like 
HOMOLOGOUMENOS HORA TOS 

HOSGE controversy (without) visible 
he that 

HOMOPHRON HORION 
border HOSIOS likeminded 
coast blessing mind 

holy one HORIZO mercy 
HOMOS declare 

HOSIOS dcfino even 
determine holily yet 
determinate HOSIOTES 

HOMOTECHNOS limit holiness 
craft ordain HOSOS trade HORKIZO all 

HOMOTHUMADON ad jure great 
accord charge long 
mind HORKOMOSIA many 

HOMOU oath more 
much (as) accord HORKOS what together oath whatsoever 

HOPLIZO HORMAO which 
arm run who 

HO PLON rush whosoever 
armour violently HOSPER 
instruments HORM!. whosoever 
wc11pom; assault HOSPER 

HOPOIOS im pulse even as 
manner HORM:F.MA likc an 
sort violence HOSTE 
such as IIOROTHESIA insomuch that, as 
what bound wherefore 
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HOSTIS HVBRIZO-contd. HUPAKOUO 
he that shamefully ans wer 
such as spitefully hearken 
they HUDOR obedient 
what water obey 
which 
who HUDRIA HUPANDROS 

whosoever waterpot husband 

HOT AN HUDROPIKOS HUPANTAO 

while dropsy meet 

HOTHEN HUDROPOTEO HUPANT:es1s 

thence (from) drink meet 

wherefore water . HUPARCHO 

HOUTOS HUETOS exist 

fellow rain goods 

he HUGIAINO have 

one health live 

same safe possess 

she sound (be) was (etc.) 

so so und HUPARCHONTA 
that whole substance 
their wholesome HUPARXIS them HUGl:BS 
they so und 

goods 

this whole 
possession 

which substance 

who HUGROS HUPECHO 

HOUTO (-S) 
green suffer 

even so HUIOS IIUPEIKO 
fashion child submit 
like foal 

HUPBKOQS 
likewise son 

obedient 
manner HUIOTHESIA 
so adoption IIUPENANTIOS 
thus HUL:e adversary 
what matter contrary 

HUAKINTHINOS wood HUPER 
jacinth HUMEIS behalf 

HUAKINTHOS ye more 

jacinth you of 
your part 

HUALINOS HUMETEROS HUPERAIRO 
glass your exalt 

HVALOS yours overmuch 

glass HUMNEO HUPERAKMOS 

HUHHIS hymn age 

harm praise flower 

hurt sing pass 

injury HUMNOS HUPERAUXANO 
reproach hymn grow 

HUBRIST:es HUPAGO HUPERBAINO 
~e.spi.teful depart go 
lilJUOOUS get transgress 
insolent go HUPERBALLO 

HUBRIZO HUPAKOE exceed 
despitefully obedience excel 
entreat obedient pas!I 
reproach obey surpass 
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HUPERBALLONTOS HUPERONKOS HUPOKRINOMAI 

measure swelling feign 
HUPERBOLE HUPERQON HUPOKRISIS 

abundance chamber dissimulation 
exceeding room hypocrisy 
excel HUPERPERISSEUO HUPOKRITES 
excellency abound hypocrite 
excellent joyful HUPOLAMBANO greatness overfiow answer measure 

HUPERPERISSOS receive 
HUPERECHO measure suppose 

better 
HUPERPHRONEO welcome 

excellency 
higher think HUPOLEIMMA 
pass HUPEHPLEONAZO rcmnant 
supreme abundant HUPOLEIPO 

HUPEREIDON HUPERUPSOO 
leave 

overlook exalt HUPOLENION 
wink HUPHANTOS 

wine-fat 

HUPEREKCHU(N)NO woven 
pit 

HUPOLIMPANO run HUPNOS leave HUPEREKEINA sleep 
HUPOMENO 

beyond HUPO abide 
und er behind 

HUPEREKPERISSOU HUPOBALLO endure 
abundantly suborn patient 
exceeding 

HUPOCHOREO patiently 
exceedingly 

go su:ffer 
HUPEREKTEINO withdraw take 

measure HUPODECHOMAI 
tarry 

overmuch 
receive HUPOMIMNESKO 

st1etdi mind 
HUPERENTUNCHANO HUPODEIGMA remember 

intercession 
copy remembrance 
ensample 

HUPEREPHANIA example HUPOMNESIS 
pride pattern remembrance 

HUPEREPHANOS HUPODEIKNUMI HUPOMON:E 
haughty example continuance 
proud forewarn enduring 

HUP:l!.RETEO shew patience 
patient 

minister warn 
wait 

serve HUPOD:l!.MA HUPONOEO 
HUPERET:ES shoe decm 

attendant HUPODEO suppose 
minister bind i;urmi&e 
officer shod think 
servant HUPODIKOS HUPONOIA 

HUPERLIAN guilty surmising 
chiefest judgment HUPOPHERO 

HUPERNm:AO HUPOGRAMMOS bear 
ccmquer copy endure 

HUPEROCH:I!. example HUP0PIAZ0 
authority HUPOKATO bu:ffet 
excellcncy under wear 
place undemeath weary 
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HUPOPLEO HUPSISTOS IATROS 
lee high physician 
sail highest ICHNOS 

HUPOPNEO HUPSOMA step 
blow height 

ICHTHUDION 
HUPOPODION high 

fish 
footstool HUPSOO 

HUPOSTASIS exalt ICHTHUS 

assurance lift fish 

confidence HUPSOS IDE: IDOU 
person estate behold 
substance height lo 

HUPOSTELLO high see 

draw (back) HUS IDEA (see EIDEA) 
keep sow IDIOS 
shrink HUSSOPOS acquaintance 
shun hyssop alone 
withdro.w 

HUSTERE:MA buainelili 
HUPOSTOLE behind company 

draw (back) lacking due 
his 

HUPOSTREPHO penury his own 
come want home 
return HUSTEREO our own 
turn behind own 

HUPOSTRONNUO come private(-ly) 
spread destitute proper 

HUPOTAGE 
fail several 
fall severally obedience lack their subjection nccd IDIOT ES 

HUPOTASSO short (come) 
obedience want ignorant 

rude 
obedient worse 

unlearned 
put HUSTERESIS rn.sous subdue want 
subject HUSTERON 

Jesus 
subjection afterward (-s) IKMAS 

HUPOTITHEMI last moisture 
lay HUSTEJWS IOS 
remembrance later poison 

HUPOTRECHO latter l"l)St 

lee IOTA 
run jot 

HUPOTUPOSIS IOUDAlKOS 
ensample Jewish 
form 

IAMA IOUDAlKOS 
pattern 

healing Jew (as do the) 
HUPOZONNUMI 

IAO'MAI IOUDAIOS 
undergird 

heal Jew(s) 
HUPOZUGION whole Jewess 

ass 
IASIS 

Jewish 
HUPSELOPHRONEO eure 

Jewry 
high-minded heal IOUDAlSMOS 

HUPSELOS healing J ews' religion 

high IASPIS IOUDAlZO 
highly jasper Jews (live as do the) 
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IRIS KAI GE KAKOS-contd. 

rainbow (at) least miserable 
ISANGELOS KAINOS noisome 

angel new wicked 
ISCHUO KAINOT:ES KAK OS 

able amiss 
avail newness diseased 
can KAIO evil 
do burn grievously 
good light rniserably 
may KAI PER sick 
might yet sore 
prevail 

KAIROS KAKOSIS 
strength 

always affliction 
whole 
work opportunity KAKOUCHEO 

ISCHUROS season afflict 
boisterous time entreat 
mighty while evil 
powerful KAKIA suffer 
strong evil torment 
valiant malice KAKOURCOS 

ISCHUROTEROS maliciousness evil-doer 
mighticr naughtiness malefactor 
stronger wickedness KALAM~ 

ISCHUS KAKOETHEIA stubble 
ability malignity KALAMOS 
might KAKOLOGEO 

pen 
power reed 
strength curse 

KALEÖ evil 
ISOPSUCHOS speak bid 

likeminded KAKOO 
call 

!SOS affect 
name 

agree a.ffiict 
surname 

equal entreat KALLIELAIOS 
like evtl olive tree 
much (as) harrn KALLION 

ISOS hurt weil 
may vex KALODIDASKALOS 

ISOT:ES KAKOPATHEIA teacher 
equal affiiction KALO POi EO 
equality su.!Iering well-doing 

ISOTIMOS KAKOPATHEO KALOS 
precious affiict better 

endure fair 
hardship good 
suffer goodly 

K KAKOPOIEO honest 
evil honourable 

KAI harm meet 
also 

KAKOPOIOS 
seemly (Ad„ p. z6I) 

even worthy 
indeed evil-doer KALOS 
likewise malefactor good .. 
manner KAK OS honestly 
morcover bad place 
very evil weil 
yea harm KALUMMA 
yet i1l veil 
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KALUPTÖ KATABALLÖ KATAISCHUNÖ 
eo ver cast ashamed 
hide lay confound 

KAM:ELOS smite dishonour 
camel KATABAREÖ shame 

KAMIN OS burden KATAKAIÖ 
furnace KATABASIS burn 

KAMMUÖ descent KATAKALUPTO 
close KATABIBAZO eo ver 

KAMNÖ bring KATAKAUCHAOMAI 
faint thrust boast 
sick KATABOL:E: glory 
weary conceive rejoice 

KAMPTÖ foumlation KATAKEIMAI 
bow KATABRABEUO keep 

KANON beguile lie 

line prize sit 

province reward KATAKLAO 
rule rob break 

KAP:ELEUO KATACHEO KATAKLEIÖ 
corrupt pour shut 

KAPNOS KATACHRAOMAI KATAKL:ERODOTEO 
smoke abuse divide 

KARDIA KATACHTHONIOS KATAKLINO 
heart earth meat 

KARDIOGNOST:ES KATAD:ELOS sit 
evident KATAKLUSMO~ 

heart (knowing the) flood 
knowing KATADEO KATAKLUZO 

KARPHOS bind overftow 
mote KATADIKAZO . KATAKOLOUTHEO KARPOPHOROS 
fruitful condemn follow 

KARPOPHOREÖ 
KATADIK:E KATAKOPTÖ 

bear 
judgment cut 

fruit 
sentence 

KATAKR:EMNIZO 
fruitful KATADIOKO cast 

KAR POS 
follow headlong 

fruit KATADOULOO throw 

KARTEREO bondage 
KATAKRIMA 

endure condemnation 

KATA KATADUNASTEUO KATAKRINO 
every oppress condemn 
happen KATAGELAÖ KATAKRISIS 
manner laugh to scorn condemn 
out of KATAGINOSKO condemnation 
pertain to blame KATAKURIEUÖ 
points condemn dominion 
respect 

KATAGNUMI exercise 
was 

break lord 
KATABAINO 

KATAGO 
master 

COllltl overcome 
descend bring KATALALEO 
fall land speak 
get touch KATALALIA 
go KATAGONIZOMAI backbiting 
step subdne evil speaking 
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KATALALOS KAT(AN)ATHEMA KATAPHRON:ET:ES 

backbiter curse despiser 
KATALAMBANO KATANATHEMATIZO KATAPIUHEIRO 

apprehend curse corrupt 
attain KATANEUO KATAPINO come beckon devour :find drown obtain KATANGELEUS swallow overtake setter forth 
perceive KATANGELLO 

KATAPIPTO 
take fall 

declare 
KATALEGO preach KATAPLEO 

enrol proclaim arrive 
number set KATAPONEO 

KATALEIMMA shew distress 
remnant teach oppress 

KATANOEO vex 
KATALEIPO behold KATAPONTIZO behind consider drown forsake discover sink leave 

reserve perceive KATAPSUCHO 
KATALITHAZO KATANTAO cool 

stone arrive KATARA attain 
KATALLAG:E curse come cursing atonement reach 

reconciliation KATANUSSO KATARAOMAI 

KATALLASSO prick curse 

reconcile KATANUXIS KATARGEO 
KATALOIPOS stupor aboli$ 

cease residue KATAPATEO cumber 
KATALUMA foot destroy 

guest-chamber tramp!~ do 
inn tread e:ffect 

KATALUO KATAPAUO fall 
come cease loose 
destroy rest nought 
dissolve restrain pass 
guest 

KATAPAUSIS 
put 

lodge sever 
nought rest vanish 
overthrow KATAPETASMA void 
throw veil KATARITHMEO 

KATAMANTHANO KATAPHAGO number 
KATARTISIS 

consider devour perfection 
KATAMARTUREO 

eat KATARTISMOS 
witness KATAPHERO perfecting 

KATAMENO bear down (Ad., p. a52) KATARTIZO 
abide fall ftt 

KATA MONAS 
give frame sink join alone KATAPHEUGO mend 

KATANALISKO flee perfect 
consume KATAPHILEO prepare 

KATANARKAO kiss restore 
burdenS':lme KATAPHRONEO KATASCHESIS 
chargeable despise possession 
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KATASEIO KATA').'ITHEMI KATERGAZOMAI 
beckon do cause 

KATASKAPTO gain do 

dig lay perform 
shew werk overthrow 

KATATOM:F: ruin KATESTHIO 
KATASK:ENOO 

concision devour 

dwell KATATOXEUÜ eat 

Jodge thrust KATESTRAMMENA 
rest KATATRECHO ruin 

KATASK:ENOSIS run KATEUTHUNO 
nest KATAXIOO direct 

KATASKEUAZO account guide 

build count KATEXOUSIAZO 
make worthy authority 
ordain KAT:ECHEO exerQise 
prepare in form KATHAIREO instruct KATASKIAZO tP.&Ch cast 
overshadow KJ~TECHO depose 

KATASKOPEO have destroy 

spy hold pull {down) 
keep put 

KATASKOPOS make take 
spy possess KATHAIRESIS 

KATASOPHIZOMAI restrain cast 
deal with retain destruction 
subtilly seize pull 

KATASPHAZO 
stay 

KATHA!HO take 
slay withhold clean 

KATASPHRAGIZO KATEGOREO 
purge 

KATHAPER seal accuse even as 
KATASTELLO witness KATHAPTO 

appease KATEGORIA fasten 
quiet accusation 

KATHARISMOS 
KATAST:EMA KAT:EGOROS cleansing accuser behaviour 

KATEIDÖLOS 
purge 

demeanour purification 

KATASTOL~ 
idols (full of) purifying 

apparel KATEN ANTI KATHARIZO before clothing sight of (in the) clean 
cleanse 

KATASTREPHO KATENOPION purge 
dig beiore purify 
overthrow presence 
.ruin KATHAROS sight of (in the) clean 

KATASTRENIAO KAT:EPHEIA clear 
wanton heaviness pure 

KATASTRONNUMI K.~.TEPHISTEMI 
KATHAROT:ES insurrection 

overthrow rise cleanness 
KATASTROPH:F: KATERCHOMAI purifying 

overthrow come KATHEDRA 
subverting depart seat descend 

KATASURO go KATH:EG:ET:ES 
hale land master 
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KATH:EKO KATO KEIMAI 
convenient beneath appoint 
fit bottom lay 
fitting KATOIKEO Iie 

KATH:EMAI dwell made (be) 
dwell dweller set 

there seat KATOIK:ESIS set KEIRIA 
sit dwelling grave-clothes 

KATH:EMERINOS KATOIK:ET:F:RION KEIRO 
daily habitation shear 

KATHEUDO KATOIKIA shearer 

asleep habitation KELEUO 

KATHEX:ES KATOTKJZO bid 
dwell command 

afterward 
follow KATOPTRIZO KELEUSMA 
order behold shout 

KATHEZOMAI mirror KENODOXIA 
sit KATORTHOMA vainglory 

KATHl:EMI correction KENODUXUS 
deed vainglory let down KATOTERO KENOO 

KATHIST:EMI und er effect (of none) 
appoint KATÖTEROS empty 
conduct lower reputation 
make KAUCHAOMAI vain 
ordain boast void 
ruler glory KENOPHONIA Set joy babblings 

KATHIZO rejoice 
KENOS continue KAUCH:EMA empty dwell 

set boasting vain 
sit glory KENOS 
tany glorying vain (in) rejoice 

KATHO KAUCH:ESIS K:ENSOS 
according as boasting tribute 
inasmuch as glory KENTRON 
insomuch as glorying goad 

KATHOLOU rejoice KENTURION 
all KAUMA centurion 

KATHOPLIZO heat KEPHALAION 
arm KAUMATIZO chief 

KATHORAO scorch point 
see KAUSIS sum 

KATHOS burning KEPHAL(A)IOO 
according as KAUSON 

head (to wound in the) 
even as burning KEPHAL:E 

KATHOTI heat head 
according as scorching KEPHALIS 
inasmuch as KAUSOÖ roll 

KATIOO heat K:EPOS 
rust KAUST:ERIAZO garden 

KATISCHUO (or KAUTER-) K:EPOUROS 
prevail branded gardener 
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KERAIA (KEREA) 
tittle 

KERAMEUS 
potter 

KERAMIK OS 
potter 

KERAMION 
pitcher 

KERAMOS 
tiling 

KERANNUMI 
fill 
mingle 

KERAS 
horn 

KERATION 
husks 

KERDAINO 
gain 
get 

KERDOS 
gain 
lucre 

K:ERION 
honey-comb 

KERMA 
money 

KERMATIST:ES 
changer 

K:ERUGMA 
message 
preaching 

KERUSSO 
preach 
preacher 
preaching 
proclaim 
publish 

KERUX 
preacher 

K.ETOS 
whale 

KIBOTOS 
ark 

KICHR:EMI (or CHRAO) 
lend ... 

KINDUNEUO 
dang er 

KINDUNOS 
peril 

KIN EO 
move 
mover 
remove 
wag 

KIN.ESIS 
moving 
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KINNAMOMON 
cinnamon 

KITHARA 
harp 

KITHARIZO 
harp 

KITHARODOS 
harper 

KLADOS 
branch 

KLAIO 
bewail 
weep 

KLAO (KLAZO) 
break 

KLASIS 
br·cnlting 

KLASMA 
break 
meat 
piece 

KLAUTHMOS 
wailing 
weeping 

l(LEIO 
shut 

KLEIS 
key 

KL:E:MA 
branch 

KLEMMA 
theft 

KLEOS 
glory 

KLEPT.ES 
thief 

KLF.PTO 
stf~a.I 

KL.ERONOMEO 
heir 
inherit 

KLERONOMIA 
inheritance 

KL.ERONOMOS 
heir 

KL.EROO 
hcrito.go 
inheritance 

KLl;;J{QS 
charge 
inheritance 

KLEROS-Contd. 
lot 
part 
portion 

KL:ESIS 
call 
calling 

KL:ETOS 
called 

KLIBANOS 
oven 

KLIMA 
part 
region 

KLINARION 
bed 

KLIN:E 
bed 
table 

KLl.NlJJION 
couch 

KLINO 
bow 
fiight 
lay 
spent 
wear 

KLISIA 
company 

KLO PE 
theft 

KLUDON 
raging 
wave 

KLUDONIZOMAI 
toss 

KN.ETHO 
itching 

KODRANT:ES · 
farthing 

KOILIA 
belly 
womb 

KOIMAO (-OMA!) 
asleep 

KOI 

dead (to be: see DIE) 
fall 

KOIM:ESIS 
rest 

. KOINONEO 
communica.lt: 
distribute 
Iellowship 
partake 
partaker 
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KOINONIA KOLONIA KOPIAO 
communication cololiy bestow 
communion KOLPOS labour 
contribution bay toil 
distribution weary 
fellowship bosom 

KOLUMBAO KOPOS 
KOINONIKOS labour 

communicate swim toil 

KOINONOS KOLUMB:ETHRA trouble 

companion pool weariness 

fellowship KOLUO KOPRIA 
partaker forbid dung 
partner hin der dunghill 

KOINOO keep KOPlUON 
call sto.y dung sufter common withhold KOPTO 
defile 
unclean withstand bewail 

KOMAO cut 
KOINOS mourn 

commoD hair wail 
defiled KOM:E KORASION unclean hair damsel 
uliholy KOM:E maid 

KOIT:E town KORAX 
bed village 
chambering 

raven 
KOMIZO KORBAN KOlTON bring 

chamberlain receive Corban 

KOKKINOS KOMOPOLIS KORBANAS 
scarlet town treasury 

KOKKOS KOM OS KORENNUMI 
COrD revelling eat 
grain rioting enough 

fill KOLAK(E)IA KOMPSOTERON 
fiattery amend KOROS 
fiattering 

KONIAO 
measure 

KOLAPHIZO white KOSMEO 
buftet adom 

KOLASIS KONIORTOS gamish 
punishment dust trim 
torment KOPAZO KOSMIKOS 

KOLAZO cease worldly 
punish KONOPS KOSMIOS 

KOLLAO gnat bebaviour 
cleave KOP:E modest 
company slaughter orderly 
join KOPETOS KOSMOKRATOR 

KOLLOURION bewail ruler 
eye-salve 

KOPHINOS KOSMOS 
KOLLUBIST:ES basket adoming 

changer basketful world 

KOLOBOO KOPHOS KOUM(I) 
shorten deaf talitha 

KOLON dumb KOUPHIZO 
(:arcase speechless lighten 
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KOUSTODIA KRIN0 KTAOMAI-contd. 

guard call provide 
watch conclude purchase 

condemn win KRABBATOS decree KTEMA bed determine possession couch esteem 
KTENOS KRAIPALE judge 

beast surfeiting judgment 
cattle law 

KRANION ordain KTETOR Calvacy sentence possessor skull · think KTISIS KRASPEDON KRINON building border lily creation 
KRATAIOO KRISIS creature 

strengthen accusation ordinance 
strong condemnation KTISMA 

judgm~nt creature KRATAIOS 
KRITERION KTIST~S mighty 

judgc Creator KRATEO judgment 
KTIZO händs on (Jay) judgment-seat 

create hold 
KRITES Creator holden 

judge make keep 
obtain KRl'IHE KUBEIA or -BIA retain barley sleight take KRITHINOS KUBERNESIS KRATISTOS barlcy government excellent KRITIK OS KUBERNt!.TES noble discerner master 

KRATOS KROUO KUKLEUO dominion knock compass power 
KRUPHAIOS KU KLO<) strength 

secret come KRAUGAZO 
KRUPH~ compass cry 

secret stand 
KRAUGE KRUPTE KU KLO clamour cellar about• cry 

KRUPT<"> round about crying 
hide KUKLOTHEN KRAZO secretly about cry 

KRUPTOS round about 
KREAS hid KULIO fiesh hi<lden wallow 
KREISSON (or -TT-) inwardly KULISMOS better secret wallowing 
KREMANNUMI KRUSTALLIZO KULLOS bang clear maimed steep crystal 

KUMA KREMNOS KRUSTALLOS 
steep crystal wave 

KUMBALON KRI:MA KTAOMAJ 
cymbal condemnation get 

judgment obtain KUMINON 
eentence possess cummin 
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KUNARION LAMBANO-contd. LEGEON or LEGION 
dog call legion 

KUON catch 
LEGO 

dog find 
ask have 

KUPTO hold bid 
stoop obtain boast 

call KURIA receive 
describt: lady take 
give 

KURIAKOS LAMPAS mean 
Lord lamp name 

KURIEUO light pronounce 
dominion torch put 
exercise LAMPO reckon 
lord light say 
lords~ip shine speak 

teil KURIOS LAMPROS utter lord bright 
LEIMMA master clt:ar 

owner fine remnant 
Sir gay LEIOS 

KURIOTE.S goodly smooth. 
dominion gorgeous 

LEI PO 
government sumptuous 

destitute white 
KUROO lack 

confirm LAMPROS want 
sumptuously 

LEITOURGEO 
LAMPROTE.S minister 

brightness 
LEITOURGIA 

L LANCHANO ministration ' 
lot ministry 

LACHANON obtain service 
herb receive 

JJEITOU-RGIKOS 
LAI LA PS LANTHANO ministering 

storm forget 
LEITOURGOS 

tempest hide 
minister ignorant 

LAKEO or LASKO unawares L~(M)PSIS burst 
LAOS rccciving 

LAKTIZO people LENOS kick 
LARUNX wine-press 

LALEO throat LENTION preach 
LATHRA towel say 

privily' LEON speak 
talk sccrctly !ion 
tell LATOMEO LEPIS utter hew scale 

LALIA LATREIA LEPRA saying divine leprosy speech service 
LAMA LATREUO LEPROS 

larna serve leper 

LAMBANO serv-ice LEPTON 
accept wor~hip mik 
attain LAXEUTOS LE.ROS 
bring hewn talk 
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L~ST:ES LOG ION LOIMOS 
robber oracle fellow 
thief LOGIOS pestilence 

LltTH:E eloquent pestilent fellow 
forget LOGISMOS LOIPON 

LEUKAINu imagination besides 
white finally 

LEUKOS 
thought furthermore 

LOGIZOMAI henceforth 
very account moreover 

LIAN charge now 
exceeding conclude then 
greatly count LOIPOS 
sore esteem other 
while impute remain 

LIBANOS number remnant 
frankincense reason residue 

LIBANOTOS reckon rest (the) 
censer suppose LONCH:R 

LIKMAO 
think spear 

dust LOGOMACHEO LOUO 
grind strive bathed 
scatter LOGOMACHIA wash 

LIM:EN dispute LOUTRON 

haven strife washing 

LIMN:E LOGOS LUCHNIA 

lake account lampstand 

LIMOS cause LUCHNOS 

famine communication lamp 

hunger do light 
doctrine LUKOS 

LINON fame wolf 
fiax intent 
linen matter LUMAINO (-OMAI) 

LIPAROS mouth 
havock 

dainty preaching 
lay waste 
waste 

LIPS question 
LUO 

north-east reason 
south-west reckon break 

LITHAZO 
report destroy 

stone 
rumour dissolve 
saying loose 

LITHINOS show melt 
stone Speech put 

LITHOBOLEO talk unloose 

stone thing LUP:R 
LITHOS tidings grief 

stone treatise grievous 
LITHOSTROTOS utterance grudgingly 

pavement word heaviness 
UTRA work sorrow 

pound LOIDOREO LUPEO 
LOGIA revile grief 

collection LOIDORIA grieve 
gatherlng railing heaviness 

LOGIKOS reproachfully sorrow 
milk reviling sorrowful 
reasonable LOIDOROS sorry 
spiritual railer LUSIS 
word reviler loose 
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LUSITELEO MAKROTHEN MARTUREO-contd. 
better (be) afar testify 

LUTRON far testimony 
ransom MAKROTHUMEO witness 

LUTROO bear MARTURIA 
redeem endure report 

LUTROSIS 
longsuffering testimony 
patient witness 

redeem patience 
redemption MARTURION suffer testimony 

LUTROT'ES MAKROTHUMIA witness 
deliverer longsuffering MARTUROMAI patience testify 

MAKROTHUMOS MARTUS (or MARTUR) 
M patiently witness 

MALAKIA MAS(S)AOMAl MACHAIRA disease 
sword MALAKOS 

gnaw 

MACHE effeminate 'MASTIGOO 

fighting MALISTA 
scourge 

strife chiefly MASTIX 

MACHOMAI plague espetially scourging fight mos! 
strive MALLON MASTIZO 

MAG(E)IA more scourge 
sorcery rather MASTOS 

MAGEUO MAMM'E breast 
sorcery grandmother MATAIOLOGIA 

MAGOS MAMONAS talking (vain) 
sorcerer (or MAMMON-) MATAIOLOGOS 
wise mammon talkers (vain) 

MAINOMAI MANIA MATAIOO 
beside oneself mad vain 
mad madness MATAIUS 

MAKARIOS MANNA vain 
blessed manna vanity 
happy 

MANTEUOMAI MATAIOT:ES 
MAKARISMOS soothsaying vanity 

blessedness 
blessing MANTHANO MAT:EN 
gratulation learn vain 

MAKARTZO learned (be) MATH:ET'ES 
bless und erstand disciple 
happy MARAINO MATH'ETEUO 

MAKELLON fade disciple 
shambles MARAN-ATHA instruct 

MAKRAN Maran-atha teach 
afar MARGARIT:ES MATH:ETRIA 
far pearl disciple 
hence MARMAROS ME 
way marble lest 

MAKROCHRONIOS MARTUREO never 
live long c~arge no one 

MAKROS give nothing 
far obtain M'EDE 
long report much (as) 
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MEDEIS (-DEN) MEKOS M:EN 
noman length month 
no one MEKUNOMAI MENO nothing grow abide 

MEDEPOTE MELAN continue 
never ink dwell 

Mli:GALA UCHEO ME LAS 
endure 

boast black 
own 

MEGALEIOS present 
MELEI remain great care stand 

mighty 
MELETAO tarry wonderful (work) 

MEGALEIOTES diligent :MENOUN, or 
magnifk~nce imagine MENOUNGE 
majesty medltate nay 
mighty premeditate yea 

MEGALOPREPES MELI MENTOI 
excellent honey yet 

MEGALOS MELISSIOS MENUO 
greatly hnnP.y-comh shew 

MEGALOSUNE MELLO 
tell 

majesty about MEPO 
MEGALUNO almost yet 

enlarge begin ME POS 
great come haply 
magnify hereafter lest 
shew inteml ME PO TE 

MEGAS mean haply 
great mind leit 
greatest point peradventure 
high ready MEPOU large shall haply loud should 
matter tarry lest 
might.y was (etc.) MERIMNA 
strong will co.ro 
years yet MERIMNAO 

MEGETHOS MELO care 
greatness care careful 

MEGISTAN MELOS thought (to taka) 
great member MERIS 
lord 

ME LOTE district prince 
sheepskin part 

MEGISTOS portion 
great MEMBRANA MERISMOS 

MEIZON parchment dividing 
best MEMPHOMAI gift 
eitler blame ME RISTES 
greater fault divider 
greatest MEMPSIMOIROS MERIZO more complainer deal 

MEIZOTEROS MEN difference 
greater even distril.mt.e 

MEKETI indeed divide 
henceforth truly give 
henceforward verily part 
110 longer MEN. M:EROS 
no more indeed thigh 
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MEROS METAKALEO METECHO-contd. 
behalf call partake 
coast METAKINEO partaker 
country move pertain 
course 

METALAMBANO METEORIZO 
craft 
measure eat doubtful 

part have METEPEITA 
piece partake afterward 
portion receive M~T:E:R 
respect take mother 
somewhat METALEPSIS METH:E: 
sort receive drunkenness 
trade METALLASSO METHERM:E:NEUO MESEMBRIA 
noon c:hange interpret 
south exchange interpretation 

MESITES METAMELOMAI METHISTEMI 
mediator regret (or METHISTANO) 

.MESITEUO 
repent put 

confirm MET A..'10RPH00 remove 

interposed change transla.te 
transfigure turn 

MESONUKTION transform METHOD(E)IA 
midnight 

METANOEO wiles 
MESOO repent METHORION 

midst METANOIA border 
ME SOS repentance METHUO 

between META PF.MPÖ drunk 
midday 

t:all clrunken 
midnight fetch METHUSKO midst send drunk ..,,,·ay 

METASCH:E:MATIZO drunken 
MES01'0JCH0N cha.nge METHUSOS wall fashion drunkard 
MESOURANEMA figure 

M.Kl'UCH!=: heaven transform 

MESTOÖ 
METASTREPHO fellowship 

pervert METOCHOS 
fill turn fellow 

MESTOS METATHESIS partaker 
full change partner 

META rr.moving METOIKESIA 
hencc translation bring 

METABAlNO META TITHE~1I carrying away 

depart carry METOIKIZO 
go change carry away 
pass remove remove 
remove translate METOPON 

METABALLO 
turn forehead 

METAXU change between METRA 
METADIDOMI next womb 

give while M"RTRALÖAS 
impart METE ' (or METROL-) 

METAGO much as mother 
turn METECHO METREO 

METAIRO belong measure 
depart part mete 
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METRETES MISTHOMA MOLIS 
firkin dwelling difficulty 

METRIOPATHEO 1-,ired house hardly 
bear MISTHOO MOLO PS 
compassion hire stripe 
gently MISTHOS MOLUNO 

METRIOS hire defi.le 
little reward MOLUSMOS 

METRON wages defi.lement 
measure MISTHOTOS fi.lthiness 

MIA 
hired servant 

MÖMAOMAI 
fi.rst 

hireling 
blame 

one MNA 
MOMOS 

MIAINO 
pound blcmish 

defi.le MNEIA 
MOMPHE mention 

MIASMA remembrance complaint 
defi.lement 

MNEMA MONE 
pollution 

grave abode 
MIASMOS sepulchre mansion 

defi.lement tomb MONOGENES 
uncleanness MNEME child 

MIGMA remembrance only 
mixture MNEMEION only begotten 

MIGNUMI grave MONOO 
mingle sepulchre desolate 

MIKROS(-ON) tomb MONOPHTHALMOS 
least MNEMONEUO eye (with onc) 
less mention ~ONOS (-ON) 
litt.le mindful alone 
small remember only 
while MNEMOSUNON MORAINO 

MIKROTEROS memorial foolish 
least MN11STEU0 savour 
less betroth MORIA little espoused footishness MILlON 
mile MOCHTHOS MOROLOGIA 

MIMEOMAI travail foolish 
follow MODI OS tallcing (foolish) 
imitate bushel MOROS 

MIMETES MOGILALOS fool 
follower impediment foolish 
imitator MOGIS foolishness 

MIMNESKÖ hardly MORPHr. 
mindful MOICHALIS form 
reweinl.Jtir adulteress MORPHOO 
remembrance adulterous formed 

MISEO MOICHAO MORPHÖSIS 
hate adultery form 

MISTHAPODOSIA MOICHEIA MOSCHOPOIEO 
1·ecompence adultery calf 

MISTHAPODOTES MOICHEUO MOSCH OS 
rewarder adultery ealf 

MISTHIOS MOICHOS MOUSIKOS 
hired servant adulterer minstrel 
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MUELOS NAUS NEPIOS 

marrow ship babe 
MUEO NA UTES child 

instruct mariners NESION 
learn NE island 

MUKAOMAI protest NESOS 
roar NEANIAS island 

MUKTERIZO young (man) isle 
NESTEIA mock NEANISKOS fast 

MULIKOS young (man) fasting 
millstone NEKROO NESTEUO 

MULINOS dead fast 
millstone mortify NESTIS 

MULON NEKROS fasting 
mill dead NETHO 

MULOS NEKROSIS spin 
millstone deadness NEUO 

MUOPA.?:0 NEOKOROS beckon 
afar temple-keel)eA' NIKAO 
see worshipper conquer 

MURIAS NEOMENIA overcome 
company (or NOUM-) prevail 
innumerable moon victorious 
thousand(s) NEOPHUTOS victory 

MURIOI novice NIKR 
ten thousand NEOS victory 

MURIZO fresh NIKOS 
anoint new victory 

MUR ON young NIPTER 
ointment N(E)OSSOS bason 

MUSTERION young NIPTO 
mystery NEOTERIKOS wash 

MUTH OS youthful NOEMA 
fable NEOTEROS de vice 

young mind 
young (man) thought 
younger NOEO 

N NEOTES consider 
youth perceive 

"NAI 
NEPHALIOS 

think 
even so und erstand 
surely sober 

NOME 
truth temperate 

eat 
verily NEPHELE pasture 
yea cloud NOMIKOS 

NAOS NEPHO law 
sanctuary sober lawyer 
shrine watch NO MIM OS temple NEPHOS lawfully 

NARDOS clo11d NOMISMA spikenard NEPHROS money 
NAUAGF.<"> reim; NOMIZO shipwreck NEPIAZO suppose 
NAUKLEROS babe think 

owner child wont 
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NOMODIDASKALOS NUMPHIOS OGDOE:.KONTA 
doctor bridegroom fourscore 
teacher NU:MPHON OGDOOS 

NOMOS bride-chamber eighth 
law wedding OIDA 

NOMOTHESIA NUN can 
law henceforth know 

NOMOTHETEO late sure 
enact now teil 
establish present wist 
law time OIKEIOS 

NOMOTHETE:.S NUNI house 
lawgiver now household 

NOSEMA NUSSO OIK:E:MA 
disease pierce cell 

NOSEO NUSTAZO prison 
dote slumber OIKEO 
sick NUX dwcll 

NOSOS night OIKETEIA 
disease houschold 
infirmity OIKE:.TERION 
sickness 0 habitation 

NOSPHIZO house 
keep OCHLEO OIKET:E:S 
purloin vex household-servant 

NOSSIA OCHLOPOIEO servant 
brood company OIKIA 

NOSSION crowd homc 
brood OCHLOS house 

NOTHOS common household 
bastard 

company 
OIKIAKOS crowd 

NOTHROS multitude household 

dull number OIKODESPOTEO 
slothful people guide 
sluggish OCHUROMA householder 

NOTOS strongholds rule 
south QDE:. OIKODESPOTE:.S 
south wind goodman song 

householder NOTOS ODIN master back pain 
NOUNECHOS sorrow OIKODOM:E: 

discreetly travail building 
edification 

NOUS ODINO edify 
mind birth 

OIKODOMEO understanding travail 
build 

NOUTHESIA ODOUS builder 
admonition tooth edify 

NOUTHETEO ODUNAO embolden 
admonish anguish (OIKODOMIA) 
warn sorrow dispensation 

NUCHTHEMEROS torment OIKONOMEO 
night and a day (a) ODUN:E: steward 

NUMPH:E: sorrow OIKONOMIA 
bride ODUR.'10S dispensation 
daughter-in-law mourning stewardship 
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OIKONOMOS OLIGOS (-ON)-contd. OON 

chamberlain season egg 
governor small 

OP~ steward space 
OIKOS while cave 

family OLOLUZO hole 

home howl opening 

house OLOTHREUO place 

household destroy OPHEIL:E 
temple OLOTHREUT:ftS debt 

OIKOUMEN:I!: destroyer due 
earth OT.UNTHOS OPßEIL:EMA 
world fig debt 

OIKOUR(G)OS OMBROS OPHEILET:l!:S 
home shower debtor 

OIKTEIRO OMMA offender 
compassion eye owe 
mercy OMNUMI (or OMNUO} sinner 

OIKTIRMON swear OPHEILO 
merciful OMOS behove 
:mercy shouldcr bound (to be} 

OIKTIRMOS debt 

compassion ONAR debtor 
dream due mercy 

ONARION duty 
OINOPHLUGIA guilty 

excess ass 
indebted 

wine ONEIDISMOS must 
winebibbings reproach needs 

OINOPOTES ONEIDIZO ought 
wine-bibber cast owe 

OINOS reproach rcquire 
wine revile should 

OIOMAI (OIMAI} ON EIDOS OPHELEIA 
suppose reproach advantage 
think ONEOMAI 

profit 

OKNEO buy OPHELEÖ 
delay 

ONIKOS 
advantage 

OKNEROS bettered 
grievous 

millstone prevail 

irksome ONINEMI pro fit 

slothful joy OPHELIMOS 
OKTAEMEROS ONKOS profit 

eighth weight profitable 

OKTO ON OMA OPHELON 
eight call would 

OLETHROS name OPHELüS 
destruction ONOMAZO arlvantage 

OLIGOPISTOS call pro.fit 
faith (of little} name OPHIS 

OLIGOPSUCHOS ONOS serpent 
fainthearted ass OPHRUS 

OLIGOREO ONTOS brow 
despise certainly OPHTHALMODOULIA 
rogard clean eye-service 

OLIGOS (-ON) indeed OPHTHALMOS 
fcw truth eye 
little verily sight 
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OPJSO ORGIZO OSTRAKINOS 
back angry earthen 
backward wroth (be) OTARION 
behind ORGUIA ear 

OPISTHEN fathom OTHON:E 
backside ORNEON sheet 
behind bird OTHONION 

OPORA ORNIS linen 
fruits hen OTION 

OPSARION OROS ear 
fish hill OU (OUK) 

OPSE mount nay 
even mountain never 
end ORPHANOS no man 
late comfortless nothing 

OPSIA desolate OUA 
even fatherless ah 
evening ORTHOPODEO OUAI 

OPSIMOS walk woe 
latter ORTH OS OUCHI 

OPSIS even nay 
appearance straight OUDAMOS 
countenance ORTH OS no wise (in) 
face plain OUDE 

OPSONION right much (as) 
charges rightly OUDEIS (-DEN) wages ORTHOTOMEO nover 

OPTANO dividP. no man 
appearing hannle no one 
See ORTHRINOS nothing 

OPTASIA dawn nought 
vision early OUDEl'O 

OPTOMAJ, moming never 
see HORAO ORTHRIOS yet 

OPTOS early OUDEPOTE 
broiled ORTHRIZO never 

ORCHEO moming nothing 

dance ORTHROS 
OUKETI 

henceforth OREGÖ dawn hereafter covet early no longer desire moming no more reach ORUOMAI now seek roar yet 
OREINOS ORUSSO OUKOUN 

country dig thcn 
hill 

OUN OSM:E OREXIS odour now 
lust savour so 

ORG:E then 
anger OSPHR:ESIS verily 
indignation smelling OUPO 
vengeance OSPHUS hitherto 
wrath loins yet 

ORGILOS OSTE ON OURA 
~ngry bone tail 
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OURANIOS PAIDION PANOIKEI 
heavenly child house 

OURANOS damsel PANOPLIA 
air young armour 
heaven(s) PAIDIOTHEN PANOURGIA 

OURANOTHEN child craftiness 
heaven PAIDJSKt subtilty 

ous bondmaid PANOURGOS 
ear damsel crafty maid 

OUSIA maiden PANTACHt 
substancc 

PAIÖ everywhere 
OUTHEN smite PANTACHOTHEN 

nothing strike every quarter 
oxos PAIS PANTACHOU 

vinegar boy everywhere 
oxus child place 

sharp maid 
FANTE 

swift maiden always manservant ozo serva.nt way 
stink son PANTELES 

young man uttermost 
PANTOKRATOR 

PAIZO almighty 
play PANTOS 

p PALAI all 
grcat altogethe1 

PACHUNO 
Jong certainly 
old doubt (no) gross (to wax) time means (by all) 

PAGIDEUO while surely 
ensnare PALAIOO wise (in no) 
entangle dP.r.fl.y PANTOTE 

PAGIS old always 
sna.re PALAIOS ever 

PAGOS old evermore 
PANTOTHEN hill PALAIOTtS every side 

PAIDAGOGOS oldness quarter 
instructor PALt round about 
tutor wrestle PARA 

PAIDARION wrestling contrary 
child PALIN more 

PAIDEIA again nigh 
chastening PALINGENESIA of 

rather chastisement n:g<::m:ralion side instruction PAMPLtTHEI 
PAIDEUO once PARARATNO 

chasten together fall 
chastise transgress 
correcting PAMPOLUS transgression 
instruct very PARABALLO 
learn PANDOCHEION arrive 
learned inn compare 
teach PANDOCHEUS touch 

PAIDEUTtS host PARABASIS 
correct PANtGURIS breaking 
instructor assembly transgression 
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PARABAT:RS PARAINEO PARALLAG:R 
breaker admonish variableness 
transgressor exhort PARALOGIZOMAI 

PARABIAZOMAI PARAITEOMAI beguile 
constrain avoid deceive 

PARABOL:R excuse delude 
comparison intreat PARALUO 

refuse figure reject 
feeble 

parable palsy (sick of) 
PARABO(U)LEUOMAI PARAKALEO PARALUTIKOS 

hazard beseech palsy (sick of) 
call 

PARACHEIMASIA comfort PARAMENO 
winter desire abidc 

PARACHEIMAZO exhort continue 
winter intreat PARAMUTHEOMAI 

PARACHR:RMA pray comfort 
forthwith PARAKALUPTO console 
immediately conceal encourage 

PARADECHOMAI hide PARAMUTHIA 
PARAKATATHRKR comfort 

receive 
commit PARAMUTHION 

PARADEIGMATIZO PARAKATHEZOMAI comfort 
example sit consolation 
put PARAKATHIZO 

PARANGELIA 
shame charge 

sit commandment PARADEISOS 
PARAKEIMAI straitly paradisc 

present (to be) .PARANG.ELLO 
PARADIATRIB:R 

PARAKL:RSIS charge 
disputing comfort command 
wrangling consolation declare 

PARADIDOMI encouragement PARANOMEO 
betray exhortation law 
bring i~treaty PARANOMIA 
cast PARAKL:RTOS iniquity 
commend Comforter transgression 
commit PARAKO:R PARAPHERO deliver disobedience remove give PARAKOLOUTHEO take hazard attain PARAPHRONEO prison follow fool put know beside onesel! (tobe) ripe trace 

PARADOSIS understand PARAPHRONIA 
ordinance PARAKOUO 

madness 
tradition hear PARAPIKRAINO 

PARADOXOS 
PARAKUPTO 

provoke 
strange look PARAPIKRASMOS 

PARAGINOMAI stoop provocation 
arrive PARALAMBANO PARAPIPTO 
come receive fall 
go take PARAPLEO 
part 

PARALEGO sail 
present 

PARAPL:l!SION stand coastmg 
PARAGO sail nigh 

depart PARALIOS .I:' Al<.APL~SIOS 
pass coast likewise 
wallt sea manner 
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PARAPOREUOMAI PARECHO-contd. PARIST:EMI 
go minister bring 
pass offer come 

PARAPTOMA render commend 
fall shew give 
fault trouble present (Verb) 
offence PAREDREUO prove 
sin wait provide 
trespass PAR:EGORIA send 

sliew 
PARARHEO comfort stand 

drift PAREIMI _ yield 
PARAS:EMOS 

come 
have PARODOS 

sign here (tobe) way 
PARASKEUAZO lack PAROICHOMAI 

pr~pare present (to be) pass 
ready PAREISAGO PAROIKEO 

sojourn 
PARASKEU:E bring stranger 

preparation PAREISAKTOS PAROIKIA 
PARATEINO privily dwell 

continue unawares strangers 
prolong PAREISDU(N)O sojourning 

PARAT:EREO creep PAROIKOS 
observe privily foreigner 
watch PAREISERCHOMAI sojourner 

PARAT:ER:ESIS come stranger 
obs!:Jrvatiun enter PAROIMIA 
show privily parable 

PARATHALASSIOS PAREISPHERO PAROINOS 
coast add brawler 
sea give wine 

PARA TH:EK:E PAREKTOS PAROMOIAZO 
commit except like 

PARATHEOREO saving 
PAROMOIOS 

neglect without 
like 

PARA TITH:EMI PAREMBOL:E 
PAROPSIS 

allege army 
platter 

commend PARENOCHLEO 
commit trouble PARORGISMOS 
keeping PAREPID:EMOS 

wrath 
put pilgrim PARORGIZO 
set sojoumer anger 

PARATUNCHANO stranger provoke 
meet (verb) PARERCHOMAI wrath 

PARAUTIKA come PAROTRUNO 
moment go stir 

PARAZ:ELOO pass urge 
jealousy transgress PAROUSIA 
provoke PARESIS coming 

PARDALIS passing over presence 
leopard remission PAROXUNO 

PARECHO PARIEMI provoke 
bring hang stir 
do PARISTANO PAROXUSMOS 
give present (Verb) contention 
keep yield provoke 
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PARRH:ESIA PATRIARCH:ES PEITHO 
boldness patriarch agree 
confidence PATRIKOS assure 
freely father believe 
openly conlident 
plainly PATRIS friend 
plainness country obey 

PARRH:ESIAZOMAI PATROOS persuade 
bold father trust 
freely PATROPARADOTOS urge 
preach father yield 

PARTHENIA handed down PEITHOS 
virginity receive enticing 

PARTHENOS PAUO persuasive 

virgin cease PE LAGOS 

PAS leave depth 
all rcfrain sea 
every P:ECHUS PELEKIZO 
everything cubit behead 
mai:mer P:EDALION P:6:LIKOS 
many rudder great 
one PED:E large 
whatsoever fetter PllLOS whole 
whosoever PEDINOS clay 

PASCHA 
place PEMPO 

Easter P:EGANON send 
passover rue thrust 

PASCHO 
P:EG:lt PEMPTOS 

feel fountain fifth 
passion 

spring 
PENllS well sufier 

P:EGNUMI 
poor 

.PATA~~O pitch PENICHROS 
smite 

PF.TNAÖ poor 
strike 

PATEO 
hunger PENTAKIS 
hungry live times 

tread 
PE IRA PENTAKISCHILIOI 

PAT:ER trial live 
father PEIRAO thousand 
parent go PENTAKOSIOI 

PATH:EMA try five (hundred) 
affection 
affliction PEIRASMOS PENTE 
passion temptation live 
suffering trial PENTEKAIDEKATOS 

PATH:ETOS 
try fifteenth 

suffer PEIRAZO PENTi'tKONTA examine 
PATHOS go fifty 

afiection prove PENT:E:KOSTOS 
lust tempt Pentecost 
passion tempter PENTHEO 

PATROLQAS try bewail 
(orPATRAL-) PEISMON:E: mourn 

murderer persuasion wail 
PATRIA PEITHARCHEO PENTHERA 

family hearkeu mothcr-in-law 
kindred obey wife's mother 
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PENTHEROS PERIERGAZOMAI PERIPHRONEO 
father-in-law busybody despise 

PENTHOS PERIERGOS PERIPIPTO 
mouming arts fall 
sorrow busybody PERIPOIEO 

PEPOITHESIS curious gain 
con1idence PERilSTEMI purchase 
trust avoid PERIPO!nSIS 

PERA stand obtaining 
wallet PERIKALUPTO possession 

PE RAN blindfold purchase 

beyond eo ver saving 

side overlay PERIPSEMA 

PE RAS PERIKATHARMA offscouring 

end filth PERIRRH:EGNUMI 
final PERIKEIMAI 

rend 
part bound (tobe). PERISPAO 

PERI compass cumbcr 
of hang PERISSEIA 
pertal11 to PERIKEPHALAIA abundance 
respect helmet overflowing 

PERIAGO PERIKRATES 
PERISSEUMA 

compass abundance 
go secure leave 
lead PERIKRUPTO remain 

PERIAIREO hide PERISSEUO 
cast PERIKUKLOO abound 
take compass abundance 

PERIAPTO PERILAMPO 
better (be) 

kindle shine 
enough 
exceed 

PERIASTRAPTO PERILEIPO excel 
shine leave increa.ae 

PERIBALLO remain leave 
cast PERlLU.l:'US remain 
clothe sorrowful spare 
put eorry PERISSOS 

PERIBLEPO PERIMENO 
abundant 

look wait 
ad van tage 
measure 

PERIBOLAION PERIOCH:E more 
covering place superfluous 
mantle PERIOIKEO PERISSOS 
veil dwell abundantly 
vesture exceedingly 

PERICHOROS PERIOIKOS measure 
country neighbour more 
region PERIOUSIOS PERISSOTEROS (-ON) 

PERIDEO possession abundant 
bind PERIPATEO far 

PERIECHO go greater 
more 

contain occupy 
overmuch walk 

PERIERCHOMAI 
PERIPEIRO PERISSOTEROS 

circuit abundantly 
compass pierce earnest 
go PERIPHERO exceedingly 
strolling bear more 
wand er carry rather 
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PERISTERA 
dove 

PERITEMNO 
circumcise 

PERITHESIS 
wearing 

PERITITH:EMI 
bestow 
put 
set 

PERITOM:E 
circumcision 

PERITRECHO 
run 

PERITREPO 
turn 

PERIX 
round about 

PERIZONNUMI 
gird 

PERPEREUOMAI 
vaunt 

PERUS! 
year 

PETAOMAI 
dy 

PE TE IN ON 
bird 

PETOMAI 
dy 

PETRA 
rock 

PETROD:ES 
ground 
rocky 

PETROS 
stone 

PEZEUO 
foot 
land 

PEZOS 
foot 

PHAGO 
eat 
meat 

PHAGOS 
gluttonous 

PHAILON:ES 
clothing 

PHAINÖ 
appear 
see 
seem 
shine 
think 
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PHANEROO 
appear 
declare 
manifest 
shew 

PHANEROS 
appear 
known 
manifest 
openly 
outwardly 

PHANEROS 
evidently 
openly 
publicly 

FHANEROSIS 
manifestation 

PHANOS 
lantern 

PHANTASIA 
pomp 

PHANTASMA 
apparition 
spirit 

PHANTAZO 
appearance 
sight 

PHARANX 
valley 

PHARISAIOS 
Pharisees 

PHARMAK(E)IA 
sorcery 
w1tchcraft 

PHARMAKOS 
(ur -KEUS) 

sorcerer 
PHASIS 

tidings 
PHASKO 

affirm 
profess 
say 

PHATN:E 
manger 

PHAULOS 
evil 
ill 
vesscl 

PHEIDOMAI 
forbear 
spare 

PHEIDOMENOS 
sparingly 

PHELON:ES 
clothing 

PH:EM:E 
fame 

PH:EMI 
affirm 
say 

PHENGOS 
light 

PHERO 
bear 
bring 
carry 
come 
drive 
endure 
go 
lay 
lead 
move 
press 
reach 
rushing 
uphold 

PHEUOO 
escape 
dee 

PHIAL:E 
bowl 

PHILADELPHIA 
bruther 

PHILADELPHOS 
brethren 

PHILAGATHOS 
lover 

PHILANDROS 
husband 

PHILANTHROPIA 
kindnes5 
love 

PHILANTHROPOS 
courteously 
kindly 

PHILARGURIA 
money (love of) 

PHILARGUROS 
covetous 
lover 

PHlLAUTUS 
lover 

PHIL:EDONOS 
lover 
pleasure 

PHIL:EMA 
kiss 

PHILEO 
kiss 
love 

PHILIA 
-friendship 

PHI 
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PHILONEIKIA PHOBEROS PHRAGELLION 
contention fearful scourge 
strife PHOB:RTRON PHRAGELLOO 

PHILONEIKOS fearful scourge 
contentious sight 

PHRAGMOS 
PHILOPHRON terror 

hedge PHOBOS courteous 
fear partition 

PHILOPHRONOS terror PHRASSO 
courteously 

PHOINIX stop 
PHILOPROTEUO palm (tree) PHRAZO 

pre-eminence PHOLEOS declare 
PHILOS (PHIL:R) hole cxplain 

PHREAR friend PHON:R pit 
PHILOSOPHIA noise weil 

philosophy so und PHR~N 
PHILOSOPHOS voice understanding 

philosopher PHONEO PHRENAPATAO call 
PHILOSTORGOS deceive cry 

aflection PHONEUO PHRENAPAT:RS 
PHILOTEKNOS kill deceiver 

children murder PHRISSO 
PHILOTHEOS slay shudder 

lover PHONEUS tremble 
PHILOTIMEOMAI m11r1forer PHRON~MA 

aim PHONOS mind 
labour murder minded 
strive slaughter PHRONEO 
study PHOREO aflection 

PHILOXENIA bear careful 
entertain wear feel 
hospitality PHOROS mind 
stranger tribute minded 

PHILOXENOS PHORTION observe 
hospitality burden regard 
lover lading savour 

think 
PHIMOO PHORTIZO thought (to take) 

muzzle lade und erstand 
peace (hold one's) PHORTOS PHRON~SIS put lading prudence silence 
speechless PHOS wisdom 
still light PHRONIMOS 

PHLOGIZO PHOSPHOROS wise 
fire day-star PHRONIMOS 

PHLOX PH OSTER wisely 
flame light 

PHRONTIZO 
flaming PHOTEINOS careful 

PHLUAREO bright 
PH:f{OUREO light prate 

PHOTISMOS guard 
PHLUAROS 

light keep 
tattler PHRUASSO PHOBEO PHOTIZO 
fear enlighten rage 
inarvcl light PHRUGANON 
reverence lighten stick 
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PHTHANO PHUO PIPTO 
arrive grow fail 
attain spring fall 
come PHURAMA light (to . . . upon) 
precede strike 

PHTHARTOS lump 
PISTEUO 

corruptible PHUSIKOS believe 
PHTHENGOMAI natural believer 

speak PHUSIKOS commit 
utter naturally intrust 

PHTHEIRO trust 
corrupt PHUSIOO PISTIKOS 
defile puff (up) spikenard 
destroy PHUSIOSIS PISTIS 

rHTHINOPORINOS swelling assurance 
autumn PHUSIS belief 
fruit kind (Noun) faith 

PHTHONEO nature faithfulness 
envy natural fidelity 

PHTHONGOS PHUTEIA PISTOO 
so und plant a.!il>Ured 

PHTHONOS PHUTEUO PISTOS 
envy plant believer 
envying PIAZO 

believing 
faithful 

PHTHORA apprehend faithfully 
corruption catch sure 
destroy hands (lay .• on) true 
perish take 

PITHANOLOGIA 
PHUGE PIEZO enticing 

flight press persuasiveness 
PHULAKE PIKRAINO PLANAO 

cage . bitter deceive 
hold (Noun) PIKRIA err 
im.Prisonment bittemess lead 
pnson 

PIKROS 
seduce 

ward wand er 
watch bitter way 

PHULAKIZO PIKROS PLANE 
imprison bitterly deceit 

PHULAKT:ERION PIMPL:EMI (PLETHO) delusion 
phylactery accomplish error 

PHULASSO fill PLAN:ET:ES 
beware fumish wandering 

card PIMPRE MI PLAN OS 
eep swell deceiver 

observe PINAKIDION seducing 
preserve writing-tablet PLASMA 
save formed 
ware of PINAX 

PHULAX charger PLASSO 

guard platter formed 

keeper PINO PLASTOS 

PHULE drink foigned 

kindrcd PIOT"i?S PLATEIA 
tribe fatness street 

PHULLON PIPRASKO PLATOS 
leaf seil broad 
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PLATUNO PLEROMA PLOUSIOS 
broad fill up abundantly 
enlarge fulfilling richly 

FLATUS fulness PLOUTEO 
wide put get 

PLAX PLEROO goods 
table accomplish rich 

PLEGE 
complete 

PLOUTIZO end 
plague expire enrich 
stripe fill rich 
wo und fulfil PLOUTOS 

PLEGMA preach riches 
braided supply PLUNO 

PLEION (-ON) well-nigh wash 
above PL:l:tROPHOREO PNEO 
excellent assure blow 
greater believe wind 
long fulfil 
longer know PNEUMA 

persuade breath mally 
proclaim life more spirit most proof 

number PLEROPHORIA Spirit 
yet assurance spiritual 

PLEISTOS PLESION 
wind 

great near PNEUMATIKOS 
wost niiigltl:iour spiritual 

PLEKO PLESMONE PNEUMATIKOS 
plait indulgence spiritually 

PLEKTES PLESSO PNIGG'.> 
striker smite choke 

PL~MMURA PL:ETHO 
throat (take by the) 

fiood (see PIMPLEMI) PNIKTOS 
PL:EN l'L:ETHOS strangled 

except assembly PNO:E 
notwithstanding bundle breath 
rather company wind 

PLEO multitude POD:ER:ES 
sail PL:ETHUNO clothing 

PLEON>..\ZO abound foot 
abundant multiply POI:EMA 
incxease PLEURA made (be) 
m.ultiply side workmanship 
cver PLOIARION POIEO 

PLEO.i.'IEKTEO boat abide 
ad van tage ship appoint 
defraud PLO ION bear 
gain boat bqng 
wrong ohip ca.use 

PLEONEKT:l!S shipping commit 
r.ov!ltons PLOOS continue 

deal with PLEONEXIA course do covetousness voyage execute extortion 1 PLOUSIOS exercise 
PLER:ES rich fulfil 

full rich man gain 
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POIEO--(;ontd. POLITEIA PONERIA 
give citizenship iniquity 
hold commonwealth wickedness 
keep freedom PO NEROS make POLITES bad mean citizen evil observe 
ordain POLITEUMA grievous 
perform citizenship harm 
provide commonwealth malicious 

conversation person purpose 
POLITEUO vile put wioked shew citizen 

shoot forth conversation PO NOS 
spend live labour 
take POLLAKIS pain 
tarry oft POPOTE 
work often never 
yield oftentimes time 

POIESIS oft-times POREIA 
deed POLLAPLASION journey 

POIETES manifold way 
doer POLOS POREUO (-OMAI) 
poet colt depart 

POi KILOS POLULOGIA go 
divers speaking (much) journey 
manüold POLUMEROS walk 

POIMAINO portion way 

cattle time PORISMOS 
feed POLUPOIKILOS ga!n 
rule manifold PORNE 

POIMEN POL US harlot 
paslo1: abundant whore 

shepherd common POfu"{EIA 

POIMNE 
grea.t fornication 

dock 
greatly PORNEUO 

fold 
long fornication many 

POIMNION mµch PORNOS 
dock oft fomicator 

POIOS plenteous whoremonger 
manner sore 

POROO 
what straitly blind 
which POLUSPLANCHNOS harden 

POLEMEO 
pitiful 

POROSIS 
ftght l'OLUTELES blindness 
war costly hardening 

POLEMOS 
precious hardness 

battle 
price 

PORPHURA 
ftght POLUTIMOS purple 
war costly 

POLEO 
precious PORPHUREOS 
price purple 

seil 
POLUTROPOS PORPHUROPOLIS 

POLIS divers purple {seller of) 
city ma.nners PORRO 

POLITARCHES POMA far 
ruler drink way 
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PORROTERON PO TOS PRESBEIA 

further carousings ambassage 
PORROTHEN POU message 

afar about PRESBEUO 
PORTHEO haply ambassador 

destroy place 
PRESBUTERION 

havock room 
elder 

waste somewhere 
estate 

POS (1) POUS 
PRESBUTEROS 

haply foot 
elder 

means (by any, etc.) PRAG MA eldest 
perhaps business old 

POS (2) matter PRESBUT:ES 
mo.nner thing o.gcd 
means work old 

POSAKIS PRAGMATEIA PRESBUTIS 
oft affair aged 
often PRAGMATEUOMAI PRIN 

POSIS trade before 
drink PRAITÖRION PRIZO (or PRIO) 

PO SOS guard saw asunder 
great hall 

PROAGO long palacc 
many PRAKTOR 

bring 
what 

officer 
foregoing 

l'U'l'AMOJ:'HQ}{P;'l'QS go 

fiood PRASIA PROAIREO 
river ranks purppse 

POTAMOS PRASSO PROAITIAOMAI 
commit charge fiood deeds river do 

prove 
water exact PROAKOUO 

POTAPOS extort hear 
manner keep PROAMARTANO 
what practise sin 

POTE (1) require 
PROAULION aforetime use 

porch haply PRAÜPATHIA 
PROBAINO last meekness 

length (at) 
PRAÜS (or -OS) 

go 
never stricken (in years) 
old meek 

PROBALLO once PRAÜTES (or -OT:ES) put past meekness shoot forth sometimes PRAXIS PROBATIKOS time deed time (some) ofli.ce sheep gate 
(ever) yet work sheep market 

POTE (2) PR:EN:ES PROBATION 
long fall sheep 

POT:ERION headlong PROBATON 
cup swell sheep 

POTIZO PREPO PROBIBAZO 
drink become draw 
feed beftt instruct 
water comely put 
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?ROBLEPO PROGINOMAI PROKRIMA 
foresee past prefer 
provide PROGINOSKO prejudice 

?ROCHEIRIZO foreknow PROKUROO 
appoint foreordain confirm 
choose know PROLAMBANO make 

PROGNOSIS come 
PROCHEIROTONEO foreknowledge overtake 

choose 
PROGONOS take 

PRODRLOS forefather PROLEGO 
evident parcnts (s8P. PROEJPON) 
manifest 

PRODIDOMI PROGRAPHO PROMARTUROMAI 
openly testify 

give ordain PROMELETAO PRODOT:ES set meditate betrayer write 
traitor PROl PROMERIMNAO 

PRODROMOS early thought (to take) 
forerunner morning PRONOEÖ 

PRO ECHO PROlMOS provide 
better (be) early thought (to take) 
case PROlNOS PRONOIA 
worse moming providence 

PRO:EGEOMAI 
PRO los 

provision 
prefer 

day PROORAO 
PROEIDON early foresee 

foresee morning see 
see 

PR01ST:EMI PROORIZO 
PROEIPON maintafo. determine 
(PROLEGO) over (tobe) ordain 

foretell rule predestinate 
forewarn PlWU.l{MIZO 
say PROKALEO draw 
speak provoke PROPASCHO 

PROEIRO PROKATANGELLO sufler 
teil foreshew PROPATOR 

PROELPIZO foretell forefather 

hope shew PROPEMPO 
PROKATARTIZO accompany trust make bring 

PROENARCHOMAI PROKEIMAI conduct 
begin first journey 

PROEPANGELLO set set 
(-OMA!) PROK:ERUSSO way 

aforepromised preach PROPET:ES 
promise PROKOP:& 

heady 
hcndstrong 

PROERCHOMAI furtherance PROPHASIS 
go profiting cloke (pretence) 
outgo progress excuse 
pass 

PROKOPTO pretence 
PROETOIMAZO advance show (Noun) 

ordain increase PROPHERO 
prepare proceed bring 

PROEUANGELIZO· proflt PROPIIETEIA 
MAI spent prophecy 

preach wax prophesying 
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PROPH~TES PROSDEOMAl PROSKEPHALAlON 

prophet need pillow 
PROPHETEUO PROSDOKAO PROSKLEROO 

prophesy expect consort 
PROPH:ETIKOS expectation PROSKLISIS 

prophecy look (for) partiality 

PROPHETIS 
tarry PROSKOLLAO 
wait cleave prophetess 

PROSDOKIA join 
PROPHTHANO expectation PROSKOMMA 

speak looking (after) offence 
PROPOREUOMAI PROSEAÖ PROSKOPE 

go suffer offence 
PRO RA PROSECHO PROSKOPTO 

foreship attend beat 
PROS attendance dash 

belong beware smite 
compare give stumble 
nigh heed PROSKULIO 
pertain to regard roll 

PROSABBATON PROSEDREUO PROSKUNEO 
sabbath wait beseech 

PROSAGÖ PROSENGIZÖ worship 
bring come PROSKUN:ftTES 
draw PROS:ftLOÖ worshipper 

PROSAGÖGE nail PROSLALEÖ 
access PROSELUTOS speak 

PROSAGORUUO proselyte PROSLAMBANO 
call PROSERCHOMAI 

receive 
name take come 

PROSL:ft(M)PSIS PROSAITEO consent 
bcg drnw 

receiving PROSANABAINÖ go 
go PROSERGAZOMAI PROSMENÖ 

PROSANALISKÖ gain abide 
cleave spend PROSEUCH:ft continue 

PROSANAPLEROO earnestly tarry 
measure fervently PROSOCHTHIZO 
supply prayer 

di~please 
PROSANATITHEMI PROSEUCHOMAI gneve 

add pray PROSOPOL:E(M)PSIA 
confer prayer pers?ns (respect of) 
impart PROS KAIROS rece1ve 

PROSAPEILEO season PROSOPoLn(M)PTEO 
threaten temporal persons (respect of) 

PROSCHUSIS time receive 
sprinkling while 

PROS0POL:E(M)PTE5 
PROSKALEÖ PROSDAPANAO call 

persons (respect of) 
spend PROSKARTEREO 

receive 
PROSDECHOMAI attend PROSOPON 

accept coutinue appearance 
allow ~1ve countenance 
look (for) 1nstant face 
receive wait fashion 
take PROSKARTER:ESIS person 
wait perseverance presence 
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PROSORMIZO PROSTRECHO PROTOS 
draw run flrst 
moor PROTASSO PROTOSTATES 

PROSOPHEILO appoint ringleader 
owe PROTEINO PRO'rOTOKIA 

PROSPEGNUMI bind birthright 
crucify tie PROTOTOKOS 

PROS PEIN OS PROTEROS (-ON) flrst-begotten 
hungry aforetime fi.rstborn 

PROSPHAGION 
before PROTRECHO 
flrst outrup. eat form er 

meat run 

PROSPHATOS PROTEUO PROTREPO 
new pre-eminence encourage 

PROSPHATOS PROTHESIS exhort 

lately purpose PROÜPARCHO 
shewbread before 

PROSPHERO beforetime 
bring PROTHESMIOS 

PRUMNA de&l with o.ppoint 
stern do term 

ofler time PSALLO 
present (Verb) PROTHUMIA mtilody 
put forwardness praise 

PROSPHILES readiness psalm 
lovely Willing sing 

PROSPHONEO PROTHUMOS PSALM OS 

co.11 ready psalm 

speak willing PSELAPHAO 

PROSPHORA PROTHUMOS 
feel 
handle offering ready touch 

PROSl' lJ:'TO PROTITHEMI PSEPHIZO beat purpose count fall set 
PROSPOIEO PROTOKATHEDRIA PSEPHOS 

make chief stone 

PROSPOREUOMAI seat PSEUDADELPHOS 
come uppermost brethren 

PROSPSAUO PROTOKLISIA 
touch chief PSEUDAPOSTOLOS 

PROSREGNUMI place apostle 

beat room 

break uppermost PSEUDES 

PROSTASSO PROTON f!llae 
bid before liar 

command .beginning PSEUDOCHRISTOS chiefl.y false Christs 
PROSTATIS flrst (see Christ) 

succourer PRÖTOS PSEUDODIDASKALOS 
PROSTITHEMI best teacher, false teachers 

add chief 
give chiefest PSEUDOLOGOS 
increase estate lie 
lay flrst . PSEUDO 
proceed form er falsely 
speak principal lie 
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PSEUDOMARTUREO PTERUGION PURA 
witness pinnacle fire 

PSEUDOMARTURIA PTERUX PURES SO 
witness wing fever (be sick of) 

PSEUDOMARTUS PTOCHEIA PURETOS 
witness poverty fever 

PSEUDONUMOS PTOCHEUO PURGOS 

falsely poor tower 

PSEUDOPROPHETES PTOCHOS PURIN OS 

prophet beggar fire 

PSEUDOS 
beggarly PUROOMAI (-00) 

falsehood 
poor burn 

lie PTOEO fiery 

lying terrify fire 

PSEUSMA PTOESIS refined 

lie amazement try 
terror PUROSIS 

PSEUST:RS PTOMA burning 
liar body fiery 

PSI CHI ON carcase trial 
crumb corpse PURRHAZO 

PSITHURISMOS 1'T0SIS red 
whispering fall PURRHOS 

PSITHURISTES PTUO red 

whisperer spit PUTHON 

PSOCHO PTUON divination 

rub fan 

PSOMION PTURO 
sop affrighted 

PSOMIZO 
terrify 

bestow PTUSMA R 

feed spittle 

PSUCHE PTUSSO RABBI (-EI) 

heart close (Verb) master 

heartily PUGME Rabbi 

life diligently RABBONI (or -OUNEI) 
mind PUKNOS (-NA) lord 
soul often Rabboni 

PSUCHIKOS PUKNOTERON 
RHABDIZO 

natural oftener beat 

PSUCHO 
rod 

PUKTEUO 
cold fight RHABDOS 

PSUCHOS 
rod 

cold 
PUL:R staff 

PSUCHROS 
city RHABDOUCHOS gate serjeant 

cold PULON 
PTAIO gate RHADIOURGEMA 

fall porch vihany 

offend PUNTHANOMAI RHADIOURGIA 
stumble ask villany 

PTENON inquire RHAKA 
bird und erstand raca 

PTERNA PUR RHAKOS 
heel fire cloth 
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RHANTISMOS RHOMAISTI SALOS 
sprinkling Latin wave 

RHANTIZO RHOMAIKOS SALPINX 
sprinkle Latin trump 
Wash RHOMPHAIA trumpet 

RHAPHIS sword SALPIST:ES 
needle RHONNUMI trumpeter 

RHAPISMA farewell SALPIZO 
blow (Noun) RHUM:E sound 
smite lane trumpet 
strike street SANDALION 

RHAPIZO RHUOMAI sandal 
palm deliver SANIS Jmite dclivorer board 
strike RHUPAINÖ 

RHED:E SAPPHEIROS 

chariot 
filthy (to make) sapphire 

RH:EGMA 
RHUPARIA SAPROS 

filthiness bad ruin RHUPAROS corrupt 
RH:EGNUMI filthy SARDIN OS break vile sardine burst RHUPAREUOMAI dash SARDIOS (-ON) 

rend filthy sardius 
tear RHUPOS SARDONUX 

RH:EMA filth sardonyx 
saying RHUSIS 

SARGAN:E thlng issue 
word RHUTIS 

basket 

RHEO wrinkle SARKIKOS 
fiow carnal 

RHEO (see EIRO) 
fiesh 
fleshly 

command SARKINOS 
RH:ETOR s 

carnal 
orator SABACHTHANEI fiesh 

RH:ETOS sabachthani fieshy 
expressly SABAÖTH SAROO 

RHIP:E sabaoth sweep 
twinkling SABBATISMOS SARX 

RHIPIZO rest fiesh 
toss sabbath SATANAS 

RHIPTÖ SABBATON Satan 
(or RHIPTEÖ) sabbath SATON 

cast week measure 
scatter SAG:EN:E SBENNUMI 
throw net go 

RHIZA SAINO 
quench 

root SCHEDON 
move almost 

RHIZOO SAKKOS SCH:EMA 
root sackcloth fashion 

RHOIZ:EDON SALEUO SCHISMA 
noise move division 

RHOMAIOS shake rent 
Roman stir schism 
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SCHIZO SEMIDALIS SITOS 
break flour corn 
divide SE MN OS wheat 
open grave (Adjective) SKANDALIZO 
rend honest offend 
rent 

SEMNOTES SKANDALON 
SCHOINION gravity fall 

cord honesty falling 
rope honourable offence 

SCHOLAZO SEPO SKAPHE 
empty corrupt boat 
give SERIKOS (or SIR-) SKAPTO 

SCHOLE eilk dig 
school sts 

SKELOS 
SEAUTUU moth 

leg 
thee SETOBROTOS 

SKENE thyself moth-eaten 
habitation 

SEBASMA SIAGON fahP.rnar.le 
devotion cheek SKENOMA wor:ship SIDEREOS habitation 

SEBASTOS iron tabernacle 
emperor SIDEROS SKENOO 

SEBAZOMAI iron dwell 
worship SIGAO tabernacle 

SEBO (-OMAI) close (Verb) SKENOPEGIA 
devout peace (hold one's) tabernacle 
worship secret 

SKENOPOIOS 
SEIO silence 

tent-maker 
move SIGE 

SKENOS quake silence 
tabemacle shake SIKARIOS 

stir assassin SKEPASMA 
trelllble murderer covering 

SEI RA raiment 
chain SIKERA 

SKEUF: drink 
SEIROS SIMIKINTHION 

tackling 
pits SKEUOS apron 

SEI SM OS SINAPI 
gear 
goods earthquake mustard vessel tempest 

SIND ON SKIA SELENE linen shadow moon 
SINIAZO SKIRTAO SELENIAZO sift leap epileptic 
SIOPAO SKLEROKARDIA· SEMAINO dumb heart (hardness of) signify peace (hold one's) SKLEROS SEMEION SITEUTOS fierce miracle fatted hard sign 
SITION rough token 

SKLEROTES wonder corn 
SEMEIOÖ SITISTOS hardness 

note (verb) fatling SKLEROTRACHF:LOS 
SEMERON SITOMETRION stifinecked 

to-day food SKLERUNO 
this day meat harden 
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SKOL:EKOBROTOS SOMATIKOS sozo 
worm bodily heal 

SKOLEX SOMATIKOS recover 
worm bodily save 

SKOLIOS whole 
crooked SOPHIA SPAO 

SKOLOPS 
wisdom draw 

thorn SOPHIZO SPARASSO 
SKOPEO d~vised (cunningly) rend 

consider w1se tear 
heed (to take) SOPHOS SPARGANOO 
look wise swaddling-clothes 
mark SOPHRON SPATALAO 

SKOPOS discreet delicately 
goal sober live 
mark soberminded pleasure 

SKORPlOS temperate wanton 
scorpion SOPHRONEO SPE IRA 

SKORPIZO mind band 

disperse sober SPEIRO 

scatter soberminded receive 
think SOW 

SKOTEINOS watch so wer 
dark SPEKOULATOR 
darkness SOPHRONISMOS guard 

SKOTIA discipline soldier 
dark mind 

SP:ELAION 
darkness S0PHRONIZ0 cave 

SKOTIZO soberminded den 
darken SOPHRONOS SPENDO 

SKOTOO soberly offer 
darken SÖPHROSUN:E SPERMA 
da.rkness soberness issue 

SKOTOS sobriety seed. 
dal"kne.~ SOREUO SPERMOLOGOS 

SKUBALON heap babbler 
dung lade SPE UDO 

SKULLO SOROS desire 
distress bier earnestly 
trouble SOS haste 

SKULON thine SPHAG:E 
spoil thy slaughter 

SKUTHROPOS SOTER SPHAGION 
countenance saviour beast 

SMARAGDINOS SOT:l!RJ;A SPHAZO (or -TTO) 
emerald health kill 

SMARAGDOS safety slar. 

emerald salvation sm1te 
saving wo und 

SMURNA 
SOT:ERION SPHODRA 

myrrh 
salvation exceeding 

SMURNIZO exceedingly 
mingle SÖT:ERIOS greatly 
myrrh salvation sore 

SOMA SOUDARION very 
body handkerchief SPHODROS 
slave napkin exceedingly 
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SPHRAGIS SPOUD:E STENAZO 
seal business grief 

SPHRAGIZO care groan 
seal carefulness murmur 

diligence sigh 
SPHURON earnestness STENOCHOREO 

ankle-bones forwardness anguish 
SPILAS haste distress 

rock SPURIS straitened 
spot basket STENOCHORIA 

SPILOO anguish 
STACHUS distress defile 

COl'll STENOS Spot ear {of corn) narrow 
SPILOS 

STADION STEPHANOO spot furlong crown 
SPLANCHNON (-NA) race STEPHAN OS affec:tion 

STAMNOS crown bowels 
compassion pot STEREO MA 
mercy STAPHUL:E stedfastness 

Sl'LANCHNIZOMAI grape STEREOO 
compassion STASIAST:ES establish 

SPODOS insurrection strength 
ashes STASIS 

strengthen 
strong 

SPONGOS dissension 
STEREOS sponge insurrection 

firm 
SPORA riot 

solid sedition seed 
&tanding stedfast 

SPORIMOS strong uproar 
sure com 

STAT:ER comfield ST:ERIGMOS 
field money stedfastness 

SPOROS piece 
ST:ERIZO shekel 

seed 
STAUROO 

establish 
SPOUDAIOS fix 

careful crucify set 
diligent STAUROS strengthen 
eamest cross ST:ETHOS 
forward STEG:E breast 

SPOlJDAIOS roof STHENOO 
diligently STEGO strengthen 
earnestly bear STIGMA instantly forbear mark 

SPOUDAIOTEROS suffer 
STIGM'E diligent STEIROS moment earnest barren 
STILBO SPOUDAIOTEROS 

ST:EKO carefully shine 
diligently stand 

STOA 
SPOUDAZO STELLÖ porch 

diligence avoid STOIBAS diligent withdraw branch endeavour STEMMA STOICHEION forward gar land labour elements 
study STENAGMOS principles 
zealous groaning rudiruents 
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STOICHEO STUG.ETOS SUMBASILEUO 
walk hateful reign 

STOL:a STUGNAZÖ SUMBIBAZO 
clothing countenance assuredly 
robe lowring (to be) bring 

STOMA STULOS compacted 
edge pillar conclude 

instruct face su knit together mouth thee 
6TOMACHOS thine prove 

stomach thou SUMBOULEUO 
consult 

STRAT:tGOS 
thy 

counsel 
captain SUKAMINOS 

SUMBOULION 
magistrate sycamine 

consultation 
STRATEIA SUKE (or SUKEA) council 

warfare fig tree SUMBOULOS 
STRATEUMA SUKOMOREA counsellor 

army sycamore SUMMARTUREO 
soldier SUKON testify 

STRATEUO fig witness 
go SUKOPHANTEO SUMMATH:tT.ES 
soldier accuse disciple 
war exact (Verb) SUMMERIZO 
warfare SULAGOGEO partaker 

STRATI A (or -EIA) spoil portion 
host (of angels, etc.) SULAO SUMMETOCHOS 
warfare rob partaker 

STRATIOT.ES SULLALEO SUMMIM.ET.ES 
sQldier commune follower 

STRATOLOGEO 
confer imitator 
speak SUMMORPHIZO choose talk conformed enrol 

soldier SULLAMBANO SUMMORPHOO 
STRATOPEDARCH.ES catch conformable 

captain conceive SUMMORPHOS 
guard help conformed 

STRATOPEDON seize fashion 
army take 

SUMPARAGINOMAI 
STREBLOO SULLEGO come 

wrest gather stand 
STRENIAO SULLOGIZOMAI SUMPARAKALEO 

deliciously reason comfort 
wanton SULLUPEO SUMPARALAMBANO 

STRENOS (see SUNL-) take 
delicacies SUMBAINO SUMPARAMENÖ wantonness befall 

STREPHO happen continue 
convert so 

SUMPAREIMI turn was etc. 
present (to be) 

STRÖNNUMI SUMBALLO 
confer SUMPASCHO 

or STRONNUO encounter su:ffer furnish help SUMPATHEO spread 
make compassion 

STROUTHION meet feeling 
aparrow ponder touch 
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SUMPATHES SUMPSUCHOS SUNARMOLOGEO 
compassion accord fitly 
compassionate SUNAGO frame 

SUMPEMPO (or SUNP-) assemble join 
send bestow SUNARPAZO 

SUMPERILAMBANO come catch 
embrace gather seize 

lead 
SUMPHEMI resort SUNATHLEO 

consent take labour 
SUMPHERO SUNAGOGE strive 

better (be) &Hembly SUNATHROIZO 
bring congregation call 
expedient synagogue gather 
good (tobe) SUNAGONIZOMAI 

SUNAUXANO profitable strive 
SUMPHERON SUNAICHMALOTOS grow 

pro fit prisoner SUNCHAIRÖ 

SUMPHÖNEÖ SUNAlH.0 rejoicc 

agree reckon SUNCHEO 

SUMPHÖNESIS 
take or SUNCHU.N(.N)O 

concord SUNAKOLOUTHEO confound 

SUMPHONIA 
follow confuse 

SUNALIZO 
stir 

music uproar 
SUMPHÖNOS assemble 

SUNALLASSO SUNCHRAOMAI 
consent dealings with set SUMPHOROS 

SUNANABAINO SUNCHUSIS 
profitable confusion 

SUMPHULETES come 

countryman SUNANAKEIMAI SUND EO 

SUMPHUO 
meat bind 
sit SUNDF.SMOS grow table (at the) band spring 

SUMPHUTOS SUNANAMIGNUMI bond 
plant company SUNDOULOS 

SUMPINO SUNANAPAUOMAI servant 
drink find SUNDOXAZO 

SUMPLEROO refresh glorify 
come SUNANTAO SUNDROME fill 
well-nigh befall run 

SUMPNIGÖ meet 
SUNECHÖ 

choke SUNANTESIS anguish 
throng meet constrain 

SUMPOLITES SUNANTILAMBANÖ hold 
citizen help keep 

SUMPOREUOMAI SUNAPAGO press 
sick 

go carry stop 
resort condescend 

lead strait 
SUMPOSION straiten 

company SUNAPOLLUMI take 
SUMPRESBUTEROS perish throng 

elder SUNAPOSTELLÖ·· SUNEDOMAI 
SUMPSEPHIZÖ send delight in 

SUNAPOTHNESKO SUNEDRION 
count die council 
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SUNEGEIRO SUN:ETHEIA SUNKATATHESIS 

raise custom 
rise SUNETOS agreement 

SUNEID~SIS prudent SUNKATATITH:EMI 
conscience understanding agree 

SUNEIDON SUNEUDOKEO 
consent 

(or SUNOIDA) allow SUNKATH:EMAI 
consider consent sit 
know contelit SUNKATHIZO 
privy please set 
ware SUNEUOCHEO sit 

SUNEIMI feast SUNKERANNUMI 
gather SUNGENEIA mixed (with) 

SUNEISERCHOMAI kindred temper togetber 
enter 

SUNGEN:ES SUNKINEO go 
cousins stir 

SUNEKD:EMOS kin SUNKLEIO companion kinsfolk conclude 
SUNEKLEKTOS kinsman inclose 

elect SUNGENEUS shut 
SUNELAUNO kin SUNKL:ERONOMOS 

set kinsfolk heir 
SUN:ELIKIOT:ES SUNGENIS SUNKOINONEO 

equal cousin communicate 
own kinswoman fel!owship 

SUNEPHIST:EMI SUNGNOM:E partake(r) 
rise (see ARISE) permission SUNKOINONOS 

SUNEPIMARTUREO SUNI:EMI (or SUNIO) 
companion 

witness consider partake 

SUNEPOMAI und erstand partaker 

accompany w1se SUNKOMIZO 

SUNERCHOMAI SUNIST:EMI carry 

accompany approve SUNKRINO 
commend compare appear 
compacted SUNKUPrO assemble 

come consist bow 
company make 

SUNKURIA 
go prove 

chance 
resort stand 

SUNERGEO SUNKAKOPATHEO SUNLUPEO (or SULL-) 
help hardship grieve 

werk SUNKAKOUCHEOMAI SUNOCH:E 
worker affiiction anguish 

SUNERGOS entreat distress 

companion suffer SUNODEUO 
helper SUNKALEO joumey 
labourer call SUNODIA 
worker SUNKALUPTO company 
work-fellow eo ver 

SUNODINO 
SUNESIS SUNKAMPfO travail 

knowledge bow 
SUNOIDA prutltlnce SUNKATABAINO consider understanding go know 

SUNESTHIO SUNKATAPS:EPHIZO privy 
eat number ware 
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SUNOIKEO SUNUPOURGEO Sl!(~)ZEUGNUMI dwell help JOlll 
SUNOIKODOMEO SURO SU(N)ZOOPOIEO 

build drag quicken 
SUNOMILEO draw 

SU(N)ZUGOS 
talk hale yoke-fellow 

SUNOMOREO SUROPHOINIKISSA 
join (or SUROPHUNISSA) 

SUNOMOSIA Syrophc;enician 

conspiracy SURTIS 
SUNTASSO quicksands 

T 
appoint SUSCH:EMATIZO 

SUNTELEIA conform 
TACHA fashion end 

SUSPARASSO 
peradventure 

SUNTELEO perhaps 
complete grievously 

TACHEI (EN) tear end 
SUSS:EMON 

quickly 
finish shortly 
fulfil token speedily 
make SUSSOMOS TACHEION 

SUNTEMNO body quickly 
cut SUSTASIAST:ES shortly 
short insurrection TACHEOS 

SUNT:EREO SUSTATIKOS hastily 
keep c.ommendation quickly 
observe 

SUSTAUROO shortly 
preserve 

crucify suddenly 
SUNTHAPTO 

SUSTELLO TACHINOS 
bury 

short shortly 
SUNTHLAO swift wind swiftly break wrap 
SUNTHLIBO SUSTENAZO TACHISTA 

throng groan speed 

SUNTHRUPTO SUSTOICHEO TACHU 
break ans wer lightly 

SUNTITH:EMI SUSTRATIOT:ES 
quickly 

TACHUS agree soldier swift covenant 
SUSTREPHO 

SUNTOMOS gather TAGMA 
few order 

SUNTRECHO SUSTROPH:E (or SUN-) TAKTOS 
banded set run concourse 

SUNTRIBO SU(N)ZAO 
TALAIPOREO 

break affiict 
bruise live 

TALAIPORIA 
SUNTRIMMA SU(N)Z:ETEO misery 

destruction dispute 
TALAIPOROS inquire 

SUNTROPHOS question wretched 
bring reason TALANTIAIOS 
foster-brother SUZ:ET:ESIS talent 

SUNTUNCHA."!'110 disputation TA.LA.NTON 
come reasoning talent 

SUNUPOKRINOMAI SUZ:ET:ET:ES TA.L(E)ITHA. 
dissemble disputer talitha 
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fAMEION TEKM:ERION TELEUTAO 
chamber proof decease 

TAPEINOO TEKNION die 

abase child TELEUT:E 
humble TEKNOGONEO death 
low children T:ELIKOUTOS 

TAPEINOPHRON TEKNOGONIA great 
courteous child-bearing mighty 
humble-minded TELON:ES 

TAPEINOPHROSUN:E TEKNON publican child humbleness daughter TELONION 
humility custom (toll) 
lowliness son 

TAPEINOS 
TEKNOTROPHEO TELOS 

ohildren continual 
base 

T:EKO custom (toll) 
cast 
degree rnelt end 

TEKTON 
end Ing 

estate finally 
humble carpenter uttermost 
low T:ELAUGOS TEPHROO lowly clearly ashes 

TAPEINOSIS TELEJOO 
estate accomplish TE RAS 
humiliation consecratc wunder 
low (estate) do T:EREO 

TAPH:E finish charge 
burial fulfil hold 

TAPHOS perfect keep 
keeper 

sepulchre TELEIOS observe 
tomb age preserve 

TARACH:E man 
perfect 

reserve 
trouble watch 

TARACHOS TELEIOS T:ER:E:SIS 
stir end hold 

TARASSO 
pcrfeotly keeping 

trouble TELEIOSIS prison 

TARTAROO 
fulfilment ward 
perfection TESSARAKONTA 

hell TELEIOTEROS forty 
TASSO perfect TESSARAKO NTAET:ES 

appoint TELEIOT:ES forty (years) 
determine 
ordain perfection TESSARES 
set perfectness four 

TAUROS TELEIOT:ES TESSARESKAI-
OX finisher DEKATOS 

TAXIS TELEO fourteenth 

order accomplish TETARTAIOS 

TECHN:E 
end 
expire four art fill 

craft finish TETARTOS 
trade fulfil four 

TECHNIT:ES go fourth 

builder pay TETRA(A)RCHEO 
craftsman perform tetrarch 

TEJCHOS TELESPHOREO TETRA(A)RCH:ES 
wall perfection tetrarch 
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TETRADION THAUMASTOS THEMELIOO 
quaternion marvel found 

TETRAGON OS marvellous grounded 

foursquare THAUMAZO settle 
marvel THEMELIOS 

TETRAKISCHILIOI wonder foundation 
thousand THEA THEODIDAKTOS 

TETRAKOSIA goddess taught 
four hundred THEAOMAI THEOMACHEO 

TETRAMENOS behold fight 
months look 

THEOMACHOS sec 
TETRAPLOOS THEATRIZO 

fighting 
fourfold gazingstock THEOPNEUSTOS 

TETRAPOUS THEATRON inspiration 
beast spectacle THEOREO 
fourfooted theatre behold 

THALASSA THEIODES 
consider 
look sea brimstone perceive 

l'HALPO THF.TON llP.P. 

cherish brimstone THEORIA 
THAMBEO THEIOS sight 

amaze divine THEOS 
THAMDOS THEIOTES God 

amazement Divinity godly 
wonder THEKE THEOSEBEIA 

THANASIMOS sheath godliness 
deadly THELA:!O THEOSEBES 

THANATEPHOROS suck worshipper 
deadly suckling THEOSTUGES 

THANATOO THELEIA hateful 
dead wo man ha.ter 
death THELEMA THEOTES 
kill deaire Divinity 
mortify pleasure THERA 

THANATOS will trap 
death THELESIS THERAPEIA 

THAPTO 
will healing 

bury THELO household 
desire THERAPEUO THARREO disposed 

bold eure 
fain heal boldly forward (be) worship confident intend 

confidence list THERAPON 
courage love servant 

THARSEO pleased THEREUO 
cheer rather catch 
comfort unwilling THERIOMACHEO 

THARSOS voluntary fight 
will courage willing THERION 

THAUMA wish beast 
marvel would THERISMOS 
wondcr THELUS llLl'Vt:::!l 

THAUMASIOS female THERISTES 
wonderful (thing) wo man reaper 
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:HERIZO THR:E:NEO THUREOS 
reap bewail shield 

rHERMAINO ::iourn THURIS wail winde\\< warm 
THRENOS 

THUROROS rHERM:E: 
lamentation door heat 

THR:E:SKEIA portar fHEROS 
religion 

THUSIA summ er 
worship sacrifice fH:E:SAURIZO THR:E:SKOS 

THUSIASTE.RION lay religious altar store 
THRIAMBEUO TIKTO treasure 

TH:E:SAUROS cause beget, bear lead 
bring treasure triumph deliver THINGANO THRIX travail handle hair usury tauch THROEO TILLO THLIBO trouble pluck a.tllict 

THROMDOS TTMAO narrow 
drop esteem press 

THRON OS honour straitened 
throng seat price 
tribulation throne value 

TIM:E: trouble THUELLA 
honour THLIPSIS tempest 
pr~cious afllict THUGAT:E:R pnce affiiction tlaughter sum anguish 

THUGATRION value burdened 
daughter TIMIOS distress 

THUlNOS costly persecution 
dear tribulation thyine (word) 
honourable trouble THUMIAMA precious 

THN:E:SKO incense reputation 
die odour 

TIMIOT:E:S 
THN:E:TOS THUMIAO costliness 

mortal incense 
TIMOREO mortality THUMIAT:E:RION punish 

THORAX censer 
TIMORIA breastplate THUMOMACHEO punishment 

THORUBAZO displease 
TINO trouble THUMOO 

punish 
THORUBEO wroth (be) 

TIS, TI (1) ado THUM OS 
certain noise anger 
every trouble fierceness 
he tumult indignation 
kind uproar wrath 
man THORUBOS THUO manner tumult kill one uproar 

sacrifice sowe THRAUÖ slay somebody bruise THURA somcone 
THREMMA door something 

cattle gate somewhat 
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TIS, TI (2) TOSOUTOS TRIETIA 
what great year 
whataver long TRIMENOS which many months who much 

TRIS whom TOTE thrice 
TITH:EMI then 

TRISCHILIOI appoint time 
thousand bow (Verb) TOUNANTION TRISTEGOS commit contrariwise Story conceive 

TOXON TRITOS give 
lay bow (Noun) third make TRACHELIZO thirdly ordain lay TRIZO purpoae 

TRACHELOS gnash put 
neck grind set 

settle TRACHUS TROCHIA 
sink rocky path 

TITLOS rough TROCHOS 
superscription TRAGOS course 
title goat wheel 

TOICHOS TRAPEZA TROGO 
wall bank eat 

meat TROMOS TOIGAROUN table trembling wherefore 
TRAPEZIT:ES TROP~ TOINUN banker tuming then 
TRAUMA TROPH:E TOIOUTOS wo und food fellow 

such as TRAUMATIZO meat 

TOKOS wo und TROPHOS 
interest TRECHO nurse 
usury coursa TROPOPHOREO 

run bear TOLMAO rush manner bold 
TREIS suffer dare 

three TROPOS TOLMEROTEROS (-ON) 
TREMO conversation boldly even as tremble 

manner TOLM:ET:ES 
TREPHO means daring 

bring way TOM OS feed TRUBLION sharp nourish dish TOMOTEROS TRIAKONTA TRUGAO sharper thirty gather 
TOPAZION thirtyfold 

TRUGON topaz TRIAKOSIOI dove 
TOPOS three hundred 

TRUMALIA everywhere TRIBOLOS eye opportunity thistle TRUPEMA place 
TRIBOS eye quarter 

path TRUPHAO rocky 
TRICHINOS delicately (live) room 

way hair pleasure 
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TRUPHE XENOS ZEO 
delicately host ( of guests) 
revel strange 

fervent 

riot stranger ZESTOS 

TUCH ON XERAINO bot 

special dry z:E'TEMA 

TUMPANIZO oyer-ripe question 

torture p_meaway ZETEO 

TUNCHANO 
npe about 
wither desire 

attain 
chance XEROS endeavour 

common dry go 

enjoy land inquire 

may withered require 

obtain XESTES seek 

TUPHLOO pot ZETESIS 

blind XULINOS 
~isputation 

TUPHLOS wood 
1nqu1re 

blind XULON 
question 

TUPHO stafl 
ZEUGOS 

smoke stocks 
pair 

TUPHONIKOS 
tree 

yoke 

tempestuous 
wood ZEUKTERIA 

TUPHOO 
XURAO 

band 

high minded 
shave ZIZANION 

tares 
pride ZOE 
proud 
puff lup) 

z life 

smoke 
ZAO ZOGREO 

lifetime captive 
TUPOS live 

ensample lively 
catch 

example living 
ZONE 

fashion ZELOO 
bag 

figure aflect 
girdle 

form covet 
ZONNUMI 

manner ciesire 
gird 

pattem eamestly 
ZOOGONEO 

print envy 
live 

TUPTO jealous 
preserve 

beat seek 
quicken 

smite zealously ZOON 

strike ZELOS 
beast 

wo und envy creature 

TURBAZO fervent ZOOPOIEO 

trouble ·fierceness life 
indignation quicken 
jealousy ZOPHOS 
zeal blackness 

X ZELOTES darkness 
zealous mist 

XENIA 
Iod ging ZEMIA ZUGOS 

XENIZO 
loss balance 

entertain 
ZEMIOO pair 

lodge 
cast yoke 

foi:feit ZUME 
strange lose leaven 

XENODOCHEO loss ZUMOO 
stranger receive leaven 
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